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THIS VOLUME OF "THE GARDEN"

is dedicated to

E. AUGUSTUS BOWLES,
i

M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

BORN in May, 1865, at Myddelton House, Waltham Cross, E. A. Bowles in early youth

was considered too delicate for school life, but gaining strength with advancing

manhood he passed three years at Jesus College, Cambridge, and took his degree

in 1887 in Theology. A brother and a sister both dying in the same year, he remained

at home with his parents, devoting himself to parish work, chiefly among boys, and

to gardening. From many of the good gardeners of the older generation, and especially

Canon Ellacombe and Dr. Lowe of Wimbledon, he received abundant help and encouragement,

and, following them as accomplished scholar and careful botanist, fully maintains their worthy

tradition.

In 1902 Mr. Bowles was placed on the Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and was appointed Acting Chairman after the death of Dr. Masters in 1907. He became

a Member of the Narcissus Committee in 1904 and was made Chairman in 1910, and was elected

a member of the Council in 1908. He is a Fellow of the Linnean Society and a holder of the

Victoria Medal of Honour in Horticulture.

^

Mr. Bowles is the author of a series of three delightful books entitled "My Garden in

Spring," and corresponding volumes for Summer, and Autumn and Winter. All who have

been privileged to visit his garden at Myddelton House can testify to his zeal and

enthusiasm for the rich collection of plants that find a home there. Among the beautiful- -

plants of his own raising are Iris reticulata Cantab, Crocus chrysanthus Yellow Hammer

and Snow Bunting, and C. Tommasinianus var. pictus.

For many years the pages of The Garden have been much enriched by articles,

chiefly on bulbous plants, from Mr. Bowles's pen, and by his excellent drawings, usually Ufe-

size plant portraits, that so admirably illustrate them.
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AbbotBbury, 388
Acanthus Bpinosus, 436
Aconites, Winter, 90
.'Esculus parviflora, 335
Agave, a hardy. 142
Agriculture, Glasgow and West of Scot-

land Ctollege of, 137
Alcebia quinata, 218
Alder, a charming, 420
Allard, Mr. E. J., 414
Allium sphterocephalum, 476
Allotment and Small-Holders' Supply

Association, Limited, 407 •, beautiful,

210 ; cropping a 10-rod, 134 ; holders,

an appeal to, 326 ; holders' competition,

27 ; helping, 371 ; security of tenure
and compensation for, 88 ; the organi-

sation of, 129 ; the Southern Federation
of, 113 ; lawn, 30 ; model, 223

;

produce of an, 62 ; striking development,
391

Allotments, 111 ; and manures, 389

;

animals on, 401 ; depot, Edinburgh,
51 ; economic rents for, 401 ; in

Edinburgh and Glasgow, 137 ; obser-

vations on garden, 308 ; on a permanent
basis, 433 ; security of tenure, 391

;

structures on, 155, 164
Almond and other flowering trees, 191
Almonds, home-grown, 417
AInus incana var. ramuiis coccineis, 450
Alpines in the " cold hothouse," 57, 94

Alyssum sinuatum, 466
America, a letter from, 294
Androsace glacialis, 78
Anemone blanda var. scythinica, 206

;

Hepatica, raising from seed, 479

;

trifoliata, 114
Anemones, early, 125
" Anne Amateur's " grandfather's garden,

158 ; visit to Gravetye Manor, 286
Anthemis tinctoria E. C. Buxton, 257, 276
Anti-pest campaign, 239
Antirrhinums, sowing, 72
Apple Beeslcy, 352 ; Cornish Box, 138,

156, 198 ; displaying an, 451 ; Potts'

seedling, 91 ; Bev. W. Wilks, 333, 352 ;

St. Everard, 342 ; Sandling Duchess,

182 ; Scotch Bridget, 64, 91 ; tree

cuttings, 223 ; mildew, 301 ; trees, the

training of, 78, 131, 139, 206 ; Wyken
Pippin, 312

Apples, 29, 122 ; at Wisley, 376, 430 ;

flavour of, 3, 27, 28, 40, 53, 64, 91, 92,

104, 138, 146, 172, 198, 224 ; from
cuttings, 90, 104, 115, 122, 130, 138 ;

gassed, 336 ; keeping Cox's Orange
Pippin till May, 190 ; keeping properties

of, 93 ; russet, 240 ; selection of, 145 ;

some American, 470 ; storing, 139, 199
April rainfaU, 199
Aquilegias and Primulas from seed,

growing, 362, 382
Arbutus Unedo, 437
Artichokes, Globe, in the wild garden, 426

;

Jerusalem, 34, 73, 89, 441
Arundinaria japonica, 467
Asparagus, 142, 195 ; intercropping be-

tween, 301
Aster corymbosus, 403
Azalea rosaeflora, 57
Azaleas, hardy, 478 ; Japanese, 27

Baclthouse, Mr. Henry, at Bournemouth,
39

Barron, WilUam, 262
Bays and bachelors, 226
Bean, an early Broad, 198 ; Broad Early
Mazagan, 77 ; climbing, 5, 52 ; eco-

nomical cooking of the Dutch Brown, 16,

40, 64, 104 ; new use for the Soya, 163 ;

White French Haricot, 181
Beans, Broad, 341 ; Canadian Wonder,

197 ; Dutch Brown, 16, 302 ; Dwarf,
204, 324 ; experiments in growing
Soya, 255 ; French, 60, 366 ; French
or Dwarf, the cultivation of, for early

supplies, 66 ; Haricot for winter use,

401 ; in school gardens, 171 ; Runner,
197, 290, 324, 457 ; selection of Haricot,
207 ; sowing Kidney, 171 ; supplies of
Canadian Wonder, 89 ; transplanting
French and Scarlet Uunner, 89 ; trial

of Runner at Wisley, 351 ; variation in

shade of French, 51 ; winter, 329
Bee, improving ttje honey, 309 ; outlook,

371
Bees, a useful book on, 222 ; and Potato

spraying, 361, 403, 435, 458; feeding
for over-wintering, 347 ; notes on, 77,
84, 99, 126, 145, 151, 179, 202, 212,
252, 298, 315, 330 ; sugar and, 129

;

wintering. 346
Beet bolting, 419 ; cultivating Sugar, 43 ;

Globe-rooted, ijolting, 352 ; Veitch's
Intermediate, 398

Beetle, an introduced Bean, 189 ; Rasp-
berry, 277

Beetroot, 170 ; and Sugar Beet, sowing,
181; storing out-of-doors, 417

Berberis dulcis nana, 15
Bettisfleld Park Camp, 322
Bilney, Captain Alwyn A. H., 275
Bird scare, an effective, 156
Birds, 224, 240 ; a simple device for

scaring, 110 ; friends and foes, 104
Bisulphide of carbon, applying, 81

Blackberrj', 341, 372, 392 ; crop, 294, 310
;

in France, 418
;

promising, 351, 392
Blight, a remedy for American, 286
Books, 99
Bowdon School Gardens, 223
Boyd, William B., 143
Bracken for litter, 351
Brassicas, the prevention of " clubbing

"

in, 295
Broad Beans and Gooseberry caterpillar,

225 248
Broccoli, 97, 245, 253, 319
Bruckenthalia spicullfolia, 1

Brunsvigia Josephlnse, 3
Brussels Sprouts, 42, 60 ; trial at Wisley,

455
Buckthorn, lasting qualities of the, 146,

164
Buckwheat, how to get seed, 239
Bulb order, the general, 364
Bulbs in fibre, 449 ;

purchasing, 329
BuUace, Langley, 3, 40
Butterflies, 255 ; absence of, 353, 362, 383

Cabbage Allan's Incomparable, 418

;

autumn-sown, 275 ;
" club " in, 442,

458, 466'; Ellam's Early Dwarf, 451 ;

Emperor, 426 ; Harbinger, 115 ;
patcir,

217 ; Pickling, 383, 419, 450 ; Spring,
322, 337, 362 ; in drills, 319

Cabbages, planting, 341, 353 ; Red and
red Roses, 403

Calceolarias, 357 ; herbaceous, 246
,

Calycanthus occidentalis, 337
Camellia Sasanqua, 33
Camellias in the open, 225
Camouflage, 332
Campanula Rapunculus, 129
Canned food, 294
Caraway seeds, 352

'

Carbide refuse, 3
Carnation, British, Society, 471
Carnations, Perpetual, in cold green-

houses, 369 ; planting Border, 203 ;

propagating Perpetual-flowering, 25
Carrots, 241 ; following early Potatoes,

241 ; sowing, 109, 127
Catkins, Alder. 105
Cauliflowers, 97, 315, 366, 386 ; autumn,

371 ; early, 66 ; wintered in cold
frames, 123

Ceanot buses, beautiful, 150
Celery, 231 ; blanching with ashes, 301

;

leaf-blight, 293 ;
planting, S15

;

trenches, 162
Chafers, garden, 247
Charlock, 213, 276, 302, 330
Cherries, 357 ; MorcUo, 205, 220, 261, 377
Cherry, an attractive bush, 145
Chestnuts, Horse, the utilisation of, 93 ;

Spanish, 417
Chou de Burghley, 206
Chrysanthemum Cottaee Pink, 449

;

Harman Payne on the, 118 ; Raymond
Dyer. 467

Chrysanthemums, 426 ; early white for

late districts, 445
Cistus cvprius, 250 ; ladaniferus, 250
" Clay " Cup, 265
Clematis, 90, 122 ; " die-back," 28

;

freed, the, 2 ; hybrid, 454 ; montana
Wilsonii, 287

Clivias at Kew, 145
Club-root, 205. 215
Colchlcum Sibthorpii, 453
Colchicums, 395, 419
Coleworts, 215
Commelina crelestis, 51
Convohiilus Cneorum, 371
Cool greenhouse plants, 401
Copper sulphate, prices of, for Potato

spraying. 111
Coppice wood industries, 197, 224
Cordyline australls flowering before a wet

season, 41
Cornus canadensis, 266
Correvon, Henry, books and Mistletoe, 71
Corry, Lieutenant J. E.. 273
Corydalis cheilanthifolia, 325 : ochroleuca,

217
Cosmos, the early flowering, 82, 119
Cottage " afternoon." 411, 420
Cottons, two Lavender, 52
Couch Grass, dried, 113
Country of the little people, 203
County marketing schemes, 327, 381
Courges for English gardens, 372
Covent Garden, a Welsh, 230
Cowslip, the Normandy, 146
Cream or no cream, 434
Creepers, 162
Crinums, 351
Crocus herald, 33 ; procession, 57
Crocuses, Spring, 125
Crops, produce of, 441
Crown Imperials, 193
Crucianella stylosa, 15, 52
Cucumbers, 110, 297 ; in frames, 136, 297

;

in winter, 371 ; Ridge, 197
Curious, columns for the, 9, 22, 34, 47,

73, 85, 357, 367, 456
Currant WTiite Versaillaise, 285
Currants, apliis on Black, 265 ; reversion
and resistance to big-bud In Black, 457

Curtis, Lieutenant C. Ralph, 379
Cutbush, Herbert J., 128
Cuthbertson, Lieutenant David, 276

Cyclamen Coum, the distribution of, 78
Cyclamens, potting seedling. 98
Cydonia japonica, 52, 90 ; and C. Maulei,

the fruits of, 39 : Maulei superba, 163
Cypripedium Calccolus growing wild,

256, 276 ; insigne Sanderae, 457

Daffodil notes, 24, 168, 175, 187, 194,
216 ; Tommy Townshend, 195

Daffodils at the Forced Bulb Show, 152 ;

potting, 346 ; that grow, 342 ;
" tips

"

about buying and planting in 1918,
331

Dahlia, pronunciation of, 393
Daisies, Michaelmas, 372, 426, 429 ; and

obese Onions, 403 ; seedling, 419
Damascenes, 351
Daphne Mezereum, ]6, 40, 90 ;

pctrrea,

457 ; pontica, 78, 104 119
Dasylirion gracile, 329
Davidia involucrata, 189
Delphinium seedlings, 303
Dendromecon rigidum, 1

Dick, J. Harrison, 162
Dillistone, George, 391
Diplaeus glutinosus, 468
Doughty, Robert, 188
Dreer, William F., 399
Drill Hall shows, 335
Dryas octopetala. 240
Dump beautiful, 35, TO, 96, 132

Kdgeworthia papjnrifera, 206
Editor's Table, 85, 193, 365
Eelworms, parasites on, 197
Electro-culture, 113
Elm tree, adventitious root formation

in aur 44
Endive, 319, 377
Entomological research in Australia, 341
Erica carnea, colour of, 122
Eschscholzia tenuifolia, 15. 145
Eucryphia pinnatifolia, 343
Evergreens, small, for poor soils, 461
Exeter, notes from, 364
Exochorda grandiflora, 240

Fairies in a Surbiton garden, 323
Falr/rings, 39
Farewell, a, 468
Farm hands, minimum rates and allow-

ances to, 326
Tarries, Gordon, 262
Fendlera rupicola, 34
Fern; a liandsome, 224 ; a hardy Maiden-

hair, 435. 442
Fig trees in pots, 89, 92
Figs. 423
Flea-beetles, 255
Flies, Daffodil, 243, 276 «
Flora of the battle zone. 269
Florists' Federation, British Wholesale,

Flower Fair in London, 197, 215, 247,

283 ; sketch-book made in Japan, notes

from a, 106, 140, 192, 258
Flowers, a plea for. 147 ; doubling of

various, 309 ; of winter, 32, 56,

95, 116 ; on the Palestine front, 249 ;

pageant of the, 434 : sought by bees,

145 ; spring, 77 ; white, in the dusk,

234
Fly, black, 240, 266 ; Cabbage-root, and

tarred discs, 171, 247 ; Celery, 255

;

green, in March, 130 ; on Roses, 240 ;

Merodon, 49 ; Onion, 109 ; black

sulphur for, 138
Food economy, 146 ; of certain wild birds,

381 ; production, certificates for, 371

;

exhibition at Southampton. 381 ; free

lectures on, 51, 103 ; Norwich League,
171 ; supplies, preserving our perishable,

129
Forestry training at Edinburgh University,

441
Forsj-thias at Myddelton House, 167
Foxglove, white, 346
Fream Memorial Prize, 263
Fritillaria pallidiflora, 183, 193
Fruit and vegetables, a display by l?dy gar-

deners, 451 ; bottling and preserving, 35,

206 ; in cold water,197, 216, 224, '241, 257,

266, 276, 286 ; budding, raffia for, 326

;

collection of surplus in Scotland, 267 ;

disappointing crop, 240 ;
garden, a

modern, 375 ; Government purchase of

surplus, 113 ; home drying, 333

;

maximum prices for English-grown, 181

;

niursery, an English, 8 ; on eating, 131

;

picking in Perthshire, 285
;
preservation

of soft, 276 ;
prospects, 249 ; trees,

an old and useful catalogue of, 146

;

and bushes, 374 ; and caterpillars, 12

;

cleaning, 449 ; in grass, 407 ; nailing,

454 ; pests, 478 ;
pollination of, 408 ;

pruning of, 25 ; spraying, 181 ; the
culture of, 23

Fruits, pulping, 402
Fnchsia gracilis, the variegated-leaved,

164 ; Mme. Cornelisson, 149
Fuchsias for the outdoor garden, 107,

149 ; hardy, 148
Fuidge, Mr. C. S., testimonial to, 433
Fumitory, an early, 113

Galanthus cilicicus, 3, 28
Gall weevil, 205

Garden, a century in a Hertfordshire.
68 ; a Weybridge, 221 ; at the Anti-
podes, 157 ; benefits of visits, 278 ;

comments on The, 82, 279, 310 ; diary
479 ; from a Surrey, 28, 150 ; in a
Baghdad, 59 ; in Northants, from a

,

117 ; notes from a County Down, 10
221, 281, 332 ; from a Northants, 234

;

produce, disposal of surplus in Lanark-
shire, 197 ; the marketing of, 177 ;

tool, a useful, 466 ; visitors, the
benefits of, 259 ; wanderings, 297

;

work in October, 394
Gardeners killed in action, 381 ; Royal

Benevolent Institution, 15, 40, 441

;

wages, 130
Gardens, Chimberland and Westmorland

242 ; little water, 421 ; taf Japan,
colour harmony in the, 1,6; of to-day
250

'

Gardner, James, 414
Gas-liming, 361
Gentiana acaulis, 206, 232 ; asclepiadea

in the wild, 394 ; verna seedlings,
294

Geranium plants, old, 28 ; sangulneum
album, 285

Gingerbread made with Sugar Beet
svrup, 471

Gladioli, 186, 355
Gladiolus America, 323, 330 ; brenchley-

ensis, 354, 442; Halley, 355
Gooseberry, the, 25, 93, 229, 334, 386.

438 ^ •

Gourds for winter use, 90
Grassland, bringing into cultivation, 61
Grease-banding Apple, Pear and Plum

trees, 381
Great Sea-Thorn of the East Coast, to

the. 477
Greenhouses, fuel for, 263
Grouse and Burgundy mixture, 361

Habranthus pratensis, 443
Hakea pinifolia, 110
Hamamelis at Kew, 51, 103
Hardening off, 145
Hardy annuals, some, 71 ; plant notes, 46
Haricots, Burmese way of cooking, 137 ;

home-gro^vn, 18, 130
Harvest, more soldier labour for, 317
Harvesting, wet-weather, 317
Hawthorn, a second flowering of the, 240
Heath. .<he Lapland. 1

Helianthus tuberosus, 224
Hclxine Solieroiii, 79, 119
Hepaticas, the, 121
Hibiscus syriacus, 361, 450
Hippophae rhamnoides, 477
Hollies for hedging, 232
Holly, deciduous, 449
Holy Thorn of Glastonbury, the, 91,

104, 122
Home-made pickles and preserves, 437
Honey production, 19, 49
Hooker, Sir Joscpli Dalton, life and

letters of, 367
Horse and the war, the, 456
Horseradish, planting, 48
Horticultural C'lub, 89, 371, 407 ; scholar-

ships for women, 301 ; Society, CanolDle,
369

Horticulture, Chamber of, 458, 471 ;

National Diploma in, 283 ; women
students of, 137

Hotbed materials, preparing, 48
Hyacinth, Grape, Heavenly Blue, 212
Hydrangea Hortensia, 353

Impatiens Roylei, 59, 74
Insect pests and diseases, report on, 361
Inter-Allied picture exhibition, 167
Iris Loptec, 235 ; melllta var. rubro-

marginata, 413 ; pallida dalmatica,
260 ; -stylosa, 103, 148 ; unguicularis,
varieties of, 148 : Vartani, 249

Irises, 122, 159, 219, 244 ; August, 363
;

diseases among Bearded, 336, 342
362, 382, 402, 408 from seed, 355;
Begelia, 460 ; some of the new Bearded
250, 289

Jaclcson, John R., 215
Jacqueminot, 79
Japanese trees in Trafalgar Square 263
Jasmine, the yellow, 465
Judas Tree in fruit, 376

Kale, Russian, 5
Kedlock spills, 433
Kew Bulletin, the, 61, 118 ; Guild Journal,

155 ; meeting, 215, 239 ; notes. 94.
118, 176, 199

Kohl Rabi, 205, 231

Land Army rally in London, 137 ; derelict
181

Langley Bullace, 408
Larch, Sikkim, 445
Laurustinus, fruits of, 2, 16, 27, 28
Lawsonia alba, 165
Leaf-mould, a woodland ramble in search

of, 69
Leek, the, 163, 229, 441
Leeks, the cultivation of, 169, 276, 290
Lettuce on Celery ridges, 256 ; stalks as

Ginger, 337
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I fttuces and Beans, 382 ; trial of autumn-
sown at. Wisley, 275

Lewis, Thomas. 379
Leycestcria formosa, 438, 458
Lilies among trees and shrubs, 345

;

of France, 243, 276
Lilium candidum. 351 ; croceum, 294

;

Parkmanni, 386 ;
pomponium, 266 ;

speciosum, 337 ; sulphureum at Kew,
293

Lilv, Cuban, 265 ; season in Southern
Scotland, 387 ; the Plantain, 294

Lime, application of, 1 ; from an acetylene

plant, 3 ; the chemistry of, 67 ; when
and how to apply, 369

Liming, the practice of, 309
l,inseed, the cultivation of, 181
Llthospcrmum purpurco-cseruleum, 256

Lobelia cardinalis, wintering, 449
Loganberries, 426 ; training, 319 '

London Gardens Guild, 263
Loniceras, two delicious, 147
Lupine, the Tree, 276,- 321

Lupines, hybrid, 231

Mackenzie, Alexander. 262
Magnolias at Kew, 155, 167
Maize. 329 ; growing in England, 197

Manure, Bracken as, 205 ; town refuse

as, 51
Manures, artificial, tor vegetables, 85

;

huraiflcation of, 145
Marmalade, Sweet Orange, 114, 130

Marrow ginger preserve, 324 ; preserved

with Apples and Khubarb, 324
Marrows, 247 ; and Gourds, storing,

341 ; for jam-making, 231 ; harvesting,

247 ; rotting off, 320 ; sowing, 163
MeHattie, Blr. J. W., 113
Meconopsis, 313
Medlars, gathering, 457
Meliosma cuneifolia, 265
Melon Earl's Favourite, 397
Melons, 60, 120, 176, 245, 261, 297, 340. 386,

Melville, Richard, 188
Merodon equestris, 239
Mimosas from the Riviera, 198
Mimulus luteus, a colony of, 353
Mistletoe, 71
Mole, fasting, 450
Monkshood, a noble, 391
Montbrctias, 377 ; gold medal group of,

312; the Earlham, 339
Moth, the Strawberry-leaf button, 293,

330
Mushrooms, the cultivation of, 165
Musk, scentless, 295, 302, 320
Mustard, Black, 276 ; Curled, 293

National kitchens. 111 ; Rose Society,

an open letter to the, 314 ; spring
meeting, 171

Kice, notes from, 323
Nitrate of soda, 51
Notes on notes, 16
Nursery stock, free gift sale of, 401

Oenothera csespitosa, 313 ; taraxacifolia,

. 309, 336
Old-age pensioners, 181
Omphalodes verna, 209
Onion Cranston's Excelsior, 427 ; growing

in North Wales, 319 ; , maggot, 255 ;

sets, 310
Onions, 311, 315, 334, 441 ; a rare disease

in, 329 ; an inducement to grow,
129; August-sown, 309, 311, 330;
bending over, 293 ; bolting, 231

;

Crimson Globe and Silver Globe,
403 ; cropping after, 301 ; for seed,

311 ; harvesting large, 322 ; the 1918
crop, 163 ; why not grow large ? 43

Oranges, a selection of Mock, 267, 294
Orchf rds, 446
" Orchid Review," 1
Orchis, disappearance of the Bee, 293
Oxford Botanic Garden, 428

" Packing it in," 321
Paeonia officinalis, 257, 286 ; peregrina.

Miller, 228
Paine, Mr. W. Horace, 88
Pancratium illvricuin, 458
Pansy history," 198, 216, 232, 248, 266,

286, 295, 303
Parochetus communis, 114
Pathways, 454
Pea, a useful maincrop. 302 ; May Queen,

381 ; shuck soup, 247, 286
Peaches, 35, 72, 127, 142, 152, 211, 220,

245, 270, 280, 290, 315, 324, 366, 397
Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey, 435, 466
Pears and pottery, 462
Pearson, R. Hooper, 246
Peas, 35 ; about early, 60 ; bottled, 427

;

cultivation of early, 42 ; gathering
in the South of France, 260 ; growing
early. In boxes, 113 ; on wire-netting,
181 ; intensive culture of culinary,
211 ; late crops of. 225 ; sowing early,
25 ; under glass, 18

Peltarla alliacca, 255
Pentstemon Davidsonii, 217
Philadelphus Virginal, 294
Phlox Stellaria, 249
Picea sitchensis, 121
Pickle of Apples, Shallots and Sugar

Beet, 122 ; Sugar Beet, 402
Pierls floribunda, 449

Pig-keeping, co-operative, 163
Pigs, 111
Plane tree, a giant, 27 ; trees, bark

peeling off, 63
Plant, a new food, 160 ; breeding, pro-

posed station in Scotland, 275 ; fumi-

gation, the Alpha and Omega of, 49 ;

life and colour, 452 ; names, some,
133, 148. 156, 164, 173, 182, 206. 216 ;

pests, burying, 138 ;
popular names,

114, 140
Planting, 441
Plants, new and rare, 48, 98, 119, 152,

168, 187, 201, 229, 252, 271, 290, 339,

378, 446, 462
Plot, the yield in money for a 10-rod, 37

Plum Black Diamond, 354
Plums, 430.; an instructive failure with

dried, 17 ; ripe in November, 435
Pollination question, 374
Polyanthuses, raising new, 126. 134
Polygonum campanulatum, 393
Pope. John. 74
Poppies, abundance of Field, 294
Potash, the British supply of, 121

Potato bread, 191. 222, 233, 248 ; British

Queen, 391, 408 ; competition, 379

;

contest, Sheffield, 155 ; crop, lifting

and storing the, 368 ; culture, change
of seed, 383, 402 ; disease, outbreak of,

78, 309, 310, 329, 336 ; Edinburgh
Castle, 402 ; fertilisers for the crop,

189 ; flour, 428 ; Golden Wonder,
215 ; growing, 109 ; important lecture

at the 'Mansion House, Q3 ; the Sutton
St. Barnabas match. 421 ; haulm, red

rust on. 320, 342, 382, 402, 418 ; King
George V.. a remarkable crop, 372, 391,

392 ; Macpherson, 256 ; new industries

in Lincolnshire, 351 ;
pen, 190 ; at

Reading, 465 ; failure, 465 ;
pie,

a substitute for, 52 ;
planting experi-

ment, 205 ; where corn has failed,

189 ; reproduction, 89 ; rooting sets,

103 ; seed, 67 ; spraying, 79, 205

;

the supply of soda crystals. 137

;

to prevent disease spreading in the
store, 392 ; trials at Ormskirk, 301

;

variegated-leaved, 325 ; Witch Hill,

341
Potatoes at Acton, 351 ; alleged " sports

"

in. 372, 392 ; Brassicas between, 442 ;

bud-variation, 427 ; clamping mid-
season, 371 ; cultivation of, 192 ; of

early, 42 ; cutting of seed, 155, 156,

199 ; desirable, 15 ; drying, 428

;

early, 54 ; earthing-up, 231 ; for heavy
soils, suitable, 48 ; frozen, 52

;
growing

from single eyes, 54 ; under glass, 18 ;

hints on storing, 401 ; home-saved
seed, 335 ; intercropping, 255 ; lifting

midseason, 285 ; Majestic and Kerr's

Pink, 89, 121, 265, 372. 459 ; Mr. Cuth-
bertson's lecture on, 160 ; new seedling

at Ormskirk trials, 319 ;
planting,

170 ; in May, 189 ; remarkable crops

of, 418 ; sprouting in clamps, 103,

130 ; the Premier's, 341 ; two crops

from same sets, 225 ; ver&us Peas, 189 ;

war on the wart, 335 ; watering, 279
Potentilla Vilmoriniana, 449
Pot-pourri away from Surrey, 345 ; from

a Surrey garden, 267
Premier's appeal to women, 263
Primroses, 198 ; Munstead Bunch, 242
Primula malacoides, variation in. 265

;

membranifolia. 58, 206 ; tibetica, 280
Prostanthera rotundifolia, 256
Prunus Pissardii, 442
Pulmonarla azurea, 218
Pumpkins, 114, 265
Pyracantha Glbbsii, 443
Pyrola, popular names of, 107 ; rotundi-

folia, 210, 233

Quercus Turneri, 435
Quince, the Japanese, 207

Rabbit, the utility side of the, 327
Radishes, growing early, 31 ; winter,

103, 301
Rainfall in Perthshire, 29
Raisin-Grapes, 1

Rake, the wooden, 426 •

Ramsbottom, J. K., 306
Raspberries, 86, 127, 270, 298, 325, 397, 426;

autumu-fruiting, 342, 450 ; planting,
417

Rats, 205 ; how to trap, 186, 316
Ravelstone, Midlothian, the gardens at, 45
Reading, B^yal visit to, 129
Red Cabbage, comments on recipes, 408
Reinwardtia trigyna, 466
Rhododendron glaucum, 32, 205 ; odora-
tum, 303 ; occidentalis, 338

Rhododendrons on limestone ranges,
330, 330 ; planting, on banks, 469

Rhubarb, 438, 470 ; forcing in the open,
63 ; planting, 80

Ribes, the Golden-leaved, 402
Riviera notes. 22, 45, 160, 210, 250, 282,

288, 344, 420, 437
Robertson, James, 456
Rock garden, a reader's, 225 ; plants

in flower, 232
Rolllt, Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Albert K..

351
Roots, storing, 433
Rosa Soulieana, 329

Rose Aglaia, 296, 321, 343, 362 ; Alister
Stella Gray, 371, 409 ; American
Pillar, 331 ; an old note, 453 : Annual
for 1918, 185 ; bcautihd Christmas,
465 ; bower in Essex, 365 ; Conrad
F. Meyer. 286, 353 ; Dr. J. Van Fleet,

442 ; Five Brothers, 330 ; Goldfinch,
309, 330 ; growing in America, 28

;

Henrietta, 412 ; Ladv Godiva, 382 ; Miss
Willmott, 467 ; M. Paul LM4, 337, 352 ;

Paul's Scarlet Climber, 442
;

peasant's,
410 i

season in Scotland, 309, 314 ;

Silver Moon, 293 ; Zephj-rine Drouhin,
247, 266

Rosemorran House, Penzance, 29
Roses, a garden of, 410; after rain, 428;
and Phloxes at Grasmere. 383 ; at
Bagatelle, 285 ; autumn, 410 ; Briar,

366 ; for light soil, 282 ; in 1918, 331 ;

in beds at Kew, 282 ; in Malta.
227 ; late autumn, 445, 450 ; late

flowering, 457 ; Laxa stock for, 2

;

new, 202, 273 ; of recent origination,

160 ; old and new, 409 ; planting, 407

;

pruning climbing, 72 ; Rambler, 393 ;

selection of rambling; 356, 372 ; some
old garden, 270, 296 ; that have come
to stay, 412 ; trial of, at Bagatelle, 121

;

two undesirable. 434
Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, 89

;

Horticultural Society, Southampton,
239 ; Society's exhibit at the Institute

of Hygiene, 63 ; exhibition, 396 ; show
of Daffodils and .Auriculas, 196

Rubus nutkanus, a new variety of, 277
;

pulcherrlmus, 392
Ruhleben, a letter from the Prison Camp

at, 194 ; gardening at, 373
Rural rides in the Vale of the White Horse,

305

Sages, some of the hardy, 289
Salad, Burnet, 119 ; Corn, 322 ; dressing,

196, 198, 233 ; without eggs, 290, 302,
320, 337 ;

goqd winter, 64 ; simple
and dainty, 290

Salads, 215
Salsify. chards, 457
Savoys growing on newly broken up

grassland, 67
Saxifraga aizoides, 233 ; Cymbalaria, 233
School gardening movement, 223
Scorzonera, 218 ; hispanica, 129 ; in

its second year, 190
Scots Pines for sheltering tender plants,

457
Seakale. blanching with ashes, 103

;

winter and spring culture and forcing
of, 459

Sea Pinks, 233
Seaweed, 215
Seed picking in Guernsey, 326 ; sowing
and planting, 135 ; economy in, 131 ;

supplies, 137 ; testing, 137 ; trade,
an appeal to the, 164

Seeds, a good way to sow, 190 ; Caraway,
52 ; for cultivation in England, oil-

bearing, 51 ; importance of good, 21
Serapias cordigera, 288
Seseli gummiferu'ra, 279
Shallots, notes on, 97
Shortia uniflora, 163
Shrub, pretty evergreen, 467
Shrubs, cutting flowering in bud, 131

;

some beautiful winter-flowering, 7
Silver-leaf, the menace of, 361
Slug pest, 4, 28
Slugs in frames, 4, 43
Small-holders, an opening for, 293
Small holdings for ex-soldiers and sailors,

247
Snapdragons, pink, 70
Snowdrop Windllowcr, 1

Snowflakes, the Spring, 117
Soap, soft, the supply of, 129
Society, the Selborne, 27
Soil, stones in garden. 232. 257, 277
Soils, spotting " slacker," 77
Somme battlefleld, flora of, 84
Soot, the value of, 163
Sorrel milk soup, 217
Southampton Royal Horticultural Society,

39
Sparaxis pulcherrima, 325
Spare-time chronicles, 343, 373, 422
Sparrow, a good word for the, 233, 248
Spikenard, the Cretan. 441
Spill, a handy garden-produced, 450
Spinach, 293
Spinach Beet, 172, 276, 346 ; sowing, 109
Spraying problems, 173, 199 ; seaside, 341
Spring, firstfruits of, 141 ; liowers, notes

on, 200
St. John's Wort, 198
Stachys grandiflora, 441
Stachyurus chinensis, 161
Ste\ia paniculata, 62
Strawberries, 120, 152, 195, 220, 228, 229,

270, 281, 290, 305, 3'24, 340, 366, 386,

426, 462 ; out of season, 81 ;
planting,

285.442, 458
Strawberry frame, a handy, 239
Strelitziasat Kew, 145
Stuartia Pseudo-camellia fruiting, 1

Successful appeals in 1918, 467
Sugar and bees, 129 ; for home-made

jams, 125
Sugar Beet, cultivating in public parks,

215 [lor^jam-making, 257

Sugar Maple, 250
Sunflower competition. 387; cultivation.
how to get seed. 121

; growers. 231 ;

harvesting seed, 335 ; seed, £5 for the
largest head of, 156, 335 ; uses of the.

285 ; village, 20. 130, 146
Sunflowers, growing for seed, 15
Surplus produce, marketing of, 113

;

in Bournemouth. 275
Sutton. A. W., 441 ; Lieutenant A. G.,

38 ; Mr. Leonard, 155
Swede, a good word for tiie, 245
Swedes, 121, 182
Sweet Briar north of Winnipeg, 79
Sweet Peas, 72 ; choice exhibit of, 447
Sweet Rocket, 197

T'ao-YUan-Ming, 444, 455
Tecoma jasminoides, 319 ; radic^ns

minor, 446
Testacella, the, 59
Tetragonia expansa, 145
Teucrium frut leans, 39, 465
Thalictnim Chelidonii, 289 ; diptero-
carpum, 303

Thatching, new ideas for, 326
Thistle, a handsome, 157 ; the true

Scotch, 173
Thorn, the Oriental, 391
Those eves. 241
Tigridias, 344, 352
Todd, Matthew, 317
Tomato, grafting on Potato, 419 ; jam.

330 ; Scarlet Beautv. 352
Tomatoes, 48, 176, 250, 305, 334, 37).

386 ; cultivation of early, 226 ; early,
pricking off and potting up, 80 : four
crops of, in one year, 165 ;

" greenside
"

in, 302, 392 ; growing winter, for sale,

287 ; outdoors, 218, 231, 286, 341 :

preparing for outdoor planting, 171 ;

ripening green, 391 ; ways of using
green, 398

Tractor, a small garden, 222, 231
Tree, a rain, 389 ; of Heaven damaged,

392 ; liability for blown, 99 ; stumps
and roots, clearing the ground of, 77

Trees, young, 357
Trientalis europsea, 40, 78, 104, 119, 266
Tnjonella cEemIca, 335
Tulip, description of a, 223 ; Golden

Crown, 216 ; notes, 209, 304, 320, 405 :

order in 1918, 385 ; species, early, 147 :

tittle-ttittle, 72 ; Tree, a noble, 65, 156
Tulips, Darwin, in pots, 417 ;

" fire " in^

235, 248, 344 ; from seed, 355 ; in
season, 216

Turnips and Swedes, sowing, 171 ; bolt-
ing, 303

Vase ornament, a seasonable. 449
Vegetable growing in a hospital garden,

223 ; plots, November work on the,
422

Vegetables and fruits, storing. 434 ; at
Claremont, 384 ; at Kew, 319 ; cooking
of, 261 ; early, 19 : grow your own. 327 :

growing for exhibition. 40 ; grown
by discharged soldiers. 470 ; in private
gardens for market, 40 ; in July, 281 :

planting out, 293
; plea for nutritious

,

114 ; prize, 16 ; raising seedling for
plot-holders, 123; selection of recipis
for cooking, 108 ; that feed us, 157 :

the coolcing of, 182 ; uncommon.
54, 86 ; variety of home-grown, 28 ;

winter, 25 ; year's supply of, 3
Vegetation, forward, 131
Verbena venosa and Ageratum. 452
Veronica parviflora, 3 ; teucrium Treliane.

381
Veronicas, shnibby, in woodland, 391
Viburnum Opulus, 130
Victoria Medal of Honour, 15
Victory, 425
Village forewomen wanted, 171
Vine at Melchet Court, 419 : Parslev-

leaved, 433
Vinery, cleaning the late. 25
Vines, 48, 60. 97, 120, 127, 142, 152, 170.

204, 220, 237, 238, 253, 297, 324, 333.
346, 366, 386, 446. 462

Vineyards of England, 22, 47, 73
Viola Grie-s-ii, 319
Violets, 142, 305, 346

Wages Board Gazette, 326
Wallfiowcrs, 261, 397
Ward, Rear-Admiral Aaron, 306
Ware, the late Walter T., 11, 25
Wasps, destruction of nests, 286, 303, 310,

342
Weather and spraying. 255
Weeds, winter, 39, 77
Welwitschia mirabilis, 393, 418
Western seaboard, from a, 44, 83, 124,

166, 184, 208, 236, 268, 312, 377, 404,
436, 477

White Bryony as a vegetable, 216, 232
Wilson, 'Thomas, 74
Winter, flowers of. 84, 114
Wisley in April, 174 ; trials at. 1918. 1

Women land workers, a club for, 03

;

on the land, 200

Yew. golden-fruited, 449
Youell, Henry, 458

Zelkovas, two handsome, 449
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Acanthus in the stone-built bed,

436
Adonis amurensis, 82
jEsculus parviflora, 335

Akebia quinata, 218
Allard. Mr. E. J., 414

Allotment, cropping plan. 13.5

Almond trees in flower, 191

Alnus glutinosa var. laciniata,

420 ; incana aurea, 105

Anemone blanda seytliinica, 95 ;

seedlings of. 200 ; sylvestns, 1

" Anne Amateur." portrait of. 158
" Anne Amateur's " grandfatlier's

cottage, 159
, ... , ,

Apple, brancli covered with knots,

122 ; Claygate Pearmain, 430 ;

D'Arcy Spice, 91 ; Laxton's

Superb, 93 ; Northern Spy,

122; Rev. W. Wilks, 333;
Sandling Duchess, 182 ; trees

from cuttings, 138, 139 ; spray-

ing at Wisley, 173 : William

Watson, 92
Arbutus Unedo, 437
Aster corymbostis between shrubs

and lawn, 403
Aubergines, 55
Azalea Daviesii, 478
Azaleas in a garden at Weybndge.

221 ;
path, from the, 479

;

the way up to the, 478
Backhouse, Henry, among his

Daffodils, 39
Bamboo tunnel, 467

Bay tree In a Surrey garden, 226

Bean Phenomenon, 5

Beetroot, a cottager's way of

storing, 417
Beet Veitch's Intermediate. 398

Berkeley, Mrs. 177
Beschorneria yuccoides in flower,

338
Bird scare, 156
Brenchlcy Church with avenue of

clipped Yews, 354 ; Old Palace,

354
Broad Bean Beck's Dwarf Green

Gem in flower, 198

Broccoli, seedlings of Purple

Sprouting, 295
Bulbs, an exhibition of early

flowering at Kuhlebcn, 194

Cabbage Harbinger, 155
;

patch

in a reader's garden, 217 ; Savoy
under a north waU at Clare-

mont, 381
Calyeanthus occidentalis, 337
Camellia, an unnamed hybrid, 85 ;

reticulata, 94 ; Sasanqua, 33,

106
Campanula Rapunculus, 129

;

thyrsoides, 236
Capsicums in frame, 87
Carrots sown first week in July,

241
Cauliflowers in frames, 123

Ceanothus thvrsiflorusgriscus, 150
Celery at Ciareniont, 384 ; in

paper collars growing between
Asparagus, 301 ;

planting out in

shallow trenches, 215
Centaurea saxicola, 46
Oercis Siliquastrum, 376
Cherries, Morello, the promise of,

205
Chrysanthemum Arranger's Dream,

119 ; Cottage Pink, 449
Chrysanthemums, white, in tubs,

444
Clematis, a self-made hybrid, 454 ;

hiding corrugated Iron, 332

;

montana Wilsonii, 287 ; pearl

grey, 258
Colchicum arenarium, 395 ; Dou-

ble White, 404 ; Parkinsoni,

419 ; Sibthiffpi, 453 ; speciosum
superbum, 404

Comfort, C, 10
Commelina calestis. 51

Cordyline australis, 41
Coiiyanthes macrantha, 47
Corydalis angustifolia. 116
Corylopsis spicata, 107
Cowslip, Normandy, 146
Crambe cordifolia in a Cheshure

garden. 244
Daffodil Giant Leedsi, 168 ; Mr.
Jacob's chubby seedlings, 201

;

the new seedling Tommy Towns-
hend, 195

Daffodils in the wild garden, 175
Daphne Blagayana, 175 ; Meze-
reum alba. 17

;
petrsea, 457

Dasylirion gracile flowering in the
open, 329

Davidia involucrata, 199
Delphinium, white seedling, 303
D'ombrain Cup at Longworth,

the, 305
Edgeworthia papyrifera, 193
Eremuri in an Essex garden,
391

ErytUronium Hartwegii, 200

Eucryphia pinnatifolia, 364 ; at
Mountains, Witham, 343

Exochorda grandiflora. 240
Fendlera rupicola, 34
Fig tree in pot, 89
Flea-beetles, trap for. 213
Flemwell, George, 167

.

Flower sketch-book made inJapan,
a page from, 140, 192

Forsytliia, sprays of, 131
Foxgloves, 133; white, at the
wood edge, 346

Fritillaria pallidiflora, 183
Fruit garden, plan of modern. 375
Fruit-room at Aldenham House

Gardens, 93 ; at Eynsford, §
Fuchsia Dram6, 149 ;

globosa,

148 ;
gracilis, 149

Funkia Sieboldiana at Monreith,
268

Garden, child's, at CacEhun, 203;

tractor, the " Beeman," 222

;

tool, a useful, 466
Gardens, miniature, scenes from

the Thousand Islands of Japan,
263

Gentiana acaulis under a wall, 206

;

asclepiadea, 394 ; sino-ornata,

404
Geranium iberienm, 473
Gladiolus America, 323 ; Halley

at Munstead Wood, 355
Grape, a late golden, Mrs. Pearson,

396
Green Peas, gathering, in the South

of France. 261
Hakea pinifolia, 110
Hamamelis arborea, 44
Haricot Beans, drying in a loft,

401
Hellebonis nigcr altlfolius, 465
Hertfordshire garden, an old, 69
Hibiscus mutabilis, white and

pink, 259 ; syriacus, 261
Hoe, the, 197
Hurt wood Edge, 250 ; east steps,

253 ;
paved walk and Pitch

Hill, 252 ; the Pan Garden, 251
Hydrangeas at a greenhouse door,

353
Ilex Aquifolium fructu-Iuteo, 44

Impatiens Roylei, 59
Iris aphylla, 363 ; Cantab. 98 ;

garden at Ronneby, Oatlands
Chase, 221 ; Korolkowi, 460 ;

Loptec, 235 ; mellita var.

rubro-marginata, 413 ; Onco-
Regelid, 461 ;

pallida dalmatica,

260 ;
pumila azurea, the early

flowering. 245 ; stylosa, 103

;

Tauri, 219 ; warleyensis, 220
Irises, June, in a Cheshire garden,

244
Ivy, Tree, concealing a standpipe,

332
Japan, gardens of, 6
Liabor'»tories, Messrs. Sutton's

seed-testing, 138
Lan'.;ley Bullace, a fruitful branch,

408
I,arix GrifBthi, 445
Laurustinus fruits and flower-

buds, 27
Leeks grown on the flat, 174 ;

mode of blanching, 169
Lettuce on Celery ridges, 256
Lettuces, pood and bad in tlie

Wisley trials, 275
Leycesteria formosa, 438
Lilium Brownii in a wood, 345

;

cordifolium, primitive green

variety, 258 ;
giganteum, 312 ;

Parknianii Hayward's variety,

336 ; regale, 269 ; a luxuriant

group, 304 ; Sargentia:, 269
Lily pool in woodland garden, 421
Lychnis grandiflora, ragged crim-

son, 141 ;
Miqueliana, 141

Lycoris radiata, 259
Maclean, John, 24
Magnolia salicifolia, 155 ; Sou-

langeana, 166
Markham, H., 10
Marrows and Pumpkins on a

lawn, 231
Melon Earl's Favourite, 397
Montbretia Nimbus, 339
Mushroom-bed, 1-65

Narcissus Crimson Braid, 187

;

cyclaniineus. 96
Neptune fountain in an old Hert-

fordshire garden, 68
Ncrine Bowdenii, 365
Night-flowering plants at Myd-

delton House, 234
Nursery, a Kentish, 9
Oenothera cgespitosa, 313
Onion Autumn Triumph, 78

;

bed at Aldenham, 43 ; Cran-
ston's Excelsior, 427 ;

Mr.
Beckett's, 322

Onions at Claremont, 384 ; ripen-

ing off under glass, 385 ; saving
July-sown, for seed, 311

Otokosan, 118
Oxford, entrance to Botanic
Garden and Magdalen Tower,
428

Psconia officinalis, 257 ; pere-

grina, 228, 229
Parsley in winter, 109
Pea Maincrop, 302
Peach trees, fan-trained, 8
Pear Pitmaston Duchess, 462
Pearson, R. Hooper, 246
Peas, early, 42 ;

growing on
wire-netting, 181 ; raising in

boxes, 113
Peltaria aUiacea, Onion-scented,

255
Philadelphuses, three choice of the

Lemoinei type; 267
Phlox Stellaria on a dry wall.

249
Plagianthus Lyalli, 365
Plum Jefferson, 374
Plums Belle de Louvain, 435
Polyanthus, emasculation of the

flowers, 134 ; Glenny's figure of

florists', 126
Poppies, Welsh, in a Surrey

garden, 226
Potato British Queen growing
on the Palace lawns at Kew,
319 ; early kidney Witch Hill,

341; Majestic, 121, 265, 459
Potatoes, early, 54 ; new, from

old tubers, 422 ; seed in trays,

18 ; sprouted, 189 ; sprouting

in greenliouse at Wisley, 174 ;

three early, 320
Primrose White Munstead for

massing, 243
Primroses, Munstead, 242
Primula japonica in woodland

at Wislev, 237 ; raembranifolia,

58 ; tibetica, 280, 294
Pseudolarix Ksmpferi, cones of,

405
Pulmonaria azurea, 218
Pyracantha Gibbsii, 443
Pyrola rotundifolia, 210
Quince, fruits of the Japanese,

207 ; spray of Japanese, 207
Radish Red Turnip, 31
Rhododendron campanulatum at

Leny, 184 : ciliatum, 176

;

fastuosum plenum, 278 ; For-
tune], hybrid from, 124

;

glaucum. 32 ; June in the
walk at Wood End, 469

Rhubarb, forwarding and retard-
ing, 63

Ruhleben Horticulturjil Society,

Barrack 17 Garden, 373

;

Melons at, 372
;

part of rock
garden, 373

Rock plants in a Lancaster garden,
225

Rosa bifera officinalis, 185 ; centi-

folia bullata, 186
Rose Adelaide D'Orleans, 476 ;

Aglaia at Munstead Wood,
298 ; Alister Stella Gray, 371

;

American Pillar as a weeping
standard, 331 ; Climbing White
Pet, 407; Dundee Rambler at
Munstead Wood, 271 ; flora,

270 ; Goldfinch covering a
disused gatepost, 309 ; Hen-
rietta, the radiant, 412 ; Lady
Ashtown, 282 ; Lady Godiva,
383 ; Lamia, the new gold
medal, 273 ; Mermaid, 314 ;

Mrs. Foley Hobbs, a magnificent
basket of, 202 ; Mrs. Littleton
Dewhurst, 356 ; Silver Moon,
293 ; Una, 366 ; Zephyrine
Drouhin, 247

Rosemorran, house at, 29
Roses, a garden of, 429 ; Thalia

and Trier, a hedge of, at Long-
worth, 305

Rubus nutkanus found near the
Nootka Sound, 277

Sahia Sclarea at Munstead Wood,
289

.Santolina Chamsecyparissus, 52
Savoys growing on grassland, 67
Saxifraga Boydii alba, 57 ; Bur-

seriana, 125 ; Cynibalaria on a
shady wall, 233

Sea Buckthorn, fruits of the, 164;
spray of, 477

Seakale Beet, 86
Sedum populifolium in rock

garden at Earlham Hall, 297
Seed-picking in Guernsey, 326
Serapias cordigera, 288
Seseli gummiferum, 279
Shortia galacifolia, 175 ; uniflora

163
Smith, Lady Barbara, 177
Snapdragons, pale pink, 70
Snowdrops by a streamside, 56 ;

in woodland, 83
Snowflalies, sprints. 117
Sparaxis pulcherrima, 325

Spectrum of green colouring

matter extracted from chloro-

phyll, 452
Spinach, New Zealand, 145
Spindle Tree, berries of, 474
Stachyurus chinensis, 161
Strawberries, handy frames for,

239 ; out-of-season, 81
Struthiopteris germanica, 224
Stuartia Pseudo-camellia, 107
Sunflower competition, 20, 21 ;

Giant, 15 ; head, 21 ; heads in

competition, 172 ; seed, first

prize head of, 387 ; some of the

seed-heads, 387 ; village, 20
Sunflowers on waste land, 130

,

removing seed, 20
Sylphium albiflorum, 71
Tecoma radicans minor, 446
Testacella Maugei, 4

Thatched cottage and pleasant
garden in Somerset, 411

Thistle in Rose-bed, 157
Thorn at Glastonbury, 91
Tlgridia, a brilliant seedling, 344
Tomato, Canadian-grown, on a
warm border, 384 ; Scarlet

Beauty, 352 ; seedlings, 80

Tray for drying Plums, 17
Tulip Tree at Brampton House.

North.ampton, 65 ; at Holden
House, 156 ; at Ravelstone, 45

Tulipa Kaufmanniana, 147 ; retro-

flexa, 223
Tidips, May-flowering, 216 ; in

a garden at Claygate, 227

;

in the gardens at Ronneby. 200
Valeriana Phu, 441
Vegetables, early, 19 ; exhibition

of, 470 ; grown by lady gar-
deners at Torquay, 451 : that

won the silver cup at Twicki'n-

ham, 385
Viburnum Carlesii, 208 ; macroee-
phalum, 278

Vine, Parsley-leaved, 433
Vineyard, plan of an old, 23
"Wabigoon, Ontario, a scene in, 79
Ware, Walter T., and friends, 11
Welwitschia mirabilis. 393
Wichuraiana ^Roses, 251
W'isley Conference, members of,

406-

Wistaria bower in Japan, 7

;

Japanese, in fruit, 22
Witch Hazel, Chinese, 99

POULTRY
Acorn feeding, 400

;
quantity to

give, 400
Ailments, to ward off, 472
Animal food essential, 14
Boiler, a portable, 318
Bran and scraps, 76
Breeders, feeding the, 432 ; mating

up. 482
Breeding, selective, advisable

,

350 ; stock only, 448 ; test

the, 112
Broodies, unreliable, 482 ; what

to do with, 214
Broody, when selecting a, 112

Cereals, home-grown, 180
Change menus recommended, 144

Chickens, foodstuffs for, 300;
young, 180

Chicks, growing month for, 180 ;

putting to hens, 112
Cock crowing, to stop, 472
Cockerels for breeding, 274, 284 ;

for the table, 214 ; to fatten, 472

Comb and winter eggs, 308

Combs, frost-bitten, 308
Condition, to judge, 380
Digestive, treatment for, dis-

orders, 380 ; weak, organs, 318
Drying-ofl, 76
Ducks, bred -to-lay, 360 ; is

swimming water needed ? 214 ;

large eaters, 214 ; why not

keep ? 214
Egg eating epidemic, 464 ; maxi-

mum output, 350 ;
preserva-

tion, 180 ;
prices, 448 ;

produc-

tion, forcing, 14 ; wastage, 112

Eggs, autumn, 416 ; and winter,

360 ; avoid Egyptian, 464

;

causes of abnormal, 318 ; falling

off, 416 ; feed for, 14, 144 ;

flnal crop of, 284 : foreign,

390 ;
greasing the, 308 ; hens

lay 640 in three years,

472 ; leaving in preservative,

308 ; maximum prices for,

360 ; obtaining winter, 284

;

proper ingredients for, 14

;

selling by weight, 360 ; test

early, 112 ; transit of pre-

served, 308 ; what is a new-
laid ? 360 ; winter, 292, 416

Feeding, methods of, 144 ; winter,

76
Fish-meal and meat-meal, 14

Foodstuffs more plentiful, 464

Fowls in confinement, 14 «

Gizzard stops, when the, 318
;

work of the, 154
Government rations, 448
Grading up into sizes, 274
Grain, controlling the supplies,

400 ; feeding, 154 ; finding a

substitute for, 154 ; for break-

fast, 144 ; home-grown, 400 ;

officers, 390 ;
plenty of, 390 ;

to use, 102
Grains, poisonous, 400
Grit and shell, 464
Greenstuff essential, 102

Hatching, early, essential, 482;

next season's, 464
Hay-box, advantages of, 76

Hens, adult, 416 ; backward,

416 ; for laying, 284 ;

" super,"

390
Houses, cheap, useless, 350

;

ventilate the, 300
Housing, 292

, .o^ .

Incubators, importance of, iai ,

paclcing away, 264
Invalids, individual, 380
Layers, confinement for, 350 ;

males from heavy, 350 ; wateh

backward, 144 ;j White_^ Leg-

horns as, 472

Laying condition, 318 ; early, un-
satisfactory, 292 ; hen's chance,
400 ; house, winter, 472

;

houses, intensive, 300 ; to
prevent early, 292 ; when, com-
mences, 292

Light Sussex, eiflogy for, 274
Limewashing, 264
Litter, care of the, 102 ; examine

the, 102
Maintaining stamina, 370
Mash, drying off tlie, 318 ; for

breakfast, 144 ; mixing in-

gredients, 76 ;
preparing the,

76, 318 ; stimulates, 416

;

Viet, 102
Meals, complete, 102 ; scald

coarse, 318 ; softening the, 318
Ministry of Fools, 440
Mortality, heavy, 370
Moult, aiding the, 284
Nest-boxes, installing the, 292
Nests, back to the, 112
Outhouses, utilising, 214
Pedigree breeding, 284
Potatoes, use of, 380
Poultry keepers meet, 440 ;

Scottish, 440 ; waking up, 390 ;

keeping, successful backyard,
300 ; kept on open woodland
range, 350 ;

plant, care of,

264 ; overhaul the, 264 ;

rationing, 432 ; unrationed,
432 ; value of free range
for, 360

Protection from elements, 380
Pullets as breeders, 482 ; back-
ward, 416 ; care of young, 274 ;

management of backward, 292 ;

maturing, 380 ; moulting of.

482 ; not laying, 482 ; out of

condition, 482 ; when they
should lay, 292 ; why buy late ?

284
Rabbit-cakes, 154
Reddening up, 292
Rhode Island Reds, 308
Roost, visit the, 380
Scraps, what are ? . 14
Scratching, aid to, 154 ; exercise,

102 ; substitute, 154
Semi-intensive methods, 300
Shipping, use of, 464
Stock, grading the, 274 ; over-

hauling the, 284
Store-shed for appliances, 264
Stunted growth, prevent, 292
Sunflowers, cultivation of, 180
Tarring, 264
Trap-nest, why not, 472
Vegetable cutter, value of, 318
Vegetables, the use of boiled, 76
Ventilation, 380
Weather, watch the. 300
Winter quarters, 292. 300
Woodland, utilising, 180
Work-shed, value of, 264

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Breeding pens, 154
Chickens, robust young, 180
Cock, Buttercup, 144
Cockerel, Liglit Sussex, 274
Ducks, White Runner, 214
Following in father's footsteps,

112
Laying houses, large, 102
Leghorns, classic White, 14

Rhode Island Reds, 308
Sicilian Buttercups, 76
Winter quarters. 300
Wvnndottes, trap-nested White,
?50
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THE
time has arrived when we might

with advantage turn oiir attention to

the application of lime to the kitchen

garden. Apart from the sweetening and

minurial effects of lime, it is—at least

in some soils—a remedy for club in Cabbage,

and it makes things yery uncomfortable for

wireworm, slugs and other troublesome soil

pests which abound particularly on newly broken

land.

The Application of Lime.—It may be applied

either as quicklime, slaked lime or as powdered

chalk, and it should be used at the rate of half

a bushel to the square rod, or in double the quantity

if applied in the form of powdered chalk. January

and February are perhaps the best months in

which to apply lime. Some district counrils

are very wisely offering ground lime to allotment

holders. In the Esher district it is offered at

the rate of 2S. per cwt., and it is safe to assume

that it will be applied with great advantage,

especially on the heavy, retentive soil in that

neighbourhood. Land that has had repeated

applications of farmyard manure is apt to become,

sour, and lime is the best corrective in such

instances.

Trials at Wisley, 1918.—The Royal Horti-

cultural Society will carry out trials of the follow-

ing at their gardens at Wisley during 1918 : Climb-

ing Beans of all kinds (half a pint of smaller, one

pint of larger), Brussels Sprouts

(Joz.), Carrots (Joz.), Kale (Joz.),

and Vegetable Marrows (one

packet). The quantity of seeds

required should be sent so as to

reach the Director, Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Gardens, Wisley,

Ripley, Surrey (Horsley Station,

L. & S.W. Railway), from whom
the necessary entry forms
may be obtained, on or before

January 31.

Raisin-Grapes.—I received
lately from Mr. Bennett-Poe a

bunch of half-dried Grapes, which

I find so delicious that I have

asked him to send you a sample.

They are of a late kind—Mrs. Pince's

Black Muscat. In answer to my
enquiries, Mr. Bennett-Poe says

:

" The bunches were left on the

Vine till December 4, were then

cut and put in bottles of water in

a cupboard in a room without a

fire. This year, like all the fruit,

they came in too soon and began

to shrivel a month before the

ordinary date." As you will find,

the Raisin - Grapes are highly
flavoured and extremely luscious.

It would appear that if the same

kind of preparation can be brought

to a certainty, it would be well

worth doing where Grapes are

grown, for it provides a new kind

of dessert fruit, quite distinct

from ordinary Grapes, and all the more precious

for being ready in midwinter..— G. Jekyll.

[The sample of Raisin-Grapes having arrived, we

have no hesitation in pronouncing them delicious

and of true Muscat flavour. In our opinion no

imported Raisin can compare in flavour to the

half-dried English-grown Muscat, which, by the

way, can be kept well into the New Year, even as

late as March. We have never seen this Grape

for sale as such, even in the best London fruit shops.

If once known, it is certain that the supply could

never equal the demand.

—

Ed.]

Stuartia Pseudocamellia Fruiting.—At a recent

meeting of the scientific committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society the Rev. W. Wilks sent

ripe fruits of Stuartia Pseudocamellia from his

garden, where, for the first time, fruits had been

produced abundantly.

Colour Harmony in the Gardens of Japan.—

The illustration on page 6, entitled " A Place for

Rest of Mind," is from a photograph taken in the

Japanese garden of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Mullens at

Barrow Hills, Long Cross, near Chertsey in Surrey,

and published by permission. This Japanese

garden, it should be mentioned, was carried out

by Messrs. Pulham and Son of Broxbourne in

strict accordance with Japanese rules.

The " Orchid Review."—With the November-

December issue of the Orchid Review this interesting

work completes its twenty-fifth year, The review

THE SNOWDROP WINDFLOWER, GATHERED IN THE

has succeeded from its commencement in upholding

the interest and fascination of the wonderful

Natural Order that it represents, under the able

editorship of Mr. R. A. Rolfe, A.L.S., of the Royal

Gardens, Kew. So widely is this work appreciated

by Orchid lovers that its future is assured everf

in these strenuous times. There are still thousands

of Orchid seedlings raised before the war that have

not yet flowered. The plants must be cared for,

and the review is doing its best to keep up the

interest in the industry.

Bruckenthalia spiculifolia.—This is a useful

and attractive little plant for grouping among the

lesser Ericas or on margins of Rhododendron

shrubberies. It closely resembles a Heath in

appearance and requirements, and does equally

well in peat or loam. The flowers are a rosy pink,

and appear in closely set spikes dirring late summer

and last a long while.

Dendromecon rigidum.—This, the true Tree

Poppy of California, is a shrub which, in favourable

situations, will attain a height of 6 feet to 8 feet.

Being rather tender, it is best grown against a

south-west wall in all but the mUdest parts of this

country. Any free, warm soil will suit it, and if

this is rather poor so much the better. The foliage

is graceful, glaucous green and Willow-like, the

flowers a rich golden yellow and often 3 inches

in diameter. D. rigidum is undoubtedly one of the

most charming of the many lovely flowering shrubs

of California, and one that is

worth any amount of trouble.

The Snowdrop WindDotter.

—

The illustration of the Snowdrop

Windflower (Anemone sylvestris)

is from a photograph kindly sent

by M. Correvon, Floraire. Geneva.

The beautiful white flowers

were gathered in the Alps. It

is a favourite plant in English

gardens, flowering freely in most

situations, but it succeeds best

in light, rich soil with plenty of

leaf-mould, and in a moist and

shady place.

The Lapland Heath.—A little

treasure for growing in peat or

loam in the cooler parts of the

rock garden, or for carpeting the

ground below its bigger relations,

including Azaleas, Kalmias and

other shrubs of the kind, is

.Andromeda tetragona, the Lap-

land Heath. In growth it

resembles a sturdy Club Moss as

much as anything. The four-sided

stems of closely set leaves in

rich dark green produce in

summer pure white flowers like

those of Lily of the Valley, and

nearly as large. It is an easy

and happy-natured plant if given

anything like the right condition?;

and perhaps the most amenable

and best of all the 'less e 1

.\LPS. Andromedas.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible /or the opinions

expressed by cgrrespnndents.)

THE CLKMATIS FREED.
nPHE Clematises whose roots I have often had to

wash out to free from the stock were not

French, but bought in nurseries in the Home
Counties. The French do not graft on the wild

C. Vitalba, but use C. Viticella, a wild plant of

France, both kinds leading to disease and death.

Not a word in my letter justified Mr. Jackman
saying that the plants were from France. He
also assumes that because I had of recent years

washed out every plant to get rid of the wild stock,

I have tried them in no other way ; whereas I

began, like many others, with grafted plants, and
have tried and grow^n them in all ways. His

questions to me were not all clear in thotight or

in words. I answered with facts, and I have given

actual proof to all who are interested in the sub-

ject. Of Mr. Jackman's fitness to guide the public

in a lecture before the Royal HorticiJtural Society,

the proof is in the paper itself. Not a word is said

about how the plants grow on their natural roots

;

as if a nursery way of increase was of more im-
portance than Nature's own. He writes as if the

ciuestion was one of words or argument, and takes

no notice of the results in facts here. His state-

ment that the scion absorbs the stock it is grafted

upon anyone can prove not true by examining
the roots of plants brought in. On the con-

trary, the stock often kills or paralyses the scion,

as siuely as the Privet kills the LUac ; the Dog
Briar, the Tea Rose; the Pontic Rhoijodendron,
the choice kinds grafted upon it. And what
of the gardener who has charge of sickly or dead
plants, and may be blamed for their loss ? Is not
he to be thought of ? Even if death does not come
soon, what of the waste of time watching and
removing suckers that should never have troubled
liim if a rational mode of increase were followed ?

The core of the mistake is the effort to graft wholly
different species of plants, in the idea that because
a union takes place, the plant is ready to be handed
over to the gardener to grow. But Nature, which
allows us to graft an Apple on a Crab, its mother,
will not permit us to graft a Lilac on the Privet,
or an Apricot on the Plum, without disease and
death. In grafting Clematises of the Isles of Japan
on the wild climber of our chalk downs, we not only
attempt to unite two different species but two of

widely different countries, each with its own season
of starting into growth. It was this thought that
first made me try the plants on their natural
roots with results as to beauty and endurance. The
word " fallacy " is defined in the Oxford Dictionary
thus :

" Misleading argument, flaw that vitiates
syllogism—delusion, error." This Mr. Jackman
applies to me, I having shown proofs as to the
contrary in plants for many years in fine health.
If he thinks throwing such words at my head
is the only answer to the happy result of trials

with Clematis, time will show that he is under
a delusion.—W. Robinson, Gravetye, Sussex.

THE LAXA STOCK FOR ROSES.

J WAS greatly interested in the experiences of
the Rev. E. Benwell as detailed in his article

on " Roses in the Western Highlands of Scot-
land," and I was exceedingly glad to read his

commendation of Rosa laxa as a stock for light
soils. I am very glad to know that he has found
it satisfactory; and he is far from being alone
in this respect. I know of many others who
can confirm his experience. The Rose is perhaps
the most popular flowej in our gardens, ind has

been so from time immemorial. There is one

point, however, in the cultivation of Roses that

I have never been able to understand, and that

is the obsession of most British nurserymen in

favour of R. canina, commonly called Briar, as

a stock upon which to bud the plants which they

propagate for sale. One has only to consider

the utter unadaptability of R. canina and its

heterogeneous seedlings to many soils—in fact,

to the great majority of soils—and then to reflect

upou the want of enterprise on the part of

British Rose-growers in adopting a form of stock

to meet a demand which is extremely large. I

do not altogether condemn Briar ; it forms a

valuable root system for Roses that are grown
upon the orthodox Rose soil. But how many
folks are blessed with such a soil ? On the other

hand, how many people are there in these islands

who have to wrestle with light soils—soils utterly

unsuited to the root system of Briar ? They, I

am afraid, are in the majority. Yet nothing,

or next to nothing, has been done for those who
attempt to grow Roses under such circumstances.

Thomas Hitt, evidently a shrewd observer of

old, in a work published in 1757 entitled "A
Treatise of Fruit Trees," wrote thus in regard

to fruit trees in giving advice to buyers :
" If

they buy their trees of nurserymen, they should

diligently enquire upon what stocks they were

propagated. For stocks are in some measure a

sort of soil to the trees raised on them." We have

made a lot of progress since the days of worthy
Thomas Hitt, but the majority of Rose-growers

are still in the " Briar riit." I remember in

1914, when fighting in the columns of a trade

journal for the use of Laxa as a root system for

Roses that must be grown upon light soils, the

editors of a trade contemporary wrote :
" In

our opinion, the attempt to boom the Laxa stock,

which has already been tried and condemned
by most of the leading growers, will not lead to

any useful result." That is just where these

respected gentlemen made an error. Laxa has

come to stay, and is serving the purpose for which
it was intended beyond my expectations. Not
one nurseryman in the cotmtry, so far as I know,

has ever stated one sound reason why Laxa should

not be used as a stock ; and if most of the leading

growers have discarded it they have done a great

injustice to thousands of amateurs who must

grow their plants upon soils of a light character.

The use of Briar has disgusted many enthusiastic

amateurs, and has deterred them from persevering

in the cultivation of this noble flower. Let those

who have been disappointed reflect for a moment."

Remember the sound advice of worthy Thomas
Hitt of old, and consider that in the great majority

of instances it is the Briar and not the modern
Rose which they are attempting to establish upon
the soil. Are growers who do not possess the

alleged orthodox soil for Roses to sacrifice the

beauty and fragrance of the Queen of Flowers to

the conservatism of many people who propagate

Rose plants for sale ?

—

George M. TAYLOh.

THE FRUITS OF LAURUSTINUS.

AS the colour of the berries of this well-known

shrub (mentioned on page 482, issue Novem-
ber 10, and page 550, issue December 22, r9i7)

appears doubtful, because it so rarely bears fruit

in this country, a few further notes upon the plant

may be interesting. As far as Mr. Bean's recollec-

tion goes, the fruits are blue, as Clusius said
;

and the late George Nicholson described them
as "indigo-blue," while Parkinson called them
" of a shining black colour." I have seen many
native shrubs of Lairrustinus in flower and fruit,

in hedges, by streams and elsewhere in stony
woods on the littoral of the Var in the South of

France, and less frequently in Liguria, but never

many miles from the coast. The impression left

Upon my mind is that the berries are a very dark
metallic blue, not indigo-blue, turning almost
blagk at maturity. It will be remembered that

the Wayfaring Tree (V. Lantana), so frequent

on chalk and carboniferous limestone in the South
of England, has berries which are green, then

deep red (neither Babiugton, Bentham nor Hooker
mentions the short-lived red stage), and finally

black. They are rather larger and more com-
pressed than those of the Laurustinus. The
translucent crimson fruit of the Guelder Rose
(V. Opulus) never tiurns black. Last winter on
the Mendips the flower-buds of the Wayfaring
Tree, which form very early, remained in the same
curious dormant state at the top of the twigs

for three or four months, and were not hurt by
the lon^ frost, which continued imtil April 17

with a few days' interval earlier in the month.
To retm-n to the Laurustinus, Professor Penzig

of Genoa calls the fruit " rnetallic blue," Coste

(" Flore de France ") " a beautiful black at

maturity," while Arcangeli (" Fl. ItaUana") splits

the difference, or rather combines the two colour-

states, in " nero-azzurrastre." Penzig tells us

the fruit is purgative, and formerly used as a

remedy for dropsy. Laurustinus often grows

with the Tree Heath (Erica arborea), which

resembles the Wayfaring Tree in remaining in

bud such a time ; and sometimes amid Arbutus

and Aleppo Pines. Like the Arbutus and the

Myrtle, the leaves are occasionally attacked by
an insect of the thrips genus, which turns them
silvery grey. In the spring of 1913 I saw, a few

miles from Toulon, numbers of shrubs, especially

of Myrtle, aflected in this way. I observed on

the Riviera that the wild Laurustinus leaves

were, as a rule, larger, less leathery, and more
acuminate than those of English gardens. Which
of Nicholson's varieties they would come under

I cannot say. By the blue Mediterranean Laiurus-

tinus flowers from February to May, according

to local conditions. Like the big woody Spurge

(Euphorbia dendroides) and some other plants,

it sheds its leaves in the latter part of summer
and produces new ones in winter. Possibly, as

Mr. Comerford-Casey suggests, in the period of

repose in the heat and drought of Mediterranean

summers, when certain trees shed their leaves

,

we begin to find traces of a state of affairs more

evident in the Tropics. Though found in Corsica

and in North Africa, Laurustinus does not grow

in any of the small islands off the coast of Hy^res,

the Stychades of the ancient Greeks, whose vegeta-

tion is so interesting and whose scenery so pictur-

esque. In ItaUan this shrub is called Lauro

Tino ; in Ligmrian, Curna ; in French, Laiuriei;Tin
;

in Provencal, Fatamot or Favellon ; and in Spanish,

DuriUo. Mr. Bean suggests that its fruits may
be better known in the South-West of England

;

and I recollect as a boy it bore fruit once or twice

in the garden of my home at Bridgwater.

—

H. S. Thompson.

P.S.—To-day (December 26, rgi;) I saw on a

south wall of a cottage near Bridgwater a Laurus-

tinus in full bloom and bearing a certain number
of young greenish-red fruits, the largest of which

are about 7mm. long. The shrub had been closely

cut back last winter. I also observed Laurustinus

with young fruit in two gardens in the same

district. Apparently the majority of the berries

drop when in a very young stage.—H. S. T.

T AM not at all sm-e that Mr. W. J. Bean is right .

in condemning Parkinson's judgment on this

point, and I have been at some pains to get at

the truth. It has never been my good fortune ^

to find a berry on any Larurustinus bushes in these
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parts, but it Wr. Bean will refer to The Garden
for January 5, 1884, Vol. X.KV., page 3, he will

lind the following information from a trusted

correspondent which does not agree either with his

opinion or with that of Nicholson or Clusius. This

note runs as follows :
" Seeding of the Laurus-

tinus.—When berries are so scarce as they are this

winter, it is singular to find Laurustinuses seeding

quite freely. On many occasions I have found

a few seeds on plants of them growing in warm
positions, but imtil quite lately I had no idea

that they seeded so freely as to form perfect

bunches, every flower having produced a seed.

One of the men in the garden brought me some in

this condition. They were quite ripe and of a

jet-black colour. We have secured all the seed we

could get in the hope of raising ,a good stock of

plants from it.—J. C. C." The italics are mine.

.\s Mr. Bean suggests, some of your readers in the

South-West may be able to solve this problem

quite easily, and I hope that they will try to do so.—
.\rthur R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

VERONICA PARVIFLORA.
AFTER the severe havoc played among the

shrubby Veronicas by the past winter, I

was highly pleased to see the photographic repro-

ductions of the fine bushes of E. J. AUard on

page 527 in your issue for December 5, 1917.

Judging by the length of the racemes in the

picture, I can confirm his opinion that the smaller

figure represents V. angustifolia, which is fairly

common, and has been known to rae since the

eighties of last centui'v, growing and flowering

freely on the esplanade at Eastbourne. These

shrubby Veronicas succeed admirably on the sea-

board. At that time and more recently it was
known as V, parviflora angustifolia, and is po

figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5965. About

nine years ago Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, who wrote

the " Manual of the New Zealand Flora," described

V. angustifolia and V. parviflora as distinct species.

They are easily distinguishable when seen together,

and the former is much the more ornamental

species. The leaves are ij inches to 3 J inches

long, and the racemes of flowers 2 inches to 5 inches

long. V. parviflora is also in cultivation, for I

have it from two different sources. The leaves

are i inch to zj inches long, and the racemes only

I inch to 3 inches long, seldom extending beyond

the uppermost leaves. The flowers of both are

white, more or less tinted with lilac, and in ray

specimens of V. parviflora the pale lilac is the

more pronounced. Both flower over a long

period, the first flush of flowers appearing late

in June ; but the plants may make a slight halt

and commence again. So far as I have seen,

V. angustifolia flowers profusely and is highly

effective. As to its flowering best in November,

I think that might be due to the severe winter

cripphng the growths that should bloom about

midsummer.—J. F.

GALANTHUS CILICICUS.

TV/r.-^NY years ago I secured some bulbs of this

Snowdrop, and since then have usually

saved and sown some seed from it annually.

The freshly imported bulbs flowered in November,

but my seedlings from it usually begin to open

not earlier than December ; this year they are

rather later than usual. However, from bulbs

carefully lifted and planted in tiny pans we had
Snowdrops for Christmas Day on our table. This

is a circumstance which makes Galanthus cilicicus

a much valued and cherished plant here. My
efforts to cross it with other Snowdrop species

have so far been an apparent failure, the seedlings,

as a rule, showing no variation from the parent.

The flowers of G. ciUcicus differ little, if at ail,

from those of Q. nivalis, but I think I could

always tell the plant of the former by its narraw,

much recurving and somewhat silvery foliage.—F.

Herbert Chapman, Rye.

BRUNSVIGIA JOSEPHIN.E.
TF Mr. Blair cares to experimcnl, perhaps he would

plant one of his bulbs of Brunsvigia Josephinas

against a south wall in a sheltered position

out of doors. I have a bulb for some years planted

in a corner on the east side of a Palm house. It

does not flower, but produces immense leaves

which can bear a considerable amount of cold.

If it were planted in well-drained soil where it

could be kept dry by means of a light, at the right

time, I think it might flower. It does flower

indoors surely enough, but at intervals. Its

chief necessity is a dry time for ripening.—R.

Irwin Lynch.

APPLES BETTER THAN COX'S
ORANGE PIPPIN.

" A NNE AMATEUR " is right ; there are

better—far better—.-Apples in flavour,

the only thing that counts with me. Ribston,

well grown, is certainly better, also D'Arcy Spice,

Sturmer Pippin, Roundway Magnum Bonum,
Orleans Reinette and Forge. Cox's Orange Pippin

wholly failed with me. In other soils it has been

good, but, no matter how grown, it is not equal

in quaUty to the above and is far below the best

American Apples—Newtown Pippin, Northern

Spy, Spitzbergen and a few others that rarely

come to us.—W. R.

NOTES ON A RECENT ISSUE.

T IKE Mr. Bunyard, I have been using lime

from an acetylene plant in my garden, and for

fifteen years have never seen any bad result.

I wish, however, to give a word of warning—do not

put this lime in a pot. The infinitesimal amount
of gas left in the carbide refuse does no harm in the

open, but can do mischief if confined in a pot. I

spoiled a big batch of Tomatoes last year with it.

" E. M." says that the Langley BuUace crops

the second year. In our soil and climate it grew
madly for six years before showing a bloom, not

to mention fruit, so more Northern planters must
not pitch their expectations too high.

—

Charles E.

Pearson.

A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF
VEGETABLES

k the present time there are so many
/% amateur gardeners, either from choice

/ % or necessity, that one feels there is more
/ % room for simple durections as to the
* • best vegetables to grow than there was
in pre-war days, when most of the serious work of

the garden was in the hands of trained men.
As I do a great deal of my gardening myself, it is

my aim to get as much as possible with as little

labour as possible, so 1 have hopes of being of

some aid to others who do their own spadework.
To begin with what is ready for use in January :

Brussels Sprouts will probably not be over. When
they are gone Arctic Kale or Cottager's Kale
comes along. The latter is one of the most useful

of early greens ; it produces great quantities of

side shoots, which last in use for a long time,

for as fast as they are gathered a fresh crop appears.

Next on the list is Sprouting BroccoU, either

purple or M'hite, a most delicious spring green

reminding one of Asparagus. It is the immature
flowering shoots which are eaten, and they should be

gathered just as low down as they will readily

break when bent over one's finger ; this ensvires

a dish of tender sprouts, I was once much amused,

when visiting a friend's garden, to see all his Purple
Sprouting Broccoli going to waste. I said :

" Why
are you letting all that good stuff go to waste ?

''

" Oh," said the amateur, "we thought the plants

were all running to seed and were a failure "
!

Vou can guarantee he never made that mistake
•again. The season of spring greens is often pro;

longed by the running to seed of Brussels and other
winter greens, and one never need be afraid of

using any of these, for all are good and may be
used until they are almost in bloom. Much good
food is wasted through want of knowledge of this.

Now comes a difficult time to bridge over, and
there will often be a gap until autumn-sown Cabbage
is ready. While we have been speaking of greens

we have been neglecting the " roots." My choice

of these is Potatoes, Carrots, Parsnips, Beet,

Celery, and Celeriac, which is more easily grown
than Celery, and, I thmk, better than Celery ^as

3L-cooked vegetable. Of Turnips I only grow a few
to please my " better half." Leeks are very
useful after Christmas. Onions are, of course,

grown, as they are of great service as long as they
can be had.- Autumn-sown ones will come into

use before the spring-sown are ready. Spinach,

it sown early, will often fill a gap before Peas are

ready I am very lucky as regards Peas, for I

have the run of the firm's trial rows and so get

a long succession of the best varieties, and by
judicious picking can always have them in the best

condition—not, as one often gets them at hotels

and restaurants, of a yellowish broivn colom- and
rattle when put on to one's plate. Dwarf Beans
and Runner Beans last until frost cuts them down

;

then come Autumn Giant Caulifloweir, Savoyr
and Brussels Sprouts to complete the round of

the year.

What has been forgotten ? Vegetable Mar-
rows and Edible Gourds. These I grow on a

raised 'bed backed by a Hornbeam hedge, Avhich

breaks the north and east winds. When the crop

of these is a plentiful one we hang some well-

matured ones up in the larder and keep them for

months. There are one or two left yet (Decem-
ber 13). I always sow some early Carrots on the

aforesaid raised bed and cover with a couple of

old frame-lights. Up to the present the seed has

been sown broadcast with Radish seed intermixed,

the Radishes being pulled when ready and the

Carrots left longer to be used when still quite

young—a most dainty vegetable, far preferable to

full-gro^\'n roots. In the future I mean to sow
in drills—perhaps alternate rows of Carrot and
Radish—for I find it almost impossible to weed
the bed when the seed is sown on the broadcast

principle.

Lettuce finds a rather prominent place as

salading. The first of all are sown in a box in a

greenhouse, and when large enough are trans-

planted either into other boxes and kept in a cold

frame until the weather permits of a transfer to

the open ground, or pricked out under cloches.

The said cloches are very useful for getting

some early Radishes, and later on for putting

over the young Marrow plants until danger fron\

frost is past.

I was forgetting Asparagus (raised from seed),

of which the garden boasts two small beds ; but

although this is a delicious vegetable it is somewhat
of a luxury and takes a lot of time to keep free

from weeds. I may add that with the foregoing

simple list our household is hardly ever without

some second vegetable, the first, of course, being

the Potato, while on occasion we have as many
as five !

I am not giving my selection as anything like a

complete one, but rather as the minimum number
of subjects which will provide fresh vegetables

all the year round. J. Duncan Pf,^|!SO^',

The S'ur'erics, io»t'(?ftam,. !\'olts,
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THE SLUG PEST
OF THE GARDENERS NUMEROUS FOES, NONE ARE MORE INSIDIOUS

THAN THE SLUG AND HIS COUSIN THE SNAIL.

THE ravages of slugs and snails are so in-

cessant and so exasperating tliat no true

plant-lover can be content to sit still

and let the molluscan marauders wreak
their odious will on his cherished plants.

Happy the seedling-raiser whose lot is cast

on a dry, sandy or peaty soil, where slugs

are almost an unknown quantity ! But it is

very different in gardens on rich loam and heavy
soils, for Jicre the foe finds innumerable' places

of shelter and multiplies accordingly.

Having in the last few years occupied two
gardens which were badly slug-infested, the writer

thinks others may benefit by some of his experi-

ences. The first garden was in the heart of the

country, very rich, heavy soil, long neglected,

and surrounded by meadows and orchards.

Birds of all sorts were numerous ; but few birds

appear to be really partial to a slug diet. Snails,

on the other hand, are eagerly sought after by
thrushes—as their sacrificial stones plainly show

—

and in this garden they had reduced the snails

to a minimum. The second garden dealt with

was of the suburban villa type, splendid soil,

but absolutely overrun with both slugs and snails
;

a good deal of builder's " rockwork " of the most
impossible order formed ideal shelter for the

latter. 0n pulling down these erections in order

to make a rock garden, I was able to destroy a

quantity of large snails huddled together in

clusters, as is their custom. A few visits to the

garden at dusk with a lantern enabled me to

capture most of the remaining snails, and' thence-

forth I was only occasionally troubled by invaders

from adjoining gardens. The slugs presented a

far more serious problem to cope with ; they
devoured every tender shoot as it appeared above
ground, aad browsed nightly on all the choicest

alpines. It was clear that a vigorous trapping

rrusadc was the only remedy. I had long since

found out that soot or lime rings placed round a

plant were only effective so long as they were quite

dusty, and became useless in wet weather. Baits

were accordingly laid all over the garden in the

form of little heaps of bran beneath small flower-

pots. Banana skins. Orange peel, Cabbage leaves,

old sacking, and boards greased on the lower

surface. Visited early every morning (and some-
times also after dusk), a very large number of

slugs were captured and transferred to the brine-

pot, several hundreds being killed every week.
By far the most effective trap I have ever seen is

the " V.T.H." slug trap, which made its appear-

ance a few years ago. Unlike all our home-made
devices, this trap, when once baited with bran
and with its briny moat filled up, may be left to

itself for some days, and will continue to catch

and drown the pests in dozens. Next to the

somewhat primitive process of "catch-'em-alive-O,"

this is the most satisfactory method one
could devise for reducing the slug hordes to a

minimum.
On warm, damp evenings I hunted the rock

garden and herbaceous borders with the aid of

a hurricane lamp, an ancient dessert spoon, and
the inevitable brine-pot. By these means it

was easy to learn which plants were most favoured
by the foe, both as shelter and as food, special

attention being subsequently paid to the shelter

plants, even if these were not likely to suffer

much from their ravages, Old clumps of Aubrietia,

Arabis, Arenaria balearica and Carnations form

ideal ?l;eUers (er slugs, though tl>ey ^q not s??n),

to be favourites as food. On the other hand,

young shoots of Delphiniums, Gypsophila, Lychnis

Haageana, Colchicum and many Campanulas
suffer terribly, but do not themselves harbour
the pests. The foliage of most of the Saxifrages

is immune from slug attacks, but the flowers and
stems are favourite morsels. Nothing is more
annoying than to find a colony of Saxifraga

Burseriana Gloria with every petal gnawed and
slime-stained, and half the unopened ruby buds
lying broken off at the base. The best plan for

dealing with small plants is to surround them
with a collar of perforated zinc securely sunk in

the ground and about an inch high. Very rarely

will any slug venture to scale this barricade,

which I have found invaluable for protecting the

most slug-beloved plants. It is as well when
arranging the zinc to ascertain that no slug is

being enclosed within the charmed circle ! As
many herbaceous subjects are only liable to injury

while quite young, the collars can be removed as

soon as growth is well advanced. Eremurus
Bungei flowered grandly with me when thus

protected, but an unfenced plant had no chance
against the slugs in early spring.

" Sanitas " Powder and the numerous advertised

slugicides ar^ all effective in dry weather or when
sprinkled directly on some luckless mollusc, but

a heavy shower greatly diminishes their value.

The natural enemies of slugs include shrew? and

TESTACIiLLA MAUGEI, .\ C.\RNlVOROUS SLL'G.

Nole the shell on tail.

slow-worms, both of which interesting and liann-

less creatures receive scant ceremony at the hands
of most gardeners. Field mice devour quantities

of the small reddish brown snails (Hygromia
striolata), which frequently infest Strawberry-

beds, and hedgehogs also lielp to keep down their

numbers. Gulls, peewits and ducks feed on
slugs, but they are not easy to keep in small

gardens. Tortoises are often sold as being great

slug feeders, but the ordinary land species is

entirely a vegetarian ; while .the water tortoises,

though carnivorous, very rarely seize their prey

on land, so are useless in gardens.

The two commonest slugs are Agriolimax

agrestis—a small, soft, grey species with copious

milky slime—and Arion hortensis, which is small,

tough and generally black with an orange foot-sole.

These two species usually occur in enormous
numbers, and are the most destructive lands with

which our isles are cursed. In dry weather they

burrow underground to a depth of several inches,

and reappear when a heavy dew or rain has fallen.

In many gardens there is another highly unpleasant

species known as the keeled slug (Milax sowcrbyi).

This is much larger than either of the two kinds

just mentioned, sometimes being fully 2 inches

long. It may be easily recognised by its dark
brown, tough body, and narrow yellow keel on the

back sloping to the end of the tail. It passes

the daytime underground (chewing the roots of

bulbs for choice), and at night ascends to ^vreak

havoc among the tender shoots of all one's most
cherished possessions. When a carefully planted

bulb fails to appear at its propet season, 1 belieyp.

in nine cases out of ten the keeled slug is respon-

sible. As it flourishes most in damp, heavy soil,

deep trenching and frequent hoeing help greatly

to discourage its presence. Bigger still are the

yellow slug (Limax flavus) and the giant spotted

slug ,(L. maximus), which attain a length of 6 inches
;

but, mercifully for the gardener, these monsters
prefer an animal diet, or, failing that, they will

browse on lichens and other lowly cryptogams
rather than on succulent foliage. Both have an
unpleasant affection for butter and cream, and
they display considerable ingenuity in dairies in

their efforts to reach these dainties. The big

black slug (Arion ater), so familiar an object

by roadsides, rarely visits gardens, and probably

does little harm therein.

From discussing all these malevolent molluscs

it is a treat to turn to one species (or rather genus)

of slugs which is not only innocuous in the garden,

but actually useful. This is Testacella, the'

carnivorous slug, whose jaws are so constructed

that it is a physical impossibility for it to subsist

on a vegetable diet. Earthworms are its principal

prey, but small slugs and beetle larv£E are also

captured. Testacella may be known at once by
the presence of a small ear-shaped shell on its

tail and by the peculiar shape of its body, which
narrows from the tail towards the head—just the

opposite to other slugs. This is evidently a pro-

vision of Nature to enable the creature to follow

worms down their burrows. Its tiny teeth are

so sharp as to be able to just pierce the skin of

one's hand ; a very strange sensation it is, too.

All three species of Testacella are much alike,

and are most frequently found in town gardens

and in nurseries ; they are often accidentally

brought with new plants, and are widely spread,

though decidedly local.

The eggs of all slugs resemble grains of boiled

sago, and are frequently exposed while digging
;

they should be carefully picked out and destroyed.

The foregoing arc the chief species of British slugs

which infest our gardens, the remaining species

keeping to the woods, hedgerows and river-sides,

wlierc tlicy do no damage.

NOKMAN G. H.\DDKN.

SLUGS IN FRAMES

Ml
R. liUWIN BECKETT'S interesting

article in The Garden of Decem-"

ber 8, page 532, on the use oT leaves

as a heating material for the raising

^ of early salads in frames, prompts
me to write a few notes as to my experience of

leaves for this and similar purposes. A large

bed of leaves, when gathered soon after theyhave
fallen, undoubtedly gives a very mild heat, and

is for this reason a useful thing upon which to

place a frame or two. There is, however, one

great disadvantage which attends the use of leaves,

and that is slugs. Mr. Beckett makes no mention

of this pest, possibly because he imagines every

gardener is aware of the nvethod which will destroy

them.

I have for some years made use of leaves upon

which to place frames, and was much bothered at

the commencement by slugs, which ate the salads

I was attempting to raise. For some time it

did not occur to me that the lefives were responsible

for the introduction of the slugs into the frarat'.

However, upon carefully examining some newly

swept up leaves from a lawn, I found that slugs

were present, not in ones and twos, but in hundreds.

"Almost every leaf had a tiny white slug at the back

or under sjde portion. Probably the slugs were on

the gr^bs, find had crept on to the leaves for warmth,

JJone of them \\>cre large. whilP; the smallest
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was so minute as to be almost invisiblt; tii the

naked eye. Though small at the beginning, they

soon became larger as they fed on the young

Lettuces in the frame. The first attempt to cope

with the evil, namely, a visit at night with a lamp,

destroyed a few of the c\ilprits. After a week's

hmiting the numbers did not seem to decrease.

I became desperate. Having heard that ammonia
and water would destroy slugs, I proceeded to

deal out death and destruction by soaking the soil

with this solution. I succeeded beyond my wildest

lireams, incidentally killing both slugs and salads.

However, I was on the right track, and now,

previous to placing any soil upon the leaves,

I proceed to drench them with a solution of 2oz. of

ammonia to one and a half gallons of water.

This solution causes instant death to every slug

it touches, while if the frame is then closed and
' allowed to remain so for twenty-four hours, the

fumes seem to account for any which have not

actually come into contact with the solution.

It seems to have a burning effect when used

at this strength, and for this reason must only

be used when the frame is empty of plants. I

usually follow up this drenching by another after

the soil has been placed upon the leaves, which

has the effect of killing every living thing in the

>i)il—even the ova of the slug (wliich is often

in the soil and will hatch later).

The ammonia seems to have some effect upon

the leaves, which rapidly decompose ;
while

the manurial effect upon the soil is probably more

beneficial than detrimental. Any seedhng weeds

which are present in the added soil are also killed,

and will be found next day to be bleached quite

white. Clarence Poniing.

A Fine Climbing Bean :

PHENOMENON.

IF

the scenic artist at Drury Lane, whose

imaginative brush is responsible for depicting

the magic world in which " Jack " performs

his heroic exploits, wishes still further to

augment his talent by Nature study, I can

honestly recommend him to plant this excellent

climbing French Bean. True, it cannoT; compare
with that vegetative wonder, the story of whose

growth in a single night held us spellbound in

our childhood days ; nor is it likely to cause

the same stupendous amazement as it did to the

Widow Twankey (George Robey), whose amusing
sally after "she" had thrown the bag of Beans

out of the cottage window and the contents had
started growing with real stage violence—" Does

anybody iviiow where I live ?
"—provided an

entertaining catchword for the rest of the evening

at one of the last pantomimes I visited. But it

is sufficiently vigorous enough to provide " matter "

both for the artist's canvas and his platter. My
earliest acquaintance with this Bean was through

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons of Lowdham,
Notts, who first offered it in their catalogue for

1906. Some seed of it was kindly sent to me by
them for trial in my father's garden, and it was
such a success year after year on the light, warm
soil there, and its quality so supere.xcellent and
superior to that of any other Bean that we had
tasted, that since then neither of us has cared

to be without it, and each year seed has been
carefully harvested and the stock kept true.

In my note in The Garden, issue March 3, 1917,

page 72, I mentioned how exceedingly well this

Bean flourished at my brother's ranch on the

Kootenay Lake, British Columbia, some years

ago. and it is evidently going to be a favourite in

this country, for in igr; Messrs. S. Bide and Sons,

Limited, of Farnham, Surrey, the well-known
trade growers, grew no less than twenty acres of

it for seed. If their crop panned out in any way
like mine did from only one small row, then it

must indeed have been of Brobdingnagian pro-

portions. That this actually did happen is proved

by the photograph of a single vine, for which I

am indebted to Messrs. Bide. It is of " Him "

origin, being raised by the well-known seed-

house of J. C. Schmidt of Erfurt ; but gardeners

need not have any qualms about this, for it is

one of the rules of war to train captured guns

upon the enemy, and in rgrS each one of us m«6t^

make phenomenal efforts to beat our 191 7 records

by fair means or " Hun." Messrs. Pearson and

Messrs. Bide both have excellent stocks of seed

of it, so there is no e.xcuse for anyone not to have

a row, even if they only possess a backyard.

Now, ye gardeners on stiff, cold soils, do not

be downhearted ! This Bean requires a little

" cosseting " (as we say in Worcestershire) on

cold soils and in cool latitudes ; but by selecting

a warm position, sowing late, or, better still,

sowing in pots in a cold frame and planting out

when all danger of frost is passed, it will get a

good start and soon surprise all the Widows
Twankey of the neighbourhood.

I hear a dour old Scots gardener {not a corre-

spondent of The Garden !) exclaim, " Wliat,

take all that trouble when an ordinary Scarlet

Runner can be grown as easy as wink ! Not I."

But not so fast, my good friend ; audi alteram

partem. Messrs. Bide write :
" This grand Runner

Bean is all that can be desired, either to eat in

its green state or left to ripen and used in the

winter as a Haricot. It is stringless, superior in

flavour to a Scarlet Runner, and crops heavier."

All of which I can endorse and to which I can

add, " Pick it when ymmg and cook it whole

;

on no account allow it to be sliced."

Hey, raon ! I can see the guicf wife's face all

wreathed with smiles when she learns of a Kidney

Bean that does not need slicing. It will be some
slight compensation for the wearisome bondage

of standing in a queue for an hour on the off-chance

of getting half a pound of what the " nippers
"

hereabouts call " Maggy Ann "
!

Phenomenon Bean is white-flowered and white-

seeded, of Haricot shape, and about half the size

of a Scarlet Runner. When sowing, it must be

given more room than the latter, and only one

plant allowed to each stick. How this variety

compares with Sutton's Epicure I am unable to

say, but I hope to be able to come to a decision

on the point this year, for Mr. F. H. Chapman
has most kindly sent me some seed of it, at the

same time remarking :
" Up to now, for cooking

whole this is the best thing I have been able to

find, and we always sow a few rows of it. It is a

beautiful, rich, meaty Bean."

Let me conclude these notes with a coimndrum

for yom readers who are plant-breed^. For

many years my father has saved his own seed

of Phenomenon and Scarlet Runner Beans, growing

them in close proximity. When shelling his seed

of the past season he found two pods that con-

tained Beans that were the same shape as Phenome-

non, but white and twice the size of that variety.

Messrs. Bide tell me that it is not at all out of the

common for a Scarlet Runner to produce white

Beans if grown near a white-seeded variety.

But, according to all plant-breeding authorities,

Mendelian and otherwise, a white-seeded Bean

should not have appeared among the Scarlet

Runners, in any case until the second generation.

The only explanation that I can offer is that a

cross may have been effected in 1916, and this

was a case of second generation. Perhaps other

readers will send us their views on this interesting

point.

Kidderminster. ."Vrthur R. Goodwin.

.\ SINGLE VINE OF PHENOMENON BE.\N.

-^nd now for some details as to its culture.

First of all, then, let me say that on some soils

it is an uncertain doer—the soils referred to being

those that are cold and heavy. Mr. Duncan
Pearson, who is Icnown to all readers of The
Garden as a good gardener, writes to me about

it as follows :
" This Bean is not quite a success

here ; in good hot seasons it is good, in cold

seasons it fails utterly."

But please remember that the soil of Lowdham is

stiff and cold, and our esteemed Editor had a

similar experience with half a dozen (all I could

spare) seeds of it that I sent him last spring.

Not one germinated-

RUSSIAN KALE
During the winter months, especially in our

Northern gardens, it is not always easy to have

as much variety as one could wish, and the changes

have to be rung to a great extent on Brussels

Sprouts and Savoys as green vegetables, at

all events. A few years ago, looking about for

something to help out our winter and early

spring supplies, I noted Russian Kale in

Messrs. Carter's catalogue, and 'decided to give

it a trial. It proved to be one of the finest things

we had tried for a long time. It is of easy culture,

and is cooked in a similar way to the ordin.iry

curled greens. It is much superior in flavour

to the finest stocks nf " curlies," and we now grow
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it extensively. We sow the seed in March or early

April, and plant out i8 inches apart each way
as soon as the plants are large enough. Ground
fairly rich gives the best results. Russian

Kale is very hardy, the severest winters having

no effect upon it. We cut the heads as one cuts

curled Kale, and in spring fresh, tender sprouts

are produced at a time when green vegetables

are none too plentiful.

Preston Gardens, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

Colour Harmony in the Gardens of Japan
AN ATMOSPHERE OF SECLUSION AND MEDITATION.

By H. H. Warner.

IN

his " Japan from the Old to -the New,"
Mr. Robert Grant Webster writes :

" No art

in Japan has been followed with greater

fidelity to Nature than landscape gardening.

By the Japanese the garden is regarded as a

poem or picture, and they consider it can alone be

enjoyed as it harmonises with Nature and natural

.scenery. Their gardens are an anti-

thesis to the Dutch style ; in them
one finds no straight walks bordered

by square-cut Yew or Boxwood
trees, nor are there flower-beds laid

out with the geometrical precision

and the gaudy style of a patchwork

quilt often adopted in gardens else-

where. Rather they believe, as

Natjire teaches, there is a beauty in

irregularity, a harmony in differ-

entiation."

To the Japanese belong the honour

of having perfected the art of land-

scape gardening. The garden is by
them regarded above all as a place

of seclusion and meditation.

In summer oiu: English gardens are

made beautiful by the profusion of

flt)wers and the intrinsic beauty of

the flowers themselves, but when
winter comes they too often look

bare and depressing. Many Japanese

gardens contain but fe%v flowers, but

stiff rtBt. lovely. To the minds of

these people all sense of repose or the

charm of quietude is lost if the eye

is everywhere distracted by masses of

colour, so that in the larger gardens

flowers are confined to special parts

of them. Nearly all their gardens

have their hills and lakes, their

streams and bridges, Lotus pools

and Pine trees, and rocky winding

paths, however small they may be.

Miss Florence Du Cane writes in

" The Flowers and Gardens oi

Japan "—so artistically illustrated in

colour by her sister :
" The gardens

are always a setting for the building

they surround, adding to its beauty,

never dwarfing it. The placing of

every stone, the curve of every

walk, the shape of the pond, all seem to have
been duly weighed and considered, and the result

is an harmonious whole."

Some of our English gardens possess a tairy-like

beauty when decked with the freshly fallen snow.
To the Japanese a snow scene is as lovely as a
display of flowers. Here some quaint stone
lantern with its broad, snow-covered top is usually
placed close to a curiously shaped Fu: tree. The
contrast thus afforded is very beautiful, and it is

often heightened by some ornamental bronze
or iron lantern suspended from the wide over-
Imnging eaves of some picturesque garden-house
or tea-room.

Many a tiny court not 20 f'^et square contains
its pond fed with clear water by the overflow of

some rocky water basin, a dwarf Pine and a few
well-chosen shrubs growing near one of these moss

covered quaint stone lanterns. A group of Irises

may be placed at the water's edge, and frequently

this is approached by a rough stone path or well-

placed stepping-stones leading from a picturesque

veranda. At the end of this pathway, one stone

larger than the rest is known as " The Stone of

Worship," for it is placed in a spot from which

THE PLACE FOR REST OF MIND.

the garden should be most admired. Another

stone or rock, carefully chosen for its quaintness

or beauty, is frequently placed near the water and

is known as " The Stone of Amusement," for from

it the gold and silver fish are fed. In- some small

gardens where no water is obtainable for the

formation of a pond, its presence is suggested by
the representation of a dried-up river bed, or even

a well top and bucket.

In this flower-loving land whole famiUes will

tramp for miles through snow and rain or scorching

sun to indulge in the favourite pastime of " flower

viewing." Each month has its special flower

festival—the Plum blossom in January, the

Peach in February, the Cherry in April, the Azalea

in May, the Iris in June, the Lotus in July,

the " Fugo " in August, the red-leaved Maple

in October, the Chrvsanthemum in November

and the rose-coloured Camellia Sasanqua in

December.

In the Province of Shima there is a little village

filled every spring with crowds of holiday-makers,

who come to gaze in admiration at the mass of

Plum .blossom which fills the whole valley. The
trees grow for some miles along the banks of the

river, and here numbers of tea-stalls in soft,

harmonious colouring and bright with dainty

paper lanterns are arranged for the accommodation

of those attending the Flower Feast. Later in

the year the Peach orchards near Tokio are visited

by thousands. In the park at Kyoto the people

gather again in the Cherry blossom time. Tem-
porary tea-houses are erected and hung with

curtains and lanterns decorated with representa-

tions of this flower. With unerring taste all the

colouring is in harmony with the blossoms ; no

false note detracts from the surrounding beauty.

Even the cakes and sweetmeats are

made to resemble Cherries. The
dresses of the people, the tea-houses

they sit in, and even the food they

eat harmonise with the flowering

trees. Nothing is tolerated in dress,

decoration or garden that is not

in perfect agreement.

In the month of June one garden

winding along the banks of the

River Sumida is crowded with sight-

seers paying their annual homage to

the Iris (Kasmpferi). Nothing could

be more artistic than this garden,

which has been the possession of

the same family for centuries. The
colouring of the little summer-houses,
the kimonos worn by the little maids
who serve tea to the guests, aU
harmonise with the colour of the

flowers. •

The Convolvulus, or Morning
Glory, known to the Japanese as

Asago, is a great favourite. In one
garden, where thousands of wonder-
fully trained plants are to be seen,

the people gather at four o'clock

in the morning to see the flowers at

tlieir best. Lovers of the Lotus
rise earlier still, for soon after mid-
night they set out for the_ Lotus
pool to hear and see the opening of

the rosy buds at dawn. Mr. Parsons,

in his description of the Lotus, says
" every breath of wind distrubs the

delicate balance of their leaves, and
their glaucous surface reflects every
passing phase of the sky."

In the month 01 May one of the

most popular resorts is the garden
attached ta one of the temples

in Tokio, where the world-famed
' Wistaria multijuga (Fugi-no-hana)

trails over large trellises overhanging the lake

filled with goldfish. Miss Du Cane, in her

beautiful book before referred to, records

that she has seen " a Wistaria vine five

centuries old bearing clusters of flowers 50 inches

long and covering 4,000 square feet." Ancient

Pine trees are placed just where their dark foliage

and the rich red of their trunks and branches will

best harmonise with the mauve splendour of these

Fugi blossoms.

In the month of May the Azalea viewing takes

place, but so dazzling is the colomr that the little

tea-houses near are placed out of sight of the

blossom. For close on a thousand years garden-

parties have been held in honour of the Chry-

santhemum, which is the imperial but not the

national emblem of Japan. Chrysanthemums are

grown alike by 'rich and poor with exquisite taste
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and sldll. Even the bowls that many are giown

in are artistic, and they do not need to be hidden

from the eye as our flower-pots do.

The scarlet-leaved Maple is frequently associated

with them, and near Tokio the little tea-booths

erected in the valley where they grow again

harmonise with them, and tea is served by little

maids whose dresses are decorated with red Maple

leaves. The soft crepe kimonos of the geishas

are bright with them, the cups in which the tea

is served are painted with them, and even the

cakes are made to represent them at this last

great Flower Feast of the year.

The following passage from Mr. R. G. Webster's

book before mentioned illustrates how careful

the Japanese are not to tolerate any arrangement

of colour in their dress or the decoration of their

houses which does not harmonise with the natural

beauty outside. " In the island of Enoshima,"

he \\Tites, " w'e clambered up some steps high in

the rocky cliffs, our pathway guarded on either

side by an avenue of Pine trees, where we reached

an inn perched on the summit, with splendid view

over the azure sky and sea. Here tea was brought

us by a low bowing little mousmfe bright in a blue

kimono (robe) and golden obi, or sash. How ideal

our apartment was, with good taste displayed in

every part, from the delicately white woodwork
to the beautifully chosen and matched light blue

and silver screens on the walls, the alcove or

tokonoma with its bronze vase, flowers and silken

hanging—all more fit for a fairy princess than

for mere man."
A special room is frequently set apart from

which the moonlit landscape may be viewed,

and on the fifteenth of the eighth month the

arrangement of the foliage in this room is intended

to convey the idea of a moonlit scene, in which

irregular Pine branches stand out against the

sky. In Japan the size of a tree or rock is regulated

by the size of the garden, and as it is common to

see a landscape or well-known scene represented

in a small earthenware dish, pigmy trees are

introduced to match miniature copies of famous

temples and shrines. The fame of these pigmy

trees has spread tlu-oughout the world, and some

whose height is to be measined in inches possess

the gnarled and twisted trunks of the giants and

aricients of the forest. The Grand Nikko temples,

the shrines in Ueno and Shiba have been left in

their natural surroundings, and giant Cryptomerias

stand like sentinels to guard their precious treasure.

Long avenues are broken only by dim vistas of

mighty steps or the uprights of some colossal

granite gateway or torii. Such an imposing and

majestic picture is worth travelling many miles

to see, and will linger in the memory as long as, or

even longer than, the laughing little geisha beside

the sunny Lotus pool.

Some Beautiful Winter

Flowering Shrubs
THE WYCH HAZELS.

A LTHOUGH there are a number of

/% plants which flower naturally in the

/ % outdoor garden in midwinter, it is

/ % exceptional to find them in any but
'• ^ the most extensive private collections.

It is true that if these plants w-ere to blossom in

the summer, their flowers would scarcely be

noticed among the wealth of blossoms that

surround us at that time ; but coming as they

do at this season, when even greenhouse flowers

are scarce, it is difficult to understand why they

are not more widely known and cultivated.

In the Wych Hazel or Hamamelis family we
have several hardy shrubs of rare winter beauty,

the older members of which have been known
in a few gardens for quite a long time, but these

have been almost eclipsed by the introduction,

some twelve years ago, of a new species from

China. This is known as H. mollis. The
flowers are composed of long, narrow and very

cm-iously crimped and twisted petals. When
first grown it was considered necessary to provide

this beautiful shrub with a mixture of light loam
and peat, but I believe that the Hon. Vicary Gibbs

has cultivated it with considerable success in the

stiff clay that naturally prevails at Aldenham
House, where, several years ago, there was a fine

bush some 5 feet high. So far as our necessarily

limited experience goes, it does not seem to matter

much what aspect is chosen, but always in planting

one should select, if possible, a background c4

dark-leaved evergreens, such as Hollies or Yews,
and a position that the rays of the sun can reach

nearly all day long. This is not advised on

account of shelter and warmth, which do not seem
necessary, but merely to get the best effect when
the shrubs are in flower. To see bushes kissed

by the winter sun and mirrored, as it were, in

a sombre background of evergreens is a sight

worth going far to see, and one that will not be

readily effaced from memory.
Superior as this comparatively new species is

to the older ones, the latter are well worth culti-

vating, as they flower at different periods of the

winter. The best known is probably the North

American Wych Hazel (Hamamelis virginica),

which produces its yellow flowers in autumn,

usually about October. As, however, it is in

leaf at that time, the blossoms often pass almost

unnoticed. The Mansak of Japan (H. arborea)

is a much more valuable shrub, or small tree.

Wl-l AIM A liOWER IN JAI'.^N.
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flowering as it does in January, immediately atter,

and occasionally at the same time as, H. mollis.

It has deep j'ellow flowers, Avhich are generalh'

so freely borne as to create quite a shimmering

cloud of gold in the winter landscape. Closely

follo^ving H. arborea comes H. japonica, which
has rather paler coloured flowers and is of a more
lowly stature, while its variety Zuccariniana has

pale lemon-coloured flowers that appeal more to

some tastes than those of deeper hue.

Although all the Wych Hazels are rather slow-

growing, it cannot be said that they are difiicult

to cultivate, ordinary well-drained garden soil

apparently suiting them to perfection. Once
established, they look well after themselves, and
need little attention beyond a slight thinning of

the branches at rare intervals. H.

AN ENGLISH FRUIT
NURSERY

IT

was sixteen years ago at the Horticultural

College, Swanley, in Kent, when the writer

of these notes made the acquaintance of Mr.

James Lawson. .At that time Mr. Lawson
was appointed gardening instructor at the

College, while the writer was one of his none too

promising students, of which there were many
of both sexes. Lawson found the gardens in a

state of chaos, and very quickly put them in order,

for which he received the lasting praise and esteem

of his co-workers ; and whenever a particularly

smart piece of garden work was achieved it came
to be known by the graphic phrase of " the Lawson
touch." When the College gardens were satis-

factorily remodelled, Mr. Lawson left Swanley
to take up a similar position at Studley, and

altogether many hundreds of students have received

their early training under his tuition. But Mr.

Lawson is never happier than when engaged in

uphill work, and he left Studley to reorganise

the fruit nursery of Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons

at Eynsford in Kent. Here, as in his previous

places, Lawson has shown that thoroughness

consistent with his breezy Scottish temperament,

and the great success with which his efforts have
been rewarded is well laiown throughout the fruit

trade in this country. His gold medal collections

of fruit that have been seen at Westminster in the

last four or five years are a tribute to his skill as

a fruit-grower. I venture to give my impressions

of a visit made to this well-ordered and typical

English fruit nursery in November last.

At break of day all of the nursery hands—chiefly

comprised of old men, women and girls—are pre-

paring for the day's work. The planting season

is in full swing, and this is the nurseryman's

new, making their way among the long, straight

rows of standard, bush and cordon trees ; while

others wend their way among the thousands

of young trees being trained as espaliers and in

fan shape for planting against walls. The demand
for cordon tre«s is greater than ever before. These

trees take up very little space and cast little shadow,

and are therefore in ereat request, especially in

gardens where space is limited. There is a large

trade in two year old trees, although trees of all

types are saleable up to seven or eight years.

The planting season begins in November and

MK. LAWSON AMONG HIS FAN-TRAINED PEACH TREES.

harvest. For the whole year the routine work,

including grafting, budding, pruning and training,

has been centred on laying the foundation of

healthy, fruitful trees in readiness for the planting

season.' We see the nurserv hands, both old and

THE FRUIT-ROOM AT EYNSFORD.

lasts until March, but experience has taught the

fruit-grower that the earlier the trees are planted

the better are the results, as a rule. Thousands
are now clamouring for fruit trees, and this is

the busiest time of the whole year. The old

nursery hands, with the aid of the womenfolk,

are doing their best to meet the' heavy demand
and to despatch the trees with all possible speed.

But this work needs both care and skilful handling.

The trees are lifted and at once conveyed to the

packing-shed. Now, the packing of fruit trees is

a fine art and an important part of the nursery-

man's, trade. Anyone who has unpacked fruit

trees sent out by a firm of good repute must realise

this. The roots^ are well and carefully protected

in damp moss and straw, bound round with mats,

and enclosed in round wicker or matted baskets.

Each tree is securely staked, and sufficient packing

material is used to cover in the tree and to keep

it firm. Unless the trees are securely packed
and well covered, they are certain to come
to grief in transit. The experienced packer is

indeed an important person in a well-appointed

nursery.

The fruit-room is one of th show places of the

nursery. It is a low house, the floor of which is

sunk below the ground level, and the roof and
sides are covered with a thick, dense thatch of

Heather. The interior is dark and cool, for

fruit keeps best in the dark in a low, even tempera-

ture. With the aid of artificial light we see the

pick of the nmrsery produce in Apples, Pears,

Medlars and Quinces, all used for exhibition pur-

poses. The fruit is placed in single layers on
wooden shelves arranged tier upon tier, each
variety being kept separately.

Perhaps the most fascinating time in a fruit

nursery is in the grafting and- budding seasons.
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Tliousands of trees are aunually " worked " oa

stocks as a means of increasing varieties, the

stock beifig the plant on which the bud or graft

is inserted. Cultivated varieties of Apples are

grafted or budded on the seedling or Crab Apple,

which is useful for standards ; and others on

the Paradise stock, more especially bush and

trained Apple trees. The Pear is united to the

common Quince, the Apricot to the Plum and

Damson, the Almond to the seedling Plum, the

Cherry to the seedling Cherry and Jfahaleb, the

Medlar to the seedling white Hawthorn, the Peach

In Almond, Plum or seedling Peach, the Plum to

seedling Damson and St. Julien, and so on. Seed-

ling stocks are usually preferred, as they are

less inclined to throw suckers. The art of grafting

is not new ; it was, indeed, practised in remote

antiquity, but who discovered it is unknown.

Grafting in the open air is usually practised in

March and April as the buds show signs of activity.

The trees are selected for grafting in their

order of showing growth, but some varieties are

earlier than others. Generally speaking, the

order runs : Cherries, Peaches, Plums, Pears and

.Apples.

In many niurseries budding is preferred to

grafting, as the union is better. In July and

August thousands of young stocks are annually

l>udded by skilful propagators. The old hands

take a pride and a sort of philosophical interest

in their art. To the novice it is fascinating.

" Vou see, sweet maid, we marry

A gentler scion to the wildest stock,

.\nd make conceive a bark of baser kind

By bud of nobler race : this is an art

Which does mend Natiu-e, change it rather, but

The art itself is Nature."

—

Shakespeare.

The nurseryman practises the art of budding

and grafting because it is a quick and satisfactory

way of increasing his stock of fruit trees. Although

an ancient art, grafting is to this day the subject

<>f much controversy, and there is need for a great

deal of experiment. We know so little of the

influence of the stock over the scion, and the

subject of sap-transfusion is likewise little under-

stood. Certain Pears are encouraged in fruit

bearing by double grafting ; that is, by grafting

on an intermediate variety on the first stock.

Some years ago a fruit-grower was greatly dis-

appointed with the crops from a plantation of

that delicious Pear Doyenne du Cornice, and in

consequence he grafted the variety Glou Morceau

on every fourth tree. The grafts made good

growth in their first year, but the remarkable

thing was that, before the Glou Morceau Pears

had reached the fruiting stage, those trees on

which the grafts were placed carried far heavier

crops than the ungrafted trees. These results

are borne out in an experiment last year by Mr.

Charles E. Pearson (see The Garden, Novem-

ber 17 last, page 490), in which case the fruit from

the grafted tree was exactly double that pro-

duced on a similar tree which had not been grafted.

It is not suggested that all trees of Doyenne du

Comice should be regrafted, but it clearly shows

that there is room for further experiment in this

direction. Then, again, the well-known Apple

Blenheim Orange will fruit in four or five years

if double grafted, whereas it may take twenty

years to bear on the Crab Apple stock.

The nursery affords unlimited scope for tibserva-

tion and experiment. The old nursery hand will

tell you that no two trees are exactly alike, even

of the same variety. Many a learned treatise

has been propounded to explain such variation,

but the best explanation the WTiter has heard

was given by an old niu"sery hand—" because

it is their nature to vary." This explanation is

simple, and we leave the enquiring scientist to

search those perplexing by-paths to which it

points the way.

The accompanying pictures of Messrs. Cannell

and Sons' Nursery at Eynsford serve to illustrate

this typical Kentish ntu'sery seen from the South

Eastern and Chatham Railway not far below

Swanley. • The nursery is beautifully situated in

a valley, where the fruit trees thrive on the well-

drained sunny slopes. H. C.

A COLUMN FOR
THE CURIOUS

Jerusalem Artichokes.—I am afraid I cannot

supply the Rev. J. Jacob with chapter and verse

to prove that the word " Jerusalem " was cmrent
in 1617 in the sense of outlandish or imported.

But native English changed very slowly in the

days before school boards, trains and cheap news-

papers, especially in country places. The strongest

argument for this derivation is that it covers all

the facts. I mean this : Supposing " Jerusalem
"

to represent " Girasole " in the case of the so-called

Artichoke, there yet remains to be explained a

uamr, .\quilegia, has still to be translated. I

open a popular little book, Johns' " Flowers of

the Field," and find there the explanatien that

Aquilegia is "from the Latin aquila, an eagle,

from the supposed resemblance of the nectarie^

to the claws of an eagle." And, wherever you

meet it in print, the derivation is always given

from aqiiilii, and, taken as another bird-variant

of " Columbine," it seems fairly satisfying. But

now, readers of The Garden, if you are not

already familiar with the lovely thing, go oiii

early, after heavy dew, or after rain, and con-

template the grey-green rosettes of the Aquilegia

foliage, and you will see them filled, as no other

of all your plants is filled, with great crystal

globules of shining water. Then return indoors,

and if you have such a formidable work, take

down your big Latin dictionary and titrn the

pages until you come to aquilegus, " a watar-

drawer." So otu' rude forefathers, with a finer

ajsthetic sense than we usually allow them, were

appreciative of this exquisite natiu"al jewellery

and named the plant accordingly—well, no.

I am afraid not. In fact, they looked at plants

with a notion of food or medicine rather than of

abstract beauty. In a copse near my old hoine,

on the borders of Hampshire and W'iltshire,

FARM BUILDINGS IN A KENTISH NURSERY.

series of other words with the same epithet, e.g.,

Jerusalem Sage, Jerusalem Cowslips, Jefusalem
Beans. But if the word has the sense I have
attributed to it, it is easily self-explanatory in

all these instances. A good analogy is the use

of " French " or " Frenchman " in more recent

times, dating from the days when France was the

representative enemy of England and the typical

foreign country. Even to-day a Wiltshire labourer,

detecting a " rogue " among his Potatoes, will

say "that is a Frenchman." As for " Girasole,"

a clever, study-made guess is quickly passed from
book to book when it has once appeared in print

,

until at last it is " taken for gospel." May I

give another plant-story to show how one must
sometimes go out of doors and to the country-
side rather than to books for a true etymology ?

Aquilegia has long been called Columbine in

English, though the latter word is almost pure
Latin, from columba, a dove. It was so called,

no doubt, from the quite remarkable resemblance
of the flower to a group of doves sitting beak to

beak. Very likely the Latin name passed into

our speech from the vocabulary of the religious

orders who were the chief gardeners in herbs and
simples in mediasval times. Rut the botanical

among other lovely and uncommon flowers there

grew, very sparsely, a wild Columbine of a rare

and beautiful clear blue. Seeing me one day
with a small gathering of its blossoms in my hand,

an ancient labourer addressed me thus :
" Now

when I wur a buoy, zur, ther wm' a main zighl

o' thic theer vlower in thes wood, but the volk

wur turble vond 0' diggin' e up, vor they did

reckon un to be wonnerful good vor the dropsy."

In that moment I saw the whole history of the

word Aqi4ili:gia. Here was a plant visibly signed

l)y its Creator with its attribute of gathering

water or " humours " from the suffering human
body just as its leaves collect the dew and rain,

par excellence among other herbs, and for this

good reason the herbalists of centuries ago

named it the " water-gatherer." This doctrine of

" signatiu"es," of course, was implicitly believed

in pre-scientific times, i.e., that herbs of sovereign

power bore visible marks or shapes indicating

their particular uses, as Hepatica, formed like

the lobes of the liver; Lung-wort, from its resem-

blance to the human lung ; and so forth. If I

have left the Jerusalem .\rtichoke rather far

behind, the blame must jest with Mr- Jacob

G. H. F.Nr,I,EHE\RT,
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Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Opening Remarks.— Gardeners must adapt
themselves to circumstances. Choice, valuable
fruit trees must receive attention, and the ground
in every corner of the garden should be cropped
with the very best and most useful vegetables
obtainable, so that there is not a particle of

ground left vacant.

The Kitchen Garden.

The Seed List.—Beginning with the 'New Year
comes fresh vegetable lists, which should be gone

MR. H. MARKHAM.

carefully through and an order made out for the
different seeds required and be forwarded to the
seedsman as early as possible. Any seeds left

from last season may be overhauled, and tho'e of

any value retained ; so that in making out a new
list purchase less quantities of those in band
worth keeping. At the present time take advan-
tage of frosty weather to get manure wheeled on
to vacant plots, always commencing at the f irthest

point in tlic event of having to do this work
when the ground is soft and sticky.

Trench and Double Dig if desirable, thoroughly
incorporating the manure with the soil as the work
proceeds. Deep cultivation is the key to success

for heavy supplies of all kinds of vegetables,
especially in dry seasons, and this should be care-

fully noted by allotment holders and beginners
breaking up'-fresh plots of land. It will also be of

great assistance to have a fixed rotation for the
main crops carefuUy arranged, so that when one
crop is cleared, another may be planted to follow
on, thus keeping the land fully occupied with
useful produce.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Any Grapes still hanging will be better
cut and taken to the fruit-room, and the Vines
should then be thoroughly syringed with nicotine
Avash or paraffin emulsion sufficiently strong to
destroy any insect pest. Prune the Vines back to
a good plump bud, then wash the rods and the
glass, also the woodwork, after which dress the
old rods with a mixture of tar and clay composed of
one pint of tar and six pints of finely powdered clay.

Thoroughly mix, and add enough warm water to
form a paint. This may be used with safety,
and is the best remedy I know for mealy bug.
Dress all the old wood, omitting the' buds.
These should be carefully dressed with nicotine.
After the house and Vines have been put right,
remove a little of the surface soil from the border
and top-dress with a suitable compost. Keep
all the Vines cool for the present.

Peaches.—If not done, lose no time in getting
the trees pruned, cleansed, and put in order for
starting. Do not allow overcrowding of the
shoots, a great mistake in Peach culture which
ji; too often the case. Train the shoots straight

at different angles, water the borders if necessary
with lime water, and top-dress with good, sweet
turfy loam, old brick mortar and wood-ash. If

other trees are to be planted, do this as early
as time will allow. October and November are the
best times to shift Peach trees if they are expected
to fruit well the following season. Good varieties
of Peaches are Dymond, Royal George, Bellegarde,
Stirling Castle, Nectarine Peach, Sea Eagle,
Barrington, Goshawk, Early York and Peregrine ;

of Nectarines, Cardinal, Early Rivers', Elruge and
Pine-apple. H. Markham.

(Gardener to Viscount Enfield.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

The Seed Order.—As readers have been re-
minded week by week, the 1918 seed lists can
only be sent to those who apply for them ; more-
over, they will be reduced in bulk, so that previous
lists or duplicates of previous orders may have
to be consulted. Seeds will be relatively dear,
the quality in many cases inferior, and' stocks
are said to be short. Those, therefore, who place
their orders early are likely to be best served.

Sowing Tomatoes.—No time should now be
lost in sowing the main batch of Tomatoes. Sow
thinly in a seed-pan, and place in a temperature
of about 55°. The most satisfactory results are
obtained from free-setting varieties bearing
medium-sized fruits.

Sowing Cucumbers.—A sowing of Cucumbers
should now be made for early summer use. Sow
the seeds in 3-inch pots, one seed in a pot. Use
rather light, rich soil. Plunge the pots in a
temperature of from 65° to 70°. but all tempera-
tures should in these times be kept as low as
possible.

Digging and Trenching.—.All vacant ground
should be manured and trenched or dug with as
little delay as possible. If time can be formd for

it, bastard-trenching is to be commended, but
labour is the problem nowadays. Where ordinary
digging has to suffice, care should be taken that
the spade is put to its full length and quite
perpendicularly, as deep cultivation is half the
battle in vegetable culture.

Preparing Trenches for Peas.—-For the later

sowings of Peas especially it is a great advantage
fo sow them in prepared trenches. The=e
should be from 15 inches to 18 inches wide. A
good supply of well-decayed manure should be
dug in, and when linished the surface of the soil

in the trench should be about 9 inches below the
general ground-level. By adopting this plan
moisture is conserved and cool root conditions
secured, thereby greatly helping to keep the crop
immune from that scourge of late Peas especially

—

m'ldew. Many growers reg'ilarly utilise the
previous season's Celery trenches for part of the
Pea crop.

Protecting Root Crops from Frost.—With
the exception of Beet and CaTots, root crops
are best lifted as required. Whenever a spell

of frost threatens, however, a moderate supply
of each should be lifted and stored in sand or
ashes under cover, and a further portion in

their quarters in the garden should have the
protection of some loose litter.

The Pleasure Grounds.

Turfing.—Any depression in lawns should now
be levelled up and the tm'f relaid. Coarse tufts

of grass often occur on lawns either by the appear-
ance of self-sown coarse grasses or through rabbits
habitually congregating at certain given spots.

All such coarse patches should be replaced with
good tujf. In carrying out these operations, care
should be taken not to use soil too rich, or the
last state may be worse than the first.

Top-Dressing Rhododendrons.—Nothing bene-
fits old specimen Rhododendrons so much as a
top-dressing of half-decayed farmyard manure,
but in these times of scarcity leaf-mould will

make a welcome substitute. These dressings
renew the vigour of the plants and ensure those
cool root conditions which are so essential to the
welfare of the Rhododendron.

Pruning Trees.—It is often necessary to cut
out over-vigorous branches in specimen trees, in

order to preserve their symmetry. Work of this

kind should have attention before the sap begins
to rise. Any dead or broken branches should
also be cut away.

The Flower Garden.

Trenches for Sweet Peas.—No time should
now be lost in preparing the ground for Sweet
Peas. Doubtless good results can be obtained

with these popular flowers by judiciously manuring
and trenching the ground. To get the finest

results, however, it is necessary to adopt the
trench system. A trench 2 feet to 2 J feet deep
should be taken out as for Celery, and about
I foot of organic manure should be placed in the
bottoAi of the trench. Next incorporate part

of the excavated soil with the manure, adding
a little kainit if available, and finish with
the remainder of the excavated plain soil. This
upper part of the trench w-ill be dealt with later on.

Bedding Geraniums.—These will now be
pushing into growth, and should have their growing
points pinched out to encourage a bushy habit.

Keep all decayed foliage promptly removed.

MR. CHARLES COMFORT.

Water must still be given sparingly, and this
without wetting the foliage.

Plants Under Glass.

Propagating Chrysanthemimis.—The necessary
stock of bush Chrysanthemums should now be
propagated. Secure, as far as possible, cuttings
which have been well exposed to the light. They
root quite well in a greenhouse temperature,
dibbled into sandy soil in a shallow box with a
little drainage in it. Altliough they take rather
longer to root, the best results are obtained when
the cuttings are not covered with glass, but are
occasionally sprayed with chilled water. In the
case of any varieties from which cuttings are not
yet available, the sm'face soil in the pots should
be pricked with a handfork, and a rich top-dressing
given to encourage growth.^

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomficld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

NOTES FROM A COUNTY
DOWN GARDEN

STORMS have swept over the garden, and

leaves in all colours strew the avenue and

paths, causing much work to be done, but

the - leaves are useful as a basis for

future leaf-mould, one of the ingredients

of most composts ; also useful for hotbeds and

for placing over farmyard manure heaps in order

to conserve their strength and keep the rain from

wasliing out their virtues. The leaves of Rosa

rugosa and Polygonum sachalinense are of a

beautiful yellow shade at this season, as well as

those of Schizophragma hydrangeoides, the

beautiful self-clinging climber. Silver and Golden

Ivies seem to look at their best just at present,

as their leaves are washed clean by the rain.

We have a handsome variety of Silver Ivy which

originally came here from Bath. It is a small
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leaved kind, which often has leaves of j pure

white ivory colour.

Lobeha cardiiiahs is still in bloom, but must

be lifted and put into a frame for the winter, when

it will come out in the spring much better for

the protection and rest. This also applies to the

summer Chrysanthemums, which, when placed

in boxes, give so many cuttings that a good stock

is easily raised. Roses are still giving a few

blooms, but their season i^ over, and the time for

planting has now come. This is perhaps one of

the pleasures of winter, planning new beds and

reading over the catalogues in preparation for

the coming season. It is a good time now to map
out the plots for the different crops one wishes

to grow, as, for instance, early Potatoes, which

should certainly be grown, as they leave ground

vacant for such plants as Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts,

Cabbage, &c.

The war still drags on, and new Orders for

tillage have been made, so that the gardener

will be busier than ever this spring. Just as I

write a gallant airman of ray acquaintance has

fallen. What a harvest of youth ! One wonders

.what is the meaning of it all. Has the world

gone mad with its diaboUcal inventions for the

destruction of human life ? It is difficult to

understand and to stop, especially when treaties

are regarded as not binding. But those who have

done so much for us must never be forgotten.

Their names must ring through the ages with

honour and renown, and their reward will surpass

anything we can understand or know, for " not

a sparrow falleth " without the knowledge of the

Creator of the first and best of all gardens.

And so I pass on to the work in hand. Violets

in frames are a fascinating hobby for one who has

little time or energy for garden work. There

are so many beautiful varieties at reasonable prices,

and bunches of Violets in winter are very sweet

in most senses.

I must say, with other readers, how much I

enjoy The Garden and reading other people's

views and contrivances.

Holywood, County Down. Walter Smyth.

Reminiscences of the Late

Walter T. Ware

How we all hoped when we awarded

the Barr Daffodil Cup to our absent

colleague last spring that with rest

and care he would be able another

year to be among us and the Daffodils

and Tulips he loved so well ! But it was not to

be. After a week of unwonted exertion, on Friday,

December 14, he had some sort of seizure, and at

six o'clock on the following Sunday morning he

left us, never to return, never again to come to

our shows in London and at Birmingham, never

again to be among his seedling Daffodils and

Tulips. He looked forward to their flowering

with all the enthusiastic longing of a-boy. How
he did hope to be spared to see another blooming

season. He wrote to me last May :
" This year

is a blank to me. One hour on my shooting stool

is enough at once among the ' Daffs ' ; and now

Tulips are opening and very interesting they will

i be. ... I hope I am spared to see a fresh

1 lot of my own next year. It is a pity life is so

t short, or that I did not start to sow earlier in my
life, but there are always things which one thinks

they have missed ! " WaUer, to give him the

name by which he was known among his friends,

was the son of Mr. T. S. Ware, who established a

famous hardy plant nursery at Tottenham when

this class of 'plant was first beginning to be taken

up con amore. He thought he saw an opening

for himself, and accordingly left the parental

firm about 1880. Soon afterwards he helped

his father to secure practically a monopoly of the

stock of Narcissus Poeticus ornatus. Their hunt

for the source of supply is told in an article on

"Market History" in the " Daffodil Year Book
for 1914." They secured it at last, and agreed to

take all the Frenchman could supply at 18 francs

a thousand, up to a million. The son's share in

this transaction was a quarter of the purchases.

When father and son had secured sufficient for

their cut-bloom trade, the bulbs were put on

the market. My friend was a very shrewd judge

of what was likely to sell well in the market,

and the sustained popularity of this variety speaks

volumes. Ornatus was not his only venture.

In the course of time he ''went for" that lovely

pink Darwin Tuhp Clara Butt, and the fall in

price of its bulbs coincided with the unloading

of his huge stock. The last of all his big ventures

was that of Queen of the West Daffodil. Like

a theatrical star advertises his advent by an

aggravating notice after the style of " Billy Brown

His seedhng raising was in the nature of a side

show, but he was heart and soul in it. At the last

Midland Show at Birmingham he carried off the

blue riband of Daffodildom—the Bourne Cup—for

twelve home-raised seedlings. His red-cupped

giant incomparabilis Fortune which appeared

in this group is a flower of outstanding merit.

His Tulip seedlings are sui generis ; nothing like

them has appeared of late years with the exception

of those raised by Mr. A. D. Hall, the Secretary

of the Board of Agriculture. Here are some of those

which specially appealed to rae : Inglescombe

Mauve (A.M.), Asturias (.\.M.), Lady Love (A.M.),

Comedy (A.M.), Creselda, Chamois, Inglescombe

White (A.M.), Winner {A M.), Satin Gown, Toros,

and Zorilla (A.M.).

Mr. Ware will go down to history as a great

buyer of Daffodil stocks. Has any one man ever

bought more ? His name will always be remembered,

by the Midland Society, to whose shows, beginning

in the year 1910, he regularly gave a valuable prize

for triandrus seedlings. I often have wondered

why he did this, for these delicate-looking flowers

were not exactly of the type that popular opinion

A MEETING OF CRITICS AT ROSEMORRAN, PENZANCE.
FromleH lo right—Mr. C. Baivson, Rev. J. Jacob, the late Mr. R. Sydenham, Mrs. Dawson, and the lale Walter T Wan-

is coming," so did Queen of the West appear on

divers occasions long before its oVner made up

his mind that the time for sale had come. Its

soft yellow colouring and its large size gave it

an assured place as a market flower. It probably

made prices, when first sent to Mr. Monro, which

must have recalled the halcyon days of Emperor

and Sir Watkin at half-a-crown for twelve blooms.

Alas I fusarium and eelworm—one or both

—

have claimed it as a victim. " I have lost

practically all my Queen of the West, I do deplore

that "
; so wrote Mr. Ware last year.

Messrs. Walter T. Ware, Limited, are the owners

of bulb grounds at Inglescombe, near Bath, in

Wiltshire and in Lincolnshure. They have a

grand cut-flower trade, their speciahty being

forced Tulips. They supply bulbs on a large

scale to both British and Dutch dealers, and it

is quite " on the cards " that some of our " Dutch

bulbs " in years gone by were grown by this

firm in England.

Of all this activity Mr. W. T. Ware was the

mainspring, and it made him a very busy man.

credited him with favomring. Perhaps he had

two compartments in his mind ; one—that of

the market man—went for the larger and more

striking flowers ; while the other—the man himself,

as it were—loved the more refined look which

nearly all triandrus hybrids have. I suggest this,

for I know his love for flowers opened under glass.

He wrote but little in the gardening papers

;

in fact, the only article of his that I can at the

moment recall was the one that appeared in the first

" Daffodil "ifear Book " (1913), on " The Pot Culture

of Daffodils." He ended by saying :
" I cannot

say too much in favour of indoor cultivation."

My visit to him at his home at Barrow Castle,

near Bath, on March i, 1912, is one of the red-

letter days in my Daffodil diary. I think what he

told me then about which were the six l>est Darwins

for pots will be of interest. They were William

Copland, Pride of Haarlem, Sierrad van Flora,

Rev. H. Ewbank, Farncombe Sanders and Saes,

with Clara Butt as a second-early.

Walter, your friends will miss you when spring-

time comes ! Joseph Jacob.
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Fruit Trees and Cater-
pillars

SPRAYING AND GREASE-BANDING.

CONTRARY to general expectations,

the severe winter of last year in no way
reduced the hordes of caterpillars

that work so much destruction to

fruit trees. On the other hand, as

everyone knows to their regret, there has been
a heavy toll among the insect-feeding birds. The
result is that the balance between bird and
insect life has been upset, caterpillars hSve
been having things all their own way, , and
the fruit-growing industry of this country is

faced with a very serious problem.

The Codlin Moth.—This insidious pest is too
well known to require an introduction. The heaps
of prematurely fallen Apples, each with a dark
spot at the blossom end of the fruit, bore evidence

of its very destructive work. Its presence is

also felt in the storeroom. It was a bitter dis-

appointment to the writer to find signs of decay
in the fruit store in autumn, particularly among
King of the Pippins, due entirely to the Codlin
moth. If a damaged fruit is split open, the
passage of the caterpillar is clearly seen leading

to the centre of the Apple. The caterpillar leaves,

as a rule, by a hole in the side of the fruit. It

will creep out and find a hiding-place in chinks in

walls and floors, where it will remain if left un-
disturbed until it emerges as a moth in the spring,

only to find its way to the nearest Apple tree and
so carry on its nefarious work. Moral : Cleanliness

in the fruit-room is of the greatest importance.
For similar reasons windfalls should be cleared

as soon as they fall.

Where Codlin moth has been particularly

destructive,, it is a good plan to dress the

ground with quicklime around the trees at

the rate of half a bushel to the square rod. A
still better plan, where possible, is to allow fowls to

run under the trees
; and we know of fruit planta-

tions that are kept almost free from caterpillar

infestation by this simple means alone. On leaving
the windfalls the caterpillars seek hiding-places

in the crevices of the bark of the trees. They
may be destroyed by' thoroughly limewashing the

trunks of the trees in summer and autumn. The
caterpillars may also be trapped in haybands or

old sacking tied round the stem. Such bands
should be put on in summer and examined from
time to time. This mode of banding is made
compulsory in Tasmania, where the Codlin

moth has proved very destructive. This moth
usually makes its appearance about the end of

May. It places an egg in the side of an Apple
when the latter is about half an inch in diameter.

One moth is capable of laying anything up to loo

eggs, and it is said that it very rarely places more
than one egg on one Apple. The resultant caterpillar

creeps out and bores its way into the young Apple,

usually at the eye or calyx, and then finds its way
down the core to the pips. In addition to the

foregoing remedial measures, this pest may be kept
down by spraying in the spring with Paris green

or lead arsenate. The latter is now regarded
as the best of all sprays for destroying eater-

pillars.

Winter Washing of Fruit Trees.—For some
years a burning wash, known as caustic alkali,

has been strongly recommended for cleansing fruit

trees. This wash is a most effective means of

removing all moss and lichens or rough decaying
bark on the outer surface of the "trees. After

spraying with this wash the bark has a clean and
almost polished surface, while the trees assume
a more healthy appearance. Wliere trees have been
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neglected, this winter wash may be used with good
effect ; but we warn readers against the repeated
applications of the caustic wash, as it is liable

to have an injurious effect upon the trees. We
have frequently seen it stated that winter spraying
with caustic alkali wash will destroy moths'
eggs, but in the considered judgment of eminent
entomologists and men of great experience in the
treatment of orchard trees there is no spraying
fluid whifh will kill moths' eggs without injuring the
tree. This may come as a surprise to many

;

nevertheless, it is so. These eggs are so protected
that they come through the hardest winters with
impunity. Thus after years of spraying we are
still looking for a wash that will kill these wonder-
fully protected eggs without damage to the tree.

At the same time an occasional cleansing spray in

winter has its advantages, since it removes the
lurking-places of many an enemy of the fruit-

groweri It should be applied in January or

February.

Grease-Banding for Winter Moths.—The wing-
less females of the winter moths crawl up the stems

.

of fruit trees in autumn and deposit their eggs
in interstices of the bark of large branches and
twigs. From these eggs come the looper cater-

pillars, which carry on the nefarious business of

devouring foliage and flower-buds in the spring-
time. Many orchards were almost defoliated
by looper caterpillars last year. When fully

fed these caterpillars let themselves down to the
ground by silken threads. The moths appear
in October, and if the weather remains mild they
may be seen throughout November and December,
when the female moths may be trapped as they
ascend the trees. This is accomplished by placing
strips of tough grease-proof paper about 6 inches
wide arouud the ' main stems. The strips are
secured to the tree by two ties—i inch or so from
the top and bottom of the bands. A thick layer
of grease—say, 5 inches wide—is smeared all

round the band. Cart-grease will answer this

purpose, but tar must not be used. " Tanglefoot "

is the name given to a desirable preparation for

this purpose. The grease should be renewed
during the winter months if it becomes hard and
dry, as stickiness is the point to aim at in trapping
these pests. The bands should be kept on till

March.

The male moths in their flight sometimes
carry the females into the trees and so evade
the grease-bands. To some extent this can be
obviated by placing two grease-bands on the same
tree, one a few feet higher than the other. With
standard trees this is a simple matter, but
with bush, p>Tamid or other trained trees it is

not so easy.

The same treatment of liming the soil under
the trees as recommended for Codlin moth should
be tried in this case also, while fowls are of great
assistance in keeping the ground clean.

A sharp look-out should be kept for the
caterpillars when the buds show signs of bursting,
and should they make an appearance, spray
at once with arsenate of lead. For the purpose
of spraying, the knapsack machines used for

Potato spraying should be called into use. These
machines will be found invaluable for all kinds
of sprays so long as they are used with washes
which do not corrode the copper of the tank

;

but they should not be used with the following
washes : Lime sulphur, liver of sulphur (potas-
sium sulphide) and soluble sulphur (sodium
sulphide), as these substances corrode the copper,
and if repeatedly used destroy the tank. The
spraying machine should be cleaned and the
bearings oiled before it is put away. This im-
portant point should be brought to the notice of
all who have been using spraying machines on the
Potato crop. h. C.
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SOCIETIES
BRITISH CARNATION SOCIETY.

The following new varieties of Perpetual-flowering Car-
nations were registered diu-ing 1917 : Rosalind, seedling,
yellow, pencilled red (.-Vllwood Brothers, Hayward's
Heath), Subaltern, seedling, cerise (H. T. 'Mason,
Hampton), Red Ensign, seedling, light scarlet (Stuart
Low and Co., Bush Hill Park). Countess of Wilton,
seedling, mulberry terra-cotta (Stuart Low and Co.).
Hanworth, seedling, light pinlt (W. Hemus, Hanworth).
Stourton, seedling, salmon pink (\V. Hemus, Hanworth).
John Page, seedling, salmon pink (T. Page, Hampton).
White Ensign, seedling, white'{T. Page). Alison, seedling,
pale pink (Price and Fyfe, East Grinstead). The Scarlet
Dragon, seedling, scarlet (Price and Fyfe). Masie, seed-
hng, rose pink (Price and Fyfe). Meg, seedling, scarlet
(Price and Fyfe). Ian, seedling, rose pink (Price and
Fyfe). ita. Edward Douty, see.lling, crimson (Stuart
Low and Co ). Winter Glow, seedling, cerise (Stuart Low
and Co.). Brilliant, seedling, deep scarlet (Stuart
Ijow and Co.). Marion WUsoh, seedling, deep yellow,
flaked red (Allwood Brothers).

chester paxton society.
Food Production.

By special request of the Director-General of the Food
Production Department of the Board of Agriculture,
a series of lectures on subjects relating to food production
and allotment gardening will be given in the Freemasons'
Hall, Himter Street, on Saturday evenings, at 7 30 as
follows

: January 5, " Potato Culture, with Special
Reference to Diseases," by Mr. John Snell, B.Sc. (Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries). Chahman, T. Gibbons
Frost, Esq., J.P. (president). January 12, " Preparation
of Soils and the Application of Manures," by Mr. W.
Stewart, N.D.H. (Royal Horticultural Society). Chahmau,
The Sheriff (Councillor Arthur Wall).' February 2,
Systematic Cropping and Use of .\llotment and Garden

Vegetables," by Jlr. Jf. F. Barnes (Eaton Gardens).
Chairman, R T. Wickhara, Esq. (Chauman, Allotments
Committee. City Council). February 9. " Insect Pests
.tfliectmg Garden Crops," by Mr. W. Stewart, N.D.H.
(Royal Horticultural Society). Chairman, Professor
Robert Ncwstead, F.R.S., F.E.S.

Correction.—I would be grateful for the in-

sertion of this correction. In my note about
Jerusalem entering into the popular names of

plants, I quoted the title of the carol referred to
from memory. I find it should be : "I saw three
ships come sailing in"—not "go, sailing by."—Joseph Jacob.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS
PRDNING CLEMATIS LANUGINOSA (H. B. H)—

Clematis lanuginosa may be rut ba k m February. • As
a rule, the shoots formed during the pre\ious year should
be cut back about hall way. but the shoots to be cut away
must be determined by the appearance of the plant.
If there is plenty of space available for extending the
plant, then some of the shoots may be spread out hori-
zontally. The reason for arranging them horizontally
instead of ve: tically is that the lower buds break more
freely when the shoots are so trained. C Flammula
does not require regular pruning, but if there is a lot
of superfluous growth, some may be cut away in
February. As a rule, the removal of the dead ends of
the shoots is all that is necessary.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—7^. J., Fowey.—Kingston Black,
a West Country cider variety. E R.—Large, Newton
Wonder small, WeUington. E. R. A/ —Yes : Blenheim
Orange. Like many Apples, it has matured early tliis
season

Application should be made at once us the number
is limited.

The best Catalogue of the Best Seeds—Seeds that give
maximum results Giant Sweet Peas. Vegetable Seeds,
and Seed Potatoes, in collections suitable for all gardens,

allotments, etc. Write now.

HENRY ECKFORD, Sweet Pea Specialist,

Dept4 61, WEM, SHROPSHIRE.
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FOR THE

Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
A N interested reader asks for further

/% details regarding the causes of egg-

/ % binding, upon which I gave advice to

^"^ " F. S." of Redruth in The Garden
^ ^ of December 22.

Causes of Egg-Binding.—Of the causes which

bring about egg-binding, the presence of an ab-

normal egg within the oviduct is the commonest.

The troublesome egg can be abnormally large or

vice versd, or it can be rounded in shape and there-

fore difficult for the layer to pass. Pullets suffer

from egg-hinding more so than adult hens, particu-

larly when they commence to lay, and the wise

poultry-keeper will therefore keep an eye on his

pullets at such a time. If he is wide awake to

the symptoms which I gave in my December 22

notes, he will be able to isolate and treat promptly

any invalids. It often happens, however, that

the egg within the oviduct which the bird cannot

pass is a soft-shelled one. And the latter con-

dition may be brought about by many failings

on the part of the owner. An insufficient quantity

of shell stands out pre-eminently as the cause,

although it often happens that a too stimulating

diet encourages the production of eggs at too great

a speed for all to be properly coated with shell.

The outer shell is the last thing to be added to

the egg as it passes down the oviduct, and it is well

to remember that the stoppage in the case of egg-

binding occurs in the " shelling " department near

the vent. The remedy is to avoid a too forcing

diet and to see that shell is provided ad lib. Some-
times the walls of the oviduct become weakened
after a period of heavy laying, in which case a

strengthening tonic is advisable, backed up for

a short time by a less stimulating diet.

On Free Range.^—-It is the' general opinion

among poultry-keepers who provide their layers

with free range that nothing by way of grit and shell

need be provided. The birds, they contend, can

provide their own wants. This is a fallacy !

True, fowls can find a certain amount of grit and
shell, but not in such quantities as are necessary

to keep up with heavy laying. Still, poultry-

keepers who are desirous of obtaining the best

egg-results are changing their views on the above

matter. " T. N.," writing from Coldstream, Ber-

wickshire, adds :

" From an egg point of view I have had what

I thought pretty good results, but since reading

yoiu: articles 1 have come to the conclusion

that the results might be much improved. With
birds on free range I have not considered grit,

shell, charcoal and animal food necessary,

but as I can quite appreciate that it is just some

of these small essential details which make all

the difference between good and indifferent

results, I am going to provide them in future."

Supposing that the layers are expected to

"board" themselves byway of grit and shell,

what is going to happen dmring a long spell of frosty

weather when the ground remains frozen ? This

reminds me to advise my readers to stir the grit,

&c., in the hoppers in frosty weather to enable

the fowls to take it.

Early Hatching.—My notes on early ifitching

in the December 22 issue of The Garden has

brought me several snapshots

and a long, interesting letter

from Mr. John E. Shackleton,

Cholesbury, near Tring. One
of the photographs is repro-

duced on this page, and depicts

young stock maturing on the

colony system. Mr. Shackleton hatches from

December onwards, and sets all his broody

hens out in the open, the nests being on

Mother Earth. During the season he puts over

one hundred broodies down, and relies on these

outdoor hen-hatched chicks in executing orders

for day-olds. By obtaining strong chicks in this

way, he contends that they are well able to travel,

and his arguments are sound, because he lost only

five chicks in transit last season, and these were in

a batch that went to the middle of Ireland, and

the chicks were three full days en route. Incubators

are, of course, used on the farm, with a capacity

for r,ooo eggs at one time. Already he has very

many chicks out, fertility registering over 80 per

cent., with the hatching percentage 75. It re-

quires skUful management, however, to obtain

such results from as early as December. Before

December i Mr. Shackleton informs me he had

booked 5,250 eggs for hatching, every order being

a repeat from last year's customers, so that his

toil is well repaid.

Best Utility Breeds.—White Wyandottes,

Buff Rocks and White Leghorns are, in Mr. Shackle-

ton's opinion, the three best utility breeds. I am

COLONY PENS

OH Mr. John E. Shackleton' s Poultry Farm
at Cholesbury, near Tring, Herts. {See text.)

pleased to see that he includes Buff Rocks in his

selected trio, because I have always held a soft

spot in my heart for this handsome variety. Buff

Rocks are not given to excessive broodiness, and,

being of a medium size, they fit in nicely in

intensive houses where a heavy breed is desired.

Their main point of merit, however, lies, I think,

in their hardiness, for they do well even on heavy

clay soU, where so many breeds faU. I do not

wonder at Mr. Shackleton incltfding White Wyan-
dottes in his list, because on his farm he has the six

White Wyandotte pullets which in the 1913-14
Laying Competition at the Harper Adams College

created the world's record for winter laying. In

sixteen winter weeks they laid 492 eggs, or an
average of 82 each. Proof of their stamina is

supplied by the following: In 1917, in addition

to the sale of sittings, over 200 pullets were raised

from the six record-breakers for the " home

"

farm ; during last October, although troubled with

moulting, they laid 75 eggs, and already Mr. Shackle-

ton has 50 two months old chicks from their eggs.

Leaves as Litter.—A reader asks whether leaves

can be used as litter on the floors of tlie laying-

houses. Without saying " Yes" at once, I would
point out the great disadvantage they possess,

viz., they are much too light when used alone. If

they are to be used, it is advisable for this reason

to mix with them an equal amount of peat-moss

litter, when an ideal material is the result. In

choosing a scratching litter the poultry-keeper

must avoid the tw-o extremes. If the material is

too heavy, it robs the layers of energy which might
be more profitably used on another front ; if it

is too light, it does not perform the duties for which
it is placed within the house. In an equal mixture

of dried leaves and peat-moss the poultry-keeper

has a very sound scratching litter. The leaves

must be perfectly dry, however, when used, and
surplus supplies should be stored in a thoroughly

dry outhouse. Litter is useless in any house
unless the birds are compelled to make use of it.

It is advisable to bury all grain therein, scattering

only a little on the surface to tell the fowls what
is below. If the birds do not " work " the litter,

the owner may be stire they are too fat or that

something is radically xvrong. A course of my
Glauber's salt treatment may do the needful,

supported by a slight revision of the foodstuffs

given.

Encourage Keen Appetites.—I often recejve

letters from readers asking why it is that their

fowls go off their food. Mrs. A. K. writes :

" My Leghorns are rather small eaters and
do not seem to like wet food, but prefer mixed
corn."

There is only one way to keep the birds with

keen appetites, and that is to adopt modern methods
of feeding. If the same foods are given day after

day the fowls very quickly sicken. A .course of

Glauber's salts in the drinking water will do good.

ADVICE OS POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. TV. Powell-Ouen, The Garden Poutlrn Erperl,

will be jilemed to answer, free of charge, aiu/ gvestions dealing
with poultry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope
should be enclosed, u-hen a length)/ and detailed reply will be
posted proynptty. Communications should be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care 0/ The Garden, 20, Tavistock Strett,
Strand, W.C.2.
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PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY FEEDING

./

HAVING treated fully upon the question

of housing, I will now deal with the

principles that govern poultry feeding

from the view-point of increased egg-

production.

Feed for Eggs.—Most poultry-keepers fail

when it comes to the feeding of the laying stock,

merely because they try to feed the fowls cheaply.

Where cheapness is the governing principle,

eggs are few and far between, the layers getting

just a living ration, which is not sufficient. You
could keep a fowl " alive and kicking" on bran

and sawdust, but the eggs would not reach the

edge of the basket. The laying hen must be

treated as if it were a fire, requiring a constant

supply of coal to keep it going. If the wrong coal

is used, or if it is provided in insufficient quantities,

you get no heat ; if the hen is given the \vrong

food, or if she is provided with an insufficient

amount, you get no eggs. Seeing, then, that

eggs are the objective, the first slogan to memorise

is :
" Feed for them." It must be remembered

that laying hens need so

much food to keep them

going, i.e., for {^^t heir
sustenance, and so much
surplus to enable them to

produce eggs. Fowls that

are provided with just

sufficient food for their

bare existence cannot be

expected to fill the egg-

basket, and so they refuse

to deliver the goods.

The Proper Ingre-

dients.—H a V i n g , then,

convinced you that eggs

must be fed for, I will

give you your next

slogan, viz., " Select the

proper ingredients." In

the first place, there

must be a foundation to

the mash—one ingredient

which forms the basis.

It can be biscuit-meal,

Sussex ground oats, or

any proprietary meal, and

can be used in any

proportion. The old idea

(if giving the laying stock

bran and middlings must be discarded, for

such a plan was in vogue when the owners of

the birds were satisfied with one egg a week

per 'hen in the summer and never troubled

to visit the nest-boxes from October to March.

This is an age when we look forward to that ideal

of one egg per day per bird minus a rest for the

moult. We have passed the lOO, 200 and 300

egg per annum stages—each of which was in turn

ridiculed—and now have an eye on the 366-egg

hen (in Leap year, of course). The nearest to

our ideal we have yet arrived at is 314 eggs in

twelve months. This world's record was set up

by a White Leghorn pullet
—

" Lady Eglantine "

in the North American Laying Competition.

. Animal Food Essential.—Having selected our

basis for the mash, we now turn to animal food,

which is a sine qua non in all mashes in the winter.

This is not generally known, or increased egg-

outputs would be the order of the roost. The

popular fallacy used to be that birds on free range

could find all the animal food they required by
way of grubs, insects and the like. Before this

assertion can be passed we must bear in mind
(i) the kind of free range available and (2) the

season of the year. If the birds are placed in a

grass enclosure, they are to all intents and pur-

poses on free range ; but what natural animal food

is available ? They may, it is true, capture all

the butterflies that stray into the enclosure, a

few spiders that are silly enough to spin their

webs in the scratching-shed, and a beetle and

worm here and there. They cannot possibly get as

much natural food of the animal kind as is

procured by their sisters which have the run

of orchards and woods and grass range ad lib.

This difference must therefore be allowed

for. As regards the seasons, what natural

food of the animal kind is available in the

winter months to fowls even on free range ?

In the summer they may be well supplied,

but in the winter we must provide the missing

animal food in the mash. 1

CLASSIC WHITE LECIHORNS.

Pulkis: Third-prize winners [yard-males first) in North American Laying Contest with
average of 22g eggs each. Cockerel: Bred from " Lady Eglantine," which holds the world's
record with 314 eggs in twelve months. Owned by Mr. Tom Barron, The Poultry Farm,

Catforth, near Preston.

Fowls in Conflnement.—We must sooner or

later come to those fowls kept in confined runs
at the bottom of the garden. What natural food,

I ask, can they provide for themselves ? In

what may be termed a " fly" summer they may
be successful in capturing a few flies that dare

to settle within the run within a couple of feet

of the ground ; and they may successfully land
a butterfly or a spider now and then, which surely

is not sufficient to go round. Fowls in confine-

ment must therefore in all seasons have animal
food included in the mash. And yet I find this

essential egg-producing material absent in most
mashes where fowls are kept in backyard runs.

In recommending the use of animal food in mashes,

however, I would warn poultry-keepers against

overdoing it. A surfeit is harmful. I usually

recommend 10 per cent, (by weight) of the mash
to be animal food of some kind or other as the

general rule. This I may increase to 12J per

.cent, and 15 per cent, to bring birds on to lay.

when the amount is gradually decreased to my
normal ro per cent.

Forcing Egg-Production.—Animal food is the
finest material for speeding up the layers and
forcing egg-production, and the amount used
must We decided by the owner, who is the only
person in a position to know what is his objective.

Force-feeding is wise where the birds are to be
disposed of after a rapid crop of eggs ; but if the

birds are needed for active service for some time
to come, the animal matter should be provided
only in reasonable quantities. If I had a flock

of layers I intended to dispose of for market in,

say, six weeks' time, I should feed heavily on
animal food to obtain a final yield of eggs from
each. Birds intended for future laying or breeding
purposes would, on the other hand, not be so

forced for egg-production. Having reddened
up your matured pullets by means of 15 per cent,

of animal food, you would lower to the 10 per

cent, directly eggs were forthcoming, and retain

that proportion. Should the birds at any time
slacken off in laying, you would increase gradually

to the 15 per cent., and then come down again

to the 10 per cent, when the desired objective had
been gained.

Fish-Meal and Meat-IHeal.—When I speak
of' animal food you will be anxious to know just

what I mean. What are usually termed " animal "

foods include fish-meal,

meat-meal, fish scraps,

meat scraps, green . cut

bone, meat - and - bone,

greaves, dried blood and
the like. In recent years

the manufacture of

meat and fish meals has

been perfected, with the

result that there are

many excellent brands

obtainable. At one time

too much oil was left' in

the meals, with the result

that they had no
"keeping" merits, but

this and other draw-

backs have been re-

moved. Green cut bone

is often misunderstood.

It represents fresh raw

bones that have been

passed through a bone-

cutting machine, so do

not expect to find it

green in colour, as very

many do. All soft bones

when passed through a

good cutting machine are

turned into an excellent egg-producing material,

but the splintery kind should be avoided as

harmful.

What are Scraps?—The average backyard

poultry-keeper with only half a dozen fowls always

refers to table scraps as his " stock-in-hand."

The term "scraps" is misleading, because the

poultry-feeder must consider what they contain.

Where meat is included in the scraps, the amount

must naturally be allowed for and deducted from

the ro per cent, of animal food provided. Ordinary

meat scraps from the table are not quite so valuable

or so concentrated as meat-meal and fish-meal,

and rj per cent, of the former can well be regarded

as equivalent to 10 per cent, of the latter. With

eggs at 5S. per dozen, these foods are not ex-

pensive. There are many meals and foods .on

the market which are advertised as containing

a certain percentage of meat or fish, and the

amouiAmust be carefully allowed for.

[To be continued.)
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A TTENTION is drawn to the important

/% food value of Sunflower seed in the

/ % illustrated article entitled " A Sunflower

/ % Village " in this issue. Not only are

^ these seeds of great value for feeding

poultry, b'ut they are also extensively used for

the making of oilcakes for cattle, and even in the

manufacture of margarine. It is the large annual

Sunflower—an old familiar plant in cottage gardens

—that yields the valuable seeds. The largest

single flowers give the best retiurn, such varieties

as Leviathan, which is the largest we know,

growing from 6 feet to lo feet high, with heads

measuring as much as i foot 9 inches across
;

Russian Giant, immense single yellow flowers

;

and Giant White, Black and Stripe-seeded varieties.

Most seedsmen issue their own strains of seed

saved from ordinary large - flowered varieties,

and, as a rule, these are quite satisfactory ; but in

ordering the seed the purpose for which it is required

should be clearly stated, otherwise seed of the so-

called double flowers or new hybrids might be

supplied, and this we fear would prove very

disappointing.

Growing Sunflowers for Seed.—We advise

sowing in frames in early spring and planting out

the seedlings in April ; but where this is not

practicable, the seed should be sown in the open

quarters in March. Single-

stemmed plants with one

large terminal flower give

the best yield of seed, and

such plants are easily

ensured by pinching out

the side shoots as soon as

they appear. There is no

difficulty in disposing of

Sunflower seed in any

quantity. At the present

time the demand is far in

excess of the supply, and

its price has advanced in

sympathy with the short-

age of grain. In a recent

issue of the Corn Circular

striped Sunflower seed is

quoted at 53s. per cwt.,

and the smaller or grey

seed at 40s. per cwt. For

market purposes the seed

is graded, and, in addition

to its aforementioned uses,

the large seed is sold for

parrot food, the smaller

being used in seed mixtures

for smaller birds. Most,

if not all, grain merchants

would be glad to purchase Sunflower seed by the

pound or hundredweight, or, failing this, there are

plenty of buyers in Mark Lane market who would

be only too glad of the opportunity of buying

by the hundredweight or ton.

Eschscbolzia tenuifolia.—This dwarf (6-inch)

Californian Poppy proved a great acquisition

among the annuals of the rock garden last year.

The foliage is fine and grassy, and the plant

compact and upright. The flowers, which are

of a clear primrose yellow, are saucer-shaped

—

quite unlike those of its well-known relations of

taller stature—and they are produced in great

abundance from June to October. Last year

we scattered seed of this little Poppy and of

NemophUa insignis about the bare soil of a recently

planted bed of Bearded Irises, and the effect was

most satisfactory.

Crucianella stylosa.—^The Crosswort is a

first-rate subject for covering dry, sun-beaten

places in the rock garden, and it is also good as

an edging among stones along the margins of

gravel walks. It forms a dense carpet of fresh

green, and the large heads of rosy pink, sweet-

scented flowers are borne in succession from May to

October. These blooms are very attractive to butter-

flies, and both in colour and fragrance bear a close

resemblance to those of Daphne Cneorum.

Wild Daphnes..—From the many letters under

the title of " Daphne Mezereum Growing Wild "

in the "Correspondence" pages of this issue

it may be safe to assume that this fragrant Daphne

still occurs, though rarely, in our woods. Most,

if not all, readers are familiar with the Spurge

Laurel (D. Laureola) in its wild state. For some

years we have found it in flower, usually about

Christmas-time or a little later, in copses on the

GIANT SUNFLOWERS GROWN AS FOOD FOR POULTRY

chalk downs of Berkshire. It is interesting to

hear of the occurrence of natural hybrids between

these two species, though we have never had the

joy of finding them. The Mezereon has been

badly treated in the past. It has been uprooted

and transplanted in our gardens, and we endorse

a correspondent's appeal that any reader fortu-

nate enough to come across a stray wilding of the

Mezereon in our woods should allow it to

remain undisturbed and treat it with that re-

spect which a decreasing species well deserves.

Berberis dulcis nana.—A miniatmre form of

B. buxifolia, this pretty little evergreen shrub

is a most useful acquisition in the rock garden,

for the margins of shrubberies or for edginf^

The comparatively large yellow flowers are pro-

duced in early summer, and look well against

the deep glossy green of the foliage. Almost

any soil or situation will suit this plant, but a

warm loam and partial shade are desirable.

Desirable Potatoes.—For the information of

Mr. Ellis I would mention Warwick Castle as

a second-early variety ; indeed, it can be

classed as a maincrop. I am using tubers

of this most excellent sort now (the end

of December), and do not wish for better. In

crop and appearance it possesses all the attributes

of a really good Potato. After three years' trial

I think much of Gordon Castle as a maincrop

variety. I cannot say too much in its favour.

Iron Duke also will take a foremost position as

a maincrop sort.—E. M.

The Gardeners* Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.-—There are fifty-eight applicants for annuities

this 'year, of whom only fifteen can be placed on

the funds. These numbers speak for themselves.

Unless support is forthcoming it means tha

forty-three aged
gardeners or their

widows — all of them

broken down in health^

must wait for at least

another twelve months

before they can receive

the full benefits of this

deserving charity. This

fund was founded in

183S, and since that time

it has brought comfort

to the homes of hundreds

of poor gardeners who,

through no fault of their

own, have fallen on hard

times. The annual
general meeting will be

held at Simpson's, 101.

Strand, London, on
Thursday, January 24,

at 2.45 p.m., when the

election of the fifteen

annuitants will take

place. Donations will be

gratefully received by

the Treasurer, Sir Harry

j. Veitch, at 92, Victoria

Street, Westminster, S.W.

Victoria Medal of Honour.—Owing to the death

of five holders of the Victoria Medal of Honour,

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

have appointed the following gentlemen to this

distinction, viz. : Mr. W. Jackson Bean ; Mr. F. J

Chittenden, F.L.S. ; Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.,

F.R.S., D.C.L., LL.D. ; Dr. A. B. Rendle, F.R.S ,

F.L.S. ; and Sir Albert Kaye RoUit, LL.D., D.C.L.,

Litt.D.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(/7if Editor, is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspofidents.)

DUTCH BROWN BEANS.
T HAVE received from the Royal Horticultiiral

Society, of which I am a member, a leaflet

advocating the propaganda of this vegetaVile

among the cottagers. But the directions for

cooking include boiling for one and a half hour?.

This involves an expenditure of fuel which is pro-

hibitive. I cannot think that the Dutchman does

this. He probably soaks the Beans longer,

splits them, or has some dodge. Cannot we find

out what it is ?

—

Ernest Moon.

NOTES ON NOTES.

TV^TAY I add my word of " warning off " to Mr,

C. E. Pearson's in the matter of Langley

Bull.ice ? I was much taken (and taken in)

by this Plum a good many years ago, when pro-

fusely fruited boughs of it were shown at one of the

Royal Horticultural Society's meetings. I forth-

with planted some score of trees here, and they

instantly grew away -With steam engine vigour

—

madly, as Mr. Pearson well says—making an

enormous, confused tangle of branch and spray.

Cutting any Plum is a risky business, but if we
attempt to thin out the matted head of this creature

it instantly sends up 20-foot salmon rods from every

cut. So now we leave it alone and say dictionary

words to it in passing. It fruited once in a niggardly,

contemptuous way, but gathering the inadequate

crop was like crawling into a standard Furze bush.

The thing does not fruit—it grows. I was foolish

enough not only to invest in this many-headed and

uncuttable hydra, but to praise it to my friends,

and now they^—-well, they do not praise me.
In justice I must add that I have seen it growing

more 'like a sane tree with ray friend Mr. W.
Wilks, but then his soil is so light that he says it

does not come down when thrown into the air.

All this to-do about Lamrustinus berries seems
strange to me. It fruits quite commonly her*

and the berries are certainly blue-black, becoming
jet-black before they fall. Ra'isin-Grapes I have
bought from street hawkers in winter in Italy.

Here we always leave some bunclies of Muscat of

Alexandria to hang until half dry, and I prefer

them to the fresher fruit. As only the more
valuable Muscat Grapes will dry in this way, they
would probably be too expensive for ordinary
commerce.—G. H. Engleheart.

PRIZE VEGETABLES.

TN reply to " Nous Verrons " {page 560, issue

December 29 last), there are " two sides

[often more—some subjects are octagonal] to

every question." " Nous Verrons " writes from
the gardener's side ; I will reply J'ai vue from the

housewife's. He mentions " small growers." I

will reply as representing those having small
kitchen stoves and incomes to match (say, roughly,
luider £1,000 a year), to whom it is of the greatest

importance to get the most profita"ble return,

good in quality and abundant in quantity, from
their small gardens. I take it that the chief

aim and end of vegetable growing is to supply
food for the table. Now, points that all growers
of "prize vegetables" studiously ignore, but
that thrifty housewives have to consider, are the

costliness and inconvenience of the large cooking
utensils required. They occupy too much space
on small stoves, and are heavy and fatiguing to

lift and carry. Another point is the greater length
of time many large vegetables take to cook, which
is inconvenient, and (italics, please Mr. Printer)

the increased cost for fuel. Large vegetables are

more difficult to cook thoroughly ; they are also

less convenient to server at the table. Their

flavour is frequently (not necessarily) inferior

to those nf medium size. In practical experience

in the garden (extending for some forty years)

I find that very large vegetables yield a less amount
(per rod) for the table than a more plentiful

number of medium size, and that quite small

ones provide the most delicate dishes, but, like

the very large ones, are not so profitable. Small

vegetables, I have observed, are generally pre-

ferred fo large ones for eating. My experience

regarding Peas does not coincide with that of

" Nous Verrons." I have grown many varieties

from year to year, nearly always trying one or

two new ones every year. Large Leeks are an

exception. Regarding these I am quite in agree-

ment with " Nous Verrons," and also concerning

Celery, though very large Celery is apt to prove

coarse, stringy and lacking in flavour. Large

Onions (as I have often said) are not so useful

in the kitchen as those from 30Z. to 6oz. Very
often only a small one is needed for flavouring,

and to cut up a lib. Onion would be wasteful.

Even for boiling lib. Onions require such large

utensils to cook them and take so long a time

that Jib. ones are preferable, and also far easier

to serve at table. Very large Cabbages are alsr>

undesirable for like reasons. Two of medium
size are preferable to one enormous one. As
regards Runner Beans, these, if allowed to attain

full size, are not so delicate and tender, and yield

distinctly less than if continually gathered when
about half grown, and the plants do not remain

so long in bearing at the later part of the season.

Large Vegetable Marrows are also very objection-

able, both from growers' and cooks' points of

view. I think the " wailings " of which " Nous
Verrons " writes come more from the " prize

vegetable " growers, because their whims are not

deferred to, than from practical persons like

—

Anne Am.'Vteur.

FRUITS OF THE LAURUSTINUS.

WITH further reference to Mr. W. J. Bean's

remarks on the fruits of Laurustinus in

your issue of December 22 last, we who live

" in the West," and so think ourselves favom'ed,

do not consider the fruits on Laurustinus a rarity.

Owing to the terrible severity of last winter

the Laurustinus trees were much injured, and

.

there are no fruits this year. I have no definite

notes, but it would seem to me that there are

seldom seasons when it is not possible to gather

a few, and I have distinct recollections that when
pruning a damaged tree last spring many of the

boughs still carried fruit. As regards colour,

the berries are neither blue nor black. I should

call them " indigo black.-" As they ripen, the

immature, reddish brown berries become such an

intensely deep indigo blue that they are practically

black, but real black is a colour that Nature

seldom uses. I think the idea that they are

blue is due to the fact that when ripe they are

often covered with a whitish grey bloom, giving

them at a distance a bluish appearance. In

fact, they very much resemble in colouring our

common wild Sloe, which is still carrying its

fruit in our woods, and which is not quite in

accordance with the lines :

" Two black eyes had little Kitty,

Black as a Sloe."

—Ernest Ballard, Colwall.

DAPHNE MEZEREUM GRO\VING

WILD.

"yHERE can, I think, be no doubt that the

Mezereon is native in the Thames sub-

province (Berks, Bucks. Oxfordshire) and in

Gloucestershire and Wilts. The idea that it

migrated from gardens to woods is exactly the
opposite of what occurs—at any rate in Bucks,
where the cottagers tell you that they brought
their shrubs from the woods.

—

James Britten.

T H.AVE read with much interest your able

correspondent's remarks which appeared in

the columns of the issue for December 29
last, and which you refer to in your notes,

asking for information respecting the habitats

of thjs beautiful shrub in jBritain. In

Withering's " EngHsh Botany" (1830), Vol. II.,

page 4Q2, one will find several stations given for

this' midwinter flowering shrub—woods near

Andover
; in Selborne Hanger, among the shrubs

at the south end above the cottage (Rev. G. White)

;

naturalised among the Tunstall Hills, Sunderland
(Winch) ; Whichwood Forest, Oxon. In that

charming British flora of Baxter's, " British

Flowering Shrubs" (1832), several new stations

are given, with the remark that it is plentiful at

Andover. In the London Magazine of Natural
History, Vol. III., page 169, there is an interesting

list of plants found in the neighbourhood of

Richmond in Yorkshire, where it is described as

growing perfectly wild.

In the " Flora of Yorkshire," published at a

more recent date (1888), Daphne Mezereum is

reported as growing wild in several places

in Yorkshire. Feizor Wood was a station

where it grew some twenty years ago. Linn

Gill is another well-known station; it was
here I first made its acquaintance in its wild state,

and was fairly plentiful about twenty years since.

Here, too, I found for the first time that inter-

esting crustacean the crayfish. I have also seen

the Daphne in recent years on several occasions,

both in the upper reaches of Ribblesdale and in the

Wharfedale districts, and it is still to be found in

considerable quantities. I very recently saw the

plant gromng wild not far from the habitat of

one of the rarest and choicest of all our native

plants, Cypripedium Calceolus. The Daphne is

at home in these mountain limestone districts.

On a recent botanical visit to Weardale in

Durham, I was greatly surprised to notice how
freely this plant was to be seen in cottage gardens.

Even at Langdon-Beck Hotel in the Forest of

Teesdale, at an elevation of 1,200 feet, the plant

was growing and fruiting most abundantly. Some
birds are fond of the berries, and it is easy to under-

stand how the plants come to be distributed in

these particular areas. The plant comes freely

from seeds, but as they take two years to germinate

in the open ground, it is best to keep them

covered over in a box for at least twelve months

and then sow them in the open border, seedlings

appearing in the course of a month or so.-—W. H.

Stansfield, Kew, Southport.

npHE very interesting article upon this attractive

plant in The Garden for December 29 last,

page 563, reminded me of a bush here that was

so beautifully decorated with its brilliant berries

last autumn that I decided one evening that a

few branches should be sacrificed the next day for

enjoyment indoors. But, almost like a conjuring

trick, the next morning not a single fruit remained

upon the plant, and as there were none upon

the ground beneath, I concluded that some kind of

bird, perhaps robins (see " Watson's Topographical

Botany," second edition, page 362, 1883), had

also decided, at the same moment, that the berries

had arrived at the proper stage of lusciousness

to be similarly sacrificed for enjoyment internally,

and that none should be wasted ! If Parkinson

does not mention D. Mezereum as being wild in

these islands, that is no evidence against its being

a true native here; many important' plants were
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overlooked in the seventeenth century- Its

first record in Brijain, 1752 ("Miller's Gardeners'

Dictionary," sixth edition)
—" woods near Andover

in Hampshire," quoted by Mr. W. A. Clarke

in the Jnuriial .0/ Botany for 1894, page 307—is

admittedly a late one ; but in face of the plant's

I .mtincntal distribution, which includes Normandy,

Belgium, Denmark, &c., where it grows in similar

situations as it occupies in Britain, the evidence

^'ras strongly in favour of classing it as one of

I'ur truly wild species. Mr. S. T. Dunn ("Alien
.' Flora of Britain," page 168, 1905) admits it as a

native.

.As regards the remark quoted in your article

(page 559) from "Phillips' Flora Domestica "

—

" with us it is very common in the Beech woods

of Buckinghamshire"— I fear that since his day

the Mezereon has become very scarce as a wild

plant, not_only in Bucks, but in Southern England

generally. It has not been seen, I believe, at

all recently in Surrey or Kent, but still grows

sparintly in Sussex, Hampshire, Berkshire,

i Somerset and Gloucestershire. I once found it

in a remote spot in Norfolk in quite marshy ground

—a remarkable spot for such a species—and am
doubtful if this may not have been bird-sown ;

but it looked native enough. In Sussex the Rev.

H. S. Marshall has found a 'most interesting hybrid

between D. Mezereum and the Spurge Laurel

(D. Laureola) (Journal of Botany, 1903, page 230),

.-md has since reported a similar find in Somerset

;'. cil. 1908, page 261 ; 1910, page 79). As

:;ards the culture of D. Mezereum, 1 should have

imagined that chalk or limestone would have

suited it satisfactorily—it thrives so in my garden

—

as its chief native stations are upon these forma-

tions. The main point of writing this note is

to beg any reader of The Garden who should

be fortunate enough to come across a stray wildling

of. the Mezereon in our woods to allow it to remain

undisturbeci and to treat it with that respect

which a decreasing species, unkindly treated in

the past, well deserves; for it is onlytoo will known

that numberless roots have been dug up when

the plants were flowering conspicuously in the

winter months (chiefly, I think, by woodmen
engaged in timber-felling and copse-cutting) and

transplanted to gardens which could have been

equally well stocked by any nurseryman at a

trifling cost.—C. E. Salmon, Pilgrim's Way, Reigatv.

'T'HE enquiry with regard to the districts

in which Daphne Mezereum grows wild re-

calls a good deal to me. The first time I saw it

growing wild was some twenty-five years ago when

a young man employed in the greenhouses at

• Streatham Hall, E.xeter. It was on a glorious

Good F'riday afternoon when I and another

decided to walk to Stoke Cannon by way of

Compass Cottage and the higher Stoke Woods,

and when near a kind of double hedge my
friend said he would show me some wild

Daphnes, and going in between, among plenty

1 of Brambles and w.ld Ferns, wo found several
' plants far away from any house or garden.

(He had been shown them by a Mr. Stone-

man, a botany teacher.) But later I was working

t T a lady (Mrs. Perry) at Whitcstone House,

Ti' ar Exeter, who simply loved her garden,

. e.speci,illy her Roses, Sweet Peas and Clu'ysan-

- themums, and there in a large wood were

hundreds of" the Daphnes, large bushes down to

imy seedlings. Vou could see them everywhere :

close to the stems of large trees, in among Thorn

: bushes. Blackberry bushes. Ferns, and clumps
'' of Primroses. They were also growing in the

, hedges by the roadside for at least half a mile

each way f^om the woods. No one took any notice

- ot them, and when the farmers' trimmed thei"-

.; 'icdges, nil came their heads. The woods were

situated very high and exposed. From the hi dgi s

by the road some grand views could be obtained

of the English Channel, Exmouth, Woodbury
Common, and miles of the Valley of the Exr-.

the Haldon Hills, and a long part of Dartmoor,

with woods and valleys between. Vou will see

from this that they got very little shelter, and the

soil of the district was very cold clay. I think

they must have been carried from the woods

by birds, because one -could not find them
further on.' How they came in the woods first,

SPRAYS OF. WHITE MEZEREON (DAPHNE
MEZEREUM ALBA).

of course I do not know.— R. H. M-, St. Thomas,

Exeter.

QAPHNE MEZEREUM grows, but very rarely,

in the woods of Sussex and Hants, and in

certain lianging woods of the Isle of Wight. It

was to be found formerly, according to White,

on Selborne Hanger. It is locally loiown as

" Sweet MezcU." I have no doubt that it is

native.

—

Boris.

TN regard to your request as to where in Britain

this shrub still grows wild, I am prepared ti.

say nothing ; and, personally, I happen to havi-

seen Mezereon "wild" in Britain only when a

boy—first in a thicket on limest,one in Somerset,

and, secondly, in a wood near York. In the

former place, where it . was probably native, it

has recently reappeared, after apparently having

been lost for some years. But in the Alps

Mezereon is frequently seen in stony places up

to 7,000 feet, and.even occasionally to 8,000 feet.

I found it above that height; at 2,560m., on the

south side of the Col du Gabbier in France, over

which is carried the second highest carriage road

in Europe (8,720 feet). But -I have often observed

it never appears in^ large "quantities, and more

usually in ones and twos. In the.Juras I have

seen more of it. It extends well into the .\rctic

regions, as, for example, in Siberia. I have seen

it once, in June, in the Italian Maritime Alp^,

and it appears in small quantity in mountain

woods in the north of the Department of the Var

(France). Woodville, who gives an excellent

figure in his " Medical Botany," Vol. I-, t. 23

(1790), discourses at some length on its medicinal

and poisonous properties. He quotes Withering

as having given Mezereon in a case of difficulty

of swallowing, seemingly occasioned by a paralytic

affection: "The patient was directed to chew

a thin slice of the root as -often as she. could bear

it [apparently, as Hooker says, the plant has

strong vesicant properties] and in about a month

recovered her power of swallowing." The berries

are a powerful corrosive poison, and cath;ir!ir

H. S. Thompson.

AN INSTRUCTIVE FAILURE

WITH DRIED PLUMS

WE dried our Plums with com-

plete success so far as the earlier

preparation went. Night after

night they went in specially made
wire trays into the slack kitchen

oven, until, after several nights of -treat-

ment, they assumed the cloccly wrinkled

appearance of properly dried fruits. They not

only looked right, but had the excllent smell

of the best French dried Plums. At tliis stage,

when the process appears to be complete, it is

necessary to watch the fruits every few days for

a time to see if they show the least sign of mould,

and, if this appears, to repeat the drying process

till the trouble is overcome. But at this point

there was an interruption : a change of home to

a small cottage near. The dried Plums were

packed together in a shallow box about 2 inches

deep and put away in a cupboard. • Some urgent

matters other than the flitting had to be seen to,

and for three weeks they were ab?oluttly forgotten.

Wlien they were remembered and visited they

were found to be a mass of fungoid mould. The

losing of several pounds of good dried fruit vvas ,1

matter of much regret, but it was so evident that

the loss was occasioned by the neglect of the

later precaution that the lesson was a salutary

one, and the need for this to be carefully observed

will never again be overlooked. The Plums wen'

Early Prolific and Orleans » the Orleans, being

full large for drying whole, were divided in half

and the stones taken out.

The drying trays were made at home to fit the

kitchen oven ; thev measure 12 inches by ir inches.

A HOME-MADE TRAY FOR DRYING PLUMS.

and are of three-quarter-inch mesh wire-netting. .-A

smaller mesh would have been better, but could

not be obtained at the time of making. The

netting is cut to size, turned up on all four sides,

and fixed at the angles witli fine binding wire.

Then the whole tray is stiffened and strengthened

by a galvanised wire a tenth of^an inch thick,

which passes twice across the bottom and comes

up at the two longer sides to form handles ; it

-is shown in the sketch by the heavier, straighter

lines. It passes under the bottom and outside

the two ends, and is also fixed with the binding

wire. Gertrude Jekvll.
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GROWING POTATOES UNDER GLASS
Bv Edwin Molyneux, V.M.H.

VINERIES, PEACH- HOUSES, FRAMES AND OTHER GLASS STRUCTURES
CAN NOW BE PUT TO GOOD USE BY THE GROWING OF EARLY

POTATOES FOR SUPPLIES DURING APRIL, MAY AND JUNE.

M=
UCH may be done to augment the

supply of Potatoes by the cultivation

of early varieties under glass for next

April, May and June supplies. Persons

^of inexperience having an extent of

glass do not always know what to cultivate under
it without going to much expense in the matter
of firing and labour. Those with large vineries

and Peach-houses can make much valuable use

of them during the months of January, February,

March and April for Potato culture. Hotbeds, pits

and cold frames, as well as temporary structures

in the open over which lights can be placed, arc

valuable. If all cold-frame lights were standardised,

how much easier they could be utilised to cover

temporary structures, and aid in producing a crop

of Potatoes preceding the earliest from the open.

Early in January set the seed tubers on end in

shallow bo.xes in a temperature of not more than

.so° to encourage an early growth. .All weak
shoots should be rubbed off to aid in strengthening

the one retained, which is ample. When several

shoots arc allowed to remain on each tuber, the

growth of all is weakened, and the result cannot

be nearly so good as when only one strong growth
is retained. When the sprouts are an inch long,

place two tubers in a g-inch pot, or several in

boxes 9 inches deep, affording the same space as

in the pots. The pots or boxes should not be

more than half filled witli- soil ; on this place the

tubers, covering them with 2 inches of soil. The
further space in the pots will be filled later as

growth progresses.

Turfy loam and decayed leaves in equal parts

form a good compost. The pots and boxes may
stand on the borders of vineries and Peach-houses

the inhabitants of which have not started into

growth. When the structures are closed for the

welfare of the trees, the moisture needed will suit

the Potatoes. As the growth of the Vines and
Peach trees becomes denser, the Potatoes should

occupy a position nearer the glass where they
can have all the light available to prevent a weak
growth. As the haulm progresses, fill the pots

or boxes with the compost and keep the roots

well supplied with moisture. In a

temperature not exceeding 60°, which
will not require much fuel to maintain,
the Potato crop will be ready for lifting

in April.

Hotbeds, where cold frames are avail-

able and glass structures are not, will

render good service if sufficient leaves

and long litter can be cojlected to main-
tain a gentle heat, which can be con-

served nightly by a thick covering on the

lights. A similar compost to that for

the pots is required, and about q inches

deep. Plant in rows i6 inches apart

and 12 inches in the rows, and at this

distance, by limiting the haulm to two
stems at the most, there should be
ample space for a free development of

stem and leaf. Water carefully, but give

sufficient when the plants are in full

growth, and ventilate freely.

Cold frames give excellent crops early

in June with but little preparation. A
base of coal-ashes with 9 inches of soil

is all that is required, with abundance

of water when growth is active, and ample
ventilation to induce a sturdy growth. —
The best varieties for the earliest crops in pots

and boxes are May Queen and Sharpe's Victor,

as they arc short in the haulm and ot good quality.

Duke of York, Sharpe's Express and Midlothian

Early are good for a succession. If only two
varieties are required, I prefer May Queen for

the earliest and Midlothian Early for the main or

frame crops. The latter is a good Potato in all

respects.

PEAS UNDER GLASS

M
general,

it may

UCH care is necessary to grow Peas

successfully in pots under glass.

Peas are not so suitable as French

Beans for this early work, which

accounts for pot culture not being so

As seed Peas are now none too plentiful,

be advisable not to recommend forcing

to any extent. It may be better to save seed until

it can be sown out of doors in March. Beginners

will do well to leave alone the subject of forcing

-Peas for the present. However, there are sure

to be some good gardeners having proper

accommodation who will want to make a few pot

sowings, and it is for thi? reason that these notes

are penned.

The first essential to the successful raising uf

early Peas under these methods is plenty of space,

air and light. A cool Peach-house or ordinary

greenhouse is suitable, providing the existing trees

or plants do not exclude the light. A deep pit

having a southern slope and furnished with heat

from pipes or decaying matter will be found useful.

The ' best temperature is 45° to 50°, and it will

take three or four months to obtain a crop. Ten-

inch or 12-inch pots should be filled with rich

loam (two parts) to one part of semi-rotted stable

manure or half-decayed leaves. Eight seeds should

be set in a lo-inch pot and ten seeds in a t2-inch pot.

But never sow too thickly ; it is better to sow a seed

or two less than more of the above, because, as was

remarked at the beginning, Peas require plenty of

room if the plants are to be robust and produce
fine pods. The dwarf-growing varieties, such as

William Hurst, Little Marvel and Peter Pan, are

best for this purpose.

Bushy stakes set round the edges of the pots

will be necessary for the training of the growing
plants as a preventive of overcrowding. Insert

the stakes immediately the plants appear through
the soil, and train so as to distribute growth evenly,

avoiding long stragglers. Light and air are both
absolutely essential, as is water. Always give

enough water, but do not keep the soil continually

soaked, as this will produce acidity. On the other

hand, dryness of the roots produces mildew, which
will prove disastrous to the crop. When the pods
are setting, a few applications of weak liquid manure
will be found helpful. Peas are not generalh-

transplanted, but are sown in the pots where the\'

are to remain.

Sometimes plants are raised in pots for planting

out of doors later in the season. In this case

4-inch pots filled with soil as before are used. The
plants should appear through the soil in about

three weeks after sowing, and outdoor transplanting

takes place about the end of March or becinning
of April, according to weather conditions. Plants

may be raised in -a cold frame or Peach-house.

Admit plenty of air when the plants appear,

taking care to give the necessary protection when
frost is about. To prevent the plants becoming
" drawn," keep them near the glass.

Droitwich. L. M. Marshall.

Home-Grown Haricots

I

SEED POTATOES JN TR.W TO ENCOURAGE EARLY GROWTH

READ with much interest Mr. W. L.

Lavender's note under the above heading in

The Garden of December 15 last. There is

widely spread idea that the production

of Haricot Beans in this country is attended

with much uncertainty and difficulty. Mr.

Lavender shows how erroneous is this belief,

and also how simple are the operations necessary

to secure success. Indeed, my experience tends

to prove that the matter is more simple and easy

even than the modus operandi adopted by Mr.

Lavender, for I have not resorted to "' ridging

up " the soil, but have simply sown the Beans
between the rows of bulbs in the beds which I

reserve for special Daffodils ; no manuring or

making up of the soil, or sowing the Beans .flat,

as is sometimes advised, but simply dropping.

the Bi.ans into holes made with a Fern

trowel. Yet the result has been, I think,

extremely satisfactory, for I have

secured very nearly 4olb. of sound Haricnt

Beans. The plants were taken up 1>\

tbe roots in late September and hung
up in small bundles across wires stretched

under the ceiling of an airy loft over

the stable. The shelling has recently

.been completed, with the result stated.

But although most of the varieties of

French Beans grown in this country lend

themselves to treatment, it is well to

select those which experience at home
and abroad show to possess the du.i)

quality of superior flavour ^and pro-

ductiveness. My present experience 1-

limited to the following varieties :

(1) The Golden Waxpol (erroneously

called a Butter Bean).—Dwarf, very

productive. Bean small and very dark,

with very thin skin. When cooked it is

quite floury, and with a flavour excelling

that of the ordinary white Haricot.

Incidentally, I may mention that one 1

plant of this variety developed a
|
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serai-climbiug habit, attaining nearly 3 feet in

height, the single plant producing no fewer than

201 Beans, a percentage of increase far greater

than that of the other plants. The seed of this

is to be sown again this year to see whether

its character is permanent.

(2) The Mont d'Or Waxp^d.—A climber.

Beans dark and larger than the foregoing, but

not quite so productive. Flavour \'ery good.

(3) Sutton's Evergreen.—A good cropper.

Beans light drab, oblong, and larger than either

Nos. I or 2. Flavour very good. Again with

this variety one plant grew much taller than its

fellows, and gave 184 Beans. To be tried again.

(4) Sutton's Superlative.—A great cropper.

Seeds light in colour, with dark marks on each.

Flavour fair.

(5) Tender and True.—.A climber. Good in

every way.

But there are some who prefer the white Bean

to the colomed varieties, even if at the expense

of quality. I have tested the following:

(6) Beans Sold as Butter Beans by a London

store, and a small handful of which were "com-
mandeered " by me from the domestic store-

room. These were sown iu a single row

in the kitchen garden at intervals of a foot.

A most vigorous climber, reaching well over

10 feet, resulted, with the product of 7 Jib.

of sound Beans. The Beans are very large,

flat, and dead white in colour. From the descrip-

tion given by " T. A. W." in a former letter in

The Garden, I should be inclined to say that

this Bean is the true Siena or Lima Bean, wi_re it

not that the correspondent wTOte that the Lima

had never succeeded with him, although he had

made many attempts. I send specimen Beans

for identification by the Editor. [Certainly not

the true Siena Lima B 'an. The seeds closely

resemble those of the Dutch Caseknife.

—

Ed.]

(7) A White Runner Bean obtained from Messrs.

Bide and Sons, and described by that firm as

" just arrived from France (by special permit)."

In result a much smaller edition of No. 6.

(8) Sutton's Mammoth White did not in my
soil succeed so well as Nos. 6 or 7.

The Dutch Brown Bean, about which so much
has been written lately, I have not yet had an

opportunity of trying, but hope to do so this

year. As the productiveness of the variety is

described in a recent circular of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society as only " giving a yield as high

as sixtyfold, and even in some recorded cases a

hundredfold," its productiveness is only half that

of the special Beans mentioned above in Nos. i

and 3.

When we remember that dried Haricot Beans

contain moie protein than beef, and some twenty

times as much fat as Potatoes, their value as food

is manifest. Everybody having space available

should grow them, and so make a valuable addition

ii> the national food supply.

Fools Cray, Kent. Charles E. Shea.

EARLY VEGETABLES
CURRENT HINTS FOR AMATEUR

CULTIVATORS.

Tt-IE
cultivation of early vegetables in

normal times has an attraction for all

amateurs, and an added interest in the

present. Thousands of persons who have

never grown vegetables in past years are

now eager to learn all they can about their culti-

vation. To all such these brief hints and the

accompanying illustia ions will no doubt be

useful.

Fig. A.

—

A section of a hotbed is shown, also

the frame and soil in it. Collect littery maniu-e,

turn it over several times to sweeten it, then add
one-third or one-half its bulk of tree leaves if the

latter are available. The maniure alone will do
for the purpose. Mix the ingredients thoroughly,

build up the bed and firm it. No. i shows some
rough sticks to form the base ; No. 2, the manure
and leaves ; No. 3, the soil in the frame ; and No.

4, Lettuces, Radishes, Carrots, early Potatoes,

&c. Make the hotbed quite 4 feet liigh, put on
the frame, and place in it good loam, leaf-soil and
rotted manure one foot deep. Always leave a small
opening at the top for the escape of rank gases.

Fig. B.—No. I, hotbed shown 18 inches wider
than the frame (No. 2) placed on it ; No. 3, com-
post to grow the crops in.

Fig. C.

—

A long, nartxiw pit in which to grow
similar crops without the aid of a hotbed a few
weeks later. Spare glass lights, sacking, or mats
may be put on to keep out late frosts and cold air

at night. No. i, a bed of good soil ; No 2, bank
of ordinary soil at the sides ; No. 3, ordinary
boards ; No. 4, the crops.

also the roots which adhere to the compost as

shown. H carefully planted, a check to growth

does not occur and valuable time is gained.

Start the tubers in the boxes in a greenhouse,

warm frame, or pit. G. G.

HONEY PRODUCTION
With further reference to the article on honey

(issue November 17, 1917. page 497) I h^vc

seen Mr. Hawkins, and he says that he cannot

give particulars of his average take per colony,

as he never keeps any account ; but he has

given me a few particulars of a hive that

he had in his own apiary in 1913, which was

a splendid season, by the way. This hive stood

7 feet 3 inches high and produced 2491b. of honey,

which he sold that year at 6id. per lb. in bulk. He

tells me that he had to raise the body of the box

on four blocks for ventilation ; and the bees, which,

by the way, were hybrids and very wicked, quit^

unsuitable for a novice, used to enter the hive

from all directions, though it really faced west.

This, he says, is the best result he ever had from

CURRENT DIAGRAMS FOR AMATEUR VEGETABLE GROWERS.

Fig. D shows how to raise Onions in boxes

under glass. No. i, rotted manure ;
No. 2,

good compost 4 inches deep ; No. 3, a young Onion

ready for planting outside in April. Sow the seeds

thinly in the box, and transplant once before the

final one outside. Sow the seeds in January.

Fig. E shows how to raise Tomatoes in boxes.

No. I, box ; No. 2, seeds dibbled in one inch apart ;

No.. 3, resultant sturdy plant. Try this plan; it

is far superior to haphazard thick sowing, as then

the resultant plants are drawn up, have weakly

stems and bear about two leaves. Mix together

good loam, two parts ; leaf-soil, one part
;

sand,

well -rotted manure and wood -ashes together

forming one part.

Fig. F.—Early Potato tubers are here shown in

a box about three-parts buried in leaf-soil and

loam mixed. No. i, the compost ; No. 2, the

tubers. No. 3 shows the condition of a tuber

ready for planting in a bed in a frame, in deep

boxes, in large flower-pots, or in a temporary

frame in the garden. The sprout is growing freely.

one stock, and necessitated the use of a pair of

steps to look after the hive. Results such as

illustrated, he says, are not exceptional, though

every stock will not do it. The bees in this case

were black natives, which he considers are hard

to beat for all-round purposes. The season

of 1917 he considered only -a moderate one, and

from sixteen stocks he obtained 1,4631b. of honey.

Mr. Hawldns would be interested to hear of the

other methods if your correspondent would care

to give them and the other details not mentioned.

He is hoping this coming season to test hybrid

bees against English by bringing both stocks to

'equal strength. In fairness to Mr. Hawkins

I might mention that he works at a disadvantage,

as his regular work frequently takes him away

from home all day, so that he misses many a

golden opportimity. His bees ofcrpy the four

sides of his little g.-irden, and the wnter has

watched him digging his May Queen Potatoes

with the bees running up his arms.

QueeiiHotf II. '-• ^-
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A SUNFLOWER VILLAGE
THE GIANT ANNUAL SUNFLOWER, BOTH llSEFUL AND

ORNAMENTAL.

I

T was a happy inspiration in the spring of

1917 that led Mr. Faure of the Manor House,

Claygatp, to offer prizes to the residents of

this Surrey village for the best-grown Sun-

flowers. The donor, it should be. mentioned,

successfiil poultry-keeper who aims at having

egg baskets all the year round, and to this end

about 80 bushels of seed per acre. In those days

it was looked upon as a valuable food for pheasants

as well as poultry. At the present time, however,

the seed is in great demand for crushing into oil-

cake. It is also used in the making of margarine,

while in Russia it is used in other ways as human
food. On analysis Sunflower seed is found to

IX THE SUNFLOWEK V1L1..\GE.

he IS aware ot the great value of Sunflower seed

for feeding foivU. It is the giant-flowered annual

Sunflower (an old and familiar inhabitant of cottage

gardens) that is valued for its seeds, and n-rt the

showy perennial Sunflowers. The seed is rich in oils,

and in pre-war days it was sometimes grown as

an economical crop, returning on an average

contain 16-3 per rent, of albumen, 29 per cent, of

fibre, 21-4 per cent, of carbohydrates, 21 per cent,

of fat, 2-6 per cent, of ash and 8-6 per cent, of

water. As food for laying poultry it ought not

to be used in excess of cne-third of the total mix-

ture of corn, owing to its fat-produi ii'g properties.

It is not generally known that the young leaves of

REMOVING THE SEEDS

Sunflowers also make a valuable food for poultry.

The leaves have medicinal properties. They should
be minced up and given in limited quantity with
soft food or mash.

The competition was made known last March,
and was at once taken up with enthusiasm by the

villagers. Among the competitors were lady

amateurs, schoolboys, skilled gardeners who had
proved successful in the local shows of bygone
years, and mining engineers stationed in the

village. There were three competitive classes

;

(i) for the best group of plants, (2) for the greatest

weight of seed from one head, and (3) for the heaviest

total weight of seed in proportion to the quantity

grown. From* the very first the professional gar-

deners were regarded as probable winners. Instead

of sowing in the open, as did most of the competitors,

these sons of the soil sowed the Sunflower scecl.^

in boxes or singly in pots under glass, afterwards

planting the seedlings out in the ground that had
been well prepared and enriched w^ith manure. Not
that rich soil is essential for Sunflowers, for many
competitors obtained a splendid return of seed

from waste land without any preparation beyond
digging over the soil.

The advantages of raising seedlings under glass

were only too obvious. When planted out the

seedlings were sturdy and strong, with large

leaves and seed leaves, while at the same time

those sown in the open had not passed thf

slug stage—the most critical period of all.

Amateur competitors looked askante on their

puny plants while the giants of the profes-

sionals grew at an amazing pace. It was quite

a long time before the outdoor-sown plants seemed
to know what was expected of them ; but in the

heiglit of sumn:er, groups of Sunflowers showing

great promise of bloom were seen in numerous
gardens and allotments, also in unexpeeted places.

The value of the Sunflowers was enhanced by their

great beauty. Large golden heads came peeping

over the tops of many a garden wall, and the bold

groups by the roadsides lent an additional charm
to the village. As the seed ripened, the birds were

rather troubkson;e, but they were kept at bay
from the largest heaes by means of muslin bags

made to fit over the heacis of ripening seeds.

About the middle of September—a few weeks
before the time appointed for judging the groups

—

a great gale swept over the distriit and played

havoc with the top-heavy flower-heads. The most

forward plants suffered worst of all, and some
of the skilled gardeners who had taken such great

pains in raising plants under glass withdrew from
Class I. for the best frcup. The writer was
appointed judge, but the duties of adjudicating

were lessened by the gale. It was not a difficult

matter to decide upon the winner, and the first

prize for the best group went to a sapper in the

Royal Engineers. The competition for the other

two classes was held a fortnight later. It was
interesting to see the enormous heads of seed,

some of them 18 inches ai ross, that were entered

in the heavy-weight class. The seeds were taken

out from the heads and weighed. Many of the

heads contained from 120Z. to 150Z, of seeds each
;

but some of the finest were of the giant horse-toothed

variety, the heaviest, a large black-seeded variety,

grown by a gamekeeper, turning the scale at i6oz.

4dr.—truly a good weight of seed from one Sun-

flower. The most interesting class was left till the

last, viz., that for the greatest total weight of seed

produced in comparison with the quantity sown.

From one lady came 25!b, of seed from 40Z, sown ;

but this was beaten by a local gardener with

15 Jib, from 20Z, sowii. This again was beaten by
the redoubtable sapper in the Royal Engineers

with 2o|lb, from loz, of seed sown ; but the first

prize fell to the lot of a skilled gardener with 4ilb,

60Z, from Joz. of seed—an easy winner, for bi
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SUNFLOWER HEADS IN COMTETITION.

had produred by far the heaviesUweight and had

v.jwu the smallest quantity of seed. Moral :

Sow thinly and allow 2 feet of space between the

plants. The quantity of Sunflower seed produced

m the village amounted to many hundredweights.

The donor of the prizes having offered to buy all

the surplus seed available, there was no diSii.uUy

in its disposal. It is certain that Sunflowers will

be grown more extensively in this village this

year, and if every village in England adopted

the cultivation of giant Sunflowers it would brighten

up many a cheerless corner, besides doing much
towards alleviating" the serious shortage of

.rain. H. C.

The Importance of Good
Seeds

are undertaken, a crop is readily ruined. The

Board of Agriculture now test samples of Cilery

seeds for the presence or absence of the spores of

this fungus, and I believe some of the leading

seed-houses employ a trained mycologist to test

their own stocks and so prevent the disease from

being distributed over a far wider area than it

may exist at present.

Cleanness applies to absence of chaff, husks,

grit, sand and the like, and their presence in a

sample necessarily lowers the percentage of the

seed which one desires to sow.

In buying seeds the gerrainative capacity must

be seriously considered. This property varies

greatly in different seeds. Seeds of high germina-

tive capacity are usually cheapest, because a less

quantity is required, and the resultant plants

are generally more vigorous and stronger. The

T
^HE time for ordering our vegetable

seeds for this year's crops has

arrived, and no time should be

lost in making out the lists for the

seedsman. Why we should so ofte^'

delay in doing so is most puzzling, and also annoy-

ing, to the seedsman. -When better weather comes

we order and expect the promptest attention
;

many others do the same, and the con!:equence is

a heavy rush, with the result that some orders

must be delayed.

To secure success in the garden or allotment,

no little attention must be given to the considera-

tion of seed. It is always economical to buy the

very best strains of seed obtainable, even if they

cost more. Purity, cleanness, and gerrainative

capacity must be taken into serious account.

.\s regards purity, a pUrcha:cr wishes to be stu'e of

obtaining the particular variety of plant that he

desires, and in this the character of the vendor for

careful business methods and upright dealing

must be relied upon. The good seedsman cann<>l

afford to sell unreliable strains of seeds.

Purity is also concerned with the freedoitrfrom

the seeds of weeds and spores of injurious diseases.

The disease of Celery leaf-spot, which is proving

far more destructive to this crop than the Celery fly.

IS carried in the fruits or seeds by means of spores,

the masses of which appear as tiny black specks

on the seed husk. When the Celery is sown, the

warmth and moisture provide the condition'^

necessary for the g-owth of the fungus, and although

the plants in the seedling stage may show little

signs of ill health, they sooner or later fall a sorry

victim, and unless preventive or remedial measures

'e;:l value i.»l a ^aluple ol seed i> obtamed by re-

n'arding both the purity (including cleanness)

and germinative capacity, and is usually stated

in the form of a percentage. Suppose a sample of

Pea seed germinates 90 per cent, and has a purity

of 90 per cent., the real value—that is, the number
of seeds in Too that are true to name and capable

of germinating—is obtained by multiplying 90

by 90 and dividing by 100, which gives 81.

The majority of our leading seed-houses, both

retail and wholesale, are fitted with a seed-testing

laboratory, and are in a position to offer their

seeds under some kind of guarantee. The National

Seed-Testing Station, recently installed, will

supply the wants of seedsmen and others, and is

controlled by a clever expert. The absence of

a public office for the purpose for so long a time

may be due to the fact that the best seed-houses

have their own testing laboratories and«employ

men who are proficient and have profound kno^'-

ledge in all matters pertaining to the art that

governs the quality of seeds.

It is more than likely that many kinds of vege-

table seeds will be scarce, and it has been said

that there will be no bad seed on the market this

year, as it was all cleared out dicing the spring of

last year. Certainly a large amount of bad seed

was sold, but those who dealt with a reputed firm

had no reason for complaint. Owing to the

scarcity of seeds, all surplus ones left over from

sowing last season's crops should be tested.

A hundred of each kind should be sown

in pots and placed in a warm greenhouse or

room. Moist blotting paper placed in a saucer

may be employed instead of pots of soil. If it

is found that the sample shows a moderate ger-

minative capacity, it may be reserved for sowing

this year.

Owing to the keenness which has been displayed

and, I think, will always be displayed by the

allotment-holder, seed shops have multiplied

very quickly in some towns ; they have grown up

like Mushrooms. In my own particular district

—

IHIS HEAD CONTAINED OVER O.NE POLNU OF SEED.
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a suburb of London— I can buy seeds from a picture

shop, grocers, greengrocers, ironmonger, bazaar,

and -chemist, the seeds usually being sold in

packets o£ brilliant colours. If anyone wishes

to get good results, unless these packets bear the

name of reliable seedsmen, my advice would be.

to shim these places and buy seeds from the

reputable seedsman who has made a life study

of the business. J- K. R.

NOTES FROM THE
RIVIERA

By EDWARD H. WOODALL.

SOME
weeks ago I saw the Rev. J. Jacob

remarked on the abundance and beauty

x>i the Nerine flowers this season, and

seemed to fancy that the cold of last winter

was a factor in the matter. Here the

Nerine blossom has been less abundant than usual.

The reason, I think, is not far to seek. It is not

the cold, wet winter that matters so much, but the

conditions in May and June. With you in England

the months of May and June were unusually

l)right and sunny, hence the perfect maturation

of the bulbs before their summer rest. Here we

had a succession of violent thunderstorms with

deluges of rain during those months, which pre-

vented the proper dry baking they shoul'd then

enjoy, and which is far more important to their

welfare than anything else. In fact, if May and

June be dull and damp, Nerines will not bloom

well the following autumn. Here they suffer

if they are in pots unless watered at intervals

during the trying heats of July, August and Sep-

tember ; but the leaves shoidd be burnt off by sun-

heat in May or early June.

The autumn on this coast has been hot and dry,.

to the great detriment of the autumn Roses'.

I never before saw so entire a failure. But two

Roses have risen superior to the situation—the

vigorous Bourbon Comtesse de Turenne, and the

evergreen General Schablikine. The former Rose

stands heat better than any other, and should

be one of the few Roses that can enjoy a southern

wall in England. The latter is, locally, the most

useful and perpetual Rose in existence, but it-

does not like a light or sandy soil ; it thrives in a

calcareous clay that is death to some varieties.

Owing to the great heat last May, when the late

white Japanese Wistaria was in flower, it has

seeded profusely, so profusely that I cut off all

the pods within reach in June. One brilliantly

sunny November day we were sitting in the

veranda when, suddenly, a sharp crack was heard,

and then another, and a smart blow assailed

my check, which stung as if it had been hit

by a spent bullet ! It was the bursting of

the fully ripe Wistaria pods, the force of which

shot the big flat beans in all durections and

gave us quite a miniature bombardment

—

sufficient to make it unpleasant for the moment.

I have not seen more than four beans in one pod,

even when they are fully lo inches long and of

considerable width ;
generally speaking, there are

only two in a pod.

The^ war has for the moment destroyed the

flower industry ; there are no men left to cultivate,

and no outlet for flowers when grown. It is siid

to see the dry, deserted terraces once so full cf

cultivated plants or flowers; but -in the low-lying

irrigated lands the cultivation of vegetables is,

at any rate, not neglected. The Sweet Potato

is very welcome just now ; it seems so nutritious

and satisfying that' it is well worth growing.

Sechium edule, the " Chayote," is greatly superior

to the Vegetable Marrow, but its rampant growth

and rather scanty crop of fruits are against it.

This year Feijoa SjUowiana set an abundant

crop of fruits, but they have never come -to full

perfection. I wonder if anyone can tell me why.

From early June till mid-September there was no

sign of swelling or growth of the fruits ; but suddenly

they began to swell when I had given up all hopes

of them, and in the hot weather of September

and October they continued to grow till they

attained a fair size. Equally suddenly in Novem-
ber, when the first drop in the temperature occurred,

they all with one accord fell off, and none has come

to perfection, though a few were just eatable.

Whether it is a case of imperfect fertilisation or

unsuitable soil or position I should much like to

know. The scent of- the ripening fruit and the

creamy texture of the pulp should make it worth

growing where it can be brought to full maturity.

FRUITS OF THE J.Vl'ANliSE \V1STARI.\

(w. MULTIJUGA).

Primula malacoides is beginning to naturalise

Itself in the moistest part of the wood, where there

is a big clump of Helleborus niger altifolius

or Christmas Rose, the only variety that succeeds

in this climate. The combination of the bright

green leaves and tender lilac flower-sprays .s

so delightful with the bold foliage and b'g

white Christmas Roses that I commend it lo

all garden-lovers. In Devonshire I shou'd

imagine P. malacoides would be sufficiently

hardy to succeed in such conditions. These

unexpected combinations give such pleasant

surprises.

Galanthus byzantinus is in fine flower this

Christmastide. It has a curious habit of flowering

in sequences, so that one group of fifty or more

bulbs gives flowers for a long period—nearly three

months—for two and even three flowers come up

in sequence from the same bulb. In this climate

it is by far the best Snowdrop in every way,

handsome and %'igorous, and increasing rapidly

both by seeds and offsets.

[With reference to the fruiting of Wistarias, it

is interesting to note that the Chinese Wistaria

(W chinensis) is now fruiting for the first time

in some English gardens. On November 20

Mr. E.'A. Bowles showed fruits of this species,

now fruiting for the first time in his garden in

Hertfordshire, before the scientific committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society. He also showed

fruits of W. multijuga, which frequently fruits

in English gardens. We depict a fruiting spray

of the latter. The fruits are similar, but there is

a good deal of difference in the foliage, while the

yard-long racemes of richly coloured flowers of

W. multijuga are quite distinct from those of

the better-known species. This recalls to mind

the observations .made by Mr. Woodall some

months ago, from which we take the following

reference to the fruiting of Wistarias in the Riviera

:

" The Japanese form (W. multijuga) forms seed

quite freely, so much so that I have seen the next

\-ear's blossom much diminished by t4ie abundance

of the seed-pods of the previous year. That is

probably the reason why there are so many
\ arieties. The Chinese form seeds very sparingly,

and, as far as I have observed, the white form

is much more given to bearing seeds than the

luauve**.

—

Ed.]

t

COLUMNS FOR THE
CURIOUS

"~

The Vineyards of England.—The culture

of Grape Vines outdoors is a lost English

industry. Under glass. Grapes are still a

culture of importance, though declining.

I'ormerly no gentleman's garden worth the name

was without a vinery, and even large establish-

ments of half a century ago or more had their

glass as vineries, with a few heated pits for plants

and Cucumbers or Melons. .The importation of

foreign fruit has deprived home-grown Grapes

of much of their value. The old-time vinery, so

convenient for storing bedding and other

plants in winter, and growing them on in early

spring, is thus displaced under conditions of up-

to-date culture.

Centuries before Grapes were cultivated under

glass they were grown extensively in England, and

wine was made from them. This ancient mdustry

may be revived on commercial lines, and prove

more important by far than the culture of Grapes

under glass has ever been. The articles on growing

Vines in the open in a recent number of The Garden

is a useful contribution to the resuscitation

of the ancient vineyards of England. I am

w.-iting on the banks of the Medway, and close

to the site of vanished vineyards of which history

lias preserved the fame to the present day. Noi

is the story of the Vine by the Medway merely

that of ancient history. A Charles II. official

residence by the river has a terrace garden, con-

structed at considerable cost over a century ago.

Below the terrace is an immense range of sheds,

which allow no cultivation save on the top. Here

on the low outer wall of the terrace were planted,

about the time the garden was made, three

Grape Vi^es, which have many years since ex-

tended the whole length of the terrace, a distance

of over 200 feet, and down the outer face of the

wall as far as the sheds beneath and abutting on

the wall would allow. These Vines have received

but indifferent cultivation, and as the terrace is

at most only 50 feet wide, tapering to a point, on
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a chalk bank, the natural soil has nothing to

recommend it. Yet these Vines continue to crop,

and a few years ago an officer who had seen much

M French Grape culture made two hogsheads of

wine from a season's crop of these Vines. This

wine would have paid for several seasons' culture

much superior to any the Vines ever received. The

variety is Black Hamburgh, which in a fairly

sheltered situation is quite hardy. The ancient

vineyards by the Mcdway must have had cither

east or wost aspects, but seldom south. Besides

this instance, I have seen many others in recent

years of Vines trained over cottage premises in

this district, carrying enormous crops, though no

particular culture was given.

The common idea that the English climate is

too uncertain to allow of profitable Grape culti-

vation outdoors is chiefly a fallacy. The radia-

tion o^ heat from the earth is in any climate a

factor in the production of Grapes. This radia-

tion of heat is accentuated by growth over a rock

face or wall. It would thus be quite feasible

to convert old chalk quarries into vineyards

by providing for the roots either at the bottom

or on terraces at certain distances up the face.

The cost would be very little, and with the roots

imder control, culture could be systematic and

certain. Pure air is requisite for a Grape Vine ;

this precludes culture in large towns, though sunny

walls are to be found everywhere in towns, most

suitable for the Vine. The grimy atmospheric

deposits of the town make Grapes unsightly

and- unpalatable, even when they grow fairly well.

Soil is less a consideration in Grape Vine culture

than most people suppose. The Vine will thrive

in a wide range of soils, provided there is no stag-

nation of moisture at the roots. Heavy feeding,

chiefly on the surface, is necessary to obtain the

best results. But any good loam will grow Grapes

well ; any soil, indeed, suitable for fruit generally.

The greatest difficulty in the way of restoriuK

the ancient English vineyards is the acquirement

of a popular taste for light, cheap wines as drunk

on the Continent. We have reached a crisis in

history of beer and its Hops. Thousands to-day

are sorry for the destruction of the Hops, which

of old added so much to the content and gaiety

of rural England. Beer is altogether of an inferior

plant organism than the juice of the Grape. After

centuries of drugging with Barley, Tobacco,

Potatoes and Tea, the world has beyond question

arrived at a horrible coiidition of war and destruc-

tion. Better to return to the nobler cheer of

wine, which, as inspired writ asserts, " makes glad

the heart of man," and obtain it as our fathers did

in Merrie England.

—

Hurstcot.

[The accompanying illustration depicts a plan

of a supposed sixteenth century vineyard at

Hadham Hall, Herts, described as follows by

Mr. William Minet in The Garden for March 15,

ii;i3. page 131: "The oblong space, now the

kitchen garden, runs east and west in its longer

direction. Still bounded on the north and east

by the old curtilage walls, similar, though no doubt

lower, walls enclosed it on the south and west.

Inside this enclosure, and running parallel with its

longer a.xis, were six walls, built in zigzags, so as to

form bays, of which there were eleven in each wall,

making sixty-six in all. These six walls were

equidistant throughout their length and 27 feet

apart.

"
I can see but one possible explanation for such

an arrangement, namely, that it was meant for a

vineyard. We know that houses of this stamp, at

that date, all had vineyards ; but I have searched

in vain in many gardening books of the period

for any suggestion of this way of laying

them out.

" .And yet, what covild be better ? Aspect due

south, a protecting wall on all sides, those on the

south and west kept, as we must think, low, the

sun would strike directly into the bays of the six

Vine walls, nor would the shade from these affect

the wall behind if their height was limited to,

say, 5 feet, which would amply suffice for a Vine.

The Vines planted in the angles of the bays would

not only catch the direct sun, but their branches,

spreading right and left along the face of the bays.

would also gain somewhat of reverberated heat.

Sheltered in the bays, moreover, the Vines would

be well protected from the bite of any east or west

wind which might strike into the enclosure. The

spaces between the walls would, of course, have

been available for ordinary garden purposes, wbi'c

the i-everse side of the walls could have served for

Plums and Cherries."

—

Ed.1

THE CULTURE OF FRUIT TREES
CURRANTS : RED, WHITE, AND BLACK.

THERE can be few, if any, denizens of

the fruit garden which give a more regular

and liberal return for the space occupied

than do the various Currants. Certainly

none are more accommodating as to

soil nor submit more readily to all forms of train-

ing, and a greater use might be made of. them by

planting bushes and trained trees under or on a

north wall to retard the ripening, and in a warm
position to hasten them. While the bush form is

usually found, it can be supplemented by the

cordon and fan-trained forms for Red and White

.^pur system, as I have seen cordon trees of ten

years or so fruiting very well on a moist clay soil.

The Black Currant delights in such soils, and if

moisture is absent, measures must be taken to

retain as much as po'ssible by a mulch of man^e,
peat, or leaf-mould, the last being a most suczessful

manure for this fruit if the required potash,

phosphate and lime are added.

Red Currants.

"The Red Currants are usually eaten when

they are ripe as refreshing to an hot stomacke in

PLAN OF A SUPPOSED SIXTEENTH CENTURY VINEYARD AT HADHAM HALL, HERTS.

Currants, and these make good subjects to fill up

an odd space on the wall hardly large enough for

the stronger-growing fruit trees.

Most Currants receive far too little cultural

attention. Blacks especially are gross feeders

and repay a liberal manuring ;
while the Reds and

Whites should not be neglected in this respect if

good fruit is desired. Nothing is easier to prune

than the Red and White varieties; each branch

ran be treated as a cordon and spurred in strongly,

and fruit-buds will quickly develop. The bush

tree should be kept well open in the centre, and

the strong shoots which come from the base be

pinched out when they are young. Six main

branches for such trees will be enough, and al

side growths should be pinched off when they are

about 6 inches long, leaving two or three buds at

the base. The extension shoots of the main

branches can b~e tipped back in July with advantage.

The Black Currant is usually grown on the

system of fruiting on the last year's wood, and

pruning must be ordered with this end in view,

cutting out older branches and encouraging fresh

growths from below to take their place. It is

not. however, impossible to grow them on the

the heat of the ycare which by the tarteness is

much delighted." Thus Parkinson in a more

plain-spoken age.

The following sorts will prove reliable and

extend the season as far as may be :

Skinner's Early.—The earliest to ripen ; a

hardy and vigorous grower of the Dutch type.

.A. favourite in the market gardens of Kent.

Fay's Proline.—Second early; fruit very large

and freely produced
;
quite one of the most desir-

able sorts. The stout shoots are a little apt to

break off in windy places.

Scotch.—Remarkably prolific aad of bright

colour; perhaps a little more add than most.

Very valuable for its regular cropping qualities.

Raby Castle.—A rather later sort, very dis-

tinct from any of the above, its downy leaves

giving it a Mallow-like appearance. Keeps its

bright colour even when allowed to hang late on

the tree.

Prince Albert.—A strong and erect grower

producing very fine bunches late in the season

and most valuable for this purpose. Flowers

later than any of the foregoing.
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White Currants.

" The White Currants by reason of their pleasant

winie taste are more arccpted and desired as also

because they are more daintie and less common."
These remarks, written twenty years before

Charles I. made his final appearance before his

subjects in Whitehall, are still applicable, the

"winie" taste being more acceptable even to

the hot palate than that of the more acidulous red.

There is not very much difference in flavour that

I can detect in the various kinds, and it is well

to select, therefore, the stronger-growing sorts,

which aie :

White Versailles.—Moderate growth, berries

large, and bunches ' long, pale yellow, clear and
transparent.

White Transparent.—The most vigorous of

all the whites ; fruit large and a little darker

than the above.

For those who favour the more cloudy white

berries, called in France " perlee," and which are

more really White Currants than the two described

before, Bar le Due can be recommended, but its

growth is poor.

Blacl( Currants.

When one begins to talk about the varieties of

Black Currants, it must be acknowledged that the

ice is very thin , but for most gardeners one variety

will be sufficient, and Boskoop Giant is generally

accorded the premier position. Its
,
vigour and

regular cropping habits have established it as the

most popular variety of recent times.

While the bush form is generally adopted for

Currants, standards on 4-foot stems are very

pretty, and the fruit is kept cleaner for gathering.

A row of these formal trees, if the word may be

permitted, make an attractive feature to edge
walks, and when in fruit add a gay touch of

colour in the more domestic quarters of the

garden. E. A. Bunvard.

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the Rev. Joseph J.\cob.

THE LATE JOHN MACLEAN OF OAMARU—NEW ZEALAND \^EATHEH-
NEW ZEALAND SHOWS AND EXHIBITORS IN 1917.

LITTLE
did I think when I was writing

what I did about my good friend Mr.

Walter Ware that there was lying in a

distant New Zealand grave another

""iriend—if the passing of rather intimate

letters between us for the last few years can

establish that relationship without our ever having

met face toface^one John Maclean. He was, of

course, nothing more than a name to all but an

infinitesimal number of The Garden readers

in the British Isles ; but in his own town, Oamaru,
in the Southern Island of New Zealand, he was
very well known and highly respected, both ia

social and commercial circles. His recreations

were tennis and gardening. He and his boon
companion—his wife—were heart and soul in

flowers. Sweet Peas, Roses, and more especially

Daffodils were their own particulars. Their

money, their thought, their labour and care were

freely given in order to build up a fine collection

to have a "go" at that desperately hard nut to

< rack—Robert Gibson. The old gentleman, from

reports to hand of the last spring shows, gets hc.rder

and harder each successive year, but the Macleans

were on his track. In the midst of their plots

and plans for the cracking of the nut, the good

husband is suddenly taken. On October 7 he

and his wife spent the afternoon hybridising,

he writing the crosses and tickets, and Mrs.

Maclean " doing the flowers." Little can h'i

have thought then as they worked together that

within eight days he would be a dead man %nd
that some of the Daffodils among which they

were working would be lying on his coffin. A
w"eek before he was taken ill—he bei'ig far too

busy this war-time to undertake the journey

—

his wife had gone alone to Dunedin, and to his

great delight had secured the big championship

prize. This event and the blooming of a fine

Leedsii seedling of their own called Hush were

poor Maclean's last Daffodil satisfactions. Bright

stars, as it were, shining in that firmament of

mutual pleasure which always surrounds the

homes of real "pals," I could not- have wi'itten

"his.". He would not have, liked it. It was

their 'seedling, their successes.

New Zealand Weather.—In Auckland the

year iQi; will go down to posterity as one of

abnormal wet. All previous records were beaten,

and the memory of the olelcst inhabitant unable

THE L.'VTE JonN_M.^CLEAiN.

to cap the plain matter-of-fact statements of the

newspapers. Up to October 8 there fell in

Auckland no less than ji feet of rain in 1917.

This was as much as was registered in the whole
of 1 916, which again was a decidedly wet year.

The fall was 6710 inches compared with 28-54 inches

in 1914. From reports of shows in Auckland

(the province) it does not seem to have^mad?
much difference to the Daffodils, although Mr.

.A. E. Grindrod reported that " all garden pests,

insect, fungoid, &c., were exceedingly trouble-

some and difficult to combat." In the autumn
he ^vrote that " Chrysanthemums were a total

failiure owing to fungoid diseases." One would
like to know how wide an area was visited by this

phenomenal rainfall and how far it affected

Daffodils. I have a very distinct recollection of

(umparing notes with Miss Willmott one very

wet year here, and we agreed that em the whole

they "had benefited.

New Zealand Shows, 1917.—As far as I can

gather. Daffodil shows in both the Ncrth and
South Islands pursued the ^ven tenor of their

way. Auckland district led off, as usual, in

early September, and the season was closed by
Dunedin on October 3 and 4. In the space at

my disposal it is not possible to do justice to all

the individual shows or the different exhibitors.

In the North the names of Mrs. W. J. D. Sharp.

Mr. Grindrod, Mr. Bull, Mr. A. J. Shepherd,

Miss Hopkirk and Mr. H. E. Sharp often appear.

The show at Pukekohe is a real omnium gatherum.

All kinds of seasonable flowers have classes pro-

vided for them, and jams, preserves, cakes, bread,

knitting, plain and fancy needlework, photo-

graphy and woodwork are included in the schedule.

This mixture is typical of a good many New Zealand

shows, and as it seems to bring grist to the mill

or provide quite respectable sums for charitable

(jbjects, it might be worth while Daffodil lovers

thinking about it at home. The Hutt Show, near

Wellington, was the best ever held there. The
entries were larger than ever. The names of

Gibson, Hobbs and Booth are prominent in the

• prize-list. Mr. Robert Gibson won the Barr Cup

for the second time in succession, so it becomes

Ills personal property. Mr. Booth won the big

fifty class. The foUoiving were the varieties he

staged: Ceres, Evangeline, King Cup, Marshlight,

Hawarden Bell, Cigar, Primrose Queen, Bennett-

I'ce, Lemon Star, Emperor, Empire, Emprefs,

(iloria Mundi, Christolla, Olynipia, Wcardale,

Starlight, Neptune, Homespun, -Victoria, Capella,

Gannet, Noble, Beauty, ,]. B. M. Camm, Lcmnn
Queeu, Bernardino, Mermaid, Bedouin, Lord

Kitchener, Robespierre, Solfatare. Claudoii,

Monarch, White Queen, Jaune a Merveille, Lcrd

Roberts, Longfellow, Inglescombe, Macebearer,

Van Waveren's Giant, Crystal Queen, Fleetwing,

Lucifer and Duke of Bedford.

The sho\v at Marton was very good. Here

-Mr. Robert Ciibsem took bff his coat. He writes

nie that he thinks the blooms he staged for the

twenty-four class were the best he has, ever had.

Here is a list of what he exhibited : Royalty,

.Apricot Phoenix, Wonderland, 'l'"lorence Pearson,

Buttercup, Bernardino, Conqueror, Croesus, Wear-

dale. Bedouin, Giraffe, Priscilla, Sirdar, White-

Star, Gannet, Sagittarius, Sunrise, Peter Barr,

Golden King, Robespierre, Longfellow, The Fawn,

Mrs. West and Whitewell. He entered in five-

elasses and got five firsts—quite a Crosfield or

a Wilson performance.

I have no account of Christehurch. At Dunedin

Mr. H. Hart had a very fine non-competitive

display, included in which were a good many
of his own seedlings. One newspaper repoit

calls it " an amazing display." It was full of

good things. I would like to see Peggy, a Leedsii

that puts Lord Kitchener in the shade; also Ben

Hart and The Miner—big yellow trumpets—anel

compare them with our home produce. Mrs.

John Maclean won in the champion big class with

a grand display. Other winners were Mr. E. A.

Hamel, Mr. T. H. Clark, Mrs. A. Nichol, Mr.

H. L. Gill, Mr. H. T. Treveua and Mr. A. Millar.

What will 1018 bring forth?

A Dominion Record.—Mr. .A. Millar of Morning-

ton must be a happy man ever since he did so well

at Dunedin. He gained six first prizes in the

smaller classes and was one of the runnrrs-up to

Mrs. John Maclean in the championship " fifty,"
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and in addition to all this moral glory he returned

home with something very substantial in his

pocket : for did not Mr. G. A. Story of Caversbam

write him a cheque for 40 guinea.'^ for his own red-

cupped seedling ? It is an incomparabilis of the

Lady Margaret Boscawen type, but with an orange

n-d cup. The purchaser announced that he

intended to have the bloom frozen and sent home

for us to see at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Show this spring. I sincerely hope that Mr. Story's

wish witl materialise. If so, this Daffodil will

• ^tahlish a second record.

The Late Walter T. Ware
Thanks, " Jacob," for your timely " Reminis-

cences of the late Walter T. Ware." We
all know, as you say, he wrote but little in the

gardening' Press. In May, 1914, he wrote to mo
protesting vigorously against people writing to

the Press about things they did not understand.

Such iNTiters, he wound up by saying, " confirm

tlie old saying that ' those who can do and those

who can't write.' " There was sarcasm for you !

We were fast friends, Walter and I, but I never

went to visit him because he would not promise

to show me his nurseries. He promised to enter-

tain me like a prince if I would go and spend a

week-end with him, but I told him I did not

want entertainment ; I wanted knowledge. In

December, 1915, he wrote to me : "I see my 1915

TuUp seed is just pushing through. I hope you and

I will meet at the Royal Horticultural Society

in about six or seven years' time to discuss the

merits of some tricky crosses." Well, we may
meet, but it will not be at the Royal Horticultural

Society. I once heard an old florist friend of

mine say he hoped after this life was over he

would join up his old florist friends on John

Bunyan's delectable mountains and continue the

cultivation of Auriculas and Pansies. Who knows,

there may be Tulips there also. Walter Ware was

a great personality. To very many of us this

world is poorer because he has gone.

Dtiddingston, Edinburgh. W. Cuthbertson.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning.^-Hasten the pruning of all kinds of

hardy fruit trees whenever time will allow and the

weather is favourable. Thin the heads of orchard
trees freely, removing all crossing and interlacing

branches, and avoid, as much as possible, thickets

of useless wood. The same remarks apply to

standard Pears, Plums and Damsons. The latter

might be planted more freely to form a screen for

all kinds of orchard trees. Dress the branches
and stems with lime or caustic wash according

to the directions given on the cans. Attend well

to the roots of all trees which bear heavy crops

annually, top-dressing with rich manure and liquid

manure from the stable-yard, if obtainable.

Gooseberries.—Prune these, if not already done,

keeping the heads well thinned out so that air

and light may reach the interior, when much larger

berries will result. Cut back to within a couple
of buds all inner shoots not wanted, but leave

ample strong last year's growth, on which the best

fruits are produced. Clean beneath the bushes,

di-ess well with lime, and top-dress if desirable.

Keep an eye on the feathered tribe, and should
they attack the buds, syringe with Quassia Extract,
(lust with soot and wood-ashes, and run a few
lines of black cotton at intervals about 12 inches

above the tups.

Red Currants.—Spur rather hard back inner

^hoots, also the terminals if the bushes have
reached the desired height.

Black Currants.—Simply thin the brairches

if they are getting too crowded, and feed liberally

with good rich manure on light land.

The Kitchen Garden.
Peas.— .\ sowing of the round-seeded varieties

may be made when the ground is in a fit state.

William I., Bountiful, Pilot and Ringleader are
all very dependable varieties. If the ground is

not suitable, do not sow for another month

;

also keep the more tender wrinkled varieties in

their packets for the present. Broad Beans may
be sown at any time from now. Mazagan and
Green Longpod we usually sow first.

Seakale.—The crowns of these will respond to a
gentle warmth more readily from now and onward.
Cover the crowns with pots or boxes and warm
manure and leaves mixed, but avoid a strong heat,
which induces spindly shoots. Take up roots of

Rhubarb if they are to be forced in the Mushroom-
house. In the open treat the roots similarly to
Seakale.

Potatoes.—Look over both ware and seed and
remove any bad ones. The tubers should be
kept as cool as possible, especially the seed. Be
mindful of severe frosts, especially when the
tubers are in pits in the open.

Beet, Turnips and Carrots wintered in trenches
on snug borders should be protected more or less

according to the weather.
Endive.—Plants of the Batavian that were lifted

early in autumn and transplanted under glass
should be kept freely ventilated and bleached as re-

quired. This is one of the best for winter salads
and keeps several weeks. Plants in cold frames
will blanch readily with a slight covering of dry
leaves, which also affords good protection in severe
weather, H. Markham.

(Gardener to Viscount Enfield.)
Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Cleaning the Late Vinery.—If not already
done, this work should now have attention. Wash
the glass and woodwork thoroughly ^^th warm
water and soap, avoiding the use of soda ; lime-
wash the walls ; remove all loose bark from the
Vines and paint them with Gishm-st Compound,
working it well into the spurs. If the presence of

mealy bug is suspected, paint the rods with the
following mixture : Half a pint of gas tar to one
peck of finely sifted loam, adding boiling water
till the mixtmre is brought to the consistency
of paint. Be careful not to touch the buds, or
they will be injured. Remove the surface soil from
the border, apply a dressing of old cow-manure or

some approved Vine manure, adding a little

ground lime to correct acidity, and finish with
a dressing of fresh loam. Give a moderate water-
ing.

Starting Peaches.—In the earlier stages of

forcing the Peach, the greatest danger lies in
maintaining too high a temperature. Start with
a night temperature of from 40° to 45°, with an
increase of 5° during the day in dull weather.
Give air on all favourable occasions, but avoid
cold draughts.

Strawberries.—A batch of plants may be
placed on a shelf in a newly started vinery or
Peach-house. See that the pots are clean and the
surface soil slightly stirred to freshen it.

Plants Under Glass.

Propagating Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.
November and December are the ideal months
for propagating these popular flowers, but quite
good results can be obtained by propagating at
the present time. Place some drainage in a box
about 6 inches deep, and over this put a few inches
of clean, sharp sand ; water through a fine rose,
and then proceed to take the cuttings. Select
those borne on flowering shoots, severing by pulling
sharply downwards, thereby securing a heel.

Dibble in about 2 inches apart and water when
finished. Place the box where a temperature
of from 55° to 60° is maintained, and cover with
a sheet of glass, which should be turned or wiped
dry daily.

Pruning Fuchsias.—The pruning of specimen
Fuchsias should now be taken in hand. Remove
all weakly shoots, also extra vigorous ones which
threaten to mar the contour of the specimen.
Keep cool and rather dry for some time yet.

Clarkia elegans Firefly.—Where a batch was
sown in autumn, the plants shotild receive the final

potting before becoming pot-bormd. Use a light,

rich soil. Good results can be obtained with this
attractive flower by sowing a batch now in a pan or
box in a newly started vinery, ultimately flowering
them in 6-inch pots, four or five to a pot.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Spraying Gooseberries.—WTiere eggs of the

Gooseberry sawfly < atorpillar are suspected of

being present, a heavy surface-dressing of the soil

underneath each bush with soot or lime will do
much to destroy the pest; but if the enemy is the
caterpillar of the magpie moth, this treatment will

be of little avail, as this creature's eggs are mostly
attached to gossamer-like threads suspended from
the branches of the bushes. To successfully attack
this foe the bushes should now be sprayed with a
solution of arsenate of lead at the rate of lib. of
arsenate of lead paste to sixteen or seventeen gallons
of water. If this treatment is given now, the work
of spraying in the summer will be obviated or the
need for it greatly reduced.

Manuring Bush Fruits.—If the operation of
pruning is completed, advantage should be taken
of the first chance of a touch of frost to wheel on a
dressing of half-decayed organic manm-e to the
bush fruit quarters, to be forked in when climatic
conditions permit. A light dressing of ground
lime and wood-ashes will be of great benefit.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Early Peas.—Those who desire to have
Peas at the earliest possible moment should make
a start as soon as possible. Gi-ven open weather and
a well-drained south border, a sowing may be made
in the open. Only 2 feet for each row need be
forked over at present. Place some old potting
soil with a little wood-ash both under and over
the seeds. Moisten the seeds, and roll them in
dry red lead previous to sowing to ward off the
attacks of mice. Those not enjoying the above
conditions should sow on strips of turf or in narrow
boxes with movable bottoms, and start in a Peach-
house. Gradus is a prime favourite.

Sowing Onions.—The system of sowing under
glass has much to recommend it. Now is the time
to undertake this operation. Sow thinly in rich,
light soil in ordinary propagating-boxes, and place
in full light in a temperature of about 55°. For
good-sized specimens Cranston's Excelsior and
.\ilsa Craig are unexcelled.

Sowing Leeks.—Those desirous of obtaining
an early autumn supply of fully developed Leeks
should sow a pinch of seed now, following the
instructions given regarding Onions.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs, W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

WINTER VEGETABLES
HOW TO SUPPLY A SMALL FAMILY
WITH VEGETABLES FROM NOVEMBER

TO I APRIL.

TC
T

^O maintain a supply of vegetables during

the above-mentioned months requires

not only a practical knowledge, but also

a considerable amount of forethought.

The chief factor is the thorough cultiva-

tion of the soil. Deep tillage is essential. No
better method can be adopted than that of trenching
or double digging the land previous to sowing
or planting the different crops, incorporating

at the same time suitable manure. Another
most important item which must not be ignored

is the constant working of the ground between
the growing crops.

What to Grow.

The aim should be to grow many different

kinds of vegetables, in order to have as varied

a selection as possible, either in the open ground
or in the store. These may be divided into three

classes, viz., root crops, green crops, out of season

or forced crops. Root crops form some of the best

vegetables for winter use, since, being sown or

planted in spring and becoming fit for use in the

autumn, they can be lifted and stored in suitable

places free from injmy by frost. Sufficient ground
should be allotted to each to keep up a constant

supply, according to the demand. Mention, may
be made of the following :

Potatoes.—These require planting in April,

and are ready for lifting in September. Store

in a frost-proof house or cellar from which all

light is excluded. A good keeping variety should
be chosen.
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Parsnips, Carrots, Beetroot and [Salsify.—^The

first-named requires to be sown in February or

early March, the latter three in April, or if medium-
sized roots only are required, then not tiU May.
All may be lifted in November and stored in sand,

though for preference Parsnips and Salsify may be

left in the ground and taken up as required.

Onions.—^A fine rich soil is best suited to these.

From seed sown in March the bulbs may be lifted,

and after being thoroughly dried should be stored

in a cool, airy place.

Turnips.—A sowing made in August will

produce roots for use from November, part of which
may be lifted and stored in sand ; the remainder,

if left, will produce green tops for cutting early

in spring.

Oreen Crops.—The most valuable for general

purposes are Cabbages, Brussels Sprouts, Kale,

Savoys, Coleworts, Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Spinach,

Endive and Lettuce, to which may also be added

Celery and Leeks.

Cauliflowers and Broccoli.—^The season of the

Autumn Giant variety will last often to the middle

of December if the weather is favourable, or the

plants may be lifted in November and hung up in

an airy shed, or just the roots cut off and
the stems inserted in water ; if kept free from

frost they will keep fresh for several weeks. For

a late supply the seed should be sown in May.

Two sowings and plantings are necessary of Kale,

Sprouts, Savoys and Broccoli in order to carry

one through the season—the first in March or

early April for use in November, December, &c.,

the second in May for use from January onwards

to April. Broccoli forms a delightful change

when procurable in February, which can be accom-

plished if planted on a warm border and protected

during severe weather.

Endive and Spinach are both useful. The former

sown in July and planted out will form ni:e plants

for blanching and use during November and later.

It can also be lifted and planted in frames as a

protection from frost. Spinach is usefuj throughout

the winter and early spring ; if sown in September

and properly thinned an abundance of large

leaves will be obtainable. The more Spinach is

gathered the greater will be the quantity produced.

Celery and Leeks.—^The former requires

raising in heat during February. After having

been pricked out twice it is ready for planting

in well-manured trenches, earthed up gradually.

Protection is necessary in severe weather, not so

much from frost as from excessive wet. It will

last many weeks if lifted and stored in dry sand

in a cool place. Leeks may be treated similarly

to Celery, except that they can be sown in March

out of doors.

Lettuce.—A good sowing should be made
in August and planted when large enough in

trenches for convenience of protecting. Some
may be planted in cold frames, where they will

be handy for early use. Admit air freely, or they

will be a faitoe.

Cabbage and Coleworts.—Both form a valuable

addition to greens. They may both be sown at

the same time, viz., early in August, and planted

out in October, the latter in rows between the

Cabbages, or in the same rows as the Cabbages,

planting them alternately. .The Cabbages may
be planted at the usual distance apart, as the

Coleworts can be used when young. The Cabbages

for very early use must be of a good variety and

early, or the hearts will not be sufficiently formed

for use before April. One of the best is Sutton's

April, producing nice heads by the end of March
in a favourable season.

Forced Crops.—Where there is convenience

—

and much can be done with only a small house

or frames—such vegetables as French Beans,

Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb, early Carrots, &c..

may be had out of season, as well as early Potatoes

and Mustard and Cress, though the latter can be
raised in a cold frame. Seakale and Rhubarb
will come on sufficiently early if forced by means
of pots and covering material, such as long manure,
leaves, &c. Early Potatoes, Dwarf Beans and
Carrots reqture sowing or planting in December
for early use, the first two in pots if frames
are not available where sufficient heat could be
maintained. Lettuce can be had throughout
the season by sowing seed of a good Cabbage
variety in September and later for succession, and
growing on in pots in gentle heat, introducing in

batches. Where Seakale and Rhubarb are forced

in pits or houses, the roots may be lifted in

October or later, and removed to a cool shed
and covered, when they can be introduced into

heat as required. Asparagus roots for forcing

should be about four years old. and may be brought
on in heat from September, being fit for cutting

in November and onwards, according to the means
of introducing into heat. Parsley may be had in

plenty if protection in the form of a frame is

given during the winter months. This is almost
in daily demand.

Marrows and Gourds.—These, if cut when ripe

and stored before being injured by frost, will

keep good for a long time, and may be used when
required.

A SUMMARY.
Vegetable. Season.

Cauliflowers Nov. and Dec.
Potatoes, Parsnips, Beetroot, Turnips,

Onions and Salsiiy Nov. to April.
Brussels grouts. Cabbage, Endive,

Leelts. mtuce. Celery, Kale, Savoy
and Spinach Nov. to April.

Coleworts, Broccoli and Turnip tops .

.

Feb. to April.
Marrows and Gourds Nov. to Jan.
Early Cabbage End of March.
Seakale, Rhubarb and Asparagus .

.

Jan. to April.
Dwarf Beans, early Carrots and early

Potatoes .. Feb. to April.

To mention special varieties would somewhat
be out of place, since soil, climatic and other

conditions render some kinds more productive
in different localities than in others.

Storing.—The storing of all vegetables should

be done with a view to their keeping as long as

possible. A cool, dry, airy place from which
frost is excluded is desirable in preference to a

warm, stuffy room. Make occasional examinations
of those stored, removing all which show signs of

decay.

Protection.—A quantity of protecting material

should always be ready at hand for use during

frosty weather, such as dry straw. Bracken,

mats, canvas, &c., with which to protect the more
tender subjects and prolong their season. In

forcing, keep up a ceutinual supply by introducing

at intervals only a small quantity of the different

kinds to meet the demand. When cultivation

in pots is adopted, give proper attention to

watering, damping down, and maintaining an
equable temperature, with sufficient air to prevent

unnatural growth. With a little perseverance

and interest much can be done in only a small

garden. It should be possible to produce more or

less in varying quantities all the foregoing

vegetables. R.

International Union of Allotment Hl 'Crs.

—

An increasing interest is being taken by allotment

workers in organising their movement. All over

the country the movement is making rapid pro-

gress. Scotland has formed a National Union,

which it is expected will link up with the National

Union in England ; while at a conference at Cardiff

some days ago It was unanimously decided to form
a National Union for Wales. In Ireland, where
peculiar difficulties are being encountered, the

necessity for organisation has been manifested,

and the interests of food plot cultivators there

are being pushed forward with commendable
zeal. Soon, it is anticipated, all four countries

will be working in hearty co-operation through
the various organisations. The first Congress of

the National Union of Allotment H61ders is to be
held at Leicester on February 2 next.

Southern Allotment Holders.—There is no
mistaking the progress which is being made by
the Southern Federation of Allotment Holders.
The report issued by the Hon. Organising Director,

Mr. Gerald W. Butcher, from 8, Buckingham
Street, Strand, W.C.2, is one of steady and sus-

tained progress, which is a happy augury for the
advance of the movement in the present year.

Within the past month some 5,000 allotment
workers have affiliated to the Federation (which
is linked up with the National Union of Allotment
Holders), and the total effective membership of

the Federation now stands approximately at

15,000. Considering that the Federation has been
in existence less than three months, the success

which has attended the efforts of the promoters of

the movement in the London and southern districts

will be regarded as notable indeed.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—TAe Editor endeavours

to make The Garden helpful to all readers who desire
assistance, no m<dteT what the branch of gardening may be,
and with that oh ect niakes a special feature of the "Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All conununications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C. The name and address
of tfie sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to he used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming sfiould be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-ivool, and flowering
sfioots, where possible, should be sent. Jt is useless to send
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters
on business sfiould be sent to the PtTBLISHEE.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CUPRESSUS TO NAME (M. L. TT.).—The specimen

sent for identification is Cupressus Lawsoniana, and it

can be used for hedges, but oucilit not to be clipped very
severely. As your plants are 5 feet to 6 feet high, they
vn\\ need careful moving ; otherwise they may suffer

severely. It would be advisable to defer transplanting
until late February or March, and secure each plant to
a stake until it is established A little pruning may be
carried out at the time of planting. That will tend to
counteract the ill effects of root injury. Other pruning
may be carried out during the summer.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS TURNING PINK (B. E.).—

The only reason that we can give for the blooms of your
Chrysanthemums becoming tinged with pink is that the
atmosphere of the structure in which they arc tropins
is too close and damp. If there has been a tendency
to economise fuel, this would account for an unusual
amount of atmospheric moisture. If the tiu"ips are only
on a few plants, they may be destroyed by sponging the
leaves on both sides with a solution of soft soap and water.
The soap should be dissolved in hot water and used while
still slightly warm. Should the thrips be found on many
plants—and this we expect will be the case if you look
closely into the matter—the better plan will be to vaporise
with one of the nicotine compounds sold for that purpose
by horticultural sundriesmen.

ROSE GARDEN.
CLIMBING ROSES UNDER GLASS {P. Q. Z'.).—Your

Climbing Lady A^htown should have made some good
new wood during last summer. You did right in not
pruning it, but we suggest tl.at you cut back hard at

once one of the old growths in order to encourage new
wood, so essential to real success. By all means top-dress

the plant, and if you have reason to doubt that its roots

are doing well, we advi.se moving some of the soil

without actually disturbing the roots much and replace

with some good compost. Ruse Mme. Jules Gravereaux
should not be pruned this season. When new growth
commences, see that both plants are well syringed on fine,

sunny days ; this will encourage new wood early and
thus ensure good ripening. It Is from thia new wood,
well ripened and left unpruned, that you will obtain the
best blooms.
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THE seventh report of the Development

Coninissioners has been published,

and from it we take abstracts. For

the continuance of the research scheme

in England and Wales during 1917-18

the following grants from the Development Fund
to the Board of Agricultture have been sanctioned :

Substantial grants are made to colleges and insti-

tutes in aid of (a) scientific research, (6) extension of

advisory and local investigation work, £8,000

;

(c) special investigation and research and scholar-

ships, £2,400
;

(d) enquiries and experiments, &c..

conducted on behalf of the Board, £6,000 ; ex-

penses of administration, £880. The Research

Institute in Plant Pathology at Kew received

a grant of £1,358, while a grant of £1,330

was made to the Imperial College of Science

and Technology for the investigation during

1917 into the effect of electrical discharge on the

growth of crops, part of which work, we under-

stand, was conducted at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Experimental Station, Wisley. Grants

were also made to the British Flax and Hemp
Growers' Society and the British Tobacco

Growers' Society for the continuance of their

work.

The Flavour of Apples.—It seems that " Anne
.\mateur " and " W. R." (page 3) are up against

conventions when they cite so many Apples of

better flavour than Cox's Orange Pippin. A
large number of the general public look

upon this as the best British Apple, if

not the best in the world. It is a big

claim if it could be substantiated.

Nevertheless, we regard it as a very

fine Apple at its best, with a distinct

aroma that few others possess in the

same degree ; but it must not be

judged much after the end of December.

Besides losing flavour, it becomes more
or less tough and spongy. Sturmer

Pippin is excellent in May and June
when most or all other British Apples

have disappeared from the markets

and their flavour and piquancy largely

forgotten. We relish Ribston Pippin

grown in the North, where it remains

green till stored and possesses a much
sharper acidity than it ever has in the

London markets, owing to the chemical

changes it undergoes as a result of

warmer climate and greater maturity.

Many kitchen Apples make good
eating, including Frogmore Prolific and
Newton Wonder, which are sweet and
juicy in their season, the former during

November, the latter now. We give

a leading place to Wellington from

November to February ; so there is

no accounting for taste.

Trial of Autumn-Fruiting Straw-

berries at Wisiey.—A trial of autumn-
fruiting Strawberries will be carried out

in the gardens of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society dmring 1918. Twenty I'K

plants of each variety intended for

trial, or a packet of seeds, should reach the

Director, Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Wisley, Ripley, Surrey, on or before February

28 next. Entry forms may be had on appli-

cation.

A Giant Plane Tree.—In his interesting article

on Cyclamen Coum in this issue Mr. Arthur

Goodwin refers to the island of Cos in the ^Egean

Sea, which at one period was a place of considerable

importance. One of the chief features of the town

of Cos (or Stanko or Stanchio) was a gigantic Plane

tree in the public square, said to be the largest

of its kind in the East. Forty years ago its trunk

had a circumference of 35 feet, and its huge and

heavy branches were supported by marble columns,

which were taken long ago from the temple of

>Esculapius, and the tops of which were nearly

all embedded in the bark of the immense boughs,

so that they were completely amalgamated with

the tree, which covered the whole of the market-

place of Stanchio. Of its age there is no certain

knowledge, but the popular tradition connects

it with Hippocrates. It would be interesting to

learn in what state of preservation tfiis famous

tree now is.

Japanese Azaleas.—These are ideal evergreen

shrubs for the rock garden, being highly attractive

and easy to grow in any loamy soil. They are

not particular as to exposiu-e, but if they can

be placed so as to be screened from the noonday

UITS AND FLOWER-BUDS OF THE LAURUSTIN

The fruits an 0/ a " blue-botlle blue " colour

sun, which is apt to bleach the flowers, so much

the better. Perhaps the most brilliant is A.

Hinodegiri, the flowers being a fiery red of almost

dazzling brilliance. Beni-giri (bright pink),

Yac-giri and amiEna (rich crimson) and Ka^mpferi

(orange red) are also first-rate." There are also

some good lilac and purple varieties. These

."Vzaleas look best if massed in small colonies of

members of the same species or type. They are

all dwarf and, while being abundant bloomers,

seldom appear to increase to more than about a

foot in height.

The Fruits of the Laurustinus.—We have

received fruits of the Laiu-ustinus from readers in

Devon and Ireland, and there is considerable varia-

tion in the depth of colour. Those from Devon are

mature and almost black, while those from Ireland

are of a dark metallic blue. The spray of fruits

and flower-buds shown in the accompanying

illustration was received from Mr. Ernest Beckett,

Fota Gardens, Queenstown, County Cork. On

opening the box the fruits were aptly described

as " blue-bottle blue " in colour. In favourable

districts the fruits are quite showy in autumn and

winter, while bloom may be seen at almost any

time of the year.

The Selborne Society.—Steps are being taken

to incorporate the Selborne Society and to widen

its objects, so that it may not in any way be

hampered in its efforts to bring home to the public,

more especially through its lecturers, the

great value of science to the community.

Existing members will be registered upon

demand without entrance fee or re-

election, and diplomas will be granted to

lecturers, guides and teachers who satisfy

the society that they are quaUfied to carry

on its work. Full particulars of these

and of the various grades of membership

can be obtained from 83, Avenue

Chambers, W.C.r. The Selborne Society

encom-ages the love of Nature which so

greatly manifested itself in Gilbert White.

It aims more especially at protecting

birds and plants which are not injurious,

i

as well as seeks to preserve the beauties

of the landscape and the valuable relics

. of antiquity.

Allotment Holders' Competition, 1918.

Prizes will be given by the Sulphate of

.Ammonia Association, London, for the

best cultivated plot of land producing the

lieaviest weight of food cultivated in the

most husbandlike manner and employing

the most economical methods of culti-

vation. The competition is limited to

England and Wales. First prize. War

Loan Bond value £25 ; second prize. War

Loan Bond value £20; third prize.

War Loan Bond value £15 ; fourth prize.

War Loan Bond value £10 ; and six prizes

of War Loan Bonds value £5 each. There

is no entrance fee. For further par-

ticulars and schedule, apply to the

US. Northern offices of the Association, Gas

Offices, Crowlands, Southport.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible ./or the opinion!,

expressed by correspondents.)

A VARIETY OF HOME-GROWN
VEGETABLES.

"
IVf^^- ^^^^ ^EE " ^""^ ^ ''^" """^ *'^'"'' ^^'"''^''^^

at least 2 inches taller than usual on reading

Mr. J. D. Pearson's boast of being "hardly ever

without a second vegetable," and " on occasion,

as many as five !
" For we have tliree or four

'daily as a matter of course (in addition to Potatoes),

and often twice a day, and have no greenhouse

and only one small frame. But I only grow a

succession of " useful household vegetables " of

medium size and choicest quality. Just now we

have Barr's Norwegian Savoy, which is excellent

(and to my astonishment and dismay it is not in

their new seed list. What has happened to it ?),

and Cabbage, and ring the changes on Jerusalem

.\rtichokes. Beet, Carrots, Celery, Gourds, Leeks

and Shallots (no Onions, large or small, alas !)

Parsnips, Salsify, Swedes and Turnips, with

Winter Spanish and China Rose Radishes, and a

little Parsley for garnishing—not a bad list,

methinks. for

—

-Anne Amateur.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES.

JUST as " every eye forms its own beauty,!' so,

from the recent correspondence, it seems

that every palate forms its own flavour. This

being so, we shall never be all of one mind as to the

best-flavoured Apple or any other fruit. I have

even known those who prefer a Black Hamburgh

Grape to first-class Muscats. But with regard to

the flavour of Apples, may not much depend on

what may be termed the personal element as well

as on such other important considerations as soil

and the fruit store ? It is not everyone who

knows just when to gather .\pples, or their, precise

season. It is fairly common knowledge that the

season when the different Pears should be eaten

is short, and, as one of our great amateurs is

reputed to have said of one of our popular Pears :

" To get them in perfect condition you must

examine the fruits regularly, and when ripening

commences sit with a dish in front of you, all

night if necessary, to eat each Pear at the right

moment." This is, of course, a playful exaggera-

tion, but it has an underciu-rent of truth. While

Apples do not become uneatable, as do Pears, soon

after they are fully ripe, yet after a certain period

every Apple gradually loses flavour. To enjoy

and appreciate the best of an Apple, it must be

eaten at the right time ; and I am of the opinion

that even the longest keepers retain their full

aroma and flavour for only a week or a little longer.

So that unless your selectors really have sampled

the sorts under discussion when each has reached

its highest point of excellence, their contentions

may be accepted as merely interesting. Besides,

after all, there is no " best .Apple." All the various

sorts named are good in their way, but their

ways are different. Each variety has a charac-

teristic flavour, and it is not fair to compare

Cox's Orange Pippift with James Grieve, or Rib-

ston with Cornish Aromatic, for they are not

comparable. All that one could justly say is that

such a variety pleases me most. To those who are

fond of good-flavotu-ed Apples 1 would recommend

Cornish Gilliflower and Rosemary Russet for their

consideration.—A. C. Bartlett.

CLEMATIS " DIE-BACK."

npWO of your correspondents on this subject

have alluded to Mr. Gloyer's discovery of the

connection between "die-back" and the fungus

.\scochvta clematidina. I mention it again because

few have had the opportunity of seeing his paper,

and it seems worth while to draw attention to

two points in it, as they have a bearing upon the

" own root " side of the question. Mr. Gloyer's

description of the disease as it occurs in America

leaves not the slightest doubt that the disease,

he had under investigation is precisely the same

as that which gives us so much sorrow in England

and which occurs in other European cotmtries.

That is a very important point taken in conjunction

with the'tiext, whether Mr. Glover is right in holding

the fungus to be the cause of the disease or not

(and far be it from me to say he is wrong !). The

other point is that Mr. Gloyer's investigations were

carried out in greenhouses and nursery grounds

where the plants were propagated and where

great mortality often prevailed from the disease,

and all the plants, as his paper clearly shows,

were propagated from cuttings. Thus Clematis

on its own roots suffers in America from " die-

,back," and suffers badly. In view of this, does

it not seem possible that some cause may have

contributed to the good health of the plants

at Gravetye other than the cutting away of the

roots belonging to the stock ? (In .one letter the

text reads as though the Clematis stock throws

up suckers of the wild plant. Is this really so f)

May it not be that, like many another good

gardener, the owner of that beautiful garden has

discovered a method of cultivation which ensures

the plant's good health, after many a failure ?

He has told us how he cuts away the useless roots

of the stock. Will he not tell us exactly how he

plants and where, the nature of the soil he uses,

and how he prepares stations for his plants, if

prepare them he does ? Others of us who delight

in these beautiful climbers may then perhaps

be encouraged to try again, especially as Mr.

Gloyer, too, believes that good methods of cultiva-

tion are. more to be desired than much spraying

in the effort to c<mtbat the disease.—F. J.

Chittenden.

GALANTHUS CILICICUS.

TT is interesting to read the note by Mr. Herbert

Chapman (page 3) on Galanthus cilicicus.

V\'hen it was first imported the bulbs flowered

in November, but in subsequent years it has not

bloomed here imtil December, and occasionally

not until early January. It is late this time again,

and in this respect appears to be much in line with

other winter flowers. These are late, and some

Crocuses which should have been showing above

ground arc not tlurough yet. As Mr. Chapman

remarks, G. cilicicus is very like G. nivalis in general

appearance. It is not diflicult, however, for the

practised eye to distinguish between the two.

G. cilicicus is by far the more reliable of the so-

called autumn-flowering Snowdrops.—S. Arxott,

Dumfries.

ROSE-GROWING IN AMERICA.

T WAS very greatly pleased ta see the note con-

cerning the 1917 "American Rose Annual"

in your issue of November 3 last. Here in the

United States—young indeed in Rose culture com-

pared with the land of the Rose—we appreciate

your fair-minded comments on our attempts to

provide a showing of actual Rose progress, and

are encouraged at what. you say. Rose culture

is' now receiving much expert attention in the

United States. The able investigator attached

to the United States Department of Agriculture,

Dr. W. Van Fleet, is working with the newer

species in hybridising and cross-fertilisation.

He has secured many seedlings which have Rosa

Hugonis as one parent, and he is much interested

in R. Moyesii and the other notable species brought

from China by Mr. E. H. Wilson. That veteran

.lud wonderful Rose producer. Mr. E- G. Hill.

is sending out for 191 8 his great Rose Columbia,

a full-bosomed, many-petalled, gloriously coloured

Hybrid Tea, attractive in bud and even more at-

tractive when fully open, with the ability to stand

about a week in perfection. He has at the back

of it, i'or another year's presentation, Rose Premier,

an even stronger grower and of the same general

colour effect. Mary Hill is a wonderful white,

and there are other of his selected seedlings

which give the greatest promise. It may confidently

be e.xpected that the United States will show

other Roses as successful and beautiful as Los

.Angeles was of last year's introduction ; while

one of our most distinguished amatetirs, Captain

George C. Thomas, jun., was, until he became a

captain of aviation. Working with intelligence

and success toward the ever-blooming hardy

climber which we must have in the United States:

We are very glad indeed to send our greetings

to ovx brethren of Great Britain. We have sent

our men to France, and hope to send as many
more as will be necessary to make the whole

world free to grow Roses, whether they are of

German origin or of French origin. We appreciate

that it is our fight now, and that Great Britain

has jiobly stood against the onslaught while

we were getting ready.-—J. Horace McFarland
(Editor. " The .American Rose Annual.").

OLD "GERANIUM ' PLANTS,

T HAVE a suggestion to offer wliich may
possibly please some other amateurs, though

it is " certain sure " to disgust and be derided by

professional gardeners. .\ few years ago I allowed

some large old Geranimn plants to grow and blow

just as they chose in their own crooked-y corner-y

way. These scraggy old plants flowered pro-

fusely and continuously. The result would delight

a Japanese artist, and was charming in a room

and hall whose ornaments are chiefly Japanese

I do not think anyone possessing an artistic eye

can really care for a common, characterless, round

bushy Geranium in a pot» It is almost as

bad as a fat, stumpy, clumsy cylindered first

quality pot Hyacinth compared with the exquisite

curves of a wild Bluebell.

—

Anne Amateur.

FRUIT OF LAURUSTINUS.

"lyrR. N. G. H.ADDEN has kindly sent me from

West Porlock, Somerset, a spray of this

fruit, and it is a dark metallic blue in colour.

But the berries are by no means ripe, and, by the

look of them, I should say they would turn quite

black when fully ripe.

—

Arthur R. Goodwin,

Kidderminster.

THE SLUG PEST.

T WISH I could agree with Mr. Norman G.

Hadden (page 4) where he says that the " big

black slug . . . rarely visits gardens, and

• probablv does little harm therein." Here we have

black slugs in legions in spring and summer. Of

all their tribe they are the most gluttonous and

pestilential, and of the contents of the " brine

bath " they are always the most numerous.

Nothing comes amiss to their voracious appetites,

liut LiUums are perhaps their especial delight.

I have known a patch of Aubrietia as large as a

plate to be almost denuded of foliage by the black

slug in a single flight. As for Mule Pinks, Alpine

Asters and Phloxes, and Violas of all kinds, one

almost despairs of ever being able to succeed

with them so long as there is a black slug in the

parish.—A. T. Johnson, North Wales.

NOTES FROM A SURRHY GARDEN.

T WAS much interested in the " Notes from a

Berkshire Garden " in a recent issue. Like

Mr. Hadow, I lost a great many Rock Roses, but

with me the largest plants siu-vived. Lithospernium
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I'lubtrcituiii was liadly cut, but L. graiiiin.ilis

liuwered well. Gentians looked very liealtliy,

but Gentiana acaulis hardly flowered. G. vcru'a

lias gone steadily back all the summer, and now
has nearly disappeared. Daphne Cneoriun was cul

in one part of the rock garden, while at themore
pen bide it flowered in masses in the spring, and

again, though less, in the autumn. I lost all

the delicate rock plants, O.Kalis, Draba pyreuaica,

Polygala, JIazus Pumilio and many otlters. I

agree with Mr. Hadow that Phloxes excelled

themselves last year. A brilliant rose pink (name

lost) was a wonderful blaze of colour. Michael-

mas Daisies also were extremely good, especially

Climax. They were divided last November.

Can anyone give me any hints as to Maize ? Our

plants grew large cobs, but they were so tough

when cooked and never came out of their sheaths ;

and the first touch of frost finished them.

—

X. S. •:., Surrey.

ROSEMOIIRAX HOUSE, PENZANCE.
nPHE pretty photograph on page ri of a'bit of

the old garden at Rosemorran, Penzance,

nniinds me thai in July, 1888, I (as a hoy) made

APPLES
Kv THK KliV. U. ];XGI-E1IEAUT, V..M.H.

THt followmg jottings are provoked by

the exceptional quantity and quality of

the Apple crop in 1917 and by divers

articles and notes in The Gardun.

The present price alone, owing chiefly

to the entire absence of importations, must draw

unusual attention to English Apples. Good,

medium-sized samples of Newton Wonder were

maliing 17s. per bushel of -tolb. in Covent Garden

Market the week before Christmas, and Cox'sOrange

Pippin, second size, 8d. per pound, wholesale.

The " little fun now and again " which Mr.

W. Robinson invoked for The Garden has been

provided in the small discussion on the position

of Cox's Orange Pippin in the Apple aristocracy.

" Anne .\mateur," with her usual Amazonian

elan, slung the cruel compound adjective " awfully

overrated" at the poor thing, but I believe {I

cannot lay hands on the paper) with some such

qualification as "in her opinion." But there is.

Till-; TH.\TCH- kOOFKl) IIOUSIC

[From Mr. H. .S. Thompson'

two pencil sketches of this pictluresque old thatrlud

house, one of which is enclosed herewith. The
better one I gave away long since, and last

saw some years ago on the walls of a Matron's

room in a hospital of a certain Midland town I lu

July, 1SS8, I was staying with relatives in rooms
at Rosemorran House, and well remember the

old-world garden, the pictmresque porch, and flu-

interesting native and other flowering plants

which Could be seen in and about the grounds.

—

H. S. Thcmpson'.

RAINFALL IN PERTHSHIRE.

'T'HH rainfall for kji/ at Kippen House Gardens,

Dmming, Perthshire, was 3i-6r inches, as

nipared with 55-80 inches in 1916. Rain fell

I t64 days, the heaviest day's fall being 1-25 inches

November 3. .August was the wettest month
ilu- year, with a fall of 6-69 inches, October

iieuig 4-S4 inches, and November rS6 inches.

-J. VV.

^* lU-aders who hace not ahuady done so an: tts/cal to

' 'ter The GAltDKN to lie ddimred reijiUarlij by ili'df ncus-
'fjenl. The Board ol Trade prohibit the return of unsaid
mpies ol any journal to publishers, and in consequence Till-;

i;mii)1;.v is oMainnhle only if ordered helorehund.

AT K0Sl-:.\10Rl-i.\N, PEXZANCE.
.-.- iketch book, July, 18S8.)

Ill coiu-se, no qualification or modification in

" W. R.'s " cocksureness. He simply launches

a Papal Bull to the effect that " Cox," wherever

and however grown, stands tenth at highest with

a whole list of English and .-Vmerican " better

—

far better" Apples above it. Now this seems
a matter for a little consideration. I am entirely

within reason and my rights in saying that a

Turnip is "better—far better" than a Peach,
" no matter how grown," i}i my opinion. But I

ara neither reasonable nor right in saying that it

is better. The proverb dc gnslibus, &c., simply

means that one inc.ividual's tastes cannot be

made to coincide with another individual's by force

of logic. It does not exclude the aggregate force

of a large body of educated opinion. This

force is altogether against " .A,nne Amateur,"
and still more against " W. R.'s " unqualified

dictum. They will no more persuade the fruit-

eating public thatCox stands second or tenth

rate than I shall persuade it that a Turnip is

better than a Peach. It has won and keeps its

premiership "on points," no other .-\pple being

found to unite in the same degree fullness and
brislmess of flavour, juiciness, crispiiess, digesti-

bility, and a (air length of season. Tlie varieties

adduced as its rivals or superiors may have one

one good point and another another, but none

has been found, by the general verdict of experts

and the public, to combine so many excellences.

.-\s to .\merican Apples, in my opinion (and I

have no right to go beyond it) such a fruit as iin

Oregon Newtown Pippin may, in a sense, be as

good as Cox, but they are so entirely different

in character that a comparison is futile, ahnost

as futile as comparing a Peach with a Pear.

Still more effectually do both expert and general

usage and opinion dispose of an unqualified

assertion, made again and again by Mr. Vt

.

Robinson, that the distinction drawn between

dessert and kitchen Apples is a meaningless one.

The distinction is a very real one, tested by

generations of experiment and expedience in

kitchen and dining-room. The individual would

be in a quite hopeless minority who would prefer

a tart made with Cox or Ribston to one made

with the acid and uneatable Wellington. It is with

eating and cooking Apples much as it is

with table Grapes and vintage Grapes. The

Grapes that make the fine wines are small and

often harsh : wine made from our best greenhouse

<_;rapes would be worthless. I write this to invite

readers of The Gardes who have the opportunity

to go even below the grade of our I'ecognised

cooking .-Apples and experiment with some of

the common, nondescript cider Apples, in pies

and puddings. In my house we were led to do

this in a fruitless year, when only one or two

of our ancient cider trees bore a crop. To our

surprise they were excellent, giving a range of

new and piquant flavours not found in any varieties

of the orthodox lists. In this as in other depart-

ments we have probably lost many good things

in our imthinking aim at size and appearance.

Cooks, too, hate the trouble of peeling and cutting

up quite small Apples. Some of the smallest

cider Apples, used peel and all, make most exquisite

jelly.

How little we know of the origin and history

lit our various Apples. Of a very few raised

within hving memory we have an accurate account
;

of the source of a very few others we have a

tradition, often variable and disputed. How did

all the other great host come into being ? It

is a theory of mine that very many were gradually

introdviced froni France after the Norman Conquest.

This is not wholly a guess. I liave often been

struck by the similarity of some of our better

.\pples to kinds still gro-ivn in the orchards nt

Normandy. In Normandy I have met with .i

series of varieties, quite obviously of the Blenheim

Orange race, scarcely to be separated from a

corresponding group of Rlenheim-likc fruits

which occiu: in the old orchards of Wilts, Dorset

and Somerset to my own l-oiowledge, and, no

doubt, are extended still further. In this village

there are at least three well-marked varieties of

Blenheim, and I have received another, very

distinct and fine, from a friend in Somerset. The

Blenheim of ordinary commerce was probably a

selection from this ancient group, or, if raised

from a pip according to the story, from a pip of

one of these Norman and South English forms.

.Also I have seen growing and have eaten in

Normandy Apples extremely like Ribston but

not quite Ribston, so that the legend of the raising

of Ribston from an Apple brought from France

is likely to be true. .\nd there is little doubt

that the best of our cider Apples are of Norman

origin.
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Wc si<lfci' rather Iroiu too luuuy varieties uf

Apple than from tuo few. In horticulture, as

in life at large, it is a great gain to discover what

we do not want. In the huge "gold medal"
exhibits of the periodical fruit shows something

like 30 per cent, of the varieties are unnecessary,

even allowing for differences of soil, climate and

taste. And printed lists of the best are mostly

as fallacious as a list of " the hundred best books."

Still, with allowance for local conditions, there

may be a consensus as to the few kinds of recog-

nised eminence. There was little to cavil at,

for example, in Mr. E. A. Bunyard's selections
;

for myself, I cjuestioned only one lunission and

one inclusion. Possibly he left out Newton

Wonder as being better as a standard, and so not

suitable for small gardens. My own experience

is that it is rather long-jointed, a length of bare

wood often intervening between the fruit-spurs.

I find this no detriment in a standard, as it gives

a kind of natural spacing out and thinning of the

usually over-profuse crop. But this is undoubtedly

a magnificent Apple, to my mind the best of all

for the store. It is good picked from the tree,

and with me keeps longer than Bramlcy, developing

its crimson and gold colour week by week on the

shelves. P'rom January onwards it is a quite

acceptable dessert Apple;

I will here give my opinion, for wliat it is worth,

that in many small gardens— I do not say in the

smallest—especially in very sunny ones where

some shade is an advantage, two or three standards

of the more valuable long-keeping kinds would

be more profitable than thrice the number of

bushes. The robbery of groimd by a standard

is not enormously greater ; vegetables or flowers

can be grown reasonably near if a sufficiency of

food for both them and the tree is provided.

I'ew people ever feed a standard tree or know its

capabilities of crop when fed, and it is easy to

feed one or two trees. Bush cultivation, it seems

to me, has been overdone ; we follow fashion

too unthinkingly in these matters. As to beaut\,

there is, of course, no comparison ; in most gardens

the dulhuniformity of the bush is distressing,

I was rather surprised at the inclusion, by so

good a judge as Mr. Bunyard, of Peasgood's

Nonsuch in a small selection. This I have always

reckoned a " flat-catcher "—there is hardly an

equivalent in classical English. Of short season

and third-rate quality, it has only its good looks

and enormous size to recommend it. The late

Mr. Ross probably took a wTong road in making

this his one parent in his long series of crosses

with Cox's Orange Pippin.

In this connection I myself must acknowledge

sad waste of time through ignorance, and wish

to publish my small experience for the benefit

of younger essayists in Apple-raising—in which,

no doubt, great things remain to be done. My
aim has been to reproduce Cox in a quite robust

and long-keeping form, and with this in view I

have crossed it, both ways and over many' years,

M'ith our finest late Apples, The result has been

absolutely nil. The exact outward appearance

of Cox, in grades of size up to the largest, has been

achieved without a trace of its quality. And it

is now my definite opinion that the only likelihood

of bettering Co.x—if it can be bettered—will lie in

inbreeding, not outbreeding ; that is, in crossing

t with varieties apparently the nearest to it in

character, such as Ribston,"D'Arcy Spice, Cornish

Aromatic, Margll, &c,, and to trust to seminal

Variation—often astonishingly wide—for increase

of size and extension of season.

The superexcellent article on Paradise stocks

in the last issue of the Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultmral Society, though full of interest, is dis-

quieting from the inference left with its readeis

that very inferior strains of this stock are in use

in our nurseries, a fact which had aheady been

sauly impressed on me. Out of 100 or more
bushes of Cox growing here on the same plot of

land, with identical cultivation, not only do those

bought from one nursery differ in vigour from
those bought from another, but the bushes from the

same nursery differ greatly among themselves,

and I can assign no reason but the difference in the

stocks qn which they were worked. The same
thing is even more marked in standards on the

free or so-called "Crab" stock. This used to

be—I do not Iciiow if it still is—nothing hut the

produce of mixed pips from. the cider-mill, &c.,

and therefore varying infinitely in vigour and
suitability to the scion. Such stocks should

certainly be tested in some way before use
;

years

of my own time have been wasted by trees on bad
stocks. It is to be feared that in our niu'series

there is a narrow, unintelligent routine in this

respect. Why should not the same trouble be

taken to ascertain the best stoclis for our finest

but not free-growing Apples that has been taken

over Roses ? It has always appeared to me,

for instance, that it would be more rational to

put a thin-leaved, only moderately vigorous variety

such as Cox on the most rampant stock, rather

than on the restricting Paradise. Has it been

tested, e.g., on Bramley ? Tf anytliing like com-
plete experiment has been made, I am ready i"

apologise to the trade, but shovdd be glad to have

information.

To return for a moment to quality in dessert

.\pples, a characteristic in which Newtown Pippin

excels is a certain light consistency of flcsh--

tliough it is a dense and heavy fruit—which makes
it disappear, leaving nothing in the mouth, so

to speak. This is also apparent in an .'\pple of

which I now seldom hear— King of Tompkins'

County. In my old home, perhaps thirty years

ago, I grew this to perfection on a west wall,

and we reckoned it very excellent eating. The
only English .^pple I know with this quite distinct

llesli is .\nnie Elizabeth, a very valuable late

keeper, but, unfortunately, net sweet enough,

to my taste, for dessert. I woiUd recommend
raisers to use it in their crosses on the chance of

obtaining the same quality of flesh with more

sugar.

There has been a good deal written about the

disastrous effects of grass cm fruit trees, and I

do not think any general contradiction can lie

made. Here I have been accustomed to point

to a new (now fifteen years old) orchard on fallow

as an object-lesson on the subject when contrasted

with my ancient, inherited orchard on grass.

But here, as often in other matters, a curious

exception to the rule has appeared. At the time

of planting the aforesaid new orcliard a number
of young trees, including several of Newton
Wonder, were planted in gaps and unoccupied

ground in the old grass orchard. These, though

i^-foot spaces were left fallow and periodically

manured round their stems, have not attained lo

half the dimensions of those planted simultaneously

in the new orchard, all except one. This, a Newton
Wonder, although in these war-years of short

labour the grass has grown rank over its roots,

has de\ eloped into far and away the finest and most

fruitful tree on the entire place. So magnificent

was it last autumn in form and foliage and in the

profusion, glorious colour and individual size of

its crop that I could but consider it a perlect

specimen, and sought in vain for unprocurable

plates to commemorate it in coloured photographs.

Did this one tree happen to be worked on a stock

of abnormal vigour, able to overcome these un-

toward conditions ? Its leaves, in particular, are

twice as large -and thick and of a darker colour

than any other of my Newton Wonders.

Has any light yet been thrown on the problem

of the cause of colour in Apples ? I suppo.se nine

people out of ten would demand sun as the most

necessary element ; but here, after unceasing

rain with bladv skies from the third weciv in July
until the first week in September, the crimson

colouring, especially on Newton Wonder, was such

as I do not remember. It has sometimes been

associated with mists or heavy dew, and wc certainly

had these in the September and October mornings.

Colour is undeniably dependent on light, if not

on direct sunlight, for even this .season the really

shaded .^^pples remained green. It looks as if,

for the maximum of colour, sun under certain

conaitions or with certain concomitants is neces-

sary. Another point I have noticed is that con-

tinuous wet alone does luit suftice lo swell the fruit.

The Apples here remained disappointingly small

until quite the end of September; then with a

spell of sun they grew rapidly, and were still

swelling visibly up to October 15.

A LAWN "ALLOTMENT"
.VXD SOxME OK ITS LESSONS.

NOT until Christmas, 1916, did wc

finally decide to sacrifice our little

lawn, and it was a sacrifice, being

practically our only bit of space.

Tlie whole area is only some 60 feet

by 50 feet, and narrower at one end than at the

other. On this, two plots running north and south

were carefully pegged out, leaving a grass walk

all round and up the centre. My septuagenarian

henchntan, " Old Calabar " (so dubbed long ago

because of the mystic letters on the sack with

which he protects his' shoulders on wet days),

shook his head and said " he dfdn't hold wi'

diggiu' up them tennis, but if the Missis said it

was to be, it must be "
; and he forthwith pro-

ceeded, when weather conditions permitted, to do

the digging, and very well he did it too.

The turf was first peeled off, the ground bastard-

trenched, each trench then being filled with a layer

of chopped tmrf, followed by a good dressing of

farmyard manure (the two plots absorbed nearly

three cartloads), and the surface foil replaced.

There was more than one applicant for the tturves,

but as they were very free from weeds and full ol

good fertilisers, we tliought it wiser to refuse all

offers and dig them in to give more body to our very

light sandy soil. Just a few were put oir one

side for special .purposes. The whole of one plot

was reserved for Potatoes, and a month before

planting we forked in a dressing of basic slag.

Of comse, we had nothing in hand in the way of

winter vegetables or autunin-sowu seedlings,

so a start was made at once, and on January 12

seeds of Cauliflower Sutton's First Crop and

Cabbage Earliest, followed at intervals by Cabbage
Lettuce Earliest of All, more Caidiflowers, &c.,

were sown in boxes and plunged in a home-made
propagator fixed over the pipes at the warmest
end of the greenhouse. On February 24 tin-

Cauliflowers were potted up singly in small pots

and placed on a shelf in the greenhouse. Tlic

Cabbages were pricked out in rows in a small

frame outside, placed over a slight bed of leaves

and manure, and Early Horn Carrots sown between

the rows. A month or so later the Caidiflower-.

were similarly planted out in a large single-Iighi
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name, ami mure Carrots sown between them.

When tlicM- anil the Cabbages were later transferred

to thcopen gromKl, the Carrnts (well thinned) had

plentv of room to develop. Mr. Beckett in Thk
I , \nnr.s of Derember S last says "the value

ii a portable frame ran hardly be over-estimated,"

.Old I have proved this over and over again.

1 was fortimate in already possessing • four or

five good ones of various sliapes and sizes, and to

iliese I added eighteen Mathews' Universal Folding

(. lor lies, size 2 feet by i foot. These were rather

,1
• plunge," but the game proved worth the candle.

They are most useful, as they can be used singly

..r in continuous lengtjis, and are invaluable for

r.iising seedlings, protecting early Lettuces, &c.

The Potato plot, some 53 feet long by 17.} feet

the broader south end, and only 8 feet at the

i her, was' not in fit condition for planting until

.\pril 21. Shallow trenches, 2 feet 6 inches apart,

•A.re then prepared, in which some light leafy

'1 was placed. Myatt's .-Vshleaf, May Queen and

cat Scot were the varieties chosen, and the seed

h.id been carefully sprouted indoors—only two

of the strongest shoots allowed to remain on the

round end of each tuber, and these were reduced

to one when planting. From 8 inches to ro inches

was allowed between the sets of the two earlier

varieties, and 1 foot or more between those of Cireat

Srot. Tlic ends r>f the rows were carefully marked

with stirks, and the soil levelled up and raked over.

There was very little subsequent trouble with weeds.

On May 18 most of the plants were showing well,

and the whole plot was top-dressed liberally with

f'fol asli, saved since Christmas for the purpose,

Horn the sitting-room fire, where coal is largely

Mipplemented with peat. The Potatoes were

then well earthed up—practically covered, in fact

—

in case of late frosts. By May 25 the tops were

all through again. Before the second earthing

up, and once again a fortnight later, the haulm

was dusted witli Anti-Blight Towder. applied

witli a pair of bellows. For a small garden this

is simpler then spraying, and very easily done.

\Vc had our lirst dish of May Queen on July 4

.Old of .\shleaf on July 10, but the former was

liitter in every respect, w'hich was only to be

. xperted. The Ashleaf seed looked weak from the

first, did not sprout well, and only bore a poor crop.

.My household consists of five people—two in the

kitchen and three in tire dining-room, one of

whom is a vegetarian. We had Potatoes for all

once, and for ourselves twice, daily, until August 18,

liMiu the early varictfes. We then had to buy

until September iR, when Great Scot came to the

rescue. This gave an excellent crop and lasted

until October 25. Great S~ot and May Oueen had

made such fine top growth that I was afraid the

crop would suffer ; but as a friendly farmer pointed

out, " to have good bottoms you must have good

tops." I feel sure the jjeat ash helped them ;

It any rate, the result was excellent quality,

.iverage quantity, fair all-round size {all fit for table

use) and not a single bad one. Properly cooked

—

iltat is, slcamcd for one and a half hours in their

jackets—and then sldnned. Great Scots are " lit

to set before a king."

Much as we like them, however, they take up

too much room in a small garden, and next season

I shall only grow .May Queen and an earlier variety,

Midlothian Early or Ninety-fold, perhaps. Winter

greens planted between tlie rows were hopelessly

overgrown and wasted.

The other plot, measuring .'53 feet by 20 feet

:^ incites, tapering to 16 feet, was devoted to other

vigetables, any vacant spaces in the surroimding

lierbaceous borders being similarly made use of.

.And I do not think the Lilies were any less sweet

this year because, instead of a carpet of Violas

at their feet, they had a company of sturdy Brussels

Sprouts.

Tlie folI(iwing table shows the vegetables at-

tempted and the dates on which each variety first

came into use : May 28, Lettuces and Radislies :

June 14, Cauliflower Sutton's First Crop (small,

but very good)
; June 18, Spinach Beet : June 21

,

Early Horn Carrots; June 23, Pea Little Marvel

and Parsley ; June 24, Cabbage Sutton's Earliest ; .

June 25, Spring Onions ; July 4, Broad Bean

Green Windsor; July 7, Turnips; .luly Hi,

Pea Gradus
;

July 19, New Zealand Spinach;

July 20, Lettuce On .Away (an excellent .American

Cabbage Lettuce)
; July 29, Marrow Pen-y-Byd

;

July 31, Tomato Early Dawn ; .August (i, French

Beans; .August 15, Pea .Autocrat, Runner Bean

Sutton's Mammoth White; .August 31, Savoy

Cabbage Tom Thumb
;

September 10, Cauliflower

Early London ; November 8, Jerusalem Arti-

chokes ; November 23, Brussels Sprout Barr's

Delicatesse ; November 25, Leeks.

Because of the newly manured ground, no Beet-

roots, Parsnips, or Carrots (except the early ones

in frames) were attempted. All the Onions were

drawn and used while green for salads, omelettes, &c.

The second-early Pea Gradus was a failure, also

Summer Spinach, which hardly came up at all.

Little Marvel Peas were started on inverted turves

in a frame, and afterwards lifted in lengths without

disturbing the roots and planted in a trench.

I think they were ready a little sooner in conse-

qvience. .All (he Runner Beans dropped their

'JJS^fs^
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.s'oti' finii' jnr an early crnp.

first flowers, and some of the Beans were curled

or twisted, but we had quite a fair number and

could even put some down in salt. The primary

object in view, of comse, was food production,

no attempt being made to grow exhibition vege-

tables. The quality on the whole, in spite of

the failures, was good—in some cases very good ;

notably the Early Horn Carrots, Cabbage

Lettuces and the Spinach Beet. Four rows of

Spinach Beet, sown on a richly prepared bed

only 4 feet 6 inches by 4 feet 6 inches, produced

quite 5olb. of beautifid leaves during tlie season,

and the plants still look so well that I hope, by
protecting with cloches in the early spring, to have

another good crop then.

F'rom June 14 until the end of October we
practically always had green vegetables twice

daily, and never too much of one thing. Moreover,

one of tlie joys of having is giving, and we could

often fill a basket for a friend. In addition to

the original preparation of the ground, each crop

had extra nourishment to its liking, at intervals

—

superphosphate, peat ash, nitrate of soda, soot,

guano, as the case might be ; and the hoe (or rather

the fork, for I prefer this tool) w.is never idle.

Practically all- the vegetables were grown from

home-raised seedlings, but I failed with Tomatoes

and eventually bought some plants from a local

nurseryman while slill quite small. These proved

most prolific. Eight plants in large potswere accom-

modated in the greenhouse, and four in the span-

roofed frame, to which they were transferred early

in July. The pots were completely sunk in a trench

along one side, and then well top-dressed with

bone-meal, superphosphate and some of the

remaining turves, the plants, trained to Bamboo
canes fixed about 6 inches from the roof, making

a greenhouse in miniature. From the dozen plants

we had fruits in plenty until the end of October,

and the few remaining green ones made excellent

soup—quite different in flavour from ordinary

Tomato soup.

In November, as each bit of ground became

vacant it was trencJied again and heavily limed.

No farmyard manure will be used this year, but

we have an excellent substitute in a heap of

compost consisting of all the grass cuttings,

vegetable trimmings, &c., collected during last

summer and rotted down with lime. Present

accumulations are being treated with coarse salt,

as suggested by a correspondent. Hedge trim-

mings and all hard woody things are burnt, and

the ashes carefully saved for future use.

Our assets at the moment are : Most of the

Sprouts, .Artichokes and Leeks, some curly greens,

a frame fidl of good Parsley, one of Winter Lettuces,

and another containing some nine dozen Early

London Cauliflower plants, to be put out in the

spring ; a breadth of Ellam's Early Spring Cabbage,

some autumn-sown

Onions, and a long

row of Spinach
Beet sown at the

end of .August, in

addition to the

small bed already

mentioned ; so that

our position is much
better than it was

^ ^ .
a year ago.

''^- "^ ' ' My apology for

describing an effort

which has no doubt

been full of faults

must be Sir .Arthur

Lee's letter on the

great urgency of the

need for increasi d

food production. No
one can realise, until

he ir she has tried it, how much good food can be

grown on a small plot of ground. To those who still

hesitate, I would say : Cast all doubts aside and

begin at once. There will be some failures, but

the successes will amply outweigh them. Lay

your plans carefully, and work with heart and mind

as well as with yo'ur body. The smaller the area

undertaken, the more "intensive" should the

culture be. " Give, and it shall be given unto

you, good measure pressed down, and runuin.;;

over."

AUrincham. W. O.

II .

Growing Early Radishes

iT

is .idvisable to raise the earliest Radishes

on a semi-hotbed. This is done by removing

a portion of the top soil and putting down a

good depth, say, 2 feet, of half-rotted stable

manure, laying over it 4 inches of fine Soil

and covering with a cold frame. When it is not

thought desirable to make a special hotbed, old

Curumber or other available frames may be used

at this time of the year. .The seeds should be sown

thinly, and the lights closed until the seedlings

appear, when air must be admitted. In frosty

weather it is necessary to afford protection by

coveiinp thi' lights with mats .^r tilTaiiv; but
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tliis should be remnvcd on every available oppor-

tunity, because the plants require ample air and

light. Thinning may be needed where the seeds

have been sown too thickly. Just enough space

should be allowed to prevent the plants over-

lapping. Sowings of this kind may be made from

XoveniluT to IVlnu.iry.

An Early Outdoor Crop m.iy bi h.id by sowhig

towards the end of January and in February on

warm, dry, sheltered borders. In this case always

have a quantity of nice dry litter, ready to

spread on the beds three or four days after the

sowing of the seeds if frosty weather should set in.

We often get a spell of fine weather in January or

1-ebruary which causes the seeds to germinate

qidrkly, and if this is followed by severe frost

the seedlings are soon damaged unless sufficient

protection is .affoided. The litter should be

epi-ead lightly, 3 inches or 4 inches thick. These

outdoor crops will stand much cold, but if it ran

be avoided, the beds shotdd not bi' allowed to get

severely frozen.

The Soil for Radishes should be light and rich.

Th.e ground, dug two spits deep in autumn,

should have plenty of rotted manure worked in.

When the plants are well up, a little kainit, sulphate

of auininnia and superphosphate may be given.
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purple Comes in. To ine the clusters bring to

mind some ruddy form of Apple blossom. The

photograph shows, unfortunately not in colour,

a chance combination whicli occurred last spring,

when the ground round a bush of this species

was covered with self-sown Wood Forget-me-not,

the sky blue flowers of the herb providing a charm-

ing effect 'round the tender rose blossoms of the

shrub.

This Rhododendron is perfectly hardy, though,

like other early flowering species, the bloom is

[Janil-vry 19, 1918.

liable to be cut by late frost. In giving it the

specific name " glaucum " Sir Joseph Hooker

was not so felicitously descriptive as usual. Ii

is true that the dark rifle-green leaves are glaucou-

on tilt; under side, but not more so than in many
other species—R. Thomsoni, for instance. The
title would be more appropriate for some forms

of R. cinnabarinum. The dark bush in the

background of the photograph is Eucryphia

cordifolia.

Monreith. Hkubhrt M.^.xwki.i..

SOME FLOWERS OF WINTER. Ill
THK COS

By .\ k t h u r

' But the task of maiden Barbara is from the

flowers to choose

Which give out the sweetest fragranci-. .aid whicli

have loveliest hues.

That with these her master's chamber she fitly

may adorn,

She gathers some at sunset, and some at early

morn.

RHODODKNDRON GL.XUCUM, \ SELK-SOWN WOOD FORGIH-ME-NOT.

If this is thought to be too much trouble foi a

I ro|i of Radishes, it must be remembered that

sm h is an excellent preparation for crops liki-

Peas, &-e., to follow in April. Later batches

of Radi.^hes may be obtained by methods of

inleraopping. L. M. M.

Rhododendron glaucum

THE exceedmg abundance of new specie-.

(jf Rhododendron which the enterprise

of collectors, especially Messrs. Wilson

and Forrest, has introduced to culti-

vation in this country within the last

twenty years ought not to lead us to neglect

iild favourites. One" such is Rhododendron

glaucum, which, tliough brought" to Great Britain

.about seventy years ago, is a species rather

seldom seen in private gardens. It is one of the

small-leaved kinds, the leaves being from i inch

to 3 inches long and emitting a delicious aromatic

scent when crushed. The plant seldom exceeds

3 feet in height, and flowers abundantly in late

.•\pril or early May. I have seen the blo;soms

described by a high authority as "rosy purple "
;

but, for the life of nir, I caniiol sii- where the

" The hrst spring-blown aiicnione slu- in liis doublet

wove,

To keep him safe from pestilence wherever he

should rove
;

St. John's wort and fresh cyclamen she in his

chamber kept,

From the power of evil angels to guard him

while he slept."

BE
the winter as "humorous" as it

may. January seldom gives us the

"cold shoulder" without also giving

I us one mild day when the air is full

of misty moistness, the sun shines

in tearful glimmers, and out come those gay and

constant friends the Round-leaved Cyclamen

(C. Couni) and the Winter .Aconite (Eranthis

liyemalis) for a game of bo-peep

!

To-day the dawn dressed so late that the sun has

not yet scattered the morning inist, so we must

put on our overcoats before we go on our quest

for these precious heralds, which are to January as

"
. . . constant as the northern star,

Of whose true-fix'd and resting quality.

There is no fellow in the firmament "

and smoke a meditative pipe alongside the sunnv,

sheltered border where thev dwell.

SOWBREAD.

R . Goodwin.

Theophrastus was the sponsor of the Cyclamen,

a name derived from the Greek kycKcos, circular,

which Johnson's Gardeners' Dictionary says is

in reference to the shape of the eorm or bulb-like

root, while Nicholson says it is in allusion to the

circular coils of the fruit-stalk. The roots are

very\acrid, and are said to have been the favourite

food of the wild boars of Sicily, though which of .

the species inhabits that island I am unable to

determine. For this reason the Romans, among
other names, called it Pmiis Pnrciinis, and for the

same reason the I-'rench call it pain du porccaii.

In Italy it is known as pane porcino, which has

the same meaning, as well as pane terreno, ground

bread. Our English name of Sowbread is destitute

of literary grace, and it is a pity that the ingenious

inventors of English plant names cannot find us

one that is more suited to describe this beauteous

little pixy.

For a long while I puzzled much o\'er the mean-

ing of its specific name Coum. " Nicholson " is

discreetly silent on the point, but the ever-helpful
' Johnson " is always ready to give assistance

when the etymology of a word is called in question,

and, siu-e enough, it did not fail in this case, for

against Cyclamen Coum I found the word " Cos "

in brackets. Now, had I been a globe-trotting

soldier-gardener like my friend Major Brodie

of Brodie, D.S.O., this wotdd have been an easy

clue to follow, but it was some time before it

dawned upon me that Cyclamen Coum was named
after the island of Cos or Kos (my atlas spells it

both ways), a fertile mass of limestone in the

Turkish archipelago, whose extent is no square

miles, and which is not far removed from the

famous Isle of Patmos where the Evangelist

St. John wrote his revelation to the Seven Churches

of Asia and saw the vision of Armageddon. It

is not at all easy to explain how the island that

in early times was sacred to the worship of ^scu-

lapius, and was the birthplace of the physician

Hippocrates, came to be associated with Cyclamen

Coum, for it is not a native, but belongs to the

mountains of Thrace and -Asia Minor. If, indeed,

it were a native of Cos, it would probably prove

tender, and not, as it is, quite regardless of the

rigours of January ;
for Cos has a balmy climate

in which Maize and Cotton thrive, and the Grape

which becomes the Sultana Raisin also grows to

perfection on its delightful plains. Perhaps the

roving Tlrracians (the word is of Greek origin,

meaning rough or mountain folk) took some conns

with them when they penetrated the accessible

islands ofi the coast of Asia Minor ; or at a very

much later date the Turks, who were great lovers

of flowers (witness their importation of the Tulip,

the Lilac and Hibiscus syriacus into Europe),

may have planted it there. And did this same

island give its name to Cos Lettuce, or must we

in this ease look further afield for its meaning and

dcriv,ition ? I p^i"^ this conundrum on to those
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;Uuininating scribes who coutribuiu to '' A Cultmui

lor the Curious," hoping they may wrestle with

It more successfully than I have done. Besides

Cos there are, of course, many pleasant islands

iff the Asia Minor coast tliat gardeners would
find full of interest, and Major Brodie tells me
that when he went in January, 1916, from Gallipoli

10 Imbros, he foimd that island altogether delight-

ful, though it was midwinter at the time.

But come and look at my climips of Cyclamen

Coum. In, a mild season they are usually in

llower for Christmas Day, but last year the sharp

Imsts held them back, and tliougli tlieir bud'-

were showing crimson, they

were lying prone on the earth

.»s if in adoration of the

Heavenly Babe, and not a

llower htid risen up and
turned back its petals. Now,
many of the neat, bright,

small, purplish crimson
flowers have expanded, and
will go on expanding until

the middle of March. Let

us pick one and examine
It. Vou will notice that the

corolla is slmrt and con-

stricted at the mouth
;

inodorous, " little or nothin.i;

?weete " (to quote Parkin-

un) ; darker ^t the mouth,
.vhere there is a white circle ;

inside striped red. Each
llower springs from a short

stem rising froni tbc centre

• d the tuber, just overtopping

the foliage. The plain, dark

green leaves {quite without

marbling) are perfectly round

and of leathery texture,

tinted with purple beneath.

The tuber is round, de-

pressed and smooth, and the

root fibres issue from one

point on the under side only.

In planting or transplanting,

ihe tubers should never bo

allowed to becrime dry, and
Ihey should be planted
^ inches beneath tlie soil ,so

that the footstalks of the

leaves and flowers are buried,

.ind in a well-drained, shel-

tered nook. My plants are

Lirowing in a compost of leaf-

mould, loam, peat and lime

rubble, in which they thrive

In perfection. The late Mr.

James Atkins of Painswick

used to say that hardy Cy-
I lamen liked a rich soil, and
he top-dressed his plants with

a mixture of 'o Id c o w -

manure and leaf-mould.

He also used to recommend
visitors to his garden to plant

(ydaiiien Coum and C. iberi-

cum ill conjunclirm with C.

L;ra^eum and C. neapolitanum,

so that by this happy grouping the ground was
iiainclled with the exquisite beauty of flowers

and leaves during autumn, winter and spring,

riic great fascination of the Cyclamen of Cos
is its hardiness and independence of weather,
liiit, after all, this is not surprising, for the climate

I if Thrace was regarded by the Greeks as very
severe

; indeed, it was spoken of by them as the

liome of Boreas, the North Wind, who was fabled

lo dwell in a cave on Mount Ha;mus. I must
defer my gossip about the Winter Aconite to

.iiiolhci day, because only one line of the space

tlie Editor has graciously allotted me is left. N'ot

tliat one line- is of no service; for did not Apelles

the artist, who was bom at Cos, say that he never

paSsed a day without doing at least one line (XuUn
dies siiii- lined), and to this steady industry he

owed his great success; ?

A CROCUS HERALD
Crocuses but are noTo most of us who lo\'e

specialists in the genus. Crocus Impcrati is the

fiirerunncr of the race, the herald of approaching

mauve, of that same excpiisitc texture that one see

in Iris stylosa, apparently so unsuited to our rough
climate. The fawn ground colour of the three

outer segments contrasts ideally with the brilliance

of the inner trio, while their purple or black feather-

ing adds further to the charms of the flower.

Mr. Bowles tells us in "My Garden in Spring"
that the form with two spathes shows most variety

in feathering, but that the flowers open over a long

period and do no_t afford so rich an effect in the

garden as does the single-spathed form. He does

not say which form opens first, and it would be

interesting to know if there is any difference in

this respect. All my plants are

of the monophyllous form.

.\ stmny, sheltered corner

in the rock garden is gener-

ally recommended for Crocjis

. Imperati, but I find it makes
itself perfectly at home in

the open border. It looks

charming nestling at the roots

of some grey-green Cistus,

and seems to benefit by the

baking the corms receive in

summer in such a hungry
situation. My corms were

planted under a Plum tree

in miserable soil and left

absolutely neglected for two
years imtil I was able to

restart a garden and went to

rescue them last July.

Instead of dwindling away
like the big Dutch Crocuses

beside them, I found to my
delight that they had
actually increased, and now
every corm has sent up a

promising bud ready to open

its cheery flowers whenever
the sun next shines on them.

N. G. H.^DDEN.
11 '(••>/ Porloek, Somerset.

CAMELLIA
SASANQUA

P

C.^MELLTA SASAXQU.V. I
/'i dniii'iuf. by F. A. Ilnu'lrs.)

spring with its wealth of gold and purple, silver aiul

lilac blooms. It is so easily grown in any well-

drained soil, so rapid in increase and so pimctual

in its flowering, that one marvels why it should

not be found in every garden in the land. This

year I picked my fu-st bud on New ^'ear's Day,
and it soon opened in a vase on the mantelpiece

as cheerfully as though its native Neapolitan sun

beamed upon it. Neither Snowdrops nor Aconites

are showing above the soil here yet. The inner

segments are of a wholly charming shade of rosy

1. K A S .\ N T sur-

prises are so rare

these days that

the tliscovery of an

unexpected garden

joy on a dark November day
seems worth recording. My
poor old back was beginning

to feel as though it wanted
oiling, and in the failing light

my glasses had to come into

use to prevent treasures

being hauled up with the

carpet of weeds I was con-

verting into a large- green

iiaycock. The time had
come when one's conscience

says, " You must do anQlher

half-hoiu-'s work before
\iiu can think of tea," and yet you feel it is not

ihe best and most interesting work. In the

gloaming you must only pull up Groundsels that

are so adult that they cannot be baby Collomias,

or Cardamine hirsuta with well-formed flower-

spikes, showing they are not the lovely and rare

Meconopsis heterophylla in tender youth. Then
also, unless you can find the main stem of

a square foot of sopping wet. emerald green

Chiekweed, it is a danger to pull it up,

lest Viola bosniaca or some such looselv root ing
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treasure comes away witli it unnoticed. It

is so unsatisfactory to go on removing only tlic

aiggest weeds and he afraid to fork otit the younger

oeneration that are ready to take their place,

and so to feel all the time you will have to go

bver that bit of ground again. Therefore, during

g stand up to stretch the back, it was good to see

the form of an advancing friend. He was not

enough of a gardener to care to linger over the

plant treasures of the garden at such an hour

and time of year, so we took a brisk walk round

to see the main features, and especially the trees

and figures. Wliile he was admiring the little

leaden lioar against the evening sky, I had my
pleasant surprise. Camellia Sasanqua, at the

foot of the pillar, was in full flower, bearing dozens

of open blossoms. When last time I had looked,

there were only tiny green buds of the size and
colour of Pistachio nuts. Frost had caught many
.of the more exposed .blossoms and had browned

the golden anthers, so I cut a goodly bunch of

buds and young blossoms to take indoors.

The buds open freely in water, and are

so charming that I have made a little

pencil sketch of some. Jly variety is, I

should say, the wild type plant, as it is

quite single, pure white, and rather

narrower in the petal than one would

expect in a selected garden form, such

as is shown in a charming sketch by
Sir Francis Piggott which I have lately

had the privilege of seeing.

.\t one time I thought my plant might

be C. oleifcra, but a reference to some
of the figures of the two species taught

me that if those in Chandler and Booth's

"Camellias" and t. 942 of the liolanical

Register are correct, the stamens of

oleifcra form a much more regular and
compact central boss than do those

of Sasanqua. My sketch shows their

loose ' and spreading habit in the

blossoms I had before me. I had heard

that C. Sasanqua was used in Japan to

mix with tea and give a special flavour

to it. This induced me to chew a leaf,

lioping to find a substitute ready to

hand that might save my waiting in a

tea queue some day. The flavour is

lather pleasant, but quite unlike that

of tea. At first it resembles Orange

blossom, and then, after a more vicious

bite or two, it is more lilce a Clove.

The petals taste still more like Orange

blossom, with a trace of sweetness in

them, and also give out a slightly

aromatic flavour after a little chewing.

Anyway, if I do not try an infusion

of my Camellia, I shall hope to gather

its buds at the end of November in other

years as freely as in tliis. E. A. Bowles.

.A fine specimen S feet high in the Botanic

(".arden, Cambridge, is an amiual attraction when

in flower. It is not particular as to soil, and is

raised from seeds or cuttings of rather soft wood
placed in gentle heat. 1'. (".. Preston.

COLUMNS FOR THE
CURIOUS

Jerusalem .\rtichokes.— I was much amused \\\

reading Mr. E. A. Bunyard's contribution to " .\

Column for the Curious" of December eg last, in

which he gives a quotation from Parkinson,

writing in 1629, relating to the Jerusalem .Arti-

choke. These " Potatos of Canada," as he terms

them, " introduced in 1617, had in twelve years

grown so common in London that the most vulgar

began to despise thetn, wliereas when they were

first received thev were ccmsidered dainties for a
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as. a liuu bearded old mail with a spade iii his

hand ; and the other is at Palenuo. The following

is the extract

:

" Saint I'hoeas.—Saint Photas. a Greek, wliose

day is August 29th. lived at the end of tlie third

leiitury in a little dwelling outside the gates of

the City of Siuope, iu Pontus. He had a small

L;arden in which he grew flowers and vegetables

t'lr the poor, and for his own needs. These were

d.iys when tlie Christians wei'e hunted out and

killed. One evening there came to the house of

the Saiiit two strangers. He gave them food,

rest, water to bathe their feet, and a kindly welcome,

afterwai-ds leading them to a place where -they

might sleep. Before going to rest they told him

their ciTand, which was to find, and slay, a certain

man named Phocas, a Christian. When they were

asleep, the Saint, after offering up his prayers,

went into the garden and dug a grave in the middle

of the flower beds. In the' morning, when the

strangers were about to depart, the Saint told

I hem he was the man they sought. They were

lioiTified that tliey should have eaten with the

man they had set out to kill, but St. Phocas,

le.iding them to the grave among the flowers, bid

them do their work. They cut otf his head, and

buried him in his own garden, in the gra\"e he

had dug."

—

Edith A, McNicol.

order, so that they may be in readiness. Labels
shojild be prepared, nets for fruit trees gone over,

.'ind notes made for atry new ones which may bi^

required. H. JIarkmam.
(Gardener to Viscount Hulield).

}]')ulltiiiii Park, Harncl.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERX GAltDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Trees that are on the move should
br given a night temperature of 50°, with a rise

to 55" by day, a little more or less, according to
the state of the weather. Syringe the trees

lightly on bright mornings and gi\e air on all

favourable occasions. Keep later trees, where
no fire-heat is to be employed, as cool as possible
for the present, and any further prmiing to be done
should be completed. Do not overcrowd the
shoots, but leave ample room for the development
of next year's wood and foliage. Dress the trees
very carefully with Abol Nicotine or Gishurst
Compouud. not too strong to injure the buds

;

and well scrub the old wood with a stronger
solution. See that the roots are kept in a healthy
state by top-dressings of sweet loam and pleiity
it lime, and attend carefully to the watering,
giving ample water to thoroughly moisten the
whole of the borders.

Pruning Figs.—Leave ample sturdy, well-

matured growth, and should the trees incline to
make too strong wood, root prune. .\Ithough this
work is best done in early autumn, good restUts
will follow if it is carefully performed at

any time during the winter and spring months.
Vines.—All vines should be pruned fully six

Mccks or more before the time of starting, so that
any remaining unfinished shoidd be taken in hand
and everythhig put in order to be in readiness
when the time comes. Where no lire-heat is

to be employed, keep the houses very cool for
some time.

The Flower Garden.
Draining.—\Vi>rk in this department may be

( onsidered ahnost at a standstill during the winter
months with the exception of draining where
necessary, trenching of vacant beds, and planting
slnubs wlien the weather is fa^ourable and the
soil in a fit slate. Pruning shrubs should not
be overlooked, cutting down overgrown Laurels
ahnost to the ground-level.

Roses.—If severe frosts prevail, some slight
protection should be afforded tender plants, such
.IS Teas and Hybrid Teas, also any tender shrubs
that are liki-ly to suffer.

The Kitchen Garden.
Peas.—.\ sowing of some of the d\\ arf .\larro« fats

uiav be made in 3-inch pots filled with loam and
! .ii-mould, gradually forwarding the plants under
glass. Harbinger, Chelsea Gem, Sherwood, Marvel,
.\merican Wonder and King of the Dwarfs are
all 'useful varieties either for cropping in pots
or for planting out on a \ery warm, snug border.
Eight Peas in each pot will be ample, and the soil
shotrld not be overwatered till after the plants
ari' well advanced. In bad weather see that
sutfii lent stakes ol all kinds needed arc put in

FOR NORTIIKHN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Forwarding Rhubarb in the Open.—To avoid
a gap between supplies furnished by inteusi\'e

forcing, cither indooi's or outdoors, and those
obtained by natural means, a few stools should
now be covered with a forklid of some loose litter,

or have an extra large inverted flower-pot or Sea-

kale cover placed over them.

Late Sealcale.— b'or a late supply of Seakale
I he plants can be blanched as advised above for

Rhubarb, cjr they can be covered with soil thr<_)wn

up from between the rows.

Utilising Spent Brussels Sprouts.—Where the

crop of these has been fully picked, the tops can
be cut as required, when they will furnish an
appetising dish, after which the plants can be
rooted up by degrees and the stems cut up and
c6red, when an excellent dish will be furnished by
the pith.

The Flower Garden.

Gladioli.— If not yet taken in hand, the corms
shovild be gone over and cleaned by removing
the old stems, decayed corms and loose fibre. Store
in a cool, airy place.

Preparing for Spring Propagation.—Stock
plants of such bedding subjects as Lobelia, Helio-

trope, Cupheas and Iresines should now be subjected
to a fairly brisk temperature to furnish cuttings a
fe\v weeks hence.

Work for Bad Weather.—During bad weather
old flower-stakes shoiUd be overhauled, the de-

cayed points cut away, and the stakes repointed,
graded and tied up in bundles. Propagating-
boxes should be overhauled ; those worth it should
be repaired, useless ones rejected, and new ones
made. It hardly pays to make labels of ordinary
sizes, but those of extra sizes for Potatoes, Straw-
berries and such like should be made at home
before the hurry-scurry of spring comes on.

The Rock Garden.

Protection.—The term has no political signifi-

cance here, so do not be alarmed ! Many losses

in the rock garden—especially in the early spring
with climatic quick-change—result from damping

;

this is especially the case with rather tender woolly-
leaved subjects. Any of these of particular value
should have a sheet of glass placed over them.
Metal supports, with clips for keeping the glass

in position, ai'e obtainable, or can be made by any
blacksmith. It is also worth while to place a bell-

glass over any of the rarer species of Snowdrop if

the weather is unpropitious.

Top-Dressing.—This is a very necessary
operation, and can often be attended to when the
weather would not permit of other outdoor work
being carried through. Before commencing this

work, batches of suitable soils—loam, peat, grit.

&C..—should be in readiness. Disturb the old soil

first with a hand- fork.

Plants Under Glass.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.—These popu-
lar flowers should now be blooming freely. .Main-

tain a night temperature of 50^, or slightly under,
give air on all favourable occasions, keep rather
on the dry side, both as regards atmosphere and
soil, but water thoroughly when water is applied ;

give occasional doses of weak liquid manure, and
vaporise on the first sign of thrip or green fly.

Sweet Peas.—Sweet Peas intended for flowering
under glass will now have filled their 5-inch pots
with roots, and shoidd either be transferred to

7-inch pots or moved into their flowering pots,

g-inch or lo-inch, right away. If the latter methoil
is adopted, use fibrous loam in a fairly rough state

with the addition of some cow-manure or bone-
meal and a dash of Clay's I'ertilizer or other
approved artificial manure. Stand the pots in full

light and water sparingly until growth is active.

Coelogyne cristata.—This floriferous and easily

managed Orchid will now be sending up its flower-
stems, and the plants shouM have a thorough good
watering to ensure the proper development of the
blooms. .-Ks these open keep a look-out for slugs
and snails, which find the flowers very toothsome.

Fruit Under Glass.

Sowing Melons.—A sowing of Melons should
uow be made for a summer supply. Sow the seeds
singly and about half an inch deep in 3-inch pots

three-quarters filled with fibrous huni. .md plunge
iji a boltom-hcat of about 70^. with an atmospheric,
night temperature of 65". This means fuel, but it

is hopeless to attempt the culture of Jlelons with
lower temperatures than those indicated. Look
out for slugs and snails as the seeds geririinate,

and give them some Lettuce leaves as a counter-
attraction.

Disbudding Vines.—This operation is better
deferred until the young shoots are about an inch
long. Two eyes are usually left when pruning

;

the stronger of these shoidd be retained.

Pollinating Peach Trees.—The pollination of

Peaches in flower should be accelerated by tapping
the trees or going over them with a rabbit's tail

in the forenoon. Charlus Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Uruomfichl Gardens, l)avidiOiC:> Miiln^, Miillothitiit.

THE DUMP .

. BEAUTIFUL
THERE are some who seem to attach to

the dump a certain sense of opprobrium,

as if it were a Gehenna for the unclean

outcasts of the gardeu. Possibly the

prejudice may be not so much against

the thing as against the name by which it is called,

though the word (so those tell me who know some-

thing of language) comes of a quite respectable

family. To be sure, there is a certain international

practice figuratively called " dumping," by which a

pushful people of strong competitive instincts foists

its cheap and worthless wares upon such nations

as are too indolent, or too much preoccupied with

other interests, to manufacture goods of sterling

value for themselves. Very different, however,

from this unsavoury connotation of the word is that

of the garden dump, where a picturesque boy iu

corduroys trundles a barrow-load of surplus r lots

—

Lily bulbs, we will suppose, or herbaceous plants

—

and tips them out to take their chance in mellow

leaf-mould under shelter of a spreading Oak or

Chestnut. There is nothing ignoble about the

garden dump, which is a free-and-easy colony

rather than a suburb of outcasts. For' myself,

would that. I liad a dump commensurate with my
• ambitions ; on a scale, that is to say, sufficient to

accommodate one-tenth of the plants which yearly

and monthly, to my sorrow, I am obliged to east

to the void. With me, however, space is at a

premium, especially in these Potato-compelling

times, and so my overflow has to find its way, along

the line of least resistance, to the poultry-yard,

where it resolves itself for the most part into

potash. Not entirely, however. At the very

moment in which I utter these aspirations and

regrets there is in that same yard a wall of Michael-

mas Daisies—Climax chiefly, and St. Egwin

—

which the children going to school stop to look at
;

though children, as we linow, are not difficult to

please where flowers are concerned. Still, the

Daisies, with their fleet of Red .\dmirals planing

overhead or at anchor on the flower discs, are

undeniably nice to look at—could hardly be more

so if they grew in the most carefully staked garden,

helped out as they are by the various diminutive

growths which people the fissures of the wall—Rue

Spleenwort, Ceterach, Maidenhair Splecnwort,

Toadflax, Catmint, and other things that come

hither, undumped, when and whence they list,

like the winds that bring them.

But when all is said, a poultry-yard is a poor

makeshift sort of dumping-ground, hardly worthy

of commemoration in type. I have in my mind's

eye, however, the very pink and pattern of a dump,

large enough to receive the best things from the

overflow of a capacious and well-stocked garden,

yet small enough to give that sense of the finite

which is so much more snug and comfortable than

the vast dimensions of more spacious grounds.

It belongs to a friend of mine (reflected also (or
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I lie luoiiient on lliat same retina of the miud)

whsiii those who know him well address as

"Squire," though squire there is none, in the

strict heraldic sense, within a ten-mile radius of

uiu- village. But, whatever his pretensions in

respect of heraldrj', he has all the virtues of the

class, including the necessary acreage, and none

of the vices (if squires have vices). Anyhow, he

is all the squire we have, and we are content.

His distinguishing characteristic, as you will hear

liimself remark sometimes in casual conversation,

is a total lack of sentiment, this element, .as he

thinks, having been left out at the start, when the

warp of his being was first laid on the Divine loom.

His passion is for solid fact, for the practical and
the useful ; for the merely beautiful he has only

tolerance. Mangels he takes seriously, also

Codlins and Pippins, and lie is an acknowledged
uithority on Pears and Onions, both difficult

subjects ; indeed, the pride of his life is a faultless

espalier Doyenne du Comice. Flower-growing,

ou the other hand, he affects to regard as the pro-

\'inee of women and children
; pretty enough and

harmless enough, that he does not deny, but too

trifling for the serious attention of grown men.
It may seem strange to report of this contemner of

the Ijeautiful that he possesses an exceptionally

full Collection of things that seem to exist only to

delight the senses of man and insect—trees, shrubs,

bulbs and herbaceous plants — and that these

are for the most part exceptionally well grown.

I cannot help noting also how wistfully lie will

sometimes look into the cup jf a flower which he

has plucked perhaps from the hedgerow—-a Dog
Rose, it may be, or Celandine—as if he found some-

thing down among the stamens for which he would
wish if he could to find expression.

In a garden so well provided as the Squire's

with all manner of things old and new, it goes

without saying that a great deal has to be dumped.
Sometimes the gardener will bring to his notice a

Inirrow-Ioad of overflow plants—Primroses, Nar-

cissus bulbs, or what not—desiring to know what
he had better do with them, which brings the

almost stereotyped order, to "dump them in the

Uell." .\nd in the Dell accordingly they are

dumped. Though considerably more spacious

and more varied in smface configuration than my
poultry- yard, the Dell is, nevertheless, relatively,

no very great affair—compared, for instance,

with the Valley of Chamouni. It is merely a long

and^'somewhat sinuous cleft or faiflt, moderately

deep, and splaying out at the upper edges into

rough terraces, that on the left, as you ascend the

Dell, being somewhat densely planted with a

varied growth of things too lajrge to be called slirubs

and too small to lie called trees—Hollies, Bird

Cherries (both the Prunus and the Cerasus),

Hazels, Junipers, dwarf Birches, and Scarlet-

berried Elders. If, in a spirit of enquiry, scientific

or merely curitms, you venture to explore this

tableland, >ou will find yourself sinking ankle

deep in the immemorial detritus of twigs and leaves,

a matrix for all manner of quaint and curious

fungi. Here, in the fall of the year, when the

first ochreous wash is filming over the October
• Elms, you will find, if you look for them—and,

indeed, whether you do or not—an exceptionally

rich variety of Agaric, Boletus, Polypore and other

genera—the flamboyant Fly Amanile ("Tue-

mouches," as the French call it ;
" Flybane," as

it were), the Lurid Boletus, so monstrous in form
and S{) lovely in colour, crimson and green Russulas,

colpnies of the apricot Chantarelle, the quaintly

domed and tiled Ink-cap, besides hosts of fragile

elfin shapes—Mycenas, Galeras, Fairy Clubs, the

charming scarlet Elf-cup, and the not so charming
Jew's Ear. Gradually the sub-arborous vegetation

becomes less crowded, till at length you emerge
on a thyniy and gravelly Jowi where the rabbits

have made themselves a Dutch garden by nibbling

the Gorse and dwarf Hollies into hemispheres,

l>alloons and umbrellas, besides various shapes

unknown to geometry, some of them, when
seen through a medium suitably crepuscular, not

unlike our climxh tower gargoyles, of whose

fantastic ugliness we are so proud. But I fear I

am allowing myself to deflect a little fftim my
objective ; though, if there is one virtue more
than another for which I have a sacred respect it

is relevancy. To the Deli, therefore, from which

I have strayed at least a quarter of .i mile, I return

without further phrasing.

The sides of the Dell descend by a variety of

gradients and in a series of humps, nooks, recesses,

pockets, ledges and miniature terraces, bounded and

kept in place for the most part by roots of Oak and

JIazel, till they reach a narrow channel at tlie

bottom, hidden here and there, but yet outlined even

when hidden, by vigorous growths of Lady Fern

and Blechnum, along which channel there flows

(when it is not entirely alisent) a triclde of water

visible enough to swear to. The native under-

growth of the Dell is mainly Bracken, a favourite

Fern with the Squire ; not, he says, that he cares

much for Ferns of any sort, but because, when
the Bracken russets in early autumn, the colour

reminds him of a chestnut mare he once possessed.

The distinction of this little glen, however, is its

native growth of Oaks ; not large trees, and possibly

not so very old, but old enough tr) have acquired

a venerable growth of grey lichen on their trunks

and drooping branches ; though, to speak by
the card, "trunk" is perhaps hardly the word
to use In respect of a tree that has several sturdy

limbs, each of which might claim, with some

show of reason, to be the limb-in-ehief, and all

of which decline deplorably from the vertical,

preferring to sprawl in a more or less horizontal

direction and as close to the ground as possible.

I am, I confess, 110 great judge of timber, but,

except for rustic work or firewood, I would not

give a maravedi for all the timber in the Dell,

qua timber, tliat is to say; for, alinndant as it is.

I do not suppose you would find a 6-foot straight

log in the lot. Fortunately, in the particular spot

where the trees in question happen to lind them-

selves, they are not wanted ior timber, but as a

canopy for vegetation of lowlier growtli. And,
if one had the choice, what sort of overgrowth

had one better choose to canopy a dump ? Trees,

I should say, thji are protective without being

oppressive ; with foliage dense enough to give

tlu' necessary shade, and to break the force of

violent winds, yet open enough to allow sufficient

air to filter through and to admit light and vital

sunshine ; trees, moreover, that will manufacture,

year in year out, the best and sweetest vegetable

mould, and, when it is made, protect it from being

parched in summer or waterlogged and soured

in winter. .\nd surely, if there is any one trefi

of onr British flora that fills this exacting bill,

it is the Oak. Certainly not the Beech, the only

forest tree that can challenge the Oak for pride

of place. I love the Beech. In all its phases^

—

tender bud, full foliage, russet autumn dress or

bare purple-brown twigs—^it is never anything

but beautiful. With the necessary change of

names, one might say of this tree what some
wit has said of the Strawberry—"Assuredly God
might have made a lovelier tree than the Beech,,

but assuredly God never did." Nothing in the way
of sylvan beauty can be more enchanting than the

pillared perspective of an old and well-grow^n Beech-

wood, where the light of the midday sun, even in

the dog-days, is tempered to a green cathedral

gloom. But shady and lovely as is the Beech,

it does not throw the kindly umbrage of the Oak,

that dappled chequer which is as much sunshine

as shadow. For all its beantv, the Beech is an

unkindly Ueighbour, aird a hard stepmother lo

the smaller fry, Jhe nearest thing, perhaps, to the

Upas Tree in these latitudes. The plants are few

that will flourish in its shadow. A pale clump of

Hyacmth or Anemone, weary of the struggle

for life, you may sometimes see pushing through

the ungenial mast ; and occasionally, perhaps,

a fairly flourishing colony of Wood Sorrel snuggling

in a pocket of humus under the lee of a projecting

root. But, nevertheless, a surly, grudging, un-

accommodating tree, for the most part, is the Beech

to the smaller growths that require protection

and encouragement. The Oak, on the contrary,

is a genial foster-mother to the nurslings of the

wood. Those fields of Hyacinths which in May-

time paint the woods of Longleat w'ith delight,

and later in the season repeat the picture in woods

beyond the Grampians, are more or less open glades

that undulate from Oak to Oak, or, in default of

Oaks, in and out among stools of Hazel. -There

-

is no circle of sterility beneath the Oak, such as

you will find beneath the Beech. Fine sylvan

grasses flourish in its shadow, among them the

Melic Grass, the Wood Poa and the Woolly Holcus,

and so do delicate nemoral Ferns, of which one

need only specify the Oak and Beech Polypodies.

In Oak woods also you may gather in their season

various more or less palatable wild fruits, the

Straw.berry, Bilberry, Raspberry, and, where

there are no pheasants, that most rcpresentativi'

of sylvan berries, the garnet clusters of the Stone

Bramble (Rubnt saxatilis). Beds of Woodrusb

may be found in a variety of i\)_aces, but never,

T believe, will you find this sedge-like plant growing

more luxuriantly, flower and foliage, than in the

Oak wood ; and the Hairy Woodrush (Luzula

sylvatica) I have seldom found growing anywhere

<-lse. The common Primrose, though it never

looks happier than when it nestles at the root of

an Oak, has no exclusive affection for that tree,

but is equally at home with the Birch, Hazel or

Blackthorn in the coppice, ditch or hedgerow.

That very rampant wood weed, the Cow-wheat

(Melampyrum) is never so rampant and weedy- as

in the neighbourhood of Oaks. Then there is the

Tendrilled Fumitory, prettiest and most delicate

of woodland sprawlers (more charming even than

the Wood Vetch, and that is saying a good deal).

Vou may sometimes see this Fumitory feeling its

way among the criss-cross twigs of a fallen Oak

branch, though to sec it really run riot you must

look for it on the roof of a Highland shieling,

where the thatch has decomposed to the desirable

degree of mellow rottenness. But why specify

at length the shelter-loving plants that find the

favourable conditions of existence near the benign

Oak ? They all do, more or less, from the Lily

of the Valley to the Rose of Sharon. There is .i

little flower, however, of exquisite charm whirli

one would not willingly omit from any enumera-

tion, however brief, of British woodland flowers,

namely, the Trientalis, for which 1 can find no

English name sufficiently sanctioned by old use

and tradition. By botanists it is called specifically

" European," though it belongs, I believe, also

-to the American flora. The Trientalis, where it

is found at all in British woods, is found abun-

dantly ; but, unfortunately for the South, il.->

habitats are confined to the North. It is found.

I understand, in the Lake Country, and grow>

plentifully in the woods north of the Grampians,

where it is equally happy among Oak, Pine and

Birch trees, though you will not often find it

within the spread of the Beech. The Trientalis

is the starriest of our many stellate flowers (un-

less we except, perhaps, some of the Galiums)

—

doubly starred, inasmuch as its whorl of bronze

leaves is radiate as well as its soft white, sometimes

faintly flushed, simple blossom. In May, when

Jhe Oak is all abloom (for those who can perceive
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11) aud its foliage still retains the tender yellowish

green, which in that month it has in common with

the Oak Fern, those who love woods and their wild

flowers will find few delights to equal a walk through

a woodland alley begemmed with Trientalis. So
brivileged (if you had some faculty of make-
delieve, and were of the proper sex), you might

fancy yourself a Murillo Virgin pacing a fallen

fragment of the Milky Way. Only, unless you
are a Madonna or an Ellen of the Lake, you had
better walk warily, else at each footstep crash goes

.1 galaxy ! But this celestial similitude reminds

lue that it is a far cry from even the nearest fixed

star to the Dell, whicli immensity of distance

might lead the unthinking to suspect some lack

of continuity in this rationale of this garden dump.
Rightly regarded, however, the sequence is less

faulty than it looks. " There is a river in Macedon
and also moreover a river in Monmouth, and
salmons in both." Longleat has no monopoly
of Oaks, nor yet have the woods beyond Dunkcld

;

for in the Dell also there are Oaks, and Acorns, too,

moreover. Summers.

PI^N 01- A TKN-KOD I'LOT IN 1917.'

1 row of Spinach B6ct. April 29.

1 tow of Sweet Peas. Planted out April 27.

1 row of Cos Lettuce. Sown April 30 ; cropped July 15.

1 row of Top Hole Potato on sulphate of ammonia and
leaf-mould. Sown April 27 ; cropped Augu.st 6.

:i row* of Carrot. May 28.

1 row of Latest of All Peas. Suwji Jlay 4 ; lirst iioiipfd
August 16.

1 row nf Sutton's Selected Red Beet. Sown May 3.

:i !. .',
','. '.'.

4 .. .. .. „ ., ,.
,'.

5 row tit Yarde's Covent Garden Beet. Sown May 3.

1 row of llunncr Beans. Sown May S.

1 row of Intermediate Carrots. Sown April 23 ; cropped f

September 1 ; weight. 4ftlb.

1 row of Spinach Beet. - April 29 ; cropped July 16.

1 row .of Sweet Williams and Chrysanthemums.

8<
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1 row of Top Hole Potato. One sprout only left per set,
2 feet between rows, 10 inches betweeu sets. Sown
April 22 ; cropped August 20,

The Yield in Money from

a 10-rod Plot

B^ CLARENCE PON TING.

IT

having been ordained that " The Sherlocks

after Shylocks"—to wit, the Income Tax
authorities—-cannot assess the value of the

product of one's garden or allotment for

the purpose of taxation, I can with safety

write this little article.

I wonder whether the average small gardener

has any idea of the value in vegetables and fruit

which a piece of ground of lo rods (which, I under-

stand, is the size of an allotment) wiU yield when
this yield is translated into coin of the realm.

Mad I been asked such a question, I should have

replied that probably £5 would have been some-

where about the mark. For the purpose of

experiment, last year I set aside exactly that

quantity of land in order that I might see what
the yield would be, basing the value upon the

prices ruling at the time the produce was gathered

or taken up, and which was obtained from the

columns of the daily Press.

. A short description of the piece of land set

apart for this purpose will perhaps give readers

some idea of the plot. As a 2-foot path runs

down the centre of the ground, the real area is

not quite 10 rods, but is near enough for the

purpose. Along this path were planted, some
five years ago, foiu- standard Apple trees (three

bear fruit), four bush Apples (two in the bearing

state), a. Victoria Plum and an Oullin's Golden Gage
tree, both of which bear good crops, especially

the Gage. Of permanent crops, a small Asparagus-

bed 4 feet by 30 feet, six Black Currant bushes

.: feet by 15 feet, a Raspberry plantation 6 feet

by 15 feet, and a Strawberry-bed 25 feet by 15 feet

must also be mentioned. The plot is bounded
by a fence north and south. Trained to the

north side are Raspberries and Loganberries,

these being very profitable in such a situaticui.

•\ portion of the south fence was utilised for tlie

outdoor Tomato crop; otlierwise, there were n>i

permanent crops here.

-Vs will be seen, the plot was a very favourable

one with which to make the experiment, for both

fruit and vegetables could be raised similarly to

those found in the average villa garden. The
soil was in good heart, and very little manm'ial

assistance was given. The soil is a heavy clay,

with a sandy clay subsoil.

The following is a plan of the plot :

1 row of Swedes. June 9.

1 row of Sutton's Satisfaction Potato. Sown April 22

;

rows 2 feet 6 inches apart, sets 12 inches ; Broad
Beans in between (cropped Beans August 4) ; Potatoes
cropped -August 20.

1 row of Top Hole Potato on Leek-bed. April 29.

1 row of White Beauty Potato. Sown April 22 ; cropped
August 17 (40|b.). Greens in between.

= 3

I Turnip tops.

i 3 rows of French Beans. Juno 2 ; cropped August 10.

Brassica seed-bed. Sown March 18.

« CO d
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Now for the yield, the quantities and values

being as recorded in my note-book : 117 Lettuce

of sorts, gs. gd. ; 200 Asparagus, 3s. ; 30 bunches

of Spring Onions, 2S. 6d. ; 20 bunches of Radishes,

IS. 8d. ; 59ilb. of Strawberries, £2 ; 52jlb. of

Raspberries, £1 6s. 3d.
;

4iolb. of Potatoes,

£2 IIS. 3d. ; 14 Cucumbers, 7s. ; 61 Jib. of Green

Peas, 15s. 6d. ; 421b. of Broad Beans, 7s. ;
54}lb.

of French and Runner Beans, gs. ; 6ilb. of Shallots,

2s. 2d. ; 6 Vegetable Marrows, is. ; 2olb. of

Loganberries, los. ; i61b. of Black Currants,

8s. ;
4olb. of Spinach, 6s. 2d. ; 62lb. .of Onions,

£1 OS. 8d.
;

92lb. of Tomatoes, £3 is. 4d. ;
37lb.

of Prince Albert Apples, gs. 3d.
; 46Jlb. of

Bramley's Seedling Apples, lis. 7d. ; i61b. of

Cox's Orange Pippin Apples, 8s. ; 22lb. of Warner's

King Apples, 5s. 6d. ; i61b. of Gages, 5s. 4d.
;

45lb. of Victoria Plums, lis. 3d.
;

491b. of Carrots,

4s. id. ;
5olb. of Beetroot, 4s. 2d. ; 48 sticks of

Celery, 8s. ; 150 Leeks, 12s. 6d. ; 6 Cauliflowers,

IS. 6d. ;
3olb. of Early Snowball Turnips, 2S. 6d. ;

361b. of winter Turnips, 3s. ; and 3olb. of Parsnips,

2S. 6d., the total of the above being £19 os. 4d.

There still remain crops of the Brassica tribe

which I have not allowed for in the above estimate.

These comprise 24 Broccoli, 30 Kale, 30 Spring

Cabbage, and 16 Brussels Sprout plants. The
small proportion of these is due to losses from

anbury or club disease.

It would be tedious to give my methods of

cropping the space, but no portion of the ground

was ever idle. No sooner was one crop cleared

than another took its place. The Lettuces were

sbwn along and almost touching the sticks of

the rows of Peas. Brassicas were planted as

soon as the early Potatoes were dug, and late

Turnips and Spinach took the place of the Straw-

berries, which were cleared as soon as they had

finished fruiting.

Some of the values which I have placed against

certain fruits and vegetables may seem rather

high to some readers ; but where this is the case

they can rest assured that such prices were ruling

at the time I valued them. On the whole,

taking into consideration the times in which we

are living, I venture to think that the prices are

in most cases under rather than over estimated.

To obtain the actual net profit from such a

piece of ground, one should really deduct the cost

of any manures or fertiUsers used as well as the

amount that would have to be spent in labour.

Manure cost me nothing. A load of pig-manure

was presented to me for the carting, which also

cost nothing, as I did this myself. Fertilisers

cost 8s. 6d. for a half hundredweight bag, some of

which is still left over for this year.

All the labour was done by myself during my
very limited spare time ; but as most villa gar-

deners do the same, one can hardly include this

as a deduction from profit. However, I did not

set out to see what profit could be made, but to

see what value of produce could be obtained from

a piece of ground 90 feet by 30 feet. The experi-

ment was very interesting, and shows what an

asset the waste ground of this country would be

if it were cultivated by a band of enthusiasts

such as has sprimg up during the present food

crisis.

OBITUARY
LIEUTENANT A. G. SUTTON.

The deepest sympathy will go out to Mr. Leonard

Sutton in the further terrible loss which has be-

fallen him, a third son, the youngest, Second-

Lieutenant A. G. Sutton, Rifle Brigade, having

been killed. He was only nineteen years of age, and

was educated at St. Andrews, Southborough ; and

Reptun. Mr. Sutton has two surviving sons still

serving—Lieutenant L. N. Sutton, who joined the

Yeomanry at the outbreak of the war, and Lieu-

tenant E. M. Sutton, who went out with the 35th

Divisional Signal Company, R.E., the first of the

R.E. Companies which were raised in Reading.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO APPLE AND PEAR (tP. J''. M. ('.).-

The Apple Duke of Devonshire was injured by some
sucking insect—probably a capsid bug—which pierced

the skin of the fruit in two places and enabled a fungus
to find its way in, and to this the decay of the fruit is due.

The Pear was too far gone.

THE GREENHOUSE.
MAIDENHAIR FERN AND BEGONIA GLOIRE DE

LORRAINE (O. S.).—Your better plan will be to keep
both the Fern and Begonia in the house till milder weather
sets in. Tills will possibly be by the end of February

;

then tfiey may be removed into the greenhouse, shading
them from direct sunshine. The Begonia should be
shortened back to about half its height in order to induce

it to break out bushy. As you have no convenience for

propagating, you will not need to trouble about taking
cuttings. As soon as the young shoots are about half

an inch in length, the plant should be repotted in a compost
made up of loam, leaf-mould and silver sand. In potting,

as much of the old soil should be taken away as can be
removed without unduly distressing the plant. Care
must at first be taken not to o\'erwater, but as the roots

take possesson of the new soil the supply must be increased.

An occasional spraying on hot days will be beneficial.

As the season advances and the plant is then growing
freely, a dose of weak liquid manure about every ten
days will be beneficial. The Maidenhair Fern may not
need repotting ; but if it does, the same lines should be
followed as in the case of the Begonia. If it is not repotted,

water at times with weak soot -water, which must be
quite clear. Paper-white Narcissi that have flowered in

bowls of fibre are useless for another year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF FRDIT.

—

V. C. A., Bristol.—French Crab
01 Winter Greening.

Mr. Robert Fife.—-The members of the Scottish

Horticultural Association have been fortunate

in securing as their president for this year

Mr. Robert Fife, of the firm of Messrs. Dobbie

and Co., the Royal Seed Establishment, Edin-

burgh. Mr. Fife is one of the best-known men

to horticulturists in and around Edinburgh in

particular and throughout the United Kingdom

in general. He wUl prove a persona grata in

every way, and his term of office is expected to

be highly beneficial to the interests of the associa-

tion. An active member of the celebrated firm

to which he belongs, Mr. Fife takes more than

a merely business interest in horticulture, with

which he keeps the closest personal touch. His

business experience will be of high value in the

present critical times for gardening, and his ability

to maintain friendly relations with all with whom
he comes in contact renders him of great value

to the association, at whose meetings he will

prove an able successor to the late Mr. John

Phillips, whose loss was so much regretted.

Corrections.— in Mr. Stansfield's notes on

Daphne Mezereum (page 16) there are three mis-

prints which may cause trouble to folk who wish

to consult the books referred to. " Withering's

'English Botany'" should be "Systematic

.Arrangement of British Plants"; "Baxter's

' British Flowering Shrubs'" should be " British

Phaenogamous Botany" ; and " London Magazine

of Natural Hisfory " should be " Loudon's."—B.

•,* The Yearly Subscription to THE Gakden is : Inland,

10». lOd ,• Foreign, 13«.

GROW
YOUR OWN FRUIT

for next year,
and insure having the finest quality at

reasonable prices.

We can offer a large stock of well
grown fruiting trees of all kinds.

Catalogues Free

.

The BARNHAM NURSERIES, Ltd.,

BARNHAM, SUSSEX.

All Sizes for

MEN or
WOMEN,

Same Prices.

CHEAPER THAN BOOTS
CAIiOB, CLOGS are the cheapest foot covering you

caQ buy to-day. Tliey keep your feet dry and
warm. The model iMustrated is made with good gram
leather uppers, lined with non-tearing felt, nicely
finished. Plain, strong wood soles. In the same sizes

as boots, for Men or Women, 6/6 and 7/11 , post paid.
Men's Unlined Watertipht Clogs, 8/1 1 . Men's Welling-
ton Clogs, Felt Lined, 11/6 and 14/6. All pofct paid.

Fine Clog Catalogue Free on Request.

Wm. PATTERSON & SONS
Bag, OVERGATE, DUNDEE.

LILIES

THE ALDER RIVER NURSERY,
IVER HEATH, BUCKS.

CATALOaUE POST FREE.

GOAT-KEEPING IN WAR TIME—An in-

valuable booklet on the best and moat profitable metliods of

Goat-keepirg by C. J. Davies, 9d. net, by post lid.—Published
at the Offices of " Country Life," LTD.,20,Tavi3tockStreet,
Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

I
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IN

view of the shortage of butter, the Ministry

of Food has been experimenting in order

to find a suitable means of eking out the

available supplies of butter and margarine

by mixing in other food substances and so

producing cheap and palatable substitutes. These

experiments have shown that an excellent Potato

butter costing only 5d. a pound (or less if margarine

is used) can easily be made in any household

without special knowledge or apparatus in accord-

ance with the following recipe : Peel the Potatoes

and boil (or steam) until they fall to pieces and

become flotury. Rub through a fine sieve into

a large basin which has been previously warmed.

To every fourteen ounces of mashed Potatoes

add two ounces of butter or margarine and one

teaspoonful of salt. The Potato butter may
then be made into pounds or half-pounds and

kept in a cool place. This butter may be

improved in appearance by the addition of

a few drops of butter colouring, and if it is to be

kept for more than a few days, butter preservative

(of which there are several forms on the market)

should be added. The amount should be in

accordance with the printed instructions on the

packet for the use in butter. Both the colouring and

the preservative should be mixed into the mashed

Potatoes at the same time as the

butter (or margarine) and salt.

Winter Weeds.—There are

not many days in January

when it is pleasant to dawdle

about in the garden, or to

kneel or crouch to pull up

weeds, but a comparatively

genial day does come now and

then, and if an hour or two can

be given to weeding, a new
delight will be found in that

always pleasant labour, for the

weeds come up with surprising

readiness. Did not Shake-

speare say: "Winter weeds

are shallow rooted " ? They

certainly appear to be so,

though we take it that the

reason why they come up so

willingly is that the frost has

heaved up the soil and so

loosened the roothold. Even
heavy tufts of grass of

"rooty" kinds in rough
places come up kindly, while

ordinary border weeds make hardly any resistame.

Southampton Royal Horticultural Society.

—

It has been decided to hold this year a Rose show
on June 26 in the grounds of South Stoneham
House, kindly placed at the society's disposal

;

a fruit, vegetable and Carnation show on the Pier

on July 23 and 24 ; and an autumn show, mainly

to encourage local food production, on October 15

and 16. The total receipts of the society for the

year amounted to £516 3s. 3d., and the expenses to

£392 19s. iid,, leavinga profit of £123 3s. 4d. on the

year's working, while the total assets amount to

over £153,

Teucrium fruticans.—In all the milder parts

of the country this beautiful shrub will thrive

either as a bush or against a wall. It dislikes

cold winds and does best in a rather rich, warm
loam. The flowers are a lovely shade of pale blue

and are set off by long, conspicuous stamens.

But these are not the only features of note in this

graceful and distinct shrub, for the backs of the

rich green leaves, as well as the stems, are clothed

with a silvery down.

The Fruits of Cydonia japonica and C.

MauIei.^Last year, fruits of Cvdonia Maulei and

of five varieties of C. japonica were sent from the

Kew collection to the Rev. J. Jacob of Whitewell

Rectory, Whitchurch, Salop, for him to experiment

with for jelly-making. He reports that they

were all treated alike, and that after trying each

one " without knowing which was which, he and

two friends agreed that the Maulei jelly was the

best. Then came C. japonica coccinea, then C. j.

floribunda, then C. j. umbilicata. The other

varieties of C. japonica were hardly different

from wild Crab Apple jelly." It is interesting

to find diiierences in the quality of these garden

varieties, which were, of course, raised originally

with a view to flower beauty only. While the

present dearth of sugar continues there will be

MR. HENRY B.\CKHOUSE AMONG
IN

HIS DAFFODILS
igio.

small opportunity of utilising the fruits of these

Japanese Quinces ; but when happier times

arrive it is evident from Mr. Jacob's report that

a conserve, excellent and new to many, may be

made from fruits that have mostly been allowed

to rot on the ground.—W. J. B., in the Kew Bulletin.

Fairy Rings.—A long memoir by Messrs. H. L.

Shaiitz and R. L. Peneisel appears in a recent

issue of the American Journal of Agricultural

Research, in which the authors set forth their in-

vestigations 00 " fairy rings " conducted in Colorado

from 1907 to 1917, and in so doing deal with

the extensive literature of the subject. In remote

ages the formation 01 fairy rings was believe'l

to be due to supernatural causes, and it was not
until 1717 that Richard Bradley suggested that

they were caused by the work of ants and snails.

William Withering, in 1796, first definitely assigned

the production of rings to a fungus, and this was
confirmed a few years later by WoUaston, who
described several species of fungi which were
capable of producing rings. At the present time
more than fifty species of fungi have been reported

as causes of fairy rings, of which there are

distinct types : they may consist of a more or

less circular zone of bare ground, or of luxuriant

growth, or both. The rings appear mostly in

grassland, but are sometimes formed in forestst

The initial phenomenon is the germination of a

fungus at a particular point, as a centre, and a

circular fungus colony gradually spreads outward.
Investigators differ as to the exact cause of this

outward growth, some being of the opinion that

the soil is exhausted of nutrient materials, others

attributing the cause to the fact that the active

mycelium occurs only on the outside of the

ring. The stimulation of vegetation is due to

chemical changes in the soil, resulting in some
cases from the growth and in others from the decay

of the fungus. The rate of growth of the rings

varies for different species and

with different weather con-

ditions. The largest rings are

from 600 feet to 700 feet in

diameter, and probably repre-

sent many centuries of growth.

Methods of eradicating fairy

rings are recommended, and

include applications of sul-

phates of copper and iron and

repeated stirrings of the soil,

especially in dry weather.

Mr. Henry Backhouse at

Bournemouth. —We give a

photograph of Mr. Henry Back-

house among his Daffodils

at Yell and, Bournemouth

West, where he was living in

igio and where some very

good seedlings were raised,

including the new piure white

hybrid Narcissus % Minnie
H u"ra e X calathinus, with

blossoms 4 inches across, on

stems 2 feet high. One of its

parents, calathinus, is a

variety of Narcissus triandrus, which grows in

sandy places in one of the islands off the coast

of Brittany. Minnie Hume was a seedling first

raised by Mr. Backhouse's father, the late William

Backhouse, who began to raise seedling Daffodils

in 1856. .^mong his new seedlings were such well-

known favourites as Emperor and Empress,

Gloria Mundi and Weardale Perfection. At

Bournemouth Mr. Heray Backhouse found that

the land covered with Heather and Gorse produced

good Daffodils in a few years after it had been

well trenched and limed ; and .is a fertilisfr I'^wic

slag was very useful.

AT BOURNEMOUTH
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GORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the d^inions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENE-
VOLENT INSTITUTION.

A LLOW me to supplement your appeal on

behalf of this noble Institution in The
Garden for January 12. I am afraid that the

young gardeners of the present day too often

overlook its merits, and, if they give it a thought,

put off subscribing to it from time to time, finally

ignoring it altogether. It behoves everyone when
in the best of health and strength to make
provision for old age and sickness. This Institu-

tion is one of the best means of doing so, as I,

being a pensioner of the same, can fully testify.

Fortunately, I subscribed to the Institution when
able, and was therefore entitled to the 100 votes

allowance for every guinea paid. Now, broken

down as I am in health, the regularly paid pension

is eagerly looked forward to. Unfortunately,

as stated in The Garden, many deserving cases

will be bound to wait, at least another year,

before they can be elected to the benefits of the

Institution. Young gardeners should well study

these different points, as, if they commence to

subscribe when in full vigour, they will, in the

ordinary course of events, by the time they are

sixty years of age or more, be entitled to an

allowance of sufficient votes to practically ensure

their election.—A Pensioner.

THE LANGLEY BULLACE.
TV/TY experience here of the above is just the

reverse of that of your correspondents

Mr. Charles E. Pearson and the Rev. G. H. Engle-

lieart. Like the latter, I was much impressed

by the sprays exhibited before the fruit and

vegetable committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, and ordered one tree only, unfortunately,

the following season. My only regret is that I

had not done the same as Mr. Engleheart and

-ordered a score. The tree commenced to bear

the second year, and has never failed since. Last

year it was simply laden with its delicious fruit,

and well worth the trouble of picking. I Ivnow

of no Damson or BuUace which can surpass it,

or even equal it, in flavour, and this has been the

opinion of all who have sampled it here. It

retains its flavour equally well when bottled, and
"
I beg Messrs. Engleheart and Pearson to give this

splendid fruit a further trial, as I feel sure that both

will yet come to the conclusion that it is worthy

of an exalted position among its kind in the fruit

world. Beyond shortening one or two growths,

no pruning has been resorted to, and the tree in

question is growing on stiff London clay which has

been well drained.

—

Edwin Beckett, Aldcnham.

DAPHNE MEZEREUM.
nPHE correspondence about Daphne Mezereum

is of much interest as bejuring upon the

status of other reputed British wild plants. I

lived for over twenty years in the borderland

between Hampshire and Wiltshire which may
roughly be called the Andover neighbourhood,

and was investigating its flora more or less all

that time. I never either saw or heard of a wild

plant of this Daphne, but it was noticeable that

almost every cottage garden possessed one. More-

over, its near relative D. Laureola was extra-

ordinarily abundant in places within the same
district. I knew one wood which was literally

carpeted with it, the Daphne forming a continuous

undergrowth. It is therefore extremely probab'e

that the record of D. Mezereum in the distriit

is trustworthy. In all likelihood it did not d.e

out in such a congenial habitat, but was removed
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piecemeal to gardens. The date of its bloom
just coincides with the season when the work of

tree-felling and cutting the Hazels for faggots

and hurdles is going on, and when it stands con-

spicuous in the absence of other flowers. If,

besides its attractive earliness, colour and fragrance,

it possessed well-known and powerful medicinal

virtues, the cottagers would desire to have it

within easy reach in their gardens. My point is

that when the books speak of certain plants as

doubtful natives or " probable escapes " from
cultivation, the converse may be the truth : they
may be natives, once common, but made rare

or almost extinct by removal to gardens. Thus
the Lungwort, now extremely rare in the woods
of the same neighbourhood and in some books
challenged as a true native, is very common in

the cottage gardens, and, I have little doubt,

was nearly extirpated by this same removal when
prized as a medicine, in times when pulmonary
trouble was a chief scourge of the countryside.

I would call the attention of those who have not

looked at it closely to the quiet beauty of the less

conspicuous Daphne Laureola. The green of its

flowers is a most exquisite colour, and its scent,

though not diffused in the air like that of D.

Mezereum, is of a more refined quality and quite

powerful when it is brought into a warm room.

—

G. H. Engleheart.

TRIENTALIS EUROP.^A.
TN the extremely interesting article on plants

under the somewhat prosaic title of " The
Dump Beautiful," which appeared in a recent

issue, one plant is mentioned with which I have
been famiUar for many years in a locality in North

Yorkshire, where it is extremely abundant ; that

is, the pretty Trientalis europasa. In this locality it

is associated with Pine trees adjacent to or on ex-

tensive heaths at an elevation of about 700 feet

above sea-level. The plants come up out of the

short, wiry grass that covers the ground under the

Firs, and in this setting, when in flower in numbers,

look extremely beautiful. I was not aware that

it was associated with Oaks, as appears to be the

case in the locality described by your correspon-

dent, and I notice that the botanical books describe

it as occurring upon heaths. In its natural situa-

tion the plants are growing in a soil which >vill be

composed of decayed Pine needles and other

vegetable matter. A few plants I placed in a

pocket, filled in with a loamy soil, have grown

and flowered quite well, being among some Anemone
blanda, to which they provide a suitable follow on.

—T. A. Lofthouse, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough.

THE FLAVOUR OF APPLES.

T NOTE your remark (page 27) that Cox's Orange

Pippin after the end of December loses flavour

and becomes more or less tough and spongy.

I send herewith a few fruits of this Apple to

show this is not always the case, but depends

much upon how the fruits are kept. In my
opinion no Apple approaches this in distinctness

of flavour, firm flesh, and fulness of juice when
stored properly. The common method of doing

this—spreading the fruits out thinly on the Apple-

room shelves—is all against the maintenance

of the attributes which this Apple possesses.

—

E. Molyneux. [The fruits sent are as crisp,

juicy and full flavoured as those of November.

We would welcome a note from 'our esteemed

contributor on his method of storing.-

—

Ed.]

THE ECONOMICAL COOKING OF THE
DUTCH BROWN BEAN.

nPHE complaint made by Mr. Moon, page 16,

as to the length of time required for the cooking

of the Dutch Brown Bean, may be overcome to a

small extent. Double the quantity of Beans

[January 26, igi8.

required for a single meal are allowed to soak in

cold water overnight to soften them. Next day
they are placed in a saucepan with plenty of cold

water, and to every quarter of a pound of Beans
a small Onion, skinned and cut into four, is added.
Let tliem boil for two hours or until they feel quite

soft. If gas is employed for cooking, sufiicient

only should be used to keep them simmering
or just boiling ; or the pan may be placed

on the kitchen fire, or on the dining-room fire

if needs be. Keep the hd on the pan. When
ready, strain in a colander and lift out the pieces

of Onion, Return the Beans to the pan and let

them stand by the side of the fire with the lid

partially off to allow them to dry ; then add small

quantities of butter (or margarine), parsley, pepper

and salt. Shake the Beans over the iire for a

minute or two, and serve the half required for the

meal. A squeeze of lemon juice may be added
to improve the flavotu', or they maybe served with

parsley sauce poured over them. The water

in which the Beans have been cooked should be

reserved for making a soup. The Beans which

have not been used may be warmed up in the oven

the next day, a small quantity of butter being added
to keep them from drying out. The Beans do

not lose any of their flavour if this method is

employed, and do not become sour. The cooked

Beans may also form an ingredient to a soup or

a stew. I have found them excellent to use in

Lancashire hot-pot.—J. K. R.

GROWING VEGETABLES IN PRIVATE
GARDENS FOR MARKET.

IVrANY of our best gardens in private establish-

ments are now being devoted to the pro

duction of vegetables for supplying everyday needs

to om: thickly populated centres, and it is to be

hoped that very much more may be done in this

direction, as in both large and small gardens

there are generally facilities for cultivating many
kinds which are difficult to obtain in the ordinary

' way. It is quite an unusual thing now to find a

lot of glass devoted to the cultinre of flowers,

and rightly so. Valuable and rare collections,

however, should prove the exception, but even in

such cases these should be allowed only the mini-

mum amount of space necessary for their welfare.

Houses which are devoted to fruit can, however,

be made to do double duty, as both early and late

vegetables can be raised, and in many cases per-

fected, in such structures. For some reason or

another I have heard it many times remarked that

the culture of fruits and vegetables for sale should

not be encouraged in private gardens. Such

remarks may have had some excuse in pre-war

days, but surely cannot hold water in such critical

times as these, when every ounce of food possible

should be produced in the shortest time from every

available foot of space. In fact, I see no reason,

where private gardens are sufficiently large, why
these should not be turned to profitable account

at all times, giving the public the benefit in con-

sequence. I have known cases where surplus

vegetables and fruit, sometimes far in excess of

requirements, were not allowed to be sold, and

frequently were wasted; while on the same estatf

small quantities of skim-milk and any other com-

modity produced at the farm could be purchased

by anyone, and this from the same occupier. What
an extraordinary state of aiiairs !—E. Beckett.

GROWING 'VEGETABLES FOR
EXHIBITION.

'T'HE letters of " Nous Verrons " and " Anne
Amateur " in The Garden of December

29 last and January 12 suggest to me sufficient

reason for a few observations on the subject.

" Anne Amateur " speaks of the " whims " ol

" prize vegetable growers." I do not, of course,
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kniiw exactly what she means by the term, but

I fanej' it partly suggests a weakness for size.

My own experienee, extending over forty years,

as a judge, a visitor and an occasional exhibitor,

liads rae to say unlicsitatingly that, in the estima-

tion of the gi-eat majority of judges, the first

desideratum in every exhibit is quaUty, not size.

But given quahty alike iri two opposing exhibits,

with _a difference in size, tlie larger size must

inevitably carry tlie day. My next observation is

tliat our high-class vegetables of the present day

are the result partly of hybridisation and selection

and partly of liberal cultivation ; and I venture

to say that, with the exception of some of the root

crops, especially Potatoes and Turnips, the more

liberal the culture, the more succulent and tender

will the produce be. My next remark is that

"big" and "little" here are relative

terms, apajt altogether from culture. A big

Harbinger Cabbage would be a very tiny

Early York ; a big Early Mazagan Broad

Bean would be a very little Bunyard'^

Exhibition ; a big Tom Thumb Cabbagi-

Lettuce would be a very small Drumhead
one ; and so on. Kidney and Runner
Beans, whether large or siuall poddeil

varieties, are in perfect condition until

they attain full size, but should not be

allowed to remain on the plants after

that. Until the full size is attained and

seeds begin to form, the formation and

development of fresh pods will not In

impeded tmder liberal cultivation. Re
Vegetable Marrows, no competent judge

would look at a big specimen, but, refer-

ring to size, he woidd discriminate be-

tween a Custard Marrow and a Long
Wliite. I should think that the size of

the cooking utensils and the dishes to

be cooked would be regulated -more by
the number in the family than by the

amount of income ; for the authentic

statistics prove that, broadly speaking,

these are in inverse ratio. My parting

words to those possessing small cooking

utensils, and yet wishing to cook their

vegetables whole, are " Grow small varie-

ties," as a large variety, unless fully

developed, will be inferior in quabtv.

—

Caledonia.

AS there seems to be considerable con-

troversy in your paper, of which I

am a new reader, may I beg of you to

give a little space fur the results of a

Potato-growing competition which was
held here by the Gainsborough allot-

ment holders last year? 1 think

vcju will admit that it was a wonderful

result and will take some beating.

Tliat it was popular the following will, no doubt

,

prove, for while tliere were only 74 competitors
in l.ast year's competition, 326 have already entered
for the next one, and more may be forthcoming,
.as the entries jire left open for anyone taking up
,1 new allotment in the spring of this year. The
wiight of seed issued to each of the seventy-four
competitors was ilb. The total weight of Pota-
toes lifted was 3,5t)81b. The variety grown was
Dobbie's Prolific. The first six prize-winners wore
as follow : G. Hunsley, sets planted 28, weight
lifted 1531b. loz.

; C. W. Hurry, 17, io8lb. 8Joz. ;

T. Newboult, 23, I02lb. looz.
; T. Doyle, 24, 881b.

7J0Z. ; W. Noble, 22, 881b.; and W. Byfleet,

24, 871b. 140Z. Six heaviest Potatoes ; J. Drake,
gib. 9J0Z. ; F. Sobley, 7lb. 12J0Z. ; and J. T.
Harvey, 7lb. My experience has shown me that

while, in some instances, vegetables grown for show-
have, no doubt, splendid flavour, viz., Onions,
Licks, &c., one often finds that large examples

of such kinds as Potatoes, Cabbage, &c., have

a coarse texture and, in the case of Potatoes

especially, are often hollow inside.—^W. Kirk,

Gainsborough.

pjE.AR " .Anne Amateur" is really amusing in

her attack on " Prize Vegetables." As a one-

time keen amateur exhibitor, and, incidentally, a

member of a local horticultural society, may I

give my own opinion on the matter ? Even in

the present times there is nothing like a show to

infuse a desire for horticultural Icnowledge. Part

of a committee man's business is to induce the

possessors of allotments and small gardens tn

compete at the show. One has to judiciously

praise their stuff in order to persuade them that

thev have a chance. Those who come and trv

CORDYLINE GROWING WHERE N.\TURE PLANTED IT.

their strength generally catch the exhibitor's

fever, vowing that their small successes or defeats

will be atoned for the next year. Thus their gardens

that were previously just turned over become

bastard-trenched, and in some very enthusiastic

cases even thoroughly trenched, in order to attain

the exhibition type of vegetable ; the arts of

manuring, hoeing and weed removing are indulged

in, and a much larger crop is one of the results.

I wonder if " Anne Amateur " ever exhibited vege-

tables in competition. Does she know that the

first consideration of a judge is that the exhibit

must be " fit for table " ? The idea of Runner

Beans staying on the bine until they become so

big and old as to spoil an after crop is too amusing.

Runner Beans will grow from little things an inch

long into a good 12 inches in length in about seven

days. Woe to the unwary exhibitor who stages

tough old Beans, whatever their proportions ma\-

be. If they catch the judge's eye they will be

bent to try their age and infirmity, and will In- r»-.

jected. Vegetable Marrows will be tested with

the thumb-nail ; and a pretty, young, well-matched

pair will be the favour of a good judge. Potatoes

must be grown clean and free from disease ; Onions
likewise ; also Carrots, Turnips and so on. Clood,

clean and generous cultivation must be the key-

note of the exhibitor. And what better method can

"Anne Amateur" recommend for increasing the

vegetable food supply ? As for the cooking point

of view, one does not see that a very large utensil

is necessary in which to cook a ilb. Onion. The
preference for a ilb. Onion does not appeal to me

;

and it certainly would not appeal to a family.

Surely, also, a well-growa Cabbage is preferable

to several small ones ; and the Cabbage-bed will

last longer when our demand upon it is one

at a time instead of several small ones.

In conclusion, I wonder if our in-

teresting "Anne Amateur" was realTy

sincere in her attack on the prize vege-

table.—E. W. B.

'T'HERE is a vast difference between

liigh-class culture, wliich aims at the

maximum quantity of good quality, and
purely exhibition culture, which aims at

one thing only, viz., extra special samples •

that will win in hot competition. Taking

things in general, exhibition stock is

only obtained by curtailing the quantity.

If, as I have said before, one can select

special samples for show piurposes from

the ordinary garden stock—and I, of

course, refer to weU-grown garden stock—

•

without having to sacrifice anything,

well and good. But it cannot always be

done. I fully agree that prize vegetables

are excellent for quality and bulk indi-

vidually, but the point that I am trying

to emphasise is that specially grown

exhibition stock requires more room and,

in the main, bulks less on a given area.

I have obtained monster Peas by growing

them on the cordon system with only

three or four pods on a plant ; and bift

Beans I have grown by limiting the pods.

" Nous Verrons" does not prove that the

big Onion gives greater weight per rod

than the smaller and more closely grown

sample. " W. P. W." recently showed

that by good culture he produced a

greater bidk than was obtained from wide

planting. I still contend that for general

purposes good culture, coupled with

reasonably close planting and avoidance

of disbudding or its equivalents, will

produce a heavier crop than the ultra-

exhibition method. One need only refer

to the up-to-date market growers, who
aim "at quality and'produce it without adopting

the exhibition methods.—T. A. W.

CORDYLINE AUStR.\LI,S FLOWERTXC
BEFORE A WET SEASON.

T \V.\S interested in a photograph of a group of

Cordyline australis in full flower which

appeared in your issue of July 28 last. The speci-

mens were carrying a good few flower-heads, and it

is invariably a fact that " Cabbage trees," as we call

them, are only unusually floriferous preceding a

wet season. New Zealand Flax {Phormium tenax)

also flowers very vigorously, as a rule, when the

same conditions are due. It would be interesting

to know whether this applies on your side of the

globe. I send you herewith a photograph of a

Cordyline growing where Nature planted it. Note

the exposed locality, which is over 1,000 feet above

sea-level. The other tree is a Kowhai.—H. I.. P.,

Gore, A'fK> Zealand.
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THE CULTIVATION OF EARLY PEAS
AND POTATOES

IN MAY AND JUNE OUR SUPPLY OF VEGETABLES WILL BE AT ITS

LOWEST EBB. EVERY EFFORT SHOULD BE MADE TO CULTIVATE EARLY
VEGETABLES TO TAKE TIIE PLACE OF DIMINISmNG SUPPLIES.

NOW that so much attention is centred

on home-grown vegetables, this is a

favourable opportunity to .point out

llio great value nf warm, sunny borders,

more especially under walls, for the

earliest supplies of Peas and Potatoes. Fortu-

nately, these two most useful of all garden crops

may be grown together on the same border, and
by arranging them on the following plan tliey

may lie grown to the mutual advantage of one
another. The rows should run due north and,

soutli. Unless the wall happens to be facing due
south, this will necessitate arranging the rows
in a slanting direction ; but, after all, there is

no reason wliy the rows in a border should run at

right angles to the wall or pathway, save for the

conventionalities which so often dominate the

kitchen garden. The advantage of having rows
due north and south is that the crops may have
lull benefit of the sun's rays, and if the border

is made to slope to tlie south, so

much tlie better for early crops.

There is another advantage in

placing the rows this way, as we
shall presently see, for the early

Peas in parallel rows afford pro-

tection to the Potatoes from frost

and cold east winds. Every gardener

knows that damage to plants l)y

frost is greatly increased by tlie

l>right morning sun -whicli usually

follows a frost at night, and if the

Potato tops are only shaded for

the first few hours they may escape

without injury. This is where the

rows of early Peas are so very helpful

to the Potatoes, for by sowing Peas

at every fourth or _ fifth row they
''•"^

will give shelter to the Potatoes

from the east winds and provide

just the shade from the sun which is so much
needed on frosty mornings. Let it not be thought

that the Peas will afford all the protection neces-

sary to keep off the frost from the Potatoes.

Sufficient dry litter should be kept close at hand
to give a light covering to the rows on the approach

of frosts, removing it as soon as danger is over.

Frame-liglits may also be used to cover Potatoes
;

and here it may be said that portable frames in

open quarters are unquestionably a great help to

Potatoes in their early stages, but they should

not be kept over the Potatoes too long. One
difficulty about growing Potatoes under glass is

that they are inclined to make too much top growth
at the expense of the tubers. As explained in our

issue of January 12, page 18, two of the best varie-

ties for early crops under glass are May Queen and^

Sharpe's Victor, as they are short in haulm and
of good quality. In any case. Potatoes may be

had from warm borders in the open by early

June without the labour and expense of forcing

arrangements.

Retiu-ning to the question of protecting Potatoes

from frost, the novice is apt to rfake the mistake

of earthing up the rows too early and too fre-

quently ; that is, before the green leaves have
had a proper chance of seeing daylight. This

has the effect of weakening the plants. There
always has been keen local competition among
g.ivdeners to be the first with Peas and Potatoes.

How far keener should it be now that the very

life of the nation is at stake. Close attention

to detail will make all the difference between

success and failure in the cultivation of these early

Crops.

The preparation oi the borders is of the utmost

importance. They should be dug over or trenched

without delay, at the same time incorporating

with the soil a heavy dressing of well-rotted

manure ; fresh stable manure should be avoided.

The ideal soil for Potatoes is a sandy loaur, but

in any case the eai'ly borders should be well made
up with leaf-soil, old Mushroom-bed manure or

exhausted hotbeds, and any light rich soil, such

as old potting soil or road scrapings from roads

on which there is little or no motor traffic. Soot

and wood-ashes should be applied in the drills

at the time of planting, and lime should now be

scattered over the siurface of the border, )iar-

tirularly if soil pests abound

PRIDE OF THE GARDENER

:

PICKING OF PEAS.

THE FIRST

Peas, like Potatoes, enjoy deep tillage and
considerable manure. , Early Peas that do not

grow more than 2 feet high should be selected,

such, for example, as Pioneer, Hundredfold,

Little Marvel, American Wonder and The Sherwood.

Sow in late January or early February in drills

3 inches deep, leaving the seeds about 2 inches

apart. Dust the rows with soot as soon as the

seedlings appear, and stake with brushwood when
the seedlings have made about 3 inches of growth,

not forgetting to place strands of black cotton

criss-cross along the rows to protect the seedlings

from the attention of birds.

Early Potatoes should be planted on the first

dry days in March. Plant carefully and rub oft

all the sprouts except two. It is better to plant

the small seed Potatoes whole than to cut up
larger tubers. Plant in rows 2 feet apart and

leave about i foot between the sets. Do not plant

with a dibber, but take out shallow trenches with

the spade, and cover the tops of the tubers

with 4 inches of fine soil.

The sprouting of the seed Potatoes, so essential

for the early crop, should be commenced now.

This is no new treatment, but it is astonishing to

see how often it is unheeded except by the most

successful growers, including market gardeners,

who are strongly in favour of this practice. In

order that the tubers should be properly sprouted,

they should be put in full daylight in a place

safe from frost and where little or no artificial

heat is applied, such as the staging of a cold

greenhouse. Put the tubers in single layers in

trays, standing them on end with most of the

eyes uppermost. When planting-time comes round,

the styrdy green sprouts should be about an inch

long. By following this simple method of sprouting

in trays the crop will be ready to lift at least two
or three weeks earher than when dormant seed

is planted. If, owing to a wet spring, the planting

has to be deferred, it is advisable to cover the seed

tubers with a little light sandy soil. Those who
are in the habit of fondly keeping the seed Potatoes

in a dark place should note that every weak and
anaemic-looking sprout means so much exhaustion

to the parent tuber. Without further delay seed

Potatoes should be brought to the light to save

the formation of premature and useless growths.

A selection of early varieties includes May Queen,

Early Ashleaf, Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf, Ninety-

fold, Sutton's Ringleader, .Alpha and Sharpe's

Victor. In the list of Potatoes immune from wart

disease issued by the Board of Agriculture the

three following early varieties are recommended :

A I (Sutton), Resistant Snowdrop (Dobliie) and

Edzell Blue. All three crop well, but the colour

of the last named will probably prevent its becoming

a popular market variety. This list gives the

following well-known early varieties as highlv

susceptible to wart disease, and by an Order of

the Board they fannot be planted on infected

p 'cmises : Early Puritan, Epiciure, Midlothian

Eirly, British Queen, Duke of York, Sharpe's

Express, Sharpe's- Victor, Sir John Llewelyn,

E/ergood and Cigarette, The maincrop varieties

King Edward VII., Up-to-Date, Arran Chief and

The Factor also figure among those highly

susceptible to this disease. H. C.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

VERY few indeed are those who do not

appreciate this popular winter vege-

table, and deservedly so, for not only

does it provide an epicurean dish, but

is also the most profitable winter crop

grown. To obtain the best results a long season of

growth is necessary, insomuch that some growers

practise and advise autumn sowing. Excellent

results are obtained, however, from sowing in the

New Year and germinating the seeds in gentle heat,

subsequently pricking out the seedlings into cold

frames and gradually hardening off. A method

wliich I find suits admirably, and which I commend
to those having the same facilities, is to sow the

seed in shallow drills between rows of Potatoes

in frames where a slight heat is generated from a

bed of tree leaves, and here I might say I had

equally good results.with Cauliflowers and Cabbages,

the latter being necessary last winter to replace

those that were sown outdoors and killed by

the excessive wintry conditions. From the end

of January to the end of February, whenever it is

convenient to plant~the Potatoes, the seed may be

sown at the same time, and no hard and fast rule

can be laid down, as the weather will be the govern-

ing factor. When the plants have made their

rough leaf they may be transferred to a cold frame,

pricked out 3 inches apart, and nursed along

for a time until they are seen to be growing freely,

when they should have as much air as possible

and be gradually hardened off prior to planting out

during the month of April. To give the plants

every encoiuragement, the ground intended for

their reception should previously have been well

manured and cultivated, and, needless to say,

the deeper it has been worked the better. Before

planting, make the gi'ound firm by treading
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ami rakiiiy down. Plautiiig shuuld be dune as

carefully as wlmii bedding uut Gerauiunis, and

the young plants transferred from the frames to

tlieir permanent quarters with a good ball of earth

attaehed and as little damage to the roots as

possible. I'or various reasons the crop will be

benefited by allowing the plants plenty of space

in which to develop their summer leafage, on which

will lie based the winter supply of Sprouts. .V

\ard between the rows and 2 feet 6 inches between

the plants will not be too much to allow a

free passage later on for the loosening and clean-

'

iiig ->i the ground, also for removing decaying

stalks and gathering, when possibly the climatic

'inditions are far from favourable. To make
the most of the ground, intercropping can be

profitably practised during the early part of the

season of the plants' growth. Spring Cabbage,

planted alternately with the Brussels Sprouts,

will be ready to cut before growth gets congested.

A line of Turnips sown between the lines of

Sprouts will develop properly, and in the event of

a dry spring be benefited by the shade afforded

the plants on each side. The method as described

above, or a modification of it if it can be

carried out, is preferable, I think, to the

practice of sowing the seed outdoors when the

Ijulk of the other winter vegetables are sown,

as the added season of growth plays an important

part in the growth and development of finer

plants and a greatly increased return of produce.

By the early commencement wth seed of a

selected variety, and judiciously removing only

those Sprouts that are ready to pick from the base

of the stalk, thereby allowing the upper ones to

matiure, produce may be obtained over a period

of six months. Later, the top of the plant may
be removed, and, last of all, as the plant runs to

seed, the final yield is obtained. For those who do

not have the convenience of a frame as previously

described, seed should be sown in boxes of prepared

soil and raised as near to the glass as possible in a

greeidiouse to promote a sturdy growth, gradually

hardening off the seedlings preparatory to pricking

out in the cold frame.

As mentioned above, though, the frame system

has much to recommend it, for if sown tliinh'

the seedlings have a greater freedom of growth,

practically no attention is needed beyond that

afforded the Potatoes, and no risk is incurred

of the plants suffering from drought. When ready

for trausplantmg, the seedlings are much more

easily removed than when in the close confines

of a box, and all the labour of preparing boxes

and the attendant details is avoided, a very desuable

item in these times, as well as a great economy

of space.

Fola Gardens, Qiicoiislown. E. B.

SLUGS IN FRAMES

I

AM very sorry ' that Mr. Clarence Pontine

was compelled to take such drastic measures

to prevent slugs ravaging his frames. I

suppose most gardeners are bothered more

or less, both under glass and in the open,

by these troublesome pests ; in fact, such is my
remembrance from my early childhood days,

when I can recall only too well holding the lantern

for my father, for hours nightly searchmg for

them, and with what force and joy they were

executed, especially when caught in the act of

devouring a nice half-grown Mushroom in the

Mushroom- house. All lands, of remedies and

preventives have been invented and advocated

for their destruction, but the most effectual I

know—one I have advocated for many years

in the gardening Press, and which I thought hardly

Worth recording again—is finely sifted cinder-

ashes. These, if properly used, are a safe and sure

p.cveutive. Inside each frame, when sowing or

planting out seedlings, we place a ridge of

these ashes, about 3 inches, as we never find

the slugs come up through the soil. We never

have any difficulty in this respect, and when I

say that we have nearly 100 lights used on hotbeds

of leaves for the pmrpose of raising early vegetables,

and which are thus rendered practically slug-proof

by this method, it will be patent how really effective

it is. Mr. Pouting says that his remedy has the

effect of rapidly decomposing the leaves. This

is just the reverse of what wc aim at, so we are

unlikely to try it here.

Aldenhcim. Edwin Beckett.

Why Not Grow Large Onions ?

or third week in April. Handle the seedliugs very

';arefully when transplanting, and see that a good

. ball of soil attaches to each root.

If not already done, the ground for planting out

should be prepared now. Trench deep, fertile

soil 3 feet deep, aitd bastard-trench shallower

soils, well breaking up the subsoil, and put a good

dressing of manure in the bottom between soil

and subsoil. Then mix the upper soil with jilenty

of decayed maniure, old mortar, well-decayed leaf-

mould or other vegetable matter, and clean road

grit. Sprinkle the surface with lime ; also give

an application of soot, mi.xed with sai\d, when
forking over the bed previous to planting out.

Careful attention to these details will produce

a crop of Onions worth having, and . fit for

exhibition. L. M. M.^RSH.\LL.

M[
OST people are content to grow Onions

of medium size under ordinary methods

of cultivation by sowing seeds in the

open during March and .^prU. But

those who want to obtain large bulbs

should at once set about making the necessary

preparations, as what is done now becomes the

deciding factor in the final results. No doubt

a little extra work will be involved. However,

Cultivating Sugar Beet
[/)( Answer to a Correspondent.']

For various reasons Sugar Beet has become a

popular vegetable, and no doubt dming these

tryin? times it is a valuable asset in the place of

sugar. Slowly and thoroughly boiled for from

five to seven hours, according to the age of the

AN ONION BED AT ALDENHAM IN I9I7.

wc must not mind this if by e.xtra trouble larger

crops can be sccm'cd. Begin at once by filling

some boxes, about 5 inches deep, with good com-

post made up with about two parts tiurfy loam,

one part short horsc-manm'e, and one part of a

mixtiuro of leaf-mould, sand, and old mortar. Jlix

well together and pass through a half-inch mesh

sieve. When placed in the box or boxes the seeds

should be sown thinly and covered with nice fine

soil, care being taken not to bmy the seeds deeply.

The boxes should then be placed under glass in a

frame or greenhouse, and, if possible, a temperatm-e

of 55° to 60° maintained. Wlien large enough to

handle, have a bed made up of the same material

as above in a frame, and transplant the seedlings,

allowing 3 inches of space between the plants ;
or

fresh boxes may be used. They are easier to handle

and to harden off the Onions than when solid beds

are made in frames. But always use the soil

preparation as advised above. Harden off about

the end of March, and plant out about the seiond

roots, a great deal of sweetened syrup can be

extracted, wliich is useful for adding to stewed

fruit, such as Loganberries, and also for bottled

fruit which is intended for early or present use.

I do not advise the fruit to be kept more than a

few months ; indeed, it should be used almost at

once or, say, within two months.

The culture is a simple matter—quite on the

same lines as that for ordinary garden Beet. Sugar

Beet has one advantage over the garden form,

in that it is so hardy. Growing under the surface,

mainly, frost does not injiue the roots ; therefore

it need not be dug before required if storage space

is limited. Really, it may remain in the ground

until March with safety. Early in .\pril sow seed in

shallow drills in deeply dug soil, fairly well manmed,

as this Beet is more searching for food than the

ordinary kind, having so many side roots from the

main root. The rows should be 18 inches apart

and the plants set out 15 inches apart, as much

foliage is produced. .
E- M-
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FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-I
Bv SIR HEUBEUT MAXWELL, BAHT., F.R.S., V.JLH.

" U iiiihi pra'teritos referat si Jupiter annoi !

"

IF
Jove would but give me back the bygone
years—a sentiment as futile as it is tpite

;

but ever poignant for him who has ^let

slip opportunities in horticulture. It was
long before we realised the capabilities of

our climate on the western Scottish coast. We
used to read about the wonderful growths in

distant Cornwall ; but we followed the precepts
laid down in horticultural books and jotirnals

which, in Victorian days, invariably described

temperature as regulated by latitude, leaving us

to find out for oiu-selves tliat in the British Isles

winter cold corresponds far more closely with
longitude than with latitude. Had we but been
wise in time, what lordly specimens we might
have been purring over now, equal to those which
are the reward of timely foresight and intelligence

in such places as Stonefield and Poltalloch in

Argyllshire
; Logan, Castle Kennedy and Corsewall

in Wigtownshire, besides sundry others.

Meanwhile, we are passing tlrrough a season

which bids fair to prove more trying to half-

hardy subjects than the winter of 1916-17, and
that %vas the severest since 1895. Last winter

frost was almost continuous for three months
from Christmas, but here there were never more
than 17° of cold. This season the fluctuations

of temperature have already proved most trying,

the mercury repeatedly ranging over 30° in a

few hours. For instance, on the night of

January 7-8 it fell to y° Fahr. ; on the dth it

rose to 46° in the shade. A fine bush of Sophora
(Edwardsia) tetraptera on a south wall has been

NO DEGREE OF COLD HAS ANY EFFECT
UPON THE CROWDED FLOWERS OF HAMA-

MELIS ARBOREA.

Worse nipped than it was last year
; Jasminuni

nudiflorum has parted with its golden veil, and
the first crimson flush of Rhododendron Nobleanum
has been blighted. Lucidly, this priceless hybrid
always keeps plenty of flower-buds in reserve
for the return of mild weather. As for the Wych
(or is it "Witch"?) Hazels mollis and arborea,

no degree of cold which they may have to bear
in the British Isles has any effect upon their

crowded blossoms, except to prolong the display.

M Christmastide Thanmocalamus Falcoueri

was waving its bending plumes over 20 feet high
;

to-day (January 11) its verdure is limp and dis-

coloured
; its beauty is over till it clothes itself

afresh at midsimimer. This Bamboo presents

the solitary exception known by me to the late

Lord Redesdale's test for hardihood, namely,
that these giant Couch Grasses must have a

tessellated leaf structure to resist the rigours of

our climate. All the species with striated leaves

he pronounced tender. Now, the leaf of T.

I'alconeri is striated, as may be seen if it is held

up against the light
;

yet it has weathered .1

dozen winters here and is, I think, the most graceful

<if all Bamboos. It does not spread in the out-

rageous fashion of some other lands. These
would I willingly commit to limbo if I could.

Twenty years ago we were seeking out nice sheltered

spots for them, little suspecting their direfuUy

rampant habits. Now, when we would fain

devote these nooks to choicer exotics, the ground
is a clotted labyrinth of roots, and the skin of

the stems is so full of silcx as quickly to blunt the

best tempered steel.

Of all the line berry-bearing trees and shrubs

that we have received from the Far East in recent

\ears, not one siurpasses—none, methinks, equals

—

our native Holly in beauty. It is well on to

tlrree centuries since John Evelyn sounded its

praise with a profusion of italics that must have
kept the compositor on the alert.

" Above all the natural Greens which enrich

our home-bom store, there is none certainly to

be compar'd to the Agrijoliwm (or AcuifoliKiii

rather) our Holly, insomuch as I have often

wonder'd at our curiosity after forrcign Plants,

and expensive difficulties, to the neglect of the

culture ollXiis vulgar hut incomparable iree. . . .

Is there under Heaven a more glorious and refresh-

ing object of the kind than an impregnable Hedge
of near three hundred foot in length, nine foot high

and five in diameter ; which I can shew in my
poor Garden at any time of the year, ghtt'ring

with its arm'd and vernish'd leaves? the taller

Standards at orderly distances, blushing with
their natural Coral."

In the next paragraph he says " there is ako
of the White-berried and a Golden-variegated,"

a sentence which, I cannot but suspect, has given
rise to the tradition about a white-berried Holly.

Evelyn is treating here of the foliage, and not

improbably wrote " white-berried " for " white-
leaved " or " white-variegated.'" In a" later

paragraph he deals with the berries, and says
that " there is a sort that bears them yellow,"

but he makes no further mention of white berries.

It is true that both Loudon in his Arboretum
and Koch in his Dendrologie write about this

variety
; but I have never met anyone who had

seen it. Is it possible that these high authorities
fell into the tpo common practice of quoting the

statements of earlier ^Titers without checking
them by observation ? Surely, had there been
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in existence a white-berried Holly, it would not

ha\e escaped the exhaustive research of Messrs.

Elwes and Henry.

It would not be possible to improve on the

normal scarlet fruit of the Holly ; nevertheless,

the y^Uow-berried variety is extremely desirable,

THE YELLOW-BERRIED HOLLY, ILEX
AQUIFOLIUM FRUCTU-LUTEO. FRUITS

ARE RICH, FULL GOLD.

fur the hue is rich, full gold, and the foliage is nf

a brighter green than the other.

Foresters and gardeners are not unanimous
about the right season for clipping Holly hedges.

The finest hedges known to me are those at

Colinton House, Midlothian, which are 1«t nvu

to have been planted between 1670 and 1680.

They are magnificent, from 30 feet to 40 fed

high, tapering upwards from a basal diameter i.il

::o feet, extending to a total length of 373 yards,

and testifying by their luxuriance to the excellence'

of the system of clipping applied to them hy
Colonel Trotter's gardener, Mr. John Bruce.

He makes it the rule to perform the operation

(a laborious one indeed) about the end of March,

thereby ensm-ing a close young growth to mature
before winter.

Adventitious Root Formation in

an Elm Tree

ASOMEWH.^T remarkable case of adven-

titious root formation in the mature

trunk of an Elm tree appeared in

Exeter's eveaing paper by a regular but

very observant contributor wTiting over the

nom de plume of " Argus." He says : " One of
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Uic patriarchal Elms uf Nurthcrnhay [au orna-

meutal pleasure ground in the heart of the city]

has, one regrets to note, come to grief, and this

most unexpectedly. Situated on the steep slope

overlooking the railway, it betrayed not the

slightest sign of danger, but came dowii during a

perfect calm, falling across a footway to the

South Western Railway Station and carrying

everything witli it, which, fortunately, was only

a few lengths of railing. The collapse, however,

occasioned a good deal of work, for the wood
weighed some nine tons." A very curious and
interesting fact was revealed as a result of the

fall. The tree, which is assumed to be some
120 years old, was found to have two sets of

roots, one situated about 12 feet above the other

and being only a foot below the surface. The
explanation is that very many years ago, when
the walks,at the top of the slope were

being cut, the earth was shot over -

the slope, raising it' to the extent of -'
..

about 12 feet. As this tree was
then in position, it threw out a fresh

root near the new surface, while the

original root, together with the portion

of stem which found itself under-

ground, gradually decayed. The tree,

which was 60 feet to 70 feet high,

must have been liable to fall over for

many years, and the fear is that some
of its neighbours may be in a similai

state. G. R. J.

RIVIERA NOTES
By E. H. WOODALL.

" .\\n\ theu there comes a frust^—

a

killing frost."

A PTER a considerable period

/% without any severe damagr
/ % by frost to Riviera gardens,

^™^% I have at last to chronicle
* * a sudden visitation whicli

has spoilt the beauty of gardens for

some weeks, if not for mouths. With-

out any storiji or anything to account

for so sudden a change, the ther-

mometer fell on the night of Decem-
ber 26 to 27° Fahr., and on the 27tli

to 25°. A brilliant sun each day
added to the damage, so that all soft-

fuliaged plants and shrubs wen-

browned and burnt. The Oranges and

Mandarins have suffered in low-lying

and cold situations, but for the most

part they are not much injured, though

I hear of the fruit falling off in some
gardens. Had the frost continued

another night, the damage would

have been serious ; but a kindly shower o(

rain came up from the south-east and sa\'ud the

Situation. As the autumn Rose crop and the

Violet crop have suffered from the drought, and
tjulbs of all kinds are weeks behind their usual

d^te, there will be a marked scarcity of Jlowcrs

for weeks to come.

Bignonia venusta has suffered less than any
other of that race that flower in winter. Salvia

gesnera'flora is the only Salvia taat is quite unhurt.

Begonias, Callas, Lopezia minlata, Cinerarias,

Streptosolens, Sparmannias and many other

familiar plants have been wrecked entirely.

Sweet-scented Geraniums have just escaped

injury, as it was a dry frost. Had there been any
moisture they would have perished.

The Australian Acacias are, as usual, quite

Unaffected by the cold of those two nights, and
the brilliant blossom of Acacia podalyria;folia,

now in tulh'st beauty, contrast^ sharply with the

blackened foliage of Castor Oil Plants, Wigandias,

Bananas and Montanoas. Heliotropes in dry and

sheltered nooks are only slightly browned, but in

the open they have suffered very severely. Schizau-

thuses, Petunias, and Primulas sinensis and mala-

coides are not hiu't, apparently ; but I deplore

the loss of many spikes of the flowering Aloes

that were just on the point of expanding their

red spikes. Both the Sweet Peas and the culinary

Peas have been much injured where exposed,

but the yoimg rows are quite right and unaffected,

apparently. Owing to the difficulty in communi-
cating with other places, I have as yet no news
of what has happened .elsewhere on this coast.

The New Year has brought us milder weatlier

after a welcome rain. Anemone hortensis (stellala)

is just beginning to flower—quite a niunth later

In these days of seeking lor hardy and easily

grown vegetables I may mention the value of

the Corsican wild Cabbage that has wlritc flowers.

Mr. .-Vugustus Bowles gave me some seed five or

si.x years ago, which I sowed on a very barren

and dry bank where nothing grew' save the Bitter

Vetch and Wild Thyme. It has thoroughly estab-

lished itself and enjoys its starvation diet, though

in summer-time it is dormant and dried up in

appearance. Since the early winter rains it has

sprouted freely, and I cut a quantity of young

shoots and leaves to be cooked as an experiment.

Much to ray surprise I find its flavour e.xceUent

—

far milder than ordinary Cabbage—so I am tempted

to think it might be of use for very dry, rocky

gardens, as the plant persists for years, bears

lutting back severely to old wood (here it makes

a big bush), and needs neither care nor manure.

Of its behaviour on cultivated land I

have no e.xperience. Probably Mr.

Bowles may have something to say

about it. Possibly it might be useful to

h\bridisewith Kaleor the useful .Aspara-

gus Kale I used to think so good in

England. There are so many fine

\arieties of Kale and Cabbage in

gardens that it is hardly likely to

improve ou what we already possess
;

but in these days, when the most

barren lands should be cultivated, this

plant might be of use. It is always

pleasant to make an experiiucut.

The Gardens at

Ravelstone, Midlothian

T

THE TULIP TR1*K AT RAVELSTONE.

than usual ; Snowflakes are showing white buds,

and Snowdrops and Hellebores are enjoying the

fine, cold weather. Eriocephalus capensis is in

line flower, and contrasts effectively with Irises

stylosa and alata at its feet. Some bushes of

Nandina domestica are a blaze of scarlet foliage,

enhanced, I imagbie, by those frosty nights.

Some weeks ago I sa^' an enquiry as to the

true colour of the Laurustinus berries. There

is no doubt old Clusius was right in saying they

are blue, that is, a metallic blue ; but the upright-

growing, hairy-leaved form that is most abtuidant

round Nice has blue-black berries that might be

called black on a cloudy and dark day. I have,

howe\'er, one plant in my wood that bears berries

which are sky blue, so that it is evident Laurus-

tinus berries vary considerably, and might be

termed blue or black without any error of descrip-

tion or observation.

HIS ancient and historical

state, which was recently ac-

quired by Miss Stewart Clark,

is one of tlie many attractive

residences in the neighbour-

hood of the Scottish capital. Set in

nicely wooded policies, with an ex-

tensive park in front, it is secluded,

yet is within convenient range of

the city. Many fine old specimens of

Beech, Sycamore and Elm are to be

seen in the grounds, while durini,

early summer the woods .are carpeted

with wild Hyacinths, the rather hght soil

near the rock being particularly suitable

for their w?lfare. Laburnvnn and IMlac

also revel here, their wealth of blossom

being most attractive ; while many more

interesting shrubs and trees are to be

seen. A lover of gardens. Miss Stewart

Clark has made considerable alterations

to the existing gardens. In one portion

the addition of two large herbaceous

borders, planted on either side of an

ancient grass path, proves a delightful acquisi-

tion, while rambler and pillar Roses are used

with fine effect as a backgrcjund. The borders are

planted in bold clumps, which are most cft'ectivc

during the season.

In the old flower garden, Roses are the pre-

dominant feature, all the newest and sweetest

sorts having been planted with a lavish hand.

This is a real old-fashioned garden ; and Sir Walter

Scott, " who was a familiar guest in the time of

his grand-aunt Mrs. Keith," made it the model

of that of TuUy-Veolan in " Wavcrley." Here

there is to be seen a particularly fine specimen of

the Tulip Tree (Lhiodendion tulipifcra). It flowers

freely, and as specimens are somewhat rare in the

North, it proves of great interest to us. It is

quite 60 feet in height, with a spread of 4S feet, and

cxinsists of two main trunks, eacli of which measures

7 feet in circumference at 5 feet from the ground.
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A giant Cedar of Lebauou also coiniuanUs

attcution, and on measuring it we found it 13 feet

in circumference at 4 J feet from tlie ground.

At the time of my visit the conservatory was ablaze

with a most wonderful batch of Clarkias, while

line heads of Hydrangeas, Pelargoniums, &c.,

added to the display. Other alterations are

contemplated, both structural and to the grounds,

but these of necessity must wait until happier

days come, when people can again concentrate

their thoughts on the pleasurable art of garden-

ing. But there is no doubt that in years to

come Ravelstone will prove one of the most

interesting gardens in a district that is famed for

horticulture. J. McG.

HARDY PLANT NOTES
AT the beginning of another year, when the

pleasure derived from the portion of

the garden which is not strictly utili-

tarian has passed, one is led to reject on the

plants that have pleased or disappointed us

Salvia digitaloides.—Mr. Wallace of Colchester

kindly scut me a fine plant of this new Chinese

species collected by Forrest. The catalogue

description of the plant says the flowers are yellow.

The tone is so slight, however, as to be hardly

perceptible, and it might have as truly been called

white. The individual flowers are of good size,

and their distinct violet lUiirkings help to enliven

the plant, which otherwise is not very showy. The

foliage is both ample and handsome, of a distinct,

pleasing shade of gieen, with white under sides.

It looks a plant that might improve and give a

better impression when established and in wejl-

I'hosen surroundings.

Salvia taraxaclfolia, tliough not new, is a much
more iuteresting and pretty Sage. Raised from

seed sown early in spring, the plants flowered freely

in September. The specific name aptly describes

the foliage, with the necessary addition only that

it is almost white. It is so far a dwarf plant, not

more than i foot in height. The flower-stems are

in great abundance and well furnished with many
whorls of pale pink flowers which deepen in colour

CENTAURliA SAXICOLA, A DWARl-" AND CURIOUS-LOOKING SPIiCIES.

, dmiug the past year. It is the season, too,

when additions are made, when we pmchase
and " swop." These notes are written in the hope

that some of the plants herein described may add

to the pleasure of The Garden readers. Some are

old plants that do not deserve neglect. A few are

new, and these are entitled to that hospitality

always due to strangers until their worth is proved.

Centaurea saxicola.—.A species of Ceutaurea

which Mr. Irving says is C. saxicola had for three

seasons refused to give any sign that it appreciated

the quarters aUotted to it, but last year fully paid

its ground rent. It, is a curious dwarf species

of particularly warlike aspect, the involucre scales

developing into stout spines with hard, sharp

points. The flower-heads are rosy pm'ple. Each
stem, which stands stifi and erect, bears but one

flower. The whole plant does not exceed j foot

in height ; it. is rather striking in the front of the

border, and has found not a few admirers. It is a

South Km'opcan species.

towards the edge, forming a band like the markings
of a I'icotee, This species is nicely figured in the

BolaiiicalJS'Iaga:ine, t. 5991, where it is described

as a very beautiful plant. It comes from the

greater Atlas, the native place of the fine Salvia

dichroa, so, like that species, it may require some
protection during a hard winter.

Dianthus shinanensis.—This was received

along with other plants by a neighbour of mine
from a friend in Japan. It is quite a desirable

plant for the rockery, dwarf and tidy in growth.

It flowers with extraordinary freedom. The flowers

are borne in clusters, pink i[i colom, with darker

markings. It seeds freely and can be easily in-

creased by cuttings. It is figtured- in Makino's
" Alpine Plants of Japan," Vol. I., fig. 108.

Wahlenbergiatasmanica.—Another dwarf alpine

plant that spreads freely and soon forms a nice

patch. The blue Campanula-like flowers are borne
singly on wiry little stems. Its great merit is its

long season of flowering. It is quite hardy and,

like other species of this interesting genus, gives

seeds with great freedom. Though svupassed

by many blue-flowered rock plants, it is well

.worth a choice spot on the rockery.

Nardostachys Jatamansi, a true Oriental

Spikenard. I have long wished for this plant,

and had the pleasure of having it nicely in flower

last summei'. It will not appeal to those who
expect every plant to make a blaze of colour,

but will be appreciated by tliose fond of plants

having an interesting history. It is of dwarf

stature, with entire, pale green, narrow leaves

4 inches to 6 inches in length. The flowers are

of a nice shade of pink, small individually, but in

dense heads arranged in a branched terminal

panicle. The roots or rhizomes from which the

perfume is extracted have quite a pleasing scent,

though as a perfume it is not popular among
Europeans. It is a Himalayan plant and

figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 6564.

Pentstemon centranthifolius.—i have just

received some plants of this lovely species, the

" Scarlet Bugler " of the Californians. In the rich

garden of A. K. Bulley, Esq., I saw this fine plant

last August in good form. It is remarkably

attractive with its fine glaucous foliage and brilliant

soft scarlet flowers adorning a stately, erect stem.

This is a much neglected genus,~ probably owing

to many of them requiring to be raised ajmually

from seeds, but it is a genus worth some trouble,

and in happier times it is to be hoped it will recci\e

much more attention. Beautiful as are the

florists' I'entstenions, they have no i:lcgancc to

compare with the above and such species as 1'.

puniceus, P. liatonii and many others.

Trifolium uniflorum.—This charhiing little

V)lant has lat<'ly been reintroduced from the neigh-

bom'houd of Constantinople. It was popular in

this country a century ago, but has been long

absent fronr our gardens. It has had the honour

of sitting for its portrait on several occasions, and

is nicely figured in Sweet's " Flower Garden."

Uwarf and of creeping habit, with charming rosy

purple flowers, it has the added merit of flowering

over the greater part of the year. It is as yet a

scarce plant, but so free in growth and easily

propagated that it should soon be pleiitifid. I'or

the rockery this is a great addition.

Malva miniata, the Painted Mallow, is another

plant more widely grown jnany years ago than now.

It was then considered too tender for the open

garden, but here in the South the plant comes

through any moderate winter quite safely. Of

shrubby habit, with finely cut, silvery leaves and
large, open, scarlet flowers, it ought to be planted

on the hottest part of the rockery or sunny border.

I find it is by no means an easy plant to propagate

by cuttings, but a friend informs me he has raised

it from seeds saved from a plant grown indoors.

It is a native of South America, and is illustrated

in the Bolanical Magazine, t. 5938.

Potentilla ambigua.—I call attention to this

old species as one to create a good display on the

rockery late in the season. It is a first-rate Sep-

tember-flowering plant, dwarf or rather creeping

in habit. The fine golden yellow flowers, an inch

across, rise just clear of a mass of fine green foliage.

When planted in a large group this is a most

effective plant at a time when most of the best

rock bloomers are over. It is a fast grower, and

when once secm'ed will not be difficult to keep.

It is from the Himalayas.

Lupinus Lavender Bee.—The list of garden

forms of Lupinus polyphyllus is already a

considerable one, and some nice varieties ha\e

been exhibited of late years. There is, how-

ever, nothing so far to surpass this glorious

plant with its towering spikes of soft lavender

flowers, which in perishing fade to a lovely grey

lavender. This garden Lupine has not yet
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been fully appreriatetl. It originated at Bees',

Limited. Another striking variety in evidence

at Kew is Purple Emperor, a fine dark-

flowered form. While on the subject of Lupines,

the old Lupinns I-oxei or . bicolor is seldom seen

nowadays. It is one of the few Lupines honorned

with an award of merit by the Royal Horticultural

Soriety. Spurious forms, no doubt seedlings fnuu

the true plant, arc plentiful. The real thing

i^ a plant of great merit, and is much more common
111 Scotland than in the South. I have had it

- from across the Border several times, but it soc n

dies out on hot gravelly soils.

Erigeron speciosus semi-plena.—In this a

great increase in the number of ray florets' has

worked the same transformation as is seen in

Aster Beauty of Colwall. The flowers certainly

look more solid and lasting, and this may prii\r

a good plaat for the market grower of

cut flowers. It originated somewhere

on the Continent, and no doubt owing

to the war has as yet only been -

sparingly distributed. A sm.tU plant

here found many to admire it.

Mimulus ringens.—This American

Stimulus is not often seen in gardens,

and more than one plant catalogue

give the colour of its flowers as yellow.

The real thing has small blue flowers.

It loves a damp spot and will grow to

2 J feet in height. It stands erect,

willowy and graceful, and looks well

placed, as I saw it in a Kent garden,

growing near water. It does not object

I'j a dry border, but grows there less

luxuriantly. Few of the species have

blue flowers, so that this plant should

be of ufe to the hybridist.

Greeimiich Park. T. H.w.

COLUMNS FOR
THE CURIOUS
.\ Peculiar Orchid.—Charles

Darwin, in " The Origin of Species,"

gives a remarkable account g£ the

Orchid named Coryanthes, which pro-

tects all its treasures from every insect

but the humble-bee. This extraordinary

flower, of which I give an illustration,

has part of the labellum or lip hollowed

out into a great bucket, into which

drops of almost pure water continually

drip from two whi*e secreting horns

which hang above it. AVlien the bucket

is hrdf full, the water overflows into a

spout at one side. The basal part of

the labellum, coloured yellow, staqds

over the dark purple coloured bucket,

and is itself hollowed out into a

chamber with two lateral entrances. Within

the chamber are fleshy-looking ridges. The most
ingenious man, if he had not witnessed what
takes place, could never have imagined what
purpose all these parts serve. But Dr. Cruger

saw crowds of large humble-bees visiting the

gigantic flowers of this Orchid, not in order to

suck the nectar, but to gnaw off the ridges within

the chamber above the bucket. In doing this

they frequently pushed each other into the bucket,

and, their wing; being thus wetted, they could

not fly away, but were compelled to crawl out

through the passage formed by the spout or

overflow.

Dr. Cruger saw a constant procession of bees

thus crawling out of their involuntary bath.

The passage is narrow and roofed over by the

columns, so that a bee in forcing its wa\' out

first rubs its back against the viscid stigma and
then against the viscid glands of the pollen masses.

The pollen masses are thus glued to the bark of

the bee which first happens to crawl out through

the passage of the" lately expanded flower, and
are carried away. Dr. Cruger sent Mr. Darwin

a flower in spirits of wine with a bee which he

had killed before it had quite crawled out with

the pollen masses fastened to its back. When a

bee thas provided flies to another flower or to the

.;ame flower for a second time and is pushed by
its comrades into the bucket and then crawls

out by the passage, the >pollen mass conies into

contact witli the viscid stigma, adheres to it,

and the flower is fertilised. Now at last we
see the full use of every part of the flower ; of

the water-secreting horns, of the bucket half

Elizabeth sat when she heard of her sister Mary's

death
:'

" Wliose boughs are mossed with age

And high top bald with dry antiquity."

—SHAKESrE.\RE.

The Vineyard Garden is situated where
quaint clipped Yews of great age slope to the

banks of the River Lea. Here peacocks strut

about proudly, surrounded by their soberly clad

wives and small brown families. Vines were
grown here, as on the banks of the Mcdway, in the

time of the Stuarts. .Although it is perfectly

true that after centuries of drugging with Barley,

Tobacco, Potatoes and Tea, the world has beyond
question jrrived at a horrible condition of war and
destruction, I am afraid that Charles 1. would not

have had a much higher opinion of those who lived

in his time before the " drugging " witli,

some of these things began. When
seeing the state of some of our

churches and cathedrals. Archbishop

Laud would, I think, have been an

advocate for some change of diet, and

would even have voted for rationing,

should he have thought that this in

any way influenced the matter.—
H. H. Warn'er.

The N.\me G.\lec.\.—" We did not

stay in Salonika long, but proceedeil

to the mountains and encamped by the

(lalega River; this is where I found

Galega officinalis in abundan' e along

its banks. There were a lot of hardy

Cyclamen growing among the rocks,

also a very beautiful chocolate and
gold Crocus. In the summer there was

an abundance of Sam-omatimis, whi(h

were exceedingly fine in their wild

I imdition. I also found a variety of

single Rose, with a large pink flower,

growing on runners along the earth

among the Cytisuses of a yellow and
copper shade.".—^Note from Private

Robins, lately at Salonika.

[.\n interesting point as to the origin

'if " Galega." Nicholson says fi'om

Gala= milk; Ruellius, glaux, Italian-

ised.

—

Ed.]

I,'

HELMET FLOWER OR BUCKET ORCHID, CORV.VNTHES M.VCRANTHA

full of water which prevents the bees from flying

away and fo.'ces them to crawl out through the

spout and rub against the properly placed viscid

pollen masses and stigma. As this Orchid

absolutely invites the bees to bite a piece out of

it, they have some excuse for their burglary,

and this the flower punishes by playing a practical

joke on the insects and giving them an unexpected

cold liath.—H. H. W.

The Vi.vev.\rds of E.solaxd.— I was interested

in the article on English viney.irds and the men-
tion of one at Hadham (page 22, January 12).

I think one of the best in our dear little county

must have been at Hatfield—in the Hatfield

Hnusc park near the Oak under whicli (Tueeu

Caraway Seeds.—One of the smallest

of the small discomforts of the war
to me, personally, is the impossibility

of obtaining any Caraway seeds. I am
particularly fond of seed cake. In a

way, the dearth of Currants docs not

affect me so much, though a mince-

pieless Christmas was a novelty. I

write this note because I am at a

loss to Icnow why there should be no

Caraway seed. Carum Carui (Caraway) is first cousin

to Carum Petroselinum (Parsley), and I alwa\s

imagined that it was grown in Britain as a market

plant by the acre. In Sanders' very excellent

little " Encyclopa-dia of Gardening" the yield

is said to be from I5cwt. to 20cwt. per acre.

Obviously, British culture, if' we are dependent

upon home-grown supplies, has been practically

given up, and no new herb-growing association

has had the foresight to see the shortage; or the

crop has been commandeered by the Government.

First, then, may I ask for an explanation of the

Caraway seed faniiuc from some reader familiar

with the subject, and, further, for a word on the

garden cultivation of Carum Carui ? [The little

note on the cultivation of Caraway (issue Novem-
ber 10, page 4S.S) has apparently been overlooked
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l)v our shrewd contributor. It is as easily grown

as Parsley, and requires similar treatment. When
the plants are cut over or pulled up, they should

lie laid on sheets so that the seed is not wasted.

—

Ed.] Secondly, as Caraway seed must needs

be in the fashion, may I ask for the name of

the plant whence comes the "substitute"?—
Joseph Jacob.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—^Whcrc it is intended to raise young
Vines from eves to be planted in May. no time

should be los't in preparing them. Select well-

matured wood with plump buds, cut these out half

an inch above and below the eye, with a slice of wood
from the under side, and insert them singly in

small, well-drained pots filled with a sandy compost

,

leaving the top of the eye just above the surface.

Do not overwater. Ph'mge the pots in a slight

bottom-heat in a warm propagating-pit. As soon

as well rooted, transfer them to larger-sized

pots, and keep the plants growing without a check

till the time for planting them out arrives. In

the meantime prepare the border in readiness,

.and with good attention very fine, strong canes

will develop by the end of the growing season.

Early Vines.—Maintain the temperature suffi-

ciently high to keep the new gi'owth gently on thj

move,' but, where there is insufficient heat, allow

the Vines to remain dormant as long as possible.

Plants Under Glass.

General Work.—.All tlie glass ami woodwork
should be thoroughlv cleansed and the brick-

work well limewashed. The plants should then

receive attention as regards cleanliness, repotting

them in due course. Clardenias may be increased

by cuttings of the young wood, and many other

stove and greenhouse plants may be increased, if

desired, at this season of the year. Euchsias

should be started early. Heliotropes, Salvias.

&c.. will re.adilvroot from now onw.ards by placing

small cuttings'of new growth in a sandy soil and

standing the pots in a stove temperature, taking

rare not to overwater. Pelargoniums struck last

autumn in boxes should be gone over and freed

from decayed leaves ; and if the soil is dry, give

a good soaking with tepid water, but keep plants

in a low temperature on the dry side for the present.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches and Nectarines may be pruned, and

the shoots regulated and made secure. .-Mthough

many leave this work till later, I usually prune

tiie "trees earlv in favourable weather, and the

results have been excellent in every respect.

.See that the trees are not overcrowded ;
eimugh

room should be left between the shoots for the

coming season's growth. Overcrowding and heavy

cropping are two evils that should by all means

be avoided if regular crops of large, rich fruits and

healthy trees are to be expected.

The Kitchen Garden.

Tomatoes.—A good sowing of seed should now
be made to produce plants for an early supply

of fruits under glass. Sunrise, Ailsa Craig and

other free-setting varieties that bear good clusters

of medium-sized fruits should be obtained. Sow

either in boxes, pans, or 6-inch pots, well drained,

filled with a rather light sandy soil and leaf-

mould pressed firmlv down. After the seeds

have been covered, do not water for a few days,

provided the soil is moderately moist. Place

the boxes or pots in a temperatiure of 60°, when
germination should (if the seeds are good) quickly

follow.

Broccoli.—Autumn Self- Protecting Broccoli that

were lifted, heeled in and given slight protection

will now be over. Winter White, Snow's and

any other warietv to follow should be looked over

repeatedly, and, as soon as the heads are formed,

carefully lift the plants, heel them in on a warm
border, and protect in severe weather. In this

way manv useful Broccoli may be preserved

which otherwise would be spoilt.

Chicory.—Lift roots of this and place them

in large pots or boxes filled with leaf-mould,

standing them in a warm, dark place to grow

and bleach ; these will prove exceptionally useful

for salads.

Onions.—If large bulbs are desired, seed of

.Ailsa Craig, Reward, or any of the approved

large varieties should be sown in pans filled with

a sweet compost made rather firm. Stand the

pans in a temperature of 50°, and when the plants

are well above the soil keep them near the glass,

light being essential for sturdy growth. Leeks may
be treated somewhat similarly to Onions.

Cabbage.—Should there be a shortage of Cabbage

plants, make a sowing of the approved earlies in

boxes under glass and forward the plants gently.

Prick them off when large enough into other pre-

pared boxes and frames. In this way very useful

hearts will form early.
H. Markham.

(Gardener to Viscount Enfield.)

Wiolham Park, Barnct.

FOR NORTHERN G.\RDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Planting Horseradish.—To obtain good,

succulent roots for scraping, it is necessary to

make an annual plantation, and if the weather per-

mits, the work may be imdertaken now. Although

the plant is well-nigh indestructible, only liberal

cultivation will give satisfactory results. Dig

out a trench about zl feet deep, keeping the upper

and lower halves of the excavated soil separate.

Work the upper half into the bottom of the trench,

incorporating a liberal supply of half-decayed

mamure or vegetable mould with it, and fill up

the top half from the remaining soil, treated m
the same manner. Select strong roots and divide

them into root cuttings about 4 inches long.

Dibble them in 15 inches apart, keeping the top

end about 2 inches below the surface.

Planting Jerusalem Artichokes.—Those who
did not plant at the end of the year as advised

then should do so as soon as possible, as the plant

requires a long period to develop. The ground, hav-

ing been dug in the autumn, should now be forked

over, and the drills—about 6 inches deep—can

be formed either with the draw hoe or the spade,

("live a dressing of wood-ashes or Potato manure.

It is desirable to plant in single or double rows

widely apart, with other crops in between, as these

.Artichokes must have abundance of light and air.

Plants Under Glass.

Bulbs.—Narcissi and Tulips can now be brought

forward without much artificial heat. Tulips

especially should be kept darkened for a time to

bring up the flower-stems.

Solomon's Seal.—If a few pieces of this gi-accful

border flower are lifted and potted or boxed

and placed in a cool structure, they will furnish

useful material for filling large vases weeks ahead

i>f the normal period of flowering.

Schizanthuses : Final Potting.—As soon as

the plants have filled their pots (5-inch) with

roots thev should have the final shift into 7-mch

pots. I's'e a rather heavier and richer compost

for this shift. Do not pot too firmly, and do not

pot and pinch within ten days of each operation.

Stake with Bamboo tips or other slender stakes

before there is danger of the plants being damaged
for-lack of this attention.

The Frame Ground.

Sweet Violets.—If the weather is open, more

ventilation and water will be required, but the

latter must still be applied with discretion, care

always being taken not to wet the foliage. All

runners should still be pinched out.

Calceolarias.—With the exception of that old

favourite C. amplexicaulis, the bedding Calceolarias

are now almost non est. »Wherever any of the

varieties are retained, however, the plants should

be pinched prior to being lined off into richer soil

with more room for development.

General Remarks.—Violas, Pentstemous, &c.,

should be well exposed whenever weather per-

mits, but protection must be afforded when sharp

frosts occur. Dust with soot stock plants of early

Chrvsanthemums if slugs or snails are troublesome.

Preparing Hotbed Materials.—Fuel being dear

and scarce, those who do not require to maintain

a high temperature for other purposes can economise

hv propagating in frames placed on a hotbed, or

by filling a brick pit with heating materials. For

this purpose nothing equals a mixture of stable

manure and leaves, although either alone will

answer Success depends upon the proper pre-

paration of the fermenting materials. Shake

them loosely into a conic.il heap, mixing them

well together, and add water from a rosed|can

if too dry The operation should be twice repeated

as soon as it is seen that active fermentation has

taken place. When fermentation takes place

the third time, the hotbed should be formed.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting.—.Autumn is the ideal season for

planting fruit trees and bushes. Those, however,
who iiad planting on hand and were unable to

overtake the work in autumn should push on
with it whenever climatic conditions permit.

This will give the trees or bushes a chance of

making a little».root growth before the drying

March winds make a heavy demand upon the sap,

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

Suitable Potatoes for

Heavy Soils

Wii have arrived at the season for

selecting our stocks of the various

vegetable seeds, and seeing that the

Potato is of paramount import-

ance in these days, I need not

apologise for offering a short selection of varieties

that have done well in this late upland garden

for several years. Our soil is a rather stiff

loam, and has been liberally manured for the

last twenty years. I do not consider it a real

Potato garden, .and only a very few varieties are

worth growing in it. Practically every variety

grows and crops well, but numbers of them .are

of such poor table quality that no one will eat

them. I have tried dozens of v.arieties during

the past sixteen years.

Of earliest varieties. May Queen is decidedly

the best for quality, although not an exceptionally

heavy cropper. Midlothian Early is a great

cropper and of fair quality. Duke of York I

must discard, as its table quality is distinctly

poor. Sharpe's Express gives a great crop, but

the qii.ality leaves much to be desired, and I shall

not grow it again. Harbinger is a grand Potato

to succeed May Queen. It gives a remarkable

crop of even-sized tubers of excellent quality

if rooked when talicn direct from the ground.

Tiirv quickly deteriorate if stored.

British Queen is about the best second-early I

have tried here. Sutton's .Abundance would be

grand were it not quite so prone to disease. The

I'actor is a first-rate late variety that has the

great advantage of being ready for use as soon as

large enough, and of remaining in season up till

the following June or July. It is of very good

quality, and in this garden is only surpassed by

L.angworthy. This latter is certainly the finest in

quality of any late Potato grown here. To secure

a fine crop of Langworthy, generous manuring

and good cultivation are necessary, and if only

these are attended to, a fine return is assured. It

is a mistake to grow a large number of varieties,

except in small quantities for testing. Half a

dozen varieties at most are enough if these are

selected with care, only sorts suitable to our

different soils being chosen.

Preston House, Linlithgow. C. Blair.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MEMT.

Cypripedium Matthewsianum Usk Priory

Variety (C. Thalia Mrs. F. Wellesle\ x C. Euryades

New Hall Hey Variety).—A well-balanced flower

throughout, the sepals and lip rich brown, the

handsome waved dorsal sepal having a white .'

ground. From R. Windsor Rickards, Esq., Usk
|

Priorv, Monmouthshire.

Lselio-Cattleya CEnius Bryndir Variety (C. i

ICuid X L.-C. coronis).—The sepals and petals
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are of salmon pink tone, the lip intense crimson

velvet. From A. Miqiiel Lacroze, Esq., Roc-

hamptoh (Orchid-grower, Miss Robertson).

Carnation Dr. V. G. Ward.—A perpetual-

flowering variety of rich cerise colour—the shade

which is so effective under artificial light. A
liandsome vase of flowers and a good-habited

plant were shown by F. C. Stoop, Esq., West

Hall, Byfleet (gardener, Mr. G. Carpenter).

Apple St. Cecilia.—A see41ing from Cox's

Orange Pippin, of only moderately good flavour in

romparison with its parent. Shown by Messrs.

John Basham and Sons, Bassaleg, Newport, Mon.

The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 14th inst.

The Alpha and Omega of

Plant Fumigation

SUPPOSE we were Jains, what about the

plants in our greenhouses ? The famous
and saintly Cure d'Ars was once asked by
a wealthy lady who had had a serious

carriage accident how she could avoid

them in the future. " Madam," said the good

man, " the way is simple ; never ride in a carriage."

So, were we Jains, the only way not to have
'lur plants covered with embarrassing multitudes

of unfriendly little animals of one sort or another

would be to have no greenhouse.

From one point of view all gardening is war-

fare. Its form varies, but that is all. At New
Brighton in the days of old there was a specialised

form, necessitated by night visits from the shore

donkeys. In a farming district there are the

neighbours' pigs and cows, and so on. The green-

house may be frost-proof, but an insect-pest-proof

one has not yet been invented. The sleepless

armies of the green fly tribe are constantly attack-
' ing ; they are quite German in their ruthless

destruction. A gardener must neither slumber

nor sleep. " Ready, ever ready," must be his

rule, lest in the hour when he thinketh not the

enemy's scouts come and take possession. I

suppose ever since the first glasshouse was erected

this deadly fighting has gone on. After a hundred
and fifty decades the warfare continues with un-

abated intensity. The blunderbuss has given place

to the machine-gun ; that is all. The opposing

legions are just as clever in gaining an entrance,

and their numbers are not one whit less.

I lately came across a very early method
of defence, and I am wondering if it may
not be one of the first invented or evolved.

It was a sort of huge tubular pipe, in which a

bellows takes the part of the human breath.

To reach the top of tall specimens an extra

length of pipe could be attached, and after the

worst parts has been cleared, the modus operandi

of the fumigator was to go outside the house,

insert the end of the pipe in a hole made in the

door on purpose to admit it, and blow the bellows

for all he was worth. This was the invention of a

Mr. Green, foreman of Her Majesty's flower garden
at Kew, who " having himself experienced such
great benefit, by keeping all his plants clear from
insects, had the generosity to make this very
useful discovery public." (Weston's Tracts, second
edition, page 297.) That is the old blunderbuss.

The modern machine-gun is a McDougall's Fumer.
I have tried a varied assortment of fumigators in

my time, but this one, which until a few months
back was an unknown quantity to me, I have found
to be the Omega—the last word, so to speak

—

of all. It is self-contained, which is an immense
advantage for busy people—no lamps, no bottles of

any Idnd, no parts of the apparatus to get mislaid.

It is, as the advertisement says, " safe, certain

and reliable." Ordinary greenhouse plants liave

stood the test absolutely unharmed. I call it

just the thing for an amateur. The fumers are

made in three sizes, viz., for 1,000, 2,000 and 5,000
cubic feet.

Whatever chance an attack of the green fly

army had in 1773 with only Green's cumbersome
blunderbuss against it, it has none whatever to-day
when opposed by modern, up-to-date weapons in

the hands of an intelligent and ever-vigilant

gardener. Joseph Jacob.

THE MERODON FLY
IFE.'\R

that the Mcrodon fly plague will be a

terrible one in the DalTodil bulbs to all those
who did not lift their bulbs last year. At
least I gather so from .some experiences I

have lately had. In igi6 I was away from
home when the flies came out, which I find

from some experience is during the first ten days
of July—never before. The bulbs were not lifted,

so last summer I determined to make sure of the

flies, and was constantly on the watch with a

large butterfly net, and caught practically every
fly to be seen or heard. They have a peculiar
" sing," which, when once heard, is easily recognised

again. The way to catch the flies is to notice

where they settle, approach slowly, crouch, and
then let the net descend perpendicularly and as

quickly as possible. In this way I seldom had a

miss. The flies- are never to be seen nor heard
except in sunshine.

In going over my bulbs last autumn after

lifting and drying them, I was perfectly dismayed
to find that 30 per cent, to 60 per cent, of all the
big bulbs contained a Merodon grub, so that in

spite of my catching the flies they somehow
succeeded in laying their eggs.

I have been told that a fly lays about sixteen

eggs. Personally, I think it must lay many
more, for I remember finding an offset two years

ago that I had lifted and dried, and which had
been on my shelves for over a month, almost
entirely eaten away, and in it I counted thirty-five

tiny Merodons.

To distinguish an infected bulb is often very
hard—in fact, it is almost impossible to " spot " at

all—but if you notice a bulb with a reddish skin

towards the base, suspect it, squeeze the neck
of the bulb and, if soft, you have a capture. Some-
times the bulb is a big and hard one. Tug at the
top where the leaves are to sprout, and if there

is a grub within, the tip will come off and reveal a

gaping hole. More often than not, also, an infected

bulb is to be noticed by an absence of roots when
sorting them ; but if you see a good crop of the
old roots all round the bulb, you can be pretty
sure that bulb is all right. I suppose most people
know by this time that the tiny grub makes its

entrance at the base among the roots, and usually

biUTOws all round inside the base before making
towards the heart, the hole being so small that

it cannot, as a rule, be detected.

If your biflbs are in a condition to be lifted

without harm accruing immediately after July 14,

they are almost sure to escape being damaged,
as, even if the tiny grub has got entrance by then,

I have found that in five cases out of six it has died,

doing the bulb only slight damage. W. F. M. C.

Intensive Honey Production

A
FEW weeks back an interesting article

entitled " Intensive Honey Production "

. was published, in which a bee-keeper

in Ireland had secured r87lb. of honey from a

single colony. The following notes may also be

of interest to bee-keepers and to those who are

thinldng of starting bees this spring.

Last summer one of the members of our associa-

tion created a record for the county, if not fcr

the West of England. One colony in his apiary,

which is situated within a few miles of the historic

town of Glastonbury, produced the enormous
quantity of 3o81b. of extracted honey. The
stock, headed by a hybrid ItaUan queen, was
worked with two ten-frame brood chambers, one
above the other. Three boxes of shallow frames
were kept above these, and occasionally a fourth.
As these were filled, two at a time were extracted,

returned at once, and placed below the partialh
filled ones. No queen excluder .was used be-
tween the brood chamber and the shallow
frame boxes. The hive was kept permanently
on a weighing machine and was weighed
daily from May i until August 4, and increased
in weight 3841b. The bees commenced storing
surplus on May 19, and continued to do
so almost daily up till the end of July. The
combs containing honey in the upper brood
chamber were extracted in August, while those
containing brood were placed with the others
in the lower chamber. Owing to the bad weather
after the middle of August, the bees did not store

sufficient for their winter needs, so feeding was
necessary. Besides securing the above quantity
of smrplus honey, a nucleus colony was made
from the stock, and a large swarm issued on
June 18, which, unfortunately, was lost.

The above is a wonderful record of what bees
can do, given a combination of certain factors

—

apiary situated in a district with an abundance
of bee-flora ; fine weather during the months of

May, June and July ; an exceptionally good strain

of bees with a very prolific queen ; and last, but
not least, good management.

It may be worth while to remark here for the
benefit of non-bee-keepers that a good queen bee
during the height of the breeding season in the

months of May and Jime will lay as many a^

3,000 eggs per ^iem—that is, more than twice
her own weight in eggs every t%venty-four hours.
A strong hive in summer will often contain over
80,000 bees. L. Bigg-Wither.

(Hon. Secretary, Somerset Bee- Keepers'
Wells. .Association.)

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The first fortnightly meeting of the society for

the present season was held at the London
Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, S.W., on
January 15, and was, in all probability, one of

the smallest in the annals of the society. Thanks,
however, to the enterprise of the Orchid-growers,
the exhibition was not shorn either of interest or

beauty
; indeed, for once it may truthfully be

said that the Orchid .men made the show, the
collection from Messrs. .^mstrong and Brown,
Tunbridge Wells, being superb. Apart from the
Orchids, the exhibit of Haricot Beans from
Wisley attracted considerable attention, the prc-
ductiveness or otherwise of the different varieties

shown constituting a useful object-lesson at this

time.

C.\RNATIONS.

Oiily oue suiiill Rioup—that from Messrs. .illwood
Brothers, Hayward's Heath—of these useful winter flowers
was on view, the finer sorts being the rew vellow-ground
variety Jfarion Willson, and Destiny, a moderately large
cerise-coloured variety which lights up well. In this
respect it Ls one of the best of its class. The other variety
named has size and good colour in Its favour, and the
plant grows well.

Haricot Beans.
Undoubtedly the collection of these from the society's

gardens at Wisley constituted the most interesting plus
instructive—exhibit of the mfeting! A consiflerable
variety was shown, the weight beiii^ given in each Instance.
In every case an onnee of seed was sowni. It was noted
however, that the Beans varied considerably in sizc--
jirobablv also weight—hence of the larger-seeded varieties
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there would be fewer Beans. Of tlie varieties sliowu,

tlie Brown Duteli variety pave 21b. 16oz.—the greatest

weight—Long White Canterbury coming nearest it with

•Jib. lloz. Next came Glory Butter, a pale pink skinned

sort, OTth 21b. 6oe. to its credit. Excelsior (buff-coloured)

and Jaune Cent Pour Un (bro^TO-skinned) being equal

with 21b. 5oz. each. Others were Cent Four Un (brown-

slanned), 21b. ; Dwarf Case Knife, lib. 4oz. : and Nain
Jlerveille du Marchf. lib. loz.

Orchids.

For a really superb group of Orchids, in which charming

variety and good taste in staging were marked features,

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, received

a silver-gilt Flora medal. The group was particularly

rich in new Ortontoglossums, two of which, O. Apollo, a

shapely and handsome dark-blotched variety, and O.

Peerless Orchidhurst Variety, received preliminary cards

of commendation. The last named has a singularly

jjure white ground, on which kidney-shaped blotches of

(lark brown appear, followed by a pure white margin. It

is both striking and distinct. Odontoglossums, indeed,

constituted the chief, the very dark O. Lambeauianum
being noted among them. Cymbidiums, too, were plentiful,

and gave variety and beauty. Among C'>'pripediuins,

C. Actieus langlcvensis, yellow lip and nearly white dorsal

petal, and C. Ernest Eeid, whose flattish dorsal petal is

heavily striped green, were included.

Cyp'ripediums in excellent variety, too, were contributed

by Messrs. .T. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, Mrs. Good-

man, Cyclops, Eossetti, and Leeanum Gratrixse being

prominent. Angrsecum sesquipedale was also on view,

l.aelia anceps Sanderiana and Calanthe Harrisii were

also shown.
In a capital lot from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,

HajTvard's Heath. Odontiodas were a conspicuous feature

.

O. Priscilla (rich crimson), O. tiharleswort-hi (very dark).

O. Vuylstekea! and O. Wilson!) (wliich is singularly freely

flowered and of rich carmine colour) being among the

number. Odontoglossums included O. Laurentia and

O. crispum Xanthotes ; while Eulophiella Eolfei, a hybrid

having intense carmine-coloured flowers with white lip,

was striking amid them all. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Florv and Black, Slough, had two handsome
Odontoglossums in O. Eajah and General Allenby variety.

In the exhibit from Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooks-

bridge, Cymbidiums were noteworthy, C. Pearl .and C.

Schlegeli giganteum being very good. Lwlia anceps

Schrodera; and Brasso-Cattleya Atys were also noted.

Silver Banksian medal.
Cymbidium Albatross (C.Gottianum x C. grandiflonim)

from Messrs. Sander and Sons was particularly good.

It is of green cream colour with a tawny suffusion, the

lip copiously strewn with minute crimson spots. Tin-

new C. Atalanta (C. erythrostylum x C. Lowianum)
was also on view.
Cypripedium Thalia Mrs. F. Wellcsley, C. ardeiis and

the shapely and well-coloured C. Thompsoni were, among
others, shown by Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, N.

Quite one of the notable Cypripediums shown was
C. Eurybiades from Mr. J. Shill. The Dell Gardens,

Bnglcfleld Green. It is a finely-balanced, well-colotu-ed,

full-textured, solid-looking variety which appeals at once.

SCOTTISH NATIONAL UNION OF ALLOTMENT
HOLDERS.

T'HE tlr.st meeting of the Scottish National Union of

Allotment Holders was held in the Christian Institute,

Glasgow, on January 12. There was a good attendance

from different districts in Scotland, and Mr. .Tames Scott.

S S.C, Edinburgh, occupied the chau. The number
of associations affiliated with the Union is very satis-

factory, but regret was expressed that the Glasgow

Federation had not connected itself with this united

body of allotment holdei-s. The draft, constitution was

submitted, considered and, with a few amendments;

adopted. (liBce-hearers were appointed, these being :

President, Mr. John Hynd, Dunfermline ;
vice-presidents.

Councillor M'Kenzie, Bo'ness. and Mr. Orr. Hamilton ;

secretary. Mr. A. W. Fisher, of Messrs. J. L. Hill, Dougali

and Co', solicitors. Hill Street, Edmburgh ;
treasurer,

Mr J. M. Campbell, Falku-k. The meeting was after-

wards addressed by Mr. J. W. Pratt, M.P., who expressed

himself in support of the movement.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

'I'UE notice of file order of business for the animal meeting

of the Scottish Horticultural Association on January 15

contained the nominations for the offlce-bearers and

members of Council for WIS, together with an abstract

of the accounts. As only the number required have

been nominated, the following arc to be the oflice-bearers,

Ac for 1918 : Hon. president, the Marquis of Linlithgow ;

president, Mr. Eobert Fife ; vice-presidents, Mr. J. S.

Chisholm and M;'. D. T. John.ston ; councillors, Messrs.

P M-Andrew, U. G. Morton, C.A., W. G. Pilie, A. C.

Scott W Smale, J. C. Watt and E. B. Wood ; secretary

and treasurer, Mr. A. D. Eichardson ; auditors, Messrs.

Robertson and Carphin, C.A. The abstract of accounts

shows a deficit for the year on Eevenue Account of

£37 Is. lOd., which has been charged against Capital

\ccount, which shows investments amounting to

*'586 14s 5d., less depreciation amounting to £206 18s. 2d.

and £191 12s. lid. due to bank. .The Horticultural

Institution Fund Account has funds amounting to

£1 803 Gs. 4d., less depreciation of £377 13s. 2d. The

Benevolent Fund has a credit balance of £19 4s. lid.,

against a similar balance at the beginning of the year

of £12 15s. Id.

HIGHCLIFFE GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. C. J. Gi.i!Ei>. County Council Staff Teacher, gave

a very instructive lecture on " Potato Spraying and

Insect Pests and Diseases of Some Vegetables " on Monday,

January 7, before the members of the above association

and a gathering of the public Tlie latter were invited

to attend on account of the importance of the subject
at this time. The lecturer strongly urged cultivators

to begin the work of spraying not later than the first

week in July, as it was dangerous and often ineffective

if delayed—dangerous because the haulm got bruised,

ineffective because of the difficulty of wetting ail the
leaves on the under side as well as on the top. Mr. Gleed
-described the mixing process of the ingredients, and said

this must be done in wooden vessels, not in zinc ones.
He also dealt with the causes of Onion fly and mildew,
club-root of greens. Cabbage root fly, and rust in Celery,

giving in each case effective remedies. Dming the free

discussion which followed, the lecturer answered many
questions in a very able manner, and was heartily thanked
for the hints given,

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.

THERE was a good company of rosarians at the annual
general meeting of the above society held at the Holborn
Eestaurant on January 15. In reviewing the activities

of the society for the past year the president, Mr. E. J.

Holland, pointed out that it was not found possible to

hold the usual spring and summer show, which led him
to the quotation, " Happy is the people that hath no
history." However, in order to give raisers an oppor-
tunity of exhibiting their new productions, a special

meeting was held at the London Scottish Drill Hall in

July, at which many new varieties were staged. A non-
competitive autumn meeting was also held in September.
Arr.\ngements FOR 1918.—After considerable dis-

cussion it was decided to hold a spring show at the London
Scottish Drill Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday, May 7 ;

a metropolitan exhibition, under the patronage of Queen
Alexandra, in aid of the funds of the British Eed Cross

Society, at the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Eegent's Park,
on Thursday, July 4 ; a special meeting for new seedling

Koscs in the London Scottish Drill Hall, Westminster,
on Tuesday, July 16 ; and an autumn meeting in the same
hall on Tuesday, September 10. These fixtures must,
iiowever, be subject to the exigencies of the war.

Finance.—The financial position of the society continues
to be satisfactory.

A very pleasant diversion in the afternoon programme
was the awarding of two Dean Hole Medals, one to Mr.
E. B. Lindsell and the other to Mr. E. J. Holland. The
presentations were made by Mr. H. 11. Darlington. It

was a great pleasure to see Mr. Lindsell present on this

occasion. For twenty-one years—from 1890 to 1911—he
has won the Amateur Championship Cup no fewer than
nineteen times, and has carried off the Jubilee Challenge
Trophy at provincial shows on twelve occasions. >Ii%

Holland has devoted time, tact and zeal in steering the
eouTse of the National Rose Society, of which he is the
able president.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN

.

POTATOES Mcpherson and dreadnought
(7. R.),—We do not know a Potato calk-d McPherson.
The name Dreadnought has been given to two varieties

of Potato—a red one sent out by ftlessrs. Massey and
Sons of 17, Market Place. Spalding, Lines; and a white
round one sent out by Mr. Kirk of Norwood Gardens,
Alloa. N.B. Seed could probably be obtained from either

of these, but you do not say what your Potato was like,

.

so tliat we do not know to which you refer.

vegetables for a shady garden {E. S.).—
There is no reason why autumn, winter and spring green
vegetables should not be grown well in such a position,

provided the ground is bastard or double trenched some
time this winter or spring. If the land is now under turf,

let the turf be buried, grass side downwards, a foot deep,

at the same time sprinkling the bottom of each turf with
lime. The following would succeed well : Brussels

JSprouts, autumn Cauliflower, Coleworts, red Cabbage,
Savoys, Scotch and Cottager's Kale and other greens.

Sprouting Broccoli (both purple and white) ; also Jenisalem
Artichokes and Leeks, the former of which may be
planted any time between now and early in March.
As regards the Leeks, sow seeds at the end of March and
put out the plants at the end of June or early in July.

vegetable marrows to keep for winter
USE {Torquau).—IMoore's Vegetable Cream is still one
of the best for quality and productiveness. It grows
to a large size, and is suitable for growing for wmter
consumption. There are a green and a cream variety, but
there is no difference between the two, except in colour.

There is a variety named Pen-y-byd. This, we presume
by the name, is of Welsh origin, which literally means
"The top of the world." meaning, we presume, "Seek
no fmlher." This variety is globular in form, of moderate
size, and wonderfully prolific. The quality is good, and
the colour a shade of cream. Those fruits which you
intend to mature for winter use must be left on the plants

until they are quite ripe, say. until autumn. Once they
have matured they cause little or no strain on the plants,

which vn\\ continue to produce young Marrows as long as

vigorous and healthy growth continues.

premature sprouting of seed potatoes.—
My seed of early Potatoes (May Queen) has begun to

sprout strongly already. The tubers are set up in shallow
trays in a fairly light shed so as to keep the shoots as

short and sturdy as possible, but some are already quite

half an inch in length. Ought they to be left alone,

or have the shoots rubbed ofi now V All local gardeners
are in the same difficulty, and say they have never known
Potatoes to sprout so early. Most are in favour of rubbing
off the shoots now, as they say it will be impossible to

plant them unbroken. My idea is that if they arc ke])t

in a coo (frost-proof, of course) shed and near the

light, they will not make unduly long growths, and would
be greatly weakened by removing tlie strongest sprouts. -

N. G. H. [A good crop of Potatoes depends very greatly

on the strength of the seed tuber. If this is weak, weak
growth follows as a matter of course. You say you havi'

now stiu-dy shoots half an inch long. If you rub these

off ngw and compel the tuber to produce others later

on, the second growth will not be as strong as the first ;

therefore you stand to lose by doing so. We fear your
Potatoes must have been put in too warm a place

to start with. It will be well to bear this in mind next,

year. Have you a garden frame ? If so, place it in a
sheltered position facing north, cover its base with
ashes, and place your seed tubers in single layers in

shallow boxes inside it. Keep the lights off in favourable

weather, but protect, of course, from inclement weather
and frosts by jjlacing mats or straw over the frame. If

you do not have a frame, make a temporary one with boards,

putting strong latlis across it to hold hurdles of wattled

straw to protect the plants in cold weather. You will

find it easy to keep them back in this way.

—

Ed,]

FLOWER GARDEN.
txarella and echeveria seeds {J. p. L.).—

The two most likely sources are Messrs. Barr and Sons,

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2, and Messrs. Thompson
and Morgan, Ipswich ; but as there are many species

of Echeveria known to cultivators and seedsmen, you
had better state which particular species you are wanting.

The Foam-flower could be obtained from almost any
hardy plant nurseryman at small cost.

WALL garden {B. O. C, Home).—Yon will experi-

ence con.siderable difficulty, we think, in securing plants

of the colours named, whether of flower or leafage or

both, that arc available and reliable from seeds. Grey-
green tufts of foliage are rarely associated with blue

or mauve coloured flowers. The blues and whites of

many Bellflowers (Campanulas) not infrequently spring

from green leaf-tufta, C. garganica hirsuta, which has

woolly grey leaves, being an exception. From the blue-

green tufts of certain Dianthi (Alpine Pinks) come white,

pink, or carmine coloured flowers. The Aubrietias, rich

in violet and purplish shades, usually have greenish leaf-

tufts : while silvery-leaved subjects, as the Achiileas

and Silvery Saxifrages, usually afford white flowers.

The varieties of the last named are particularly effective

in winter-time for their foliage alone ; also such as

Euphorbia Myrsinites. Othonnopsis cheirifolia and Thymus
lanuginosus. Sempervi\'um arachnoideum (Cobweb
Houseleek) is very good, and in your pink-bricked wall,

freely grouped, would be very charming. We should

hesitate, however, before recommending you to rely upon
seeds of any of these ; small plants woiild be far better.
" The Small Kock Garden," by E. H. Jenkins, obtainable

from our publishers, price 2s. lid post free, contains a
chapter on wall gardening which may help you, or you
may feel inclined to modify your views as to colours ; if

so, please write us again.

NARCISSI NOT FLOWERING (0. H. iV.).—With
regard to bulbs of Narcissi having gone blind, the question

arises whether they do not contain any flowers or whether
the flowers are there but fail to develop. If the bulbs
are without flowers, the fault, in all probability, lies with
their treatment during the last grooving season. On
the other hand, if the fl^owers are there but die off instead

of opening, it points to unsuitable treatment since they
were lifted. This may arise from their being stored

in too hot and dry a place, or kept out of the ground
too long. The treatment since they came into your
hands may also be answerable for the failure, but on
these points we can say nothing, as you give us no details

whatever. With regard to selecting bidbs that are likely

to flower, there are several points to be considered. In
the first place, the bulb must be of a good weight, with
the base uninjured. If it passes these tests, the neck
of the bulb should be squeezed gently between the finger

and thumb. If soft there, its flowering qualities may
be put down as doubtful. Given a bulb of reasonable

size and weight, there is no hard and fast line to determine
whether it will flower or not.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CLIPPED SHRUBS (.4- H. ff.).—It is probable that

you will find liox will he the most suitable shrub
with wliieh to replace your Bay trees. It is likely that

any trained shrubs \vill be dear for several years, for

the majority of such plants were in the past obtained

from the Continent. The Portugal Laurel caa be grown
iu the same way as the Bay, and is somewhat hardier.

Orange trees for tubs may be obtained from Messrs.

George Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, Kent.

PRUNING CEANOTHUS AND ROSE (A. G. A'.).—You
may prune yoiu' t'eanothus Gioire de Versailles in

February. It is really a bush plant, but can be grown
against a waii very well. Select the best-placed branches
to fasten to the wall, then cut the others away. Retain

young shoots whenever po.ssible, and cut them back to

the points where they are alive. In future pruning
remove any growths from the base that are not required

for the wall when but a few inches long, but only prune
other wood once a year, in February. Leave any shoots

that are required for extending the plant as long as

possible; cut back others to within a bud or two of the

base. In the case of your Rose Bouquet d'Or, select

the shoots you require for the wall and secure them to

it entu-e. training them in an arching rather than
in an erect position. Then cut all the other shoots away.
In future, encourage the shoots to cover the wall

space by removing those about the base that seem inclined

to grow in bush form. The young fruits on your Fig
tree may live through the winter and develop next spring.

^

Any of "the wood standing out from the wall may be cut ,>

away in February. Wood required for covering the t|J

wall' should be nailed into position at the same time.
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ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE IRISH ELEGANCE (SINGLE) TO PRUNE

(Torquay).—Do not prune until the end of March. Prun-
ing consists in cutting out dead and weak growth in the
first place—we mean such shoots as are too weak to
produce flowers. The growth of such only choke up the
plants with useless shoots. The remaining shoots should
be cut back, those of moderate strength to half tlieir

length, and the strongfT ones slightly shortened only.-

FRUIT GARDEN.
ST. JULIEN STOCK FOR PLUMS (J. T.).—St. Julit-n

is a small violet Plum which grows wild in some parts

of France and is largely used for a stock. The best stocks
are layered from a mother plant, those from seed being
of little use.

TWO VINERIES : SUGGESTED REST FOR THE
VINES (Idle Vines).- -\o\n suggestion of giving the
Vines a rest from fruit-bearing for one year will certainly

do them good, helping them to bear better crops for

several years afterwards, proWded tlie Vines receive

reasonable attention with respect to their summer pruning
and ventilation. If this is not attended to, the new growth
of shoots will form a tangle so dense as to prevent the
proper development and j-ipeniug of those branches of

the Vines which will produce Grapes the following year,

and the rest will be of no avail. Treatment to follow.

—

Presuming tliat the Vines have been winter pruned (if

they have not, this should be seen to at once), keep tin;

vineries perfectly cool until the Vines show signs of

growth, say. in March. Afterwards keep them fairly

rool in the da\-time throughout the season imtil the leaves
fall in autumn. But if danger from frost is feared
while the shoots are young in spring, the ventilators
must be closed at night. As soon as this danger is past,

ventilate freely day and night in favourable weather.
Summer pruning : What it consists of.—First take the
young shoots which produce the new Grapes. Let all

the bimelies be cut otf as soon as formed. Next, a'^

soon as these shoots from which the bxmches have been
cut have formed two nwre leaves (above whore the bunches
of Grapes were), then it is time to stop them. This
means tlie pinching off of the centre of each shoot, to
prevent the same from growing any longer. (These are
tlie shoots which will produce tlie crop of Grapes of

1919.) Doing this you will find will cause side shoots
(termed *' laterals ") to issue from the shoots so stopped.
Let each of these side shoots (termed " sublaterals ")

he stopped in the same way at, the second or third leaf,

also all subsequent new shoots which may be formed
during summer. This will permit of a healthy develop-
ment of the growth of the Vines, and will obviate at the
same time the bad etfect of crowded and tangled, useless

^growth. This, with free ventilation and watering in very
dry weather, will be all it will be necessary to do to keep
the Vines in good health until the time for winter pruning
comes round again.

APPLES FOR FLAVOUR.—This question interests
me. as I am about to plant some Apple trees in rather
an exposed position in the Swansea Valley. Of course,
1 am anxious to plant only the best-flavoured of dessert
\arieties in their season. " \V. R.." in yoiu" issue of the
jth inst.. gives the name of a few which he considers
to be of better flavour than Cox's Orange Pippin, a variety
which has for long held the unchallenged "position of

being our best dessert variety, the varieties to which he
gives premier position being the following ; D'Arcy Spice.
Sturmer Pippin, Roundway Magnum Bonum, Orleans
Reinette and Forge.—NoviCE. [4Iost hardy fruit

growers will agree witli " W. K." in the estimate he has
formed of the flavour of these varieties, with the exception
of the Forge, which we consider only second-rate ; but
very few would agree to place any of them in the position
assigned to Cox's Orange Pippin. D*Arcy Spice is a
highly aromatic fruit, too sweet, and too soft in texture
of flesh to please most people. Moreover, it is a slow
grower, too slow in these impatient times, and its appear-
ance does not add to its value as a market fruit. Sturmer
Pippin as a later variety (when Cox's Orange Pippin is

not available) is invaluable when it can be found well

gro^vn ; but how seldom is this the case. Generally
the fruit is shrivelled and the flesh dried up through being
badly grown, gathered too soon, or stored in too dry or
too airy a room. Roundway Magnum Bonum is a variety
of distinctly aromatic flavour, and takes its place as
undoubtedly one of our best flavoured dessert Apples.
It is well worthy of more extended cultivation, though
the tree does not bear overfreely. The fruit on the whole
is large and angular, and Nature has denied to it. as it

has to many other good things in creation, an attractive
exterior. It is not practically possible to compare tlie

flavour of these Apples one with the other. Cox's Orange
Pippin is at its best from the end of October to the end
of December. The others are much later in ripening.
Our correspondent further asks for an opinion on the
value of Ellison's Orange. This is a variety of recent
introduction which has now entered the race for the
first prize as an early dessert Apple, Cox's Orange Pippin
being scratch. In sporting parlance the former is a '* dark
horse," of which we shall hear again. It is a cross between
Cox's Orange Pippio and Calvillc Blanc, the latter one of
the best French dessert Apples. Two or three years ago
it received an award of merit from the fruit committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society, and last autumn
its merit was further confirmed by the same body awarding
it a flrst-class certificate, the highest award of the society.
The tree is a free and healthy grower, and a good and
consistent bearer. The fruit is in season from early
September to the end of October. Some years ago
the Royal Horticultural Society provided a class for

Apples to be judged by flavour alone (Cox's Orange
Pippin being barred). Ellison's Orange proved the
winner in fair competition. The fruit is not unlike that
of Cox's Orange Pippin in some respects, but is larger.

The colour of the fli sh is the same—yellow.

Mr. Thomas Stevenson.—Readers will be sorry

to learn that this well-known gardener and ex-

hibitor has recently undergone a serious operation

in the London Hospital for appendicitis. He is

slowly improving, and we hope that he will soon

regain his strength. Mr. Stevenson left Woburn
Place Gardens a few months ago on his appoint-

ment as a director of the firm of Messrs. Lowe and

Shawyer at LTxbridge.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The annual

general meeting will be held at Carr's Restaurant,

Strand, W.C, on Monday, February 4, at 6 p.m.

It is proposed on this occasion to present the late

secretary, Mr. Richard A. Witty, with a testi-

monal in recognition of his services. All communi-

cations concerning the society should be sent to

Mr. Charles H. Curtis, 35, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. 2.

British Wholesale Florists' Federation.-

Members turned up in goodly numbers at Essex

Hall, Strand, on January 14, on the occasion of the

first annual general meeting of this federation.

Mr. George Monro, jun., presided. Although

only started in March, 1917, the federation has

met current expenditure {within a few shillings)

from subscription income (£191 los.), and donations

amounting to £150 12s. 6d. have met the pro-

motion and establishment expenses incurred.

There are 172 members, feood work has been

done on behalf of the flower trade in connection

with the British bulb-growing industry, the Corn

Production Bill, railway carriage, and vegetable

seed production, 1 and food has been extensively

produced by the flower-growers, who have in

most cases devoted over 50 per cent, of their

open ground and some of their glass to Potatoes,

Beans, Onions, salading, &c. The report and

statement of accounts were accepted, and Mr.

George Monro, jun., was re-elected president
;

Mr. H. F. Mason and Mr. F. G.. Forster were added

to the committee to fill vacancies arising; and
Messrs. George H. Cobley and Co. were appointed

hon. auditors. After the completion of the formal

business, the subject of a florists' telegraph

delivery scheme was discussed ; but as this would

mean the inclusion of retail florists, the question

of such inclusion was considered and the general

opinion was favoiurable. This matter has now to

be considered by the committee, which has to report

to a special general meeting. The usual votes of

thanks terminated the proceedings. The offices of

the British Wholesale Florists* Federation are at

35, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C, and
the secretary is Mr. Charles H. Curtis.

T RADl HOTB

The Stonehouse Spraying Machines.

Spraying during 1917 rendered the most giatifyiug
aid to the food campaign of that year, and as a natural
result great hopes are based upon this method of pro-
tecting the Potato, fruit and other crops of 1918 against
disease ; consequently much interest is evinced by
farmers, gardeners and others concerned in the various
types of spraying machine now on the market, and the
larger and more powerful types command special attention
because of their capacity and the fact that the two or
more jets with which they are fitted enable large areas
to be sprayed with a minimum expenditure of time—an
all-important factor to-day. It is intertsting, too, to
note that the Knapsack type made by the Stonehouse
Works Company, Limited, has again secured the apjTOval
of the Food Production Department, whose suegcstions
and modifications have been embodied in the latest models.
Other models of the bucket and wheel type are made
in great variety by this firm, and the sound manufacture
and general eflBciency of their goods are worthy
of mention. We understand they are completing a
'power-driven machine, and particulars may be obtained
this month by prospective buyers, who should place
early orders to avoid disappointing delay; and they may
obtain a fully illustrated catalogue from Messrs. Stonehouse,
West Bromwich. free of charge.

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS
SO^ISr VEGST/LSr^C: SEEDS

'When It comes to production, every available square yard of land
nust be made to produce food."—Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, Dec. 19th. 1916.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE POST FREE.

Seedsmen to H.M. the King.

RAYNES PARK, London, S.W.
Branches 237 and 238. High Holborn. W.C.

53a, Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

Plant Poplars now
for Paper Making.

A REMARKABLE NEW HYBRID POPLAR.

POPULUS aENEROSA (P. angulata & P. trichocarpa).

The first artificially crossed Hybrid Trqe raised by Prof. A.

Henry. A valuable timber tree of exceedingly rapid

growth and very ornamental.

1st size trees, 5ft. 6in. 5/- each 54/- doz.

2nd „ ,. about 4ft.. 3/6 ,, ...36;- 250/- lOO

3rd 3ft.. 2/6 27/- „

POPULUS R0B08TA ...
|
Natural hybrids producing

,,
REQENERATAta great bulk of timber.

„ SEROTINA I priceper lOOor l.OOOquoted.

Also about 30 other species and varieties of Fupl.irs. including all

the best Continental Hybrids. List and prices on application.

All blanks in woods should he filled now with suitable rapid-Rrow-

ing Conifers. Poplars, etc.

TRUE BAT WILLOW at per 100 or 1,000.

FOREST TREEo, NEW AND CHOICE TREES
AND SHRUBS.

Quotations and Catalotlucs Free.

HILLIER & SONS, Winchester.

TWO ESSENTIAL POINTS.

QUALITY

GERMINATION.
Established 38 Years.

SEND FOR 1918 CATALOGUE, POST FREE.

FREDERICK E. AINGE ^^hI'sT"'
Seedsman, 1, WEST HADDON, RUOBY.

TOMATO PLANI8& VEGETABLE SEEDS.
The lornu-r nuw ready, iinliuUii^^ Uules Ueciuit. J>ritam':s
Itest War Wonder, ICoiuUne. etc.. lull list with liints free.
My plants give satisfaction and are sent Carriage Paid. 100 7y6,
r>0 4 6. 25 2/6, 12 1/9. Vegetable Seeds are searee ; I have a
limited qnantity of the best to spare, large packets 4d. each,
of Canlilluwer. Cabbage, Sprouts, Carrot."*, Onions, Marrows.
Cucumbers. Lettuce, etc When buying Tomato Planta bu>
vegetable seeds same time from

J. P. BAILEY, SARNIAN NURSERIES, GUERNSEV, C.I.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

M
Y notes on the keeping of Bantams
in The Garden of December 29 last

have evidently proved of greater

interest than I thought they would.

A reader asks for further details on
housing, and, looking back, I find that I concluded
my article by saying that the housing of Bantams
could be planned on the same lines as that for the

larger Mreeds of fowls.

Ornamental Houses.—On the other hand.

Bantams lend themselves admirably to ornamental
structures after the nature of miniature pavilions.

The house can, if deemed advisable, be built

taller than the run, and have little stairs leading

up to the door. A miniature intensive structure

also suggests itself, to which an ordinary covered-in

earthen run can be addecj. An intensive type of

house would best suit those having limited space,

and it would have one great advantage in the

direction indicated. It would be an ornamental

addition to the garden. .\s regards the internal

fittings of the roost, the nest-boxes should measure

about 10 inches square, while the perches should

be li inches square, the rough edges at the top

being planed off. The perches would fit loosely

into sockets to facilitate cleaning, and under

them would be arranged the droppings-board.

LayingjOf Bantams.

—

\Among the very many inter-

esting letters that reached

me after my Bantam notes

appeared in type, I find one

from Mr. John Carlyon-

Hughes of Dovercourt, Essex.

Here is an extract

:

" Eai'ly in May, 1917, 1

bought three 1916-hatched

Silkie hens and two Bantam
Wyandotte - Silkie crosses.

Up to December 26, 1917,

thes^ five little fowls laid

-73 eggs. The Silkie eggs

weigh midway between i^oz.

and ijoz. ea-h ; those of the

crosses rather less. They
sell readily at threepence

each."

The provision of graniHated charcoal in hoppers

will do good, and the correct amount of animal

matter should be added to the mash, while raw
greenery at midday is another aid to keen appetites.

Where the birds go off their soft food, give the

mash at night and grain in the morning for a time,

or give half the amount of mash, followed fifteen

minutes later with a scratch feed of grain in the

litter. Examine the birds carefully, and if they

are on the fat side reduce the quantity of food

gradually and reduce the heat-producing ingre-

dients, particularly maize, potatoes and the like.

Give only sufficient food at each meal that is

eaten up eagerly, and remove any soft food left

over. Chickens very quickly lose their appetites

if food is left always before them instead of being

given " little and often." While the grain should

always be buried in the litter, the latter should

never be allowed to get into that state when it

is " full " of grain, as is so often the case.

Perches in Scratching Sheds.—Mr. H. Gordon
Cuff of East Liss, Hants, raises a question which

is rather out of the common. He asks :

" Is it necessary to have perches in the scratch- ,

ing sheds ?
"

This is an open question, but personally I am mucli

against the use of perches, except in the roosting

As I pointed out in my
article, the Silkie ' is a " go-

between," being too large for a

Bantam proper and too small

for a large fowl, and is covered

with silky hair instead of feathers. It is a crested,

feather-legged variety, and the three popular

colours are white, black, and blue respectively.

Those who rear pheasants. Bantams, partridges,

guinea-fowl and any delicate breeds of poultry

will find Silkie hens excellent as broodies and
mothers. Poultry-keepers, too, who need small

eggs for their children will also find this charming

little breed very suitable, whether pure or crossed.

Aids to Appetites.—In The Garden of

January 5 I dealt with the reason why fowls go

off their food. Mr. H. Thompson now asks for

further advice. As I then pointed out, there is

nothing like " sameness in feeding " to make
fowls sicken of their food. Having given in such

cases a short course of Glauber's salt in the drinking

water, the feeding programme must be revised.

PEDIGREE WHITE WYANDOTTES.

A consignment of utility White Wyandottes photographed before despatch to Mombasa.
Bred by Mrs. Goodwin Preece of Crosshill Farm, near Shrewsbury, who now possesses

a 3rr-fgg strain in this breed.

places proper. It has been my experience where

perches are erected that they encourage heavy

"day" evacuations on the part of the fowls.

This is by no means desirable, as tending to cause

tainted ground. In the roost proper the drop-

pings are caught on the drop-board, and can easily

be removed daily. In the combined roost-and-

scratching-shed type of house or intensive structure,

i.e., where the birds roost and scratch in the same

house, perches are, of course, necessary, but 1

refer to the separate scratching shed or back-

yard run. I am for the same reason against

the erection of perches in the grass run or

enclosure, although perhaps the point can be

more or less waived here, as the perches can

be moved daily to prevent any likelihood of

tainted ground.

To Avoid Soft-Shelled Eggs.—Miss M. E. T.

of Llanelly writes to say that she cannot prevent

one of her WTiite Leghorns from laying soft-

shelled eggs. " The trouble cannot be due to

force-feeding," she adds, " or to the giving of an

exces's of heat-producing foodstuffs." She fur-

nishes me with her feeding menu to prove tjiis !

The birds (italics. Printer, please !) have an ample

supply of shell, so that nothing is amiss here,

I am told. Being plainly told, then, that there

is nothing to account for the soft-sheUed eggs,

I have no other alternative than to seek channels

unknown to my correspondent. I give way when
Miss M. E. T. says that she gives an ample supply

of shell, but without proof I cannot agree that

all the birds devour their share. Some layers

refuse absolutely to visit the shell-hopper and

taste that unappetising substance called " shell."

My correspondent's White Leghorn may be of

this calibre. To remedy this I recommend Miss

M. E. T. and all who are troubled with soft -shelled

eggs to pound a little of the shell into a powder

and give it in the soft food daily for a time, say,

a teaspoonful or so to each six fowls. In case the

oviduct is out of order owing to the strain placed

upon its walls by a period of very heavy laying,

I recommend also an iron strengthening tonic

in the drinking water for a time. One other

pointer to my correspondent : Try a little clover-

meal in the mash, say, one-fifth, by weight, of

the total ingredients.

Cause of Pale Yolks.—While writing of eggs,

I am reminded of that New Year's gift of new-

laids sent me by a reader of The Garden as " a

little appreciation of the jump in my egg-supply

since following your poultry articles." Naturally,

these were promptly acknowledged direct by post,

but having now sampled the

eggs, I cannot pass over the

donor's query, " What do

you think of these eggs

which are from pullets ?

"

without just a little comment.

The only failing to be found

was the paleness of the yolks.

The colour of the yolk is

influenced by feeding, and

to obtain deep rich yolks

there must be no shortage

of green-food. In the winter,

roots should be given and

clover - meal be added to

the mash. Maize, buckwheat

and sulphate of iron—given

within reason, of Aurse

—

tend to darken the colour

of the yolk, but the main

thing is not to stint the

layers as regards greenery.

Another cause of pale yolks

is " sameness of feeding,"

particularly with respect to

grain. Where the layers are

given one and the same grain day after day,

pale yolks will be met with. Variety is the

keynote of successful feeding where egg-

production is concerned.

ADVICE ON POULTRY- MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Pnnllry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand,

iv r.2.
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WE notice, with a touch of regret,

that the fine range of flower-

beds situated in front of the

Palm Hoiise in Kew Gardens,

and akeady planted with Violas,

Aubrietias and dwarf Phloxes for the spring

display, are being ripped up, together with the

most perfect expanse of lawn, for the purpose

of cultivating vegetables. We suggest, seeing

that the authorities have decided to use this

ground for vegetable culture, that it be utilised

for demonstration plots and for at least two
lo-rod model allotments. The ground is admir-

ably situated for this purpose, and as a wide

gravel path skirts the ground on three sides, and
along which most of the visitors pass, it will

prove an ideal spot to demonstrate to the novice

how to plan his ground to the best advantage.

On Saturday afternoons and Sundays, perhaps,

a horticulturist should be present to give practical

demonstrations in seed-sowing, hoeing. Pea-

sticking, &c., and each vegetable grown should

be labelled so that the variety and time of sowing,

or transplanting can be easily read from the

path.

Free Lectures on Food Production.—Mr. F. J.

Chittenden, head of the Royal Horticultural

Society's School of Horticulture at Wisley, is to

deliver a course of six weekly lectures on " Small

Gardens and Allotments for Purposes of Food
Production" at Bishopsgate Institute, B.C., on
Wednesdays at 1.15 p.m., commencing February 20.

The subjects of the individual lectiures will be as

follow: February 20, "The Soil a Source of

Supplies : Digging and Trenching It " ; February

27, " How to Ensure Water and Air Supplies to

Crops" ; March 6, " The Mineral Supply and its

Effect on Crops".; March 13, "The Nitrogen

Supply and its Effect on Crops "
; March 20, " Seed

Sowing"; and March 27, "Transplanting and
Spacing." The Institute is in Bishopsgate, three

minutes' walk from Liverpool Street Station.

Hamamelis or Witch Hazels at Kew.—In

several places about the Royal Botanic Gardens
isolated specimens or groups of Witch Hazels are

in full flower. Particularly beautiful is a bed
near the Temperate House, which is filled with

the different species and varieties. H, mollis is

very conspicuous,^oth by its rich golden blossoms

and by its Cowslip-like fragrance, the perfume
being noticeable from a considerable distance,

H. japonica is also very noticeable, a large, wide-

spreading bush being thickly covered with quaint,

spidery-looking blossoms; while the variety

Zuccariniana adds variety by its lemon-coloured

flowers, and a small example of H. japonica rosen

by the yeUow petals being marked with red on

the outside. H. arborea, a small tree which is

also sometimes included as a variety of H. japonica,

is also covered with deep golden blossoms. The
Witch Hazels are excellent shrubs for warm corners

of gardens, for they flower at a time when there is

little else, are quite hardy, and cut shoots last

well in water. They thrive in well-drained loamy
soil to which a little peat or leaf-mould has been
added, and do not require regular pruning, all that

is necessary being a little shaping. Where there

is only room for one species, H. mollis ought to be

chosen.

Edinburgh Allotments Depot.—The success

of the depot for supplying allotment holders

in Edinburgh who desired to purchase seeds,

manures, tools, &c., during 1917 has been

such as to induce the murucipal authorities to

reopen it this season. With an increase of about

r,ooo allotments it is e.xpected that a large number
will again take advantage of the facilities. Last

year the sales amounted to about £1,000, and the

depot proved of immense advantage, especially

to those who were beginners. This year a special

effort has been made to obtain a supply of good

seed Potatoes, especially of varieties immune to

the wart disease, and it is anticipated that this

department will meet with special success.

Commelina coelestis.—There are not so many
plants of a pure and perfect blue colour that one

can afford to neglect any of them, and though

Commelina is none too hardy, as one would only

expect from a plant that is a native of Mexico,

yet the little care that is needed for its safe keeping

is well rewarded by the feast of colour given by its

flowers in the late summer forenoons. It is about

2 feet high ; in form the flower is much like

Tradescantia, to which it is nearly related. It

should be planted in a warm, sunny border and

have a mnter protection of a mound of leaves

or ashes over the'roots, or the tubers can be lifted

and boxed and wintered in a cold frame. It is

COMMELINA CCELESTLS.

Flowers pure blue.

easily increased by seed, which is freely produced
and ripens well.

" The Kew Bulletin," Nos. 7 and 8, published

together, consist entirely of a list of economic
plants native or suitable for cultivation in the

British Empire. The publication of this list has
arisen from the wishes of the members of the

Botanic Section of the British Association at their

meeting of 1916. The list contains many well-

known and aheady cultivated plants, and is made
more valuable by the references to papers deahng
with the particular products. Lesser-kno%vn

plants which may be of value in future develop-

ments are also hsted. Every plant has its native

country assigned to it, and particulars as to its use

are also given. The list is arranged under the

products the plants yield, such as drugs, dyeing

and tanning materials
; paper-making materials

;

timber
;
gums, fats, oils, &c. ; and rubber, gutta-

percha and balata.

Nitrate of Soda.—In accordance with the de-

cisions reached at the Inter-.Allied Conferencr

held recently in Paris, a Nitrate of Soda Executivi-

has been formed to deal with the purchase and
supply of nitrate of soda in Chile for the British,

French, Italian and United States Governments.

This executive will have its offices at Empire Houst

,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Sir Edmund Wyldbore
Smith, the Director of the Commission Inter-

nationale de Ravitaillement, has been appointed

chairman. All questions concerning the purchase,

sale and shipment of nitrate of soda and tlie

like should be addressed to the secretary at the

above address.

Town Refuse as Manure.—At a recent meeting
of the scientific committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, Mr. Chittenden said he had secured

an analysis of a sample of town refuse similar

in appearance to that shown by Mr. Hudson at

a previous meeting, which showed a high content

of lime, about 2 per cent, phosphate, and ij per

cent, nitrogen. Mr. Odell said he also had an
.uialysis, and his showed a lower percentage of all

these manturial substances than the one referred

10. Experiments are being made at Wisley.

Rothamsted and Long Ashton to ascertain its

rnanurial value, which is not likely to be high, and
wliich win no doubt vary within wide limits.

Variation in Shade of French Beans.—Mr.

l'"raser sends seeds of the variety Mont d'Or, re-

marking upon the difference in shade of seeds of

the same harvest. This difference is common
in French Beans, and appears to be the result of

differences in ripeness and of weather effect rather

llian of a constitutional character.

Oil-Bearing Seeds for Cultivation in England.
.\t the instance of Dr. Keeble some discussion

look place at a recent meeting of the scientific

committee of the Royal Horticultural Society upon
the kinds of plants which might be grown for their

oil in England. They appear to be few, and
none seems to produce a palatable oil. The oil-

bearing Flax, Rape and other species of Brassicas,

Sunflowers, Coreopsis, perhaps some Malvaceous
plants such as Malope'and Lavatera, seem practi.

cally the only ones which are likely to give :i cv<y'

under English conditions.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for Ihe opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

CLIMBING FRENCH BEAN
PHENOMENAL.

T WAS pleased to read the fine eulogy which

Mr. Goodwin accorded to this climbing Bean

on page 5. Messrs. S. Bide and Sons must be

accorded the public thanks for bringing it to the

notice of the many during the past summer,

and for the intelligence and daring they possessed

in growing it in such quantity. ,
It is just the

thing for present requirements, and will furnish

a green vegetable in summer and an easy one to

dry for winter use. I recognised its value imme-

diately on seeing the fine exhibit of it at the

London Scottish Drill Hall during the past

season. Stems were shown 6 feet long laden

with clusters of pods 6 inches to 9 inches long,

and filled with the small white seeds characteristic

C A R A WAY SEEDS.
DEhEKRING to the note by your correspondent

the Rev. Joseph Jacob in your last issue,

I may say that years ago Caraway used to be a

not uncommon crop in these parts of Essex,

but its cultivation has been practically extinct

,

for nearly fiity years now, though an occasional

piece has been grown more recently. There is

an Interesting article on its cultivation in " The

Cyclopedia, of Agriculture," a book published

in 1855. From that account I gather that the

Caraway was sown with Wheat as a mother crop.

After the harvesting of the Wheat, the stubble
I

was hoed or pulled out, and its place presently

taken by Peas, which gave a crop for the second

year. Then the Caraway itself yielded a crop

of seed during the third and fourth summers,

after which it was done away with. ."Another

system of cultivation was to sow Caraway,

Coriander and Teasel seed all together. The

Coriander was harvested the first year, and the

Teasel and Caraway the following two or three

years. The great point seems to have been very

frequent hoeings in order to keep the land clean.

THE GREY-LEAVED LAVENDER COTTON, SANTOLINA CHAM^CYPARISSUS,
IN MIDWINTER.

of a CUmbing French Bean. It is not a white-

seeded Scarlet Runner. The pods are not of

the fine form suitable for exhibition, but, being

stringless, they remain tender and eatable for

a long period. For instance, the yellow-podded

Mont d'Or is a stringless Climbing French Bean,

and I had some opposition to overcome in the

kitchen because of its colour and also because I

stipulated that it should be boiled whole. Both

of these items were regarded as some of my foolish

experiments ; but the Beans got their due meed
of praise after being boiled. I purposely allowed

some of them to hang on the plants till the seeds

were fully formed and highly coloured. Even
then they were tender and delicious. Mr. Goodwin

recommends sowing the seeds in pots in a cold

frame ; but that would have been too laborious

a method for me last May. I sowed and reared

three varieties of Frencli Beans, one Climbing

French Bean and a variety of Scarlet Runner

in boxes in a cold frame on May 12, and planted

them out on the 30th of the month when 6 inches

to 8 inches high.—J. F.

1 see the price of Caraway seed was given as 35s.

to 45s. per cwt., but it was evidently a speculative

crop, as the produce was said to vary from 3cwt.

to 20cwt. or over. The substitute which is now
being used for Caraway is, I believe, Dill seed,

from which the dill water that is given to children

is made. The scientific name of Dill is, 1 think,

.\nethum graveolens [sjm. Peucedanum graveo-

lens, which, according to the " Kew Hand List,"

is a native of India,

—

Ed.]. It is a native of Spain

and Portugal, but is sometimes found in culti-

vation in England, and is closely allied to A.

foeniculum, our common garden Fennel.

—

Percy
C. Reid, Kelvcdon.

A SUBSTITUTE FOK POTATO PIE.

T HAVE just had the following recipe sent me,

intended for times when Potatoes may be

scarce. Ingredients : A pound of Lentils (or

Haricots or Butter Beans), half a pound of sliced

Onion, an ounce of margarine or dripping, and
some weak stock or water. Method : Put the

Lentils, sliced Onion and margarine into a slewpan

and stir for a few minutes ; add a little stock,

and simmer, adding more stock as required till

the Lentils are cooked and of the consistency

of mashed Potato rather soft. Grease a piedish,

put in half the Lentils, then a small layer of

minced meat, and thick gravy. Put the rest of

the Lentil mixture on top with little pieces of

margarine, and brown the pie in the oven. Haricots

or Butter Beans may be used in place of Lentils,

but must be soaked for twelve hours before

cooking.

—

Anne Amateur.

FROZEN POTATOES.

XT seems that we no longer need throw away or

perhaps boil for the fowls any Potatoes that

become frozen. A recent issue of the Daily Express

says, on the authority of a French scientist, thai

if well dried these tubers are quite fit for food and

lose none of their dietetic value. The method
to be followed is to slice the frosted Potatoes and

lay them in a hot oven, leaving the door open

for the moisture to escape. The Potatoes must

remain till they are " chip dry," when they will

remain good for a long time if stored properly.

The drying would be hastened if the sliced tubers

are turned occasionally. To use, it is recommended
that they be boiled in just enough water to make
a " mashed Potato result."—A. C. B.

CYDONIA JAPONICA.

T HAVE a large collection of seedlings of this

fine and early flowering shrub. These seed-

lings have all flowered in my garden, and some of

them are really beautiful varieties, different in

shade and size to several named varieties and,

I think, better than they. From these seedlings

I have saved a good deal of seed, and will be happy

to give some to any who would like to grow

this handsome shrub. Will any who wish for

seed enclose a stamped and addressed envelope ?

The seed should be sown as soon as possible in

a box or pan, or in mild localities in the open.

—

(Rev. Canon) W. W. Flemvng, Cool/in, Portiaui,

County Waterjord.

TWO LAVENDER COTTONS.

^NE of the most delightful of all silvery grey

foliage plants in winter is surely Santolina

Chamaecyparissus. Spreading like a silvery carpet

close to the ground, it makes a pleasant contrast

to the dark green Ivy, as in the accompanying

.illustration. Santolina incana with its blue

grey, finely cut foliage, also has many featiures

of value. Some time ago a clump was planted

on a bank of Heaths, with excellent effect. The
glaucous tint of the Lavender Cotton, as it is

sometimes caUed, produced a telling note of

contrast among the rather sombre greens of its

companions, while in .August the patch of yellow

flowers among the prevailing tints of white and

rosy red was no less pleasing.

—

.\. T. J.

CRUCIANELLA STYLOSA.

TK reference to a note recently on Crucianella

stylosa, 1 think it would be well to warn in-

tending planters of it not to place it near any plants

of value, or I am afraid they may lose considerably

more than they gain by it. I find one or two

plants 1 have require very close watching even

to keep them running .over some of the larger

plants. It may be a question of taste, but I

should call the scent of this flower anything but

sweet. To me its pungent smell, which it thrusts

upon you especially after rain, is distinctly

obnoxious.

—

T. .\. L.
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MORE ABOUT COLOUR AND FLAVOUR
IN APPLES

T TAKE in good part the Rev. G. H. Engleheart's

kindly "chaff." (My early education in

this was llioroughly attended to by my father,

actively assisted by my three youngest uncles and

still carried on by my lifty-five surviving first

(iiusins.) Laughingly 1 admire, and admit, the

I leverly flattering paraphrase of " Fools rush in

." Being a woman, I ought to have been warned

liv Mother Eve's sad case—tliat if I meddled

with fruit, I should speedily repent it. Now,

woman-like, having stirred up strife, I quit the

fray, leaving the men to fight it out, " Who
shall decide when experts disagree ? " " F. H. C."

says (less" politely than my latest critic and on.:

Editor) " Ridiculous ! No competent judges will

agree " with me. I give him this tough morsel

of tact to digest. The nearest greengrocer has

.ift'ered me every year the same price for Forge

is for Cox's Orange, so obviously buyers and

eaters think it as good an Apple. " W. R."

asserts " ' .^nne Amateur' is right," and goes

further, for I wrote there were Apples of equal

Mi°rit. " W. R." says "Better—far better"

(which sounds like the title of some old song).

What I wanted to say was that there is not only

one best Apple, but several. The probable reason

why buyers ask for Cox's Orange is that they are

unacquainted with even the Jiam^s of." Mother"

and other equally good Apples. I always envy Mr»

\V. Robinson's " cocksureness " concerning his

absolute infallibility. It must be so comforting

1(1 feel one's self always right. For my own part,

belcinging to the . aforementioned wide family

circle, of whom a friend once said, " When any

iwu uf tliem meet, there is the germ of a debating

society " (a remark almost worthy of the Rev.

Engleheart), I usually find there are as many
sides to any subject as the number of cousins

present. I am just now the recipient of bushels

of "chaff," with some "golden grains" of help

from the six cleverest cooks among them, con-

cerning my latest enterprise (of which my friends

in The G.^rden may hear " in the merry spring-

time"). The family scoffers enquire if I propo;e

myself as " Adviser to the Food Controllers."

I loftily reply, " I view with pity akin to
"

(I pause, seeing in ray mind's eye our Editor's

blue pencil)—1 mean I pity the Food Controllers'

well-meant effort to " teach grandmothers not

to suck sixpenny eggs." Far be it from me to

suggest decorating them with the " Order of the

Dishcloth " pinned to their coat-tails, as was the

wont of our grandmothers with men who meddled
with their kitchens.

—

Anne Amateur.

'pHE REV. G. H. ENGLEHEART mentions

Apple King of Tompkins' County as being

now seldom heard of. I grow it, and think much
(if it as a late dessert variety, coming into use in

February and March, sometimes later. When
the branches of .the tree are kept thin, it

crops pretty regularly. The fruits put on a bright

colour and possess good flavour as late Apples

go.—E. M.

TN his article on Apples the Rev. G. H. Engleheai t

raises many interesting points. Many besidis

himself would like to know whether any light

has been thrown on the problem of the cause of

the colour in Apples. Colour, as he says, is un-

deniably dependent on light ; but it is probable

that colour is partly derived from the medium
in which the trees are gi-own. Applications of

certain dressings are supposed to intensify colour

in Roses, and it would be natural to suppose tliat

that of their cousins' the Apples could also be

effected in the same way ; and this would seem
to be the case. Last October I was privileged

to see the Apple trees whence came one of tlie

chief- gold medal amateur exhibits. There were

a good many "unnecessary" varieties, viewed
from the standpoint of quality; but the culti-

vation was of tlie best, and the colour of the

Apples extraordinarily fine. It was almost

impossible not to think that this high colour

was to some extent due to dressings of some sort

given to the trees, and I was tempted to write

to you and ask what they were likely to be. Tlie

soil in this particular garden was much the same
as my own, viz., a stiffish loam with a clay subsoil

;

but at first sight I failed to recognise a James
Grieve, as my own Apples of this variety, althougli

very good, had very much less red in them, and
it was not till I had a close look at the wood and
foliage that I knew for certain what the variety

was.

It would seem as though grass could effei 1

colour, as in an old garden once mine there were

standard trees of Apple King of the Pippins in

the grass and in cultivated land. The fruits of

the former were smaller, but of decidedly better

colour than those of the latter. .To take two other

points in Mr. Engleheart's article : (i) I have a

number of Cox's Orange Apples grafted on Crab

stock (as well as others on Paradise stock). They
produced a fine crop last year, but I have
had to transplant them on several occasions to

check a too vigorous growth. (2) Mr. Engleheart's

suggestion as to the best way of raising good
quality Apples from Cox's Orange by inbreeding

would seem to be right, as St. Everard is a cross

between Cox's Orange and Margil, and it is of
excellent flavour, although it is an early and not

a late Apple.—H. Rollo Meyer.

J
VENTURE to think that the wide divergence

of opinions expressed in your columns as to

the merits of the better-known Apples is due

very largely to good and bad cultivation and
locality. It is certainly rather a shock to read

contemptuous references to Cox's Orange Pippin,

and it would be interesting to know whether the

fruit of those who find this variety less excellent

than one has always been taught to expect has

been gathered from standard trees or from Paradise

stock. I do not think any opinion is worth much
unless such particulars are stated. In^ some
catalogues suggestions as to stocks are given,

but I do not tliink nearly enough importance

is given to this matter. Nurserymen of good
standing know quite well that certain Apples

do not produce eitlier much or good fruit on
standards, and they ought to give the public the

benefit of their experience, so saving many
grievous disappointments. Apart from the ques-

tion of flavour, certain stocks are better than
others from other reasons. For instance, that

grand Apple King Edward VII. produces such

a mass of fruit-spurs and bears so prodigally that,

if grown on Paradise bushes, there is not enough
growth made to get well-shaped and vigorous

trees.

To revert to Cox's Orange Pippin. I may be

wrong, because the experience gained in any one

locality and soil does not warrant wholesale

law-giving, but I do not think the best-flavoured

fruit can be expected from standards on Crab
stock; and I would pn so far as to maintain that

almost without exception all choice dessi'rl Apples
slumld be grown on Paradise stock either as open
bushes or cordons, or pyramids or espaliers. I

helieve Mr. Bunyard would uphold me—[We
have a hazy recollection that at a recent lecture

before the Royal Horticultural Society Mr. E. .-\.

Bunyard expressed the view that we should do
well to devote more attention to the ctdtivation

of standards with pendulous branihes. After
all, this is the natural habit of the Apple tree.

With most trained trees, arc we not ( ropping
the branches upside down ?

—

Ed.]—moreover,
in the view that of these various forms the p\Tamid
is the least suitable, because the one thing needful
to obtain flavour is sunshine

; and however well

a pyramid be trained it must have a n(jrth side,

whereas on open bushes or bush cordims, which
are the same thing, the sun reaches every fruit

on the tree. So far as I Icnow, Allington Pippin
is about the only dessert Apple that does best

on standards. Other people may have a different

experience, and their comments would be valuable.

In readhig the different views as to the merits

of various Apples, I recalled- Browning's lines,

which seem very applicable :

" Now who shall arbitrate ?

Ten men love what I hate,

Shun what I follow, slight what I reciive ;

Ten, who in ears and eyes

Match me : we all surmise.

They, this thing, and I, that : whom shall mv
soul believe ?

"

Among all the Apples criticised, I do not think
any mention has been made of Gascoyne's Scarlet.

I wonder how many know that this, which is

generally considered a cooking Apple, is most
delicious if kept until January. The flavour is quite

unique, and although the flesh is crisp, it is at the

same time almost buttery and melting. It has
very little core, and although colour does not

always mean sweetness, here we have about the

most splendidly coloured of all Apples. With
me on light sandy soil it bears very bountifully

on Paradise. I am told that it does not crop
well an Crab stock, but I am going to graft it

on a John Downie standard on my lawn. This

is a prolific bearer as a stock, and it will be inter-

esting to see whether this stock yields better

results than does the wild Crab stock. One more
word as to flavour. Have those who have been
disappointed with certain Apples tried the eifects

of potash ? Everyone should strive to save all

the bonfire ash they can, and should be very careful

to harvest the ash as soon as cool enough to be

moved, for the potash contained therein (which

is about half as much as there is in kainit) is

extremely soluble, and a very slight amount of

rain quite ruins the ash. A top-dressing of this

in January will materially improve the flavour

of Apples and Pears, as I believe Mr. Bunyard
mentioned recently. It should be remembered
that the soil cannot retain the potash unless lime

is present. Therefore, if the soil be deficient in

lime, this should be spread and dug or forked in

during winter before the potash is applied. I

send a fruit of my Gascoyne's Scarlet for your
opinion.—C. B. R., Gloucestershire.

[One of our brightest Apples, but we should

not place it very high from the point of view of

flavour. It is appreciated by those who like a

white, soft-fleshed Apple at this season, but in

our opinion its chief merit lies in the fact that

it is a regular cropper. It is better in this respect

than almost any other variety we know

—

Ed.]

*,• Ffndt'ix ii'/tn linn' not ulicildlf duvf ko nyp as),-ed to
(nilei ThP (:.\l:])l N '« W itcli'rn'tt iftji'tiutii t-i/ tlifii neiin-
ntni-l. Th*' iftif.fi of inimltl mines is fnvhi Urii, nnd ill

rotisfr.i/encr 'J'Hi: O.utiU'N is abtaiiiiililf ONLY il ordered
beforehand.
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EARLY POTATOES
THE fact that this year seedsmen are not

bound to limit the price of first-early

Potatoes to that fixed by the Government
for most of the later sorts allows many
of these to revert to prices which to

many will appear to be somewhat high. Possibly

the reason for this is found in the very short supply
most growers and others have to offer to the public

during the present season ; but even were prices

considerably higher than they are, I should still

regard these as the most paying ot all Potato crops

to tlie owner of a small garden, for, being ready

to lift towards the end of June, or at the latest

during the first fortnight in July, it aflows the

grower ample time to sow or plant a crop of another

kind, or even the same varieties of Potatoes foj-

a second crop. Seed sets planted on the same
ground last year gave us quite nice-sized tubers

in September, this ground being now filled with
Spring Cabbage, Other crops suitable to follow

early Potatoes are Carrots, Beetroot, Dwarf Beans,

Turnips, or salads for autumn use. Among varietii s

Sharpe's Express.—.Among the first earlies

this should appeal very favourably to those who
like a large tuber of beautiful kidney shape,

some of the largest tubers we have yet found among
earlies being where this variety was given

plenty of room and a well-manured soil. It is

no exaggeration to say that on several occasions

we have lifted tubers approaching in length to an
ordinary man's shoe. Last year, when digging

the crop from a peck of seed, nothing sensational

in the way of size turned up, but many roots gave
us upwards of three dozen tubers. The accompany-
ing photograph shows one of the best of these roots,

taken as lifted on July T4. The number of tubers

beneath this single set was forty-four, thirty of

these being large enough for table. Weight of the

root, 2lb. iroz.

Midlothian Early.—Several notes have appeared

in The Garden on this magnificent variety, one

which I have had the pleasure of growing each year

since its introduction, and not once have I had
reason to complain of the crop or the quality of

tlic tubers when cooked. One noteworthy feature

GROWING POTATOES
FROM SINGLE EYES

THE interesting articles on Potato-grow-

ing which have appeared in recent issues

of The Garden have attracted my
attention. Some of these experiments

with " single eyes," and also increased

production from a small amoimt of seed, have

led me to think that perhaps some of my
early experiences in this line in this country

might be of interest to readers of The Garden.
The introduction of the Early Rose Potato into

this country proved a decided innovation in

Potato culture here in 1869 and 1870. No such

yields of this important esculent had ever been

heard of previous to the advent of this new seedling.

It was also superior to all known sorts in quality.

The old Mercer had long been the standard variety,

though outranked in quality and productiveness

by Prince Albert, a more recent inlroductitju,

with which I had also experimented with good

results. But this Earlv Rose took all the hpnonrs

ECLIPSE

Lijtcd July 14; w^igh! 3i/6.

NINETYFOLD.

Uil:d July 12 ; uicight, 3ilb.

SIR JOHN LLEWELYN.
Lifted July 12 ; w:ight, jus! over ^Ib.

SH.\RPE S LXfKbbS
Liiled July 14; weight, zlb. 1102.

,iul,i de for early planting with a view to digging

a profitable crop at the earliest date, the following

are the most likely to give satisfaction :

Eclipse.—The first photograph shows a very
fair root of the increasingly popular Eclipse, a

variety very largely grown in our district, and it

appears to do well on all soils. The photograph
shows a root lifted from a bed where only i foot

was allowed between the rows, a trifle more between
the sets, and it is worthy of note that other crops

lifted the same day, but too late for the camera,
gave even better results. Weight of crop, 3jlb.

Sutton's Ninetyfold.—The photograph here

shown is of a root grown on very sandy soil,

lifted on July 12. The number of tubers beneath

the root—which, by the way, was only half a

40Z. " set "—was thirty-six, thirty of these being

large eno\igh for cooking. The weight of these

tubers was exactly ajlb.

Sir J. Llewelyn.—.Although by many regarded
as a second early, the photograph shows it to

be quite equal to many others where tubers of

good size are wanted early in July. The photograph
was taken on July 12. Twenty-three tubers of

good size were counted ; weight, a trifie over 3U1.

of this variety is the remarkable hold it has
already got upon cottagers and amateurs, among
whom it appears to be even better known than
by gardeners ; and as the former rarely grow for

any reason other than a utilitarian one, nothing
further need be said.

I

Ril^leader.—On our light soils we have never
lifted very heavy crops from this, but, no matter
how early the crop is lifted, the tubers are always
of exceptionally good quality. On chalky and
stone-brash soils we have had far heavier
crops, and for this reason I do not hesitate to

recommend it to readers having similar soils to
deal with.

Oxford. F. R. Castle.

[The Potato produces the largest quantity of
food per acre, and the value of early crops to
take the place of the rapidly diminishing stocks
of wheat and other food cannot be overestimated.
.Apart altogether from patriotic motives, it may
be said almost without fear of dispute that early

Potatoes are the best paying crop for small gardens
and allotments where the soil is reasonably warm
a«4 well drained.—E».]

when it came. It was produced in the rugged soil

and climate of the State of Vermont by ray good
friend Mr. Pringle, as I now recall it. He was a

very successful and enthusiastic breeder of new
plants in that region at that time, and originated

many other new Potatoes, including Snow-
flake, a few years later, which I have always re-

garded as the best table Potato in quality ever

produced.

I was among the very first to invest in

this wonderful Early Rose Potato, though in a

small way, being very young in the field at that

time. The entire stock of this new Potato was
secured, soon after it appeared, by Mr. George W.
Best of Utica, New York State. While this stock

could not have been very large, it was all under
his control. Being a progressive man and a great

believer in advertising and the judicious use of

printing ink, l»e spent considerable money in

extolling the virtues of this new Potato in this way,
and very wisely, as it proved. New things in the

garden and field were not as Bumerous then as now,
and it was thought necessary that every new seed

or plant should have some positive merit in order

to succeed, which, I am sorry to say, is far from
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true in tliese days. Tliis new Potato was sent out

in very small quantities by Mr. Best, and by mail

in nearly every case. His price was 3dol. a pound

invariably that year. This, of course, was a

startling figure ; comparatively few wanted to

pay all these dollars for two or three Potatoes.

But I was among those who took the risk, in spite

of the advice of my older neighbours and friends,

who said "A fool and his money are soon parted."

The tubers came soon after my order, just four

of them, 75 cents each. They were a delicate

purple in colour, plump and sound, with

good, vigorous eyes. I have since wondered how
Mr. Best could sort out just a pound of whole

Potatoes, but mine weighed precisely i6oz. and

came in a neat box. Then I received a letter

from Mr. Best, who offered and advised me to take

2lb., which he would send for 5dol., and assured

me that none would be sold the next year for less

tlian idt)l. a pound. But I did [not [do so,

fearing to extend my risk, serious mistake

though it proved, as will be seen. But it

taught me this lesson :
" Get a good thing

as early as possible before everybody else

gets it."

Well, some of my old Dutch neighbours

liked the look of those new Potatoes very

much, and they were handled much like

jewellery. But none were quite willing tn

duplicate, my order at that price ; they

would wait and see how the plants grew,

which they did, watching their development

very carefully ; they haunted my garden.

I made a careful diagram of each tuber on

paper, that I might not lose a single eye

by not having enough of the Potato

attached to it. Then I cut the tubers into

single eyes, but do not now recall just how
many of these 1 had. (Of course, the old

farmers laughed at me all the time.) I

jilanted them in drills in a small garden

with loamy clay soil only moderately

enriched, and waited results with some

anxiety, I confess. The young shoots came

through promptly and grew rapidly, having

a dark, vigorous coloiu'. There were no

Potato bugs or other pests of that nature

then, and the vines soon covered the

ground. The neighbours did not laugli

quite so much then, and as the yield

began to look promising they wanted me
to save just a few for them in the autumn.
" Yes," said I, " one dollar a pound will

be the price." But they did not order any

even at that price, although they were

amazed at the crop as I dug it out later,

because of the quantity and its beauty.

They waited another year and then

paid me 2dol. a peck. I had 631b. of

the finest Potatoes a man ever beheld,

and their table quality was beyond com-

parison. This yield, though large for that

period, has been greatly exceeded since, of

cotttse, and I myself, a few years later, raised

over loolb. from a potmd of the famous Snow-

fiake variety, which Mr. Pringle regarded as his

most valuable production. Mr. Best was right
;

not a pound was sold thfit year for less than idol.,

to my knowledge. I advertised the tubers at that

price, selling all I cared to spare, mailing them to

nearly every State in the Union ; and even the

following year, when I had a much larger stock,

they were sold at good prices. If I only had bought

even 5oIb. at first it would have been good business

sagacity. The Snowflake variety alluded to above

was an idral Potato in every way—yellowish white,

slightly tinged with russet, flat oval, very smooth

exterior, and much like a snowflake in texture

when cooked.

Kinssloii, New York. H. Hendricks.

Uncommon Vegetables

THERE are many useful vegetables

that are termed uucommoji. Because

they are not generally grown they are

considered to be of little value. If,

however, they were taken in hand and
well ciUtiva^ed, they would be found useful,

especially now that other foods arc scarce.

Many people are surprised to find how easih

they have become accustomed to vegetables

for meals without meat of any kind since

the latter has become so scarce and expen-

sive. There are numbers of what I call special

" supper dishes " made entirely from vegetables
;

for instance, braised Celery. Celeriac, Vegetable

Marrow pie without flour, boiled Leeks, Cauli-

flowers, Artichoke soup, Tomato pudding, &r.

With the addition of many others I term un-

common, it will be seen what a large part

AUBERGINE OR EGG PLANT.

The attractive fruits are'palatable when fried.

vegetables play in the supply.of the nation's food.

Many are so simple in their cultural requirements

that one is surprised at the length of time they

have remained urtcommou. I need hardly say

that several of those named are grown in leading

gardens of the well-to-do. What I want to see

is their increase in the smaller or amateurs'

gardens.

Rape (Brassica Napus).—So few people know
or fail to appreciate the value of common Rape
as a winter vegetable:- It is one of the hardiest

of winter greens, lasting until quite the end of

.April. No amount of frost injures the plants.

The sliort, sprout-like growths are especially

succulent, and not nearly so bitter .in taste as the

gi'een of Swedes or Turnips. Sow in drills 18 inches

apart in May and June for succession, thiiming

the plants to a foot apart.

Kohl Rabi (Brassica olcrarea Caulo-rapa) is

(crlainly aniiing the uncommon vegetables in the

'irdiuary garden. The flavour partakes ot a

mixture between a Turnip and a Cabbage
;

possibly

this was its origin. No attempt should be made
to grow large roots, or the flavom- will not be so

appreciable. May is quite early enough to sow
the seed in drills 18 inches apart, thinning the

plants tcfi foot. In a dry season the plants should

be watered or mulched with some moistmr-
conserv.ing material, as in times of drought the

roots are tough and less succulent. Sutton's

Earliest White and Short-top Green arc good
varieties.

Cardoons (Cynara Carduuculus).—The cultiu'e

of this vegetable is much on the same lines as that

for Celery, with one exceptioii—that of raising the

plants where they are to grow. Sow the seeds

early in May 18 inches apart in a trench prepared

as for Celery ; for safety sow three seeds in each

spot. Thin early to encoiurage sturdy growth, and
water liberally during dry weather to enstire the

growth being completed by the end of

August, when blanching should at once

commence, which requires about nine weeks.

Make tl\e plants firm, keeping the leaves

quite straight, and wind brown paper about

9 inches high around the stem, covering

the paper with a hayband. Afterwards

cover with soil to more fully ensure light

and air being excluded. Repeat the blanch-

ing preparation until at least 2 feet of

the blanched stem will be assured.

Celeriac (.-^pium graveolens rapacemn).

—

How little this vegetable is cultivated is

astounding to those who know the crop that

can be obtained from a small plot and how
valuable a vegetable it is in winter and
spring. Its keeping properties are marvel-

lous when covered with sand, ashes, or

straw in a shed or cellar. It should be
raised exactly like Celery in March and
treated in the same manner. The plants

will be ready to put out in May on awell-

manm-ed plot in rows 2 feet wide, the

plants abottt 16 inches apart. If each row-

were inclined to stand in a slight hollow,

the plants could easily obtain more moisture,

which is imperative if the weather is hot

and dry to induce the formation of fiUl-sized

roots, say, 5 inches in diameter. Lift the

roots at the end of October and pull off all

theleaves except thesmall ones in the centre ;

this will prevent decay there, which some-

times takes place when the top is severed.

Aubergines or Egg Plants (Solanum

Melongena) are perhaps more of a luxury

than a utilitarian vegetable. The enthu-
' siastie amateur with glass can <-ultivate' the

plants quite easUy, although during a hot

summer they occasionally ripen fruit in the,

open. Early in February sow seeds in gentle

warmth, pot singly as soon as the plants are

large enough to handle, and finally transfer them
to 6-inch pots in a temperature of about 55*.

Restrict the growth by pinching out the point of

each shoot when the plants are about 8 inches high,

curtailing the number of fruits to four on each

plant—even fewer if extra large size is aimed at.

Salsify (Tragopogon porrifolium) is a useful

winter vegetable requiring but little space, and is

easily stored in sand in a shed or cellar. It is in

use from October until April. The long, white,

fleshy roots are cooked and served in various ways.

The cultivation required is simple—deeply dug
soil, with but little manure, as this tends to make
the roots grow forked, whereas they should be

straight and free from rootlets. Sow the seed

thinly in drills 15 inches apart early in April,

and thin the plants to i foot apart.

Swanmore.
' E Molvneiw

(I'o be conliiiued
)
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SOME FLOWERS OF WINTER.-IV
TIIK WIXTEll

Bv Arthur

" Willi biitttn up-like flowers that shut at night,

Its green leaf furling round its cup of gold."

—Clare.

Poets of all ages have
always praised humility,

yet here is a little flower

that they would seem to

have passed by unheeded,

for I can find no mention
'if it save in the delight-

ful pages of the simple-

minded peasant - poet

whose "Village Minstrel"

and " I'ocms on Rural

Life "^
-. ought to find a

place on the bookshelf of

every bibliographic gardener. I used to wonder
why it was that Shakespeare came to pass it by,
as its glossy coat and yellow buttons peeping
through the bare earth " in the deepe of Winter
oftentimes " (as Parldnson tells us) would have
given him much pleasure and suggested gold-

mines of thought. But " Johnson " tells us
that the Winter Aconite was only introduced
from Italy in 1596, i.e., twenty years before

Shakespeare died, and so it mav have been a very
rare plant in British gardens and not well enough
known to have attracted his attention, although
it is true Parkinson does not speak of it as a raritv.

This writer groups Eranthis along with the deadly
Aconitum Napellus, calling it " Aconitum Hyemale.
The Winters Wolfesbane," but there is not the least

doubt that it is the Monkshood or Helmet Flower
to which Shakespeare refers when he makes King
Henry IV. (Second Part, Act IV., Scene 4) say :

"That the united vessel of their blood,

Mingled with venom of suggestion,

{as force perforce, the age M'ill pour ii in)

Shall never leak, though it do work as strong

As Aconitum or rash gunpowder."

^V O L F S BANE.
R. GooDwix. -^

In the use of Enghsli names of plantsthi're arc

many curious perversions, e.g., Syringa for Phila-

delphus ; and analogous to this is the use of the

name Winter Aconite for Eranthis (Greek cr,

spring, aiUlios, a flower), because, though closely

allied, it is not a true Aconite. I am not, however,
prepared to deny Parkinson's assertion that its

tubers are " very poisonfuU and deadly," as I

have never had the temerity to stew one up and
taste the decoction, nor to apply it to my eyes
when they were inflamed, as he recommends.

It would be difficult to find a plant of more
distinct character than this child of Januarv,
Perhaps, like the Cos Cyclamen, one has for it

an especially warm admiration because it is one of

the few hardy blossoms that ventures to peep
out in the short wintry days, and thus one has
more leisure to examine it than if it appeared
in the later clays of spring when one glory succeeds

another in gentle progression, and time will not
allow us to linger, too long at any single shrine.

Then, again, it is so completely indifferent to

weather when it does appear above ground that

the brave little buttons of gold seem to take a

delight in what St. Francis of Assisi calls " my
brother the wind and my sister the rain," whih'

a biting frost docs not seem to harm them imless

the position is an exposed one. Be it remembered
that the Winter Aconite does not like a " bare-

earth " border ; it is happier far in moist woodland
hollows or in short turf under late-leafing deciduous
trees like our native Oak, where its foliage can
ripen and attain its full development before the

leaves come on. There it forms a charming
companion to the earliest Snowdrops, and, in a

sheltered position, to the purple Crocus Imperati.

In " Alpine Flowers " it is said to prefer lime, but
this is certainly not a sine qua iion, as both it and
its cousin Erant'his cilicica (which is later and has
more finely divided frills) flourish in this light,

warm, limelcss (almost) soil, provided they are not

SNOWDROPS BY A STREAMSIDE.
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planted in too hot a position. The secret of success

in growing both species is to transplant them while

their leaves are still green ; and if you buy them
from a nursery, insist upon the tubers being sent

you in June or, at latest, July, and do not keep
them out of tlie ground one minute longer than is

avoidable.

The Winter Aconite belongs to the same natural
order of plants as the Globe Flower (Trollius),

and, like the Christmas Rose, the beauty of the

flower lies in the sepals and not in the petals.
" Nicholson " points this out, for he says " sepals

six to eight, oblong, petal like
;

petals six to eight,

very short, tubular." Very insignificant indeed are

the petals, just like little twisted spills ; they
soon fall off, but the sepals endure for a long time

and open into a starry flower that appears ver\-

quaint set in the midst of that little, glossy green,

Elizabethan collar with its scalloped edges which
gives it such a jaunty look. When I sec this

collar I am always reminded of Punch's dog Toby,
though, to be sure, his collar was a very poor,

floppy affair in the last Almanac, and looked as if

it had been " got up " by a laundry where starch

was anything but plentiful ! It is, too, strangely

like the leaf of a miniature Fan Palm, e.g., Livistona

chinensis, of which " Nicholson " gives an excellent

illustration and tells us that it is " quite hardy
in Cornwall "

; so no doubt it is included in tliat

wondrous collection of plants that Mr. P. D.
Williams grows in his charming garden at St.

Keverne. I must remind my readers that this

distinctive collar of the Winter Aconite is not

really a leaf but a bract, for the true leaves do not

appear until the blossoms themselves have faded.

Ruskin tells us that the leaves of plants " talcc

all lands of strange shapes, as if to invite us to

examine them. Star-shaped, heart-shaped, spear-

shaped, arrow-shaped, fretted, fringed, cleft,

furrowed, serrated, sinuated, in whorls, in tufts,

in spires, in wreaths, endlessly expressive, deceptive,

fantastic, never the same from footstalk to blossom,

they seem perpetually to tempt our watchfulness

and tempt delight in outstepping our wonder."

Thus, while the botanist tells us that the leaves

of the Winter Aconite are " deeply divided

;

involucre of three deeply cut leaves," there is

much else that is wanting to make the picture

complete. He does not portray the exquisite

curve of the leaves as they rise in little tufts from
the ground after the flowers have almost passed

awa\', or explain by what mechanical contrivance

they manage to force their arched stems through the

frozen soil. Nor does he tell us how the flower-buds

arc brought almost to maturity beneath the soil.

Alas ! as I \NTite, my Winter Aconites arc con-

cealed beneath a lo-inch mantle of snow, and so

for a while I can no longer take you to see any
of winter's own flowers. But I must not complain,

for, as Emerson tells us, " all seasons have their

own value full and true "
; and also, if I grumble

at my Worcestershire climate, I shall appear, like

the farmers in Virgil, to be unaware of the blessings

I enjoy. Nor would it be right for anyone who is a

real lover of plants to allow his spirits to be damped
by the weather, and, though Vcr peypeluum,

to use Bacon's felicitous phrase when describing

his ideal garden, may be an tmattaiuable concep-

tion, it is surely one that is worth striving after.

It is certainly an entrancing picture of this happy
slate that Richard Crashaw paints for us in his

translation from Virgil's Georgics (II., 323-345) :

" nor do I doubt

But wlien the world first out of chaos sprang

So smiled the Days, and so the tenour ran

Of their felicity. A Spring was there,

An everlasting Spring, the jolly year

Led round in his great circle ; no wind's breath

As then did smell of Winter, or of Death."
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A Crocus Procession

A
CROCUS HERALD," in the issue of

January lo, was nf great interest,

and should enhghten a large number

o£ good folk who arc considered

' florists. Some of them seeing my
Urge bowl of Crocus Imperati asked if it were not

a new variety ! The procession began early in

September and has been continuous here ever

since, C. speciosus, in nun\bers " ten thousand

times ten thousand," leading the van, and

C. cancellatus and some others following

;

while C. oehroleucus kept up its slowly pared

march till the advance guard of C. Imperati came

into view. This is tlie third lot of C. Imperati

which I have planted during the last thirty years :

the first, beside a large bush of Rosemary, whicji

starved and dried it up until it almost disappeared
;

the second, at the foot of a south-west brick wall,

again too warm, and no success followed ; the last,

out in a sunny border, partially shaded by the

autumn growth of Dahlias, and there it is quite mar-

vellous, and evident from a considerable distance.

This lot is well protected by slates all round,

deeply sunk in the ground, thus keeping the corms

safe from the various garden tools, against whicli

labels, so easily displaced or obliterated, soon

become useless.

I find that all Croci like rather liberal treatment,

and after four or five years arc much improved by

being taken up, separated, and replanted as soon as

they have liad only a few days of drying and

cleaning. These winter varieties need a cloche or

cap-glass (ventilated) to protect their frail blooms

from wind, rain, &c. As there are no sparrows

here, they have no enemies but a slug or two to

contend with. I do not believe a peaty soil

would suit any of this large family, climate being

the chief thing as regards their blooms.

J. Hill Poe, D.L. (Captain).

Rivcriluii-Xiiuigh.

AZALEA ROS^FLORA
^HIS handsome little plant is worth a

nice sunny position in any part of the

garden, but is more adapted to the

rock garden, as it is a vey dwarf growing

shrub ; in fact, it may almost be termed

prostrate, as its small branches seem to rest

on the ground. It is a very showy plant

when in flower, which occurs in May and June.

This is a double flowered \-ariety, light orange

in colour, and the average bloom is i inch to

2 inches in diameter. The foliage is light green,

and, like most Azaleas, it sheds its leaves in

winter.

This is such a slow-growing plant that it need

not be thinned out or cut back at all, unless,

after a few years' growth, it becomes too thick,

when a few of the weakest growths may be cut

away. It enjoys a nice bed of peat, with a little

silver sand added, and if planted in this it will

grow and bloom to perfection.

Propagation may be effected either by layers

or by cuttings, but if a stock of plants of flowering

size is required in as short a time as possible,

increasing by layers will be the most suitable.

These can be layered as soon as the plants have

finished flowering. A few of the lower leaves should

he trimmed off. and the stem (which need not be

tongued) pressed lightly into the soil and just

covered with a little sand and peat, afterwards

making them firm. It is then only a matter of

a few months before the layers are fit to be

moved.

Cuttings should be made from the young shoots,

and if these are inserted in sandy soil in gentle

bottom-heat they will soon take root. After they

have become well rooted they can be gradually

hardened off. This method of propagating Azaleas

is much slower, and they do not form good plants

of flowering size so soon as when increased by

layers. This variety is perfectly hardy in this

country. F. J. Clark.

Dropmore Gardens, near Maidenhead, Berks.

ALPINES IN THE "COLD HOTHOUSE"
AN INEXPENSIVE WAY OF GUOWIXG ALPINE FLOWERS.

AT
the present time there must be many
thousands of greenhouses all over the

country which in happier days were

k filled with Chinese Primulas, Cyclamen,
^ Cinerarias, and many another lovely

thing which needed a little artifirial heat and a

little attention, but which now must be abandoned,

and rightly abandoned, because coal is needed

for other purposes and garden labour is unobtain-

able. Wherever possible, such greenhouses should

be used for vegetable culture ; but there are

many cases where unsuitability, lack of skilled

labour, and various other causes make this

impossible. To the owners of such houses I

would like to suggest a very simple and inexpensive

^£2. '^

"''?^''
-

idea i;f making complete little rock" gardens in

earthenware pans in early spring for house and
table decoration. I have been making them and

experimenting for my own amusement for seven

or eight years. Last spring I took some to the

Royal Horticultural Society's shows, and later

a few were offered for sale in a certain shop in

New Bond Street. From the prompt way in

which they were copied, I gathered that tfiey

rather caught tlie public fancy. There is no

reason why people who have an unhealed green-

house, or part of one, or even a cold frame, should

not grow a few alpines in pans for bringing into

the house. It is a delightful form of gardening,

very easy to manage ; and now that cut flowers

^

^^^ r

AM.

SAXIFK.\G.\ BOVDII ALBA. (tWO-JHIRDS NATURAL .SIZE.)

way of growing brilliant flowers of exquisite

charm and daintiness, without heat, and with

very little trouVile, right through from Jaimary

till April. You need not even have a greenhouse
;

a cold frame will do perfectly well for the purpose.

To put it briefly, you may grow the early flowering

alpine plants in pots and pans. Vou can build

in a pan no more than a foot across a tiny, complete

rock garden, plant in it a dozen or so alpine plants,

and flower them to infinitely greater perfection

than they would flower on the rock garden in

the open ; for in a cold greenhouse or a cold

frame they are free from the brutal assaults of

our variable spring climate. The brave way in

which the very early alpines flower in the open

in this country is quite wonderful ; but the same
plants flowered under glass arc wonderful in

another way. In the open it is a miracle that

they flower at all, and how fresh and jolly

tlicy manage to look, a mkaclc of bravery

!

The same plants under glass are a miracle of

sheer brilliant freshness and daintiness. 1

think I may claim to have originated the

of tlu' ordinary market sort are becoming rarer

and dearer, they would be doubly welcome. A
few general directions may therefore be hclpftil

to those who would like to grow alpines in this

way.

First, then, as to pans. These may be any-

thing from 4 inches or 5 inches to 13 inches or

18 inches in diameter, and from 3 inches to 6 inches

deep. They may be square, oval, oblong or

round, and should have good drainage holes.

Unglazed pans are better than glazed ones. The
more simple they are the better. I have used

the common red earthenware seed-pans of the

same material as ordinary flower-pots. They

arc honest and straightforward. They may be

dropped into bowls of a size larger when brought

into the Tiouse, but as a rule 1 prefer them as

they are, just stood on a saucer on the diimcr-

tablc. Anything in the nature of a glittering

silver jardiniere, or the greenish yellow abomi-

nations decorated with designs in which heart's

appear to grow upon watch-springs gone mad,

arc an insult to alpine flowers Hnl. after all,
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matters <if iiidividiial taste are perhaps better

left to tlic taste of individuals. I will get on
with more practical details. Before planting,

wash the pans thoroughly, dry them, and put

plenty of clean crocks- in the bottom. For a

general soil take well-rotted turfy loam, leaf-mould

and coarse silver sand. For proportions I think

ordinary intelligence better than definite fractions.

Grit Vf some sort will greatly improve this mi.\ture.

Broke'n flower-pots, smashed up small with a

hammer, make excellent sharp, porous grit. The
dust should be sifted out, leaving the gi'it about_

the average size that is usual in Bought cake.

Another luxury which will enormously improve
the compost for almost any alpine is old mortar
rubble. It may be used in all sizes, from dust

and crumbs to pieces the sire of a Filbert

or a little larger. Use both grit and rubble

freely.

I have left these directions for soil fairly open
to free interpretation, and I have done so pur-

posely. Far too often one sees special potting

mixtures given as though they were chemists'

prescriptions containing dangerous drugs. Avoid
clayey or pasty soil. Aim at fibrous loam, use

plenty of grit, rubble and sand, and yon cannot

go \'ery far wTong.

For making up your pans of alpiues you cannot

do better than use small pot-grown plants. You
then get all the roots compact and ready to go
ahead. Weed them carefully, and even scratch

away the top half-inch of soil with a small pointed

stick, or ease it away with a finger. The ball of

soil may also be slightly reduced, if not too much at

the expense of the roots. The actual planting and
placing of the rocks and plants is again a matter
of personal taste and skill. Just how to do it

is as difficult to tell as how to place paints on
can\as. Some pans may be made up with one
species of plant only, and with no rock at all.

others may be planted with two or three,

and still others with nun h rock and as many as

a dozen or so different kinds of plants. I think

perhaps simple aiTangements with two or three

sorts which flower at the same time are the most
effective. I use small pieces of rock, mostly
rather flat and long, and varying from the size

of one's thumb to that of one's two hands.

Any fau-ly hard stone will do. Tufa is excellent,

also limestone, sandstone, millstone giit, or Kentish

Rag. I generally half fill the pan with soil, and
select five or six pieces of rock ; then arrange
the rocks so that about half of each will be bmied
when the pan is filled, and the other half exposed
above the soil. The object should be to form a

picturesque rock garden with a convenient series

of crevices and little planting pockets. It is

worth while arranging and rearranging the rocks
until they give a really satisfactory planting
grormd and form a fairly coherent and restful

whole. The rocks should not stick out in every
direction " like almonds in a pudding," as someone
once said, and as most writers never fail to echo.

The rocks, when finally earthed in and planted,
should not look like a lot of rocks stuck into soil,

but like one hummock of rock which has become
split and rent by frost, and into which soil has
drifted and among which plants have sprung up.
By placing them high at one end and sloping down
to vanish underground at the other end, and at

the same time arranging them all more or less

parallel to one another, you will perhaps get a
restful, natural, unified effect. It is as well to

have a selection of rocks of all sizes and shapes
at hand from which to choose.

Having an'anged your rocks loosely in the half-

filled pan, and held in position by the soil, select

your plants. Here again I will not attempt
too exact and hard and fast law-laying, but will

name a good selection of the best and most suitable

sorts, and as I go along will indicate a few
pretty combinations which I have found effective.

The crevices between the rocks vary from half

an inch to 2 inches or 3 inches wide. It is

therefore often difficult to get the round ball of

a plant coming from a 72-size pot or a 6d pot to

fit into such crevices. But I find it a good plan,

after weeding the surface soil,.: to take 'the ban
between the palms of my hands and firmly squeeze

it and flatten it out. Some soil will fall away,
but this does not matter. The flattened root'

mass may now be planted very firmly between
its appointed rocks, fine soil may be poured in

and pressed down, and the rocks themselves

squeezed close about the plant. In some cases

I actually shake or wash the soil from the roots

before planting—Gentiana verna, Oxalis ennea-

phylla and the dwarf Campanulas, for instance.

The only instrument I use in planting is a pointed
stick about 9 inches long, «'ith one end blunt

and about half an inch thick, for ramming the soil

home ; the other end pointed for scratching out the

soil to make a hole deeper. A flat wooden label

or a blunt knife-blade is also useful.

PRIMULA MHMBRANIFOLIA.
Flowers piiik lilac mith creamy white eyes.

Now for the plants. A very pretty pan may be
made up of Saxifraga apiculata, which is early, quite

easy to grow, and has heads of primrose yellow
flowers. With it may be put its pure white variety,

alba, and also the newer and brilliant golden
yellow S. Haagii. They are fairly strong growers
and flower freely. One of the earliest of all to

flower is S. -burseriana. The foliage grows in tight

masses of small, sharp-pointed leaves, arranged
in small rosettes. When well grown it is extra-

ordinarily free flowering, a 2-inch-higli red

glossy stem ciwning from every rosette, each
carrying a huge solitary snow white blossom, at

its smallest as large across as a shilling, but often

as big as a half-crown. It is exquisitely lovely,

and the petals sparkle as though frosted. There
are several forms : Gloria, with immense
flowers ; speciosa, later flowering than the others

;

the one which I call just burseriana, which is

the earliest and is almost as big as Gloria ; and
so forth. Give them plenty of lime rubble. A
lovely little hybrid from S. burseriana is S. Irvingii,

small growing, tight, compact, but very healthy
and thrifty, and literally smothered with dainty
shell pink blossoms. This is one of the prettiest

and best for pan culture. A charming companion

for it.is S. Faldonside, a slow but sure grower, with

large, very perfectly formed blossoms of a soft, clear

primrose yellow. Both of these are plants of rather

high quality and refinement. They flower together,

and the soft yellow and gentle pink make a pretty

contrast. A burseriana or two might go with

them. Another very valuable Saxifrage, and
one of the earliest, is S. oppositifolia splendcns.

This grows quite prostrate, and covers itself with

large, stemless blossoms of a rich winey crimson
purple. Give it plenty of lime rubble. It is

easy to grow, and is very striking with its flowers,

the size of a shilling, sitting tight on the ground
as close as they can go. It contrasts finely with

the early white and pale yellow Saxifrages.

Other good early Saxifrages are Paulina;,

pale yellow; Boydii alba, marginata, Obristii,

Petraschii, Rocheliana and R. coriophylla, nil

white. S. retusa is prostrate, with tiny heads of

brilliant jewel-like blossoms of sparkling ruby
red on erect, inch-high stems. A valuable species

for running down very narrow crevices is S. Aizoon

baldensis. This I collected on Mount Baldo.

It is the smallest^ (in all its parts) of all Aizoons,

and makes delicious runnels of frosted silver. The
flowers come late (about the end of April or e-irly

Ma>), 2-inch-high sprays of white. S. cochlearis

minor is a fine, very silvery, small species for pan
culture, forming tight hummocks, small and neat.

S. tcmibcanensis is a lovely white, later flowering

than S. burseriana, the blossoms rather trumpet-

shaped—S. burseriana is flatfish—and very refined

in every way. It is neat and slow growing,

and good for narrow crevices. I have only

mentioned some of the best Saxifrages. There

.ire many others, but there is also a paper famine !

Stevenage. Clarence Elliott.

{To he continued.)

PRIMULA MEMBRANIFOLIA

THIS is a very pretty little species belong-

ing to the Section Yunnanensis. It

was introduced into this country by

Messrs. Bees, Limited, in igo8 from

seed collected by Mr. Forrest, who
found it on the Tali Range at an altitude of

9,000 feet to 11,000 feet, chiefly in shady spots

with a northern aspect. In its native habitat

it is said to have an unusually long flowering

period, extending from .\pril to August. In my
garden it was flowering as late as September 28,

the date on which the accompanying photograph

was taken.

The light green leaves arc densely covered on

their vmder surface with a light yellow farina.

In the \oung state the upper surface is also

farinose. In shape the leaves are ovate or obovate,

toothed, tapering gradually towards the base. In

length they are from i inch to 2 inches, and in

breadth a quarter of an inch to three-quarters of an

inch. The slender flower-stems, which are farinose,

vary in length from a quarter of an inch to 2 inches,

carrying one to five flowered umbels. The short

linear lanceolate bracts are also covered with

yellow meal. The calyx is campanulatc, farinose.

The flowers are of a beautiful shade of pink lilac,

with a large creamy white eye. The corolla

tube is cylindrical in shape, very long, and of a

greenish yellow hue. The lobes are obcordate,

emarginate. The corolla is farinose externally.

Where it is found P. raembranifolia is said to

be pleasantly fragrant, but in cultivation I find

no trace of this. The flowers when they first

open arc small, but they quickly increase in size,

and when fully out they are large compared with

the size of the plant. When in flower it would

be safe to describe this Primula as densely covered

with light yellow farina, with the exception of

.he upper surface of the old leaves and the face
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uf the flowers. I am afraid P. niciubnuiilolia will

not prove hardy in cold and wet districts unless

protected from excessive damp during the winter

months.

Moniiiiuls, Duns. John Macwatt.

THE TESTACELLA
It is now about fifty years since I first made the

.icquaintancc of this interesting and useful

meniber of the slug family. As stated by your

Correspondent Norman G. Hadden, page 4, it

is decidedly local, in proof of which I may mention

that at Kew, where I first savT it, considerable

numbers were to be found ; while at Wimbledon,

where my present garden is situated, I have never

met with a single one. Its method of attacking

a worm used to interest mc, for, as a rule, it fastened

on to the middle of it, and gradually absorbed

the entire worm. One might have expected that

it would have been a more simple matter to com-

mence at the end of the worm, but such was not

my experience of the Testacella. Your corre-

spondent speaks of it as being most freqnently

met with in town gardens and nurseries. This

is borne out by the fact that it used to exist in

considerable numbers in the Ashburnham Park

Xursery of the late Mr. William Bull at Chelsea.

A peculiar feature of this slug is the strange habit

of contracting its body when disturbed, in which

slate it is so tough as to suggest a piece of india-

rubber. H. P.

IMPATIENS ROYLEI
This fine white annual Balsam is a plant for e%ery

garden. In rich soil it grows 8 feet to 9 feet high,

and the branching habit gives a fine display of

the pure white blooms. This is well set off by the

handsome pointed leaves, which, with the succulent

stems, are of a bright pale green colour. The only

drawback to this fine plant is that if the seed-pods

are not carefully watched and cut off when young,

the garden next season will be smothered with a

luscious growth of seedlings ; for a great quantity

of seed is produced, and the pods, when ripe,

explode at the slightest touch, flinging their contents

tar and wide. It does well in London and would

hardly refuse to grow anywhere. It would be likely

to do well in the joints of paving of any ill-lighted

yard or com't between buildings, where its pure

beauty would be a boon to all beholders. G. J.

IN A BAGHDAD
GARDEN

CV
1 N (i behind us the narrow belt of

Date Palms fringing the village of

Kazimain, near Baghdad, we entered

upon the desert which, dotted with a

few derelict brick-kilns in the foreground,

stretches away westwards, barren a;vd inhospit-

able, from the right bank of the Tigi'is. How
different must have been this scene, say, a thousand

years ago ! In front, almost in the glow of the

flashing domes and minarets of the great golden

mosque-—^that marvel of Arabian architecture

raised during the Caliphate—the Baghdad Railway

embankment, along which trains will presently

run through to Constantinople and Europe, dis-

appeared into the blue. It was a warm September

morning, temperature about 100° Fahr. in the

shade, with gusts of hot wind eddying off the

parched desert, whipping clouds of impalpable

ilust—that curse of Mesopotamia—into our sun-

dimmed eyes. And then, walking along, abruptly

w<' wrre among canary yellow flowered Cucumber

plants sprawling all auuss the ground, ripening

Runner Beans and Broad Beans coming into

flower, clusters of saffron-flowered Cotton Plants,

growing waist high ; Brinjals or Egg Plants, with

handsome Potato-like flowers and fat, pendent

purple fruit; tall nodding Sunflowers; scarlet

Tomatoes, peeping shyly from among nests of

hairy leaves
;

port wine stained Hollyhocks, and

Vegetable Marrows—some white, some yellow-

flowered—with a host of weeds to fill up any odd

space. It sounds a little unusual, no doubt ;

it fairly took my breath away when first I saw all

these plants, seemingly juinbled up together in

the utmost confusion on a short acre of groimd
;

but it is, nevertheless, a fact.

There was scarcely any attempt made eitlur

to grow different vegetables apart or to keep the

beds clean ; consequently there were homely

flowers like Verbena officinalis and a Convolvulus,

with less familiar species, such as a Cucurbitoiis

tendril climber, certain Euphorbiacea>, Composita-,

and clumps of a lovely blue-flowered Broomrape,

all of a familiar English appearance, growing where

they willed. Yet this is the Arab way, and it

has siicceeded for 1,500 years, more or less.

too, that gusty hurricane from the north-west

which sometimes blows furiously lor days, is apt

to play havoc with broad-leaved prostrate plants

like the Cucumber, Pumpkin and Tomato. The

Arab, watching Nature along the white mud
flats of the Tigris, has learned the secret, and

his methods are essentially right—irrigation by

means of shallow trenches, along the banks of

which the seeds germinate, being watered from

below ; and the protection of the crops from high

winds by means of tall weeds, forming wind screens

similar to the jungle belts left on rubber estates

in the Tropics.

The native having found empirically the right

principles on which to work, it is for the new

government, following these fundamental principles,

to improve details and furnish the best possible

materials. No one supposes that the Arab has

nothing to learn from the Englishman, just as

the Englishman has learnt something from the

Arab ; working together, using the best implements,

above all selecting only the best breeds and the

most suitable varieties, there are unlimited

chances for the market-gardener and crop-raiser in

this fertile land. The soil everywhere is a calcareous

IP.\T1ENS ROVLlil AT MUNSTE.-\D WOOD.

The reasons for this are not diflicult to under-

stand. If the soil is thoroughly cleaned and watered

in the usual way, it immediately becomes so

tenacious and greasy /that it cannot be touched foi

a time. After a few days, however, it can be

hoed up, and appears friable and in good con-

dition for sowing seeds. The experiment has

been, tried, seeds of Pumpkin. Beans. " Ladies

Fingers," Tomatoes, Cucunrbers and other vege-

tables being sown and duly watered-—with un-

expected results. Lender these conditions the

soil always dries with a hard surface cake an inch

or 2 inches thick, which, as the sunmier sun bakes it,

cracks in all directions. Walking along the river

bank in the summer, when the water is low, you

see the result in the cracked silt with choked

seedlings gasping and struggling for air, for light,

even for water, crowding up through the cracks
;

and between the cracks nothing, for no seedling

can force a passage through the crust which im-

prisons it. Moreover, seedlings, when watered

in the usual way, show a fatal tendency to " damp
off"—the last thing one would have expected to

find in sun-bitten Mesopotamia ! The shimnl.

loam, and, except in a few limited areas where

there is salt in the soil, is suitable for almost every

kind of subtropical crop and fruit. Water, of

rom-se, can be supplied by irrigation.

Another garden I visited, similarly divided up

into plots by treirches perhaps a foot deep and a

couple of feet broad, lay on the bank of a rivulet ;

numerous chards, or water hoists, worked by

donkeys, overlooked the water, but now stood idle.

Clumps of glaucous-leaved Euphrates Poplar

ga\'e place to a row- of Mulberry trees, interspersed

with Date Palms. On one side was a bushy hedge

of Pomegranates which had already yielded up

their fruit, and a few Rose bushes were dotted

about among Beans, Tomatoes, Cucumbers,

Gourds, Pumpkins and other vegetables—a jnost

picturesque assembly. Thickets of Liqviorice a

foot high, often wrapped in the close embrace of

a species of Cuscuta, added to the apparent con-

fusion.

A few days later I sat on the terrace of the

Officers' Club, a riparian building in what was,

prior to the war, virtually the Eturopean quarter

of the citv. Here, then, in the gardeit we sat
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listening (o tlin birds twitlorinf; in a. grove of

Orange trees, while we looked across the water
to the blazing golden west, against which cveiy

Date Palm stood out as though carved in black

stone. Overhead, Vines and Jasmine entwined,

forming a leafy roof through which the evening
breeze ofif the river sighed pleasantly, mingling

with the splashing Tigi'is at our feet. Along the

path^:r-rather prim brick paths they are—were
Irises and Roses (the latter in bloom), and a

pergola was smothered in. white rambler Roses.

In the corner was a robtist clump of flaming red

and orange Canna, and there were bushes of rose

pink Oleander, still in bloom, and a Tree of

Heaven. Over the club-house a magnificent

tree, in flower for the third or fourth time this

year (this rhythm throughout the eight rainless

months is common in Mesopotamia), cast a welcome
shade, and as evening drew in and the air rapidly

cooled off. it drooped its leaves complacently

and folded its leaflets close.

Such is the garden of a Baghdad house on the

Tigris bank—a ten-ace between high walls, rather

formal with its prim cluster of Orange trees

and its trailing Vines, but tremendously gi'een

and pleasing after the hot breath and rasp-

ing dust storms of the bare brown desert.

.Sometimes there is more variety—Poplar trees,

Blue Gums, Prickly Pears, Botiganvillea—mostly
alien importations, it is to be observed ; but

there is little this dotu- dry land, with its hot

and dry seasons occun'ing at the same time, pro-

duces of itself.

There is another tree of not ungraceful habit,

though affoi'ding frail protection against the

intense sunshine, belonging to the Spindle Tree,

order, commonly met with in the city ; here

at a street corner, casting a quavering shadow-

over the coffee-shop pews ; there, at the cave-like

enfrance to some bazaar. Tamarisk suub clothes

the river banks, but a few ripe aged trees sadden

the desolate graveyards of Baghdad with weeping
mien. It is not grown in gardens, yet w-ith the

wind sweeping through its tresses till they float out

behind like horses' manes it is a charmnig tree,

with something of the wild spirit of sea and storm
in its silvery green. In the villages, behind crum-
bling mud walls, are little jungly gardens of knotted

Vines and tangled, stunted Tig bushes, with Date
Palms thrusting thdr lioUl crowns up above the

matted foliage below ; and shading the crazy

wells, where patient donkfys work hauling the

precious water out of the cracked earth, are leafy

Mulberry trees.

While their formality with a lack of variety,

and a rarity of flowers which makes to shine like

stars the few Roses and Oleanders met with in

private courtyards, is characteristic of Baghdad,
market and village gardens go rather to the

opposite extreme ; they are wild gardens, where
everything fends for itself and considerable

variety flourishes.

(Lieut.) F. KiNODON Warp.
Mesopotamia. (ii6 Malirallas. I.E.F.D.j

ABOUT EARLY PEAS
It is astonishing how pleased amateur cultivators

are when they succeed in growing Peas fit for

gathering two or three days earlier one year than

was possible the preceding year. Of course, a

great deal depends on the soil and the situation.

Warm soils of a light and sandy nature and
sheltered positions are most favourable. It is

not a matter of great labour to raise plants under
glass in sufficient numbers to fill a few short,

shallow trenches outside in due course. In

temporary and ordinary frames and similar

structures where full ventilation at will is possible,

Pea# may be grow-n and podded. . For<ing, as

this is understood, is not advisable.

For nearly thirty years I have raised Peas

under glass, and planted out the young plants in

the latter part of the w-inter. The seeds have been

sown in inverted turves, in pots, and also in boxes

—

they were sown in boxes last winter—and I do
not know which really turned out the best. But
the box-raised plants were dealt with most
economically. Very early pods were the result,

and the crop of them was satisfactory. Half-

rotted leaf-soil is placed in the bottom of the

boxes, which are 4 inches deep. Nearly 3 inches

of good loam is then put in and pressed down
moderately while in a fairly dry condition, and
the seeds are dibbled in about an inch apart and
covered. If the soil is maintained in a medium
state of moisture, the seeds germinate quickly

and the plants grow sturdily. In the meantime
the ground outside is prepared, being deeply

dug. Shallow trenches are formed, and a little

wood-ash and burnt soil mixed with the soil

in them. The seedlings are planted on the broad

base, about 4 inches apart, and sticks are then

laid on them to break the wmd a little. Of course,

a good early dwarf-growing variety is- selected

for the purpose. I do not stake the plants in

the ordinary way, but lay down S. few sticks on

the north-east side of the row, and the plants

lie on them <)uitc snug from the cold winds.

I may say in passing that I treat all my early

crops of Peas in a similar way as regards staking,

and have had the heaviest crops from the plants

so treated. The haulm covers nearly the whole

of the ground. The plants do not suffer from

drought, and fill their pods right to the tip of

tlic haulm. The rows being 2 feet 6 inches and

.J feet apart, all the flowers grow towards the light

and sunshine reaches them. Half the usual

quantity of sticks is needed, but they suffice to

keep the haulm free of the soil. (, G.

Gardening of the Week

FOIJ SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—.\s the days lengthen and the sun
becomes more powerful, \'ines started early
will grow freely. If the weather proves mild,
keep the night temperature at 60°

; if cold, let

it descend to 55" in preference to hard firing.

Be very lareful with the ventilation, and do not
overcharge the house with moisture in dull, foggy
weather. Take care when tying down the laterals

;

only di-aw them a little each time till they have
been finally secured in the desired positions. .Ml
our permanent rods are allowed a drop of 6 inches
beneath the wires to lessen the breakages of the
newly made growths when tying them down.

Melons.—From now onwaj'ds seeds may be
sown, with much better results ; in fact, nothing
is gained by sowing too early unless the heat
accommodation is good. Sow the seeds of approved
sorts in clean 3-inch pots well drained and filled

moderately firmly with a sweet fibrous loam and
some old brick mortar, finely broken. One seed,
if good, in each pot will stiffice. Let the soil be
warm ; do not water for the present

;
plunge the

pots in a gentle heat, and keep the plants, when
well up, near the glass to induce a sturdy growth.
For early crops I prefer pot cidture, as excellent,

well-flavoured fruit may be obtained with less

labour.

Cucumbers.—Sow these at any time, treating
them during the early stages of development
similarly to Melons. The Rochford, Improved
Telegraph, Matchless and Eclipse are all good,
l-'rames may be utilised for later crops.

Plants Under Glass.

Examine the Roots of I.irge plants of Camellias,
and should they be dry, give them a good soaking
of tepid water and liquid manure not too strong.

Do not overlook Orange trees and other large
plants, nor Sweet Bays. Myrtles, &c., which have
been placed out of the reach of severe frosts.

Marguerites.—,\s a rule, the principal of these
should be propagated during the autumn, but,
if the stock is short, a few old plants placed in
heat will quickly fimiish plenty of young cuttings,
which may be soon rooted, potted, and grown
into nice useful plants.

Pentstemons.—Plants struck in cold frames at
the end of September should be kept freely
ventilated in favourable weather and free from
weeds, &c. These plants make a good show of
colour with but little labour ; and the same remarks
apply to Violas and other more liardy plants
utilised for bedding out.

Antirrhinums.—These useful bedding plants
may be raised from seed. Seed of separate
coloured plants should be purchased and sown in
warmth in pans containing rather sandy soil.

Prick off the plants early.

The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—Sow in pots and gentl> force
under glass. The best varieties I have gi-own are
Masterpiece and Perfection, both stringless and
heavy croppers ; the pods are almost round, very
tender and fleshy, remaining in excellent condition
for several days after others have become tough and
stringy. Place six or eight seeds in lo-inch pots,
well drained, and filled to within 3 inchesof the top
with loam, leaf-mould, or sweet decayed manm-e
in a moderately rough state, and stand the pots
in a newly started vinery or any warm place witli

a temperature of 55° to 60°,

Parsley.—Make a sowing of Parsley seed in

pans or boxes and forward the growth under
glass. With cire the plants should produ:e good
leaves a long time before plants raised from seed
sown in the fipen.

Brussels Sprouts for supplying early buttons
may be raised under glass; but for the general
supply a good sowing on a snug border at the end
of March will suffice. Plants that were raised
last autmnn should be carefully attended to,

keeping the smface of th" soil 'lean and free
from weeds. These plants may be put out on
good ground in ,^pril, and the results should prove
satisfactory. Give Cauliflower plants wintered
in cold frames abundance of air, otherwise they
u-ill become weak and fail to heart at the right
time. H. Markham.

(Gardener to \'iscount ILnfield.)

Wrtilhnm Park, Bnriicl. y

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Brassicas. — The system of sowing
Cabbage, Savoys and Brussels Sprouts in the open
in autumn for spring planting is bei}ig largely
superseded by sowing in frames in spring. Those
who pitrsue the latter system should lose no time
in having the seed sown. Iveep the frame rather
close until the seeds germinate, and protect from
frost. .\ sowing of some quick-hearting Cabbage
Lettu;e, such as Tom Thumb or Early Ohio,
should be sow-n alongside the Brassicas.

Sowing Early Cauliflower.—.\ sowing of early
Cauliflower, such as Snowball, should be made in

a pan or box in gentle heat. Sterilise the soil by
heating it over a fire on an old shovel ; this will

generally prevent damping if water is applied by
immersion.

Early Seed Potatoes.—Start a few earlies, say,
Sharpe's Express, in flaky leaf-mould in boxes,
placing them in gentle heat for planting at the
foot of a south wall.

Plants Under Glass.

Seeds to Sow.—Seeds of the following may be
sown now in a temperature of about 60°

: Cordyline
indivisa, Grevillea robusta. Eucalyptus globulus
(Blue Gum), and E. citriodora, one of our
most sweetly scented plants while in the young
state.

Potting on Chrysanthemums.— Big-bloomed
varieties that were propagated in thumb pots at the
end of the year should now be well rooted and
be potted on, using 3j-inch pots. A suitable
compost at this stage will consist of loam, two
parts ; leaf-mould and old Mushroom-bed manure,
one part each ; with a dash of sharp sand. Place
the pots on a shelf near the glass in a cool house,
and spray occasionally for a w-hile to prevent the
plants flagging.

Potting on Young Hydrangeas.—Hydrangeas
in small pots for single-truss plants will now be on
the move, and should be shifted into their flowering
pots and placed in gentle heat. Pots 5 inches in

diameter are large enough, but the plants should
have a rich compost and subsequent feeding.
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The Flower Garden.

Sowing Begonias.—Btiug slow and int-gvildi

in geniiinatiug, Begonias should be' sown caiiy.

Use well-drained pans filled with a light compost,
in which powdered charcoal should form a part.

Do not cover the seeds, but place a sheet of glass

over the pan and shade from sinishine till gerniina-

liou takes place.

Sowing Lobelia.—Lobelia seed can now be got

so pm'e that many growers raise their entire

stock fronr it. Seed should now be sown under
much the same conditions as those recommended
for Begonias. Both require the benefit of a brisk

temperature. Barnard's Perpetual is a reliable

deep blue Lobelia, and Emperor William is a good
pale blue of the pumila type.

Planting Summer Gladioli.—The corms of

this attractive class of Gladiolus are apt to perish

if left out of the ground after the present month.
To grow them well they require a light, rich soil.

Plant about 2 inches deep, and protect if severe
frost occurs.

Fruit Under Glass.

Figs.—Figs which were started into growth a

few w'eeks ago will now require an increase of

temperature, say, 55° or thereabouts, overnight,
with a rise of from 5" to 10° during the day. More
moisture will also be required both at the roots

and in the atmosphere. Spray the trees with
tepid water in the early afternoon in bright

weather.

Strawberries.—Plants which have set their

fruit should receive weak applications of liquid

manure twice a week. Sheep-mpnure placed in

a.bag in a tank or tub of water makes an excellent

liquid manure for the above purpose as well as

for general use. Failing the above. Clay's Fertilizer

can be recommended. Another batch of plants
may now be started.

Orchard House: General Hints.—Close atten-
tion must now be given to watering. Avoid
cold draughts, ventilate on all favourable occasions,

and avoid sudden fluctuations of temperature.
Utilise solar heat as much as possible.

The Shrubbery.
Protecting Early Flowering Rhododendrons.

—

The whole of the blooms of Rhododendrons arbo-
reum and Nobleanum are frequently destroyed by a
sharp frost, when a slight protection might have
saved the welcome bit of colour. A mat thrown
over the specimens will generally be sufficient

protection.

Planting.—With the exception of Hollies, both
evergreen and deciduous shrubs may now be
planted, although autumn is preferable for moving
Rhododendrons. It is always an advantage to

work in some loam or old potting soil among the
roots, to give the plants a good start. Rhododen-
drons should have peat, if available ; if not, a mix-
ture of fibrous loam, half-decayed Oak or Beech
leaves and sand makes a good substitute. Point
over the borders so that they may get the pulver-
ising benefit of spring frosts.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

BRINGING GRASSLAND
INTO CULTIVATION

AT
a recent conference the Royal Horti-

cultural Society had under consideration

'he treatment best to be recommended

i for bringing grassland into cultivation

^for growing garden crops. Such land

should not as a rule be ploughed, but cultivated

with the spade or fork. If it carries very rough

weeds or tussocks of grass, the roughest of the

covering should be cut off with a hook and stacked

in any convenient place to rot, to be used

subsequently for manure. As farmyard manure
is usually difficult to get, none of this or similar

material should be burned. The area selected

should be divid?d into strips of convenient width

and a line run across about 2 feet 6 inches from

the end of the strip, and the turf to the thickness

of i{ inches to 2 inches should be pared from the

part thus marked out and carried to near the place

where the work is to end. The soil is then taken

out to the depth of the spade (unless it^is very

bad indeed, when a little less depth may be re-

moved) and the trench so made carefully cleaned

of any crumbs of good earth. .-\M tliis is carted

to the point where the work is to end. When this

is done, another breadth of turf is marked out.

this time 2 feet in width, and peeled off, laid at

the bottom of the trench, cut up small, and forked

into the subsoil. On this the soil from below the

second strip.of
,
turf is thrown, inverting it com-

pletely as it is thrown over, and leaving a second

clean trench, repeating the whole process until

the ground is completely double dug. In ex-

ceptional cases, where local Icnowledge shows

loosening it to be unwise, the second spit should

not be forked up, and in no case should the second

spit be brought to the surface. That is, full

ti'enching is not advised, as, unless special facilities

exist for bringing this quickly into good con-

dition, it often proves harmful to crops subsc-

cjuently sown upon it for some years to come.

Double digging or bastard trenching is safer.

In very light soils it is unwise to bury Twitch,

even as deep as 18 inches, but in heavy soils the

burying of it will suffocate it. No attempt should

be made to remove perennial weeds from grassy

land before the digging is commenced. They
should be taken out as the work proceeds, and

like the rough grass already referred to and the

Twitch (also called Squitch, Quick, and Couch

Grass) be stacked in a heap tightly to decay.

W. WiLKS, Secretary, R.H.S. ; F. J. Chittenden,

Head of the R.H.S. Laboratory and Experi-

mental (iarden.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

THE GREENHOUSE.
MICE EATING PELARGONIUMS (S. 11. -S.).—We

have never known mice to eat Zonal Pelargoniums,
neither had we iieard of it before the receipt of your
letter. If these animals were the culprits, they must, we
should, think, he the short-tailed grass mice, which feed
largely on vegetable matter. It has, however, been
suggested to us whether cockroaches are responsible for

the mischief, as these pests, which are omnivorous
in their tastes, often do a great deal of damae;e in plant-

,

liouses.

FRUIT GARDEN.
BITTER-PIT IN APPLES, AND OTHER QUESTIONS

{G. A'.).— 1. Bitter-pit of Apples and Pears is not caused
by the attack of any pest, but by untoward conditions
during the development of the fruit. The water supply
is, somehow or other, interfered with, and this leads

to the death of certain cells before the changes associated
with ripening, such as the conversion of starch into sugar,

are completed. 2. Apples may be frozen w^ithout detri-

ment so long as the thawing takes place slowly. Large
Apples are often frozen in our own fruit store without
any damage whatever so long as they are aliowed to thaw
slowly there. 3. Experiments carried out with Humogen
have given very contradictory results, chiefly because
the material has" varied a good deal in its composition,
apparently. Mistakes and difficulties have been made
and encountered in its manufacture, and, unless and until

these difficulties have been overcome, the material should
not be used except on an experimental scale.

FLOWER GARDEN.
HERBACEOUS BORDER {N. T.).—Wo think we shall

be assisting you most helpfully in the effective arrange-
ment of the border by treating it in the sections as you
have set them out. Generally, we agree that the colours

named—scarlet, white and yellow—will be of good effect

at the distance named, though in this coimection strong
blue as found in the best Anclmsas and Michaelmas
Daisies must not be ignored. We have, for example,
noted the ricli effect of the first named at 100 yards away,
and, in strong sunlight at half that distance, in brilliant

effect it exceeded all else. Its llowering period, too.

is of long duration ; hence the plant is valuable from
that standpiiint alone. Generally speaking, taking the

back line sdection throughout, we find it lacking in

variety, which also minimises, or at least limits, the

extent of the display, and which, judged by your favour-

able report of the situation, need not be so limited. Taking
Section 1, if Sunflower Miss Mellish is used—and it i--

a good one—the Rudbeckia should give place to the
chestnut red Helenlum Kiverton Gem, the othvr plants

—

Golden Rod and Coreopsis—remaining. In Section '1,

white Thalictrum—whicli is of a fugitive character and
not of a good white colour—might be replaced byCimicifuga
simplex, of nearly snow white colour, employing KniphoUa

(Tritoma) Uvaria granditiora beside it. For C*t*diou o
nse one Delphinium" only at the back—other good plant.-
are following—and let it be Rev. K. Lascellcs or the skv
blue Pensimmon ; then witli a white Phlox like Mrs.
V\. 11. Jenkins and tJic otiier plants named you will have
a strung strtion. In No. 4 we suggest replacing the
iludtn'ckia with Aster Climax, a fine blue and an effective
late-flowehng plant. Next to it might come the double
Sunllower Helianthus multillorus Bouquet d'Or ; while
in lieu of the pink Spira-a we should prefer Pyrethrum
Hamlet (single pink), backed by an equally generous
planting of white Lupines only. Arranging the bulbous
Irises near the PjTethmm, Campanula carpatiea alba
would cover the vacant ground and vield a rich Iiarvest
of flowers. Krom No. 5 delete the white Spirtea and the
Cactus Dahlia—the last nani'd would always mean a
blank for months—and, devoting the background entirely
to Anchusa Dropmore variety, use Kniphofla (Tritoma)
Uvaria in the same bold way in its immediate front. That
will necessitate removing the Campamxla more to tin*
front and omitting the Physalis altogetlier. For th«-
Delphiniums in No. « employ Lizzie Van Veeu and Queen
Wilhelmina, and in front of them, right across thi-
section, a generous planting of the Madonna Lilv
(Lilium randidum), whose pure and lustrous wliite flowei'a
are unequalled by anything else. Fronting this for
succession may appear an equallv generous planting
of the pure white, fairy-like Aster Desu-e. the Monarda
and Lychnis remaining as they were. For No. 7, Del-
phiniums are scarcely wanted. In their stead emplov
Aster Novi-Belgii The Queen, neariy pure whiteT in
front of it Aster Novs-Angliae rubra, with A. ericoides
The Queen, pure white, small, again in front. If more
are wanted, plant A. Amellus bessarabicus. For No. S,
Anemone japonica White Giant. A. j. Queen Charlotte,
Solomon's Seal. Ferns and Lilies would be good. As
marginal plants, giving good effective colour masses,
Viola cornuta alba, V. c. atropurpureum. V. Ardwell
Gem. V. Bullion, V. Archie Grant and V. Queen of Whites
would be good, planting in double or treble lines to provide
immediate results.

ROSE GARDEN.
PRUNING ROSE TREES (C. E. ^.).—As tlie Roses

were only planted last November you will have more
success if yon prune the plants hard the first season-
that will be in March next. The following season you
should peg do%vn some of the best and longest growths
that- are well ripened. George Dickson should be pruned
hard this season, then next year leave the growths 18 inches
to 24 inches long, or, if you prefer it. peg theijj down. When
pegging down Roses is to be adopted, the growths pegged
down in spring are usually cut away after flowering, say.
in July ; then new growths are encouraged in readinesa
for pegging down the next season. Personally, wo do
not care for pegging do^vn Roses except in the case
of strong growers such as Hugh Dickson. Frau Karl
Dnischki, Ac. With Roses like Mme. Abel Chatenay
it is far better to plant closer, and prune back hard each
spring. When you do peg down, the smaller growths
may be pruned hard, and you should obtain flowers from
these. As regards standards, it is best to allow them
to grow naturally. Very long growths on kinds like
WiJliam Allen Richardson may be slightly arched over,
but a tied-over standard Rose is anj'thing but a beautiful
object. The heads may be improved sometimes by
spreading open the main growths. This ran be done by
securing string to the growths and tying thestrings to the
stem of the tree. Let tliis be done soon after pruning,
so as to prevent too crowded a condition when new
growths appear.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
"PROLIFIC ONION" (V. £.).—The plant referred to

is our very old friend the Chive (Allium Schcenoprasum\
a native plant. It succeeds well without any troub'c
in all garden soils, is perfectly hardy, and most prolifii

.

It is chiefly used in salads and soups, its flavour being
milder and more agreeable to most people than that if
the young green Onion. One short row will be found
sufficient for most gardens. It gro\vs in the form of small
dwarf bushes. The way to cut it for use is to cut th<-

whole of the foliage down fairly low. The plant wi I

then spring up again and tive a second crop! and yd
another, in the same season. Plant iu March in rows
10 inches apart and the same distance asunder. The
pla ntat ions should be removed every third or fourtli
year.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
DESTROYING ROOTS OF TREES (H. C. ,V.).—The

roots of trees can be killed by boring holes half an inch
to an inch in diameter well into the sapwood (the wood
nearest the bark) and filling them with sulphuric acid
or corrosive sublimate, afterwards plugging the hote?.
About three holes in a stump between 1 foot and 18 inche.s
in diameter will suffice. In larger stumps one or two
extra holes may be made, and in smaller stumps one or
two holes will be sufficient.

GATHERING HOLLY BERRIES FOR SEED (C. F.).—
Holly berries ought to be gathi^rcd at once, mixed with
sand, and stood in an open shed for twelve months. They
should "then be sown in a bed of well-draini'd, open snil

in the open ground. Some seeds may vt-tietatc almost
at once, but the majority will probably take twelve months
to germinate. If you like, you can separate the seeds
from the fruits by hand and sow them at once A few
may vegetate mthin a few months;, but the majority will

take from one and a lialf to two years. For tliis reason
it is wise to store the seeds in sand for a year, thus leaving
the ground free for other things. Sometimes germination
can be hastened by sowing the seeds in bo,xe.s lu heat,
but this method is not to be depended upon. Variegated
Hollies do not come true from seeds, though a few plant's
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may show variegation. Sucli varieties are incieased by
cuttings placed under a hand-light or in a cold frame iii

July, or by grafting or budding on stocks of conlmou
Holly. Increase by cutHngs is the best of the three
methods, although not the most rapid. Holly seeds
have been known to lie in the ground for three years
before they vegetated.

MISCELLANEOUS

.

BEE-KEEPING : MAKING A START (J. 5.).—Your-
best plan will be to advertise for a nucleus colony or
swarm, wliich should be obtainable in May or June.
A stock might also be purchased in April, biit it would
not be ad\1sab!e to buy bees before that date, for two
reasons—first, many stocks of bees will probably be
on the verge of starvation this spring owing to the scarcity
of sugar at the time when they should have been fed";

secondly', the Isle of Wight bee disease often make'' its

first appearance 'in early April. British, Italians, or
their crosses are the best varieties to keep.

GROWING CARAWAY tOK SEED (E. F. C.).—The
Caraway Plant. Carum Cami, is an annual, therefore
the crop of seeds is matured within a few months of seeds
being sown. To mature a crop, select well-drained, loamy
soil on the light rather than the heavy side, and, after
working the surface down to a fine tilth, sow tlie seeds
moderately thinly about the end of March or early in
April, raking them lightly into the soil. Keep the plants
clear of coarse weeds, and as soon as the seeds are
ripe, but before they begin to fall, the plants should
be cut and collected into heaps on tarpaulin or on other
material that will catch the falling seeds. Eventually
the plants may be removed to a shed or barn, and the
seeds, or really the fruits, threshed out.

USE OF HOUSEHOLD SLOPS (Comtant Reader).—
Slops of the kind mentioned may be applied to vegetables
during the growing season. They should be diluted
with from four to six times the anjount of water—that
is if no water is in the first place mixed with them. They
may then be used fresh. You may throw some on the
rough ground now, but by far the best way to use them
at the present time is to pour them on a manure-heap
if you have one

—

v>'e mean a heap in which ail decaying
leaves and other vegetable matters are gathered together
in order to form manure for the garden. The slops may
be poured on this, and if the heap is turned over occasionally
they will assist the manurial value of the mixture.

SLUGS, WIREWORMS AND AMMONIA.—In the
issue of The Garden for January 5 there is a very inter-

esting little article by Clarence Pouting on " Slugs in

Frames," in which it states that slugs can be killed in

a frame by watering with a solution of 2oz. of ammonia
to IJ gallons of water. Will you kindly tell me whether
I can kill off the wireworms and otlier pests in a newly
dug piece of land by watering -it now with this solution

;

and would it do any harm to the Potatoes. Cabbages
&c., which I intend to plant in the spring ? My idea
is to water the ground after it has been trenched.—
W. fllURTHWAiT How. [The ammonia used in the way
you suggest would do no damage whatever to plants
subsequently to be planted, nor would it, we fear, affect

the wireworms, which are buried some way down in the
earth. A few disturbed in the digging might be icilied

:

but would not the birds be likely to get these ? Constant
hoeing is one of the best measures to adopt, and where
the pests are very prevalent, trapping them with buried
pieces of Carrot would be an effective measure.—ED.]

MANURIAL ^ALUE OF SLUDGE CAKES.—Will
you kindly advise me whether sludge cakes as supplied
from sewage works can be used as a substitute for manure
in the vegetable garden ? My soil is light, with gravel
subsoil, and for many years has been liberally supplied
with cow-manure, which is now unobtainable. If so.

is it equally good for all classes of vegetables ? What
is its chief chemical value ?—T. W. L. [The value of
sludge cakes as manure is likely to be small and very
variable. The method of manufacture differs, but when
at its best they will contain lime and small amounts
of phosphates and nitrogens. Probably the price would
not exceed, on an average, 10s. or 15s. a ton delivered,

and the material might be used at the rate of about four
tons to the acre. It would suit all crops, but would be
best on heavy land, in all probability.

—

Ed.]

NAMES OF FRUIT.—FtfrA.—l, Gascoync's Seedlinu'

:

2, Probabi.\' Golden Noble, over ripe ; 3, Ecklinville
Seedling; 4, Newton Wonder; 5, Sturraer (?); 6, Winter
Greening; 7, Souring (?).

STEVIA PANICULATA
A LTHOUGH this plant—also known as S.

hyssopifolia—-was introduced from Mexico at

so remote a date as 1S03, it never appears to have
been popularised in this country. According to

an American trade journal, however, it seems now
to play a prominent part in Christmas decorations

in America. I am, however, ignorant of the mode
of culture practised on the Western Continen t

so as to bring it in at the season indicated. This

Stevia is a half-hardy perennial, attaining a height

of from 12 inches to 18 inches. Its panicles of

dainty white flowers are somewhat suggestive

of Woodruff, and are used for mixing with other

flowers in the same way as Gypsophila panicu-

lata. Treated as a half-hardy annual, it flowers

in the open (in Scotland) in September and into

October, until checked by frosts. To have it

thp: garden.

lurning in in November and December—the time
when it would be most appreciated—I would
suggest that it should be raised from seed in a cool
frame in April, planted out in due coiurse, lifted

with balls of soil and potted up into 5-inch pots
towards the end of September, and transferred
to a house suitable for winter-flowering Pelar-

goniums or Perpetual-flowering Carnations.

—

Caledonia. *
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SOCIETIES
NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY.

Ages seem to have passed awav since the last great Dahlia
show was held at the Crystal Palace, and the future
seems a blank so far as any earlv return to those
peaceful and happy times is concerned. But the Dahlia
enthusiasts continue their devotion, so tar as it is possible
to do in war-time. The ranks of the old brigade tTow
thinner and thinner, and at the recent annual general
meetmg of the National Dahlia Society the passing of
5Ir. Eric F. Such had to be recorded. The meetin"
was held at the offices of the British Wholesale Florists^
Federation, 33. Wellington Street, Covent Garden and
the president, Reginald Cory, Esq., presided. The report
briefly reviewed the work of the year, especially that
of the joint Royal Horticultural Society and National
Dahlia Society floral committee, which judged new
Dahlias at several meetings held at the London Scottish
Drill Hall. The accounts were accepted subject to audit
and showed a balance of about £17 on the right side'
For this good resiflt the treasurer. Mr. John Green and
the hon. secretary, Mr, J. B. Riding, were heartily thanked
and re-elected, and the latter was voted an honorarium
of £10. Thanks were given to the Royal Horticultural
Society for accommodation and assistance. Mr. Reginald
Cory was very heartily re-elected president, and Mr.
Joseph Cheal as chairman of committee. To the latter
a letter was sent expressing a hope that he would soon
be fully restored to health and strength. Although there
were three vacancies on the committee, it was decided
to fill two only, thus making the total up to twenty-four
members. Mr. Harry Stredwick and Mr. A. E. Vasey
were elected to flU these vacant positions. The re-election
of Mr. G. Davidson as auditor, Mr. J. Emberson as show
superintendent, and a vote of thanks to Mr. Cory, brought
a pleasant little meeting to a close.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

SIR Harry J. Veitch presided at the seventy-eighth
.annual general meeting of this admirable Institution
held on January 24. The proceedings were opened by
the reading of the report of the e-xecutivc committee
from which we take the following extracts

:

• The committee deeply regret that the seventy-eighth
annual report is not so favourable as could be" wished
from a financial point of view. The insistent claims on
t^e public for war charities have seriously told upon the
income of all old-established institutions, and on none
more than the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
.^otwlthstanding, the committee are thankful to be in a
position to report that with their limited reserve fund
and ivithout at present encroaching upon their invest-
ments, which would be nothing short of a calamity at
the present time, they have been able to maintain their
work as heretofore and to continue the benefits to the
annuitants, who, it must be remembered, were elected
on the funds for life, as well as to give a much needed
aid from the Good Samaritan Fund to those distressed
apjilieants wlio have applied for its help.• "The committee now recommend an election of fifteen
candidates from an approved list of fifty-eight applicants
They feel they are not justified in doing more than this!
tnus aiimg the vacancies caused by deattis during the
last year.
" The committee very gratefully place on record their

sincere appreciation of the Golden Wedding gift of £500
from Sir Harry and Lady Veitch, which has been invested
tor the benefit of the charity, and they heartily congratulate
them on the happy occasion.

"It i^ with profound sorrow and regret that the com-
nuttee have to record the death of many staunch friendsand supporters during the year. , Among the foremost
of these was Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, one of the wannest
friends the Institution ever had. He was president at
the annual festival dinner in 1889 and again in 1913
when through his instrumentality large sums were raised
lor the funds on each occasion."

In moving the adoption of the report and balance-
sheet, bir Harry J. Veitch announced that £80 had been
received that day from the Worcester Auxiliary fSO
from Su- Frank Crisp, while other sums were promised
It was agreed to make a special war grant by way of
supplementing allowances to meet distress m these hard
tunes, and to do this money is to be taken from the Good
Samaritan Fund and divided among candidates. SirHarry Veitch then matic known an offer which had been
received from a friend of the Institution whose name
was not disclosed. He offered to give («) £100 to the
Institution if mne others would do the same, or lb) £250
or more If three others would do the same. The object
of this offer was to add £1,000 to the funds now that themoney is so urgentlr needed. The adoption of the report
TOS seconded by Mr. Harry J. \\'hite (Worcester). The
omcers of the Institution were re-elected, and Messrs
H. G. Alexander, W. Atkinson, N. F. Barnes, Peter R.
Barr, P. Blair, E, A. Bunyard, R. J. Cuthbert, GeorgeMonro and H. W. W. Nutting, who retire by rotation,
were re-elected members of committee.

1

*'^5'"'^ ?* 1'"'^ Poll.—The following candidates were
placed on the funds of the Institution : 1 Thomas WBond (5,076 votes) ; 2, Martha May (4,394) ; 3 ybert

^f!;""'",! o<*«?'*'V ,,*• ^1^7 ^"- H.OW) 5, Fanny

Wh'^^oS; ".Hannah Morgan (3,967) ; 7, Sarah A.hmith (3.966) : 8, Mary Manning (3,808) ; 9 George
Bradley (3,752) ; 10, George Walker (3 716) ; 11 CorSiSs
Orchard (3,657) ; 12, Emma A. Gait (3,628) ; 13 Thomas

A mtSfitiJ*:
^'"' '^'"'*' ''-^'' """"^ i^' ^^^^

i-io* «" £°''S'?"''i^ °l
"'"' P°" *^- CieofSe Monro gave

£10 to the fund for the benefit of the unsuccessful candidate

^k''^ fugh, a gardener's widow aged seventy-nine.
Through the kindness of Mr. Arthur W. Sutton the candi-
date diaries Bridges was placed on the fund for one yearAnother candidate, Edwin Tough, was placed on the
lund, this being lus ninth application.

National Chrysanthemum Society's Arrange-
ments for 1918.—Annual general meeting at
Carr's Restaurant, Strand, on Monday, February 4 ;

executive committee meetings at Carr's Restam-ant
on February i8, September 23, October 21, Novem-
ber 18 and December 2 ; floral committee meetings
at Essex Hall on September 23, October 21 and
November 18, and at the London Scottish Drill
Hall on November 5, at ri a.m., on the occasion
of the floral meeting.

The Produce of an Allotment.—Au interesting
record of successful work on an allotment is given
by the Rev. G. Jack, St. Mungo's, South Leith. He
was the winner of the gold medal of the Scottish
Horticultural Association for a 1917 allotment.
His plot was the twentieth part of an acre, and
produced : Potatoes, 7831b.

; Turnips, le'ilb.
;

Green Peas, 7ilb. ; Carrots, 841b. ; Onions, 311b.
;

Cabbage, 831b. ; Cauliflower, 61b.
; Beans, 241b.

;

Beet, 81b.
; Celery, 241b. ; Sprouts, gib.

; Marrow,
5lb.

;
and Leeks, 361b. The market value is given

by Mr. Jack at slightly over £8. The outlays were
£3 3s. 4d. The cultivation of the allotment was
only begun in March, so that the reverend gentle-
man's experience is highly satisfactory.

Publication Received.
" Productive Plant Husbandry," by Kary C. Davis

Published by J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia'
U.S.A.

;
price 7s. (id. net.

30th SEASON.

FAMOUS
PLANTSMrs. PYM S

ALL POST FREE.
Strong Sturdy Plants, wintered in open. Spring Cabbage
Pickling Cabbage, Leeks, Brussels Sprouts, Tripoli Winter
Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys, Broccoli Sprout-
ing BroccoU, Curled Scotch Kale, Asparagus Kale, Cottager's
Kale, Thousand Headed Kale, Perpetual and Pricklv
Spinach, 2/- 100.

Cauliflowers, early, mid, and late. Strong Autumn sown
and transplanted from cold frame, 20 1/4.

Shallots, 20 1/4. Parsley, 20 1/4. Sage, Thyme, Mint,
12 1/4. Marjoram, 6 1/4. Seakale 6 1/4. Rhubarb,
i> 1/4.

Primula Malacoides in hud, large plants, 6 1/-, smaller,
12 1/-. Herbaceous Calceolarias, Cinerarias, 6 1/-.

NEW CATALOGUE now ready free on application.

Magnificent Hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring
Bedding, Greenhouse, Vegetable Plants, etc.

'

Mrs. PYM, F.R.H.S.,
10,VINE HOUSE,WOODSTONE,PETERBOROUGH

s£:e:i> Potatoes
AT GOVERNMENT PRICES.

14 lbs. 28 lbs. 56 lbs. 112 lbs
Duke of York 2/10 5/6 10/6 20/6
May Queen 2/10 5/6 10/6 20/6
Puritan 2/10 5/6 10/6 20/6
Sharpe's E.xpress ... 2/6 5/- 10/- 20/-
Early Eclipse 2/6 5/- 10/- 20/-
Epicures 2/- 4/- 8/- 16/-
Royal Kidney - 3/- 5/10 11/5
British Queen — 2/10 5/6 10/9
Evergood ... ~ 2/6 5/- 10/-
Queen Mary — 2/6 5/- 10/-
Up-to-Date - 3/- 5/10 11/5
King Edward — 2/6 5/- 10/-
Golden Wonder ... — 3/- 5/10 11/5
Arran Chief - 3/- 5/10 11/5
Ninetyfold 2/6 5/- 10/-
Eating Potatoes, 8/6 110 lbs. - --

Pig Potatoes, 4/- cwt.
•'iiicks Free. Free on Rail. Cask with Order.

Customers are quite safe in ordering during frosty weather,
as no seeds are loaded until weather permits.

TOM E. KING, Somersham, St. Ives, HUNTS.
Contractor to His Majesty's Oovek.nment.

. -, 20/-
Potato Mauuie, 3/6 28 lbs.
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THE annual process of helping forward

the first supplies of Rhubarb is well

known to professional gardeners ; but

there are ever fresh beginners, amateurs,

to whom a few notes and an illus-

tration may be of service. The crowns of

early sorts of Rhubarb are on the move,

and where an early supply is wanted,

some of these roots should be taken up and

put in a , Mushroom-house, or under the stage

of a warm plant-house, or a newly started

vinery. Under these conditions of warmth,

moisture and darkness, rich red stems with

pale straw-coloured leaves will soon be available

for pulling.

Forcing Rhubarb in the Open can also be done

without lifting the crowns, and no doubt, owing to

shortage of labour, this plan will find most general

acceptance to-day. The strawy litter from stables

is perhaps the best material to use, and it can be

placed over the crowns or around boxes, drain-

pipes, or tubs, some of the litter being also placed

inside the coverings used. As the stems lengthen

and the foliage develops, the inside covering should

be gradually removed. An occasional addition of

fresh litter increases and conser^'es the heat.

An important point which we have not seen dealt

with at any time by wTiters is that Rhubarb can

be retarded ; and it is a practice to be followed

to prolong the supply of the early sorts, which are

preferred by many people to the late varieties.

A large drainpipe or stone covering is the best

for retarding, because such material better ex-

cludes the effect of the sun than a wooden covering

or no covering at all. The difference between the

growth from a root covered by a drainpipe

and one covered by a box is most marked.

We wonder how many gardeners have tried

this experiment. To retard,

the litter should be put

more loosely around the drain-

pipe than when it is placed

around a covering to induce

sweating and heat.

Important Potato-Growing

Lecture at the Mansion
House.—With a view to still

further stimulating and direct-

ing Potato-growing for food

production throughout the
country, arrangements have

been made for a lecture on
" Potato-Growing : Spring
Work in Seed and Planting,"

by Mr. W. Cuthbertson, J.P.,

V.M.H., one of the foremost

expert horticulturists in the

country, to be delivered at

the Mansion House at 3 p.m.

on Wednesday, February 13.

The Right Hon. the
Lord Mayor has kindly con-

sented to occupy the chair,

and Mr. Prothero has ex-

press e d his hope to be

present. At the close of the

meeting the^text of the lecture will be distributed

in print to those present. Admission will be

by ticket only, which can be obtained

from the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society, Vincent Square, Westminster, on written

application accompanied by a penny stamped
addressed envelope.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibit at

the Institute of Hygiene.—The Royal Horti-

cultural Society, with becoming modesty, has

been hiding its light under a bushel ; in other

words, it put up an interesting exhibit at the

Institute of Hygiene, Devonshire Street, W., where
a food exhibition was held from January 28

to February 2 inclusive. A wonderful variety

of exhibits and demonstrations rendered the

exhibition interesting and valuable during war-

time, as these drew attention to economical methods
of cooking and to the use of many useful but

rarely used foods. The Royal Horticultural

Society's exhibit filled a small room adjoining

one in which the Food Production Department
of the Board of Agriculture had a fine display of

bottled and dried fruits and vegetables, and where
Mr. Banks gave demonstrations several times

each day. In the Royal Horticultural Society's

room the results of the Haricot Bean trials at

Wisley were set out in the same way they were
displayed at the London Scottish Drill Hall at

the end of I9r7. Here also were Potato sprouting

trays, model of a Potato clamp, a homely seed-

testing demonstration, the Wisley Tiu-nip-flea

trap, tools for allotment holders, fertilisers, models

of vegetables (loaned by Messrs. Sutton and Sons),

various publications, and a series of the lantern

slides sent out by the society to illustrate its

printed lectures on vegetable food production and
fruit culture. Sir Arthur Yapp opened the

t

i
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible joy the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

BOILING DUTCH BROWN BEANlI
T NOTE in The Garden of January 12 what

Mr. Ernest Moon says with regard to the Royal

Horticuhural Society and the Dutch Bro\vn Beans.

I beg to differ from him. Surely the leaflet sent

out by the Royal Horticultural Society is a most

helpful and practical one, and the Dutch Brown

Bean will be a veritable " stand-by " for the English

housewife. Mr. Moon speaks of " an expenditure

of fuel which is prohibitive," but the cottager

and artisan must have his food cooked. In

most cottages and small houses one sees in these

days a little kitchener or stove of some sort, and,

while the piece of meat is roasting, the Dutch Brown

Beans can be boiling, so that the cottager's fire

may be made to " kill two birds with one stone."

-—(Miss) H. C. Philbrick.

pjUTCH Brown Beans are only used in Holland

as a dried winter food, so that putting

tliem to boil for an hour and a half when fires are

a necessity all day long would mean only a little

more trouble and no more cost of fuel. But

I do not think an hour and a half sufficient ;

from two to three hours' slow boiling is required,

after a night's soaking in plenty of water.

Tliey should also be boiled in plenty of water,

this making a most delicious soup after it has been

poured off the Beans. An addition of one Onion,

some mashed-up Beans for thickening, and any-

thing one might fancy as flavouring, will make this

a most wholesome and tasty dish, meat being

totally superfluous. The direction of boiling

them only an hour and a half is probably sufficient

f for the Beans in their fresh state; but they are

never used in that way in Holland. Long before

the war a Dutch friend of mine got her Brown

Beans sent yearly from Holland as special food

for her children, because of their great nutritive

value.—W. DE KosTEB.

A GOOD WINTER SALAD.

'T'HE following makes a good winter salad :

Take the white heart of a Savoy (raw),

shred it finely, add Beetroot cut into neat, small

pieces fairly thick, also Celery (raw), cold cooked

Potato cut into pieces about the size of a thick

match, and a little finely shredded Onion. Toss

the Savoy well first in French dressing, then add

the other things to taste ; of course, you can add

Tomato (if to be obtained) or Nuts or anything

else you like. I have had this also served as a

hors-d' cauvre. The French dressing should consist

of two tablespoonfuls of salad oil, one of vinegar,

mustard, half a teaspoonful of dry sugar, pepper

and salt. Mix all together and potu: over the

salad.

—

Anne Amateur.

APPLE SCOTCH BRIDGET.

A READER of The Garden kindly sends me a

few fruits of this for inspection. I have

never before met this Apple, and there only exists,

as far as I can find, a short description by Hogg
in the " Fruit Manual," which agrees pretty well

with the fruits sent. We have better Apples in

the South at this time, but it is quite a useful

fruit, and if the sender would send ine a few grafts

I should like to try it in our more Southern clime.

—

E. A. Bunyard, The Royal Nurseries, Maidstone.

COLOUR AND FLAVOUR IN APPLES.
" VnNE AMATEUR" rather hints at a lack

of coiu'tesy on my part in using the word*
" ridiculous " as applied to her opinion on the

flavour of a certain .^pple. 1 am so sorry that

the word crept into my note. Such a Idndly,

merry and sportsmanlike spirit is reflected in

all this lady writes that he would be a churl indeed

who would show her any discourtesy. So I

withdraw the word " ridiculous," as I see that

*my sentence stands quite well without it. How-
ever, " Anne Amateur " is a little bit " off the line

"

when she connects the word "ridiculous" with

the Apple Forge. May I repeat exactly what I

wrote, to refresh her memory ;
" * Anne Amateur '

says she finds James Grieve excels Cox's in flavour.

Ridiculous. No competent judge will agree with

her." I stand by the last sentence, and I really

must say this : that her " nearest greengrocer "

was scarcely the man I had in my mind when I

spoke of a competent judge. I think that on the

whole, if I were given the choice, I would prefer

the local policeman.—F. H. C.

QEADERS of The Garden interested in our

nation's premier fruit are lucky in having

the opinions of 4uch writers as Mr. £. .\. Bunyard
and the Rev. G. H. Engleheart on a matter in which
all garden-lovers should be interested. Several

of the points raised by the Rev. Engleheart are

worthy of further consideration, notably the

substance and digestibility of an Apple. There

are many people fond of .Apples who find them,

when eaten raw, somewhat inclined to disagree

with them. Such a variety as Worcester Pear-

main, for instance, so attractive in appearance, is

distinctly indigestible to eat. In making a selec-

tion for my garden I should always omit this

variety for this reason, and include Langley

Pippin for use at the end of .August, and James
Grieve during September. Both are fruitful

varieties, and for their season cannot be beaten in

quality. The various forms of Blenheim Orange

to be found (and, as the Rev. Engleheart truly

states, there are several distinct types) may be

accounted for by the fact that many people raise

.\pple seedlings from pips. The original fruits

have often been Blenheim Orange, which repro-

duces itself readily, and so the resultant seedlings

are scarcely distinguishable from the original.

In passing, it should be remarked that the popular

Blenheim is not suitable for a private garden when
fruiting trees are wanted quickly. It takes several

years to come into a fruitful condition, and resents

being pruned as heavily as it frequently is. While

as an all-round fruit for both dessert, and kitchen

use it is hard to beat, it succeeds best as a standard

in a wild, almost unkempt, form.

As regards quality in Apples for amateiu's'

gardens, nothing has yet beaten Cox's Orange Pip-

pin ; but, unfortunately, in cold, wet and clay soils

and in the North of England this variety leaves

much to be desired. In such situations and in such

soils it should have the warmest position and be

planted as a trained tree, as a bush or cordon in

preference to standard form. Surely few people

will find fault with the flavour of a '' Cox," and the

difference of opinion which does exist can only be

on the point of the consistency of its flesh. Some
prefer a hard, crisp flesh ; others, flesh of a light,

melting consistency, which Cox's Orange Pippin does

not possess. Indeed, I do not know that any of

the later or keeping Apples can claim this quality,

so that there is a field for enterprise in crossing

Cox's Orange Pippin with varieties possessing a

softer flesh ; but here again the raiser might be

in conflict with the market grower, who insists

on a fruit with a firm enough flesh to travel or, at

least, a hard skin to enable it to pack and travel

well. An Apple that is not suitable for the some-

what rough handling of commerce can only become
popular in the gardens of private growers.

In an amateur's natural desire for early crops of

fruit, he will find in Lane's Prince Albert an ideal

variety for kitchen purposes. This is one

of the .Apples that rarely fails to fruit. It

makes an ideal trained cordon or bush tree.

To obtain a good standard, hard and careful

pruning is necessary, so that for my garden

I should grow this in the dwarf form, and for

standards Newton Wonder and Bramley's Seedling.

These three make the best selection for late-keep-

ing kitchen Apples, the three next best all-roimd

keeping kitchen .Apples being Dumelow's Seedling

(or Wellington), Annie Elizabeth, and Tower of

Glamis, which, if not picked early, and stored in

a cool, not dry position, can be kept until the

summer months following the autumn in which

they were picked.

Among the lesser-known keeping kitchen Apples,

I have been much impressed with Encore, sent

out in recent years by Messrs. Clieal, which is well

worth a trial by those interested. It may be the

practical demand of the times which is causing

both amateur and professional growers to over-

haul the lists of Apples, and an interesting dis-

cussion has taken place in a trade paper on the

varieties of late dessert Apples which are good to

follow Co.x's Orange Pippin. This latter Apple is

often regarded as the last of the good late varieties

of quality by amateurs, but the following were

well recommended : Lord Hindlip, a russety,

elongated Cox-like Apple ; Paroquet, one of the

lesser-known seedlings of the late Mr. Charles Ross,

but a fine keeping Apple, on the small side in growth

audsizeof fruit, yet not too small for dessert ; King's

Acre Pippin, a flatfish Ribston in appearance, a

first-rate grower which should be in every garden

where a very late dessert .'\pple is desired ; and

Herring's Pippin, an Apple that succeeds well in

the North as well as in other parts of England.

The war has brought home to Britons many of

their shortcomings, among these the fact that

so many have neglected to plant the Apple. In

countless gardens where "screens" were desired,

the Lime, Plane and Poplar have filled positions

that might far better have been occupied by the

beautiful spring-blossoming, bountiful fruit and

health-giving tree which we know as the Apple.

—Laurence J. Cook, Bush Hill Park.

TN his interesting article upon Apples, the Rev.

G. H. Engleheart raises the question as to

how the great host of old varieties arose and

whence they came. His theory that they were

introduced from France after the Norman Con-

quest is not far wrong. I note what he says in

regard to the old orchards of Wilts, Dorset and

Somerset, and what he observed there is likewise

noteworthy in many Scottish districts. The Crab

or wild Apple cannot possibly, I think, be con-

sidered an indigene of Scotland, but it ultimately

became established in the woods and forests of

that country. The Pear is precisely in the same

position. These pristine fruits may or may not

have been introduced by the Romans, but it is

beyond doubt that many of the fine old varieties

we still possess to-day are a legacy of the care

and attention bestowed upon fruits—not only the

.Apple, Pear, Plum, and its parent the Sloe—by
the ecclesiastics of the Middle Ages. In Scotland,

at any rate, I am convinced that we are obliged

to the monks for the introduction of our cultivated

fruits. Early in the twelfth century the Brother-

hood of Cistercians obtained a footing North of

the Tweed, and they founded several powerful

houses in Scotland—Dundrennan,Glenluce, Melrose,

Cupar, Kinloss, Culross, Deir and Balmerino—

all of which were first colonised from the English

monastery of Rievaulx, which in trun was colonised

from Clairvaux in France. The fertility of the

land in the immediate vicinity of the settlements

of the monks is very notable, and the wisdom of

the sites chosen for orchards is a triViute to the

great gardening ability of a race of intellectual

men to whom qur country owes so much-—more

than we really care to acknowledge. The districts
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m which they settled became great fruit-growing

I cntrcs, and the choice ot varieties to suit local

(ituditinns was niarkctl by a shrewdness that is

absent in mure niodorn practice. The old orchards

fniinded by them in East Lothian—part of the

Grange or heritage of historical Melrose—have

disappeared, but the bites are still known and are

the most abundantly fertile in a county famous

for the excellence of its soil products. At Culross,

too^ an old-world village which on a summer day

lies like a sUmiy dream on the southern slopes

"I tlie Firth of Forth, at the western extremity

of the County of I'ife, some of the ancient orchards

may still be noted near the ruins of the old abbey.

There the Churchmen of the twelfth to the fifteenth

century established orchards, and -signs of a

clever and intelligent cultivation—far exceeding

much of that of to-day-—are still apparent. The

venerable Apple and Pear trees are in many in-

stances in the last stages of decay, l)ut some arc

still abundantly fruitful.

The Arbroath Oslin Pippin, for example, is

a delightful fruit that has long been a

favourite in Scotland. It is very nearly

related to the English Burr Knot Apple, which

is undoubtedly a fruit of monkish origin. I

have nothing but the deepest respect for the

abilities of those ancient horticulturists, and they

really laid the foundation of our present races of

Apples. It would be well if some of their methods

uere followed to-day; and one cannot but remember

that but for them it is doubtful if, prior to the

sixteenth century, we would have had a single

fruit tree of any consequence in Great Britain.

One could go on quoting, instances of the great

horticultural ability of the ancient Chmchraen,

and there are many things they understood far

better than we do to-day. Look, for example, at

the record left by William of Malmesbury as to

the cultivation of the Vine ;n the open air in the

Vale of Gloucester. Under the wing of the luxurious

Normans it may be that the wines of Britain were,

at that period, but little inferior to those of France.

1 find the study of the haunts and methods of the

old ecclesiastics worthy of every attention from a

horticultinal standpoint, and I am convinced that

in many things the monks of old excelled the

husbandmen of to-day.

—

George M. Taylor.

AYITH so much " Apple chat " going on I feel

impelled to join in, if only to remind the

Rev. G. H. Englehcart of the first Annie Elizabeth

he ate and which I sent him, though it was grown

'ill a better soil than mine. This is a good many
vrars ago, but I still keep his letter, in which'his

praise of it as an eating Apple in March is not the

lukewarm appreciation he gives of it in the issue'

of The Garden for January 19. Possibly

the ideal Apple garden in which it was grown

would account for this, as I have never had it

as good myself either. But it was then a very

good substitute for a Newtown Pippin. I was

eating it till May last (though it became woolly

in .April), and liked it better than any other Apple

of February or March ripening. One of your

correspondents alludes to the variation Jn type

Hf Cox's Orange Pippin. In the gardens of

Biilingbear, Berkshire, are two trees of distinctly

(differing types. One bears brilliant red fruits,

and the other yellow. They have the same soil,

the same aspect, the same treatment, but came

from different fruit nurseries. To be at its best

this delicious Apple needs with me to be top-

dressed annually. I find that wood-ashes, fowl

and' farmyard manure suit it well, and perhaps

a dash of superphosphate. I know another

who gives dressings of Thomson's Vine Manure

and gets superb fruits. Mine is not an ideal

soil, and I have to keep the roots near the surface

by gcffli cncouragcmciil, or they get into a subsoil

which they do not like. Still, I get fruits of

excellent flavour and would certainly give Cox's

Orange Pippin premier place, I once took some
fruits of this over to America, but whether the

sea voyage affected them or whether they were

not tn the .American taste I do not know ; but

the .Americans simply hated them ! Their

Jonathan, which used to arrive here a crimson

ball of disappointment—cotton-wool in a red

skin—is delicious, eaten in America. King of

Tompkins' County also is excellent eating (but

on the large side) over there, where their hot sun

and cold, frosty nights seem to finish off their

.-\pples superbly. .A lovely sight is an orchard

in the " Bcrkshires " ("hills" they call them,
but they are 3,000 feet up), the trees in mid-

October covered with scarlet fruits, and not a

leaf to be seen ; or with great heaps of gorgeous

colour on the ground—-Apples "sweating" before

being packed in barrels for winter. I tried this

method in England, and failed miserably owing
to our lack of sun and frost. Near Boston, staying

with friends, I found some old trees with Ribston-

like fruit, perhaps a shade harder than a real

Ribston. 1 hurried to my hostess with my dis-

THE TULIP TREE AT BR,\MPrON HOUSE
GARDENS, NORTHAMPTON.

covery, and somefruits were brought to the house

for eating. But the family would have »one of

them, and called them " tough, hard things " only

fit to cook ! Give them their bites of crisp, juicy

Jonathan or their Oregons ! A great dish piled

high with Apples stood on a table in the large

living-room and was replenished more than once

a day. After a dinner at 6.30 p.m. and perhaps

a concert or theatre, .Apples and a jug of milk

were generally partaken of by the family before

going to bed. The best Apples that are grown
in Oregon never leave their own neighbourhood,

as the harvesting folk pay large prices for them.

The Apples that all my visitors seemed to like

this year were Irish Peach, Lady Sudeley, then

Cox's Pomona (which had a great crop, was not

overlarge, and is a " great " Apple, more like an
.\merican eating fruit) ; but once the Cox's Orange

Pippins come in, no one will touch m)' Ribstons,

and, as long as they last (and covered with sand

they are keeping well), the Blenheim Oranges,

Sturmer Pippins, Coclde Pippins, &c., arc passed

over or sold. D'.Arcy Spice is next favourite,

but is so very ugly that half the pleasure is gone

in looking at it. I have a very old Ribston in

my garden, and the flesh is more like that of Cnx's

Orange Pippin, but the fruit is much earlier. Will

anyone be kind enough to plant some of their

prunings as cuttings (right sorts only) to send to

France eventually ? Stocks are going to be so

scarce that I cannot afford to quarrel with.aHj'"""g

I can get. I want 100,000 trees for the Somnie
alone, and recently sent out 8,000 trees for the

French Red Cross.

—

Alice Martineau.
[In making this appeal for the saving ui

fruit tree prunings our correspondent i^

prompted by the very best motive, viz.,

that of helping unfortunate peasants to replant

their devastated orchards, but it is possible and
even probable that this well-meaning appeal may
lead to disappointment and w-asted effort. We
tried to strilce cuttings of Apples, Pears and Plums
on these lines, but have not succeeded in rooting

one of them. The question is interesting, for there

is no apparent reason why these cuttings should

not root as readily as those of the Rose or Ribes.

In some cases, notably with Apples and Plums,

the shoots sometimes callus over, but do not

proceed further in the direction of making roots.

.As the question of raising fruit trees from cuttings

is of so much importance, we have referred it

to one of the leading fruit experts in the country,

from whom we have received this interesting reply :

" I only Icnow four or five sorts which will do this,

and no Pears at all to my knowledge will root.

Plums and other stone fruits all fail." Our
correspondent asks us to save prunings of good
varieties of Apples and other fruit trees, but apart

from any difficulty in propagation from cuttings

it might be as well to point out that good varieties

here are not necessarily good varieties in France.

F'or instance, Calville Blanc is a favourite .Apple

in France, but to attain its remarkable tenderness

of flesh in this country it requires to be grown on a

warm w-all or under glass. Our Continental

friends are experts in propagating trees, and we
may rest assured that unsuitable sorts would soon

be regrafted with varieties adapted to the situation

in which they were planted. But sufficient has

been said to prepare for disappointment those

who may try to increase Apples, Pears and Plums
frimi winter prunings.

—

Ed.]

A NOBLE TULIP TREE.
TN The Garden of Jafruary 26, page 45, you

illustrate a specimen of the Tulip Tree (Lirio-

dendron tulipifera), I am sending you a photo-

graph of one in the pleasure grounds here, which
is considered the finest in this neighbourhood.

I hope you will consider it worthy of reproduction

n your pages. The measurements are : The
trunk at i foot from the ground, 12 feet ; ai

5 feet from the ground, 10 feet 10 inches. Th^
bole is 8 feet up to the branches, which have a

spread of 72 feet. Unfortunately, the photograph

does not show the full extent on the right of the

picture. The full height of the tree is about 75 feet.

The tree is generally full of flower after a dry

summer and autumn. It would be interesting

to know if there are finer specimens about, and
as to the age such a tree would be. As far as

I know, there is no record "as to when this one was
planted. I see Tulip Trees were introduced intc

this country in the year 16O3. Perhaps some ot

your numerous correspondents will state if they

know of any good trees of the above variety.

I may say the soil here is a light loam on ircn-

sfone rock.—W. At.libone (Gardener to Lady
Adelaide Dawnay), Brampton Housi Gardens,

\orlhaml>lon.

•»* Readers who have not ahrmhj done so ntr asked to

order THt: G.VUDEN to be delivered rcjularhi bii their news-
agent. The return of unsold copies is prohibited, and in
conseqirenee THE G.\nDEN is obtainable ONLY if ordered
beforehand.
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The Cultivation of French or Dwarf Beans for

Early Supplies
A DEAD SET SHOULD BE MADE ON BEANS FOR USE ON MEATLESS DAYS.

A T Uic pic-seut time' the Beau should

/% uccupy a prouiiucut place iu the miuds
/ % I if those who anticipate vegetable
^""^ c-ultivatiou in the lomiug season, Cou-
^ ^ sideling its great economic value, a
few points conccTuing its cultiue may be useful
to some. The I'rench or Dwarf Bean, probably
outdistanced by the Runner type, nevertheless
gives a large return iu gardens for the small amount
of labour expended. Being eajily grown and
requiring little staking, it proves to be reuiunera-
live. It has three htingers

—

liglit, warmth, and
water. Beans, if grown under glass, mus» be
as near the roof as possible, and usually viuery
or reach-house shelves are ideal positions, as
tlic houses in Januar\ then offer a suitable tempera-
ture for their lequiremcnts. They also associate

well with Cucumbers, but must not be directly

shaded by them. When growing in frames and
outdoors, warmth at' the roots is an" important
fa tor on the highway to success. For instance,

mulching early Kcans is practised because advan-
tage is derived by the crop from the drier, and
consequently warmer, stale of the roots. Especially
is this applicable iu the case of cold, heavy
Soils, It is a comuuju practice in the Northern
Counties to sow early varieties iu drills drawn
between Cauliflowers, Cabbage or Lettuces. These,
instead of being injurious to the Beans when they
appear above the , ground, are beneficial to

them, inasmuch as they protect the tender
growth from (old winds until they have gained
some strength and the weather becomes more
genial, by which time the other crops have been
I ut. I have also seen barricades of mats erected
in an upright position to stakes driven into llie

ground on the windward side of a border. Copious
waterhigs are absolutely essential for all kinds
of Beans, especially when they arc coming into

Ilower, for, accompanied by a fairly dry atm<i-

spherc, a gond^sct is ensm-ed. It has been proved
that drought causes Beaus to be short-Jived,

whereas in ricli, moist soils heavy yields have
resulted. It is also conducive to red spider,

large batches being sometimes completely over-

run by it, and although this pest is very
prcjudi'ial to the health and longevity of the
trop, there is no remedy for it in a dry season.

Pot Culture..—Various means are employed
in growing Bcaus under glass, but I think sowing
in g-iujh pots is the most prevalent method,
tlie ad\antage being that they may readily be
moved from place to place. Sowhigs should be
made every month, thereby ensuring a good
succession. Well drain the pots and three parts
till them with light, rich, sweet soil, sowing rather
thickly. Wlien 2 inches of growth have been
made, thin out as required. Before top-di-essing

It is wise to water well, for if this operation is

performed immediately afterwards, the plants

are liable to rot off. A few twigs will sustain

the plants in an upright position. Frequent
syringings, as the weather permits, will be neces-

sarj in order to keep the foliage clean and healthy,

I'inc Beans are only obtained fromrobust plants
;

therefore judicious treatment in all stages is

imperative. Some growers follow the practice

of sowing in boxes and transplanting into large

pots, with the idea of inducing the plants to bear
quicker than they otherwise would do, due to

the check given them ; but I doubt if such is the
case, as the produce cannot possibly be so good
from plants so treated as from those grown without
a check. Manure water may be given with

advantage, but in my opinion it should be applied
after the blooms have set. If given before, it

promotes excessive growth, which is inimical to

bearing. When the manure has a tendency to

sour the soil, a little lime may be dissolved in it.

Some varieties, although adapted for f(jrcing,

are unfit for general crops, while the best varieties

for outdoor crops are often comparatively wdth-
Icss for forcing. The Belfast and Osborne's
Forcing are really reliable.

Cold Frames.—By utilising a cold frame Beans
may be had by the end of May or the beginoing
of June, and if properly treated will \ield a fair

supply until the early outdoor crops come into

use. Fill the structure with stable litter and
leaves to within 2 feet of the glass, lirmly treading

down as the work proc(*eds. A layer of rotted

manure may bo spread over this to the thickness

of 3 inches, followed by 6 inches of soil. Place
the lights in 'position until the soil has become
warmed throngli,. when a sowing may be made
in early March, eventually thinning out. A
lining of litter outside the frame ensures an even
temperature, though, if steam is found to accumu-
late, it will be necessary to admit a little air,

avoiding cold draughts. When the plants have
made two joints above the seed-leaves, pinch
out the points, .-ausing them to make strong

side shoots and keep dwarf and sturdy. In genial

weather give abundance of air, but the admittance
of cold air indiscriminately will cause the tender

foliage to shrivel and be rendered worthless.

Beans in pots are sometimes grow-n under the
same system, being sunk to the rims. THey
perhaps come into bearing a little sooner, but the
bearing period is shorter. F'rames may also be
utilised for a late crop, grown under precisely

the same method. Sow in August, but leave the

lights off until the weather necessitates their use.

Beans may be had until late iu November provided

the weather is not unusually severe, though
stopping the shoots for this crop is umiecessary,

as the plants will continue in bearing if left uudis-

tm-bcd. Do not let the plants become impaired
by allowing the pods to get old. Ciathcr when
young and brittle. Slugs are often troublesome
in frames—in fact, the rule rather than the

exception ; but a nocturnal visit with a lamp often

meets with some success. It is the most effc-tual

remedy, although lime or soot may be used.

Shipley Hall Gardens, Derby. L. W. You.nc.

Early Cauliflowers :

A PROFITABLE CROP.

POPULAR as Cauliflowers undoubtedly

are at all seasons, it is the heads whicli

are produced dining the early days of

summer which find most favour, chiefly

owing to the fact that at this period

of tli« year even the very latest of the ordinary

Spring Broccoli have become too coarse and
discoloured, and when cooked compare m.ost

unfavourably with the close, lily-white heads
so characteristic of well-grown early Cauliflowers.

Added to this, it must not be forgotten that during

the whole period when these " earlies " are. in

season insect pests,, which too often disfigure

and spoil the whole appearance of late summer
and early autumn batches, need not be feared

by those who plant for early cutting. To produce

heads at the period stated, many Idtchcn gardeners
.
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still adhere to the old custom of sowing seeds
of a good hardy variety some time duruig August
or early September, wintering the plants in a

cold frame until early spring ; and although the

plan is quite dependable, the interval between
the time of sowing the seed and that of cutting

the first fair-sized head is too long for the majority
of vegetable growers to-day. There is no reason

why this should be so, for experience proves that

anyone who can command the heat of an ordinary
gree'uhousc can, by , sowing seeds of a quick-

growing variety early in the year in all except
the most exposed gardens, rely with almost a

certainty upon an outdoor cutting of fully dcvehiped
heads diuing the fii'st week in Jiuic ; dr, should
circmnstanccs allow the plants from this sowing
to be grown in pots and given the protecticm of

a cold frame, these heads will be several weeks
earlier than this.

The ordinary hand-lights are also very uscfid

for growing the earliest crop of Cauliflowers,

and the plan is recommended to readers whose
gardens are exposed to high, cutting winds or

lute frosts. Nearly all the varieties it is usual

to recommend for tliis seiwing being of dwarf
growth and making but snuill leaves loniparcd
with the popular autunm varieties, they give good
returns if planted at considerably less distances

apart, I having grown fine plants in a single

20-ineli square hand-light until all danger fremi

frosts was passed, such plants giving us most
acceptable lieads during the last two weeks
in May,

Seedsmen's cataleigues contain the names of

many varieties, all of which arc not suitable

for early sowing ; but popular ones listed by most
hrms include Early Snowball, Purity, Matchless,

Early lirfurt ank Magnum Bonum. Others
not yet so widely distributed, but invaluable

for early supplies, are Carter's Eight Weeks and
Dicktem and Robinson's Standwell, A good
open compost should be used, and a well-drained

pot or pan be prepared for the seeds. These
need to be sown far more thinly than many think

to be necessary, always allowing about au inch

between the seeds, if possible ebopping two good
plump seeds in a place. If this is done, it not
only secures the grower against heavy losses

from elampiug, but it also allows each plant to

attain a \'ery considerable size before a shift into

other pots or boxes is necessary. On the other

hand, thick sowing must necessarily mean a weak
seedling, and transference to other quarters before

many«roots are formed is almost certain to end
disastrously, for should the temperature drop
cxe-eptionally low, the inevitable result is a serious

check or total loss.

When malung the first shift from the seed-pan,

the grower may choose between single pots or

transplanting to other boxes, but single pots are

most likely to give the best results, for in these

the httle plants grow more freely and are less

liable to damping. If boxes are used, place a

good layer of halfrdecayed manure or leaves

over the bottom ; this will give adequate drainage

anel also provide good rooting material for the plants

just when they are making good growth and need a

little richer material than that afforded by the soil.

While under a glass roof the plants will need
all the light possible, also a little ventilation

whenever the outside conditions are favoirrable. A
6-inch pot will be sufficiently large for a plant

to develop to quite a fair size, and where this is

decided upon, well bury the stem when maliing

the shift,, leave a good margin for water, and
after potting keep the soil em the dry side, but

syringe or sprinkle overhead until new growth
shows that the roots are permeating the fresh soil.

After the middle of March a cold frame will

be better than a heated greenhouse, hardening
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the plants for their final shift by giving ampk'

ventilation. Plant out the second week in April,

and feed liberally with manure-water after the

plants get well hold of the soil. V. R. C.

Savoys Growing on Newly

Broken Up Grass Land
The accompanyingilhistration shows a bed of Savoy
i.^rraskirk growing on a piece of newly turned up
grass land ; it was broken up in June last and planteil

in the middle of July. The piece in question

finishes off a plot of land whicli has been kindly

given over by Lord Aldenham for the use of

allotments at Elstrce, and where, I am glad to

sffS", niagnificent crops of vegetables have been
grown. The ground depicted is now being used
for supplying fresh vegetables to the Fleet. It

would perhaps he difficult to find a more even or

well-developed piece of Savoys anywhere. The
plants were simply planted, watered in, and hoed
twice. Scarcely any were destroyed by. ground pests.

No manure of any kind was given, though the

land is by no nteans of the best, but it goes to prove

what can be accomplished tmder such circumstances

even on rough pasture. Edwin Beckett.

THE SEED POTATO

THE immediate need of the grower who
proposes to plant Potatoes in March or

April is to secure good seed, and he shonkl

do so without delay. A leaflet on
this subject, issued by the Board of

Agriculture, states that : Each new variety of

Potato has a constitution of its own, since it is a

new " individual." Sonte kinds retain their vigour

for a few years only, others for a long time ; thus the

variety Up-to-Date has been common for about^

thirty years. It is now too old for many districts,

but in others it is still useful.

None of the Potatoes ripening from August
onward can long stand cultivation in a liot and dry

district. Thus, if Up-to-Date Potatoes from Scot-

land were planted on well-cultivated, dry soil in the

South of England, the first crop would perhaps

amount to 8 tons or more per acre; if "sets"
saved from the crop were again planted, possibly

6 tons would result ; but if the process were re-

peated, the third crop might not exceed 3 tons.

If seed from Scotland were planted in South I.incolr-

shirp, the rate of deterioration would be less rapid,

and the second crop might equal the first. It

would ripen rather earlier, and as compared with

fresh seed from Scotland the weight secured from

the " once-grown seed " would depend chiefly on

the character of the season. If, however, " twice-

grown seed" were used, there would undoubtedly
be a sharp fall in the yield of the crop.

A thorough change from the cool climate of

Scotland or the North of Ireland is necessary to

secure the best results in Potato cultivation. The
degree of benefit to be expected from the change
depends upon the variety of Potato, and is

known to growers and dealers.

There are so many considerations to be taken into

account that, in ordering seed, Potato-growers wlio

are not themselves familiar with the subject should

always order through an experienced and reliable

dealer.

It is recognised that for England generally it is

desirable to have seed from Scotland or the North
of Ireland at least every second year ; unless this

rule is followed the best results cannot be expected.

Results ranging from fair to good may, however,

be secured by getting seed from the North of Eng-
land, and gengtally by transferring seed from late

to early districts. A change from peaty soil in a

late district to a loam in an early district is often

niarkedly beneficial. Tlie benefits of a change
v.iry with the seasons. After a cold and wet season,

such as that of itjifi, the quality of the seed Potatoes
grown in England, except in those districts where
growth was arrested by drought in July, should be
better than usual.

Size of Seed Potatoes.—Potatoes intended for

seed .are usually separated irom cooking Potatoes
l)y dressing the tubers over a ij-inch or ij-inch
riddle

; those too small for cooking which pass
through the riddle are again dressed over a i J- inch
riddle so as to separate out very small tubers.

The " seconds " thus obtained form the very best

tubers for seed purposes. It usually takes 2cwt.
ot Potatoes of this size to plant 20 square rods
(in eighth of an acre).

Sprouting Seed Potatoes.—This means starting

the growth of the Potatoes bef-Tc planting. The
usual practice is to place the tubers in shallow trays
or boxes (hence the method is often called "boxing"
Potatoes) so that the tubers may start growth in

These deposits can be utilised for the production
of calcium oxide (CaO) or quicklime by dcpri\ing

them of heat, thus CaCOj-fHeat= CaO+C'02.
The three forms of lime whi.-h are geu<r.ally em-
ployed in horticultural practice are calcium oxide

(CaO), lime ; calcium hydrate (CaHjOj), slaked
lime

; and calcium carbonate (CaCOj), chalk,

limestone, shells, &r. From calcium carbonate we
obtain the oxide by driving off the carbonic acid

gas, then the hydrate is formed by the combination
of water with the oxide, thus CaO -(-H 50=
CaHjOj. By the action of the carbonic acid gas
in the air and soil the hydrate is transformed into

the carbonate (the original substance with whicli

we started) as is shown in the following equation :

CaHi,Oj+COj = CaCOs+ HjO. These changes are

brought about in the following manner ; Lime is

obtained when -calcium carbonate is heated to

red heat, carbonic acid gas being evolved in the
•process, or is " burnt out " and lime remains.

On the addition of water to lime, chemical com-
bination takes place, resulting in the formation

SAVOYS FOR THE FLEET, GROWING ON ^GR.\SS LAND BROKEN UP IN JUNE, I917.

Photograph taken in January, 1918.

the early spring months. When properly carried

out the practice is most useful and results in a much
earlier crop of early varieties, and generally in an

earlier and larger crop of the later kinds..

The Chemistry of Lime

M:
' lime

'

' UCH confusion exists in the minds of

gardeners concerning- the' many forms

which lime may be purchased,

and this is doubtless due to the somc-

'what loose application of the term
to variotis compound substances which

(outain the oxide of calcium represented by the

chemical formula CaO. Lime is, therefore, a

combination of the elements calcium (Ca) and
oxygen (O), and owing to its strong affinity for

a-ids it is never found free in Nature. When
combined with carbonic acid gas (COj) it forms
c.ilcium carbonate (CaCOj), and this is to be found

in various forms, such as the limestones, ch.alks,

marbles and shells in large deposits in this country.

of slaked lime. Tliis slaked lime when exposed

to the atmosphere combines gradually with the

carbonic acid gas of the atmosphere until all the

lime is converted back into calcitmi carbonate,

identical in composition to the original mateiial.

Lime Proper.—Lime (calcium oxide) is pre-

pared commercially by heating limestone or olhc-

form of calcium carbonate in specially conslntcted

kilns, the carbonate of lime and fuel being placed

in alternate layers until the kiln is filled. The
fuel is then ignited, and the burning process

kept on contimuiusly by removing the burnt

lime at the base of the kiln, replacing with a fresh

supply of carbonate and fuel at the top. As the

deposits of limestone, &c., arc neVcr pttre, but

usually contain carbonates of silica and magitcsia,

tlic higher the percentage of these in the deposits,

tlic less pme will be the lime produced on burning.

Other impurities may also occur, and if the burning

process has not been carried out thoroughly, pieces

of imperfectly burned stone, which will not slake,

will be contained in it. The limestone before

biuiiing should be of good quality, and the process
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of burning be couductetl carefully. Well-burned

lime should contain practically all its lime

as calcium oxide. The synonyms generally em-
ployed for lime (calcium oxide) are caustic linje,

quicklime, builders' lime, burnt lime, ground lime,

and stone lime.

Slaked Lime.—Slaked lime is produced when
freshly burned limestone is treated with water.

The material swells considerably, and steam is

given off owing to the heat generated by the

chemical combination of the lime and water.

Eventually the mass will crumble into a fine

powder. Slaking is also brought about by ex-

posing the burnt lime to the air, by reason of the

fact that air contains carbonic acid gas and
moisture. This is the form of lime generally

supplied as agricultiu-al lime, and it must be re-

membered that if it is allowed to remain long

enough exposed, it will eventually become calcium

carbonate again.

Carbonate of Lime.—This is represented by
such forms as limestone, chalk, marble, shell,

shell-sand, marl, and ground limestone. If applied

as a land dressing, this form of lime, to be of the

best service, must be in a fine state of division.

When finely ground it can be more evenly dis-

tributed, and its effectiveness is also increased

owing to the greater surface exposed b^ the fineness

of the parti.'les to the action of the soil acids.

Chalk will easily crumble into a fine powder,

while shells are much denser in structure and
offer resistance to the grinding process.

Gypsum.—Gypsum is also to be found in natrural

deposits. It is lime in combination with sulphuric

acid and water. Being already in combination

with an acid, gypsum has no power of combining

with and neutralising the acids of the soil, and is,

therefore, of no value to add as a dressing for sour

land. Its lime content is only one-third of that

of lime. J. K. R.

A CENTURY IN A HERTFORDSHIRE
GARDEN

By H. II.

FEW days ago it happened that Mr.

George Paul and his son, Mr. J R- PulhamA
"^

/ % and myself found ourselves travelling

/ % together in the same railway carriage,

^ * and our journey was made all too short

by chatting over gardens old and new. Passing

as we did near Hoddesdon, our conversation

not unnaturally drifted to' an old garden there

which was laid out just a century ago by my great-

grandfather, Mr. John Warner, the church "bell

founder. Many of the plants and trees were

supplied by Mr, .\dara Paul, the great-grandfather

of my travelling companion ; and the rockwnrk

.^?^-:

THE NEPTUNE FOUNTAIN ON A ROCKY FERN-el.AD ISLEl.

AY A R N E R .

there was constructed by Mr. James Pulham, the

great-grandfather of the other friend with us.

The planting of the grounds was carried out by

Mr. James Williams, the indulgent friend of my
youth, who for more than seventy years tended

the garden that he planted and loved. In the

obituary notice which appeared in" the Gardeners'

Chronicle of January 9, 1892, it was stated that

he still thinned the Grapes when over eighty, and

paid the wages and gave an eye to the place

when over ninety years of age. He was the father

of Mr. Benjamin S. Williams, who was for so

long in the foremost rank of Orchid collectors

and growers, and who
made his first ac-

() u a i n t a n c c with

Orchids lure.

In this garden, we
in the fourth genera-

tion, and our children

in the fifth, are able

to see the, effect of

artificial rockwork,

trees and plants
after the lapse of a

century. Few people,

I believe, realise the

rate at which trees

grow. The Cedar
tree planted on the

.£_, . lawn in these grounds

l)y Mr. John Warner

is one of the largest

in Hertfordshire
;
yet

his daughter, who
still lives to see it,

remembers the time

when she and her

brothers jumped
over it.

Just as the
Japanese landscape

gardeners strive to

reproduce the
natural scenery of

their island home, so

did Mr. John Warner
strive to reproduce

the most beautiful

features of our native

land. He was aided

in this by naturally

undulating ground,

a fine deep soil, and by finding springs at

a higli level which still yield an abundant water
supply, sufficient for the needs of the house and
to play seven different fountains, though these,

I am aware, cannot be reckoned among the nattual
features of English scenery. The largest of

"OLD JAMES," WHO GAVIC AN EYE TO THE
PLACE WHEN [oVER NINETY YEARS OF AGE.

these fountains sends up a single jet some 60 feet

high, which rises behind a majestic leaden figure

of Father Neptune with his crown and trident.

He proudly stands upon a rocky islet as though

to guard the lake which winds through the centre

of the garden. This mossy and Fern-clad rocky

islet, which rises abruptly from the water's edge,

is, I believe, the first example of artificial rockwork

in England (since Portland cement was only just

then invented). It was no mean feat cither for

Mr. James Pulham to hoist the great leaden figure

up to the exalted position \\*hich it still holds

after a lapse of nearly a century. For this length

of time also the great fountain has drenched the

verdure clad rocks with with its spray, and a fine

spray-bow often hangs over them and the great

central figure. Here also Osmunda regalis

grows luxuriantly, and is, indeed, as regal as its

name implies.

Beyond the fountain lies another tree-clad island,

the home of wild duck, kingfisher and squirrel,

a happy retreat in my young days whereon

to play the part of smuggler and pirate with fruil

and nuts filched from the store of old James
Williams in the n^ighbotu'ing kitchen garden

- and orchard. We were a frugivorous species

of pirate, but we had a strict code of honou..

Ne\'er would we touch fruit grown under glass,

nor wall fruit which had not fallen. Any that was
reserved specially for the house was quite safe.

To touch any likely to be wanted for a show
would have been regarded as a sacrilege. Some-
times Old James^ would remind us that " two-

legged birds " had left their tracks near the

Strawberry or Raspberry beds ; but how delicious

that fruit tasted I How luscious were those Marie

Louise ! The memory of those Scarlet Nonpareils

haunts me still.

Beyond Ihe Neptune fountain a small^ bridge

over an arm of the lake leads through the Rhodo-
dendron walk to what is known as the Bath Garden.

In front of the Bath House there is a prtlty

formal fountain. From the little bronze Cupid
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lightly poised at the top of it there is a revolviug

jet, and below it the water runs in tiny streams

triim one basin into another, and from this into the

main basin below. At the side of the Bath House

in overshot water-wheel, fed by a perpetual

spring, pumps the water up to the top of the house,

and another spring near it plays a fountain on the

lawn and in the eonservatory belonging to Miss

Warner in the grounds adjoining. Beyond the

water-wheel lies the Pinetura, where the .Araucaria,

Wellingtonia.the Pinsapo, Nordmanniana Douglasii

and many another Pine tree has found a more or

less congenial home for close on a hundred years.

Some, alas ! were damaged and others overthrown

in the great gale of March 28, 1916.

Beyond the Pinetum, gradually ascending

woodland paths lead to where the springs rise.

.\t the topmost point what appears to be an old

Gothic ruin stands, and beneath it, where a quaint

stone bridge spans the stream, the water bubbles

up as clear as crystal. The whole scene is a charm-

ing example of old Mr. James Pulham's work,

matured by time. In the little summer-house

within the ruin, which looks as

though it had weathered ten centuries

instead of the modest one, a small

tablet is placed with these aippropriate

lines upon it from Cowper :

" The calm retreat, the silent shade.

With prayer and praise agree.

And seems by Thy sweet bounty

made
For those who follow Thee."

»

From this point another path through

a copse leads one back to the garden

proper and brings us to the Rosary,

now alas ! too much overshadowed

by trees to grow the Queen of Flowers.

It was here that Mr. William Paul,

writing about 1843 in his " Contri-

l)Utions to Horticultural Literature,"

states that he saw the finest specimen

of the yellow weeping Rose Leopoldine

d'Orleaus he ever met with. It had

disappeared before my time ; but a

Blairi No. 2, planted at the same time,

which covered the front of the coach-

house with its wealth of glorious

|iink blossoms, is one of my earliest

recollections. How many trees of the

most recently introduced Roses possess

the same constitution, and delight four,

if not five, generations, as this tree does ?

The lovely little white climbing Rose

named Williamsii after its raiser,

James Williams, which grows here,

should also be mentioned.

After passing the Rosary, the Brook Garden is

reached. Mr. William Paul, in the chapter on

the Rose Gardens of Hertfordshire in the work

referred to, terms it "The Dahlia Garden," and

this part of th( grounds is still chiefly reserved

for autumn-flowering plants. Well do I remember

James Williams' contempt for some single-fiowered

Dahlias introduced here by my father.

Leaving the Brook Garden and passing under

a Gothic archway, a surprise awaits one, for sud-

denly an unsuspected little ravine comes into view,

and the water from the lake falls over picturesque

n>cks, perhaps the happiest example of Mr. James
Pulham's earliest work. It is the first waterfall

he ever constructed. Though very simple in

character when compared with the far more ambi-

tious creations which have followed dicing the

century that has elapsed since it was made,

in its very simplicity lies its charm, since it looks

perfectly natural, and therefore artistic. The
ravine is crossed by a rustic timber bridge, such

as one frequently sees in mountain districts, and,

from a summer-house near by, a beautiful view-

is obtained of the fall and the lake beyond. The

lines on a tablet placed in this summer-house a

century ago have indeed a remarkable significance

to-day. They must express what many feel in

their hearts, and are almost prophetic. They

are these :

" Oh. for a lodge in some vast wilderness,

Some boundless contiguity of shade

Where rumour of oppression and deceit.

Of unsuccessful or successful war

Might never reach me more. My ear is pain'd.

My soul is sick with every day's report

Of wrong and outrage with which Earth is

filled."

Lest, however, it be thought that love for beauty

and peace might tempt some away from the path

of dutv and danger, it is only fair to record that

thirty-seven of John Warner's descendants or

their husbands are fighting to maintain the right,

and eight of them have already given their lives

in order that oppression and deceit may be

world and the dusty main road. Within, the calm

retreat and silent shade, the cooing of the ritg-

doves, the murmur of the brook and (
' -3 silvery

splash of the fountain all combine to give to the

weary traveller and toiler refreshment, rest and

peace.

A Woodland Ramble in

Search of Leaf-mould
*T Holywood, County Down, to-day, "V."

/\ and I wandered into the woods, and

/ \ here in the solitude found that delightful

^~-^% peace and calm which one associates

• ^with such places. As we entered

through the thicket we obscr-ved a splendid

Oak tree rising with four immense stems from

its base, sturdy and strong, and this we named

on the spot " The Four Sisters." We find this jn

excellent method, as, in the event of futtire rambles,

we are able to locate our tales or observations to

each other. In some of the trees there were little

'.^m

RETREAT .\ND SILENT SH.\DE IN .VN OLD HERTFORDSHIRE G.\RDEN.

overcome and tht rumour of war never reach

us more.

The path from the summer-house winds upward

through a little shrubbery and brings one out on to

a broad terrace which leads one back to the house

and commands a fine general view of the garden,

lake and meadow land. The lawn near the house

is not cut up with formal bedding or made to re-

semble a patchwork quilt ; but near the drive

some standard Rhododendrons and Tree Pajonies,

which I have known for more than half a century,

still flourish.

Happy indeed should they be who have a

garden large enough for children's gambols, quiet

enough for youth's fond dreams and maiden

fancies, secluded enough for lovers' vows and

tender whispers ; the place for the teUing of some

wondrous story. Though no prince or princess

may have lingered beneath the trees, long hunutn

associations have cast their spell about it and

have invested it with a touch of dreamland.

Outside the gates lies the prosaic workaday

troughs at the apex of the boughs, filled with water

—little cisterns ready at hand for the use of birds

or for the squirrels which are to be found here.

The wood is fenced on one side with a wire paling,

and at one place the wire has been run round the

stem of a thick tree. When the wire is vibrated

and one's ear is held close to the tree, there is a

rolling, viliratory sound like thunder, lasting for

many seconds and sounding singularly weird in the

silence of the wood. We were not at a loss to name

this tree, and it is now known as the "Thunder

Tree." The wood is carpeted with Ground Ivy,

through which the leaves of wild Hyacinths may

be seen, as well as those of the Primrose, the Wood
Sanicle and the early Purple Orchis. The Wood
Loosestrife and the Bog Pimpernel may be found

here, also the hollow stems of the wild Umbel-

lifer£B which are used by schoolboys to make

blowpipes. Hazel trees are also here in abundance,

and we procured some branches for making bows

and arrows for archery. They are very suitable

for this purpose, as they are so resilient and do not
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easily snap. On the verge of tlie wood tlio dead
stems of the Ragwort, with some seed capsules,

may be seen ; also the purple (jr green stems of the

Blackberry eaucs as well as the black branches
of the Sloebcrry and Rosa eanina, which is so suit-

able for budding garden Roses, Some of the trees

have fallen across the pathway, and we noticfd

that on these hawks had made a feasting ground,

as we could see by the remains of their prey

—

feathers, small bones, &c. We also noticed the

broken shells of nuts at the entrance to a hollow
in the stem of one of the trees, suggesting that a

squirrel had a home and a feast here also. To Ihc
beauty lover there are some things worth noticing,

such as the beautiful Silver Birches, the rich

reddish brown stems of the Scots Firs, the dark
green Moss and the Sphagnum on the rocks, the

green Ferns, and the perpetual music and silver

sparkle of the litlle cascades which run dnv.-n

Pink Snapdragons
.VMO.Nf, tlie several kinds of flowers that Iiavc

been greatly improved of late years, none are more
conspicuous than the Snapdragons. With the

numbers of beautiful culourings and the. three

distinct forms of tall, intermediate and quite

dwarf, the varied ways of using them can range,

over the whole garden, and to put them to the best

use becimies one of the pleasantest e.\erci:es of

intelligence, ingenuity and taste.

The gi'oup shown in the picture illustrates

a study in colour
;

the Snapdragons are of one of

the intermediate kinds, of a pretty pale pink

colour. They show to great advantage on a back-

grouhd of rather old Lavender bushes. The grey

of the Lavender is continued further back by a

wide-spreading bushy mass of Romneya, and above
this is the silvery grey weatlier-boarding of a

P.\LF. PINK SN.\1'DR.\G3NS.

the pleasant v.nllcy. Wordsworth was riglil when
he wrfiti' ;

" Co to the hills nifd woods,

No tears

Dim the sweet lunk which -

Nature wears."

After all, if one dot^s one's best, Nature will as a

general rule do her share without fail, working in

silence and unseen.

•Some of the Beech trees have gi'own extremely

tall and-Stand up like flagstafls o'r masts, without

a single branch on them ; and occasionally (jne can

observe one of these trees water-worn in circles

roimd tlie bark in a most curious \yay. We
had brought some small sacks with us in order

to get a supply of leaf-mould for greenhouse work,

and in a bank we came across some splendid brown
virgin loam which we afterwards used alone for

raising seedlings of Aubrietias, and I do not think

a single seed failed to come up. The soil was so

pure, free from vermin and the seeds of weeds,

and very nourishing. A ramble in the, woodlands

fills one with thankfulness.

" For the beauty of the earth

For the glory of the skies

For the love which from our birth

Over and around us lies

' Lord of all to Thee we raise

This our grateful psalm of praise."

Holyu'ood, County Down. Walter Smvtii.

barn. On wires swinging between posts are some
of the small-flowered Morel liylirid Clematises ; the

bloom of Hiesr is a pinkish likfc that harmonisis

deliglilfully with the grey foliage and the tendir

pink flower mass of, the Snapdragons. Darker

greenery of Vine and I'ig forms a solid back-

ground to' the whole. G. J.

THE DUMP .

BEAUTIFUL. II

THERE .ire Oaks in the Dell, as I have

said, and moreover Oaks of the kind

most befitting a dump. Further thete

are Rowan trees and occasional thickets

of Hazel : and at the further end you

may see, gleaming a greenish grey, the straight

stem of an Aspen—one tree and no more, which,

however, gives a tremulous restlessness to the place

even in the breathless heat of summer, when the

air otherwise is in a dead sleep. A feature of the

place, especially in April abimt the time the

cuckoo arrives, is tlie Blackthorn brake which

clambers up the slope, a little above the edge of

the Fern-fiinged runnel. This thicket is a notable

feature of the dump, partly because nothing is

ever dumped there (this by special order of the

Squire) and partly because the dusky underlying

hollows and ledges, soft and brown with fibrous

leaf-mould, are the happiest conceivable home
for the common Primrose. No other plant seem-

ingly is allowed to come obtrusively near—the area

is preserved for the Thorn and the Primrose
;

unless, perhaps, you call the little Moschatel

a plant (which, I suppose, in the last analysis

it is). There is plenty of the Moschatel in and
out among the Primroses, but it does not count.

You will hear people say carelessly that the

Primrose will grow anywhere ; and so it will, but

with a difference. Among the herbage, on the

sunny side of a hedgerow, full in the eye of the

south wind, it is short and stocky both in leaf

and flower, a cheerful thing to see. But under a

cavernous arch of Blackthorn, it is another flower :

the leaves there are long and curved, with the vein

pattern quilted in high relief, and the blooms arc

fewer in number, larger, longer in the stem, and
of a greener yellow. Whoever tries to make a

nosegay of the hedgeside and of the brake form
will perceive the difference. No doubt the flower

would show the same tendency to become attenu-

ated and delicate under shelter of Hazels or any
other deciduous thicket : but what makes the

Blackthorn such a desirable companion for the

I'rinirose is the foil which each flower makes for

the other. Brown soil, snowy Thorn, yellow

Primrose—that is the happy combination yim may
see, at the right moment, in the Dell, or for the

matter of that at the edge of a hundred fields,

where the callle graze, in our lovely county.

I am beginning to perceive, to my embarrass-

ment, that the things which seem im^st to impress

me in the Dell are precisely the things which have

lircn least dumiicd. And -yet I do n-jt know.

Nothing I sec there charms me more (except

perhaps (he Blackthorn and the Primroses) than

ilic numerous clumps and groups of Convall.arias,

.Old these have certainly been dumped. The Lily

cif the Valley, as it ramps vigorously along a

Somewhat hummocky terrace, looks to the casual

eye quite as luxuriant as that in the beds of the

garden proper, which are periodically top-dressed,

and was originally planted, I am told, with specially

]irepared Berlin rocjls. It is, however, when you
search for flowers anumg the leaves that you
perceive the difference between the dump and the

garden Lilies—not one flower in the Dell to ten

m the garden. \i you require flowers for bier or

bridal, this paucity of bloom is a drawback ; but

if you find your pleasure, as I do, chiefly in the Lily

as it grows, the sparseness of the flowering need

not trouble you, for in that case the charm is in

the leaf as much as in the flower, this last being

of the kind that does not offer itself without

searching. For my own part I am inclined to

agree with the Squire, who says that the other

Convallaria—Solomon's Seal—is a more valuable

plant than the Lily of the Valley in every respect

except perhaps perfume, and equal to it even in

tliat. But the Squire has a sensitive nose, which

can scent the perfume of Solomon's Seal even in

the open air, whereas most noses can perceive

its somewhat aromatic odour only in the confined

atmosphere of a room. " Look at the stately,

arched fronds," he will say if you raise the question

of relative values—" and the sliapely, veined

leaves, and the grey-green bells of Venetian glass,

slung along tf\e stem from the axils. Show mc
a plant that gives you a fuller sense of vigour and

grace 1 -A,nd it is no more beautiful in May th.an

it is in October, ivhen the fronds take on the colour

of oaten straw. The Lily of the Valley is s\vect

and pretty of course, but it is not in the running

with the other." To which language I offer a

half-hearted remonstrance, as being " too strong.''

Solomon's Seal, the Squire admits, has one

scrious'fault— it makes itself cheap by being too
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r.iby t(j ynnv. If it would only iiibist upon a btovi

u luptTuture, it would be perfect. Tlicro is perliaps

bouietliing in tliis. Auyliow, tlie Squire has ttio

icurage of liis opinions, for, turn wlicre you will

ill the Dell, you find plantations, I might almost say

i;iovcs, of this Convallaria. I should not wonder

it some day it were to enter even the exclusive circle

uf the Blackthorn and Primrose. Somers.

SOME HARDY ANNUALS
Bv Gertrude Jekvll, V.M.H.

I'l

is probaljle that during tlie coming summer
there will be less flower gardening than was

e\ir remembered by those now living,

and it is only right that space and labour

should first be given to growing food plants,

and lliat money should go to buy Peas and Beaus

rather than be spent on v\diat is for pleasure and

ornament. But though whole flower borders have

liren given up, there may be an empty patih

here and tliere, and annual flower seeds are cheap

and give a great show for their price. A reminder

of a few of the more easily grown may be in season.

Sowing should be done in March. For a space where

there may be tallish branching plants there is

nothing finer than Lavatera trimestris, one of

the Mallows. Each plant will form a bush 5 feet

high and 3 feet wide. The good old pink kind

has by some seedsmen been discarded in favour

of one of stronger colouring called " improved "
;

a very doubtful improvement, as the newer tint,

though undoubtedly stronger, has a rank quality'

that was absent in the really good pink of the

original plant. Blue Cornflower is always welcome ;

it is in two shades of blue, light and dark, both

good and of pure quality. Chrysanthemum cari-

iiatuin, a native of North Africa, is a handsonie

single Daisy, warm white, with a yellow centre.

The best form is called Morning Star in seed lists.

C. Bunidgeauum is another of the same type,

with a brown red ring towards the middle.

Coreopsis Drummondii nearly resembles the deep

yellow perennial C. lanceolata. These three

annuals arc all near 3 feet in height. Shorier

plants are the good blue Nigella, the white form

of Gypsophila clegans, the always charming old-

fashioned favourite ColIhi5ia bicolor (reddish

purple and white), and the splendid Pot Marigold,

Calendula Prince of Orange. These, with the

indispensable Mignonette—the oldest, cheapest

form is the sweetest—will give summer delight

in any garden. They arc besides, except perhaps

Collinsia, all kinds that are good for cutting, and,

if seeds arc not allowed to form, 'will bloom for

several weeks. All these annuals arc sown direct

where they are to bloom. The need for thin

sowing can never be too strongly insisted on.

If seeds are sown thickly and the seedlings come

up close together, they are all weak and cannot

be properly thinned ; but if they are sown so

that they appear some inches apart—or more in

tlic case of the larger kinds—they are sturdy and

strong from the beginning, and, if there has to be

further thinning, it can be done without injury

to those that are left. Moreover, if the seed is

good and fresh, it can be kept for another year,

or if there are still some bare patches of ground

in June, a second sowing can be made, and there

will be fresh bloom of annuals in the autumn and

until frost.

Any of the kinds named in these notes arc hardy

enough to st.-ind the winter. If tliey are sown in

September, they will be above ground before the

weather is severe, and will continue to grow

Flowly, gaining remarkable strength, and will

bloom in May the following year. Such plants

are much more vigorous than those that are sown

in spring or summer.

On Henry Correvon, Books

and Mistletoe

Tllli |ih(>tugrapli of .M. Henry Corn vim is

one of several taken by tin" writer in

Switzerland. Here he is in his garden

at Floraire, Chene Bcuirg, between

Geneva and the well-known Salevi-,

that flat-lopped mass of limestone on the h'rench

frontier overlooking Geneva, which is alike the

resort of botanists for its many treasures, and of

Gcnevese rock-climbers who disport themselves

ujion its precipitotis clifls and steep gnlleys. The
plant depicted in the photograph is the rare and
beautiful Sylphium albiflorum, with large white

blossoms.

So muih li.is b'l'u written b\' and about M.

Corre\*ou in the horticultural press of si:vcral

countries that it is not necessary to enlarge upon
it here, except to say that his charming hou'.e,

«liirc many an Knglishman has been wfleomi d
wilh what I may be pard"ii''d for callin.i; true

M. CORREVON AND SYLPHIUM .\LBI-

FLORUM AT ELORAIRE, NEAR GENEVA.

"English" hospitaUty (not marred, however, by

English rooking of vegetables), is a picturesque

chalet with the typical overhanging roof of the

chalets in mountain villages. Those who meet

Henry Correvon in his own country, whether as

alpinist, gardener-in-chieT^ or as the delightful

host in his own domain, must carry away the

memory, of a virile man of great enthusiasm and

many intellectual gifts. Nor need I dilate upon

the garden at Ploraire, where so many alpine

and other plants are grown ; where there is one

of the best flower-covered low walls ; and

where that azm'C gem "of high exposed siliceous

rocks and slabs, Eritrichium nanum, was made lo

grow in Sphagnum Moss.

Most of M. Correvon's books are known in this

country ; but there is niie less known which I

happen to turn In lo-d.iy. It. is his " Par Monls

et Vaux " (tgo.i), with pretty illustrations by

Mile. Ade'.e Con-evon. In the preface we are told

that most of the articles were published in the

" Journal de Geneve," and were written by a

Swiss tor the Swiss. One or two of Correvon's books

were obviouslj' WTitlen for English consumption.

This one is of wider interest, as is seen by a glance

at the chapter-headings. . Therefore it shows the

versatile author at his best ; and there is none

of that unfortunate coinage of impossible English

names of plants, of which we have seen too much
since rock gardens had become the fashion. The

last three chapters of this book are of special

interest in midwinter, for they are about the

Estercl, that wonderful range of red porpliyr\'

west of Cannes ;
" Fleins du Midi "

; and " Le

(iui " (Mistletoe).

.Vmong the many interesting things said abcuit

Mistletoe, we are told that it sometimes grows

on the Peach and the Walnut ; and that near

Sion a whole forest of Pines was attacked by it.

I well remember being astonished at seeing Mis-

tletoe growing on coniferous trees on a steep

mountain side south of the Rhone Valley in

Switzerland ; but on reaching Geneva, the Mecca

of botanists, was told that in some countries

.Mistletoe is frequent on conifers, and especially

upju Silver firs. Correvon remarks that when

Mistletoe grows on Oak, as noted by Pliny, it

must not be confused with its relative Loranthus

europajus. But he does not mention that in

the district of Verona in Italy Mistletoe was seen

growing on Loranthus, which gives its name lo

the Mistletoe family. Thus one parasitic member
of the LoranthacCoC was found parasitic upon

another. H. Stuart Thompson.

Gardening of the Week

FOR NOHTIIEKN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Leeks.—Leeks should now be sown in

the open as soon as the state of the ground will

permit. .Select a sheltered, sunny position, and
if the ground is at all cold and heavy, work in

some \egetable moiUd or old potting soil when
forking it over.

Sowing Peas.—The state of the soil permitting,

a sowing of early Peas may now be made on a

south border with every chance of success. .As

previously advised in this column, the seeds should

be partially covered with old potting soil and
wood-ashes! Damp the seeds and roll them in

dry red lead to keep mice at bay.

Sowing Celery.—It is too soon yet to sow for

the luaiu crop, liut a small sowing should be made
in mild heat for an autumn supply. For early

supplies, at anv rate, one of the w-hite varieties,

such as The Grove White, is to be rtrommcnded.

Sprouting Early Potatoes.—Early varieties

of seed Potatoes, if placed in trays and ai comnio-

dated in a coul house, such as a late Peaeh-housc.

in full light, will develop plump and firm young

growths, which will tell greatly in their favour

both as to earliness and vigour when planted.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Replanting Young Fruit Bushes.—Cuttmgs
..1 Gooseberries and Currants which were inserted

in autumn a vear ago should now be transplanted

in the reserve ground at about 2 feet apart, to

encourage them to furnish up prior to being

planted in their permanent quarters.

Hunting for Big-Bud.—Where the Black Cur-

rant mile has obtained a firm hold of a plantation,

strong measures have to be adopted ;
but even

those who have hitherto been immune from the

pest would at this stage do well to inspect then-

stock and if anv swoUeu, hammered buds are

detected, they should be picked off, placed hi some

receptacle, and burnt.

Winter Wash.—.Although moss or lichen on

(ruit trees mav not rob them of any of their

essential properties, they certainly provide shelter

for various pests; therefore the trees should be

kept' clear of these parasitic growths. Where

such are present, it is not yet too late m the season

to attack them. There are several washes on

the market, but Cooper's Wmter (Vi) Fluid,

applied with a spraver at the rate of a gallon of
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t)ie fluid to 100 gallons of water, will be found to
be effectual and will not injure the bark of the
trees.

The Rose Garden.

Planting.—Novemlier is the ideal nujnth for

planting Roses, but under present conditions
many things are in arrears. Planting may still

be carried out with every chance of success, it

being understood that the soil had been duly
prepared. See that the bottom of the pit is

flat or slightly convex rather than concave. Cut
away all injured or diseased parts of the roots
and shorten any long, bare rotjts. Press the soil

moderately firm, especially close to the stem.
Do not bury the stem more than an inch beyond
what its position was prior to lifting. Where
planting must be delayed for another week or
two, the plants should now be lifted and laid in

by the heels to check any tendency to start fresh

root growth.

Pruning Climbing Roses.—Where the work
was not overtaken in autunin, climbing Roses
may uo\\' be pruned, weather permitting. Only
general hints on the operation can be given here.
Cut away sufficient of the older and more spent
shoots to make way for a proportion of yoimg,
vigorous slioots. Jlerc vigour, however, is not
sufficient. The young shoots retained must also

be well ripened for the greater part of their length.

The immature tips should be cut away. Tie
the shoots into position as soon as pruning is

finished.

The Flower Garden.

Sowing Antirrhinums.—Seeds of these showy
popular flowers should now be sown. The medium
height varieties are the most useful, but the tall

and dwarf varieties also have their place. Sow
in boxes of fine light soil in gentle heat, cover the
seeds very slightly with finely sifted soil, and cover
with sheets of newspaper until germination takes
place. If the soil tends to become dry, water
the paper with a fine rose.

Early Sweet Peas.'—.\utumn-sowu Sweet Peas,

if shifted on into 7-iu(li pots now, furnished with
twiggy stakes about 2 feet high, and planted out
in a sheltered position in April, will begin to bloom
early in June. A dozen or so of snrh clumps
will furnish a good deal of cut bloom until the

main batch, which should now be soxsn, turn in.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broom/lcld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.'—Trees that are coming into bloom
should be given a night temperature of 55° with
.'i rise of 5° more by day, and in bright weather
allow the glass to rise to 70° with a little top and
bottom ventilation, but avoid a cold current of air.

c;o over the flowers with a rabbit's tail or camel-
hair brush when fully expanded for the piurpose
of fertilisation, and tap the trellises once or twice
daily. Later houses may be closed, and if the
night temperature stands at 45° to 50° it will be
ample for a time. Orchard houses without heat
should be ventilated freely both night and day,
unless the weather proves severe.

Strawberries.—A good batch of these may be
top-dressed and placed in the vineries to start.

See that the pots are washed and the soil free from
worms ; do not overwater till the new leaves
are well on the move, and keep the plants near
the glass. Where early forcing is being practised,
the earliest batch should be in bloom, and great
care must be exercised during the setting period
by keeping the roots moist and the air sweet
and rather drier. The flowers will require to be
artificially fertilised, employing a very soft brush
lor the purpose.

The Flower Garden.
Herbaceous Borders will need attention in

favourable weather. Many of the different plants
may be increased by divisions. Gaps will need
making good, and, where there is a likelihood
of overcrowding, thin or reduce the size of the
plants. Ciive the borders a good di'essing of
well-decayed manure, forking this well in among
the roots. This will greatly assist the plants
to produce larger flowers.

Sweet Peas.—If seeds were not sown last autumn,
sow at once in well-prepared trenches or on grouncl
that lias been deeply worked. If the plants are
to be grown only for cut purposes, select seed of
a few of the best and most distinct colours, in pre-
ference to many. Any which have been sown in

small pots and forwarded under glass should be

freely ventilated and kept near the glass to en-
courage a strong, sturdy growth. If needed,
support by small twigs to prevent the plants
from falling down by the side of the pots.

Dahlias.—Single Dahlias and several either
plants may be raised from seed sown at the present
time, and with a little extra attention will flower
freely during the coming season and prove very
acceptable for various purposes in the flower
garden.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Any further planting to be done nm*t be taken
in hand and completed as early as time and weather
will permit. This applies to all kinds of fruit
trees, and, with careful attention, good results
will follow. Do not bury the roots too deep

;

see that the drainage is good, shorten back damaged
thongs, and s^.atter a few shovelfuls of fine soil

among the fibrous roots before fillirg up with the
staple soil.

Espaliers.—Trees that have bP'^ome a thicket
of old snags will need a good thinning out. Cut
these out at intervals and encourage a fresh lot
of fruit - buds nearer the old branches. Much
finer fruit will result by doing this.

Grafts.—Head back trees it is intended to graft,
and save prunings of the varieties which are to
be increased, heeling them in on a north border.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus Beds.—New lieds, if desirable,
sln.)uld be prepai"ed to be in readiness foi the
plants when the proper time arri\cs for planting.
Trcnrh heavy soils thoroughly and drain them
well, incorporating plenty of grit with the staple
soil as the trenching proceeds.

" H. IMarkhak.
'

(Gardener to the Karl of Strafford.)
Wiotluim Park, Barnel.

TULIP TITTLE-TATTLE
Bv THE REV. JOSEPH JACOB.

The Scent and Height
of Avis Kennicott.

—

How well I remember
the incident that Mr.

Dillistone refers to in

TuE Garde.\ of Decem-
ber 22 last, on page 550.

1 often try to be a bit

of a Boswell, and very

often wish devoutly that

I had a tithe of his photo-

graphic memory. Hence
when I met jMr. Dillistone at " Chelsea " in 1915,
and he drew my attention to thelovely Muscat scent

of Avis Kennicott, down it went in my note-book.

Does he also remember later on iii the day our
asking Mr. Bullock to smell it and tell us what
its scent was like? "My word!" he said, "it
has the exact smell of a vinery." Moral : All

noses recognise its delightful Grapey aroma. As
to the height of Avis Kennico,tt, I think Mr. Dilli-

stone is perfectly correct in saying that there is

nothing like 10 inches ^etween it and Mrs. Moon.
I could write pages about the heights of Tulips, so

1 must carefully keep off the subject and simply
apologise, as one of those who helped to produce
" The Report of the Tulip Nomenclature Com-
mittee," for an obvious error. Anyone having this

book, please make a marginal note to say that the
height as there given is wTong in one case

or the other, as there is nothing like 10 inches

between the two Tulips. I should put it at

2 inches or 3 inches at the very most. Private

measm-ements made in my garden in 1912 make
it one inch. On the principle of one good turn
deserving another, may I ask Mr. Dillistone if he
has not found all stocks of this Tulip somewhat
mixed ? My experience is that most have blackish

bases, but in some the black is absent or reduced
to a "mere suspicion." Has he found it so?
Can it be possible that the black can vary from
year to year ? -

The History of Avis Kennicott.—I am always
afraid to attempt to probe the history of this

Variety, in case I should get a nasty jar and find

the tale I tell visitors to my garden about its being

taken out by some lover of Tulips in the May-
flower and then planted in the New England
States, only to be returned in the com-se of years

to the Old Country as a new Cottage variety, all

moonshine, with no more reabty than a Middleton

cheese. I like to think of an Evangeline, lovingly

caring for it and tending it, and it would be horrid

to know for certain that all my pretty dreams of

what might have been its lot were, like Dumas'
Tulipe Noire, only an invention of my brain.

But, ou the other hand, there would be a satis-

faction—although of a very different kind— if

one did know foi' certain its exact history. " Great

is Truth ; and it will prevail." I am grateful

to my good friend Mr. E. H. Krclage of Haarlem
for his imprimatur of what I said about the origin

of the great Darwin race.; but I must frankly

own up that the mist of doubt was very fascinating.

C'rreat and many are the pleasm'es of imagination
;

and it makes very little difference whether the

vi'iion be of the past, like Parkinson's frontispiece,

or of the futme, like Dora Silbrrrad's Blue Daffodil

(read " The Good Comrade "). Nevertheless,

granted all this, I again ask if any reader knows
the true and luivarnished history of the Tulip

Avis Kennicott ?

Tulip Heights.—Everyone will have read Mr.

IJillistonc's impressions about the heights of Tulips

in the article referred to before with great interest,

because they are the impressions of one who knows.

I think he will be as surprised as I am myself

to find in my 1912 measurements I have Orange
King 29 inches and Earncombe Sanders 30 inches,

the exact figures of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Tulip book. Again, I have Inglescombe

Yellow 19 inches and Golden Spire 24 inches,

against the 23 inches and 25 inches quoted by
iVIr. Dillistone. Of these two measurements my
figures are the more in harmony with my winter

ideas of their respective heights. Le R6vc I

have down as 20 inches and Boadicea as 22 inches.
,

This seems wrong, but so do Le RSve- 16 inches

and Boadicea 29 inches. All that can be profit-

ably said with regard to the book figures of the

Tulip heights is to repeat that famous remark

of the old Master of Balliol :
" Even the youngest

of us is not infallible."

Lord Rhondda, what about Tulips ?—I do not

want to "give the show away," yp4 my patriotic

feelings compelled me to ask myself this question :

Is it to be " Tell it not in Gath " or " Proclaim

it from the housetops"? And having asked it,

the answer I give is that the suggestion made in

the second part of the question is the one to be

preferred. That is good ; it has quite a ministerial

touch about it, just as it should have to be in

harmony with the all-important and engrossing >
\

question of food. My Lord, what about Tulips ?

Have you read Evelyn's " Acetaria " on the

subject ? Hear him :
" To these we might add

sundry more, formerly had in deliciis, since grown

obsolete or quite neglected with us : as among the

noblest bulbs that of the Tulip ; a root of which

has been valued not to eat, but for the Flower

(ahd yet eaten by mistake) at more than an

hundred pounds. The young fresh Bulbs are

sweet and high of taste."—(Evelyn's "Acetaria, '

page 73, in the 1699 edition.) One never knows.

It is half a year before getting-up time, and much
may happen before then. I have seen real locusts

—uot the probable substitute (Ceratonia Siliqua)

St. John lived on—exposed for sale in the streets

of Mogador, and I can easily imagine after seeing

them that Tulips might be very far from being

the worst of human food.
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COLUMNS FOR THE
CURIOUS

"Jerusalem" Again.—I have been told of yet

another possible derivation of the word Jerusalem

as applied to Artichokes, and as I cannot find it

in " Prior" or any other work that I have been

able to consult, I herewith give it for the benefit

(if readers who may be interested. My friend

thinks he got it from the sequel to Trench's " Study

of Words." "Jerusalem " accordingly is said to be

a corruption of jour-solcil, in the same way that

Asparagus has become " Sparrowgrass." My
dictionary gives soleil as meaning Sunflower.

Where does the jour come in to make the derivation

possible ?

—

Joseph Jacob.

Witch Hazel.—Sir Herbert Maxwell's query

(page 44) as to whether the right spelling is witch

or wych raises a question of some interest. It

seems certain that the word should be written

witch or, more correctly, wich, the derivation being

from the Anglo-Saxon verb wican, to bend. Hence

wicker and Witch Elm, the latter meaning the

drooping or pliable Elm. " Weak " is connected

with the same root. The " t " has probably

crept in through a false association by ear with

witch, a sorceress. But when and why did

Hamamelis get this name of Witch Hazel, seeing

that its introduction must have been centtiries

later than .•Vnglo-Saxon or Middle-English speech,

and that it possesses no salient character of pen-

dulousness or pliability ? Was the name given

by an unskilled etymologist who thought its

winter flowering a magical quality ?—G. H.

Engleheart.

[If the name has anything to do with magical

powers, we suggest it may be due to the popular

remedies sold by chemists made from decoctions

oi the bark, leaves and fruits of the Virginian

Witch Hazel.—Ed.J

The Vineyards of England.—My acquaintance

with The Garden is an old one—from its fu-st

beginnings—and I have seen this subject of English

vineyards and English wine crop up again and

again. It has a considerable antiquarian interest,

but only, I think, antiquarian, and " Hurstcot
"

(page 22) in advocating English wine-making is

pleading for the resuscitation of a very dead horse.

It is quite certain that from Saxon and probably

Roman times up to about 1800 there were vineyards

and vintages in England, but it is equally certain

that the reasons for their abandonment were,

and are, convincing ones, enforced by the logic

of solid experience. To begin with, the South

and West region of England is the extreme geo-

graphical limit of the Vine. There is truth in the

saying that we have no c4imate, only weather.

The climatic requirements of the Vine, for assured

vintages, are maturation by sun and rest in winter.

With us too often the very opposite conditions

obtain, namely, wet, sunless summers and wet,

mild winters* " Hurstcot " writes :
" The common

idea that the English climate is too uncertain

to allow of profitable Grape cultivation outdoors

is chiefly a fallacy. The radiation of heat from

the earth is in any climate a factor in the production

of Grapes." The fallacy is his own, for heat can-

not be radiated unless first received from the sun,

which, as a not uncommon instance, we scarcely

saw in Southern England during 1917 from the

third week in July to the first week in September.

This climatic disability has always been marked.

To repeat well-known quotations, Hakluyt,

writing when there were still many vineyards in

England, says ihat Vines may still be kept as a
diversion, " although the climate so cold will not
permit us to have good wines of them." And in

a better-known passage Parkinson says that in

his day an attempted revival of wine-making by
planting vineyards. and introducing French Vine-

dressers had failed, " for they never could make
any wine that was worth the drinking, being

so small and heartless that they soon gave over the

practice."

If " Hurstcot " objects " but wine was
made and drunk in large quantities over long

periods in England," the answer seems to be

this : So far as we can trace .the chief English

vineyards, they belonged almost invariably to the

rehgious houses. These, again, had foreign head-

quarters and branches of the several religious

Orders, chiefly French, and so were accustomed
to the use of wine and preferred even the inferior

English wines to beer or cider, while for a long time

the importation of I'rench wine was prohibitively

costly and slow. As carriage became cheaper

and quicker, so did the making and use of English

wine die out. Parkinson is explicit on this point :

" Many monasteries in this kingdom having
vineyards had as much wine made therefrom as

supplied their convertts year by year, but long

since they have been destroyed, and the know-
ledge how to order a vineyard is also utterly

perished with them." It is an entire mistake

to think that English wine was ever a national

drink—^it was too "small and heartless," i.e.,

thin and without body, for the pubUc taste. The
populace at large, like Sir John FalstaS, has never

been able to " get any forrader " with claret,

even French. Personally I am at one with
" Hurstcot " in deploring this undoubted fact.

But I am remote from oneness with his desire

" to return to the nobler cheer of [English] wine

which . . . makes glad the heart of man and
obtain it as our fathers did." All English wines

which it has been my misfortune to taste have

made my heart and stomach exceedingly sorry,

not excluding even the Marquis of Bute's extolled

vintage.

The truth is that the further you go North

the worse is the wine. The extreme northerly

wine of France, the petit bleu from which our

soldiers suffered so sorely in the early French wars,

has been not undeservedly named the vin de

quatre homines, because for the efiectual drinking

of it the drinker must be held down by two others,

while the fourth pours it down his throat. And
English wine is more northerly still ! If the taste

for claret, once prevalent with our upper classes,

should return and spread, the wines that would
be drimk would be the good French vins

ordinaires, which I understand could be imported

and retailed in England, if the consumption were

large enough, at about 8d. the quart. It is out

of the question that home-made wine could ever

compete with these in quality or price.—G. H.

Engleheart.

SOCIETIES

UOYAL HORTICULTURAI SOCIETV.

THE second meeting of the year ou January 20. if not
greatly exceeding the first in extent, e.^cellfd it in the
directions of variety and general interest. Orchids
were freely shown, as before. Mr. F. Herbert Chapman
was earliest in the field with forced Daffodils in pots,
as he also was a year ago. Carnations were better,
affording proof of the benefits of longer and sunnier days.
Alpine and hardy shrubs each made a fh"st appearance,
while Ferns added further to the interest of the meeting.
Of special interest was the collection of Onions from
Wisley, both spring and autumn sown being well repre-
sented. Apart from the above, a colleetion of pedigree
seedling Apples from Messrs. Laxtou coiistituted a con-
siderable attraction, some well-flavoiu'ed sorts being
included. Two new plants reciived awards,

Hardy Plants,

In a collection of these from Mr. O. lUuthc, Keston.
were such things as Berberis Bealu. Christmas Roses,
tlie red, white and blue forms of Anemone Hepatica,
also the large pale blue A. H. angiitosa, the golden cups
of Eranthis ciiicicus, and a brilliant cluster of Cyclamen
Coum purpureum, one of the best earlv flowers of the
year. Saxifrages Keston and forms of Burserlana bristled
with flower-buds, and needed but a few davs more to
bring them into bloom. Spring Snowflake (Leucojum)
was also noted, and the dainty Fagus fusca, whose
miniature sprays of bronzy foliage are a great charm.

.Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, had a group strong in
Hamamelises, such as H. mollis. H. arborea and H. Zuc-
eariniana bemg shown in addition to the new hybrid H.
Russelliana. Elaeagnus pungens picta aurea and E.
glabra marginata were effective among variegated plants,
while the pretty bronze-leaved Box, Buxus japonica,
in bushes 9 inches high, was very charming. As shown
it would be ideal for the rock garden. Cryptomeria
spiralis and Bex Pernyi were other things of note.

Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman. Rye. showed the first forced
Daffodils of the season, his Scoutmaster, a tall and graceful
bicolor trumpet sort, demonstrating its adaptability
to early forcing. The segments of the perianth are white,
the trumpet having an expanding bell outline. It Js
pretty and distinct. An all-yellow seedling from Iving
Alfred was also shown, and an Iris Histrio seedling.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers. Hayward's Heath, had a
good novelty in their blush Malmai.son Carnation Exquisite.
It is white with a suffusion of flesh colour, and quite
dLstinct. Mandarin and Marion Willsnn, both vellow-
grounds, were good. Mary Allwood being excellent.

Ferns from Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton,
included the beautiful and distinct Nephrolepis Scottii.
in some respects a dwarf counterpart of N. exaltata,
but with fronds coloured a pretty golden green. Selagi-
nellas Emiliana and ama>na. and Polypodium.glaucum
crispum were also noteworthy.

Orchids.

In a particularly good collection of these from Messrs.
.Armstrong and Brown. Tnnbridge Wells. Odontoglossum
Memoria Lily Newmann. having a golden ground barred
with crimson, stood out well. Large and handsome, a
splendid raceme showed it to advantage. O. corona,
dark and of splendid form ; and O. exuitans, in which
fawn mingled with rose, were also beautiful. Sophro-
Cattleya Niobe has satmony coloured sepals and petals,
crimson lip, and tube of richest golden. It was alone.
Odontiodas and Cymbidiums were prominent. Silver
Flora medal.
A raceme of C>Tnhidium PauwellsU with twenty-six

flowers was shown by Mr. J. E. Shill.

Prominent among those from Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co., Hayward's Heath, were Vanda teres alba. Brasso-
Cattleya Veitchii .Mikado (of rosy hue). Laelio-Cattleya
Ariel (orange coloured) and a considerable array of C>'pri-
pediums, the best of which were C. Brilliant and C. Beck-
manii. Silver Flora medal.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, had a group strong
in Cymbidiums, with Odontiodas and others.

Messrs. Sander and Sons contributed Saccolabium
hellinum magniflcum and Brasso-Cattleya Fascinator.

First-class Certificates.

Ct/pripedium Etnybiades The Baroness.—One of a
magnificent series of hybrids raised by Mr. J. E. Shill,
The Dell Gardens, Englefleld Green. Of remarkable
proportions throughout, the new-comer attracts by
reason of fine texture and solid appearance, its big dorsal
sepal, and the unique expanse of its petals, The dorsal
sepal, which Is orbicular and 3} inches across, has a wliite
ground in the upper parts, the base being of a golden
green, the whole copiously blotched with crimson. The
broad petals have the blade-like form of a propeller and,
with the sturdy-looking pouch, arc coloured a lustrous
brown. Handsome in all its parts, there is manifested
In the leafage a vigour which, while quite exceptional,
is in keeping with one of the best novelties of recent times.

Cattleya Monarch Variety Bryndir (C. Trianro x C.
Empress Frederick).—The sepals and petals of this
novelty are of a distinct shade of pink, into which an
almost salmon suffusion enters. The frontal lobe of the
fringed lip is. of a vinous crimson, the internal portion
of the tube yellow and white. Shomi by Dr. Jliqucl
Lacroze, Eoehampton (Orchid-grower, Miss Robertson).

Preliminary COMMEND.tTioN.

Odontioda Oatton Princess.—One of the largest and
darkest we have seen, the maroon crimson being lightly
chequered white, the lip also ha^ing a distinct white
margin. From Sir Jeremiah Colnian, Gatton Park,
Reigate (gardener, Mr. J. Collier).

Fruit and Veoetables.

Messrs. Laxton Brothers. Bedford, had an interesting
o.xhibit of twenty -one varieties of pedigree seedling Apples,
the two fhiest for flavour being a cross between Cox's
Orange Pipphi and Court Pendu Plat, and Court Pendu
Plat crossed with BIbston Pippin. That first named
was christened—also confirmed—on the spot " W.
Watson," in compliment to the able Curator of the Royal
Gardens, Kew. It is of high flavour and very juicy.
We think highly of it for the qualities named.

Onions from the Society's Gardens at Wisley were
sho\vn to demonstrate keeping qualities. Of sprhig
sown (March, 1917) forty-three stocks were grown, twenty-
two being now exhibited. Those gaining three marlvs
were The Sutton Globe (of exceptional keeping properties);
Bedfordshire Champion and A 1, all from seed sent by
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading ; AUsa Craig, from
Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh ; and Champion,
from Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Coggesliall. Of
autnmn-.sowil Oniotis eighty-seven stocks wi-re growni
and twenty shown, one hundred plants of each sort bting
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planted out. Tlioso named wiTc the best, as also the

heaviest eroppers. Autumn Triumph (Beckett), award
of merit, gave 64ilb. of produce from the hundred plants.

A magnificent Onion in every way, it excelled all others

in its cropping qualities. Froxfleld (Barr and Sons),

of fine appearance and solid, also gained an award of

merit. It gave 46Jlb. White Spanish Selected (Barr

and Sons), three marks, gave 47Jlb. ; Giant Zittan

(Harrison), two marks. 54Jlb. The bulb is shapely and
good-looking. The Sutton Globe (Sutton and Sons),

two marks, gave 43ilb. ; »^nd Giant Yellow Zittan (R.

Veitch and Sons), 43Jlb. It was a most useful and
instructive exhibit.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

THE first fortnightly meeting of the spring session in

connection with the above association was held on
January 28 in the Lecture Hall of the Reading Gas
Company, and proved a very successful one. Mr. Alderman
l'\ B. Parfltt presided over a good attendance of

members. The subject down for discussion was the

three best cropping and cookipg Potatoes in the first-

early, second-early and maincrop sections. This was
introduced by the chairman of committee, Mr. H. C.

Loader. The Gardens. Eriegh Park, who referred to the

great part the Potato was taking in the food of the nation.

He laid stress on the value of the yellow-fleshed varieties

as containing a larger amount of nutriment than the

white varieties. The discussion was sttstained by Messrs.

Parfltt. F. Townscnd, A. H. Fulker, H. Goodger, E. J.

Dore. H. Wilson. H. G. Cox, G. Smith and D. Dore.

A fact worth noticing was that the heaviest croppers

were not always the best cookers with regard to quality.

An interesting feature of the meeting was the com-
petitions arranged for tteee dishes of Potatoes, distinct

varieties, and some splendid tubers were staged. The
result was as follows :

Class I., open to all, seven entries : First prize, Mr.

H. Goodger, Stoneham House Gardens, Calcot ; second,

Mr. H. Wilson. Wessex Hall Gardens ; third, Mr. E. J.

Dore, Liverpool Road.
Class II.. single-handed gardeners and amateurs, five

entries ; First prize, Mr. D. Dore, Blenheim Gardens

;

second, Mr. B. Haines, Calcot ; third, Mr. H. G. Cox,

Hamilton Road.
^A census of the members living in Dorset, Norfolk,

Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Middlesex, Surrey and Berkshire

had been taken as to the three best varieties in each

section, and the votes recorded were : First early. May
Queen (29), Ninetyfold (10), Express (10) and Ringleader

(10) ; second early, Windsor Castle (20), British Queen
(10) and Epicure (5) ; main crop, Arran Chief (19), XJp-to-

Date (19) and King Edward VII. (16).

During the evening Mr. H. A. Shuttleworth, from the

Board of Agriculture Food Production Department,

gave a short address on the forthcoming Potato spraying

campaign in Berkshire, and asked for the active support

of the members of the association in this work. Needless

to say, this was readily promised. It was incidentally

mentioned in the discussion by Mr. Councillor Moring
that over 1,600 allotments were under cultivation in the

borough, and more ground was being obtained for the

coming season, a remark that gave great satisfaction

to all present.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

THE GREENHOUSE

.

FLAMINGO FLOWER (Miss E. M. (?.)•—The botanical

name of the plant sent is Anthurium Scherzerianum.
popularly termed the Flamingo Flower. It is a native

of Costa Uica and Guatemala, and is consequently unable
to endure frost.

ROSE GARDEN.
TAR ON ROSE GROWTHS (J. T.).—We do not think

the tar will do any serious harm to the growths, especially

as it was not hot when the growths received it ; but
it would be a good precaution to try to remove most
of it with a penloiife, taking care not to cut the bark.

Leave the Briar unpnined, also the Jasmine. You
could most certainly grow the fruit trees. Bush trees

would be best unless you have a south or west wall or
boarded fence, in which case trained trees could be
planted.

PRUNING SWEET BRIAR HEDGE (H. iV.).—The
best method to adopt when planting a Sweet Briar hedge
is to leave the plants impruncd the first year, but the
second year cut down to the base two or three of the oldest

growths of each plant. By continuing this practice

each year you ensure plenty of new basal growths. Of
course, you can trim the hedge io the desired height

by shortening the remainder of the growths. As you
cut the hedge down to the ground last year, the present
growths, being all of last season's production, should not
be pruned at all, or, at most, merely tip the shoots. To
encourage vigorous growth you should dig in some manure
now on both sides of the hedge.

Potatoes. It should consist of the following : Bone-
meal. 51b. : lime. 101b. ; salt. 31b. ; soot, half a bushel
iMix all well together and dig it into the ground 6 inches
deep in dry weather. The above quantity will suffice

for one rod.

MUSHROOMS OUTDOORS (B. ili.)—To give useful

information as to the successful growing of Mushrooms
outdoors in the space allotted to an answer to a question
would be scarcely possible. An article will probably
shortly appear in The Garden dealing with the subject,
as it is a good time from now to the end of March to form
and plant such beds. Later they do not do so well,

the weather usually being too hot for them. In the
meantime, we suggest to you that you invest a shilling

(Is. 2d. by post) in a very excellent little book on
the growing of Mushrooms (chiefly outdoors) by a man
who has spent a long life in the successful growing
of them as a business. Sve think you will be pleased
and well satisfied with the information the book contains.
It is published by John F. Barter, Limited, Napier Road,
Wembley^ R.S.O., Middlesex.

SEAKALE TO GROW FOR NEXT WINTER'S SUPPLY
(B. M.).—In the first place, if you wish for the best
returns in strong roots and crowns next winter, the ground
must be well prepared beforehand by double trench-
ing and moderate manuring, say, six barrow-loads of

ordinary stable or farmyard manure to the rod or percli.

Seakale is growTi from root cuttings. Roots suitable

for making into cuttings are those which spring out of

the base of the rootstock. Use the strongest of these and
cut them into lengths of 6 inches. The tops of the cut-

tings should be cut straight across, and the bottom wedge
shape, so as to indicate the top from the bottom. Tie
up the roots in bundles of twenty-five, i)Iacing them
in the ground until wanted for planting at the end of

March. The rows to plant them in should be 15 inches
apart, and the roots should be planted 15 inches asunder
in the row. The cuttings should be planted with a dibber,

making the holes as nearly as possible of the same depth
as the root cuttings. The top of the cutting when inserted

in the hole should be a trifle lower than the surface of

the ground. Simply drop the cuttings into the holes

without applying any soil to them, and you will find

they will grow freely enough. Towards the end of April

you will find many small plants will form on the top of

the roots. These should be reduced to three of the best;

all the others shoidd be rubbed off. Those three will form
the crown of the root for next winter's supply. Keep
the ground clear of weeds by frequent hoeing, and in due
time a heavy crop of roots should result.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PARASITE ON THE CATERPILLARS OF THE

CABBAGE WHITE BUTTERFLY (IF. Jf.).—The little

cocoons contain the chrysalides of a minute fly that lays

its eggs in the caterpillars of the Cabbage White butterfly.

The gnibs that hatch from these eggs feed inside the body
of the caterpillar until both they and the caterpillar

are full grown, when, instead of the latter turning into

a chrysalis, the grubs eat their way out of its body, killing

it in doing so. and themselves form cocoon and chrysalides,

in which state they remain until the following spring,

when the flies come out to lay their eggs in the next genera-
tion of Cabbage "White butterflies. They ought, of course,

to be preserved.

STARTING BEE-KEEPING (Mrs. I. T., Hawick).—
A good up-to-date book for beginners in bee-keeping
is " The British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book," by T. W.
Cowan, twenty-second edition ; price, cloth, 23. 6d. The
hon. secretary of the Northumberland Bee-Keepers'
Association is Mr. R. Robson, Cheviot Street, Wooler.
He would probably be able to put you in the way of
obtaining bees this spring.

OBITUARY

KITCHEN GARDEN,
POTATOES ON POOR GRASS LAND (S. If.).—We

think the artificial manure now (riven would be the
best and cheapest you could apply to such Land for the

growth of Potatoes'. We presume that there is little or

no lime in the soil (as it is intended later for Ericas). The
little contained in the mixture will not afterwards affect

the Ericas, but it is necessary tor the well-doing of the

THOMAS WILSON.
The following has been received from the Countess

of Strathmore :
" I am writing with deep sorrow

to tell you of the death of our very valued

head-gardener, Thomas Wilson, who often con-

tributed to your delightful paper, for which reason

I feel siu'e you would wish to include his name
in your obituary column. Mr. Wilson was the

.very best type of Scotch gardener, absolutely

thorough in his-work, in the garden, as an Elder

of the Church, and especially in organising and

starting anything that his employers were interested

in. He laid out two large and intricately designed

gardens for us latterly, entering enthusiastically

into the difficulties of proportion and finishing

them to the last stone and plant. He was never
" weary in well-doing," and worked up to the

day of his operation, which took place last

November, and from which he died. His great

influence for good, both in the gardening world

of Forfarshire and to those living tiear him, will

be missed more than I can express, and to no

one more than myself, as I looked on him as one

of my greatest friends. He leaves a wife and

one son (now fighting in Mesopotamia) and three

daughters."

Mr. Wilson, who died on January 24, had

been head-gardener at Glamis Castle for upwards

of twenty years. The gardens at Glamis Castle

are well known for their beauty, and much of

their attractiveness is due to the care and attention

bestowed upon them by Mr. Wilson. About

ten years ago Lady Strathmore decided to lay

out an autumn garden at the east end of the

Castle, and entrusted the practical part of the

work to Mr. Wilson. The success which attended

his efforts in this work is proved by the many
admirers of horticulture who come from far and

near to view this garden, which is only now coming

to its best.

JOHN POPE.
Once again 1 have been asked by the Editor

to take up my pen and write a short obituary

notice. This time it ^s of John Pope, who after

a long and sad illness passed away on January 26,

and was buried at King's Norton Church on

the 30th. He came of an old florist's stock.

His father and his grandfather before him, although

in the nursery and flower business, were florists

of the old school, and the same spirit was largely

developed in the son. It was no surprise, then,

to those who were familiar with the picture of

old Luke Pope, taken in 1788, lovingly nursing

a plant on which doubtless he had spent much
care and attention, and to those who knew the

father's interest in the florists of the fifties and

sixties of last century, to find the same spirit

in the son. " We want a Glenny, we want a

Glenny," came like a deep-down sigh from the

most interesting historical paper which he read

at the Birmingham dinner of 1906 on " The Large

Daffodil." Until increasing infirmity compelled

his withdrawal, he was a keen supporter of the

Midland Daffodil Society and a regular exliibitor at

the shows. In the early days of the famous dinners

he was a joint host with the late Mr. Robert

Sydenham. If I mistake not, he was one of the

furst to pay high prices for the best of the new
Daffodils like Will Scarlett, and he was not behind-

hand in taking toll from our neighbours in Holland.

Mr. Pope raised seedlings, but, judging from results,

he was not so successful as his enthusiasm for tl.e

future of the Daffodil might have led anyone to

expect. In speaking on "The Daffodil and its

Futiu-e " in 1902, he said, " Why, the Narciss

is in its very infancy, when the finest ,yellow

trumpet (Maximus) is just as Nature gave it,

and the Pheasant Eye to be found on the Pyrenees

nearly as good as our best. Why, gentlemen, I

can almost see an Empress with a scarlet trumpet."

King's Norton is certainly the most mdely known

of his productions, but if he raised Miss Clinch

(illustrated in the Midland Report for 1907),

as I think he did, that is his best. It is pleasant

to know that John Pope's particular love for

this flower has been inherited by his two daughters,

and that theu: enthusiasm has kept alive the

honoiured name of their father in Daffodil circles

when he was no longer able to be with us himself.

May it still be so when we gather together once

again at Birmingham and elsewhere after the present

tribulation is past ! Even if they come under

another and a new name they will always

be remembered by the " old gang " as the

daughters of the keen, generous and far-seeing

John Pope. Joseph Jacob.

Impatiens Roylei.—^The beautiful plant figured

and described in your last issue under the above

name is more correctly designated /. glandtiUfera,

under which name Royle described it in 1835.

The misunderstanding which led to the substitu-

tion of Roylei is explained in the Journal of Botany,

1909, page 37.

—

James Britten.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
A -p this particular season layers are prone

/% to ' go off their legs," as the technical

/ % man has it. Yet very few poultry-

^"^^^ keepers are acquainted with the symp-
^ * toms, causes or remedies. I will take

two letters from my current post-bag, and then

give my detailed advice for the benefit of others.

I have already dealt direct with my correspon-

dents' queries.

Unable to Stand.—Miss B. C P. writes :
" Just

a week ago a beautiful little Black Leghorn

pullet which had this winter started on her business

of laying large white eggs was suddenly taken

ill. She was not looking very bright on Friday,

and on the following day I found her unable to

stand
;

possibly feverishness may have made
her comb look smart and her eyes bright, but she

seemed to have lost the use of her legs. Someone
produced a packet of roup powder which seemed

to be recommended for every imaginable illness,

and I took her indoors and made her as com-
fortable as possible, and fed her with every delicacy

I could think of. The following Tuesday she

began to pant, and I thought it had

gone to her lungs, but I did not despair

of my little hen, as I have nursed

successfully in two cases of pneumonia

—one human, the other canine. She

looked quite as if she understood my
efforts, and I made her comfortable. I

kept fancying she looked better, but

having no knowledge of either pulse or

temperature it was only guesswork.

This morning the breathing seemed

easier, but she looked weak. This after-

noon someone who was near heard a

little sound, and she was dead."

Another Ailing Pullet.—The second

case in point also happens to be a

Black Leghorn pullet by coincident.

Mrs. L. R. writes :
" I have a Black

Leghorn pullet that has cramp in its

back very badly, and, being a novice,

I do not know if there is anything I can

do for it. I have a Brown Leghorn as

well that had two or three attacks in

its legs, but it seems to be better now. I

think it is cramp, because it gets better

so quickly. At first I thought the cold

weather affected it, but to-day it is quite mild and

I see she is bad again. She only started to lay

on December 19, and laid very well until January r,

when she had the first attack, and since then

has only laid three or four eggs. Is there any-

thing I can do, or would it be kinder to kill her ?

Apart from the cramp she seems quite well and
eats well. If you will give me some advice I

shall be very much obliged. I ordy started

keeping hens in May, and so far have been most

successful. I have had on an average five eggs

a day from the piillets since September. The
hens have not done so well, as they are old."

Layers' Cramp.—We will call the ailment

"layers' cramp" and look into the symptoms.

In the main the ailing bird completely loses the

use of her legs for a time. There are many points,

however, which upset the novice in her or his

judgment of what is WTong. The ailing bird, as

a rule, eats well and looks the picture of health,

and, as often as not, lays a beautiful large egg

the day before she is noticed to be ill. Pullets

in their first period of laying are usually the birds

affected, and the trouble seems to show in the

winter and early spring. The causes may be

traced to (r) lack of shell-forming material, and

(2) an insufficiency of iron. I have cured many
cases very promptly with the aid of a hot-water

bath, holding the bird's legs in reasonably hot

water for a time. Having dried the legs, turpentine

is rubbed in, followed by an application of vaseline.

The operation is complete when warm flannel

has been wrapped round the legs and the bird

made " comfy" in a basket near the fire or in a

cosy outhouse. Whatever treatment is decided

upon, the bird must be isolated and kept perfectly

quiet. She must not be overfed, and raw greenery

—finely minced—is strongly recommended. The
remedy is completed by giving the invalid daily

a teaspoonful of cod-liver oil in which is placed

four grains of citrate of iron. When a bird is

noticed to be ailing, the owner should safeguard

the remainder of the flock by providing shell

LIGHT SUSSEX.

Typical heavy-producing pedigree birds of this utility breed.

The property of Mr. G. Gordon Gray, Deansbrook Poultry

Farm, Edgware, Middlesex. (See ie.xt.)

material ad lib., raw greenery, and an iron tonic

in the drinking water.

Strengthening Tonics.—I ' have repeatedly

given my recipe for the making of a good strength-

ening tonic, but for the benefit of new readers

I again touch upon the matter. My students

will do well to copy the recipe and file it for

future guidance, remarks which apply also to the

Glauber's salt treatment which I frequently refer

to in my notes. Here, then, is my stock strengthen-

ing medicine : In a gallon of boiling water

dissolve two ounces of sulphate of iron, using as

a dose a dessertspoonful of the mi.xture to each

pint of drinking water. Keep this stock medicine

handy, and give two or three doses a week when
the birds seem to need a tonic. Do not, however,

be continually giving medicines or tonics to fowls
;

use discretion in the matter.

The Light Sussex.—During the past month
1 have had many letters asking for particulars

of tbe Light Sussex, As the Rev. B, P. P. 'solicits

details of the breeds I cannot do better than

devote a little space once more to this noble

breed. In the first place it is an all-British pro-

duction, and one of the best all-round breeds

of to-day. With white leg and white flesh it is

a splendid table bird and carries a nice amount
of flesh. The cockerels come to the table at

quite an early age, even without any special

course of fattening, although, where the latter

is adopted, heavy weights can readily be re-

corded. While, then, in the Light Sussexwe
have the proper material for the production of

table chifkens of first-class quality, it is a decided

advantage to be able to take' up a cockerel straight

from the run and find it " ripe " for the cook.

As a layer the breed has everything to recom-

mend it.

Our Illustration.—Mr. G. GordonGray of Deans-
brook Poultry Farm, Edgvvare, Middlesex, an
earnest reader of my notes, has sent me a snapshot

of a pen of his Light Sussex, which I am publishing

on this page. He adds :
" I am pleased to see

that you speak so highly of the Light Sussex,

which should be far more popular than it is to-day.

I enclose a snapshot taken by the Feathered

World of some of my birds, which you might like

to publish in The Garden. Your readers will

have a good idea therefrom of the type of the

bird. The Light Sussex is ' utility ' all over and
as graceful as any we have. My Light Sussex

have during the winter months laid consistently,

and many have set up remarkable egg-records,

all birds being trap-nested. If only

people would take up the breed they

would never be without it." Importance

can be attached to this breeder's opinion,

as his " Gordon Gray " strains are so

well known. He keeps Rhode Island

Reds, White Leghorns and White
Wyandottes, as well as Light Sussex,

so must be well pleased with the latter's

qualities, or would not single out the

breed for special mention. On the

Deansbrook Poultry Farm no male is

used in the breeding pens unless his

dam or mother laid over 200 eggs in her

pullet or first season of laying.

Do Not Blame the Food.—^It is quite

he thing nowadays to find the follow-

ing in letters asking for advice :
" Of

course the foods are not so good, and I

expect this is the cause of my poor

egg-supply." In every case where there

is a dearth of eggs my readers are

strongly urged to dismiss the idea that

the foodstuffs used are to blame.

Otherwise the matter merely ends there

and no effort is made to put the finger

on the proper cause and to rectify matters.

Most menus fail because they do not contain any

or the right amount of animal food, whether fish-

meal, meat-meal or meat and bone. No mash

is serviceable at this time of the year urdess it

contains 10 per jcent. of animal food, which, by

the way, with clover-meal will be found to

correct any weakness in the quality of the food-

stuffs used. The free use of charcoal, too, will

have a similarly good effect.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden

Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealirig with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be Enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communicalicms

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, JV.C.z.
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PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY FEEDING

{Continued from page 14, January 5 issue.)

IN
my first article in this series I pointed out

how important it was (i) to have & founda-

tion for the mash, {2) to provide animal

food, and (3) to feed for eggs.

Winter Feeding.—Those poultry-keepers,

then, who imagine that no greenery is necessary

at any time for fowls on free range must alter

their ways. It is not until the spring arrives

that grass begins to have some "body" in it,

so that even with fowls on free fange a substitute

for grass must be provided in the winter months.

My pen immediately turns towards clover-meal,

which is one of the best egg-producing foods

we have, next to animal matter. It can be used in

any reasonable quantity, provided it is thoroughly

scalded, although I like to recommend about one-

fifth of the whole ingredients of the mash by
weight to be clover-meal. Although the latter

is here recommended for winter use, it can be

used in other seasons, if only for its economy and

for growing stock, because it is a splendid bone-

producer and health-giver. When properly scalded

,

clover-meal swells to many times its

original bulk dry, which is a point

poultry-keepers should not lightly pass

over in these days or at any other

time.

Preparing the Mash.—There are
many ways of preparing the " wet

"

mash, but to my mind only one practical

method. Those who have studied my
systems will have noticed how strongly

I am in favour of thoroughly scalding

prior to use such ingredients as bran,

clover - meal, fish - meal, meat - meal,

biscuit-meal and the like. I am con-

vinced from the start that the fowl

has weak digestive organs, brought about

by domestication, and consequently am
ever ready to put into practice anything

that will help along digestion. Before

the ingredients can be scalded they

must be thoroughly mixed. It is here

where so many poultry-keepers go

wrong. It is not sufficient to place the

ingredients together and give them
a stir with a stick. Prepared in this

way, one fowl is likely to get two full

ounces of fish-meal and another none.

Such a precaution must naturally be guarded

against.

Mixing the Ingredients.—Having measured

out the correct quantity of each ingredient (hat

has to be scalded, the poultry-keeper should give

the whole as perfect a mixing as is possible. It

matters little what receptacle is used -or what
mixing appliance is selected so long as the object

hinted at is achieved. In all cases where meals

are mixed, this matter should receive its due

attention. Once the ingredients are properly

mixed, they should be placed in a bucket or similar

receptacle. Boiling water should next be poured

over the whole until the meals are well covered.

The receptacle should then be covered to keep

the steam in. and left thus for a good time. In

the winter months the meals can be soaked over-

night ready for use in the morning, but in the

summer a shorter period must be allowed, for

fear of the food going sour. Soaking for several

hours only is recommended in hot weather. Only

sufficient boiling water should be added which

the meals can comfortably soak up.

What is " Drying Off " ?—When I recommend
a poultry-keeper to " dry off " the mash with

middlings, it often happens that he is not quite

sure what I mean. When the meals have been

scalded, an additiofial ingredient is necessary to

dry off the whole I0 a crumbly state. Middlings

are usually employed as the drying-ofl meal. In

better days the middlings were nice and floury

and ideal for the purpose ; but to-day, if the coarser

meals are used, one has a difficulty in drying off

nicely with middlings. Where this is the case,

the use of a little Sussex ground oats is recommended.

-An ideally prepared mash should bind well and

crumble up when dropped on the ground. With

the middlings and bran of yesterday I always

considered four parts of the former to two of the

latter to be the best proportion to adopt ; but as

both now are very much the same they can be

used in equal parts. The bran should be well

SICILIAN BUTTERCUPS.

A dainty trio owned by Miss Frances Champion, Heather Halt.

Leicester. Note the cup-comb which,is peculiar to this breed.

scalded. Many poultry-keepers are dispensing

with bran, using middlings in its place. This is

quite in order, although any middlings used in

excess of that needed for drying-off purposes

should he scalded with the other ingredients.

The Use of Boiled Vegetables.—Where boiled

vegetables are to be brought into the mash, they

should be warmed up prior to the meals being

dried off. The vegetables should be thoroughly

minced, and then be well stirred into the meals
that have been scalded. The liquor should be
used to warm and wet the whole before the middlings

are brought into play as the drier off. Where
no such liquor is available, boiling water can. of

course, be used. Many poultry-keepers are under

the impression that the mash must be given " pip-

ing" hot, but that is not so. It must be just

warm only, so that it does not when eaten bring

down the blood barometer of the hen which

hot food will do, much to the detriment of the

layers. In the summer the mash can be
given cold. Should the owner experience any
difficulty in keeping the soft food warm while

on his round of feeding, he must cover the whole
with a thick sack. This trouble will only be met
with where a large number of burds are kept and
some time elapses befpre the first and last fowl get

fed. If a wheelbarrow is used as a receptacle

for the warm mash, it can be wheeled from run to

run, the sack over the whole keeping in the steam.

The only other receptacle needed is a feeding

bucket to hold the food when taken from the

barrow into the runs or enclosures.

Advantages of the Hay-Box.—Where a goodly
number of fowls are kept, a "Devon" portable

boiler is a sine qua non. It should be fitted either

in or near the food-house, and will prove a boon in

which to boil all kinds of foodstuffs and to provide

hot water for scalding out utensils. Where only

a few fowls are kept and hot water is needed
first thing in the morning, it can be placed overnight

in a Thermos flask, and will then be found ready
for use. Where a stock-pot is employed, the hay-
box will be found very useful. To make the hay-
box, obtain an ordinary box of good dimensions
and tightly press newspapers around the inside,

afterwards packing the corners with hay and putting

some of the latter at the bottom of the box over

the papers. Having placed the saucepan or stock-

po^containing the food for the morning on the fire

overnight and brought the contents to the boil,

place the pot in the hay-box, and over the top put

two thick hay-stuffed cushions. The pot should

have a " drop " handle for preference,

and a lid should be fitted over the

box. In the morning the food will

be/! found steaming hot and ready

for use.

Mixing tlie Mash.—Occasionally a

person writes for my advice on feeding

and asks me to be kind enough to

design an ideal feeding menu. After I

have gone to much trouble and sent a

four-sheet letter of advice, I am asked

in the next letter if it is not possible

to strike out all the ingredients recom-

mended except bran and vegetables,

and yet obtain' equally good results. .

Nothing is obtained in this world without

a little trouble, but the main thing i=

to reach the objective. At least that

is my view-point. The general complaint

against having too many ingredients

in the mash is that it takes time and
trouble to weigh out 40Z. of this, goz.

of that, and so on. That is not necessary

at all. I should take my ingredients

in the proportions recommended and
mix up sufficient to last a week or

a fortnight. This could easily be

judged as regards approximate amount by the

number of stock kept and the quantity of their

daily rations. The meals would have to be mixed

thoroughly either in a bin or similar receptacle, or

on a clean board placed on the -floor. All the

poultry-keeper would have to do then would be

to take from the mixture the amount required

for the day's feed of mash as regards those

ingredients.

Bran and Scraps.—For the best egg-results

it is not sufficient to give just a " living " ration.

There must be that little " extra " which will

mean eggs. Far too many poultry-keepers

adopt the bran-and-scraps menu, expecting

full 'egg-baskets therefrom. The eggs must

be fed for, as I have so many times pointed

out. The layers may be kept alive on liran

and scraps, but we want eggs

!

(To be continued.)
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THE
accompanying photograph shows a

basket of the new Onion .'\utunin Triumph.

In a large and very fine trial of autumn-

sown Onions at Wisley, Sown in August,

1916, this proved to yield the heaviest

weight per hundred plants. Its chief merit,

however, lies in its fine keeping qualities.

Sown in .August, it has been found to keep

much better and longer than those sown the

following spring, which is unquestionably a

great and twofold advantage, owing to the fact

that it also practically escapes the ravages of the

Onion fly and the ground is cleared in good time

for succeeding crops.

Broad Bean Early Mazagan.—Last year this

Beau yielded mncl\ heavier (and earlier) crops

than the Longpods, the soil being medium sandy

loam with a cool base. Not only were the pods

better filled—in many instances tl^e Beans being

packed close together—but the latter remained

tender and " young" much longer than the larger

sorts. Again, the pods in the Early Mazagan are

usually much more numerous, being borne in

whorls round the stem instead of only on one side

in twos or threes, and they begin quite near the

ground. This is a particularly good Broad Bean

for small gardens and allotment holders, for it

occupies but little space compared with taller

kinds. In flavour it is excellent.

Notes on Bees.—In response to many appeals

from readers, we have at length decided

to include notes on bees in our pages

The articles will be conducted by
Mr. L. Bigg-Wither, who is Lecturer

in Bee-keeping to the Somerset County

Council, and already well known to

many readers not only as a bee-

keeper, but also as a keen gardener.

It is hardly necessary to add that Mr
Bigg-Wither will be only too ready to

advise readers on questions relating to

bee-keeping.

Spotting "Slacker " Soils.—A soil

having insufficient lime content is not

prepared to do a very big " bit " for

its country. Simple tests can be con-

ducted which will reveal the general

condition of acidity, bit from that

stage onwards it is usually a matter of

guesswork, as the cvdtivator is faced with

many questions regarding what lime to

use and how much to apply. A recently

invented American soil-testing machine is

prepared to do for horticulture and

agriculture what the .\-ray machine has

done for medicine. Upon a small plat-

form three glass containers are mounted

and connected with rubber tubing. A
sample of weighed and sifted soil is

placed in the middle bottle. In the

smallest of the bottles is a small, care-

fully measured quantity of muriatic

acid. The reaction of these two is regis-

tered in the third container of the series,

above which rises a 22mm gauge. The -

test is very simple, and, in the words

of the n^aker, the principle involved is as follows ;

" When muriatic acid comes in contact with

lime in the soil, through the chemical action brought

about gas is released from the lime. This gas,

being under atmospheric pressure, will cause the

water to rise in the graduated gauge, and conse-

quently the more lime the soil contains the higher

percentage of gas will be liberated. Should the

soil contain no lime, there will be no gas released,

and the water will remain still in the gauge.

Should the soil being tested contain three tons

of lime to the acre, the water will rise automatically

and register three tons. A register of three tons

per acre shows no more lime is needed. .^

reading of less than this amount w-ill indicate

that the dfiference between the amount regis-

tered and the three ton standard should be

made good."

Clearing the Ground of Tree Stumps and
Roots.—la the current issue of the Popular Science

Monthly an account is given of a simple device

invented by Mr. John H. Hempy of New Hamp-
shire, Ohio, for burning out the stumps and roots

of trees, and the method will doubtless be

appreciated by those who wish to clear ground
of timber in order to utilise the ground for raising

crops. The inventor has made ingenious use

of the well-known fact that draught aids com-
bustion by constructing a conical chimney of

sheet-iron in several sections, which is so placed

THI! NEW LONG-KEEPING ONION AUTUMN TRIUM

over the ignited stump that a strong draught is

created. The air, rushing in from below, by its

oxygen aids the process of combustion and keeps

the fire burning briskly. After the lower part

of the stump is burned away, the upper part

settles into the fire and furnishes fuel to burn'out

the big roots near the surface. The lowest section

of the cone, with a diameter of 30 inches at the

bottom, is made of heavier sheet-iron, while

the two upper cones, which taper to a diameter

of 8 inches, may be made of ordinary stove-

pipe sheet-iron. The whole chimney is arbout

6 feet high, but may be made higher if a stronger

draught is desired.

Winter Weeds.^—.Always keenly observant of

plants and their characteristics, Shakespeare was

correct in describing winter weeds as being shallow-

rooted. But may there not be another explana-

tion of the ease with which roots tnay now be

detached from Mother Earth ? No doubt the

frosts do lift up the soil and so loosen the root-

hold, but we are inclined to think that moisture

has a greater influence. During the winter the

soil is nearly always sufficiently moist at the

surface for the weeds' requirements, so that the

roots need not penetrate deeply, as they must

if they are to sm'vive the summer. Plants and

animals—even the human kind—are much alike

in this respect. When food comes easily,

both are content to take life lightly ; but with

scarcity there is a stirring of energy.

The plant sends its roots deeper

and further afield for sustenance ; and

so do we roam in search of food, with

varying success.

Spring Flowers.—A few brief spells

of frost and one fall of snow since

the New Year have not been enough

to hold back the early flowers. By

the middle of January Snowdrops were

well into bloom, and the fij-st of the

Scillas (sibirica) appeared at the same

time. These were quickly followed by

the cheerful little Aconites, which

always do best in the borders whAe
they are accidentally subjected to an

annual turning over with a fork. Yellow

Crocuses are gaping in sunny places,

and that fascinating wantoji, Gentiana

acaulis, has unfurled some corollas

of its incomparable blue. The

Hepaticas, in blue and rose, violet and

whitej, are as entrancing as ever, and

Erica mediterranea hybrids and E.

carnea are in ftiU flower. Primroses

are a little shy, as always, but some

reds and yellows are showing in the

Ivy - clad banks of the woodland

garden. Yesterday we came across a

patch of Dog's Mercury, which is a

full month earlier than the normal.

Once this brave old plant spreads its

cheerful gieen over the grey brown

leaves of the hedge-bottoms, we may
anv day expect to find the welcome

I'll . blaze of Celandine and Dandelion.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

COOKING DUTCH BROWN BEANS.

A PROPOS of this subject, I am able to fully

endorse the statement by W. de Koster,

page 64, that " an hour and a half is not sufficient,

and that from two to three hours' slow boiling

is required after a night's soaking in plenty of

water " if justice is to be done them. Preferring

to delete the word " boiling "—to many

synonymous with " galloping"—and to substitute

" simmering "—a word readily understood by

the good housewife—I would give them fully

three hours' cooking, and feel they would be fit

for food at the end of that time ; in other words,

they would not when touched be in a mood to

display the acrobatic agihty of the Haricots of

restaurants and other places, but remain to " face

the music." The much-dried Haricots or Butter

Beans of the shops are not on all fours with the

freshly harvested Dutch Brown Beans, i.e., the

crop of 1917. For the former a decidedly longer

period, both of soaking and cooking, is needed

in order to have them at their best, and it is

probably due to a neglect of these preparatory

and precautionary nieasures—albeit they arise

from the purest ignorance—that so many will

remark in reference thereto that " they have tried

them, but do not care for them." We (family

and self) have tried them for .years, ^nd do care

lor them, though it is not the writer who excels

in the culinary art, but his "better half," who,

Imowing what to do in the case, does not spare

herself in doing it.—E. H. Jenki»»s.

POTATO DISEASE.

A/rUCH interesting and useful information has

been given by The Garden upon the subject

of Potatoes, but there is one point which has not

been sufficiently considered, and that is the effect

of overcrowding on Potato disease. Last year

I had rather a striking experience of its effect

which I think will interest your readers. After

planting my crop I thought enough had not been

planted, and decided to plant a further piece about

40 yards square which had Potatoes on it the

previous year. I planted with seed of the previous

year, and when half the ground was planted I

decided that it would be sufficient. Now, I was

not astonished that they took the disease badly,

for, as already stated, it was old seed and the

ground had the same crop the previous year.

But some self-sown Potatoes came up on the half

of the ground which was not planted. Each plant

produced a magnificent crop and was quite free

from disease. How can this be accounted for ?

The seed was the same and the ground was the

same. The only differences were (i) that the

seed was deeply planted, (2) that the seed, had

remained in the ground all the winter, (3) that the

plants were not earthed up, and (4) that they

stood well apart. To my mind their success was

due to the last cause.

—

Thackeray Turner,

Weslbrook, Godalming.

THE TRAINING OF APPLE TREES.

T AM glad you made your editorial note in the

middle of my letter of February 2, because it

raises a very important point in Apple culture.

Your suggestion that it is natural for Apples to

fruit on pendent branches gives me the opportunity

to make a serious grumble at the way nurserymen

prune their bush Apples. They take infinite

pains to train theu: espaliers, but, when it comes to

bush trees, they appear to prune them
.
quite

regardless of the future. In nine cases out of ten

the bushes are neither pyramid nor properly shaped

open bushes, but a sort of half-and-half affair

—

probably a main stem with three or four side

branches so pruned that, to achieve an evenly

shaped tree, one must resort to all sorts of devices.

AU this seems perhaps to have but little to do

with the question of pendent growth, but it really

has everything to do with it. I remember very

well seeing, some twelve years ago or so, a most

remarkably well cultivated Apple orchard at

Withington, near Hereford. It had been planted

by, and then still belonged to, Mr. John Watlcins,

who is, 1 believe, now dead. All the trees were

open bushes ; but what is important is that they

had been trained from the start for this purpose.

Each tree had from six to eight cordons starting

separately from the main stem about a foot or

so from the ground, and were, up to 20 feet in

length, closely spurred from base to tip. Now
comes my point : When they were covered with

fruit they bent naturally like a fishing-rod. Every

part of every tree got all the air and sunshine

possible. It was in September when I saw them,

and I shall never forget the lesson then learnt.

Now, why cannot nmrserymen be persuaded to

train their bush Apples and Pears in this way ?

My experience is that they are often most careless

as to the position of the terminal eye when pruning,

and that trees are so pruned that the leading shoot

is growing inwards instead of outwards. \The

result is a muddled lot of branches and badly

pruned side branches. If people insisted upon

properly shaped trees with few well-shaped branches

instead of many wrongly placed growths, nursery-

men would be compelled to change their haphazard

methods. Probably Annie Elizabeth, for instance,

has about the most stiff upright growth of any

.\pple, but I saw at Leicester last summer the

original tree planted by Mr. Greatorix, and it

liad the usual pendent branches that one expects

to see on anv old tree.—C. B. R., Gloucestershire.

TO ANDROSACE GLACIALIS AND ITS HIGH

MOUNTAIN PEERS.

High on the world's cathedral roof

You kiss the sun and greet the snow,

From life's wild surging tides aloof

;

Heed not their ceaseless ebb and flow

—

Far down below the struggles rage.

Leaf shedding woods and herbage taU ;

Then sombre Pines take up the gage.

Till their last stunted outposts fall

—

Drear deserts now of broken rocks,

Where Earth's bared skeleton appears.

Shattered by Frost's fierce hammer shocks.

Riven by mallets of the years !

While Chaos reigns in this wild scene

You stud the waste with cushions rare.

With Gentians, gems of wondrous sheen.

Studs pink and blue, celestial fair !

As summer's seasons fleeting go

When love and sunshine round you gleam.

Embraced by soft sleep-giving snow

'Neath its chaste coverlet vou dream !

K. R.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF CYCLAMEN
COUM.

TN the extract from the letter by Private Robins,

published in your issue of January 26, I see

that he states hardy Cyclamen were growing among

the rocks in Salonika. These are, I suppose,

C. Coum, and if so, they must be widely distributed.

as my son. Lieutenant H. L. Warner, writing from

Palestine on December 28 last, says :
" I had

quite hoped to have sent you some of the crimson-

flowered Cyclamen and Narcissus bulbs which

grew plentifully on the hills, but Boche shells

were falling too frequently among them, and our

time was taken up in dodging them, in spite of

which I had two horses shot. We are now resting

in a most glorious spot, and I am just going down
on a donkey to the sea for a bathe, which puts

new life into us after the rigours of the recent

campaign. After the rains the mud in the Cactus-

lined lanes round here was fearful, and it took us

two days to get it off the horses. Out in the sand

dunes there are some little Mesembryanthemums
with orange-coloured flowers, a small pink-flowered

thing like our Virginian Stock, and a flower I

take to be a Cypripedium ; also lovely china blue

Grape Hyacinths in places. Near a mud-walled

village the natives grow Wheat, Carrots, Onions

and Radishes till they get long and old. These

last I get given me, but pay through the nose for

Oranges, Figs and Almonds. Between groups

of Date Palms, Tamarisk and Fig trees we get a

glimpse of the sea, which is an intense Mediterranean

blue. I shall be quite sorry to leave this jolly

place. I shall look out for Iris Vartanii, which

flowered so well in our garden at home [Herts] for

so many years."—H. H. Warner.

TRIENTALIS EUROPiEA.

T WAS much interested in Trientalis, mentioned

by " Somers " on page 36 and T. A. Lofthouse,

page 40. The former could find no English name
for it, but one is mentioned in the " Students'

Flora of the British Islands," dated 1870, where

it is called Chickweed-Winter-Green. Loudon

(1829) simply calls it Winter Green, which rather

clashes with the species of Pyrola that are better

known, for four of them occur both in England

and Scotland. They are also cultivated. I was
surprised to learn that T. A. Lofthouse had
succeeded in growing and flowering Trientalis

in his garden, for I have always looked upon
it as a frail and delicate beauty that one

must needs bring home its native earth and sky

to get it to bloom in the garden. I first found it

growing among grass, Heather and Juncus

squarrosus on the top of bog peat of great depth,

and in which the ancient Pines must have been

buried for centuries. There was neither bush

nor tree anywhere on the peaty ground, and

beyond that were cornfields. Since then I have

found it in several northern localities, all in the

open. More recently I met with it among grass

in a Birch wood in the Central Highlands. It

extends all round the northern hemisphere.

—

HORTtJLANUS.

'T'HE writer of the interesting articles on " The
Dump Beautiful " says he has never heard

a popular name for Trientalis eiu-opaea. In

Aberdeenshire, where the plant is plentiful, it

is always known as Chickweed-Winter-Green,

and seems to be well known as such to quite

unbotanical residents. Pyrola minor is frequently

found associated with it, and, more rarely, the little

Orchid Goodyera repens. I have never heard

a popular name for either of these plants, probably

owing to their being much less conspicuous than

the charming Trientalis.—N. G. Hadden.

DAPHNE PONTICA.

T-'HE rev. G. H. ENGLEHEART refers to the

fragrance of our native Spurge Laurel (Daphne

Laureola), which is so pronounced in the evenings.

Anyone who appreciates sweet-scented shrubs

should grow Daphne pontica, which closely

resembles the Spurge Laurel in appearance, but
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carries its flowers above the leaves iiTstead of

lieneath them. It has a most powerful and
delirious scent, quite distinct from that of any
other plant I know, but recalling that of ripe

Oranges, It flowers early in the year, and grew

well in heavy clayey soil in Worcestershire in a

half-shady position. I have never seen the plant

anywhere else, and it does not often appear in

the catalogues.—N. G. Haddex.

JACQUEMINOT.

The Rose lifts up her perfume

to the Dawn
;

Hot N'oou l>urns out her fragrance

while she sighs,

Loosens her tresses to his

rough cares=;,

.And, in the chill of his departing,

dies.

V-iRDE BrNV.^RD.

.SWEET BRIAR NORTH OF WINNIPEG.

'"PHE Sweet Briar Rose has e\ndently followed

the " drum-beat around the world." We
have two locations in our State

where some of our young botanists

have found the Sweet Briar

Rose and have tried to convince

us that it was a native. It

lertainly thrives and, when left

.done, propagates naturally,
very freely. I am enclosing part

of a letter recently received
from ^Ir. Hammond, President of

u r American Rose Society :

" I found a lot of wild Sweet

Briar growing one hundred miles

north of Winnipeg, and I am
sending you a snapshot tliat I

look there. .A road has been

made through the * woods, and

on each side the Sweet Briar

grows freely. The man in the

wagon comes from a sawmill,

and I asked him if the Sweet

Briar had any odour. He
-aid that for two months you

can smell it fur miles around,

old it is fine. I gathered
.1 number of seed-pods and some

of the branches and sent them

1 o Professor W li i t e at

Cornell."

—

Thomas X. Cook, Boston, AIos^,

HELXINE SOLIEROLII.

A MONCi fast-growing carpeters this little plant

deserves wider recognition. It appears to

be perfectly hardy, and one has but to put in

the smallest piece to have a close-fitting mat of

glossy green in a miracidously short space of time.

In manner of growth it closely resembles Arenaria

balearica, but the leaves are larger and it is less

fastidious; that is to say, it will grow'in full sun

or deep shade, on the flat or perpendicular, with

nmisture or witUout. Indeed, there is liardly a

spot in which it will not flourish in thaf good-

tempered, happy spirit which is the great reward

rjf gardening. The flo%vers are small, but they

.arc produced- (more especially in sunny aspects)

in such myriads that they powder the fresh green'

with a dust of gold. Helxine enjoys the mortar

of an old wall, but it is not fastidious in that

respect.—.\. T. J.

[.\ pretty carpeter of the soil, it is true, but we
think it necessary to put readers on their guard.

It is so fast growing in some gardens as to smother

the surrounding plants. There are people who
would give anything to get rid of it, but, once

establislied, it has come to stay. Incidentally,

this plant is sent here for identification probably

more than any other—at least, such was the case

previous to the severe winter of 1917..

—

Ed.]

POTATO-ONIONS.

A N old saw runs, " Dilt'erent people have different

opinions, Some like .Apples and some like

Inions." Maybe some will differ with the Editor

when he remarks that Potato-Onions are useful

only for their earliness. The fact that they have

more or less gone out of cultivation is probably

explained by the knowledge that there is never

.1 lack of Onions, because of foreign imports.

Then, maybe, the average gardener and allotment

holder rely upon Shallots to carry them over the

blank period when the ordinary Onion has run

out, and it is therefore quite possible that they

have little, if any, knowledge of the existence

of other forms of edible Alliums. But have we

been wire in ignoring the various types, for it

is quite possible that in certain districts we should

succeed with one type where we fail with another ?

Time and again X have heard amateurs say they

simply cannot grow Onions from seed, and, despite
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all the talk, it must be owned that Onion-gi'owing

from small sets is not a general success. Shallots,

too, are not a trmnp card everywhere. The

Potato-Onion—really only a proliferous variety

of the ordinary Onion {Allium 'Cepa), as is the

so-called Tree or Egyptian Onion—may often-

times prove just the type that is needed for certain,

districts. Both are planted as sets like Shallots,

but whereas the first named produces its crop

underground, the bulbs needing exposure to ripen

them only after the foliage is fully grown, the

Tree Onion gives its crop on the top of the stem,

and therefore calls for staking. But I have never

heard it said that the Onion fly attacks these

ti,TSes, and I must confess that last season totally

disproved the statement that Onion sets and

very early sowing circumvent the fly, inasmuch

that the pest was active all the season, even

decimating .-August sowings ; and allowing that

the proliferous types may be immune, is not that

a strong reason for their culture ? As regards

other t>-pes of Onions, I am not at all sure that

Chives are really needed, although, maybe, they

have their uses in the epicure's kitchen; but

Garlic is certainly worthy of cultivation.

Generally speaking, it is always the most expensive

to buy, and in some quarters it is only obtainable

from the chemist at about 2d. per ounce. The
makers of really good curried dishes are lost

without Garlic; and last winter, having to

battle for five months against whooping-cough,

which the military doctor admitted he could do

nothing to relieve, although he did giv(j me a

dose of quinine, I discovered that Garlic, despite

its odour, helped me more than anything. Having

a few bulbs left, I planted some sets on my plot,

and harvested them in due coiu'se. Strange to

say, however, my crop differed from the stock

from which I planted. The sets were, of course,

the small offsets or cloves, but wli^t I harvested

were small, solid bulbs similar to pickling Onions,

without any suggestion of splitting up into sections.

They were true Garlic right enough for odour and

pungency, but why so djtferent ?—T. .-\. W.

POTATO SPR.-VYING.

COME time ago there was an article in a

number of The Garden {which I too gene-

rously gave away) about Potato spraying. It

narrated what was being done by a District Coulicil

in England, and showed a row of men using

knapsack sprayers. May a humble

person in a distant land be allowed

to remark that such efforts seem

to him very peddling, and .to give

some indication how the job

should be tackled ? We grow

Potatoes in Tasmania, and they

are apt to be affected by Irish

blight. 1 enclose an illustration

of a horse sprayer recommended

by the Tasmanian Agricultural

Department [Unfortunately, not

suitable for reproduction.

—

Ed.].

The beauty of the Fleming Sprayer

is that the action of propulsion

does the spraying. It holds

58 gallons, can be filled in five

minufes, and with an ordinarily

active horse empties itself in

fifteen minutes. Three loads can

be used in an horn', or 174 gallons

of liquid, this being sufficient for

two acres. Fifteen jets are going

at once, five on each side and five

downwards. Foiu' rows are sprayed

on both sides and tw'o on one only.

With a slight wind the spray is

often carried over several additional

wh'u \ery yindy • is carried a

distance. The estimate oi cost

for material (pre-war prices) was about as. 6d.

))pr acre per application with Bordeaux mix-

lure. .A. great deal of the opposition formerly

expressed as to compulsory spraying was due

to the fear that the passage of a machine

and horse would injure the haulm. In practice,

however, surprisingly little damage was done

even to unusually abundant haulm. Except at

the headlands, usually no evidence of the passage

of the machine was visible. Possibly these remarks

may be of interest for the 191S Potato crop, and

districts where there is much Potato-growing

should certainly be provided with horse sprayers.

.-\ustralian Potato prices are very variable, a

crop realising anything from £2 to £20 per ton.

Carmens, Brounells and Redskins are popular

sorts imlvnown to me in England, which, for

aught I know, may have originated in Lincoln-

shire.

—

A. Garnett, Tasmania.

av roRT

rows, and

considerable

*,* Readers who hare not aheadij done so are arked lo

order THK G.lKDEN to he delivered regularly hij their neua-

agent. The return ol unsold copies is prohihded. and in

concequcnre THK GaRPF.n is obtainable oxi.v il n.;l,-,^,l

beforehand.
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EARLY TOMATOES: PRICKING OFF AND
POTTING UP

THOSE WHO IIAVK GREENHOUSES TO SPARE WILL BE WELL ADVISED
TO DEVOTE SPACE TO THE RAISING OF TOMATOES.

market gardens. As a matter of fact, the photo-

graph was taken in the establishment of one of

the most successful Tomato- growers in the

United Kingdom. At the back of the picture

there are depicted two young seedling plants lifted

from the box of plants immediately in front of

them. These seedlings should be lifted without

IT

is well to remember that the cultivation

of Tomatoes under glass is generally far

more satisfactory than by any other method.

The beginner, by the aid of a glass structure,

even though the latter may be of a, temporary

iharacter, js largely independent of unsatis-

factotv or abnormal climatic conditions, and may,

therefore, grow his plants with the sure prospect

nf'a satisfactory issue.

When grown outdoors there is a considerable

risk of failure. In most gardens outdoor Tomatoes

did well last year, but in previous years the

absence of sun and the generally unsatisfactory

state of the weather have militated against success.

Only in very favoured quarters is it wise to grow

the plants in the apen. The Tomato should be

grown (uitdoors where there is a warm aspect,

against waUs or fences, or even against the walls

of the .dwelling-house. Unless positions of this

character can be allocated to the plants, one would

be disposed to cultivate the Tomato under glass

Tn a normal season and during the summer months

of warm, simuy weather the Tomato can be grown

quite successfully in rows in the kitchen garden
;

but it is the imcertainty of our

Ijiglish summer weather that

entails a great element of risk tn

those who naake the attempt. Tin

plants may be grown satisfactorily

in cold frames and pit frames, and

those who possess these invaluabli.

.idjnncts of the garden should

certainly put them to this purpose.

Alrcadv beginners and others

l.ove snwn Ihcir Tomatoes under

glass, and as the seeds gcrminalr

quickly, the pots, pans or boxes

iu which they were sown are now
filled with recently developed seed-

lings. It is customary to sow the

seeds in a compost that is light

and sandy. Successful growers make
up a compost of equal parts of

Inam and leaf-mould, and add to

this coarse silver sand rather freely. The seedlings

may be raised very successfully in a compost of

three parts of leaf-

mould and one part

of loam, with a fair

amount of silver sand

added. Some growers

make their first

sowing in January,

and other sowings are

made in succession

in targe establish-

ments until April for

producing results
during the same
year. The great

mistake made by the

iiiexperieni ed grower

is that of sowing the

seeds too thickly. An
expeiienced marlset

gardetrer or nursery-

man can deal with

seedlings raised] in

this unsatisfactory way
either of them has the

T*i^ak;x»"1l
'

I. TOMATO^SEEDLINGS READY FOR PRICKING OI'F.

quite easily, because

necessary facilities for

2. THE SEEDLINGS ARE PRICKED OFF li INCHES .\PART IX BOXES

dealing with the young

growth is very rapid in

. R]-.\DY FOR THEIR FIRST TOTTING.

plairts quickly, and as

their early history, the

pricking off and re-

potting must always

be* done very
promptly. In Fig. i

a box of seedling

Tomntoes that are

quite ready to be

dealt with is shown.

Delay of a few days

w o u 1 d cause the

young seedlings to

deteriorate and

become attenuated

and weak, unless cold

frame treatment can

be accorded, and such

conditions are hardly

desirable for seedlings

recently raised in

heat. A careful in-

spection of the box of

seedling Tomatoes in

Fig. I shows all too

clearly their crowded

state. This is quite a

common practice in

destroying the roots more than can be helped,

and be pricked off into other bo.xes of a similar

character. Boxes i.s jnches by
10 inches, more or less, and about

2 inches deep answer the purpose

admirably. Crock carefully and
use a compost similar to that already

prescribed. Those who liave pots

and the necessary aeomir.odation

at this period should pot up the

young seedlings, first individually

into 2|-inch pots, and, so soon a?

these sm?,ll pots are full of roots,

transfer the plants to other pots

3 J inches in diameter. Subse-

quently repot into 6-inch pots,

and finally into their fruiting pots,

these measuring 8 inches, 9 inches

or 10 inches in diameter. When
potting up the seedling plants,

adjust them so that the seed-leaf is

just above the surface soil, and pot

moderately firmly. Fig. 2 portrays a box of seed-

ling Tomatoes in the process of being pricked off
;

the seedlings are placed about ij inches apart iu

rows. This system has advantages where a large

number of plants are required and where space

under glass ii limited at this period. So -long as

they are dealt with promptly when they are ready

for the next shift, and are not allowed to be-

come overgrown and crowded, the young plants

will do very well. Fig. 3 shows a similar l)ox nf

seedlings a few weeks in advance. Here the seed-

lings are ready for their first potting. They may
be potted to a slightly greater depth than that

to which they are growing;. In the same
picture are shown a young plant Itftcd from

the box and one of a similar character potted

up in a 3-ineh pot. They both appear to be

quite satisfautorj', and respond kindly to treat-

ment carried out on the lines indicated. When
watering seedlings and young plants, see that thi-

temperature of the water is equal to that of thi-

glass structure.

Stand the plants on shelves near to the glass,

and by careful ventilation encourage and main-

tain a sturdy form of growth. It is not wise

to keep the temperature too high ; in the early

stages it should be 65° to 79°, and later 55°

to 65°. D. C.
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OUT- OF-SEASON STRAW-
BERRIES

IT

is iiiterostiug to iioU- wliat a lar.m- quanlity
cif Slrawbcrries art' now frown piac tirally

tho whole year round—outdoors from Juno
to October and under glass horn October
to June. The berries are produced from

so-called perpetual plajits, of which there are

-i vcral varieties, such as St. Joseph, St. .Antoiiie

lie Padotie, La .Perle and Siitton"s .\lpine, whiih
may be bought at from 2d. to id. a plant. .Ml

"I these, if. given proper attention, will bear fruit

I Hitinuously. outdoors all the summer throujih ;

imleed, until really cold weather sets in, and
!' ueath glass all through the winter, again pi'o-

\ ided proper attention be given.

It was only the other day that I was shown a

bed of plants cjuite rosy with fruit, and fruit as

delicious as any of mid-June.
" One of the secrets of the ' business,' " said

the grower, "lies in scketiug your plants with
I .;re and judgment. I grow some of mine from
the tiny seeds found in the Strawberries themselN cs

—a tedious but paying game ; while the rest are

dioseu from among the runners that the old plants

lluow off. When I have decided to plant a pieic

of grimnd or to fill two or three dozen pots with
runners, I destroy all the runners in the bed from
wliich I intend to take the plants, except a few-

above the number I shall require, and all of these

are carefully nursed until the time arrives for

their removal. Those intended for potting arc

eventually potted in mould composed largely of

ilicaycd leaves, ashes of burnt garden produce,
,ind stable luanure, which I stGr^ beneath a rough
slird and turn fairly frec;iuently. As a ride, I

pot souie time during .August,

and leave the plants in the

open air in their pots for

about six weeks, feeding them
oiH'e a week or so with liiiuid

m.inurc. The Strawberry plant

has a large appetite, and so

frequent feeding is essential.

On moving the plants into

the greenhouse, it is seldom
long before blossom begins to

come and berries to form,
" Fellow-growers," he con-

tinued, " tell me that frequently

it happens that they cannot

persuade their plants in the

greenhousts to fruit during

December and January, al-

though, as a nde, they have

no difficulty to get them to

do so during other months, I

tell them the reason for this

is because they do not allow

the plants sufficient fresh air,

\'ou see, my greenhouses are,

so to speak, all windows, so

I do ni>t nn^et with the same
trouble. On e \- e r y bright

winter's day the windows are

opened for an hour or so,

and with good results. Again
and again I have sold a

plant that has been thick with
large, delicious berries for as

much as a guinea to adorn
the dinner-table of some wealthy family on
Christmas Day. Often, too, have I sold a

punnet of Strawberries at this time of tlie

year for a couple of guineas. But there must be

hundreds who could do equally

as well. It is, as 1 have
tried to explain, merely a

matt'r of patience, common
sense, a happy choice of plant'',

.uid a few spare ho\u*s."

J. C. Bristow-Noble,

Applying Bisulphide

of Carbon

w
coucernmg

vegetables

.Army, as I

i.\UY f--OR REMOVING INTO THli GREENHOU.SE.

(From a photograph taken in October.)

ITH relerence

to the article

un page 516 of

The Garden of

December i last

the growing of

for the hrench

am interested in

three allotments where my
results are largely han,ipcred

owing to the presence of

insect pests, which ha%'e a

very destructive effect on

Onions, Carrots, &c,, I should

be very pleased if you ( onid

give me any information as to

the metho'd of applying bisul-

pliidr- of carbon and the

quantity to use.

.Al t h o u g h 1, i I- u I e n a n I

Truffaut's mi'thod is de-

scribed, I understand th.it the

chenncal referred to is very

volatile, and if so, ^the water-

ing-can method would appear

to be rather wasteful ; also,

should the application of this

chemical be repeated ? 1 tliiidt

IN FLOWER .AND FRUIT ON NEW YE.AR S DAY.

uiy inliirmaliou on the topic would bo umih
appreciated by those of your readers. -who arc

anxious to grow as nnich as possible dmiug
the coming season. Johm A, Johnston.

[Carbon bisulphide is used largely iu l-'rame

as a soil fumigant, since its vapour is deadly to

insect life and harmless to plants. Wircwornis,

chafer larva', mole crickets, leather-jackets and

^the like can be kept in check by its aid, and it

has a more restricted value as used against the

grubs of the Onion fly. Carrot fly and Cabbage-

root fly. Its value in dealing with the last-iiameil

pests depends on the time of application, for only

when they arc present in the soil—not bm-ied in

the plants they feed upon, as for the greater part

of their lives they are—can the fumigant be

expected to do much good.

Carbon bisulphide is a heavy yellowish liquid

with a most disgusting odour and an iuflanuuable,

explosive vapour. No liglit must be allowed to

come near it. It is best applied by means m one

of the injectors made by Messrs. Verniorel for the

pm-pose. Tlirse injectors are made so that»th'eir

points can be inserted in the soil, and a measured

quantity of the carbon bisulphide can be delivered

at the propi r depth for its most effective use.

They arc, in fact, huge hypodermic s\Tinges,

but they arc rather expensive, and iu their absence

the only effective method of applying the chemical

is to bore holes about 9 inches deep and a yard

apart every way, or a little closer, and into each

pom- half an ounce of the liquid, covering up tho

hole immediately. Tliough the temptation is

great, smoking must not be indulged in during

Ihe application of the poisim. If it is found

(as wh(-n one is pouring in the carbon

bisulphide about the roots of an .Apple tree

to rid it of the underground form of the

woolly aphis) that there is a large root in

the way, go a little to the side and bore

another hole. Wirew-orms are less numerous after

the ground has been under eidtivatiou for a time.

To conlinuaU'y turn over the soil is a sure method of

ridding the ground of this troublesome pest,

—

Ed.]
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iiiaktb

Comments on " The
Garden "

Bv K: A. BOWLES, M.A., V.M.H.

As otkers have sent notes

on the articles in The
Garden latel}-, I need not

apologise for following

their lead. In fact, 1

think it is a pleasant

practice, and shows that

the readers are not only

interested in the matters

dealt with, but also are

drawn to the writers in

a friendh' spirit that

tluni wish lo carry on the conversa-

tion. Yes ; that is the idea that is in my head.
I feel every "The Garden day" that I should
like to chat with the writers about their notes

and articles. -After looking through my letters

and before I have quite finished my breakfast

bowl of porridge, I stick up The Garden against

the coffee-pot, and many of the notes I read are

as good as letters from friends, 'whether I know
the writers in real life oi only in the

print of its columns.

Last week I said " Hurrah ; Sir

Herbert Maxwell is going to tell us

more of his Scotch garden." I was
sorry when I • e.Ktracted the last

of his series from last year's

Gardeiien' Chronicle and placed

it with the others I had carefully

saved. I hope the numbers of this

scries will appear frequently. Then
I read on and envied his chmatc,

and his being able to speak of

rhamnocalamus Falconeri as an ex-

ception to Lord Redesdale's rule.

Alas ! it bears it out only too

thoroughly here, and was always cut

to the ground every wanter unless

wrapped up, and was killed out-

right in really severe ones. As I

have enough to do to provide great-

coats for myself, I cannot indulge

Bamboos with them, so none has a

place in this garden now imless its

leaves clearly show the cross lines

among the veins to form the tessella-

tion—that sure sign of hardiness.

As to white-berried Holly, I have
heard the yellow-berried kind so

called in Norfolk. Evelyn may have used the
adjec^ve in the same way, much as we speak of
a white pig or white man, both of which are
pink, nigain, white Grapes, white Raspberries
and white Currants are not really white.
Theophrastus wrote of two kinds of white-
fruited Ivy, using the word " Leucocarpos."
Pliny, of course, as was his wont, copied this

Irom Theophrastus and enlarged it somewliat,
adding the name Selenitium for the smaller-
berried kind, and also mentions one with safiron-
coloured fruit, of which the garlands were made
that poets wear. I expect Pliny never saw a
white-berried kind, but took the- description too
seriously, and so did not connect the white-berried
I\y with the golden-fruited kinds he knew. I

only liope I may be wrong and snow white Holly
and Ivy berries will be rediscovered in Salonika,
Mesopotamia, or " somewhere in France."
Then Mr. Woodall invites me to write of Cabbages

and Idngs—uo, not that,but of the Idng of Cabbages

;

for I suppose the seeds he sa\s I gave him, and
which had quite escaped my memory, were

Brassica insulans, one of the winter glories of

the gardens of La Mortola. There it grows to

^almost a tree, and bears large white flowers like

those of a fine Stock, and equally sweetly scented.

I saw it first in Mr. Frederick Hanbury's beautiful

garden at East Grinstead, and he gave me plants.

It is not quite hardy enough to be. thoroughly

reliable here, but has done very well in some
seasons. The great woody stems persist fin-

several years, and flowers are produced from
October till late spring whenever the weather

does not snub their attempts too severely. It

certainly appreciates well-cultivated ground both

here and at East Grinstead. At present I have
only two yearlings that will not branch and flower

before next autumn, so I cannot afford trying

their flavour yet. Grown in large pots at Brock-

hurst they made fine conservatory plants for the

winter months, and it was their delicious fragrance

there that made me wish to grow the species.

Mr. Engleheart is evidently not such a night

bird as I am, or, rather, used to be, for I have

had to give up many of my evening meetings and
classes for bbys " for the duration," and slug

hunting and catching moths with the aid of a

hand lamp are equally impracticable pursviils

now. In the good old days I walked down lo

ADONIS AMURENSIS.

1'h'ici.rs opened on Jannayy 23.

my clubhouse ou most evenings of the week,

and was in garden or woods on the others, and it

was always one of the joys oT the New 'Vear when,

the wind being ih_the south-west, I first got a

whiff- of the sweet scent of Daphne Laureola.

It is strongest just after dark, but sometimes one

catches its fragrance at dusk. It is one of tho?ic

scents that are borne on the air many yards from

the plant, and it is rather elusive. I mean you

suddenly smell it, and take a longer breath lo

get more, and lo ! it has vanished. You go nearer-

the bushes but cannot pick it up. Then you may
pass them and suddenly ge°t another whiff of it.

Also the whiHs borne on the air are much more

enjoyable to me than those obtained by putting

one's nose to the bunches of flowers, as then tlie

strong, poisonous scent of 'the leaves is often met

with too. . It is a night-scented plant like D.

pontica, aild it attracts nioths. I have captmred

many a good specimen of the various species that

go under the Tiame of Quakers by searching its

blossoms by lamplight on mild, dark evenings

in early spring. It is very useful and pretty as

a cut flower al this time of year, and mixes well

wiVa Hazel or Alder catkins, especially those ot

the golden form of Alnus incana, which go through
chameleonic changes of colour as they open, from
their winter shade of almost coral pink through
shades of red and gold. The Spurge Laurel is

also a good companion for Iris unguieularis or

Hamamelis of all kinds.

Then, a week earlier someone said I had not

mentioned in my book on this garden which of

the two forms of Crocus Imperati flowered first.

The fact is, it is sometimes the one and sometimes
the other. If one comes out before Christmas,

it is most often a stray bloom of the larger and
diphyllous form. This- most frequently happens
with a patch that has been recently lifted and
replanted. In most seasons it is the mono-
phyllous form that shows flower first, and generalh
about the end of the first week of the New Year.

This season it opened three blooms on Christmas
Day. But- they were growing in front of my
Cactus bed, and got some help from the old lights

we always lay over the succulents during the winter.

Early spring bulbs had made up their minds in

November that we were to have an early spring,

and had their noses out ol the ground and well

prepared to meet any encouraging warmth, in

strong contrast with their behaviour
list reason. .The consequence is

that wfien the snow melted 10

-.uddenly and the warm spell

Ml in. Snowdrops and Crocu-.es ap-

peared in numbers as if by magic.

The Early Flowering

D
Cosmos

I'RING the late summer
and autumn months few

annual plants provide

us with such a wealth

cif flowers for cutting

as the early flowering Cosmos.

Forming as they do bushv, sym-
metrical plants from 3 feet to

4 feet high, each stem of which is

daintily clothed with finely divided,

bright green leaves, they are ol

decorative ''value in the garden

even before the flowers open. In the

old - fashioned Cosmos- biphiuatus,

which is grown so extensively in

Australia, flowers seldom appeared

until October, with the result that

frost destroyed them almost immediately. From
the early flowe»ing race, first introduced about

twelve years ago, this undesirable trait has been

eliminated, and the blossoms commence to open

early in July and continue until frost calls a

halt. In shape the blossoms resemble a much
refined single Dahlia, but the stems are more

slender, though ijuitc tough and wire-like, thus

imparting to the flowers an air of gracefulness

that is sadly lacking even in the best of the single

Dahlias.

So far three distinct varieties have been

put into commerce, namely, White Queen.

Rose_ Queen and Crimson King, the first two

being accurately described -by their names.

Crimson King, hov\ever, can scarcely be regarded

as of that colour, very deep rose pink more

accurately conveying to one the hue of its

blossoms. But they are all good and easy to

'

cultivate, a packet, of seed, sown in .a_ waim.
frame or greenhouse in early spring giving an

abundance of plants for the outdoor garden by

early June.
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FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-II
Bv SIR HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

ITEK .1 long ami sevi-re frost the land

in general, and the garden in particular,

present the «an and forlorn appearance

of a patient escaping from the crisis

of serious illness. But recovery is more

rapid than that of human invahds. Mossy Saxi-

frages come up smiling, then- verdure having never

been affected, only hidden under hoar or snow,

.(ud the encrusted kinds shine with a lustre more

onspicuous than it is in the season of universal

,;rowth. Cyclamens also—europicum, Coum and

the rest—ought to be grown far more generally

than the); are. At this season there should he

sheets of them, covering the ground with their

lieautiful foliage, marbled or plain, all the richer

It, when at rest in summer, they are treated to a

light dressing of sifted loam, leaf-mould and liiue

rubbish. They are patient creatures; here they

are as happy in broad sunshine as under tree

shade ; but in southern counties it is well to let

them enjoy the screen of overhanging boughs.

What suits them best is the ground under Pines

'T Cedars, where gross herbage cannot rise to choke

iliem, and where they receive an annual mulch

of needles. The finest display I have ever seen

"f the common autumnal Cyclamen (I really do

not know whether it should be called europasum,

neapolitanum or hedera^ohum) is in Mr. J. C.

Williams' beautiful grounds at Caerhayes Castle

m Cornwall. Here the Cyclamens have taken

complete possession of a wide expanse of floor

under immense Pinus insignis, and cover the

ground with their leaves as closely ^^ ^'^"i'
^°'^''

in other places. There is really no excuse for a

bimilar effect not being secured in other places
;

forasmuch as, except pheasants, which sometimes

pick off th"e blooms in wantonness and leave them

lying, the Cyclamen has no enemies. Even mice

and rabbits have no use for the acrid, woody

tubers, though it is supposed that the English

name "Sowbread" has its origin in

the partiahty of pigs for thcvc indi-

gestible morsels. One snare, however,

lurks for the inexperienced planter

:

he is very apt to set the tubers upside

down, because the rootlets spring from
the upper surface of what is not a true

tuber, but a spherical rootstock, after

the fashion of tropical Caladiums.

Seldom has the Snowdrop been so long

held back by iron-bound soil as it has

this year. We have a record extending

^\er twelve years showing the date on

\vhich it has swung out its first bell.

Four times in that period it has been

before New Year's Day. This wmter
the grey-green spikes were well forward

before Christmas ; but the first bloom
was not gathered till January 15, being

the latest date recorded save one

—

January 19 in igio. So soon as the

grip of frost gave way, Snowdrops
sprang forward like magic, and now,

February i, the woods are sheeted

with them. Close on their heels—if

'Snowdrops may be held to have heels

—came Erica carnea and hybrida on

the 2ist, Cyclamen Coum on the 22nd,

-Adonis amurensis on the'23rd, Winter

.\conite and Seilla bifolia on the 24th
;

and so we fall into step for the pro-

cessional march of flowers of 1918.

The Snowdrop (I speak only of the

common G. nivalis, holding other

species and varieties in light esteem) is a tjueerly

resolute little being. It flowers at its own time

and no other. Unlike almost every other

bulbous plant, it refuses to be forced into bloom.

True, if the bulbs are potted up and protected

from the physical force of frost, they will

flower in a hard winter a week or a fortnight

before their kindred in the frozen ground
;

but they make no response to artificial heat

—

hate it, in fact. They arc children of the mist and
rain, multiplying exceedingly where the soil is

cool and the cloiid stoops low in the west, but

dwindling and dying out in the Isles of Scilly,

whence so many hundredweights of Narcissus

and other blossoms are consigned to Covent

Garden every year. Unlike the great majority

of flowering herbs, the Snowdrop manages to dis-

pense with the aid of insects in fertilising the seeds

which it ripens in so great profusion. Tennyson

noted this, as he did many other byways in Nature :

" The ground-flame of the Crocus breaks the mould,

Fair Spring slides hither o'er the Southern sea ;

Wavers on her thin stem the Snowdrop cold,

That trembles not to kisses of the bee." "

But what rule is tlu-re without' its exception ?

Once, and oiicc only, have I seen honey-bees,

tempted forth by the radiance of an early March
sun, busy among the chilly Snowdrop bells.

.Vmateurs are prone to preen themselves in

print over their successes and to pass lightly or in

silence over their failures. ' But the latter are of

quite as much moment to the craft as the former
;

wherefore I hereby own to utter discomfiture,

extending over very many years, in attempting

to grow the common Christmas Rose (Helleborus

niger). W'ith H. maximus or altifolius wc have

no difficulty ; it thrives vigorously and flowers

as generously as could be wished. It is a far finer

tiling than any other variety of H. niger; but,

beginning to bloum in October, it has become

shabby by Clu'istmastidc, when the later-flowering

varieties take up the running. Will any charitable

reader provide me with a remedy.? Om" plants

slowly disappear^—certainly not for want of pro-

vision for their supposed needs-—-instead of bulging

out into wide clumps such as may be seen in many
a garden which receives less attention.

The mention previously of Erica carnea reminds

one how few garden-owners take advantage of its

generous nature. Indifferent about soil, careless

of attention, and craving only full exposure to

sun and fresh air, it lasts in bloom from January
till the end of March, and may be disposed to

advantage in many ways-—as an edging to patlis

and borders, as a groundwork for small slirubi

or Lilies, or as massdfe in the wild. The late Lord

Redesdale made lavish use of it, planting it over

a wide space of sloping ground at Batsford, thereby

securing an effect which I have never seen eriuaUed

elsewhere. Canon Ellacombe taught me the

advantage of cUpping this Heath dose after

flowering when it is grown as an edging or under-

growth for Lilies, an attention to which it responds

by increasing, if possible, the profusion of bloom

in the following season. There are several shades

of coloiu" to be had, and care should be taken to

secure the best. That which- we had originally

here was of a soft, but somewhat washy, pink
;

but several years ago I got a bright carmine variety

from Messrs. Smith of Darley Dale, a vast improve-

ment on the other, seeing that gay colour is most

desirable in the early months. The defect of

Erica hybrida, otherwise so estimable, is the

dimness of its hue. I have no use for the white

variety of E. carnea. Snowdrops, Snowflakes

and early Saxifrages provide plenty of effect in

that way.

Mr. H. H. Warner was speculating recently

(January 19) in your " Column for the Curious
"

about the time when certain vegetables were

first cultivated in Britain. There is no doubt

that many culinary herbs were introduced during

the Roman occupation, and have^ remained with

us ever since. Celsius and Pliny have plenty to

say, for instance, about the esteem in which Leeks

.V SHEET OF SNOWDROPS IN WOODL.-^ND.
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were Jii'ld by their CHUiilrymeu ; indeed, tlic

Emperor Nero was profaiU'i\- named Porropliagus

—

llic Leek-eater—from his fondness for that excellent

plant. Moreover, we possess direct evidence lA

the cultivation of Leeks, even in this remote

province of Galloway, in the fourth century. In

.

the year a.d. 394 Bishop Ninian was sent from

Rome by Pope Siricius on a mission to convert

the turbulent Picts of that region. He succeeded

in doing so, built a cliurch-=-Candida Casa, the

Whithorn of to-day—and founded a monastery.

Six hundred years after his' death Ailred, Abbot

of Rievaulx, wTotc a Latin version of the saint's

life, translated from a Gaelic uianuscript, which

he described as having been compiled " by those,

by reason of the barbarism of their country,

lacked the faculty of graceful and elegant language."

Ailred's seventh chapter reads as follows when

rendered into English :

" It came to pass on a day tluit the holy man
entered the , refectory [at WhithornJ to dine.

Seeing no pot-herbs or vegetables [nihil holerum

vcl herbaruiu] on the table, he called the brother

who had charge of tlie garden, and asked why
they had not been supplied with vegetables on

that day. ' Verily, O father," replied he, ' it

was but to-day that I dug into the ground the

remains of Leeks and such like, and at this season

the garden contains notliing tit to cat.' ' Go,'

said the saint, ' and bring to me whatsoever thy

hand shall fmd.' Tlic brother was amazed, and

stood trembling, not knowing what to do. How-

beit, knowing that. Ninian would give no futile

command, he went slow-ly into the garden. Then

came to pass a miracle, incredible to all men,

save those who know that to the faithful all

things are possible. He beheld Leeks and otlur

herbs not only growing, but produciug seed. . . .

Gathering what was enough for the occasion, he

placed it on the table before the bishop. The

guests looked at each other, and with heart and

voice ma)5nil'ied God working through His saint,

and so retired much more refreshed in mind than

even in body."

Flora of Somme Battlefield

Thl last part ot the Kiic IJullcliii for lyi; eonlams

several interesting items, notably a short descrip-

tion of " The Mora of the Somme Battlefield."

Throughout tlie Somme district the substratum

is chalk with an overlying layer of loam, presenting

features very similar to the Downs country in

Sussex. We have all read of the utter devastation

caused by the war—not a tree of large woods

left standing ininjured and the ground a ruiii

of shell-holes. During last winter and spring

all this country was a dreary waste of mud and

water. In the summer the whole expanse was

covered with vegetation consisting almost entirely

of weeds of cultivation ; scarlet Poppies so largely

predominating as to form a sheet of blazing colour.

Charlock, too, was general and very abundant,

and the Rose-bay Willow Herb (Kpilol)iuni

angustifolium) covered acres of ruined woodland.

Altogether about a score of familiar genera, and

double that number of species, are enumerated

as constituents of this flom'ishing effort of Nature.

Here and there are crushed Currant bushes and

other remains of cottage garden plants. Patches

of Oats, Barley iuid Wheat liave sprung up, both

as the descendants of cultivation and tlie eonse-

tiuencrs of encampments. The abundance and

general dispersion of the Poppy and Charlock

is attri,bnled in part to the upheaval of the soil

in which the seed had lain buried for long periods.

Such crops of the plants in question appear in this

cotmtry where the plough goes too deep, after years

of shallow tillage. W. B. H.

FLOWERS OF WINTER
Bv lAlHS. C. W. KARLIi.

IH.WK
read with much interest iji The

Garden of h'ebruary :; Mr. ,\rtluu' Goodwin's
article on the Winter Aconites, and it may
be of some interest to others to know how
differently I have grown them here. Mr.

Goodwin says the Winter .\conite does not like

a bare earth border. Now-, my reason for writing

is to say that my experience in this light soil is just

the contrary. I planted some in several places—in

herbaceous borders, under shrubs in bare spots

—

and everywhere they have grown and increased

wonderfully. Even forking them about in the

autunm docs them no harm. I. have no damp
places, and here in grass the .\conrtcs never did

well, though Crocuses do admirably. The foliage

grows latei', and perhaps looks rather untidy for

a short time in the borders cir Rose beds, but as

it ripens and fades it is easily pulled up, and this

does not apparently injure the bulbs. The garden

just now is ablaze with the flowers, in spite of

frost. Us cousin, as Mr. (ioodwin lalls the later

kind, Erauthis eilicicus, I nuist get, for I do
not remember having seen it. The Winter

.\( ouites I pick and send to London by post.

They travel well and give great picasm'e to flowcr-

lovcrJ in a foggy, dark London rooni. They also

look very pretty if the stalks arc picked off and the

Howcrs floated in a blue glass basin with a piece

of I'crn or the bright red lea\es of one of the

Heucheras, and the flowers of the Christmas Rose

that couu" in at the same time.

1 have had great difficulty in growing the Christ-

mas Rose (Helleborus .nigcr) in this light, hot

soil, but have conquered at last. The bed faces

north, gets little sun, and is surremnded by boards.

In September the plants are forked over and well

mulched with leaf-mould, and in December, as

the buds form, the boards act as a support for

the leaf of a glass frame. The result has been

most satisfa<"tory, the flowers as white as sue)w,

and quite luiinjureel by frost and snow. For

flower worshippers, the trouble, to my mind, is

quite worth while. The glass shmtld be removed as

soon as the flowers are over. Now is"the lime to

cut the branches of the White .\lniond. If rightly

]uuned they grow straight each year. They
must be well peeled and"i)laced in a can of water,

and, if possible, put in a warm greenhouse, when
the charming, delicate flowers soon come out

and can be brought into the sitting-romn.

The following poem, not inappropriate in these

sad days, is by Henry Currevon, the fanums

nattn-.dist and gardener of Geneva :

LA ROSE DE NOEL.
(ULLLEBOKVS NIOEU.)

Snr li's tUnes esearpos du riant SahJituie
Ijt sons I'apr^s frimas

De riiher. j'ai trouve hi ucigeuse Hellebore
S'C'tahint sous mes pas.

Sa lleur cherchait abri sons le sombre feuillage

Ilionzo par Ics autaiis,

);t dans sou pale eclat-on presseiitail le gage
Oes beaux jours ilu priiitenips.

Oil : rose de Noel qui llenris .^ous la glaec

Pendant Il's jours niauvais.

Dis-uioi eoluuieiit til fait; imllr dememer vi\'aee

Sous les brouillartU epais.

]»is-moi iJ'ou tn reeus '.a douce quietude
(iue je lis sur tou front.

]Hs-uio' (ini 1'a (lonuc la fcrnie ccrtituile

(Juc les beaux joui-s vicudrout.

Te v.u tiais coniuie toi ^arUer I'amc sercine

Dans les jonrs de uialhemr.

Kt quand survient Ic douil eb la lutte ct la peine

Toujours croire au boulicur.

I'lile iov-\ d'liiver qui Hein-is I'Helleborc

X\\ uiatiu dc ^'oel.

V.cus chasser niss brouillards ]iuisso tou aurore
Toujouvs lu'ic e-.i luon ciel.

T̂
o

BEES
^llE present scarcity of sugar and the

urgent need for everyone living in the

country to produce as much food as

possible have probably turned the thoughts

of many to bee-keeping. It was most
unfortunate last year that this scarcity of sugar

should have coincided with the -absence of bees
in so many parts of England ; but at the present

time the dreaded " Isle of Wight disease," which,

during the past few years has spread such havoc
among the apiaries in nearly every part of the

country, appears to be on the wane, so that those

who are able to obtain healthy bees can start bee-

keeping with every prospect of success. , The
advantages of bee-keeping are twofold : not (mly

is a valuable food secured that wcudd otherwise

rmi to waste, but our crops of fruit arc materially

increased. Nowadays most up-to-date frnit-

growers fully realise the great benefit that is de-

rived by the presence of honey-bees in their orchards

and plantations ; in fact, everyone who grows

fruit in any quantity shoidd keep bees, regardless

of tlu'ir value as honey producers.

Bees have been kept by man from the earliest

times. .Vs far back as history carries us we hud
Iliat liiire were keepers of bees and eaters of

honey. Even among the most ancient Egyptian

hieroglyphics we find references which show us

that bee-keeping was practised by the old Egyptian.s,

and, more recently, numerous allusions arc met
with in the works of the Greek and Latin writers,

from Homer downwards. Vu'gil writes at great

length about the honey-bee. It is true that the

ancients' knowledge of bees and their ways was

a trifle mixed, and in the light of modern l^eseareh

appears to us rather ludicrous, but, with all their

mistaken notions, they one and all were full of

admiration fur the busy little insects and their

wonderful ways. It is an interesting fact that

the bee shares with the silkworm the distinction

of being the only insect kept by man in a semi-

donustieated state for his own benefit.

I do not think many of us realise that, up to

about .|oo years ago, lumey was practically the

only sweetening agent that the middle and poorer

classes could obtain. I-'rom the remotest times

down to the sixteenth centm-y there was no other

sweet food of any description in most parts of

the world. Honey was used then for all purposes,

both as a food and in the form of mead as a very

intoxicating drink. What a prominent place

must bee-keeping have occupied among the rural

industries of each country in the old days !

One of the earliest references to sugar in Great

Britain was that of ioo,ooolb. being shipped to

London in 13x9 by an Italian merchant of Venice

in exchange for a quantity of wool. The price

of sugar at that time was about is, gd. per lb., a

costly luxury and cliiefly used medicinally. It w, s

not until the beginning of the eighteenth century,

when tea and coffee became favourite drinks,

that the sugar imports increased and the cost

materially lessened. In the year 1700 the amount

of sugar used in Great Britain was 10,000 tons
;

in the year 1800 it had risen to r.so.ooo tons;

while in the year 19x4 nearly 1,500,000 tons were

imported. Owing to the cUfficully of getting

sugar during the past two years, the imports of

foreign honey have increased enormously. During

i.jib honey to the value of £185,000 was imported

into tlie British Isles, more than jour limes the

average amount for the.;previous ten years.

..\11 this honey and more could be produced in

this country. There is no minor industry which

gives such a profitable returrt for the amount of

capital invested than does bee-keepjng. Anyone

with a few square yards of ground in the country
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can start an apiary and extract liis profit from llic

siirroiniding fields, to the mutual bcuefit of ihi'

farmer and himself.

Many people talk about bees gathering honey
from the flowers. This is not strictly correct,

"lowers do not secrete honey, but a sweet sub-

stance known as nectar. This nectar is converted

into honey in the bee's stomach during its journey

back to the hive. Chemically, there is a great

difference between the nectar of flowers and
ilie honey of the honeycomb. Nectar is what
is known as a " cane " sugar. Honey is a " grape "

sugar. Without going into scientific details,

it may here be stated that chemists divide sugars

into two classes—tlie first, sucrose, often called

cane sugar, which is the product of the Sugar Cane,

Sugar Beet, Maple tree, iS:c. ; the second, grape

suijar, which exists in three forms—dextrose,

Icvulose arid maltose. Honey is mainly composed
i]f the two foriiier, dextrose and levulose, in nearly

equaJ quantities. It is well knomi that the ordinary

rane sugar which we c6mmonly use cannot be

digested by us until it has been changed into

grape sugar. Thus can be seen the great food

value of honey over siigar. Honey can be directly

assimilated by the body; cane sugar cannot.

Honey makes practically no demand upon our

digestive organs ; hence the great importance of

not. allowing this valuable food to go to waste.

Before taking up the pursuit of bee-keeping

it is essential that we should know soiffething of

the life-history of the bees themselves. Without
this knowledge bee-keeping loses half its charm
and certainly a good deal of its profit. Many
people think that all they have to do to become
bee-keepers is to buy a hive, place a swarm of

bees in if, and thereafter, without further trouble,

take an annual harvest of hcmey. These sort of

people soon find out their mistake, and, after

muddling on for a year or two, generally give up
bee-keeping in disgust, saying it does not pay !

I liave come across many such in my work as visit-

ing expert in more than one coimty.

The Editor of The Garden has asked nv to

wiite a series of articles on pra('\ical bee-kecpinu

iluring the coming season, which will, I hope, be

a help to those who arc thinking about starling

bees this spring.

L. BlGG-WtTIIER.

(First-class Expert, B.B-K.A., Lecturer in Bce-

Keeping to the Somerset County Council.)

The Editor's Table
A Fine Camellia.—One of the most striliing

Camellias that we have seen for some time has been
sent for our inspection by Mr. G. Taylor, The
Gardens, Byram, Ferrybridge, Vorks, through
the kind offices of Messrs. Barr and Sous. It is

described by the raiser as a cross between C.

Donkelaari and C. reticulata, the former being

the seed parent. The cross was made (the sender
believes) in 1897, and the original plant is trained

tn the back wall of the Peach-house. When fullv

in bloom it is said to be a grand sight, which state-

ment wc caiv fully understand. Tlie flowers are
large, semi-double, and of a bright scarlet crimson
colour, with a slight violet sheen when viewed
from certain standpoints. Agaiitst this brilliant

ground colour stands out the central cluster of

ivctfy white stamens, tipped with golden anthers.

The somewhat crisped character of the petals sho\\s

its aftinity to C. reticulata. In shape the leaves

are more suggestive of this species, but Ihev
have the glossy character common to C.

japonica and its varieties, of which Donkelaari
is oi\e. It is certainly a Camellia of which the

raiser may justly feel proud.

Artificial Manures for Vegetables
A S .1 \'cry old Miliscriliei In TiiK (^.ardi.x,

/% 1 venture lo suggest that you insert

/ % iu your issue an article advising as to

/"""^ the best mode of applying fertilisers.

^ * such as sulphate of ammonia and sulphate

of soda, for spring sowing or planting vegetable

seeds or plants. My experience is that many
amateur gardeners are unacquainted with the

best methods of using fertilisers, and they look tu

publications like yours to give thenr the necessary

information. Edw.\rd HutciunsOiV.

[In these days of restricted supplies of stable

and farmyard manure and the urgency of the

fullest possible food production from every square

yard of available land, the gardener, as well as

the farmer, must turn liis attention in an increased

degree to the use of artificial manures. .A good
deal s>i ignorance exists, in spite of the numbers
of books published of late years, as to' the time

at which these should be used and the quantities,

and perhaps a note on these points may be of

value. *"

The only chemical manure supplying nitrogen

at present available is sulphate of ammonia.
This can often he obtained at the local gas-

works, and should be used mainly fur plants

which have lo produce much foliage, especially

Cl,i\' soils contain plenty, and if they are limed,

none need be applied. Light soils, .however, are

likely to benefit, and the only supplies available

come from wood-ashes—which are excellent so

long as they are not washed by the rain—and
flue dust. The latter is now on the market
and contains a high percentage of potash, its only

drawback being that it is somewhat liable lo

spontaneous combustion when stored in sacks.

It is used at the rate of 2lb. to 2 Jib. to the square
rod, while wood-ashes may with advarflage be

used at about double that rate.

We are not infrequently asked to recommend
an artificial manure for Potatoes, and we know
of nothing better than a mixture of three parts

of sulphate of ammonia with five parts of suppi"-

phosphate, dusted in the furrows opened for

Potato planting at the rate of 2,17.. to the yard
run.—En.

I

A Column for the Curious
Pimpernel.—While writing this word I have

been holding in my left hand Evelyn's " Acetaria,"

llial little book which always fills me with vain

longings of what might have been liad our

famous English squire lived long enough lo have

iTiven us in full his Plan of a Roval "Garden.

.\N UNN.yMED HYBRID C.\MEI.Ll-\.

Cabbages and the like. Three pounds to the

square rod is generally enough. It is put oti in

two dressings, half being spread on the soil in

.April or May, and the other half in June. It

must not be allowed to touch the foliage, .\ftcr

spreading, it is best to hoe the ground. Do not

use it on plants that have to stand over the winter.

Phosphates are particularly wanted for plants

which are grown for their seeds or fruits. Practically

the only forms in which they can be readily used

now ^re basic _slag and superphosphate. The

former can be used in the auttmm digging at the

rate of 61b. to the square rod, dusted on the ground

and dug in, but is not likely to have any effect

if applied in spring. It is best on heavy clay

.land. Superphosphate should be applied in

spring, and may cither be dug or forked in at the

rate of 31b. to 41b. to the square rod, or used as

a top-dressing for growing crops. Like sulphate

of ammonia, it will give good results only where

the soil contains sufficient lime to counteract the

acidity of these two manures.

Potash is required by all plants in order to

liroduce stigar and starch in sufficient quantities.

This is what I read on page 54, Section 40

:

" Pimpernel. Pimpin%lla ; eaten by the French

and Italians, is our commim Burnet ; of so chearing

and exhilarating a quality and so generally com-

mended, as (giving it admittance into all Sallets)

'tis passed into a Proverb :

" L'insalata non c buou, nc lull.i,

Ove non e la Pimpinclla

(Or. freely translated into English,

' Von can't make salad well

Without some Pimpinell.")

but a fresh sprig in Wine recommends il to us

as its most genuine Element." 1 got on the

track of Pimpernel in this little book by coming

across the word when reading Stephen Switzer's

" Practical Kitchen Gardener." Ever since my
Tulips have been tiu'ned into Beetroots and my
Dallodils into Potatoes I have taken more interest

in the ancient history of vegetables than ever

1 did before, and, nattn-ally, such a book as this

of Switzer's must needs be read. My edition is

dated 1727. In Chapter 51 on "Mint, tarragon

and other sallet herbs that stand manv vears
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without renewing, their small leaves being only

[sjc.—J, J.] cut in the Spring," I came across

" Pimpernell or pimpinella so much in request

by the Italians and French is our common burnet."

My thoughts were instantly switched on to a

certain day in September when, with our Editor as

chaperon, I wasbeing taken on one of those delightful

day's outings which I should like to renew every

week. Suddenly, as we were sitting in the railway

carriage, he turned to me and said, " Can you tell me

what iort of a plant Pimpernel is ? I have had

an enquiry about it." I thought it was a catch,

J

or that I was having my leg pulled ; but it turned

*out that someone wanted to know where to get

Pimpernel that could be used in salads. The

enquirer had come across it abroad. I think I can

answer our Editor now. The plant in question is

what we know as Salad Burnet, or, to give it what,

according to Robinson's " The Vegetable Garden,"

is its Latin or botanical equivalent, Poteriuni

Sanguisorba. I find " Pimprenelle (Poterium) " in
'

the seed catalogue of Vilmorin-.^ndrieux et Cie of

Paris and under the subheading "petite": "On
emploie pour salade les feuilles jeunes et tendres."

Its culture is of the simplest. " Se seme en place

au printemps ou a la fin de I'^te ; souvent en

bordures." Or, as Robinson has it :
" The seed

is sown in spring or at the end of summer usually

in drills lo to 12 inches apart. . . . The

plants do not require any attention. The leaves

are cut for use with a knife or sickle, and successional

cuttings are made so as to have a constant supply

of fresh young leaves." Their flavour is said to

resemble that of the green Cucumber. It is

interesting to know that Gerard grew this plant

in his famous garden in Holborn, and that he

refers to it in his Herbal (1597) as being " pleasant

to be eaten in sallads, in which it is thought to

make the hart merry and glad, as also being put

into wine, to which it yecldetli a certaine grace in

the drinliing." I have been unable to find how

it came about that two such different-looking

plants as Poterium Sanguisorba and .^nagallis

arvensis came td be both called Pimpernel.

—

Joseph Jacoi:.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN G.^RDENS.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Tlu' pruning and regulating should

lie taken in liaiid before the new shoots get too

forward, and this applies to several other pillar

plants. See that the posts are good, and
also restake standards so that no damage by
breakage may occur during the coming season.

Relabel if necessary, and nmlrh \\c>Il with manure
on light, dry soils.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—The trimming of these, if not

completed, should receive early attention. The
removal of the old fruiting canes is best done
as soon as the fruits have been gathered, and
every encouragement given to strengthen the

new fruiting canes for the following season's crop.

All sucker growths not required for fruiting

should be removed, and any for planting be heeled

in on a border. Lightly ' fork over the surface

and apply a good dressing of well-decayed manure.

New Beds.—Let the ground be well prepared,

and in favourable weather plant the new canes
at the proper distance. As soon as new growth
takes place, cut them down to the ground-level.

The Kitchen Garden.

General Work.—The work in this department
will increase rapidly now that the days are fast

lengthening. Attend well to the beds of autumn-
planted Cabbages. Run the hoe among the plants

for. the destruction of weeds and to sweeten the

surface soil, fill up gaps, and also prepare new
beds.

Seakale.—Continue to force this for succession,

but avoid a violent heat, less heat being required

as the season advances. Cover the crowns of

later bat( hes before new growth commences

;

otherwise the bleaching will not be satisfactory.

New beds raav be prepared and planted with

fresh, healthy crowns, or thongs without crowns,

later on.
' Rhubarb.—This forces more rapidly when it

is two or three years old, so that it is advisable

to make fresh plantings at intervals to meet the

supply. Good rich soil, deeply worked, is required

to produce tender, thick stalks.

Herbs.—Tarragon and Mint, mostly in demand
earlv, should be taken up, planted thickly in boxes,

and'placed in heat. Chicory should be lifted and
bleached in total darkness.

Mustard and Cress.—Sow at intervals in boxes,

but do not cover the seeds. Sow on firm soil free

from grit, and keep the seeds in darkness till the

plants are well on the move.
H. MARKH.A.M.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

WrolJiam Park, Baritet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Edging Plants.—It is well to have a good

stock of edging 'plants for furnishing the fronts

of the stages in the plant-hf(uses, aird also for

use in house decoration. The present is a suitable

time for inserting cuttinakor otherwise manipulat-

ing this class of plants, "fflose with a trailing habit

include the following : Panicum \-ariegatum,

Tradescantia in variety, Selaginella uncinata.

Fuchsia procumbens. Origanum Dictamuus, and
Lonicera flexuosa aureo-reticulata.

Therflower Garden.

Potting Bedding Geraniums.—This work should

receive attention without delay, using pots 3 inches

or il inches in diameter and a moderately rich

compost. Stand in a vinery or Peach-house at

work, and keep the plants on the dry side until

growth becomes active and King Sol gains more
strength. Many growers moss and " box " the

stock.

Propagation.—Cuttings of Lobelias. Helio-

tropes, Iresines, Cupheas and other bedding

plants from store stock should now be inserted

in bottom-heat. Seeds of Ageratums should be

sown.
The Kitchen Garden.

Planting Rhubarb.—Owiiig to lack of sugar.

Rhubarb is at a discount, hut ]iost-war require-

ments must be thought of. Planting may still

be done. If time does not permit of trenching and
well manuring the quarter previous to planting,

excavate pits 2 J feet deep and the same in diameter,

and work in half a barrow-load of manure with

the soil, planting a single strong crown in the

vacant quarters in frosty weather, and spread the

same promptly. Plan out and take a note,

written or mental, of cropping arrangements for

the season.
Fruit Under Glass.

Tying Down Vines.—-\s early started X'ines

advance in growth, the young shoots should be

tied down to the trellis wires. The afternoon of

a bright- day is the best time to do this, as the

shoots are then in a more or less flaccid condition.

Bring the shoots down gradually, or next morning
will reveal considerable damage. A second tyiuK

should take place a week or two later.

Pinching Vines.—Opinion is divided as to

the details of this operation, but a good general

rule is to pinch immediately after the second

joint beyond the bunch.

Pinching Figs.—Early Figs shoidd be pinched

at the fifth or sixth joint beyond the fruit to

encourage the swelling of the latter. Gradually
increase the temperature.

Melons.—The main crop may now be sown
in 3-inch pots, one seed to a pot. Use a mixture
of fibrous loam and good leaf-mould, and plunge

in a bottom-heat of from 65° to 70°, with a rather

lower atmospheric temperature. Give a top-

dressing to the earlier batch as roots appear on
the surface, using soil similar to that in which
they were sown.

The Pleasure Grounds.

Top-Dressing Lawns.—Lawns showing signs

of poverty will be much benefited by receiving

a dressing" of finelv sifted rich soil, such as fibrous

loam, old potting soil, or decayed vegetable refuse

if free from weeds. After distributing it as

imiformlv as possible by the hand, go over the lawn

with a Birch broom to more fully accomplish this

end.

General Remarks.—See that the lawn-mowers
are in good repair. They should also be taken

down and thoroughly cleaned. See that edging

irons, edging shears, and other necessary tools are

in good order. Paint garden seats, if necessary,

in bad weather. Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W, H. Haig.)

BroomficlJ Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

.SEAKALE BEET.

centre. The crowns should be about 5 feet apart

each way. When the planting is finished, dig over

the undisturbed soil. Give a good dressing of

mamire to established plantations and then fork

it in.

General Work.—Clean up all quarters as crops

are lifted or used up. wheel on mamire on such

Uncommon Vegetables—:I

I

By EDWIN MOLYNEUX, V.M.H.

Seakale Beet, one uf our oldest vegetabk-

was iiitroductifi from Pcjrtugal in 1570. li

iv (if easv growth, producing an abundam ,•

of food, and d o e

not require e i t h c 1

111 u t h attention m
space. Unlike o t h e r

Beet, Seakale Beet is

grown exclusively foi

^^"t^ its leaves. The fleshy

midrib is cooked and

eaten similarly tn

.\sparagus ; the green

part of the leaves is

used like Spinach,
Deeply-dug and well-

manured ground in

au open site is n--

quired for its culturr

Sow the seed quite

thinly in drills i^'

inches wide, thin tl"

plants to 13 incbt~

apart. ^aud keep them

free from weeds ami

well watered dnriuu

dry weather to induo

a free growth to pm-

vide large, succulent

leaves. Early in th.-

autumn the leaver
will be ready f"i

use, and should be pulled off as required,

Couve Tronchuda. or Portugal Cabbage, is

seldom grown in gardens, yet it should hi,

as it adds variety and produces large yields i.f

food. The midrib of the outer leaves is the part

eaten first ; it is white and tender when cooked.
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Later on the Cabbage or heart can be used. An
open situation on deeply-dug and well-manured

soil is required. Put out the plants, raised from

seed sown about the middle of March, before they

become leggy, from 2 feet to 3 feet apart.

Ridge Cucumbers are useful not only for

pickling, but for salads where facilities do not

exist for the ordinary Cucun;ber. For the cottager

and amateur a bed made of leaves or decayed

vegetable refuse, on which a cold frame or hand-

light can be placed to give the plants a start,' is

an excellent preparation. In the open fields a

small quantity of manure put into holes 3 feet

apart and i foot deep will make a good foundation.

Such sites will accommodate four plants, which

can be raised in pots in a cold frame at the end of

-April or quite early in May. When the plants

have made five leaves, pinch out the point of

each shoot and train subsequent growth outwards,

thinly. Where a cold frame is available, the seed

can be sown earlier, as the frame will protect the

plants from late frost and cold wind and aid

growth until the end of May, when it may be

removed entirely. Abundance of water is an

advantage in aiding growth and preventing

attacks of red spider. Sprinkle the plants over-

head in the evening after a hot day. King of

the Ridge, Long Green and Long Prickly are good

varieties.

New Zealand Spinach.—During a hot, dry

summer it is at times difficult to obtain a regular

supply of the ordinary Spinach. Under such

circumstances the New Zealand variety, Tetragonia

expansa, is useful. When once established it

does not mind drought, as, growing rapidly, the

ground is thickly covered, thus preventing the

evaporation of moisture from the soil. At the

end of .April sow seeds in the open in drills a yard

apart, thinning the plants to 2 feet in the rows.

For an earlier supply sow in gentle heat, and

transplant when the plants are 3 inches high and

there is no fear of frost.

Maize is not much grown in England, at least

with a view to obtaining the " cobs " or unripened

ears which ultimately would be the common
Maize or Indian Corn so commonly used for feeding

cattle. The green cobs when fully grown form

an acceptable dish. The raising of the plants

by sowing seed in the open does not allow of

sufiicient development of the cobs, owing to the

want of sunheat, after they are formed, to

bring them to maturity. The seed should be

sown in boxes or singly in small pots in a tempera-

ture of 60° to ensure quick germination and to

enable the plants to make sturdy growth before

being put out at the end of May after being well

hardened off. The plants should be shifted into

5-inch pots to induce a more vigorous growth

if the small pots are likely to be fiUed with roots,

so as to give a check to growth. Deeply-dug,

well-manured soil in an open situation should be

chosen, giving the plants ample space for develop-

ment. Diuring dry weather thoroughly soak the

roots with water and occasionally with liquid

manure to induce freedom of growth, as on this

the quality of the cobs depends, making them
more tender and succulent.

Capsicums and Chillies are not much grown,

and can only be recommended to those with

glass. Apart from their decorative value in the

greenhouse, they are useful in adding flavoiu: to

various pickles. Sow seeds in a pan in heat in

February, thus providing a long season of growth
;

pot off singly, and repot into 5-inch pots in a

sound compost of loam, leaf-raould and horse-

manure. Grow the plants on a shelf near the

glass in a warm house until the summer is well

advanced, when a cold frame with a southern

aspect will suit them, returning them to the green-

house in September or early October, accordin

to the weather and the state of the development

of the fruits on the plants. Mammoth Long
Red and Red Giant are good crimson varieties.

Golden Dawn is a good yellow of mild flavour.

Of Chillies, Pigmy, Coral Red and Tom Thumb
are desirable.

Dandelion as a salad is not grown as much
as its merits deserve, being so useful in scarce

seasons and so simple to grow. Sow the seed

in rows t foot apart in June, thinning the plants

to the same distance. In the autumn lift and
store the roots in sand or ashes, and force as

required in the same way as Seakale.

Garlic is esteemed for flavouring soups, &c.

It was introduced as far back as 1548. Quite a

SOCIETIES
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

ANNUAL JIEETIKG.

The .annua! meeting of this society was held on 3[onday,
the 4th inst., at Carr's Restaurant, Strand, when, owing
to the unavoidable absence of tlie president. Sir Albert
Kollit, Mr. Thomas Bevan occupied the chair. The
chairman moved the adoption of the annual report
and accounts as circulated among the members, from which
we glean the following details :

" In submitting its annual report for 1917. the executive
committee has ple.asiuc in stating that, notwithstanding
the ditficulties incidental to war-time and demands made
upon the time and money of members, the society has
carried on its work in a quiet way and concluded the
business of the year with a balance on the right side.

" With great regret the eommittee received Mr. Witty's
resignation as secretary in October. He .succeeded the

CAPSICUMS IN A FRAME.

small bed will give an ample supply. Plant the

bulbs I foot apart on dry ground early in March.

Keep them free from weeds. Lift the clumps of

bulbs in the auturnn when ripe and store the same

as Onions.

Red or Pickling Cabbage.—.4mong cottagers

especially Pickle Cabbage is a favourite dish, and

the plant is certainly of easy growth. Sow seed

about the middle of .August, and put out the plants

2 feet apart when ready. Keep free from weeds,

and when the heads have experienced the first

autumn frost the year following they will be ready

for cutting and pickling.

Shallots are a favourite crop with cottagers

and amateurs, and largely used by th^m for

pickling in preference to Onions. Plant single

btflbs in February 9 inches apart oh a sunny

border. In July lift the bulbs.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.
Every department of horticulture, is represented in The

Garden, and the Editor imntes readers to send in questions
relating to matters upon which they letsh expert adince.

The Editor welcomes photographs, articles and notes,

but he will not he. responsible for their safe return. All
reasonable care, however, uill be taken, and ivhere stamps
are enclosed, he icill endeavour to return non-accepted
contributions.

The Editor will not be responsible for the return of artistic

or literary contributions which he may not be able to u.te, and
the receipt of a proof must not be taken an evidence that an
article rs accepted. Publication in THE Gaki>en will alone
be recognised as acceptance.

Offices : 20. Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W,C.2.

late Richard Deau in lfl05. and during eleven and a half

years has served the society in a most able manner. Only
pressure of work of national importance compelled Mr.
Witty to resign. In recognition of his services it is proposed
to present Mr. Witty with an illuminated addre-'^s and a
drawing-room clock at tlie annual general meeting The
executive committee al?o nominates him for an Honorary
Fellowship of the society, and recommends his election

at the annual general meeting.
"As successor to Mr. Witty the committee appointed

Mr. Charles H. Curtis. Mr. Curtis has been a member
of the committee since 1902 and of the flora! committee
since 1906, and has served the society in mauy ways
during the last twenty years. Hi? election as secretary

is heartily recommended. The membership of the society

has varied little during the year."
The same were duly adopted without discussion. The

election of officers followed. The result was that the
undermentioned gentlemen were elected : President

,

Sir Albert K. Roilit ; chairman of committee, Mr. T.
Bevan ; vice-chairman, .Mr. Hawes ; treasurer. Mr.
John Green ; foreign secretary. Mr. Harman Paj-ne

;

general secretary. Mr. Charles H. Curtis. Messrs. Walker
and Witty were appointed auditors. One-third of tlie

executive "committee retiring in rotation in lOlS were
re-elected till 1921, Mr. H. J. Jones of Lewisham being
elected to fill a vacancy in the one-third retiring in 1920,
A pleasing part of the evening's proceedings was the

presentation of the illuminated testimonial and dining-

room clock to Mr. R. A. Witty, the late secretary, alluded
to in the report. Sir Albert RolIit ^\Tote an appreciative

note in connection with Mr. Witty's ser\ices to the society,

and the chairman then made the presentation in most
felicitous terms. A suitable reply was made by Mr.
Witty in acknowledging tlie gift. The following is the
text of the testimonial, which was a work of art beautifully

executed and framed in dark oak :

" National Chrysanthemum Society. To Mr. Richard
A. Witty. F.S.a!a. The president, officers, committee
and members of the National Chrysanthemum Society
beg yo\ir acceptance of this testimonial, together with
a drawing-room clock, as an appreciation of the able
and loyal service you have rendered the society as its

secretary over a period of eleven and a half years. While
regretting that you have felt compelled to resipi the
position held with such satisfaction to all concerned,
they learn with pleasure that the only reason for your
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resignation is tlie increasing demand upon your timt'

and professional abilities in eonnection with work of

national importance in the present great war. They
hope your official connection with the society iviil ever

remain a pleasant memory, and that you will always
retain yonr interest in the work of those who are devotees

of the golden flower. With tills appreciation they desire

to convey their heartiest good wish for the health, happiness

and prosperity of yourself and family." This was signed

by the president and other officials.

The meeting then broke up after a very pleasant

evening.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE monthly meftini,' of this association wa^^ held at

5. &t. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on the evening of

February 5. There was a good attendance, and after

the usual formal business, the new president. Mr. Robert
Fife, of Messrs. Debbie and Co., Edinburgh, delivered his

inaugural address. Mr. Fife had selected as his subject

the timely one of " Food Production in War-tinie."

The address was an able, practical and interesting one.

Mr. Fife laid strong empha^s on the necessity, in view

of the present conditions, of utilising every spare portion

of the garden and adopting the most intensive cultivation

on farm, allotment and garden. The question of manuring
was also discussed, and the waste of nianurial elements

caused by our present systems of sewage disposal clearly

shown. A number of other points were dealt with in

Mr. Fife's usual practical and able way. and an earnest

appeal made to all to do their part in supporting the

efforts for the production of additional food supplies

and so, aiding our men in the field. Mr. Fife was warmly
thanked for his address.

SCOTTISH SEED TRADE ASSOCIATION.

The meeting of this association for the appnintnu-nl ot

office-bearers. &c.. was held in the t'orn Exchangi-.

Edinburgh, on Febniary *"i. Mr. David Boll. Leith.

presided over a large and representative meeting. The
committee appointed to consider the provisions of the

Testing of Seeds Order submitted their report, and tln'

chairman acknowledged the courtesy shown by the Board
of Agriculture for Scotland, who had received a deputation

and had cleared up some points presenting difflculfy.

On his suggestion it was agreed that the meeting should

pledge itself to assist in the proper carrying out of the

Order. The office-bearers were appointed as follow

President, Mr. D. Bell, Leith ; vice-president, Mr \V.

Cuthbertson. of Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh ;

committee. Mr. M. P. Maltraan. of Messrs. Alexander

Cross and Sons. Glasgow ; Mr. J. F. M'Uill. of Messrs.

M'Gill and Smith, Ayr. from the wholesale seed trade:

Mr. A. N. Hunter, of Messrs. Austin and M'Aslan,

(ilasgow : and Mr. B. V. Mather, of Messrs. Laing and
Mather, Kelso, from the horticultural seed trade ; .Mr.

T. Alison, of Messrs. G. Bruce and Co.. Aberdeen : and
Mr. J. W. Drummond, of Messrs. W. l>runimond and Son.

Stirling, from the retail agricultural seed trade. Mr.

T. H. Ynun;:. of Messrs. Andrew Riddell and Co.. Edin-

burgh, was appointed treasurer; Mr. T. Thomson,
auditor: and Mr. Ian C. Menzies, of Messrs. A. Menzirs

and White, EJinburgh. secretary,. /

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
TO KEEP BROAD BEANS AND PEAS {T. C. K..

Lincoln).— 1. Broad Beans and Peas can be bottled in

the same way as fruit, i.e., by sterilising, but the results

hardly justify the time. Ac. expended on the operation.
•2. To dry seed vegpta,bles for food they should be thoroughly

ripened on the plants, then the plants be lifted and hung
root upwards in a dry, airy shed to dry off. tlie pods being
afterwards shelled. Tlie crops for this purpose should

be grown in a sunny position and not be overcrowded.

FOWL-MANURE AND KITCHEN GARDEN CROPS
(R. E.).—This is a powerful manure, anil every scrap

of it should be taken care of for applying to crops of

the garden, whether fruit, plants or vegetables. It

should be placed in bags or boxes and kept dry until

wanted. There is little or no smoU from it. That from
pigeons is the strongest. It is rendered more effective

for application to the soil after it has been passed through
a small-meshed sieve while dry," say, a quarter-inch. For
kitchen garden crops lib. to the square yard is a good
dressing. It should be mixed with its equivalent of soil

before applying.

VEGETABLE - GROWING IN UNHEATED GREEN-
HOUSE AND PITS WITHOUT GLASS (G. i.).—Seeing
that there is no glass roof to the various structures you
have and that heavy labour would be entailed in carting

or wheeling soil into the same to make the borders, and,
moreaver, tImt you have to give up possession in October,
we do not think the result could possibly pay you
for the labour and cost involved. Had the roofs of the

greenhouse and pits been furnished with glass, no doubt
it would have been well worth your while.

FOWL-MANURE AND EARLY POTATOES (A/, li. H.).—
This is a powerfnl and excellent manure to apidy to the

soil for the growth of vegetables (or Potatoes). If you
have plenty of it to apply to the ground at the rate of

half a stone per rod, no bone or other manure need be
added. Spread it on the surface and dig it in in the usual

way. It will be an advantage if at the time of planting
you can add a light dressing of well-decayed farmyard
manure to the bottom of the drill in which to plant the
Potatoes. Wakcley's Hop Manure is a good substitute

iu the absence of farmyard manure.

LIME ON LIGHT SOIL ((?. .1/.).—The linung is good,
especially if you used chalk, as sandstone is the basis,

or slaked lime. Ground burnt lime is best on heavy land.

You may be sure that the liming will set free any stores

of potasii there may be in the soil, and will enable you
to get the fullest "benefit from manuring with supei-
phospliate. sulphate of ammonia, and stable manure
of any kind.

DIGGING ROUGH GRASS LAND FOR POTATOES
{V . D.).--\\ is now too late to apply gas-lime to soil to

be cropped in spring. Seeing that your digging is practi-
cally completed, the best thing you can do is to apply
lime to the surface of tbe dug soil, afterwards digging it

in 4 inches deep when thi' soil is fairly dry ; 28ib. to
the rod is a good dressing. Vou cannot apply a strong
enough remedy to the soil to kill wireworm without doing
more harm to the soil than tiie wireworm can do. The
only way by whicli wireworm can be got rid of is by keeping
a sharp look-out while digging, forking and hoeing.
Itickiug them up and burning them : also by trapping with
pieces of Carrot. Potato, and Lettuce leaves, the former
two to be buried in tli(^ soil and frequently examined,
and the latter placed on the groTind in the evening and
examined early in the morning. At Potato planting
tinif place a layer of well-rotted farmyard manure at

the bottom of the drill for the Potatoes" to rest on, and
yon will find the results will be much better.

FRriT c;arden.
SWOLLEN TWIGS ON FRUIT TREES {Mrs. 0. P.).~

The swelling at the end of the branch is quite normat.
and should not be cut off unless it is desired for any reason
to shorten the spurs. It occurs in places where a fruit

was produced last year. ;tud the buds upon it will beeome
tlower-buih in a year's tlnie.

PEARS HARD AND WOODY (^. iV. A'. .S.).—Not all

Pears are suited for cultivation in every part of England,
and it is probable that you have or\e which lioes not like

the locality or the soil in which it is planted. We can
suggest no means of improving its flavour. Ac. but recom-
mend, if it is a large tree, that it should be rografted

;

if a small one. that it should be replaced.

S'CAB ON APPLES (P. M. K. ,*?.).—The Apple is

attacked hy the Apple scab, due to the fungus Fusi-
eladium d<-ndriticum. which attack;* not only the skin
of the .\pi(le. but the foliage and shoots as we!!. 'I'he

ehief sign n( it on the .shoots and spurs is the cracking
of thebark in winter, and any affected in this way should,
along with dead and dying shoots, be primed out com-
pletely during the winter pruning. Just before the
flower-buds burst in spring the trees should be sprayed
with Bordeaux mixture, and this spraying should be
vppeated as soon as the jietals have fallen. Bordeaux
mixture is apt to damage the foliage of some very
susceptible varieties, such as Cox's Orange Pippin, Lord
Hindlip and others of a similar habit, and for these a
rather weak linie-sulphur wasli may be used.

PEACH TREE BUDS DROPPING OFF {P. W.).-~
]'or many years the cause of this renuiined a mystery
to most gardeners, the majority attributing it to dryness
of the border. 'I'his theory is now completely exploded,
and believed in by few, if any. practical and intelligent

growers. Tlie cau->e is due to keeping the trees in too
warm an atmosphere during the autunui and winter.
If the lights could he taken off. say, at the end of October
and kept off until February (protecting the trees from
severe frost), you would have no cause for complaint of
buds dropping. One never hears of buds droppuig off

trees growing outdoors. We think that tlie hot-water
pipes passing through the border is a contributing cause
in your case. (No doubt the pipes are encased in a brick
channel.) Have the pipes covered with asbestos. This
will prevent any heat escaping, and at the same time
give a better supply to the next house.

WALNUT TREE NOT FRUITING (S. F. £.).—This
is a common complaint of the Walnut. Naturally, it

is shy of bearing fruit until it becomes at least of middle
age. if not old. The older the tree is, the better it seen^
to bear. The reason for this is explained in various
ways, sucli as that the trees are raised chiefly from seed,

and in consequence grow too vigorously into timber
instead of growing more sturdily and less free, and so

form fruit-bearing wood. The way to prevent this in

the first instance is to buy grafted "trees from a nursery-
man. These may be depended on to bear within a few
years after planting. Crops are also frequently lost

through the action of sprinj^f frost destroying the young
fruits. The only way an infertile tree can be converted
into fertility that we know of is to root-pnme it. Now
is a good time to carry out this operation.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
BEAUTIFUL BERBERISES, ETC. (H. .S.).—The follow-

ing species of Berberis are among the most ornamental of

the genus : B. Darwinii, excellent alike for its evergreen
leaves, large nuantitics of golden flowers and purplish
black fruits. B. AquifoUum. an evergreen, useftil alike

for open and shady places. B. japonica bears ver>' large

evergi-eeu leaves. B. stenophylla is a free-flowering

and free-growing evergreen hybrid ; it is one of the very
best flowering shrubs. B. Hookeri is a compact-growing
and free-flowering evergreen. The following deciduous
species are ornamental alike for flowers and fruit; B.
aristata, B. concinna, B. polyantha, B. sinensis, B.
Stapflana, B. ^'ulgaris and B. Wilsonte. Rose Mmc.
Alfred Carri^re ought not to be pruned much at the
present time ; simply remove the weak ends of the shoots.

If possible, bend the shoots over when securing them in

position, for they will then break into growth more freely

than if they were trained erect. The proper time to

prune this Rose is as soon as the flowers are over. Then
cut away some of the older wood, retaining as many
strong young shoots as possible. Ccrris is the old Latin
vernacular name for Oak. and was adopted by Linnseus
for the specific name of the Turkey Oak. There is a true
Quercus palustris. It is a North American species.

and has notliiug to do A\ith the Irish Bog Oak. The :

Bog Oak of Ireland is simply common Oak, tjuercus
pedunculata or Q. sessiliflora, blackened by being sub-
merged for a \ery long period in peat bogs. The Mock
Orange does not require regular pruning. A few of
the weaker shoots may be removed, but it is really un-
necessary to prune the larger-growing ones every year,
A plant* like Philadelplius Lemoinci, however, may Iiave

the flowering wood cut away each year as soon as the
flowers fade, thus relying upon young wood for flowers
every year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF Fnvn.Stoke Pr^o^.—Pear, Black Pear

iif Worcester : Apple, not recognised.

Mr. W. Horace Paine.—The many Irieuds of

Mr. Paine, who some years ago was very prominent

as manager of the Tully Nursery, Kildare, but

has been little heard of lately in home horticultural

circles, will be pleased to have news of him. After

being " all over the planet," he is now managing

a nursery at Miranda, New South Wales, is hon.

secretary of the local branch of the State Agri-

cultural Bureau, and active politically on what
approximates to the Conservative side.

British Wholesale Florists' Federation.

—

A special general meeting of this Federation

will be held at Essex Hall, Essex Street, Strand,

W.C. on Monday, February i8, at 2.30 p.m.,

for the purpose of considering a recommendation
of the general committee to include retail florists

in the membership. If this recommendation is

adopted, the meeting will then proceed to alter

the rules of the Federation to meet the new con-

ditions, and also to elect three retailers upon the

committee.

Security of Tenure and Compensation for

Allotment Holders.—Mr. W. T. Smedley, Hon.

Secretary of the London Metropolitan Federation of

.•Ulotment Holders, sends a copy of the following

important letter received from the Board of Agri-

culture :
" Dear Sir,—Mr. Prothero asks me to say

that he has every hope that by making^use hi the

provisions of the Defence of the Realm (Acquisition

of Land) Act, 1916, the Board will find it possible

to retain, until the end of the season 1920, and

possibly longer, possession, for the provision of

allotments, of most of the land of which posstrssion

has been taken for the purpose under the Culti-

vation of Lands Orders. There may be cases where,

in consequence of the land being required imme-
diately for building, or for some other special

reason, this may be found to be impracticable,

and in such cases the present position is that any

person who cultivates land under an arrange-

ment with the Council administering these

powers on behalf of the Board, who is required

to quit, before the ist of January, 1919, for no

fault on his part, will receive such compensation

as is provided under the arrangement with the

Council ; and, where no such provision exists,

will receive the value, at the time of quitting,

of the crops growing on the land, and the labour

expended upon, and manure applied to, the land,

since the taking of the last crop in anticipation

of a future crop. If there are any other points

on which your Federation require information,

Mr. Prothero will be very glad to hear from

you.—Yours faithfully, A. W. Monro."

Publication Keceived.

"The Practical Bee Guide," by J. G. Di«gcs, third

edition. Published by Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton,
Kent ;

price 2s. net.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers
,

posted to any neutral European country will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsarjents tvho have
obtained special permission jrom the War Office. Such
permission has been {/ranted to The Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friemls in Denmark, Holland, Norway^
Siveden, Switzerland. Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be drspatched by the

Publisfier from 20, Tavistock Street, Coi-ent Garden, W.C.'J.

*** The Yearly Stibscriptimi to The Garden is : Inland
lOSj lOd. Foreign. 13s,
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THE
following resolution, moved by Mr.

Charles E. Shea, seconded by the Rev.

G. H. Engleheart, was carried unani-

mously at the annual meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society on the

i;th inst. : "That the Fellows of the Royal

Horticultural Society, in annual meeting

assembled, record an emphatic protest against

the decision of the Food Controller that notwith-

standing that there is an officially admitted

"Teater quantity of sugar now in this country

than was available last year, no sugar is, this year,

to be allowed for home-made jam, or preserves,

to the private growers of fruit, entailing the loss

of an immense amount of valuable national food.

And this meeting further records its entire approval

of the memorandum of protest addressed by the

President and Council of the society to the

Director of Sugar Distribution on the 31st January

last." We feel sure that readers will join us

in wishing success to the efforts of the deputation

from the society on the subject, which, we under-

stand, will be received by the Director of Sugar

Distribution at an early date.

Prizes for a Name.—A reader who has observed

the confusion in the garden and kitchen by the mis-

use of the words " Jerusalem Artichoke " ofiers the

following books as prizes: "Trees and Shrubs

Hardy in the British Isles," by W. J. Bean ;
" The

English Flower Garden and Home Grounds"

(last edition) ; and " The Vegetable Garden," by

M.M. N'ilmorin-Andrieu.x (English translation), for

the Best English name sent in by

May I for this useful esculent.

It must be one English word

descriptive in some way of the

plant, absolutely distinct from the

present words " Jerusalem Arti-

choke." The judges are to be Sir

Frank Crisp, Miss Willmott, and

the donor of the prize. All who

have an idea are asked to send to

Mr. W. P. Thomson, 25, BoUo Lane,

Chiswick, London, W.4. In cookery

books the name " Jerusalem " is

frequently dropped, and the recipe

leads to confusion between the

true Artichoke and the so-called

Jerusalem .\rtichoke.

Fig Trees in Pots.—-As stated in

the practical article on "FigTreesin

Pots " on page 92 of this issue, the

best all-round Fig is undoubtedly

the well-known Brown Turkey.

It is one of tl»e best varieties for

.m early crop, and may be had in

good condition from spring to

October. A rich top-dressing of

cow-manure and bone-meal may be

applied now with advantage. The

tree illustrated shows how

fruitful the Fig can be under pot

culture.

Supplies of Canadian Wonder

Beans .—The Food Production

Department desires to draw the

attention of allotment associatioiis and other

similar bodies to the fact that supplies of

Canadian Wonder Beans are now available through

the ordinary trade channels. Associations w-hich are

unable to obtain supplies from the retail seedsman

or merchant with whom they usually deal should

communicate with the Food Production Depart-

ment (Seeds Section), 72, Victoria Street, S.W.r.,

stating the name of the firm, and the firm will

then bainformed where wholesale supplies may be

purchased.

Potatoes Majestic and Kerr's Pink.—In

the course of his admirable lecture on Potatoes,

given in the Mansion House, London, Mr. W.

Cuthbertson, V.M.H., drew attention to a new-

variety named Majestic, raised by Mr. Findlay

of Markinch, the well-known raiser of Up-to-Date.

It is a distinct, heavy cropping white kidney,

and the haulm is not too strong. Mr. Cuthbertson

referred to it as the most remarkable novelty

he had come across, and we are all advised

to keep Majestic in view. Kerr's Pink, a round

variety flushed with pink, a good keeper and

a good cooker, is another variety of great

promise.

A Case of Hardship and a Generous Offer.—

Among the candidates at the last election of the

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund were two boys,

aged five years and three years respectively, sons

of the late Charles Robinson, gardener at Stroud,

Gloucestershire, who died leaving a widow and si.x

children under the age of fourteen years totally

POT FIG TREE BEARING A GOOD CROP.

unprovided for. This case was related as follows

by Mr. Brian Wynne, Secretary' of the Royal

Gardeners' Orphan Fund, 19, Bedford Chambers,

Covent Garden, Londoi', W.C.2. : Charles Robinson,

after having been previously rejected, was called

up at Bristol under the Military Service Act on

January 5, 191 7, and put into the .Army Reserve,

Class B, subsequently being transferred to Class W.

In February he fell ill while working on Salisbury

Plain, and was sent home on leave. On March 5

he entered the Tuberculosis Hospital at Cashes

Green, near Stroud, and died there of acute

phthisis on May 9. The Minister of Pensions does

not regard Mrs. Robinson as eligible for a pension

as her hufband " did not serve as a soldier."

Mrs. Ward very kindly offered to place the younger

boy on the Fund at an expenditure of £r3

per year until the boy reaches the age of

fourteen years.

Horticultural Club.—The annual general meet-

ing of the members of the Horticultural Club

will take place on Tuesday, February 26, at the

Farmers' Club, 2, Whitehall Court, Whitehall,

S.W,, at 5 p.m. The president. Sir Frank Crisp,

Bart., will preside. On this occasion the house

dinner which usually follows the business meeting

will not take place. Whitehall Court is situated

immediately at the back of the War Office, and

the rooms of the Farmers' Club are on the second

floor.

Potato Reproduction.— At a recent meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society's scientific

committee Mr. .ArkwTight showed

a Potato of the rgie crop which,

remaining unplanted, had continued

to throw out" shoots and produce

small tubers. The tubers were

successively absorbed and shrivelled

as new ones were produced. The

formation of young tubers from pith

cells inside the old tuber, when the

development of shoots is enturely

suppressed, is the subject of further

iuvestig'ation.

Transplanting Frenclj Beans

and Scarlet Runners.—These

Beans may be raised in May in

pots or bo.xes in frames. They

transplant quite readily, and if

planted during the evening and

watered only if the soil is dry,

they scarcely show any sign of

flagging the next day or after-

wards. An old gardener of our

acquaintance has been following this

plan since the early nineties of

last century, and finds it highly

economical of seed and more ex-

peditious, while it enablesthe plants

to escape the slug pest during their

early stages. Last year we sowed

a variety of Scarlet Runner in the

open, and, like many others, had

to intersow a second time to get

a sufficient number -oi plants to

cover the stakes.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

APPLES FROM CUTTINGS.

T NOTICED in The Garden of February 9, while

reading the interesting chat on Apples, that

your contributor Alice Martineau advises the

growing of fruit trees from cuttings. You
remark in your footnote that these cuttings, while

they sometimes callus over, fail to root. Now, I

know of one variety of Apple that will root as readily

as Privet. In this district (around Hull) it is known

as the Fillingham. It is of a straggly, irregular

growth, and in places the branches and stems are

covered with rough knots or nodes. If a piece of

a stem or branch is cut off under one of these nodes

and planted in autumn, it will form roots readily.

I have seen large branches 3 feet and 4 feet long

so treated, and in a year or two they have made

good fruiting trees. I do not know of any other

Apple that will do this, and I should like to know

if any of your readers have seen this Apple' in other

parts of the country.

—

John S. Smith.

GOURDS FOR WINTER USE.

"POR win'ter use I grow Gourds in preference

to Vegetable Marrows. They require exactly

the same treatment in the garden as Marrows,

and are far better in flavour when ripe, as they

have neither the stringy substance nor seedy

taste of ripe stored Marrows. They can be used

for Pumpkin soup, pies, sweet tarts, and for

conserves, pickles, &c., as well as cooked like

Vegetable Marrows. Large Yellow and Green

Gourds seem as good as any I have grown from

year to year. I do not try to grow extra large

ones (as my household is now a small one), for

when once cut open the Gourds require to be used

quickly, so I prefer to grow two or three medium-

sized ones on a plant. The Pumpkins remain

on the plants till fully ripe in autumn. It is well

to put a large piece of slate or something similar

under them to preserve thera from slugs. When
rut they should be stored in a dry, cool place, and
examined from time to time to see which need

using first.

—

.Anne .\mateiir.

DAPHNE MEZEREUM.
lyrY father (the late Rev. W. H. Purchas), who

was for many years vicar of a country parish

in North Staffordshire, on the borders of Derby-

shire, found this interesting shrub growing, as he

thought, perfectly wild last September twelve-

month. I visited the same spot and found it

still there. It is scattered over just one small

reach of the side of a valley where grow Nut,

Dogwood, Hawthorn, Brambles, Briars, a little

Bird Cherry, &c., broken at intervals with open

lawns, and here and there Ash trees *shooting up

above the brushwood. The Mezereon seems to

prefer the half-shade among the bushes round the

edges of these lawns. I rememljer once going with

a botanical friend of my father's (the late

Rev. A. Ley, collaborator of the Herefordshire

Flora), and we found an open track made by wood-

men, and, along the edge of this, hundreds of

young Mezereons were springing up. He remarked
either then or on another occasion that in such

places as this the Mezereon was native, if anywhere
in Britain. No cottage is near, only the ruin of

an old cottage, but this is much lower down the

hillside and nearer the river than where the

Mezereon grows. My father, and we also, searched

other parts of the same river banks, also another

river bank (this latter one was just in Derbyshire
;

the first in Staffordshire), but never once found

it anywhere else, except one stunted and dying

specimen found by my youngest' sister in a planta-

tion, not natural scrub, in the Quarndon Valley.

An old man (dead now many years), if I remember

rightly, told my father he had found it in the

Derbyshire valley in another part, but my father

looked and failed to find it. This old man was

a keen observer of things, and too ready to take

anything of interest home to his own garden.

Whether he exterminated the plant or not, the

Fern Ceterach has in this way been well-nigh

exterminated in the district where my father

lived. In a few gardens we used to see the

Mezereon cultivated, not for its medicinal virtues,

but for beauty and attractiveness. I have seen

many plants in bloom in this Staffordshire habitat,

but never found the white variety. This spot

where the Mezereon grows is on carboniferous

limestone.—A. B. Purchas, Watford V'icarage,

Rugby.

THE CLEMATIS.
" pAIN would I climb but that I fear to fall,"

and yet, year after year, I endeavour to

grow this lovely thing, with less and less success.

Ten years ago twelve Clematises were planted

in a small garden, enclosed on two sides by Yew
hedges, and by a rough trellis of large squares

and arches on a third. The lanuginosa failed,

but the Jackmanni, purple, and double white.

Beauty of Worcester and Gipsy Queen did well

and I replaced the lanuginosa with Fairy Queen.

For some years these were very beautiful, iJower-

ing on supports something like a flat parasol.

There were only three or four shoots to each plant,

and the blooms fell in wreaths and showers from

the top, an idea I owe to Gravetye. Five years

ago the beds had to be trenched, as other flowers

were grown therein. In trenching I found the

roots had in each case made a huge ball, 2 feet

or more through, of thick, thong-like roots.

Glorying in the prospect of even finer displays

once the border was remade, I filled it in gaily

with green refuse, turfy loam, and old manure

(not near the Clematis roots). Alas! they have

gradually become poorer and poorer until, last

season, there was hardly any bloom at all.

This year, after the Irises in the beds have

flowered and the Daffodils ripened, I shall dig up

the Clematises and carefully examine the roots to

ascertain if the grafts have been overpowered by the

slock. If I can procure Clematises on their own
roots with which to replace the others, I shall do so.

The same thing is happening to two pyTamids

of Fairy Queen in another part of the garden.

These for some years gave a great show of bloom,

early and late. They, however, have several

times given me clumps, which I have cut out of

them to plant elsewhere. So this cannct be put

down to the overstrong stock ! 1 have lost many
from die-back, but this conies with the sudden-

ness of sunstroke. There were some interesting

and beautiful forms of Viticella when I first went

to live at Hurst Court, but gradually these have

died away. . Clematis montana gigantea grows

rampantly, and so does the new yellow Clematis

from China.

Do any of your readers know of a scented

Clematis not unlike C. crispa, but with much more

fragrance and with pale lavender flowers ? A
keen gardening friend in America told me there

is an old plant which has been growing in her

garden in Virginia since her grandmother's

wedding day, and brought from the West Indies.

The fragrance of Carnations is wafted all over the

garden, so it must be quite different to anything

we know. She has sent many suckers to other

gardens from it, but it has ceased to throw up

any of late years. The American nurserymen

pronounce it crispa, but she says it does not

resemble the crispa of gardens in England. The

Clematis wall at Bagatelle was in great beauty

last year. Hot sun does not appear to affect

the lovely creatures there. Some fifty varieties

were flowering in masses in the second week of

July. I also saw a beautiful variety at M.
Correvon's garden in June last, raised by the

owner. It is a great improvement on Mme. von
Andre, with large, dark crimson, velvety petals.

His garden at that late season (for Geneva) was
a " tangle," various Clematises swinging and
climbing among shrubs and Roses and over path-

ways in great profusion.—A. M.

CYDONIA JAPONICA.
\X/'ITH regard to my offer of seed of Cydonia

japonica in The Garden of February 2 last,

I am very glad to have been able to send seed to

exactly eighty correspondents. I hope that they

will not only succeed in raising plants, but also

may obtain some varieties that may please them.

The seed sent should be sown immediately. If

kept too long, germination is destroyed. For this

reason the seed I have sent to all my corre-

spondents has been kept thoroughly damp. I

found that this was the best way to preserve

the germinating power. To those of my corre-

spondents who have written very kind letters

and even sent me plants, I offer my best thanks.

All the seed is now distributed.—(Rev. Canon)

W. W. Flemvng, Coolfin, Portlaw, County Water-

lord.

TRIENTALIS.

T THINK it may safely be asserted that this

has no " English " name : at any rate, when
Robert Holland and I were compiling our
" Dictionary of English Plant-names " we could

not find one. Chickweed Winter-Green is, of

course, a mere book-name, though I am interested

to hear that it has become popular in Aberdeen-

shire.

—

James Britten.

WINTER ACONITES.

T AM wondering whether it is usual for the

Winter Aconite to seed as freely as it has

done here. We have a good many planted outside

my house in a narrow border, and the seedlings

have come up like the proverbial Mustard and

Cress, the gravel walk and lawn being smothered.

E. B., Fota Gardens, Queenstown.

[We have referred this question to Mr. E. A.

Bowles, who makes the following observations :

"The Winter Aconite generally seeds freely where

it grows vigorously, but the seedlings are fre-

quently overlooked, as in their first season they

are scj, little like the foliage of their parents. All

that is seen above ground is a pair of glossy green

cotyledons, very similar to the first appearance

in life of many a noxious weed, such as annual

Veronicas, Buttercups and Goose Grass. Before

the days of war weeds the over-tidy gardener

would hoe off the heads of such doubtful-looking

characters during the first spring weeding. It

is worth one's while to dig up a seedling or two,

say in April, and to note what a fair-sized tuber

the young plant has been able to form, with so

small a leaf surface as these cotyledons provide.

They must be very active in collecting carbon-

dioxide and storing the carbon during their

short season of growth, for they wither away with

the first really warm days of the year. Anemone
blanda comes to mind as behaving in a similar

way." Are there any other plants among the

dicotyledons that are contented with cotyledons

only for their first season's growth ? —Ed.]

AS I am very fond of Winter Aconites, I have

been much interested in what Mrs. Earle

and Mr. Arthur Goodwin have had to say about

these cheerful little golden flowers. My own
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cxiiiilfine ul giowiny tluin—i)i" Iryiuy lo grow

llicin—-in a light shallow soil containing much
lime has been rather ciu-ious. For a good many
years 1 planted Winter Aconites regularly every

autumn. As regularly they bloomed well the

early spring following planting, produced a few

flowers the next season, and a fine crop of nice

green leaves without blossoms every year after-

wards. Last a\itumn I decided that any further

expenditure on such misatisfactory things was

unjustilial)le, so I omitted Winter Aconites from

my bulb list. Kow comes the odd "part of il.

Tins year by mid-January my garden was ablaze

with .\conilcs ; every one that had ever been

planted, and more, apparently, produced a hue

llower nil a long, fat stalk. Can any reader

.iiioiuil lor this development ?—a very agreeable

one i.> me, of Course. The bulbs have been

Irird all over the garden—in shade, half-

shade, full sun, in dry places and damp—and

in all they have done heretofore equally

badly, and this year equally well.'—R. E.

llt.M>, ISlllll.

np H K Winter .Aconites are bright and cheer-

ful everywhere thai they . are grown,

and the writer knows of many places where tliey

make small carpets of gold in the early part of

the year. He has never before, however, seen such a

glorious mass of this flower as was met with the

other day at Kirkeunan, Kirkcudbrightshire. This

display, comprising thousands of fiowers, was the

liroduce of a few tubers planted a number of

vcars ago by Major Maxwell beneath a tree close

THE GLASTONBURY THORN.
Accuriling lo legend, the "Holy Thorn" sprani^ irmn Ihc sla(J oj

Joscl>h of Arimalhea, near Olasloiibiiry.

to the avenue. These hu\ e thri\ en with remark-

able vigour, and have increased by means of

self-sown seedlings. Others in the district have

endeavoured to obtain similar results, but in vain.

The soil and situation appear to favour the

Winter Aconite, as a bed in the flower garden at

Kirkennan was also brilliant with this Howcr.

though in fewer numbers.-—S. AK.von.

TUl'; HOLY TllOIJX OV GLASTONBUllY.

'pHK photograph oi th,. Glastonbury " Holy

Thor4i" was taken in Dccendjer, iyo8, by

Mr. H. E. Vine. According to legend, the first

example sprang from the staff of Joseph of

.\rimathea, on Winall Hill, close to Glastonbury,

and was for centuries an object of pilgi-imagc
;

for it usually keeps its leaves until the winter,

and has the habit of flowering a second time

about Christmas.

But the tree on Wirrall long since disappeared,

•and a very old tree grew in the Abbey grounds.

Offshoots can now be seen in several gardens

about Glastonbury and Street, as <vell as at Sutton

Poyntz near Weymouth, at a nursery at Bridg-

water, at Clifton and elsewhere, all blossom-

ing in winter as well as in the spring. Turner,
" Herb.," II., page 73 (1^62), said :

" In Summer-
setshyre about six myles from Welles, in ye parkc

of Glassenbury there is an hawthorne which is

grene all the wynter, as all they that dwell there

about do stedfastly holde." The Holy Thorn

is also mentioned by Gerard (1597), page ii4.'j,

and Parkinson, "Thcatr.," page 1025 (1640) ; while

Withering said :
" It does not

grow within the ruins of the

Abbey at Glastonbury, but iu a

lane beyond the churchyard. . . .

They tell you it has no thorns,

but that I found to be a mistake."

.According to Loudon (" ,Ai-boretimi

ct I'ruticetum ") it is Crata'gus

praecox : this is probably the

variety of C. monogyna known in

the East. Thorn rods have been

found in the coffins of persons

liuried in the Abbey cemetery at

i;iastonbury.—H. S. Thompson.

.VPl'LE POTTS" SEEDLING,

r^ERTAlN Apples are peculiar

in their lilces and dislikes of

soil, and there is no such thing

as a universal list of Apples that

will succeed anywhere under any

conditions. In my opinion Potts'

Seedling is more afiected by canker

than almost any other sort in culti-

vation. I have seen it planted in

scores of gardens besides my own,

and with only one exception has it

proved a failure. This tree was a

closely pruned standard, growing in

a gravelly soil where there was no

opportunity for a waterlogged sub-

soil, and from that tree huge crops

of excellent fruit were taken. Potts'

Seedling is certainly one of the

best of kitchen Apples where it

succeeds.—E. M.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES.

T AM sending a box of Apples

D'Arcy Spice, Claygatc Pear-

main and Brownlec's Russet. The
last is a wonderful cropper,

but not much else. D'Arcy

Spice, or Baddow Pippin, is an

old Essex Apple, and, according

to Hogg, was discovered in the

AITLE D .\RCY SPICE.

garden at the Hall at ToUeshunt D'.Ai'cy,- near

Colchester. I consider it the best late dessert

.Apple, but it is a somewhat difficult tree to

grow.—R. C. NoTCUTT.
[D'Arcy Spice is a poor grower, but for those

who like its aromatic flavour and white, melting

flesh—and Who does_ not ?—it is well worth the

trouble required to bring it to perfection ; but

for richness of flavour and juicy, almost yellow flesh

we know of nothing to excel the well-matured

Claygate Pearmain which Mr. Notcutt sends.^Ed.]

APPLE SCOTCH BRIDGET.
\S^ITH reference to Mi-. Bunyard's remarks in

regard to this Apple, it is a variety. which

has almost fallen out of cultivation in the Lothians,

for it was superseded by Ringer, which is larger

and better. Scotch Bridget is in season from

October to January and is of second size, whereas

Ringer is in season from November to February

and is of first size. Undernoted is a description

of Ringer, taken from a, Scottislr catalogue in the

days when that variety was more popular than

it is now :
" I'ruit large, roundish, _ obtusely

angular, ribbed round the eye. Skin yellow,

flushed and striped with crimson, with small

' patches of russet sprinkled over the surface. Eye

deeply set in an angular basin. Stalk deeply

inserted. Flesh -yellow, very tender and juicy,

slightly acid, and with a very fine flavour. Free,

strong, healthy grower and a great bearer, suit-

able for market or garden culture." 1 think that

Mr. Bunyard would find Ringer to be vastly superior

to Scotch Bridget,

—

George M. T.wlok, Edin-

burgh.

"T^HIS Apple, referred to by Mr. E. .\. Bunyard,

is evidently more common in the North of

England than the South. It is above mediinu

size, and of angular conical shape. 11^ ripens

before Christmas, but keeps well for a mouth or

two after. Personally, I do. not recommend it,

as it has a distinctly peculiar flavour when cooked-

baked or bciiled. It always cropped well with

me, giving clean, even-sized fruit, about tlilee

to the pound ; but this year I have dug it up

and buried it, never having become reconciled

to its characteristic flavour. Its season is much,

better filled by Lane's Prince Albert, followed by

Bramlcy's Seedling, and the season closed by

Norfolk Beefing, a fine cropping and keeping

.'\pple which has received no word of commendation

from any of yoiu- correspondents.— 1'. T. Paul,

Cloudealec, Caldy, Cheshire.

•,* Ilmders who hare not already done so are asked lo

order Tun Gakden to Ite dcileered reijidarlii by their nevs-

ugenl. The return ot unsold copiee is proliibilcd, and in

comeqacnrc Tuii CI.MiuiiN is obtainable ONIV 1/ ordered

beforehand.
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FLAVOUR IN APPLES
PROMISING SEEDLINGS OF COX'S ORANGE PIPPIN.

IN

a recent issue of The Garden the Rev.

G. H. Engleheart says that he has crossed Cox's

Orange Pippin with various Apples, and has

not found the " Cox " parentage showing in tlie

seedlings. Our experience is exactly the

reverse. Not only has the "Cox" a very strong

influence on the flavour and texture, but also it

is very marked in the foliage. This is so apparent

in all our crosses that it is an unquestionable

fact, and we can only assume that Mr. Engle-

licart's crosses have been unsuccessful.

When, we were making these crosses fifteen or

twenty years ago we were using trees of Cox's
'

Orange Pippin as a seed parent, making a largi'

number of crosses on them. The fruits set- and

swelled, but when we came to gather and open

them we found, the seeds in lots of these fruils

merely husks, containing no kernel. At that time

we were not aware of the partial sterility of CoxV

Orange Pippin, ^nd apparently this was active

against some of the varieties used.

This is rather an interesting fact. Unfortu-

natelv, we did not keep a record of the varieties

tliat failed to form fertile seed.

Bedford. Laxto.x BKOiiitRS.

[At the Royal Horticultural Society's nieetiug

on January 29, Messrs. Laxton Brothers showed

an extensive collection of new Apple*. Some

of the crosses in whicli Cox's Orange Pippin was

used either as seed-bearing or pollen-bearing

parent are most promising. Among the varieties

crossed with Co.\'s Orange Pippin were Wealthy,

Wyken Pippin, Ribston Pippin, King of tin-

Pippins, Court Pcndu PlSt, Allington Pippin.

Worcester Pearmain and Cellini Pippin. In our

opinion, the most promising of these crosses i^

Cox's Orange Pippin v. Wyken Pippin, a hand-

some Apple of rich flavour and reputed to be a

heavy cropper. It has been named Laxton's

Superb. It is interesting to note that the reciprocal

cross has given ai> Apple of very different appear-

ance, but similar in flavour. The fruits are dull

crimson in colour, and it is said to be a

light cropper. Another variety of which we shall

certainly hear more is William W'atson. The

parentage is Court Pendu P15t x Cox's Orange

Pippin ; it is of rich' flavour and yellow-fleshed,

and promises well as a late dessert Apple. Messrs.

Laxton Brothers are to bo rmuplimentcd on their

efforts to produce high quality Apples, both early

and late, with the-flavour of Cox's Orange Pippin.

The varieties shown are, we imdcrstand, only

fruits of good quality when its earliness is

considered. Nubian is a fine black fruit, late

and remarkably rich, and Bourjassote Grise

has rich dark red fruit.. Osboru's Prolific aud

Brunswick ai'e good pot varieties, thes'e being

midseason sorts and earlier than Nubian and

Bourjassote Grise. Doubtless the best all-rouud

pot Fig is the Brown Turkey, a large brownish

.\PI>1,E \VILLI.\M \VATSON.

{Courl Peiulu Phil X Co.i's Orange Pippin.)

a few selected Jroiu ;.'^... i, iiiilc crosses

made during the last tweuly- years.—Bd.]

FIG TREES IN POTS

Wr|ll:.X grown in pots tliR Pig is

one of the best fruits we have.

Naturally, the tree "is inclined

lo make too strong a growth,

but, having the roots restricted,

it is brought into bearing when very young. In

later years it can be fed liberally, and produces

fruit freely from the short growths made yearly.

Varieties.—Brown Turkey and Negro Largo

aie excellcat ; and of the newer ones, St. John's, a

fair-sized green fruit witli white flesh, very .sweet

and juicy and remarkably early, and Pingo de

Mel, which is another of the early kinds and very

similar to St. John's in growth and earliness.

This varietv has yellowish flesh and large -green

APPLE laxton's superb,

[Cox's Orange Pippin x Wyken Pippin.)

imrpU- fiiiit of e.\collcnl flavour aud curlier than
Negro Largo. I have alwaj's found the large

dark red varieties like the last named arc longer

maturing tlieir fruits, .which thus makes them more
suitable for late supplies, I have, by retarding

the trees in the spring—that is, placing them in a

.ool place or under a north wall—had the fruits

well into December. It will be seen how useful

these fruits are, as it is not easy to force the

early green varieties named above and get good
fruits in March or even earlier, The Brown
Turkey is valuable for a succession. This may be

had in splendid condition from May to October,

and it is one of the best for its free cropping ; it

bears a good second crop. Negro Largo is much
shyer, but it may be had some months later.

Some of my readers may like the small sweet

Figs grown in Spain, such as the Parly Violet.

These bear large crops in pots, and force readily

with little trouble. The White Ischia is another

small whiti' fruit, an enormous hearer; when
quite ripe the flesh is pale yellow aud of

ilclicious fla\'our. This bears two or three crops

in a year and requires severe thinning. The
Brown Ischia is also excellent, uud somewhat
similar to the others named. The Angelique, or

Madeline as it is also named, is a good early

fruit of peculiar shape and forces well. The
Culture of the Varieties Named, to give a

li.mg succession of fruit, say, from March to

December, is by no means difficult ; but in a

small state the grower must be I'arefvd not to

ha\e too much root spare at the start, 1 also

prefer the plants grown on a single stem, as then

it is easier to keep down sucker growths. The
Pig should have some good loam, with a liberal

addition of fine old mortar rubble or wood-ashes

mixed in the soil. Firm potting is essential, and
as what are called yearling trees can be obtained

at small cost at the start froto the growers,

these, potted on, will fruit the second season

;

they make good plants tlic following year

ami fruit for many years. .'M the start 7-inch

or 8-inch pots are large enough—1 mean for the

first fruiting season—aud later on, when a shift

is required, the smallest possible pot should In.-
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^•ivcn. a? a libciul poiliuu of -the old surface soil

andlowei- roots may be removed as the plants

attain age. I like to repot early in the autuntu,

some time before the leaves drop. It is not

necessary to repot yearly when a good-sized

plant is obtained—say, every other year, giving

a rich top-dressing and using bone-meal and good

manure freely for the purpose. After the crop

is over, it is a good plan, say, from July to October,

to place the trees in the open, but those forced

the earliest must be kept growing under glass to

get well-matured wood.

To get ripe Figs in March, start the trees in

November. The early sorts named are valuable

for hard forcing ;
50° to 55'' in mild weather

is ample, and if a mild bottom-heat can be

given, the plants soon nespond. Close stopping

of the shoots is important, as these shoots are

the fruit-bearers another season. With pot trees

it is a good plan to remove weakly spray growths

and not crowd the leading shoots. As the fruit

swells, more warmtli can be given, also food in

the shape of liquid manure. At all times the

grower must be careful in watering, as with a

good number of fruits liberal supplies are requirec'.

If the roots get dry, the trees cast their fruits

badly. Trees to fruit in the early summer months

should be started in March, and later for a

succession.

THE GOOSEBERRY
THIS is one of the most useful .ind :\\><

one of the most easily grown of onr

hardy fruits. Although not the first to

ripen its fruit, it is the first to produce

fruit which can be used for cooking.

.Many growers begin gathering the green fruit at

Whitsuntide ; but in warm localities where

the effects of late spring frosts are not felt it

is customary to do so at an earlier date. A
large quantity of fruit may be gathered from

bushes which occupy little space ; it is, there-

fore, one of the best fruits the owner of a small

garden can grow with the reason,able expectation

of a quick return. The Gooseberry is not fas-

tidious as to soil, but it is not grown successfully

in stiff clays.

The intending planter should prepare the land

by deep digging or trenching, burying a. liberal

quantity of decayed manure. Bushes may be

l)lanted at a distance of 5 feet apart. Dig a

hole large enough for the roots to be spread

out evenly, fill in the soil carefully and tread

firmly. Do not bury the plants too deeply, or

numerous suckers will grow from the base of the

plants.

The pruning of the Gooseberry is an important

matter if high-,class fruit is to be secured. Young

bushes at the time of planting should have tlic

shoots cut back to one-third of their length.

.Any weak or crowded shoots should be cut back

to an inch of their base. Summer pinching, which

is often neglected, is a material aid in the pro-

duction of an abundance of fruit of good quality.

The lateral or side shoots should be pinched back

to five leaves, but the main shoots or leaders

must not be pinched in the summer. These

leaders should have the unripened tips cut off at

the muter pruning, and the laterals are then cut

back to an inch of their base. When the bushes

.ire several years old. some of the best-placed and

strongest shoots may be left their full length and

. a portion of thfi,old, worn-out branches cut awa\',

A supply of young, vigorous shoots is thus secured,

which, wuth attention to the necessary thinning.

will produce an abundance of fine fruit. The

Gooseberry is surface-rooting, and deep digging

must not be practised, between the bushes. The

THE GARDEN.

soil may. however, be lightly pricked over witli

a fork after the winter pruning, and a midrh ol

manure applied.
\

The Cordon System ol training the Gooseberry

is to be highly recommended. Grown thus, the

plants may be trained to walls, fences, or on a

trellis. Fruits for dessert are excellent from cordon

Geosebemes, and another advantage is that they

are easily protected from the depredations of

birds. Gooseberries grown as cordons should

have the laterals pinched to five leaves during

the summer. The winter pruning consists of

spurring the laterals back to an inch of their base

and cutting off the weak, unripened tips of the

leading shoots. The best method of

Propagating the Gooseberry is by cuttings.

Select for this pm-pose ^igorous, firm shoots from

a foot to 15 inches in length. Make a clean cut

through just below a joint, remove the top bud

from the shoot, and rub off all the oth»rs e.xcept

the four upper ones. Insert the cuttings 4 inches

deep and 4 inches apart in rows iS inches apart.
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The Keeping Properties

of Apples
1AM frequently asked by amateurs and

others why their Apples shrivel and keep
so badly, and, on enquiry, in almost every

case the reason is the same, viz., storing

the fruits in too dry and airy positions and

gathering too soon. Yet, though this has been

explained cjver and over again, it is strange that

people will err on the side of keeping the fruits in

most unsuitable places. The finest object-lesson

in keeping Apples one can have is that of Nature's

dealing with the fallen fruit. Though exposed

to considerable damp on the ground, yet when
it is protected in some way or another from the

frost, the way in which it keeps is little short of

marvellous ; and if this method is applied, in spme
degree, to the storing of the Apple crop, the

inexperienced would find little difficulty in pre-

serving their fruits fresh and plump till the allotted

INTERIOK OF 1- KUIT-ROOM ,\T .\LDENHAM HOUSE G.\RDENS.

Make them quite firm by treading the soil around

them. There are numerous varieties of Goose-

berries. The following are excellent, producing

large crops of good fruit : Crown- Bob, red ; Early

Greengage, green ; I^angley Gage, yellow ; Eagle,

white ; Warrington, red ; and Thumper, green,

very late. The following have highly flavoured

berries, good for dessert : Champagne Red

;

Champagne Yellow ; Ironmonger, dark red :

Whitesmith, white ; Leader, yellow ; and Keen's

Seedling, red.

The Utilisation of Horse Chestnuts, although

no novelty, seems to have been greatly stimulated

in France by war conditions. Tlft'y are valuable

as a source of a;sculin, one of the most important

glucosides ; they arc so rich in saponin that,

when crushed, they may be used in place of soap

in the laundry ; their abundant starch is easily

extracted and freed from its bitterness, or may be

used in the production of alcohr>l ; and, lastly,

dried and crushed Horse Chestnuts are a nutritious

and wholesome food for cattle and sheep.

time, according to the variety. The most im-

portant rules to observe are not to pick the fruits

before they have properly matured ; handle them

carefully, rejecting all damaged specimens ; strictly

avoid too high and dry a temperature, but, at the

same time, use every care to protect them against

frost.

I am fully alive to the fact that it is not within

the province of all to possess a properly con-

structed fruit-room, but, wherever possible, this

should be available, the size being determined

by likely requirements. Here we fortunately

have an up-to-date fruit-room which is proof

against frost, rats and mice. Even this at

times cannot meet the demands made upon it,

as was the case during the past year, and we

had to arrange the fruits many thicknesses on each

other, and their keeping properties have never

been better. The accompanying photograph

shows the interior of the fruit-room. Such a

structure is not unsightly ; in fact, when well

constructed in a suitable position, It is an object

of much interest, both inside and out.

Aldeiiliam House GarJais. Edwin Beckett.
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ALPINES IN THE "COLD
HOTHOUSE."—II

ONE of the best silver-leaved plants for

, these fairy rock gardens is Raoiilia

I australis. It is rather new to cultiva-

tion. A small-growing plant, it looks

at first sight as though the ground

had been top-dressed with frosted silver grit. The
flowers are insignificant, but the. plant is lovely

for its silvery compactness. Last year I used it

several times with a plant of Douglasia laevigata

ne.xt to it. This is low and tufted, half 'an inch

high, with a mass of warm rosy carmine flowers

like large Forget-me-nots. The rose and silvery

white together were most beautiful. Androsace

arachnoidea, with silky, sftall rosettes and little

heads of white Forget-me-not flowers on fluffy,

inch-high stems, is perfect. So, too, is Myosotis

rupicola (the true plant), which forms a 2-inch

pincushion studded with gold-eyed turquoises

of intense blueness. Gentiana verna, an inch

high, with white-eyed stars of a blue which cannot

be described, is not only exquisite, but does well

in the. pan rock garden. Get establisiied pot

plants, wash out_ the roots in water, and spread

them well, deep down in the pan.

Primula farinosa does surprisingly well, and

is 3 inches to 4 inches high, with a head of rosy

lilac, yellow-eyed flowers. It is very dainty.

P. frondosa is near it, but not quite so attractive

for our purpose. P. Julise, a new-comer Mrom
the Caucasus, is splendid. It is like a common
Primrose with small, glossy, heart-shaped leaves,

and rather smaller Primrose flowers on stems,only

Imlf an inch high, and in colour a fierce rich claret

crimson.' Though dwarf, it is a tremendous

grower j so should be kept in bounds by planting

at the edge of the pan and putting a high rock

behind to hedge it in. One more Primula I will

mention—-P. hirsuta Mrs. Wilton. This is like a

small, neat, very free , flowering Auricula, witli

lilac, white-eyed flowers and the true ,\urirul.i

scent. This is excellent for pan gardens.

Draba imbricata is perfect, forming tiny tufts

of finest fairy green turf, and throwing up countless

tlireadlike inch-high stems, each carrying a head

of minute golden flowers. None of tl;B Pinks

flowers soon enough for the early, under-glass

rock gardens, but for later work Dianthus alpinus,

with very large pink flowers on very short stems,

and D. neglectus, with rosy flowers, buff on the

under sides of the petals, and carried on 3-inch

to J-inch wiry stems, are very weU adapted. The

saitie may be said of such dwarf Campanulas as

C. Waldstciniana, C. excisa, C. Stansfieldii and

C. AUionii.

.Ethionenia Warley Hybrid is a good dwarf

plant, shrubby in habit, with rosy flower-heads
;

but of shrubby plants nothing comes anywhere

near Daphne rupestris. This is very dwarf and

slow growing ; one of the smallest and loveliest

of all dwarf shrubs. The tip of each tiny branch

carries a cluster of large, waxy pink blossoms,

deliciously scented. Grafted plants are best. It is

very rare and choice, but not difficult to grow.

Give it a secluded nook as a place of honour. It

flowers naturally in May, but under glass comes

some weeks earlier. Oxalis enneaphylla and its

pink form are easy to grow and very lovely.

Shake out the soil and tuck the scaly tubers into

any vacant nook, covering ivith a little soil. A
crop of crinkled, blue-grey leaves and large, waxy
white or pale pink, trumpet-shaped flowers will

follow unfailingly.

Some of the pan rock gardens will be improved

by a minute shrub or tree. For this, nothing

equals Juniperus hibernica compressa. It forms

a perfect little erect, tapered collimn of dense

blue-grey, like the Funereal Cypress of Italy, a

few inches high.

Tliat must do for plants. There are very many
more to choose from, but with those I have

suggested here one could make a very good start.

I will make a few more suggestions. Plant ver\-

firmly, and, in tinishing off a pan after planting,

it gives a very good, clean surface if stone chips

are sprinkled all over between the plants, so as

to hide all the soil. These pans may quite well be

planted now to flower this spring, especially if

pot-grown plants are used. I have made them
with plants which were in full flower, and not lost

a leaf, but that is not the best time. Start with fairly

simple arrangements of one, two or three sorts

in a pan, and as far as possible put together kinds

Which flower at the same time. When a larger

variety of plants is used, in one pan rock garden,

one can aim at a two or three weeks' -display, or

iutroduce both early and late flowering plants,

which will keep up, more or less, a succession

of blossom from earliest spring' till midsummer.

.

.\ft'T planting, give the pan^ a thnroni^li s.i;il.;ing of

KEW NOTES
CAMELLIA RETICUL.ATA is now a

bright mass of colour in the Temperate
House at Kew, and is by most people

considered to be the best of all the

Camellias. It has large, graceful, semi-

double flowers of a pleasing shade of glowing

pink,' and the masses of golden stamens show
up well against the pink petals. The flowers are

usually 6 inches to 7 inches across, some-

times more, and are carried on branches

having a more slender and graceful habit than

those of other Camellias. The foliage is

rougher and not so glossy, and the leaves are

more pointed. This tree is about r6 feet high

and 8 feet across. • Although not hardy, it

may be grown in many places in the West,'

on walls, a^d in other situations where the

climate is good.

Another Camellia flowering freely in the same

house is C. Chandler! elegans, which has large

doui.le flowers of a salmon pink shnde. C. Red

Tllii LOVELY C.XMKLLIA RICTICULATA," NOW FLOWERING A I'

TEMPERATE HOUSE AT KEW.
BEST IX THE

water from a rosed can ; then place them in your

cold frame or cold greenhouse. No artificial heat

is needed", in fact, they are better without it. Give

as much air as possible, especially on fine sunny

days. Keep them watered moderately, but water

thoroughly when you do apply if. When in flower

do not use a rosed can for watering, but pour a

stream from the spout direct on to the rocks,

and let it soak into the soil from them. A rose

would throw the water on to the blossoms and

spoil them. "Look out for slugs. When you

find them, kill them in any way that suggests

itself to you. When the plants are in flower,

the pans may be brought into the house, where

they will be attractive for a fortnight or three

weeks. While in the house, keep them as far as

possible from the fire. If they show signs of

distress, take them back to the greenhouse and

make a fuss of tlieni. Give them as much light

and cool, fresh air as possible.

About April, when the weather begins to grow

warm, the greenhouse wiU be getting too hot

for your pan gardens, so take them out into the'

open, and as soon as possible plunge them side

by side in a bed of sand or finely sifted ashes.

Stex'enagc. Claren'ce Elliott.

Waratah, of almost the same shade as the Waratah

(Telopea speciosissima), is flowering in No. 5 House.

The single white Camellia japonica is also in

flower, maldng a good sliow.

Acacias.—In the Temperate House are many
species of .Acacia, which, when in flower, are

interesting to Australian visitors. Some kinds arc

over, but there are many others to flower later.

In bloom now are A. longifolia, A. longifolia var.

mucnmata, A. leprosa, A. extensa, a very pretty

flowered kind having Rush-like foliage ; A.

pulcliella, one of the prettiest and most graceful

Acacias ; and A. pubescens, a rather rare species

not easily propagated.

Other effective plants are Cestrum elegans,

which covers a tall pillar up to the gallery ; and

Buddleia asiatica, close by on another . pillar,

having long, feathery branches of its sweetly

scented flowers.

Forced Shrubs make a good show at present,

large bushes l>eing lifted and stood in the

house, v.here they flower freely. These include

Pyrus floribunda, P. Schiedeckeri, and P. spec-

tabilis ; \vhile the yeHow flowers of For-

sythia intermedia show up well against the

foliage in this house. W. U.
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SOME FLOWERS OF WINTER.V
THE, BLUE WENl

By Arthur

• And tlicii I gatliPr'd ruslios, and began

Tci woavi- a garland for yuu, intertwined

Willi violets, liepatieas, primroses.

And. coy Anemone, that ne'er uncloses

Her lips until they're blown on by the wind."

—H. Smyth (" Aniar%-nthns," page 46).

Somewhere about thi-

eve of St. .Agnes, unless

Winter is abroad| on his

iev ch.iriot ("w4iicli was
uiil the case this year,

for on January 20 the

outdoor thermometer

stood at 51° Fahr., a

vivid contrast "t-j Keats'

description :

" the frost-wind blows,

Like Love's alarum, pattering thesharp sli et

-\gainst the window panes.")

comes Anemone blaiula, fair herald uf the e.^piisite

race of herba vciili, tentatively thrusting its brown

stems and tightly folded leaves through the dark

earth. X few mild and gentle days with a fresh

western \nnd blowing from great spaces suffice

to bring up hosts of dark ca;rulean buds that open

suddenly with the first gold sunlight into a bevy of

breathless beauties which seem in as big a hurry

lo say " Mc void " as was Louis XVL Of him Lord

.Morley relates that when, after his flight from

Paris, he was captured and interned at the Tuileries,

the poor man was fetched out of bed every night

almost as soon as he had got into it by the mob
which, suspicious of fresh escape, assembled before

the palace windows and demanded to see him.

The hapless King, yielding to necessity, got out of

bed, slipped on his dressing-gowp, put on tlie

night cap of Libejty, and, popping his jiead out of

the window, cried, " Mc void, ciloycns." Where-

upon the crowd went home cimtent ! In gardens

less exposed than mine to the battle of the elements

this lovely child of the undulating hills of Greece

is sometimes in bloom by Christmas, but in

Worcestershire, though it is a true iiower of

liicmale Icmpus, February and early March are the

months in which its blossoms usually delight ns

most. Unlike the Winter .Aconite, this blue

(Grecian .Anemone cannot claim to be an old in-

habitant of British gardens, for my edition of

" Johnson " (1869) has no Icnowledge of it, which is

not perhaps remarkable, seeing that it was only

discovered by the famous scientist - traveller

Kotschyin 1853. He brought it to Vienna, where

it was named blanda (fair) by Schott, then Director

of the Imperial Gardens at Schcenbriiun. The
llowers of Kotschy's specimens were white svitli a

blue rim, and there is some doubt as to the region

of Asia Miaor in which they were found. Thanks,

however, to the fact that it is a free seeder, it did

not long remain a rare plant, and as it varies much
from seed, many beautiful forms have been raised.

I e.xpect that the deep blue variety known as

Ingramii—one of the most richly lined of blue

spring flowers—was a chance seedling raised at

Belvoir, but perhaps Mr. W. H. Divers, if he sees

these notes, can tell me whether it originated in

this way, or if it was selected from among imported

tubers by the late Mr. Ingram. I have never seen

the late Mr, James Allen's seedling Florizel,

tliough, if my memory serves me aright, Mr. S.

.Arnott spoke very highly of it some years ago, and

EK \V1N1)EH)\VEH.

K. GOODVVI.N.

I should like lo know if it still ni.ikrs a home in

his garden.

Curiously enongh, Mr. .Mien used to complain

that .Anemone blanda died nut with Iiim. In my
garden, on the contrary, it seeds freely, more_

particularly the Scythian variety (scythinica),

which is perhaps one of the loveliest plants that

It is possible to grow in our changeable spring

cliriiate. My stock came originally from Max
Leirhtlin, and was bouglit after seeing the trulv

9r3

It seems evident that this Scyllihin icnu <jf A.

lil.inda is a very old plant indeed, although British

gardens have only become acquainted with it

recently. It is a well-marked form and does not

show signs of having undergone selection. With

me seedlings show little, if any, variation from the

Ivpe, and they always exhibit the marked charac-

teristic of flowering several weeks after the ordinary

f.irms of .Anemone blanda. It is, too, somewhat

dwarfer in habit, and the flowers have a sym-

metrical roundness that distinguishes them from

those of the type.

By" the wav, the Scythians were an ancient

nomadic race who are reputed to be the discoverers

of that commodity which has vanished from our

ken since the Foo^ Controller took it in hand

—

butter. Herodotus, who tells many stories of th?

customs of this race, had evidently heard a vague

ONE OF THE LOVELIEST PL.^NTS IX OUR CH.'VNGEABLE CLIM.VTE :

BL.-\.XD-\ SCYTHIN"IC.\. (From a drmeiitg by £. A. Bnwhs.)

.\NEMONE

exquisite coloured plate of this variety in The
(i.\RDES' for October ~, iRgq, wliere, however, its

name is wrimgly given as cypriana. " Nicholson "

,gives the date of its introduction as 1895, and its

habitat as Northern Kurdistan. Evidently Max
Leichtlin did not agree (as Mr. Bowles declares)

that scythinica and cypriana are synonymous,

for in _the same volume of The Garden in which

the coloured plate appears he tells us that

" .Anemone blanda var. cypiiana occurs with blue,

white and reddish flowers on the island of Cyprus.

It is the worst f«rm. Just opposite Cyprus, on

the mainland and stretching into .Asia Minor, a

better and deeper coloured form is found, best

represented by .A. blanda var. scythinica." Prob-

ablv the distinction is so slight as to be 5 purely

geographical one, and I see that Kew treats

cvpriana merelv as a synonym of seythiniea.

report of their mode of treating the milk of inares ;

for he says they made their slaves "sit round the

hollow wooden milk vessels and swing them round

and round ; the stuff that rises to the top is

skimmed, and considered more valuable than what

sinks to the bottom." Hippocrates gives more

details about the process. " The ScythiafIS,"

he says, " pour mares' milk into wooden vessels,

whicli they then shake ; thereby the parts are

separated, and the fat, which they call houlyron,

being light, swims at the top, while the lieavier

portion, sinking to the bottom, is taken out, dried

and thickened, and is then called horse-cheese;

in the middle is the whey."

All of which remarks, dear reader, arc very

desultory, and the connecting link between them

and the Scythian Anemone very faint indeed.

.Anemone blanda is a free seeder, and in a l>atch
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of seedlings there is much variation, some being

ragged in sepal and washy in colour, though even

these are not to he despised for naturalising.

The Scythian form breeds absolutely true with me,

and among my seedlings I have never seen signs

I if a rose-coloured form that Mr. Bowles mentions

in " My Garden in Spring." This must be very

lovely indeed, and I should much like to see it.

The seed of Anemone blanda is tightly packed on

drooping, globular heads that are usually concealed

by the leaves, and never ripens in the accepted

term of the word. It turns from light green to

yellowish and then sheds very quickly.' As it is

too small to collect from the ground when once

it has fallen, I try to catch it at the psychological

moment that it is going to scatter, when I nip

off the liead, rub it gently between my hands, and

tlien sow the seeds immediately, about 2 inches

to 3 inches deep, wherever I wish a group of plants

to appear. In the third year most of the seedlings

will bear one flower ; they may then be selected and

removed to a permanent position if loo crowded.

It is astounding how wise the old Greeks were in

their chi>ice of plant names, and, as in the case of

the Anemone, our ancestors, following the Romans
(the Greek language was but little understood

in Western Europe till the conquest of Con-

stantinople by a people of a different religion

drove the Greeks into Italy), adopted them, and in

this way they became almost part and parcel of

our own language.

Worcestershire was famous for " Anemonies

"

in Parkinson's time, for does he not tell us that he

obtained one of the varieties in his collection

("the great double blush") "by the gift of Mr.

Humfrey Packington of Worcestershire Esquire, at

Harvington," which is but a short distance from

Kidderminster. The Packington family still live

in the neighbourhood, but I know not if they still

grow "Anemonies." At any rate, I hope to live

hmg enough to plant them (but especially Aneinone

blanda) by hundreds in my Oak wood, and then,

when the gentle west wind stirs into restless beauty

the myriads of flowers, no scene from the Arabian

Nights will be able to vie with their kaleidoscopic

hues of blue—sapphire, sky and porcelain—and
every spring I shall fancy myself, like John Bunyan
of old, "entering into the country of Beulah."

THE DUMP BEAUTIFUL.-Ill

OF
plants that may be suc;cessfully

i dumped, in the strict literal sense,

I
various individuals' of the bulbous

and rhizomatous tribes are easily

first. Take a barrowload of Wood
Hyacinths, for instance, or of the nearly allied

Muscari, tip them out on fairly soft and penetrable

Kr<iund, give them a kick or two to secure a thin

and even distribution, then leave them to their own
devices and give tlifm their own time. First they

will turn green, like exposed Potatoes, and when
sprouting time comes they will strike root in the

soil, into which they will sink further year by year,

as they renovate themselves, till they reach the

depth natural to the species, where they will remain

in a state of stable equilibrium. Many other

of the more common and hardy bulbs, corms and

tubers—such as Snowdrops, Crocuses and Winter-

Aconites—may be dumped in the same way,

(hough such Spartan treatment is not recommended
where proper planting is possible. I should not be

afraid to try it with certain Dalfodils, but I am

liiiit

\ TLOURISHING CLUMP OF
CVCLAMINEUS)

THE CYCLAMEN DAFFODIL
PLANTED IN THE DELL.

afraid it would not answer with any varieties o(

Tulip known to me. Tulips do not lend themselves

to dumping, which mav be the reason that there

are so few in the Dell. A few there are, sporadic

colonies for the most part of sylvcstris and retro-

Hexa, but only a few. And I am glad of it. Not

that I undervalue the Tulip. 1 love it, and in tin-

season think tlicre is no other flower. But in the

Dell it has an alien look. The shady seclusion of the

place does not suit with its flamboyant splendour.

It sccmS to demand something there which it does

not find—more sky perhaps. One evening as we
sauntered in the garden, smoking the digestive

pipe, amid serried ranks of Darwins, I asked the

Squire where he would put a few hundred Farn-

lombe Sanders if he had them to dump ; to which

he replied that he would put them in the Dell, on

the flat by the brook, behind the clump of Lastrea

—

but no, on second thoughts he would put them
further up the slope in front of the Purple

Filbert—no, nor there neither—^he would be

hanged if he knew where he would put them

—

where should I ?

" Certainly n o t

in the Dell,''
said I. " I think

1 should plant

them up on the

open Down
among the
rabbits." To this

the rejoinder was

a n inarticulate

sound which it

would be uncivil

to call a grunt,

and which I have

learned to accept

as an expression

of grudging
assent. No ; the

Tulip is a Lily of

the Field, and re-

.quires a spacious

stage to deploy

i t s splendours.

Should I , by
bequest or other-

wise, ever come
to possess a

measureless
NARCISSUS

NARCISSUS CYCL.\M1NEUS CLEAN A.M->

STAINLKSS WITH THF-IR '^WINGS FOLDED
BACK."

steppe or rolling savanna, I shall use it to dump
my surplus Darwins, in the assurance that the

flowers will there be in tune with their environment
;

with a mere valley for one's portion, however,

there is nothing for the Tulips, I am afraid, but tin

parterre, or a bed in the formal garden, near thr

sundial. Anyhow, they play no great part in tin

Dell.

It the Tulips are few, the Daffodils in the dump
are many, though, of course, there are none of

those mammoth Aja.xes and Lcedsiis which oui-

sees at Birmingham. The Squire has no mone\

for the super-Daffodil in these times, so he says :

if he had any spare cash it should go rather for

cordon Nonsuches and Beurrcs. But if there are

in the Dell none of the more recent Daffodil miracles,

there are hosts of mid-Victorian obsoletes, like-

Emperor, Grandis, Stella and Barrii conspicuus.

In the main they flower well, but variously—best

where they catch the sun, and not at all where the

light is much obscured. The ordinary Daffodil

bulb is a tough subject, difficult to kill, and would,

I dare say, stand unceremonious dumping about

as well as the Wood Hyacinth, if you chose to take

that way with it ; though for myself I should

prefer to plant it with more or less care. Those in

the Dell are distributed with a picturesque hap-

hazardness which leads me to suspect this charming

geneial effect to have Ijcen obtained in the first

instance by skilfully-careless planting. In this

surmise I am confirmed by observing that certain

species or natural h.ybrids, such as pallidus praecox,

triandrus, Haworth's moschatus, and tenuior, kinds

that are not easily managed e\'erywhere, ha\H'

here found quarters so ideally congenial that these

must have been selected by someone familiar with

the tastes and habiirs of the tribe. Clearly they were

placed where they are by some affectionate hand

possessed of the fiower touch ; which hand, 1

suspect, was the Squire's very own ; though when

I suggest this in a tentative fashion, his only reply

is a Sphinx smile and a request that I would mind

my ovra business—that he has enough to occupy

bis attention in his Mangels and -'Uran Chiefs,
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without messing about with Daffodils. He has

iilmitted, however, that a flourishing ckimp of the

I vclamen Daffodil which I found flowering lavishly

mh the lee side of a Penzance Briar is a "fake."

They were a parcel he had one season from Barr

.ind Sons ; but before they could be planted in the

rockwork for which they were intended, a young
lellow (their staying in the house, but since gone to

I'ianders) bagged the lot and planted them in the

Dell. " And have they not done well !
" said

the Squire, witli enthusiasm. " Each spring, when
the little beggars come up through the black earth,

looking so clean and stainless, with their little

wings folded back, they look like—by Jove, they

just look like—what do they look like ? " " Young
.Mercuries, new-lighted on a Heaven-kissing hill,"

1 suggest. " Ves," he agrees, " or little souls at

the Resurrection." So.misrs.

Notes on Shallots

THIS is one of the earliest nf crops to

engage the attention of the horticulturist.

In fact, as soon as the ground becomes

ready—that is, in a workable condition

—

planting need not be delayed. From now
Minvards the majority of the bulbs will have a

Icudency to start into growth, unless they arc being

>tored under absolutely ideal conditions. That
111 itself is sufficient indication that it is time they

were planted, so that there is nothing gained by
pnstponing the work for a single day.- Rather
i;ct it done and relieve the pressure at a later date.

Shallots arc grown chiefly for piclding purposes,

althoiigh in a season like the past, when Onions
were scarce, they make a good substitute. Like

the majority of crops they pay for liberal cultiva-

tion, and, like their near relative the Onion, may
1 ic successfully grown on the same site for a niunber
.it years. By reason of their small amount of

.growth they are admirably suited for intercropping.

Last season we had a long but narrow border

planted with Spring Cabbage, 2 feet between
the rows, and planted the Shallots between them
in a single row at 6 inches apart, pressing

t hem into the soil. Here they did remarkably well,

the two making a very pretty combination. The
Sliallots when lifted made way for Early Savoy
I abbage, and the Cabbage for Carrots. In some
parts of the country where a piece of ground is set

.ipart for their culture, deep drills are drawn
I foot apart and the bulbs planted on the crest

nt the ridges formed, and, as the offsets swell,

I he loose earth falls awity, leaving thi' bulbs

exposed to ripen better.

t'ola. L. B.

Cauliflowers and Broccoli
A LTHOUGH every person with ordinarv

/% observing powers must be well acquainted

/ % witli these two similar vegetables,

^^^^k neither of them are properly under-
^ * stood or managed by the cidtivator.

.\s a rule, with the average gardener the Cauli-

flower and Broccoli season is limited to a few weeks

towards the end of the year, perhaps from the end of

August to the end of October or November ; whereas

there is every possibility of a continuous, supply
^'.^ of either vegetable all the year round with hardly

a break, beginning with the very small and early

Cauliflowers in June and July or earlier, and ending

in tlie .\pril and May of the following year with the

latest Broccoli. Very few people trouble to

grow these subjects in succession by sowing

seeds of several varieties tliat are calculated to

follow one another in order of maturity. This

is a very easy matter, too, because tlie seeds of all

kinds, excepting those of the early and second-

early Cauliflowers, may be sown outdoors about

the same time, or at least dimng the period that

extends between March and June. The early

Cauliflowers are sown either outdoors in autumn
and transplanted into frames to stand the winter

and to be ready for planting in spring, or in heat

under glass dtu'ing the lirst couple of months

in the year.

In order to show how a perfect succession of

Caidiflowers and Broccoli may be maintained

throughout the year, I give an outline of procedure

which can be followed by the smallest gardener.

Seeds of such varieties as Early Snowball,

Early London, Early Erfurt and Early Bird should

be sown, as above described, either in autumn or

under glass in spring ; the heads should be ready

to cut in Jtme and must be gathered immediately

they are formed, as they will not stand the heat

of summer.

In March a sowing of VValcheren iin a warm site

outdoors, or better still in a frame, should be

made. These will afford a supply in early autuum :

but as there is a gap between these and the earlier

kinds, it will be found profitable to sow some of the

seeds of the same variety in heat under glass in

February or earlier, which, planted out as soon

as favourable weather arrives, will come into use

when the very early sorts are exhausted. Seeds

of Walcheren can with ads'antage also be sown

during April, as well "as those of Autumn Mammotli
and Veitch's Autumn Giant, which will continue

the Cauliflower season well into October and

November.

Cauliflowers, ho\ve\er, an' essentially summer
and early autumii subjects, and it is left to the

Broccoli to complete the circle during that part

of the year from the beginning of September to

June, when the early Cauliflowers again take up

the succession.

From March to Uic end of April any ol the

following varieties of Broccoli or similar sorts

may be _sown : Walcheren, Winter White,

Mammoth, Sutton's Christmas, Veitch's Self-

Protecting (a splendid Broccoli), Penzance, Autumn
Protecting, Christmas Purple Sprouting. These

mature during September right to the end of

December. Then, sown in April and May, the

following will be ready for cutting from December

to April : Knight's Protecting, Eastertide, Late

White, Adam's Early, Leamington, Matchless,

Vanguard, Safeguard, Purple and White Sprouting.

The latest (or perhaps one ought to say the

earliest) supply is afforded by sowing seeds in

.\pril and May of such varieties as Eclipse, Model,

Champion, Late Oueen, .-Vpril Queen, May Queer.,

Satisfaction, Perfection, May Giant and Last of All.

A few seeds of one or two of the varieties in each

section of both Cauliflowers and Broccoli will

provide sufficient plants to give an almost con-

tinuous succession of the most delicate vegetables

we possess.

Cauliflowers especially and Broccoli require

a fairly stiff soil exceedingly well drained and

thoroughly dug, and a substantial application

of stable manure is a necessity for the production

nf good, sound heads. During winter the soil

should be ridged and allowed to become thoroughly

impregnated with frost. Manure should be dis-

tributed evenly throughout the entire depth of

the earth, and at planting-time a sprinlding of

sulphate of potash or a good bone manure will

give the plants an excellent start. Super-

phosphate or sulphate of ammonia may be given

sparingly when the heads begin to form.

The seed-bed, under glass or outside, must be

ricJt and friable, and the maintenance of equable

moisture is essential. Seeds iiiusi be sown thinly

or the seedlings be tliinned vi'ry early, fnv ovri-

crowding is fatal.

Cauliflowers can appreciate a well-consolidated

soil, but the land that has to support Broccoli

during severe winter weather must receive

additional attention in this direction and be made
very firm at planting-time. The hoe should not be

used too deeply. Water, clear and manurial, is

essential throughout growth.

Protection is a strong factor in the culture of

these vegetables, not only in winter, but in summer.

Protection from the sim at all times when the head

has begun to form is very important,, and the action

of frost, snow and rain must also be circumvented.

The protective means to be adopted are various,

the simplest being to bend the long outer leaves

. inwards over the heads ; or the leaves may be

caught up and tied or sewn loosely at the points

—

both methods effectually excluding rain, frost cir

sun. Bracken, branches, itc., may also be placed

over the heads ; and the plant may be lifted

when the head has developed and be hung up 141

a frost-proof building until wanted for use. Again,

a spade may be inserted in the soil under the

roots, the plant bent over towards the north, and

soil heaped over the stem ; indeed, the drawing

of soil around the roots and stem gives a decided

advantage to growth'and as protection.

Choice of suitable varieties will be the outcome

of experience alone, and the gardener who grows

several sorts during the year will soon discover

those that suit his soil and environment to

perfection.

Sidcup, Kent. H. A. Day.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines started last month will now be well on
the move, and should be gone over and carefully

disbudded. Remove all useless shoots, leaving

one or two for fruiting on each spur, accordmg
to the quantity of space to fill. Keep the night

temperatm-c about 60^ to 65°, with a suitable

rise by day.- Do not overcharge the house with
moisture, especially in low structm-es. Muscats
will require a little more heat than Hamburghs
to set the flowers, and need extra care as regards

fertilisation ; but if the roots are healthy and the

Vines in good condition, with reasonable attention

the bunches should set satisfactorily. Carefully

examine, all the borders when the new shoots arc

several inches long, and sliould water be required,

use this in a tepid state. Vines in late houses
where fire-heat is not to be used should be kept
well ventilated till the Imds begin to move
naturally ; then tlie best nmst be done with the

sun-heat.

Peaches.—.\tleiid to disbudding when the new
shoots have made a good start. This important
operation must be done with great care and fore-

thought, and should not be dealt with too severely

at one time. I usually go over our trees three

times, reducing the shoots where they are too thick
_

till enough have been removed. Do not overlook

the roots, but at this early stage avoid a too wet
and sodden border.

Figs.—These may be satisfactorily planted

till rather late, both under glass and outside.

The borders should be tiioroughly prepared and
well drauied, and the compost be sweet, with

ample old brick mortar added. When filling up
the borders, let the soil be well firmed and not

too rich. Brown Tm'key is one of the best both

for inside and outside,- but there are other very

good Figs deserving of room, and for quality they

are excellent.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting.—All anears of planting should be

hastened, as the buds are fast on the move. ShoiUd
the trees arrive in too dry a state, take every, care

to thoroughly soak both the roots and the branches

for several 'hours prior to planting the trees.

and if planting must be done when the ground is

rather wet, put plenty of fine dry soil among the

fibrous roots.

Nuts.—If not already done, these should be

inuned. Spur back all side shoots not required,

and cndc.u'our to ke^ the main stems well clothed

with twisigv, fruitful shoots. Leave ample catkins
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for fcrliliiing lln- Liny pink llo^veri?, and leiiiove
all suckers and ill-ripened coarse growth. Both
Filberts and Cobnuts might be grown satisfactorily
on laud that would not suit fruit trees, provided
the drainage is good and the soil not too heavy.

The Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—Sow Peas of the IMarrowfat type on
snug borders, and if the seeds are good they should
germinate satisfactorily. The dwarf varieties are
the best for snug borders ; the taller kinds should
be gi\(:n a more open position.

Tomatoes.—Attend to pricking off seedlings
as soon as the\* are ready, and repot the more
advanced plants, keephig them near the glass
and thinlv set out on the lieds to encourage sturdy
growth.

Lettuce, both in the frames autl plants raised
Ironi seed sown in heat, should lie given every
attention to encourage growth. The same remarks
apply to Cauliflowers.

Celery,—Make a sowing of seed in pans or

:i2-sized pots well drained and tilled with sweet
soil. A good white and a pink
variety will suffice for this sowing.

Artichokes.—Lift and store the
best tubers before new growth
comnrenres, and plant the seed
when the laud is in a suitable
state ; also take up the remainder
of the Parsnips, Chicory and
Salsify, and lay them in trenches
to be in readiness for use.

Shallots.—The cloves should
be planted -t

inches apart in good
rich, well-manured soil in rows
.about S inches apart. Do not bury
the cloves too deeply.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Ear.l of Strallord.)

Wrolluim Park, Darnel.

FOR NOHTHEHN GAliDENS
The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Peas.—A sowing siiouid

n«iw be made in the open break.
The Pilot or Senatoi' will give
satisfaction. If available, a dash
of wood-ashes in the drills will

prove of value to the crcjp. The
drills should be flat -bottomed.

Sowing Onions. — The earlier

spring-sown Onions are got in, the
less is the risk from the dreaded
Onion fly. P'ork o\er the gi'ound
and smooth it eillier with the fork
or rake. The drills should be
shallow and 12 inches or 13 inches .

apart. Sow the seed rather thinly
and co\-er lightly. Bedfc'rdshire
Champion and James' Keeping are
good varieties for present sowing.

Sowing Spinach.—.A sowing of
Spinach should now be made be-
tween the rows of early Peas to
utilise space. This crop is often
sown far too thickly. Victoria
Kound is an excellent variety,
("live the autumn-sown batch a
dressing of soot or fowl-maniure,
and run the Dutch hop through
tjie crop, hand-weeding in the rows
it necessary.

Sowing Early Carrots.—.A sow-
ing of Early Horn should now be •

j
made in the opQU border to succeed
those sown in a frame.

Sowing Parsley.—Unless sufli-
I ient has been sown tuider glass, a ' sowing ol
Paisley should now be made, seeing the seed takes
about six weeks to germinate. Sow in drills
15 inches apart. There arc manv good varieties
on the market, but Dobbie's Exhibition is unex-
celled, and is widely gr-own both North and South.

The Flower Garden.

Sowing Half-Hardy Annuals.—With a tew
exceptions half-hardy annuals should be sown
i)i boxes of light soil in gentle heat within the next
fortnight. Press the soil moderately firm, make
the surface smooth, and water with a fine rose
an hour prior to sowing the seed. Co%-er with
sheets of newspaper until germination takes place.
If water is recjuired in the interval, sprinkle it

o\er the' paper. The following are a few of the
best of the class : Ten-week Stocks, Stock-flowered
J.arkspms, Ncmesias, Sweet Scabious, Asters,
Brachycome ibcridifolia {Swan Ri\-er Daisy),

Diauthus Heddewigii, Phlox Drunuuondii and
Chrysanthcuinm inodorum Bridal Robe.
Propagating Dahlias.—Stock roots which were

placed in heat some time ago will now begin to
furnish cuttings. These should be taken when
from 2 inches to 3 inches long, and inserted in
sandy soil in bottom-heat.

Plants Under Glass.

Potting Seedling Cyclamens.—Seedlings result-
ing from secil sown in jians last .August will -now
be ready to pot oft nito 2 '-inch pots. Lift the
tiny seedlings very carefulfy with the aid of .1

svoodcn label, as their few fleshy roots arc casih-
injured, being ver\ brittle. Use a compost of
loam, leaf-mould and sand in equal proportions.
When finished, fhe small <-orm should not be moic-
than half buried in the soil. Ample drainage and
light potting are essential to success. Lightlv

' spray the plants twice daily, and be careful to
shade front bright sunshine.

Some Desirable Annuals.—The following
annuals will be fotind useful for conservatory
decoration, and should be sown now- : Sutton's

seed-pan and a compost of loam, peat, leaf-mould
and sand. The seed, being very fine, should not
be covered. Cover the pan with a sheet of glass
and shade till germination takes place.

Starting Caladiums.—Shake out the tubers,
pot up into small pots, and start in brisk bottom-
heat. Put some peat and charcoal into the
compost. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Uruviii/ichl Guldens, Davidson's Maim, Midloikian.

!!as*s?afeis«aiv.i»f-:„ni

IS C.\XTAB, A BEAUTIFUL CHANCE SEEDLING
(First-Class Cerlifxate.) '

,

Pour-Coloured Maize.—^This is a gr'eat improve-
ment on the ordinary variegated Maize, and is
well worth growing. Ricinus Gibsonii is much
more attractive than the Castor Oil Plaiit of
lommercc, Ricimis communis. Kochia tricho-
ph>lla (Summer Cypress), if sown in gentle heat
.and grown in a cold frame during the summer,
makes a brave show in the conservatory in autuum.
Torenia Fouruieri is a very attractive little annual.
It requires a vvarm house and a light soil, and
'should be flowered in .|-inch pots singly, or several
may be grown in a hanging basket.

Saintpaulia ionantha.—This attractive little
stove plant, with its rosette of fleshy, downv leaves
and blue flowers, should receive treatinsnt' similar
to that accorded to the Gloxinia, with rather
less room.

Sowing Gloxinias.—It is well to sow a pinch
of seed at least biennially. It should be sown
in a brisk temperature without delay. Use a

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
FlRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Iris Cantab.—This lovely blue reticulata foi ni

had lucviijusly received an award of merit, and
now, after trial and admitted worth, justly pro-

ceeds to the higher- honour of an " l-'.C.C." An'
exquisitely beautiful plant per Sf, it possesses a

splendid constitution, and is one all hardy plant

lovers should glow. .\ glorious

panful in grand cojidition was
shown by Mr. F. Herbert Chap-
man, Rye.

HamameliS 'mollis.—It is re-

markable that this fine Witch
Hazel has not received recognition

before. The starry petals are of

rich golden colour, in sharp con-

trp.it to the brown of the bark.

.\. lovely hardy shrub. From
-Messrs. R. Vcitch and Son,

Exeter.

Cypripedium Eurybiades
variety Shilliana.—This is another
ol the remarkable Eurybiades set

to Nvhich The Baroness—awarded
in • F.C.C." on January 29 last

—

belongs. The exceptional petal

expanse, so marked a feature of

The Baroness, is lacking in the

above named ; in lieu of it, breadth

has been proportionately increased.

In the variety Shilliana the dorsal

sepal is larger and more orbicular,

while the foliage is of even greater

vigour. Undoubtedly these magnifi-

cent forms -will play a great part

in the future of a race they ennoble

in the highest degree. Shown by
Mr. J. E. Shill, The Dell Gardens,

Englefield Green.

Cymbidium Alexanderi album.
.\ loiely and chaste form, the

only pure white, indeed, at pre-

sent known. As such it is more
than welcome, and will be greatly*

sought after. Apart from purity,

the variety has all the good at-

tributes of the type to which it

belongs. Quite an acquisition.

From Messrs. J, and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge.

Odontioda Memoria F. M.
Ogilvie.—The raceme bore ten

fully developed Jlowcrs with pointed tips,

coloured a reddish tlouded maroon. The lifi

is a shade of • rose pink, with gold crest. X
remarkably beautiful and distinct plant. Shown
by Mrs. Ogilvie.

A\^ARDS OF MERIT.

Freesia Chapmanii aurantiaca.-.\ lovely

rich golden form, the lower petals coloured a

deep orange.

Freesia Sweet Lavender.— rite most distinct

of its race ; its flowers are coloured a soft lilac

blue. They have a slight perfume, which will

add to the exquisite charm of a new, decided and

much-needed colour shade. These were shown by
the raiser, Mr. F. Herbert Chapman, Rye, Sussex.
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BEES
AS a bee-keeper of some experience I

f\ have been much interested in the

/ % articles which have recently appeared

J \ in The Garden on " Honey Produc-
^ ^tion." The results which have been

recorded by " E. B." and Mr. Bigg-Wither are

extremely interesting, especially to experienced

bee-keepers ; but there is a danger attached to

them. This is of novices starting bee-keeping

and expecting to get the same results ; and,

not getting them and being disappointed, throw-

ing up bee-keeping and saying it " doesn't pay."

Now, I am not a pessimist—-I am a confirmed

optimist—and my object in writing this is to try

to prevent beginners at bee-keeping becoming
pessimists.

The late W. Broughton Carr, one of the greatest

bee-keepers who has ever lived, had a famous
saying which, if every would-be bee-keeper bore

in mind, would result in far less failures
^.,

than there are at present. It was :
" Bees

do nothing invariably." I have another

one :
" Expect nothing and you may get

something." Thus, though it is possible

for your bees to produce 3oolb. of surplus

honey a year, it is also possible (though

highly improbable) for them not to pro

duce 31b. This all probably sounds very

pessimistic, but I believe in looking at

the pros and cons of every investment

as fairly and squarely as possible. So
far I have looked only at the cons. Now
for the pros.

I can confidently make the statement

that no other livestock, considering the

initial outlay, the space occupied, and
the labour entailed, is so profitable. It

should be remembered that the initial

outlay is the only one, for it is not neces-

sary to provide any food other than the

honey produced by the bees themselves.

The risk is extremely small, and a novice

should, with reasonable management, in

an average honey district obtain at least

an average of Jcwt. annually. Honey is

now fetching up to 2s. per lb. on the

market. But, most important of all,

honey is superior to sugar for every pur-

pose ; and who shall state the value of

sugar ? In food value lib. of honey
equals sixteen eggs, .-^s a medicine and
speedy remedy for throat, chest and lung

troubles it has been used for generations.

In addition to this, consider the impor-

tance of the fertilisation of fruit and
the increased crops ; and, last but not

least, bee-keeping is an absorbingly inter-

esting subject. This being the case, I

think I can reasonably say that the pros

a hundred times outweigh the cons.

If by this I have shown would-be

bee-keepers that a hive of bees is not a

mine in the back garden," but a thoroughly sound,
practicable and profitable investment, I shall have
done what I set out to do.

Archibald G. Kimpton.
(Assistant Hon. Secretary, Barnet and District

Bee-keepers' Association.)

[We quite concur with our correspondent's

remarks on the subject of big " takes " of honey.
The article referred to was written just to show
what bees, under exceptional conditions, are

capable of doing. Such a surplus of over soolb.

from a single colony is not likely to occur more
than once in a lifetime to a bee-keeper in this

country, if at all. But as our correspondent
truly says, bee-keeping, properly understood, is

a thoroughly profitable industry, without taking

into consideration these exceptional " takes."

Our own average per colony during twelve years

of bee-keeping works out at nearly jolb. from an

apiary consisting of about a dozen hives, spring

count. Few, if any, of the minor rural industries

in this country give such a good return for the

capital expended. Bee-keeping, besides being

profitable, is a most fascinating pursuit, and one

at which the most experienced is always learning.

—L. B.-W.l

Liability for Blown Tree

1

S a tenant of a house and garden liable for

damage caused to his neighbour by the fall

of a tree growing in the garden ? Such a

case has just been decided in favour of non-

liability, but, of course, circumstances alter

cases. In this case the tenant had been in posses-

sion for seven years, so he could not say that

the trees being presumably of one age, the others

were probably dangerous also and needing atten-

tion. In any case the two accidents were of

different natures, for, while the first tree was up-
root'ed, what happened on the second occasion

was that the top part of the tree was snapped off

and fell on the plaintiff's stable. Indeed, the

very fact that the first tree refused to break and
was uprooted was evidence, at least of a kind,

to show that it was not decayed.

The plaintiff asserted three grounds on which
he ought to obtain damages. First, he said the
tree was a nuisance—this meant that it was
overhanging his property—and that he had
complained and had asked that it be lopped.
The overhanging had really nothing to do with it,

and, as to the complaint, that does not prove
danger, and, besides, the only complaint ever
made had been of inconvenience gnd not danger.
Second, the plaintiff put his claim on "trespass,"
meaning the intrusion of the tree, on its fall,

into his property
; but in law that will

not avail unless the other party caused
it to fall. That brings us to the third

ground, namely, negligence. If the

plaintiff had shown that the tenant had
had fair notice' or warning of danger
and had omitted to take precautions,

liability would, no doubt, have been
established

; but, on the facts which we
have stated, it was decided that negli-

gence had not been proved, and so the

plaintiff is left without redress for the

damage.

The amount involved was £28 lis.

lod. That was the figure put on it by
the County Court judge. He decided
in favour of the plaintiff. A Divisional

Court of two judges was divided, and
so the judgment stood. But the tenant
carried the case to the Court of Appeal,
where he won unanimously. The
cost of the litigation must be many
times that of the damage caused by
the fallen tree.

THE CHINESE WITCH HAZEL (h.^MAMELIS MOLLIS).

(First-Class Certificate.)

' gold he had had no time to notice things and to take

steps to avert any impending danger. Obviously
a tenant who entered yesterday could not, in

ordinary circumstances, be held liable. The
tree which fell was one of a row of Poplars, and it

was not the first of them which had fallen. Three

months earlier another of the row had been up-

rooted by a gale and had fallen across the boundary
wall, but no claim had been made on that account

.

The incident was, however, founded on as show-
ing that the tenant was, .or ought to have been,

put on his guard. But, then, the plaintiff brought

no evidence to show whether that first tree was
sound or unsound. The point of this, no doubt, is

that if it had been proved to have exhibited

decay, there would have been an inference that.

BOOKS
The Cultivation of Allotments.*—

We have been interested in perusing this

little book, though we do not agree with
anything like aU of it. Some of the
statements in it are rather startling,

it is true ; we should, for instance, be
very sorry if four plants of Vegetable
Marrows ofily gave us a total of 2olb.

of fruit. Why, that is only 51b. of fruit

each. Again, one row 16J feet long (and

presumably 2 feet wide) only gave 281b.

of Golden Wonder Potatoes, according

to these authors. Assuming that the

sets were ij feet apart, that is only

a little over lib. per root. We do not think

that the table on page 18, though representing

the actual yields from a lo-rod allotment, should

be taken as an " average yield table." Some
of the named varieties of vegetables, we must
confess, we have never yet heard of, so it is difficult

to speak on their merits. Well-tried and well-

known sorts would be safer for new hands on th^

land. The section on " Vegetable Garden Pests"
is rather clumsy, and could be considerably

improved upon. What is the object, save an
entomological one, in differentiating between
flies and insects ? If strict alphabetical order

• " The Cultivation of Allotments," by Peioy Blford,
.M.A.. and Samuel Hcaton, F.U.H.S. (Clarendon Press
Oxford, 1917 ;

price !?d. net.)
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liad been followed in this section, as in the

former part of the book, we think the result

would hive been much more satisfactory.

S6CIETIES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Quite an enjoyable and interesting variety of

subjects were displayed at the meeting held on

February 1 2 . Hardy plants—alpines more par-

ticularly—were in considerable numbers, appearing

in force for the first time this year. They were

shown sensibly, too, for the most part in batches

a couple of dozen strong, and in fuU flower made
a goodly show. Exquisite Violets came from

Henfield and, while admirably grown, were equally

well displayed. High-class vegetables—more
important to-day ^han ever before—were attrac-

tively shown by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, who
staged a big collection. Some new Freesias from

Mr. Chapman marked a distinct advance. Orchids

abounded, many good things being shown. Five

new plants were honoured with first-class certifi-

cates, two others gaining awards of merit.

Hardy Plants.

In a delightful iQfc of alpines Messrs. R. Tucker and
Sons, Oxford, had beautiful groups of Saxifraga Grise-
bachii, S. Obristii (white), S. lilacina. S. Faldonside.
lovely pots of S. Irvlngii (quite a gem of the first water),
S. Kellereri, S. kewensis and others. S. Kocheliana was
also good.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, in addition to many interesting
alpines, had the pine white Rhododendron nioupinense,
R. mucronulatum (of carmine rose colour, from iManchuria),
and quite an interesting lot of Croci. of which C. aurea.
C. Balansse (golden), C. dalniatica (mauve) and C. Imperati
alba were tin; chief.

Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, also contributed
a pretty lot of Crocus species, together with Lenten Roses
and many good Saxifrages, notably Saxifraga Buiseriana
major, H. B. magnifiea and the yellow S. Paulina;.
Single lilac Primroses and I.onicera fragrantissima wtre

well sho\vn by Messrs. J. Cbeal and Sons, Crawley.
In a big gathering of alpines from Mr. G. Whitelegg

were finely displayed groups of Saxifraga Boydii alba,

S. Burseriana (good form), S. B. Gloria (in grand trim),

S. Rocheliana, S. apiculata alba and others. These,
each in batches of fifty or more, were a great attraction.*

From Messrs. Piper and Son, Bayswater, came a mixed
group of hardy things, alpines and shrubs, the display of
Cyclamen Coum in variety being very pretty. Juniperus
procumbens and J. pachyphylla were also noted.

Delightful in the extreme were the Violets from the
Misses Allen-Brown, Henfleld. Sussex, the lo\eIy stands
of Princess of Wales, Ni-apolitan, Colcroonan (a pale
lavender, good-growing Parma Violet) and White Czar
being some of the more notable. All demonstrated
excellent culture, the first named particularly.
An exquisite series of early bulbous Irises was shown

by Mr. F. Herbert Chapnmn, whose fine example of
I. Cantab gained a first-class certificate. (See " New and
Rare Plants.")

Greenhouse Plants.

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman, Rye, had several good
Freesias. (See " New and Rare Plants.")

Messrs. W. and J. Brown. Stamford, staged a group of
Primula malacoides alba plena. This variety gained an
award of merit last year.
From Messrs. H. B. May and Sons. Edmonton, came a

nice lot of Cotumnea magnifica in good form, also a fine

strain of Primula obconica grandiflora. Evergreen hardy
Ferns were jiarticularly well shown, ScoJopendrium
crispura grandis, S. ramo-digitatum and S. muricata
raultifidura being noted. Polystichura angulare divisi-

lobum plumosum was seen in good condition.
Messrs. Allwood Brothers, Haj-^vard's Heath, had

Carnation novelties in Nancy (an American sort of deep
Jolliffe pink shade) and in their seedling Malmaiaons,
which embraced yellow. blusH white, scarlet, and salmon
pink. One of blush white had the petals coloured a fiery

scarlet at the base. A fine contrast, we imagine it destined
for great popularity.

VE(-iETABI,E.S.

The exhibit of these from Messrs. Sutton and Sons.
Reading, was of a distinctly useftil and comprehensive
character, upwards of thirty sorts being staged in admir-
able condition. Quite prominent were su])trb bundles
of Prizetaker and Musselburgh Leeks. Groupings of
Christmas White. Superb White and Winter Mammoth
Broccolis.all of which weie clear and firm of curd, appeared
most tempting. Matchless Sprouts were particularly
good, the moderately large, firm buttons ideal for table
use. Such Onions as Long Keeping (Sutton's), Bedford-
shi'-e Champion, Crimson Globe, Ailsa Craig and Blood
Red were in e.xcellent condition ; while N^ew Year Savoy,
a model sort for small or large gardens. Kales of sorts.

Turnips and Carrots, each contributing their quota,
also demonstrated the rich variety of the vegetable garden
at tliis season.

Orchids.
These were freely shown. Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown, Tunbridge Wells, had many fine things, notably
Odontoglossums. of which O. Nora (light maroon witii

white chequered Up) was one of the most beautiful.

0. Doris and O. Aglaon were others of distinction. (Jdon-
tioda Royal Gem (old rose mauve coloured lip) was very
charming, if less conspicuous than O. Cereus, whose
brown, gold-tipped petals and lip rendered it very striking.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath,
showed many good things, none more rare than Vanda
teres alba, which had a three-flowered raceme of purest
white. Cattleya Percivaliana alba Charlesworth's Variety.
Odontoglossum Promerens and O. Carene were other
notable sorts.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons. Cheltenham, had some
beautiful Cypripediuras, of which Cupid, aureum virginale
and Helen II. var. Fascinator were the pick.

The finest plant from Messrs. J. and' A. McBean. Cooks-
bridge, was the pure white Cymbidium Alexander! alba
(?!ee •' New and Bare Plants "). their collection being al.so

rich in pink varieties of this excellent sort.

The most notable Items from Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co., Enfield, were a trio of Sophro-Cattleyf s—S.-C.
Thwaitesje. of almost Disa graridiflora coloiu: ; S.-C Saxa
and S.C. Doris, a very remarkable set.

In the lot from Mfssrs Sander and Sons, St. Albans,
Lycaste Skinncri Mrs. G. Hamilton Smith caught the
r-ye at once. The variety is of noble proportions and
well coloured.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSA LAXA FOR ROSES (H. Ji.).—This is a very

hardy stock for Roses, and is a native of Siberia. You
will find some notes upon it in The Garden for October 7,
1899.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CLEMATIS STOCK (0. ili'.).~ViticelIa stocks are used

for Clemati'i bicause shoots grafted upon the roots of
this species quickly make plants outdoors. Viticella
itself is not particularly prono to the die-back ; not perhaps
so prone as air the hybrids.

VIOLETS AND OTHER QUESTIONS (l^nwranins).—
The only way to lengthen the stalks of Violets Is to place
the plants in good, moist loamy soil, so tliat by acquiring
vigour the stalks will lengtlien automatically. Do not
jilant the Violets on a sheltered border facing south:
rather give them a north-west or a north exposure. If
planted in a position exposed to full sun they will probably
sutffT considerably from attacks by red spider. They
can be transplanted now, but a better time would be late

March. Divide them up rather small. Manure dug into
the ground is not likely to have an injurious ilfrct upon
the water in a tank 15 feet away. Tlir plants nccived
for identification are as follow : a, Hisiji ris niatrnnalis

;

B, Lilium eandidum ; c, leaves required ; v. Liycct^t^'ria

formosa.

FLOWER FOR NAME AND CULTURE (//. K.).~
The name of the flower sent is Laclienalia Xelsonii. Tlie
cultural requirements, commencing with the present time,
are : When the flowers are past, the plants should be
stood in a good light position on the greenhouse stage,
and be watered when necessary in order to perfect their
growth. Then, as a rule, towards the end of spring the
leaves will turn yellow. When this happens the water
must be discontinued, and tlie pots stood on a shelf
exposed to the sun. Left in this position till August. .

the soil will be quite parched up and the bulbs thoroughly
ripened. Then tliey must be sorted out from the soil

and repotted in some fresh compost. A suitable mixture
may be made of two parts loam to one part peat or leaf-

mould. \vith a little sand. In potting, the bulbs may be
grouped in various ways, a very desirable ,arrangement
being to put six or seven bulbs equidistant from each
other in a pot 5 inches in diameter. Tlie bulb should be
put at such a depth that the apex is about half an inch
below the surface of the soil. A little water should then
be given till the leaves make their appearance, when the
supply must be increased. A light position and a tempera-
ture of 45° to 55° are required during the winter. When
the pots are full of roots an occasional dose of liquid
manure will be beneficial. Aiigiist is the best time to
purchase the bulbs, as they can be s(*nt with little trouble,
and should be potted on receipt.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FIG SUCKERS TO PLANT IN A COOL HOUSE AND

OUTDOORS (War-time Gardener).—Setting that your
j>lants are as yet so small, your best way will be to pot
them into a slightly larger pot, say, a 6-inch one. usmg
fibrous turfy loam (broken into small pieces with the
hand), mixing with it a scattering of bone-meal (a small
handful to a gallon of soil). Shalce away most of the old
soil from the roots, replacing with the' new, pressing it

firmly oyer the roots, and giving them a good watering.
Replace in the cool house near the glass and grow them
there until the end of July, when they should be placed
outdoors in a warm, sunny place. They should then
be ready to plant in the autumn, one in the house
and one outside. Please remind us of this wlien
autunm comes round, and we will gladly help you further.

PRUNING OLD FILBERT AND COB NUT TREES
(F. />.).—The older the Nut trees are, the better the Nuts
and the heavier the cropping of the trees, so we do not
think your trees can be too old. Of all fruit trees the
Nut (Cob and Filbert) benefits the most by hard praning,
to which process your trees have evidently been strangers
for a long time. The first thing you have to do is to
grub up the suckers (the young growths which spring
from the roots of the trees). These are robbers and must
be got rid of. If the ground is hard and the suckers are
strong, the most expeditious way of clearing the groimd
of them is to first loosen the soil round the roots with a

pick, andthen pull them up, roots and all—rather a drastic
measure ; but the trees will suffer no injury. The twigs
(or suckers) will be found useful as stakes, or those having
roots may be used to form other plantations. Having
got rid of the suckers, your next business should be to
cut away the bottom growtli of branches from the main
divisions to a height of 16 inches from the ground. These
should be cut back close to the base from which they
spring, so that no fresh growth can start from their base.
The next thuig to do will be to prune the main divisions
of branches into which the trees liave been formed.
Probably the-se will be more or less of a thicket, needing
rather drastic pruning. Commence pruning by cutting
away any dead or dying branches tliere may be. The
next process will be to prune each main division or branch
This is done by simply cutting all the side shoots there
may be on them of last year's growth These cannot
be mistaken (they are the twigs or shoots of last summer's
growth). Let each of these be cut back to within two
buds of its base in the case of a weak shoot, and to within
three buds in the case of a stronger shoot. Tliis will cause
fruit-spurs to be formed at the base of each shoot. In
cutting these shoots back, bear in mind to cut to a bud
on the outside of the shoots. This will help the branches,
of the trees ultimately to grow ou1:Wards instead of
inwards. Finish the work by giving a good top-dress-
ing of well-rotted farmyard manure to the ground over
the roots of^the trees, and fork it in, afterwards keeping
the ground clear of weeds by hoeing. We do not think
the shrubbery will hurt the trees after letting this

daylight in.

iMISCELLANEOUS

.

HOW TO MAKE A WATERCRESS-BED (C. D.).—
Our correspondent says that he has a constant flow of

water and that his soil is heavy—two necessary items
to the successful construction of a Watercress-bed. We
suggest that the best way of forming a bed would be on
one side of the stream and running parallel with it. You
do not say how large a bed you wish to have. This you'
must determine for yourself. Having decided on the
size of your bed, dig it up one spit deep, using the heaviest

of the soil to bank up the sides and ends of your bed
to a height of 6 inches higher than the-levei of the stream.
The bulk of the remaining heavy soil should be wheeled
away in order to secure a depth of water in the bed of
at least 10 inches. The lightest of the soil may remain
in the bottom, mixing with it some ordinary garden soil

and well-rotted farmyard manure, digging over and
mixing the whole togetlier. A good time to plant the
Watercress is early in March. Plant the cuttings in

"rows, the rows to be 1 foot apart and the cuttings 8 inches

asunder in the rows. The cuttings should be 6 inches

long, divesting each of its bottom leaves to a depth
of 3 inches before planting. The best way of planting
the cuttings is to rake the surface of the soil over on a

dry day after it has beer dug up, then to stretch a
line across the ground where the rows are to be, and plant
to the line. Let the cuttings be, inserted in the soil

3 inches deep in holes formed by a dibber made of a piece

of pointed wood, pressing the soil firmly to thecuttmgs,
or they frill float. Then turn in the water, making an
outlet at the far end for it to join the stream again. Seeing
that vour soil is heavy, we are presuming that the natural

bottom will be water-tight. If it is not; it will liave- to

be puddled with clay. If you cannot obtain cuttings

in anv other way, they may, no doubt, be obtained by
advertising in The Garden. •

NAME OF FRUIT.—J. J., Salop.—Comi. of Wick.

The London University Extension Board

have arranged for the delivery of six weekly lectures

in the University of London, Imperial Institute

Road, South Kensington, on the " Economic

Geography of the Empire " with special reference

to its vegetable production. The lecturer is

T^ofessor L. W. Lyde, and he will be assisted by Miss

A. E. Brown in conducting demonstration classes

"

for which the raw materials in the collection of

the Imperial Institute will be utilised. The first

lecture of the series was delivered on.February 13.

Fui-ther particulars can be obtained from the

Registrar, University Extension Board, University

of London, S.W.7-

"The Good Comrade": A Correction.—

I

beg the authoress' pardon for giving her a wTong

Christian name. It is not Dora, but Una. I

could not lay my hands upon my copy of " The

Good Conarade " when writing my notes, but I re-

member now that Dora was a Tulip (Dora Silberrad).

Miss Una L. Silberrad is the authoress and the

wTiter of the above book. In addition to a capitally

drawn picture of life among the bulb merchants

of Holland, the development of the heroine's

character is a fine bit of vnriting,

—

Joseph Jacob.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers

posted to any neutral European eountry will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have

obtained special permission from the War Office. Such
perviission has been granted to The G.\RDEN, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
Siveden, Switzerlatid, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania slioidd order copies to be despatcJied by the

Publisher from 20, Tanstock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2..
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
WHILE I strongly recommend the

use of the trap-nest to ascertain

the laying performances of each

female so that the best layers

can be used in the breeding pens,

many aver that trap-nesting means too much
labour, time and trouble. The\ forget, however, the

objects achie\'ed where such work is carried out.

Detective of the Roost.—The trap-nest may
well be termed the " detective of the roost," and

seldom tells a_ lie. The owner can, by its aid and

the use of records, learn every peculiarity of each

layer—whether she lays a large egg or a small one,

how often she goes broody, when she ails and from

what, her total yield for the year, her powers as a

breeder, and whether slie is a worker or a drone

;

and the work is all so intensely interesting. Inside

the door of the roost hangs the egg-record card,

and each layer is listed thereon for the week or

month according to the colour or number of her

Thomas Knowall's because it has a gamey gait.

Since it may be taken for granted that there is a

laying type, that ideal should be given its due

attention in conjunction with trap-nesting results.

To Tell a Good Layer.—Maybe trap-nesting

does not appeal to you, in which case type selection

should. When you select the females for use in

the breeding pens, you should carry in your mind's

eye when choosing each that " ideal " whi:h stands

for heavy egg-produ:tion. My ideal layer has a

short and fine head, a keen and intelligent eye,

a long, snaky neck, medium frarne, and a long and

cone-shaped body. It is narrow in front but wide

behind like a wedge, with broad pelvis, large

pendulous abdomen that is weU covered with

fluffy feathers, a large comb, high carriage of tail,

and plenty of space between the legs. Such a

bird is sharply contrasted against the "drone
with her dull eye, thick neck, and characteristics the

reverse of activity in its strictest sense.

so I must explain. Imagine a bird with so short

a back that the tail almost touches the head, and
so much front (particularly at the lower part below

the crop) that it forms a circle with the abdomen
as continuation, and y.ou have the bird I fight shy

of. Short legs invariably go with this circular

shape, in case the novice is in doubt. Avoid the

dumpy, short-legged birds and select the layer

that has the racehorse strut. Now we come to

size. It matters little which breed is kept ; aim
always at the medium-sized female. She has

proved over and over again that she can beat the

others for laying. Do not select too small a bird

for your type, as you need a little size to counter-

balance any strain placed on the layer by way of

egg-production and unfavourable elements.

Select Even Flocks.—Another point torenrcmber,

once your ideal layer has been discovered, is to

sele:t even flocks. Let each hen in the breeding

pen be as like as two peas. This not only' aids

increased egg-production in the progeny, but adds

a finishing touch to the pen of birds. Where you

have plenty of birds to select from, this is not a

difficult problem, and it can be carried out even

where egg-records are available because, as I

have stated, type selection and trap-nesting should

go hand in hand. From the professional point of

view there is no greater eyesore than an unevenly

matched pen, although few of the "pros" realise

LAYING TYPE OF LEGHORNS.

White Leghorn pullets, winners of first prise, gold medal and first-class certificate in the Sedlescombe Laying Competition.

The properly of Mr. G. B. Metcalfe. Claydon Farm, Lechlade, Gloucestershire.

leg-band. When the bird enters the nest to lay,

the blind or shutter in the front drops and she

cannot escape until released. Her egg is marked
with the distinguishing colour or number of the

leg-band she is wearing, and recorded on the egg-

sheet hanging upon the door. At night, when the

eggs are taken indoors, each can be weighed and
examined so that the weight and colour can also

be recorded. When the egg-recording sheet is

removed from the roost at the end of the week or

month, such data can be appended in the special

sections ruled out for same.

The Laying Type.—Opinions are divided as to

whether or not there is an "ideal" laying type.

Personally, I go with those who answer iu.the

affirmative. Even where the trap-nest is used

it is a great advantage to combine with the results

selection for type. After a lengthy experience

of trap-nesting and egg-recording, the owner will

begin to see in his birds a particular type which is

always profitable from the laying point of view.

.He can then establish his strain accordingly.

Each strain for the most part has a type all its

very own. You may not have noticed this peculi-

arity, but 1 have, in both exhibition and utility

strains. There is that something which tells

the expert eye that this bird is John Brown's

strain because it cocks its tail up, and that one is

An Object-Lesson.—To place weight upon my
description of what to me is the " ideal," I have

selected from my bulky album a snapshot that will

serve as an object-lesson. First of all, you must

know the laying performances of the birds so that

you can attach importance to my notes. Owned
by Mr. G. B. Metcalfe of Claydon Farm, Lechlade,'

Gloucester, these eight pullets (one must have been

laying when the photographer made his visit)

won the Sedlescombe Laying Contest with a total

in the twelve months of 1,751 eggs, only eight of

which failed to weigh 20z. each. Every bird shows

in a marked degree the pointsT have enumerated

above. Each has a large pendulous abdomen,

high tail carriage, long and cone-shaped body, and

plenty of width between the legs. Width between

the legs is essential, as the egg-organs are accommo-
dated there and they need room for development.

Where the space is ample, the egg-cupboard is

roomy and well stocked. The centre pullet and

the one on her left have that desired width between

the legs of which I write.

Avoid Large Hens.—When. I have occasion to

mate up my stuctents' pens I will tell \ou which

birds I throw out. In the first place I never

tolerate abnormally large or small hens; and,

secondly, I avoid " circles " as much as possible.

You may wonder what I mean by " circle " birds.

this. When a would-be customer visits th* farm

he is impressed or disappointed. If he sees evenly

mated pens they will readily catch his eye, and a sale

should result. .-Vs the head, select a nice upstand-

ing male which towers somewhat over the females.

Those Late-Moulters.—If you have n9t carried

out trap-nesting, let me tell you which birds to

breed from this spring. Cast yoirr memory back

—

or refer to records where available—to October

and November of 1916, and make a note of those

pullets which had commenced to lay. Continui-

yom- scrutiny to October of 1917. If you had any
birds that started to time and were laying near

October when the other birds were moulting, breed

from these. In addition, select them for their

points as before advised. If any of your birds have

ailed seriously in the past, keep them out of the

breeding pens. Where trap-nesting work is

attended to, the records will act as the health

barometer of each layer, and there will then be no
" ifs " and " I think so."

ADVICE ON POULTRY M.iTTERS
Mr. IF. Powell-Ouen. THF. OAIiUEN Poultry Expert.

trill be pl<'0!;eii to (itti^uef, tree oj rhcnili', any queitions dealino
irtfli poittlrii-keepin'i. A slaitipril ami (uldregfetl enielop'-
shuulil br rnrlosfd, irhen a Ifiajtlitf and detailed reptf/ will tie

posted piinnptly. Co-mmunieHtions skoiitd be sent to Air.
W. Piiierll-Ou-en, eare of THK 0.\RI>KN, 20, Tarirloti- Street
.Stmnd. ICC 2.
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PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY FEEDING

{Continued from page 76, February 9 issue.]

HAVING then dealt with the principal

ingredients of the mash and the proper

mode of preparation, I will briefly go

over the ground again so that I may give

a representative wet mash as an example.

The Wet Mash.—I will presume that you have

decided upon a wet mash, which is something like

the following : Bran, 2 parts or pounds ; middlings

or sharps, 41b. ; Sussex ground oats, biscuit-meal

or a proprietary food, 41b. ; boiled and minced

vegetables and scraps, 31b. ; fish-meal or meat-

meal or meat-and-bone, r Jib. ; clover-meal, 2lb.

In such a mash we have a foundation or basis in

the Sussex ground oats, biscuit-meal or proprietary

food, boiled and minced vegetables representing

about one-fifth of the whole by weight, fish-meal

or animal food about one-tenth, and clover-meal

one-eighth. These may be regarded as useful

proportions, always by weight and not by measure.

You will need variety, as I have advised, and while

you can increase the percent-

age of animal food for hens not

in lay, allowance must be made
for any meat present in the

scraps to conform to our 10 per

cent, for birds in lay.

Variety Recommended.—As

readers are aware, I am strongly

against any sudden change in

feeding, although I insist on

variety. I obtain my object by

ringing the changes in the

foundation food—Sussex ground

oats, biscuit-raeal and the pro-

prietary article. I do not change

from day to day, but try one

ingredient for a time and then

substitute another for a similar

period, and so on. Sometimes I

may use both in half portions.

Now, if in the sample mash I

were using Sussex ground oats

as the basis, I should scald all

ingredients except the boiled

vegetables, and dry off with the

Sussex ground oats. If, on the

other hand, I selected biscuit

-

meal, this would be scalded and

the middlings would be used to dry off the

whole. Should I experience difficulty in drying

off with the middlings, I might be tempted, as

previously advised, to use as an addition thereto

a little Sussex ground oats. The vegetables would

be cooked and minced and added to the mash

prior to the latter being dried off.

Complete Meals.—We must next consider the

complete meal, which has its great advantage in

that it can be quickly prepared and needs but one

bin or store place. Complete meals are popular,

too, in many cases where the person handling the

fowls is not thoroughly experienced, and may not

in consequence follow his master's instructions to

the exact detail. It is throwing money away,

however, to buy a supposed-to-be complete meal

if it has not been thoroughly tested by the general

poultry public. When I speak of a complete meal

I mean' one that has the right proportions of in-

gredients—biscuit-meal, Sussex ground oats, bran,

middlings, clover-meal, palm kernel meal, meat-

meal or whatever may be used therein. If it is

giving good results, one may be sure that the in-

gredients are well selected and blended. If such

a meal is reasonably fine, part can be used to dry

off the other which has been scalded, or a little

Sussex ground oats 'can be brought in to stiffen

the meal when scalded, if it is on the coarse side.

Cooked and minced vegetables and scraps can, of

course, be added, say, ilb. to every jlb. of complete

meal.

Grain to Use.—In these days one cannot pick

and choose the grains in every case, so that while

not desiring to give special advice on the grains to

use I will touch upon matters in general. On the

market there are to be found good and bad samples

of grain, but poultry-keepers are not using their

best judgment in buying. We will take it for

granted that mixed grain is being purchased, of

which there are some really good samples on offer.

One poultry-keeper who buys locally may be getting

good w'heat or oats ; another, inferior stuff ; and a

T Vi «'>ffKft.r7:74Jiiv^.'

property of

LARGE LAYING HOUSES.

As installed on the Crosshill Poultry Farm, near Shrewsbury, th

Mrs. Goodwin Preece. Each has "roof" and "bottom" glass lights, and the

ventilators are drop-in glass ones arranged along the sides and at each end.

third may still be able to procm-e dari. The smaller

grains, though, are denied his less fortunate con-

frere No. 4. Instead of letting the fowls have
a period with inferior grain and then a good time,

it is more economical and more profitable from the

view-point of egg-production to mix the several

brands. A medium mixture is at any time better

than an inferior one. The inferior grains are not

always to be despised. Sometimes they are con-

sidered poor by the poultry-keeper because they

are small. But are they not just the thing to

promote scratching exercise when scattered in

the litter ? It is, too, what is in each grain rather

than its size, a small, hard grain being full of

feeding value.

Greenstuff Essential.—it is highly important

to give raw greenstuff daily—at midday, say.

Roots or greenery will do. It should not, however,

be thrown into the run to become soiled. The best

plan is to place it in a string bag, the latter being

suspended from theroof (inside the house or scratch-

ing shed) by means of a length of stout string.

Having filled the bag, pull the strings tight and let

the receptacle swing within, say, i foot or so of the

ground. The birds will jump up for each particle

of greenery obtained and exercise will be provided.

Many are under the impression that if cooked green-

stuff is provided in the mash no other greenery

is necessary. This is not so, as cooking tends to

remove in part the valuable mineral salts. Raw
greenstuff is therefore necessary daily. Where
the leaves are placed in a string bag they are held

securely, and when the fowl takes a leaf in its

mouth a small piece is taken each time. It is like

holding the leaf while the bird tugs at it.

Scratching Exercise.—The laying hen must
be kept busy, and one essential stepping-stone

to this end is scratching exercise. I often receive

letters saying that " the birds have plenty of

litter to scratch in, and should therefore be laying

well." When I thrash matters out I find that

the " plenty" of litter consists of about a r-inch

layer. One cannot have too deep a litter, within

reason, and I strongly suggest a 6-inch depth

as a minimum. Where peat-moss is used it is

decidedly economical, as it will last for many
months if regularly raked. Hard substances

can be removed once a month, if desired, by the

aid of a sieve. There are those of my corre-

spondents, too, who really do use plenty of litter,

and yet the birds do not scratch in it. The reason

is not far to seek, because the material is full

of grain. The overfeeding of

grain results in the surplus re-

maining in the litter, and the

fowls in consequence will refuse

to " work " the material.

Examine the Litter.—Except

at feeding-time there should be

very little grain in the litter.

The owner should feed only

sufficient grain that will be

eaten up at each meal-time.

This will create an appetite and

a desire on the part of the hen

to find that last hidden grain.

Such is as it should be, and

then the litter is really

" worked " properly. Examine
your litter carefully, and if

it is full of grain, put the

birds on short rations gradually

to entice them to " empty" the

material. No grain should be

given except in the litter, into

which it shoiJd be well and

evenly raked each time. Do
not be afraid to use the rake,

and on no account merely

scatter the grain on top of

the scratching material. If if can be arranged,

shut the birds out of the scratching shed while

the litter is being prepared. Then rake all the

materia! into a heap towards the lightest' (usually

the front) part of the structure, meanwhile seeing

that the mound is well studded with grains. The

fowls will do the rest, and will eagerly make the

heap level once more. A few grains can be

scattered Over the surface of the mound to give

the birds a key to what is within.

Care of the Litter.—If peat-moss litter is

well cared for, it will, as I have said, last for many
months without replenishing. Once a month

it should be heaped while the lower part receives

a sprinkling of weak Izal disinfectant wash, and

all the litter can to advantage be similarly treated.

It must not be made wet, but be just lightly

sprinkled, when it will be freshened up. Merely

add a little Izal disinfectant fluid to a bucket of

water, and at the same time nests, perches and in-

terior fittings can be similarly treated with the wash.

{To be continued.)
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A BOUT this time last year it was suggested

/% to the owners of large gardens, and

/ \ especially those of them with a fair

^~~% amount of frames and greenhouses,
* ^that they might do very useful service

by supplying cottagers and allotment holders with
seedling vegetables. The suggestion has been
widely followed, and many war-time plots were
stocked with stm'dy plants that had been raised

in heat and hardened off in cold frames. Happily,
this work is being continued on similar lines this

year, while many allotment societies have very
wisely arranged with the owners of greenhouses
to raise Onions, Tomatoes, Cauliflowers and other
seedlings. A specific instance has recently been
reported to the Food Production Department.
Mr. William Heycock Rippin of Kirby Mu.xloe,

Leicestershire, writes': " In this village

I have arranged with owners of green-

houses to raise Onion plants, which
when ready for transplanting in the

garden are to be supplied to cottagers

at fifty for twopence. I have also

arranged with a number of gardeners

to raise many varieties of Cabbage
plants to be supplied to cottagers at

one penny per S(»re." In this way
there will be an economy in the use of

seed, and people will be encouraged to
^ grow more food for their own use.

It is an admirable example of what can be
done quite conveniently and advantageously in

most villages.

Lectures on Food Productioa.—.\ course of

public lectiures has been arranged in co-operation
with the Imperial Studies Committee, and these
are to be delivered at the University College,

Cower Street, W.C, on Mondays at 4 p.m., com-
mencing March 4. The lectures will deal with
important questions of food production, and are
as follow: (i) "The Possibility of Increased
Crop Production," by Dr. E. j. Russell; (2)
" Grassland and Arable," by Mr, R. G. Stapledon

;

(3) "Farm Strategy of the Past and for the
Future," by Mr. K. McKenzie; {4) "Spraying
Problems," by Dr. A. S. Home

; (5)
" Birds and

Insects in Relation to Crops," by Professor S. J.
Hickson

; and (6) " Co-operation in Food Supply,"
by Mr. A. G. Tansley. The lectures are open to
the public without fee or ticket.

Iris Stylosa.—This Iris, established in a row at
the foot of a south jwall continues to produce its

fragrant blue flowers. It has been flowering since
the middle of Noveniber in very poor soil, and
flowers have been cut almost daily. They are best
cut in the bud state and opened in water, and when
cut as low down as possible they last longer than the
flowers with a comparatively short length of stem.

Hamamelis mollis.—On page 98, under the
heading of " New and Rare Plants," reference
is made to this beautiful shrub being awarded a
first-class certificate. At the same time the
\vriter says it is remarkable that this fine Witch
Hazel has not received rccogrition before. This

is by no means the only remarkable fact in

connection with the history of Hamamelis mollis in

this country. It was first introduced in 1879 by
Charles Maries, when travelling in China on behalf of

Messrs. James Veitch. Strange to say, it remained
in the nursery at Coombe Wood for about twenty

years without special attention being directed to

its merits. When at last it was brought promi-

nently forward, there was a great demand for this

Hamamelis, and it was soon generally distributed.

IRIS STYLOSA, A HARDY WINTER
FLOWER.

Winter Radislies.—In Messrs. Sutton's inter-

esting collection of hardy vegetables shown at

a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

were roots of the Black Winter or Spanish Radish.

Although a good many people grow this, we dovnot

think it is so generally grown here as it is in

France. There it is a usual crop for supplying

a salad for use in winter, and is very acceptable,

either eaten raw, as is usually the case, or

cooked. Two varieties are generally grown :

the Black or Spanish, and the Chinese Rose.

They are sown dmring July and August, and
lifted in November or December. Drills are

drawn about 12 inches to 15 inches apart, and the

seedlings thinned to 6 inches in the rows. The
roots can be stored in a cool place in sand,

and will keep in good condition for a considerable

time.

Rooting Potato Sets.—Whether it is desired

to raise early Potatoes indoors or in protected

borders outside, much time is gained by rooting

the sets. The method is quite simple. You
take ordinary sprouted tubers, disbud them, and

lay them^on their sides in shallow trays, allowing

an inch or 2 inches between them. Now sprinkle

them with fine loam or old hotbed material that

is damp, but not wet, until the tubers are just

covered and no more. SjTinge with tepid water

and place in a moderate temperature. In a very

few weeks roots will form, and each tuber is care-

fully lifted out with as much soil attached as

possible and planted where it is to complete its

development. If available, fibre mixed with

a little crushed charcoal is the best material

to use, for it is not only more easily kept uniformly

damp, but in lifting the rooted sets from the trays

the fibre will cling to the roots and the latter will

not be disturbed.

Potatoes Sprouting in Clamps.—Reports are

to hand from various parts of this country and

Ireland of Potatoes growing in the clamp. The

mild weather in these districts is largely re-

sponsible. Another explanation lies in the fact

that last autumn many allotment holders and

other small growers stored second-earlies that were

not well ripened. Some of the most disastrous

cases reported are those where British Queens

have been clamped and left unopened until the

end of January. At that date also many lots

of Great Scot were found to be a mass of roots

and sprouts. In some instances " new " Potatoes

as large as Walnuts have been found adherinj;

to the fibrous roots of the old ones.

Blanching Seakale with Ashes.—For many
years this has been practised with excellent results.

A mound of fine ashes about a foot in depth is

heaped over the crowns in early spring, and nothing

further is required until the cracking or bulging

of the ashes indicates that the shoots are ready

for cutting. If the ground about the roots is

cleared of rubbish before the covering is placed

over the crowns, there will be no trouble from

slugs, and this in itself is a great recommendation

for this blanching material.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

w
FLAVOUR IN APPLES.

JESSRS. LAXTON (page 92) quote me as saying
that I have not found the Cox parentage

showing in my seedling Apples. On the contrary,
I wrote on January 19 that " the exact outward
appearan<;e of Cox, in grades of size up to the
largest, has been achieved without a trace of its

quality." It is easy enough to succeed in crossing
Cox, beth ways

; the leaf is commonly reproduced
and the form and colouring of the fruit. But
I have never yet tasted a seedling—and I think
I have tasted nearly every one that has been
" published "—that is in the least like Cox in
flavour. Some are very good Apples, though
none known to me can be classed with Cox, with
their own individual flavours, but the true Cox
flavour has not been transmitted and is perhaps
untransmissible. I need hardly say that I am not
decrying Messrs. Laxton's work; any worthy
additions they make to the weak department of
late dessert Apples will be welcome and valuable,
L-ven if, as I venture to think is probable, their
flavours are distinct from that of Cox.—G. H.
Engleheart.

APPLES FROM CUTTINGS.
jyjR. JOHN S. SMITH'S note (page 90) about

the propagation of the local Apple FiUingham
from branches with rough knots or nodes took
me at once to Darwin's account of the " mar-
vellously short method of making an orchard"
in the island of Chiloe, 'South America. "At the
lower part of almost every branch small, conical,

brown, wrinkled points project ; these are always
ready to change into roots, as may sometimes
be seen where any mud has been accidentally
splashed against the tree. A branch as thick as
.1 man's thigh is chosen in the early spring, and
is cut off just beneath a group of these points

;

all the smaller branches are lopped off, and it

is then placed about 2 feet deep in the ground.
During the ensuing summer the stump throws
out long shoots and sometimes even bears fruit.

. . . In the third season the stump is changed
(as I have myself seen) into a well-wooded tree,

loaded with fruit."—Darwin, "Journal of Re-
searches," Ch. XIV.—G. H. Engleheart.

PLUM POND'S SEEDLING. •

QF all Plums I know, this variety possesses
more flesh than any other, and, for stewing,

the quantity of flesh is the all-important point.
Where space permits I ad\nse the plantmg of half-
standard trees. Prune the shoots back to within
8 inches of their base after planting, and then
allow the trees to grow away uninterruptedly,
except for the thinning of inside branches, should
the trees show signs of becoming too crowded
—E. M.

SOURCE OF POTASH.
^E see in your editorial note of February*r6

on artificial manures for vegetables you
say it is only possible now to get potash from
wood-ashes. The sulphate of potash which wc
are advertising in yom" journal is a by-product
from the manufacture of tartaric acid with its

base argols (or wine lees), and this sulphate of
potash, 85 per cent, to 90 per cent., is really about
48 per cent, pure potash. We mention this as
we think the article in question may cause some
misconception with regard to our advertisement.
—Perry, Mills & Co. [We are grateful to
our correspontients for bringing this interesting

THE GARDEN,

point to our notice. As we have recently pointed
out, potash salts are a necessary 'addition to
soils in which crops rich in sugar and starch
are being grown if the soils are light, and
in the main wood-ashes and flue dust must be
looked to to supply these salts ; but there are
also small quantities of these salts produced in
various manufactures, and these may well be
used in the garden. It seems possible that before
long, if the demand should be great, the supply
may be forthcoming by the use of materials that
are now waste, but in which considerable quantities
of potash are locked up.

—

Ed.]

THE COOKING OF DUTCH BROWN
BEANS.

J^EFERRING to the discussion .on this subject
which has appeared in recent issues of

The Garden, my experience has been that one and
a half hours' simmering is ample time for cooldng
these Beans. After an all-night soaking in cold
water we find that the water they are boiled in is a
good foundation for soup. The Beans used are
from the 1917 crop, raised on our own allotment.

—

M. J.

BIRDS, FRIENDS AND FOES.

yyiTH reference to the note in The Garden for

December 15 last, page 540, re "Birds,
Friends and Foes," by " H. R.," I would recom-
mend your correspondent and other readers of

The Garden to get from the Agricultural Depart-
ment, Whitehall Place, London, the book " Birds
and Their Food " (by post 4d.), by J. Marshall,
Curator of the Grosvenor Museum, Chester. I

have been a subscriber to The Garden for many
years, and read all matter in it respecting bird
life which has appeared at various times. There
is no doubt a great deal of ignorance prevails on
bird life, and much harm is done by superficial

observers in condemning birds which are the
gardener's best friends. Without the help of the
birds, many crops would be ruined.—J. K.

THE HOLY THORN OF GLASTONBURY
'pHERE is an old tree of the Glastonbury Thorn

in the Close at Salisbury, growing in the front

of a house called The Wardrobe, which flowers

every winter about Christ mas-t-ime in the same
way as described in l«st week's Garden. It is

the only tree of the kind that I know of.—Agnes
Hussey-Freke.

AZALEA ROSiEFLORA.
'T'HIS pretty little Azalea, referred to by your

correspondent F. J. Clark, page 57, is botani-
cally a variety of Rhododendron (Azalea) indicum.
The actual date of its introduction I do not know,
but in the early eighties of -the last century it

was, comparatively speaking, rare. Though then
but little known, it could boast of three names, for

it was known as Azalea rossflora, A. balsamina;-

flora and A. Rollissonii. As stated by your
correspondent, cuttings or layers afford the best

means of propagation. On this point a curious
item came at that time under my consideration.

A prominent nurserjTuan obtained some good
stock plants of this variety and sent them to

Belgium to be propagated from. The result was
that they were grafted on to naked stems a few
inches high, as is done in the case of the different

Indian Azaleas, and were very ungainly. The
dwarf, spreading habit of A. rosasflora totally

unfitted it for this mode of treatment. Though,
as stated in the note in question, it is quite hardy,
it is at the same time seen to great advantage
in the greenhouse, as the flowers there develop
without any check, which is not always the case
outdoors. The partially opened buds, like little

Roses, well suggest the name of rosEeflora.—H. P.

[March 2, 1918,

SNOWDROPS AND INSECTS.
gEES and Blind Jacks—that is to say, the Rat-

tailed fly—visit Snowdrops here on sunny
days. I was watching one of the latter this week,
and thinlcing what a clumsy-looking visitor he
was for so fair a flower. Bees generally alight
on the ovary and run downwards, and seem to
look for the little notch in the inner segments,
guided, most likely, by the green horseshoe-shaped
mark. There is a good deal of honey secreted
between the ridges of the inner surface, and the
triggers at the apices of the anthers are so cunningly
constructed to effect a sprinkling of pollen on the
head of an insect visitor that the flower is evidently
designed for their ministrations. Both Sprengel
and Hermann Miiller observed bees visiting Snow-
drops, and Knuth in the third volume of his

"Handbook of Flower Pollination" records their
observations. I expect Tennyson and Sir Herbert
Maxwell never weeded and worked among their.

Snowdrops as _I have to do, or they, too, would
have more often seen the bees at work in the
blossoms, though I have not seen them " in swarms
searching for the pollen and nectar" as Sprengel
did.-:^E. A. Bowles, Waltham Cross.

DAPHNE PONTICA.

J
HAVE been impressed by the delightful

fragrance of the flowers of this evergreen
slu-ub since the early seventies of the last cen-
tury, when I had it under my care. It is very
similar in habit and general appearance to tlie

Spurge Laurel (D. Laureola), but grows more
rapidly, gets taller, and generally is more upright
in growth. When in bloom it can be easily

recognised by carrying only two flowers on a

stalk, while the segments of the perianth (flower)

are long, narrow and reflexed. D. Laureola has
about five flowers on the stalk, and the lobes are

short and spreading. I do not think it is quite

so scarce as Mr. N. G. Hadden (page 78) indicates-

I have seen it in private grounds as widely apart
as Surrey and Aberdeenshire, and recently named
it for someone. I note it is listed in the catalogues
of three Surrey nurserymen, some of whom have
retired or given up the business, unfortunately •

and by a Hertfordshire nurseryman. There are

also some other good tree and shrub nurserymen
who would most likely have it.

—

Hortulanus.

TRIENTALIS EUROP.«A.

JT is interesting to know that this plant is recog-
nised, in some localities at any rate, under

the name of Chickweed Winter Green, the English
name usually assigned to it in botanical books.
It would be interesting if Mr. Hadden or somf
other reader could give the reason for this. name
being assigned to it, as the plant does not seem
to be anything like what is usually known as a

Chickweed (being one of the Primulaceae), nor
is- it green in winter. So far as my experience
goes, it sheds its leaves fairly early after fruiting.

The English name (in a botanical work I have)
assigned to Pyrola minor is Lesser Winter Green, and
that given to Goodyera repens the Creeping Good-
yera, but the latter, 1 should say, has been assigned
to it owing to no popular name being available.

It would be interesting to know if any local name
has been attached to this plant, as it is fairly

conspicuous, I believe, in the Scottish localities

in which it prevails.—T. Ashton Lofthouse.

GARRYA ELLIPTICA AS A SHRUB-
BERY PLANT.

npHERE seems to be a common idea that Garrya
elliptica is a comparatively tender shrub, for,

so far as my observation goes. I have scarcely ever
seen it grown (I refer chiefly to Scotland) except

as a wall plant, in which form I know of some fine
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examples, one of these being at Carberry Tower,

near Musselburgh, Lord Elphinstone's seat. In

the shrubberies here there are two fine healthy

specimens about lo feet high. They are purposely

kept within reasonable bounds. These plants

must have occupied their present positions for

over eighty years ; they have been under my
chaige for thirty-five years. We are close to

the Firth of Forth, but we have on occasion had
iver 20° of frost, and I have never known of a

twig to be damaged by the severity of the weather.

With occasional exceptions both plants—one with

an eastern aspect and the other facing south

—

annually bear good crops of their beautiful catkins.

—C. Comfort, Broomfield Gardens, Midlothian.

THE TRAINING OF APPLE TREES.
VOUR correspondent " C. B. R." on page 78,

February 16, asks: " Wfty cannot nursery-

men be persuaded to train their bush Apples

and Pears in this way ? " A plain question, to

which I will endeavour to reply. In the first

place, a nurseryman has to grow what he

can sell, i.e., what his customers ask for
;

and, in the second place, his object in

being in business is to make a profit upon
the undertaking, though, goodness knows,

not many of us have succeeded in the

latter part of late years.

Now as to the first point, I have been in

business forty years, and I cannot recall

that during that time my firm has been

asked for vase or goblet shaped Apple or

Pear trees a dozen times ; nay, I think

I might say half a dozen. Point two.

—

At anything like the ordinary price

charged for bush- or pyramid trees,

goblet trees cannot be 'produced. Does
" C. B. R." realise that a goblet tree must
have a foundation, and that the centre of

the tree must first be cut .out and then

the resultant growths must be tied out

to stakes so as to get the desired basin

shape, and that this staking and form of

tree prevents the passage of the pony hoe

up and down the rows where these trees

are and entails costly hand labour in-

stead, and that even then the trees are

liable to be damaged? Again, when the

trees are grown the packing difficulty

arises. With young trees this is not in-

surmountable, but with trees of any size,

packing would be a truly formidable

undertaking. I speak with some recent

knowledge upon this matter, having grown
a few trees in this form for a customer

last season and come across them here

and there damaged by the pony hoers,

and heard the remarks of the packers.

I think I have given a fairly reasonable

reply from the nurseryman's point of view-

as to why that individual does not grow
goblet-shaped Apple and Pear trees, but

there still remains the question. Is this

the best form of tree ? Everyone who
knows anything about a fruit tree will

agree that goblet-shaped' Apple and Pear

trees, well done—such as, for e-xample,

the grand Doyenn6 du Cornice Pears of

which Ml". Engleheart kindly sent mc
photographs—are admirable from every

point of view, but {there are " buts ") you
must have plenty of labour to keep such

trees in order, and if each branch is not

firmly and securely staked, the first time

you have a heavy crop of fruit or a gale

of wind when the trees are in full leafage,

away will go some of the branches and your
licauliful trees are ruined for life. It is

not sufficient to restake your trees every season
;

stakes are constantly giving way on the grounS-

line, and you will find that they will require

attention many times in the year. From a com-
mercial point of view I should certainly not plant

goblet-shaped trees for fruit-growing, but should

prefer bushes with central stems, with the branches

fairly thinned out and each treated as a cordon.

Nurserymen are, of course, proverbially care-

less as to the position of the terminal bud ; but.

my dear critic, what would you do if the military

authorities had left you two competejit men to

prmie 100 acres of fruit trees ? I almost think

that you would be pleased to find they had
pruned to a bud of any kind and not half way
between two buds. I do not want to turn the

tables on " C. B. R." and criticise his writing,

but I do wish he would explain what goblet

-

shaped trees have to do with pendent growth,

except that they arc the very opposite of each

other. I have not yet seen Annie Elizabeth or

many other Apples with what might be called

a pendent habit of growth.—A. H. Pl'arson,

Lowdham,

C.\TKI.N-S OF THE GOLDKN ALDER (.\LNU.S INC.\N.\ .\U

{From a drawing by E. A. Bowles.)

ALDER CATKINS
By E. a. BOWLES, V.M.H., F.L.S.

Teach us Delight in

^^mple things," wrote
Kipling ; and nowadays,

when so much of the spice

and high flavouring of

life have become un-

obtainable, and plain
living, and hard work to

provide that, replace

luxury and ease, it is well

to find pleasure in the

simple life that is forced
upon us. A vase ojv the dinner-table filled with Hazel
and Alder catkins in conjunction with a dish of

Parsnips au gratiu were so simple, yet so very gotd,
that they gave me more delight than a City dinner
of many courses, and bowls of forced Hyacinths
and Tulips. Even in the good old times many
preferred simple things, found easily to hand,
to costly productions of skill and labour. I was

one who, anyway for a change, always
enjoyed the period when the Chrysanthe-
mums had at last ended their season with
King of Plumes and its crinkly yellow

tassels, so much like Sweet Sultans, and
the last Cypripedium insigne had become
a transparency, and I turned to the twigs
of garden and wood to provide interest

and beauty indoors. Haze! catkins were
by then generally sufficiently advanced
to give a daily increase of length and
gilding well worth watching, and to make
a quiet but charming picture with the

green of some Cypress, the fruiting sprays

of Ivy, or the flowers of Sweet Coltsfoot.

This year I find that twigs of the Golden-
leaved Alder (AInus incana aurea) respond
as easily to the warmth of the house and
may be enjoyed in their full beauty,

bearing long tassels of male catkins as early

as mid-January, and long before those of

the common Alder are on the move.
This Golden Alder has other charms,

though, besides earliness. The bark of the

winter twigs is in parts a soft coral red,

while its buds and groups of tiny female

catkins arc not far off vermilion in tint iu

•a good light, and the male catkins are

cheerily ruddy even bipfore they begin

to lengthen.

They aivd the Hazel catkins are now,
in mid-February, beginning to fade, and
I have brought in twigs of common
Alder, A. glutinosa, from the streamsidcr

and of the alpine A. viridis from the

garden. Tlie latter are from bushes
taller than myself, though their parents

by the lakeside at Piora reached no
higher than my knee. The two shades

of green of these catkins give them a

character of their own, in fine contrast

with the deep purple brown of those of

oiu- native tree. Their groundwork is a

greyish green, but a spot of rich green

iu the centre of each scale forms a

pattern on them reminding one somewhat
"f a caterpillar. Also they stand out

straight and stiffly from the ends of the

twigs, instead of hanging down like those

of the two other species, and it will be
pleasant to watch their lengthening and
gradual bending over into the long

greenish lambs' tails that attracted me so

much on their "parents, and caused me to-

sneeze so hay feverishly if a cloud of their

RE-\)
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pollen reached my poor sensitive nose. Perhaps

few people Avill be able to get twigs of these raver

species, but most country folk can find the common
Alder close at hand ; and just now, when the scales

of the catkins are parting and showing the crimson

unopened anthers between them, they need not

trouble to go further afield for a simple and de-

lightful filling for a small vase.

A little later the catkins of the Aspen are worth

a bit of climbing to gather. They start as short,

fluffy knobs, grey as a tabby kitten ; then, as they

lengthen, scarlet anthers appear among their

fur and they look like the caterpillars of some

of our moorland dagger moths. Garrya elliptica

produces the head and chief of all catkins, I

suppose, but this season my old bush has but

three bunches. Last year it had as many hun-

dreds. I notice here it seldom flowers freely

two years running.

I advise the trial of a bunch of brown

twigs to mix with Daffodils instead of their

own leaves, for a change. Prunus Pissardii,

with brown leaf-buds and white iiowers, also suits

as a foil to the golden blossoms. •

\

NOTES FROM A FLOWER SKETCH-BOOK
MADE IN JAPAN.-I

Bv SIR FRANCIS T. PIGGOTT.

THESE notes, not scientific at all, no

more than a flower memory-hunt,

have sprung in direct sequence from a

correspondence in The Garden some
months ago about a green Lily found

in China. Ever so many years ago I also found

a green Lily .on the shores of Lake Chiuzenji,

from which all those who lived in Japan in the

early days suffered when the time came to turn

homeward. The drawings call up memories
;

les fleurs d'antan live once more very vividly in

my mind's eye. They may interest others, and

therefore, though I find it difficult To marshal

them in orderly and seasonable sequence, from the

^ >

I': r-

/
f

C.\MELLIA S.\S.\NOU.\, PI.N'K AND RED.

above Nikko in Japan, of which I made a drawing

in my sketch-book; and it occurred to me that

comparison might be useful and interesting.

So the little book made a tour among a circle of

friends, and, passing through the office in Tavistock

Street, the Editor waylaid it, and has taken tribute

for his paper. Furthermore, he has bidden me
write some notes.

I am a little overwhelmed, however, for though
my love for flowers is great, my scientific

equipment for explanation is of the slenderest.

But turning over the pages of the sketch-book,

japanosialgia comes over me, that complaint

sparse Plum blossom flecking the snow with drops

of scarlet to the colour riot of the autumn Maples,

I obey the Editor's behest.

Flower festivals are part of the daily life of the

Japanese, and in the spring and early summer
there seemed to be a festival every week. Chief

of all is the day set apart in honour of the Cherry

blossom.

There is Apple blossom in England, and an

orchard in its full spring dress is a sight to make
the heart rejoice. But there is something in

Cherry-time in Japan that is all this and something

more, most hard to define. Perhaps it is that

the landscape changes when the Cherry trees

come into flower. They are not an incident, a

brilliant patch of pink here, of glistening white

there ; they are part of it, which the sun and

showers. Nature's scene-shifters, have cunningly

arranged as a new setting to daily life. Roads

lined with them ; temple avenues lined with them
;

Uie banks of the rivers hidden by them, in a way
to which no picture can ever quite do justice.

Perhaps it is because they inspire so much gaiety _

among the people, infect one's own spirit, as the

maidens with their new ofji's laugh and laugh as

the petals fall upon them, like "summer sncuv."

And not their gaiety only, but the gentle philosophy

which is as characteristic of the people as their

laughter,

" No man so callous but he heaves a sigh

When o'er his head the withered Cherry flowers

Come fluttering down. Who knows ? ' The

Spring's soft showers

May be but tears shed by the sorrowing sky."*

Tliinking Of the Cherry blossoms has made me
remember how much I have already forgotten to

record ; for it is mid- April, and the Plums and

the Peaches, the Pyrus (red, white, and pink)

and the Almond trees have flowered and are

putting forth their leaves ; the dwarf trees

of the Kaido, the " Nbbld, Flower " (Pyrus

spectabilis), have gone to

their shady resting-place ; the

wind has heaped the crimson

petals of the Camellias by
the roadside and they have

passed ; the Daphnes have

scented the air for a space ;

and the dream-clouds of the

spring Maples are changing

their rosy blushes to a sober

green. And afterwards come
pilgrimages of grace to

fapious gardens which jostle

in my memory. One at

Okubo, devoted to Azaleas

(Rhododendron indicum) of a

hoary antiquity, seemingh'

long past flower-bearing

;

another, Hori Kiri—the

"Beautiful Ditch"—with

masses of Iris, never quite the

same either in size or colour

after transplantation to the

West ; another, Count
Okuma's famous garden at

Waseda, where, with great

humility at their " poverty,"

he displayed the" Botan
(Pjeonia Moutan) in unrivalled

perfection ; and yet another,

at Kameido, where the giant

Wistarias, with racemes 3 feee

to 5 feet long, overhang the

water. " The reflexion in tht

lake /nakes it look as if from

its bottom there also grew a

harvest of flowers."

The mention of Camellias

induces me to give sketches, out of their sequence,

of the most charming of their tribe, C. Sasanqua,

white and pink and red, which flower in Tokyo in

October and September ; also of another of their

lineage, gathered in Nikko in July—Stuartia

Pseudo-cameUia.

Of the winter shrubs which flower before their

leaves develop, it is pleasant to call to mind the

charming Paper Plant, Edgworthia papyrifera,

three-pronged, with its golden balls ; Hamamelis

__ _it

* From Chamberlain's "Gassical Poetry of the
Japanese."
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japonica, lUyiium religiosum, Cluraonanthus

.ragrans, Stachyurus pra^cox, and Corylopsis

vpicata, with its graceful pendulous flowers.

S.I many of the winter flowers are yellow that I

•ften wondered whether there is any scientific

DROOPING FLOWERS OF CORYLOPSIS
SPICAT.\.

reason ! For myself, I have a pleasant little

theory : that thus Nature seeks to cheer us after

the dull dark browns of winter ; for yellow is the

colour of hope. It strikes, or so it seems to me,

more directly than any of the gorgeous colours

those fibres of the brain which vibrate to the

visions of the future, and irradiates them with the

golden glory of our dreams.

Fuchsias for the Outdoor

Garden

IT

is a rather curious fact that although

wonderful progress has —of late years been

made in the improvement of certain kinds

of plants, others have been almost untouched

by the hybridist, and remain much as they

were in the days of our forefathers. Into this

latter category must come the hardy Fuchsias,

plants, it is true, that are scarcely suitable for

bleak, exposed gardens or where the soil is natur-

ally cold and wet, but which are, nevertheless,

much hardier than many would have us believe.

A few new hybrids have been raised, but of the

genuineness of their claim to hardiness little is

really known. That the older kinds of proved

hardiness are of considerable value in the autunm
garden, no one who has seen them really well

cultivated will deny. On the South Coast and

in some parts of the Isle of Wight one occasionally

finds them attaining a height of lo feet or even

more, and at Bosahan in Cornwall there is a hedge

of huge dimensions which can only be kept within

bounds by a severe annual pruning. In other

less favoured localities, however, the plants

frequently get killed down almost, if not quite,

to the ground level during the winter months,

and here one naturally has to rely upon new-

wood to furnish the flowers, cutting away each

spring what has been destroyed. Even so, the

plants are particularly graceful and pleasing,

-and withstand boisterous winds much better

than many shrubs and herbaceous plants, the

slender yet tough stems offering but little resis-

tance. Rain, too, does not injure the flowers,

owing to their pendulous character ; hence one

would like to see them more extensively culti-

vated than they are at present.

It is essential for their well-being' that the soil

in which these Fuchsias are planted be well

drained, as stagnant moisture about their roots

during winter is more fatal than frosts. In this

respect one might well take a lesson from cottage

gardens, where these Fuchsias often thrive so

well. Here one usually finds them tucked in

close against the cottage walls, where the drainage

is good and where the brickwork assists in absorb-

ing superfluous water, and also provides some
shelter above ground. But this thorough drainage

must not be taken to mean that they will suffer

drought in summer with impunity. If this occurs

the minute ihsect known to gardeners as red

spider will wreak havoc among the foliage, and

bare stems will quickly result. Good medimu
loam, enriched each spring with a top-dressing of

short, decayed manure, is as good a rooting medium
as one can have, and this should be providett

wherever possible. There is one other little point,

that must not be lost sight of in cultivating hardy

Fuchsias.

Old-established plants suffer far less from

frost and cold weather generally than younger,

newly planted specimens; hence the moral

is that it is wise to leave them alone when
they are doing well and not attempt to divide

them, however sorely one may be tempted to do
so. Spring' is undoubtedly the best season for

planting, and as most nurserymen supply them
in pots, they ought not to suffer very much in the

moving. It is, however, well to stipulate that

dormant plants be supplied. During the winter

months in all but the most favoured localities the

crowns of the plants must be protected with

stale coal-ashes. Heather or dried Bracken, and
this is particularly necessary with those that

were planted in the previous spring.

There are not a great many kinds to select

from. The hardiest of all is F. Riccartonii, which
makes a good and neat shrub with crimson and
purple flowers. F. macrostemma gracilis, also

with crimson and

purple flowers, is

excellent. F. m.

coccinea is rather later

flowering, the tubes

and sepals of the

flowers being long
and scarlet crimson in

colour. F. m. globosa

is dwarf and free-

flowering, but the

blossoms are rather

dull in colour, and for

that reason do not

find favour with
many.

A hybrid that has

proved hardy in many
gardens in the
Southern Counties is

named Mme. Cor-

neilson. It has com-
paratively large

flowers, the scarlet
sepals being delicately

tinted on the under

side with pink. The
corolla is white,

veined with pink
;

hence the flower is

quite distinct from

any other variety of

proved hardiness.
There are some other

hybrids which may
have withstood the winters in some gardens,

and it would be interesting if those readers who
have tried them would record their experiences

for the benefit of others, stating the locality and

kind of soil.

POPULAR NAMES
PYROLA

OF

The genus takes its name from Pjtus, a Pear,

the word Pyrola being the diminutive, meaning
the little Pear. The allusion is to the similarity

of the leaves to those of the Pear. Tlie in-

frequency that one hears popular names applied

to the species of P\Tola is, no doubt, due to the

relative scarcity of the wild plants in this country,

and the fact that one must have access to woods,

in which they chiefly grow. In cultivation they

are gro^vn mostly by specialists, or enthusiasts

in rock gardening.

Mr. N. G. Hadden (page 78) is much in

the same position as I am with regard to

the popular names, although I have gathered

three of our native species. The old wxiters

began early, however, to give them English or

popular names. The herbaUst John Gerard

figures four species under the name of P>Tola,

only the first and last being British. The first

one, simply named PyTola or Winter Green, is

evidently P. minor. The second he calls P.

tenerior, or Smaller Winter Green, but he knew
it only from Continental specimens. It is evidently

our P. secunda. His third is P. fruticans, but

the correct name of that is Chimaphila umbel-

lata. His fourth is P. minima, now generally

named Moneses grandiflora, but Sometimes P.

uniflora.

The species were not clearly distinguished by the

old writers, but Loudon (1829) and Sir James

Edward Smith {1837) had got a clear notion of

them and gave the names as Round-leaved Winter

Green (P. rotundifoUa), Intermediate Winter

Green (P. media), Lesser Winter Green (P. minor).

Serrated Winter Green (P. secunda), and Single-

flowered Winter Green (P. uniflora), meaning

STUARTIA PSEUDO-CAMHLLIA, GATHERED IN NIKKO.

{From coloured drawings by Sir Francis Piggoll.)

one-flowered. Tlie latter has also been named

Large-flowered Moneses (M. grandiflora). Hooker

and Arnott in their " British Flora " (1855)

adopt the latter name and all the previous

ones. HoRTUL.tNus.
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A SELECTION OF RECIPES FOR
COOKING VEGETABLES

By lady MARY BEALE.

THE following recipes are taken from

two small cookery books which I published

in 1882 and 1914 at the request of

friends, with the object, among others,

of showing housekeepers of moderate

means, whose experience was somewhat limited

by the traditions of British "plain cooking,"

that true economy might be promoted, and more

palatable and wholesome results obtained, by a

study of the more reiined cooking of the French

bourgeoise. I am gratified by the offer of the

Editor of The Garden to publish this selection

of recipes relating to vegetables, in the belief

that they may assist in the present campaign for

food economy.

The use of butter, &c., did not at the time of

the above-mentioned publications involve the

difficulty and expense which are now consequent

on war conditions. In reply to questions which

have been addressed to me on this point, I cannot

single out and specify what substitutes may be

availalJle under the varied conditions of time and

locality ; but, treating the method of cooking

the vegetables as of primary importance, the

intelligence of the cook must be exercised in

following it as nearly as available materials

perntit.

RECIPES.

[All vegetable soups made with stock can be

turned into vegetarian soups by using skim-

milk as stock. In the case of many recipes, to

avoid the use of butter and cream during the war,

a mixture of skim-milk and tapioca can be used.]

Herb Soup.—Wash one handful of sorrel, chop

it up, put it in a saucepan with one ounce of butter
;

stew for about half an hoiu', add water or stock,

or half milk and water, pepper and salt, and one

teacupful of fine breadcrumbs. Stew from one

and a half to two hours ; beat one yolk of egg in

the tureen
;

pour the hot soup over, stirring all

the time with a wooden spoon.' This recipe is

good with lettuce and spinach mixed.

Barley Soup.—Half an ounce of butter, one

dessertspoonful of prepared barley, blended to-

gether ; add one pint of white stock or milk,,

flavour with pepper and salt, boil together for

fifteen minutes and serve %vith fried sippets.

Must be quite smooth.

Rice and Pumpkin.—Cut a pumpkin into pieces
;

put it into an earthen jar with some salt, an onion,

a couple of cloves, a small piece of celery, and a

good lump of butter ; add some water
;

put on

the lid ; cook slowly, either in the oven or by the

side of the fire. When cooked pass it through a

sieve. Now boil some rice; when two-thirds

cooked add the pumpkin to it, and finish cooking

them together. Add a little cream and pepper

at the last, and, if necessary, more salt.

Piedmontcse Soup.^—'Let soBte rice soak in hot

water for about an hour ; let a cabbage (broken

in pieces) soak also in hot water and salt for about

the same time. Drain both rice and cabbage.

Place them in a saucepan with butter or dripping,

a chopped onion, pepper, salt, and nutmeg , add

either water, stock, or gravy. Let this aU stew

together for some time, and just before serving

add some grated Parmesan cheese . A nother way.—
Stew some half-cooked cabbages with carrots,

onioits, a bunch of herbs, and plenty of butter.

When nearly cooked add some stock, or the water

the cabbages have been cooked in, and fine

breadcrumbs. Let all stew for a few minutes

and add grated cheeses, Parmesan and Gruyfere

mixed.

VendangeSoup.—One good-sized cabbage (white),

tliree large carrots, two large Spanish onions ; cut

all these into shreds ; fry them all together in

about two ounces of dripping, leave them to simmer
slowly for about half an hour ; then add in same
saucepan one pint of milk, three pints of water.

Cut some stale bread in very thin slices, add thein

to the other things with a teacupful of gravy (or

half a teaspoonful of Liebig's Extract of Beef),

and one and a half dessertspoonfuls of salt and

pepper to taste. The result is a very thick, pala-

table and plebeian soup. This is used in France

in great quantity during the harvest and vintage

seasons. The method adopted for this Vendange

soup can be adapted from time to time for other

vegetables, according to season and what you

happen to have in your garden.

Thick Soup Stews are also made on the coast

of Italy, France, &c., with fish, rice, onions and

garlic, or fisU, potatoes, onions and garlic, in the

same way as the Vendange soup ; and on meatless

days they are made in Roman Catholic countries

with oil and butter instead of meat stock and
dripping.

Notes to Soups.—It is not possible to give exact

quantities of vegetables, &c., as the quantity of

each must depend on whether a thick or a

moderately thick soup is required. It is better

to make it thick and dilute it. ..

VEGETABLES.

All Green Vegetables should be soaked in hot

water for not less than ten minutes, then cooked

in a covered dish, pan or jar with pepper, salt,

and a little meat fat or gravy, butter, milk or

dripping. When cooked the stock can be drained

ofl for soup, and the vegetable dished up.

French Baked Potatoes.—Six large potatoes

;

bake them in the oven ; cut them neatly in halves.

Scoop out all the potato carefully, and work it

through a sieve ; melt half an ounce of butter in

a saucepan ; add two tablespoonfuls of milk, one

teaspoonful of chopped parsley, pepper and salt

to taste ; work this up into a paste over the fire.

Now fill each half potato ; rub the top over

with white of egg or a few drops of melted

butter ; brown the top either with a salamander

or a hot " iron," or, failing these articles, put the

potato halves into the oven for a few minutes.

Serve alone or with cold meats. If you have

cream, use it instead of milk.

Cauliflower au Gratin.—Boil a cauliflower about

two-thirds ; divide it into branches. Make

a melted butter sauce, into which mix some

grated Gruyfere and Parmesan cheese. Place a

layer of cauliflower on a baking-dish, then cover

with sauce ; then another layer of cauliflower

and another layer of sauce ; sprinkle a little cheese

over the whole, then a few breadcrumbs
;
pour a

little hot butter over the top, and bake. N.B.

—

Unless the cauliflower is divided into layers it

will not be good, as the sauce must cover every

portion. It is also a great mistake to simply

sprinkle cheese over the top ; some must be

mixed in the sauce too. For those who do not

like cheese, a cauhflower can be prepared in this

manner with a plain melted butter, leaving out

the cheese.

Cauliflower Fritters.—Boil some cauliflowers

about two-thirds ; divide them into pieces of

equal size ; dip each piece in a thick yellow or

white sauce
;

put them on one side to get cold.

Then take each piece with a spoon, dip carefully

into frying batter so that it is entirely covered,

fry in boiling fat, and serve with fried parsley.

N.B.—The cauliflower can, for a change, be

dipped in a little oil and vinegar, pepper and
salt, instead of the sauce, and allowed to become
cold before frying as above.

The last two recipes can he used for turnips,

seakale, celery or potatoes.

Beetroot and Spanish Onion Fritters.—Put a slice

of cooked Spanish onion between two slices of

cooked beetroot, press them together, and treat

in the same manner as for cauliflower fritters.

Curried Cabbage.—Make a ciurry sauce as follows :

Two ounces of chopped onion, two ounces of butter,

one tablespoonful of curry powder, two ounces of

sour milk. Stew for at least twenty minutes.

Parboil some cabbages and finish cooking them
slowly by simmering them for one hour in the

curry sauce. N.B.—If the cabbages are large

ones, cut them in halves or quarters before put-

ting them in the curry sauce. Cauliflowers,.

French beans, haricot beans of every description,,

brown lentils, &c., can be dressed with this curry

sauce.

Beet and Cabbage Salad.—Cut into the finest

shreds some white-heart cabbage, scald it in.

hot water for ten minutes, drain and dry it. Cut

some cooked beetroot into shreds, dress the twO'

together with ordinary salad dressing, adding a

little chives ; or dress with the remains of a tartare

or mayonnaise sauce.

Lettuce Souffli. — Wash some lettuces, throw

them into boiling water with some salt, and boil,

them until they are quite tender ; drain them

well ; next chop them very fine. Now put one

ounce of butter in a saucepan. When it is melted

put in the lettuce, and add tluree tablespoonfuls

of cream or gravy ; season with pepper and salt
;

next beat two yolks of eggs, stir them well into

the lettuce, and let it get cold ; then whisk two

whites of eggs to a stifi froth ; add it to the cold

lettuce ; mix very thoroughly ; -put the mixture

into a well-buttered mould or cake tin-; press it

down well and steam it for half an hour ; turn it

out, decorate it with fried sippets or slices of hard-

boiled eggs. ""Serve with a brown gravy round it

or a yellow sauce. Cooked spinach, cooked

sorrel, or torhato can be dressed in the same

manner.

Beetroot d la Crime.—Peel a beetroot and cut

it into slices, then cook it very slowly in a

melted butter sauce or white b6chamel. Season

with pepper and salt, and serve.

Brittany Beans.—Cut some onions in thin shreds,

scald them and drain them. Fry them in butter

till they are a pale brown, then sprinkle them

over with floiu", pepper and salt, and toss them

up for five minutes. Add some stock, and stew

for about twenty minutes, taking care to stir

frequently so that the onion does not stitk to

the saucepan. Then add some' weU-coofced

haricot beans, some.^ butter ; toss all together,

and serve. Red or white beans or brown lentils

can be used for this recipe.

Pumpkin d I'ltalienne.—Cut some peeled

pumpkin into square pieces ; boil it in salt and

water for fifteen minutes ; take it out and let it

drain. Put a good lump of butter in a saucepan
;

toss the pieces of pumpkin in this, with salt and
,,

pepper ; then place the pumpkin and butter on

a baking-dish, sprinkle some grated Parmesan

cheese over, and balce for a few minutes in the

oven. Marrows can be dressed in the same

way.
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POTATO GROWING
SPRING WORK IN SEED AND

PLANTING.

THE lecture recently given by Mr. W.

Cuthbertson, V.M.H., iu the Mansion

House, London, was full of sound and

practical advice which, if followed,

would lead to a greatly increased yield

iu the Potato crop. His advice on planting was

to the point, and we cannot do better than give it in

his own words :
" I d^not ever believe in planting

with a dibber. My way when planting on a small

scale is to set a line across the patch, and with a

spade take out a trench or opening in the shape

of a V, but with one side straight, 3 inches to

4 inches deep. Along the bottom of this sprinkle

a little good artificial manure ; 20z. to the

running yard will be enough. If you have any

old potting soil, wood-ashes, or leaf-mould, make

the trench a little deeper and spread it along

the bottom. Lay the sets in carefully along the

bottom, sprouts upwards, giving the tuber a gentle

press into the soil. Push back the soil taken out

and restore the level siurface, thus leaving the sets

covered with 2 inches to 3 inches of soil."

It is a common practice with many growers

to disbud seed Potatoes,, but Mr. Cuthtertson

is of the opinion that the game is not worth the-

candle. The effect of disbudding is to ge* larger

tubers, but their numbers are reduced.

" Once-Grown Seed."—Mr. Cuthbertson stated

that it was not necessary to piurchase all the seed

Potatoes required each year. When Potatoes

are grown from Scotch or Irish seed, it was recom-

mended to dig up a number of roots in the summer

or early autumn before they are ripe, and to allow

the tubers to lie on the ground for a few days to

become green, and then put thera away in boxes

to be kept for seed next year. This is known as

" once-grown seed," which, if properly handled,

should give as good a crop in the second year as in

the first ; but after that the virtue of their origin

seems to have gone. The lecturer went so far

as to recommend filling one-half or three-quarters

of the Potato laftd with once-grown seed, and

buying every year from Scotland or Ireland as

much fresh seed as will plant the other half or

quarter of the land, and then saving as many

tubers from it as wUl plant a half or three-

quarters of the ground the following year. By

this means it would be a simple matter to try a

few of the lesser-known varieties in the hope of

finding something specially suited to a particular

soil and locality. Suppose, for instance, one

ptu-chases r4lb. of Scotch seed of a good variety

and it costs 4s.,. including carriage, the produce

ought to give at least icwt. of tubers suit-

able for seed, besides a lot of "lumpers" and

."chats." To produce seed-sized tubers it was

advised that they should be planted closer together

than for an ordinary crop.

In answer to the oft-repeated question, " What

are ideal seed tubers ? " the lecturer stated that

they should be between 20z. and 30Z. in weight, but

to get all seed Potatoes that size is now impossible.

He therefore advised planting sOTmd tubers any-

where between ijoz. and 40Z., and tubers larger

than 40Z. should be cut into two or three sets,

leaving at least two strong eyes to each part of

the tuber. The following varieties were recom-

mended :

Earlies.—Midlothian Early, Duke of York

(these two varieties are now almost identical),

May Queen (a good cropper but not a good keeper

North of the Tweed), Sharpe's Express, Sir John

Llewelyn, Stirling Castle and Witch Hill (all of

them grand croppers).

Midseason or Second-Earlies.—Great Scot and

British Queen.

Late or Maincrop.—Dalhousie Seedling, The

Factor, Duchess of Cornwall, and Dobbic's Pro-

lific, all closely akin to Up-to-Date. The wise man
would plant half of his space for late varieties

with an Up-to-Date type, and the other half with

Arran Chief, King 'Edward, or Golden Wonder.

Speaking of Potato novelties, Mr. Cuthbertson

said that one of the most remarkable new

Potatoes was -that raised by Mr. Findlay, named
Majestic, and he advised his hearers to keep this

variety in view.

tender. I usually make one sowing, and when
thinning transplant a second bed in a suitable

position. This vegetable, with careful attention as

regards picking off the leaves, forms a good
substitute for the ordinary Spinach and proves

exceptionally useful when the latter fails.

Wrolham Park. , H. Markham.

Sowing Carrots and Spinach

Beet
Carrots.—It is a good plan to make a couple of

sowings of Carrot seed during the present month
in a somewhat sheltered position and where

some protection can be readily afforded in

severe weather. Early Nantes and Champion

PARSLEY IN WINTER
This useful herb is always in great demand,

especially during the winter months, and it is

worth a little extra trouble to try to keep up

a regular supply. With us it has been a great

success planted by the sides of the walks of one

of om: kitchen gardens. The plants were raised

in heat in the spring, and pricked out by inex-

perienced girls when ready. By planting round

each square, tie plants faced all aspects, and it is

interesting to note that those facing north and

north-east are decidedly the best. As will be seen

in the accompanying illustration, the ground has
'

been raised above the natural level, and thus

CONVENIENT FOR PICKINC IN WINTER.

Parsley grown in different aspects by the sides of walks.

Scarlet Horn are two very dependable varieties

for the first sowing, and Early Gem for the second.

By sowing at this season very sweet, crisp roots

can be drawn direct from the beds throughout

the spring and summer months ; and in cases where

glass protection is short, the small Carrots of the

Dwarf Gem type form a good substitute for forced

roots. Prior to sowing the seed, thoroughly

water the drills, if needed, so as to assist the seed

to germinate as quickly as possible, and scatter

the seed moderately thickly in the drills. Seedlings

of Carrots and most other vegetables have sprung

up at intervals, and with some sorts quite three

distinct lots have been the case, with the exception

of the Nantes. Very little, if any, thinning is

needed at this period, as the most forward Carrots

can be drawn from the bed when required.

Spinach Beet.—Make a good sowing of this

most useftU vegetable in drills i6 inches apart

on good soil and in a rather warm situation for

supplying serviceable leaves in the place of Spinach.

When gathering the leaves, take the young ones

and remove the stalks so that the leaves cook

the plants are grown on a slope, which is an

undoubted advantage.

Aldenham. Edwin Beckett.

From an Amateur's Note-Book
Onion Fly.—The best preventive that I know

against Onion fly attacks is to sprinkle com-

mercial black sulphur over the rows of plants.

It is cheap and effective. The present price is

about 7d. per pound. But it must be the right

article. Genuine black sulphur is the crude

residue left in the retort chambers after making

sublimed sulphur (flowers of sulphur) of com-

merce, and may be obtained from any reputable

chemist. But even some of the wholesale chemists

will supply a common yellow sulphtu: mixed

with charcoal as black stilphm-. This is useless

for the purpose. There is some impurity in genuine

black sulphtir which repels the fly. The real

article is greyish black in colour and in an im-

palpable powder, whereas the fictitious is almost
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ead black in colour, very gritty to the touch,

''nd, if thrown into water, the chajcoalor colouring

matter floats, while the yellow sulphur sinks to

the bottom of the vessel.

Vitality of Seeds.—As an instance of the vitality

of seeds, it may be of interest to record the fact

that a packet of Celery seed was discovered in

turning out an old bureau belonging to my grand-

father, who died in 1875. The seed was sown,

and more than 50 per cent, grew into a fine crop

of this delicious vegetable. Not a bad result

from seed that was known to be not less than

forty years old.

A Simple Device (or Scaring Birds.-^A relative

of mine who was a very keen naturalist always

used a simple but little-known device for keeping

birds away from Peas, &c. Suspend a length of

crimson worsted along each row, fastened to a small

stake at either end, and no bird will

venture near. Many gardeners rig up

elaborate devices of paper or rags, or

thread intricate patterns with twine over

their seeds. Let them try this dodge,

which is Just as effectual and much less

trouble. The colour is the point ; birds

dislike it.

Hants. T. W. H.

GARDENING OF
WEEK

THE

rOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Where new borders have yet to

be made, the work should be taken in hand
and completed without delay, so that the
soil may become somewhat warm and
settled. When planting one year old
Vines, shake every particle of soil from
among the roots, spread them out evenly,
cover with good soil, and give a gentle
watering with water in a tepid state.

Vines raised this year will need very careful
potting, using warm soil to keep them
growing freely. Do not allow the roots
to become cramped in the pots. The
Vines should be ready to plant out in May.
Melons.—Young seedlings will need care-

ful attention and should be kept gently on
the move. Do not overwater ; keep the
night temperature at 65° to 70°, and sow
more seed for later crops 'if desirable.

Cucumbers.—These will now grow
apace, and should be carefully trained to

the trellises. Pinch out the points of the
leaders when they are sufficiently advanced,
also all fruiting shoots one or two leaves
above the fruits showing. Syringe at mid-
day in bright weather, and keep the
temperature at 65° to 70° by night, with
a rise of 10° to 15° on bright days.

Strawberry-Beds will need a good clean-
ing. Remove any late runners, weeds and
any useless foliage ; dress the soil with soot
and lime, and mulch with good manure,
more or less according to the depth and
richness of the ground. The soil here is

light, porous, and rather shallow, mulching and
feeding being very essential early in autumn to
assist the plants to biiilc^ np strong and fruitful
crowns for the following season's crop. Plants
from the stock beds may be planted at any time
on thoroughly prepared land in twos and threes
in clumps 2 feet apart, and the rows between
may be planted with early crops of small-topped
vegetables.

The Kitchen Garden.

Prepare Frames for early Carrots, Potatoes,
Turnips, &c. The heating materials should be
principally leaves, with a little manure added.
Make the beds very firm, and use sweet, rather
porous soil. Be careful not to sow the seeds till

the heat is suitable.

Peas.—These may now be sown in quantity
in rows from 3 feet to 6 feet apart, according
to the height of the different varieties. Draw a
little earth over any plants that may be just

coming through the soil as a protection, keep a
watch for mice, and trap them if they are trouble-
some.

Herbs.—Thoroughly overhaul these and increase
Mint and Tarragon by planting the roots in good
soil. Sage, Thyme, Marjoram and several othei
herbs are readily increased by slips and- divisions,
also by sowing seed in a little warmth under glass.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the. Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Flower Garden.

Top-Dressing.—Beds of such subjects as
Narcissi, Dog's-tooth Violets (Erythroniums),
Fritillarias and Primula Sieboldii will be much
benefited by receiving a light top - dressing of
maiden loam or vegetable mould. If neither of

these is available, a sprinkling of boni-meal or soot

smoothed down with the Dutch hoe as soon as the
state of the ground will permit. Plantations of
two years old or more will, after the foregoing
attention, be benefited by receiving a dressing
of half-decayed farmyard manture. This will
serve the double purpose of fertilising and acting
as a summer mulch to keep the fruit clean. Where
spring planting is to be done, the previously dug
quarter should be forked over so as to be in readi-
ness for the reception of the young plants later on.

Planting Loganberries.—-This operation may
still be successfully performed, but should not
be longer postponed. The best system of training
is by using a double trellis, training the fruiting
and succession shoots to the respective sides,
reversing the relative positions annually.

Arrears.—-If there are aify arrears as to pruning
or training, they should be overtaken with as
little delay as possible.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Broad Beans.—A sowing of Early
Mazagan may now be made, the state of
the soil permitting. It will be well at
this season to damp the seed^ and roll

them in dry red lead to ward off the
attacks of mice.

Salading.—If a foot or more of leaves
or stable litter is placed in a frame and
overlaid with 6 inches of fine sod, a
batch of Lettuce may be transplanted
into it from the earlier sowing. Part of
the space may be devoted to another
sowing of Tom Thumb, and part to a
sowing of Radishes. Early French Break-
fast is an ideal \'ariety, especially for
early work.

Early Turnips.—Sowing Turnips in the
open before April is always risky, but
an early supply can easily be obtained
by adopting a course similar to that
advised for salads. The frames must, of
course, be protected with mats when frost
occurs. Early White Milan is one of the
earliest varieties. Sow thinly and thin
earl y

.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomficld Gardens, Davidson^ s Mains,
Midlothian.

HAKE.\ PINIFOLIA. SHOWING FRUITS AND FLOWERS
(From a water-colour drawing by J. T. Bennett-Poc.)

will be beneficial. Established beds of Lily of

the Valley will be grateful for similar attention.

Cutting Over Herbaceous Plants.—More than
one correspondent has recently urged a plea
for Icai'ing the herbaceous plants intact during
winter. This is sound advice, for not only does
the system enhance the beauty of the garden
during the dull days of winter, but, especially in

a severe winter, the stems serve as a means
of protection. Further, cutting over in autumn
means a partial crippling of the plants by re-

moving the (in many cases) imperfectly ripened
stems before they have completely performed
their functions for the season. The work of

cutting over the stems and tidying up the beds
should now be carried out before the rush of

spring work comes on.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—If the plantations were dug

between the rows in autumn, the soil should be

A RARE AUSTRALIAN
SHRUB

:

HAKEA PINIFOLIA.

In The Garden of December 11, 1915,

page 599, a brief note appeared on this

interesting plant by Mr. J. T. Bennett-

Poe, V.M.H., accompanied by an illustra-

tion of a flowering spray prepared from

a drawing by the author. Since then Mr.

Bennett-Poe has found a water-colour

drawing, herewith reproduced, which he

made some years ago. This spray shows

both flowers and fruits, and was taken

from a bush growing on the He St.

Honorat, off the coast of Cannes. This

species belongs to the Natural Order Pro-

teaceae, and has been collected at Port

Jackson, near Sydney, New South Wales.

With the present craze for English names for

plants, Mr. Bennett-Poe aptly suggests that any-

one in search of an English name for this might

reasonably call it the " Barbed-Wire Bush,"

for the sharp spiny leaves are as rigid and

strong as wire.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers

posted to any neutral European conntnj will he stopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents ivho have

obtained special permission front the War Office. Such

permission has been granted to The Garden, and sub'

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,

Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and

Rmiraania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.2.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

trees, while the expelieuce of others is just the ri'verse.

Sprayiiig with soft soap and paratRu has also been advo-
cated, but, in some cases at least, it does keep the liull-

flnches from oarryiTig ont their work of destruction.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE AMERICAN PILLAR MAKING STRONG GROWTH

(11'. F M. v.).—Your plants liave done wnnderlully well,

jvnd thev unist be in very good soil to make growths of

22 feet in one year, especially as tliey are close to some
trees. We can well believe your statement and do not

consider it an American yarn, although we are accustomed
to hear of marvellous skyscrapers in that country. It

looks as though your Roses were trying to race the Poplars.

If you can give them a good stout scaffold pole you should

have a grand effect in a year or two ; and if so, we wo\ild

welcome a photograpli.

FLOWER GARDEN.
MICHAELMAS DAISIES AND PHLOXES (IF. ./. J.).—

Of the first named. Aster Amellus. A. A. Distinction.

A. A. Ultramarine. X. Beauty of Colwall, A. cordifolius

albulus. A. c. Ideal. A. Desire. A. ericoides Silver Queen.

A. Lustre, A. Sova;-Angli:e Mrs. S. T. Wright, A. N.-A.

Mrs. J. r. Eavner, A. Climax, A. Sirius and A. Peggy
Ballard would be a good set : and of the Phloxes, Mrs.

E. H. .Jenkins. Fran Autonin Buchner. Elizabeth Campbell.

Europe, Kijnstrooni, Antonin Mercie. IJr. Konigshofer.

America, Albert Vandal. Glory of Lindfield, Africa, EugSno
Danzanvilliers and Lindfield Beauty are all good. You
would be able to get both the Michaelmas Daisies and
Phloxes in good plants from Jlr. James Box, The Nurseries,

Lindfield. Sussex. You should, however, get them planted

with as little delay as possible.

PRIMULA MALACOIDES iM. E. £.).—We have never

heard of Primula raalacoides bemg in any way poisonous,

but, still, it, may possibly be the cause of your trouble.

Some persons are much more readily affected than others ;

indeed, the handling of Primula obconica has never caused

us any inconvenience. It is generally recognised that it

is the foliage and not the flowers which causes the irrita-

tion, but on this point there arc differences of opinion.

Primula malacoides is not a garden form, asy on seem to

think in asking for its parentage. It is a native of Western
China, and was first introduced by Bees, Limited, about
ten years ago. To those who are troubled by Primula

obconica we have recommended as a preventive smearing

the hands with some simple oleaginous ointment, such as

cold cream, and several persons ha\*e greatly benefited

thereby.

ANEMONE HEPATICA AND CYCLAMEN (.V. H..

Chester).—The rock garden is not the place for these unless

special provision has been made for them and thin uniform

shade exists. The fact that they have no leaves is proof

that the plants are not happily placed, though
they lose their leaves invariably also when grown in too

near proximity to smoky towns or when fully exposed tfl

the sun. In hone of these are they happy.- Shade—the

thin shade of near-by evergreens—is much to them ; so,

too, is a good depth of moderately light loam and a cool

rooting medium. In such they will send down their roots

to a depth of 18 inches when established. To good loam
add fully a third of leaf-mould and a like quantity of

well-decayed cow-manure, mixing all thoroughly together.

Arrange for 2 feet deep of this, A western exposure with

uniformly thin shade suits them well. March is an excellent

planting season. As they are rather impatient of dis-

turbance and take some time to establish, they are worth
doing well at the start. Dryness they abhor ; the south-

east position you have them in is bad in the extreme.

The varieties vary considerably both in size and
eolotir. and, being seedlings, you might pick out good
varieties by visiting a hardy plant nursery when they
were in bloom. A. angulosa is the handsomest of all,

both in foliage and flower. The foliage, too, is usually

more persistent than that of the rest. Of this there is a
white variety, though it is quite rare. The Cyclamen you
refer to is C. Coum, one of the most charming of early

hardy flowers. A variety, C. C. purpureum, has flowers

coloured a claret red. It is very fine. There I's also a
white form. and. w'hite not pure in colour, is worthy of a

place with the rest.

ROMNEYA COULTER! (.1. E. xV.).—Uo not cut the long

growths away. If properly matured—the season of

1917 was by no means a good one for the proper ripening

of the shoots of the Californian Tree Popjiy, though
your southern county would be more favourable to the

plant than a northern one—these great growths will aft'ord

you an early as well as a prolonged flowering, supplemented
often enough, in the case of established ^examples, by
other shoots that spring from the base. From a warmer,
sunnier clime than our own. a warm position against a

south or south-west wall is good for it. In such it has

the benefit of direct as well as reflected heat. Boot
warmth—that assured by good drainage—is also good,

and an addition of old mortar to the soil is helpful. B.
trichocqjyx is allied to the above in leaf and flower, and,

though the flowers are somewhat smaller, the plant Ls

dwarfer, hardier, and, while more ttoriferou?, is also more
amenable to general cultivation.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

AUCUBA FOR HOUSE DECORATION (Mm. IF.).—

Boughs of .\ueuba are not, so far as we know, dried for

house decoration, though they are often cut and used

in a fresh state. They can be dried by pressing them
between sheets of absorbent paper, ehangmg the paper

every second day or so until the leaves and stems are

quite dry. The leaves on shoots so dried, however, must

be expected to be very brittle, and they would not last

indefinitely for decorative purposes. A.s the shrub is

so common, however, there does not appear to be any
good reason for going to the trouble of drying the branches.

For fresh ones can be cut at any time where 'biislies .xist.

Branches are inexpensive, and quite large bushi-s eau be

purchased for 2s. or 2s. (id,

SHRUBS AND PLANTS FOR PARTLY SHADED
BORDER (Mrs. D.B.).—The following shrubs and othiT

plants are likely to succeed in your partly shaded border :

Berberis Aquifolium, B. stenophylla. Viburnum Tiuus,

Dicj-villa Abel Carri^re, D. prsecox, D. Eva Eathke.

Ligustrum japonicnm. Khododendrons and Azaleas ui

variety (providing the soil is fairly free from lime). Clematis

in variety on rough poles, also the herbaceous or partly

herbaceous species, such as C. recta. C. intermedia and

C. Davidiana; PiEonies in variety in the more open positions,

Liliums in variety ; and for the shadier parts, L. Jlartagon,

Priinioses, Violets, spring-flowering bulbs, such as Snow-
drops, Crocuses, Chionodoxas, Vinca minor, Euscus

aculeatus, Euon.ymus japonicus and E. radicans.

FRUIT GARDEN.
COTTON FOR CHERRY AND PLUM TREES (7Vij-

itHlrne).—Owing to the great shortage of cotton at the

present time, we question whether you will he able to

obtain the particular sort you desire. It was at one time
sold by horticultural sundriesmen, but, uidess they have
some old stock in hand, you wiU^probably apply for it in

vain. By some it is claimed that spraying with lime

aiul sulpinu" is etficaclous in keeping the birds from the

their taller growth and evergreen habit standing them
in good stead. A free i)lanting of Brambles (Blackberries)

might also be of service.

DESTROYING CRICKETS {A. R. Jf.).—The same
measures that are used to destroy cockroaches will be-

effective in the case of crickets. Chase's Beetle Paste

is a good remedy, but, being of a poisonous character, it

should be kept from domestic animals, although it is not
likely that they would touch it. A substance that kills

crickets and is at the same time, we believe, harmless to

animals, is Beetlecute, which we have thoroughly

tried and found effective. A beetle powder. The Daiizo,

has been highly spoken of, but we have had no experience

of it. The above preparations can be obtained from
horticultural sundriesmen and florists, and must be tiseil

according to the instructions supplied with them. Besides

this, a great deal can be done by trapping the crickets

in deep dishes containing beer, a few sticks being placed

against the djslics for them to climb up ; also by
sprinkling Keating's Powder or powdered borax in the

haunst. It should be borne in mind that they dislike

water, hence it may be used freely where possible. Of

course, it cannot be poured about in the dwelling-house

where the pests probably congregate behind the stoves

or in similar places. In the greenhouse, however, this

objection does not hold good.

NAME OF FRUIT.— fl. M. T.-Apple Ashmead^^
Iveruel.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CAMELLIA BUDS DROPPING (Mrs. L. ff.).—While

some varieties of Camellia are more prone than others

to drop their buds, there are several causes wliich may
lead to this. The roots may be too dry or too wet ;

but

the most likely reason is that the house is kept too close

;

for Camellias.' being nearly hardy, succeed best where

there is a free circulation of air. You ask if the conserva-

tory is too hot. but you give no idea of the temperature

that is maintained there. The atmosphere of a con-

servatory adjoining the house is often too dry for the

welfare of the jilants contained therein.

FOLIAGE PLANTS FOR FERNERY (W. G. B.).—
You do not say how long you have had Crotons in the

fernery that receives only a little heat on frosty nights.

They cannot, of course, be expected to keep in good

health therein during cold weather. The number of

bright-foliaged plants suitable for such a structure Is

decidedly limited. Among the best are Abutilon Savitzi

(whose iobed leaves are heavily margined with white),

Aralia Sieboldii (Fatsia japonica) arid its variegated-

leaved form, .\spidistra lurida variegata (so well known
to everyone). Coprosma Baueriana variegata. Cordyline

(Dracaena) australis Doucettii (leaves margined with

cream), Eurya latifolia variegata, Ophiopogon spicatum

variegatum, and Phormium Veitchii, a small-growing

New Zealand Flax with variegated leaves. To these

may be added that pretty hardy white striped Grass

Eulalia japonica variegata, so nmch grown in pots for

decorative purjioses. Two easily grown creeping plants

that would thrive therein during the summer are Panicum
variegatum (whose leaves are striped with white) and
Tradescantia zebrina (whoso foliage is banded with green

and silvery grey, while the under side is pui-plish). With
regard to directions for pruning a miscellaneous collection

of old fruit trees, we are afraid that in order to deal properly

with the subject it would occupy far more space than is

at our disposal. Y'ou may obtain a book dealing solely

with fruit trees or. better still, seek the advice of a

local practical man. who. seeing the trees, would

then be able to advise thereon.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOKS ON ORCHID CULTIVATION (./. ^1.).—The

following list of books on the subject of Orchid culture

can be confidently recommended, and range between the

prices you mention : (1) " The .imateur Orchid Cultivator's

Guide Book." bv H. A. Burberry (5s.) ; (2) " Orchids for

Everyone," by C. H. Curtis (21s.) ; (3) " The Culture of

Greenhouse Orcliids," by F. Boyle (8s.) ; (4) " Orchids :

'I'heir Culture and Management," by W. Watson and

H. J. Chapman (25s.) ; and (5) " The Orchid Grower's

.Manual." by B. S. Williams (16s.).

LIME (./. A.)—The time required for a heap of slaked

lime to return to the form of calcium carbonate would take

from four weeks to two months, according to the size of the

heap and the surfaee exposed to the air. If you do not

wish your slaked lime to become transformed into car-

bonate, the best method to avoid this is to cover the slaked

lime with a layer of soil to a depth of 3 inches or 4 inches.

With regard to the second part of your question, we doubt

if the slaked lime will change, but think it will remain in

the hydrated condition over a considerable period.

SOMETHING TO SMOTHER NETTLES (F. T. £.).—
This is a matter for the " Column for the Curious " and one

also, we imagine, fcu' experiment. The Nettle is not an easy

plant to eradicate, and more than one person has, we fear,

been " nettled " bi'cause of having failed in the attempt.

Cutting down all growths as thcjie appear discourages

the plant much, and if persisted in may in time reduce

it to a minimum. Following this the St. .Tolin's Wort
should, if thickly planted, prove effleient, though it may
not be so while the Nettles remained vigorous. Other

plants likelv to he of service are Berberis Aquifolium,

Elymus glaiicus, Oaultheria Shallon and coninion Gorsi',

National Kitchens, Allotments and Pigs.—

Noyy that there is every prospect of the national

Idtchen materialising, I should like to suggest

that, where possible, allotments be cultivated

for their benefit by voluntaSy labour. There

must be a large ntimber of people who have not

sufficient time to cultivate allotments of their

own, but who would gladly give one or more

evenings a week, or even devote week-ends, to

a healthy outdoor occupation with the knowledge

that they were thereby helping their country.

Most local authorities have allotment committers

who could organise and supervise the movement.

Pigs might be kept on the refuse from the allot-

ments generally, and the refuse might also be

collected from any eating-houses in the locality

and fed to the pigs instead of to the dust destructor.

The pigs would also supply a certain amount of

manure to the land. This would, in a way, be

a revival, on a small scale, of the old manorial

system of land cultivation, and the workers might

be encouraged and rewarded with a certain pro-

portion of the produce of the land.

—

Sidney

Oetzmann.

Prices of Copper Sulphate tor Potato Spray-

ing.—Maximum prices have now been fixed- for

sulphate of copper for agricultural purposes.

Farmers and Potato-growers are urged by the

Food Production Department to place orders

for this material with their usual merchants or

dealers without delay and to take delivery as soon

as possible. The prices are based on a sliding

scale, and deliveries early, in the season will be

made at a lower {H-ice. The price for sales of

quantities of not less than one ton by makers f.o.r.

at works is £48 per ton, January-February delivery
;

£50 per ton, March-.-^pril delivery ;
and £52 per

ton, May-August delivery. The prices for sales

by merchants, dealers, chemists and others ex

store, shop or warehouse, are as follow :

Date for delireri/.

Jan.-Feb. Mar-Apl. Mail-Aug.
inclusive,

per cut. per ant. per cut

2cwt. and over . . . . 54s. 55s. 56s.

561b., but less than gcwt. 56s. 57s. 58s.

281b., ,, ,, ,, 561b. sSs. .S9S. 60s.

per lb. per lb. per lb.

81b., „ „ ,, 281b. 6.id. 7d. 7d.

4lb., ,
81b. 7&. 7jd. 8d.

lib., „ „ „ 4lb. 8d. SJd. gd.

A circular setting out the terms of the Order in

more detail can be obtained from the Food Pro-

duction Department, 72, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.I.

QuantUi/ included

in sate.

*, The Yearly Suiscripiion to THE G.iEDKN is : liilutui

lOs. lOrf. ; Foreign, 13s.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
KNOWING too well the wastage of egg

and hen power in the average poultry
yard—from backyard to even poultry
farm—I will deal with a few matters
that should be studied carefuUy by my

readers. In the majority of cases th;s wastage
is due entirely to ignorance of the main facts.

Egg-Wastage.— I will take egg-wastage first.

The national egg-basket is heavily robbed each
season because poultry-keepers put down to in-

cubate eggs which have no chance whatever of

producing bonny and robust chicks. They do
not start with the halchable egg, and, apart from
the egg-wastage, there is the subsequent chick-

ivastage, the weaklings 'hatclied being lost before
maturity is reached. Every chick that dies is

a dead loss as regards not only the original egg,

but also time, labour and food. Now, you may
have mated up your breeding pen months ago,
but that is no criterion that the eggs when incubated
will be fertile. It is not every male that throws
a large percentage of fertile eggs early in the
season. Some males are ideal early breeders

;

others come along nicely for the later

broods.

Test the Breeding Stock. — Ever >

poultry-keeper should know the peculiaritic!-

of each individual male. When one breed-
ing season is over, proper accounts of

mating, incubation and rearing records

should be available, and they should be
complete. Then when the next breeding
season comes round, all the breeder has to

do is to refer to his records, and he can
see at a glance which are his best males
for early chicks, and place these at the
head of his pens. WTiere no such records are

kept, the owner must be sure to test his

males after the pens have been mated up.
Instead of taking a dozen or more eggs from
each pen of birds and putting them in the
incubator, chancing whether they are fertile

or not, let him take but two or three eggs
from each pen, and foUow a week later

with another two or three. Sometimes as

many as sixty out of a hundred eggs in a

machine are wasted because they are
infertile or weakly fertilised, and all because
the poultry-keeper starts with the impression
that they must be fertile since the birds

have been mated up in good time. Far
better is it to put a few eggs to the test

from the commencement.
Test Eggs Early.—Whether you are hatch-

ing by hen or incubator, do not wait till the end of

the hatch without testing the eggs. On the seveath
day test the eggs foi fertility or otherwise, removing
any that are clear and transparent. Those con-
taining a spider-like form may be regarded as
fertile. In case of doubt, leave the eggs until
all are tested again on the fourteenth day. Where
surh egg-testing is practised, much time and labom-
will be saved. To conserve hen-power, try to
set two or three broody hens on the same day.
TJien, by removing the clear eggs on the
seventh day, each hen can have a full complement
of fertile or hatchable eggs. Should there be a
goodly number of infertiles, one hen will be
left without eggs, and she can be given a fresh
sitting.

Have Full Broods.—Having started each broody
with a full quota of hatchable eggs, again study
hen-power when hatching takes place. Do not—
as seenjs the general pra:tice—let one hen mother
two or three chicks ; another, six. Let each
broody have the full complement of a dozen little

flufiy ones. All it means is shuffling round the
chicks directly they are hatched, and as far as

possible keeping to coloui's if the mother has had
the chance of seeing her brood. A hen that brings
off white-coloured chicks may resent the introduc
tion of black chicks ; but if strategy is adopted and
the shuffling done when the chicks are just hatched,
no trouble will be experienced. Imagine a broody
hen wasting her time over one tiny chick—the
result of the hatch—scratching for grubs for that

one b.all of fluff which may at any time fall a prey
to the mother's clumsy feet. No ; let there be
full broods for one and all.

Back to the Nests.—I have suggested that each
ben should have a dozen chicks. This will be

FOLLOWING IN FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS.

a sufficient number early in the season, but later,

when the warm weather sets in, each broody can
have up to fifteen to look after. You may wonder
what I recommend should be done vrith those hens
for which there are not sufficient chicks to go
round. " Back to the nests" is my slogan; and
why not ? Do not study sentiment in any such

.matters! Do not say: " Poor Biddy without a

familv." Necessity knows no laws ! During the

time that a hen is sitting on eggs, eggs are develop-

ing in her ovary, and from a commercial point

of view you must plan for those eggs and save

that hen-wastage of which I write. The life of a

laying hen is taken, as a general rule, to be two

egg-seasons, and you must in consequence keep
her in profit as much as possible during that

[March 2, 1918.

period. Back to the nests, then, go those broody
bens for which there are no chicks, and within a

short time they will have forgotten that they
have been broody and brought off chicks, and will

soon be in lay again.

Putting Chicks to Hens.—If you really need
their services, you can choose the alternative

plan of giving them a dozen newly purchased
chicks each, which can be ordered in good time and
placed under the respective hens. If they are late

in arriving, you canleave one or two chicks with each

hen that is to have some of the new'ly pmxhased
chicks. That brings us to another method of

saving both egg and hen power, viz., putting

chicks ("home" hatched or purchased as day-

olds) to hens that have not brought off chicks.

By this plan the owner saves the three weeks
during which each hen would be sitting on the eggs.

Once the hen is thoroughly broody and while she'

is sitting on the nest, you tempt her to take to

one or two chicks placed beneath her wings, the

strategist remaining near her during the modus
operandi. If she consents, the few chicks are left

with her for the night, and in the morning the

others are added. One must practise with strong

chicks and persevere, as success depends very much
on the temperament of the individual broody.

A Combination.—Then there is the combination

of the two methods which commends itself to the

poultry-keeper in a small way. A start is made by
setting a hen on a dozen eggs, the latter

being either purchased or from the " home "

breeding stock. This done, an order is

despatched to an approved breeder to send

lialf a dozen day-old chicks for certain

delivery on the day the hen at home is due

to hatch off the chicks. The newly pur-

chased day-olds are placed with those she

brings off, and a full brood is thus ensured.

If several hens are being set, six day-olds

can be ordered for every broody set. There
are other advantages offered by this plan. If,

for instance, the hen should spoil her eggs, no

time will be lost, as the owner will have

the purchased day-olds to rely upon—an im-

portant point where hatching is to schedule.

When Selecting a Broody.—There is

much wastage, too, in the selection of a

broody hen, mostly because the hen chosen

is not really broody. Do not be in a hurry

to entrust eggs to a hen merely because

she spends a day squatting in the aest-box.

That is the way to waste a dozen nice eggs.

The broody fever shotild be firmly rooted

in the hen before eggs are given her. Place

your open hand under the bird, the tips of

the fingers being uppermost. If she shuffles

her wings and hugs your fingers, set her

on dummy china eggs and then give her

the real eggs. If you select a nervous or

excitable hen or one that is in poor condition,

you also run the risk of spoiling the eggs antl

allowing egg -wastage. If the broody is

feather-legged, cut the feathers from the shanks,

or eggs may be dragged from the nest when the hen

gets off for a feed. Then, the broody should carry an

abundance of fluff to keep the eggs warm, and she

must be well dusted with Izal powder, the nest

being similarly treated to prevent insect pests

from worrying her while she is sitting. Select

quiet, business-like hens, and look up the brood>'

merits of each individual for the previous year.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Gaueen Potillry Expert,

will he pleased to answer, free of charge, any questions dealing
milh 'poultry-keeping. A etawped and addressed envelope
should be enclosed, tvhen a lengthy and detailed reply will be
posted promptly. Communications slio-uld be sent to Mr.
W. Powell-Owen, care of The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street.

Strand, W.C. 2.
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THE coming- season should see one of

the most interesting efforts in co-operation

which has ever been made in this country.

The object of this co-operation will be to

prevent waste by ensuring the marketing

of all the surplus produce raised by small cultiva-

tors. To get this done, co-operation on the part

of -everybody in the country is necessary, and the

Food Production Department is appealing to all

small growers who produce more than they need,

all dealers and traders whose business it is to

bring produce to market, all retailers who supply

individual needs, and all consumers. Only by

the help of all these members of the' community
will it be possible to ensure that the individually

small but collectively great quantities of surplus

produce raised in allotments and gardens shall

be distributed uniformly among the population.

The Marketing of Surplus Produce.—Schemes

for creating marketing organisations in each

county have been prepared, and are already being

put into operation in some counties. The essential

part of every scheme is the establishment, in each

village, of a collecting depot, to which all surpluses

may be brought for packing and despatching

to market. The Ministry of Food is giving

encouragement to such schemes by undertaking

to treat the Potato crop raised by small cultivators

in 1918 on an equal foot-

ing with the crops of

Potatoes grown on farms.

Provided that the little

cultivators in each district

will combine so that their

produce may be bulked

and transport may be

saved, the State will piu--

chase all the surplus main-

crop Potatoes grown on

holdings. Each small grower

will therefore be able,

while retaining for his own
use all he needs, to sell

all he does not want.

Government Purchase

of Surplus Fruit. — The
Ministry of Food is pre-

pared in a similar way
to purchase surplus fruit

grown by small cultiva-

tors. To ensure that the

smallest surplus shall be

used, it will be necessary

for the collecting depots

to be linked up with one another, and all of them
to be brought under a County Marketing
Association. No stronger stimulus to the greatly

needed increase in food production could be given

than by the reasonable assurance that none of the

food grown will be wasted, and there should be

little heard during the coming summer of Plums
remaining ungathered or of gluts and waste of

vegetables.

Growing Early Peas in Boxes.—The illus-

tration on this page shows the box method
adopted at Aldenham House Gardens of

bringing on early supplies of Peas. The

work is commenced as early in the New Year

as possible, sowing the seeds of early and second-

early varieties in boxes containing a compost of

two parts fibrous loam, one part well-decayed

leaf-mould, and one part finely sifted horse-manure

from an old Mushroom-bed. The seeds are raised

in a gentle heat, being hardened off in cold

frames, then stood at the foot of a south

wall, and later on plunged three-parts deep

in a sheltered, sunny position in rows, staking

carefully outside the boxes. This refers to the

long, narrow boxes in the picture, which measm-e

30 inches wide and 9 inches deep. The broader

box, showing seeds, is used for raising seedlings

for transplanting to the other boxes, pots, or

for planting out. This enables very early supplies

to be obtained in the open, and very heavy

crops are gathered by this method. The varieties

found to do best are Quite Content, Duke of

, .Albany and Edwin Beckett.

An Early Fumitory.—Corydalis cava alba is

in many ways distinctive, yet it bears a close

resemblance to many of its tribe. It is an early

bloomer (this year the first flowers were out at

the beginning of February), and the upright,

crowded heads of creamy white blossoms possess

the precious gift of fragrance. These blooms look

very attractive against the piffple-hued foliage.

The

RAISING PKAS IN BOXES.

long narrow boxes are afterwards plunged under a south wall.

especially when the plant is growing in sonic

half-shaded nook, such as might be provided by
a mossy stump or rock. It appears to stand

rough weather with impunity in such a position,

and is a most abundant bloomer. It grows to

about 9 inches and enjoys a coo! soil.

Dried Couch Grass.—Experiments are being

made to determine the value of dried Couch Grass

as fodder, and the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries suggest that farmers, when cleaning their

land, should collect the Couch Grass and,

instead of burning it, should store it when chy.

Should the Couch Grass be found, as the

result of the experiments, to be unsuitable

for feeding alone, it would be of use, in view

of the shortage of feeding-stuffs, to mix with

other fodder, and in any case, if shortage

of labour and other circumstances preclude jts

utilisation in this way, it can afterwards be burnt,

as is now done, or, better still, rotted down for

manure.

Electro-Culture.^The President of the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries has appointed a

Committee to advise in regard to all electrical

questions connected with the carrying out of

e.xperiments in electro-culture, and particularly

with regard to the construction of apparatus

suitable for use on an economic scale and to the

making of such electrical measurements as may
be 'necessary in connection with the e.xperiments.

The members of the Committee are Sir John
Snell (chairman), Mr. .A. B. Bruce, Professor

V. H. Blackman, Mr. W. R. Cooper, Dr. W. H.

Eccles, Mr. J. S. Highfield, Professor T. Mather,

Dr. E. J. Russell and Mr. C. T. Wilson. The
Secretary of the Committee is Mr. B. W. Phillips,

of the Board of .Agriculture and Fisheries, and all

communications should be addressed to him at

4, Whitehall Place, S.W.i.

Mr. J. W. M'Hattie.—At their last meeting

the Town Council of Edinburgh adopted without

question the report of a com
luittee which recommended
111 increase of the salary of

Mr. J. W. M'Hattie, the

City Gardener. The salary

is now to be £550.

The Southern Fede-

ration of Allotment

Holders.—The London and

Southern Section of the

National Union, w h o s e

offices are at 8, Bucking-

ham Street, Strand, W.C.,

is undertaking a vigorous

campaign with a view to

promoting the progress

and strength of food pro-

duction by means of the

allotment system of

• ultivation. Its efforts are

being attended with con-

siderable success. Somi-

thing like 4,000 members
have affiliated to the

Section each month, and

at present the total
effective membership stands at 25,000. Numerous
organising meetings are being held, and to all it

has been apparent that allotment workers are

deeply impressed with the urgency of providing

the greatest possible backing to the National

Union in its efforts to foster the allotment move-

ment. Mr. D. Cbater, hon. organising secretary

of the National llnion in the Southern Section,

and Mr. GeraldW Butcher, hon. organising director

of the Southern Section, will be glad to give all

the necessary information to allotment holders

desirous of forming themselves into societies and

linking up with the National Union.
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CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

SWEET ORANGE MARMALADE.
'T'O every si.\ Oranges take two Lemons, and to

each pound of whole fruit allow three pints

nf cold water. Cut up fruit into strips, peel and

all, only taking out pips (these I put into a cup to

soak, covered with water, and later put into a

muslin bag with the water they have be^n soaking

n and boil with the fruit, as this makes the mar-

malade far better flavour, but, of course, is entirely

a matter of taste, and can be left out if preferred).

Cover with water, let it stand for twenty-four hours.

Boil till tender, then let it stand another twenty-

four hours, add lib. of sugar to each pound of pulp,

and boil for an hour or more, stirring all the time,

until it jellies when put on a plate. I have made
marmalade from this recipe and find it excellent^

and greatly liked by my household.

—

Kathleen
PuRCELL Weaver.

[In the absence of Seville Oranges for making

marmalade, the foregoing use for Sweet Oranges

and Lemons is much appreciated.

—

Ed.]

.\ PLEA FOR NUTRITIOUS
VEGETABLES.

DEADING your first note in last week's issue,

I could not help having brought to my mind

a matter which seems to me of very great import-

ance, namely, what should be grown in vegetable

gardens. In my ovia garden, for example, quite

a third of it has been used for some form of the

Cabbage tribe ; but if we are really going to be

short of food, it is niftst important that we should

grow nourishing vegetables. When there is

plenty of meat to eat, people should have plenty

o< Cabbage;' but it does not look as though there

\yas 3 danger of a superfluity of meat, and there-

fore I think tha^ gardeners should be urged to

grow tlif most nutritious form of vegetables, as.

for example, Potatoes, EarShips, - Artichokes,
'

Carrots, Turnips, Onions and, above all. Sugar

Beet. [Why grow Sugar Beet when garden JBeet-

root is so much better ? We kiiow a school garden

in Surrey where Sugar Beet is Wasting in heaps

because it is not palatable. It is, how'ever, in

demand for feeding rabbits. We should like to

add Peas and Beans, especially Haricots, to this

list of nutritious vcgetaMcs.-^Eo.] If anyone

. growing these happens to keep pigs,, he will

" find no difficulty in getting rid of a surplus, should

there be one ; and it may interest yoiu' readers to

. know that I have on two occasions fatted a pair

of pigs in pre-war days without giving them any

meal whatever. On the first occasionlt was doni'

with Potatoes, and on the second with Arti-

chokes, only, of coiffse, it is'; essential that all

vegetables given to pigs should.be boiled. To he

.absolutely accurate, the pigs ;wo«ld not touch

- the Artichokes until some meal had been scattered'

on them, but this having been done once, they

afterwards fed on them greedily without the meal.

—

Thackeray Turner. Godalming. Surrey

PAROCHETUS COMMUNIS AND
ANEMONE TRIFOLIATA.

AS evidence of the mildness of the winter here

it will doubtless be of interest to many.readers

to hear that two flowers of the Himalayan Pea
were in bloom on February 22, and many more
in readiness to follow. The happy plant is growing

in a bog in Mr. E. C. Buxton's garden at Bettws-y-

Coed, and is entirely unprotected, The Anemone
opened iis first flower before the middle of

February, and when I saw it towards the end of

the month there were scores of buds on the point

of expanding.—A. T. Johnson, North Wales.

SQUASHES AND PUMPKINS.
" A NNE AMATEUR " mentions the fact that

she grows Gourds for winter use, and by
" Gourds " I assume site alludes to those forms that

arg usually grown- for ornament. Possibly, how-
ever, she embraces the several types of Pumpkins
Under' the heading of Gourds. The AMericans

pay a great deal more attention to the various

forms of Cucurbita;. Pumpkins, particularly, are

grown for winter storing, and a few of the sorts

cultivated are The Mammoth ; Small Sugar,

a very sweet variety, for pie-making ; Big Tour, a

large, oblong, orange-fleshed variety ; Golden

Oblong, a big Marrow-like sort ; White Cushaw,

Striped Cushaw and Japanese, all crooked-necked

forms ; and Large Cheese, a large, flat variety.

Squashes are of two types—the summer or thin-

skinned, used when young like we use Marrows
;

and the winter type, with hard skins and great

keeping qualities. To all intents Squashes are

equivalent to the Marrow as we know it. Indeed,

the Long White Marrow we are familiar with is

termed the " Marrow Squash," while White Bush
Squash is not unlike our Custard Marrow. There

are several of these scallopcd-shaped Squashes,

including the Mammoth Bush ; while others take

on a variety of forms, such as crooked-necked

and Pear-shaped. The Winter Squashes vary in

shape, but the Hubbard types are all more or less

Pear-shaped, with a tapering point; Personally,

I am not at all sure what is the line of demarcation

between tlie Winter Squash and the Pumpkin.

The Mammoth Whale Squash attains loolb. or

more in weight. Most"of the Squashes have deep

orange flesh and dark green or~j'cllow skins, which

may be either smooth or very warty, or even ribbed.

The cultivation of Squashes is being very -strongly

urged by the American Food Production Depart-

ment, and we might do worse than attempt them

here. I might mention that I grew the Hubbard
Squash several years ago, starting the seeds in a

frame and eventually exposing the plants to full airi

The Americans use Squashes both for pies and

baking, while Pumpkins are largely grown for

stock feeding.—T- A. W.

POPULAR PLANT NAMES.
T THINK some distinction should be made

between- popular plant names

—

i.e., those in

actual use among the people—and book names

—

those which occur only in books opare deliberately

invented. Of course, no hard and fast line of

distinction can be drawn: book-names soou

come into use among the ediitated classes, just

as Latin names, sometimes more or less trans-

mogrified, become popular ; but tlie two classes

are practically easily separable. Winter-green,

as applied to Pyrola, is a^^oOd example of an

invented name which hits come into general use

in books. Turner, in his " Names of Herbes
"

(1548), says it " is named in duch winter growe [this

he corrected in his appjsadix to winter grune]

*r -"."; it m'aye be called in englishe wynter-

grene "
; and he is followed by Gerard and all

later writers. " Hortulanus," by the way, quotes

from Johnson's edition of Gerard (r633). The

second, third and fourth species were added by

Johnson ; the first only is in Gerard's own book

(1597). In both editions Maianthemum is in-

cluded in the same chapter. . The first Johnson

figure, which " Hortulanus " says is P. minor, is

evidently P. rotundifolia, replacing that in Gerard,

which, I think, is P. minor. The only popular

name for any Pyrola with which I am acquainted

is " Wood Lily," by which I found it was known

in South Buckinghamshire. This, of course, is

explained by its superficial resemblance to the

Lily of the Valley, whose scent it faintly recalls,

as mentioned by Gerard. Goodyera, so far as I

know, has no popular name, nor should I expect

it to have one. The " Chickweed " in the name
,for Trientalis doubtless refers to' the resemblance

of its flower to that of a Stellaria : "Winter-

green," no doubt on account of its remaining

green during the winter^a fact to which

Pyrola doubtless also owes its book-name.

—

James Britte><.

[Trientalis .is a variable plant, it entirely dis-

appears in winter in some localities, as explained

in the following note. See also the note by Miss

Jekyll, page rig.

—

Ed.]

A REMARK of mine regarding the nomenclature

of the Trientalis (issue January 19) has given

rise to a considerable amount of discussion about

the flower and its names. Speaking of the Trien-

talis I said, "I can find no English name sufficiently

sanctioned by old use and tradition," being quite

aware, when I wrote this, of the book-name
" Chickweed Winter-green," which is the name used

in Deakin's " Florigraphia Britannica," a work
I find very useful, old-fashioned though it is.

Regarding this name, my opinion was that of

Mr. James Britten—that it is a " mere book-

name." I am interested to know that such a

cumbrous name is current in any provincial

district of this island, especially in long-headed

Aberdeenshire, where they practise economy in

speech as well as in other things. .1 have lived, in

my ,time, for years in districts where the Trientalis

is almost as common as the Buttercup, but then-

were few who noticed it, and I never heard any

name for it. Inappropriateness in the name nt

a flower is not always proof that the name dot

-

not exist in ciu-rent usage, but it is a presumption

against. " Chickweed Winter-sweet " as a name Ji r

the Trientalis is absurd. Except that both flowers

are stellate, the Trientalis has no resemblann

to the Chickweed, though it may be a little lik'

some other of the Stellarias (Holostea, for example).

As regards " Winter-green," if you searched you

could hardly find a woodland flower less like the

true Winter-green (Pyrola) than the Trientalis,

in leaf, flower, -or habit. The foliage of the Pyrola

is leathery and persists throughout the winUr.

w'hereas the Trientalis, after flowering, rapidlv

ripens its delicate foliage and by mid-autumn sn

completely disappears that it is difficult to find

the roots. As for the flower, the blossom of tin

Trientalis resembles that of the Pyrola as mudi
as it docs that of the Lily of the Valley. However.

like-rMr. Britten, I am interested to learn thai

the name is current in Aberdeenshire. Facts are

facts, and furthermore, as they would probablv

maintain in .Aberdeen, they are " Chiels that

winna ding."

—

Somers.

WINTER FLOWERS.
T HAVE received a goodly number of Cyclamen

corms from Salonika through the kindness of

a newly made friend there. I am hoping some of

them may prove to be C. grtecum, an interesting

species akin to neapolitanum, but having a brown

leathery edging to its leaves, and roots proceeding

from all parts of the corm instead of only from

the upper surface, as should happen in an orthodox

C. neapolitanum. Otherwise all the corms sent

are forms of C. neapolitanum, and I do not think

C. Coum occurs tiicre, or the keen eye of my friend

would have noticed it, and his zeal and kindness

have combined to send some to me. The Cyclamen

at Caerhays, praised so justly by Sir Herbert

Ma.xwell, is C. neapolitanum. It may be known

from europaeum Ijy flowering before the leaves

are mature, and also by having auricles—small

angled projections—round the throat of the flower.

C. europa;um flowers from June onward to October,

has no auricles, and produces leaves before flowers,

and in favourable places does not altogether lose

them. The name hederaefolium is a synonym
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of neapolitanum, but has also been used for C.

repandum, the vernal species found round Florence

and Rome.—E, A. Bowles.

TJAVING read with pleasure and interest the

letter of Sir Herbert Maxwell in The Garden
of February i6, I venture, though only an amateur,

to send the following notes of my experience.

I have never succeeded in growing Cyclamen

europseum, though I have tried several times.

I have seen it in its wild state, and believe it to be

very distinct from hedera'folium. In C. europo?um

The corm is roimd in shape, and seems to like

being 3 inches or even 4 inches below the surface.

C. hedera?folium as it grows develops the corms

laterally, so that they become almost flat above

and below. It likes its corms almost exposed.

1 find it easy to grow. I believe from experience

it likes a soil filled with the roots of shrubs and

trees. The finest plant I remember seeing was
almost in the centre of a Thorn hedge. C. Coum I

liave not been successful with ; I have never

kept it for more than two or three years. Some
few years ago I got in mistake for C. Coura some
corms of another species very like it, but with

white markings on the leaves. I think it is repan-

dum, but whether it is or not, it was a fortunate

mistake that brought it to rae. It has done well

where Coum failed, and at present is coveted with

I 'right pink blossoms. It is growing on the northern

side of a rock. I cannot understand Sir Herbert

not caring for the white variety of Erica carnea.

It is one of my favourite Heaths. It is always

a fortnight in advance of E. carnea, this year

much more so, because it was beginning to flower

at Christmas, when it was checked by frost. It

is still in flower ; and so is carnea. The earnest

I have from the Parley Dale Nurseries looks

almost wl":ito when in bud. It opens a pale pink

and later develops into a bright carmine. T

cannot agree that Galanthus nivalis is the only

Snowdrop worth esteem. The late Lord Clarina

gathered some Snowdrops in the trenches at

Sebastopol during the Crimean W^ar. Oji his

return he gave them to his sister, the late Mrs.

Barton of Straffan, Cqunty Kildare. There they

have flourished. It is a very fine form of nivalis,

and with me is somewhat later. Tlie late Mr.

Burbidge first called my attention to this Snow-

drop, for which he had a great admiration. Then
again, G. Elwesii is a notable plant when it does

as it does here, 1,100 feet above sea-level. 1 always

thinkjto show its best, it ought to be planted in

front of a rock and above face-level. To pass to

vegetables, I was told last year that Ramnion
is well worth growing for the leaves, which make a

better-flavoured dish than any Spinach treated

ni the same way.

—

The O'Mahony, Muckl/igh,

Aughn'm, County Wicklow.

f S.—Sir Frederick Moore has seen the Cyclamen
illuded Id: since I wrote above, and says it is

n it repandum —O'M.

APPLES FROM CUTTINGS.
T MET with llie .Apple referred to by Mr. John S.

Smith in Colvend, Kirkcudbrightshire, in 1912.

.\ cutting from it planted in my garden produced
fruit in 1917, and would have fruited in igi6 if

the bloom had not been blighted by frost. The
owner b.-lieved that the tree had come from
.Australia to her garden. She has given away a

good many cuttings, and the tree has become
known in the district as the " Mother Apple."

It is of excjllont quality.—William Can.ninc,

Red Rowan, Flixloii.

TN The Gahden of February 23 Mr. John S.

Smith refc^rred to an Apple tree known as

Fillingham, subject to rough knots or nodes which
rooted freelv as cuttings. 1 do iiol think this

tendency to growing nodes is so much due to the

variety of tree as to the soil. Nearly all the trees

in my garden have this tendency, including Lord

Derby, EcklinviUf Seedling, Sweet Lark and
Keswick Codlin.—L. E. C , St. Ives, Cornwall.

T H.AVE come across an Apple having the same

characteristics as that mentioned by your

Correspondent Mr. John S. Smith, growing in a

friend's garden at Solihull, Warwickshire. It

displayed the same straggly growth, and quite

large branches rooted at the nodes readily.

—

E. S. Chatiock, Rosedale House, Leysters, near

Tenbury.

TN compliance with the request of a contributor

in your issue of February 23, I write to say

1 have in my garden three .Apple trees grown

in that way. They were given to me from a neigh-

bouring garden,' and my friend, now deceased,

called them the French .Apple. The habit of my
trees is quite the same as that described by your

contributor. My t.'ees came into bearing in two

or three years. The Apples are small and

sweet, but of such an early kind as to be of but

little benefit in a collection. I consider this variety

is just a curiosity and no more, there being so many
far better .Apples, either for home use or market

purposes, than this " innocent " little fruit at

itsseason of ripening.—J. Hili Poe, O.L. (Captain),

Riversion, Nenagh.

and now rare West of England favourite Stibbtrt

m Stubbard are all bf tlie same character, Fillint-

ham may be one of these kinds under a local name,
but this point cou(d easily be settled if Mr. Smith

sent me fruits'in season for identification. Grimes'

Golden Pippin, an esteemed American varitty,

also roots readily from cuttings, and its branclns

have the same character as the others before men-
tioned. I have, however, several varieties of I In-

ordinary type upon 'their own roots,, but none

has yet borne fruits, as »he 'trees are only two

years old and are an experiment. I know of one or

two orchards in East Lothian where many varietii s

are grown upon their own roots. A certain Pippin,

greatly esteemed in its season in Edinburgh

Market, grown by the tenant of one of th<se

orchards, is rooted as easily as the Black Currant.

That fact induced me to make experiments with

other varieties,' and investigation shows thai

in the Border districts of Scotland many ("old

enthusiasts in the cultivation of the Apple never

trouble about grafting or budding. We liv and

learn.

—

George M. Taj'lor. Edinbiirgli.

Cabbage Harbinger
Since the above variety was introduced 1 havi

always formed a very high opinion of it, especially

as to ^s earliness and quality. The enclosed photo-

SPRING C.•\BB.^GI£ H.\RBIXG1';K.

Soit'ii in laic July; planted on snulh border in September, ^^any were cut tn February

T^HE paragraph on this subject by Mr. John S.

Smith is very interesting. The identity of

the .Apple known in the Hull district as Fillingham,

which he says strikes so readily from cuttings,

is probably hidden under some local name. 1

can find no Apple named Fillingham in a list of

3,000 varieties known to have been in cultivation

in these islands in the seventies of last century.

There are several varieties, however, which have
the character described by Mr. Smith—that is,

rough nodes or knobs upon the branches of the

trees—and all of them strike readily from cuttings.

The Oslin Pippin, a great favourite in Scotland.

is a typical example. The true old Golden Pippin,

-Mank's C"dlin, the old Bur Knot, and Die old

graph, whiih was taken on December 31 last,

will give some idea as to its usefulness. The seed

was sown at the end of last July, and the seed-

lings platited out on a south border on

September i. By tbfc Cud of the year fully

half the plants were fit ten cutting, and the

remainder showeei signs of quickly maturing.

This variety never makes a large ainotmt of

growth, consequently it can he planted f.iirly

closely together on -rte gremud-;-' 13 inches to

1 8 inches from row to row, and li inches from plant

to plant, is ample. What impresses and pleases

me most is the piuit'y of the stock. I have been

unable to detect a single rogue or any that is likely

topremafmely run to flower. Edwin BECKFir.
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SOME FLOWERS OF WINTER.—VI
THE EARL Y

By Arthur

" These are most truely to bee reckoned Vernal
plants, for that they rise not out of the ground
untill the Spring bee come in, and are gone like-

wise before it be past, remaining under ground
all the rest of the yeare
' Paradisi," page 276.

"—^John Parkinson,

When the. author of

" The Garden of Pleasant

Flowers " penned this

sentence he had in
mind only two species of

Corydalis—tuberosa (syn.

cava), called by him
" Radix cava major flore

earneo. Blush colourd

Hollow roote," and its

lovely white variety
albiflora ; and solida (syn.

bulbosa), the Holewort, both of which, as he
rightly says, bloom, to borrow from Pope,

" In that soft season when descending showers
Call forth the greens, and wake the rising flowi rs :

When opening buds salute the welcome day.

And earth relenting feels the genial ray."

Nevertheless, most of the plants I wish to discuss

to-day awake with the Snowdrops and Winter
Aconites, so they are true flowers of winter, and,

though I am not botanically correct in styling

them Fumitories, because Fumaria and Corydalis

are distinct genera, yet both belong to the Natural

Order of Fumeworts (Fumariacea;), and slight

botanical differences are of small moment when
considering the value of a plant in the garden.

But at least I am on safe ground in saying that

l'"umarias are mostly weedy annuals (F. officinalis

is a peculiarly pertinacious weed in my garden)

while the Corydalcs, mc judice, are a delightful

race of graceful perennials.

This year the first Corydalis to flower in the

open ground in my garden was the Narrow-leaved

Corydalis (C. angustifolia), whose first blossoms

opened on January 25, thus proving that it still

retains its winter-flowering character, upon which
I remarked in a note to The Garden as long ago

as February 13, 1904 (Vol. LXV., page 109).

Although "Nicholson" makes no mention of it,

this plant is an old introduction. According to

Johnson's Gardeners' Dictionary, it found its way
(o this country as far back as 1819, but as he says

the flowers are purple, it is evident that he must
either have suffered from colour-blindness or else

his acquaintance with it was not an intimate one.

Bieberstein first described this plant in his " Flora

Taurica," Vol. II., page 146, under the name of

Fumaria angustifolia. It was afterwards trans-

ferred by De CandoUe to the genus Corydalis. A
century ago this latter name was not in general

use, for in the second edition of Alton's " Hortus

Kewensis [i;Si2] : A catalogue of the plants

cultivated in the Royal Gardens at Kew," the

name Fumaria is retained for all the species

mentioned.

Corydalis aiigustifolja first reached me in 1003

from Messrs. ,Van Tubergen, whose collector, I

believe, found it either in Armenia or in some part

of the Caucasus. In K. F. von Ledebour's " Flora

rossica " it is stated to be a native of Tanaim in

Southern Russia. " Johnson " gives its habitat

as Iberia, but this dejes not mean Spain (as it does

in the case of the word Iberis), " the country of the

Iberus or Ebro," but refers to a district bordering

FUMITORIES.

R. Goodwin,

on Mount Caucasus. Similarly, the specific name
of Coronilla iberica bestowed by Bieberstein

applies to the same district, and as this is apt to

cause confusion it is, perhaps, just as well that

Wildcnow's name of cappadocica is now given
priority.

Like most of the other early flowering species

of Corydalis, C. angustifolia grows from a tuber,

and as it is so early it demands a sheltered spot

in a moist and not too sunny position. Here it

grows from 4 inches to 6 inches high, and the

sketch will give some idea of the plant, though
the specimen from which it was made was " snowed
under" (as our American friends say) for some
days before it was brought into the house. The
flowers are cream-coloured, with a very long

CORYDALIS ANGUSTIFOLI.A.

{From a drawing by Mrs. Arthur Goodwin.)

spur, and arc laxly disposed in a short raceme
with long, narrow bracts, usually cleft to the middle
into three divisions. The root leaves, borne on
slender stems, are cut into two sets of three

leaflets (biternate), these being long and linear.

The brownish, watery stems bear two leaves,

and these also are-biternate and deeply divided,

in colour a pale glaucous green. It is of the easiest

cultivation, and even in the inclement spring of

last year it yielded me some of the small black

shiny seed that is a distinctive feature of this family,

and which is best sown at once like Daiiodil seed.

Following closely upon its heels comes Cory-

dalis Kolpakowskyana, a dreadful name for a

plant of such charm and delicacy. It is a pity

that ugliness should be one of the chief charac-

teristics of some of our modern names of plants,

liecause it undoubtedly deters many people from
taking an interest in their culture. When, for

example, they admire a lovely tree of richly hued
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Crab blossom in your garden, it disheartens them
to be told that it is Pyrus Niedswetskyana, just

like the schoolboy who was flabbergasted when
he found that it had fallen to his lot to recite the

passage in " Love's Labour's Lost "
:

" Thou art not so long by the head as honorifica-

bilitudinitatibus "
!

Kolpakowsky's Corydalis is a species from
Western Turkestan that Regel first described in

1877, and my first plant came from Messrs. Ant.
Roozen some fourteen years ago. It proved
neither so long-lived nor so able to withstand
the alternations of our Mielland climate as C.

angustifolia. The plant grows about 6 inches

in height, bearing racemes of pinkish flowers

with long spurs, while the smooth, much-divided
leaves are of a pale glaucous hue.

Much more handsome than this is Corydalis

Ledebouriana, introduced from south-eastern

districts of the Altai by Dr. Regel of Petrograd

Botanic Garden in 1879, but first described in

i84r. It is a very distinct kind, growing 9 inches

to 12 inches high, with a very lax stem almost

inclined to be prostrate. The pale' glaucous

green leaves are eif very peculiar appearance,

being arranged in a whorl half way up the stem
and cut into several rounded divisions. Tin-

bracts are obovate and glaucous, and the floweis

three-quarters to an inch long and deep claret

in colour. At the junction of the spurs, which
are of a light pinkish shade, this colour changes

to wine red, while the upper portion of the sepals

is margined with yellow. In their native habitats

these early Fumitories only appear above grountl

when all danger of frost is past, and they suffer

in our uncertain climate because a few warm days
in January tempt them out of the ground too

early. But they are well worth growing in a

sheltered nook or where an oveirhanging rock can

afford some protection. If this cannot be arranged,

some other "dodge" must be contrived, such -

as a hand or frame light, which will save the flowers

trom being damaged by snow and rain and,

incidentally, encourage the plants to seed.

Not such an early riser as the three previous

species is Corydalis bracteata, which I obtained

from Mr. T. Smith of Newry and grew successfully

for a number of years, but have now lost, and should

be glad if anyone can help me to replace. The
Bracted Corydalis was discovered by Professor

Ledebour of Dorpat in the Altai Mountains,

the home of many interesting plants that are

described in Ledebour's " Flora Altaica." It

the war were satisfactorily concluded, I should

like to express my joy by getting astride Cam-
buscan's horse of brass (which the " Arabian

Nights " tells us had a pin in the neck, and on

turning this pin the horse rose into the air and

transported the rider to the place he wanted to

go to)—otherwise the modem aeroplane—in order

to go and search for Corydalis longiflora, whose

habitat is " in saxosis umbrosis prope forlalilitim

Buchlaminsk," to quote from " Flora Altaica."

Anybody who consults Vol. LX., t. 3230, of the

Botanical Magazine can see that this is a p'ant

worthy of reintroduction, for the individual

flowers are ij inches long, pale rose in colour,

centre petals blood red. anthers yellow, with a

long spur tapering nearly straight. It was intro-

duced in 1832, but now seems as extinct in gardens

as the dodo. But to return to Corydalis bracteata.

This was first described by Persoon in his " Synopsis

Plantarum," and it is also recorded in " Flora

Altaica," where its habitat is stated to be " in

humidis umbrosis freqtieniissime" and its flowering

period " prima vere." It grows from a globose

tuber, throwing out a few roots from its base.

The stem is single, inclined at the base, then erect,

bearing a recurved, oblong, brown, membranous
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scale above the base, and above it two rather

glaucous leaves which are biternate. The large

leaf-like bracts are wedge-shaped (cuneate) and

deeply cleft. They extend under each flower-

. stalk. The flowers are sulphur yellow, an incli

long, with long spurs that are slightly curved

towards the rounded ends. The habit of the plant

is not so upright as C. angustifolia. It received

a first-class certificate on April 27, 1880, when

exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society

by Mr. H. J. Elwes. The winter of 1879-80 was

notoriously cold, which no doubt accounts for

the late date this plant was shown. According

to my note-book, however, I have had it in flower

on two occasions during March, so that in a mild

season it may just b^ termed a flower of winter-tiii' .

The two species that faithful old

Parkinson refers to are both early

birds. Corydalis tuberosa var. alba

reminds me of a little girl of my
acquaintance who could not re-

member the name for Parsnip, so she

described it as "the Carrot's white

brother." It is one of the prettiest

plants of the whole race, and though

it is easily grown and has been in

cultivation in British gardens since

1596, I doubt if there are many
readers of The Garden who grow

it. Both the type (whose flowers are

purple) and its " white brother " grow

6 inches high, and the flowers aif

borne in dense spikes, carried well

above the pretty Adiantum-like foli-

age, which Parkinson, by the way.

aptly compares with that of Colum-

bines.

Corydalis^^liiife (syn. bulbosa). th<-

least attractive of these early Fumi-

tories, is perhaps the best known. This,

too, has finely cut foliage and bracts.

But its flowers are a dull and dingy

purple or lilac. In some gardens this

is a perfect weed ; nevertheless, il

there are any readers of The Garden
to whom it has become a nuisance, I

shall be grateful if they will dig up

some of the solid round tubers and

send them to me for naturalising in

my wood. Doubtless it is to this

plant that Parkinson refers when he

says " some of this kinde bee of small

respect, bsing accounted but foolish,

yet let it fill up a waste corner, that

so no place be unfurnished."

When one reflects how the world
.

is being ransacked by the adven-

turous plant collector, it is strange

that many lovely species of Corj'dalis

are almost unknown in cultivation.

Where, for instance, are the lovely

Corydalis cashraeriana figured in Royle's " Flora

of the Himalayas "
; Corydalis pallida, a Japanese

plant of merit ; Corydalis Marschalliana, described

by Persoon and stated by " Nicholson " to have

been introduced from Tauria in 1823 ; and the two

early risers C. Sewerzowi from Central Asia and

C. Semenowii, a Siberian species that Mr. E. A.

Bowles tells us he has " loved and lost " ?

Only one hybrid Cor>'dalis—the creamy white

C. AUenii—whose parentage is unknown to me.

appears to have been raised ; so if there are readers

who have any spare time in these strenuous days,

let me recommend them to try to cross-fertilise

tliis interesting race of perennial plants.

Of the medicinal properties of Corydalis I know
nothing, and even Parkinson is hazy on the point.

But in Chambers' Twentieth Century Dictionary

1 find the word corydaline, meaning " an alkaloid

.btained from the root of Corvdalis tuberosa,'.

so perhaps this is the reason why the plant is none

too plentiful.

Etymologically, the word Corydalis presents

some points of interest, as "doctors" disagree

about its origin. Though known to Parkinson, he

givts us no inkling of its meaning. The generally

accepted derivation is the Greek word korydalos. a

lark, in allusion to the supposed resemblance of the

spm of the flower to the spur of a lark ; but, as the

Rev. G. H. Engleheart has proved in "fhe case

of Aquilegia and aquila, it does not always do to

accept the derivation commonly agreed upon

by botanists. For my own part I have often

wondered whether the large bracts which in some

species subtend the flowers, giving them almost

a hooded appearance, are not responsible for the

botanically as Leucojum vernum, and in many
ways it resembles the Snowdrop, to which it is

closely allied. It is one of the joys of the garden

at this time of the year, and yet how seldom it is

seen. When naturalised the Spring Snowflake is

wonderfully effective, and in suitable soils seedlings

spring up around the parent clumps. The drooping

white flowers are usually solitary, but sometimes

borne in pairs about 8 inches from the ground.

When we come to examine them more closely we
see how beautiful they are in detail. They are

fragrant, and each flower segment is tipped with

a pretty green spot.

The bulbs, when obtainable in sufficient quantity,

should be planted in the autumn like any other

spring-flowering bulb ; but the following incident

is not without interest, while it may
be regarded as evidence of the hardi-

ness and good nature of the Spring

Snowflake. One cold February d^y.

a few years ago, a schoolboy who had

found the Spring Snowflake flowering

in a wood dug up a clump of it and
brought it to me to name. I felt

sorry for the fragile-looking plants

that had fallen to this fate, and
straightway dug a deep hole in a

rocky bank and covered their naked

bulbs and stems with leafy mould.

Each year since I have been rewarded

with a few flowers, and the bulbs,

slowly spreading, are now able to

take care of themselves.

There is a closely allied species

known as the Summer Snowflake (L.

aistivum) which grows wild on the

banks of the Thames near Oxford.

The flowers have been sold in the

streets of Oxford in abundance, like

those of the Snake's-head FritiUary.

which is also common in the meadows
there. The sale of these wild flowers

should be discouraged. They are far

too precious to be gathered recklessly.

The Spring Snowflake once grew

wild in Oxfordshire, but it is now
extinct. H. C.

FROM A GARDEN IN

NORTHANTS

1

SPRING SNOVVFLAKES SI.OWI.Y SPREADING.

name, horys being the Greek word for cap, mantle

or hood.

Perhaps Mr. Engleheart will probe the matter

and tell me if there is any probability in my
supposition.

The Spring Snowflakes

IT

is one of the pleasant surprises of February

to see a carpet of Snowflakes under the bare

stems of trees or shrubs in some out-of-the-

way part of a woodland. The Spring

Snowflake makes a delightful picture when
naturalised in groups under Hazel bushes, for the

flowers of one and the catkins of the other are

invariably out together. It also looks well in

company with those weird-looking and beautiful

shrubs the Witch Hazels, now flowering with

unusual freedom. The Spring Snowflake is known

AM a constant reader of The
Garden and find it more
interesting every week. Mr.

Goodwin's articles on " Some
Winter Flowers " are delightful.

Here in Northants Anemone blanda

flowers and seeds freely, though up
till now seedlings have not shown
much variation. The form scythinica

I have only had a couple of years, but it is

doing well and will, I hope, soon increase. The
rock garden is very bright for the time of

year, and I enclose a list of a few thiufs

that are in bloom at the present lime. Severe

frosts here last week rather spoilt the flowers of

Saxifraga Burseriana Gloria, which ten days ago

fully justified its name and was indeed " the

glory of the garden." I have it in the moraine

facing south-east, also in a rather shady corner

facing north-west, and it seems to flower

equally well in both places. Another pretty

picture at the present moment is a mass of S.

apiculata and Muscari or Hyarinthus azureus.

spikes of self-sown seedlings of the tiny Hyacinth

having come up right through the Saxifrage.

Crocus Imperati is practically over, but has been

lovely, and flowered earlier than I have ever before

seen it here, being in flower on January 7. Cr'i u-
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Tommasiuianus is in full beauty and has seeded
freely. The seedlings vary considerably, from dark
to light, but none are so good as the rosy and white
forms which are flowering here for the first time
and, with C. clu-yanthus BullfiTich, are a kind
present from Mr. E. A. Bowles. I so often see it

mentioned that Iris stylosa flowers as early as

November ; mine never flowers before March, some-
times even later. I should be so grateful if someone
would tell me if it is a particular variety that

flowers so early. I have it planted against a south
wall and well sheltered from the north and east.

List of Flowers in Bloom on February 22.

—

Sa.xifragas Burseriana Gloria, Salomoni, sancta,

THE GARDEN.

Rocheliana, lilacina, apiculata, eudo.xiana, Eliza-
betha;, Faldonside, Frederici-Augusti, Stuarti, and
nppositifolia

; Irises histrioides major and reticu-
lata var. Krelagei

; Daphnes Mezereum and Blagay-
ana

;
Primula denticulata, Sisyrinchium grandi-

florum, Anemone blanda, Hepaticas angulosa
and triloba. Snowdrops, Narcissus minimus and
N. cyclamineus, Erica carnea, Hyadnthus azureus,
Chionodoxas and Scillas in variety, Crocuses in
variety, Cyclamen Coum and C. ibericum, Rhodo-
dendron prajcox, Corydalis chcilanthifolia, Viola
gracilis, Polygala Chama-buxus purpurea, and
Leucojum vernum carpaticum.

Northauif;. r t^

Harman Payne on the Chrysanthemum
By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

Here is a question for

authors :
" Hew far should

they confine themselves

to writing only books of

such a size that hard,

stern monetary considera-

tions do not prevent them
from giving a certain

number of the Issue to

t+ieir friends ? " There is

something very pleasant
m being thus remembered by a man who has
written something worth reading, and it is certainU
a point in favour of small volumes.

Just before Cliristmas my good friend Mr. (.

Harman Payne made me a happy man by s'endipg
me a copy of his very beautifid and most inter-
esting Utile brochure, " The Chrysanthemum."
i fancy in oratorio and opera even very musical
people are not altogether insensible to the look of
the being from whom the melodious notes proceed.
.As a Philistine I frankl/ own I am not. In my
case it does make a difference what the heroine in
" The Bohemian Girl " look-- like. So with books.

zrw^

;. V'',\^^

HOWODEN (Light and dark yellow).

Something pleasant to the eye and pleasing in
the touch does create a favourable bias. " The
Chrysanthemum, by C. Harman Payne, F.R.H.S.,
reprinted from the Transactions of Jhe Japan
Society of London, Vol. XV.," is assuredly such
an one, and a very careful perusal of the letterpress
.and the exquisite pictorial reproductions with
which the booklet is well endowed li^s more than
confirmed the feeling which a first cursory glance
aroused.

Remembering how wjien Kuskin pijblislied .1

work on " Sheep-folds " no end of farmer? bought
It or wrote to him f4r advice about their flock--,

perhaps I should say that this small booklet 1^

neither botanical -nor cultural, but eiUirely lii^-

lorical and literary. Regarding the Chrysaiitln -

mum from these standpoints the author is suprenj.
As a " Wlio's Who " might put it, all his lif.

his principal recreation has been amassing know-
ledge about this wonderful Chinese flower. Hon
he gives it to us in a higRly concentrated form-
far too concentrated we say wlien we have read it,

for it makes one devoutly wish one had been present
and heard the living \oice at the -National Chrysan-
tliemum Society and the Japan Society meetings.
Perhaps among the points of most interest are the
author's references to the place it occupied hun-
dreds of years ago in Chinese life and literature.
One ha* read how Rugeley, horrified at being the
home of the arch-murderer Palmer, -petitioned
old ' Pam " for permission to eWuige its name,
and liow hi- wickedly suggested " Palmerstown "

;

Imt it is far more pleasant to be told tj-.at Tong-
liu-hsien, the home of the most famous of all

Chinese Chrysanthemimi growers from 305 to 43;.
became, because of his supreme success in its

'

cultivation, Chu-hsien, or the Chrysanthemum
City. Another fact which is possibly new to man)-,
and which is excellently brought out by the illus-

trations, is the vast difference in the modern
Japanese ideals and those of ourselves. Readers
will see at a glance from the reprodvictions which,
through the kindness of the author, The G,\kuen-
is enabled to give, how great is the gulf between
them. I know now where the French caricaturist
of Ln I't-li! Jard>n in 1909 got his quaint ideas
from for his " Chrysanthemes a perruques."
One was Ibsen, one was Gorki, one was Saharet,
while another was Paderewsky.

Chrysanthemum potentialities an- immense,
looked at in this light. What possibilities from a
display by a Wells, a Davis, a Joiies or a Cragg '

••Car ce nouveau genre de Chrysanthemes 4 la
propriete de varier a Finfini et I'on en pent obtenir
.'i volonl^ Ics bandeaux reguliers ou le chignon
cascadeur des belles danseuses bicn connues
eomme la tignasse eiiourilTee dii rni des pianistes,
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ou la chevelure hu-sute du plu grand ecrivain
scandinave." Well might Robert Fortune write
from Japan, when a second time he visited the
Far East in iS6i :

" If I can succeed in. intro-
ducing these varieties into Europe they may create
as great a change as my Chinese Daisv did when
she became the parent of the present race of pom-
pons." When and how the golden flower came

OTOKOs.AN {Nakagawa Siwrimpo. 1912).

to Japan ; when and how it came to France
;

when and how it came to England ; how Philip
Miller grew it at Chplsea

; how the National
Chrysanthemimi Society came into being ; th-

romance of Mrs. Alpheiis Hardy, the first hair\
variety lo come West—these topics' and man\
more are lij^htly touched upon before alluiioin
to the great November. sho->vs " and after " hrin^;
a remarkable paper to a close.

_
" .\ month of happiness and ends the feast ;

The Guests are gone, the greatest and the h-:-~\ :

But stil! the dazzling colour fills our eye-
We see a glorious golden mist arise.

As slow to Jove's celestial court,

Returns the golden flower."

l-'loreat Chrysantiic miiu. !

KEW NOTES
'' "* H 1-" Greenhnusc (.Vo. .() is gay with

interesting and pretty plants. TheT hardy shrubs that are forced, together
with the bulbs, give one a foretaste ol

spring. .Among the many attractive

plants in flower are Pyrus Schiedeckcri, P. fl.jri-

bunda. Lilacs (Syringa persica) and Rhododendron
indicum ^•ar. Ka-mpferi, which has a mass of

bri^t flowers, the colours ranging from pink to

orange scarlet and copper colour, and making v.

fine show. Another gi'oup includes Jacobinia
coccinca, which bears flowers of a pleasing shade
of crimson and is about .\ teet high. A large

group of well-growm plants of Begonia manicata
is very gracefel, and looks very well indeed. A
group of the lovely blue Pyenostachys Dawei
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s just past its l>ost, but has been very pretty for

some time. Other large plants arc Acacia ciiltri-

fnrnus, .A. armata and A. longifolia var. mucronata,

Near^ one door a group of Primulas is arranged.

.At one side are the stellata hybrids raised and

usually grown for decoration, and at the other

side are plants of the type, from seed from China.

Tlie latter are graceful, pretty plants, and well

worth growing. Close by are two groups of

yellow plants arranged together, making a pretty

show. These are small plants Of Senecio grandi-

folius and taller ones of S. Petasites. - At one end

is <i group of well-grown plants, consisting of Erica

Melanthera in small pots, each plant being a mass

of flower. There is also a group consisting of

Grevillea puniceus, Erica perspicua, 'Epacris in

variety, and in the centre a tall plant of Pcnta-

pterygium serpens, having its graceful branches

well f.urnis]ied with its pretty red

flowers.

.A pretty arrangement on a stayi

is Eranthemum pulehellum with

Narcissus Golden Spur, the blue

I if the former making a pleasing

contrast with the Narcissus.

.Another arrangement of the
Eranthemum is with Begonia Mrs.

Peterson, the pink of the latter and

the blue of the former going very

well together. Cyclamens are well

;:TO\vn and flowering freely on

another stage ; the colours include

crimson, salmon and white, and
the whole makes a mass of colour.

.A pretty basket is made by planting

several small plants of Chorizema

ilicifolia and keeping. the growths

pegged to the side ; and there

are also baskets of Lachenalia and
others, in pots, on the stages,

These and many other things make
up a very nice show at this time of

the year, in spite of the damage
recently done by fogs. W. L.

also in stone pitching, on the fuirther side of the

house, quite away from where the pot had ever

been. Its willingness to grow in such places

suggests that it might do well in town backyards,

where its patches of fresh green would be welcome
;

though we are warned in a recent issue

that in gardens gene'rally it is apt to become

troublesome.

While mentioning backyards it -may be

useful to remind readers of ' the readiness of

the Welsh Poppy (Meconopsis cambrira) to grow-

in such places. Many a dismal, sunless yard

or court may be greatly enlivened by the pretty

foliage and pal^ yellow blooni that will result

from sowing a few seeds in joints of the stones,

especially in such a place as where pavings join

up against a sunless wall. This is also a likely

place for the well - being of Hart's - tongue

^
Pimpernel (Salad Burnet).—If the enquirer

for this plant (page 86) would care to send me an

addressed label, I should be glad to send him (or

her) a plant or two, such as would save a good year

in time compared with sowing

Munst-:ad Wood. Godalming. G. Jekyll.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

NOTES ON RECENT
NUMBERS

Trientalis.— This lovely little

plant does well with me in South-

west Surrey on one of the banks of

a wood \n.\y through thin Binii

and Oak, in a setting of moss and
tine grasses. It appears to increase

by seed, and from two original

plants placed some yards' apart has

in both cases spread for several

feet. It deserves a ^prettier and
less cumbersome naiue than Euro-

pean Chickweed Winter-Green, as

quoted in The Garden of Feb-

ruary 1 6, and also as given in

Johns' " Flowers of the Field." I have always
wondered why it should be called Winter-Green
at all, for with me it disappears entirely in

the winter.

Daphne pontlca.—Mr. Engleheart ma> well

extol the sweet scent of Daphne pontica. It is

not only intensely sweet, but the scent is strong,

freely given off, and carries far. It should be

much more commonly grown.

Helxine Solierolii.—One of my household

treasures a plant of this in a, pot," and it was a

pleasant surprise to find that it had established

itself spontaneously in the joints of the stone

"pitching" in the kitchen entrance yard, where
every year its bright green patches come among
the small dark stones. Last year it appeared.

\\

•G"?^^'

PaWc^i^'

,

ARR.ANGEK S CHKYSANTHKML'M DREAM.

{A& iliuslrafed in " Le Petit Jardin" for April lo, 1909.)

Fern, and also, if space allows, for Impatiens

glandulifera, especially in the beautiful pme
white' form recently illustrated in The Garden.

Early Flowering Cosmos.—This useful ammal

is nun h benefited by repeated pinching of the main

and side shoots. It rapidly throws out further

gi-owth from each pinched point ; in fact, almost as

rapidh and persistently as Tomato plants, whiib

I think may almost be described as throwing out

side shoi.ts while you wait !

Christmas Roses.— I have had the same diffi-

culty as Mrs. Earle, and had come to regard the

growing of these as^n impossibility, but must

try her method (February r6, page 84) when those

better days come, when time and labour may again

be iiiven tt> liardeii finwcrs.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Laelio - Cattleya Schroderae. — A remarkable

plant having a wide expanse of pure white petals

which serves to mirror into fuller life the intense

purplish crimson-

—

a shade more frequent in

the Petunia than in any other plant we recall

—

of the well-fashioned lip. From Mr. J. F..

Shill, The Dell Gardens, Englefleld Green.

Odontoglossum St. James {().

a ma bile x O. Amethyst).—.A

handsome form having large
flowers with pointed petals.

The dominant colour approximates
to claret red, shading to old rose

near the white margins. From
.Messrs. Charlesworth and Co,
Hayward's Heath.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleja bletch-

leyflorae vivicans.—.A remarkably

beautiful tri-generic hybrid of tlie

same brilliant crimson scarlet ;'s

Sprekelia formosissima. It is large

and handsome withal. Shown by
.Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., I'uftcic .

Laelio - Cattleya Beatrice var.-

Bryndir.—The petals are of

pinkish hue, the lip p u r p 1 i s li

Lrimson, and 'ye!low--coloured tube.

Shown by Dr. M. Larroze, Roc-

hampton. '

Lselio-Cattleya Eunice alta (I

.

anceps allia x C. choca-iisis alba).

—A very beautiful and chaste

all-white hybrid from Messrs. ).

.uid .A. McBeai', Cooksbridge.

Saxifraga kewensis rosea.— .A

good variety of that remarkable

natural cross 8. Burseriana ma-
crantha and S. Fredcrici-Augusti,

the first of which flowered at Kt-w

in 1909. With leaf and rosette

characteristics akin to the last-

named parent, that . now under

review owes its gr(^atcr attractive-

ness to its coloured peduncles and

calyces, the former arching with

pretty effect. The tubular flowers

which terminate the stems are of

pinkish hue. Quite a charm among
the newer hybrids. From Mr. G.

Ki-uthe. Kcston,

Saxifraga Burseriana sulphurea.—A suggestive

colour name which technically is an error, the mw-
comer b;ing a reputed cross between a Burseriana

form and Faklonside. The rounded flowers

partake of the latter somewhat in form, while

of the palest prinxrose shade, the leaf character

also having a distinct leaning to Faldonside.

.A charming plant, as beautiful a distinct. Shown

liy Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, O.xford.

These were shown before the Royal Horticultural

Socictv on the 26lh uU.

*,* Hi'mteiB who have tuit already done so are asked to

(inter THK G.iUDEN to 6* detirereH reijiilnrlij by their news-

oijcnt. The return of unsold copies is iirohil)ited. and in

eonseiiucnee Till-: GvKDliX ;« olttainuble ONI.Y it ordered

tieloreh-md.
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Gardening of the Week *or northern gardens.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—When the fruits have set and
commence swelling, keep the night temperature
at 60°. Thin the fruits early, leaving six to eight

of the best and strongest on each plant to ripen,

and use supports to prevent the trusses from
breaking. In sunny weather spray the plants

twice daily, keep the roots well supplied with
moisture, feed at intervals with liquid manure,
and occasional applications of some approved
artificial will greatly assist the development ol

the fruits. Plants coining into bloom will need
a rather drier atmosphere ; a little current of air

on favourable occasions will greatly assist fertilisa-

tion. Top-dress and bring in fresh batches to

suit the demand.
Melons.—When the plants are large enough,

plant them out about 3 feet apart on well-prepared
soil rather heavy in texture and resting on a

gentle warmth ; support the plants to prevent

breakage, and water with tepid water. Keep
the temperature at 65° to 70° by night and a rather

moist atmosphere to encourage a healthy growth.
Plants in a more forward state which have
grown 3 feet up the trellis should have the leader

stopped to induce the side laterals to develop
and hasten the production of strong flowers. Re-
move with a keen-edged knife all shoots not required,

tie the laterals to the trellises as soon as they have
attained a reasonable length, and syringe more or

less according to the weather.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Open-Air Vines.—To obtain the best results

these should be given a good position and every
attention throughout the growing season, At
the present time any neglected Vines will need
pruning, cutting back side laterals to withi'i two
plump buds of the base, and leaders not having
reached their limit more or less according to the
strength of the individual growth. Allow a dist.ance

of 3 feet between the main rods, and do not over-

crowd the fruiting spurs and laterals. Those
intending to plant this spring should see that

the drainage is good and the soil sweet and suitabli-.

In preparing the borders, dig out all the old soil

quite 3 feet down and 4 feet wide ; break up the
liottom, over which place i foot of old broken
bricks ; cover the drainage with turves (grass

side downwards), fill up the border with a sweet
compost consisting of fibrous loam, not too finely

chopped, in which add plenty of oici brick mortar,
wood - ashes, half - inch bones or well - decayed
manure, and let the border be several inches

above the surrounding soil.

Orchards.'—Restake all young trees if desirable
;

do not tie the fastenings too tightly to cut the bark
during the coming season ; see that the labels are

properly seciu'ed, and where there are a goodly
number of varieties prepare a list for reference.

Give all fruiting trees a good dressing of lime
and wood-ashes, or any suitable' wash u(.)t too
strong, to destroy insects and moss.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—When the land is in a fit state, prepare
the beds for the main sowing. Sow the seed in

drills 12 inches apart and 2 inches deep. A good
dressing of soot well raked into the soil prior

to drawing the lines will prove highly beneficial

to the plants. See that the soil is made firm and
in good heart.

Leeks may also be sown, pricking off those
raised under glass before they become drawn.

Winter Onions.—Lift carefully and pKint these
out in abundance if plenty of plants are available.

We find Giant Rocca and White Italian very
good for ordinary purposes. Plant on good soil

and be careful not to bury the bulbs too deeply.

Cabbage.—A good planting from the autumn
^tock beds at the present time will form a capital
succession to those planted in September. Plant
nedium-sized plants firmly.

Parsnips.—These may be sown at any time
when the ground is in a fit condition. Deeply culti-

vated soil well enriched with suitable manure during
the winter mouths will suit the development of

these roots.

Prepare the Land for other crops as fast as
possible, as the time is near when, many impor-
tant seeds, &c., must be attended to for the
coming season's supply.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotltam Park, Barnet.

Plants Under Glass.

Hanging Baskets.—A few hanging baskets,
judiciously placed, always add to the artistic effect

of the arrangements in the conservatory. Any-
one can quickly and cheaply make a few baskets
of columnar shape with a piece of wire-netting
and with the aid of cutting pliers, the bottom
being formed of a circular piece of the netting.

After being lined with moss the basket is ready
for the reception of the plants. The following
are some of the suitable subjects : Nephrolepis
todeaoides. Asparagus Sprengeri, Fuchsia Cloth
of Gold, Achimenes, and Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.
Filled now, they should be kept in warm quarters
for six weeks or more.

Subjects to Propagate.—Cuttings of the follow-
ing should be inserted in neat without delay :

Winter-flowering Begonias, Coleus thyrsoideus, and
Salvia splendens. Some of the following are not
much grown, but all are worthy of cultivation,

and should be propagated by cuttings now :

Trachelium cipruleum, Sparmannia africana
(African Hemp), I.ibonia floribunda, and L.
Penrhosiensis.

Repotting.—Many plants will now require to
be repotted, the following among others : Hydran-
geas, F^uchsias, Francoas, Tracheliums^ and
Crassulas ; the last-named require sandy loam
with an admixture of brickdust.

Starting Cannas.—The rootstocks of Cannas
should be broken up with a knife and started in

a rather brisk heat.

Begonias.—Tuberous-rooted Begonias should
be placed on flaky leaf-mould in propagating

-

boxes, but the tubers should not be actually
covered ; place in moderate heat and spray lightly

daily.

Fibrous-Rooted Begonias should be shaken
out and repotted in a mixture of loam, peat, leaf-

mould and sand in a rather rou.gh state ; the foliage

section having the addition of some lumpy char-
coal or potsherds.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Celery.—-Seed should now be sown in

moderate heat for the main crop. There are
rmmerous varieties offered for sale, but we rely

on two good ones, viz., the Grove White and
the Grove Pink. The latter possesses the hardier
constitution of the red section, with a more pleas-

ing colour.

Broad Beans.—.\ good breadth of a main-
crop variety should now be sown ; and I have
found nothing to equal Bunyard's Exhibition.
Sow in rows from 30 inches to 36 inches apart,
allowing 6 inches between the seeds u\ the rows,
which should be about 4 inches deep.

Sowing Parsnips.—Parsnips should now be
sown in deeply trenched ground containing no
rank manure. Sow in shallow drills from 16 inches
to 18 inches apart. To save seed, three seeds
may be i!own in a group every 8 inches, the re-

sulting plants in each group to be subsequently
reduced to one.

cover the surface of the ball and no more, as deep
planting often leads to damping.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidsop's Mains, Midlothian

.

SOCIETIES

The Flower Garden.

Starting Gladioli.—The finer named sorts had
better be potted up into 4-inch pots and stood in

full light in a Peach-house or other cool structure.
It is unnecessary to bestow this attention upon
the bedding sorts.

Planting Border Carnations.—Those who did
not plant in September should do so as soon as
the state of the ground will permit. A dressing
of wood-ashes applied to the ground prior to fork-
ing it over will prove highly benefi:ial. Plant
about 14 inches apart, and when finished give
the whole a dusting of soot to ward off slugs and,
perchance, the cheeky sparrow.

Planting Biennials.—Sweet Williams, Canter-
bury Bells, Carnation Grenadin, and Hollyhocks,
if still in nursery lines, should be transferred
to their flowering quarters as soon as possible

;

also Anchusas and Cheiranthus Allionii.

Fruit Under Glass.

Planting Melons.—Plants resulting from seeds
sown in January will now be ready for planting
out. Thoroughly clean the house, glass and
woodwork, and limewash the walls. The bottom
of the bed should be covered with inverted turves.
Sound loam, with the addition of some bone-
flour or bone-meal and some lime rubbish, if avail-
able, is all that is required at planting-time. Pack
the soil fairly firm, and form a small mound where
each plant js to be situated. Allow the soil twenty-
four hours to become warm before planting. Just

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on February 26,

if not over-large, yet contained much of beauty
and interest. Alpines from many sources were
again well shown, two new Saxifrages gaining

awards. The splendidly grown collection of bulbs

in bowls of fibre was undoubtedly the outstand-

ing feature and attracted much attention. Primula

malacoides from a private garden demonstrated
both its beauty and popularity. For the rest

there were many beautiful Orchids, together with
Carnations, Ferns and other plants.

Alpine Plants.
These were a strong feature, and in the early raonth.^

of tlic year are a never-failing source of attraction at thcst
meetings. On this occasion Mr. T. Temple West, Gatton
Point, Redhill, showed them in pans such things as
Saxifraga Irvingii. S. Burscriana Gloria, S. B. magna.
S. Borisii (yellovv), S. Rocheliana coriophylla and Soldanella
minima alba, as yet in bud, being some of them. Thi-
all too rare Lycopodium dendroideum and L. clavatiuii
were both well shown, each receiving a cultural commenda-
tion.

The seedling reticulata Irises and others akin from
Mr. Herbert Chapman, Kye, were captivating in the ex-
treme, the many new shades of colour—opal, purple, violet
and others—affording hope of a great future for these
delightful plants. Cyclamen Coum album, Freesias in
variety, and good trumpet Daffodils were also on view.

Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, had a group rich
in early Saxifrages—Paulinte, Haagei, macedonica and
Faldonside (indispensable yellows), Obristii, maginata,
scardica obtusa, dalmatica, apiculata alba, Bur.seriana
speciosa, a very free form (whites), together with Rewcnsis
rosea (see "New and Rare Plants"), oppositifolia and
Grisebachi.
The mOftt beautiful things in Mr. G. Reuthe's group

were the Shortii^s. S. uniflora grandiflora and S. galacifolia

hoth being good. Hepaticas were good and varied.
Daphne Mezeroum, Hamamelis and Andromeda japonica
among shrubs were well shown.

Of an interest apart were the seedling Narcissi shown
in the seed-boxes by Mr. C. R. Jardine, Wandsworth Com-
mon, the information imparted being of nmch service

to the student of these llowprs. The white-flowered
Cardamine polyphylla was shown by Mr. W. North-Row.
Tiverton. It is a rather old plant, but rarely seen.

GREENHOtTSE PLANTS.

The outstanding feature of the meeting was the mag-
nificent exhibit of bulbs (:rown in bowls of fibre from Messrs.
R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech. There were some six

dozen of them, comprising Daffodils and Tulips in the
best varieties, the whole being exceedingly well flowered.

Of the Tulips, Van der Neer, of puce or red purple hue,
stood out from all. Of merit and distinction and sturdy
liabit wit ha! , it also demonstrated responsiveness to
the particular phase of cultivation named. Some six or
fight big bowls of it, no plant more than a foot high, were
sliown. Its nearest colour approach was Queen of Violets.

Yellow Prince and Prince of Austria were both good.
Narcissi Flame. Brilliancy and Brightness constitute

a trio of beauti.ul lucomparabilises, all having rich

yellow perianth segments and richly tipped crowns.
Victoria, Golden Spur. W. P. Milner (a short-habited,
graceful white sort), Albatross and Empress were among
others. A silver-gilt Flora medal was awarded.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers had some good scarlet seed-

ling Carnations, though of greater import probably were
the seedling forms of the Perpetual-flowering Malmaisons.
of which Exquisite (faintly blush-white) was, without
doubt, the best. Nancy (clear .salmon pink, also new),
and the yellow-ground fancy Marian Willson were others

of note.
R. L. Mond, Esq., Coorabe Bank, near Sevenoaks

(gardener. Mr. C. Hall), sent a delightfiU lot of Primula
malacoides. the whole—150 plants or so— providing a
rare bank of flowers. In another batch a good strain of

Schizanthus was shown, together with EpacrJses in variety,

which are now rarely seen. Silver Flora medal.

Orchjds.

C>Tnbidiums hi variety were a feature of the group from
Messrs. Hassall, Southgate, N., Sybil, almost pure white
in some and in others flesh tinted, being very good. C.

castor has a bronzy suffusion good to look upon, the

rosy touch of C corona rendering it highly desirable.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bait., Gatton Park (gardener.

Mr. J Collier), had the rare Aerides-Vanda Mundyi (A.

vandarum x V. teres Mundyi), also well-flowered pans
of Sarcochilus Hartmanii and S. Fitzgeraldii. whose pretty

arching 4-inchhigh intiorescences are coloured white and
pink.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.. Hayward's Heath, showed
a group rich in Cattleyas, Odontlodas and Odontoglossums,
Of the last, a yellow O crispum was quite distinct, while

Odontioda Hippolyta (very dark) and O. Elaine (a well-

coloured, copiously chequered sort) were excellent.

Dendrobium nobile album was also noted.
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IN
The Garden for January 12 we published

under the' title "A Sunflower Village" a

description of a successful competition held

last year in Claygate, Surrey. The object

j
of the competition was to grow giant Sun-

flowers for seed, which is rich in oil. The value

of Sunflower seed for poultry feeding is un-

questionable, and as the matter is of far-reaching

importance we hope it will be taken up
extensively.

Sunflower Cultivation : How to Get Seed.

—

K warm, sheltered aspect is desirable. The only

seed available in quantity is the American
Giant strain. According to an announcement
issued by the Food Production Department,
seed may be obtained from leading retail seeds-

men at a price which should not exceed 3d. per oz.,

9d. per 40Z., or is. 3d. per 8oz. One ounce
is sufficient for 8 rods ; and ijlb. will plant an acre.

The Food Controller will be prepared to purchase

ripened seed in quantities of ^cwt. and upwards,

at a price to be arranged later. The yield should

be at the rate of not less than iscwt. per acre.

It is important that only vacant land be used,

and this cultut'e is not intended to interfere with

the planting of food or forage crops already arranged

for. Full information as to cultivation and
harvesting can be obtained from the Food Pro-

duction Department, 72, Victoria Street, S.W.i.

Potato Majestic.—I observe in

your issue of March 2 that Mr.

Cuthbertscm, in his lecture on

Potatoes at the Mansion House,

alluded to the new Potato Majestic

in must favourable terms. I grew

a small quantity last season, and
it may interest some of your

readers to know with what results.

In the winter of 1916 I had
i2lb. sent me from Perthshire,

and in due course these were

planted alongside ,my favourite

Ssnsation, which I have grown

for years. Soil and aspect were

the same, and both were sprayed,

though rather late. Growth was

most vigorous, and the haulm was
rather beaten down by wind and

rain. At the end of September

both crops were lifted, and while

Sensation was badly diseased.

Majestic escaped scot-free and

gave a return of 1701b., which,

though not, of course, a record, is still satis-

factory. The table quality is excellent, and I

i'l'end planting the whole crop —T. Murray,

Dcdiington, Oxon.

Swedes have become very popular as a vegetable

during the last few years. The varieties grown

in gardens are apparently the same as those

grown on the farm in bulk. Certaiidy they

are desirable, as a stock of roots can be

secured with but little trouble which, will last

until the end of April. The culture required

is the same as that for Tiu-nips, except that

the seed should not be sown in Southern

Counties until the end of June, and a month earlier

in the North and Scotland. When the seed is

sown too early the roots grow too large and are

apt to be " woody," containing less juice and

consequently less flavour. Roots 4 inches to

5 inches in diameter are large enough for any pur-

pose. Dunn's Defiance is a Swede of excellent

quality, as is Purple Top.

Trial of Roses at Bagatelle.—^We have received

a circular from the Curator of the famous trial

gardens that trials similar to those of past years will

be carried out in 1918-19. It is to be hoped raisers

will take advantage of the invitation, for we are

convinced that to make the tests really useful

as many novelties as possible should be planted.

We could wish that amateur growers acted as

judges, for the grower for sale might be somewhat

biased. The plants, as far as possible, should

be pot-grown, and five specimens at least of each

variety sent. They should arrive before April 30.

A notice must be sent as to their origin and

parentage. We rather question the advisability

of insisting upon this, as, naturally, raisers prefer •

sometimes to keep the parentage to themselves.

The Roses are to be planted in the public rosary as

soon as they reach Bagatelle. They will remain

until October of the second year, so that the jury

may be able to study, during two seasons, the

flowering and quality of the growth. We wish our

MAJESTIC, A NEW POT.\TO OF GREAT l^ROMISE.

own National Rose Society had a trial ground

of its own, for surely British Roses are now
far ahead of foreign productions. The package

should be addressed : Roseraie de Bagatelle au

Bois de Boulogne, En gare de Neuilly-Porte,

Maillot, Paris ; and letters to te Conservateur

des Promenades de Paris, 4, Route du Champ
d'Entrainement par Neuilly (Seine).

The Hepaticas.—These loveliest of spring

flowers are now in full bloom in a wood-

land garden ;" indeed, the old single white has

been flowering since November. Nothing can

surpass the beautiful shades of blue, violet and

rosy carmine of these chaste little Anemones,

and the plants never look so well as when naturalised

about the roots of deciduous trees. They are

equally happy in dense shade, but their excijiisite

tints are rendered still more brilliant in the rays

of a winter sun. Any ordinary loam wiU suit

Hepaticas. They have a reputation for disliking

interference, but we have never had any trouble

in transplanting. Old clumps, however, look and

do well for many years, appearing to improve

rather than to deteriorate. Some varieties seed

freely when naturalised in congenial surroundings.

The Sitka Spruce {Plcea sitchensis).—

A

great deal of attention has been directed to this

tree during the last two or three years owing to

its timber being in considerable request by the

manufacturers of aircraft under the name of

Silver Spruce. But it had enjoyed consider-

able popularity in this country before that

time on account of its hardiness and adaptability

for planting in cold, wet and exposed situations

where even the common St)ruce would not grow
;

in fact, it has for a number of years been looked

upon as one of the most suitable exotic trees for

forest planting in this country, in addition to being

a useful ornamental specimen. In Scotland it

thrives at an elevation of 800 feet to 1,200

feet where the ground is boggy, and it also

gives good results at sea-level in the extreme

south-west of England, trees in the

vicinity of Penzance having added

from 3 feet to 4 feet to their

height in a single year. It is a

native of Western North America,

and was introduced in 1831 In

Southern Alaska and Northern

California it sometimes grows to a

great height—quite 200 feet—and

a few trees in this country have

already attained half that height.

.\s it stands sea air well, it can

be used for shelter in addition to

other piurposes.

The British Supply of Potash.

Professor P. G. H. Boswell lectured

recently before the Liverpool
Geographical Society and reviewed

the possible sources of potash in

the British Isles which he had

conducted as scientific adviser to

the potash control of the Board

of Munitions. He showed that the

chief yet known insular mineral,

deposits from which potash could be extracted

were to be found in almost inaccessible places

Potash, however, was obtainable from the flue

deposits in blast furnaces. The lecturer hoped

that potash would soon be available from various

sources in such quantities as would break down

the monopoly enjoyed by the Germans at Strassfurt

and cause them no longer to hold on to Alsace-

Lorraine for the sake of either potash or the iron

wliich they were drawing from these areas. The

loUapse of the German monopoly in potash, as

in other products, would be an economical as well

as a political gain to the rest of the world
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CORRFSPONDENGE ^'^^ holy thorn of glastonbury

[The Editor is not responsible to'' ''"' opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

T^HIS is rightly named Crateegus mofiogyna

precox, as suggested by Mr. H. S. Thompson
(page 91). C. monogyna is the commoner of the

COLOUR OF ERICA CARNEA.

TN reference to Sir Herbert Maxwell's most

welcome notes touching upon this subject,

such a keen observer will doubtless have noticed

that, while there are some forms of E. carnea

which are better than others, the colour of the

flowers varies to some extent with the situation,

the age of the bushes and the development of the

bloom. Young bushes in full exposure and carrying

fully expanded blooms are usually the deepest

colour. But there is another point upon which

this question depends, and that is the position

from which the plant is viewed. Thus E. carnea

is seen to least advantage from above. You may
have a richly tinted form that will appear weak

and washy in tone when seen at your feet ;
but

place the same plant on an eminence where it

will be about the level of the eye, and a remarkable

transformation will be noticed. Its carmine will

glow with a deeper tone and the note of purple

become more pronounced. I have known people

ready to affirm that two plants of identical colour

seen thus from different standpoints are two

distinct forms. The same remarks apply to E.

hybr;ida. It is seldom I find myself disagreeing

with Sir Herbert Maxwell's judgment, but I do

in regard to this Heath, and must confess to a

strong liking for the pale mauvy tint of its purple-

tipped bells. In habit of growth it is, I

think, much superior to the more gorgeous

E. carnea, and the foliage, being of a deeper'

green, affords a bolder setting for the flowers.

—

A. T. Johnson.

1918 PICKLE OF APPLES, SHALLOTS

AND SUGAR BEET FOR IMME-

DIATE USE.

TLJ.WING in February some Apples and Shallots

which wanted using at once, Mrs. " Busy

Bi e " devised a pickle which is much approved

liy my household. (She thinks garden Beet

tnighl be used in place of Sugar Beet, but has not

n;ed it.) We do not know if the pickle will keep

wi 11, as it gets eaten up as fast as it is made. Some-

limes they have it served hot on fried slices of

b.-i ad or (when there is a shortage of frying

fa;) inserted in the middle of a hot baked Potato,

p'nched and cut open, and a dessertspoonful

taken out to make roon) for the hot pickle in place

I'f butter or margarine. The following is the

recipe : Ingredients—T\Vo pounds of sliced Sugar

Bict and syrup from same; two pounds of

Apples (raw), pared, cored and cut in slices (stewed

p; ps of same) ; a pound of Shallots (raw) ,
cut fine :

:\ quart of brown vinegar ; a teaspoonful of salt ; a

li aspoonful of ground Ginger ; twenty-foiu: Pepper-

corns (crushed) ; and twenty-four whole Allspice .

Method ; Thoroughly wash, peel and slice the Beet
;

< boil for five or six hours ; let it get quite cold ;

thin add one breakfastcupful of the sjTup to

the vinegar—after boiling the latter. Boil thr

vinegar with the salt, ground Ginger, Peppercorns

and -Allspice for five minutes, and when quite

cold mix it with one breakfas! cupful of the Beet

svrup. Mix the prepared .Apples, Shallots and

) c d Beet, and place in jars. Pour in the mixed

V nfgar, and syrup to cover them. Tie down jars.

Ri ."dy to use in twelve days. The remainder of

the Beet syrup can be used to sweeten stewed

Apples

—

.Anne .^MATrnR.

APPLE NORTHERN STY.

two British forms of Hawthorn, and occurs from

the South of England as far North as Moray.

I have seen C. monogyna pra>cox in bloom at

Christmas in an Exeter nursery, and it was until

recently, at least, offered by a nurseryman in

Hertfordshire. Its flowering at Christmas is the first

one, and is at the expense of the second flowering in

spring. I can mention two other trees that bloom

out of season ; but as the first flowering takes place

on the young wood during summer, the flowers

appear at their best, except that they are more

sparsely produced at any one time. The oldest

jne probably is Prunus acida var. semperflorens,

or All Saints Cherry, which has been cultivated

since the eighteenth century. It first blooms in

April, like an ordinary Cherry with clusters ot

flowers, before the leaves expand. When tlie

young growths are a few inches long it commences
flowering again early in June. The flowers,

however, are produced singly. Owing to this

peculiarity, the tree may be seen in fruit and in

bloom at the same time. The other tree is an

ever-flowering va,riety of the False Acacia, namely,

Robinia Pseudacacia semperflorens. It is offered

by some of the tree and shrub nurserymen, and I

have seen small standards in the streets at Ealing

flowering with fair freedom late in summer, long

after the ordinary or typical form of the tree had

shed its flowers. The variety, however, never

presents the snowy appearance of the type, though

the late blossoms are not to be despised.

—

HORTUIANUS.

APPLE TREES FROM CUTTINGS.

A PPLES of the type referred to by Mr. J. S. Smith,

in which the stems and branches are covered

with rough, wart-lilie knots, are very quick

lo grow from cuttings. There is an Apple of this

type in Cornwall, callid the Winter Box, and it

never fails to root rapidly, even when a large branch

is stuck in the ground. I am of the opinion that

a great many sorts of Apples root readily from

cuttings, as the farmers in Cornwall used apparently

to propagate all their trees in this manner, and do

to still in many cases, and they have a fair variety

of types. I know that Worcester Pearmain roots

in this way, but it can liardly be called a good
Apple from the standpoint of a .lover of the

best fruit, thougli it may do very well for market

in the absence of anything better.—W. J. Farmer,
Cornwall.

TN my former cliarge at Highgate, there was a

tree of Potts' Seedling which had a numUer
of short aerial roots similar in appearance to those

which come on Vines, only not so pronounced ; also

some swollen formations like small lumps. 1

attributed both forms of growth to. excessive

moisture—being on undrained clay after one spade

deep—and often thought that a branch of th;

tree would have rooted quite successfully ; but I

never made the experiment. It was the first and
only Apple tree I have ever seen with such roots.

Is not such a sight uncommon ? A gardener in

the same district told me of an Apple tree he had
known grown from cuttings, but it was a local

variety and I have forgotten the name he gave it.

Incidentally, someone recently condemned Potts'

Seedling as being liable to canker. It was not so at

Highgate, nor is it here. I should always plant some
trees of this variety for its reliable bearing and the

excellent cooking quahtiesof the fruits.—C. i'., Red^

T NOTICED in The Garden of February 23 a
query by Mr. John S. Smith respecting certain

.Apple trees grown round Hull which root readily

from cuttings. I have Apple trees here to which

his remarks very much apply. I am sending you
a small portion of the wood

; you will see the

rough nodes emit roots readily. I have three

trees on their own roots in the garden here^ but

they are very shy bearers. I enclose three or four

of the fruits for your inspection, and should like

to know if Fillingham is the correct name.

—

C. Hassell, The Gardens, Durrow, King's County.

[The variety sent, of which we illustrate a fruit,

is Northern Spy. We also illustrate a branch

BR.\NCH OF .\N .\PrLE TREE COVERED-
WITH KNOTS TH.\T ROOT READILY.

showing the remarkable swellings from which
aerial roots are emitted.

—

Ed.]

APPLES, CLEMATIS AND IRIS.

Y O l^K •• Correspondence " columns have-

reci-nlly interested rae greatly in several,

points. First, with regard to Mr. J. S. Smith's ques-

tion as to his .Apple, I have no doubt it is the ^ame
variety as used to be called in Shropshire the-

Burr .Apple, and was common in this neighbour-

hood. I had a tree in this garden. It was rather

a nice-flavoured Apple, but it was uncouth in

habit, and its many burrs or knots made it so like

a v.ry badly cankered tree that it was not a hand-

some object, and I suppose it was dug up an(fe

/
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thrown away. Anyway, it is iMt in being at

present. I e.xperimented with it myself. I

cut or tore off a bough about 3 feet long with

lateral shoots, fruiting spurs and all the parapher-

nalia of a tree, stuck it into the soil, and it pro-

ceeded to make growth at once. I have no doubt

trees are still to be found in some of the old cottage

gardens about here. I will make enquiries, if

it is of interest to any of your readers. My
gardener, however, tells me that he has often

struck cuttings of the ordinary Apple. Secondly,

with regard to the Clematis, I have from time

lo time, like many of your correspondents, lost

many varieties, especially of Fairy Queen, several

plants of which have departed this life one after

the other. But Princess (or Prince) of Wales

lias " carried on " for about twenty-five years,

and delights me every year with its lovely deep

mauve blossoms ; and Jackmanii alba has kept

me company for as long or longer. By the by,

a very curious freak occurred to this plant, which

1 should be glad if any of your readers can explain.

After it had grown and floiu'ished in one place

for about fifteen years it suddenly burst out one

June into an abundant crop of the most perfect

double blossoms I ever saw on a Clematis, about

5 inches in diameter, with beautifully formed

guard petals and large, symmetrical, pure white,

very double centres. I hung a largish pot full

nf soil among the branches and tried to layer it.

It seemed to be making good progress until the

autumn bloom appeared in August, when, lo and

behold, all the blooms reverted to their original

single form, and it has never since, for from ten

to fifteen years, shown a sign of another double

blossom. How is this freak to be accounted for ?

I wasted no more time in trying to layer it. Thirdly,

as to Aconites, I have a border about 30 yards

l..ng and about 2 feet wide, sloping steeply to the

Miuth. It is supposed to be given up to the roots

ci( a Privet hedge, but some bulbs of Iris reticulata

wi-re planted in triplets about i8 inches apart

and some roots of the little .Aconite dropped in

lure and there anyhow and anywhere, provided

that they did not trespass upon the Iris. The
.Aconite h.is bloomed and seeded freely every year,

but this spring the crop of seedlings is prodigious.

They are taking possession of the adjoining lawn

-as well as the border. The Iris reticulata also

thrives and increases in a most unwonted way.

Yesterday I counted 261 blossoms all open at cnce,

and with their brilliant violet hues rising just

clear of their golden carpet they present a charming

picture, which is enhanced by their delicate Violet

fragrance. There are very few flowers which can

boast of such a wealth of glorious colour combined

with such delicious scent—^perhaps the Rose

and the Carnation, and perhaps we may add

the Sweet Pea, but, alas ! it is necessary to

qualify thaf by saying—some only.—W. Ser-

JFAN'TSON, Acton Bunicll Rectory.

CAULIFLOWER.S \VINTERED IN COLD
FRAME,S.

r~)WING to the likely demand fur early vege-

tables we have ^rown an extra quantity in

this way. The seeds were sown about the middle

of September, the seedlings being pricked out in

cold frames when ready, and lifted as required

for forcing, the remainder to be planted out

at the end of March or the beginning of April

on various sites in the kitchen garden, thus pro-

Icmeing the season for a considerable time. The
varieties most favoured are Early Forcing, Magnum
Bonum and Walcheren. Though by no means
a new method, I am still of opinion that far better

results are obtained in this way than by sowing

the seeds in midwinter or early spring and
bringing them on in heat,—E. B ckett, Aldenham.

RAISING SEEDLING VEGETABLES FOR
PLOT-HOLDERS

EXCELLENT WORK THAT IS BEING CARRIED OUT IN LARGE GARDENS.

ONE of the greatest difficulties with

which the allotment-holder has to

I

contend is that of raising seedling

vegetables. In many cases the soil is

entirely unsuitable for seedling raising,

and this, together with the inexperience of the

plot-holders, leads to disappointment and waste
uf precious seeds. It would come as a boon and
a blessing to plot-holders if they could be certain

of a supply of seedlings ready for planting out
at the right time. With Tomatoes it is essential

that they should be raised under glass,

while Leeks, Onions, Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts,

Kales, Cauliflowers and Celery are important
vegetables which should be raised imder glass and
hardened off before planting in open quarters.

It may prove interesting to others to learn how-

help is given and plants supplied to cottagers in

the village of Westcott, near Dorking. This

village is fortunate in having the guidance of

Mr. Mark Webster, a well-known gardener, at

and the accompanying form is being distributed

among the cottagers :

"Please put a x against the kinds you wish
for, and return to the Secretaries. The plants
will be distributed at The Rookery Gardens on
Friday, May 24, 1918.

Broccoli (White Sprouting) Cauliflower plants
Broccoli (Purple) Savoys
Brussels Sprouts Leek plants

Cabbage plants Lettuce plants

Curled Kale Vegetable Marrcws.

I wish to thank Mr. Prestim.

\aint'

AUdrcs'i

Secretaries : Rev. T. H. Salzmann and Rev.

Heber Rosier."

The cottagers will be advised to reserve a small

patch of ground on each allotment for pricking

RAISING CAULIFLOWERS IN FRAMiiS FOR PLANTING OUT.

The R<iokery. Mr. Webster is a member ol

the Royal Horticultural Society's panel of expert
gardeners, and makes weekly visits to give instruc-

tion and advice to the workers of war-time gardens.
He also prepares notes on current' work, showing
on a blackboard in an empty shop window what,
when and how to plant, with other requisite advice
on cultivation. From time to time during the
autumn and winter months examples of those
vegetables most profitable to cottagers for winter
use are displayed, also hints on the preservation
of vegetables for seed purposes.

Last year, through the kindness of Mr. Webster's
employer, seeds and seedlings raised under
glass were distributed free of charge among the
allotment workers. Nature, aided by sound
cultivation, gave the increase, which has not been
small either from an individual or a national point
of view. Early Cabbage and Cauliflower were
pricked out under glass by the thousand ; Vegetable
.Marrows were grown in frames on a gentle hotbed.
Similar work is being carried out again this year.

out, so that plants may be at hand whenever
opportunity and weather are favourable for planting
out.

We hope this example may be the means of

others doing likewise. The work at The Rookery,
Westcott, is all the more praiseworthy as the

present garden staff is very low—one man over
seventy, one woman and a boy—but, knowing
the big things they are up againet, they all pull

together for the benefit of their fellow- workers.
It is by little instances like this that great things
•ire accomplished throughout the country. We
hope that this excellent work will be taken up
extensively by others.

Seed-sowing by the incxperiemed is obviously
a most wasteful practice, and it cannot be too

strongly discouraged. There is a scarcity of

vegetable seeds, and the demand was never greater

than it is this spring, so that the strictest economy
should be exercised in sowing. The inexperienced

sow much more seed than is required ; for instance,

loz. of Onion seed should produce 1,000 plants.
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and loz. of seed of Brassica of any kind is sufficient

to produce i,ooo plants for transplanting.

In the pressing need for increased food produc-

tion we see no reason why seedlings should not be

raised for sale from private gardens. Neither is

there any reason why fruits and vegetables should

not be grown in private gardens for sale. It is

not sufficient that owners of large gardens should

grow for their own use only. Where gardens are

large enough the public should be given the

opportunity of purchasing surplus crops in these

critical times.

FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-III
By sir HERBERT JWAXWELL. BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

A
COLLECTION of hardy shrubs and

herbs involves the occasional exercise

of pretty drastic discipline upon certain

wild animals. Situated as we are

' within sight of the hills constituting

the southern upland of Scotland, we are subject

to invasion from time to time by little bands

of roedeer, which, being a prolific race, would very

soon become founders of a numerous colony if

they were left alone. It seems cruel to -sign the

glade—just as a garden terrace receives the

finishing touch of beauty from the presence of a

peacock ; but the tax exacted by each is heavier

than he who cares for his plantations and garden

will submit to.

On the whole there is no genus of ornamental

plant which yields such lavish satisfaction as

Rhododendron, given suitable conditions of soil

and climate. Rose enthusiasts will protest against

this sentiment as rank heresy against their chosen

A BEAUTIFUL HYBRID FROM RHODODENDRON FORTUNEI.

death warrant of these, the most graceful of all

British mammals ; but in truth they are sad male-

factors and must be included in the black list of

the farmer, the forester and the gardener. A
party of five appeared in our woods in the spring

of 1917. One fawn, at least, was reared in summer,
and there are still two survivors, for it is no easy

,
matter to put them down. The mischief they

do is not confined to what they eat, though that

is provoking enough. Last spring they displayed

an epicurean taste for Rhododendron praecox

and Olearia nitida. At all events, though they

mutilated the plants, they did not kill them
outright ; whereas the buck delights in choosing

a choice sapling whereon to rub the velvet oil

his horns. A few days ago I came upon a young
Western Larch (Larix occidentalis), of which

species there are not many in cultivation in

the British Isles, barked completely round and
killed by this process ; and on February 21 I

fotmd a vigorous yotmg Sitka Spruce ruined in

the same manner. There is no more enclvanting

sight in Nature than a pair of roe in a woodland

race
; they certainly have the poets on their side,

for we shall have to coin a nama more manageable
in verse than Rhododendron before it finds a

vales saccr. The Anrerican title " Rosebay " is

better. But tKe Rose garden provides no pleasures

at this season, save those of hope ; and fruition,

when it comes with summer suns, is inseparable

from toil—green fly, caterpillars and weevils availing

themselves of every interval of pursuit for their

nefarious work. Moreover, Roses imperatively

demand annual pruning, whereby the bushes are

rendered even more unsightly than they are in

winter.

It is altogether different with Rhododendrons.
At all seasons and in all stages of growth they are

beautiful (I speak not of the too common R. ponti-

cum, which has become vulgarised by indiscriminate

planting), and the interest becomes intense at this

season when the flower-buds which we have
watched all the winter are bulging, some of them,

like R. barbatum, R. fulgens and R. arboreum.

just bursting into brilliant bloom. Rhododendrons
are singularly free from insect or fungoid pests

;

they require no pruning, although very few people

(of whom I have not been one in the past) exercise

enough foresight in providing ample room for the

lateral development of each plant. The time

comes when excruciating problems have to be

dealt with—choice species crowding each other

out of all symmetry and mutually hindering

profusion of bloom. It is true that Rhododendrons,

thante to the splendid balls they carry when
transplanted, may be moved safely after attaining

a great size ; but think of the labour and expense

involved in such a case as we were considering

lately in a friend's grounds, where R. barbatum

(15 feet high) and R. Thomsoni (12 feet high)

were crushing each other out of existence. And
this was only one problem out of fifty similar ones

presenting themselves in this fine collection.

In these days of labour shortage it can only be

solved by sacrificing one or other of the competitors.

The present cloudy, mild weather is precisely

what Asiatic Rhododendrons revel in. If it

continues, there will be a glorious display during

the next two or three months ; but the plants have

still to run the gauntlet of late frost—that and

wind exposure being all that they have to fear

on the West Coast.

The publication of Mr. J. G. Millais' sumptuous

folio coincides with the early stage of a new era

in Rhododendron culture. Until Messrs. Wilson

and Forrest revealed the riches of the Chinese

mountains in the genus, we were accustomed to

regard various Himalayan species as ne plus ultra,

and, in truth, it is not likely that anything more

splendid will be discovered. But the variety

of new species is bewildering ; already they are

numbered by hundreds, and to judge from the

reports Mr. Fofrest has been sending home lately,

he has only now reached the centre of distribution.

R. sino-grande, which seems to be the Chinese

form of R. grande (argenteum). has the noblest

foliage of any known species, the leaves being

thick and leathery, 16 inches or 18 inches long

and 7 inches broad. The young growth is so thick

and velvety and seems so succulent that it was with

considerable misgiving that we exposed a plant

2 feet high without protection to the rigours of a

Scottish winter ; but it has come through the ordeal

unhurt, although twice the mercury has sunk

to 9° Fahr.—23° of frost.

In dealing with these natural species one is

tempted to deplore the space and trouble devoted

in the past to showy hybrids. The cheapness of

these, their extreme hardiness and their easy

cultiu-e have led to general neglect of the Indian

species, even in districts enjoying a mild, moist

climate and suitable soil.

Beautiful as many of these hybrids are, notably

those owning to R. Griffithianum or R. Fortune!

as one parent, many others are sadly deficient

in the indefinable appearance of " race," such

as distinguishes a thoroughbred horse from a

cocktail. The thoroughbred may be weedy, and

so may the wild Rhododendron, but the quality

is there all the same. There is one old hybrid,

liowever, without which I should be sorry to pass a

winter—to wit, R. Nobleanum, a cross raised nearly

seventy years ago between R. arboreum and R.

caucasicum. It generally begins to open its

bright crimson flowers in November or December,

and, although these early trusses are poor in size,

the colour lights up the woodland in the darkest

days. Frost nearly always quenches the first

display, but this fine plant keeps plenty of flower-

buds in reserve ; so that, at the moment of wTiting,

the bushes appear in full bloom, and their brilliance

is enhanced when, as may be seen here, the ground

on which they stand is sheeted far and wide with

Snowdrops.

Saxifrages are gay on the wall garden now.

S. Elizabethae opened the ball this year on
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February ii, followed by S. Burseriana and

S. oppositifolia on the 12th. The flowers of S.

Elizabeths are of much the same hue as those of

S. apiculata, but she excels her rival in the richness

of her green cushion. Only yesterday I was

charmed by the beauty of a clump which I take to

be S. Irvingi (though I cannot remember how it

came here), thickly set with rose-tinted blooms

on rather short stalks—too short, it appears,

for when I looked again I found that a —.—
,
——

,

slug had stood a-tiptoe and rasped off every

petal. S. Burseriana, luckily, holds its flowers

aloft on 3-inch stems and defies the brute.

SPRING CROCUSES
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

THE Crocuses of our gardens, commonly
known as Dutch Crocuses, are derived

from three species, namely,

Crocus vernus, C. aureus

and C. versicolor. C.

vernus is a native of the whole

European mountain range from

the Pyrenees to the Carpathians

;

the colour of the flowers is purple

or white only. It has become

naturalised in some parts of Eng-

land ; at Warley Place it is beautiful

and abundant. Here it has been

long established and is always

spreading by natural increase. C.

aureus is a native of South-Eastern

Europe, and was one of the

earliest species in cultivation ; the

garden kinds of which it is the

parent are all yellow. C. versi-

color, a plant of the Maritime

Alps and another of the species of

earliest introduction, has given us

some of the finest of the purple and

white varieties in cultivation, many
of them beautifully striped and
feathered with deep purple markings.

Among some others of the early

Crocuses, C. Sieberi is a flower of

singular beauty and charm. It is

not large like the Dutch kinds, on
which we depend for brilliant

effect, but has qualities of distinc-

tion and refinement that are e.\-

tremely attractive. It is a plant

for a very choice place in the

wild garden. It comes from the

mountains of Greece and the Greek

Islands ; in colour it is a soft lilac

with a yellow base and conspicuous

orange stamens. C. chrysanthus is a

deep yellow coloured species from
South-Eastern Europe. A fine variety

of C. chrysanthus has been raised

by Messrs. Van Tubergen, who have

given it Mr. Bowles' name. C.

proper, for their more modest beauty would

not come into immediate competition with the

greater size and more powerful colouring of the

Dutch kinds. But, in common with all wild

gardening, the way of the planting should be

very carefully considered. Where bulbous plants

grow naturally they always seem to place them-

selves rightly and beautifully. Even when they

grow in almost uninterrupted sheets, as Crocus

vernus does at Warley Place, they thin out beauti-

fully at the edges and so gradually merge into

the grass. One has seen places absolutely spoilt

by a bad planting of Crocuses or Daffodils in

awkwardly shaped, stiff blocks or rigid circles

round trees. As a general principle in planting

it may be suggested that the best form is that of

long-shaped drifts thickening a little in the middle

of the length, such as may be described as a

long, fish-shaped constellation with a thicked

middle nebula, and that such forms should follow

one another, not in parallel lines, but, as soldiers

The Early Anemones

T

biflorus is found throughout a wide
geographical range, from Northern
Italy to the Caucasus. The colour is anything from
white to pale purpel, with striped and feathered

markings on the outer sides of the perianth seg-

ments
; it varies much both in size and colour. C.

Tommasinianus is a plant of the Dalmatian coast,

with rather long-shaped flowers of lilac colouring.

To these may be added, a; among the best of the

early Crocuses, C. suavfolens, a native of Italy, and
C. banaticus, a Hungarian plant with deep purple
flowers, which botanists place very near C. vernus.

The foregoing species are among the 'best for

careful naturalisation in half-wild places. Here
they would be better seen than in the garden

SAXIFR.\GA BURSERIANA ON THE WALL GARDEN AT MONREITH

would say, in echelon. Afterwards, when they

increase naturally, they may be trusted to do

it rightly.

Sugar for Home-made Jams.—The authorities

hope to be able to allot 10,000 tons of sugar this

season for jam-making. The amount for each

individual will necessarily be small, and there

are several safeguards against its wrongful use.

For every lib. of sugar ijlb. of jam is to be made,

and for all beyond 17 Jib. per head per household

the local Food Control Committee is to have the

option of purchasing at the current wholesale prices.

HE race for precedence in time ot

owering among the early Anemones
is between blanda and Hepatica ; both
may be looked for in February. Anemone
blanda is a small Greek plant with

much the same character as the larger, later and
more free-growing apennina, but it keeps closei

to the ground, the usual height being from 3 inches
to 4 inches. The flowers are of a deep blue colour

In our gardens it likes a warm bank or sheltere<l

place in rockwork, where it is an admirable com-
panion to the various kinds of early Iris and
Crocus. In cultivation it varies in colour to

paler shades of blue and even to white, but none
of these is equal in value to the colour of the

type. A. Hepatica, more commonly called

Hepatica angulosa, is a native of the Alps amj
Southern Europe. It is a very old favourite in

gardens. Parkinson, writing near 1629, describes

ten varieties, of which two, a blue

and a purple, are double. A
double white has appeared from
time to time ; it is considered a
great rarity and is always much
prized.

When the double white form
does appear, it never seems to be
of strong constitution, and it would
not be surprising if it died out and
did not occur again for many
years. The best growers offer

some six varieties of Hepaticas, of
which there are two doubles, a red
and a blue. They all enjoy rich
loam or chalk, though the late

Mr. G. F. Wilson grew them well
at Wisley in light soil, planting
them with the roots tightly pressed
between pieces of sandstone. A
stronger plant altogether is A.
Hepatica ^angulosa. a native of

Transylvania, a handsome thing
that soon grows into strong tufts.

The flowers are of a fine light

blue colour, as large again as
those of the ordinary Hepatica,
and the leaves are better borne
up by their stems, so that the whole
plant looks stronger and more
prosperous, and rises to something
near a foot in height.

A. stellata is a frequent plant
in vineyards and on hilly ground
on the Mediterranean coasts and
islands. It is always a charming
plant in these rocky wilds, not
large, but with 3 distinct vivacity
of its own. In colour it is ex-
tremely variable

; it may be any-
thing from nearly white to a deep
red, besides many tints of lilac

and purple. In our gardens it

likes a place on a sunny bank 01

iu a well-sheltered bay in the rock
garden.

A. fulgens, usually appearing before any of the

A. coronaria varieties are in bloom, has the dis-

tinction of being the only true scarlet flower o'

its season. It is a native of Southern Europe:

There are varieties with a warm white ring at

the base of the petals that helps to set off the

central tuft of black stamens. A very fine fomi

with this marking was raised by the late Rev.

J. G. Nelson ot Aldborough. whose good work in

improving many kinds of bulbous plants will

always be held in grateful remembrance. There

is also a Greek form of A. fulgens, with large

flowers of good substance and of a deeper and
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more intense colour. A. Pulsatilla is a beautiful

low-growing species of our windswept chalk downs,

where the whole plant is only about 3 inches high.

It gains much both in height and size in the shelter

of our gardens, where the better development of

the silky sepals gives a softened quality to the

rich but quiet purple of the blossom. G. J.

RAISING
NEW POLYANTHUSES.—

I

THESE notes are addressed to that section

of gardeners which aims at achieving

perfection of form, colour and marking

in an individual flower. It is a small

section indeed in these days of war, but

it should increase its numbers, to the advantage

of the nation. Our soil must be occupied nowa-

days mainly with food-producing plants, and,

accordingly, an interesting pursuit which only

calls for a few square yards of garden space

should recommend itself to many.

The florists' Polyanthus has interested and dt-

lighted gardeners for more than eighty years.

In fact, so long ago as 1840 varieties were in

existence which approached very nearly to tin-

standard of perfection which was set up by Glenny

in the year 1843, when the illustration now given

was printed in The Gardener and Practical Florist,

Vol. I., page 93. Glenny said; "The single pip

should be perfectly flat and round, and be slightly

scolloped on the edge, and i inch in diameter. It

should be divided in six places, forming six apparent

flower leaves, each of which should be indented in

the centre to make it a kind of heart-shaped end,

but the divisions must not reach the yellow eye."

Glenny must have approved the illustration,

for it is printed with his notes. Those whci wish

to study his "properties" in full can consult the

volume mentioned in any good reference -library.

Since Glenny's day many worthy varieties

have been raised, distributed and lost. Of those

in existence in 1846 only four survive: Buck's

George IV., Sir Sydney Smith, Cheshire Favourite

and Nicholson's King. Many mourn the loss of

old favourites, but not the writer, for he is certain

that better sorts can now be easily raised. In

fact, he is sure that in less than ten years quite a

small band of enthusiasts could exhibit nothing

but seedlings of the current year, and eclipse all

the.old sorts completely.

Our ancestors of 1843 got their seeds by growing

exhibition plants side by side in beds, isolated as

far as possible from the common Primrose and

other kindred species. They took seeds from named

exhibition sorts only, and by this primitive method

they tried to improve the breed. It is quite clear

that the quality of the mother plant only was

known to the grower, for pollen was carried to the

seed-bearing plants by insect agency, coupled with

a certain amount of self-fertilisation. It is on

record that the results achieved were very poor,

for a grower would sometimes fail to produce

one well-marked sort in a thousand seedlings.

The writer is convinced that the florists' Polyanthus

has gradually gone out of cultivation on account

of the fact just mentioned. Old sorts lose their

vigour and gradually die out, so that new ones

must be raised almost annually if the flower is to

maintain its popularity. To-day the principks

of plant-breeding are well known through the

labours of Mendel, Darwin, Bailey, Burbank and

m^ny others. A study of their works enables

us to do almost all we wisli in producing

a .characteristic which we like, whether it be

vigorous growth, size of flower, fertility, habit,

or even particular markings on the flowers.

Polyanthus growers in general have striven mainly

for perfectly marked flowers, other important

characteristics being ignored. In the long

run this is not wise. What a great disappoint-

ment it is to a new grower to find only two or three

survivors out of a dozen choice plants when winter

is over. Numbers of young growers lose their

enthusiasm because they cannot keep their plants

alive. Only a part of their failure can possibly

be put down to faulty cultivation, because a stock

of choice sorts can only be obtained with difficulty,

and therefore the grower will take steps to find

out the best soil to use and the situation his plants

are likely to thrive in.

Many varieties which originally possessed vigour

have lost their constitution for two reasons : (i)

They were raised from seed a great many years

ago ; and (2) they have been grown during many
winters in a contrivance which excites them into

growth when they ought to be at rest. Vigorous

growth is considered by the writer to be equal

in importance to perfectly marked flowers. He
therefore advocates that all seedling plants should

be planted in the open to pass their first winter.

Damp and frost will then kill all tender sorts.

GLENNVS FIGURE OF THE FLORISTS
POLYANTHUS, 1843.

The loss of seedling plants has been found to be

about one half from this tause during two years'

operations when the parent plants were the old

standard exhibition varieties. After two years'

breeding all seedlings have a good chance of

surviving a winter in the open ground. "

Let us commence operations by obtaining as

many named sons as we can, black grounds and
red grounds. We obtain our plants in the autumn,
and we pot them immediately in rather large

pots—7-inch lor the most vigorous ones-. We
plunge the pots tp the rim in a cold frame, taking

the usual precautions to prevent the entrance of

worms. We ventilate our frame abundantly,

never closing it up entirely. During the month
of March the frame-light may be removed entirely,

except when the wind blows strongly from the

north or east. Unfortunately, it will be found
that the most careful grower will be obliged to

lose some of his plants. This is really to the

advantage of the breeding operations which are

to follow, for it is advisable to grow seeds only

on the strongest plants. George D. A. Hall.

BEES
A SUITABLE HIVE.

HAVING decided to become a bee-
.

keeper, the first thing to do is to get ;

a suitable hive. There are several ,

types of hive on the market, but .,

the one almost universally used by
the majority of experienced bee-keepers is that .

kno-wn as the " W. B. C," which was introduced
and perfected by the late Mr. yv. B. Carr, one of

England's greatest bee-keepers. This hive is

made on the double-walled principle, the inner

brood chamber being surrounded by an outer

lift, with an air space between. This has the great

advantage of ensuring a more even temperature

in the hive, cooler in summer and warmer in winter,

than a single-walled hive would be. -Another

advantage of this type of hive is in ease of manipu-
lation. The longer one keeps bees, the more you
realise this advantage. This " W. B. C." is not

patented, and can be obtained from any good

appliance dealer. In deciding the type of hive

with which to start bee-keeping, there is one very

important point to keep in view.

Every hive in an apiary should be of one uniform

pattern. Interchangeability is the keynote <i

successful manipulations. Any part ot one hive

should exactly fit a similar position in any othir

hive. Endless labour is saved by having all hive

parts of one pattern. .A.t the present time the

British Bee-Keepers' Association have formed a

committee to see if it is possible to standardise

hives. Nowadays you may purchase half a do/cu
" W. B. C." hives from as many different appliance

-dealers, and find that owing to slight differences

in measurements, unimportant in themselves, parts

of one maHcr's hive" are not interchangeable with

those of another. Until standardisation of hiv< s

is an accomplished fact, I should advise bee-

keepers always to get their hives from one firm,

provided that firm sends out good work. Probably

among the numerous readers of The Garden there

are many good carpenters who would like to make
their own hives. The saving in expense would, of

course, be considerable, but in these cases it is

always best to purchase the first hive to act as a

model. Beehive-making is not easy ; all internal

measurements must be exact, otherwise the bees

will give you trouble later. ^
The best wood- to use is Yellow Pine (Pinut

Strobus), but nowadays this is probably un-

obtainable except at a prohibitive cost. The
ordinary Yellow Deal (Pinus sylvestris) is next

best, and if properly seasoned makes a very satis-

factory hive. Many people to save money use

old packing-case wood. This has the advantage

(jf cheapness, but it is rarely satisfactory

in the long run. The wood is generally of

poor quality and full of faults. It should

be remembered that a well-constructed hive of

good material will last a lifetime if kept properly

painted, i.e., two coats of paint every second

year. We have in our own apiary " W. B. C." hives

that were made in 1900, and these are every bit

as good to-day as they were when first purchased-

So do not buy a so-called cheap hive or make one

of poor material.

Hives purchased from a dealer are usually sold

complete with frames, supers, &c., but are not,

as a rule, sent out painted. This can best be done

at home, the usual colour being white, as it tends-

to keep the hive cool in summer. Some bee-

keepers object to white, as it shows up every

mark and soon looks dirty. In this case a

compromise can be made by painting the body

ot the hive a light stone colour, and the top of the

roDf white. A point to note in painting your own

hives is not to buy the usual tins of so-called
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ready-made paint, but to get your oilman or

painter to mix you some proper paint with genuine

white lead. It may cost you a trifle more, but it

will pay you, as I know from experience. Regard-

ing the internal economy of the hive, always use

frames with a solid top bar. The old idea was to

fit the sheets of wax foundation into the frames

by means of a saw cut in the top bar. This was

a great mistake. The cut not only weakens the

bar. so that^it often sags, but forms a crack in

which that dread enemy the wax moth larva

(see ' The Mother Hive " in " Actions and Re-

actions," by Rudyard Kipling) sooner or later

finds a lurking-place.

The best frames to use are those made with

a groove on the under side, into which the founda-

tion is fixed either by a wooden wedge or by a

stream of hot wax. The foundation should be

wired into the frames, and full sheets should always

be given. Bees must consume at least r2lb. of

honey or sugar syrup to make lib. of wax, so it

is false economv to stint them in comb foundation,

fhe best foundatioc to use is that known as 0^^

" Weed," originally invented in America, but

now manufactured in England. The special

process by which it is made ensures the killing

pf any disease germ which may have existed in

the crude wax. Before ordering a hive the beginnf r

should make up his or her mind whether comb

!nney or run honey is to be worked for. If comb
lioney is wanted, section racks must be ordered

;

if run honey, shallow frame racks. Speaking

L;enerally, the latter is the most profitable. It

IS easier to prodttce, and, all things being equ.3l,

.1 colony of bees will give from 25 per cent, to

io per cent, more run honey than section honey
;

also, extracted honey is more easy to dispose of.

It is easy to pack, and travels well. Comb honey

travels badly unless very carefully packed. It

it is decided to work for extracted honey at the

afart, an extracting machine must be purchased.

Tliis is a rather expensive item, but one which

vrry soon pays for itself, and if taken care ol

k;pt in a dry place and never put away dirty)

w.U last a lifetime. The bcsl make on the market

is that known as " The Cowan," but there are

o'.htrs which do very good work and are con-

siderably cheaper.

In working for extracted huncy the usual shallow

•ame super contains eight broad frames. Thtse

ould be fitted with drone base comb foundation,

irdne comb is easier to extract than worker

irab ; also, the cells bein? larger, less wax is used

,0 contain a given amount of honey. For section

work there is nothing better than, nor so good as,

Lee's Section Rack with two movable dummies,

which enable the bee-keeper to remove the sections

with the minimum of trouble.

One very important point I have not mention'

d

with regard to purchasing a hive : Never buy
ar accept as a gift a second-hand one unless you are

absolutely certain that it has been properly dis-

infected. The absence of this precaution has

caused the spread of disease more than anything

else. L. Bigg-Wither.

Birdu'ood, Wclh. Somcy^ct.

k
SOWING CARROTS

Apart from the questiejn of ecemomy, Carrot

iced should always be sown as thinly as

lossible. To do this it is a good plan to mix the

sei'ds with three or forur parts their bulk of finely

sifted ashes. Stirred well into the latter, the seeds

gi t separated eme from another, and a thin and
even distribution is more easily effected. The same
holds good in sowing lawn seeds, and if the ashes

are damp, but not wet, either work can be dejne

on a breezy day without loss of seeds. .\. T. J.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN G.\RDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines that have started into growth sliould have
a tempera'ure of 55° by night, and those more
forward 5° more unless the weather is very
cold and severe. Attend carefully to Vines
making good progress, stopping the laterals at

one or two leaves beyoitd the bunches, and remove
all superfluous growths not required for covering
the trellises. Examine the borders and supply
tepid water if found to be dry. Keep all later

Vines as cool as possible till they begin to move,
when- a little warmth in the pipes to prevent a

rheck or damage by frost must not be overlooked.

Peaches.—These will now be growing more
freely. .Attend to disbudding at intervals; syringe

twice daily in bright weather trees that have set

their fruit, and when large enough thin the crop.

Watch carefully for aphis ; vaporise twice lightly

at this period. Young trees may still be planted,

and if given close attention should develop good
fruiting wood by the end of the season, Dymond,
Stirling Castle, Early York, Goshawk, Royal
George, Barrington and Sea Eagle are all good
varieties of Peaches ; Pineapple, Elruge, Hum-
boldt and Dryden are good Nectarines.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.-^Cut down to the ground-level all

ranes planted this year, and thus encourage a good
fruitful growth in the coming season ; also cut

down autumn-fruiting varieties, and mulch the
roots with well-deeayeel manure if growing on light

porous soil. Alexander, raised by Mr. Allen of

Gunton Park, is excellent for autumn fruiting.

Top all the canes in permanent beds, more or less

according to growth. Cuttings of Gooseberries,
Black Currants and Red Currants may still be
propagated. Select well-matured pieces and leave

four ejr five buds. After being topped, the

cuttings should be tj inches in length
;

plant

these in rows 18 inches apart, allowing 6 inches

between the cuttings, and tread the soil firmly.

Grafting.—Any trees to be grafted should be
headed back, more eir less according to the thick-

ness of the limbs or branches; and when the sap
begins to move, so that the bark can be raised with
ease, the scions may then be placed on to the stocks.

The Fruit-Room.—Look over the late-keeping

Apples once or twice weekly, removing any which
shov/ signs of decay. Keep the roeim sweet

and free from anything which might impart a

disagreeable flavour to the fruits. Our best

keeping cooking .'Vpples are Lane's Prince .Albert,

Bramley's Seedling and Wellington,

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Select even sets of seime of the b, st

early varieties and pack them closely on their

ends in shallow boxes partly filled with leaf-mould.

Place the boxes in some ol the houses where frost

cannot reach the tubers, so as to hasten the sprout-

ing. These tubers will prove very useful for gently

forcing in frames or pots, or for growing at the foot

of a warm wall where protection can be afforded

at any time if necessary. When planting Potatoes

in frames, sow Radish seed to supply early and
tender Radishes,

Lettuces.—Attend to the pricking off of all

young plants raised under glass before the seedlings

ijecome drawn and spindly.

Cauliflowers.—Plants wintered in cold frames
or under handlights should be put out in favour-

able weather on sheltered borders or between
rows of Peas, and be slightly protected with small

Lam-el branches to break the force of the cold north

winds. Eeir this crop good ground, deeply worked,
is most essential. Snowball and other varieties

raised in gentle warmth should be kept near the
glass and ventilated freely to prevent weak growth.

Spinach.—Victoria may be sown at intervals

to meet the demand, and for the production of

large, fleshy leaves the ground should be in good
heart. Between the rows of Peas will be a suit-

able position for this crop,

Rhujiarb.—Both for forcing and the produc-

tion of good stalks new beds should be made at

intervals. The ground should be well trenched

and rii hly manured. Daw's Champion and
The Sutton are excellent varieties to grow.

Artichokes.-^Plant these at any time when the

ground is in a fit state. Both the white and the

purple varieties should be given plenty e)f room,
and may be grown on grounei unsuitable fe)r other

crops, H, Markham.
(Gardene'r to the Earl ofJStrafford,)

Wrolham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Intermediate Carrots.—intermediate
Carrots should now be sown, and all who have
to cultivate rather shallow soils should rely chiefly
on these for a supply. James' Intermediate is

a reliable variety of loiig standing. Shallow drills

15 inches apart are the correct thing for this sect ion.

Sow thinly and put a dressing of soot into the
seed drills ; this will facilitate growth and reduce
the risk of damage by the Carrot fly..

Sowing Brassicas.—.A sowing should now be
made of early Cabbage, Savoy greens and Brussels.
Sprouts, unless the last named were sown in
sufficient quantity under glass. Among Cabbages,
Early York, Etampes and Mein's No. r are all

reliable varieties. For Savoys, the following will
form a good succession : Early Ulm. Dwarf Green
Ciuled, and Ormskirk or Sutton's New Year.

Pricking Off Brassicas.—Cauliflower, Brussels
Sprouts and others of the Brassica tribe sown under
glass will now be fit to prick off into cold frames.
Do not use too rich a soil, as a firm, stubby growth
is what is wanted. Keep rather close and shade
from bright sunshine till growth commences,,
after which full light and free ventilation should
be afforded them.

Pricking Off Onions.—Onions sown in boxes
tmder glass in January will now be fit to priek
off into cold frames. Use a fairly rich soil, pricking
out about 2j inches ap.trt, the bulb just resting
on the surface. Give a watering through a fine
rose, and afterwards follow the advice given in

the previous paragraph.

Planting Early Tomatoes.—The earliest batch
will now' be ready for their fruiting quarters.
This may be either in pots or beixes ; if in the
former, pots 10 inches in diameter willl be found
suitable. If—as it should be-—sound, fibrous
loam is used, very little fertilising matter will

be needed till a few fruits have set, .\llow room feir

top-dressing.
The Flower Garden.

Propagating Early Chrysanthemums.—If not
already done, this we>rk shoulel be taken in hand
without elelay, .\s evaporation is now more
rapid, the reioting process. will be accelerated by
inserting the cuttings in sandy soil in a box from

inches to 9 inches deep. Cover with sheets e>f

glass, shade from Viright sunshine, turn the glass
daily, and gradually admit air after the fiist week.

Dividing Perennial Asters.—Many varieties
of the Michaelmas Daisy are better for being
divided and replanted annually, and the whole
of them are benefited by being thus treated
bieimially. If the position is not to be changed,
some fresh soil and well-rotted organic manure
should be introduced when digging. These various
attentions will amply repay the cultivator for his
trottble.

Sweet Peas.—Seeds sown under glass early
last memlh will now have germinated, and the best
position for them is near the glass in a cold frame.
Do not coddle them, but avoid cold, cutting
draughts. Seeds may now be sown in the open
for an autumn display. Coat the seeds with red
lead to ward off mice.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—Gradually increase the tempera-
ture, which at night should now be about 6.^"

; for
Muscats, 5° higher. Moisture should be increased
in proportion, but an excess will encotirage aerial
reieits. Stop all laterals promptly, and with the
sun's fickle moods attend closely to ventilation.
When in flower, tap the rods in the forenoon.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The fruits being
well .set, give the trees a thorough s\Tinging to
wash off the decaying flowers. See that the trees
have sufficient moisture at the roots. Gradually
increase the temperature, but ventilate freely oil.

all favourable occasions. Trees in flower shotild
be sharply tapped during the forenoon to assist

Nature witli the work of pollination.

Plants Under Glass.

Cypripediums.—The Lady's Slippers are an
attractive family, but two species—C. insigne and
C. venustum—are specially suitable for a cool

house. The present is a suitable time to either
repot or top-dress these terrestrial Orchids.

Ccelogyne ( ristata.—This Orchid does best
in a pan. Now is the time, tlie blooni being over,
to give it more reioni or to top dress it in its present
receptacle. Orchid peat, sphagnum and seinie

charcoal suit it admirably. Keep it fairly moist
during the growing season,

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs, W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.
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OBITUARY

HERBERT J. CUTBUSH.
It is with deep regret we have to record the death
of Mr. Herbert J. Cutbush, who passed away at

his residence at Highgate, on March 7, at the age

of fifty-nine years. For many years he had been
confined to his home by a severe illness, leaving the

conduct of the business of Messrs. WiUiara Cutbush
and Son to his brother and son. The deceased
gentleman believed in the value of exhibiting as a

trade advertisement, and before he was 'taken ill

he attended all the leading London and provincial

shows as well as the chief Continental exhibitions,

and his happy disposition and charm of personaUty
made him one of the most popular men in the trade.

Deep sympathy will be tendered to the widow and
son, and to the brother, Mr. William Cutbush,
with whom he was associated in the business

established, we believe, by their grandfather.

The funeral took place at Highgate Cemetery on
Monday, March 11.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
SOIL TESTING (F. W. H.)—The apparatus mentioned

is an American invention and, though quite simple, is

not, we believe, on the English market. The testing of
garden soils for lime is. however, quite a simple matter,
for if samples of the soil be taken from different parts
of the garden and thoroughly mixed, a portion of the
mixture placed in a cup or tumbler and moistened with
water, and about a teaspoonful of spirits of salts (hydro-
chloric or muriatic acid) be then poured upon it, if lime
above 1 per cent, is present, effervescence will take place.
If the effervescence is slight, there is just enough lime
present ; if it is active," there is quite enough for some
time ; if there be none. lime or chalk, according to the
nature cf the soil, should bo added,

DESTROYING MICE (N. F.).—There are various ways
of destroying mice, but when they have obtained such a
hold as in your case, a considerable amount of perseverance
is necessary. In the first place, if there are no domestic
animals or poultry about, poison can be freely used.
There are various preparations for poisoning mice and
rats. It is as well to try a change of poison after a time.
Next, a great many kinds of traps may be purchased,
as well as home-made ones. We have found what is

termed a "breakback" trap the most convenient of all.

This may be purchased from ironmongers or shops where
sundries are sold. It consists of a spring which, when a
catch is released by the mouse nibbling at the bait, flies

over and crushes the animal. If the mice are of the
ordinary long-tailed kind, a piece of toasted cheese or
fat forms a very suitable bait; but if they are the short-
tailed grass mice, a Pea or two or a Haricot Bean is more
attractive. Where no poison is used, the merits of the

I BEANS FOR WINTER FOOD
Semi for our SPECIAL LIST of the best sorts to grow-

Our 5/- Collection, post free, contains one packet each of the following :
—

DUTCH BROWN BEAN, 1/3 CLIMBING FRENCH HARICOT
AFRICAN BROWN 9d. (White Phenomenal) ... 1/-

and two other Dwarfs or Runners, as desired.

Each packet contains sufficient to sow a double row 25 yards long.

R. WALLACE & CO., Ltd., COLCHESTER
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domestic cat as a mouse killer must on no account lie

overlooked. Complaints are by no means infrequent
that a cat does but little towards destroying mice. Whcri:
this is the case, overfeeding is often the cause of the trouble.

NAMES OF 'PLAmS.—Evelyn.— 1, Hctianthcmum"
\'ulgare ; 2. Sedum species ; 3, Cuprcssus pisifera var.
squarrosa ; 4, Crocus aureus variety ; 5. Seakale. Befon-
spring, roots should be lifted and replanted in rows 2 feet '

apart. All crowns and buds at the top shnul be cut off

before replanting, with the tops 1 inch to 2 inches below
the surface. 6. Sedum rupestre ; 7, Iberis gibraltarica
8, Saxifraga trifurcata. E. B. 0.—Balsam Poplar
(Populus balsamifera).

GROW YOUR OWN HARICOTS.
Side's "PHENOMENAL" Climbing White Haricot
Beans, as introduced by us last year, can easily be grown by
ail, and if allowed to ripen provide a most valuable food

for winter use; also delicious lu the green state.

Order Now and avoid disappointment, stock limited.

Per pint 3,'-, postage 5d ; half-pint 1/6, postage 4d.; trial

packets (about 20U seeds) 1/-, postage . d.

S. BIDE & SONS, Ltd. Dept. G)
FARNHAM SURREY

ALL POST FREE.
Strong Sturdy Plants, wintered in the open. Spring Cabbage,
Pickling Cabbage, Leeks, Brussels Sprouts, Tripoli Winter
Onions, Cos and Cabbage Lettuce, Savoys, Broccoli. Sprout
ing Broccoli, Curled Scotch Kale, Asparagus Kale. Cottager**.
Kale, Thousand Headed Kale, Perpetual and Prickly
Spinach. 2/- 100.
Cauliflowers, early, mid, and late. Strong Autumn sown

and transplanted from cold frame, 20 1/4,

ShalloU, 20 1/4. Parsley, 20 1/4. Sage, Thyme, Mint,
12 1/4. Marjoram, 6 1/4. Seakale 6 1/4. Rhubarb,
6 1/4. Onion bets, very scarce, 100 2/4.

Tomato Plants for early fruiting.—Kondine Red, AiJsa
Craig. Holmes Suprejue, Carters Sunrise, 6, 1/-. 12. 1,9.

Broad Bean Plants, 30,1/4. Eating Pea Plants, 40, 1/4

Primula Malacoides in bud, large plants. Herbaceous
Calceolarias,Cinerarias, Stocks,Schiza nth us,Tobacco,
12, 1/4. Sweet Pea Plants, 30, 1/4,

Wallflo ers, single, mixed and Alpine Dwarf. 30, 1/6
Antirrhinums large, bushy, autumn-sown and traae-

plated, dwarf, mid or tall, all colours. separateormbced, fi, L-
Pansies, splendid varieties, grand plants, 12, 1 4.

Sunflower Plants, American and Kussian giant, for bird

and poultry food, 20, 1/4.

Magnificent Hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring
Bedding, Greenhouse, Vegetable Plants, etc.

NEW CATALOGUE now ready free on application.

JVLRS. I>YJM, F.R.H.S.,
10, Vine house, Woodstone, PETERBOROUGH.

Mrs. GARDNER. F.R.H.S.. Priory House, STROUD
33rd Year KNOWN ALL OVER THE WORLD WHERE PLANTS, BULBS, AND TREES CAN BE SENT.

THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS FOR QUALITY, PACKING, FRESH-
NESS, AND SAFE ARRIVAL, GAINED ONLY BY SHEER MERIT AND SUPERLATIVE VALUE.

66th Season

The following are VERY SPECIAL VALUE, and offered at REDUCED PRICES, to encourage early planting, thus preventing any failures, as the plants
get established before summer, and never fail to do well. ALL PACKED FREE, BOXES FREE, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR. i

WINTER HELIOTROPE (Tussilago fragrans).—
Perfectly hardy, blooms iii the open mid-winter. One spray
will scent out a large room. Anyone can grow tliis in sunless
town garden, or even backyard. 0, 1/3 ; 3 2, 2/- ; 24, 3/-.

AUBRIETIAGR/ECA.—A gem for the rockery or edging ;

dwarf, compact tufts, covered with lovely blue flowers for
months. 6 tor 1/3 j 12 for 2/3.

CANTERBURY BELLS.—The New Pink Beauty. A
delightful new shade of rose. All have been charmed" who
have grown this lovely Canterbury Bell. for 1/6 ; 12 for 2/9;
25 for 5/-. Mixed colours if desired.

FORGET-ME-NOT (The Jewel).—The colour is a
remarkable sky-blue, whicli -shines out in a most conspicuous
manner when side by side with other Forget-me-nots, and
constitutes the distinct feature of this plant. 12 for 2/-.

CLEMATIS ERECTA ALBA.—Grows in lovely bush
form, about 3ft. high ; very fragrant and hardy, yielding huge
clusters of white blossoms, with a delicious perfume. For
large borders, and planted along side walks they aie simply
delightful. 2 for 2/8 ; 4 for 4/-.

EXTRA CHOICE CLIMBING ROSES.—All splendid
varieties, strong, vigorous trees, all different and corr ;ctly

named. for 4/6 ; 12 for 7/6. Heal bargain. L.arge stock.
These will give something more than mere satisfaction.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM PEERLESS (The
New Qiant White Hardy Marguerite).—Large handsome
glossy foliage ; the blossoms are enormous, and often measure
jjins. across, thus eclipsing all other Sfarguerites. 12 for 2/6 ;

25 for 4/6.
NEW MAMMOTH-FLOWERED PANSY.—A superb

mixture of great beauty and vigour ; robust growing and free
flowering ; fine plants, now breaking into bud : give a wealth
of blossom almost at once. 12 for 1/9 ; 25 for 3/- ; 50 for S/-.

NEW MAMMOTH SWEET WILLIAMS " HOLBORN
GLORY."—The finest strain ever seen. The size of the
blossoms, delicate and lovely colouring, splemlour and bril-

liancy, is unsurpassed ; no garden complete without this lovely
strain. 12, 1/9 ; 24, 3/-.

. SPECIAL OFFER.
MIXED CARNATIONS.—All strong, autumn-rooted

layers, to bloom abundantly. They include a magnificent
variety of rich colours, from white through all the rich shades
of pink, yellow, scarlet flakes, bizarres, etc., to velvety crimson;
producing large, gloriously double and deliciously fragrant
blossoms, many worth from 1/- to 2/6 each. Bargain price,
e for 2/6 ; 12 for 4/6 ; 25 for 8/- ; 50»-for 15/-. Plant out
now.

SUPERB MALMAISON CARNATION.—Immense
blossoms of faultless beauty, in \-ariuus rich colours, from rich
white to rich crimson. 3 for 3/- ; for 5/- j 12 for 9/-.

JAPANESE TREE P>EONIES.—The Glory of Japan.
Will produce 200 blossoms on one Tree. Huge blossoms
of magnificent lustre and texture, often lOiiis. to 12ins.
across : glorious for greenliouse, but quite hardy for outdoors.
Should be planted at once, as they flower early in spring.
There is a refinement more rare and a charm more fascinating
about these Tree Pseonies than can be described on paper.
3/- each ; 3 for 7/6.

WALLFLOWERS CANNOT BE PLANTED TOO
EARLY.—Single Wallflower, Blood Red or Golden Tom
Thumb, 25 for 1/6 ; 60 for 2/6 ; 100 for 4/6. Superb, mixed,
all colours ; a charming combination. 25 for 1/6 : 50 for 2/6 :

100 for 4/6. Post free.

THE HARDY BLUE GERANIUMS This lovely hardy
Geranium is rarely seen in beds or borders, yet it is absolutely
a hardy perennial, and will give a wealth of glorious large blue
flowers for months ; increase and improve yearly. 3 for 1/3 :

6 for 2/-; 12 for 3/6.

CAMPANULA PERSICIFOLIA GRANDIFLORA.-
The most valuable of the later introductions to oiu hardy
flowers, a great advance on existing kinds, and one of the bery
finest hardy perennials in existence. The flowers are very
large, produced on long, slender stems. Everyone should
possess this magniflcent Bellfiower. Strong plants. 6 for
2/3 ; 12 for 4/-.

ALL ABOVE WILL PLANT OUT PERFECTLY NOW. ALL PACKED BV

ST. ANTOINE DE PADOUE.—A new race of large-
fruiting, perpetual bearing Strawberries. This Strawberry
has proved to be ahead of all other perpetuals. It is the
desued cross between St. Joseph an<i Koyal Sovereign, the
flavour is delicious, and promises to be grown by the acre when
sufficient plants can be raised. It is a compact, vigorous
grow-er, flower stocks are strong and erect, rising well above
the foliage. Fruit wedge-shaped, dark red, and firm flesh.

Gained First-class Certificate from the National Horticultural
Society in France, from whence we have had it imported into
this country, and I had a continual crop of splendid ripe fruit

till first week in November. Special low price for this grand
novelty. 2-year-old plants, 12 for 2/6 j 25, 4/9 ; 50, 9/- ;

100, 17/6.
ARTEMISIA LACTIFLORA QRANDIFLORA ALBA

—A New and Reniarkable Floral Gem of Great Beauty.
This remarkably hardy perennial is, without doubt, one of the
best new introductions, and may be classed with the showiest
of all herbaceous plants. It is very free flowering on the
poorest soil, and as the buds unfold they become whiter and
whiter, until at last they burst forth into a veritable snowbank
of drooping, fleecy bloom of purest white, the panicles often
two to three feet long It is a vigorous perennial, attaining
a height of from three to four feet when well established, and
is absolutely hardy, is of easy cultivation, and makes a wonder
ful show, equalled by few plants of any description. When
known iti will be planted by thousands. Superb for churcli
decoration. 3 for 1/9 ; 6 for 3/- ; 12 for S/6,
PHYSALIS FRANCHETI.—New Giant Winter Cherry

(Chinese Lantern Plants). Beautiful new Physalis from
Japan, which has lately become in good demand for decora-
tion and for bedding ; entirely hardy. Grand for winter
decoration, as this plant carries a perfect load of richly-
coloured lanterns. for 1/3 ; 12 for 2/3.
POLYGONUM BALDSHUANICUM.—A new hardy

climber of rapid growth, with stems twining and clinging te
anything for support.. Panicles of showy white flowers in

great profusion the whole season. This is a really glorious
climber, and all wUl surely want it when better known. 2/6
each ; 2 tor 4/-.

AN EXPERT, AND CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR,

lV[]?s. GARIDNEK, F.R.H.S., I>rior»y Kouese, STROTJO.
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WE are on the threshold of what

will doubtless prove a record

season in the annals of gardening.

The very encouraging reports of

the progress made by allotment

workers are equalled only by the extremely

optimistic accounts of the progress of the ploughing

programme and the season's sowing. The food

question is in the balance, and upon our efforts

this season the future of the Empire largely

depends. Fortunately, the weather continues

almost perfect for gardening work. Summer
time begins from the morning of March 24 and

lasts till the night of September 29—a period of

twenty-six weeks — during which it will be

possible for thousands of allotment workers to

reach their plots in time for operations in the

evening.

An Inducement to Grow Onions.—It is

important that the home production of Onions

should be increased very largely—up to the fullest

extent which the supply of seed will allow. But

the Onion is not an ideal crop for newly broken

land. An Onion seed-bed requires a great deal

of preparation in the way of forking, raking and

levelling. For many years past the percentage

of Onions grown in this country in relation to the

quantity consiuned has been small. The Food

ControUec announces that in the event of it

becoming necessary to fix any growers' maximum
prices for the Brirlsh Onion crop of 191 8, they

will not be less than those indicated in thp

following scale : For delivery on or before Novem-
ber I, £15 per ton f.o.r. or f.o.b. ; for delivery

from November i to January i, £16 los. per ton

f.o.r. or f.o.b. ; for delivery after January i,

£18 per ton f.o.r. or f.o.b.

The Supply of Soft Soap.—The Food Production

Department has arranged that a sufficient supply

of soft soap shall be available this season for

fruit spraying, and the principal makers have

been requested to give priority to demands which

are stated to be for this piurpose. Agricultm'al

merchants who are in the habit of supplying fruit

and Hop growers with soft soap for spraying

are recommended to place their orders with makers

at once in order that the soap may be delivered

in time. Ample allowance should be made for

delays in railway transport. Merchants and

growers who experience any difficulty in procuring

supplies of soft soap should communicate with

the Food Production Department, 72, Victoria

Street, S.W.x, giving particulars of the makers

from whom their supplies are ordered and the

quantities required.

The Organisation of Allotment Holders.

—

The Agricultural Organisation Society has formed

an Allotments and Small Holdings Department,

under the direction of a Committee of which the

Right Hon. F. D. Acland, M.P. (formerly Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Board of Agriculture),

is chairman. The one aim of this Department

is to help the allotment holders to organise them-

selves on business lines, and any body of holders

of allotments or small holdings which needs advice

or assistance in starting a society, or information

.ni to how best to manage one for the benefit of

its members, can readily obtain such advice and

information by writing to the head office of the

Agricultural Organisation Society, Queen Anne's

Chambers, Tothill Street, London, S.W.r, or one

of its country branches. The question of co-

operative pig-keeping in connection with allot-

ments is receiving attention, and the 'society has

prepared a leaflet giving full particulars as to

how a co-operative piggeries scheme can be

worked successfully.

Royal Visit to Reading.—in the course of the

recent visit of the King and Queen to Reading

they inspected the establishment of Messrs. Sutton

and Sons, and were exceedingly interested in the

efficient work being done to increase the amount
of food grown in this country.

Rampion (Campanula Rapunculus).—This vege-

table, wliich was much esteemed as a salad in the

sixteenth century, seems likely to again become
popular, as we now find it in nearly all the

seedsmen's catalogues, and the agreeable nutty

flavour of its root (which can be eaten either

raw or cooked) should make it a welcome addition

to the table. The leaves also form an excellent

green salad ; but the great advantage of the root

is that it is ready for lifting in October or November,
and stores well in sand for winter use when salad

plants are so valuable and so difficult to procure
;

RAMPION (campanula RAPUNCULUS).

or it may be left in the groimd till required, if

protection from frost is given. It belongs to the

well-known Campanula family and is a hardy

biennial. It should be raised from seed sown in

April or May. The seed being exceedingly smalU

it is advisable to mix it with sand before sowing,

and only to cover very li'ghtly with mould. The

young plants should be thinned to 3 inches apart.

It prefers a somewhat shady position, with light,

rich soil. The root is white, something like a

small Carrot, and is at its best when it is about

half an inch in diameter and from 4 inches to

5 inches in length. A second sowing may be made
in June, when a good supply of the root will

probably be ready for autumn and winter use.

Scorzonera hispanica is not so popular as Salsify

—why, it is hard to say. It is of easy culture,

requiring deep soil, and if approaching sand all

the better, as the roots are less liable to be forked.

Where extra long, straight roots are required,

holes 2 feet deep should be bored and filled with a

prepared compost of a sandy character. Scorzonera

is more liable than Salsify to run to seed ; there-

fore the seed should not be sown until the end of

April or even early in May in drills 15 inches apart.

Early in October the roots will bs ready for use.

Lift a few as required, storing them in sand.

Preserving our Perishable Food Supplies.—

In a recent issue of the Times Dr. S. A. Kapadia

deals with the method of preserving perishable

foodstuffs. The method adopted is to treat the

food with a gas consisting of nitrogen, carbon-

dioxide, and a trace of oxygen. .Australian Apples

which had been kept five weeks in an atmosphere

of this gas were found to have been as good as 1

at the first. Raspberries—a fruit very difficult

to preserve fresh—after fourteen days of the treat-

ment were as fresh as when the experiment was

started, and, moreover, they retained this fresh-

ness for four days after removal from the pre-

serving chamber, thus allowing time for the mar-

keting of the fruit.

Sugar and Bees.—This country could produce

a large part of its sugar supply without planting

an acre, should the war make it necessary, says

a recent bulletin of the Pennsylvania Department

of Agriculture. It would merely be necessary to

instal colonies of bees upon waste and cultivated

ground. Almost every plant blossom that grows

contains honey, which cannot be extracted in

commercial quantities except by the bee ; and

we have often given in our columns lists of plants

which are particularly adapted for honey pro-

duction. In the United States of .\raerica a start

has been made to increase the honey supply, and it

is a real war economy meastire. It does not call

for the planting of new lands or the overworking

of old ones. It is a method to utilise a food supply

which would otherwise remain untouched. Last

year, in the busiest part of Richmond, hives of bees

were set on the ledges of a large shop window, far

from any vegetation, and we understand the

proposition turned out economically profitable.

We do not know if our Food Production Depart-

ment has instituted a bee-keepmg branch ; if

not, we think the matter deserves its earnest con-

sideration.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A SUNFLOWER VILLAGE.

T CAN picture Claygate Village full of Sunflowers,

for I often used to go over there from Surbiton.

Besides their practical value, I always delighted

in their great golden heads, and when the

aesthetic craze arose, and Sunflowers and

peacocks played a prominent part -therein, I

proudly declared I was born an aesthete, for

I had always loved both ever since I could re-

member. I used often to persuade Mademoiselle at

school to take us for our walk past Tolworth Farm,

where there was a peacock which sometimes stood

on a low stone wall by the roadside and spread

out his glorious tail. I have also a remembrance

that when, many years ago, there was a great

outbreak of smallpox, it was noted as a fact that

where many Sunflowers were grown there was no

smallpox, and it was surmised that their great

leaves absorbed the germs of disease, as the

Australian Blue Gum is said to do. I am interested

to read that good results have been obtained on

must be a sunny one, and the water in the soil must
not be stagnant ; in other words, do not plant in a

swamp. It pays to grow the plants well while

in a young stage, as they never regain full vigour,

and consequently flower prematurely, if they

are badly checked while in a young state.

—

George Garmer.

VIBURNUM OPULUS.
TT is interesting to note the long endurance of

the berries of the Water Elder. They were

fully formed and beginning to take colour by the

third week of August, but did not attain their

full brilliancy and half transparent quality-—much
like that of Red Currants—till the middle of

September. They are still (March 11) in great

showy masses, though when looked at close they

are seen to be a bit battered, and there seims r.o

reason why they should not yet hang another

week or two, when they will have had a lifet.me

of seven months. The wonder is that so ttndtr

a fruit should not only exist, but should still

have so much to show after passing through

a whole winter of storm and vfei with severe

frost and frequent heavy falls of snow.— G. J.

[Sprays of the beautiful fruits of the^Guelder

SUNFLOWERS ON W.\STE LAND .\T CLAYGATE.

poor soil, for I have always been told that Sunflowers

wanted very well manured ground. To prevent

damage by high winds, I have generally grown them
in groups of five or more and secured them to a

stout stake in the centre, or else have grown them
against a tall hedge or—best of all—on the sunny

side of a high tarred fence. Sometimes I have set

them all along the edge of a row of Jerusalem Arti-

chokes. I have found it much the best to sow them
in pots and plant them out, letting them get rather

dry and woody as seedlings to protect them from

slugs when planted out, when they soon go ahead.
—Anne Amateur.

T AM sm-e many readers besides the writer were

interested in the very clear description of the

competition under the title " A Sunflower Village
"

which appeared in The Garden for January 12.

The Sunflower will rear its head in many parts

of the country during the coming summer. .\

few years ago it was my duty to grow numerous
clumps of Sunflowers, because the masses of huge

blossoms were so much liked in that particular

garden. Experienced cultivators know how to

grow the plants to perfection; but for the benefit

of the novice I may say that the plants require

and absorb great quantities of water, and soon

exhaust the natural supply of it in an ordinary

border. In my case I grew monsters by planting in

a naturally very moist soil. Of coiurse, the position

Rose accompanied this note. The fruits, although

acid, have long ago been devoured by birds in

many gardens.

—

Ed]

GREEN FLY IN MARCH.
TT comes somewhat as a shock to one's calculations

to have to begin the business of spraying green

fly so early in the season. Yet on March 9 I found

several new shoots on an outdoor Rose W. A.

Richardson thickly populated with these pests.

The wall (north) temperature at the time was vary-

ing between 38° and 45°. I may as well state,

however, in fairness to the enemy, that the said

Rose was full of young shoots at the time, and now
(March 14) has several prominent buds.—A. T.

Johnson.

HOME-GROWN HARICOTS.

T AST year I grew a quantity of Canadian Wonder
Dwarf Beans, also Sutton's Evergreen and

Green Gem, and the resultant crop, having been dried

and shelled, has proved satisfactory in every way,

the dried seeds proving superior in flavour to the

Haricots obtained in shops. These dried Beans

are produced in such large quantities, are so easy

to grow, so easily stored, and so nutritive that their

value can hardly be over-estimated, and, unlike

nearly all other vegetables, once stored they are

a permanent resource for the food supply.

—

L. J. Belcher.

SPROUTED POTATOES.

"TPHE reference in a recent issue to Potatoes

unduly sprouting prompts me to warn
amateurs to exercise caution as to the buying ot

seed. Tubers that have grown up in such a way,
especially earlies, are utterly useless. About

twelve months ago a lawsuit in which I wa~
embroiled was contested on this very question,

and largely tlirough some evidence of my own.

The claimant, who had- bought several tons ol

Sharpe's Express, was able to prove the uselessne^ >

of the Potatoes supplied and the reason of it,

with the result that the defendant had a little

bill of some £500 or more to pay.—T. -A. W.

GARDENERS' WAGES.

'^y'E learn from the public Press that the wage'-

of market gardeners, nursery workers and

jobbing gardeners have been substantially raised of

late ; but those of the private head-gardener wh,>

continues in his pre-war situation have remained, iu

many cases, stationary. This is a very great hard-

ship, for these men, it must not be forgotten, have ti>

purchase in the same market as those who are

earning double and treble what they did before the

war. In most unskilled occupations the wages

paid are far in excess of what the great bulk of

highly trained gardeners are receiving, while not

only have the latter a great increase of worry, owing

to depleted staffs, &c., but all have to work con-

siderably harder than ever before. In point of

fact, too, gardeners are doing a great deal more,

proportionally, in the way of food production

than are the farmers who are reaping such a ricli

liarvest. Surely employers, if they would only

give this matter a moment's thought, would not

fail to do justice to this hard-working, intelligent

class, who have never been adequately paid.

—

Bla^ K Watch.

SWEET ORANGE MARMALADE.

T W.AS very interested, as no doubt were many
other of your readers, at Kathleen Purcel 1

Weaver's adoption of the good old-fashioned

recipe for marmalade-making to suit the use of

Sweet Oranges in the place of SeviUes. According

to the directions given, it is necessary to delay

for twenty-four hours ; but there is also a way,

which I use, whereby the preserve can be made in

a few hours. This may be tiseful to some of your

readers, and is as follows : Weigh the Oranges

before boiling and allow one and a half pounds of

sugar and two pints of water to each pound of

fruit, adding one Lemon to every three Oranges.

Boil the fruit in the water until a pin-head can be

pushed into it quite easily. Take the fruit out

of the liquid and carefully save the latter, adding

the sugar to it to dissolve. On a dish cut up

the boiled fruit very finely, removing the pips or

anything hard, and then place it in the syrup

in a preserving pan and boil quickly, stirring well

until the preserve will set when tried on a cold

plate. It can then be bottled down. In these

times, when butter is so scarce, many people find

this an admirable substitute on the breakfast

table, and, being so easily and quickly made,

can be available to many. As the " proof of the

pudding," &c., is a good motto, I am venturing

to send you by this post a sample jar of some made
as above, and trust, Mr. Editor, you will be pleased

to try it.-—(Mrs.) E. J. Beckett, Aldenham.

[Excellent. In our opinion the sample sent is

equal to that made from Seville Oranges.

—

Ed.]

APPLE TREES FROM CUTTINGS.

TN reply to Mr. J. S. Smith's query re the Apple

tree \vith knots that root readily, a similar

tree is to be found in this district, and from enquiries

made it was largely grown here many years
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ago, although now it is replaced by better sorts.

It was also use'd as a stocic for grafting. I have

a few stocks, grafted with good sorts last year,

which promise well. The quality of the fruit

is very fair as a kitchen Apple ; size medium.

The tree grows well on our poor soils, and

bears equal to many of the more prized sorts.

It is linown here by the name of Scab

.-Vpple. There are other kinds that will readily

root, .-^s an instance I set about a do^en scions in

soil last winter. I found when digging between

the trees a few days ago that the majority

liad very fine roots.—H. T., Pontardawe, Swansea

Valley.

THE TRAINING OF APPLE TREES.

T H.AVE been interested in the discussion of this

subject (pages 78 and 105), but do not advocate

formal training. I have seen a good

many forms of tree in my time, and think

that the most natural one is that which

fruits best ana is most satisfactory in every
;.

way. The pyramid is the most natural
\

for the Pear, whether it is grown as a %

standard or more formally pruned as

a dwarf pyramid without any training.
;

The Apple makes a round-headed tree '

naturally, but makes a good bush when i

pruned in an informal way. I have seen

all the leading forms of training .Apple

and Pear trees in the Jardin de Luxem-
bourg, Paris, but was not much im-

pressed by the utility of the trees trained
;

in vase form. This also applies to

trees of this form which I have seen

in a large garden in Devonshire. Tht-

proprietor had gone to the expense of

providing fine iron, goblet-shaped stands .

to which the branches could be trained,
" no doubt to obviate the trouble with

wooden stakes mentioned by Mr. .A. H.

Pearson. The trees were planted along-
'

side the walks in the fruit and kitchen

garden, where only hand labour could

be employed. Notwithstanding thesi*

favourable conditions, some of the trees

had gaps in them, owing to , the deatli

of branches by canker of other ail-

ments, and the iron stands were all W
too conspicuous to be ornamental.

There is considerable difficulty in getting

such gaps filled after the trees get of

some age. Less formally trained .Apple

trees I have seen in Middlesex, with

numerous branches springing from near

the base, and all spiu--pruned, like

cordons. No stakes were used, but all the

branches were stout and nearly upright,

with a lean outwards. The trees were

about twelve years old and fruited

with ^ir freedom. A young plantation

of informally and lightly pruned .Apple trees in

the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at

Chiswick during the nineties of last centiury

fruited splendidly for a good many years.—
HORTULANUS.

ECONOMY IN .SEED-SOWING.

TN sowing any of the Brassicas or other round

seeds which have ultimately to be thinned,

the following is a simple way of effecting economy.

Place the seeds in a small bottle (such as a soda-

water bottle) with sloping shoulders and a wide

neck. Tie tightly over the mouth a piece of stiff

paper. Puncture this with a red-hot wire in three

places, making the holes about the size of Radish

seed. Now all one has to do is to make de-

pressions in the soil with a blimt dibber, invert

the pepper-pot once over each, and cover. The

l)ottle Will not liberate more than sufficient seeds

for each group, and much time and patience will be

saved. For all gardeners and small-holders the

group system is preferable to the continuous

line plan whenever it can be practised, and the fore-

going is a practical simplification of the former.—
A. T. J.

CUTTING FLOWERING SHRUBS IN
BUD.

TT does not appear to be generally known that

many of the early flowering shrubs, like Jas-

minum, Prunuses and Forsythia, if cut in the bud
state and placed in water in a warm room very

quickly open and last in a perfectly fresh condition

longer than if allowed to open in the natural way.

I enclose a photograph of Forsythia spectabilis

—

a seedling form from F. intermedia. Tliis seedling

STRAYS OF FOKSYTHIA.

Cut when in bud and opened indoors.

has lai^er and deeper yellow flowers than the type,

and is, I believe, the finest of all the Forsythias.—

•

Wayland.

FORW.\RD VEGET.ATION.

QN March 7 I was surprised to see, after

a week of very cold east winds, an old

Horse Chestnut tree with many leaf -buds
already burst, and some of the young green shoots

near the foot of the tree were actually about

4 inches across. This precocious tree is close to

Clifton Old Church, Bristol. Near by, on the

mortar of a high wall Saxifraga tridactylites was
already in flower. It seemed sheltered on this

south wall by vigorous shoots of Linaria Cymba-
laria, which plant a friend found in blossom a

week or two ago in the Mendip district.— H. S.

Thompson.

On Eating Fruit

IT

is not necessary in these days to preface

any remarks about food with apologetic

phrases. We , are all talking and thinking

of this interesting subject ; from the neigh-

boiuly exchanges over the back garden fences

to the confidential corners of the chib smoking-

room the subject is paramount. 1 therefore

plunge without further ado into a few suggestions

and reflections prompted by experience of fruit-

eating. First of all, the important question' of

temperature does not receive the attention it

merits, and when \ye have, with painful care,

brought our fruits at last to table, it is surely worth

a little extra trouble to present them at their best.

To my mind, temperature is as importaiit in fruit

as it is in wine ; though there are still some who
will give you freezing Beaune, they must

be regarded as beyond the pajle ef

civilised life. Little befter can be said

of those who gather their Strawberries

or Gooseberries under the noonday sun

and leave them in the kitchen for 'an

liour or two ;
' both of these ' fruits

should be gathered beforcbreakfast, and
be put at once in the coolest place

possible till required foir use. 'At the

other extreme is the cold Pear or Apple

straight from the frtiit-roOm. Little do

they Iciow of the subtle atti-action of a

Blenheim Orange who have not kept

it on tlie mantelshelf for an hour or

two before eating ; and all tlie late

Pears improve greatly by a sojourn of a

day or two in a warm room. I re-

member an elaborate article by a Frencli

jiomologist on the correct way to ripen

a Doyenne du Cornice Pear—a method
too long to quote 'here, and one which,

in any case, would lay 'the writer, open

to the charge of extravagance ' both in

paper and pains.

What, again, is a lukewarm Orange

or Grape compared with the same fruit

slightly below room temperature ?

.Memory plays around the delicious

chilled Tangierines, of which the Union

Castle boats made a speciality in pte-war

days. Then there is the warm Pineapple

i>f City banquets, now but a memory
;

and the feverish Peaches straight from

I lie wall and midday 'suns. The •Peach

presents many difficulties irl handling at

table. Thomson, the poet ' of the

" Seasons," rather unfairly eluded tliese

by eating them on the tree, hands

behind back, a practice which head-

gardeners have neverfavoured. I ilicline

rather to the French method, learned in

more impressionable days, in which they

are cut up and placed in a glass, of- red wine.

.Another question of topical interest is that hf adding

stigar, and I remember reading,''/ if memory does

not play me false, tliis addition cortdemned in

round terms.

The use of " manufactured " sugar was, with a

fine disregard for the English language, considered

necessary when sour " Crabs," such as Bramlcy's

Seedling and the like, were consumed. This

attitude is based on several misconceptions, the

principal of which is the failure to realise that it is

the acid in the .Apple alone which makes it cook soft,

and the fact that even conking .\pples have their

season.

.As Long Ashton has shown us, those .\pples

which cook imly to a texture of soft wood can be

made eatable by the addition of an acid from outside,

and all .Apples which cook well possess ' acid in
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sufficient quantities themselves. Secondly, the

much decried Bramley's is doubtless much too

sour for many palates before Cliristma^ ; but after,

it gradually loses its acidity, so that the judicious

can have it at the exact balance of sweet and sour,

its right " season " for their palate. Golden
Noble, one of the best of cooking Apples, is now
with me losing its acidity and becoming mawkish

;

whereas in November and December it is all a

cooking Apple should be.

There is a time in the affairs of every Apple
when it is too sour to use, even a D'Arcy Spice,

THE GARDEN.

and the gourmet will find it worth his while

to grant a reprieve to a March Apple condemned
in November.

The question of the time for eating fruit

is one which must be regulated by the
" personal idiosyncrasy," but I must put in

a plea for the before - breakfast testing of

Gooseberries and the early autumn Apples.

A Duchess of Oldenburg or. White Transparent,

sparkling with autumn dew, is more than
worth the extra half-hour of slumber which it

sacrifices. , E. A. Bunv.ird.

[March 23, 1918.

THE DUMP BEAUTIFUL.-IV
THOSE tilings which progress by stocks,

half stem, half root, called by botanists

rhizomes, are almost as good dumpers as

the various easy bulbs ; and of these

the most notable are the rhizomatous
Irises. The Bog Iris, which grows by

*

the brook, is no doubt native to the

spot, and so probably are the patches

of Gladwyn, whose pods of orange berries

are such a cheery featme in the dreary

montlis. The Algerian Iris stylosa is

not, I think, generally considered a very
easy subject

;
yet I have seen clumps of

this Iris flowei'ing passably where they
have been lipped high and dry on the

sunny side of a Holly or Laurel without

any pretence of planting. The German
Iris, if (here is anything in a name, ought
to have dumping bred in its fibre, and it

is certainly difficult to kill. As regards

flowering, however, it is uncertain. Give
it a fairly good position, and it will set

about its peaceful penetration indus-

triously enough, malting strong rootstocks

and vigorous foliage
;
yet some varieties

secra to furnish litlle bloom, less, at

any rate, than they do in the garden,

where conditions of soil and aspect arc

more favourable. A few kinds, however,

do admirably in the Dell, and furnish

sheaves of bloom for a short fortnight

in June : notably two, of which I do
not know the names, one light, the other

darkasnight. I doubt whether there is

in Nature such a thing as a really white

German Iris. At least I have never in

my experience met with such a flower.

Certaiiily the light Iris of the Dell is not

white, but rather of a pearl grey, the

colour of a cloud that shows its silver

lihing. The other flower, in a low light,

is almost blaclc, though, when lit up
by the sun, it is of a dark vinous

purple. Both Irises are exceedingly floriferous,

and, as regards habit of growth and shape
of' flower, might be seedlings from the same
pod—stems strong and well branched, ample
standards curving inwards to form a balloon,

falls equally ample and of the same shade as the
standards. For the short period of their florescence

in June these two Irises dominate the Dell, though
a rival bid for notice is made by a lavender Iris

(palUda dalmatica, I believe), which rises in tall

crocketed spires against the grey-green trunk of

the Aspen.

It is not, of course, contended that the Dump
is equally attractive at all times throughout the
year ; but there is always beauty of some sort

in the Dell, even in the dreary months. After all,

a Dump is a Dump, and not a lady's pleasure

garden or a trimly kept parterre with a corps of

gardeners in attendance. It is a haphazard affair

at the best, and though it has its annual spring

cleaning with shears and billhook, when the year's

exhausted growth is collected for the smother-

fire, yet for the most part the Dump is left to

welter in its own luxuriance, so that before the

summer is well through it gets into a considerable

IRISES DOMINATE THE DELL IN JUNE.
DALMATICA.)

(l. PALLIDA

tangle, and becomes, in places, a wilderness

indeed. Not that one would desire to see more
labour and attention given to it ; if anything,

were it mine, I would give it even less. Nor could

any true gardener reasonably object to those

charnel heaps of castaways and unsightly weeds
which are much in evidence on the level space of

the inner Dump, or Dump proper, and which in

due time become smother-fires and factories of

wholesome potash, filling the Dell during the

process with blue films of warm wood-reek, grateful

to the nostrils. A heap of this kind is good busi-

ness, as every sensible gardener knows ; and,

apart from their utility, those refuse heaps may
even on occasion furnish a pleasant surprise,

as when, for instance, on revisiting the Dell after

an interval of absence, you find, rising from some
long undisturbed pile of dibris, a giant Silver

Thistle, let us say, sprung from some casual seed
;

or, it may be, an escape CoUerette Dahlia, with

/

dark disc and white ruff, looking, you might

almost think, a trifle surprised to find itself in

such strange company. I am obliged to confess,

however, that the Dell, for all its beauty, does

seem to me at times more unkempt than is desir-

able or necessary. This is more especially the

case in the fall of the year, when aU manner of

exhausted herbaceous things hang out their

tattered banners to the wind. Elegant disorder

is an admirable thing and a quality most desirable

in a Dump, provided there is enough elegance

and not too much disorder. In the Dell, I venture

to think7 the just balance is disturbed by too

frequent consignments of 'herbaceous plants

with a certain habit—tall tilings that require

careful staldng to display tiieir characteristic

beauty—Asters, Sunflowers, Delphiniums and
other such sprawlers. But staking, -even if it

were possible, would be out of place in the Dell,

the chief charm of which is the absence of anything

that looks like conscious art or artifice. And even

in borders of some pretensions the results

of staking are not always entirely satis-

factory, a clump of Golden Rod or Aster,

if not taken at the pliant stage, being

apt ultimately to assume the shape of a

more or less untidy faggot, constricted

at the waist aijd unduly expansive at

the top, so that too often, when the

staking is finished, the .general effect

is a perspective of inverted "gamps."
Therefore, effective stalcing being out of

the question, I would exclude from

the Dell and consign to the fire the

whole race of herbaceous sprawlers,

admitting only snch things as can stand

erect without support.

Of such plants there is, of course, no

lack. Bocconias are desirable in this

'way, and the tall Grasses are a host in

themselves. Where there is free play of

air and light, the New Zealand Flax

lends a certain distinction to any spot

where it grows, though the ideal place

for tins fine Lily is not a dell, but an

open hillside, where it can sway to every

wind that blows. Of tall, self-supporting

plants, however, I do not know thai

any are better for a free-and-easy

Dump than two common things repre-

sented in the Dell by flourishing colonies

—the Evening Primrose (CEnotherabi-

ennis) and the Foxglove. The Qinothera

seeds with such lavish extravagance

that there is a danger of overcrowding,

in which case the characteristic beauty

of the plant is lost. But the seedlings of

this Evening Primrose have a happy
habit of dying off in infancy, leaving more

elbow-room for survivors to develop that many-
branched, symmetrical, candelabra shape which

is the characteristic beauty of a well-grown plant.

A lovely thing is the tall Evening Primrose, seen

ghmmering through the trees on an evening in

June when its lamps are lit for the night. With
a little patient watching you may see the blooms,

one by one, unfurl their petals, letting loose upon
the air a fragrance that has in it I know not what

suggestion of Tropic latitudes—of " magic case-

ments opening on the foam " of warmer seas

than ours. As for the Foxglove, the Dell is a

spot specially created by Nature for this stately

flower, or it may be that the flower was created

for the Dell. Anyhow, they suit each other to

a miracle. The Dell supplies precisely the sylvan
conditions which the Foxglove loves—mould,
shade, light and shelter—and the Foxglove
responds with spires of fairy thimbles, close set

ilke the cells in a honeycomb, in all the shades
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and with all the throat-marldngs of which the

flower is capable. Some connoisseurs in Fox-

gloves might perhaps miss from the Dell that form

of the flower which finishes off the spire at the

top with a wide-open platter, stolen, apparently,

from some Canterbury Bell or bloated Glo.xinia.

These, however, are not encouraged in the DeJl.

The Squire, who has a sneaking regard for the type

flower, because, as he says, " it grows by the rood

without care or coddling " (forgetting his objection

to the too iacile Convallaria), cannot abide the

cupped form, which he calls a " beastly mon-
strosity." When the phenomenon occurs, as

occur it sometimes will, it puts the Squire, if he

comes across it, in a fret, hardly justified by the

occasion, and the "beastly monstrosity" is

decapitated in proper Tarquin style.

In the early year, before the sap is noticeably on

the move, there may not be much beauty abroad

in the Dell; but, for those who observe the signs,

there is promise of beauty. The spotted Arum
" beginning to peer," a stray Primrose, Hepatica,

or Celandine, a precocious tuft of Violets on a

sunny ledge. Winter Aconites and Snowdrops

peeping here and there from beneath

their blanket of Oak leaves, a colony of

Winter Heliotrope scrambling among
the hummocks by the brook—-these

are no great things, individually or in

th'i aggregate, but, like faith, they

are "the evidence of things not seen"

as yet
;

presently, however, as the

sun gathers strength, to be seen in

thousands. And in late autumn, when
the pageant of the year is over and

we are almost sated with the sight

and scent of flowers, very pleasant

is the soft pervading russet of the

Dell. In that somewhat triste season

I do not for my own part ask for

flowers, being content to plough

anlde-deep through beds of crisp Oak
leaves, to hear their pattering music,

and to flmg them hither and thither,

setting free that deUcious fragrance

of decaying Nature which, being the

odour of decay, ought to be unwhole-

some, and which is possibly unwhole-

some, but, anyhow, is delightful.

Of its many winter moods I love

best, perhaps, the stillness of the Dell

in a windless frost, when the brook
has shrunk to a thread of ice, zig-

zagged with miniature icefalls, and
when there is a silence so tense that you
can almost hear it. There are times

when silence is a good thing, sweeter, it may be,

than sweet sounds—sweeter even than the voice

of birds. Somers.

SOME PLANT NAMES
Bv THE Rev. G. H. Encleheart, V.M.H.

IN

answer to Mr. Goodwin [(page 117) I am
unable to offer any very" convincing etymology
of Corydalis. I do not think it comes directly

from the Greek korys, as this leaves the " d,"
an integral part of the word, unaccounted

for. My only suggestion—a tentative one—is

this. In searching for the ultimate origin of a
plant name it is helpful to remember that in

primitive times men looked at plants as food, or
as medicine for themselvts and poison for their

enemies, rather than from oiu' aesthetic or senti-

mental point of view. The skylark derivation of
Corydalis is almost certainly a later explanation
from a fanciful resemblance, such as is commonly
given when the plant's use, which might have led

us to the true etymology, is obsolete. But there

is a Greek word kordyli, a contraction of korydyli,

meaning a swelling or tunrour, and it is therefore

not impossible that Corj'dalis may be the equivalent

of tumour-wort, from an ancient medicinal use.

Modem imagination has often overlaid the true

and instructive histories of many of our commonest
plant names. The Pansy is an instance. The usual

derivation from pensee— " Pansies, " that's for

thoughts," says Ophelia in " Hamlet "•—belongs

to an age of pretty conceits and is alien from the

more primitive way of looking at flowers. The
synonym Heartsease, which sounds so poetical,

has really the matter-of-fact meaning that an
infusion of the plant was reckoned to give relief

in heart maladies, probably because the more or

less heart-shaped flower was considered a " signa-

ture "or indication of its special virtue. And the

true etymology of Pansy, I do not doubt, is con-

nected with another old use of the plant by the

apothecaries, as shown in its Anglo-Saxon name
Banwort, i.e., the herb good for disease or fracture

of the bones. The philological evidence is curious.

Dr. Prior records that in his time it was also called

Fancy, so we have the three variants ban, pan,

the wind blows. On the contrary, few flowers

are more disposed to shut in rough winds. Another
explanation is that the ripe seed disperses at a

breath of wind, which is true, but not a sufficiently

exclusive or striking character to give the name.
We call our common native species the Wood
Anemone from its habits (the children call it

"WoodenEnemies"),and I have sometimes thought
that we may here have the clue to the derivation.

The syllable nem means wood or glade in both
Greek and Latin, and in Greek the prefix a some-
times means " with " or " belonging to," so that

Anemone may mean simply the flower of the open
woodland. Pliny, of course, was no philologist,

and was merely venturing an absurd guess.

A good example of a lost derivation and a subse-

quent explanation from the look of a word is Vacci-

nium. This has become in English Cowberry, from a

supposed connection with vacca, a cow ; and various

reasons have been priifted, as that cows are fond
of it, that the berries are used in coagulating milk,

that it is a remedy for sore udders, and so on.

In fact, Vaccinium is simply the Latin translitera-

tion of the Greek hyacinihus, a name which seems

A FLOURISHING COLONY OF FOXGLOVES.

fan of the modern syllable bone. It is a well-

known rule that " b," "p" and "f" are often

interchangeable in a word's modification through
dialects and time. The ending " sy " is probably

a diminutive.

The history of Walnut is very similar. In most
standard dictionaries it is explained as foreign

nut, from the root wal which appears in the Anglo-

Saxon wealh, foreign, and in Wales, the coimtry

of the outlanders. But a much more ancient

name was the late Latin Avelana. In course of

time the " v " passed into " w " (as in wine from
vinum) and caused the initial " A " to be sounded
broadly, so that the word became Awlan-nut,
and lastly, by the same tendency of pronunciation

which turns Oats into " Wuts," Walnut. In more
than one language of Northern Europe it still

retains traces of Avelana.

What is the real origin of the name Anem-
one ? We translate it Windfiower because
of its supposed connection with the Greek
anemos, wind, and Pliny says it was so called

in Greek because the flower opens only when

to have been given to more than one flower, none
of them our Hyacinth.

' Oiu: rude forefathers were sometimes very rude

in their bestowal of plant names, and as far as

possible removed from our prettiness. The word
Cowslip is as charmingly suggestive to us as it

was to Ben Jonson of " bright Dayes-eyes and the

lips of Cowes." But the disagreeably true deriva-

tion is, alas ! from the Anglo-Saxon ci-sloppe

or slyppe, i.e., cow-dung, because the growth of

Cowslips was referred to the presence in the

pastures of cow-manure (see Skeats" Etymological

Dictionary).

Plant etymology is as fascinating as it is difiicult,

and there is abundant room for a book on the

subject. My old friend Charles WoUey-Dod, well

known for his erudition in this line, once had a

MS. work submitted to him for annotation and
advice. Among the author's derivations was
that of Tilia, the Lime tree, " from Dr. Till, a friend

of Linnaus." When it was pointed out to him
that Tilia was Latin for Lime in Virgil's day, he

was discouraged from publication !
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NEW
RAISING

POLYANTHUSES.—II

(Continued from page 126.)

THE seecUings I raise are gold-laced to the

extent of ninety in every hundred. In

the whole of my work I have only raised

two plants of a primrose colour. The

lacing of the seedlings is good, bad,

and indifferent. The number of seedling plants

"ood enough for competition with old standard

sorts is about ten in every hundred, and a great

advance is therefore possible during the next

ten years if others are willing to co-operate with

the writer with a view to producing the finest

strain of these lovely flowers the world has ever

seen. Flowers with perfectly round centres are

already in existence.

The month of April having arrived, our plants

commence blooming, and we get ready to perform

the operation of fertilisation. A small, sharp pair

-of scissors and a fine camel-hair pencil are the

tools reqnired. Our work is best performed

on a greenhouse stage, or on a table in a well-

lighted room. The first pip on every plant must

be allowed to expand fully, so that'we are sure

the variety is a true one ; but no flower which has

fully expanded may be used for seed-bearing. It

is, however, useful for providing pollen.

Before fertilising a flower the corolla must be

entirely removed. The writer tears open the

EM.^SCULATION OF THE FLOWERS.

[From a draining by Mr. James Lomas, Pendleton, one oj the oldest Polyanthus

growers in the North.) »

flower by taking hold of each side of the flat,

circular part, afterwards removing with the scissors

everything except the ovary, calyx and pistil.

^See Fig. 3 in the diagram.) A bud is in the best

state for pollination when it would fully expand

on the next day. At this time the anthers are

unripe, and no self-fertilisation has taken place.

Pollen may now be collected on the tip of the

camel-hair pencil and be applied sparingly to the

pistil of the prepared bud. The use of too much

pollen must be guarded against, for every pollen

grain will attempt to force its tube down the pistil

and into the ovary. Accordingly there is danfer

of the passage to the ovary being choked, so that

the flower remains barren.

Fertilise as many flowers as possible each day

until the work is completed. The whole operation

will take two or three weeks. The future genera-

tion is now in existence in efnbryo with all its

delights, surprises and disappointments. The

writer feels certain that no other florists' flower

produces such a high percentage of seedlings

suitable for the exhibition table.

Having completed the operation of fertilisation,

all plants should be plunged out of doors in a

suitable situation, for if left on the greenhouse

stage the foliage will soon begin to suffer in the

hot May sunshine. The seeds should be sown

as soon as ripe, and all seedlings ought to be planted

in the open groimd when large enough. The writer

advocates that all young plants be left quite

exposed to the weather during the first year of

their existence. The frost and damp of winter

will kill all tender sorts, to the great benefit of

the breeding operations which are to follow.

The seedlings will bloom in due course, and

selections must be made. A few large flower-

pots must be prepared to receive those plants which

are to be selected for the purpose of seed-bearing.

Both pin-eyed and thrum-eyed flowers are suitable,

the writer preferring the long-styled forms. Pollen

from seedlings should be obtained whenever pos-

sible, in order to improve the constitution of the

whole race. It will be found that the first batch of

seedlings will yield a few plants with perfectly

marked flowers as far as lacing alone is concerned.

The eyes may not be circular and the pips may
not be quite flat, but these points in perfection

wi-11 be attained later on. The colour of the eye

should be similar to that of the lacing—a clear

golden yellow without any trace of orange or red.

The first thing to consider when selecting plants

from seed-beds for seed-bearing is perfect lacing
;

the second is vigorous growth and healthy appear-

ance. As soon as the first pip opens on a suitable

seedling, dig up the plant and pot it, cut away

the open pip, and fertilise the rest of the flowers

as fast as they develop. A large, healthy seedling

plant will carry as many as forty seed-pods.

The contrast in this respect with standard named

sorts is remarkable, the latter doing well if they

yfeld a dozen pods of seed per plant, and most

will yield a smaller

number. The en-

thusiastic grower

will grow as mucli

seed as possible.

If he has any to

spare, he will find

plenty of friends

willing to accept a

pinch of it.

Reverting now to

the seedling bed

where the plants

are flowering for

the first time. A
few really good

• . sorts will be found

with thrum eyes.

gold centres ; not quite circular, but the same

shade of yellow as the lacing. The flowers will be

perhaps on the small side. These plants must

be marked for exhibition purposes, and if a show

be held at the time they bloom, they should be

exhibited. At the show the venerable growers

will experience a delightful surprise, and they will

not fail to point out the defecls of the new varieties.

Neither will they forget to beg as many plants

as the seedling-raiser is willing to part with, of

course in exchange for standard sorts. The

writer does not attach much importance to first

-

year plants grown from seed from old standard

varieties. The constitution is feeble. Second-

year and third-year plants are much better, because

both parents (pollen and seed) were seedlings.

The writer is convinced that the staging of

standard named sorts year by year is bad practice.

Vigour soon goes, trusses decrease in size, tl-,e

losses during winter increase, and the grower is

induced to have recourse to artificial apparatus

in order to preserve his plants through the winter.

The old fTowers in the North maintain that

all the superior old varieties have died out,

the rule appearing to be that the most beautiful

and perfect are the tenderest. The writer advo-

cates that mostly seedlings be exhibited at our

shows, and he would like to see trusses of seven

flowers on exhibition plants instead of five as at

present.

Tile classification of the gold-laced Polyanthus

seems to fall naturally into the following sections :

Red ground—Fine lacing, medium lacing and
heavy lacing ; black ground—fine lacing, medium
lacing and hea\'y lacing. A further class might

be made of those flowers that have a ground which

is neither black nor red, but something in between,

A new gem is waiting to be given birth by some
patient grower. It has a bright blue ground and
golden yellow lacing. A beginning could be made
now by using as a seed-parent the blue Polyanthus

with whitish lacing. What a legacy for the grower

to leave for the benefit of future generations of

florists !

The principles of breeding have now been out-

lined. The writer is certain that few will go to

the trouble of potting their plants, following this

up with close-emasculation of the flowers, and he

now recommends the multitude who have neither

patience nor thoroughness to adopt the following

method : Get good seed somehow, somewhere.

Grow seedling plants and select the best of the pin-

eyed forms. Grow the latter side by side witli

exhibition sorts and let the bees do the rest.

Collect the seeds and grow more seedlings, always

taking the seed when possible from plants flowering

for the first time. Nurserymen may adopt this

with profit to themselves. The secret of success

is to grow pin-eyed and thrum - eyed kinds

together, when nearly every pip will bear seeds.

If large numbers of plants are grown together,

the strain will come fairly true to type.

George D. A. Hall.

High Lane, near Stockport.

CROPPING A lO-ROD
ALLOTMENT

ABOUT this time last year I drew up a

cropping plan for a lo-rod allotment.

The plan was intended to serve as a

i general guide, more especially for those

^ who were cultivating allotments for the

first time. It came as a'" very agreeable sm-prise

to find that a number of allotment workers

—

with the aid of a sm-veyor's tape—had followed the

plan in every detail, with very gratifying results.

One reader writes to say that by adopting the plan

he has been rewarded with an even distribution

of vegetables over the whole season. This is,

of course, one of the chief reasons for making

a plan. The man who sows and plants aimlessly

is almost sure to get a dearth of vegetables at one

season and a glut in another.

With a new piece of ground it is a simple matter

to work to a given plan ; but where the space is

occupied with Winter Greens, Celery, Leeks.

Parsnips and so forth, it is sufficient to throw the

allotment holder out of his reckoning. We need

only make a visit to the nearest group of allotments

to observe the waste of space and loss of time

that is taking place ow-ing to lack of system in

fropping the ground. We see Winter Greens

scattered all over the allotment in such a way that

it is impossible to turn oyer any part of the ground

until a clearance has been made. One of the great

advantages of the accompanying plan is that the

Winter Greens are kept together and provision is

made for tvurning up the ground for the winter.

This well-considered plan, or a modification of it,

is being followed by many of the most successful

allotment holders in the County of Surrey, and is

based fln a plan drawn by Mr. A. E. Burgess, the

able Lecturer to the Siurrey Cormty Council.

Two crops that are coming rapidly into favour

among the allotment workers in Southern Counties

are Sunflowers and Haricots. The former are grown

for their seeds chiefly by those who keep poultry.
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Imt th' latter are cultivated extensively as an

article of winter food. The dried Beans are

stored in tins, and the good housewife finds it

an easy matter to prepare a nutritious and

appetising meal when the meat rations are

exhausted.

The allotment worker who has not already done

so should make a cropping plan without further

delay. It will not be practicable for all plot holders

to follow the accompanying plan, owing to varying

shapes of the plots and the difference in individual

requirements, but this plan will pay for close

attention, and if the general principle is followed

it may enable the allotment worker to get more

out of his plot than he otherwise would. This

plan is drawn up for an allotment 27 feet by

102 feet, but owing to exigencies of space it is not

reproduced to scale. Six rods out of the ten are

devoted to Potatoes in this plan.

RUNNER BEANS.

LETTUCE.

PEA. STRATAGEM.

BEET, ROUND.

CARROT, EARLY HORN.

BROAD BEANS.

PARSNIPS.

ONIONS.
Four Rows.

BEET, LONG.

TURNIPS.

CARROT, INTERMEDIATE.

SHALLOTS.

PEA. DWARF.

CAULIFLOWER, EARLY.

BEANS, DWARF.
Three rows.

POTATOES.

Early kinds. Six rows.

POTATOES.

Late kinds. Fourteen rotes.

RHUBARB. SPINACH BEET. SALSIFY.

JERUSALEM

ARTICHOKES.
HERBS.

Rot heap
lor

Marrows.

SUNFLOWERS.

II.

llll.

IV.

'^v.

.\>j, .ALLOTMENT CROPPING PI..\N'.

Section I.—Runner Beans, one row ; sown in

May 18 inches from the path. If necessary, this

crop may be grown in the same position year after

year. Rimners should be grown at the end

of the plot, so that other crops are not unduly

shaded by them from the sun. One row of Early

Snowball Turnips is sown as a catch crop near to

the path in early March. These should be used

when about the size of billiard balls, before the

Runner Beans are staked. A space of 2 J feet

is allowed between the Runners and the row of

Lettuce. Spinach and Radishes sown in .March

are grown as catch crops in this space. The Broad

Beans are sown in February or early -March.

It is advisable to keep them apart from the Runner

Beans to prevent the spread of black fly which

always makes its appearance on the former and is

sometimes harmful to the latter. It will be observed

that all the crops in this seftion other than the

Runner Beans are for early use. They are gathered

in June and July, when the ground should at

once be planted with Winter Greens.

Section II.—This section is given up to root

crops for the main supply. M\ of the rows are from

1 foot to r8 inches apart. Tap-rooted vegetables

should not occupy the same ground two years

in succession. Spring Cabbages should be planted

after Onions in October ; otherwise, this space

will be clear foisdigging or trenching in the winter.

Section III.—.-^t least two rows of Dwarf Peas

should be grown on this section. The varieties

William Hurst, Little Marvel, Daisy and Peter

Pan are foiu: of the best for the purpose, allowing

2 feet between the rows. Of the three rows of

Dwarf Beans, one should be used for green pods,

and two rows left for Haricots. The varieties Dwarf

Cluster, Dutch Brown, Green Gem and Canadian

Wonder might well be selected. The rows of early

Potatoes should be at least 2 feet apart. With the

exception of the Beans left for drying, all crops

on this section will be removed in June and July,

when the ground should be planted with Winter

Greens, Celery, Leeks, late Turnips and Winter

Spinach. A sunny place may also be found in

this section for a row or two of Tomatoes planted

out in late May or the first week in June.

Section IV.—The late Potatoes planted from

2\ feet to 3 feet between the rows should be cleared

in October, and the ground turned up rough for

the winter. H. C.

realised—that is, the

the produce required

Seed Sowing and Planting

By EDWIN BECKETT, V.M.H.

We are now on the eve

of what must prove a

record time in the annals

cif horticulture, when
every effort must be put

forth to raise the largest

.crop of vegetables yet

seen in this country
;

and to a few of

us it is gratifying to find

that what we have

advocated for a number

of years is now being

raising of the bulk of

for this country within our ovni boundaries. I

only wish that this had been done in normal

and peac,eful times ; for the sad side of the case

is the fact that it is only because we are compelled

to do this, owing to the awful tragedy of the world-

wide war, that it has come to pass. I am, however,

convinced that the universal growing that will

take place is one that will remain with us. On

all sides up and down the country thousands upon

thousands of folk are now busily engaged in

breaking up the ground for the first time, and

are eagerly looking forward to their first crop of

vegetables.

There has been little encomagement offered to

those about to break up grass land ;
on the

contrary, many dismal prophets have foretold

failure instead of offering words of encouragement.

In every case which came under ray notice, where

such ground had been properly treated, magnificent

crops of vegetables were produced during the past

year. Such land, as a rule, generally contains

all that is required in the way of plant food—in

spite of the certain number of pests and obstacles

which were so freely " boosted "—-and for the first

season requires no addition in the shape of manure

beyond a dressing, where possible, of wood-ashes

and soot, also lime where the ground is destitute

of it.

A few words of advice to the uninitiated may
prove useful and opportune at this time with

regard to cropping. Always endeavour to procure

stocks of seed from a reliable sotu'ce, and the

l)est varieties of the various kinds. Always aim

at sowing and planting when the ground is in a

fit and workable condition. Never miss an oppor-

tunity of getting in the crops when such is the

case, as it may mean a long delay, especially on

soils of a heavy and tenacious character, if this

is not done. One had far better wait for a few

days, or even weeks, than attempt to sow when

the surface is unsuitable. Avoid overcrowding,

as this means a waste of seed and time. A good

rule to observe in sowing all kinds of vegetable seeds

is to sow just about as thick again as it is intended

the plants should grow, and thin out to the required

distance when it is safe to do so. More failures

are due to overcrowding than from any other

cause I am aware of, especially among such crops

as Peas and Beans. Overcrowding means a poor

growth and a short season—a matter which is easy

to understand, .\lways guard against pests of

various kinds which may be teking about ready

to devour both the seeds and young plants in

their infancy. Rats, mice, birds and slugs

abound in nearly all localities, and means must

be taken to prevent their depredations. Mice

and rats should be trapped ; burds should be

prevented by nets ; and black cotton or thread

stretched over the tops of the rows of Peas is a

sure preventive against the ravages of the house-

sparrow, rinely sifted cinder ashes, when used

in a sufficient quantity, is the best remedy against

slugs. These are some of the more cotnmon troubles

which the amateur will have to encounter, though,

of course, there are many others. All too frequently

the seedsman is blamed wrongly, as the damage

done to many seed-beds can hardly be detected

even by the experienced,

For many years I have advocated and practised

the method of raising the majority of early

vegetables under glass and planting them out

during favourable weather in April and May.

This method has much to commend it, as ger-

mination takes place readily under the more

genial C(mditions, and one has the plants

under control much more easUy. Even if one

has only a cold frame at his disposal, this method

can be practised. Such vegetables as Peas, Beans

of all kinds. Onions, Leeks, Celery, Brussels Sprouts.

Cauliflowers, Lettuce and many others may easily

be brought forward under such conditions. Shallow

boxes or seed-pans should be employed, and.

where possible, the seedlings should be pricked

ijut into other boxes, grown on in similar con-

ditions, and planted out when the ground is in good

condition and the weather genial. After this,

as a rule, if properly planted, the crops will give

but little trouble. If the weather is dry at the

time of planting, one good soaking of water

should be given ; and what is of the utmost

importance in producing quick growth will be

to keep the surface frequently stirred with a

Dutch or draw hoe, a fact which is too frequently

overlooked.

Following these few hints carefully will lead well

on the road to success, and in any case the pleasure

-and health derived from the occupation will be

of untold benefit to many of both sexes, and

especially to '^tee whose lot it is to work

indoors.
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Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Cucumbers in Frames.—To obtain a good crop
of tender Cucumbers in irames there should be a

gentle, lasting heat to encourage a quick growth.
Let' the fermenting material employed be sweet,

consisting of fresh leaves and manm-e in equal
proportion. Make up the beds firm, using a sweet,

fibrous loam, chopped up, with sufficient leaf-

mould or decayed manure to keep .the whole
porous. When planting, set out the plants on
mounds, and keep the frames close and shaded
from the bright sun till new roots have formed.
Ventilate very carefully to let out the steam before

the sun gets too powerful, and to prevent scalding

of the leaves.

Melons.—The soil for Melons should be heavier,

less rich and firm; and to encourage a healthy
growth, close the frames early on bright afternoons

and protect well with mats on cold nights.

Figs.—Assuming these to have been pruned
and put in good order, the growth will now be mov-
ing. Slightly syringe twice daily in bright weather,

and pinch freely all new growths not needed for

extension. For the production of good crops

of fruit I do not think pinching or stopping the
shoots early is sufSciently practised under glass.

Trees making too strong growth should be checked
at the roots. There is still time to plant both
under glass and in the open. Let the soil be
thoroughly firmed, sweet, and not too rich.

The Flower Garden.

Violas and Pansies raised from slips early last

autumn will have made useful-sized plants, and may
now be planted out in the beds in which they are to

flower during the coming season. The soil should

be in good heart, deeply worked, and well broken
up to give the roots a better chance to root down-
wards and to withstand drought. Lift each plant

carefully with a trowel, and plant moderately
firmly on porous soil.

Pinks.—These struck vuider hand-lights or in

cold frames at the end of last summer should
now be transferred to their liowering quarters.

Lift the plants carefully with a trowel, so as to

obtain a reasonable quantity of soil with the roots,

and plant on good soil.

Roses.—Cuttings inserted in beds at the end of

last October should be examined, and, if loosened

by frost, press them down and make the soil firm

to exclude air. Any rooted cuttings propagated
the prtvious year may need more room to develop
into good plants. Lift carefully and transplant them
15 inches apart in an open position, taking every
care to label each variety correctly.

Dahlias.—Tubers which have been stored away
will need to be overhauled and started into growth.

A slight warmth will hasten fresh shoots, when the

stock, if desirable, may be increased either by
cuttings with a heel attached or by divisions.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches.—These are showing flower and may
need protection. Two thicknesses of fi?h-netting

hung in front of the trees, resting on poles,

will help to protect the flowers from cold,

cutting winds and frost. Blinds suitably arranged
are the best, but in the absence of both, a few sprays

of Portugal Laurel placed among the branches
at intervals will be very helpful in warding oft

frosts.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—If the ground is in good condition, the

planting of these may be pushed forward. Keep
the earlies together as much as possible, so that

the ground can be cleared and followed on with
another crop. If planted 2 feet apart between the

rows and i foot from set to set, there are several

of the Brassica tribe that might be planted between
the rows with advantage. The last week in March
and the first fortnight in April will be found a

suitable time to plant most varieties.

Brussels Sprouts.—Make a good sowing of some
of the best varieties on a snug border. Exhibition,

The Wroxton, Covent Garden, Paragon and
Dwarf Gem are all dependable, the latter one of

the best for late use.

Cauliflowers.—Erfurt, Snowball, Purity, Autumn
Giant and others should be sown, also Autumn
Self.Protecting and Michaelmas White. Dress the
beds well with lime and soot, and roll the seeds

in a little oil and red lead as a protection against
birds. H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.
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The Kitchen Garden.

Planting Brassicas.—Autumn-sown Cabbages,
Savoys, Greens and Bruisels Sprouts should now
be planted out in 1 n>s 24 inches apart, allowing
iS inches to 2r inches between the plants in the
line.

Early Cabbages should receive a light dressing
of chicken or fowl manure in a dry state, or nitrate

of soda, after which run the Dutch hoe through
the crop.

Early Spinach should also receive attention
similar to the above, with the addition of hand
weeding in the rows. Make a good sowing of

Round Victoria or other summer Spinach.

Sowing Lettuce.—A sowing of an early variety
of Lettuce, su-h as Tom Thumb, may now be
made on an early border. '

Planting Early Potatoes.—This operation may
now be performed with safety. Plant in drills

+ inches deep and 2 feet apart, allowing 9 inches
to 12 inches between the sets. A dash of wood-
ashes or soot in the drill will prove of great benefit
to the crop.

Peas.—Stake the first sowing after having
drawn a little soil up to them. Make another
sowing of a second-early variety.

The Flower Garden.
Half-Hard y Annuals.-^Prick off into boxes

Antirrhinums or any half-hardy annuals which
are now fit to handle.

Starting Begonias.^—If not already done,
tuberous-rooted Begonias should be started in

heat forthwith. Arrange in shallow boxes or
trays on a layer of flaky leaf-mould, working a
little of it in between the tubers. Spray lightly

daily.

Herbaceous Plants.—^These should now receive

a dressing of fresh soil or manure, and then be
dug over, after having made any desired modifica-
tions in the arrangement of the plants.

Top-Dressing Christmas Roses.—This im-
portant operation should receive attention now.
It is necessary both for the sustenance of the
plants and for keeping the roots cool during
the summer months. Apply farmyard manure,
if procurable.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Strawberries.—Strawberry runners
wintered in nursery lines may now be planted in

rows from 24 inches to 27 inches apart, allowing
15 inches between the plants in the row.

Top-Dressing Fruit Trees.—Any work of this

kind should be proceeded witli now. The advantages
of top-dressing are great, the chief being that it

tends to keep the roots near the surface, one of
the first essentials in successful fruit culture.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Attend to stopping and tying down
the shoots. Should any mealy bug appear,
touch the intruder with a pointed piece of wood
which has been dipped in methylated spirit.

Peaches.—Thin and regulate the growths in

the earliest house. Syringe twice a day. Shut
up in good time in the afternoon, but leave on
some ventilation overnight, unless frost occurs.

Strawberries.—-Continue to give bi-weekly
supplies of liquid manure to plants swelling their
fruits. In the case of a la.te batch, clip off the
scape as soon as a sufficient number of fruits have set.

Plants Under Glass.

Caladiums.—Pot on those started last month
and start the remainder in small pots, using a
compost of loam, peat, leaf-mould and sand
with some crushed charcoal.

Gloxinias.—Start the second batch in 4-inch
or 5-inch pots, according to the size of the tubers.
A compost similar to that advocated for starting
Caladiums, plus some horse or cow manure,
will be found suitable.

Fuchsias.—Repot established plants and shift
on young stock. The Fuchsia should have_ a
light, rich soil, and should not be potted very
firmly. S>Tinge the plants daily.

Pelargoniums.—Repot Zonals to be kept a
second year, and pot on those which were propa-
gated in the autumn. Stake and tie those of the
Regal class.

Single - Stemmed Chrysanthemums. — These
should now be ready to transfer to 5-inch pots.
Use a compost of two parts loam, one part each
of cow or horse manure, and good leaf-mould,
with some sand, bone-meal and soot.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Many beautiful exhibits were staged at the

fortnightly meeting of the society on March 12,

the collection of Darwin and other Tulips grown
in bowls of fibre constituting a very considerable

attraction. Daffodils, too, put in a first serious

attendance, two important collections being staged.

The bottled fruits and vegetables from the Food
Production Department were of exceptional

interest, some 350 bottles of these in upwards of 150

varieties being staged. For the rest, the Orchids,

alpines and shrubs were chiefly responsible, each

of which contributed their quota of interest or

beauty. Several new Orchids received recognition.

Alpines.

Of these, there was a considerable assemblage from
Messrs, B. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, whose exhibit was
particularly rich in Saxifrages, the " Engleria " section
being on this occasion well represented. Of these,
Biasoletti, Stuarti and Stuarti rosea were noted.

Mr. G. Reuthe had a considerable variety of both
alpines and shrubs, the latter including the very rare
scarlet Rhododendron Hookeri, K. Liliani (brilliiint,

lustrous scarlet, after Comubia), R. argentea macrophylla,
the deciduous R. quinqurefolium {dainty now with salver-

shaped, apple-blossom tinted flowers and brilliant in

autumn with richly coloured foliage), and th5 evergreen
R. lutescens, which, with yellow flowers, is pretty indeed.
Magnolia Carapbelli was of very fine colour, while
Andromeda japonica was dowered with blossoms. Shortias,
Hepaticas and daxifragcs were in plenty.

Flowering Shrubs.

Of these, Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, had a consider-
able show of Wistarias, Prunus triloba, Forsythia and
Indian Aza'eas in variety.

Messrs. Piper showed the pretty Olearia ramulosa, the
plants crowded with white starry blossoms. Clematis
Armandi was very good.

Of more than ordinary interest was the good display of
the Yellow Banksia Rose from Mr. George Prince.
Longworth, the sprays, several feet in length, being
crowded with flowers. We do not ever before remember
seeing so much of it exhibited or in such excellence.

Messrs. R. GiJl and Sons, Falmouth, put in their first

appearance this season with Rhododendrons, such good
things as Thompson! (early red), Shiisoni, Duchess of
Cornwall, Hodgsoni, grande, and cUiatum Falconer! being
included among many. A cluster of the brilliant double
crimson Pompadour Primrose was also on view.

Greenhouse Plants.

In a setting of Ferns and Palms Messrs, H. B. May
and Sons, Edmonton, arranged groups of Co!umneamagni-
flea, the brilliant Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora and Primula
obconica. The most welcome subject shown, however,
was the fragrant Boronia megastigma, the plants being
full of bloom.

Messrs. Allwood Brothers had the new crimson purple
Carnation Mrs, Joho Kippen, the scarlet Aviator also

being fine.

Bottled Fruits and Vegetables.

The practically unique collection of dried and bottled
fruits and vegetables from the Food Production Depart-
ment, 72, Victoria Street, Westminster, attracted much
attention. Some 350 bottles of these in 150 varieties were
on view and, needless to say, every product of garden or
greenhouse was well represented. Dried fruits included
Grapes and Black Currants. A gold raedat was awarded.

Orchids.

Messrs. Armstrong and Browm, Timbridge Wells, con-
tributed some lovely Odontoglossums, notably King
Albert, Alexis, and some beaut iful seedlings. Cattleya
Trianae The Premier was very good. A few Lycastes and
Cypripedium Rothschildianum were also on view.

In Messrs. Charlesworth's group were notable examples
of Odontoglossum crlspum Xanthotes, O. Othello, Cattleya
Enid alba, and a variety of Odontiodas.

First-class Certificates.

Odoniioda Windsor (Odontioda Sanderse x Odonto-
glossum Illustrissimum).—The best piobably of its set

to date. A remarkably beautiful and richly coloured
self of scarlet hue, the solid petals and Grape-like bloom
adding immeasurably to a handsome variety. From
Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough,

Cattleya Clotha var. General Pershing (C. Enid X C.
Trianse Grand Monarch).—A beautiful form, the sepals

and petals of soft lilac tone, the lip crimson. From
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.

AwAUDS OF Merit.

Odontioda Alcantara var. rubra (O. Cooksoniffl x Odonto-
glossum eximium).—This is of ruby red tone, the tips of
the petals faintly marked white. From Messrs. Charles-
worth and Co.

Cattleya Cappella alba.—A very chaste and beautiful
pure white form of exceptional «ize. The lip also is

white and enhances the yellow colouring noted in the
tube of the flower. From Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
Tunbridge Wells.

Sophro-Cafileya Mrs. J, Ansaldo (S.-C. wamhamensis
X Emperor Frederick),—A distinct and beautiful fonn
in which salmon and cerise predominate. There is a
touch ol orange in the lip. Shown by J, Ansaldo, Esq.,
Rose Bank, Mumbles, Glam.
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OF the multiplicity of instructions wt-

. have received at different times on

iA« way to cook Haricots, nothinn.

so far as our experience goes, has

even approached the suggestion put

forward by Dr. Pedley. His recipe is to put

a handful of dry Beans into a shallow basin full of

water and let them soak for a day or two ; then

throw away the water, cover them with a cloth,

and keep them damp until they germinate and
little shoots half an inch long have grown.

Burmese Way of Cooking Haricots.—Now this

recipe is of Burmese origin. .In the process of

germination the starch of the seed is converted into

maltose—a change set up by the diastase of the cells

which surround the growing germ, just as the starch

of Barley grain is turned into malt. The seeds,

having absorbed about their own bulk of water,

become quite soft and the outer tough coat may
be detached. In this state they may be boiled

for a much shorter time, and what is more im-

portant, the Beans, in our opinion, are far more
easily digested. We have tried Broad Beans,

dried Haricots and Peas in this way, and consider

it by far the most palatable method of bringing

dried pulse to the table. They are cooked quicker

and are more readily digested without loss of

their nourishing qualities. Dr. Pedley points

out that in the Burmese markets Beans and Peas
ran always be purchased in this sprouting state

—

an example that might be followed in our stores,

to the advantage of the nation. The process is

•one that is easily undertaken by the housewife,

who will find that the Beans, after soaking, will

^prout in about forty-eight hours if placed in a

warm cupboard near to a kitchen fire, or in any
other place with a temperature between, say,

*o° Fahr. and 70" Fahr.

Potato Spraying : The
Supply of Soda Crystals.—
The Food Production De-

partment has arranged

with the principal manu-
lacturers of soda crystals

to supply this product

during the ensuing season

at £4 7s. 6d. per ton net in

2rwt. bags, delivered to

any station in England,

Scotland and Wales in five-

ion lots. In large cities and

other approved centres, lots

of one ton and upwards will

be supplied at the same
price. For lots of less than

one ton, orders should be

placed with local dealers.

The retail price of soda

crystals sold from a shop or

store ought not to exceed

the following: 561b.,

3s. 6d. ; t4lb., IS. ; 7'b
,

6d. ; and lib., id. 1 le

demand for soda crystals

can only be met by the

niaimfacturers if orders are

placed immediately and

delivery accepted as and when facilities offer If

any difficulty occurs in obtaining supplies, a

communication should be sent to the Food

Production Department, 72, Victoria Street,

Loudon, S.W.

Seed Testing and Improving the Seed Supply.—

Thanks to the Food Production Department, this

year saw the attainment of half a century's

efforts for the improvement of the seed supply

of the country by the introduction of the

Testing of Seeds Order, 1917, which necessitates

the declaration of the germination and analytical

purity of the principal seeds, thus preventing the

sale of much cheap seed of poor quality and low

germination which had previously caused incal-

culable loss to the country. Our illustration, taken

in the seed testing laboratories of Messrs. Sutton

and Sons, Reading, shows the King in con-

versation with Mr. Lawrence Weaver, C.B.E.,

lo whose efforts the establishment of the Govern-

ment Seed Testing Station is mainly due.

Seed Supplies : Advice to Buyers.—The

splendid response to the appeals for increased

home production of vegetables has natiurally

placed an unusual strain on those firms whose

work it is to supply the necessary seeds ; this

also at a time when their staffs are of necessity

much depleted and the transport of supplies

not normal. Prospective growers are therefore

asked to exercise forbearance, and to refrain from

unnecessary correspondence in reference to delay

which may occur in the execution of their orders

after they have been accepted and acknowledged.

Glasgow and West of Scotland College of

Agriculture.—The scheme of this College for

supplying seeds and plants to school gardens in

its area is being carried through with considerable

IN MI'ISSRS. SUTTON S SEED TESTING L.\BOR.\TO

The King discusses with Mr. Lawrence Weaver, C.B.E., Director of Supplies

^^Department, the national importance of seed testing. Lord Cromer at

success this year. The seeds are arranged in

collections ranging from supplies for six plots

to twenty plots, and costing from los. 6d.
J_»

29s. 6d. Included in these collections there are

seeds of Parsley, Broad Beans, two kinds of

Lettuce, medium-height Peas, dwarf Peas, early

Tiurnips, Golden Ball Turnips, Cauliflower, Cabbage

in two varieties. Savoy, Brussels Sprouts, Kale,

Leeks, Onion, Carrots, Parsnips and Beetroot, with,

as extras, Swede Turnip seeds, some Shallots and

Onion sets. On account of war conditions, several

vegetables and the flower seeds have been omitted.

Garden herbs and miscellaneous plants are als»

supplied. The collections have been arranged

by Mr. W. A. Hosking, the Chief Instructor in

Horticulture to the College.

Allotments in Edinburgh and Glasgow.—

Up to March 7 the Edinburgh Town Council had

received upwards of 1,430 applications for new

allotments, and additional ground for the purpose

is being seemed as rapidly as possible. In Glasgow

the apphcations for new allotments numbered

1,325, and the committee have invited owners of

unused ground about the city to place it at their

disposal.

Land Army Rally in London : Inspection

by the Queen.—The need for woman labour

on the land is one of the most urgent of all the

needs of the present time, and the Women's Land

Army is asking for 12,000 recruits at once. A
great recruiting rally took place in London during

Women's (Y.W.C.A.) Week on March 19, when

a procession of group leaders and members

of the Agriculttiral, Forage and Timber Sections

of the Land Army marched from the Food

Production Department, 72, Victoria Street,

S.W.I, to Trafalgar Square at 11 a.m. on

that day. The pro-
cession carried banners

indicating the different

branches of farm work

undertaken and success-

fully carried out by

women, and was accom-

panied by a hay wagon.

The girls marched down
the Mall to Buckingham
Palace, where Her
Majesty the Queen in-

spected the Group Leader

Section in the gardens.

Women Students of

Horticulture. — The war

has given a great impetus

to the movement for

women horticulturists. In

Scotland the number has

been steadily increasing,

and wc observe that at

the recent meeting of the

Governors of the Edinburgh

and East of Scotland

College of Agriculture it

was mentioned that there

RIES. were fifty women taking

to the Food Production the College course ia

the microscope. horticulture.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible jor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

BLACK SULPHUR FOR ONION FLY.

DEFERRING to the note in the issue o£ March 2,

page 109, on black sulphtur as a preventive

of Onion fly, I have made application to one

of the largest firms of wholesale chemists in the

Jlidlands, and they tell me that this black sulphur

is unprocurable at the present time.—C. E. P.

[We should esteem it a favour if our corre-

spondent would give his source of supply.

—

Ed.]

VOUR correspondent does well to emphasise
"^ the necessity of obtaining the true black

sulphiu- and noi the doctored flowers of sulphirr.

The trouble, however, is that black sulphur is

a by-product and very scarce—so scarce, in fact,

that it is doubtful whether it can be obtained

in quantity, and certainly not at a reasonable

price. Fortunately, there is a good substitute

in green precipitated sulphur, which, until a few

years ago, was almost entirely a foreign product.-

Air. E. R. Buggfe of the Eclipse Works, Westcombe

Hill, S.E., an expert horticultural chemist, dis-

covered a method ol manufacturing it in the

finest possible form obtainable, at a price that

made it easy to compete witli the foreign

supplies, and during the past three or fom years

his green sulphur has been very largely used by

large growers as a remedy and preventive

against Strawberry, Gooseberry, Rose, Hop and

other mildews. Apart from its fungicidal value,

this green sulphur has a marked effect on plant

growth, as it apparently has some fertilising action

on the soil, and Mr. Bugge believes that it will

prove an efficient substitute for copper sulphate

lor dry dusting of Potatoes to prevent disease,

at a very much lower cost. Dry spraying of

Potatoes entails far less trouble and, if any-

thing, is cheaper than wet spraying. A good

dry Bordeaux powder in small lots costs about

IS. 2d. a pound, this quantity doing about

6 rods. Green sulphm", however, costs but 4d.

a pound in small lots, and renders Onions more or

less immune to fly attack, as does the true black

sulphur.—T. A. W.

NUTRITIOUS VEGETABLES.
T W.AS very pleased to see your editorial note

to my letter on " Nutritious Vegetables,"

because it raises two questions, both of which

are important. In advocating Peas and Beans,

do you mean that they are to be allowed

to ripen, or that they should be eaten green ?

[If allowed to ripen, their food value is greatly

increased.

—

Ed.] I have been told that Green

Peas—the nicest vegetable of the year—are

n(jt nutritious in the same way as ripe

dried Peas ; and probably the same holds good

of all kinds of Beans. Peas take up a large space

of ground in proportion to the weight of the

crop, unless one grows them as farmers do in

their fields, and I have thought that this year

one wotild not be justified in having the usual

number of rows, considering this point and the

labour of getting the Pea boughs and sticking

them in and picking the Peas. The Dutch Brown

Haricot Beans I shall grow, for in so doing we may
suppose that the largest amount of human nom'ish-

ment will be obtained from the ground. As to

Sugar Beet, it seems strange that the school

gardens should not use it, for if boiled and the juice

added to Apples and other fruit needing sweetening,

sugar is saved. [.As so very much jam has been

spoilt in flavour by the addition of Sugar Beet, we

should welcome notes from those who have used

\t successfully.^ED.] My reason for growing it is

that as last year we could not get enough sugar to

use aU the fruit we grew for jam, this year, with the

aid of Sugar Beet, we hope to be able to use all

the fruit. My only doubt is whether the Sugar

Beet will have grown large enough to be in time

for jam-making. Perhaps one of yoiu: readers

could tell me this. My object in wTiting my last

letter was to suggest the desirability of not growing

so much of the .Cabbage tribe, and the advantage

of having roots over to feed pigs.

—

Thackeray
Turner.

BURYING PLANT' PESTS.

'"pHE remarks of the horticultiural writers of

fifty years ago or thereabouts often have a

bearing on present-day practice. For instance,

the late Shirley Hibberd states that he knew
Potatoes to be grown successfully on the same piece

of groimd for thirty years in succession" He also

mentions that in gardens which were infested with

many plant pests and diseases, deep digging

and trenching have eradicated them by burying

the cause of infection so deeply that it perished

miserably. If club-root in .the Cabbage tribe

cannot exist more than 4 inches below the surface

of the soil, Shirley Hibberd's methods seem to

have a certain amount of reason in them.

—

L. J. B.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES.

T AM one of the few people who have for some

years been preaching that' many of the so-

called first-class Apples are mere giant Crabs, and

practically worthless from a health point of view

as well as inherently distasteful and quite un-

worthy of culture. At the present time it would

appear that this doctrine is obtaining general

acceptance owing to the impossibility of obtain-

ing sugar to make bad fruit eatable, though

not more wholesome, by its addition. -Apples of

the Lord Grosvenor type are wretched trash. One

of the greatest delicacies under the sun is a first-

class Blenheim Orange -Apple, either

raw or cooked, and no sugar is needed.

Now that is the sort of fruit that

raiser's should take as a model.

The new Apple William Watson is of

excellent ancestry, and it is a cross that

I have myself thought of trying. I hope

we shall have more of such attempts to

raise something super-excellent ; but

seeing that 1,500 crosses were made, with

few striking results, it is clear that

much experimenting is necessary. How-
ever, we have many choice old sorts if

we only produced them, instead of

wasting our ground with the vinegary

rubbish miscalled first-class cooking

Apples, which are simply vile from a

dietetic standpoint. Raisers' of seedling Apples will

fruit them more quickly by side grafting them
on to a cordon or branch of an older tree by
means of rind grafting, so that they stick

out as little branches from the main
branch and quickly form spurs. I believe

that crosses bet%veen Ribston Pippin or King's

Acre Pippin with Wyken Pippin, Court Pendu
PlSt and similar Apples would produce good
results.—W. J. Farmer.

THE CORNISH BOX APPLE.
TN your issue of the i6th inst. Mr. W. J. Farmer,

\vriting on the subject of " Apple Trees from

Cuttings," mentioned the Cornish BoTt Apple.

When I was a boy this -Apple was a great favourite

in this district. There were two varieties. Box
and Winter Box, the former distinctly the superior

as a dessert Apple. They appeared to be fairly

plentiful, and always had a good market—locally,

at any rate. It is a good many years since I

have seen any of them offered for sale. I wonder

if any of your readers know what has become

of them.—L. E. C, St. Ives, Cornwall

APPLES FROM CUTTINGS.

yWENTY-FIVR years ago the late Rev. A. 15.

Alexander, who was a great horticulturist,

especially among Roses, gave me two trees of

-Apple Mank's Codlin that were grown from cuttings.

.\PPLE TREE IN SECOND WINTER.

-At that time some discussion was taking place Iti

variolas horticultural journals on the advisability

of raising Apple trees in this way. The trees were

carefully planted and tended, and to-day they are

not more than 4 feet high and narrow in diameter.

They have annually produced huge crops of

TREE IN THIRD WINTER.

fruit, but small in size. The growth has always

been of a puny character. On the whole the

trees are in an unsatisfactory condition. .At

the same time I inserted cuttings of strong-growing

varieties like Warner's King A few rooted,

but all gradually dwindled, until now only the

trees of Mank's Codlin remain.—E. M.
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Training of Apple Trees
A ITER reading the letter in the issue

^\ of March 2, page 105, I can only con-

/ \ elude in the first place that people do
/"""% not order " goblet " shaped bush trees,

^ *• for the simple reason that they prac-

tically never see them in nurseries. Furthermore,

the ordinary person knows nothing of sucli matters,

and leaves pruning entirely in the hands of his

gardener. How many private gardens, when all

is said, contain properly pruned bush Apple and

Pear trees ? Now that people take an intelligent

interest in such matters there are growing signs of

improvement. But, after all, people are largely

at the mercy of nurserymen, unless they buy

their trees when quite young and the proper

shape has not been spbdlt by careless pnfaing,

which, as I am glad to see Mr. Pearson admits,

prevails, and did prevail even before the present

sliortage of expert laboxir. Judging from the

difficulties, so well expressed by Mr. Pearson,

of keeping the ground clean between the rows of

trees, it seems very clear that people should buy
their bush Apple and Pear trees when quite

young—not more than three years old ; other-

wise the nurseryman will be compelled to restrict

their growth for convenience in ground work.

So far as Mr. Pearson's remarks as to the danger

of breakage of branches through weight of fruit

are concerned, surely this depends on the way
the tree has been grown. If the cordons spring

from the base of the tree, there should be, and

1 believe is, enough spring in the length to bear

the strain. If, on the other hand, they grow as

side branches, their length will be shorter, and
I believe they would be more likely to tear off.

I do not quite understand Mr. Pearson's sugges-

tion as to keeping a central stem with side cordons.

This seems a sort of pyramid. My objection

would be, first, that the central stem would

shade part of the tree, and, secondly, that the side

cordons would, if allowed to grow long enougli,

be more inclined to tear off the main stem than

if they grew from the base. But. anyway, such

trees would be better than the muddled growth

of the average tree offered by nurserymen. „

I would suggest that if the tree were cut off the

first year at, say, a foot or 2 feet from the ground,

and the three resulting growths were cut again

the following year, there would be the following

year a tree with from six to nine growths fairly

equally distributed, which could be easily shaped

after purchase ; and I cannat see that such a tree

woidd take more room in the nursery than one

with a central stem with side growths sticking

iiut in all directions. Moreover, if the branches

are grown as long cordons from the base, the

weight of the fruit will naturally make them
pendent in Nature's way.

The Editor made a comment (in a former letter

'if mine) as to the idea of artificially creating a

pendent habit, and I mentioned that I had re-

cently seen the " original " tree of .Annie Elizabeth,

now about fifty years old, and that it has taken

on the naturally pendent growth that all old

Apple trees get, in spite of the fact that in its

young state this Apple tree is one of the stiffest

growers. My point was that so far as standards

arc concerned it would be best to leave things to

Nature, but that in bush trees the goblet-

shaped tree is more inclined to be pendent

than one with branches from a centra! stem.

Since writing my letter I have been reading that

splendid and most exhaustive book, "The Fruit

Garden," by George Bunyard and Owen Thomas,
and I find on pages 256-259 their recommenda-
tions (or perhaps I ought to say instructions) as

to shaping bush trees, and, what is more, very

clear diagrams showing exactly what comes from

the result of the three years' culture. I find

the picture of the tree at its fourth year is exactly

as I tried to describe the trees in Mr. John Watkins'

orchard, his trees being, of course, more developed

by several years' growth. [\Ve reproduce here-

with three of the diagrams from the pages men-

tioned, for they are an education in themselves.-

—

Ed.] These diagrams are admirably clear.

I fear my letter is unduly long, and I find I

have not mentioned Mr. Pearson's plaint as to

the difficulty of pacldng goblet-shaped trees,

wliich I can see is a real and practical trouble

if more than three years old. I offer as a sugges-

tion, which may be valueless, that after the third

pruning the growths shotdd be left unpruned,

except for being spurred. It is possible that

then the cordon growths would not be too stiff

to allow of their being all drawn up together for

packing. (Could hot this be done without much
trouble or expense while growing, to allow the

pony hoe to get along the rows ?) It is very likely

that the ultimate customer might be met with

the trouble that there would be a long space with

blind eyes ; or that, if he primed back to obtain

the required number of growths, he might find

of air to pass through the room niglit and day,

withovit darkening the building, until the moisture

emanating from the sweating of the fruits has

passed away and the room has assumed its wonted
condition of sweetness. If the Apples feel clammy
and damp, maintain the circulation of air

longer, finally closing the room or house.

Exclude the light also, keeping the temperature

as near 40° as possible ;
6° lower will do no

harm. .At the end of October I piled 200 bushels

of fruits of Bramley's Seedling from 2 feet to 3 feet

thick, and when the last two bushels were removed
in the middle of January, only two unsound fruit.s

were found. Out of the whole quantity stored,

there were not more than twenty-five unsound ones.

When dealing with small quantities of such

sorts as Cox's Orange Pippin, after the fruits

have sweated and become dry, store them
carefully in a paper-lined box holding a bushel

or two, and place them in a cool room or, what
is better, a frost proof cellar or shed not too damp.
Those who have sliriveUing fruits, not caused by

too early gathering, but by prolonged exposure

to air and too dry a situation, might resuscitate

the bulk of the fruits by placing them carefully

TREK IN FOURTH WINTER WITH DOTTED LINES TO SHOW DIRECTION OF
FUTURE GROWTH.

some difficulty in getting the eyes to break as

required. C. B. R.

in an air-tight box in a cool place, where they

may, perhaps, regain some of their natmal fresh-

ness. E. MOLVNEUX.

STORING APPLES
1HAVE heard many complaints this .season,

mainly from amatems, that dessert Apples

like Cox's Orange Pippin have slirivelled

and turned soft, flabby, and are without the

sufficiency of juice each variety should possess.

From enquiries I invariably learn that when
gathered the fruits were spread thinly on wooden
shelves, or, if in a fruit-room, on latticed trays,

and so arranged that the air can blow about the

fruits and thus absorb the bulk of the moisture

through the skin, which is, I presume, sufficiently

porous to emit moisture, thus preventing the

fruits keeping in a satisfactory manner.

There is still time for those who have their

late Apples arranged in this manner to alter their

method, and the following notes may be helpful

another year.

When gathered, pile the fruits of the latest

keeping sorts, like Bramley's Seedling, Newton
Wonder, Edward VII., King of Tompkins' County
and Cox's Orange Pippin, carefully in layers of three,

I foot or even 2 feet thick. Allow a free current

THE VALUE OF MOTHER EARTH
FOR STORING APPLES

TN a recent issue of The Garden Mr. Beckett

(I think it was) mentioned, in the interesting

discussion on keeping Apples over the winter,

the perfect state of preservation of one found in

the earth some time in the spring. A propoa

of this, the following extract from a letter which

I received this morning from one of my assistants

(who is not even an amateur gardener), somewhere
in Flanders, will no doubt be interesting to readers,

giving as it does confirmatory evidence of the

value of Mother Eartli for storing .Apples :
" I

noticed particularly the tremendous number
of fruit trees around this district. In several

cases they had been chopped down by the Germans
in their retirement, and in many instances the

.Apples lay under tlie trees ; and, curiously enough,

some were in quite good eating condition. We used

to go out collecting them in sand bags, and much
enjoyed eating them on our return to our dug-outs."

—Cn.^s, RiDPiE (Borough Librarian), Bournemouth.
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NOTES FROM A FLOWER SKETCH-BOOK
MADE IN JAPAN.-II

By sir FRANCIS PIGGOTT.

W'E
spend the warm summer even-

ings in visits to the street flower

fairs, another specially interesting

feature of the Japanese gardener's

life. The street is the unit of

municipal organisation. Each has its headman,
who is responsible for its cleanliness (every house

has to be turned out—-floor-mats and all—for

" spring-cleaning " every six months), for the

uniformity of its decoratiims on high-days and
holidays (the effectiveness of Japanese mass decora-

tion depends, curiously enough, on its sameness, "the

constant repetition of small details), and for the

general orderliness of its happenings, among

which are these night fairs. The streets in each

district of the city are arranged in a rota, each street

having two or three evenings allotted to it every

month; and the gardeners passfromone to the other

w-ith a seemingly inexhaustible supply of flowering

plants and shrubs, which they sell, after asking

many dollars, for a few pence. It is a mystery
how they make it pay ; but " price " is one of

the many mysteries of Japan ; it seems to have
no relation to " value." Also they have a curiously

inverted logic : the longer a thing is in stock the

higher the price ; it is not sold at a reduction

(at least at first), because more interest on the capital

has to be provided for. I suppose the principle

.\ I'AGE FROM .\ FLOWER SKETCH-BOOK MADE IN JAPAN.

(From coloured drawings by Sir Francis Piggott.)

of the flower fairs is that as tiiere has been no
outlay, only of time, which has no value
at all in Japan, there is ho interest to allow for,

therefore anythmg that the honourable foreigner
will deign to give is so much to the good. Be
this as it may. Nature is very kind to her subject
gardeners, and endows them with a stock of

commodities for sale in endless profusion. They
are perfectly reckless in diggmg up small and
large plants for sale, and seem to make little

provision for perpetuating stock. That is another
of their secrets, as is also tlieir method of trans-

planting even the largest shrubs and trees. One
thing you may be certain of : if they are, as they
did for me, making an arid waste into a smiling
garden, every plant they move will grow. They
seem to know exactly the right time and the right

place, and, above all, the right method, into which,
I believe, autumn root-pruning enters very largely.

I am not sure whether the secret is now known
;

but in the old days it was never divulged either

for love or money. For a dollar judiciously spent
at one of these fairs the ricksha is well laden with
flowering plants and minute shrubs, and the house
made beautiful until the next evening expedition.
With July, Tokyo of the plains rapidly approaches

furnace heat, and we fly to Nikko of the hills,

and afterwards to Chiuzenji with its mountain
lake. I am writing of the days before the railway
had invaded the resting-place of the great ShogUQS,
lyeyasu and lyemitsu (the final "u" is sup-
pressed in speaking) ; and it meant a ricksha
run of twenty-three miles in five hours. But not a
moment was without its interest, for the greater
part of the waylay through the avenue of mighty
Cryptomerias. We had a long procc»ssion of
twenty rickshas, two men apiece : ourselves, the
household, the luggage, the stores and the kitchen
paraphernalia necessary, in those days of no hotels,

for two months' sojourn in a mountain tea-house.
Tbe forest was the farmyard for the chickens,
and the lake the pond for the ducks, whence they
lame in order due to the sacrifice^for the satisfying
<if our appetites, at the invitation of the Japanese
.Mrs. Bond.

But' I am forgetting that this is only a sheaf
of flower memories and not a guide-book of Japan.
Here in the early morning my little sketch-book
rapidly filled up, recording the treasures gathered
tlie day before or brought in by my coolies. I

do not think 1 " discovered " -anything ver>
remarkable, except, of course, my green Lily.
My idea was <jnly to make a little record of the
flowers that had pleased us in our daily rambles.
I fancy I borrowed the idea from some more skilled
botanist than I—perchance my old friend George
Sanders, who guided my early footsteps among
the flowers, but now long since resting beneath
them. The cadmiums and the carmines have
sadly perished

; but for the rest the pigments
have stood the test of time, and, looking through
its pages, the walks and talks among the mountains,
'>n the plains and by the lake shore almost re-

construct themselves in my memory. If a sketch-
book serves no other purpose than an aide-tnimoire
its value in these' troublous times is not small.
Two things only are to be noted to-day : the

climbing Hydrangea, H. petiolaris, which clothes
the poles of the dead Pine trees with a wealth of
white clusters ; and the scarlet Azalea still in full

bloom, some weeks later than when it glowed sti

brilliantly in Tokyo :
—

" Are they flowers indeed ?

I thought they were the woodmen's fires upon the
hillside."

Spirsas, Hydrangeas and Lilies are the chief
features of my garden in Tokyo in June, and hence-
forward form the background of the flower pictures
everywhere. The Spiraeas are many, from the
Japanese variety of " Meadow-sweet " to Sphaja
purpmea, Lindley's favourite flower, which, as I
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have been told, he used to clasp as he would the

hand of an old friend whenever he saw it. Of

Hydrangeas there are two very charming varieties :

H. virens, with blue centre and white and puiU

florets, which seems to be now well established

in England ; and H. hortensis var. japonica.

with whitish green centres and red florets, which I

do not remember to have seen elsewhere. I am
doubtful, however, whether my. naming here is

FIRSTFRUITS OF SPRING
By E. a. BOWLES, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

THE RAGGED CRIMSON LYCHNIS

GRANDIFLORA.

quite correct, for the Hydrangea is always muta-

hilis, its colours varying from electric blue to pink,

iccording to the soil ; and these two may be no

more than mutable varieties of the same plant.

In my garden on the Peak in Hong Kong, where

the Hydrangeas flourish in the n^oist atmosphere

of the hills as I never saw them in any other country,

I here was a low wall, 50 yards long, with the com-

mon Hydrangea in dense masses on both sides
;

but on one side all the flowers were blue, and on

the other all were pink.

Of the Lilies there is great abundance. Among
the early arrivals the one that takes ray fancy most
is the low-growing L. candidum, " Teppo yuri,"

the " Gun-lily," so named from the resemblance

of the flower to the muzzle of a blunderbuss.

Then there are the " Young Lady Lily," L.

concolor var. pulchellum, and the " Wheel Lily,"

L. medeloides, very graceful with its whorls of

leaves.

These form, as I say, the background of the

picture ; and in the foreground many things

brought down from the hills, most brilliant among
them two splendid Lychnises : the ragged crimson ~

L. grandiflora, and the iive-petalled L Miqueliana,

Indian red, shaped with a perfect geometric

accuracy.

The illustrations this week include a reproduction

-if a complete page of my sketch-book, on which

.ire jotted down some of the flowers referred to

ill the last section of my notes : Daphne odora, and
I he winter-flowering shrubs Chimonanthus fragrans

and the beautiful greenish yellow lUicium religio-

sum, much used in temple decoration.

*.* Readers who have not already done to are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their news*
<tticnt. The return ol unsold copies is prohibited, and in

consequence THE Garden is obtainable ONIT if ordered

beforehand.

THOUGH we have not yet (St. Patrick's

Day) reached the vernal equinox, spring

is in the air. Almonds, Forsythias

and Prunus cerasiformis atropurpm-ea,

better known as P. Pissardii, have put

on their dainty spring dresses. Railway banks
are spangled with golden discs, as though a fairy

millionairess with a hole in her pocket had been

dancing along them and had lost her gold pieces

in thousands. They are only Coltsfoot flowers,

though, forerunners of silver stars later on, and,

still later, a crop of coarse leaves. Li to-day's

sunlight, however, they beautilicd many a stretch

of dingy, smoke-begrimed, burnt clay, and told

of the coming in of spring. Another vernal token

was the coming Londouwards of Mr. Joseph Jacob.

Daffodil-drawn to the Drill Hall. He broke his

lourney here, and as soon as we had settled down
.it the tea-table he produced a cardboard box, from

which he showered on to the black wood and the

white cloth bunches of his latest seedlings of

Freesias and Lachenalias, that almost caused

me to pour the tea on to the tray instead of into

the cups when my eye caught the extraordinary

range of the delicate colouring. He said, " I

have brought you a few Freesia blooms," and
from across the table I thought he must mean
Streptocarpus. But with the tea and milk safely

combined in his cup, and the fragrance of Cowslips

in my nostrils, a more concentrated glance showed
that the rosy pink and delicate lilac and mauve
blossoms were really Freesias. Yellow aiTd

orange shades were there, too, but it was this

lilac race of widely expanding. Primrose-scented

Brodijea-like Freesias that I sorted out into little

heaps, according to their degrees of loveliness.

The one he calls "Whitewell is my favourite.

It has a closely set head of flowers and buds of a

clear, refreshing lilac, a white throat, a central

line of purple in two of the segments very sugges-

tive of a Streptocarpus, and a small yellow patch

on the segment between them. There is a large

trumpet-shaped flower of pale colouring, cream,

shot with pink and lemon yellow. Others with

soft orange tubes and warm rose-coloured segments

remind me of Cantua dependens, and all of this

rosy race glow out delightfully under artificial

light. As cut flowers they are very charming,

and their raiser tells me he is carefully selecting

them and choosing only those of good, free habit.

He is especially pleased with a stturdy and dwarf
character that he finds in a good many of the

seedlings. Having grouped the lilac and rose

shades on the white tea-cloth, the yellows were
graded out on to the black polished wood of the

Indian Rosewood table that suited them so well

as a'^backgrouud. Two or three of these have
such brilliant and well-defined patches of orange
on the three lower segments that they remind
me of the Orange-tip butterflies of the South,

such as Euchloe Eupheno and E. Damone, in which
the ground colour of the wings of the males is

sulphm- yellow. I have never greatly cared for

coloured Freesias before, but I foresee a future

for such strains as these. The new Lachenalias

are (o bear the names of countries. I sorted them
into three types : first, clear yellows, of which
a pale one is, I think, to be called China. It has
especially long bells and a mottled stalk. Secondly,

green-stalked forms, of which one with widely
expanding green petticoats and green patch-

pockets to its upper gjirment pleases me most,

though another with a brown tawny edging to

its skirts is a close rival. Lastly, the red and

brown stalked forms, of which a green and yellow

one with very long bells is the best. I hope the

floral committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

may be allowed to see them next season.

Two days later I was in the rock garden it

Brockhmrst, and realised even more fully that the

flowers and anhnals beheved winter had passed.

.\nemone fulgens and A. Pulsatilla were widely

opened to the sunshine. Frogs were croaking

in the pools, five Tortoiseshell butterflies rose

up from one patch of Erica carnea, while the less

nervous bees went on with their work undismayed
and. buzzed a loud chorus that recalled spring

memories more vividly than any last seasoti's

butterfly covUd. The warmly coloured sandstone

rocks and cliffs, with newly opened crevices,

.md fresh layers of sandy waste, work of the winter

irosts, struck me as having gained much in beauty

and mellowing smce I last saw them. Mosses

of the tint known as sap-green have clothed

parts of the soft rock outcrop, where the colonies

of Sempervivums are the chief plant feature.

But what gave me most pleasiure was to see the

way Saxifrages and Primulas are revelling in the

crevices and ledges of the quarry's cliffs. P.

marginata is especially lovely just now, three

colonies of it in particular. One is massed round
a rock that juts out at a turn in the path ; and
though I spent many happy hours collecting fine

forms of this lovely plant in the Cottian and
Maritime Alps, I never saw a better than the wide,

flat-flowered, soft lUac one that stares you in the

face with its friendly eyes as you first catch sight

of the planting on the far side of this big rock.

Again, in the narrows of the quarry there is a

vertical crevice in which P. marginata has grown
itself long trunks, just as it does at home
in the high hills, and, as there, every trunk

bears a rosette of silver-edged leaves and

many-flowered heads of the soft lilac flowers.

Yet again, in the highest cliff bank at the back

of the large pool is another crevice that, writing

from memory, seems to be over 6 feet in length

and is filled throughout its length with the grey

of niarginata's powdered leaves, now almost hidden

under the heads of flowers. The cool walls of

the quarry suit Primulas so well that P. tyrolensis

has made larger colonies of its neat rosettes than

any I found in the limestone crevices just above

IHll SH.VPELY FORM OK LYCHNIS MlQUl-l.

lANA : COLOUR INDIAN RED.
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the Rolle Pass. P. Foirestii thrives so well that

some of the plants promise to rival that well-

known photograph of an -old plant at home in

China, with the long stems that have worn grooves

in the rock when the wind has swayed them.

It struck me, when first I saw this none too hardy

Primula so happy at Brockhturst, that there was

a healthier, sturdier look about its leaves than

I generally noticed, as though they would be more

leathery and hard to the touch. I have at each

visit since received the same impression, and when
I saw the number of seedlings raised from these

plants and waiting for homes, I begged a few to

try here, where those from all other sources had
been blackened by the first November frosts

and eventually killed before spring arrived. Some
of them survived the 1916-17 winter in nooks

facing the north, and I still believe the Brock-

hmst race of P. Forrestii is a hardier one than

that in general cultivation. P. rosea is just

lighting its red lamps, and they glow as brightly

as those over chemists' shops were wont to do

in peaceful days. There is a Brockhurst variety

with extra large and glowing flowers, a plant of

which has come home here with me to show my
other forms what they ought to try to live up to.

P. tashmeriana, lilac and white, was making a

fine show even on ledges above our heads. Now,
if I tried planting it in such high places here,

the first hot days of summer would scorch it to

tinder.

Primulas are so happy at Brockhurst, from

P. elatior of the Essex woods to P. Allionii

of the little caves of the Maritime Alps, that one

wonders there is not an endemic species native of

the sandstone of the district. I have dwelt upon

Primulas as they were so much in evidence, but

they arc not by any means the only family of

plants that thrives in this happy home. GreviUea

rosmarinifolia is glowing with crimson buds.

Daphne Cneorum bears round, white bosses full

of future beauty on each terminal growth. D.

petrasa is spreading out into such a star of long

growths that it is almost unrecognisable for the plant

that hugs the wall faces of the precipice so closely

on the Tombea, as though it were afraid of falling

down the awful abyss under its feet. Rare British

Hieraciums from Scottish mountains ; a huge tuft

of .'^splenium septentrionale of British origin ;

A. viride, with such long frbnds that I hardly

recognise it for my friend of the holes in front

of the hotel at Mont Cenis
;

Juncus acutus, as

stiff and ferocious as on the Braunton Burrows
;

Viola Arenaria, seeding about in a moraine close

by Mertensia maritima and many a rare British

Sedge and Juncus ; Raoulia australis, from New
Zealand, silver as hoar frost ; Sedum Douglasii,

red as dried blood, from North-West -America :

Mesembryanthemums of the Cape and their

-ompatriots Ornithogalum laoteimi and Watsonia

.Vrdernei, full of vigour ; Bryanthus caiTuleus.

from the Sow of Atholl ; and Cotoneaster vulgaris,

from the Great Orme, are just a few plants that

come into my mind of the thousands that proclaim

Jlr. Hanbury's catholicity of horticultural taste,

his wide wanderings after rare British species,

the skill of those who plant and tend his finds,

and the suitability of East Grinstead as a home
for a good gardener.

A Hardy Agave.—Among the many Agaves

now in cultivation, perhaps the most uncommon
are the hardy species. A. utahensis is one of

these, and it is a good plant to group with succu-

lents on a dry portion of the rock garden, or to

share the pebbly and sandy wastes of a miniature
" desert." It increases by offsets like others

of its Idnd, and is an interesting, if cheerless,

pauper.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN G.\RDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Attend to the disbudding and tying
down of all Vines sufficiently advanced. Do not
bend the shoots too much at any time, but gradually
draw them to the desired position at intervals,
otherwise breakages may occur during the foUovving
night. .\11 Vines in houses where no heat is to
be employed should be grown in a drier atmosphere,
so that any damping or syringing must receive
very carefiil attention. Young Vines cut back
and which are intended for fruiting in pots next
year should be given a good position and be carefully
trained to the trellises at a reasonable distance
apart to encourage a sturdy, short-jointed gro%vth,
so very essential for the production of thick-set
bunches. Ventilate more or less according to
the state of the weather, close.early with ample
moistiu-e, and keep the roots well supplied with
water and liquid manure at intervals after the
pots are weU filled with roots. This year's struck
Vines will need careful attention ; repot them
before the roots get too cramped.

Peaches.—Trees under glass are producing
ample strong flowers, and at the present time
look very promising. See that the roots do not
suffer from want of moisture

;
give attention

at intervals to disbudding, not overdoing this
at one time ; and watch carefully for the growth
most suitable for building up good fruitful trees.

The trees when in flower should not be unduly
htirried to cause the young shoots to get too much
in advance of the blooms before the fruits are set.

The Flower Garden.

Violets.—-As these pass out of bloom, attention
should be given to the raising of another set of

plants for flowering next season. Select a good
position, well enrich the soil with thoroughly
decayed manure, dig deeply, and make the
ground moderately firm. Plant side growths
with a portion of roots in lines a foot apart, and
biury the roots deep enough so that the stems may
be well covered with soil to the lower leaves, to
encourage the formation of young roots all along
the soft wood. —

Lilies.—Lily of the Valley beds should not be
overlooked if good sturdy blooms are to be looked
for, feeding and top-dressing being most essentia!
during the growing season ; and new beds should
be prepared at intervals. In forming these the
ground should be thoroughly prepared. Plant
strong crowns 3 inches apart in rows 6 inches
asunder, and top-dress with leaf-mould.

Spring-Flowering Plants.—When the ground
is dry and in a fit state, prick up the soil carefully

among the plants both to assist growth and to
give a neat appearance. Hyacinths and other
plants needing support should receive early atten-
tion to prevent any breakage.

Box Edging may be lifted and made good
if time permits. Take up the old stock, make
the soil good, line and take out a trench, and
plant side pieces, if possible with roots. Plant
well down to the leaves and firm the plants, when
the whole of the young wood will emit abundance,
of roots. If the weather should, prove dry, an
occasional watering will be beneficial.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus.—Roots of tliis may now he planted,
and if the bed was properly prepared, good results
should follow. Do not allow the young roots to
be exposed longer than is necessary. Always
plant in lines 18 inches apart. Let the roots be
evenly spread out and covered up to the depth of

3 inches. Seed may also be sown for raising more
plants, if necessary. Reading Giant, Connovers
Colossal and Purple .Argenteuil are good varieties.

Seed-Sowing.—This work will now be in full

swing, and strenuous efforts must be made to keep
pace with it. Peas of all kinds may be sown to
meet the demand, including the best Marrowfats.
Good seed should not be sown too thickly. Sowin
rather wide drills 4 inches deep. On poor soil

well-prepared trenches are preferable to obtain
good results.

Globe Artichokes.—.As soon as the side shoots
are well on the move (if new beds are required),
sever them with a portion of roots and soil intact,

and plant them in threes on deeply cultivated
soil, alio^ving 4 feet between the clumps. I usually
plant in hollows fully 9 inches deep, and mulcli
with manure. These plants will form a good
succession of fine heads to the old shoots.

Chervil.—Sow a good bed of this useful herb
to meet the demand ; also Borage and other
herbs required. H. Mahkham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnct.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Maincrop Carrots.—Sow maincrop
Carrots in deeply cultivated ground. If difficulty
is experienced with the Carrot fly, two expedients
for countering it are open. One is to dress the
ground with sand mixed with petroleum, not too
strong : the other is to pierce a hole for each
plant with a thick dibber, fill it with sand, sow
three seeds in each hole, and ultimately thin out
to one plant. -

Transplanting Onions.—Transplant antumn-
sown Cinions in rich soil, allowing 12 inches
between the lines and 6 inches to 9 inches between
the plants in the line. Do not bury the biJbs.

Second-Early Potatoes should now be planted
in drills 2 feet apart, allowing i foot between the
tubers. Sow some wood-ashes or Potato manure
in the drills.

Stake Early Peas, if not already done, and
continue to stake successional sowings soon after
they appear .above ground.

Sowing Spinach.—Make successional sowhigs
of Round Spinach, and sow New Zealand Spinach
in a box in mild heat.

Marrows and Gourds.—Sow these' in 34-inch
or 4-inch pots in mild heat. In view of the
restricted food supply, they should be grown in
larger quantities than usual, so that a portion
of the crop may be ripened and retained for winter
use.

Globe Artichokes.—-Plant in deeply cultivated
soil about \ feel apart. Fork in a dressing of

half-decayed farmyard mamne between established
plants.

The Flower Garden.

Pansies and Violas should be planted without
delay. .Avoid planting in the same position
two years in succession. They succeed best in a
cool soil containing a good deal of humus.
Pruning Roses.—This work may now be

carried through with safety, taking Hybrid
Perpetuals, Hybrid Teas and Teas in succession.

Commence by, cutting away all dead and un-
healthy wood. In further reducing the numl^er
of the shoots, well-ripened, medium-sized ones
should be retained in preference to extra vigorous
or weakly growths. It will be understood that
the terms just used are relative, according to the
habit of the variety concerned.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

The Black Currant Mite.—If this pest is in

evidence, dust the bushes in a damp state as soon
as possible with one part of ynslaked lime mixed
with two parts of (lowers of sulphmr, and repeat
the operation twice, with periods of a fortnight
intervening.

Protecting Stone Fruits.—Preparations should
now be made for protecting .Apricots, Plums and
Peaches on walls from spring frosts by means "t

tiffany or don'ole nets suspended in front of theiii-

Hoeing and Weeding.—Keep the Dutch hoi-

going among small fruits till a fine tilth has been
obtained. Remove weeds in Strawberry clumps
by means of hand-weeding ; and in the case of

strong, deep rooters use the peg of the garden
line or a regular weed spud.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Shift bush Chrysanthe-
mums into 5-inch pots. The entire stock should

now be transferred to cold frames.

Clarkias and Schizanthuses.—Give these an
occasional application of rather weak liquid manure
until they come into flower.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Pot off the
cuttings of this and others of the same type as

soon as roots are formed, put some peat and charcoal

into the compost, and use 2i-inch pots.

Dendrobium nobile.—.As soon as the plants

go afit of flower, (overhaul them and repot or top-

dress as required. Peat, sphagnum and charcoal

form a suitable rooting medium. Warm the
potting materials previous to using them.

The Rock Garden.

Planting.—The work of planting permanent
subjects should now be completed without delay.

Taking Notes.—The rock garden should be at

its best during the next two months, and this ii
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the most suitable time to take notes as to future

modifications among the occupants.

Fruit Under Glass.

Thinning Grapes.—.\ttend to the thinning of

early Crapes as soon as the fruit is well set. Avoid
touching the fruit with the hands or hair. Manipu-
late the bunches with a slender forked stick.

Retain the strongest beriies so far as this is con-
sisteiU with preserving the symmetry of the bunch.

Late Melons.—Melons should now be sown
in a temperature of 65° to 70° to form a succession

to the earlv hatch. Cuarles Coiironx.
(Gardener to Mrs. \V. H. Haig.)

BioomftcUi Gardens, Davidson's Mains. Midlothian.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

OBITUARY

WILLIAM B. BOYD.
It is with great regi-et that we have to record the

death at his residence, Faldonside, Melrose, ot

Mr. William Black Boyd, one of the best-known

Scottish amateurs, and one whose name is familiar

in a wide circle. Mr. Boyd was in his eighty-

ighth year, but was wonderfully vigorous. He
died on March i6.

For many years he had taken a deep interest

in alpines. and his collection was one of the finest

in the kingdom, embracing many rare plantsj

'Id and new, and all cultivated with great assiduity

and general success. Saxifrages were among his

tavourites. and his memory will be upheld by his

association with Sa^xifraga Boydii and its allies,

S. B. alba, Cherrytrees and Faldonside. which,

although raised by his brother, Mr. James Boyd
of Cherrytrees, were brought into notice by Mr.

W. B. Boyd. He was also devoted to Primulas

and hardy bulbous plants. Snowdrops attracted

much of his notice, and in. collaboration with the

late Mr. James Allen he did much to increase

our knowledge of the varieties. He was instru-

mental in discovering the two " yellow " varieties

iif Galanthus nivalis—lutescens and fiavescens.

Crocus species aloo attracted much of his notice.

He was an earnest member of the British Pterido-

logical Society, and his expert knowledge of

British Ferris led to his appointment as judge of

hese at most of the shows uf the Royal Caledonian

iiorticultural Society.

i\Ir. Boyd was a general favom'ite among lovers

"f hardy plants. He was always helpful and
obliging, and when he had any surplus plants

they were readily placed at the service of his

friends. He was held in great respect by all who
knew him, and his spare, active figure and bright

personality Avill be greatly missed by his numerous
friends.

TRADB NOTB
A Valuable Spraying Mixture.

Research has proved that plant diseases can be dcstroyeii
by the appUcatiou of certain chemical solutions. Of these
solutions Reeling's Sprayuig Mixture (Hydrated Oxide
of Copper) is effective, convenient and economical. It
keeps indefinitely. It never deteriorates. It is free from
acid or other harmful ingredients. It is complete in itself,

and does not require the addition of quickhme or any
other substance. Moreover, it may be used either as a
wet spray or a dry spray. The instructions for use, set
out in booklet form, are simple and easily followed, and
may be obtained from Messrs. Keeling and Walker,
Limited, 35, Surrey Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

FLOWER GARDEN.
MIMULUS RINGENS (7.'K.).—Thn true plant is not

frequent in nuraerius, tliough we have a distinct rceollec-

tioD that it was grown by Mr. Keginald Prichard, AVest

Moors, Wimborne, a year or two ago. You had better

try that source ; also Messrs. Thompson and Morgan.
IpWich. from whom you may secure seeds, should no
jilants be available from the first-named source.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATOES IN AN UNHEATED GREENHOUSE

' A.D. Q).—There is no reason whati-verwliy yon should not
tiy. Plant three sets in a 9-incb pot in light, ratlu-r

riAh soil as soou as this can be done. Place a few crocks
Dvcr the hole at the bottom of the pot, and then a bit

if rough Inaf-mould on the top of the crocks, pressing it

ilown hard. Then three parts fill your pots with soil

wnd plant your Potatoes 3 inched deep, using the earliest

variety you can obtain, such as Duke of York or May
(Jueen. Place the pots on a shelf in a light position,

aiving free ventilation in favourable weather. Give
a top-dressing of soil when the haulms are 5 inches or
('• inches high. Do not give too much water at a-ny time„

Stiuid outside at the end of May if not fit for use before,

anti protect froui frost.

THE GREENHOUSE.
LIBERTIA AND OTHER QUESTIONS (//. .7.).—Sow

the Libcrtia seeds in warmth without delay, employing
>;andy loam and peat or loam and leaf-mould at this and
subsequent stages. In your district a cold pit or frame
or very cool greenhouse will be best to grow the plant
in. It^is interesting rather than ornamental, not meriting
overmuch attention in these days. When the Violets

have passed the great Hush of their flowering they should
be replanted, choosing a fresh site and selecting fresh

outgro\\'ths or runners with root fibres that have not been
exhausted by flowering. The best way is to put in cuttings

of such growihs each autumn (September or October)
and plant in well-prepared ground in March. In this

way the flowering bed could be retained to the end. This
is not the best time for dealing with a '* large clmup of

Helleborus niger," but as you have it
*' laid in " you

had better divide it and replant at once. In doing so

employ two small handforks placed hack to back, and,
with the clump first placed on its side, thrust the«e in

half their depth and wrench asunder, repeating it till

each piece is reduced to three or four crowns. Two feet

to 3 feet of good sandy loam, with lime or chalk
added, is excellent for the plant ; also a slightly shaded
l)08ition sheltered from north and east. You should get
' The Hardy Flower Book," by E. H. Jenkins, from our
publishers, and read about these and other plants. Its

price is 2s. lid., post free.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APPLE TREES ON COLD CLAY SOILS U- .1. 5.).—Our

best thanks for your appreciation of the atteution given in

The Garden to the growth of hardy fruit. Apples :

(1) Gascoyne's Scarlet is the better of the two. It is

good for "kitchen or dessert, a good bearer, and very
handsome. (2) Y'es

; good in all ways. (3) Cankers
badly in clay soils. We think Ellison's Orange would
please you better. Try one of Kibston antl two of
Ellison's. (4) Good all round. (5 and 6) Both excellent.

The ground should be deeply broken up*before planting,

and plenty of road grit mixed with it. Do not be afraid
of using too nnieh of this stuff, also mix a pound of bone-
meal and the same of lime with the soil of each tree. Be
careful not to plant too deeply; .'the top roots should not
be more than 4 inches below the siuface of the ground.
Plant when the soil is fairly dry, and tread the soil firmly
to the roots. As far as we know or can ascertain, the
only self-fertile variety in your list is Newton Wonder,
the others being self-sterile. Try to add the following,
which are self-fertile, and mix them among tlie others
in equal proportion : Baumann's Red Keinette, King of

the Pippins, Lord Derby, Stirling Castle and Golden
Spue.

THE PRUNING OF RECENTLY PLANTED BLACK
CURRANT AND GOOSEBERRY BUSHES {Boskoop).—
Prune exactly as you would loug-establislied buslie.s.

Those shoots of the Black Currants, the growth of last-

year, must not be shortened ; but if you find a congestion
of branches in any part of the bushes, cut away a jeiv

shoots down to their base to relieve such congestion.

Prune the Gooseberries by cutting back to within thret-

buds of their base all the sule shoots of the main branches
of last year's growth. The leading terminal shoot ot

each of the main branches should be shortened to within
8 inches or 9 inches of its base.

YOUNG TOMATO PLANTS DYING OFF (iV. f;.).—
Wc think that the reason fur your young plants collapsing

must be attributed to the temperature being too low;
perhaps a slight attack of frost. The young plants are

very tender at that stage, and nnist have a little generous
heat to help them on, provided there is no danger of

their going off, and this, no doubt, they will have in tli'-

newly started vinery. It would be better to afford ttiem
even a little more heat than they will receive there until

tlieir roots are "well established in the new soil, after
which time the vinery would suit them well until it would
be safe to place them in pits or frames.

ORANGE TREE IN ILL-HEALTH (Mrs. L. rv.).—

The fact that your Orangi- tree is losing leives is i)rocif

positi\o that it is iu a very bad state of health. Oner
an Orange tree falls into this stateit is exceedingly difficult,

to revive. The scale may be got rid of by sponging the

rcmaiiung leaves vrith a mixtiue of soft soap and water.

If any scale remains, it must be loosened by nieaus of a stiek

witha blunt point. Care should be taken not to bruise

the leaves. This done, the plant should be turned out

of its pot and the condition of the roots exannned. ' You
will most probably find them in a poor state, so that when
the dead portions are cut away and as much of the <7id

soil removed as can be done without unduly distressing

the plant, it may be put in a pot considerably smaller

than it was in before. A suitable compost is equal parts

of loam and peat,' with about half a part of silver sand.

When potted the plant should, if possible, be plunged
in a little bottom-heat in order to induce the formation
of new roots. Care must be taken not to overwater,
though frequent syringing will be beneficial. Even
tliough all these pains ar** taken, you must not be surprised

if it does not recover. By no means give manure or
stinmlants of any kind tilt the plant i.s restored to health.

It should stand the heat of tlie conservatory attacln-d

to the house, but only too often these stractures are vrry
ill-suited for plant culture.

HOW TO RAISE SEEDLING APPLES {H. G. H.).~
Select any Apple which you may like the best, such as
Bleidieim Orange, Cox's Orange Pippin, Worcester
Pearmain, or any other sort wnich may appeal to you
the most: thensi'lect a ^vell-g^o^^'u. medium-sized fniit

from which to take the seeds or pips. Be sure that you
select the plumpest and heaviest seeds. Sow iu ordinary
garden soil in well-drained pots or boxes, burying the

seeds 2 inches deep. Place the pots or boxes in a cold

frame or gi-eenhousc near the glass, keeping the &oil

moderately dry until the young plants are above ground,
when they should have a little more water. As soon as
the young plants are 2 inches high, place them outdoors
in a sunny position, giving careful attention to watering.

When the leaves have fallen in autumn, turu the young
plants out of the pots or boxes and plant out in the garden
in rows a foot apart and the same distance between the

plants. Y'ou will find they will make good plants in the
following summer, and in the following spring may be
grafted on the Paradise stock. You may then expect

some fruit from them in two or three years' time.

COLD PEACH-HOUSE ( //'fH/.s).--Take off 2 iuches or
;t inches of the top soil a- far as the roots extend : then
give the ground a good dressing of lime, afterwards giving

the border a good' watering. Then mis as much of the

following together as will make a top-dressmg for the
" border, say, 4 inches deep : To one barrow-load of loam
add half a gallon of linu\ a gallon oftbnrnt ashes, and
three pints of bone-meal. Mix well together, apply to
the border on a dry day. and tread well down. Ventilate

freely iu favourable weather until the fruit is set and
the leaves grown a little. After that keep the house
slightly warmer. On fine afternoons, about 3.30 p.m.
let' the trees and the bordci-s be syringed, and the venti-

lators closed in order to create a warm, moist temperatme
for a few hours. Ventilate again when the house cools

down. Disbudding and thinmug the fruit.—Disbud the

young shoots before they are half an inch long. Tiiin

the fruits for the first time as soon as they are formed,

taking off the weakest and smallest. If you do not know
how to disbud, let us know and we will explain. As
regards the vinery, serve this in the same way as the
Peach-house. Wlien the weather is favourable, ventilate

freely, but as soon as the Vines are in leaf do not ventilate

so freely, and close and syringe the vinery in the afternoon

of fine' days as recommended for the Peaches. There
are several books on the Vine and the Peach under glass

You would find it a great help if you obtained one of

each and studied the same. Our weekly calendar

of operations you will also find helpful. Succulent plants

for summer bedding.—At this time of the year most of

tliese will thrive better iu moderate warmth, but later

on the suu-heat should be sufficient if husbanded by closing

the pits or houses in the afternoon as recommended for

the Peach and the Vine. Afterwards, when fully grown,
they must have plenty of air and be kept cooler.

Gardening Made Easy
Edited by E. T. COOK
200 Pages. 23 Illustrations.

PRICE 1/11 Net. In Cloth, 2/6.
By post, 4d. extra.

Please write to-day for full particulars of this invaluable
book and for illustrated prospectuses of some of the super
books in the "CotraiET Life " Library, to The Manager.
" CouNTBT LiFB." LIMITED. Tafistock Street. W.C. i.
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PRINCIPLES THAT GOVERN
POULTRY FEEDING

{Coniinued fruin page 102, February 23 issue.)

iSkis article is intended to give readers an insight into the general principles of feeding. Directly the

rations for hens arc decided upon definitely, the new conditions will be specially dealt with.—W. P.-.O.I

SO
far I have discussed the ehoiie of

ingredients for the wet mash and the

mode of preparation, and now I will

touch upon the methods of .giving both

mash and grain. My plan is based upon

the allowance per diem to each bird of 20Z. of

grain and zjoz. of mash, with raw greenery at

midday as an extra.

Mash for Breakfast.—Every poultry-keeper is

familiar with the idea of masli for breakfast and

grain for tea, because it was the plan of feeding

carried out by ovir fathers and grandfathers

before us. Tliat, however, does not

prove that it is the method to adopt, as

the times are progressive and success in

any undertaking oidy comes to the person

who will move with the times. The

mash-for-breakfast plan has one serious

drawback, in that it encom-ages laziness

during the day. After the fowls have

partaken of their warm wet ma^h they

are prone to stand about all the morning

spending their time -idling. This is fatal

to heavy egg-production, for the very

reason that the layers are moping about

at a time when they should be busy in

the nest-boxos.

Grain for Breakfast.—To prevent the

inactivity of which I have written above,

the progressive way is to give grain for

breakfast and to transfer the warm wet

mash to tea-time. The layers are thus

given a good send-off for the day, and

their activity during the morning is re-

warded by an increased egg-yield. At

night they are not asked to pour out

their energy in scratching for grain in

the litter ; instead, they devour their

warm mash in quietude and retire to

the roosts contented. There is a lot to

be said in favour of this quiet feed just

prior to roosting, as no one can deny

.that activity is desirable mainly in the

morning when the eggs are laid. There

are still plenty of poultry-keepers, how-

ever, who refuse to depart from their

•old plan of feeding, and so the newer

ntethods cannot be said to be universally

adopted. Perhaps it never will be, but the

newer idea is claiming more recruits month by
month.

Feeding for Eggs.—Now, we will presume that

as a genera! rule you intend to feed as follows :

Breakfast, 20Z. grain (in litter) ; midday, raw
greenery {ad lib.) ; and lea, 2J0Z. of warm mash.

Tliat would be the approved way and is generally

carried out. But what of poor Biddy ? Would
any reader like to live on bread and cheese day
after day and for each meal ? Sameness of feed-

ing is a serious handicap to heavy egg-production,

but readers must not be misled into thinking

that a change every day is desirable. I have
already shown where, by the judicious use of

several foods as the basis of the mash, variety

can be provided without a sudden or complete

change. That is the variety I aim at. Sameness
of feeding is responsible in part for pale-

eoldured yolks, bad digestion and many internal

disorders. How, then, can the feeding be varied

further ?

Change-Menus Recommended.—I will give

se\'eral plans of feeding to be adopted in con-

junction with the general method already dealt

with. I will call these " change-menus." To
begin with we have om' general system, which
I will repeat and brand No. i : _
No. I.

—

Breakfast, 2oz. grain ; midday, raw
greenery; and tea, 2J0Z. mash.

In conjunction with this are to be fed the

following change-menus, referred to subsequently

as Nos. 2, 3 and 4 :

BUTTERCUP COCK.

An excellent specimen of this quaint breed. The property of

Mrs. C. Colbeck of Boyle Hall, West Ardsley, near Wakefield,

whose stud of Sicilian Buttercups is so well known both here

and in the United States of .America.

No. 2.-—Breakfast, 2oz, warm mash ; midday.

raw greenery ; and tea. 2ioz. grain.

No. 3.

—

Breakfast, lioz. mash, followed fifteen

nuntites later by loz. grain (in litter) ; midday.

raw greenery ; and tea. 20z. mash.

No. 4.

—

Breakfast, ijoz. mash, followed fifteen

minutes later by loz. grain ; midday, raw greenery
;

and tea, 20z. grain.

The amounts mentioned are, of cotU;se, for each

bird fed, and the mash is weighed when fully pre-

pared and ready for use.

Objects in View.—Each of my change-menus
is planned with a special object in view. No. 2,

for instance, satisfies those who do not like to

depart from the pet ideas of our grandfathers.

The drawback as regards inactivity on the part

of the hens is not so serious, because' the plan is

not carried out continuously, but only as an occa-

sional change. Nos. 3 and 4 also remove to a

degree that inactivity which follows the feeding

of mash for breakfast. That is so because a

scratch feed of grain is given in the litter fifteen

minutes or so after the mash has been fed. As
regards the best way to bring in these change-
menus, I like to intersperse them, trjang each
for a period uf three days or so.

Methods of Feeding.—The poultry-keeper can

adopt whate\-er plan of feeding he finds most
profitable, as I place no set rules for my students.

I will give examples, however, to guide my readers.

Supposing next week for the seven days you
adopt No. I, for the next three days you can
bring in No. 2, afterwards returning to No. i

again for the next seven days. Then No. 3 is

introduced for three days, and No. i is returned

to for the next seven days. At the close No. 4
is introduced, also for three days, when it is time
to come back once more to No. i. And so the

system is repeated. Some will try tlie four menus
for consecutive weeks, while others may be tempted
to carry out my first scheme, except for feeding

the change-menus for a longer period than three

days, say, for a week, eadi time revert-

ing back to the general plan, viz.. No. i.

Watch Backward Layers.—Change-
menus Nos. 3 and 4 have their real

advantages at particular seasons of the

year. The former is an excellent method
of feeding backward layers, and the latter

for those which are too forward. As my
students know, I am a great believer in

wet mash for pushing along growth and
egg-production, and in grain feeding to

retard egg-production where such is very

desirable. Bearing this in mind, I should

not hesitate to put on to No. 3 menu any
pullets that were slow in starting to lay

in October or November'—the beginning

of the winter egg-season.' If, too, hens had
slackened in their egg-output, I would
again put the menu into practice for a

time. The reverse is the case with No. 4

menu, which is ideal fur those pullets

which seem to be reddening up too quickly

and promise to lay in August or Sep-

tember, and which, if allowed to, would
give a poor yield during the winter

months.

Study the Individual.—The best yield

from hens or pullets is obtained where the

owner studies the individual flocks. I

can get more eggs from a pen of seven

pullets, all of equal development and all

brought on to lay in October or November
within a few days of each other, than 1

can from a mixed flock of the same
number of pullets. Where my flock is

even, all require the same handling as

regards feeding ; whereas, if some are

backward and others forward, they call for

different treatment. For this reason, as autumn
approaches, great care shotild be taken to group

the various flocks into sizes and degrees I't

forwardness.

In the Making.—.-^s 1 have so often stated,

the winter egg-oiitput from pullets depends en-

tirely on the way the birds are bandied from shell

to maturity. If they are grouped into sizes and

sexes and run in flocks until they go into their

winter quarters, they are bajidled according to

approved system. Then when the time comes tn

plac^ the pullets into their winter laying houses,

all that is necessary is the grouping up of the

pullets into several flocks: (r) very forward, (2)

forward, (3) just right, (4) backward, and (5) very

backward. Each flock then can be bandied

according to its merits, and the owner may be

sm:e of the best results. The pullet's winter egg-

yield is determined to a great extent by the wa>'

the bird has been handled right from the time it

pipped" its shell, as you will see.
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A MONG the " field" flowers sought after by

i\ bees the following are the chief sources of

/ % nectar. First and foremost is white

/ % Clover (Trifolium. repens) ; this produces

^ ^ some of the finest honey in the world.

Luckily for bee-keepers, white Clover exists practi-

cally everywhere, but it is considered by many to

produce the finest quality honey when grown on

stiff clay. Next in importance to the above is

Sainfoin (Onobrychis sativa), a plant which thrives

best on chalky soils. This is a great asset when

grown near an apiary. Bees working on Sainfoin

cover their honey with cappmgs of a beautiful

golden yellow colour which is most attractive in

appearance. For this reason bee-keepers living

in a Sainfoin district should always produce a

certain amount of comb honey. Other good

honey-producing flowers are Alsike Clover (Tri-

folium hybridum), white Mustard (Sinapis alba)

Buckwheat (Polygonum Fagopyium), Lucerne

(Medicago sativa) and the three Heaths Erica

cinerea, E. Tetralix, and Calluna vulgaris, the

common Ling, this latter by far the most important.

Garden Flowers Sought after by Bees.—The

majority of om: garden flowers are visited by bees,

but in most cases they are not grown in sufficient

quantities to make much difference to the hive yield.

Crocuses, however, should always be planted near

•an apiary, especially for the sake of their pollen,

so necessary to the bees when breeding conmiences

in the spring. Wallflowers, Phacelia tanacetifolia.

Mignonette, Limnanthes Douglasii, Hedysarum

coronarium (French Honeysuckle), Canterbury

Bells, and most of the Campanulas, Anchusas,

and Cornflowers all yield an abundance of nectar.

Besides oxa fruit trees, from which the bulk of

the early honey is produced, the Lime, Sycamore,

Hawthorn, Snowy Mespilus and the False Acacia

<Robinia Pseudacacia) are valuable for their

honey.

A Selection of Apples.—In view of the con-

troversy that has been taking place in our pages

re the merits and demerits of certain varieties of

Apples, Mr. H. G. Cox, hon. secretary of the

Reading^ud District Gardeners' Association, sends

the following extract from a report of a recent

discussion at a meeting of this association : " The

. subject for discussion was ' The Six Best Culinary

and the Six Best Dessert Apples,' omitting the early

summer varieties. The opinion of the members

was that in the culinary section Lane's Prince

Albert, Bramley's Seedling, Newton Wonder,

Annie Elizabeth, Pottf' Seedling and Peasgood's

Nonsuch were hard to: ^)ea( ; while in the dessert

section Cox's Orange' pippin, Blenheim Orange

Pippin, Ribston Pippin, James Grieve, Rosemary

Russet and Sturmer Pippin held the pride of

place."

Humirication of Manures.—The effect of the

liuniificatiou of various manures has been made
the subject of long study by Professor R. H.

Carr of Pm'due University Agricultiu'al College,

who has made vegetation tests to aid in estimating

the availability of plant food contauied in the

complex substance humus. It is indicated that

the growing plant cuuiot directly utili.se much

of the plant food directly contained in other plant

products until certain rearrangements in the

molecules have taken place—^brought about

principally by bacterial and weathering agencies.

Wherever there is a rapid huraification of manm'e,

plant growth is greatly stimulated, and this was

especially noticeable when green manures were

ploughed under and limed, as compared with the

plan of mixing the manures uniformly with the

soil. Horse-manure appears to humify slowly,

and the plant food was largely unavailable for

Maize during the first year, but humification

tests showed that it became more available

during the second year. It was, however,

possible to increase the humification of horse-

manure in the first year by adding dolomitic

limestone.

F The New ZealandSpinach (Tetragopia expansa).

The question of nutritious vegetables having

been raised, it may be as well at this season

to draw attention to some which have been to a

considerable extent neglected. The New Zealand

Spinach seems to be one of these, and it has

qualities wliich should particularly recommend it

THE NEW ZEALAND SPINACH.

A suilablc crop for hot, dry soil.

to allotment holders. It is an annual and suitable

for growing in hot, dry ground, wluch would not

si^t ordinary Spinach. It requires very little

attciition and gives a plentiful supply of leaves

all the summer. These leaves are thick and fleshy.

and are borne on branching stems sometimes over

2 feet in length ; therefore the plants require

a considerable amount of room. It is an excellent

vegetable boiled just like other Spinach, and gives

so little trouble that it is well worth while to plant

it. The seed should be sown in May, or, if brought

on in a frame, it would be ready for planting out by

the end of May, and this is the best plan, as

sufficient room can then be allowed.

" Hardening OH."—.-V special laboratory study

of the process known to gardeners as " hardening

off " has been made by the United States Bureau of

Plant Industry by exposing plants to low but not

injurious temperatures with the object of increasing

their hardiness. As the plant becomes increasmgly

resistant to cold it has been found that the cell

sap becomes more concentrated, and if carried

low enough to produce injury, a change in reaction

occurs in the plant juices and proteins are probably

precipitated. If the change in reaction does not

go too far the cell recovers, but not otherwise.

Biochemists have paid much attention to this

subject, but the chemistry of freezing in plants

remains obsciue.

An Attractive Bush Cherry.—A very beautifu

Bush Cherry (Prunus tomentosa) is a conspicuous

object on a lawn near the Succulent House at Kew,

where it is now, the third week in March, a mass of

delicate white, rose-tinged flowers. The bush in

question is about 5 feet high and 12 feet across

each way, and at the present time each shoot

produced last year is in blossom from end to end.

P. tomentosa is a native of China, and although

introduced nearly half a century ago, it is only

within the last few years that it has become

really well linown. Fruits are not borne very freely

here, although last year some bushes bore a fair

crop. They are small, scarlet or orange scarlet,

and pleasant to the taste when ripe. As it blooms,

early and the flowers are rather fugitive, it ought

to be given a sheltered position.

Strelitzias and Olivias at Kew.—The Strelitzias

in the Mexican House are now a source of attraction

to visitors. The tall-growing species S. Nicolai

.ind S. Augusta are both in flower. They are

imposing plants, reaching to the top of the house.

The most showy species is S. Reginaj, and is worthy

of the name of Bird of Paradise Flower ; the

flowers of this are orange and purple, abundantly

produced on stalks about 4 feet long. An inter-

esting plant growing close by is S. kewcnsis.

This handsome plant is a hybrid between S.

.•\ugusta and S. Regina;. .\t the other end of the

Temperate House are about fifty plants of very

fine forms of Clivia miniata. These are in full

flower and, arranged on the floor, make a fine

sliow.

Eschscholzia tenuitolia.—This dunmutive Cali-

foruian Poppy is seUiom seen, yet it is very

ilisthictive and does not appear to seed itself so

freely as the larger kinds. It makes little upright

tufts of fine, grassy foliage, and bears throughout

the summer a succession of saucer-shaped, primrose

yellow flowers held erect on slender stems. It is

best sown in April where it is to remain, and

should be thinned.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for tlic opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

FLAVOUR IN APPLES.

nPHE article on Apples by the Rev. G. H. Engle-

heart in the issue of January 19 is exceedingly

interesting, cxpecially his remarks concerning the

flavour of Cox's Orange Pippin. I have heard

much of this famous Apple, but have never had

the good fortune to eat one. When, however',

the \vriter states that an American Apple like the

Oregon-grown Newtown Pippin " may in a sense

be as good as Cox's Orange," I feel moved to write

you something about American Apples. A well-

grown Oregon Newtown Pippin is a mighty fine

Apple. Another splendid American Apple is

Sta>inan Winesap. But in my opinion Colorado-

grown Jonathan and Grimes' Golden are still

better, and New England gro\vn Mcintosh is best

of all. I cannot believe a Cox's Orange Pippin

can be any, better. As these Apples are not men-

tioned in your paper or in any English catalogue

I have seen, 1 presiune they do not succeed in

your climate. European kinds do not grow well

with us, as a rule. One American grower—Mr.

G. H. Powell of Ghent, New York—grows Cox's

Orange and ships his fruit {or did before the war)

to London, where he got high prices. In regard

to the effect of grass growing around fruit trees,

there is quite a learned bulletin on that subject

published by the Geneva, New York, U.S.A..

Experiment Station, giving in detail the different

residts obtained from tillage and from sod mulching

in the Hitchings Orcjiard in New York State,

This same station and, if I remember rightly.

also the New Hampshire Experiment Station

have had exhaustive studies on the subject ol

the determining factors in the colouring of Apples.

The Rev. G. H. Engleheart might be interested

in looking up these articles, which undoubtedly an

on the file in some English agricultural library, or

which he probably could get by writing and asking

for them.—(Sergeant) John C. Wister, Advance
Ordnance Depot 4, A.E.F.

FOOD ECONOMY.

'T'HE peeling of Potatoes, as is well known, is

very wasteful, as a good deal of the most
nomishing part of the Potato is lost. I have
been trying experiments this last winter, and find

that King Edward will scrape quite well—in fact,

nearly as easily as when new—if the Potatoes are

soaked in warm water for a short time. This is

a great saving. I have tried other varieties, and
find those with coarser skins are more difiirult to

scrape, but it can be done if a little patience is

exercised.

—

Hortus.

THE LASTING QUALITIES OF THE
SEA BUCKTHORN.

T AM sending a spray of Hippophae rhamnoides
to show how well suited it is for winter decora-

tion. This spray was cut on the last Sunday
of October, 1917, and has stood since then in a vase

with water on the mantelpiece in our parlour.

Thus you will see it has practically stood five

months. We are fortunate in having an abundance
of this plant grow'ing on the sandy dunes by the

side of the Futh of Tay, where it fruits with great

freedom. Although we have many beautiful

berried plants indigenous to this country, I do
not know if any of them have the lasting qualities

of the Sea Buckthorn.—W. L., Carnoustie.

SUNFLOWER SEEDLINGS.

H/TTH reference to Sunflower seedlings in the

issue of March 23, page 130. Oh, dear !

What an awkward, unlucky mortal I am ! In

youth I was famous for the feat metaphorically

described by the Oirishman as " opening my
mouth and putting my foot in it." Now I am old,

it seems I cannot open the ink bottle without

putting my foot in that ! I can picture the satiric

glee of the Editor in wTiting he " is not responsible,"

&c. Anyway, I cannot go b^ck on what I wTote,

as it is founded on many years' practical experience

and many experiments in growing Sunflowers

in many ways and places, though Mr. George

Goi-ncr's advice and experience are the opposite

of mine.-

—

Anne Amateur.

THE NORMANDY COWSLIP.

"M'O plant has been a greater joy to the wTiter

this Eastertide than the Normandy Cowslip.

It is flowering in many out-of-the-way places and

THE NORMANDY COWSLIP.

is growing luxuriantly in moist surroundings at

the foot of a rock garden. It is, I believe, identical

with the True Oxlip (Primula elatior), a species

intermediate between the Cowslip and the Prim-

rose.

—

Wavland.

DAPHNE PONTICA.

T AM glad to find some readers expressing their

appreciation of this fine old plant. Thirty

years ago we had a patch of it some 10 feet or

12 feet through each way, and its wonderful

fragrance is one of the most delightful and freshest

memories of an old-time garden that has gone

—

taking that splendid shrub with it. Happily,

a root or two were saved, and one of these is still

"(March 25) blooming in a garden at Conway.

The delicious scent is emanated most freely in

the evenings and just after rain. D. pontica is

incomparably a more worthy slurub than D.

Laiureola, the smell of whose juices always reminds

me of that Laurel-leaf flavouring with which a

gardening aunt used to garnish a dismal procession

of too frequent rice puddings. Prejudice again !

—

A. T. Johnson.

TEUCRIUM FRUTICANS.

T WAS particularly pleased to see the apprecia

tion of my old favourite, for, where it wil

thrive, there is no more valuable wall shrub. 1

Icnow of no other which is so ever-blooming. When
it is growing in congenial circumstances there is

always a flower to be seen, even in midwinter,

and during its season the display is lavish. The
" Japonica " of the cottager, Cydonia japonica

(though I prefer the older and more familiar name.

Pyrus japonica), has a gloriously long season, but

it takes a brief rest at midwinter. Those who
appreciate flowering shrubs—and who does not ?

—

at the turn of the year should have plenty of

Cydonia japonica, of which the earliest blooms

are now at their best ; Hamamelis, Cornus Mas,

Winter Jasmine and Winter Sweet, as well as a

plant of Tcucrium fruticans. Like many other

half-hardy shrubs, the Teucrium must have ample

drainage, or it will always be unhappy.—A. C.

Bartlett.

POPULAR PLANT NAMES.
T QUITE agree with Mr. James Britten that " some

distinction should be made between popular

plant names and book names," because they do not

mean the same thing. I have often been asked .

for the popular or the English name of a plant,

as well as its botanical one ; but the vast majority

of garden plants have no popular 'name. Even

if the botanical name were translated into English,

as is generally done in the Botanical Magazine or in

the new edition of " Johnson's Gardeners' Dic-

tionary," it would be as difficult for the non-Latin

reader to follow as the botanical name itself, if

not more so. As the matter stands at present,

the buyer and seller of the plants would be unable

to understand one another by using the equivalent

English translations of the various species of a

genus. The use of such names would have to be

systematised on an extensive scale before it could

become generally practicable. Coming to popular

names, in a more strict sense, I find that they

vary so much in different parts of the country

as to be unreliable for establishing the identit\

of a plant in all cases. For instance, Senecio

Jacoba^a, or the Ragwort, is known over a wide

area of .\berdeenshire as the Tansy, which I have

never seen outside a garden there. In like manner

White LUy would stand for any form of Narcissus

Poeticus, and coloured Primroses were Pink.-.

The general use of the botanical names in catalogues

and gardening literature generally is responsibli-

for much dog-Latin and bastard Greek in commnn

use, because it is the only means by which buyer

and seller can communicate with one another.

Yet we have such names as Ranunculuses and

Polyanthuses sanctioned as good English, and the>'

are popidar. Tliere is room for the small doubt

expressed in the reference to the first Pyrola

figiu-ed in Johnson's edition of Gerard's Herbal.

The only style shown in the figure is too short f<ir

P. rotundifolia, and the flower is not drawn

to the proper scale for that species. According to

mv observations, Trientalis europsea is deciduou--

On September 27, 1888, I could find only one plant

with green leaves in a wood in Kincardineshire.

Even on .August 25, at Lochan an Eilein, Inverness,

the leaves had well begun to fade.

—

Hortulanus.

AN OLD AND USEFUL CATALOGUE
OF FRUIT TREES.

TN a recefit issue of The Garden a correspondent

suggests that it would be well if an ideal cata-

logue of fruit trees could be compiled, having

several columns on each page. It may be of

interest to point out that such a list is set out in

Loudon's " Encyclopiedia of Gardening " (new
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edition, page 896, date 1850). Tliis list contains

fifteen columns, the principal headings of whicii

indicate : i, Name of variety ; 2, Sjiionyms :

3, How, when and where originated, procured

or abounding
; 4 and 5, Wliere figured and

described ; 6, Size ; 7, Figure ; 8, Colour
; 9,

When ripe ; 10, Duration of fruit in good con-

dition ; II, Consistence and flavour ; 12, Whether
good bearer or otherwise ; 13, Cliaracter of tree

and general reputation of the fruit.' It will be

seen that the method employed by Loudon was
very similar to that proposed by your correspondent,

and it must be admitted that,to the many enquiring

gardeners who are now perforce in search of reliaWe

information, but do not find it in eulogistic adjec-

tives, sucli a system has great advantages. The
- ordinary catalogue of fruit trees, however, is not

concerned so much with giving information as

with the disposal of the items mentioned therein
;

and the nurseryman can hardly be expected to

supply details connected with his goods which may
tend to depreciate them in the opinion of the

prospective purchaser. The question of the

descriptions contained in cata-

logues is of more importance than

usual at^ the present time, when
there are so many who wish to

Icnow as precisely as possible the

merits and defects of the vege-

tables and fruits they intend to '''

cultivate and are merely confused

by the laudatory comments with

which they . are confronted. I

have often thought that an insti-

tution like the Royal Horticultural

Society, with its exceptional degree

of access to the results of trials of

many varieties of economic plants,

might embody or tabulate the

results of its investigations in a

book, where the principal varieties

of vegetables and fruits, with their

characteristic features, favourable

or otherwise, could be consulted

by inexperienced but enthusiastic

gardeners.

—

L. J. B.

TWO DELICIOUS
LONICERAS.

nPHE articles by my friend, Mr.

E. A. Bowles, and Mr. Arthur

Goodwin in recent numbers of

The Garden have been ex-

tremely interesting in their men-

tion of winter blossoms ; but 1

notice
^
that neither of these

great gardeners mentions two

of the—to niy mind—most delicious of all

:

Lonicera fragrantissima and L. Standishii. In

this garden-—or rather, to be accurate, against the

house, facing due south—they have both been a

joy this winter. From December onwards I

began cutting good-sized sprays and putting tlieni

in water, where they last a week at least, and the

pale creamy blooms peeping out of the young

foliage which shoots forth in the genial warmth
are a delight, not to mention the sweetness of tlieir

perfume. On coming into my sitting-room the scent

makes itself noticed at once, and, unlike that of

so many others, one does not get accustomed to

it and so lose its worth, which is a great advantage.

Freesias somehow cease to be noticeable wlien

one has them in the room for any length of time
;

so do almost all flowers except these two delicious

Loniceras. I see that Mr. Goodwin enlarges on
Anemone blanda scythinica, and he made my
mouth water with his account of its florescence

andbeauty,so that I searched among the catalogues,

hut, alas ! not one of those in my possession

lists it. Can Mr. Goodwin tell me where to get

eitlier seeds or young plants, for I, too, have a

dell in a scrap of woodland where choice things

will flourish ; and I sliould bo very grateful if he

would tell me where his belauded Anemones can

be procured.

—

Evelyn Bvng.
[We have submitted this letter to Mr. .-Arthur R.

Goodwin, who replies :
" I quite agree with yom"

correspondent's eulogy of the winter-flowering

Loniceras. I can also strongly advise her to

procure Prunus subhirtella. Anemone blanda

var. scythinica can be obtained from Mr. T. Smith
of Newry, Ireland. If your correspondent will

remind me, I will post her a few seeds early in

May."

—

Ed.]

A PLEA FOR FLOWERS.
TT behoves us in these times to be careful that,

while with strenuousness and care we cater

for our bodily needs, we do not neglect the culture

of Beauty to satisfy and soothe our souls. Flowers

give a riot of beauty and scent, and bring

pleasure and consolation not only to ourselves,

but to our friends and " those who travel by."

THE WATER LILY TULIP (tULIPA KAUFMANNIAN

What joy and comfort the culture and possession

of flowers bring to the anxious, the bewildered, the

lonely and the bereaved ; what joy and rest

and hope they give to the wounded and the sick
;

what healing and refreshment to the nerve-

racked ! "Those who give money and jewels,"

says Emerson, " give apologies for gifts, but he

who gives flowers is giving as the angels give."

Do not let us banish angels' gifts from our gardens

wliile catering for the necessities of these stern

days. There will always be comers and plots

to spare for Roses—England's emblem ; Pansies,

for thoughts of those who fight by sea, by land and
in the air ; Rosemary and Rue, for the remembrance
of those knights of God who are " fast in God's

Paradise, where no flower can wither "
; and for

all the other sweet flower faces. While we sow
the seeds and plant the trees of usefulness and
life, shall we not also plant and sow those of

Hope, Love and Beauty ?

" Hedge thy dwelling round

—

With the divine companionship of flowers."
—Victoria Slade.

EARLY TULIP SPECIES

WITH few exceptions the wild

Tulip species are not nearly as

well known as they deserve to be,

and yet some of them are to be

found in flower from early in

Febnuiry until the beginning of June. One reason

for their neglect is probably to be found in the fact

that their leaves die away and all trace of them
disappears when the rock garden or the border

is still gay with other occupants. The bulbs are

therefore neglected and not lifted annually, as those

of the early flowering species, at any rate, must
almost needs be if they are to go on flowering

year after year.

The first to open early in February is always
some form of the biflora, Biebersteiniana, or

turkestanica group with its many-flowered ^stenj

of small, star-shaped, white flowers with yellow

centres. Some bulbs produce as many as six or

eight flowers on the stem, and when the sun
causes the flowers to open out flat they are

quite strongly scented.

Before the end -of February the

earliest specimens of Kaufmanni-
ana are usually in bloom, but

it is not until March that they

are at their best. In good soil,

and if the bulbs are planted

I foot or even more below the

surface, they may be relied upon
to go on increasing and flower-

ing well from year to year, and
a group of them on a sunny
day in March is indeed a beautiful

sight. The widely open flowers

resemble nothing so much as

Water Lilies, with their yellow

centres and white tips to the

petals. When the flowers are

closed, they are very various,

for the outer segments are

backed with scarlet or pink or

grey blue, or, indeed, with any
intermediate shade. Some forms

of this Tulip are wholly yellow and
others wholly scarlet. The latter

come true from seed and are also

given to producing some stems

that bear two flowers.

Probably Kaufmanniana has

never appealed to the florist be-

cause it does not increase fast

enough by offsets to enable whole
^'^1 beds to be filled with absolute

regularity. On the other hand,

tile gardener, who can be patient for five or si.x

years, can easily raise seedlings and find his reward

in the infinite variety of the markings of the indi-

vidual plants. More after the florist's heart will

be the fine hybrid between Greigi aurea and
Kaufmanniana, which increases from oft'sets and
gives fine, sturdy flowers with the beautiful shape ef

Greigi, of a clear soft yellow with a broad scarlet

stripe on the backs of the outer petals. A whole

bed of this fine hybrid would indeed be a noble

sight, but it will be some years yet before the five

bulbs that I already possess have increased enougli

for that.

Tulipa Kaufmanniana comes from Turkestan

—

that home of good things which are easily grown

in the warm Surrey sands; but the Asia Minor

species that flower about the same tune are not so

stiudy, and dwindle away unless the bulbs are lifted

annually. There seems to be some confusion

in the names, but under that of polychroma the

growers usually supply a pale pink Tulip with a

ftem only a few inches in height, and a deep purplish

red Tulip with a blue black ba-.!- .mm-s under the
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name of pulchella. These are followed closely by

a golden yellow Tulip which I owe to the kindness

of Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen of Haarlem, and of which

I believe the true name is triphylla, and not

^hrysantha. It grows 6 inches or 8 inches high and

has comparatively large flowers with pointed petals.

Unfortunately, like many wild species of Tulip,

it makes little or no increase by means of offsets,

and we must therefore fall back on the slow process

of raising it from seeds if it is to become at all

common in our gardens.

Charterhouse, Godalming. W. R. D-i-.KES.

plant in the hills just south of Algiers—it is this

type plant which is the best for flowering. With

me it commonly comes into bloom in November

and goes on in all open weather till the end of March

or early April. I know that there are some almost

non-blooming varieties, no doubt raised from seed,

for a few years ago I had some strong tufts from

a garden where they were being discarded as

useless. The leaves of this kind are unusually

large and handsome, and I thought that they had

been too well treated ; for in rich ground the plant

runs to rank foliage and gives but little bloom.

Varieties of Iris unguicularis

By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

IRIS
UNGUICULARIS, so often miscalled

I. stylosa, is a very variable plant, and if it

is wished to obtain a good supply of its

flowers in the open before Christmas, certain

well-marked varieties should be planted in

the most sheltered places that can be given over

to them. The foot of the wall of a greenhouse

facing the south is the most suitable site of all.

It is a curious fact that an early habit of flowering

is correlated in this Iris with pale-coloured flowers.

The white variety is often the first to throw up a

flower here, and has frequently done so about

Michaelmas. Thus one may expect a bud or

two at any time during the following three months

from the varieties sold as lilacina and marginata.

These have markedly wider leaves than the ordinary

type form, larger and paler flowers, and in the

case of the latter there is a narrow white edging

to the falls. The ordinary form has more of

rosy mauve in its general ground colour than

these last two, and seldom gives me many of its

flowers before Christmas ; and when it comes into

full bearing, in February and March, marginata

may be considered as exhausted for that season,

but lilacina goes on flowering to the very end of

the season. The narrow-leaved forms are latest.

Var. speciosa has very tall, rich purple flowers

with reddish purple markings on the outside of

the buds, and is a very fine form and beautiful

in contrast with the others. Var. angustifolia

is too small to mix in the same vase with its larger

sisters; they niake it look so poor. Also it is

rather bluer in tone than they and does not blend

quite pleasantly with them. In a separate vase

its stiff little flowers are pretty and show their

extra amount of white veining and marbling to

advantage. They last a day or more longer in

full beauty than the flowers of any other variety.

The latest form to flower is an exceedingly poor

one ; almost ugly, in fact, and little better than

I. foetidissima. It first came to me as I. pontica

from Sprenger of Naples, and I was bitterly dis-

appointed when a new Iris I bought in Holland

as I. lazica, after two years of sulks, flowered

and proclaimed its identity with my dingy and

despised pontica. Both patches are now used

to fill up a bit of ground under a Yew tree where

they may grow or die as they please.

Plant Names.—With many other readers I

thank Mr. Engleheart for his instructive notes

on plant names, rfe quotes the late Rev. C.

Wolley-Dod as one to whom it was safe to refer

any question. It was Mr. WoUey-Dod who
corrected me about the usual form of the English

name for Erythronium, viz.. Dog's-tooth Violet.

He said it was much better written " Dog-tooth

Violet," certainly a more euphonious and less

cumbrous form. I was thankful for this correction

by a man who was a scholar, a careful botanist

and a master of good English, and have always

adhered to it, though the

printer nearly always cor-

rects me and insists on

"Dog's-tooth." Onemaycite
the better custom of archi-

tects, who, when speaking

of a Norman arch, would
certainly describe it as

decorated with a dog-

tooth moulding. Another

plant name that is wo-
fully ill-treated is Wistaria.

Twice within the last

month, when proofs have
reached me from two different

houses, the printer, and in one case

apparently the reader, have corrected the care-

fully written Wistaria of my manuscript to

" Wisteria." This lovely climbing shrub is often

mentioned in novels and other non-horticultural

prints, when it is generally written " Westeria,"

and I think this is the name by which it is

most commonly known. G. J.

HARDY FUCHSIAS

Notes on Recent Numbers
Iris stylosa.—Your correspondent " B. S."

(page ii8), writing from Northamptonshire,

observes that with him Iris stylosa does not flower

before March, and asks whether the kind that

commonly blooms earlier is likely to be a peculiar

variety, I may be permitted to answer this

as possibly one of the earliest among amateurs

to grow this beautiful Iris in some quantity. In

my experience—which extends from the early

seventies of the last century, when I collected the

FUCHSIA GLOBOSA.

(Drawn by Miss Frances Biinyard.)

But after growing them for a year or two in poor

soil and the same conditions that had always

suited my type plants, it was evident that the fault

was in the plants themselves, for they flower

very sparingly, though the few blooms are of large

size, and though I have not specially noted their

time, I think they only bloom late. Amateurs

who wish to try seed should expect to find it by

feeling at the bases of the leaves close down among

the crowns of the plant, where, if some knobby

objects are met with, they will be the seed-pods.

They are there because what we commonly take

to be the stalk of the flower is reaUy only the

elongated style.

THE tale of James Lee, the well-known

nurseryman of Hammersmith, taking

a walk in Wapping and espying in a

cottage window the first plant of Fuchsia

coccinea seen in this country always

strikes me as one of those stories which are so

exactly " right " that, had it not existed, it would

have had to have been invented, as Voltaire said

of church spires. The sailor bringing it home
for his mother, the careful tending on the journey,

and finally-—^Wapping, the bargain, Lee's trium-

phant return to Hammersmith—a floral epic !

Other species drifted over from the West, but,

mainly, in a more prosaic way. Careful botanists

sought and found them ; the cold light of

science only shines upon their achievements,

while romantic glamour surrounds the Wapping
flower.

However, these reflections are but a prologue to a

few notes on the hardy Fuchsias and their behaviour

at Maidstone after the searching tests of the two

past winters. Many new-comers had for some

years been edging their way into this group, and

few indeed are the siurvivors of these arrivistes,

and justified indeed is the wisdom of the

ancients.

Among the slain are Tom Thumb (or pumila),

the charming dwarf form of gracilis (presumably),

Florian, corallina, Caledonian," Enfant Prodigue

(as might be expected), Rose of Castile and—sur-

prisingly—globosa. These and the survivors

mentioned below were all grown in pots in an

open border lightly covered with ashes. Globosa

on a warm wall border survived unharmed. The

living are Thompsoni, Riccartoni, Mme. Cor-

nelisson, americana elegans (whose name and origin

are " wropt " in considerable mystery), gracilis,

longipedunculata and Drame. The last should

by any theoretical reasoning be a casualty, as it

is one of the large-flowered kinds raised by M.

Lemoine and is far away from the hardy type.
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However, here it is, alive and vvfll, and very

charming when its procumbent habit is allowed

for and it can tumble over a rock.

Gracilis we owe to Francis Place, the friend of

Owen, tailor and political pamphleteer. To
him seeds arrived from Chile, and he, like a wise

man, handed them to the Horticultural Society

in 1822. The accompanying drawing shows its

special charm of lightness, and there is none more
dainty in the group. The variegated form is

equally hr. ,-dy ; and to those of the Aucuba hating

brigade let me say that the variegation is

guaranteed mild and inoffensive. [This variety

is damned with faint praise. If we must have

variegated shrubs in gardens, let them be bold

and striking.

—

Ed.]

F. globosa is an old favourite, and its origin is

ri-puted to be from conica crossed with micrci-

phylla, made by a Mr. Bonney of Stratford about

r83o. It is hardly so free flowering as gracilis,

but the flowers have character, and a plant out-

side my study window springs up about 5 feet

high each year and fills many a vase in August
and September. This variety was also found by
Andre growing wild in Chile in 1876. F. Ric-

cartoni, raised by John Young of Riccarton

Gardens, near Edinburgh, preserves its reputa-

tion as one of the hardiest, as its origin would
suggest.

By most authorities these hardy varieties are

considered forpis of macrostemma, except, of

course, the newer large-flowered sorts, and a

pretty problem of analytical breeding presents

tself for the leisured student. For busier

folk their more obvious charms will have to

suffice, and these can rest content with the fact

that gracilis, globosa, Riccartoni and Drarae

will prove hardy in most parts of the country

and give a good representative idea of the attrac-

tions of this familv. E. A. Bunyard.

Fuchsia Mme. Covnelisson

UNDER the heading of " Fuchsias

for the Outdoor Garden," page ro7,

reference is made to this variety as

being hardy in many gardens in the

Southern Counties. This Fuchsia is

particularly interesting as serving to show that

a superior variety will hold its own for an almost

indefinite period. It was sent out in the year

i860, and quickly became popular. At that

time varieties with white corollas were very few,

and I think I am right in saying that this is the

oldest of that section in cultivation at the present

time. Not only is it valuable for its comparative

hardiness, but it is one of the very best for bedding

out as large plants during the summer months.

Grand specimens used to be met mth in some of

the parks, particularly in Regent's Park, so

long noted for its specimen Fuchsias. The, flowers

are semi-double and borne in great profusion.

This form of flower for outdoor culture is much
preferable to the large double ones, as, these

being so heavy, a strong wind is liable

to cause considerable damage. H. P.

FUCHSIAS FOR THE
OUTDOOR GARDEN

A

FUCHSIA DRAME.

article under the above title

by an anonymous correspon-

dent appeared in The
G.^RDEN of March 2. As

the writer invites discussion

of the subject by those who have had

experience of it, I venture to offer a few

remarks thereon. In the course of the

article the writer says :
" On the South

Coast, and in some parts of the Isle of

Wight, one occasionally finds them
attaining a height of 10 feet or even

more, and at Bosahan in Cornwall

there is a hedge of huge dimensions,

which can only be kept within bounds

by a severe annual pruning."

As many readers of The Garden
must know, the hardy Fuchsias, so-

called, luxuriate over a much wider

area than the above-quoted words

seem to indicate. When I was gardener

at Raasay House, in the Island of

Raasay, lying between Skye and the

mainland. Fuchsia Riccartoni grew

there with the freedom of a Hawthorn.

There were hundreds of yards of hedges

of them by the roadsides, and in the

grounds there were a number of huge

specimens. The late Mr. John Downie,

nurseryman, of Edinburgh, and I

measured one of the latter one day,

and foUnd it to be 17 feet liigh with

a spr ad of 12 feet, and having stems

quite® as thick as a man's arm.

When planting a Fuchsia hedge at

Raasay House, the modus operandi

was to dig the site of the prospec-

tive hedge as for Thorn, make cuttings

of the ripened wood in autumn, and

FUCHSIA GRACILIS.

{Drawings by Miss Frances BuMyard.)

then plant them with a dibber about 9 inches

apart in their permanent positions ; and they

rooted and grew like Willows. I should say that

during my five years' sojourn at Raasay, only on
one occasion had we as much as 10° of frost.

Another of my experiences was when I paid a

visit to my late brother WiUiam at Kylemore
Castle, County Galway, where he was gardener

for nine years. On the above occasion I had the

pleasure of seeing the Clifden-Westport public

road, as you approach Kylemore Castle, lined

on both sides for a long distance—about a mile,

if ray memory serves me righlly—with a hedge of

Fuchsia corallina syn. exouiensis, a species with

a somewhat pendulous habit, and bearing fairly

large flowers with plum-coloured corolla and

crimson sepals. Those hedges were planted by

the late Mitchell Henry, Esq., M.P., who spent a

quarter of a million in building and beautifying

his lovely residence, Kylemore Castle, and its

surroundings.

My experience with Fuchsias outdoors here

on the southern shore of the Firth of Forth has,

except for summer bedding, been confined to

Riccartoni, a variety which was raised at Riccarton
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House in this county. Tliis Fuclisia receives

no protection here, and althougli growing on a

heavy clay soil, it has never been killed outrighi

by frost, although every few years it is cut down so

the ground. I find that if it is grown in a sheltered

position and gets the advantage of a couple vi

successive mild winters, It will stand ra" or 14°

of frost with impunity. Charles Comfort.

Broomfiehl Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlolldan.

FROM A SURREY GARDEN
By MRS. C. W. EARLE.

IT

seems to me that little personal experiences

in gardening may always be of some use.

I saw in a paper in February that the Straw-

berries were out in flower in Surrey. This

reminded me that when I first had a garden,

my gardener used to wTap the Strawberry plants

round early in January with good warm stable

manure. This used to make fine plants,

which flowered early ; but the result

of this forcing was that, when there

were cold nights in May, the best

flowers, which make the finest and

earliest fruits, always became blind

and turned black, and so were

wasted. Coming back to Nature and

her ways is not always a bad plan,

so I gave up the manuring, and the

best flowers became the best fruits.

I had sown some of Sutton's Early

Pea Improved Ringleader outdoors

in December. The plants were well

earthed up with light, sifted soil

when they came through the ground
;

but, as usual,' they were sown too

tliickly, in my opinion, so I had

another row made from transplanted

plants, and, curiously enough, these

stood the cold snap better than the

plants in the original rows. How
they will get on through the next

two months remains to be seen.

Little shrubs that everyone hkes,

but few grow, and which flower at

this time of year, are the white and

the purple Daphne Mezereum. I

have a good many plants, several

of which I grew from seed, though one

must buy plants at first, as the seed

should be sown directly it is ripe and

before the birds begin to attack it.

They are rather ticklish things to

move ; the early autumn is the best

time to move them, and with a little

coating with leaf-mould and peat

they succeed all right. They fully

repay any attention and are darlings,

with a delicious scent which seems

to belong to early summer rather

than to early spring. Cutting the

flowers for the house does the

plants no harm if it is- carefully

done and in moderation, and the whole room is

scented by them. To mi.x with these sturdy,

sweet-smelling, little upright flowers I use a

Spiraea which I got from France—the earliest leaf

that comes out in the garden, and it is very

pretty in a vase with the rather stiff Daphne.

My interest increases, from cases that come to

my knowledge, in the food system of Mr. William

Aii-d, who makes wonderful cures with uncooked

food—what he calls " salad days," and even the

saving of infant life by fruit juice. Mr. Aird in

The Vegetarian has given an account of how he

manages uncooked food, his theory being that

primitive man did not have cooked foods.

BEAUTIFUL CEANOTHUSES
CEANOTHUS THYRSIFLORUS, a

native of California, known as the

Californian Lilac, is undoubtedly the

hardiest and best of the spring-flowering

species, bearing in great profusion its

terminal inflorescences of bright blue flowers during

May and June from the previous season's growth.

Ceanothus thyrsiflorus var. griseus is one of the

most distinct and pleasing forms of this beautiful

evergreen shrub, with pale blue flowers, lighter in

colour than those of the type, and larger inflores-

cences, more vigorous, and with broader leaves.

Ceanothuses are fast-growing shrubs (the illustration

is of C. thyTsiflorus var. griseus, grown four years

from a cutting), so that a good display is soon

obtained. There are several other beautiful species

for clothing walls, or, in sheltered spots, for growing

in the open, viz., C. Veitchianus, C. papillosus

and C. dentatus ; while C. rigidus and C. velutinus

Ijevigatus. although they need the protection of

plants growing against a wall, and in the open

more compact and better-shaped plants are obtained

if the strongest growths are shortened for a year

or two after planting. F. G. Preston.

Mr.

A;

CEAKOTHUS THYRSIFLORUS GRISEUS.

a wall, being less hardy than ibe others, are worth

growing, the latter flowering in October and

November, a time when flowering shrubs are

scarce. They are readily rooted from cuttings

of half-ripened wood placed in sandy soil in a

slightly heated propagating-frame ; and as they

do not transplant very readily, they are best

grown on in pots, a point that should be remembsred

when purchasing plants. They are not particular

as to the soil, providing it is well drained.

Pruning should be done as soon as the flowers

are past, cutting back to within two or three

eyes of the base of the previous year's wood any

growth not required. Pruning is necessary for

Cuthbertson's Lecture
on Potatoes

there are matters either of interest

importance dwelt upon by Mr.

Cuthbertson at the Mansion House
on February 13 which are not referred

^to on page 109 of The Garden, it may
be well, in the interests of those imable to attend

the lecture, to refer to some of them.

Almost at the outset refereirce was made, and
rightly so, to digging the ground. " Believe me,"
the lertm-er said, " the very first and most im-
portant requirement for good crops, whether on
farm or garden, is thoroughly good deep ploughing
or digging." A like remark has doubtless been

made thousands of times, and to surl\

an extent, probably, as to beconu-

invalid by reiteration. At iiw

moment much new ground is being

broken up, and allotment holders,

getting possession of it late, as was

also the case last year, make the

shortness of time their excuse for

indifferent cultivatio^i of the soil.

Important at any time, deep soil

cultivation to-day is more vital and

fundamental than ever before, if a

maximum crop is to resiUt. New
land, well cultivated—assuming it to

be free of the most injurious of soil

pests—has a value that can hardly

be overestimated. But the digging

of new pasture land 6 inches to

8 inches deep and leaving a solid,

unbroken bottom at that depth will

not yield the best results. Thi-

least that should be done in such

circumstances is to bastard trench,

and, with Potatoes sprouted, there

is even now time for the work.

Better far be a few days behind your

neighbours in planting than to plant

on orthodox lines in iU-preparetl

ground.

Sprouting Seed Potatoes.—Mr

Cuthbertson urged the importance ot

this, told his big audience of the

20 per cent, to 25 per cent, increase

from sprouted seed over unsprouted

seed, and clinched matters by a

reference to the huge and costl\-

buildings erected by the commercial

Potato growers in Ayrshire, Lincoln-

shire and Surrey for this special pur-

pose. Than this no further proof

could be required. The sprouted

set has, however, a value apart from

those mentioned. It enables the

cultivator to keep his seed tubei>

out of the ground with impunity till the latter

is in a condition to receive them—a rather im-

portant matter to this essentially warmth-

loving subject. Last year, owing to the late-

ness of the season, many unsprouted Potato.-

were put into cold, wet and, in not a few instances,

snowy ground. .\s a direct result of it they wen-

chilled, and, vitality being impaired, a poor croiJ

resulted. This, sprouting in boxes wotdd have

prevented. Moreover, it is fah'ly well known that

the seed tubers make a greater progress out of

the ground than in it when the soil is unfit for their

reception, the cultivator running no risk mean-

while. Sprouting, i.e., correct sprouting, occupies
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frMia a mouth to six weeks ; hence allotnioiit holclors

coining late into the possession of their plots

should have little cause for anxiety.

Disbudding the Sets.—Mr. Cuthbertson, I

fancy, surprised sorac of4he gardeners present by
declaring against this. The lecturer promptly

added this qualification, however :
" We haven't

the time." But, even given this, one got the idea

that in Mr. Cuthbertson's view the disbudding

of the sets was not a material gain. One wonders,

however, whether at the moment Mr. Cuthl>ertson

was viewing the subject from the seedsman's

standpoint—the promotion of that growth in the

plant which would yield a maximum quantity

of seed-size tubers—^rather than that of the general

rultivator who prefers a maximum of "ware"
size. Even from a seed tuber having but one

main sprout at planting-time one usually gets

a percentage of seed size and chats, for which the

lateral branches of the sprout are, without doubt,

directly responsible. But whether these lateral

branches are present in some and absent in other

varieties of Potatoes I have no data to show.

If absent, and the main sprout remained

unbranched, then the production of a few very

large tubers would most probably ensue. Raising

green plants from cuttings in the days of the Potato

boom years ago (1903-4) one got, as a result,

tubers oi varying sizes, Inuch as from ordinary

sets. These cutting - raised examples were, of

coiu'se, all single-stemmed, incapable of branching
;

hence iir their case the varying sizes of tubers

would result from the successional production of

stolons or tuber-bearing shoots issuing from -the

main stem. Perhaps Mr. Cuthbertson will en-

lighten us further on the point.

The Dibber.—in declaring against the use of

the dibber for planting the sets, Mr. Cuthbertson

undoubtedly had the great weight of gardening

opinion with him. I'ormerly more in use on the

farm than in the garden, it has fallen into disuse

generally during recent years. In the very light

soil of my old home, following winter trenching

all Potatoes were planted in spade-made trenches

or holes. All the same, a member of the Sutton

St. Barnabas Gardeners' Mutual Improvement
Society in the year 1916 raised the huge total of

304Jlb. of Potatoes from a single pound of seed

—

practically a pound for every day in the year
;

and the secretary, writing me of the fact, added

significantly that the sets were planted " with a

dibber." The grower of that prodigious crop,-

however, attributed none of his success to the tool

employed in planting, but whole-heartedly to the

cultivation of the soil.—early winter trenching

and the like—-and incorporating with the soil

in advance those manures—organic and artificial

—

that were considered requisite for the plants' good
growth and sustenance. The variety grown in

the case was the second-early Colleen, the seed being

obtained direct from Ireland. E. H. Jenkins.

BEES
BESIDES the hive with all its internal

fittings, the two most necessary adjuncts

to bee-keeping are a smoker and a veil.

I Before we can do anything with bees

in the ordinary way they must be brought

under control. To do this effecti\ely we must
subdue or, in other words, frighten them. It

has been found that the simplest method of doing

this is to blow smoke into the hive by means of

a special appliance called a smoker, which is

generally filled with either corrugated brown
paper or old sacking ; but almost anything that

will give a good volume of smoke will do. The
first thing a bee in a hive does when frightened

is to go to a honey-cell and fill itself with honey.

and when in this state it is not at all likely testing
;

in fact, when fully gorged with food it probably
finds a difficulty in bending its abdomen sufficiently

to make use of its sting.

It is surprising what a number of people there

are who have kept bees for years and yet have
never properly learnt how to subdue and control

them. Visiting experts are only too familiar

with the bee-keepers who start opening their

hives without due precautions, with the result

that everyone in the neighbourhood gets stung.

Then, again, one often hears the following remark
at lectures and bee-keeping demonstrations

:

" The bees know you ; that is why you do not get

stimg." This, of course, is not true. Bees do
not recognise individuals, but by proper methods
of handling they can be made to feel that a man or

woman is their master.

It cannot be said that any one person is really

more likely to be stung than another if conditions

are equal, but it should be remembered that bees

have a ver^' acute sense of smell, and it is a well-

known fact that certain smells irritate rather than

frighten them. The following are a few salient

points in the methods of subduing and manipulat-

ing bees :

Always wait a minute or two after puffing

smoke into the entrance of a hive before

opening it, so as to give time for the bees to fill

themselves with honey.

Be verj' careful not to jar or knock against the

hive before the bees have been subdued by smoke.

Never stand in front of a hive when manipulating

so as to get in the way of their flight. The bees

returning home with full honey sacs are not to

be feared, but the outgoing foragers are often

bad tempered if you get in their way.

Never manipulate when hot, as the bees do not

like the odour of perspiration.

Do not talk loudly over an open hive, and never

blow on a frame of bees. Bees are generally

irritated by the smell of the human breath.

.\nother smell which they much object to is that

of a horse. It is always advisable to wash one's

hands thoroughly after riding or driving before

doing any work in the apiary.

Never examine a hive in a hurry. Quick,

jerky movements in manipulating always irritate

the bees. Combs should be withdrawn and replaced

in the hive slowly and deliberately.

Never keep the whole nf the hive open during

manipulations. The frames not actually being

withdrawn should be kept covered with a quilt.

Be careful never to crush abee if you can possibly

help it. The odour of formic acid emitted by a

crushed bee often leads to stinging on the part

of the others.

In the sumnier, during the time that honey

is actually being brought in, the hive can be opened

at any time of the day ; but at other times,

especially during the early autumn, manipulations

should take place as far as possible in the evening

when the bees have ceased flying ; otherwise there

is the danger of robbing, one of the greatest of

all catastrophes which can occur in an apiary.

Beginners in bee-keeping should always be on

their guard against the first sign of the bees robbing

from each other's hives. Robbing is generally

caused by carelessness on the part of the bee-

keeper, and when once started it is vcrj', I'cry

difficult to stop.

There is another time when it is inadvisable to

open the hive—that is during thundery weather.

Bees appear to be very sensitive to.the electricity

in the air before an approaching thimderstorm,

and as a rule it makes them very irritjible and

liable to sting.

Now as to veils. Every beginner should wear

a veil when manipulating. Experts always keep

one in readiness, though there are occasions when
its use is not necessarj-. Personally, when at

work in the apiary I keep a veil fixed round the
crown of my straw hat ; then if the bees show-

signs of ill-temper it can be drawn over my face

in a moment.
The best kind of veil to use is one made of fine

black silk net. This obstructs the view very
little and takes up hardly any room in one's

pocket. Unfortunately, it is rather fragile, and
unless carefully handled tears easily ; so most bee-

keepers prefer one made of ordinary black cotton

net.

Never wear gloves ; they tend to clumsy
manipulation, which irritates the bees. So it is

best to make up your mind from the start that if

you wish to become a proficient bee-master or
bee-mistress, work in the apiary must be per-

formed with bare hands. Certain operations,

such as the catching of a queen without injuring

her. are impossible in gloves.

When you do happen to get stung—as, of course,

you win be sooner or later—withdraw the sting

as soon as possible. The longer it remains in

your flesh the greater the pain, as though the

sting is not now joined to the bee, owing to the

reflex action of its miiscles the poison will continue

to be pumped into the wound for some little time.

I have watched movements of the detached sting

apparatus through a microscope for over twenty
minutes.

In withdrawing the sting do not piitl it out,

otherwise in doing so you squeeze more poison

into the wound. It is best to scrape it out with

the finger-nail or a penknife.

As everyone Imows, when a beestings, in ninety-

nine cases out of a hundred it flies away at once,

leaving its sting behind, and soon dies ; but if

you wish to save the life of this bee and do not

object to the pain (!) keep very quiet—if you can

—

when the bee is stinging you, and do not make
any movement to frighten it. You will then

notice that the bee will begin to walk round and
round in a circle, and by so doing it will gradually

withdraw its sting from the wound and fly away
uninjured. The reason of this is that the barbs

on the sting apparatus are arranged more or less

in a spiral, so, by twisting round, the darts can be

withdrawn without injury to themselves or to

the bee. This is an interesting operation to watch,

but until you have become hardened to stings I

do not recommend the experiment.

I am often asked if there is any remedy that

can be applied to ease the pain of stings before

you have become immune to them. What gives

relief to one person has no effect upon another.

The old-fashioned blue bag is often recommended,

also common washing soda, and even a cut Onion

(do not apply the latter if the sting is anywhere

near the eye) ; but most bee-keepers find the best

remedy is to grin and bear it, and the pain wilt

soon disappear. Never rub the part stung ;

this only diffuses the poison. Bear in mind that

the poison is introduced into the flesh through a

puncture so minute—far smaller than the prick

made by the finest needle, and that the flesh

closes over the wound so completely imme-
diately the sting is withdrawn that it is practi-

cally impossible for any renredy to penetrate the

opening. L. Bicg-Withek.

The Wttr Office notifies tJwt from now ommrd aU papers
posted to any 7ieutral European country untl be stopped^

except those sent by publishers and neipsagents who have
obtained special permission Ironi the War Office. .ShcA

permission has been granted to TuE Garden, and sub-

scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norway,
,Sweden. Switzerland, ^Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatehed by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock .Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

',* The yearly Subscription to THE GULDEN i».- Inlond,
10s. lOrf. ; Foreign, 13s.
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Daffodils at the Forced
Bulb Show

By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

WHAT was the passage of time

like to Methuselah when. Jet us

say, he was 850 years old ?

Flying, simply would not be in it.

It is very difficult to realise that

the Royal Horticultural Society's Forced Bulb
Show held on March 12 was the tenth in succession,

the first one having been held in March, 1909.

It seems to be but yesterday that I was pleading

with the Narcissus committee to suggest such a

meeting to the Council ; but at three score years

time flies. It was a sorry show this time as far

as Daffodils were concerned. There were only

two comparatively small groups to keep things

going. It was indeed very pleasant to see the

old faces again, and our thanks are due to Messrs.

J. R. Pearson and Sons of Lowdham and Messrs.

Bath of Wisbech for the welcome sight. 1 have a

great weakness for the large Leedsii blooms (now
Class IV.a in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Classification). There were a good many of these

in fine condition in the Lowdham group. Norah
Pearson (my particular friend), Vega, Capella

and the slightly buff-toned Louise L. Linton

Avere quite good. Gipsy Queen made a striking

bit of colour ; it reminded me of Heroine or a

luuch glorified Albatross. I am glad, too, there

was a vase of Blackwell ; I know of no more pleasing

yellow-perianthed, red-cupped incomparabilis for

early work. Messrs. Bath had fine examples of

Silver Dawn, Mrs. Robert Sydenham, The Fawn,
White Slave, Evangeline, Buttercup, King Alfred

and Bernardino. It struck me that some of the

blooms in this group had caught " a couth," as

we say in our part. It does not do to take a flower,

before it is properly expanded, from a warm to a

too cold temperature in order to keep it back.

In nine cases out of ten the sudden change will

give it a peculiar, starved look, which it will never

lose. A word in conclusion in praise of this firm's

fine Tulip display in drainless bowls. Le R6ve
was magnificent. I hope there were some of our

American cousins there to see it. They " made "

Le K6ve many years ago now ; hence I suppose

came one of its synonyms, American Lac.

sepals and petals are of a warm rosy mauve colour,

the finely proportioned lip feathered and reticulated,

and gold shaded at the tube. A highly ornamental
novelty. Shown by Messrs. Flory and Black,

Slough.

These were shown before the Royal Horticultm-al

Societv on March 26.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Primula Juliae var. Jewel.—A large-flowered,

lall-growing, vigorously constituted edition of

the original, with bright purplish magenta coloured

flowers of the size of a large P. acaulis ; in fine,

a glorified P. Juli.t of intenser colour. A much
needed plant. Exhibited by Mr. B. D, Webster,

Newland, Newton Abbot.

Rhododendron Ernest Gill.—A handsome variety

said to be a cross between R. Luscumbci and R.

Fortunei. The rose scarlet flowers with crimson-

blotched base are individually rather suggestive

of an Hibiscus, and in the fine pyramidally outlined

head are as striking as beautiTul. The long

leafage, too, constitutes a fine setting to so much
colour. Shown by Messrs. R. GiU and Sons,

Falmouth.

Dendrobium Alpha var. Eleanor (D. euos-

nram x D. Requieni).—The sepals and petals are

rosy, the rose-tipped lip having a pronounced

white base. Quite a distinct and beautiful form.

From Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park,

Reigate (gardener, Mr. J. Collier).

Brasso-Cattleya Doris Langley Variety (C.

Lord Rothschild x B.-C. Mme. Chas. Maron).

—

A very handsome and beautiful variety whose

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—The bright sunny weather has hastened
the growth of both early and late Vines. Keep
the laterals carefully tied down, using strong
raffia, especially for the ties nearest the bunches
of Grapes. Damp the borders freely and close
the house early, with the exception of where no
fire-heat is employed, when less damping should
be practised. Give the borders a good watering
with tepid water, if needed, and keep a sharp
look-out for mealy bug. Vines in flower should
be tapped daily to distribute the pollen.

Strawberries.—.\ttend carefully to the watering
of these. On no account should the roots be allowed
to get too dry at any time, nothing being so
harmful to the development of fine fruits nor
more encouraging to red spider. Feed liberally,
keep the plants near the glass, and carefully
ventilate according to the weather. Bring in
fresh batches, and stand the pots on shelves in
houses not too warm for a start, increasing the
temperature as the plants advance in growth.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peach Trees.—Examine the roots of these and
other fruit trees growing on south walls, and, if dry,
give a good watering. Walls with gla^ coping
are where the roots of trees are very apt to get
drier than is good for an early, free development
of both growth and fruit, and should not be over-
looked. Also examine late-planted trees, give
water if needed, and a good mulching of well-
decayed manure over the roots to preserve moistiu'e
and encourage a free circulation of sap. Prune
back the shoots to within 12 inches to 15 inches
of the base, cutting above an eye pointing in the
direction the next leading growth is required to
form an even balanced head.

Grafting.—.•Vuy grafting to be done should be
taken in hand now that the bark parts freely
from the wood. Crown and rind grafting are the
methods most commonly practised on large trees,
and, if properly done, the trees soon develop good
fruitful heads—assuming the branches of healthy
trees to have been cut back to within 18 inches
of the main stem, a little more or less according
to the thickness. Two grafts should be inserted
in each. See that the scions are plump and
fresh, cut sloping, and slightly hollow 3 inches
at the base. Make a slit in the stock about the
same in length, raise the bark with a smooth piece
of wood, insert the grafts, bind up carefully with
damp, soft raffia, and then clay over in the usual
way.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbages.—Keep the hoe going freely among
young Cabbage plants and other growing crops.
Plant out on good ground airy which may have
been raised under glass, make up any losses which
may have occiured, and sow more seed of any
good and reliable variety.

Peas.—Make further sowings in good open
positions, allowing ample fpace between the rows
of tall varieties. Draw a little earth to any which
have attained a few inches in height, and stake
early. Watch for sparrows, and, should they
attack the plants, place two or three lines of
black cotton along the rows 2 inches or 3 inches
above the plant '.. Put out in the open any which
may have been forwarded under glass for that
purpose, and, should the weather set in cold, protect
with Laurel branches.

Potatoes.—Hasten the planting of these so
that the tubers may not get partly spoilt by
sprouting too much under cover. See that the
ground is loose and deeply cultivated, and do not
plant the strong-haulmed varieties too close.

Celery.—Make a final sowing of seed of the
best red varieties in pans and stand them in a
frame or greenhouse. Keep the seed well watered
and shaded from the sun till it has germinated ;

also attend to the pricking off of seedlings of
earlier-raised plants. H. Markham,

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)
Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli.—Sow thinly in shallow drills a foot
apart. Damp the seeds and roll them in drv red
lead to ward off the birds. Veitch's Autumn,
Veitch's Model, Methven's June, and Purple
Sprouting are good varieties.

Asparagus Kale.—Sow and treat as recom-
mended above.

Beet.—I* is too soon to sow the main crop,
but a small sowing of the Globe type should be
sown for early use.

Celery.—Prick off into rich soil in a frame,
allowing from 4 inches to 6 inches between the
plants. Keep the frame rather close and shaded
till gi'owth commences.

Peas.—Make another sowing of a second-early
variety as soon as the plants of the previous sowing
appear above ground. Ward off sparrows either
by means of Pea guards or by stretching black
cotton or red wool along the top of the lines
6 inches above ground.

Cauliflowers.—Plant out on a south border
autumn-sown plants, and, if sufficiently advanced,
those also raised in heat in January. If sharp
frost occurs, protect by means of Yew or Spruce
twigs, or cover with inverted flower-pots.

Salading.—Lettuce. Radishes, and Mustard
and Cress should now be sown in the open ground.

Hoeing.—Keep the Dutch hoe going wherever
weeds make their appearance, choosing a sunny
day for the work.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—.\s soon as the work of pruning is

completed, fork in a dressing of organic manure
and a light dressing of lime.

Mignonette may now be sown in the open,
although I prefer to treat it as a half-hardy annual,
pricking it off into boxes of pure fibrous loam.

Gladioli.—Named varieties in pots should be
hardened off. Dormant corms may be planted
in the open.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Attend carefully to the training of
the early batch, spray morning and afternoon,
and maintain a night temperature of 65°.

Peaches.—^Thin the fruits in the early house
when they attain the size of Hazel Nuts. Twelve
inches is a good average distance to allow between
the fruits. Select the largest fruits for choice.

Vines in moderately early houses wiU have
made considerable growth. Pinch beyond the
second joint after the bunch, and pinch out all

laterals. Disbud late Vines when they have made
half an inch of growth.

Orchard-House Fruits.—Attend carefully to
watering also to pollination by means of a rabbit's
tail attached to the point of a flower-stake.

Plants Under Glass.

Bush Chrysanthemums should be stopped
when from 4 inches to 6 inches high.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.—Shift early
struck stock from 2-inch pots into those 3! inches
in diameter. Yellow loam with a little sand,
soot, wood-ashes and powdered sheep or cow
manure forms a suitable compost at this stage.

Cuttings may still he rooted.

Fuchsias.—Continue to pinch and pot on young
stock ; but do not pot and pinch within a week of

each operation. Syringe daily.

Pelargoniums.—Stake and tie, and give appli-

cations of weak liquid manure.

General Remarks.^—Discontinue fire-heat in

cool structiures, provide shadings, and increase
ventilation.

The Pleasure Grounds.

Trimming Edgings.—If not already done,
grass edgings should forthwith be trimmed with
the edging iron. Except on narrow verges, the
roller should first be run along the edge of the
grass. Pare away as little as possible consistent
with doing the work efficiently. Preserve the
parings, in which to grow Cucumbers, Marrows 01

Tomatoes.

Lawns.—The mower will now have to be brought
into operation, but prior to making a start all

lawns should be swept and rolled.

Pruning Forsythias.—This work should be
attended to as soon as the plants go out of flower.

Leave sufficient shoots to provide next season's

crop of bloom. Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomficld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTUR/VL SOCIETY.

Much of interest and beauty were to be seen at

the comparatively small fortnightly exhibition

held at the London Scottish. Drill Hall, Buckingham

Gate, S.W.I, on March 26. Alpines and early

spring flowers naturally played a goodly part,

as did flowering slirubs. Rhododendrons, For-

sythias and others were particularly attractive,

the first named from Falmouth constituting quite

a feast alone. Carnations also were very fine, and

Orchids, as usual, played quite a leading part.

The two collections of well-kept fruit (Apples),

demonstrating afresh the superiority of the British-

grown article, received uiiqualified praise, and

rarely at this season has better produce been seen.

A few dainty Daffodil novelties were on view,

though none received an award. Two new hardy

plants and two new Orchids were,
,

howpver,

rcL-ipients of honours on this occasion.

Hardy Plants and Alpines.

An interesting contribution of the choicer alpines

came from Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, the
collection, rich in Saxifrages, siso containing Primulas,
Audrosi*ces, and more than one species of Draba. Of the

Saxifrages, S. Haagci was full of golden blossoms, S.

K^Tcheliana and S. Boryi being excellent white-flowered

sorts. The not often seen yellow S. pungens was also

good ; while of red-flowered sorts S. Stribnryi, S. Stuartii

and S. S. rosea were all good. Audrosarc pyrenaica,

Anemone vernahs, Draba dicranoides (yellow), D. Dedeaua
"(wliite) and Primulas farmosa, G. F. Wilson and Julitu

were also freely shown.
From Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries, Wisbech,

came a frei^h-looking lot of Polyanthuses, single and double
Primroses, Heavenly Bine Mii'scaris. together with Arabis
aubrietioides roseus, Orobus vernus rosen=i and O. v.

albus. Daffodils and Crown Imperials in the cut state

were also noted.
In the group from Mr. G. Keuthe, Lenten Roses, Hepaticas

in variety (influthig double blue), Synthiris reniforrais

(an early blue-llowercd plant not often seen), Scopoiia

hiadnikiana (a yellow-flowered member of the Solanum -

Order allied to S. carniolica), Epigiea repens. Rhododendron
flavescens, R. intricatum, Arabis albidns roseus, with
Shortias and a variety of the choicer Saxifrages, were
among the more prominent.

Messrt. Piper and Sons. Eayswater, had a lovely lot

of the fragrant-flowered Viburnum Carlesii, the clusters

of waxy white, pink touched, without parallel among
hardy shrubs. A capital exhibit of Primula denticulata

also came from the samt source. Both were well giowu
and sfflisiblj displayed.

Greenhouse Plants.

Among these a eplendid grouping of the ever-welcome
and precious Boronia mega^tigma was contributed by
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, 'Edmonton. For either

fragrance or graceful habit it U unparalleled, and, dowered
yriili the dainty brown and golden bells, the plants were
charming indeed. A sturdy-lookiug IVrn invaluable as

a pot plant for the home was Asplenium decorum. It

is a refined A. bulbiferum, vutually, and just as good
and enduring.
A Carnation novelty of more than ordinary promise

1^ Dorothy Gordon, from Messrs. Allwood Brothers.

Hayward's Heath. The centre is of rich rose, the petal

tips of paler hue. Fanny (a flaked and peppered fancy)
and Helen M. Gould (a pale rose flaked variety) were
other new sorts. Mikado, the indispensable, stood out
well.

A distinct new yellow Imantophyllum. I. iutea supcrba,
came from Mr. F. Bibby, Hardwick Grange, Shrewsbury,
a very fine head being shown.

Flowering Shrcrs.
Prunus Blireana (deep pink, coppei -coloured foliage)

and Forsythias intermedia. densiUora and viridissima

were from Messrs. Bunyard and Co., IMaidstone, whose
exhibits were singularly fresh- 100king.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, contributed Wistarias,

Pyrus japonica, P. j. alba and Pninuses of sorts.

Messrs. R Gill and Sons, Falmouth, showed a brilliant

lot of Rhododendrons, of which the richly coloured R.
Thompsonii, R. T. grandiflora and R.. Shilsonii were the
more lustrous and striking. R. Duchess of Cornwall
and R. Beauty of Tremough, of pinkish hue and excellent

truss, were others of note. A table of these afforded a
veritable colour feast.

Narcissi.

The more dainty and interesting of these were from
Mr. Herbert Chapman, Rye, whose dainty new hybrid
Narcissus eyciatliinus (cyclamiueus x calathinus) is

of the unorthodox order ; that is to say, while its perianth
segments arc yellow and the drooping cup white, a reverse
order of colouring to that wlueh is usual has been set up.
N. Bracken, a seedling from Firebrand x calathinus,
having a two-fiowered scape, is also a graceful sort.

Fruit.

Two good collections of Apples were staged, the thirty-
«jx dishes from Herbert Watney, Esq., M.D.. Buckhold.
Pangboume (gardener, BIr. E. Griffen), demonstrating
perfect conditions of storage. Half a dozen dishes of
tVjx'a Orange Pippin were as sound-looking and of as high
a class as could be expected in October. Ro>-aI Russet.

Bismarck, Wellington. Hanwell Souring, Blenheim Orange
and Gascoyne's Scarlet were others of high excellence.

Tower of Glamis was grand. A silver-gilt Banksian
medal was awarded.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, had a fine show of

late-keeping Apples, staging grand lots of Crawley Rf inette,

Hormead's Pearmain (yellow-skinned). Lord Derby
(almost golden). Prince Albert, Newton Wonder. Beauty
of Kent and Annie Elizabeth. Crawley Beauty, however,
surpassed all others for its perfect condition ; it approxi-

mates to the ideal. A silver-gUt Knightian modal was
awarded.

Orchids.

The display of these from Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown contained some very beautiful things, Odonto-
glossum Nora, O. Conqueror, O. eximeum and I.aelio-

Cattleyo G. Woodhams (rose sepals and rich velvet

crimson lip) being notewortliy.
Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-Schroderse var. Bradshawia?,

an all-white flower with much-fringed lip, from Pantia
Ralli, Esq., was very chaste and beautiful.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park (gardener,

Mr. J. Collier), showed a remarkable series of Dendrohiums
in the cut state.

In a tellmg lot from Messrs, J. Charlesworlh and Co..

Hayward's Heath, were many clioice Odontiodas, though
the more striking exhibit was Eulophia Petersiana, a
spicate raceme of which had thirteen of its handsome
garnet red flowers fully expanded. Dendrobium Schroderce

(butter yellow) was very pretty.

In the group from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. Oncidium
concolor (yellow) and Lielio-Cattleya Calabria (apricot)

were beautiful and distinct.

GARDENERS' PROVIDENT SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the United Horticultural Benefit
and Provident Society was held at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Hall on Monday, March 11, Mr. Charles
H. Curtis presiding. The chairman, in moving the
adoption of the annual reports for both sections, con-
gratulated the members on tlie financial position of the
society, and also stated that the amount of sick pav
for the year was £731 IGs. Of this sum £206 6s. 8d\
was paid to wounded and sick members in His Majesty's
Forces, and tlie amount paid to nominees of deceased
members was £435 6s. lOd.. of which amount £244 3s.

was paid to the relatives of members who had died on
active service. Mention was made of the loss by death of

Mr William Marshall, one of the founders of the society
;

also of the patron, Mr. Leopold de Rothschild. The
chairman appealed to members to m?kc the Juvenile
Section widely known. A special vote of thanks was
given to Mr. J. Hudson, senior trustee, for his valuable
services during the past thirty-six years: he has invested
the society's funds trora £2,000 to the present invested
funds. £52.800. Messrs. Gunner and Puzey were again
re-elected auditors; Mr. T. Winter, treasurer; and Mr.
A, C. Hill, 35, Alexandra Road, West Kensington Park,
London, W'.14. secretary ; and the four retiring committee-
men were agaui re-elected. Sir Harry Veitch, V.M.H..
F.L.S., has accepted the position of patron of the society
in succession to tlic late Mr. Leopold de Rothschild.

• ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDKN.
POTATOES MAJESTIC AND KERR'S PINK (C. S.

and Othei-f^).—Both varioties may be obtained from
Messrs. Debbie and Co., Edinburgh.

ARTIFICIAL MANURE FOR POTATOES (Miss E. F.).—
,4part from stable or farmyard mannre, you can apply
superpliosphate and sulphate of ammonia, good substitutes,

five parts of the former and tliree of tlie latter, well mi.xing

the two together and scattering in the rows at the time
of planting at the rate of 2oz. to each yard run of row.
Soot is an excellent manme to apply as a top-dressing

to the growth of Potatoes. Apply it to the rows at the
rate of two good handfuls to the yard run of row just

before the Potatoes arc earthed up for the first time.
Basic slag is an excellent manui'e to apply to the land
as a substitute for farmyard manure, but it must be
applied in autumn. It is too late to apply it now.

LONGEVITY OF VEGETABLE SEEDS U. F. H.).—
There is uo need to discard seed purchased last year,

as a rule ; indeed, it is wasteful to do so, as most sampled
of seed lose only a small percentage of their germinative
Iiowers annually' if they are kept in a dry place. In his

excellent book on vegetables M. de Vilmorin gives tiie

following as tlie average life of the common vegetable
seeds—many, of course, outlive this average : Onion,
Parsnip and Salsify, two years ; Kidney Ueans, Leek.
I'arsley and Pea, tlirce years ; Tomato. Carrot and
Mustard, four years ; Kale, Cabbage (and all the Cabbage
family). Cress. Lettuce, Chinese Cabbage, Radish, Spinach
and Turnip, five years ; Cucumber, Marrow and Beans,
six years ; Celery and Chicory, eight years ; and Endive,
ten "years. With ttie exception of Onion and Parsnip,
practically all vegetable seeds are good for sowing
not only in the year of purchase, but in the following one
as well. The address euciuired for is Drurv Lane, London,
W.C.

stems and dainty blooms of the Star Dahlia-s make for

elegance in floral' arrangements as well as in the garden.

SAXIFRAGA BURSERIANA SULPHUREA (O.rB-
S.-H.).—The name is " technically an error " because,

while on your own showing the plant is a cross-

bred, it stamps it as a mere colour variation of Burser'n

Saxifrage. Then, you ask why it is referred to as " a

reputed cross between a Burseriana form and Faldonside."

The answer is because Faldonside having already so

much Burseriana blood in its veins, there is an equal

probability—despite all that the hybridist would imagine

he has done to effect a cross—of the variation being but

a further development of latent influence from the original

cross (Burseriana macrantha x aretioides), which, first

giving S. Boydii, also, a year or two later and by way of

a " selfed " Boydii, gave rise to Faldonside. The last-

named, indeed, was probably only the result of latent

infiuence, minus any intermediary efforts of the hybridist,

and your plant might possibly have resulted in a like

manner, a matter we were not unmindful of when writing

up your plant. If you arc really in search of a new name,
or, as you put it, " a better one," two suggest themselves

at once, viz., S. icombcnsis and S. Haywardii. The
cliange of name could be brought about by your writing

to the secretary of the Koyal Horticultural Society,

giving full particulars of parentage, i.e., pollen parent

and seed prrent, and stating tlial, as it has been pointed

out to you that the name under which it was exliibited

and certificated on February 26 is technically incorrect,

you wish to rectify it before the plant is distributes.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUITS OF THE ALMOND TREE (J. M. i.).—The

Almond fruits produced bv your tree last year are not

likelv to have any market value, although you might

offer them to some local fruiterer. A special variety of

the Almond with thin-shelled nuts is grown for dessert,

and altiiough tlie nuts produced by most of the orna-

mental trees in this country arc edible, they are less pleasant

to the taste than the sweet variety, known under the scien-

tific name of Prunns Amygdalus var. dulc s. The shells

of the nuts of F. Amygdalus (the common Almond) arc

too liard and thick to make the nuts of much value, for

in breaking the shells there is a great possibility of m-
jurin" the kernels. Care must be taken in disposing ot

\lmonds that the nuts of the variety aniara (the

Bitter Almond) are not included, as they arc less whole-

some than tlie others, for tliey contain an appreciable

amount of prussic acid.

LOGANBERRY INFESTED WITH AN INSECT, ETC-

(E. E. /'.).—(!) Gather the fruits a little earlier. They

become affected in this way when overripe. (2) The best

thing vou can do with your young Blenlieim Orange

Apple tree is to take it up carefully without injuring the

roots, and then replant immediately, adding a little turfy

loam and a scattering of bone-meal to the soil. Before

replanting, prune back the largest of the roots to halt

their length, also cut back the tip ends only of all other

roots. In replanting, spread out the roots evenly before

the soil is placed over them. Do not plant the roots

too deeply ; the top roots should.not be more than 5 inches

below the surface. Tread the soil firmly over the roots

after replanting. You needi«iot winter prune, as the

tree will not grow much ne.xt year. It should fruit

well the following year. (3) Give your soil a good

dressing of lime, say. 71b. to the rod, wlien sowing

or planting vour various crops, also utilise your poultry-

manure bv digging it into the ground at the same rate as

the lime.
" We do not think vou need add anything more

just now, but when planting Potatoes scatter some soot

in the rows, sav, a good handful to the yard run ol row,

and give the v'oung plants a top-dressing when they arc

2 inches or 3 inches high by scattering more soot between

the rows before the plants are earthed np. (4) Wearenot
sure what plant it is you mean by the " Henna shrub

(Lawsonia alba)." Please give a description.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PLANTING DAHLIAS {Modesty).—Tio not plant out

until the end of May. The new Star Dalilias. of which
Crawley Star is the type, are sent out by Messrs. .T. Cheal
and Sons, Limited, The Nurseries, Crawley. The «iry

MISCELLANEOUS.
MEANING OF FRENCH WORD " TOPINAMBOUR."

Will some kind reader of TuE Garden enlighten my ignor-

ance as to the origin and meaning of the French word
" Topinamlour " for that much discussed (in every sense

of the word) vegetable, the Jerusalem Artichoke V—E. F. C-

[The name " Topinambour " recalls a (jurious episode

of French social life in the seventeenth century. In the

previous century the French had as Allies the natives of

the Caribbean Islands, named the Tupinambas, or

Toupinambeaux, from the word Tapuyas, the name in

the Tnpi language for the oldest tribe of these South

American natives. In the year 1613 the Parisians were

diverted bv the arrival of six of these natives, who, after

being hahiUee. a la Fiancalvi; quite took the city by storm

with their dances. Unfortunately, the climate or the

clothes of France did not agree with them, and ot the

six arrivals there were soon but three. The Potato and

the Artichoke were much confused after their intro-

duction, and the name of Topinaiubeaux was given to the

Artichoke, probably from its confusion with the South

American Potato. Linnaius was also misled by the name,

and gave the Jerusalem Artichoke a Brazilian origm in

his " Species Plantarum," but corrected it later.

—

Ed.J

NAMES OF T^mT.—Ingram ir,««ey.—1, Waltham
\bbev Seedling ; 2, Northern Greening. 'I'hc labels were

detached, but we presume these numbers are correct from

>'om- description of the habits of the trees.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— A' H. B.—Billbcrgia nutans.

./ H.—Petasites palmatus. JV. £.—A hybrid of

t^Tiripcdium purpiirata. T. C. C— 1, Helxinc Solieroli

;

2"Chlorophytnme'atmn •. 3, Oxalis Horibunda : 4,Crassal»

eoccinea —^.'J. W.—This terrible green weed is Gout

weed (JSgopodium Podagraria). The only way to get rid

of it is to dig it up where .t is among other plants.

C.'. T. T.—Probably Eucalyptus species. It is impossible

to identify from a single leaf.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

THE many scrappy and ambiguous
notices in the Press oi late anent the

poultry industry have had a tendency

to unsettle poultry-producers.

Carry On.—As I said in my Press

propaganda of 1914—" Carry on." Do not be
lunduly alarmed at any obituary notice you may
read of poor Biddy ; it will take many such

ambiguous paragraphs to kill the busybody laying

hen outright. You will lose her quicker by letting

her roost in a draught or leaving the pop-hole

•open at night for Reynard to walk into the parlour.

Follow the common-sense principles of feeding

the layers, and handle them exactly as warrants

the individual case. Meanwhile, grow all the food-

stufifs you possibly can for the birds and carefully

digest the notes on foods and feeding from my
pen which will appear in The Garden from time

to time. Recently it was stated in Parliament

that there will be 102. 0/ dry food per diem for

each hen hatched since January I,_^i9i6.

To My Readers.—Directly I know what is to

!^t* the ration of dry food, I promise my readers

general Press that you can feed laying hens

on grass or on raw cabbages, do not swallow

such doctrines. Very few really seem to know
why they give grain to fowls. Grain is given for

two reasons only : (i) to keep the gizzard active,

and (2) to keep the birds themselves active
;

and if you can find equivalent substitutes,

believe me, you can discard grain entirely. Let us

quietly go into the reasons why grain-feeding is

adopted. My views will differ from those of all

other experts, but they are the result of a very

close study of the hen from within and without

spread over very many years. The gizzard is a

highly essential organ, and operates much as does

the right hand when closed and rubbed to and
fro in the palm of the left.

The Work of the Gizzard,—In order to per-

form its necessary duties the gizzard calls for

something that is hard and which can be pounded
up against the pieces of grit established within

the organ. So long as you provide that hard

substance the gizzard runs smoothly. But so far

I have not mentioned the word " grain," except to

[April 6, 1918.

Finding a Substitute.—Can we find a substi-

tute for grain when we are considering only the

smooth working of the gizzard? I answer this

in the affirmative. If we place before the birds

dry mash or meal, even if it is only bran, this will

keep the gizzard constantly active. I can find

another substitute also, namely, what we as boys
called " rabbit-cakes." To prepare these, all

you have to do is to mince up greenstuff, vege-

tables and scraps, and to boil them up. When
ready, drain them and dry off the whole with
bran, middlings or meal. Next place the mix-
ture in tins and bake in the oven, and when
sufficiently baked store the cakes in air-tight

vessels for future use.

Rabbit-Cakes.—You can by this plan preserve

your surplus scraps and waste and feed same
eventually as a mash or as grain. In the former
case all you have to do is to break up the cakes,

scald the pieces and dry off again, adding any other

meals if so desired. You can, as an alternative,

break up the cakes into pieces and put the latter

through sieves so that you can first catch the fine

powder and then the small particles that are

about the size of grain. So much for the gizzard,

as the hard particles, if fed in a trough, will

supply material to keep the gizzard actively

engaged in grinding.

A Scratching Substitute.—It is when we come
to discuss a suitable substitute for grain to aid

scratching exercise that we have to solve one or

two problems. Anything in the nature of a

BREEDING I'ENS.

The breeding section on the Suffolk Poultry Farm, Hadleigh, Suffolk, the properly oj Messrs. Eastman Brothers. The farm covers 150 acres, and the

breeding stock alone comprises over 2,000 head of poultry. Pullets are trap-nested during their first six winter months of laying, and, as hens, the

best performers earn their places in the breeding pens.

.all possible help in planning egg-producing

.sneims. The pig was dead a few weeks ago, .but

the Irishman's faithful rent-payer has come to

life again ! There may be a better dawn to-

morrow for our little deserving Biddy ! Cereals

.are short, we are told ; but against this the country
is well stocked with poultry foods of all kinds, and
by the judicious use of available supplies in con-

junction with what can be grown at home, all

should be able to carry on. The strong agitation

in all directions may result in concessions being
made as regards the £40,000,000 Poultry Industry,
and the outlook is not black to the person who will

-follow the general principles of poultry-feeding.

Most of my readers are well placed in that they
have land available on which to grow foodstuffs,

and they have, too, well-stocked market gardens
the stirplus from which can all be utilised to the
full. The majority have grass range, too, which
can be put to excellent use on lines which I will

describe later. As a start I- will treat on grain-

feeding.'

Grain-Feeding.-When you are told by one

of those ambiguous and scrappy notices in the

say just why it is useful. If you can find any
other hard foodstuff which will keep the gizzard

working, then you can omit grain entirely from
the " gizzard " point of view. If the gizzard is not

given something that calls for pounding, it goes

soft and flabby and ceases to perform its functions.

Aid to Scratching.^—It is well understood

by progressive poultry-keepers that the hen which
is most active in the scratching litter is the best

layer. Grain is given, therefore, to keep the hen
active. But if you can find me a substitute

that will encourage scratching exercise to the same
extent that grain will when raked in the litter,

then I will pass it as quite the equivalent of grain.

Grain is not a stimulant for egg-production

;

it is the wet mash which tends to increase the

egg-yield. For breeding stock grain can be fed

to advantage, for the very reason that it aims at

fewer eggs, and more robust chicks are the result.

Stronger chicks are always obtained where the

breeding stock are fed on grain exclusively with

the addition only of raw greenery and drinking

water ad lib. than where the parents have mash
and giain.

biscuit, such as our rabbit-cake, is apt to become

softened and to stick to the litter, should the latter

be in any way damp. If we throw the particles

on the grass we do not aid scratching exercise,

so that oiu' litter nmst be dry and of such a nature

that it will readily take the cake particles. Some
open litters, like straw, would tend to help us

more than others, but there is another plan of

,

placing the broken cakes in a perforated zinc

canister. The latter will be scratched here and

there by the fowls, and a little of the food will

fall out at a time, thus encouraging exercise.

Or one might use the particles of cake in an auto-

matic feeder, only a little being scattered over

the litter at a time. The idea is worthy of full

experiments. Such cakes will keep fresh for a \'ery

long time if properly stored.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Ouen, The Garden Poultry Expert,

iviU be pleased to ansv:er, free of charge, any questions dealing

with poultry-keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will he

posted promptly. Communieations should be sent to Air.

W. Powell-Ouen, care of THE G.tltUEN, 20, Tavistock .Street,

Strand, W.C.2.
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Up
to the present it is doubtful whether

as much land has been prepared for

Potatoes this season as last, and it is

hardly to be expected that the igiS

yield will be as large as that of the 1917

crop, which was well above the average. As the Food

Production Department points out, the situation is

nK>st serious. We need a million acres of Potatoes

in Great Britain this year to make the food situation

safe. .'\s things now look, there is reason to fear

tliat we may be as much as 400,000 acres short

of our probable requirements in Potatoes during

igiS. This must be prevented at any cost.

Potato growing this year promises to be a very

sound business proposition. It is also a patriotic

duty of the highest importance.

Cutting of Seed Potatoes.—Owing to the

necessity of schedtiling for seed the whole crop of

certain of the scarcer varieties of Potatoes,

growers may find that the seed supplied to

them is larger than is normally the case. In

order that the greatest possible area may be

planted, large tubers should be cut. Some varie-

ties, such as Up-to-Date and Abundance, stand

cutting -well ; others, such as King

Edward and Ninetyfold, may be

much injured by cutting. Cut tubers

are less satisfactory for planting

in dry soils than in moist loams,

but every variety of Potato can be

lut and successfully used under all

ordinary conditions if carefully

treated. ' Two points must receive

attention : the grower should make
<ertain that an eye or bud capable

of growth is present in the set (if

Potatoes have been slightly sprouted

there is no difficulty in deciding

as to this point), and the cut

surfaces should be sprinkled with

slaked lime or finely sifted coal-

ashes. Either of these forms a

crust and prevents the Potato

drying after it has been cut. This

is specially necessary if there is any

likelihood of delay between cutting

and plantuig.

Structures on Allotments.—In

some parts of the country, says an

official notice from the Food Pro-

duction Department, hypera?sthetic

persons are objecting to the erection

of what they call " unsightly struc-

tures" on allotment plots, and have

attempted to get local authorities

to prohibit their erection. It is

good to learn that the Food Pro-

duction Department has no sym-

pathy with these sensitive souls,

and that wherever it is more con-

venient that workmen should have

lool-sheds on allotments instead of

carrying their tools backwards and

forwards for long distances, the M.\GXOLl
Department trusts that local

authorities will do nothing to prevent the most

efficient cnltivatioit of allotment plots. The e.\-

ample of authorities in the North Riding of York-

shire may well be followed where this difficulty

arises, the local allotment association being

asked to undertake the supervision of the

erection of any tool-sheds or other structures on

the allotment ground.

Sheffield Potato Contest.—.A Potato-growing

contest, open entirely free to all allotment holders

in Sheffield and within a twenty miles radius of

that city, is being organised by Mr. E. T. Ellis.

The object of the contest is to obtain exact infor-

mation as to which variety and what treatment

produces the Potatoes of the best all-round quality

in this South Yorkshire district. Full particulars

of rules. &c., can be had by sending a stamped
addressed envelope to Mr. Ellis at Weetwood,
Ecclesall, Sheffield.

Mr. Leonard Sutton.—The sympathy of the

whole nation goes out to Mr. Leonard Sutton of

Reading in the bereavement he has sustained in

the death of his son. Lieutenant E. M. Sutton,

R.E., recentlv killed in action in France. Of

.\ S.\LlClFOLI.*, NOW FLOWEKIXG IX THE B
Dlil.r. AT KI.W.

his ti\e sons who have taken commissions in

the .\rmy, four have laid down their lives in

battle.

" Kew Guild Journal."—With so many Kew
men on active ser\-ice it is not surprising that the

Journal just received is mainly devoted to letters

from the spheres of military operations. It is with

mingled feelings of sorrow and pride that we read

of eight more names added to those who have made
the supreme sacrifice for their country, viz., M. B.

Scott, H. M. WooUey, C. L. Digoy, J. C. Beswick.

John Giles, K. E. Ba^gs, H. W. L. Southgate and

A. J. Meads. Since the publication of the Journal

we learn that Mr. W. Clark, late deputy foreman

in the Flower Garden Pits, has been killed in action,

making a total, since the outbreak of war, of

seventeen fallen comrades from Kew. The
work at Kew is carried on most admirably

with the help of lady gardeners. This number is

dedicated to Mr. J. A. Gammie, a distinguished

Old Kewite, whose name is associated with the

Cinchona industry in Sikkim. Great credit is

due to Mr. .A. Osborn in keeping the Joiurnal so

full of interest at a time when the members of the

Guild are preoccupied and so widely

scattered.

Magnolias at Kew. — -\t the

present time—early April—deciduous

Magnolias are very beautiful in

various parts of the gardens at Kew.

In the ."Azalea Garden and near the

Victoria Gate are numerous isolated

examples of M. conspicua, M.

Soulangeana, M. Lennei, M. obovata.

M. Kobus and M. stellata, all

covered with large, fragrant blos-

soms. A comprehensive collection

is to be found in the Berberis Dell,

where a large p^-ramidal tree of the

rarer M. salicifolia has, curiously

enough, escaped the attention of

some critical visitors to Kew.

Near the Ferneries are large

masses of M. stellata, perfectly

covered with glistening white blos-

soms ; while bushes of various other

sorts are to be foimd in the neigh-

bourhood of the Main Gate and

Hardy Fernery. This year the

flowers are at their - best several

weeks earlier than they were last

year, and the various groups formed

a very attractive Easter feature. The

early flowering Magnolias are e.xcel-

lent shrubs for the Southern Coun-

ties, for they rarely^ fail to bloom

weU, and although in some years

the flowers are injured by late frosts,

they usually give a very good account

of themselves, and the smaller-

growing kinds are excellent for

large and small gardens alike,

whereas even the larger ones do

ERBERIS '"^t grow too big for gardens of

moderate size.
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£5 for the Largest Head
of Sunflower Seed

FOLLOWING on the lines of the
Claygate Sunflower Competition,
illustrated and described in our
issue of January 12, Mr. H. M.
Faure, The Manor House, Claygate,

now offers, providing there are at least
fifty competitors a prize of ;^5, in open
competition, for the largest head- of
Sunflower seed grown anywhere in
the United Kingdom, and five second
prizes of £1 each for the five next best
heads of seed. Further details of the
competition will be announced later.

The heads of Sunflower seed should be sent
to Claygate, and the Editor of The Garden
will act as judge. The competition will

be open until fairly late in the season
in order to give all competitors an equal
chance. The results of the competition
will be announced in The Garden.
The value of Sunflower seed as a chicken

food if mixed with corn is unquestionable,
and it is hoped that this ofier will act
as a stimulus to the growing of Sunflowers
and so alleviate the shortage of grain.
In the event of any readers growing more
seed than is necessary for their own require-
ments, the Food Controller will be pre-
pared to purchase ripened seed in quantities
of icwt. and upwards at a price to be
arranged later and with the Food Con-
troller's permission we fhall be pleased to
supply the name and address of a firm
in London who are prepared to take any
quantity from icwt. upwards of properly
matured seed grown in the United Kingdom
at the market price ruling at the time.
This firm is also prepared to guarantee to
supply the bags to any gardening associa-
tion which has a minimum quantity of
icwt. of seed to sell.

We may mention that one competitor
in Claygate last year succeeded in growing
40lb. of seed from half an ounce sown.

CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible jor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A HANDSOME TULIP TREE.

J
THINK the enclosed photograph of the Tulip

Tree here may interest your readers. The
tree is dangerously near the house, and it is diffi-

cult to get the whole of it in a photograph.

For the last 'twenty years I have noticed that it

is only about every second or third season that

the tree is literally covered with flowers ; it always
blooms.

—

Grace Morlev, Holden House, near

Tunbridge Wells.

CUTTING SEED POTATOES.
'T'HERE is a mistaken notion abroad that the

cutting away of a portion of the seed Potato

tuber aids in the production of larger crops. The
contrary is not infrequently true, but the idea

of those who advocate the cutting is that the

"decay" of the seed-tuber is thereby ensmred.

They have noticed that wher* the seed-tuber

fails to disappear the crop is small, and, probably

ignorant of the fact that plants need to digest

their stores of food, just as animals digest the

foods they eat before they can derive any good

THE GARDEN.

from them, they believe that any kind of decay
will ensure good crops. As a matter of fact, it

appears that Potatoes suffer from chronic indiges-

tion at times, and do not produce the substance
necessary for the digestion of starch, so that the

stores put by for the development of the young
shoot and plant cannot be used, and plant and
crop therefore suffer. Cutting the tuber under
such circumstances is no more a cure than cutting

off a finger would be a cure for dyspepsia in a

human being. In both cases the wound might
be the cause of destruction of tissue, althougli

sometimes no harm may result. I remember,
indeed, seeing Midlothian Early last year suffering

from this " won't grow " disease, both cut and
uncut tubers alike remaining sound when the poor

crop was lifted. There is apparently no cure,

while the disease is more prevalent in seed grown
in the South than in that imported from further

North. The cutting of the seed-tuber seems
to tend to reduce the crop, and the larger the cut

the more is this tendency evident.—C. J. F.

[We are not siure that we altogether agree with
our correspondent on this interesting point. We
know of Potato growers who, to aid the seed-

tubers in their decay, make a point of piercing

them with a nail before planting. They are

old hands at the game and highly successful

Potato growers. Last year an interestmg case

bearing on this point came to our notice. An
allotment holder had planted foui rows of a late

\-ariety. The seed-tubers were unsprouted, and
the shoots uncommonly slow in making an appear-

ance above ground—so slow, in fact, that tlie

allotment worker lifted one row and, after cutting

a piece out of each set, replanted them. These
tubers were the first to show above ground, and
they eventually gave a good crop. Many-—in

fact, most—of the other tubers failed to grow at

all, and the crop was very poor. The cutting

of the seed-tubers as a preventive against " won't

grow " disease ought not to be dismissed lightly.

It is, in our opinion, worthy of further observation

and experiment.

—

Ed.]

THE CORNISH BOX APPLE AND
OTHERS.

pEING away from home I missed Mr. Farmer's

reference in your issue of March i6 to the

old Box Apple. In my father's orchard at St.

Keveme, Cornwall, a large tree of this gave abun-
dant crops every year, and the fruit was held in

high repute for cooking, and especially for making
sauce. Rather above the medium size, it had a

rich yellow skin and very white flesh. Another

THE TULIP TREE AT HOLDEN HOUSE.
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good cooking Apple grown in the district was
named Primrose, an early sort of large size, a
free bearer, with a yellowish green skin, red on
the sunny side. The Red Quarrenden grown
there far surpassed in flavour any I have tasted

since, and when quite ripe was shot with red to

the core. Not so sure a cropper and not of equal
flavour, but yet a good cooking sort, was the

White Quarrenden. Yet another Apple of which
I have a recollection was called Fair Maid of

Taunton. This had a pale yellow skin and white
flesh. It grew to a fair size, of a rather

flattened shape, and kept in good condition until

March or April. My father was much interested

in Apple-growing and had many good sorts,,

including Cornish Gilliflower and Sops o' Wine.
He left the district fifty years ago and, unfortu-

nately, his. fine orchard, in which were many old

varieties of Apples, no longer exists. Some thirty

years ago I made enquiry

of several nurserymen
for the Box, White
Quarrenden and Fair

Maid of Taunton Apples,

but could learn nothing

of them.—R. P.

AN EFFECTIVE
BIRD SCARE.

'T'AKE an inferior Po-

tato, run a nail into

it with string attached

;

tie the other end of the

string to a stick bent over

at the top end
;

put a

few white hen's feathers

in the Potato, and put the stick in the seed-so%vn

ground. Every breath of air will twirl the
Potato round and keep birds off.

—

Mrs. Adcock,
Westleigh, Maney, Sutton Coldfield.

SOME PLANT NAMES.

TV/r.W I venture to add a few notes to the Rev.

G. H. Engleheart's remarks on this subject,

philology being a subject on which every Englishman
feels entitled to air his views ? The origin of the

.'\nemone as recorded by Ovid or Bion does not

throw any light on the name when these stories

are considered alone ; but Sir J. G. Fraser, in his

inexhaustible " Golden Bough," has given a possible

solution whicli is worthy of note. The two authors

above mentioned describe this flower as springing

from the blood of Adonis (Ovid) or the tears of

Venus (Bion). The worship of Adonis with its

floral associations was widespread in the East, as

readers of " Herodotus " will remember. The
Ajifmone flowers in Syria about Eastertide, and is

tlierc considered to have sprung from the blood

of Adonis. An epithet which is applied to the

beloved of Venus is " Naaman," or darling, and
it is in this word that Sir J. G. Fraser sees a possible

origin. To support this we have the fact that the

Arabs still call this flower " the wounds of

Naaman," and in Germany it is known as " Adonis

blume " and also " BJut stropfchen " (drops of

blood.) This Eastern origin suggests that it may
have come into Europe by the hands of the Moors,

as did the Apricot, and a search in early herbals

for a confirmation of this would perhaps repay

attention. If we are to seek an origin in " nemo-
rosa," it will be necessary first to establish that

the original Anemone was a wood inhabitant.

In the case of the Walnut, I must beg leave to mark
some of Mr. Engleheart's statements with a very

large query mark. First of all, by whom and when
was the Walnut called " Avellana " ? Avellana

is a town in Campania, and Cato seems to have betn

the first to have used this name. There was, 1
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agree, very considerable confusion between the

nuts in early Roman days, due, doubtless, to the

tact that they were received from the East as fruits

• inly, and the trees were not known. Pliny, how-
ever, quite unmistakably describes the Walnut
when he refers to it as the only nut with the shell

in two parts like small boats. This he names as

ilie ' nuces juglandes," or Jovis Glans, the nut

1 if Jove ; hence our Juglans. In the same chapter

lie describes the Filbert " avellanis quas antea

.\bellinas patrio nomine apellant." From this,

'if course, comes oiu: Corj'lus Avellana and the

French " Avelines." I fail to find any trace of the

word " avellina " applied to the Walnut—certainly

nut in the Romance languages, where one would
expect to find it if anywhere. All the Northern

nations, according to Skeat, use names which
have the word " wealh " or like formations,

wealh " meaning a Celt. To Chaucer it was
Walnut, and also to Piers Plowman,
limay, of course, be that the

\\'alnut came into Europe by two -^

routes—the usual Romance route

and by the Celtic migration also.

It would therefore be of great

interest if Mr. Engleheart would
tell us when and where he has

-

lound the word " Avellana " or its

derivatives used in Northern Europe
for the Walnut.—E. A. Bunv.ird.

T SCARCELY dare venture to

differ from the Rev. G. H. Engle-

heart, but I have always thought

the countrj'man misrepresented as

saying " Wuts." To an attentive

ear he correctly sounds holh vowels

—

" O-ats." It is the townsman who
mispronounces the word ; he says

' Otes " to rhyme with " motes."

—

-\nne Am.\teur.

A HANDSOME THISTLE.

T AM sending a photograph of

a Thistle in a Rose bed. The
Thistle appeared as a chance seed-

ling last spring and was allowed

to run its course. It is, I believe,

the true Scotch Thistle. Triumph
of Caledonia ! Not only did it

thrive at the expense of its neigh-

hours, but its prickly armature

smothered up the surrounding

Rnses.

—

Wavland.

"THE GARDEN' AT THE
ANTIPODES.

VOU will be interested in the

following, which I had from

.1 lady going round my garden

.liter church this morning (Easter

Day). We were talking of beds
if vegetables taking the '

place of flowers

and she said to me, " Had you not one
last year which was illustrated ? " " Yes !

"
I

said. Then she told me that she had received a

1. tter from a friend in Australia who resided in

\'irtoria, and som? kind friend living in the country
.1 few miles away sent as a present a basket of

vegetables. The basket was lined at the bottom
with a piece of paper or magazine. Curiosity got

the better of the lady, and she took it out and began
li) read it, when, to her joy, she found it contained
" news from the Far Country " and her old home,
llalstead, Essex, in particular, for there was the
" War-time flower-bed " from The Cedars garden
as it appeared in tile summer of 1917. Is not truth

•iften stranger than (iction ?^(Miss) H. C, Pmi.-
BRiCK, The Cellars, Hahlcad, Essex.

VEGETABLES THAT FEED US
WHAT TO GROW IN THE GARDEN AND ALLOTMENT.

By Somerville H..\stings, M.S., F.R.C.S.

WHEREVER we go at the present

time food is the principal subject

of conversation. And this is

not unreasonable, for we are

assured that the food problem,

not only for this country, but for the whole world,

is really serious, and that, even if the war ends
quickly, it is likely to reiuain so for some time.

It behoves us, therefore, in planning our gardens

and allotments for the coming year to find out

which vegetables are most nourishing, and grow
only what will really feed us.

.\ GIANT THISTLE IN .\ BED OF ROSES.

But vegetables are not only useful because of

the actual food {that is, flesh-forming and heat-

giving) substances which they contain. They
also act as appetisers and stimulants to digestion,

and contain valuable acids and mineral salts.

Moreover, the indigestible residue which re-

mains acts as a stimulus to the intestinal move-
ments and tends to prevent constipation. Almost
all the ordinary vegetables are valuable in these

ways, so that if we make a rule of taking some
other vegetable besides Potatoes at least once
a day, these factors will be completely provided for.

The actual food substances contained in vege-

tables must now be considered. Foods are of

two chief varieties : (i) Flesh-formers (proteins)
;

{2) heat and force producers : (a) carbohydrates
(starches and sugars), and (ft) fats. Elaborate

tables arc to be found in books telling us the per-
centages of these various food substances con-
tained in vegetables. These figures are obtained
by analysis, but are of really very little practical
value. What really concerns us is the amount of

foodstuff that can be digested and absorbed, and so

made use 0/ by us. Turnips, for instance, contain
about 5 per cent, of carbohydrates, but it appears
that only a small part of this can be made use of
by the human body.

The exact quantities of proteins, carbohydrates
and fats required per day varies vrith the individual

and the amount of physical work
he is doing. Moreover, carbohy-
drates and fats are to some extent

replaceable ; thus the Chinaman
gets abundance of carbohydrates,

as starch, from his Rice, but little

fat
; while the Esquimaux do very

well as regards fat, but get very
little starch or sugar. Recent
experimental research and the
experience of Germany seem to

indicate that we can get along
quite well with a much smaller
quantity of protein than was
formerly imagined. In the ordinary
way we obtain most of our protein

from meat, milk, eggs and cheese

;

but this substance is also contained
in large quantities in Peas and
Beans- of all sorts, and to a less

I'.xtent in Wheat, Oats and Pota-
toes. It is the last three named
which provide most of our starch

;

while, as far as the garden is con-
cerned, sugar is mainly obtained
from the Parsnip, Carrot and Beet,

as well as from fruits. It will

therefore be seen that we can
obtain from the garden all the
food substances we need, with the

exception of fat. And here comes
the real difficulty, for we cannot do
without fat, and yet almost all

vegetable foods except nuts contain
but little of this essential com-
modity. It is true that Sunflower
seeds, which so many people are
now growing to supply their chickens
with food, contain fat in large

quantity, but, as far as I know,
they have never been used for

human consumption. Oats contain
some 6 per cent, to 8 per cent, of

fat, so there is good reason for our
porridge at breakfast, and we must obtain the
remainder of the fat we need from nuts (either

directly or indirectly in the form of margarine),
or from animal sources, as meat, butter, cheese
or milk.

.Although the pulses (Peas, Beans and Lentils)

contain large quantities of protein, amounting to

some 20 per cent, to 30 per cent, by weight of

the dried seeds, these food substances are not so
readily digested as those contained in meat, and
not more than about 60 per cent, to 80 per cent,
are, as, a rule absorbed. Dried Peas and Beans
also contain about 50 per cent, of carbohydrates,
nearly the whole ol which is readily digested
and absorbed. I- as and Beans are therefore
most valuable foods ; indeed, as far as the garden
is concerned, they are our chief source of protein.
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And now at last we are in a position to answer

the question witli which we started :
" What

vegetables shall we grow in our gardens and

allotments ?
"

First of all, let Potatoes be our main crop.

More heat and force producing foods can be pro-

duced by planting a given area with Potatoes

than with any other crop, for Potatoes contain about

15 per cent, of starch, nearly all of which can be

digested and absorbed, and thus made use of by

the body. As a matter of fact, as regard protein

also we get the best return by planting our ground

with Potatoes, for though these vegetables con-

tain only about 2 per cent, of protein, almost all of

this is readily absorbed, and as Potatoes are such

heavy croppers we can get more protein out of

our land by their cultivation than in any other

way. Nevertheless, the percentage of protein

is so small that we should have to eat an uncom-

fortable quantity of Potatoes to obtain enough,

if we lived on Potatoes only. The protein and

valuable salts of the. Potato are contained in its

juice, and a good deal of both are washed

away and lost in the water Potatoes are cooked in,

unless they are boiled in theu: " jackets." Potatoes

are also valuable solvents of uric acid.

It will be clear from the above that if we are

going to feed ourselves from our gardens we must

grow vegetables richer in protein than Potatoes.

Such are Peas and Beans, which, when dried, contain

as much as 20 per cent, to 30 per cent, of protein.

Let us therefore put in Broad Beans, Peas,

Scarlet Runners and French Beans for use in the

ordinary way, remembering, of course, that in

the case of the last two we are eating only the husk

of the Bean and obiaining comparatively little

nourishment from it. Let us also give up as niucli

space as we can spare to Peas and French Beans

lo dry for winter use. Of these the dwarf varieties

are easiest to grow, as they require no sticks.

Several Idnds, such as small white Haricots,

Brown Dutch Beans, Canadian Wonder Beans

and others can be successfully grown. With

the pulses the yield is, however, not large, and

4lb. of dried Peas to the rod is a fair average.

The nutritive value of Carrots, Parsnips and

Beets is almost entirely due to the sugar they

contain ; but Parsnips have also a little starch in

them. The sugar averages some 10 per cent, by

weight, but half of it is lost when these vegetables

are boiled or steamed in the ordinary way. They

should rather be cooked in a double pan with a

very little water, or, in the case of Carrots, a little

fat. Parsnips and Beets are worth growing in

some quantity, as the return from a given area is

larger even than that of the Potato, though the

nutritive value is, bf course, less. Moreover,

they keep well.

Most of the other vegetables that are gener-

ally grown have very little real food value.

Cabbage, Cauliilow-er and various Greens are

almost devoid of protein and fat, and the

greater part of the small percentage of carbo-

hydrates that they contain is lost in boiling.

Nevertheless, as already stated, these and other

vegetables may be usefully taken for other reasons

and are valuable as a source of iron compounds.

Turnips are practically devoid of protein and

contain no starch. A little of the small percentage

of carbohydrates which they contain may become

changed to sugar and get absorbed. Swedes

are but little more nourishing than Turnips.

Artichokes contain no starch and but little protein

and sugar. It is uncertain if any of the re-

maining carbohydrates which enter into their

composition can be absorbed. Onions should

be regarded mainly as condiments, but large

Spanish Onions contain a little sugar.

Therefore in war-time let us gi-ow large quan-

tities of Potatoes, Peas and Beans, drying most

of the last two for winter use ; moderate quan-

tities of Parsnips, Canots and Beets ; and small

quantities of any other vegetables which we find

appetising and agreeable.

My Grandfather's Garden
Planned by Paxton

B V ANNE AMATEUR

A RECENT PORTRAIT OF " .\NNE AM.\TEUR.

HAPPENING to mention to the Editor

that my grandfather's garden was

planned by Paxton {before he became
" Sir " Joseph), he forthwith demanded
a plan and description of it. So I WTote

to my youngest aunt—sole survivor of the seven

children who played in that garden in the '40's and

'50's—and she drew a complete plan of it for mc.

[Unfortunately, the plan is not a success.

—

Ed.]

The garden of wjjich I write was about two

acres in extent. The first thing which will strike

modern gardeners is the simplicity of its plan

and the few flower borders. This may be partly

due to the fact that my grandfather was no

gardener, but a most hospitable man who valued

his garden, as an annexe to the house, where_ h'-

might entertain his numerous guests in summer.

Nevertheless, it had some notable features, showing

Paxton's taste. An aviary stood in the slirubbery,

close to the drawing-room windows, wherein

singing birds di^ " maken melodie," secure from

the stable cat and white nursery cat, a renowned

huntress, whose name was long enough to please

a florist's ear, for it was " Lady Timothy Lih

Toosie Ducksie Was." Though the birds were

safe, the numerous goldfish in the lake did not

escape her paw, for she was not infrequently seen

to hook one out. The lake was full of goldfish,

and when one of the little girls fell in, she declared,

when rescued, that she had seen a salmon, and

when asked what colour it was, replied, " Pink,

of coiurse." The two small mounds added much
to the charm of the lawn. Obviously they were

made of the earth scooped out in making the lake,

which was crossed near one end by a little bridge.

The grotto was very quaint. It faced north-

east and was filled from top to bottom with Ferns,

&c. A cistern was concealed on its roof, and,

when a hidden tap was tiurned, water trickled

down and kept them moist in, warm weather.

It was somewhat like a shrine in shape, and wm>

partly shaded by a large old Mulberry tree (mucli

older than the garden). Mulberry trees abounded

in Hackney and Loiidon Fields, probabh-

planted by silk v/eavers in olden days. A large,

shady summer-house, set in the shrubbery close b\',

looked across the lake and lawn to the two large

glasshouses, one of which contained great Camellias.

These furnished flowers for the girls and their

friends to wear at dances. The plants grew sn

large that the pots had in time to be sunk deep

in the ground. Other plants kept there were

Fuchsia fulgens (we also grew these at Surbiton,

and I loved to stroke their velvety leaves in my
childhood), blue Agapanthus and tall Chimney-

Campanulas. These, I believe, were set out in

summer along the broad terrace path across thi-

back of the house.' The wide borders had shrubs

and flowering trees at the back—Laburnums,

white and purple Lilacs, Guelder Roses and Crab

Apples ; and in front, bushes of Maiden's Blush and

sweet-scented Cabbage Roses and flowers. AU
along the sunny wall were Peach and .Apricot

trees. .A high ornamental wrought-iron gate

with an arch over it screened the kitchen garden

on that side, and along the other a row of fruit

trees, Ribston Pippins among them, hid the

Lovers' Walk. In the kitchen garden Salsify

grew among its choicer vegetables. Then,

too, was Granny's pet bush of small Greengagr

Gooseberries. A fowl-house and run occupietl

the far end of the kitchen garden.

The large lawn was, however, the " feature " ol

the garden. There Simday-school treats took placr
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and small boys played cricket ; and on my father's

twenty-first birthday, one July, a large marquee

was erected, and my youngest aunt aforementioned

tells me she spoilt her first pair of white kid

gloves by swinging on its ropes. (She is evidently

my very own kinswoman in disregard of white

raiment—that torment of active little girls in

Victorian days !)

Taken altogether, I do not know that any

modem gardens I have seen are a marked im-,

provenient on this of Paxton's. There was a

dignity in its simplicity and an interest in the details

wliich did not intrude themselves at first sight,

but were revealed as one walked round it.

IRISES
THE RETICULATA SECTION.

VISITORS to my garden often ask what

first induced me to take up the cultiva-

tion of Irises, and my answer is that

it was the desire to grow something

which from the open ground would

give me flowers in those winter months when most

small gardens are entirely devoid of flowers of -

any kind. The first flowers of my first reticulatas

proved so fascinating that, once I had seen them

open in my garden, 1 was eager to go on growing

all obtainable Irises, raising seedlings of them

and hybrids between them. It is seldom now

that a week passes in any year, except, indeed,

during unbroken spells of frost and snow, without

some Iris buds appearing. The well-known

Algerian I. unguicularis (syn. stylosa) is a great

stand-by in the darkest days of winter, especially

when the clumps have become well established

in some warm, sunny corner against a wall, where

slugs and snails are not too numerous and the soil

is light and poor ; but, once we have reached the

New Year, it is seldom long before the first buds of

some reticulata Iris emerge from their sheaths.

The name reticulata was given to draw attention

to the fact that the outer coat of the bulbs consists

of a network of fibres. All the members of the

section are found in the region lying between

the Caucasus and the Dead Sea on the North and

South, and Western Asia Minor and Mesopotamia

to the West and East, for I. Kolpakowskiana and

I. Winkleri are so imperfectly known that their

position in the genus is still a matter of conjecture.

The first to appear is usually I. histrioides,

which in its best form from the neighbourhood of

Amasia in Northern Asia Minor produces a

magnificent flower quite 5 inches across. The
colour is a bright rich blue, with a certain amount

of white groundwork appearing in small patches

on the blade of the falls. The flowers appear

with extraordinary rapidity when a few warm days

follow a period of frost and snow, and shoot up so

rapidly that they outdistance the points of the

stout, four-sided leaves. Of this Iris there is an

inferior form, called sophenensis, from the ancient

name of the district from which it comes. Its

colour is inclined to be a rather dull blue of a slaty

shade, and the plant is smaller in all its parts and

in every way less desirable than the type.

Further south in Asia Minor we get I. histrio,

so named because its livery was thought to be as

gaudy as that of an actor. The'' colour varies a

good deal, but nearly always consists, on the falls,

of a mottled effect produced by spots and blotches

of two shades of blue purple. I. h'.strio is at once

more slender and, in my experience, more delicate

than I. histrioides, though some of its forms are

very beautiful. The most remarkable was sent to

me from Marash, and had flowers which were

wholly of a dark reddish black. For some years it

led a precarious existence here, but now I am afraid

the last bulb has succumbed. Possibly in other

English gardens the bulbs might have been more

vigorous, for I am inclined to think that Asia

Minor plants are, as a whole, peculiarly unsuited

to light sandy soils. Chionodoxa is a pleasing

exception, but it may well be that its home is on

some comparatively rare geological formation

and not on that heavy red clay soil which is so

often found in limestone districts in Southern '

Europe and apparently in Asia Minor, and which

seems to contain some plant food that cannot

be artificially supplied with any certainty. The

yellow I. Danfordia; is another example of this

difiiculty. After a bulb has flowered, it does not

seem to form a few bulbs of which one or two will

flower the next year and the rest the year after,

but a vast number of bulblets no bigger than a

grain of Wheat, which I find it difiicult in this

poor soil to nurse on till they become strong

enough to flower.

Reticulata itself is easier to manage and increases

rapidly unless the bulbs fall victims to the fell

disease, which sometimes carries off whole colonie's.

The remedy seems to be to lift the bulbs annually

and to replant them again shortly afterwards

grown garden Irises than Cantab, though the latter

may be more readil)' conveyed to a show in good

condition.

Another puzzle connected with I. reticulata

is that seedlings of the blue type always, in my
experience, give red purple forms. It is only in

the second generation, produced by cross-fertilising

the red purple seedlings among themselves, that

blue purple forms like the so-called type appear.

This result does not seem to tally with the Mendelian

laws, for whether the red colour were dominant

over the blue or the blue over the red, by no loiowu

law would the self-fertilised blue give all reds in the

first generation.

Perhaps the most difficult of all the reticulatas

to grow is I. Vartani, from the neighbourhood of

Nazareth. It is distinguished by the long style

crests and by its strong scent of Almonds. The

colour is usually a pale slaty blue, though a ?ew

years ago there was obtainable a white form, of

which some were beautifully mottled with pale

blue. I. Vartani was valuable because freshly

imported bulbs could be relied upon to flower

by Christmas, if not earlier. Let us hope that we
shall be able to import it again before long.

THE GRANDFATHER
(from a pahiling about T817. Bryant

in fresh soil. The bulbs should be carefully

picked over while they are out of the ground, and

any " suspects " burnt.

One of the puzzles about I. reticulata is how the

well-known deep blue form ever came to be known

as the type. All the wild examples that have ever

reached me from its home in the Caucasus have

been of the red purple shade that is claimed for

Krelagei, and Bieberstein's original illustration

(M. Bieberstein, " Cent. Plant. Rar. Taur.

Cauc," I., t. II [1810]) is apparently neither the

one nor the other, but a paler blue fonu more

like that which Mr. Bowles discovered in his

garden and christened Cantab. The latter now
rejoices, I believe, in a first-class certificate, though

I must confess to being surprised when 1 read

that it had attained to that honour. It is un-

doubtedly distinct and of good constitution for a

reticulata, but it always seems to me that plants

that lend themselves to being grown in a niass

in pots or pans fare much better at the hands

of the Floral Committee than do others which are

only at their best in the garden. I may be preju-

diced, but it does seem to me that there are a good

many more strikingly handsome and more easily

S COTTAGE AND FAMILY
and May's Factory now stands on this silc.)

Anvone who deliglits in brilliancy of colouring

and in velvety texture of petal, rather than in

the size of the flowers, should obtain a few bulbs

of L feakeriana and make crosses between this

Mesopotamian species and the best forms of reticu-

lata and Krelagei. The deep velvety lip of Bakeri-

ana seems always to be present in the hybrids, and

this species, which has no yellow in its flowers,

seems als^o able to suppress the orange central

line of reticulata. Many years ago now Max
Leichtlin sent me a present of a single bidb

labelled Bakeriana Melaina. When it flowered

I suspected this "black" Bakeriana of being a

hybrid of Bakeriana and reticulata, and determined

to try the cross. Two or three years ago the de-

scendants of Leichtlin's bulb and the first of my
hybrids opened on the same day and were identical.

There has been much variety among these hybrids,

some of which I hope to be able to keep and grow

on, but some of which I have lost through careless

treatment, owing to lack of labour in these hard

times.

It would be interesting to see what the result

of hybridising I. Danfordia' with any other

reticulata would be. Would the yellow colour
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be altogether obscured, and would the minute

bristle-like standards become lengthened and
more obvious ? No hybrid of this Iris is, how-
ever, known at present.

Seeds of the reticulatas should be sown early

in the autumn in fairly deep pots of rieh soil.

The pots should be left in the open imtil the seeds

germinate early in the new year. Then the pro-

tection of a cold frame will do them no harm,

and they may be left there to become quite dry
in summer. Later on they should, be put out

in the open again in the same pots for the winter.

At the end of their second season they may be

sifted out of the pots and planted out in nursery

beds, where they will flower a year or two later.

All the species and forms look best when grow-

ing either in the rock garden or among dwarf

shrubs at the edge of a shrubbery. The type

especially goes well with Chionodoxa sardensis,

and I advise anyone who has not seen them to-

gether to try the effect.

Iris reticulata is often said to be capricious.

Perhaps it is, but the truth seems rather to be

that it suffers from having to make its growth
amid the frequent changes of temperature, which

render the early months of the year so trying in

England. The best we can do is to make the

bulbs strong by good feeding, and this is more
easily and safely done by planting them in soil

that is naturally rich in plant food than by trying

to enrich poor soil at the planting-time by a liberal

addition of half-decayed leaf-mould or manvure.

Both of these are only too apt to foster the fungoid
,

growths to which the btilbs are such easy victims.

The bulbs should be lifted as soon as the foliage

has turned yellow, and it may sometimes be

useful to know that little harm is done to them
if it is necessary to shift them when they are

actually in flower.

Charterhouse, Godalming. W. R. Dykes.

A New Food Plant
A NYTHING in the nature of a contri-

/^ bution towards increasing our food

/ % resources at the present time is par-

/"^^L licularly welcome, especially when that
* ^ contribution comes from one of our

own Colonies. It is therefore of special interest

to read in the February 9 issue of the Agricultural

News, which is one of the official publications of

the Imperial Department of -Agriculture for the

West Indies, that a species of Mucima has recently

attracted some attention in view of its ctiltivation

at the Botanical Station, Montserrat, in whicli

district it is grown under the name of Bengal

Beans, chiefly for use as a stock food. Perhaps
the best-known species of the genus Mucuna is

that known as the Cow-itch or Cowhage (Mucuna
pruriens), a strong tropical climber, the pods of

which are clothed with short, stiff hairs, which
penetrate the flesh and cause intolerable itching.

They were at one time much used as a vermifuge,

being given in treacle or s>Tup, their action being

purely mechanical by penetrating the body of

worms rather than by any active properties of

their own ; so there isno fear of the plant in question

iiaving any poisonous principle, which, indeed,

lias been guarded against by careful analyses,

and the matter is summed up in the following

extract from the Agriculliiral News : " The position

is that, as regards the varieties of Mucuna nivea,

with which species the plant has been identified,

there is a considerable body of evidence that

they have been used as food for human beings in

the United States, Nyasaland, India and elsewhere,

and also as a feeding stuff for animals, without
causing ill effects. Further, numerous independent
analyses of the Beans have been made, and no
indication of any deleterious constituents has

been found. The suspicion that has been cast

on the suitability of the Beans as a foodstuff is

due to a single trial arranged by Professor Rolfs,

who does not attach final importance to the result

of this trial, in view of the general experience in

the United States that the Beans are wholesome."

The article concludes with the following suggestion :

" While, therefore, further trials of the Beans as

a foodstuff seem to be needed, the bulk of the

evidence available indicates that they are whole-

some, and certainly justifies cautious trials of

them as a feeding stirff for animals, if not as a

foodstuff for himian beings." . Hence we have the

probability of a new food plant, if not for home
production, at least in our Colonies.

Lympstone. John R. Jackson.

RIVIERA NOTES
Bv EDWARD H. WOODALL.

For once in a way the

gardeners on the Riviera

liave had a very bad
time. Sharp frosts at in-

tervals of three weeks or

a month have damaged
all the tender plants and

climbers to a degree that

has not been equalled

for many years. Absence

of rain, both in autumn
and winter, has been most

trying, and the almost perpetual sunshine of this

season has burnt up what the frosts spared.

Spring, however, asserts itself in spite of all these

drawbacks, and Cherry blossom, Wistarias and

Judas Trees are again full of bud and flower. In

these distressful days of war the Potato takes

precedence of the Palm, and the cultivation of the

rabbit replaces that of the Carnation. Violets have

suffered very imusually from the attack of a

small fly, whose eggs produce gall-like swellings

on the leaves and entirely arrest all growth.

As yet no one has been able to do more than pull

off the affected leaves and burn or crush them

—

a very inadequate remedy. The scarcity of

petrol will prevent the Orange trees from being

properly syringed so as to keep down the Chrysom-
phalus pest ; and Olive trees, after their splendid

crop of oil this winter, cannot receive the manur-

ing and pruning they need for another season, so

the cultivator on this coast has many anxieties.

Roses even have felt the effects of drought

and sudden alternations of temperature, and are

not only very late, but have lost many of the

earlier flower-buds. There were no Callas for Easter

this year, and the white, Germanica Irises are as

yet hardly in flower, so the markets are much
shorn of their usual beauty. The wild flowers,

however, are still with us, though dwarfer than

usual. The other day I saw in a very secluded

and shaded valley the most enchanting sight of

thousands and thousands of blue Hepaticas

starring the rocky banks tmder the Oak trees,

with slender-growing wreaths of Blackthorn and
Jcmon yellow Coronilla Emerus screening them
from the too ardent rays of the sun. Surely

the Hepatica would tlurive equally well in

England in any Oak wood ! Nothing could

be more worth establishing in quantity, and
with our native Primroses wo;ild produce an

effect far more worth stiiving for than even the

most elaborate rockwork, which, though very

excellent and useful, is not always appropriate.

It is true that seeds take a year before 1,hcy

come up, but when that fact is once fully grasped,

the multiplication of the Hepatica is easy indeed.

In a flower-bed the Hepatica cannot show its

full beauty The shelter of the overhanging trees

and rocks is essential to the preservation of its

handsome leaves, which always get browned or

spotted when grown in the open ; and most of

all it enjoys sowing itself on a perpendicular clift

or rocky bank like an alpine Primula, but
unlike it in that it will take care of itself and
sow itself in quantity when left judiciously to

itself. How inscrutable are the ways of Orchis
and Ophrys ! They come and they disappear
and reappear in a marvellous way that quite

baffles my observation and intellect. They
come up quite full grown in the middle of a well-

worn path through the grass where you least

expect them, and if one year there is a specially

fine group of them on some bank or in the open,
it is ten chances to one that they will disappear
the following season. I think that by cutting

off the seed-pods you can prolong their stay for a
season or two ; but do what you may they will

appear somewhere else after a year or two
of apparent content. How much there is for all

of us to learn ! Ars loiiga, vita brevis.

Roses of Recent Origination
By THE REV. DAVID R. WILLIAMSON.

M
.ANY new Roses possessing fine

attributes have appeared withm
the last two years ; but we still

look for a variety of the colour

of Constance or Golden Emblem
with the vigorous growth of Bouquet d'Or (the

nearest approximation to this being Mrs. Wemyss
Quinn), or a Hybrid Tea such as George Dickson
with a pendulous tendency less pronounced.
It is a valuable characteristic of recent introduc-

tions that many of them are marvellously hardy.

Among these must be mentioned some of the

most recent creations of the great French rosarian

M. J. Pernet-Ducher, especially Mme. Caristie

Martel, pure sulphur yellow, deepening in hue
towards the centre ; the Indian yellow Senorita

Carmen Sert, manifestly named after a Spanish

_lady cultivator of " the Queen of Flowers "
;

and the beautiful Raymond, which witli its

refined, pale salmon carmine blossoms greatly

adorned my sunny, terraced garden last year.

Mr. .Arthur William Paul's gold medal single Rose
entitled Mermaid has not yet been introduced ;

but such conspicuously fine introductions as

Prima "Donna (a remarkable combination of
orange yellow and delicate fawn, of great decora-

tive capability) and Walter C, Clark (deep maroon
crimson, shaded with black, with charming
fragrance) will sustain the reputation of William

Paul and Sons. To Mr. Hugh Dickson of Belmont
Nm-serics, Belfast, who has given us many splendid

varieties during the last decade, we are indebted

for Ethel Dickson, salmon rose with silver)- suffu-

sion, very full, and vigorous in character ; the

beautiful copper-coloured Cleveland, very popular

in America ; Golden Spray, a single Rose of great

fascination, with very distinctive habit ; Miss

Mona Hunting ; Prince Charming, a variety well

worthy of its name ; and H. D. M. Barton, an
invaluable deep velvety crimson introduction.

Of late years the finest varieties that have
come to us from Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons

of Newtownards have been Clarice Goodacre
(refined coloiu:), a decorative Rose ; Colonel

Oswald Fitzgerald, dark crimson, of perfect forma-

tion
;

C. V. Haworth, which Dean Hole would
iiave described as a " bright, dark rose "

; and
Donald Macdonald, a liighly attractive variety

of the decorative description, named by the raisers

after an eminent horticulturist.

Three of .the finest Roses raised and intro-

duced of late years by Mr. E. J. Hicks of Hurst

in Berkshire are Princess Mary, a lovely

single variety of exquisite dark crimson colour

and much fascination ; Charles E. Shea, which
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|;won ilie gold medal of the Nalioual Rose Society ;

><and Mrs. George Norwood, an intensely fragrant

fcand most effective Rose. Highly distinctive in

Ets character is the Hon. Mrs. R. C. Grosvenor

aB. R. Cant and Sons), whose colour is pale rose,

suffused in the centre with orange yellow. Rosa

sericea, which we owe to the distinguished firm

(if Paul and Son of Cheshunt, has unique Fern-like

foliage and single white flowers.

Conspicuous among the latest creations of

r. S. McGredy of Portadown in Ireland are

flame of Fire, a Rose of highly distinctive,

illuminating complexion, . as its name implies ;

Crimson Emblem, a brilliant crimson scarlet

variety of refined formation which is much
grown by Lady Beatty at Aberdour House ; and

Soldcn- Emblem, which has expressively been

Described as an improved or glorified Rayon d'Or.

Japanese sister, but it is by this wise absence

of liurry that it is less seldom damaged by frosts.

Its racemes of flowers are longer, and therefore

more graceful, than in the older plant, and though

it has been charged with being rather niggardly

in producing them, that may have been through

lack of maturity, as lor the last two years my
plant has been lavish enough to satisfy all

who saw it. It forms its flower - spikes in

autumn, and when the leaves fall, the catkin-

like effect of the many drooping reddish tassels

is very pleasing in the wintry sunlight, and one

of those little points of interest that are worth

TliP only character that reminds me of Camellia is

the transition in Stachyurus from the scale-like,

perfectly coriaceous, brown bracts through two

bractioles with a lower third green and fleshy, and

the upper two-thirds brown and hard, followed in

the next whorl by two outer sepals in which the

proportion of green flesh has increased slightly

in the one away from the central stalk, and more

so in that on the inner side near it. The next

pair of sepals, like the four petals, are altogether

soft and yellowish. On March i8 my plant is

in full perfection of blossom, so I have brought

in a spray of it to make a sketch.

Stachyurus chinensis

Bv E. .\. BOWLES, iM.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

THE late Canon EUacombe was fond- of

pointing out that the Hazel was our

only native shrub that flowered before

February. I well remember once chal-

lenging the assertion and instancing

two Daphnes Mezereum and Laureola as

I M tunes opening in January. He ruled me
i^ut of court as to Mezereum, saying he believed

11 was a naturalised alien, but he admitted he had

i looked Laureola, as it was, perhaps, exceptional

It to flower in January. So, as usual in such

lis, we agreed that his statement was generally

licet. It was always used to bring out the

fact that the travels and labours of later botanists

li.id enriched our gardens

'i-T\
fe«"•^^^..V-,.

with great numbers of
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Gardening of the Week

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery Trenches.—Celery trenches should now
be prepared, and the spaces between cropped
with Lettuces or other salading. Avoid the com-
mon mistake of makiirg the trenches too deep

;

when finished, ready for the reception of the
plants, the bottom of the trench should only be
about 3 inches below the general ground-level.

Salsify.—This useful winter vegetable should
now be sown very thinly in shallow drills 15 inches
apart.

Early Turnips.—.\ good sowing should now
be made in the open to succeed those sown in a
frame. Sow in shallow driUs 15 inches apart.

Early White Milan is a good eaily variety, but
should be used while young.

Broad Beans.—Considering the present food
shortage and the high food value of this vegetable,

liberal breadths of it should now be sown, as all the

surplus can be ripened off and kept for winter
use. Allow at least 27 inches between the drills,

and 6 inches between the seeds in the drill.

Bimyard's Exhibition is unsurpassed, in my
estimation.

Plants Under Glass.

Tuberous Begonias, having started into growth,
should now be potted up into pots varying from
3 inches to 6 inches, according to the size of tho
tubers. Pot rather loosely, and use a rich, rather

rough compost.

Gloxinias.—Prick seedlings into seed-pans as

soon as they can be conveniently handled. Shift

on established plants as necessary : do not pot

too firmly ; spray twice daily.

Winter-Flowering Geraniums.—Pot off rooted
cuttings into 3-inch pots, and expose to full light

to encourage the production of firm, woody growth.

Crinums.—These flower most profusely when
rather closely confined at the roots; but now that

the plants have started into active growth they
should he assisted by occasional applications of

liquid manure.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Tie and train succession shoots,

Hiving over-vigorous ones a downward tendency.
Fully expose to the light those springing from near
the base of the fruiting shoots, as they will form
the fruiting shoots next season and ought, there-

fore, to be well ripened. Syringe daily and
duly attend to the watering of the borders.

Figs.—Gradually increase the teraperatiu-e,

and increase the water supply at the roots and in

the atmosphere accordingly.

Vines.—Gradually increase the temperature
,

any lowering of it, or even maintaining it long at

a given point, must have a damaging effect on the

quality of the fruit when ripened.

The Shrubbery.

Pruning Evergreens.—The pruning of ever-

green shrubs should be completed without delav.

Avoid rigid formality, which is quite distinct from
symmetry, the thing which should be aimed at.

Cutting Back.—Any of the less hardy subjects

wjiich were injured by the severe frost should
be cut back to the uninjured wood.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Hais.l

Broomfidd Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Plants Under Glass.

Seeds of several kinds of flowers may be sown
at the present time and brought forward under
glass, both for flowering in pots aud for

planting in beds in the open. The pans should
be thoroughly clean, well drained, and the soil of

the sweetest nature, with ample grit and other
materials mixed in to suit the different kinds,

"and be made rather firm. Take care not to cover
the small seeds too much ; in fact, some seeds
only require a gentle press into the soil. Place

the pans in a shady position and cover with squares
of glass and brown paper till germination takes
place.

Creepers may be thinned if they should
break too thickly ; such plants as Tacsonias,
Clematises and several others are very apt to get

matted together if neglected, and entail much
extra labour in putting them right. Give all

shallow borders plenty of water and liquid manure
if required. Attend well to the keeping clean of

Roses, Heliotropes and other plants liable to
become infested with aphis.

Camellias.—As soon as these have ceased flower-
ing, a slight pruning may be necessary to keep the
bushes within boimds. Keep the foliage free from
thrips, syringe the plants, and give attention to

the requirements of the roots.

Vegetables Under Glass. .

Potatoes.—See that'these do not suffer owing to

dryness. Keep the frames well covered on cold
nights and ventilate freely in mild, sunny weather.

French Beans.—Sow more seed for pot
cultuie, and take care to support the more for-

ward plants before breakage occurs. Feed liber-

ally as soon as the pods begin to swell, and gather
frequently when large enough for use, to give the
younger pods a better chance to swell.

The Kitchen Garden.

Savoys, Broccolis and Kales may be sown
twice this month for the main winter and spring
supply. A border is most suitable for all such
sowings, where the seedlings can be readily pro-
tected from destruction by chaffinches, &c. ; and
it is always best to keep such sowings as much
as possible by themselves. See that the beds
are well limed and firmed so that the seedlings
may obtain a firm grip. Damp the seeds with a
little linseed oil and roll them well in red lead.

Let the drills be quite 2 inches broad aud i inch
deep, and scatter the seeds evenly and thinly.

Carrots.—The main crop of these may be sown
on deeply worked and well pulverised soil in drills

12 inches to 14 inches apart. The Intermediates
are the best for shallow ground. Early Nantes
is excellent for all purposes, and may be sown
two or three times at intervals during the season.
Miles' Perfection is good, also James' Intermediate.
Long Red Siu'rey and Altrincham are excellent
long varieties.

Salsify should be sown^ at the same time and
treated similarly to the Carrots. Also make a
sowing of Chicory, a very useful esculent which
may be used in a variety of ways, and is one of

the best of salads. Sow the seed thinly, and
thin out the plants early to give the remaining
young plants a good chance to develop strong
crowns.

Turnips.—Make a further sowi^g of the early
type on good soil, in case the first sowing fails

to bulb ; and at the same time sow a good bed of
Snowball and Orange Jelly to follow on.

H. Markh.mu.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wiotliam Park, Barnet.

OBITUARY

gardeui

coming,

HARRISON DICK.
'V I T H deep regret we
record the death,' from

appendicitis, of Mr. J.

Harrison Dick, editor of

the Florists' Exchange of

New York. Mr. Dick,

who was widely known
as a keen student of

gardening and garden
literature, had worked in

some of the leading
of his native country of Scotland. On
South he was appointed sub-editor of

Gardening World, and later he became editor

of the Journal of Horticulture. In his editorial

capacity he made a wide circle of gardening

friends in this country. A turn of the wheel
took him to the United States a few years

ago, when he was appointed editor of the Florists'

Exchange, one of the best laiown journals in

the horticultural trade of .\merica.

.Although Mr. Dick was at no time employed at

Kew," he had many friends there, and was a guest

at the annual meeting and banquet of the newly
formed Association of Kew Gardeners in America,
recorded in the Kcw Guild Journal, just published.

He was a good correspondent, and hardly a mail

passed but what we had a bright and cheery letter

from him. Of youthful, almost boyish appear-

ance, Dick was an upright and manly character.

ever ready to impart knowledge to others or to

lend a helping hand to those in need. The world

of gardening is the poorer by his untimely end.

He married a daughter of the late Mr. A. J. Bruce

of Chorlton-cum-Hardy, who specialised in hardy

insectivorous plants. To his widow and daughter

we extend our deepest sympathy.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PRUNING A LAVENDER HEDGE (M. M. K. €.).—

It will not be safe to cut your Lavender hedge as low u^
you suggest, for Lavender does not break well from the
old wood. Your best plan would be to at once layer
sufficient of the lower branches to make a new hedge.
They would probably be well enough rooted by autumn
to remove and use as separate plants. Or you could
insert cuttings in a close but cold frame in June or ij

July and use them for a new hedge when large enough. I

CAMELLIAS AND STUARTIA (C. J. /).)—Camellia
Sasanqua can be grown in a cold greenhouse with the
various varieties of C. japonica. As it is a less vigorous
bush it ought to be given a position where it will not be
crowded by stronger subjects. There are several varieties-
of C. Sasanqua, some with white, others with red or rose,,

and others, again, with double flowers. In Guernsey;:
it'ought to grow quite well outdoors with other Camellias,
Stuartia Pseudo -camellia ought not to be planted indoors,

'

for it gives good results in outdoor borders and may be
expected to blossom better outdoors than under glass."

Plant it in well-drained loamy soil containing a little

peat or leaf-mould, and do not disturb it once it ha.s

become established. Both plants can be procured from
Messrs. V. X. Gauntlett, Limited, nurserymen, Chiddin.'-
fold, Surrey.

IMPROVING BOX EDGING (L. Z.).—The correct way
to deal with your overgrown Box edging would be to
lift it, tear it apart into small sections, taking care to keep
a few roots on each section, at the same time cuttuig
the tops back as far as required. Then dig over the borders,
adding a little manure if very poor, tread the borders,
lay down a line and chop the margins out with per-
pendicular or almost perpcudieular sides ; then lay the
small sections of Box in the trenches close to the edges
of the borders, keeping the tops about 2 inches above
the natural level of the dug borders and covering up the
roots at once to keep them moist. Tread the soil firmly
about the roots and, if the weather Is dry, water well.

This work can be done at once. If, however, you are
unable to go to this trouble, you may out the Box edging

"

back severely as you propose, and new shoots may be
expected during the summer- The pruning must be done
as early as possible.

FRUIT GARDEN. ^

INTRODUCING BUSH FRUIT INTO THE SUDAN ^
(K. E. M.).—The best means of introducing Gooseberry,^
Currant and Raspberry plants into the Sudan would be toj
commence uow by placing young plants in fairly small potsJ
and growing them in pots throughout the summer. When^
the plants are dormant and the leaves fallen, thoroughly!
soak the soil and allow the sm-plus water to drain away, ^
Then turn the plants out of the pots and tie the roots,,«j

with soil attached, of each one up in damp, but not reallyjj

wet moss. Take a box long enough for the plants tog
be packed at each end, and the tops to meet in the middle.
If the tops are very long they can be shortened without fl

injuring the plants. Nail a strip of wood across eachS
end of the box. 2 inches to 3 inches deep and as far from^
the ends as will accommodate the bundled up roots, j

Place a row of plants firmly acro.ss each end, aud fill any 4|
crevices between the different roots or bundles with damp r

moss. Jiist free of the bundles, and over the necks oti
the plants, place strips of wood similar to those put"-

at the bottom of the box, and nail them down firmly so that ^

the plants will not be able to move. Then place another V.
layer of plants and continue in the same way until thc^^
box is full. The centre of the box will be filled with tiie -_

tops of tlie plants, and the absence of damp packing among ;V
them will prevent decay, while the damp moss about thc-*^

roots wil! prevent them from becoming too dry. Label '

the box :
" Live plants, for cool place in hold away from

the boilers." November would be a good time to send the
plants away. The best plan would be to take out a few
plants of each kind and propagate from them.

mSCELLANEOUS.
SULPHATE OF LIME (/. J.).—Sulphate of lime

be used on some soils with advantage at the rate of abori
half a hundredweight to the square rod (2Ib. to the squar?
yard), but you would probably And that powdered chalk,
used at the same rate, would give you results more quickly
at a less cost. The cost cannot be sta,tcd, as it depends

^

greatly upon the distance the material has to be carted.

GRUBS TO NAME (C. A. P. 0.).—The " grub " enclosedj
in the matchbox is one of the worm-eating slugs. TestacelU
species ; it is useful. The other is the larva of the coclC

chafer, and is injurious, as it feeds on a great varietj

of roots. Turn up the soil aud leave it exposed to the bird
for a while. Rooks, gulls and probably starlings witt

devour the larvee with avidity. If in the garden, ouraj
hand-picking Is likely to completely avail.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—C. B.—Salmonberry (RubU
spectabilis). T. A. P.— 1, Spirsea arguta; 2, Aiacif?
armata ; 3 Coleonema album; 4, C'oronilla va'entina'i

b, Cheiranthiis Cheiri. Mrs. A. E.—Bloodroot (San|
guinaria canadensis.)
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THERE is still time to reach the increased

acreage of Potatoes appealed for by the

Prime Minister three weeks ago, and in

the interests of national' security no

obstacles—such, for example, as local

scarcity of farmyard manure or sulphate of

ammonia—should be allowed to stand in the

way. Grass land is generally in a condition to

produce satisfactory crops without the aid of

such manures, particularly if, on digging, it

breaks into a loose, friable tilth ; and sO long

as a dressing of about 2oe. of superphosphate per

square yard is available, other manures may be

largely, if not entirely, dispensed with. On
page 170 will be found some useful hints on

planting Potatoes.

The Leek.—With the prevailing shortage of

Onions the value of the Leek for flavoturing purposes

has been more and more recognised during the past

winter and this spring. While it takes a prominent

place in collections of vegetables at autumn shows,

its real rd'e is for winter and spring, and its worth

is in evidence at these seasons. The old soup

known in Scotland as " Cock-a-leekie " is not

now much in vogue, but the Leek is more in demand
than ever for cooking in various ways, and those

who desire to know more about its culti-

vation should refer to the article on

page 169.

Onions : The 1918 Crop.—The attention

of all growers of Oni. ins is drawn by the Food
Production Department to the following

announcement with respect to the igrS

crop :
" In view of high freights and

restrictions in shipping, it. is extremely

important that the home production of

Onions should be increased very largely

and up to the fullest extent which the

supply of seed will allow. In the notice

issued by the Department on March 7 it

was, stated that the Ministry of Food had
fixed prices for Onions. The statement

should have read as follows : The Ministry

of Food announces that in the event of it

becoming necessary to fix any maximum
growers' prices for the British Onion crop

of 1918, the prices will not be less than

those indicated in the following scale

:

Early autumn (up to No,vember i), £15
f.o.r., f.o.b. ; late autumn (November i

to January i), £i5 los. f.o.r., f.o.b. ; winter

and spring (after January i), £18 f.o.r.,

f.o.b."

Sowing Vegetable Marrows.—Seeds of

Vegetable Marrows should be sown in pots

well drained and filled moderately firmly with a

mixture of loam and leaf-mould or sweet, well-

decayed mamure. It is a good plan to plant three

seeds in 48-sized pots, hastening the germination in

a gentle warmth, and to plant direct from these

pots without disturbing the roots. Moore's

Cream, Long White, Sutton's Marrow, Veitch's

Defiance, and Pen-y-byd are aU very good varieties.

Cydonia Maulei superba.—Among the orna-

mental Quiiv es this deserves all the fine eulogies

bestowed upon it. The flaming orange scarlet

blossoms make it a most brilliant shrub for the rock

garden or margin of a shrubbery. It is dwarfer

in habit than the Japanese varieties, has spiny

branches, and the gold and crimson fruits are

fragrant as well as conspicuous. There are several

other kinds, most of them good and distinctive.

.Mmost any soil suits these Cydonias, and as they

do not bloom until spring is well advanced they

are seldom spoilt by late frosts.

A New Use for the Soya Bean.—Considerable

interest has been aroused in this country and

in the United States of America by the announce-

ment that a successful non-inflammable substitute

for celluloid has been invented, and which is to

be manufactured from the Soya Bean (Glycine

hispida). Professor S. Sato of Japan is the in-

ventor, and the new product is to be named
" Satolite." It is said to be produced much
more cheaply than ordinary celluloid and to

have many advantages not possessed by the

latter. It is made of the glucine of the Soya

Bean coagulated by formalin. Satolite is to

be made in Japan, and a company has been started

for its manufacture on a large scale.

Shortia uniflora.—^This dainty rock plant, in-

troduced from Japan about a decade ago, is now

SHORTI.\ UNIFLORA, A DAINTY ROCK PLANT FROM
JAPAN.

a source of great admiration in many gardens.

The whitish, pink-tinged, large flowers spring

rather freely from a small, prostrate tuft of leathery

leaves of reddish brown tint. The plant is seen

at its best towards the end of .\pril.

Examinations in Horticulture.—The Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society have long felt

that two of their examinations, viz., the General

Examination and the School Teachers' Examina-

tion, might with advantage be revised, both in

the direction of slightly stiffening thcra and also

of requiring evidence and proof of the practical

knowledge of all candidates. In the Genera!

Examination the questions will in future cover

a wider field in practical horticulture and be Jess

botanical. For the carrying out of these objects

the Council have further appointed a Board of

Examiners consisting of Mr. F. J. Chittenden,

F.L.S., V.M.H., Mr. C. W. Crook, B.Sc, Mr. W.
Hales, A.L.S., Captain Arthur Hill, M.A., Mr.

James Hudson, V.M.H., Dr. Keeble, C.B.E., F.R.S.,

and the Rev. W. Wilks, M.A,, V.M.H.

Co-operative Pig and Rabbit Keeping.—With

the approval of the Director of Pig Production,

the Agricultural Organisation Society of Queen

Anne's Chambers, S.W. i. is promoting the co-

operative keeping of pigs in connection with allot-

ments. In many places the matter is being taken

up with enthusiasm, and schemes are either in

actual operation or are developing at Glamorgan,

Teddington, Chorley Wood, Wimbledon, Merton,

New Maiden and Southampton. These schemes

are of one of two kinds. Some societies, for

example, are being formed and registered with

the object of running co-operative piggeries,

suitable buildings and land being rented from

local councils or private owners. Breeding sows

are being purchased, and arrangements made
for a house-to-house collection of household

and garden waste and all the surplus vege-

tables from allotments. In these co-opera-

tive piggeries it is proposed to breed and

fatten pigs, and in some instances to breed

rabbits and supply the same to members
desiring to keep and fatten them. In other

districts where the allotment holders have

their own sties, either at the allotment or at

their homes, co-operative pig-keeping societies

are being formed for the purpose of sup-

plying the members with store pigs and

foodstuffs, and organising the collection

of house and garden waste. Pigs can be

supplied to members on cash, credit or

hire piurchase terms, and the societies can

arrange insurance. The Agricultural Orga-

nisation Society supplies leaflets, model rules

and by-laws gratis.

The Value of Soot.—Household soot is a

valuable manure and insect deterrent, and,

where possible, allotment holders are advised

to arrange, when having their chimneys

swept, to keep the soot for use as a

manure. Good soot contains at least 3 per

cent, of nitrogen, and is especially suitable

for all members of the Cabbage family .and

the Onion crop, as well as being beneficial to

all crops during the early summer, if sown between

the rows. It also darkens the colour of the soil

and increases its power of absorbing heat. A
suitable dressing would be at the rate of

locwt. or 40 bushels per acre, or 7lb. per rod.

Heavy applications should not be given to the

foliage of tender crops, such as Carrots, or burning

may result. Soot should be stored under cover

for a time before it is used on a growing crop.

A good sample weighs 281b. per bushel; heavier

samples are usually of poorer quality--
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An Appeal to the Seed

Trade
[To THE Editor of ••The Garden."]

Sir,— I sliall be much obliged if you will allow me
to appeal to seedsmen through your columns in

a matter that is of national importance. The

Seeds Advisory Committee of this Department

is agreed that this country •will be well advised

to follow the example of the United States in

reducing as far as possible the number of varieties

of seeds which the trade has hitherto handled.

In view of the considerable increase in the

demand for seeds of food crops, both in the United

Kingdom and in other seed-growing countries,

and of the difficulties under which all seed-growers

are at present working owing to the shortage of

labour, it seems desirable to concentrate on those

food crop seeds which are of outstanding import-

ance and for which the demand is large and steady.

Not only will a temporary reduction in the num-
ber of varieties on sale simplify field work in

planting, harvesting, and in the care which has

to be taken to isolate properly in order to avoid

crossing, but it will reduce office work at a time

when the demands upon man-power are so in-

sistent. The Department will be glad, therefore,

if seedsmen, when arranging contracts for seed

for next season, will cut down their requirements

to staple varieties and avoid asking for fancy

sorts to be grown.

The most urgent need of otu: country at present

is that an adequate supply of food should be pro-

vided. The Department feels confident that

seedsmen will willingly co-operate in meeting

this essential need by concentrating their efforts

on the distribution of seeds of only those varieties

which really matter and leaving the fancy "sorts

for happier times.

Yours faithfidly,

Lawrence Weaver.
(Controller of Supplies, Food Production

Department.)

72, Victoria Street, London, S.W.i.

CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondent^.]

It is a wild flower which, in its several forms,

strikes the traveller in Greece perhaps more than

any other. And as to its name, I have no doubt

that when the Greek poets spoke of the Anemone
they were using not a foreign but a native, country-

side word of the common speech. Jlr. Bunyard's

doubt as to the Greek Anemone being a woodland
flower has force. It is certain, however, that

much of the bare country where it abounds was
formerly well wooded, and the syllable nem seems

to denote open woodland rather than thick

forest.

With regard to Walnut, if Mr. Bunyard possesses

Canon EUacombe's " Plant-Lore and Garden-

Craft of Shakespeare," he will there find three

references which partly answer his questions.

In a metrical fointeenth century vocabulary

Avelana is given as an equivalent of Ban-nut

(bone or hard nut), which seems to have been a

common name of the Walnut. Another fourteenth

century vocabulary gives " Hec Avelana, anglice

Walnot-tree." And a nominale of the fifteenth

century gives " Hec ,\vclana, a Walnutte." Very

and he speaks of its abundance on the sandy dunes
of the Frith of Tay. This Easter I noticed what
a length of time the orange and almost stemless

berries remain on the pricldy shrubs ; for I saw
one or two at the back of a rock garden at Sideot,

Somerset, well covered with fruit, though the

berries were flabby and paler than they would be

in early autumn. A week earlier I observed a

single bush of this silvery-leaved plant in a Clifton

garden ; but it had no berries, because the flowers

are dia'cious, which distinguishes the genus from

Elseagnus, and here they were not fertilised.

Hippophae rhamnoides is the only species ; and
Hippophae is the sole British and almost the only

European genus of the small family Elaeagnaceo?,

which comprises not more than about thirty known
species in the world. The Sea Buckthorn is

probably native in Britain only in some of the

Eastern Counties of England. But it has been

much planted on sand-dunes to bind the sand

together, as, for example, on the splendid stretch

of sand-hills north of Burnham on the Bristol

Channel. However, it should not be regarded

UNSIGHTLY STRUCTURES ON .VLLOT-

MENTS.

A LLOTMENT holders must have useful buiiaings,

but even the cheapest of these need not

remain an eyesore, seeing that a very small sum
can purchase the means to cover them with climbers

and convert them into things of beauty. Gardeners,

above all others, should be intolerant of ugliness

and do all in their power to make the world a

beautiful place ; without beauty, life is little

worth living, and the amoimt of needless ugliness

that exists is appalling.—W. J. Farmer.

PLANT NAMES.

ANYTHING that Mr. E. A. Bunyard writes

is worthy of attention, and I will repeat that

my suggested etymology of .'\nemone is ptnrely

tentative. But the point I would make in all,

enquiry into the ultimate derivation and meaning

of these names is that plants were named in early

times from some obvious characteristic or some
homely use. For this reason Sir J. G. Eraser's

explanation, however ingenious, appears to me
far-fetched and incredible. The Anemone itself

was certainly not introduced into Greece from

the East, but is as indigenous, and over much
of the countrv as common, as our A. nemorosa.

FRUITS OF THE SEA BUCKTHORN UNTOUCHED BY BIRDS.

This shrub is planted on sand-dunes to bind the sand together.

many years ago and for another purpose I verified

these quotations. Skeat, I' will remind Mr.

Bunyard, is not always trustworthy in this con-

nection ; for instance, he explains Pansy by the

certainly late and false gloss pensee. My own

belief still is that the name Avelana was a late

Latin, local word, introduced by the Romans with

the tree, was perpetuated by the mediaeval religious

orders, who were for ages our great gardeners,

and still remains in the first four letters of Walnut.

I quite agree with " Anne Amatem: " about

" Wuts." I was only giving (as " Punch" always

does) the rough sound to the general ear. It is

a daily joy to -me to hear the Wiltshireman's

delicate and inimitable touch of the separate

vowels. To him the stoat is stoat, the Ash Aesh,

and rain hrain, and I prize these vanishing sounds

which defy our coarser modern tongues.—G. H.

Engleheart.

SEA BUCKTHORN.
VOUR correspondent " W. L.," on " The Lasting

Qualities of the Sea Buckthorn." points out

how well this is suited for winter decoration indoors.

merely as a maritime plant, for it often grows

naturally in inland sandy or stony places, as in

the Rhone Valley ; and in the Alps I have seen it

up to 5,000 feet on the French side of the Col de

Balme above Chamonix. Many acres of it attract

the eye of the traveller to Paris as he passes through

the sandy waste between Calais and Boulogne.

In Switzerland it sometimes grows in river beds

with a kind of Tamarisk (Myricaria germanica),

a pretty shrub with feathery seeds, which plant

probably has the same property of preventing the

wasting away of banks by floods and torrents.

—

H. Stuart Thompson.

THE VARIEGATED-LEAVED FUCHSIA
GRACILIS.

pLEASE, Mr. Editor, do not be too hard on this

pretty variegated-leaved Fuchsia, referred to

by Mr. E. A. Bunyard on page 149. Its creamy

variegation is really very pretty, and when fully

exposed to the summer sun the leaves become

suffused with red, thus imparting quite an additional-

feature to the plant. In practice I have not
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fciund it so thoroughly hardy as the typical grct-n-

li .ived kind, hut for summer bedding it has proved

Ui be delightful. Old bushy plants with a stout

woody stem were kept over year after year, and

wintered where they were just safe from frost. Put

nut during the summer they grew freely, and were

particularly attractive throughout the season.

This Fuchsia has also been employed with advan-

tage for simimer bedding at Hampton Court

.ind Regent's Park. Many years ago there was

a very fine specimen in No. 4 Greenhouse at Kew.

It covered a considerable space of the roof, thus

forming an overhead canopy. The bright-coloured,

slender, pendulous blossoms were particularly

conspicuous against the creamy tinted foliage.—
H. P.

THE HENNA (LAWSONIA ALBA).

TN the " Answers to Correspondents," .^pril 6,

a reply to " E. E. P." states that you are

not sure what plant is meant by the Henna shrub,

l.awsonia alba. The Henna is really well kno\vn,

iliough, owing to its possessing no particular orna-

mental features, it is rarely seen outside of a botanic

ijarden. It is a native of Northern Africa, Arabia,

Persia and India, and according to the Dictionary

of Gardening was introduced into this country

in 1752. A warm house is required for its successful

culture. It is also known as Lawsonia inermis.

.^part from the countries of \\hich it is a native,

the Henna is ilso cultivated in many parts of the

Tropics. The powdered leaves are made up into

a kind'of paste, which is used by women to dye

their nails an orange red colour by way of orna-

ment. This colour lasts for from tliree to four weeks,

and must then be renewed. In the Museum at

Kew there are specimens of Henna from Erzerum,

t he East Indies, Somali Coast , &c. , as well as a packet

of Henna as sold at Damascus. This Lawsonia

belongs to the Loosestrife Order—Lythraries.—

H. P.

TRAINING FRUIT TREES.

f WAS rather surprised to read the commendation

of the pendulous style of training fruit trees

—

if such a style can be designated training. Here

in Devonshire we obtain the pendulous habit

simply by neglecting to train at all, and our methods

of growing fruit have ever been held up to ridicule

by all up-to-date fruit-growers, and I must confess

—

in spite of my being a thorough-going son of

Devon—I agree with the modem fruit-growers, up

to a point. I can quite understand the sight of

branches bending beneath their weight of fruit

impressing anyone with the idea of a bumper crop.

I have often been struck with the same idea

as I have wandered through our neglected orchards

looldng in vain for the cause of canker. It is a

remarkable fact, but the neglected trees in our

orchards, though they aire often hide-bound and

lichen covered, are freer from canker than those

that are attended to. My experience of pendulous

branches is such that if I wanted to grow cider

.\pples I should allow my trees to assume the

drooping form. There is no need whatever to train

them to it, as they attain to it naturally. On the

other hand, if I wanted to produce even-sized

cooking or finc-fiavoured eating fruit, I should

endeavour to train my branches in a nearly upright

position, for we invariably find the best fruit on

branches that attain nearest to the vertical ; and

that is as we ought to, for there is a reason for it.

Had not your correspondent " C. B. R." failed

to distinguish between cause and effect, he would

not be so taken up with the pendulous habit.

On page 78, February 16, he says :
" Wlien they

were covered with fruit they bent naturally like a

lishing-rod." E.xactly ; they bent under the

weight of tlir c-rop produced while the branches

were yet erect, therefore tlie pendulous state of the

branches was the effect of, and not the cause of.

the fine crop.—W. Bickford.

SWEDES.
'T'HESE, otherwise Ruta Bagas or Russian

Turnips, are to be had in several varieties,

and it is generally understood that those offered

by seedsmen for garden purposes are of a smaller

and finer-grained type than those grown in the

fields for cattle food. Of this, however, I am not

so sure, for in the main they are all purple-topped,

and the fact that on the farms they grow to an

immense size is probably due to purely cultural

methods and early sowing. Strange as it may
seem, the average gardening folk have hitherto

ignored Swedes and, incidentally, ignored the

fact that Swedes left in the ground provide a

delicious green far superior to the Turnip tops

beloved by many, Londoners particularly. In

some districts, however, Swedes have always been

valued as a vegetable. Twenty or more years

ago the Swede, and also its tops, were always

esteemed as a winter vegetable at Portsmouth

;

yet when I went into Kent I never found the

Swede in favour, while Turnips^—-a vegetable I

much dislike because of its strong flavour—were

held in esteem. I may mention that owing to

the hardiness and long-keeping qualities the

Swede or Ruta Baga has always been in favour

in America, but it takes a great war to wake up
Britain to the knowledge of its tastiness, especially

when mashed with pepper and butter—ahem

!

margarine. ."^part from the purple-topped sort

that is usually grown, there are, I may add, Large

White arid White NeclUess, both having white

flesh with green tops, although true Swedes in

other respects. Breadstone is another pure

white fleshed variety. The latter is a true garden

vegetable of superior quality, requiring only

fifteen minutes or so to cook. It never makes

the large roots of the Purple Top. Unfortu-

nately, however, the seed crop of this latter variety

was last year almost non est.—T. A. W.

FOUR CROPS OF TOMATOES IN ONE
\'E.\R IN THE SAME HOUSE.

TT may be interesting to state that we perfected'

four crops of Tomatoes in the same house during

1917, the whole of which had been grown in

8-inch and lo-inch pots. Each crop was quite

a success, the last being ready for picking in raid-

winter. The varieties we found most successful

for this season were Sunrise, Golden Sunrise and
Winter Beauty. The advantage of growing in

pots or boxes is manifest over those planted out,

as during the summer months the plants, when
nearly finished, can be moved to a cooler structure

and strong fresh plants introduced. — Edwin
Beckett, Aldenham.

THE CULTIVATION OF
MUSHROOMS

THERE are few products of the garden
grown for food which are better liked or

more appreciated by all than is the Mush-
room. The man or woman who would
turn up his or her nose at a dish of fresh

young Mushrooms nicely grilled and placed before
them in a tempting and appetising way has surely
yet to be born.

" Why is it,"' it may be asked, " that Mushrooms
are so scarce and so difficult to obtain, except

V '.-.!• •
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A RIDGE BED COVERED WITH I-ITTER.

(Fi-om " Mushroom Culture Illustralcil.")

A FLAT MUSHROOM BED SOILED AND
READY FOR COVERING WITH LITTER.

at a high price ? Is it because the Mushroom
is difficult to grow ? " I answer, emphatically,
" No." It is one of the easiest vegetables

to grow, and certainly one of the most fertile

in yield. Is it because the materials necessary

for its growth are difficult to obtain ? Partially

so now, through the substitution of motor for

horse traffic, as the manure from corn-fed horses

is the chief essential for making up the beds.

But this is not the reason. A little of such mamure,

if mixed with loam, goes a long way. Why, then,

is it that so few amateurs succeed in growmg the

Mushroom successfully ? It is not for the want
of the will or the desure to do so, or for the want
of trying, that failuie generally follows their

efforts. Failure results because of a want of

knowledge of the quality of the constituents

used in making up the beds, and in knowing

when such constituents are in the right condition.

The manure, for instance, must be fairly fresh

to start with, and to bring it into proper condition

it must be subjected to fermentation ; but fermenta-

tion must not proceed too far, or the manure will

be spoilt. So, again, with spawn ; aU spawn
is not good spawn. The grower ought to know
whether the mycelium is strong and active or

not. If it is old and the germs weak, it should

not be used. I am glad to see Mr. Dyke lets his

readers into the secret of how to make spawn

—

a great help to those who grow Mushrooms for

sale.

It will be seen from the above that for a Mushroom
grower to be successful he must be well conversant

not only with the quality of the constituents used,

but also with the manipulation of the same pre-

paratory to making up the beds, the making of

the beds, temperature, protection, watering,

gathering, and marketing of the crop.

Few, if any, books written on the subject of

Mvishroom growing have been given to us with so

much painstaking skill and so clear an insight

into the ways of carrying out the various details

of work so necessary to observe in the successful

growth of this most useful edible fungus as that by

Mr. W. Dyke. For this reason I welcome this

little volume of 88 pages as a real help to the

amateur and to all interested in the growth of this

most valuable food product. O. T.

" Mushroom Culture Illustrated": For Amateur.

Markctand Professional Gardeners. By W. Dyke,'P.R.H.S.

(Published by the Locfcwoo/1 Press, 1, Mitre Court, Fleet

S trppt, E.C. ;
price Is. net.)
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FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-IV
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

AT
this season I often find myseli trying

to imagine the feelings of the amateur
for whom Ribes sanguineum first hung

L forth its rose red tassels. How he

^ must have chortled ! Introduced to

this country in 1826 by David Douglas, who played

for us the part in North America that Messrs.

Henry, Wilson, Forrest, Farrer and others have
done and are doing in China, this beautiful shrub

remains one of the choicest of woodland under-

growths, sowing itself freely where conditions

are favourable and springing up wherever the

seeds fall on bare ground. No other Currant can

be compared with it for beauty and profusion of

bloom. The next best is R. Gordonianum, a

hybrid between sanguineiun and aureum,

not utilitarian. Let me salve my conscience by
devoting a few lines to the homely Cabbage, whereof

the prevailing (/ommcndable ardour in the culti-

vation of allotments should result in a crop exceed-

ing anything in past years. But, forasmuch as

ray ignorance of the proper treatment of Cabbages is

abysmal, I will confine myself to some observa-

tions on a brace of butterflies—the Large White
(Pieris brassicje) and the Small White (P. rapse),

which are their principal enemies. Everj'body

Icnows these cheerful harbingers of summer,
the Small White being the more abundant ; but

comparatively few people could stand cross-

examination on their life-history, nor is it everyone

who recognises the marks distinguishing the

sexes. Male and female of both sexes haye white

MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA AT KEW.

displaying a pretty combination of red and yellow,

but not so bright as in either parent. I received

from a certain nurseryman a plant under this

name which, after I had waited several years,

turned out to be a worthless thing with greenish

flowers. It has now grown to such a size that

labour cannot be spared for its removal. The
same tradesman sent me what he professed was

R. missourieuse, and as such I cherished it for its

gorgeous autiminal colour, until Professor Sargent

recognised it as the commoner R. americanum.

I might avenge myself for the double disappoint-

ment by giving the nurseryman's name ; but I

will not, having received too many good things from

him in the past, for which I am grateful, as well

as for favours to come. It is certainly provoking

to find, after several years, that one has been

supplied with something one never ordered
;

bowbe'it, the wonder is, not that mistakes are some-

times made, but that they do not occur oftener.

One feels almost ashamed, in these times of storm

and stress, of gossiping about any gardening that is

wings with black tips to the foi;e wings. The Large

White has a black blot on the front margin of the

hind wing, the fore wings of the female being

distinguished by much more conspicuous black

tips than those of her male, and also by two circular

black spots near the centre of each. In the Small

Wliite the black wing-tips are little more than

dark smudges, the female being distinguished

by two black spots on the fore wing, where the

male sometimes has one, generally none.

'There are two broods annually of each species,

the perfect insects first appearing in May or June
from caterpillars bred in the previous year, the

second flight coming in August or September.

The damage done by the caterpillars would be

far more serious but for the service rendered by
birds, which devour myriads of them. Indeed,

without their good offices it is doubtful whether

it would be possible to grow Cabbages or any other

cruciferous crop in the open, for the multitude

of caterpillars hatched sets hand picking at defiance.

Something may be effected by destroying the eggs,

wliich are placed in groups of fifty or more on the

undersides of the leaves of the food plant. Thev
are yellowish bodies, set on end like little vases

neatly arranged. Luckily, the white butterflies

have another enemy, more insidious than the birds,

in the shape of a tiny ichneumon fly (Apanteles

glomeratus). This creature has long been known
to entomologists, who have followed one another

in giving a wholly erroneous account of its mode
of waging war on Pieris. I have before me one
of the latest books on British butterflies, published

in 1903, in which we are told that the fly lays

her eggs in the body of the caterpillar, that the

grubs when hatched feed on the interior of their

host, " by a wonderful instinct avoiding vital

parts," and eventually eat their way out.

There is a venerable yarn about a pupil under-

going examination, who, when asked to say what
he knew about a lobster, replied, " A lobster

is a red fish that swims backward." " There are

only three mistakes in your answer," observed the

examiner ;
" a lobster is not

red, it is not a fish, and it

does not swim backward."

It was reserved for that

incomparable student of

Nature, the late J. Henri

Fabre, to reveal the true

proceedings of Apanteles. It

does not lay its eggs in the

- caterpillar, but in the eggs of

the butterfly ; the grubs do

not devour the caterpillar's

interior, but suck its juices ;

nor do they eat their way
out, having no jaws or teeth,

but only an orifice for suction.

By the time the caterpillar

begins to spin in preparation

for pupation, the ichneumon
grubs inside it are ready for

similar metamorphosis. They
manage to suck a single hole

in the thin skin between two

segments of the caterpillar's

body, whence the whole troop,

sometimes numbering fifty or

sixty, make their exit and
proceed to form their own
cocoons beside their dead or

dying host. Most country

dwellers must be familiar

with these cocoons. They
form a little heap of bright

yellow, silk-coated objects,

and are often mistaken for the

eggs of the butterfly and de-

stroyed. This is a grievous

mistake. The usefulness of this little ichneumon as

a check upon Cabbage butterflies may be estimated

from the result of an experiment by M. Fabre. He
collected a horde of the caterpillars, fed and kept

them till they were ready for pupation, when

75 per cent, proved to be infested by the parasite

and died in the act of preparing for metamorphosis.

In a recent nimaber of Gardening Illustrated

the veteran editor observes with regret how seldom

one has the privilege of seeing the stems of Yews.

That it is a privilege all will admit who have viewed

the remarkable avenue of Yews in the Botanic

Garden at Glasnevin, whereof the boles, fantastic-

ally gnarled and twisted (naturally, not by craft

of man), are clad with smooth bark, satiny to the

touch and soft cinnamon red in hue. Modern
botanists have removed the Yew from the Order

of Conifers ; but when Pines, Spruces, Silver Firs,

Cypresses, &c., are planted as isolated specimens,

we miss the beauty of the soaring shaft, which

is the chief glory of that class of forest growth.

True, there is much to delight the eye in the massive
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domes of verdure that are formed under these

ojnditions ; but the true character of these trees

is lost, for they are essentially gregarious, covering

\ast regions with a close canopy of foliage borne

>n boles automatically cleaned of side branches

by forest discipline.

The prevailing practice of planting specimen

I onifers for ornament entails serious damage from

snow. Thus we read lately of the \vreck of some

line trees at Dropmore, one specimen of Abies

cephalonica losing, if I recollect aright, one limb

54 feet long. Such an accident could not occur

m a natural forest, where the head of each tree

is composed of branches too short to collect a

great load of snow, although the total weight borne

by the forest is enormous. Probably there is

no British woodland whereon more snow falls

annually than the Scots Pine forests of Strath-

spey.

I have deserted the West Coast for a spell of

spring salmon-fishing, as I usually do at this

season. The window of my lodging in a farm-

liouse commands a prospect of the splendid wood
of Orton, which a company, of Canadian liuuber-

raen, alas ! are just preparing to lay low. It

consists of lofty Scots Pine; with here and there

a few Larches, and in open weather appears as

a dark green mantle spread over the hill, strongly

contrasting with the brown ploughland and wan
pasture of the strath. But we had a heavy fall

of snow last night, obliterating the distinction

between forest and farmland. The magnificent

legion of Pines bears the burden laid upon it

without the loss of a branch. Why ? Because

not one of them has been suffered by its neighbours

to throw out an unruly branch.

To revert to flowering things, there is no lovelier

early bloom than that of Pieris (Andromeda)

japonica, yet how seldom one meets with it. In

some cold districts it may not flourish, but it never

complained during the last two rigorous winters,

merely putting off blooming for a few weeks.

In mild seasons, like 1916, it begins to flower in

January-, lasts in beauty for a long time and.

when the bloom is past, the bright red shoots of

new growth are very good to see. Like other

Ericaceae, it loves good sound peat and detests

ime.

Magnolia Soulangeana
.\s mentioned in our last issue (page 155), the

deciduous Magnolias are very beautiful this

spring in many parts of the Gardens at Kew.

Magnolia Soulangeana, with its masses of large

white flowers tinged with purple on the outside,

is, beyond doubt, one of the most beautiful of all

spring-flowering trees. When allowed to form

an isolated specimen on a lawn it makes one of the

most delightful pictures in spring that it is possible

to imagine, provided the flowers escape injury by
late frosts.

Inter-Allied Picture Exhi-

bition at Montreux

MR. GEORGE FLEMWELL AT HIS BEST.

The idea of inaugurating an exhibition of

pictures at Montreux in Switzerland, for the

benefit of disabled soldiers of the Allies who
have become interned in that country, was
first mooted by S.A. la princesse de Ligne.

With the authority of the Commandant of

the place of internment, the Princess in-

augiu-ated, a few weeks ago, an excellent

exhibition in a drawing-room at the Mont-

reux Palace ; and the Gazette de Lausanne of

February 25 gives a column and a half to its

description, by H. Challinor James. It is possible

that a translation of the paragraph devoted to

the work of my friend George Flemwell, the well-

known painter of flowers, Alpine scenery and

portraits, and author of " Alpine Flowers and

Gardens " and other works, may be of interest

lierc.

" Of' quite different character are the water-

colours of an Englishman, George Flemwell, whose

pictiures of the Alps and their flora have attained

a world-wide reputation. No one better than

he knows how to interpret the glorious rhythm
of life which palpitates over the pastures in summer
and the vast snow-clad slopes in winter. In a

beautiful water-colour drawing offered for sale

for the benefit of the exhibition Mr. Flemwell

smrpasses himself. Le Dent de Monies, as seen

from the artist's garden at Arveyes [above Bex]

produces an irresistible fascination. The same

MR. GEORGE FLEMWELL, AUTHOR OF
"alpine FLOWERS AND GARDENS."

applies, but in a different category and distinct

composition, to his Jardin alpin d Bourg Saint

Pierre. Here is revealed the dual personality of

Flemwell : artist and botanist. Each little

plant, every minute flower has its raison d'etre in

this floral poem, which has been thought out

in detail, and yet lacks nothing in breadth nor

balance.

" The Tele Noire, on a smaller scale, admirably

depicts that wild and sombre spot, known to all

who have traversed the road to Chamonix [from

Martigny or Finhaut]. Face to face with the

splendid Forest, which, though a water-colour, is

as vigorous in tone and composition as an oil

painting, one thinks he can breathe the perfume
of the Spruce Firs and Rhododendrons ; while the

Start of an Avalanche brings to mind the

thrill of formidable and cunning forces of

Nature. A fresh contrast : in the Apple-tree

and the exquisite Bowl of Roses one sees again

the ardent disciple at the. feet of his goddess

—

Flora." H. S. Thompson.

Forsythias at Myddelton
House

By E. a. BOWLES, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

FORSYTHIAS are flowering exceptional!)-

well here this season, and a group of

several varieties planted in the grass by
the side of the drive gives the oppor-

tunity for comparison of their merits.

It must be confessed that most of them are " so

much alike as makes no difference," as a friend

remarked, and if their labels were removed it

would be a difficult task to trace out some of them.

The two that stand out as most distinct and,

at the same time, most beautiful are forms of

the supposed hybrid of suspensa and viridissima

called F. intermedia. The earliest of all to come
into flower is var. spectabilis. Its flowers 'are

large anji freely produced on long but stiff growths.

In coloiu- it is the deepest j-ellow of all, and is

excellent for cutting, opening well and lasting

long in water. I cut some sprays in the end of

January, when only a few of the buds were half

open ; they responded at once to the higher tempera-

ture of a warm room and remained in beauty for

over three weeks. The large specimen of it is

still making a fine show, and anyone wishing for

but one variety that will make a large specimen

needing no support cannot do better than use

this. I am, however, greatly pleased with var.

densiflora, because its flowers are the palest of

any I have, and of the delicate greenish tone of

yeUow I am especially fond of—such a yellow

as that of a Queen of Spain Daffodil, in contrast

with the Auch more cheese-like colouring of

Emperor. In this pale Forsythia the flowers

open out more than in others, forming flat stars of

four points ; and are set more closely on the

stems, so that one gets a continuous mass of

them, without the usual intervals of bare stem

between the groups of four blooms. It is difficult,

if not impossible, to separate some intermedia

forms from the stiffer-habited variety of suspensa

known as Fortunei. I have one I brought from

Wretham Hall, Norfolk, many years ago that

may be either of those. Both there and here it

is the best behaved of all kinds, arid makes a small

tree, always graceful in outline and yet needing

no support.

If the older shoots that have done most of the

flowering are out away in May, it will make

vigorous and slender wands of growth several

feet in length that will arch out from the thicker

stems after the manner of suspensa, and wUl

bear flowers along their whole length the following

spring. The dark purplish stemmed form I have

only as a youngster. I suppose it is suspensa var.

atrocaulis, Rehder, but it came here as Fortunei.

It has fine tall growths, but they evidently do not

flower in their first year. Suspensa itself has

climbed something like 20 feet up the side of the

house, and also does well trained to a pole, if

I remember to cut and train it at the right time,

at least every second year ; otherwise it gets wild

and tangled and is none too generous with flower-

ing shoots. Young plants raised from the seed

collected by Mr. Farrer in China are flowering for

the first time. In growth they resemble atrocaulis,

but vary a good deal in the colomring of the wood.

The flowers are only on side spurs from two year

old wood and are much like those of suspensa, but

have rather longer peduncles, bent in a graceful

curve ; shorter, greener, and more glistening

calyx lobes ; also a thicker, more promineut

callosity between the lobes of the corolla in the

open throat of the flower. When it is older and

flowers more freely it may have a distinct air of

its own, due to this length of peduncle.
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F. intermedia var. vitellina is very much like

var. spectabilis, btit tlie flowers are smaller, less

closely packed on the stems, and its style is longer

than the stamens ; whereas in spectabilis it is

the other way about, and the anthers are promi-

nent and add to the charm of the flower with their

final touch of brightness in the tliroat. F.

europsa is rather a dull dog, flowering shyly

and not growing gracefully. Its interest is

therefore due to its discovery so lately as 1897

in Albania, whereas all the others have only been

found in the Far East. A golden-leaved form

of intermedia is only distinguishable from the

ordinary one in early summer, and is not suSficiently

gilded then to be very exciting. A silver spangled

form of viridissima is rather distinct if pruned

hard enough to force it to make strong young

growths, but I do not think it

sufficiently repays me for so much

trouble, and lately I have let it

alona

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Hose Golden Ophelia (H.r.)—

A seedling from the much-admired

Ophelia and endowed with many
of its best attributes. The shapely

flowers are richly golden at the

centre, paling to softest yellow at

the edges of the petals. Borne

on i8-inch-long, self-supporting

stems, the new-comer is likely

to be in great demand for market

and decorative work generally.

The variety is obviously well

suited to forcing. Shown by

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons,

The Old Rose Gardens, Col-

chester.

Narcissus Jeanette.—This

gained an award as a show

flower. It belongs to the Leedsii

set and falls into Section A.

Of more than large Sir Watkin

size in all its parts, the perianth

segments are of primrose shade,

the handsome crown being
colomed a soft sulphur yiellow.

Exhibited by Mr. W. F. M.

Copelaiid, Shirley, Southampton.

Odontioda Ernesta (O. Charles-

worthii x Odontoglossum
WUckeanum). — The commingling

of crimson and bronze in this

excellent form is as good as it

is unusual, the deep orange

bronze lip adding another
featvure of interest to a beautiful variety.

From R. Ashton, Esq., Camden Park, Tunbridge

Wells.

Odontoglossum Jasper var. Roehampton.

—

This distinct novelty has a white to rose under-

• ground so heavily blotched with crimson that

the general effect is that of a richly coloured

variety. It is obviously a good grower. Shown
by Dr. M. Lacroze, Roehampton.

The above were shown before the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on April 9.

T
HE show at the Drill Hall on April 9

was very interesting, although not as

large as I had hoped it would be. The

contents of the two white-lined boxes

which came with their owner from

Dinton were worth a long joiu-ney. They in-

cluded three or four blooms which, I believe, in

their respective types or divisions represent the

high-water mark of Mr. Engleheart's efforts. I

need not say more. Readers know what that means.

The rarest or most uncommon of these gems was a

delightful soft pale yellow Giant Incomparabilis

with an overlapping perianth as smooth as a

*,• Readers who have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to he delivered regularly by their news-
a^ent. The return of unsold copies is frohibiled, and in
consequence The Garden is obtainable only 1/ ordered
beforehand.

THE REFINED GIANT LEEDSII SHOWN BY MR. ENGLEHEART.

billiard table, and slightly lighter in shade than the

somewhat massive, sharply cut cup. The whole

flower was 4J inches in diameter, its inner seg-

ments i| inches long by i| inches wide, and the

cup ri inches in depth and ij inches in diameter

at the mouth. The second gem, which is illus-

trated on this page, was a peculiarly refined

looking Giant Leedsii, which had that shapely,

symmetrical build which always appeals to the

trained eye of the florist. The cup was of the

palest primrose, with the top slightly reflexed.

Its dimensions were as follow : 4 x (li x ij) x

(ij X li). The third in order of merit was a fine

white trumpet variety. How it opens I cannot

say, but as it appeared at the Drill Hall it was as

white as any white trumpet need be. It was

especially distinguished by its wide perianth

segments and its rather straight-looking trumpet.

It measured as follows : 4f x (i| x i|) x (ij- x

I J). The large Giant Leedsiis with almond-

shaped segments attracted much attention. All

of these quite mesmerised my friend Mr. Cranfield.

No amount of beeswax could have glued him to

the spot more effectually.

So much for flowers of the specialist. The

general public "went for" a massive King

.\lfred yellow trumpet of mammoth pro-

portions, a real " whopper." The flower was

5 1 inches in diameter, and its tnunpet had a huge

flange quite, I should say, a quarter of an inch

wide. Its buckled perianth segments harmonised

fairly well with the rest of the flower, sufficiently,

at any rate, to make it decently presentable

for the garden, and possibly,

in the hands of a Felton,
for indoor decoration. Mr. Her-

bert Chapman had a good clean,

well-set-up group which de-
servedly was awarded a silver-gilt

Banksian medal. It is a sign of

the times that nearly all the flowers

were under nimiber, thereby signify-

ing that they were his own falsing.

The variety that perhaps attracted

as much attention as any other

was marked 2G18. The perianth

was a shaded one ; that is, the

segments close to the cup were

distinctly yellow, while at their

extremities the colour had almost

gone and they were as near white

as ever a Primrose can be. I

asked two well-known members of

the Daffodil Committee their

opinion. One said: "Very
charming," or words to that effect

;

the other said :
" It looks like a

perianth ' going off.' " Will these

shaded perianths ever become

popular, I wonder. Sunrise's his-

tory suggests " Yes "
; but then

it is the best I l<now. The cup of

2G18 is a pale orange red, and the

perianth as a whole is undulating.

Marseillaise is a very pretty and

taking rim-eyed Poet raised by
Mr. Chapman. He had a good vase

of it on his stand, and on the way-

home I was not surprised to find

that the stock has changed hands

and that it • is to be carefully

grown on to come in, I presume,

for the after-the-war demand that

seems to be expected in every

direction. Which is the popular

type of Poet Daffodil : the red-

rimmed eye or the all-red eye ?

I think market people agreed that

the rimmed has it. We Daffodil

people all went silly over the all-

reds. I am old enough to remember the coming of

Poetarum on the scene. I remember, as yesterday.

Sir Josslyn Gore-Booth buying .Acme at Birming-

ham, and what a treasure all of us thought he had
taken to Old Ireland. Now we have Black Prince,

with a wonderfully solid red eye without any
suspicion of yellow at the centre. It is a fine thing,

undoubtedly, but somehow I do not care for the

reds as I used to do. Give me a flower like Ring-

dove, which was shown by Barrs in capital form.

It is a gem and a flower of which the raiser, Mr.

E. M. Crosfield, may well be proud. Early in the

morning my good friend Mr. Prince, of Rose fame,

dragged me to see it, and in a sort of confidential

way told me he ivould like to have a thousand

of it. Was it very expensive ? Only six guineas
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.1 bulb, I found out from Barr's list. It was len

::inneas in 1917. My friend went away quite sad,

but wiser ! Never mind ; this little episode shows

Ringdove's attraction to the lay eye, which I share

to the full. Mr. Copeland's flowers, also those

•I Messrs. Barr and Major Churcher, I must leave

THE GARDEN.

tor another time. I end by giving readers a bit of

news which I feel sure all Daffodil people will be

glad to hear : Mr. Engleheart was present at the

Drill Hall, looking better and stronger than he

has done for quite two years. Long may King

George Herbert of Daffodildom continue to reign !

THE CULTIVATION OF LEEKS
LEEKS ARE WORTHY OF EXTENDED CULTIVATION, ESPECIALLY IN

SOUTHERN GARDENS. SEED SHOULD BE SOWN NOW.

A
GOOD lied of this vegetable in these days

is very useful. By many, Leel<s are

preferred to Onions because of their

k milder flavom' ; and as Onions are not so

^ plentiful as they were. Leeks are in

greater demand. They are easily grown and not

much troubled by enemies, and are not attacked

by maggot or fly as Onions are in some districts.

.\lthough many allotment holders grow them,

they should be more largely grown, as, when once

they get a start, one very seldom fails to secure

a crop, and if a fair amount of good soil is available

.1 good crop is almost certain. Of course, the best

way to get first-class Leeks is to grow them in

trenches over a good layer of manure and good soil

;

liut if this cannot be done, one should not be dis-

I ouraged, as very good Leeks can be grown on the

flat if planted deeply with a dibber or bar. If

Leeks are wanted very early in autumn, seed should

be sown under glass in February in boxes or on a

hot-bed7 grown on, and planted out in April ; but

for most allotments and gardens an April sowing

will give all that is required. The forwardest

plants may be pulled and planted as there is room.

In France Leeks are in demand all the year

round, especially by working people, for pot au

leu, and in large gardens a supply is expected''

all the year round. This is secured by an

i-arly sowing on a hotbed in December or January,

growing on, and planting out strong plants, making

a succession by sowings in March or April and July

or August. The last sowing is left in the seed-

bed and is only thinned, and stands the winter

there. If the plants look like bolting in spring

they are lifted and laid in a trench in a cool place.

In France they are usually grown in a plot, not

in trenches, and are planted deeply with a dibber.

When they are taken from the seed-bed the roots

are shortened and the foliage is reduced by about

one-third of its length ; this is repeated once or

more, and is said to cause the stems to grow faster.

To secure the earliest crop one sows a variety

called Jaune de Poitou, which is largely grown by
the market gardeners near Paris. For allotments

Sutton's Prizetaker is a good one ; it has a

mild flavour and is a good exhibition variety.

-Musselburgh is also a fine hardy variety, rather

later. W. L. L.\vender.

[If there is one vegetable more than any other

that deserves extended cultivation in Southern

Counties, smrely it is the Leek. Not only is it

such a wholesome, palatable and nutritious food,

but it has the very great advantage of being in

season at a time when the supply of fresh vegetables

is at its lowest ebb ; that is, in April and May.

Cm'iously enough, these two months are the most

difficult in the whole year in which to obtain

a supply of fresh vegetables. This is in no way
due to the war, for it is the same every spring,

and has been so for years past. Winter vegetables

are then over, and it is too early for the summer
supply. Moreover, it is in the spring when the

medicinal properties of fresh vegetables are most

appreciated, and even in normal times there is a

shortage at this season.

The thoughtful i-ultivator will make provision

for this period by growing hardy Spring Cabbages

and late Broccoli ; but even these will not stand

without protection in 3 severe winter. It matters

not how severe the winter may be ; the hardy Leek

may be depended upon to stay the course unpro-

tected in the open.

For many years the production of the finest

Leeks has been left to our friends North of the
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a well-prepared seed-bed with a fine surface is

essential. The seedlings should be pricked out into

an open, s\nmy border in May and given a rich

soil, when they will then be ready for planting

into trenches in July. If stable manure is not

available, a good yield may be obtained with the

assistance of superphosphate—-using it at the

rate of loz. to the yard run—soot and diluted

sewage.

In Belgium Leeks are planted deeply with a

dibber, and each hole, about 6 inches deep, is filled

with prepared soil, consisting chiefly of finely sifted

leaf-soil and silver sand, at the time of planting,

the soil being dribbled around each plant to allow

room for the development of the stem. This is

being followed in this country w'ith success. Large

Leeks are preferable to small ones. The blanched

stem of the Leek should be from 12 inches to

15 inches long, with a uniform circumference of

about 6 inches throughout. Blanching shoJld

begin immediately the plants are established in

their final quarters, and blanching by means of

fine soil drawn up around the paper collars is a

most satisfactory method. There is no need to

THE MODE OF BLANCHING LEEKS AT .\LDENHAM.

Tweed and to those in the extreme North of Eng-

land. At the present time the Leek is the pre-

dominating vegetable in the allotments around

Carlisle. For years the allotment holders have

looked to the Leek as one of then: chief vegetables

for use in winter and early spring. Leeks of

enormous size and wonderful quality—the larger

they are the better is the flavour—were showrt,

and probably are still shown, in the scores of Leek

competitions held in the North. How different

from the Southern allotments, where the Leek

does not figure in one garden in ten.

It is not merely a matter of climate, as was

once supposed. Given proper treatment. Leeks

do quite as well in Southern gardens as in Scotland.

It is safe to assert that-r in Southern Comities at

least, the cultivation of the Leek is less understood

than that of almost any other vegetable.

The chief difficulty that the amateur has to

contend with is that of raismg the plants. Many

leading growers sow under glass in March, but

excellent results may be obtained by sowing in

the open in April. In the North seedlings are

bought in pots and planted out in rich soil when

about the size of a lead pencil. Needless to say,

go to the expense of buying specially made collars,

as strips of stiff brown paper, about 8 inches wide,

will answer quite well. The paper i? bandaged

round the stem and secured in position by two

ties of rafiia. As the stem lengtliens, the collar

is raised and fine soil is draxvn to the stem. To

hold the soil in position, boards may be placed

either side of the rows, leaving about i foot of space

between the boards for a double ro.w of Leeks.

This is the method adopted with such great success

at Aldenham House Gardens, and full credit is

due to Mr. Edwin Beckett for this mode of blanch-

ing, which is a great advance on the method of

banking up the soil aroimd the stems.

With regard to varieties, one cannot do better

than refer to the Report of the Trial of Leeks at

Wisley, just issued by the Royal Horticultural

Society. The foiu- varieties to receive awards

of merit are Champion and International Prize,

sent by Messrs. Dobbie and Co ;
Prizetaker and

Royal Favourite, sent by Messrs. Sutton and Sons.

The following gave good results and arc highly

commended : Improved Musselburgh, Large Early

Poitou, Large Rouen, Renton"* M.MVirrli and Thr

Lyon.

—

^Ed-I
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.-—^Young Vines raised from eyes struck in

January should be growing freely. If for planting
out in May, see that the border is thoroughly
prepared and in a good warm condition for the
reception of the roots. Previous to planting give

the roots a thorough soaking with tepid water,
and, after turning them out of the pots, slightly

disentangle any of the tender roots with a pointed
stick and plant rather firmly. If, on the other
hand, the pots have become matted with roots
from the want of repotting, more care and attention
an separating and spreading them out wiU be
necessary. After planting give a gentle watering
to settle the soil, keep the house close, warm and
moist, and ehade the Vines in bright weather till

they have made a good start.

Late Vines.—These will need much care in tying
•down the young growths, and tliis should receive

attention twice weekly tUl they have been brought
^into the proper position. Watch carefully for insect

pests and do not charge the house with too much
moisture where no fire-heat is employed. If the
weather should prove cold and frosty, a slight

warmth in the pipes should be provided till a

change occurs, to prevent injtu-y to the young
growing shoots.

Peaches.'—.\ttend to disbudding and the tying

of young shoots reqviired for next year's fruit.

Do not remove too many shoots at each
time of going over the trees. Watch for aphis

and red spider, and use the usual remedy before

the leaves suffer.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas raised under glass should be planted
out in lines where they can be protected from cold,

cutting winds. Only a few of the most distinct

varieties need be grown for cut purposes. Support
the plants early with neat . spraying branches, and
dust well round the plants with soot to ward off

slugs.

Seeds.—Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, &c., may be
sown in cold frames or in pans placed under glass.

In both cases the soil should be sweet, rather light

and sandy, and be pressed firmly. Keep the frames
close and moist, shading in bright weather till

the plants appear above the soil. The pans should
be covered with squares of glass and shaded with
brown paper.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Fruit Trees.—With the exception of Pears,
aU frutt trees are showing well for a large
•quantity of flowers, though early, owing to the
war in days in March. Peaches have already set
their fruit and the young shoots are making head-
way, needing disbudding, which must be carefully
attended to. Remove a few of the shoots each
time where they are ov< rcrowded, keeping the eye
on shoots needed for extension and for replacing
any which have fruited. As a guide make certain
of the best and strongest at the base, and on the
upper side if possible, also the leaders and a few
at intervals along the shoots. Keep the foliage
free from aphis, and gradually remove any pro-
tection when the trees are safe from further frosts.

The Kitchen Garden.

Ridge ClWUmbers.—These may be grown in
much the same way as Vegetable Marrows, and in

a favourable season very useful fruits, both for
-salad and pickling, may be obtained with
little attention. King of the Ridge and Stock-
wood's are good for pickling.

Brussels Sprouts.—Plants raised under gUiss
-and duly hardened off should be planted out quite
2 feet or more apart on good ground made rather
firm, allowing a little less for Dwarf Gem.

Cauliflowers.—Set out any which have beeii
raised in heat and properly hardened off ; choose
a sunny position and protect from cutting winds.

Cardoons.—Sow on heavily manured ground in
slumps of three or four each and in lines 3 feet
apart, the clumps being 2 feet apart.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotkam Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Beetroot.—Sow in deeply dug soil free from rank
manure. The Globe varieties are rightly gaining

favour, being so much easier to manipulate in

the kitchen. AUow 18 inches between the rows
for the tap-rooted varieties and 15 inches for those
of the Globe type. To economise, sow three seeds
in a group, allowing 9 inches between the groups.

Peas.—Make another sowing of a second-early
variety, such as Senator or Duke of York. Stake
previous sowings as soon as they are well through
the ground.

Spinach.—Continue to sow for succession,

utilising the space between the rows of Peas for

part of the crop.

Onions raised under glass shodld now be planted
out in rich soil in rows i foot apart, allowing from
6 inches to S inches between the plants for general
utility purposes, or 12 inches if exhibition size

is aimed at.

Planting Brassicas.—Plant out the various
kinds of Brassica raised under glass. Avoid
ground where any of the fam.ily was grown last

year, and as a preventive of clubbing dress the

ground with lime and smear the roots with a

mixture of soot, cow-mamue, loaiu-and water. "

The Flower Garden.

Early Chrysanthemums should be gradually

hardened off, for if planted out without this prepara-
tion they fall a ready prey to slugs and snails.

Roses.—The work of forking over the beds
or borders being completed, this is a suitable time
for renewing the labels where necessary. I am
very partial to the Acme Label Rest. Where
any dubiety exists as to the correct name, wait
and sec the plant in bloom.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums. — Gradually increase the
ventilation and, if aphis appea^, vaporise promptly,
or dust o\er with tobacco pmi'der bv means of a
puff.

Salvia splendens should now be in 3-inch
pots and be kept near the glass to encourage a

dwarf, stubby habit. While avoiding coddling,
these showy autumn-flowering plants must never
be subjected to cold draughts.

Caladiums.—Shift on into 5-inch or 6-inch
pots,according to vigour. Use a fairly rich compost,
of which fibrous peat and a dash of charcoal
should form a part. To grow them well they
require a brisk teniperatuje.

General Remarks.— Rearrange the .conservatory
from time to time as plants have to be removed
and others introduced. The grouping sjstem
judiciously carried out is preferable to the pro-
miscuous system of arrangement.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—In an early house wh»re the fruit

has been thinned the shoulders should be tied up
to permit of the free admission of air and light,

and thus secure the full development of the entire
bunch. Care should be taken, however, not to
tie up the shoulder quite to the horizontal. Unless
the border is sufficiently moist, which can be
ascertained by boring with an auger, the border
should have a good watering at this stage.

Melons.—-As the early batch approaches the
flowering period a careful watch must be kept,
and the work of pollination must be promptly
attended to as soon as three or four female flowers
are simultaneously—or within two days of each
other—open on a given plant. The forenoon is

the best time of the day for carrying out the work
of pollination.

Succession Melons will now be ready for plant-
ing. Nothing equals good stiff fibrous loam as
a rooting medium, and this shoifld rest on inverted
grassy turves of the same. Mix the loam with
about an eighth part of dry fowl-manure or bone-
flour, and if some old lime mortar is available,
so much the better. Do not plant until the soil

has been twenty-four hours in the house. Plant
on a slight mound as a preventive of stem canker.

Orchard-House.—.Attention must be given
to the thinning of the various fruits before those
which are superfluous begin to draw upon the
resources of the tree. As the solar heat increases,
ventilation and the supply of water at the roots
must also be judiciously increased.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

PLANTING POTATOES
By EDWIN BECKETT, V.M.H.

I OFFER no apology for

dealing with this subject

once again, owing to the

fact that there are many
thousands of amateiurs

and others interested in

this important operation

who are for the fii'St time

making the attempt and
are, naturally, anxious to

obtain the best results.

Many are under the im-

pression that they have simply to dig the ground, put

in the sets, and then await the final development,

frequently with the result that their hopes are

anything but fully realised.

Preparation of the Ground.—^This is the most

important matter, whether it be land broken up
for the first time or that which has been under

cultivation for years. A little extra trouble

bestowed in this direction at the time of planting

will make all the difference between a good and

a bad crop. See that the ground is deeply worked,

and never plant until the SOU is in a dry and work-

able condition. Do not " dib " in the sets, as

is so frequently done, but open trenches with a

spade and place the sets, preferably sprouted before

planting, at the required distance ; then cover

in carefully with the finest soil obtainable or,

for preference, a little leaf-soil or similar material.

Overcrowding is a serious mistake, especially

between the rows. We should hear very much
less about Potato disease and spraying if this

precaution was more generally adopted. Sun,

light and air are all important in combating these

ills, more especially so in dull, wet weather. Common
sense should teach even those who know little

about it that planting too closely together is the

primary cause of the dreaded Potato disease.

The distance to be allowed must be decided by

the varieties one is cultivating. Those which

make but little haulm should be allowed a distance

of 24 inches to 30 inches between the rows, and

the more vigorous ones 36 inches. After many
years' experience I have proved repeatedly that

from this point of view it is advisable, and is

more than recompensed by the increase of healthy

tubers. Where the soil is destitute of lime, a

good surface-dressing should be given at the time

of planting. Immediately the growths appear,

hoe as frequently as possible before the final

earthing is made, the latter operation being done

when the haulm is about 6 inches high. Moulding up

has many advantages when properly done, especially

in relation to holding the haulm in an erect position

as long as possible.

Answers to Correspondents

FLOWER G.ARDEN.
CULTIVATION OF AURICULAS (A. S.).—We advLse

you to pay a visit to Mr. Douglas' Auriculas at Great
JBookliam about the third week In April. We feel sure
you will then become an enthusiast.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO SPROUTS INFESTED WITH GREEN FLY

(Constant Reader).—The attack by green fly has been
caused by the tubers being subjected to draughts of cold

air. By "all means keep the Potatoes cool and free from
frost; but cold draughts should be avoided, especially

after the tubers ha e commenced to sprout. The
best way of destroying the fly will be by immersing the
tubers and the affected chits in a solution of nicotine.

This may be purchased from most seed merchants and
of all garden sundiiesmen. Tell them the purpose you
want it for, and they will give it to you of the right strength.
We much regret the delay in answering this question.
This sv&s cause 1 by its being sandwiched among other
letters the replies to which were less urgent.
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FOLLOWING on the lines of the Claygate

Sunflower Competition, illustrated and

described in our issue of January 12,

Mr. H. M. Faure, The Manor House.

Claygate, now offers, providing there

,ire at least fifty competitors in open competition,

a prize of £5 for the largest head of Sunflower

seed grown anywhere in the United Kingdom,

and five second prizes of £1 each for the five ue.xt

best heads of seed. Further details of the competi-

tion will be announced later. The heads of Sun-

flower seed should be sent to. Claygate, and the

Editor of The Garden will act as judge. The

competition will be open until fairly late in the

season in order to give all competitors ait equal

<hance. The results of the competition wiU be

announced in The Garden.

The value of Sunflower seed as a chicken

food if mixed with corn is unquestionable, and

it is hoped that this offer will act as a

stimulus to the growing of Sunflowers and

so alleviate the shortage of grain. In the

event of any readers growing more seed than is

necessary for their own requirements, the Food

Controller will be prepared to purchase ripened

seed in quantities of ^cwt. and upwards at a

price to be arranged later, and with the Food

Controller's permission we shall be pleased to

supply the name and address of a firm in London

who are prepared to take any quantity from icwt.

upwards of properly matured seed grown in the

United Kingdom at the market price ruling

at the time. This firm is also prepared to

guarantee to supply the bags to any gardening

association which has a minimum quantity o(

icwt. of seed to sell. We may mention that

one competitor in Claygate grew 401b. of seed

from half an ounce sown. Some helpful

suggestions on the cultivation of Sunflowers

will be found in the poultry notes on page r8o.

Haricot Beans i n

School Gardens.

—

Dwarf French Beans

arc—and we think very

wisely—-beiiig grown in

school gardens somewhat

extensively this year.

On the occasion of a

recent visit to a school

garden at Epsom, the

three varieties Comtesse

do Chambord, Long
White Canterbury and

Early White Etampes

were being sown. The

seeds were sown in rows

2\ feet apart in a sunny,

open' position, and

covered with 3 inches

of soil. All three are

white-seeded varieties,

which are great
favourites as Haricots.

Sowing Kidney
Beans.—A sowing may
be made close to the

'irickwork at the foot

of a south wall or in some other warm place

to afford an early gathering of pods. Sow in

lines about 3 inches deep and 2 feet apart. Ne
Plus Ultra is a good early variety.

Tarred Discs and the Cabbage-Root Fly.—
Cabbages and similar plants, such as Broccoli

and other members of the Cabbage tribe, are very

liable to be attacked and destroyed by the maggot
of the Cabbage-root fly. When plants are attacked,

the roots and lower end of the stem are damaged
or destroyed. The fly lays its eggs close to the

plant (in the cracks of the soil) just belo,w the

surface. The eggs hatch and the maggots gnaw
their way into the root. Plants may be protected

from attack by fixing around the stem a small

disc of tarred felt, which acts as a barrier and

prevents the fly from laying its eggs too near the

plant, and as a consequence the legless maggots

when they hatch out are unable to reach the

plant. It is important that the tarred discs

should be placed in position when the seedlings

are pricked out, and in any case before early May,

when the flies are first on the wing. The timely

application of the tarred discs is all-important ; for

if the eggs are laid very near the plants, before

the discs are placed in position, the discs do not

prevent the young maggots from reaching and

damaging the plants. In other words, the discs

prevent but do not cure attacks by this pest.

The discs should be flush with the level of the

ground, and should not be allowed to become
covered with soil. Tarred felt discs may be

obtained through seedsmen and horticultural

sundriesmen.

Preparing Tomatoes for Outdoor Planting.

—

Vt-iung plants that are strong enough may now be

potted into 6-iuch pots, staking and encouraging

them to grow into strong, sturdy plants J:iy the

end of May, by which time they should be planted

by the side of warm fences or walls. Good results

.SUNFLOWER 1IE.\DS IN COMPia'ITlON.

outdoors can only be obtained by planting strong,

healthy plants early. Ailsa Craig, Sunrise, Bide's

Recruit and First and Best are good varieties

for outdoor cultm'e.

Sowing Turnips and Swedes.—A sowing of

Golden Ball Turnip or other yellow variety

should now be made in shallow drills 18 inches

or 21 inches apart. The season's crop of Swedes

should also be sown during the first half of May,

and in view of the food situation a good breadth

of this nutritious winter vegetable should be put

down. Dust over the eatlies with soot to ward ofl[

the Turnip fly.

National Rose Society's Spring Meeting.—The

spring show of the National Rose Society will be

held on May 7, in conjunction with the fortnightly

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, at

the London Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate,

Westminster, S.W. In consequence of altered

railway services, it has been decided that the meet-

ings will be closed at 5.30 p.m. tmtil further notice.

Village Forewomen Wanted.—Women with

agricultural experience are tugently required

by the Food Production Department to act as

"village forewomen" to lead and arrange' the

work of gangs of women on the land during the

coming . season. They wiU be paid a minimum
wage of 25s. a week, and must enrol in the Women's

Land Army for six months and be prepared to

work wherever they are required throughout

England and Wales. Applications for forms of

enrolment should be sent in wTiting to the Women's

Branch, Food Production Department, 72. Victoria

Street, S.W.i.

Norwich Food Production League.—When
the appeal was made for food production to be

carried out to the utmost, the Corporation of

Norwich asked several of the leading local horti-

culturists to help on the work. The outcome

was the formation of the Norwich Food Produc-

tion League, which now
numbers over 1,100 sub-

scribing members, all

keen on the t.isk of

producing food. The
Norfolk and Norwich

Horticultural Society,

which has been respon-

sible for the main
exhibitions in an d

around the city since

1820, is now preparing

a huge exhibition to take

place on the last Thm-s-

day in August. Classes

are being arranged for

cultivators of allot-

ments up to 10 rods,

20 rods, and 40 rods,

Cottage gardens have

a separate class. The
fruits and flowers will

be afterwards given to

the local hospitals, and
all the vegetables sent

to the Fleet for our
gallant Siiilors.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(Tlie lidilor is not responsible /or the opinion!^

expressed by correspondents.)

HELXINE SOLIEROLII.

T CAN fully endorse the editorial note on page 79

concerning this pretty little creeping plant.

That it is of a markedly aggressive character

has been brought home to many who, unaware

of this feature, planted it in close proximity to

choice subjects. Some years ago it was employed

for carpet bedding at Peckham Rye Park, and,

when I saw it, had grown into the turf and was

disputing (he right of way with the grass. This

Helxine once behaved with me in quite a different

role. Some pots of it were used as an edging to

a greenhouse stage. The stage itself was an open

one, and seedlings came up in myriads on the ground

underneath, forming a carpet-like mass of

greenery, which was very pleasing.

—

H. P.

WILD PLANTS IN NEW ZEALAND.

T HAVE had opportunities of going about the

country lately, and think some of The Garden

readers might like to hear about some of the plants

I observed. The Yellow Kowhai (Sophora tetra-

ptera) is the commonest one, and is a beautiful

Iree with light foliage, covered with yellow blossoms

in spring. The blossoms contain a good deal

of honey and attract the bell-birds, wliich get the

honey with their long tongues. This tree grows

anywhere ; it does not mind how exposed it is.

A curious thing is that when young it often grows

in a- kind of tangle with hardly any leaves, as if

it was trying to bury its head from the wind.

When 5 feet or 6 feet liigh it will suddenly put its

head out, grow nice and straight at the top, with

pretty, graceful branches all round. The tangle

disappears in time. While in a tangle I never

remember seeing it in blossom. There is the

Chatham Island variety, larger in 'leaf, always

evergreen, and with larger flowers ; but this never

blooms in such profusion. Grandiflora is a North

Island variety with very large blooms. At the

vmouth of the Hurunui River this week I was struck

with the leafless plants—first, the leafless Clematis

(afoliata) ; it grows in a bush hanging on clifis,

and has a yellow flower. I obtained some fresh

seed, some of which I will gladly give any readers

of The Garden if they care to ask for it ; also

of the two Yellow Kowhais first mentioned. The

next was the leafless Broom or Carmichaelia

;

it has mauve flowers with a dark mark, and borne

in great quantities. The flowers are very small.
' However, the effect of a large bush 6 feet or more
high is interesting. The seed was not then ripe.

The third was the leafless Lawyer (Rubus cissoides)
;

this is a variety of the bush Lawyer, that has leaves

and thorns all up its stems and under the leaves,

like a badly made Blackberry vine. This leafless

one is found only in exposed places and never

bears flowers, but just millions of spines ; it

creeps about, hooks on to anything within reach,

and really is handsome with its dark red stems
and white thorns. The only parts of a leaf it has

are midribs with thorns attached. The way it

propagates itself is by fresh seed dropped from
a bush plant. The exposure seems to be the cause

of the change of variety.

—

Maky Poulton, Moera,

86, North Parade, Shirley, K Z.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES : AN AMERICAN
POINT OF VIEW.

TPHE discussion as to the flavour of Apples, to

which so much space has been given in The
Garden during the past winter, has been deeply

interesting to me. While nothing has perhaps

been gained in the way of establishing any definite

standard, the mere fact that so much public

attention has been called to the matter of quality

and flavour in this most valuable and useful of

all fruits is, to my mind, a subject of the highest

import. For years I have tried in the public

Press to mge the supreme importance of flavour

in Apples upon the consumer, the dealer, and

the grower of this fruit. Beginning with the con-

sumer, my effort was to convince him that he did

not really know what a good .\pple was ;
the

average buyer, I mean. The business man would

stop at his grocer's on his way to business and

order a peck or more of Apples to be sent to

his home. He had a general idea that Apples

were Apples and a healthful fruit to be used in

the cuisine, but very little linowledge of any dis-

tinctive quality in the different varieties. If he

stopped to look at the grocer's stock at all, he

would be very likely to be attracted by the brilliant

colouring of some flavourless .Vpple, like the Ben

Davis, perhaps. The fruits would appear well in the

family fruit dish, if used in that way, or answer

every purpose in the kitchen. Careful observa-

tion had taught me that the average demand for

Apples was about like this. Then I argued with

the dealer concerning" his duty in the matter of

educating the people and creating a demand for

better quality. But, of com-se, his views were

wholly commercial. He told me that Apples

were sold by their appearance entirely, with

very little regard to flavour. And I knew he was

right about that, too. Finally, I appealed to

the grower and urged him to plant better varieties.

But, of course, there was another obstacle in tliis

case. He reminded me that as a rule the better

class of Apples, and especially the high-flavoured

sorts, were more difficult to grow ; the trees were

neither vigorous nor productive, and slow to come

into bearing. He could not wait, and, often when

they did bear, the fruit was lacking in appearance

and did not compare favourably with varieties

of inferior quality in the market. I knew he was

partly right in this contention, but tried to con-

vince him that it would pay in the end to give

these better sorts extra and more careful culture.

He admitted that tjiis was reasonable and should

be done by the man who could afford the extra

cost of labour and wait for his profits. But as

for him, he was obliged- to seek quick returns.

It was a hard problem all round. And yet there

was some satisfaction in knowing that the con-

tention was correct ; and I believe to-day that

there has been a change in public sentiment re-

garding this matter. It seems to me that people

now want better Apples than they did in past years,

and also that they know what the better .\pple

is. -All this Apple lore that has appeared in

The- Garden of late confirms this opinion,

thongh I fear it is not quite safe to assume even

yet that in the future the palate will preside

over the eye in the selection of Apples. Of all

the organs of the human body, the eye is perhaps

the most wonderful and governs in great measure

all the rest. When the eye frowns with disfavour,

all the other senses become subservient.

.4mong these numerous Apple contributors I

note a general agreement to the effect that no

one person can be qualified to decide dogmatically

as to just which special variety is better than any

other in quality. It is, of course, very obvious

that no such personal dictum could be universally

accepted. Tastes differ so radically, and there

are also the fundamental questions :
" What

constitutes a good Apple ? " " What special

qualities must it possess in order to excel ?
"

It seems to me that many of these qualities are too

delicate for any scientific analysis. The human

palate alone must decide. .\nd pray tell me who

is endowed witlk, tliis standard palate ? Yet

there is perhaps a general agreement, among those

best able to judge, as to a certain few sorts which

are the best'. In England I observe that

Cox's Orange is usually placed at the head of the

list, although that breezy and entertaining

writer " Anne Amateur " does not quite agree

to this. I often wonder if this famous English

Apple is really equal to our great American variety

the Newtown, which I have always regarded as the

finest flavoured Apple ever produced in any

country. Call this a mere individual opinion

if you will, but it seems to have been very fully

confirmed by Queen Victoria and her Royal House-

hold many years ago, when the entire product of a

famous Hudson River orchard was shipped there

annually at fancy prices. My own list of the best

Apples in this country to-day is a short one. Some
of these are perhaps unlcnown over the water,

as many native sorts there are unknown here. I

,

would include the Newtown, Spitzenberg, Jonathan,

Rhode Island Greening, Mother and Grimes' Golden
;

and of this last-named sort I desire to speak

with some detail, not only because of its. supreme

quality,but also because of its great productiveness

with me. It originated on the farm of Thomas

Grimes in West Virginia' early in the nineteenth

centmy. It was afterwards disseminated to some

extent in the South and West and other scattered

sections, mainly for home use or private orchards,

because of its excellent quality as a dessert Apple.

While it is still gro%vn to some extent here, it is not

often found in commercial orchards, strange to say,

although, as before remarked, the red Apple has

the call in the market. Like most other of our

best Apples, there is no record as to how it was

produced. Nobody knows what its parents are

nor how it came into existence. So we will call

it a foundling waif in Dame Nature's garden.

The tree is vigorous and productive, giving me large

annual crops from a young tree. The wood is

dark reddish brown. Dovming calls it Grimes'

Golden Pippin ; later it became Grimes' Golden,

which I consider very appropriate, although our

National Pomological Society, in its recent economic

nomenclature, calls it Grimes. The fruit is a

beautiful yellow in colour when properly matured,

rich and delicious in flavour, with an aroma that

is unlike any other sort. It is an excellent keeper,

roundish oblate, slightly conical, stalk rather short

and set in a deep cavity, which is often russeted.

The calyx is closed in a rather deep, abrupt basin.

Except the stem, there is almost nothing to reject,

as the core is very small.—H. HENDRiCKS,«K'!'ngs(OH,

Neu) Yor'k.

SPINACH BEET.

TN his notes on uncommon vegetables in The

Garden, Mr. Molyneux, under the heading of

" Seakale Beet," makes' no mention of the allied

Spinach Beet. This last is a smaller grower

than the other, while the leaves are not crisped,

as in the illustration of the Seakale Beet. There

is more of the " cut and come," or rather " pick

and come " character about the Spinach Beet

than there is in the other. Of the two I prefer

the Spinach Beet, although the ribs, owing to

their small size, cannot be used as Seakale. As a

substitute for Spinach I prefer Spinach Beet to the

New Zealand Spinach, while this last has the dis-

advantage of perishing with the first frost. The

Spinach Beet, on the other hand, is perfectly hardy
,

in fact, last spring, when all the Brassica family

were killed in my small suburban garden. Spinach

Beet, from seed sown the previous July, gave

us continuous pickings. The plants had also yielded

a good crop of leaves the previous autumn. I

look upon the Spinach Beet as one of the most

useful green vegetables for a small garden, especially
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if it is in a confined spot. From what 1 hear, this

upinion is also shared by many, as I learn there is a

great and increasing demand for the seed.— H. P.

camp and saving the situation. If ilmu li air.

truth in this, it suggests the first year's stage of

the biennial Burr-thistle.

—

Hortul.inus.

rOPULAR
"DEING piyself

PLANT NAMES.
an Aberdonian, I have been

keenly interested in recent references in

The Garden to popular plant names in Aberdeen-

siiire. In The Garden of .-Vpril 6 " Hortulanus "

mentions that coloured Primroses are called Pinl<s,

and that " White Lily " is applied to any form
of Narcissus Poeticus in Aberdeenshire. This

is quite true, but both references are equally true

of the Lowlands of Scotland generally, " con-

fusion " being often " worse confounded " by
rendering Pinks " Spinlis." Further, " Lily " is

applied to the gSnus Narcissus as a whole. One
sets some idea of how these popular names get

confounded if we refer to Saxifraga umhrosa. Ths
IS popularly named London Pride

and None-so-Pretty, but the latter

is nine times out of ten pronounced
" Nancy Pretty." But is .not

scientific plant nomenclature rather

in a muddle too ? Synonyms
abound everywhere ; there are a

dozen or more among the Willows

(Salix) alone. Some foUcs take a

lot of " herding " to keep them
right. Some years ago a Scottish

nursery firm was asked by a

customer South of the Tweed if

they could supply a specimen of a

I'lant called " Oyerbeller." The
customer wanted a plant of Hoya _

bella.

—

Caledonia.

THE TRUE SCOTCH
THISTLE.

T SHOULD like to be sure what

is the true Scotch Thistle, but

• it this period of time there is

little certainty of identifying the

iriginal ime. just as the uncertainty

remains in the case of the English

Rose and the Irish Shamrock. The
heraldic Thistle is a thing of the

imagination. I am more certain

as to the species which Burns
regarded as the Scottish emblem.

He wrote as follows ;

" The rough burr-thistle, spreading

wide

.\mang the lx;arded bear,

I furn'd the weeder-clips aside

.\nd spared the symbol dear."

His word " bear " should have "

been written " here,", which means
the six-rowed Barley (Hor-

deum hexastichum). The Burr-thistle is the Spear

Thistle (Cnicus lanceolatus), and is widely known
in Scotland imder the first name. The photo-

sraph on page 157 is a good illustration of the

Cotton Thistle (Onopordon Acanthium), but

this is not even naturalised in Scotland, though

it sows itself in gardens, and is a noble object

\vhen 7 feet or 8 feet high. In England it is a

colonist or alien, extending from Chester and
Lincoln southwards. It often springs up in waste

places on heaps of garden rubbish. I have only

seen it once having the semblance of being wild,

.md that was on the clialk downs of Eynsford.

Kent. There is a legend about tlie Scotch Thistle.

Some time in the tenth or eleventh century, when
Scotland was being ravaged by the Danes, a

party of the latter were walking liarefooted over

the sand-dunes of Barry, Forfarshire, by night,

in an endeavour to siu-prise the Scots in camp,

and one of them trod upon a Thistle, which caused

him to give a howl, thus alarming the Scottish

Spraying Problems

"

T:

^HIS was the title of a lecture recenth'

given by Dr. A. S. Home, D.Sc, at

the University College, London. In

answer to the question, " Why is the

Government recommending spraying,

which involves supplies of machines and chemicals

at a time when the country needs supplies of

guns and munitions ? " the lecturer said that

spraying is entirely justified, since it. helps both

to secure increased production of food and to

preserve the produce through controlling pests of

economic crops.

}J-.

SPRAYING APPLE TKKES AT WISLEY WITH .\ SOLUTION OF
LEAD ARSENATE.

The spraying is done just belnre the opening 0/ the flowers.

We ,are only justified in waging war against

pests of crops of vital economic importance, of

which the chief are the annual plague of cater-

pillars and late blight of Potatoes. Late l)lighl

swept over Europe with dramatic suddenness
in 1845 ; and since the Potato was the main article

of food and means of obtaining other food at th,-ft

time in Ireland, thousands perished througli

famine. It has been described as one of the gi'eatest

calamities which ever afflicted the human race.

The campaign against disease needs to be efiic;-

• ntly and economically cimducted. The conditions

iu 1917 were difficult. Each village, town and city

was suddenly confronted vf\t\\ the problem of spray-

ing. The solution was attempted in various ways

—

some good, others indifferent. In the main two
ideas emerge : that of co-operative spraying, where
individuals take the initiative, club togetlier .and do
their own spraying, sharing the expense

; and flic

communal, where everything is done for the com-
munity and a charge placed on the local funds.

The yeat thing is to get spraying done

quickly over a given area, and to obtain this

end it should be possible for County Councils

and other public bodies to establish central nrix-

ing stations, with a motor equipment fitted with

machines and capable of distributing the chemicals

or mixtures to rural centres. Commmial sprayers

should certainly be established if this cotmtry

is to keep pace with development in otlier

lauds.

As in diseases affecting mankind, we should

understand the habits of the organism and the

conditions determining its outbreak and spread.

We could not control malaria until we knew that

the mosquito acted as a carrier. So with Potato-

disease. If the disease can winter only in diseased

tubers, it mfght be controlled by selecting disease-

free sets. But is this the only way ? Again

if the original outbreaks are few and scattered,

they could be isolated by the ring

fence method ; but if not, universal

spraying is absolutely necessary.

Potato blight can be prevented

by spraying with Burgundy mix-

ture. The role of this mixture can

be compared to the effect of a

^ slirapnel barrage put up to prevent

hostile aeroplanes reaching the

metropolis. It is important to

cover the plant thoroughly, while

it is useless employing the remedy
after the disease has obtained a

firm hold on the plant.

Biurgundy mixture should be

regarded in the light of an inven-

tion which needs to be perfected.

There is some hope of being able to

reduce the quantities of copper

and soda by the use of a soapy

ingredient. It is capable of almost

universal application against fungal

pests. For example, a 2 per cent,

.ipplication towards the end of

I'Vbruary each year will prevent

ihe« Peach-curl fungus; a i per

cent, soap Burgundy mixture will

prevent the American Gooseberry

mildew and Idll the resting winter

fruits of the fungus ; a i per cent

.

solution will prevent Celery leaf-

spot, and so on.

With regard to spraying

machines— our artillery, so to

speak, in this mimic warfare

—

great advances have been made.

Just as complicated and special-

ised aeroplanes have been evolved

from machines of the simple

type used by Bleriot, so,

from Heather, brooms used by the peasants in

Ireland, and simple hand STrTinges, horse sprayer>i

and horse-drawn motor sprayers of formidable

.ippearance have been designed for Hops, fruit

orchards and Potato work. Now that tractors

have come into prominence, we may look forward

in the future to tractor sprayers.

Just now we are aiming at producing imnxensi-

quantities of Potatoes. We cannot pick and choose

the sites ; Potatoes must be gro^vn whether the

local conditions favour disease or not. It is

increasingly important to spray, since the risk

of serious loss and failure is correspondingly

increased, and the nation cannot afford to take

the risk.

In the campaign of 1017 disease spread from

South-West to East and North. The outbreak

in Scotland in 1845 was somewhat analogous.

In 1845 the records show that it was more severe

in Lancashire and Clieshire, and earlier in appear-

ance tlian it was in the same counties last year.
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WISLEY IN APRIL
TRIALS OF VEGETABLES—EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES—THE PROMISE

OF FRUIT—THE DAWN OF THE FLOWER GARDEN.

SPROUTING POTATOES IN A GREENHOUSE AT WISI.I'.V.

THE war has made it difficult tu liavil.

and many are unable to make their

pilgiimage to the Royal Hortirultural

Society's gardens at Wisley this spring.

Wisley was always reputed an inaccessible

spot ; indeed, that is one of its greatest charms.

But it is now more inaccessible than ever,, which

reminds us of a suggestion emanating froiu^this

neighbourhood • that a name for a wayside inn

appropriate to the times would be "The Pig

and Sunflower." Contrary to the spirit which

Stevenson knew, it is better to anive than to travel

in hope. Wisley gardens are as interesting as

ever. A well-ordered atmosphere Still pervades

those parts of the gardpns devoted to trials and

experiments. The trials are always well done

and carefully recorded. Spraying was in full

swing among the Apple trees, and there is a good

promise of fruit generally, with the exception of

Pears, which seem to be making a poor show of

blossom in many parts of the country this

spring ; while we ' fear that the frost on

the night of April i8 may ha\'e caused sori<ms

injury to the Plum blossom.

Experiments with Potatoes.—Last year a very

interesting series of experiments in the cultivation

of Potatoes was carried out by Messrs. Chittenden,

Wright and Wilson, with the assistance of Mr.

Rogers in weighing the crops. " Should the seed

tubers be cut ? " " How many sprouts should

be left on ? " " What space should be allowed

to each set ? " and " When is the best time to

plant ? " The Wisley experiments were oaixied

out with the object of testing these and other

points in Potato growing.- The results are pub-

lished by the society in a brochure entitled " Some
Experiments in Potato Growing," price 4d., and
all who arc interested in Potato growing should

make a point t)f reading this report. The soil at

Wisley is a light sandy loam—so light in places, we
have heard it whispered, that the garden gates

have to be closed on windy days ; but there is no
fear of the soil being blown away this rainy April.

However, the ground is well suited to Potatoes

A TRIAL OF LEEKS GROWN ON THE FLAT.

It was dressed with stable manure and the following

mixture : Superphosphate, five parts ; sulphate

of ammonia, three parts ; and this was applied

at the rate of abz. per square yard. But these

were not manurial experiments, and these figures

do not appear in the published report. They were
given by Mr. Chittenden in his lecture at a recent

meeting of the Royal Horticultm-al Society. Arti-

ficial manures used in the foregoing proportions

would prove highly beneficial on all soils, and to

these might be added wood-ashes, especially on light

scfils. The application of wood-ashes is not so

necessary on heavy soils, where lime has been used,

as such ground is fairly rich in salts of potash.

Some of the experiments are borne out by general

practice
; others are not. However, Wisley may

be taken as a good centre for such experi-

ments. The Potato crops are average • for

the British Isles, and they were given an
average cultivation. Perhaps the most surprising

results were found in the experiment to test

ihe effect of spacing on yield. The variety

.^rran Chief was .used. The sets were planted

in spaces ranging from 24 inches by 12 inches

to 36 inches by '18 inches. The closer the

Potatoes were planted within the limits of these

ejtperimcnts, the larger became the tt)tal yield.

On the other hand, the results clearly indicate

that the greater the space given to the individual

plant, the greater the yield of that individual

is likely to be. It must not be overlooked, however,

that close planting is accompanied by a greater

risk of disease. These experiments should be

repeated on different soils and with different

varieties before the results can be expected to

have a marked influence on general practice. W.-

should expect results in favour of wider plaiijjng

on heavier land. On the whole, the best distances

for maincrop Potatoes is apparently 30 inches

between the rows and 15 inches between the sets.

In many of the experiments the variety Factor,

representing the heaviest maincrop type, was used ;

but one interesting feature at Wisley is that th

sccond-earlies yield as well as the maincrop^.

a point very much in favour of the second-earliis.

considering the shorter time the ground is occupied

and the less haulm that is made. From the exten-

sive array of seed Potatoes spread out in single layers

on greenhouse staging, we conclude that thi?

valuable crop will be extensively planted this

spring. According to last year's experiments, from
the middle to the end of April proved the best

time for planting Potatoes at Wisley, provided
the seed- had been previously sprouted.

Vegetable Trials.—A trial of winter Lettuce

is now being carried on. They weFe planted out

at the end of September. Some varieties havf

stood the winter very well, others are unmistakabh
weather-beaten, while still others have succumbed.
Some^of the hardiest green Lettuces look tough

and uninviting; the brown Lettuces look morr
appetising. The results of this trial will bi-

published shortly.

The trial of Leeks has now been concluded.

They are a healthy-looking lot, planted deeply

and grown on the flat. The four varieties to

receive awar4s of merit are Champion and Inter-

national Prize (sent by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.).

and Prizetaker and Royal Favourite (sent by
Messrs. Sutton and Sons).

Near by is a fine breadth of Spring Cabbage,

not for trial. The plants were raised from seed

sown on August 8. They were planted out in

September, and the variety that gives the best

promise, having stood the winter with impunity, is

Ellam's Early, an old favourite that has been grown
in gardens and market gardens for many years.

The Rock Garden.—While the food production

campaign is so successful!) pursued, it is a great

pleasure to observe that the beautiful grounds
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at Wisley are not neglected. The magnificent

rock garden, completed just before the outbreak

(if war, and containing as it does an almost un-

rivalled collection of alpine plants, is looking better

to-day than we have ever before seen it. The drifts

of Primula rosea by the water's edge, Daphne

Blagayana among loose stones, Shortia uniflora

grandiflora and its relative S. galacifolia on

half-shaded, rocky ledges, and the Daffodils in the

wild garden are such as would gladden the heart

of any lover of flowers. It is evidence of the

ykill and devotion of those few who are left to

farry on. H. C.

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the rev. JOSEPH .JACOB.

Flowers at the Drill Hall on April 9 (Con-

tinued).—This is the seedling age of the Daffodil.

The signs arc varied and many. First, let any-

one go over the names of' the seedling-raisers he

knows. I venture to sav that any two or three

not to too strict rationing, as our chairman wickedly

suggested when we were going round judging the

groups, Jnit to hia having used the bulb for two

years running for seed-bearing. I think he is

wrong there. I have never marked the particular

bulbs that have borne seed, but I am not conscious

of ever having noticed at lifting-time any appre-

ciable difference between seeders and non-seeders.

I do not think, Mr. Jardine, you have hit upon the

true cause of your quaint miniatures. It has

no more to do with it than gin.

Major Churcher of Alverstoke is a good sports-

man and is always ready to do his best for

a show. He brought a small group s^ch as he

could carry and put up himself. Its peculiar

interest to me was the inclusion of several of his

own home-raised seedlings. He obviously has

some good ones coming on—how many I cannot

say ; but if his shapely Giant Leedsii Firstfruits

is a sample of what is to follow, there must be

some nice things in his beds.

Messrs. Barr and Sons' exhibit was not up to

their usual form. Even favoured Penzance cannot

Incomparabilis with a primrose cup and a perianth

a good deal lighter. The combination was very

pleasing, and as the perianth was all right as

regards its show requirements, there is no doubt

but that it weU deserved the honour.

The great feature of Mr. Copeland's group in

the Hall was his double Daffodil Irene Copeland.

My friend has always been great on doubles. In

pre-war days a whole series used to appear in

Messrs. CartwTight and Goodwin's exhibits, dis-

tinguished by much unconventionality alike in

their colours, build, and eccentric but expressive

names. Let two suffice : Shock-headed Peter

and Gollywog. In 1914 a surprise was sprung

upon Daffodildom at Birmingham when, with

Mary Copeland, he won in a canter the first prize

for a double. Now he has gone one better, and

I can safely say that as long as the regularity of

an almost mathematical precision is an all-impor-

tant factor in a show bloom, this new-comer will

be somewhere near the top whenever it appears

in competition. The whole flower is precisely

and tightly built up of some white bits of what

mm
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WISLEY IN APRIL : SHORTIA GALACIFOLIA, DAFFODILS IN THE WILD GARDEN, AND DAPHNE BLAGAYANA.

<jt the first Daffodil people he catns across could

add some more. The number at the game would
have rejoiced the heart of that old-time enthusiast

F. W. Biubidge, whom I always regard as the

first preacher of the interest and joys that are

the lot of the patient hybridiser. The burden
of his preaching was, " Hybridise and cross-fertilise

it you can, but anyhow false seedlmgs." For
how many years the hint of John Parkinson lay

dormant ! The efforts of Herbert, Leeds and
William Backhouse were, as it were, flashes in the

pan that no one seemed to notice until Peter

Barr set about his life-work of popularising the

Daffodil, and Engleheart his great task of im-

provement and alteration. Now this pleasure

is widespread, and I hope it is destined to catch

many more in its net. A second sign of the times

was that the six Daffodil groups in the Hall were
the groups of seedling-raisers. The rather pathetic

looking little group of Mr. Jardine owed the

diminutive size of some of the individual blooms

get out of having an English climate, and the poor

Daffodil showed it. All the same, there were

some fine vases. As was to be expected, it was
the red-eyed group. Under this category I may
put Florizel, P\Trha, Red Beacon and Red Emperor.

Caedmon, a massive, somewhat recurvus-looking

Poet, the e.xquisite Ringdove, and the orange red

eyed Dresden must also be included. In this

group there were very many seedlings, some named
and some unnamed. Among them I was glad to

see several Jonquil hybrids of the type of Butter-

cup, but with cup-like coronas. There is some-

thing very satisfying in the good solid look of the

perianth and the rich deep yellow of the whole

flower.

Mr. W. F. M. Copeland put up a good

many Daffodils before the committee. They
were mainly Giant Leedsiis, Incomparables, and

pale bicolor trumpets. One of them, Jeannette,

received an award, and a couple had near shaves.

In Jeannette we have an uncommon pale Giant

I suppose I may 'call perianth, alternating with

similar bits of pale citron, which represent the

corona. I was quite right. I have just turned

up my Parkinson and found, as I thought, a picture

there which might well pass for Irene Copeland.

"John Tradescant's Great Rose Daffodil" on

page loi is as like it in build of flower " as two

Peas." My good double-Daff-making friend has

been born out of due season. He should have li\ed

in the first half of the seventeenth century, when
doubles were considered the top-hole form.

Irene Copeland would have divided the honours

with John Tradescant's great double, " The Glory

of Daffodils"' (Paradisus, page 102), and there

would have been two " Glories " instead of one,

and it would assuredly have been recorded that

the " founder " thereof was one William Copeland.

This is my answer to Mr. Sanmel Pope's enquiry :

' What did you think of that double Daff shown

by Copeland ? " I am wondering what he thouglit

of it.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—These plants should never be allowed

to suffer from want of moisture at the roots during
the time the fruits are swelling, as if once checked
they seldom develop satisfactorily, and frequently
split just before they approach ripening. Keep
the roots near the surface by frequently top-dressing,

and feed liberally both with liquid mamu-e am', any
approved artificial ; but as soon as swelling. ceases,

just previous to colouring, less water should be
given and a drier atmosphere maintained.
Plant out succession batches, taking care not to

bury the stems too deeply. Employ good, rather

clayey loam, with a good sprinkling of old lime

rubble added, made firm. Regulate the growth
bv constantly going over the plants, pinching out

the leaders, if necessary, and removing useless

shoots before overcrowding occurs.

Tomatoes.—Keep plants that have
set good bunches of fruit well '*"

supplied with moisture at the roots,

especially if growing in pots ; feed

liberally, and top-dress with good
rich soil as the fru ts advance in

size. Keep the side growths and a ['

portion of the leaves removed to

admit light and air ; and should
white fly attack the plants, gently
fumigate for a few night s in succession.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—As soon as the plants-

are well above the ground, run the
Dutch hoe between the rows to

loosen the surface and to destroy
tiny weeds springing up. If the
Onion maggot is feared, dust freely

with soot and wood-ashes when the
lops are damp with dew ; also plant

out any which may have been raised

under glass and duly hardened off,

taking great care not to injure them
when making the roots secure in the
groimd.

Seakale.—After the plants have
been forced and the heads cut, go
over the old stools and cut the top
down to an inch or so below the
ground -level. Manure well and
dress with salt ; then fork the
beds over and thus enc9urage good
crowns for next season's supply.
Also cut down any which have not
been forced, as a preventive against
flowering.

Potatoes.—As soon as the tops of

these are nicely above the ground,
draw a little fine soil over them,
should frost threaten, or protect
with a little Bracken. For supplying
young tubers at a much later period,

put some of the kidneys thinly in a

I'ool place and plant in July:
H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Bariui.

The Flower Garden.

Sowing Biennials.—Bi nnials should now be
sown. The following are wi 11 worth inclusion
in the list : Carnation Grenadin, Myosotis Royal
Blue, Wallflowers Fire King and Orange Bedder,
Sweet Rocket (white and purple), Canterbmry
Bell Double Rose and Double \Vhite, and Sweet
William Pink Beauty. Delay sowing Holl> hocks.

Sowing Perennials.—P?rennials should now
be sown. The following often yield fine results
if good strains are secured : Oriental Poppies
(Papaver bracteatum), Pyrethrjjms, Carnations,
Pinks, Auriculas, Polyanthuses and Piimroses.
No one should oinit Anchusa italica Dropmore
Variety, which has often to be regarded as a
biennial.

Plants Under Glass.

Liliiun longifloriun.—War conditions have
made this and L. 1. Harrisii (exiniium) difficult

to procure. With moderate forcing and judicious
subsequent treatment, however, they can be
successfully flowered f&r at least two seasons in

might appropriately be added here that in view
of the prospective shortage of coal, firing in every
department should be reduced to a minimum.

Vines.—Continue to stop and tie down the
shoots, carrying .out the latter operation by
degrees to prev,<nt -the brittle growths from
snapping.

Peaches.'—Thin the fruus b> degrees when thc\
have attained the size of marbles. The fruits
should be kft about 12 inches apart.

t. ^ Charles Comfort.
Sr »e^ i (Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

BioomfifUl Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS,
The Kitchen Garden.

Runner Beans.—.A small sowing
of these may now be made, if room
for them can be spared on a south border. It is

a good plan to draw the drills in pairs, each
pair being about 2 J feet apart, and then allow-
about 5 feet between the pairs. Allow at least a
foot between the seeds in the drills.

New Zealand Spinach.—If not aireadv done,
pot up into 3-inch pots and gradually harden off

in a cool house or frame. As it is planted about
3 feet apart, a comparatively small number of
plants sutifices.

Marrows and Gourds.—Accord these treatment
similar to that advised in the previous paragraph.

Salading.—Make sowings of Mustard and Cress
every week, of Radishes every ten days or so,

and of Lettuce every month.

Thinning.—Attend to the thinning of the
various crops as soon as the plants can be con-
veniently handled. Early thinning is especiallv
important in the case of Carrots. Salsifj is difficult
to thin if the operation is long delayed.

RHODODENDRON CII.IATUM IN THE TEMPERATE HOUSE AT KEW

succession. Give applications of weak liquid
manure and attend to staking.

Lilium auratum.—Top-dress with turfy loam
and dry cow-manure, the loam being used in a
rather himpy condition. Attend to staking and
tying,

j

Primulas!— P. kewensis, P. mafacoides and'
P. obconica can all be grown on for a second year
or more, and where this mode of treatment is

intended, the present is a good time to repot them.
As a rule, it is desirable to break up the plants
and repot them, using smaller-sized pots mean--
while than those they previously occupied. That
floral gem P. nivalis should .always be treated thus.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.^The latest batch will now be
well advanced, but liquid manure should be applied
twice weekly until the fruits begin to colour.

Expose the fruits to the light as fully as possible.
Very little fire-heat will now be necessary, and.it

KEW NOTES
SOME of the [Himalayan Rhododendrons

are now in flower in the Temperate House
at Kew. One of the smaller-growing

species, R. ciliatiun, is a mass of blush white

flowers. It is one of the earliest

to bloom and a very free-flowering

plant, and has been used as a

parent for several hybrids, in-

cluding R. prifcox. The flowers

are in loose' trusses and about

2 inches across. It is one of the

easiest to grow and, in the West,

one of the btst border plants.

Large plants of R, arboreum are

flowering, but not so freely as could

be wished. One of the best hybrids

in flower is Beauty of Tremough,

a cross between R. Griffithianum

and R. Thompsonii, raised by
Mr. Gill of Tremough. The
flowers are of a lovely shade

of rosy pink and over 4 inches

across.

Another line hybrid in flower is

Gill's Triumph, a cross between R.

Griffithianum and a red-flo«'errd

R. arboreum. The colour is a

bright cerise, and the plant a mass
of large, handsome flowers. R.

Veitchianum, a plant introduced by
Messrs. Veitch in 1850 from Lower
Biurma, requires a rather higher

temperature and is grown in the

centre house. The flowers are pure

white, borne at the apices of the

branches, usually in threes or fours,

and are about 3 inches across. The
foliage is dark and shiny. The
plant does not, as a rule, set seed

so readily as the Himalayan Rhodo-
dendrons, but one can sometimes

obtain it. .\nother pretty ^hybrid

flowering inside is R. Luscombei
splendens, a cross made by Mr.

Luscorabe between R. FortuneT

and^ ft. Thompsonii. It has large

flowers of a deep rosy pink shade,

rather drooping, and graceful, R.

Delavayi album isjflowering freely and makes

a handsome tree. ^ It is rather like the

varieties of R.f arboreum. and the large trusses

of white flowers show up well against the dark

foliage.

A pretty sight in No. 4 Greenhouse is a basket

made up of Chorizema ilicifolia. The basket

is lined with moss and partly filled with peaty

soil. The plants are then laid in, the growths

pulled through, and the basket is then filled up.

The growths are kept tied down to the wires and

pinched once or twice. The basket is now a mass of

orange and red, and is very neat. Pretty plants

of Primula -sylVicola are in flower in the same

house. The flowers are of a shade of pink and

are in whorls, each spike having five or more

whorls. W. L.
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The Marketing of Garden Produce
Bv H. AVRAV Til TING, M.A.

ALL GRO^VERS SHOULD AIM AT PRODUCING A SURPLUS BEYOND THEIH
OWN NEED.

L\ST
season iho prcjblera^ of increasing tlie

output occupied most of the attention

of the horticultural section of the Food

Production Department. Tha. is v.w^ so well in hand that much tim^' .ui'l

thought can be giwn to questions of distribution.

Schemes for the marketing of garden produce are

therefore being urged on apace. The economic

distribution of the small grower's surplus is a

difficult matter even in normal times, and is now
t'.implicated by transport shortage. The carrying

power of railways is curtailed, the petrol supply

very limited, and both the number and the working

power of horses arc affected by the amount and

the quality of the food procurable for them. Vet

It is imperative to increase our output from allot-

ment and garden, as well as from farm, and to'

liring the rural producer into touch with the urban

consumer.

Towards this end private endeavour did a good

deal last year, and many successful, if isolated,

i-fforts are on record. That is especially the case

m counties where there is much fruit and vegetable

growing with large industrial centres within or

contiguous to their boundaries, such as Worcester-

shire. There Mrs. Berkeley of Spetchley, whose

taste and capacity as a flower gardener were the

theme of a special article in Country Life on

July 15, 1916, turned her attentioti to the fruit

and vegetable sections, and solved the marketing

problem most successfully, not only for lierself,

but for many of her smaller neighbours. Slie

acquired a 15-9 h.p. Belsize chassis and fitted

it with a light lorry body. This she learnt to

drive herself, and all last season, wet or fine,

started at 8.45 a.m. on a regular round, taking

in to the admirably managed Pershore Co-operative

Market the produce of her own and two neighbour-

ing villages. Therein houses of call had been

established to which the villagers took their surplus.

so that it was packed, weight d and bonked re.nly

for lier to take up ; and where, on her return

journey, she dropped a supply of empty baskets.

Uthcr villages were anxious to join. But as Mrs.

Birkcley was acting alone and experi-

n:entally, she thought it wise to test

success modestly. But success came so

fully and rapidly that a much larger area

and a four-ton lorry with a paid chauffeur

could certainly have been profitably

established ; and that will be the most

usual form of road service when tho plan,

privately worked by Mrs. Berkeley andt

others, is developed and systematised by
general organisation, such as will be found

this season in Worcestershire, where it has

grown out of such efforts as the Spetchley

circuit and the larger combination of the

Worcestershire Fruit and Vegetable
Society, which had its nucleus on Lord

Coventry's estate, his daughter, Lady

Barbara Smith, being the moving spirit.

Here jam making, fruit pulping and

Apple drying industries were already

established, and a scheme of transport and

marketing was soon evolved. Depots were

formed last year at Upton-on-Severn, Bromsgrovc

and Kempsey, and these are now being supple-

mented by others at Tenbury, Kidderminster and

Worcester. .An illustration is given showing Lady

Barbara and her assistants loading up at one of

the villages, horse transport being resorted to

in this case. The excellent results of this endeavour

are proved by the verdict of " Hafrods " that tlic

.\pple rings thence obtained preserved their colour

better than any others.

What the Food Production Department is aiming

at is to supplement such excellent individual

efforts by a comprehensive network taking the

counties as units. Central <-omntittees will map

out their areas, assiJst existing transport agencies

and start new ones, found depots and even markets,

be in touch with the Government and its resources

on the one hand and with the village committees

on the other. Not only in Worcestershire is the

whole groimd now covered ; Herefordshire is not

behind. Nearly every village has got its committee

for collecting, grading, weighing and booking

produce at a receiving centre ready for transport,

the whole of which has been undertaken on favour-

able terras by one of the county janr manufacturers.

LADY BARBARA SMITH COLLICTING FOR MARKET.

MRS. BERKF.LKY DRIVIXO HKR LORRY.

will) is organismg a route scheme, comprehensive,

but not overlapping, to be mainly worked by
four-ton lorries, and supplying various canning and
jam-making centres, as well as fruit and vegetable

markets. In Devon and Dorset, Hants and Bucks,

the county organisation is well forward. Kent

especially has to perfect its distributing system,

for it has enormously increased its production.

The 1917 crop of fruit and vegetables amounted
to 68,000 tons as against 40,000 tons in 1913.

Every county should be endeavouring to come into

line ; and all who have influence and capacity,

with some remaining time in which to exercise

iliem, should help to speed up both the central

committee and the humbler, but not less essential,

ones in the xnllages. Success depends on the right

.ippreciation and adoption of local circumstances

and points of detail far too numerous and complex

to enumerate here. 1 merely pick out two a>

indication of their drift and importance.

The system of cropping adopted at any ptace

^iiould not ignore the transport shortage. Villages

neat centres of population should, for their surplus

over their home reqiurements, concentrate on th-

heavier and more perishable crops, such as Potatof s

.md Cauliflowers ; while remote districts should

.lim at sending- lighter and long-keeping goods,

such as Onions, dried Beans, fruits already canned

or dried. In such localities both cottagers and
farmers should feed pigs' for bacon rather than

attempt the marketing of greens. Potatoes and
other heavy root crops. Too much attention

cannot be directed to the output of Onions and of

pigs. Bacon and lard are priceless in these days

of fat shortage. The Onion is an important and

popular food of which nine-tenths of the supply

came oversea before the war. Now few can !"

shipped, and only a vast increase of area devoted

to them wherever soil and climate are favourable

can prevent a most undesirable dearth. All

cottagers should aim at producing a surplus

beyond their o\to need. But to make such surplus

marketable, the second point that I aij now
mentioning must be considered. The vilbge

ccmimittees can only profitably deal with the small

surpluses of individual cottagers if the cottagers

have previously settled on growing the same
varieties. The market thinks poorly of, .ind pays
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low for, mixed and haphazard luts uf botli friiil

and vegetables. But if they are of one variety,

a whole lot of tiny parcels can be packed together
at the village depot and the best price obtained
when transported to the distant market. This
result is-being obtained where the local commitfee
or production society has followed the economic
system of prociu-ing vegetable seed for distribution

in their area, strictly limiting the variecies while
not omitting to consult individual taste and
climatic conditions.

Here, truly, is scope for the most extensive
co-operative effort. From the Minister in charge
of production to the tiller of the smallest allotment
there is thought and work needed. But with
right co-ordination and energy oiu- garden grounds
may become a most important element in the

triumph of our war aims.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
APPLICATION OF GREEN SULPHUR FOR ONIONS

{Anfiksey).—A iiropcr dry jjowder bluwer is nccilrtl ou
largi- areas, but a .small powder bellows will answer tin-
purpose. Mr. BHggL\ the maker of the sulphur, will
give you particulars as to the type of blower ; there are
several makes. ^Hewouldalsogivedetailsastothequantity
of sulphur needed, but it is not material. Several dre.ssiiig's

during the season are necessary, for the fly and mildew
are active over the entire season.

SEED POTATO FOR EXAMINATION (F. £.).—The
Potato is attacked by the cQmmon Potato scab. This
trouble is due to a minute orjanism allied to the bacteria
and called Actinomyces chromogenus. The disease is

only skin deep and, so far as is known, does not reduce
the crop or damage it in any way, except so far .as appear-
ance is concerned ; indeed, it is" said that tubers showing
this scab cook more mealy than those unaUected. If
it is wished to attempt to check the disi-ase ne.\t year,
file seed tubers, so long as they have not sprouted, 'may
be steei^ed in a solution of one part of commercial formaliii
to 200 parts of water for two hours. This is best done by
placing the bulk of seed tubers in loose canvas liags and
dipping the whole in the solution, subsequeiitTi' taking
out the bag alter the two hours and allowing it'to drain
thorouglily.

GROWING VEGETABLE SEEDS {A. .S.).—If Brussels
Sprouts, Cabbages. Kale, Ac—in fact, all the Cabbage
or Brassica family to which these Irelong—are grown
within easy contact of one another, there is great, if not
absolute, danger of intercrossing taking place and the
seed saved from such proving to be spurious and worse
than useless. If the position in which they are grown
is sheltered from liigh winds (which carry the pollen grains
from one flower to another and cause the cross-fertilisa-
tion), you may possibly partially escape tlie danger:
or if you can protect each seed-bearing plant while it

is in flower by enveloping it in a piece of light muslin,
tills will have the same effect—indeed, better, as it will
als« prevent inoculation of the flowers by bees and other
agencies, as well as by the wind. It you require only a few
seeds for your own use, a few plants of each sliould
be grown, and the trouble of protecting would not be
great ; but if you propose growing for sale or to give away,
these sorts nnist be^ widely separated while' growing.
There is not the same danger with the roots you mention.
HOW TO GROW TWENTY TONS OF POTATOES

TO THE ACRE (E. It.).—A correspondent writes that
lU' was toll! l.y an agricultural lecturer liow to grow large
crops of Potiilocs, twenty or more tons to the acre. Our
correspondent's etforts in this direction resulted in the yield
of numerous large tubers, many of wliirh pro\ ed hollow in
the middle, and consequently were luisaleahh- and of little
value. Lectures are excellent channels for disseminating
useful instruction in tlie grovrth of Potatoes and other
vegetables, jirovided the lecturer is a practical gardener
and well grounded in the knowledge of the subject he is

talking about. Lectiuers on the growing of Potatoes
and other vegetables have been in great demand of late,
and it is to be feared that the supply has been unequal
to the demand, and that as a result "prcnticed" liands
have essayed the task in many instances and, unfortu-
nately, have iiad to draw on their imagination for then-
facts rather than on their experience. \Ve hear of so
many sensational results being achieved in the growth of
vegetable crops that someone else feels he must go one
better, and so the ball of exaggeration rolls along, gathering
weight as it goes. AVe do not suggest that the lecturer
in question ciime imder this category, as no doubt tins
weight of Potatoes, and more, has been grown by experts
under special and highly favoured .conditions' of soil

and culture. But we would plead that more valuable
services would be rendered to allotmeut holders and other
growers new to the work if a more moderate note were
struck at what it is possible to achieve in the way of crops
by inexperienced workers, and that greater emphasis be
laid 'on ciuality and moderate size rather than on coarse-
ness, heavn,' weight and sensationalism. The secret of
success in the growth of Potatoes lies in a nutshell . Bastard
trench your ground, and in doing so thoroughly break
•up the soil if it is of a clayey or cloddy nature while trencli-
ing is going on, adding a moder.ate sprinkling of linu'.

Apjily a liberal dressing of well-decayed farmyard mauuri-
at the- rate of thirty loads per acre before trenching
begins. When planting, let the land be well forked
over, so that tlie mould of the drills wlien drawn
will be in a fine and friable condition to receive the seeds
(sets). If you have a little manure to spare, lay it

at the bottom of the drills for the sets to rest on ; if not,
dress the drills with a moderate scattering of soot. See
that your seeds (sets) are healthv and that you have
selected the right sorts. The rows for early ' Potatoes
should be 2 feet apart and the sets a foot apart "in the row.
Cover with 5 inches of soil. .Seeond-earlies should
be 28 inches apart and the sets 15 inches apart. Late

,
Potatoes should be 30 inches apart and the sets IB inches
apart.

and modern liave suft'ered equally from the diseases,
though in the case of the former the bees often died without
thr cause being known ; and w-hiie thelsleof Wight disease
appears to be of recent origin, foul brood was well known
in the time of Virgil.—L. Biog-Wither.]

FRUIT GARDEN.
HOW TO DISBUD PEACH TREES (xUis-s (.'. //.).—

The objective in the disbudding of Peach trees lias to do
with reducing the number of buds on eacli shoot to three,
leaving one at the base of the shoot, one in the middle
and, of course, one at the apex, the latter to form the
leading shoot of the branch for next year. Both buds
should be left<in the upper side of the b'raucli. All other
buds, except the above three on eacli branch must be
rubbed off. The denudation of foliage may at first

appear drastic to the uninitiated, but wjien the buds
develop#nto shoots and foliage the tree will be found
to be clothed with ample leaves.

FLOW'ER GARDEN.
THE LAVENDER COTTONS (W. R. Z).).—It is not

surprising that you have failed to detect a dillerencc
between Santolina C'hamscyparissus and C. incana.
for the two are frequently 'con,?idered synonymous by
nm-serymen. As a matter of fact, both plants are liabl'e
to vary cousiderably, according to posiiion and cultui-e.
Strictly speaking, the former is very much Larger and more
of a shrub than S. incana, which is of closer, neater habit,
more fluely cut in foliage and more silvery. It is much
less common, and considered to be a variety of S.
Chamajcyliarlssus.

THE GRJKENHOUSE.
NAMES OF MIMOSA AND NARCISSUS 1.01,1 .SiibmiOer)—The plant so commonly grown at Cannes under the

name of Mimosa is Acacia dealbata. Being quite a tree
in stature, it is suitable only for large 'conservatories,
as it must attain a good size before it will flower freely.
It is a native of Australia. The name of the old double
Daffodil is Narcissus Pseudo-narcissus flore pliiia.

BEES
OLD-FASHIONED METHODS OF BEE-KEEPING.—

1 must join issue with Mr. Bigg- Wither on two statements
made by him in ids article upon bees in your issue of
April a. He states that queeu bees cannot be handled
with gloves, and th.at bees do not recoguLse individuals.
I k-now nothing about modern bee-keepmg. .My experi-
ence goes back to the middle of last century, when my
father kept bees for many years, and we were intensely
interested in them. In ihose days we destroyed the
hives to obtain the honey, which possibly was the reason
that our bees were always h<althy anil did not suffer
froui foul brood or Isle of Wiglit disease. When they
swarmed they almost invariably settled upon a tree.
(Jur gardener willi a veil and c/loves mounted a ladder,
jiickc-d out the queen bee, put her into a new luve smeared
whh honey, and shook the swarm gently into it. On
one occasion only he injured the queen, which died, and the
swarm returned to their old hive. For some weeks after
this happened the bees pursued the gardeuer in the
garden and field and stung him. This has always proved
to me conclusively that bees do recognise individuals.
I feel sure, top, that they knew us children, for we spent
hours watching them

; and as the hives stood in file Straw-
berry-bed, we constantly picked tiie fruit from under
them. We were never stung, unless we by chance hurt
one of them. They often used to settle on our bare arms,
but never stung us. Modern bee-keepers cannot know
tile excitement and delight of a swarm of bees, especially
in a large family of children.—K. Williams. [The above
is an interesting account of some old-fashioned methods
of bee-keeping. In a previous article I stated that it

was practically impossible for a person wearing gloves
to captiu-e a queen bee without injuring her. Of coursi',
it mirjhi be done, but the risk of hurting her is very great,
and I do not advise any bee-keeper to attempt it. The
queen should be picked up by her wings or thorax, prefer-
ably tilt former, and to do this even mth-bare fingers
requires a certain amount of practice. Tliere is, of
course, no risk of the queen stinging, as she never uses
her sting except in figlitiug a lival queen. That the
above w-riter's gardener was able to find and cajiture the
queen from among the sn-arm would be greatly a matter
of chance. This would not be possible 'nine cases out
of teu. The smearing of the luvc (skep '•) with honey
was quite unnecessary, and probably resulted in the
death of many bees. I do not think it lias ever
been proved that bees recognise individuals, and under
ordinary conditions anyone can go into an ajiiarv without
being stung if they conform to certain rules. Bees dislike
sudden movements, and if you sliow fear by waving
your hands about, &c., should one happen to settle on
you or fly near your face, the probability is tiiat you
w-ill get stung. It was quite uatm-al that the above-
mentioned gardener should have been stung, not because
he himself killed the queen, but because queenless colonies
.are well known to be often vicious. There is still a feeling
among old-fasnioned bee-keepers that foul brood and
the Isle of Wight disease are the result of modern methods
of bee-kccping. This is far from the case. Botli ancient

MISCELLANEOUS.
CHRYSALIS TO NAME (il/t.vs p. z>.).—Since we received

the chrysalis it has hatched out, but the moth was so
greatly deformed, as often happens when hatching is

delayed or unduly hastened, that we thought it not worth
w-hile to return it to yon, and have destroyed it. 'fhe
moth is the Emperor, the caterpUlar of which feeds on
a good many different lands of plants, and spins a cocoon
on its food plant. When properly developed it is a
very beautiful moth, and should have liatched out some
time since. Perhaps it w-as kept too dry.

SOCIETIES
EAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

At the April meeting held at "Konvich on the 10th inst.

there was a very good attendance, when one takes into
consideration the existing circumstances. Mr. H. Perry
presided after an absence through illness, and thanked
the members for the considerate messages he iiad received
during the long period he was confined to Iiis bed. Mr.
.C. H. Fox gave a very interesting and practical discourse
"upon "Seed-sowing and Transplanting," emphasising
greatly the point that no seed or plants should be wasted
to-day. This was followed by discussion. A fine collec-

tion of Apples, vegetables and flowers was seen upon
the exhibition tables. Mr. John Brown had the first

exhibit of Strawberries, and much interest was taken
in an exhibit of Improved Colcworts staged by Mr. W.
Shoesmith. These had stood the severe winter well
and come in some time before the early Spring Cabbage.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

'J'he usual monthly meeting of the .Scottish Unrtioultural
Association was held in the Hall. 5. St. Andrew Square.
Edinburgh, on the evening of April 2. The ciiair was
occupied by Mr. Hobert Fife (of Messrs. Dobbic and Co ).

president. " From the Edinburgh Parks Department,
through Mr. J. W. M'Hattic, Superintendent of Parks,
tliere came some excellent exampfes of Cineraria Moorei
and very beautiful specimens of Primula obconica in

excellent variety. The paper of the evening was on
' Allotment Ptsts," and was a capable exposition of the
pests which afHict the allotment holder, the lecturer.

Dr. W. G. Smith, being a recognised i-\pert on the subject.

Tlie more coqimon fungoid and insect pests were lully

described and the best metliods of coping with theyi
detailed, while the more troublesome of the allotment
holder's enemies received full attention and were illus-

trated by specimens. The paper was a valuable one,

and should be of considerable use at the present time.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

On Monday, the 15tli inst.. a meeting of the executive
committee was held at Carr's Kestaurant, Strand, when
Mr. D. B. Crane occupied fhe chair. The schedule sub-
committee submitted their report upon the new scliedule

for 1918, which was adopted. There will be practically

but little difference between that for this year and last

year's. The Finchley Chrysanthemum Society having
expressed a desire that the National Chrysanthemum
Society should co-operate with them on the occasion

of their autumn show on September 28 next by holding
an exhibition of early flowering Chrysanthemums, it

was resolved, upon the recommcudation of the finance

committee, to accept the invitation. There will be four

classes,' in which first, second and thi^d prizes will be
offered. They will be for seven vases and -three 'vases' of
undisbudded blooms, and for seven vases and three vases

of disbudded blooms. Tlie rcjirr-smtativr of the Finchley
Society was present, and expnssed tliankstliat the National
Chrysanthemum Society had decided to hrlp tlie growers
of'These early varieties in the way they had. He was
sure his committee would be pleased with the decisioli.

Admission to members of the National Chrysahthcmuni
Society will be free, and a meeting of the floral committee
will be held or. the o;casion to adjudicate upon novelties.

GARDENERS' PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of the United Horticultural Bcmtit
and Provideiit Society was held at the Boyal Horticultural

Society's Hall on Monday, April S, Mr. Charles H. Curtis

presiding. Before the commencement of the business

Mr. Cuitis moved that a vote of condolence be passed to

Mrs. Harrison Dick in the sad loss of her beloved husband.
Five new members were elected. Five members were
allowed to withdraw interest amounting to £13 lis, lOd.,

and three members over the age of seventy years with-

drew from their deposits sums amountmg to £114 18s. -Jd.

The sick pay on tlie private side amounted to £81 4s. 7d.,

on the State Section £18 5s. lOd., and maternity claims to

£6. The trustees stated that they had invested a further

£500 in War Bonds, and the committee empowered them
to invest a further £300 before the next meeting. Balance-
sheets have now been sent to members and others. Any
reader wishing for a copy may obtain the same from the
secretarj'. Mr. A. C. Hill, 35, Alexandra Koad, West
Kensington Park, London, W.14. The committee is

making an appeal to all members to make the Juvenile
Section widely loiowu among lads between tlie ages of
twelve and sixteen who are employed in private,

market or nursery gardens.
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BEES
THE situation and arrangement of .m

apiary merits more consideration than

it usually receives. If it can possibly

be managed, all the hive entrances

should face south-east. The morning

sun shining on the fronts of the hives induces

tiieir occupants to start work early, and in this

fickle climate of ours every hour that bees are

foraging is an asset to the bee-keeper.

The apiary should be in a fairly sheltered position,

protected from the north and west winds by ,a

hedge if possible. In hot situations it is a distinct

advantage so to place the hives that they are shel-

tered, not overhung, by trees from the midday sun.

[
Never place the hives against a south wall.

In such a position the prevention of swarming owiiig

to the reflected heat from the wall is most difficult,

In a hot summer it is not easy for the beginner

to keep his colonies from swarming. Heat and
i.ivercrowding are the chief causes. Ne-ver place

tlie hives with their entrances facing a frequented

path. People walldng backwards and forwards

constantly get in the way of the bees' flight,

which irritates them and is generally the cause

of many stings.

The hives should not be crowded together.

There should be a space of at least 4 feet between

the hives and also plenty of room at the back

for the manipulator to \Vork comfortably. No
growth of any sort should be allowed round the

hives. This is especially important in winter,

as it tends to keep the hives damp.

.\shes make a very convenient surface for an

iipiary, as with an occasional hoeing the weeds

can be kept down without much trouble. The

legs of the hives are best stood on bricks ; this

keeps them dry and prolongs their life many years.

In placing a hive on bricks a spirit-lej/el is neces-

! .; sary, as i^ is most important, if nice straight combs

are required, that the hive should be perfectly

level across the frames.

In most hives the frames are so arranged as

tfi hang at right angles to the entrance. In these

cases it is an advantage to allow a slight slope

from back to front, say, of half an inch. This

make^ it easier for the bees to drag out any dibris,

and any moistiu"e that condenses on the floor-

board will run out.

In taking up bee-keeping, always begin on a

small scale with one or two stocks, two for prefer-

ence, not more. As you gain knowledge and

experience you can gradually increase the size of

your apiary ; but remember that bees to be really

profitable require a good deal of attention from

.April to September, and a few hives properly

managed give much better results than double or

treble the number left more or less to themselves.

Owing to the great scarcity of bees in nearly

every part of Great Britain, I strongly advise all

who are fortunate enou^ to possess healthy

' olonies to forego surplus honey for this year

and to increase their stocks as much as they

possibly can. Bees are m-gently wanted every-

where, and for some years to come the supply

will not be equal to the demand.

The chief work in all apiaries this summer should

be the making of artificial swarms and rearing of

nucleus colonies. I will give details of the easier

"> methods of increase in a later article. The present

scarcity of sugar is a big handicap, but the Govern-

inent has allotted a certain quantity of special

bee candy made of sugar, medicated so as to be

\uisuitable for human consumption. This can

lie obtained from Messrs. James Pascall, Limited,

manufacturing confectioners, Blaclifriars, London,

S.E. I advise all bee-keepers who intend rearing

nuclei to secure a quantity of this candy without

delay.

In working an apiary for increase wc cannot

expect to get surplus honey at the same time,

1-iut under prevailing conditions the former is

by far the most important. We must repopulate

the country with bees. Honey will come later as

a natural sequence. Without bees our fruit crop

^lust suffer to a large extent. Wild bees cannot

entirely take the place of the hive bee, as has been

proved by repeated experiments.

One word now as to the cause of this scarcity

of bees—the Isle of Wight disease. Though still

prevalent in many parts of the country, the disease

now appears to be taking on a less virulent form.

For some years past numerous remedies have been

tried, and while some gave temporary relief,

it cannot be said that up to the beginning of

last year any real permanent cure had been dis-

covered. Weather conditions and not drugs

have "probably been responsible for many apparent

cures. It has, I think, however, been conclusively

proved that certain strains of bees are much more

resistant to the disease than others.

During 1917 experiments were carried out

i>y Mr. S. H. Smith of Cambridge with the new

antiseptics known as acriflavine and proflavine,

with very promising results. Careful experiments

will again be made by experienced See-keepers

during the coming season in different districts,

and it is hoped that last year's results will be

verified. I recommend all interested to write

to Mr. S. H. Smith, 30, Maid's Causeway,

Cambridge, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope

for full particulars of this flavine treatment.

Flavine has the one great advantage of cheapness.

The cost of treatment works out at less than a

penny per hive.

Wells. L. BiGG-WlTHER.

TRADE NOTES

A Pure \Vhite Lime Floce.

If tlie vaUie of lime in the soil depends on the fineness

to which it is ground—and to a great extent we believe

this to be the case—then Limbux, appropriately described
as a pure white lime flour, should prove invaluable in

the garden. It is lime in the finest mechanical condition
we have ever handled. A useful little book on the uses

of Limbux may be had on application to Jlr. J. Ij

Edginton, EccIesalJ, Sheffield.

Restrictions os the Sale of Methilated Spirit.

There is a prevailing idea among the
users of " Primus " wicklcss oil stoves
that methylated spirit is an absolute
necessity for lighting them up, and
they are therefore inclined, now that
spirit is unobtainable, to lay their

stoves aside. Messrs. Condrup Limi-
ted, 78. Fore Street, London, E.C.2,
are now sending out " Primus "

paraffin starters, as per illustration.

From the fuel economy point of view
the matter is very important.

As I.MPR0VED Potato Planter.

\Vhen i\Ir. W. CJ. France, manufacturing eugiueer,
Darlaston Road, Wednesbury, first introduced his A 1

Potato setter we at once saw that it promised to be a very
useful implement ; but on testing the planter on rather
stiff soil we were able to point out certain weak points.

Jfr. France immediately set to work to improve it, with
satisfactory results. The implement he is now sending
out is advertised in our pages. It possesses all the
advantages that he claims for it, and more.

H EBDITCH'S
POULTRY FOODS, Ac.

FISH MEAL.
Guaranteed pure and the finest quality obtalnahle

Per 1121b. 28 -, Carriage Paid ; two-ton lots, £27
per ton, Ciirriii^e Paid.

MIXED CORN FOR ADULTS.
Per 112lbs. 33/6 ; 5 cwt. lots 32/6 per cwt. Bags
included. Carriage forward.

(CONTROLLED PRICE.)

PEAT MOSS.
Prepared fine, specially for Poultry.
Per 1121b. 6/6. Carriage Forward.

FLINT QRIT.
Icwt. 5cwt. lOcwt. 1 too.

3/6 17/6 33/6 66/-
Carriage forward.

THE ECLIPSE LAYING MEAL.
(iuaranteed the best Poultry Jleal on the Market.
.Absolutely free from Grit, Castor Bean, or any
otiier injurious matter.

112 lbs. 26/- Carriage Paid.

DRY MASH.
Best Quality. 112 lbs. 26/- Carriage Paul.

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE SACK.S.

II is important titat you give your
nearest Station.

HARRY HEBDITGH
(Desk K),

Martocky Somerset.

/T'-

READY FOR THE
TABLE

WITHOUT FATTENING.

==^,

TO overcome the meat shortage in the near future you want a

breed that is ready for the table early, without fattening.

If there is one variety of fowl more than another that comes up
to this standard it is the

LIGHT SUSSEX.
THE cockerels Imtched out can be given free range and will be

* plump" birds straight from the run sooner than those of

any other breed, and. what is more, the flesh is white, tender

and juicy. For table purposes no breed approaches the beauti-

ful Light Sussex and the pullets are splendid winter layers of

nice-sized brown eggs.

EQQS from 12/6 doz.^ CHICKS from 25/- doz.

List ready, post free.

G. GORDON GRAY, Deansbrook P. F., Fdgware. Middlesex

A. TRY A SITTING TO-DAY! J
]V[.

I BREEDER OF PEDIGREE

White Wyandottes & Light Sussex
CTOCli Cockerels MUST be booked early, as only
'

GARDDNING APPOINTMBNT
Mr. Eobert Scott, wlio has been for nearly seven years
superintendent, on the estate of Holraesdale, Massachusetts,
U.S.A., has been appointed superintendent gardener
to Dr. Andrew Carnegie on his estate of Shadowbrook,
Lenox, Massachusetts. Mr. Scott is a Scotsman by birth,

and is the eldest son of Jlr. William Scott, who recently
retired from hi3 post as gardener at Drumpark, Kirkcud-
brightshire.

The i\'(ir Office tioti/ies that from noiv onward all papers
posted to an'j n,utral European country will he stopped,
except those se7it by publishers and newsagents who ham
obtained special permission from the War Office. Stick

permission has been granted to Thk Garden. Sub-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, Noruay,
Su.'§den. Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Rounmnia shmtld order copies to be despatched by the

Publis/ter from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden^ W.C 2.

a limited" number will be run,

I
(.SVr Descriptire Article, ''Garden," Feb. Ifi. 1018.)

^M Apply MANAGER, Mallard'sCourt.Stokenchurch.Oxon. WM

SWEET PEA SEEDLINGS.
I can supply vou witU a elioiee selection of 14 of Hie lu'st

Spencer varieties, growing in punnets. You put tliem \V ITH
THE PUNNETS straiglit into tlie grouml. Send for List.

Seven plants in a punnet ; fourteen to the dozen.

Punnets, 7d. each : 6 pimnets, 3,6, carriage paid ; plants out

of soil 1.(- per dozen, 2 dozen 2/-, postage paid.

MIXED SEEOLINQS.
Punnets Sid. eaih; 6 punnets. 2 9. carriajle-paul.

Plants 7d'. per d(i7.en: -i dozen, 1;9, post paid.

VEGETABLE SEEDLINGS 1'~ per 100.

Jerusalem Artichokss, 7 lbs., 2-: 14 lbs., 3/9.

*,* The Yearhj Hubsrrijil'wn to THE GARDEN i? .' Inhiifl,

Ws. lOrf. ,• Foreirjn, I'is
PAUL PATRICK, F.R.H.S.

Southdown Nursery, DITCHLINfi, Sussex.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
w

CONDUCTED BY

POWELL-OWEN
SUNFLOWERS should be giown in all

vacant spots this year. Many persons

who keep fowls make a point of growing

sunflowers each season, not only for the

seeds, but for ornamentation, to which

double purpose they lend themselves to a nicety.

There are many poultry-keepers, however, to whom
the subject has not app'ealed in the past, and I

am hoping that this year these persons will make an

e.\ccption and plant as many seeds as possible.

Cultivation of Sunflowers.—The Food Produc-

tion Department of the Board of Agricultiure has

sent me a copy of their " instructions " to growers

• of sunflowers. Tlie seeds, they recommend, should

be sown thinly in boxes or pots, and grown on,

if possible, in gentle heat and gradually hardened
off for planting early in May after the danger of

late spring frosts is past. Provided that frost can

be excluded, a cool, unheated glasshouse may be

used. A compost sinular to that used for cucumbers
or marrows will be suitable (one part leaf-mould,

two parts loam and one part sand), but any ordinary

soil will do, and it need not be finely sifted, as the

seeds germinate readily and grow rapidly. Ordi-

nary firmyard manure may be dug into the soil

at the rate of 3cwt, per rod, and an application

-fif superphosphate at the rate of ijoz. per square

yard before or at the time of planting will encourage

early maturity of the seed.

Ripening of tlie Seeds.—The sunflowers, con-

tinues the instructions,

should be planted 3 feet

between the rows and 2 feet

between the plants in goo.

soils, and slightly closer on

poor soils. In e x p o's e d

positions the plants must
be supported by stakes or

other suitable means, and
the amount of seed recom-

mended is at the rate of loz.

to eight rods, or ijlb, per

acre. If the seed has be-

1 time plump but the weather
is unfavorurable for its

ripening out of doors, the

heads may be cut from the

plants in late autumn when
near maturity and be dried

on shelves or on the floor o.'

any dry, warm building ; but

the best results are obtained

when the seed can be allowed

to mature in the open. The
heads, when the seed is

ripening, are very attractive

to birds, and they also

require censtant watching to

prevent shaking out. Some growers guard against

birds and shaking out by smrpunding the heads
with rough muslin, but this can only be done on a

small scale,

Home-Grown Cereals.—Those of my readers
who can grow cereals will be pleased to know that

such home-grown products can, within limits, be
fed to poultry. The exact ruling on the subject is :

" That those persons growing wheat, barley and
other cereals on not more than half an acre of

ground may use the product for their own domestic
purposes, which includes the feeding of poultry
and pigs, but the product must not he sold."

All poultry-keepers who have ground available

should give their attention to the cultivation of

beans and peas, because these can be dried and
kibbled and used throughout ne.xt winter. When
so kibbled they will afford excellent scratching

exercise in the litter and will perform all the

functions that grain does,

Egg-Preservation.—In The Garden of March 16

I mentioned in a reply to a correspondent that

where eggs placed in preservative were from the

preserver's hens this did not constitute food

hoarding, and any number of such eggs could

be legitimately pickled. I pointed out, however,

that the ruling was against the consumer, who could

not buy eggs and preserve them, adding at the same
time that :

" Had it been left to me to decide, I should

have allowed the housewife to put down eggs

when at their cheapest for use when top prices

rule. This plan is surely a clear case of studying

economy on the part of the housewife or con-

sumer,"

Officialdom always 'seems to walk backwards,
but I suppose we must be thardiful that it tmns
round when locating some of the lamp-posts.

It has now been decided to allow the housewife

to preser\'c eggs under certain conditions.

Notification Necessary.—Lord Rhondda has
issued a general licence authorising any person to

"acquire eggs for preserving them for use in his own

ROBUST YOUNG CHICKENS.
A bonny little jamily photographed in an outer run of the brooder-house on the Suffolk

Poultry Farm, Hadleigh, Suffolk, the property of Messrs. Eastman Brothers. The
breeding stoelz alone comprises over 2,000 head of poultry.

household, provided that notice of the number of

eggs to be acquired and preserved is sent to the Food
Control Committee for the district in which the

person usually resides, and that the number of eggs

so acquired does not exceed the number stated

in such notice, or if objection is taken by the Com-
mittee to the number stated, the number permitted

by the Committee. The Committee, it appears,

may reduce the number asked for if they think fit,

after considering the size of the household and the

local egg supplies. The question of the number
of eggs that can be preserved is left open ; and

although many have hinted at about 200 eggs

for six months fc>r a family of three persons, the

Ministry of Food has declared that '
' there is nothing

to prevent an individual preserving as 'many eggs

as he likes, providing they are available." The-

owner of laying hens, then, can preserve as many
eggs from them as is desired, and the ordinary

householder can pickle eggs so long as the Local

Food Control Committee is notified of the number.

This makes it~ possible for one poultry-keeper to

send eggs to any friend who does not keep poultry

but who wishes to study economy by preserving

eggs " for a rainy day."

Growing Month for Chicks.—May is the best

rearing month of the season, and all young stock

should be given as much range as possible. Spin-

neys should be made full use of because they aboiuid

with valuable animal food and, at the same time,

provide shade and shelter. There is nothing like

free and fresh range for growing poultry, and as

many readers will possess chickens that are two

months or more old, these will simply romp along

in May if well handled. Very few poultry-keepers

connect winter eggs with the rearing of the young

stock, which is ill advised, for the reason that the

best egg-results are obtainable in the winter only

from those puUets that hav€ been judiciously

reared from shell to maturity. Where a combina-

tion of grass range and woodland is available,

such is ideal for the chickens from two months

upwards. It matters little how small the coppic e

is ; bring it into use.

Utilising Woodland.->-True, chickens have

enemies, as, for instance, the stoat and Reynard

,

but there are many little stretches of woodland

which the fox and the stoat do not condescend to

haunt, deeming them " small fry," so to speak.

Place the houses near the. selectecl coppice so that

there will be available both grass and woodland,

and, where possible, put the structures where there

is a carpet' of short grass

leading into the spinney.

This is desirable, as the long,

coarse grass will retain mois-

ture and one can cut several

" paths" for the chickens to

walk down, if necessary

Very young chicks should

not be so handled, as these

are best confined to runs

until they g.et strong on thi-

leg. The two month old

youngsters can be given the

combination to advantage.

The Young Chickens.—

Up to two months of age

\'oung chickens need a con-

stant change to fresh ground

if they are placed on the

grass in wire-netting enclo.

sures. There should be a set

plan of moving them up step

by step to larger runs as they

grow older. At eight weeks

old the sexes can be separated

and the females placed in a

large flock aiid allowed the

range of a field, if such is

available. Failing this, one can continue with

enclosures, reducing the flocks from a hundred down
to fifty and later to twenty-five, which will see

them to matturity. The system adopted will

depend upon environment and the number 01

broods reared, but in all cases there should be

a system of handling them, A field that i--

rich in clover is ideal for growing poultry

stock. When the chicks are two months old

they do best upon free range, and several strui

-

tures can be placed together to accommodate

them, these being well bedded down and without

perches.
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THE
article dealing with the cultivation

and uses of Sugar Beet (page 183) appears

at an opportune time. Now that pig-

keeping is so important and feeding

stuSs are scarce and dear, small culti-

\ators will be well advised to sow, where

possible, a breadth of Sugar Beet as a source of

food for stock, apart from its value as a sweetening

agent. A crop of at least 12 tons per acre may be

expected, and there are instances where 18 tons

and over have been obtained. Ten pounds to

i2lb. of seed will sow an acre, and i Joz. are sufficient

for one rod. For feeding purposes it is estimated

that 4lb. of good Sugar Beet are equivalent to

81b. of Mangels or lib. of cereal meals in mixed

rations.

Sowing Beetroot and Sugar Beet.—The first

week in May is quite soon enough to sow for the

main crop of Beetroot and Sugar Beet. Both require

a fairly rich soil, but over-manured ground is

apt to foster coarse and misshapen roots.

Surface feeding is generally not advised—it leads

to forking in the roots ; but once the seedlings

have made a good start, these crops respond

readily to a light dusting of sulphate of ammonia

at the rate of a handful to the yard run between

the rows and afterwards hoed in. In its wild

state the Beetroot is a seaside plant,

and salt may be added with advantage.

For the same reason seaweed is a

capital manure, especially if laid at the

bottom of the trench. A distance of

15 inches should be allowed between the

rows, and the seed covered with about

half an inch of soil.

Peas Growing on Wire-Ketting.

—

ilany readers are concerned over the use

of wire-netting for Peas and Runner

Beans, so probably the accompanying

illustration of a vigorous row of young

Peas climbing up a stretch of wire-

netting will show that no harm accrues

from contact with the wire. Even for

the dwarf Peas, which may be grown

without, it pays best to place sticks or

some other support, for then the Peas

may devote their whole energies to

growing and podding. Broad Beans are

not climbers, but it is usually wise to

place a stout stake at each end of the

rows and stretch cord to prevent the

clants being blown over.

White French Haricot Bean.—This

is a first-rate Haricot for winter use,

and it may be sown by any who have

failed to procure Dutch Browns. It

requires a warm, free soil, and when
well grown will reach 7 feet or 8 feet.

The white blossoms are quite orna-

mental, and may prove an attraction to

those who wish to combine beauty with

utility. Cooked whole like the Butter

Bean, the green pods of this variety

are delicious ; but in present circum-

stances it is wiser to aUow the crop to

ripen for winter use. The Japanese

White is a less vigorous grower, usually attain-

ing no more than about half the height of the

foregoing. It has proved a good cropper in many
districts.

Spraying Fruit Trees.—Spraying with lead

arsenate should commence now, using ilb. of

lead arsenate paste to 25 gallons of water ; or a

little stronger solution, say, lib. to 20 gallons of

water, could be used at discretion. Of coiuse,

the time of spraying will necessarily vary according

to the particular district and the variety of Apple

and Pear. As a general rule, spraying should

take place just before the blossoms open. It

should then act effectively against winter moth
and caterpillar. Spraying against Codlin moth
should take place directly after the blossoms

fall. Some authorities prefer to spray with

nicotine and soap now. This is said to account

for 60 per cent, to 70 per cent of cater-

pillar, aphis and Apple-sucker, and to keep

down Codlin moth and capsids. If necessary,

spray later with lead arsenate, or combine lead

arsenate with a fungicide to control scab as

well.

Successful Reclamation.—A good deal of

reclamation of derelict land is going on quietly

in different parts of the country, and in most

GROWING PEAS ON WIRE-NETTING.

cases the experiments are proving successful.

A case in point is reported from Huntingdon-

shire. About 250 acres of land in a very neglected

state were cleared of bushes and broken up last

year. " All the crops on this land look extremely

well, and if the present promise is fulfilled, the

first year's crop will more than pay for the cost

of reclamation, together with the first year's

operations."

Old Age Pensioners.—.\ certain amount of

dissatisfaction has been caused in the rural districts

by the regulation imder which old age pensioners

were required to surrender their pension if they

earned above 203. per week. We are glad to

hear an arrangement has now been made between

the Food Production Department and the

Treasury that the limit of earnings shall be

raised to yis. per week-

The Cultivation of Linseed.—As a food for

calves the value of Linseed is too well known to

need recommendation. It is particularly rich

in oil (35 per cent.) and in albuminoids (23 per

cent.), and in these ingredients it far surpasses

most other home-grown crops. A pound of

Linseed is for general feeding purposes equal to

nearly 2lb. of Oats or ijlb. of the best oil-cake or

cereal food. In addition to this it is a crop that

can be easily cultivated. A fine surface

tilth and a light covering are all it

needs. It is suited to most parts of the

country and to most soils, and can be

sown as late as the middle of May, or

even later. It is practically immune
from wireworm, and may, therefore,

be taken after old glass or used for

filling up a thin corn crop or replacing

one that has failed. When it is too late

to sow Barley, there is still time enough

for Linseed. Stocks both of home-grown

and P.ate Linseed suitable for seed

production are available. . Particulars

as to price and cultivation may be

obtained from the Controller of Supplies,

Food Production Department, 72, Vic-

toria Street. London, S.W.i.

Maximum Prices for English-Grown
Fruit.—with a view to mamtain the

production of jam at a reasonable cost

during the coming season, the Food

Controller has decided to fix ma.ximum
prices for all English-grown fruit re-

quired for the manufacture of jam. As
it is not possible to fix these prices

until some estimate can be formed of

the probable crops in the country, the

Food Controller gives notice of his in-

tention to cancel any contract for home-

grown fruit existing at the time when
such Orders are issued, except in respect

of deliveries completed before the date

of the Order, It is also his intention

to fix maximum prices for fruit pulp on

an equilable basis after due regard has

been given to the average price of fruit

on the one hand, and the controlled

price of jam on the other hand.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

-U

THE COOKING OF VEGETABLES.

T NOTE with pleasure that you are now devot-

ing a portion of. your interesting paper to the

cooking o£ vegetables ? I have often thought
that gardening papers might do much to improve
the cooking of vegetables by giving the experiences

of some of their readers who have been fortunate

enough to have lived, in foreign countries. There
must be plenty of readers of The Garden who
have lived in France, Italy and other countries

where the cooking of vegetables is intelligently

pursued, and who would be pleased to let others

into their secrets, particularly as meat is getting

sCEurcer and scarcer and vegetables will have to

take a more important place in our meals than
hitherto. They will come into their own, so to

speak. I am aware that every now and then

regarding the cultivation of this plant and the

cooking thereof.

—

Tim.

[We have submitted the foregoing letter

to Lady Beale, who replies as follows :
" In

reply to ' Tim,' with whose general views I

naturally sympathises, I send the following

notes about Cauliflowers and Brussels Sprouts.

In France it is usual to divide Cauliflowers

into branches ; otherwise it is impossible to

get rid of the small slugs and caterpillars

which slip inside. Moreover, it enables

the cook to peel the stalks, which should be

done by pulling from the bottom towards the

top. Put the skinned branches into a saucepan

of' salted, boiling water, watching carefully to

prevent overcooking. Put on a sieve and let the

branches stand in the sieve till the water is quite

drained away. (N.B.—The water must be thrown
away, as it has an unpleasant odour like Cabbage
water.) Put the branches together in a dish

so as to appear as nearly as possible like a whole

Cauliflower. Pour over a white sauce or any other

sauce preferred. Alternatively, the Cauliflower so

prepared may be served cold as a salad. Cauli-

H

A PROMISING NEW .\PPLE; SANDLING DUCHESS.

some thouglitful and kind-hearted reader sends

to your paper a hint or recipe for cooking

certain vegetables, and it is read with profit.

I would like to linow how Cauliflowers are cooked

and eaten in France ; and Brussels Sprouts in

Belgium. Will you also kindly give me full

directions for growing and cooking Chou 'de

Burghley, and any information about its

origin, &c.

There have been several notes in The Garden
relative to the cultivation of Couve Tronchuda,

and last year, I think it was, Mr. Woodall, in his

very interesting articles, referred to it. He
stated that the growths that emanate from the

side should be gathered and cooked when about

the size of Walnuts. I may say that I used the

tops of some of mine last autumn as Cabbages,

and found them quite good ; and now the sprouts

are growing from the sides. Should these be used

in the same way as " winter greens " ? I have given

a lot of room to my plants—2 feet to 3 feet apart

;

but Mr. Woodall said that they should be planted

quite close together. When should the stalks be

used as Seakale, and how long do they take to

ceok ? I shall be grateful for full instructions

flower boilt d in this manner can be used for fi-itters,

gratins, &c.

" Brussels Sprouts.—Like Cauliflowers, these are

of many sorts, and may be dressed in many ways.

They must have the outside leaves carefully re-

moved. If cooked in salted water like Cauli-

flowers, ten minutes' cooking at the outside is

sufiicient. They should be drained on the sieve,

and then put in. a saucepan with butter blended
with flour, and a little milk, pepper, salt and
nutmeg. Toss them for a few minutes and serve

hot. They must be carefully tossed, as if a spoon
is used they will be broken. Brussels Sprouts
can be used cold with oil and vinegar, or in soups,

or au gratin.

" Couve Tronchuda is another name for Chou
'Braganza or Chou de Portugal, sometimes called

Seakale Cabbage ; botanical name, Brassica

oleracea ; French, Chou a grosses cotes. The
midrib is cooked separately, and is a good sub-

stitute for Seakale. The remainder of the leaf

is cooked like Spinach. It is a hardy winter

vegetable. In France it is usually started in a

frame in the spring, planted out at a distance of

about 10 inches to 14 inches apart, and is ready

for eating in from four to six weeks. All recipes

for Cabbages, Cauliflowers and Brussels Sprouts
can be used for Chou rave."

—

Ed.]

PLANT NAMES.
T AM obliged by the Rev. G. H. Engleheart's

courteous and iUurainating reply,. but I should
still like to know iu what " language of Northern
Europe " the Walnut retains traces of the Latin

Avellana. The examples of monkish Latin given

are interesting, but not the precise object of my
enquiry.—E. A. Bunyard.

SWEDES.

T WAS pleased to see " T. A. W." (page 165) put
in a good word for the Swede. Turnips,

Swedes and Mangels are all sugar crops, and the
last named includes all varieties named Beet.

The average amount of dry matter in white
Turnips is 8 per cent. ; in yellow Turnips, 9 per

cent. ; in Swedes, rr per cent. ; and in Mangels.

r2-5 per cent. Nearly a half of the dry matter in

white and yellow Turnips consists of sugar ; of

Swedes more than half of it is sugar ; and in

Mangels nearly two-thirds. In the northern part

of the kingdom neither Turnip nor Swede tops

are used as human food, because Curled KaU-
takes the place of both in summer, winter and
spring. The value of the Swede as human food has.

been known there probably for centiu-ies ; I

enjoyed it half a century ago. Moderate-sized

specimens were selected from the field, as they
are always more nutritious, whether for cattle

or as human food, than the overgrown ones,

which have only bulk and plenty of water to

recommend them. Yellow-fleshed ones were more
appreciated than white ones, just as amber or

deep yellow fleshed Pears or Apples are considered

better than frothy white ones when stewed. The
Swedes were preferred which had been pulled and
stored in November. Between February and
April or May they had developed their sugar to

the greatest "extent, and were then delicious when
cream or unskimmed milk was poured over them
and mashed. Even this was improved upon by
boiling in the pot a bone with some meat on it.

For 3d. quite a nice lot of bones can be bought
at the present time, with sufficient meat on them
to flavom and fatten a large potful. Even thi-

liquid in which Swedes are boiled can be used in

certain ways, and the less liquid used the richer

it is. This is usually poured down the sink !

White-topped and purple-topped Swedes are

merely primary groups into which the varieties

are classified. Laing's Swede is the type of tht-

neckless ones ; at least I find it was well known
in 1892. More than one seedsman list it in their

garden catalogues, and one says it is the best of

all Swedes.

—

Hortulanus.

Apple Sandling Duchess
This variety created a good impression when it

came before the fruit committee at the last meeting

of the Royal Horticultu'-al Society. It was shown
by Mr. W. Crump, V.M.H., of Madresfield Court.

The variety was recommended for an award of

merit in May, 1914, when Mr. S. T. Wright tested

the fruits at Wisley and reported that the cooking

quality was equal to that of the favourite variety

Wellington. Although classed as a cooker, it has
everything in its favour as a dessei^t Apple at this

season. The fruits are handsome in appearance,

rich red and of moderate size, rather smaller

than a Blenheim Orange, which it somewhat
resembles in texture. The flesh is firm, crisp

and. juicy even at this date. In the opinion of

some of our leading fruit growers there is a great

future for Sandling Duchess.
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Fritillaria pallidiflora

Fritillaria pallidiflora, the Pale-flovvered

Fritillary, is a- lovely member of a lovely genus.

Some 9 inches high, the flowers, two or perhaps

three, are of a pale lemon yellow with a greenish

tinge, netted all over with fine green veins. The
interior is beautifully chequered with very small,

dark rusty brown spots. The foliage is of a light

glaucous green colour, and the whole plant is

very charming. It appears to like a rather stiff

soil. Ernest Ballard.

The Old Court, Colwall, near Malvern.

The Uses of Sugar Beet

M
R. .\. J. BLAKEMAN, the Master

of the Bowdon Elementary Schools,

having gone in very largely

for the cidtivation of Sugar

Beet, very Idndly sends a

pamphlet he has written on the subject,

wliich we reproduce-, as follows :

" Soil Cultivation.—An ideal soil is one

rontainiug a fair admixture of clay,

sand, organic material and lime—a soil

that does not readily dry out and yet,

on the other hand, does not suffer from

permanent moisture.

Preparation of the Soil.—Deep pre-

paration is the foundation of success.

Autumn cultivation, during which organic

material is added, is by far the best.

If the soil is prepared in spring, no

organic manure should be added-. The
manure should be placed in the soil at

a depth of from 8 inches to lo inches

during digging or bastard trenching.

In spring the ground should be well

forked over, finely broken up by rake

or fork, and levelled.

Manures or Fertilisers.—If the
ground is prepared in autumn as above,

a beginning will have been made to sup-

ply the food requirements. Sugar Beet

requires a complete fertiliser, drawing

heavily upon phosphates, potash and

nitrates, especially upon the last two.

(i) Potassium is an absolute neces

sity. The more potassium used, up to

a certain point, the greater content of

sugar in the roots.

(2) The phosphoric acid helps to

produce finer and better quality roots.

(3) .The nitrogen influences the growth

of the whole ^plant, ajid so helps to

increase the yield of root crop. Heavy
soils rarely require the dressing of potassic

fertilisers, but for light sandy soils

dressing is necessary. Use kainit to

growing crop. Lime is also necessary.

Basic slag, applied in autumn to soils de-

ficient in lime, will be beneficial. Super-

phosphate is better for soils rich in lime,

and this may be applied just before or at

sowing- time. . Nitrate of soda or sulphate

of ammonia should be applied in small

quantities fortnightly to the growing crop. •

.An early dressing is extremely beneficial.

Quantities. ^Nitrate of soda, Joz. to the

square yard, or siUphate . of ammonia, loz. ;

superphosphate, 2oz. to the square yard, or

basic slag, 2oz. ; kainit, 30Z. to the square

yard.

A Good Mixture.—Sulphate, two parts ; super-

phosphate, two parts ; kaniit, three parts. To be

applied at the rate of loz. to the square yard.

Three fortniglitly dressings to be given to growing

plants.

As, however, it will be very difi5cult to obtain

the foregoing fertilisers this season, the following

will be found useful :

Soot.—Sufficient to blacken the ground.

Salt.—Half an ounce to loz. per square yard
(this unlocks the potash in the soil).

Wood-ashes.'—^Two ounces to the square yard.

Complete Fertilisers.—Of seed merchants
;

apply at rate recommended by them.

Poultry MANtJRE.—-Dried well, broken up
and mixed with sand or soil, lib. to the square yard.

Guano,—One ounce to 20Z. per square yard. ..

After dressing with any of the above, always hoe

them in.

Sowing.—A fine seed-bed is essential. The
seed should be sown in dry weather during the

first fortnight in May, but the conditions must
be suitable. If planted too early, i.e., before May,

THE PALE-FLOWERE
Val

After-Cultivation.—As soon as the rows of

plants are visible, hoe towards the plants. Hoe
every fortnight, increasing the depth of hoeing
as the plants grow. Then when plants show two
pairs of leaves, set out to 8 inches apart in tbo

rows, leaving the strongest plants. After three

or four hoeings the ground should be left alone,

except for weeding, so that the roots may not be dis-

turbed durijg the storing of sucrose (sugary) matter.

Harvesting.—As the roots ripen, the oulside

leaves begin to fade, usuaMy about the middle of

September, and the roots should now be carefully

dug up, the leaves cut off, and the roots stored

like Carrots or used at once.

Use of Roots.—The sugar content of roots

grown in Cheshire has run from 14 per cent, to

16 2 per cent. One of the best results: in the

country was obtained in Yorkshire, where the

"ontent averaged 177 per cent. The
average return of the content for Germany.
-Austria, France and Russia is 15-10 per

' ent., so that the results in this country

may be considered very satisfactory.

As a vegetable it has in some house-

holds displaced the Parsnip.

Preparation of Jam.—.After ilcaning.

the Sugar Beet should be boiled apart

from the fruit to be preserved, after-

wards being sliced and mixed with th(-

fruit, and the whole well boiled. For

preparing sweet fruits, equal quantities

of the Beet root and the fruit should be

used, and then little, if any, sugar is

required. For other fruits the propor-

tions vary, according to the ripeness

and sweetness of the fruits. A ron;;li

table will be useful.

Fruit.
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" (b) It was used with fruits that do not produce

much juice, and so the jam was too stiS. Some
produced this result by using the Beet only,

throwing away the sweetened water in which the

Beet had been boiled. Both should have been

used. In our owu case we were quite satisfied,

although the jam made had a ' Beety ' flavour,

was stiff, ind did not look like keeping for any
length of time. We, however, reboiled and added

a quarter of an ounce of salicylic aci^ to every

151b. of jam, and the mixture kept to the end of

February, igiS." The children thoroughly enjoyed

it, especially when used in making jam tarts.

" The following are brief reports from friends

who made use of Sugar Beet :

" (a) Used with Apples. Jam kept well until

the end of December, when all had been -used.

No preservative. Using again in 1918.

"
(6) Used with Apples. Too ' Beety.'

" (c) Used with Raspberries. Too watery.

Using again in 1918 with stiffer fruits. Greatly

enjoyed as a vegetable
;

preferred to Parsnips.

Also used with Red Beet in vinegar—^delightful.

Children very fond of it. Some peeled, cut up

and boiled—Beet used as a vegetable, water partly

evaporated, and the r<?mainder used in making

a sauce for boiled puddings. Very good.
" (rf) Used to make a very thick syrup (as

above), most of the water evaporated. Syrup

too sweet used in coffee. Leaves a bitter taste.

" (e) Used as a food for tame rabbits, goats

and cattle. Good.
" I have kept a supply of roots for use with

the early fruits this year."

FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD -V
By sir HERBERT MAX\'\'ELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

IN

The Garden of March 16 I expressed

regret that more of the "space hitherto given

to showy hybrid Rhododendrons had not

been allotted to some of the finer Asiatic

species, several of which are -far hardier than

is commonly understood. It is not the cold of

British winters that injures or kills them; it is

the mild, open weather that starts them into

premature growth, which is too likely to be

destroyed by spring frost. It is a gamble, there-

fore ; but great is the prize for the winner. In

the present season, for instance. Rhododendron

fiilgens opened its first blood red blooms on

February 23 ; R. barbatum and arboreum followed

on the 26th, and these continued in splendour

throughout the whole mild month of March.

R. Thomson! and Shilsoni began in mid-March,

and were in full beauty when the " borrowing

days " of AprU overtook them, 8° of frost on the

8th and gth turning their glory to ashes.

Lest readers should suppose that I am prating

only of what may be done in the mild climate of

the West, let me cite the splendid collection of

Asiatic Rhododendrons growing and flowering

luxuriantly under Professor Balfour's care in the

Botanic Gardens of Edinburgh, where the east

wind is most prevalent and searching. Further

North, magnificent results have been obtained by

choosing sheltered spots for these fine exotics>

in proof of which I enclose three photographs

taken in the spring of 1916 in Air. Hamilton
Buchanan's grounds at Leny, near Callander

in Perthshire. [One of these is now reproduced.
—Ed.] Nobody who has had experience

of winter in Central Scotland can pronounce
it a mild region, yet R. carapanulatum has

flourished at Leny for close on a century,

having been raised from seed sent home to the

present Laird's grandfather in 1823. The bush
shown in the photograph is now about 30 feet

high and ninety-five years old.

Spring frost is not the only enemy with which
early flowering Rhododendrons have to contend.

Tits nip the corolla near its base to get at the honey
so plentifully stored within, whereby the truss

is grievously disfigured. Last month Professor

Balfour showed me a large bush of R. fulgens

covered with flowers, all of which had been mal-

treated in this manner. Witlu'n a few yards of

this bush stands a large R. barbatum, also in fine

flower ; but although the bloom is of the same
brilliant blood colour as R. fulgens and similar in

shape, the tits had not touched it. Methought the

hairiness' and stickiness of the bearded Rhodo-
dendron had kept them at bay ; but O" returning

home I found that these diminutive children of

RHODODENDRON C.\MPANULATUM AT LENY, PERTHSHIRE.

The busk is about 30 feet high and 95 years old.
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Belial had been at their nefarious work on oiir

R. barbatuni.

Of all the charming species and varieties of

1'org.et-me-not, there is none by which I set so

luui h store as Myosotis dissitiflora and M. alpcslris.

The first-named is the earliest to flower and dis-

plays the clearest sky blue of any. Doubt was
expressed in one of the horticultural papers not

long ago whether this species ripened seed. It

does so here, though not with the same freedom

as the irrepressible M. sylvatica. As for M.

alpestris (also known as rupicola), its blue is of a

far deeper tint—its stature much less—than those

of its congeners, but it is a delightful little resident

of chinks in a retaining wall, as rich in colour as

Eritrithium nanum, and as simple iu its require-

ments as the other is exorbitant. It only requires

a deep root-run and reasonable protection from
sloppy wet in winter. It ripens plenty of seed,

but, being oiJy 2 inches or so in height,

must be guarded from encroaching neigh-

bours, especially from that suffocating

pest Arenaria balearica. It begins to

flower towards the end of May.

Some discussion about the origin of

plant names having taken place in these

columns of late, it may not be super-

fluous to "recall the vicissitudes of "the
blue, significant Forget-me-not " in that

respect. It may not be known to all

readers that the familiar English name
for the genus dates no further back '

than the first quarter of the nineteenth

<entury. Previous to that it was called

" Scorpion-grass," from a fancied re-

semblance of the curved spike of un-

opened flowers to the tail of a scorpion,

and " Mouse-ear," because the soft

leaves might be likened to the ears of a

mouse, the latter name being translated

by Dillenius into Greek as Myosotis.

Not until a poet (whose name I for-

get) wTOte some pretty verses (which I

also forget) about a certain lover,

drowned in attempting to fetch the blue

flowers to his mistress from the far

side of a river, was the title popularly

applied to the herb which now bears

it. Howbeit, the name itself is of con-

siderable antiquity, aU the early English

herbalists—Lyte, Gerarde, Parkinson and
the rest—using it to denote the Yellow

Bugle or Ground Pine (Ajuga Chamae-

pitys), a hairy annual xommon in

Southern and Central Europe, but in

Britain confined to the Southern and
Eastern English Counties. The reason

for this designation was the reverse of ROSA

romantic, being found in the disagree-

able taste which the plant leaves in

the mouth long after it is bitten. On
the other hand, Danish herbalists of the

sixteenth century called the Speedwell (Veronica

Chamaedrys) " Forglemm migicke," the equiva-

lent of our " Forget-me-not," a plant which

the Germans dignified by the name of " Ehren-

preis "—prize of honour. The transition of the

name " Forget-me-not " in various languages

from one plant to another is traced and well

explained in Prior's " Popular Names of British

Plants" (1879).

Three shrubs excel all others in rendering the

air of April fragrant. First comes Azara micro-

phylla, a beautiful evergreen introduced from
Chile about fifty years ago, and, like other Chilian

plants, delighting in the humid atmosphere of the

West Coast, where it rises to the dignity of a tree.

It bears on the under side of its branches myriads
of small flowers (which Mr. Bean describes as
" grci'nish," but which I only know as rich yellow).

whence floats a delicious odour that one may pet

ceive at a distance of 20 yards. Children call it

the " Chocolate Tree," for the scent is that of

vanilla, the usual flavouring spice in chocolate.

Next in order of flowering comes Erica arborea,

dif'using a honey-like perfume to a considerable

distanie ; and these two are followed by the Bar-

berry now termed bu.xifolia, but which deserves

to retain the speiific name " dulcis " bestowed

on it by Sweet when Anderson brought it from

Chile in 1826. The epithet "dulcis" applies

most appropriately both in spring, when it spreads

its perfume far and wide, and in late summer,
when, if the birds leave you any of the berries,

you will find them exjellent fruit, whether fresh

or preserved. There is an enormous bush of this

species here, showing of what the plant is capable

when it is not squeezed into a crowded shrubbery.

It is 18 feet high and ri3 feet in circumference

—

*t3!^?siefit.

BIFERA OFFICINALIS. FROM " LES ROSES,"

J. P. REDOUTE.

{Reproduced from the National Rose Society's Annual.)

a wondrous sight when, towards the end of April,

it hangs out millions of little golden bells and sends

its incense far and wide. There appear to be two

varieties of this shrub, which I esteem the mo^
beautiful of all the true Barberries. One, which

I received from Lady Alice Shaw Stewart's collec-

tion at Ardgowan under the impossible name
Berberis cretica, began to flower on March 4, and
is now passing over. I sent a spray of it to be

named by Professor Balfour in Edinburgh last

year, and it was identified as B. buxifolia. But the

other variety is only beginning to flower now
(April 21), whereby the blossommg season of this

charming shrub is prolonged over nearly three

months. The variation in time of flowering may
perhaps be due to the wide range of the species

from north to south, extending from Valdivia in

the north to the Straits of Magellan in the south,

a distance of 1,000 miles.

The Rose Annual for 1918

THIS splendid Annual will be welcomed
by all Rose-lovers, and it is really an
excellent production of 232 pages, well

arranged and printed. Members of the

flourishing National Rose Society are well

regaled with literature, and they realise they obtain

full value for their subscription, even though last

year some of the shows had to be abandoned.
The Aimual opens with a most interesting

memoir of the Rev. F. Page- Roberts, a former

president ; and exhibitors will welcome this account

of one of the past prize-winners of no mean renown.

The Rev. Joseph H. Pemberton carries us back
to the first show of the National Rose Society,

which will make present-day members marvel at

the progress attained by the society when tljpy

recall the vast array of blooms and the magnifi-

cent methods of exhibiting adopted by
twentieth century growers as witnessed

at the last show held in the Botanic

Gardens. " Rose-Growing on Chalk
Soil " will be helpful to those growers

who are by force of circumstances

dependent upon such a soil wherein to

grow the Queen of Flowers. The same
may be said of the article on " Roses

on a Light Soil," by the noted gardener

at Dropmore.

Mr. Darlington's srnrvey of " Form in

the Rose " is a very elaborate article,

and the illustrations of Redoutfi will be

very welcome to those readers who have
not the advantage of possessing a copy
of his fine work. Mr. Darlington makes
no mention, as far as we can see, of one

of the most beautiful old Roses in point

of form, namely, Comtesse de Chabrillant,

or of Coupe d'Hebe.
" Rose-Growing in the West of Scot-

land," by J. E. Turner, will be welcomed
by Scottish readers ; so also will Mr.

Taylor's article on " Decorative Roses for

Northern Gardens." We are pleased to

see he puts in a good word for Mrs.

Wemyss Quinn, and believes, as we do,

that this Tine Rose will become rery

popular.

Mrs. Darlington writes an excellent

article "In Praise of Single Roses," and
Mr, Ramsbottom of Wisley also con-

tributes a valuable paper on "Single

Hybrid Tea Roses and their Decoratire

Value." In this survey he mentions
many that are semi-single, and as such
would not be admissible in a collection of

single Roses for exhibition.

Mr. Burch gives some useful hints to

the exhibitor in " Preparing for the

Rose Show," which, no doubt, amateurs
will welcome.

"Some New and Little- Known Climbing. and
Rambler Roses," by Mr. Walter Easlea of East-

wood, describes several varieties that have not yet

found their way into many collections, and all

who love these Roses will be glad to add them
when the war cloud has passed.

We are pleased to see an " Appreciation " by
the editor of the American Rose Annual, and
this is well deserved. In the Annual for iqil

which is just to band from the Unitfd States our fii-st

thought was thit our National Rose S<icicty will

have to be on the alert, or oiur American cousins

and allies will be outdoing us even with the Rose

and its literature. They are, as is well known, a

go-ahead people, and while we are debating the

advisability of test gardens for the Rose, they giVe

plans of most beautifully arrangtM gardens iu

various parts of their vast country. For practical

PAR
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articles on Rose- breeding, &c., this American
Annual is quite equal, ifi not superior, to its

English rival, and we strongly -dvise Rose-
lovers in this country to secure it,

Mr. Alexander Dickson's article on " The De-
velopment of the Hybrid Tea " is one of the best

in the National Rose Society's Annual, and will

be deeply studied by all who are interested in

the raising of new varieties.

" New Seedling Roses of 1917," by the editor,

will be valued by many readers who were unable
to attend the shows last year. " Improvement
of Rose Soils," by that successful grower R.
Woosnam, Esq., cannot fail to be instructive

;

and we welcome an article by Mr. George Laing
Paul on " Rose-Growing by the Sea," for his pen
has been idle far too long.

" The Rose Analysis " is given on different

lines to those adopted by the late Mr, E. Mawley
;

but we rather think, in time, such an analysis will

prove of even greater value to the grower,

for many reasons which it would take up
too much space to explain.

We cannot conclude this brief survey
of practically two Rose Annuals with-

out referring once again to that from
America. In a symposium entitled
" Shall we Grow Roses in War-time ?

"

severa 1 ladies and gentlemen contribute

some most refreshing and helpful
thoughts; and it is a pity our

National Rose Society did not strike out

on the same lines, for it would have been
a sourcj of much comfort to Rose-lovers

and, at the same time, a great stimulus
to a very important industry. One lady
writes :

" It is because we are living

under a high pressure in this day of

emergencies and critical moments that

we are in utmost need of all the soothing,

quieting influences possible, such in-

fluences as emanate from Nature and
from art, such as are to be found in

music and pictures, in mountains and
valleys, and trees and flowers., A love

of the beautiful helps to give the people

stability. Mercifully, there are Roses to

be cultivated while we read of torpedoes

and machine guns, of submarines and
Zeppelins." Danecroft.

How to Trap Rats
The gardener or small-hulder who is

pestered with rats sometimes finds it most
difficult to trap the rodents. A simple

contrivance for destroying rats is a water
barrel, a pot or copper, or a trough. Fill

the vessel selected for the purpose to

within 6 inches or 9 inches of the top with

water, cover the vessel with a piece of can-

vas or cahco, and tie it fast to the top of the barrel,

pot, (:ir trough. This done, cut a hole in the canvas
of sufficient size to admit one rat, or even two
rats, at a time. Two small elastic bands should
then be fastened diagonally across the top 'so

that they fall immediately behind the aperture,

forming a sort of self-closing shutter. The idea is

to make a trap-door in the canvas, so fashioned

as to hide the aperture, and to give way under
the weight of the rats when they venture thereon.

The water vessel may be placed under a heap of

straw, or hay in a shed or barn, or even in the rick-

yard. It may also be partly buried in the soil

outdoors in any place where the rats are known
to be located. The canvas top may be sprinkled

with chaff and corn, and a piece of cheese attached
' to a string placed near the trap-door. If

the top of the barrel, for example, is so high
above the ground that the rats cannot easih'

reach it, place a board against it in such a position

that the rats can easily run up.

There is no fear of any of the rats escaping from
the butt if it is sufficiently large to contain enough
water to drown them and still not so full to the top

as to permit of an entrapped rodent in swimming
around for a while finding a means of egress.

Balthangie, Turriff, Aberdeen. John Wight.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peach and Nectarine Trees.—Thin early the
crop of all trees which have set an abundance of
fruits, removing those beneath the branches and
any ill placed. See that every fruit left to mature
is as well exposed to light and sun as possible,
so that high colour and flavour may be obtained.
Tie in the young growth with a soft liiaterial before
the base of each young shoot becomes hard, both

strong to hold them in position while fruiting.
See that the framework and nets are put in proper
order ; and should the weather set in dry and
the ground be light, thoroughly mulch on either
side of the rows with good manure. Late-planted
canes, if not already done, should be cut down
to the ground-level, and young, healthy growths,
be made secure against damage by strong wind.
Mulch autumn-fruiting plants freely, and reduce
the young shoots to the number required for
fruiting as soon as they have made sufficient
growth.

Grafts.—Thi? work should be completed without
delay, taking every care to employ scions of the
best and most useful kinds, whether it be Apples,
Pears or Plums. Examine all newly grafted trees
and make good the. casing if cracked ; also make
secure all last year's grafts against storms and
breakages.

The Kitchen Garden.

Vegetable Crops have been greatly retarded
by the sudden and severe change in the weather -

but as soon as active growth takes place, give
every attention to surface stirring among the
plants. Let no caked surface of the soil be seen

among any growing crops, otherwise the
plants may receive a severe check and
failure occur.

Broccoli and Kales.—Make a good
sowing of these, take note of seeds previ-
ously sown, ascertain if the requisite
kinds have failed, and at once make good
any loss. This applies to all kinds of
seed sown before the heavy fall of snow,
and more especially to old seed. Hardy
Sprouting Kale, Sutton's Favourite and
A I are good productive hardy varieties.

Broad Beans.—Make further sowings
to meet the demand, and earth up planls^,

well above the ground to steady them in
rough weather.

Peas.—Make sowings of two or more
varieties now and at intervals till the
second week in June.

H. Maekham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Bamet.

FOR

ROSA CENTIFOLIA BULLATA, PAR J. P. REDOUT]-

{Reproduced from the National Rose Society's Annual.)

to encourage a straight growth and avoid breakage,
which frequently happens, especially when left

to an inexperienced hand. Do not omit to remove
a iew shoots, if too thickly placed.

Vines.—-When growing apace and the borders
are properly drained. Vines are not easily over-
watered ; but care should be taken not to keep
the roots too wet. It is very advisable, when
watering inside borders, to go over the beds twice,
keeping account of the number of gallons of water
given each time and the date on which the water
and also manurial applications are applied.

Late Vines.—^Any that have not been hastened
with fire-heat, and which are now coming into
flower, should be very cautiously ventilated and
the atmosphere kept dry ; and if the nights prove
cold and chilly, a little fire-heat will greatly assist

the setting of the fruits during that very critical

period.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Raspberry Beds.—Keep the ground between

the rows of these free from weeds and young
suckers ; also examine the fruiting canes, and,
if loose, make them secure with ties suiificientlv

NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—Make successional sowings of
such varieties as Alderman or Glory of
Devon on well- prepared ground. A dress-
ing of wood-ashes sown into the drills

will be of material benefit to the crop.
Draw a little earth to earlier sowings
and stake them as soon as they have
made a few inches of growth.

Tomatoes.—Plant late sowings in cool
houses or frames. When planting in

frames, the boxes or pots should be
placed at the back so that the soil will

get the maximum of solar heat. Pinch
out the points of the plants in early
batches as soon as a sufiicient number
of fruits have set, pinch out all laterals,

and apply stimulants in moderation to
assist in swelling the fruits.

Cucumbers.—Stop and regulate the
growths of plants in bearing. As frames
are emptied of bedding plants, some of

them can be utilised for late Cucumbers,
and for these a small quantity of ferment-
ing material will suffice if the fullest use
is made of the svin's rays.

Runner Beans.—No time should be lost in

making a first sowing of both Dwarf and Runner
Beans in a warm position.

Pricking Cut Brassicas.—If time will permit, it

will pay to prick out the spring-sown members of

the Brassica tribe preparatory to their being
planted out ne.xt mouth.

General Remarks.—Continue to thin out crops
as they become fit to handle. Keep the Dutch
hoe going aiiiong crops, and promptly manure
and dig any ground cleared of Spinach and other
c;eps.

The Flower Garden.

Gladioli.—Plant out named varieties from pots.
Unless the ground has been thoroughly well pre-
pared, pits should be taken out and a good spade-
ful of specially prepared soil given to each plant.

Gladioli delight in a fairly rich, well-drained, sandy
loam. Dormant corms of bedding varieties may
still be planted,

Montbretias.—I can recommend my own
practice with these attractive flowers ; that is.

to break them up and pot them in autumn, four
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or five in a 6-inch pot. winter them in a cold

frame, and plant now. The results amply justify

the little extra labour.

Antirrhinums.—If the plants are sufficiently

advanced and the ground they are to occupy
is clear, these may be planted out now. It is

certainly desirable to have them planted by the
middle of the month.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—If the weather is season-
able, the entire stock may now be placed out of

doors in a sheltered position, but where they will

enjoy full sunshine. Each plant should be loosely
tied to a single dwarf temporary stake.

Cyclamens.—These beautiful spring flowers

are often killed or crippled by the drying-off

system of treatment. As soon as they have
finished flowering they should be shaken out of

their pots and planted in a cool pit or frame
in a rather rough mixture consist-
ing of equal parts of fibrous loam,
leaf-mould and sand.

Cinerarias.—The main batch for

the spring display should now be
sown in a cool house or close

frame. The Stellata and Cactus
varieties are the most decorative,
but the old single type, and especi-
ally the variety Matador, have
many admirers. Mark for seed
saving any extra fine varieties now
in flower.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Raspberries.—Thin out the

young growths to five or six at

each stool, where they are trained
to stakes. Where the trellis system
of traiiung is adopted, the thinning
should be regulated by the number
of the ctirrent year's fruiting canes.
Retain the strongest shoots.

Strawberries.—Keep the plants
clear of weeds by hand weeding and
by plying the hoe among young
plants without mulching. Cut
away runners as they appear, re-

taining only sufficient for stock
purposes.

Grafts.—Look over all grafts,

and if any of the clay has given
way, repair the damage.
Watering.—Should dry condi-

tions obtain, recently planted trees

of any kind should be well watered.
Under similar conditions, estab-
lished trees on a south wall, especi-

ally those of stone fruits, should
have a good drenching of water.

Remove Nets that have been
protecting stone fruits.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Midlothian.

Narcissus Miss E. M. Bowling.—Had this

been registered at " Lloyd's "—assuming, of

course, that that was the headquarters for register-

ing Daffodils—this unique novelty would un-

doubtedly have been classed " A i." Under

e.xisting rules of Narcissus nomenclature, however,

it is classed " 4 a," which indicates that it is a

Leedsii. It was raised from Anthea and Lord

Kitchener, both of the Leedsii set. Of vigorous

habit, the broadly ovate perianth segments

are of the purest white, the rather long, crinoline-

formed crown exquisitely margined with pink.

A variety of rare merit and distinction. From the

raiser, Mr. W. B. Cranfield, Enfield Chase.

Narcissus Crimson Braid.—.\ most remarkable

Poeticus variety having Poeticus verus and Will

It is a collected form. The flowers are waxy,

fragrant, and of an exquisite pink tone. Shown
by Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on April 23, when the

awards were made.

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Brasso-Cattleya Princess Mary
(B.-C. Schrodera; (Digbyana x

Cattleya chocoensis alba).—A re-

markably fine plant, in which is

combined great purity of petal and
sepal with the rare texture of &«
both. The shortly fringed lip Not.

is also white with apricot-toned

throat. Shown by Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Odontioda Joan var. Roehampton.—One of

the darkest varieties we have seen ; virtually a

self-roloured variety of dusky maroon throughout.

From Dr. M. Lacroze. Roehampton.

Narcissus Spalding Queenie (syn. N. Poeticus

ornatus fl. pi.).—The award was given to this as

a market variety, and it need only be said of it

that it is a fully double form of the most popular

Poet's Narcissus in commerce, of the snowiest

white, well endowed with all the good attributes,

plus defects, of the original. From Messrs.

Culpin, Spalding.

NARCISSUS CRIMSON BRAID.

ike heavily braided crimson orange rim. (Award of

Scarlett—the last named the seed bearer—as

its parents. Of the influence of the seed parent

there is practically no evidence, unless it has

imparted size, which in the other parent is lacking.

Great form, size, purity and substance are strong

attributes in the new-comer, the heavily braided

rt-imson crown adding an additional feature to a

variety of outstanding merit. Shown by Mr. F.

Herbert Chapman, Rye, Sussex.

Daphne rupestris grandiflora.—A glorified

form of the typical plant, the flowers twice as

large as in the original and as profusely produced.

Than this we can conceive no greater tribute to a

plant whose beauty is practically indescribable.

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Show in

the Fourth Year of the War.—If in these times

of anxiety and sadness we feel justified in having

any flower shows at all, no one will grudge our

great modern flower of spring a place among them:

The Royal Horticultural Society's

Daffodil Show took place in the

Drill Hall on Tuesday, -April "23.

As was to be expected, it was only

a skeleton of its former self. But

for what was there, inany thanks.

It is difficiJt nowadays to bring

flowers. For one half day, at any
rate, we were in the pleasant land

of Daffodildom, with our cares

and troubles left behind at home ;

a pleasant oasis of seeing, talking

" shop," and comparing notes

amid the busy stress of life.

The first business before the

committee was the awarding of

the Barr Cup, which is annually

given to someone who has done

good in one way or another for

the Daffodil. This year the choice

has fallen upon Miss Willmott,

whom I most heartily congratu-

late upon this mark of esteem

which has been bestowed on her.

" A friend in need is a friend in-

deed." She was a good friend to

the Daffodil in its early days when
it was beginning to emerge from
the darkness and twilight of the

past, before it became the populai

flower of to-day. How keen she

and her sister Mrs. Berkeley were

fifteen or twenty years ago ! What
delightful exhibits they staged in

London and Birmingham ! lyiiss

Willmott was almost the first, if

not the very first, amateur to get

a gold medal for a group ; and
how well I remember it at the end

of the Vincent Square Hall. Two
hundred vases of the very best in

the world I It was a magnificent

sight. .A lady with money, she,

together with her friend Lfidy

Henry Grosvenor, was among the

earliest purchasers on a grand

scale, if I may so express it. She

has raised many seedlings herself,

^lerit.) but none that I know of is in

commerce. As friends when friends

were needed, the cup will tell her that neither her

sister—with whom I know she likes her work to

be associated—nor herself has been forgotten.

The only competitive class was one for the

Engleheart Cup, which is annually given for the

twelve best single blooms " not in commerce."

There were half a dozer entries, and, of this number,

foiu staged. The cup was awarded to Mr. F.

Herbert Chapman, and although there was no

offi-ially recognised second, I am told that my
old friend Mr. J Mallender of Scrooby was the

runner-up. He had in Northern Lights one ot

the most striking novelties in the hall. It is

well over 3 inches in diameter ; smooth, flat, white
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perianth, large, cpnn ^up, pale yellow in the centre

and edged with a band of soft red. It is a larger

and much-improved Lady Moore. His large,

flat, all-red-eyed Alumette was another of his

plums. I am very glad the cup has gone to Rye.
Mr, Chapman is a great hybridiser, very careful,

methodical and keen. His success is a popular
one, and I hereby give him a good handshake.
His flowers were well set up, distinct, and in good
condition. The four that I thought his best were
Broadcast, a most delightful pale lemon triandrus

hybrid ; Orthodox, a good flat-eyed Barri

;

2G.8, a large, refined, flat, yellow Poetaz with a

red-edged cup, bearing as a rule two flowers on
a stem—quite enough for the new race of giants

;

and Calibra, a good example of a white trumpet.

As a contrast he had Nell Gwynne, also white,

but with a short trumpet. It was hardly a first-

rate show flower, but it was rather fascinating.

On the principle that the member who has never

made a speech is always called upon by the Speaker
when several rise at once, I must give up the

remainder of ^ these notes (to be continued in the

next) to Mr. Robinson of Doncaster, wfio upon
this occasion made his dibut as an exhibitor of

Daffodils. He had nearly 150 vases in his group.

These included a few of his own seedlings, a good
many raised by that keen veteran Mr. George
Stocks, who, I regret to say, is in very indifferent

health and has in consequence been compelled to

sell his collection ; and for the rest, ordinary good
garden and show varieties. Molly Bawn, one of

Mr. Mallender's grand White Lady seedlings,

looked very refined and good, and had numerous
admirers. It was put up for an award, but did

not get the requisite majority to secure the dis-

tinction. In Red Robe, raised by Mr. Stocks, Mr.

Robinson has a flower of much promise. It has

a pale primrose perianth and a yellow cup with

a wide red edge. To me the appearance of this

new-comer is most gratifying. I happened casually

to ask what made him take up the Narcissus.

He replied, " Your book did the trick." It is

pleasant to^hear this and to know that " Daffodils "

is of some use in the world of flowers.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Amid a day of unparalleled November gloom
the best meeting of the present year was held

on April 23, the darkness the only thing " visible "

during the greater portion of the day. Unfortunate

from every flower show standpoint, it precluded

the possibility of seeing the delicate beauty of

the newer Narcissi so amply displayed in several

collections. Of other flowers on view, the Orchids

played a prominent part, and not less so the

Roses, which, whether as collections or in the more
imposing array favoured by florists, were particu-

larly good. Hardy flowers embraced not a few

choice specimens, while Rhododendrons, species

and hybrids, constituted a most sumptuous whole.

The annual exhibition of the National Aiuriciila

and Primula Society was held in conjunction with
this meeting.

Alpine and Hardy SpuiNa Flowers.
Of the first named, Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford*

had several choice things, none more beautiful, however,
than Daphne rupestris grandiflora (sec " New and Kare
Plants "). In addition, the exquisite Genttana vcrna
angulosa was in fine form, albeit sun-heat was needed
to expand the flowers. The rich purple G. Clusii was
fully open and most distinct. Androsace pyrenaica
•was full of bloom, the cushion-like mounds nearly hidden
by the flowers. Saxifraga media was also good.

Mr. West, Gatton Point, lledhili, had a we!l-tlowered
example of Saxifraga aretioides primulina and the new
Daphne, rupestris grandiflora.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries, Wisbech, had
a rather liberal display of hardy spring flowers, among
which the new Mossy Saxifrage, Saxifraga Rose Queen,
was very beautiful. Dwarf and compact, it is also a freely

flowered sort. S. decipiens grandiflora is bolder and of

a brilliant crimson. S. d. Jewel is another richly coloured
variety, S. hybrida magniflca alba being a good white
Polyanthuses and Primro'ies were largely shown.
The best thing.^ from Mr. G. Reutlie were Viburnum

Carlesii, Narcissus triandrus pulchellus, Bryanthus
japonicus, Daphne rupestris. and Rhododendrons race-
mosum and album, both very charming. Trilliums and
Erythrontums were good.

Roses.
The big vases of these from Messrs. R. F. Feltou and

Sons were a chief attraction, appealing more thus sump-
tuously displaye i than whi-n arranged in .stands. The
finest sort was Ophelia, of which four imposing vases
were set up. Two of these were of flowers from pot-
grown plants ; the remainder were from plants gro\vn
on the bench system, these last of very superior colour.
A richly coloured sport of Liberty and some handsome
vases of Mme, ^bel Chatenay were also shown.

In the group from Mr. G. Prince, Oxford, the finest
thing was a brilliant lot of Florence Haswetl Veitch, a
glowing crimson scarlet with powerful fragrance, a
great Rose in every way. Hoosier Beauty, Constance
(yellow) and Paul's Scarlet Climber were other notable
sorts. »

Those of outstanding merit from Messrs. E. R. Cant
and Sons, Colchester, were Golden Ophelia, Emily Gray,
Edward Mawley, Anna Olivier (very fine), Hon. Mrs.
Grosveaor {cream and yellow) and the rich red Augustus
Hartman. Exhibition Roses in boxes were in great
variety.

Rhododendrons.
Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, Falmouth, had a remarkable

display of these, both species and hybrids. Of the former,
R. Nuttallii was raaguiflcent. great in leaf and glorious in
flower. Other* of imposing character were R. Falconeri
and R. Edgworthii ; while of lesser weight were such
pretty kinds as R. yunnanensis, R. glaueum and R.
lanatum. Hybrids of kewensis x Aucklandii were very
handsome, Shilsonii, Cornubia and Ernest Gill being among
the more brilliant.

Orchids.
The collection from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown.

Tunbridge Wells, was particularly rich in Odontiodas
and Odontoglossums, O. General Focb, an enormous
fiower. heavily blotched on a white ground, gaining a
preliminary card of commendation. O. Builecourt was
also very fine.

Mr. J. E. Shill, The Dell Gardens. Englefleld Green,
had the very handsome Odontioda Duchess, of reddish
hue. with white reticulations and white !ip.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe. Sussex, had a delightful
lot of Dendrobiums, notably D. nobile nobilis James*
variety and D. Ainsworthli Haroldianum.

In the collection from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co..
Enfield, Brasso-Cattleya Imperatrice de Russic var. alba,
B.-C. speciosa, LBelio-Cattleya lumlnosa aurea (golden
sepals and petals and crimson lip), L,-C. Sylvia. Cattlcya
Schroderae alba and Dendrob'um Brymerianum (golden
yellow with fringed lip) were among the more prominent.

NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA SOCIETY
(SOUTHERN SECT ON).

The forty-second exhibition of the society, held at the
London Scottish Drill Hall, Westminster." on April 23,
in conjunction with the fortnightly meeting of the Roy?l
Horticultural Society, was probably the smallest on
record, more thau half the number of classes being un-
represented. Show varieties were almost entirely absent.
For two Auriculas, dissimilar, Mr. J. T. Bcnnett-Poe

was the only competitor, staging Harrison AVeir and
Olympus, and taking first prize. This exhibitor also
alone staged in the class for six alpines, dissimilar, and
gained a like award. Golden Dustman, Argus, Dean Hole,
Rosy Morn, Duke of York and J. T. Bcnnett-Poe were
the varieties shown. For four alpines Mr. J. L. Gibson,
Belmont, Surrey, and Mr. J. T. Bennctt-Poe competed,
the first and second prizes being awarded in that order.
For a single specimen of alpine Auricula with gold centre,
Mr. J. T. Bennctt-Poe alone competed, sliowing Dean
Hole in duplicate and gaining both first and second
prizes. For six alpine Auriculas Mr. J. L. Gibson.Belmont,
and Mr. H. M. Mason, Banstead. staged, the first and second
prizes going in that order. Mrs. J. Douglas, Phyllis
Douglas, Claude Halcro and J. T. Bennett-Poe were'the
best in the premier exhibit. For six fancy Auriculas
Mr. Gibson alone competed. Mr. G. W. Miller was the
only exhibitor of a group of Primulas in a space not ex-
ceeding 12 superficial feet. Primula JuIieb. P. helvetica
alba, with Polyanthuses and Auriculas were well shown.
The first prize was awarded for a commendable lot. Mr.
Miller alone competed in the classes for twelve Poly-
anthuses, dissimilar, fancy ; single specimen, fancy

;

twelve Primroses, dissimilar, single ; and six Primroses,
double, taking first prize in each 'Mass.

Croydon Horticultural Society.—An exhibition

will be held on Wednesday, July 17. and having
regard to the food question the committee have
largely extended the vegetable section and have
formed a new home produce section, which in-

cludes bottled fruits and vegetables, jams, jellies,

honey, eggs and war-time cookery, for which valu-

able prizes are offered.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO AN APPLE TREE (J. £ ).—It is impossible

to say definitely from the description you give and in the
absence of a specimen from what disease the Apple tree
is suffering, but we suspect it is some form of canker,
and recommend you to see that the drainage is thoroughly
good, to give the soil about the tree a dressing of lime,
and to prune out the diseased parts of the stem so that
all the portions showing browTi discoloration in the wood
are completely removed, afterwards paintmg the wound
so made with white paint or tar to prevent reinfection.

VINE LEAVES TURNING BROWN (H. M. E.).~
Our correspondent says :

*' Last year on three of the
branches on one rod the leaves were of a sickly brownish
hue, and remained so all the season. This year all the
branches on one side of the same rod appear the same
brownish colour." It is very seldom one hears of a case
like this. Will readers of THE Garden please note the
same and give their impressions as to what the cause la

due and the remedy to apply ? We can only call to mind
one similar case. The cause then was due to a very minute
form of red spider attacking the leaves while quite young,
crippling their growth and turning the same into a dirty
brown colour, the leaves dropping off prematurely in
autumn. In our case the same and more shoots were
attacked in a simitar way the second year, but by persever-
ance in the use of sulphur sprays during the summer
and strong sulphur and soft soap washes in winter, the
pe^t was got rid of and the Vine restored to its usual
health. Examine your leaves under a microscope and
let us know the result, or send us a few leaves and we
will do so. We do not think it can be the fault of the
soil, nor is it due. in our opinion, to the condition of the
roots, or the result would manifest itself more generally
over the whole of the Vine foliage. If spider, as above,
or some other insect or some form of fungus is not the
cause, then we suggest that it is due to some local cause
affecting that side of the rod and its branches. Do you
think the rod has had a violent twist at any time, by
which its fibres have been lacerated; or has the rod been
too severely denuded of its bark in winter on that particular
side ? Both of these causes would result in disturbing
the even flow of sap, and quite possibly account for the
damage. We fear that the application of a fertiliser to
the roots will be of no avail in restoring colour to the
I .aves. There is nothing better to apply for this purpose
than sulphate of ammonia or soot. Of the former, apply
one good handful to the square yard ; and of the latter*

two handfuls.

MISCELLANEOUS.
INSECTS TO NAME {Miss E. M. G.).—One of the

creatures sent was battered out of all recognition, but
it was apparently a moth of an innocuous kind. The
flat, brownish creature with two pairs of legs to each
joint was a millepede, Julus compianatus, and injurious
to plants. The brown Insect with rather leathery outside
wings and a reddish triangular spot on the back is a bug,
and does no harm to plants.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—iV. TF.—Norway Maple (Acer
platanoides.) R. B. L.—1. Rhododendron caucasi nm
album ; 2, 11. yrande ; 3. it. Smirnowi ; 4, R. Luscombei

;

5. R. caucasii um : 6. Ascot Brilliant. For R Foriunei,
try Messrs. Waterer, Sons ann Crisp, Ba;.Bhot ; or Mr. Gill

of Falmouth. Merlewood, Chialehurai.—Balsam Poplar
(Populus balsamifeia).

OBITUARY

WILLIAM MELVILLE.
We regret to hear of the death, at Poltalloch

Gardens, Kilmartin, Argyllshire, on April 17,

of Mr. William Melville. Mr. Melville was for a

number of years the able gardener at Glenlee,

New Galloway, Kirkcudbrightshire, whence he

retired some years ago. He was a man of high

ability in his calling, and was deeply respected

by his many friends.

ROBERT DOUGHTY.
Sergeant Robert Doughty, D.C.M. (The Royal

Scots), has, we learn, been killed in action. Prior

to joining the Forces he travelled for Messrs.

William Jardine and Sons, Limited, The Hawick
House, Edinburgh, and was widely known among
gardeners all over Scotland. He is the third son

of his family to make the supreme sacrifice.

*,* Readers 7cfio have not clready done so aie ashed to
order The Gaeden to he delivered regularly b>i their news-
agent. The return o) unsold copies is prohiiited, and In
consequence The Garden

,
is obtainable only if ordered

beforehand.

*,* The Yearly Subscription to The Garden is ; Inland
10«. lOd. ; Foreign, 13s.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all pmpers
posted to any neutral European country will he stopped,
except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained- special permission from the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Garden, and tvb-
scribers who send to friends in Denmark, Holland, NorwMy,
Sweden, - Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Oreece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. W.C.2,
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IT

is difficult to lay down a hard and fast

rule on the subject of the crops most suitable

for growing by small cultivators. At first

si^lit it might seem that the Bean and pulse

crops, with their richness in nitrogenous food

proteins, should be increased largely, in order

to provide the only possible vegetable substitute

fot meat, and this view would seem to be supported

when a comparison is made -between the amounts

of the essential foods contained in the Bean and

pulse crop on the one hand, and the amounts

<ontained in the Potato on the other. These

quantities are as follow :

Caybohydmtes.

Food. Proteins. Fats. {Starch, &c.) Calorics.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per th.

Dry Beans and
pulse crops,
averagt-'S .
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

KEEPING COX'S
TILL

ORANGE
MAY.

PIPPIN

A FEW weeks ago I noticed in your columns

a letter the writer of which appeared to

store Apples on the same plan as I do, with

equally good results. After the Apples have

" sweated "in the autumn I select the soundest

and best fruits and pack them in boxes lined with

paper, taking the utmost care to use only fruits

free from any blemish or bruise. The Apples

must be handled very tenderly and packed so

as to be firm, but not so as to bruise each other.

When packed I cover the Apples with clean paper

on the top, nail down the lid of the box, and put

it in a dark corner of my fruit-room, which is kept

closed and -Without light. I may say the room is

frost-proof. I do not touch the Apples again

for two or three months, and then open the box

to see if there are any rotten Apples among them,

carefully removing them if there are and closing

up the box again. Of course, I have

more than one box, and begin to

use the Apples about February. I

have had them up to the present time

as firm as when put in the box, and of a

most brilliant colour. This year I had

about 25 bushels of Cox's Orange and

packed away about 5 bushels, using the

others in the ordinary way. What led

me to adopt this plan was that I

noticed that all late Apples seemed to

shrivel and get tough, and I found

that the common plan of laying tlie

Apples tliinly on shelves was a complet^e

mistake, as there was nothing to check

the evaporation of the juices of the

Apples. Except Apples that are for

immediate use, I lay them thickly on

the shelves and, after sweating, cover

them lightly, which effectually prevents

shrivelling for a long time. It is no

doubt a pretty si?ht to see shelves of

Apples beautifully arranged in one

layer, but I am certain the plan is a

mistake, except for Apples that are to

be used at once. While on the question

of Apples, may I say a word on the

subject on which so much has been recently

written in your columns ? I place Cox's Orange

in a class by itself, and all other Apples below it.

Your correspondent who told us of several better

kinds either has never come across Cox's Orange

in its prime or the Apples named as better are

very different to what I have found them.

Strangely enough, in the lists of best Apples sent

you, several that I should think the best are missing.

The Pine Golden Pippin in its short season

—

alas ! too short—is superb, as Mr. Bunyard

testifies ; but scarcely anyone has it, though it

is one of the oldest kinds in existence. I owe a

debt of gratitude, and so do many of my friends,

to Mr. Rivers' foreman, who introduced me to

this delicious Apple ; but be sure you get it. All

my friends round here who grow Apples have

discovered its quality, and it will soon be quite

conmion in this district. Another superb old

Apple in February and March is Court Pendu

Plat. Unhappily, both my trees cankered, and

last year I had about a couple of dozen fruits,

which I packed in a drawer and ate in February

and March ; they were quite firm, of the most

brilliant colour, and the flavour delicious. In

former vears the fruits slirivelled because I had laid

THE GARDEN.

them out on a shelf. I notice that Laxtons

have an Apple a cross between Wyken Pippin

and this one. It ought to be something very

special. My list is a short one, but sufficient :

St. Everard, in September ; Pine Golden Pippin,

October and part of November ; Cox's Orange,

the rest of the season to May ; Ribston, when

ready ; and Court Pendu Plat, in the early part

of the New Year. I may add that Cox's Orange

is an abundant bearer with me, and I had some

fruits 80Z. in weight without any artificial

help.^PoMONA.

A GOOD WAY TO SOW SEEDS.

np.AKE an ordinary flour dredger made of tin and

sow your seeds from it ; or, if very fine seeds,

a common kitchen pepper-pot is best, and the

seeds should be mixed with fine sand or soil.

—

Mrs. Adcock, Westleigh, Maney, Sutton Coldfield.

A POTATO PEN.

T SEND a photograpS~of a Potato pen erected on

some new allotments in Wandsworth. This

pen is 6 feet by 8 feet, with a height of about

7 feet. There are seven layers in this pen. The

Potatoes are planted layer upon layer as the pen

^-^

.\ POT.^TO PEN IN WANDSWORTH.

is made up. The Potatoes are placed around the

outside in a double row, with the sprouts turning

outwards towards the light. No Potatoes are

planted more than 12 inches from the boards.

This illustrates a novel metho.d of intensive Potato

culture which, if successful, will revolutionise the

Potato growing industry in this country, more

especially in gardens of limited space.

—

Wavland.

[The Potato pen is, we believe, of American

origin, and, so far as we know, was first tried by

Mr. R. E. Hendrick of Kansas City, who is reported

to have grown 42 bushels of Potatoes on a plot of

ground only 8 feet square, or an equivalent of over

26,000 bushels (650 tons) to the acre. Experi-

ments on similar lines are being-watched with close

interest in this country. Mr. Martin H. F. Sutton

has a Potato pen at Reading. The measurements

are 6 feet by 8 feet with a height of 6 feet, and there

are twelve layers of Potatoes, forty-eight tubers to

each layer. In the case of the pen illustrated on

this page, the boards have been nailed together,

and this may prove to be quite unsafe. In the

Reading pen, which, by the way, is purely ex-

perimental, every board has been screwed. The

weight of soil used in the latter pen was 8 tons,

and it must be remembered that the pressure on

[May II, 1918.

the outside timbers will increase as the soil settles

and as the tubers develop. The result is in no way
guaranteed. The system is new and mishaps
may arise, but if the principle is sound, it should
prove an invaluable way of increasing Potato
production.

—

Ed.]

PLANT NAMES.

J
WOULD not ask further space for an enquiry
so remotely horticultural, only that Mr. Bunyard

is entitled to an answer to his last question :

' In what language of Northern Europe does
Walnut retain traces of the Latin Avelana ?

"

I had better requote Skeat, whom he has already
brought as an authority against me—" Dutch
walnool, Icelandic valhnot, Danish valnod, Swedislv
valnot, German wallnusz." Skeat, it is true,

connects all these forms with the Anglo-Saxon
wealh, meaning foreign, but I think him wrong,
just as he was clearly wrong in deriving Pansy
from pensee. In both cases it happened, as it has
so often happened, that the true derivation had
perished with a long obsolete word and had to be
supplied by plausible conjecture. I will finally

leave the matter as a choice of likelihoods. Walnut
may mean foreign nut. On the other hand, early

English records assert repeatedly that Wahiut
was English for Avelana. And to

the student of language-process it is

practically certain that Avelana would
ultimately pass into a worn and

,

;

clipped form represented by the sound
awln, just as—to give only one parallel

example out of many—the Latin

natalis was abbreviated by stages of

detrition to the sound nawtl and now
survives in N06I, the French and Old
English name for Christmas. If Skeat

and Mr. Bunyard are right, it follows

that there existed in English-ihe two
almost identical forms awlnut and
Walnut, meaning the same thing but

having no etymological connection

;

and this I find it hard to believe.

It is also an almost unbelievable

coincidence that if the Walnut was
introduced into six countries (addipg

England to the above five) as a

nameless tree, all six should have
agreed in naming it not from any
obvious characteristic, but merely as

the foreign nut. If,- however, -it was
' sent out labelled " under the

name Avelana, it is reasonable ti>

suppose it would retain a modified form of

its original name in each language. — G. H.
Engleheart.

SCORZONERA IN ITS SECOND ^

YEAR.

nPHE following note on Scorzonera, written

by E. S. Delamer about forty years ago, may
perhaps be of interest :

" Scorzonera differs

from Salsify in not being fit for use till the second

year ; and so far Jhe progress of its vegetation

is remarkable. Other esculent roots, after having

flowered and ripened their seed, become tough,

woody, and uneatable ; but Scorzonera, sown

in spring in rich soil, quickly forms its long,,

straight roots, without putting forth any ramifica-

tions. The majority of the plants display their

yellow flowers, and subsequently bear seed. If

those plants were taken up then, they would be

found so stringy as to be useless for the table ;

but in the spring of the following year, the fibres

have disappeared, the roots become fleshy, tender,

and full of milky juice, exactly as they were before

flowering ; and they continue to increase in size

without losing their good qualities. They may
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be gTowTi exactly like Sils fy, but require double

ilie room to grow in." I rather fancy Mr. Delamer

was French, from the frequent references he makes
to the Continent and Continental ways of doing

things, but he certainly thoroughly understood

what he was wTiting about.

—

Herbert J.-^mes.

aCjionds .\nd other flowering
TREES.

TT is always interesting to notice how each of the

various localities favour some particular flower-

ing tree or shrub. South-western Suburbia is

noted for the luxuriance and beauty of its Almond
trees. There they grow so vigorously and regularly

bear such quantities of large pink flowers that

many garden-lovers annually trip from other

districts by the No. 27 'buses to enjoy the floral

feast provided by the trees in the front gardens

alongside the Kew Road. Elsewhere—Surbiton

and Kingston may also be named—Almonds
flourish exceedingly. At present the residential

portion of Hounslow, also the neighbouring

Heston and Harlington, show what a fine, yet

MAKING POTATO BREAD
IN

these hard times, when housekeeping is

anxious work and the housewife wishes to

make the most of the things she has got and,

at the same time, to..give her household

palatable and nourishing food, perhaps the

following recipe for Potato bread may be useful.

This bread has the advantages of being very nice

to eat—which is more than can be said of most

bread these days—digestible, and keeps moist

longer than the bakers' bread; also, you are sav-

ing flour and, by using your own Potatoes that

you have grown, your piurse as well, as I take the

cost of I2lb. of this bread will be is. 7d.

—

i.e.,

7lb. flour, IS. 4d.
;
yeast, 2d. ; sugar, id.—^and I

think you will find I2lb. of bakers' bread will cost

you 2S. 3d. I am not counting the cost of coal,

as I am reckoning that you will bake your bread

on the day when you are already using your

oven beforehand for roasting, &c., when you will

need a fairly large and steady fire, and you can

.\LMOND TREES IN FLOWER .\S SEEN FROM THE TOP'pF A 'BUS IN THE KEW RO.\D.

graceful, little tree the Bird Cherry will become

when growing in a generous loam and given head

room. In country private gardens this tree is

too often relegated to the outskirts of the woodland,

where it exists, in spite of semi-starvation and

.in unceasing struggle against its more robust

neighbours for air and light. But in the districts

named it grows, free and unfettered, to be a model

pyramid, rising to 50 feet in height and producing

myriads of drooping racemes of small but dainty

white flowers. Later on the outstanding feature

changes to standards of Philadelphus Lemoinei,

which, when severely primed—one might almost

truthfully say pollarded—make stout annual shoots

festooned with large, fragrant, white flowers. Such

a favourite is this Mock Orange that many house-

holders also train bushes to their dwellings. In the

northern stiburbs of London Double Scarlet Thpms
often predominate, and these become character-

isti» in their luxuriance. When the houses are

built of red lirick, the colours fight ; but against

the yellowish stock briclcs the effect is splendid.

—A. C. B.

put your bread in when the roast is done. You
will then need only a few shovelfuls of coal to

keep your oven sufficiently hot.

Say, then, for a family of six or seven : 7lb. of

plain flotur, 2Jlb. of Potatoes (when cooked and
sieved), loz. of yeast, ijoz. of salt, one table-

spoonful of sugar, and three pints of tepid water.

Method.—Use a large earthenware bowl or enamelled

basin, warm it—you must choose a large basin,

as you have to allow for your dough to rise three

times its size—and sift into it the 71b. of flour. I say
" sift " as it makes the bread lighter

;
you get no

lumps in the floin", also no " foreign bodies " which
are apt to stray into flom: in those days. With your

flour sift the iloz. of salt. You will have put your

Potatoes on to steam, choosing those which you
know are floury when cooked. I find steaming

my Potatoes is less wasteful than boiling, and I

always cook them in their " jackets." In peeling

and throwing away the peel you throw away
85 per cent, of the vital forming elements. Rub
your cooked Potatoes through the sieve with a

wooden spoon, having taken off their skins
;

weigh, and mix very thoroughly with the flotu'. It

is best to cook about 31b. of Potatoes, for if, after

you have sieved, you have more than you require,

you can use it for Potato buns, rock cakes, &c.

-Always use fresh hot sieved Potatoes in mixing
with the flour, as they warm it. The yeast is

mixed with about a teacupful of warm water in

a small basin which you have rinsed out with

hot water. Let me here impress on the would-be

successful bread-maker the importance of keeping

yeast and bread warm in the making. Set for

" sponge " in cold flour in a cold basin, stand it

in a draught, and you are sure to have a failure.

Cold arrests the process of fermentation, and you
have sodden, heavy bread. Too much heat, on

the other hand, hurries forward the work too

quickly, and your dough is puffy and sour. Mix
yoiu: yeast and warm water in a warm basin, adding

your sugar—sugar helps the yeast to work

;

make a well in the centre of your flour mixtm-e

and pour in yoiu' prepared yeast ; cover with a

cloth, and stand it in a warm place for from fifteen

to twenty minutes. I usually stand it on a

kitchen chair near the range. When the sponge

—this is what the yeast is now called—has risen,

mix in gradually the rest of the warm water and
work with your hands into a smooth dough.

Your dough should be mixed as soft as it can be

handled ; the bread will rise sooner and higher, be

lighter and more digestible, and keep fresh longer.

You will find that you may not use up all the

flour mixtm-e in the first working, but this does not

matter, as you will need it later. Sprinkle a paste-

board with the flotu: and knead your dough on

it for about ten minutes ; then replace it in your

basin, having sprinkled the bottom thickly with

flotu:
;
put a handful over the top of the dough,

as it prevents it sticking ; cover with a cloth, and

stand it in a warm place for two hours or more if

it is a cold day. It should have risen to at least

twice the size. Tmn out on yoin pasteboard again

and knead very thoroughly. Kneading is very

important. Always knead from all sides to the

centre. Brisk and long kneading makes the pores

fine and regular
;

gaping holes of various sizes

are an unerring tell-tale of a careless cook. Spend
at least twenty minutes in laieading, when your

dough ought then to rebound like india-rubber

after a .smart blow of the fist upon the centre.

You will need the remains of your flom- mixtiu'e

to facilitate this process of kneading. Now divide

up your dough into four or five pieces, knead, and
place in warm, greased tins or on warm, floured

baking-sheets. If making round loaves on baking- -

sheets, just make a cross cut on the top of the

loaf ; it has a nice appearance when cooked.

Put your loaves in a \v^rni place and allow them
to rise for from fifteen to twenty minutes, covering

with the cloth again ; then place in the oven, which

should not be too hot. If you cannot hold your

bare arm in w'hile you count thirty, it is too quick.

Keep the heat steady after the bread goes in,

and do not open the oven door every five mifiutcs to

see " how it is getting on," but leave it for twenty

minutes. If the bread rises rapidly while baking

and the crust begins to form before the lower part

of the loaf is cooked, cover over with clean paper

until you are ready to brown it. Bake for about

forty-five to sixty minutes, or when, on turning

out your bread, it sounds hollow on tapping the

bottom. Place your loaves on sieves to cool off,

covering with a cloth. If yours is only a small

family, half the quantity I have given will do.

Novices should only attempt half the quantity

gives, as at first the bread may not be quite the

great success they hoped for, but they must
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remember the old adage, " Practice makes

perfect." If I have seemed needlessly minute in

these directions, it is because , I wish to be a guide,

not a betrayer, also because . I wish to impress

that the importance to detail is such a help when

we want things to "be a success. M. C. B.-W..

The Cultivation of Potatoes
The question of successional cropping on the

same site has many times been discussed, and

whUe nothing but good can be advanced for an

annual change of site, those who have not that

convenience need not hesitate to plant con-

tinuously on the same plot, given, of course,

proper treatment, such as a thorough working

of the soil and a return to it of the constituents

absorbed by the previous crop. I grew Potatoes

with success continuously for seven years in a

seven-acre field. I may also mention an instance

of an allotment holder on this estate who has

grown Potatoes continuously and successfully for

fifty-three years.

The Question of Manure enters largely into

the success or otherwise of the Potato crop. As
a general rule, any kind of half-decayed farmyard

manure dug into the 'ground in the autumn cannot

be surpassed as a safe stimulant. In sandy soil

it may with safety be employed at planting-

time. In addition to farmyard manure, or even

without it, there are various artificial stimulants^

highly successful if employed wisely ; not acting

on the very \insound principle that if an ounce

will effect a certain improvement, double the

quantity will be twice as good. A safe

and desirable mixture is 5cwt. of superphos-

phate of lime, ijcwt. of sulphate of ammonia,
and icwt. of muriate of potash per acre. In

light soil, sulphate of ammonia is useful in

giving a fillip to a plot that at earthing-up time

does not look sufficiently robust to give the best

results, and without which it is useless to e.\pect

a heavy crop of tubers, except, of course, one or

two early varieties that are of but medium growth

in the haulm. E. M.

NOTES FROM A FLOWER SKETCH-BOOK
MADE IN JAPAN.-III

By sir FRANCIS PIGGOTT.

T-t. V

^HE walks and rambles in Chiuzenji

were by no means botanical " excursions."

We just went our way, walking round the

shores of the beautiful lake, surrounded by

fitUljU.

fci."n»C t^"Xu.
Cu^jUY^:- taJ^ ai.u^c

feajf-! iteifto.-ifaMaateii

A PAGE FROM SIR FRANCIS PIGGOTT S SKETCH-BOOK, SHOWING PATRINIA AND
VARIETIES OF TRICYRTIS.

Pine-clad mountains. No one carried a tin col-

lecting box ; its place was taken by a luncheon

or tea basket when we set our sail and went

to the other end of the bottomless (by tra-

dition) lake and thence to the Yumoto Plain.

The pleasure of the day was enhanced by finding

some new flower opened by the night dews, which

was carried home and duly placed on the operating

table for sunrise work on the morrow. There

seined a conspiracy among the flowers not to over-

burden me with subjects. Every day brought

forth one or two new strangers, rarely more, so I

could take my leisure.

I should like to record the finding of two special

gems : Hydrangek hirta, with small electric blue

flowers and apple-green leaves, and, cousin of the

same family, the yellow Patrinia scabiosaefolia,

both of them uncommon there as well as here,

but well worth cultivating, A sketch of this

charming flower is reproduced on this page,

together with varieties of the curious Tricyrtis,

flava, and macropoda in two shades of spotted

purple, which seem to have more resemblance to

the Orchids than to the Lilies, among which the

learned have placed them.

Beyond the lake the path rises gradually till you

suddenly come to the great plain—a battlefield

in days of yore—across wliich it leads you to the

picturesque village of sulphur springs, Yumoto.
Your way is literally strewn with flowers, just

common ones, Iris and Tiger Lilies chiefly ; but

there are many other things which come to you

when you look for. them—most noticeable the

feathery Thalictrura aquilegifoliura, and the lont-;

white spikes of the Candle Plant, Cimicifuga

simplex. This very handsome plant is not suf-

ficiently grown in England, though my neighbour

has a beautiful clump on which, I confess, I often

cast longing and covetous eyes. But the flower-

spike is barely half the length of the Japanese

variety, which, unless my memory plays me tricks,

is often i foot long and ij inches in diameter.

The dark green of the Pine woods clothing the

hills which surround the lake is broken here and

there by patches of pale grey-green; but, for all

the relief to the eye, they are death marks.

Lycopodium Sieboldii has gotten hold of them,

and when once that happens the life of the tree is

gradually strangled out of it. It festoons itself from

root to summit, and the leafless branches stretch out

piteously to heaven clad in the cerements of decay.

I ought to know, but am ashamed to say I do not,

what are the uses to which this strange moss is

put, nor do I remember ever having seen it col-

lected ; its economic purpose cannot merely be

to kill Pine trees.

Looking through my note-book I find a host of

little friends I should like to mention, if only for

the sake of remembrance : Pyrola rotundifolia
;

Cucubalus bacciferus, of which I give a drawing
;

Monotropa hypopitys and uniflora, pale

plant-ghosts, which hide in the under-grass

along with Pamassia palustris ; Anemouopsis
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macropliylla, most graceful cousin of the

Anemones ; Dracocephalum Ruyschiana, delicate

blue lavender, which has found its way into

English catalogues and should grow in every

English garden ; the orange Senecio flarameus,

with its big yellow brother S. japonicus ; also

two charming varieties of Adenophora—verticillata

and trachelioides ; two dull purple but handsome

bells, Campanula punctata and Glossocornia

lanceolata ; and the magnificent Platycodon

grandifJorum, grey and dark purple blue. I have

a resplendent vision of a hillside literally smothered

with- these wonderful Bellflowers.

My drawing of Edgeworthia papyrifera mentioned

in my first sheaf of notes among the yellow winter-

flowering shrubs is given this week. This hand-

some shrub stands about 4 feet high, and in

March is covered with golden yellow balls. The

tough paper which the Japanese make from its

bark is so greatly appreciated in the West that

it is used for the finest artist proofs of engravings.

The plant should grow well in England, and

would well repay cultivation, both for its charm

as a garden plant and for the economic value of

tjie paper made from it.

Fritillaria pallidiflora

THIS is, to my mind, the best of all the

Fritillaries, excluding perhaps the Crown
imperials, which in a windswept garden

of light soil are extremely difficult to

manage, for it appears to be impossible

to support them without damaging the foliage,

and without support the stems are not in-

frequently wrenched off at the ground-line.

Fritillaria pallidiflora grows here to a height

of 20 inches or 24 inches, and the foliage is of a

light glaucous grey green. Hanging irregularly

on long pedicels among the upper leaves come
five or seven large flowers of the palest lemon
yellow, faintly spotted inside with brown purple.

The contrast of the pale yellow flowers against

the background of grey green foliage is as pleasing

as it is uncommon.
This Fritillary is an obhging plant, for if it

is well treated it produces no flowerless stems.

Each bulb after flowering usually splits up
into two or three bulbs, all of flowering size,

and its rate of increase may be judged from
the fact that I started with one bulb in 1906 and
have given away a good many, and still have some
sixty in flower now. It would be interesting to

know the history of niy first bulb. I well remember
going with Sir Michael Foster into the shed where

his bulbs were stored and seeing him take up one

of a small number of Fritillaria bulbs, look at it,

and then say, " Yes, I think I'll give you one."

He also gave me some seed at the same time,

from which I raised flowering bulbs. The interest

of the matter is that the descendants of Foster's

original bulb are as large again as any of the seed-

lings that I raised and, moreover, flower a full

fortnight later. Foster gave me no account of

the origin of this fine form, and it is doubtful

whether we shall ever l<now it now. As to culti-

vation, it is o"f the easiest here, though apparently

the plant does not flourish everywhere. Mr.

John Hoog saw my plants in flower once, and I

sent him a bulb or two, but apparently they did

not succeed in Haarlem. I plant the bulbs about

4 inches deep in soil into which old leaf-mould

and old manure have been dug, and top-dress

them in the autumn with a similar mixture. The
ordinary form flowers early in April, but Foster's

variety is not at its best till the end of the month.
A famous gardener came to see my plants the other

day and remarked that he understood that

Fritillaries disliked disturbance, and , he was
accordingly surprised to see pallidiflora doing so

well, although it was only moved last year. The
truth seems to be that all bulbs may be divided

into two classes, the first containing those that

at some period of the year naturally lose all their

roots—for instance. Tulips and Crocuses—and the

second those, like the Narcissus and the Lily,

which form untidy bulbs that are probably never

entirely without some roots in moist positions.

Bulbs of the former class can obviously be" moved
annually and benefit by tlie fresh soil to which

their roots thus obtain Admission. It is, however,

important to discover the period during which

the bulbs are rootless, and this in the case of

Fritillaria seems only to last for a week or two,

for the new roots push out almost before the

stems have withered entirely away. Bulbs such

as Narcissi, which belong to the second class,

obviously lose by transplantation and take at

least a year to get back to their best form. Some
bulbs, such as Lilies, seem never to recover their

full vigour if they lose all their roots at any time.

F. pallidiflora is another instance of Turkestan

plants which succeed well in this sand, and this

fact H-ill give an indication of treatment likely

to succeed in heavier soil.

Charterhouse. Gsdabning. W. R. Dykes.

I ^>.^ 5i,^

:»^

Grown Imperials

I

FALL back on the fact that in gardening

all personal experiences are useful to others.

I have always had beautiful and successful

Crown Imperials, which have been much
admired by others, who envied them and

said they were difiicult to grow. Now, this year

the growth is strong and the plants are hardly

flowering at all. This may be due to neglect of

the cultivation experience has taught me was
essential. They must be dug up and replanted

at the end of June, the large bulbs put back with

some good fresh soil, and the young ones removed.

All these large bulbs flower beautifully the follow-

ing spring. Leaving them alone for more than

one season, at any rate, means a lot of green growth

from the small bulbs and no flowers. And jet

they are well worth this thought and trouble.

Moving them after July is fatal, as they have

begun to grow again. The old convent story

about the Crown Imperials is so pretty that I

quote it again. When Our Lord in His agony

was walking in the Garden of Gethsemane, all

the flowers save this ore bowed their heads in

sympathetic sorrow. The Crown Imperial held

its head aloft in supreme disdain, whereupon Our
Lord gently rebuked it. Smitten with shame, at

last it hung its head. Since then it has never been

able to raise it, and those who care to turn its

face upwards find tears in its eyes. These

tears are so beautiful, surrounded by a black

rim. Maria Theresa Earle.

THE EDITOR'S TABLE
Jasminum primulinum.—Herewith I send

some short sprays of Jasminum primulinum. [They

are particularly well flowered, and we should

describe them as anj'thing but short.

—

Ed.]

The plant which produced them is growing at

/

EDGEWORTHIA PAPYRIFERA, FROM WHICH THE JAPANESE M.\KE TOUGH PAPER USED
FOR ENGR.WINGS.

[Reproduced from drawings by Sir Fraticis Piggott.)
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the end of a house in which Tomatoes are grown
during the summer, and in winter frost is excluded.

The plant has been in the same position for several

years and annually flowers about this time. It

occupies a space of wall -about 8 feet by 5 feet,

but being a rapid and rampant grower it cbuld

easily cover three times the amount of space.

For growing against ^ wall in a cool house it is

well worth the room it occupies. Being evergreen,

in such a structure it looks well at all times, but

when the pendulous shoots are thickly bespangled

with hundreds of bright primrose starry flowers

'

about 1^ inches in diameter, some of them w'ith

duplex corollas, the effect is graceful and pleasing.

The lateral shoots of about a yard in length and
under are the ones that produce flowers. Gross

shoots, if not needed to extend the area of the

plants, should be cut out. After flowering, some
thinning out of the gro^vths is necessary. It is

a pity the plant is not sufficiently hardy for

growing against walls outdoors, else it would be

largely grown.—A. P., Midlothian.

A Letter from the Prison Camp
at Ruhleben

WE have received the following

letter and photograph (from which

the accompanying illustration is

prepared) from Mr. F. W.
Hughesdon, Baracke 7, Box Loft,

prisoner at Ruhleben, dated January 30, 1918 :

Tulips, Crocuses, and modest little blue Scillas.

These can be purchased to adorn box and loft

at prices ranging from 50 pfgs. to i m. 50 pfgs. The
exhibits are crowned with some lines by our Poet

Laureate

:

" ' I praise the tender flower.

That on a mournful day
Bloomed in my garden bower

And made the winter gay.'
"

" These January blooms seem to realise the hope
expressed in a mural decoration elsewhere in the

hall :
' If winter come, can spring be far behind ?

'

While admiring the flowers, I was invited by Mr.

L, P. Roberts (of Dorking) to visit later the

nurseries which are in his charge. On enquiring

for him there I was for the moment rather puzzled

to learn he was in the ' pit.' Descending some
steps indicated, I learned that the ' pit ' was a

semi-submerged forcing-house and—there was
Mr. Roberts ! He was soon revealing mysteries

which were to me—a mere layman—amazing !

Here, in various stages of growth, were Ferns,

bulbs, Geraniums, Antirrhinums, and all kinds of

vegetables—Cabbages, Sprouts, Lettuces, Tomatoes
and Celery. They were being cared for, and evi-

dently thriving, in a temperature varying between
50° and 5_3° Fahr. Passing through a potting-shed,

incidentally containing the boiler, we entered a

cool house, and here were Forget-me-nots, Cine-

raria, Carnations and other flowers. Some Hya-
cinths, porcelain blue, were particularly beautiful.

I was shown a little Lemon tree grown from a pip

sentries, was out of bounds. So I must reserve

for another letter an account of the more exten-
sive labours of the society in the Camp. Mean-
while, I may say that the committee look forward
to giving a beautiful show of flowers for Easter."

AN EXHIBITION OF EARLY FLOWERING BULBS HELD BY THE RUHLEBEN
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY ON JANUARY 30.

" The Camp is veiled in mist ; trees and clothes-

lines, banacks and bushes are rimed with hoar-

frost. Truly the time to appreciate the warm
theatre and a programme such as the Literary

and Debating Society presented there last night

—

'England under the Stuarts'—when papers on
' King and Pmitan,' ' Town and Country,' and
' Milton ' were read, and Purcell songs and ' Here's

a health 1 . .
.' were sung, the audience heartily

joining in the chorus of the latter. Library,

School and Y.M.C.A., too, are in full use for reading

and study. You, however, ask for news of the

horticulturists for The Garden. Well, I am
able to report that they are active in their winter

quarters, and to-day the Y.M.C.A. has housed
an exhibition of early flowering bulbs. There
are to be seen Hyacinths (white and pink) Jonquils,

that came from a Lemon in a prisoner's parcel;

also I saw some Spinach being specially culti-

vated for the invalids in the Schonungs Baracke.

Forcing-house and cool house, carefully situated

north and "south, were both principally con-

structed, as regards timber, by vfood from packing-

cases in which prisoners' necessities had come
from England ; while the boiler, too, had been

pieced together and set up by prisoners. In

the open we found our gardeners just finishing

the trenching out for Sweet Pea beds. Cool

frames were next inspected, full of bijbs from the
' plunging ' beds ; and then cold frames con-

taining Sweet Pea seedlings (sown in November),
Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Daisies, Lavender

and Foxgloves. Here my tour of inspection had
to end, as the field, solely occupied by mist and

DAFFODIL NOTES
By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Show
(Conlinued).—I mentioned my old friend Mr.

George Stocks of Doncaster in my last. Ever since

he gave up his official position as stationmaster

on the Cheshire Lines Railway he has gone in

for Daffodils. He is best known for his work in

connection with the merodon. Like Bernard of

Clairvieux, he preached a deadly crusade against

the would-be usurper, and his writings have borne
fruit. I pay this little tribute to his work because

he deserves it, and I know I express the feelings

of others besides myself when I say we are truly

sorry that increasing infirmity has compelled him
to part with the flowers that were so much to him
in the retirement of his old age.

Mr. Robinson, the maiden exhibitor of the show,

has his collection. It is in the hands of a keen
enthusiast. It will stiU be in or near Doncaster.

Watch Doncaster ! It would not surprise me that

in time there will be a Daffodil show there. The
working people of the district are taking up the

flower. Humanly speaking, the influences of Mr.

Mallender and Mr. Stocks have had much to do
with it.

Now for the groups at the show and their con-

tents. Messrs. Barr and Sons had a large and im-

portant one, for which they received a silver-gilt

Flora medal. I began to take stock of it before

I went out to lunch, and I now wish I had done

more, for, when I returned, the nastiest of yellow

fogs formed a dense canopy over Buckingham
Gate and the vicinity, and entirely destroyed all

chance of intelligent observation or description.

One was able to toll a Poet from a trumpet, and
that was about all. But the ill wind did one good

thing. Thanks to a friend at my elbow, both here

and when we were looking at Mr. W. F. M. Cope-

land's flowers, 1 had my attention directed to the

different poises of the various blooms. It was
one thing you could be certain about in the dense

yellow gloom. He was " up against " the droopers,

and no mistake, finally clenching his arguments

by saying :
" Well, 3'ou can't lie on yoiu: back

to look at thera, and if you can't lie on yoiu: baok

you can't see their beauty."

No doubt there is a great deal in my friend's

remarks, and there are a considerable number
who for one reason or another share his opinion

about the droopers. Colonel Howard of Wygfair,

St. Asaph, has often said to me :
" I hate those

flowers which are ashamed to look you in the face."

Doubtless a Forbes Watson or a Ruskin could

give many reasons why they have been so framed

by the Almighty ; an* others wll be able to

point to the Erythroniums, which I must confess

always tantalise me, for, unless I were a worm and

no man, it is impossible to view the delicate beauty

of their centres. But I have gone off at a tangent

again. Prominent on Messrs. Barr's tiers was a

mass of that good old flower Cleopatra (la), which

still takes some beating. The broadly flanged,

deep-coloured Glory of /Haarlem was also con-

spicuous. This characteristic gives a look of

massiveness and strength to a bloom whose general

build it suits. I like it, for example, in Cranbourne.

I, once played cricket at the town of that name.

We were told as we drove away that it was lucky

we had not won. The miners did not relish a

defeat, and " Give them Cranbourne " had become
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a saying. Only the strong man armed mnst win

against them. Did Mr. Wilson (?) know this when
he gave Cranbourue its name ? St. Olaf. the shapely

Leedsii that looks betwixt and between a giant

(4a) and an ordinary (4b), was well shown.

Tamora, a very refined bicolor trumpet, stood

out well. Its measurements are 4 x (rf x ijl

X (ij X I J). Bruuhilde, a Leedsii, was also

good. Perhaps the seedling 2875 was the most

novel and striking of aU Barr's flowers. It is a huge
Giant lucomparabilis, with well-imbricated, flat-

surfaced, primrose perianth segments and a

shapely yellow cup. It is 5 inches from tip to tip

ajid looks large. I thought it a very good flower
;

but a member of our committee, who was looking

at it at the same time as I was, turned and said :

" Too big ; only fit for a railway em-
bankment." What a text for a writer !

But, again. 1 must not digress.

Mr. Copeland had a good vase of his

famous orange and crearn Mary Cope-

land, a bevy of dainty, long-nosed,

white triandrus hybrids or " trihies

"

(to use the plm'al of my garden word
" trihy " for the race). In the gloom
the long red coronzi^ of 984 stood out

rather plainly. It is an uncommon-
looking flower. In Mr. Chapman's
group the little Poeticus verus of Linnaeus

attracted all botanically and historically

inclined Daffodilers. The flower is only

I J inches in diameter and has a pale

yellow cup with a narrow red edge. He
also had a series of Poeticus-looking

flowers with a most distinct wash of

pink over their segments. Rosamund
and Debutante were the best. Their

parentage is Harold Finn (seed bearer)

and Virgil. The raiser's idea is that

when he manages to fill ^he flowing

bowl, fill it full and over, the red

takes refuge in the petals. Is it so ? 1

wonder.

Major Churcher had another little

group on this occasion, with some nice

things in it. His home-raised General

Bland is a large, flat, star-shaped, soft

yellow trumpet 4f inches across.

Vintage (a Rye-raised "trihy"), of pale

lemon colouring, was excellent. I was
glad to see, too, a vase of the almost un-

known Balaustion, a jolly little fiery-

eyed flower, like a primrose-perianthed

Ruby. It was raised by Mr. Cave.

Mr. Engleheart had a range of Poets

and semi- Poets. These last have wide,

imbricated white segments and large,

prominent yellow eyes with a well-

defined red- edge. They are, roughly,

about 3 inches in diameter. PXX was,

however, the pick of the bunch. It is

a most beautiful flower, I think a Giant

Inroraparabilis, but it is on the border

line, and from the colouring of the cup
(primrose, with a wide tint of buff

towards the top) it might be said to be a Leedsii.

The perianth was pure white of the smoothest
texture. Size: 4J x (if x if) x (| x ij).

It now only remains to say that three varieties

received awards of merit—?ach one has been
decorated before : Miss E. M. Bowling, the long-

cupped, pink-edged Giant Leedsii at Birming-
ham

; Mr. Chapman's startling and effective

Crimson Braid
; and the double white Spalding

Queenie (a weak-necked variety that I did not
take to at all), which in 1917 had an award for

show piuposes, and which now received an award
for market, if a flower has a long giraffe neck,
it should be a strong one, and not one that needs
a wire to stiffen it. Mr. Cranficld has a wonderful

flower in Miss E. .M. Bowling. " I am glad that 1

have lived to see it," said a well-known flower-lover

as he gazed on its delica(e beauty. One word
more and I have done. I must not omit a small

collection o{ twelve varieties from Miss Warren.

It was pleasant to see her and also Mr. Christopher

Bourne among us again.

Daffodil Tommy Townshend
Messrs. B.\rr and Sons send blooms of a rather

fine new seedling Daffodil which they flowered

for the first time in 1912. It is the result of a

cross from Mm3. de Graaff (seed parent) and

Duchess of Westminster (pollen parent). The
seedling was purchased by Sir Henry Bunbury,

THE NEW SEEDLING D.\FFODIL TOMMY TOWNSHEND

who has christened it Tommy Townshend. It

seems to us to be a promising garden plant. From
the illustration it will be noticed how the shapely

form of Duchess of Westminster has entered into

the cross.

Iris Lacustris.—This tiny Flag Iris is a gem
for a sunny, dry ,^pot in the rock garden. The
little pale aziu-e flowers first appear in .\pril and

.May on their 3-inch stems, and continue for many
niontlis. In most free soils this Iris soon spreads

and (juickly makes a large mass, the pale green

leaves being scarcely any taller than the flowers.

Like most of its tribe, it has an irresistible attrac-

tion for slugs.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN G.ARDEXS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—Late batches of plants should
now be brought forward. In most cases they will
be in full flow,r, and should be thinned prior to
standing the pots on shelves in a w-armer position.
Pinch oft all the smaller blooms and buds, leaving
from six to nine of the strongest on each plant
to mature. Great care should be taken when
thinning is being done, also when shifting the
plants, not to rub or bruise the tender voung fruits.
Top-dress the plants with a little fresh soil and some
approved artificial manure mixed with it. Do not
allow the roots to get too dry. Syringe carefully
on bright mornings, also early in the afternoon,

to prevent red 'pider and assist a
sturdy, healthy growth.

Cucumbers.—These will now be grow-
ing apace and should receive frequent
attention, stepping the laterals one joint
above the fruits showing ; and if getting
too thick, remove a few of the old coarse
leaves and some of the weaker vines so
that more light can reach the interior of
the plants. Do not overcrop. Top-dress
frequently with good soil (rather rough)
and plenty of sweet, thoroughlv decayed
manure or partly decaved leaves, and
feed liberally at intervals, both with
liquid and artificial manure, all plants
bearing heavily.

,

Tomatoes.—Keeplthe ^ide shoots
pinched out and stop the leaders when
they have reached their limit ; also keep
the roots sufliciently moist and healthy
and the temperature warm and not too
moist.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Disbudding.—Growth of all kinds of
fruit trees will now go on rapidlv, and
should not be neglected. If carefully
performed at intervals, verv little prun-
ing will need to be done in winter.
Peaches, Apricots, Cherries and Plums
trained on walls should have all the out-
growing shoots removed, over-luxiuriant
growths stopped, and side laterals trained
in their stead. Do not remove too
many at first, as sharp frosts may still
occur. Watch for green and black fly,
and svTinge the trees with .\bol or
Quassia Extract fo exterminate the pest
before the young shoots become crippled.

Gooseberries and Currants.—Keep
the ground amorg the bushes well hoed
and free from weeds. Mulch with good
manure bushes intended to prodtice large
dessert berries, keep a watchful eye for
sparrows, and run lines of black cotton
over the bushes and dust well with dry
wood-ashes should they attack the tiny
fruits.

Strawberry Beds.—If not already
done, lose no time in clearing weeds from
among the plants, dress the surface with
soot, and follow with a good mulching of
litter to keep the fruits clean and free
from grit. This should be placed well
round the plants before the leaves get
loo forward.

The Kitchen Garden.
Asparagus.—Keep the beds free from

weeds and give a dressing of some good
artificial manure, preferably in showery
weather. Keep the heads ciit when large
enough, taking great care not to injure

the young pieces under the soil. Thin seedling
plants as soon as they are large enough, and
keep the beds clean and free from weeds. .-Vny

neglect in this respect will prove harmful to the
permanent plants and also entail considerably
more labour in putting matters right.

Scarlet Runner Beans.—A good sowing of these
may now be safely made in well-prepared trenches
or on deeply w'orked land in which ample decayed
manure has been thoroughly incorporated. Do iiot

plant the Beans too thicldy. Plants raised in

pots should be grown sturdily in frames, and may
be hardened oft' and planted out at the end of the
mouth when the danger of frosts is past.

Dwarf Beans.—Sow a good bed of these on a
sunny border. Ne Plus Ultra is a popular variety,
but Alasterpiece and other of the tested stringless

varieties I greatly prefer.
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Brussels Sprouts and other plants in seed-beds
may bfe pricked out in nursery beds till the ground
contam ng other crops is cleared, in preferen~e to
allowing them to remain in the seed-beds, where,
in many case--, club i^ traceable. If club is trouble-
some, give good applications of lime-water prior to
planting. Do not allow the individual plants
to remain too long in the beds in which they are
raised. H. M.\rkham,

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)
Wroiliam Park, Barnes.

FOR NORTHERN. G.\RDENS.
The Kitohen Garden.

Potatoes.—Where an extra earlv batch was
planted at the foot of a south wall, they will now
be ready for a final earthing up. Earfies on th=.

open border should be partly earthed up, chiefly
as a precaution against frost, which may still occur.

Celery.—If a batch was raised for an early
autumn supply, the plants may now be put out.
The main batch should be gradually hardened off.

Those who did not take time by the forelock and
prepare the trenches early in spring should do
so now, before tlie planting-out season comes on.

Marrows and Gourds.—Preparations should
now be made for planting out these. To ensure'
success it is advisable to prepare mounds for
them in a sunny, sheltered situation. A barrow-
load of special soil placed over a barrow-load of
rank stable manure forms an ideal site for a Marrow
or Gourd.

Rhubarb.—Lack of sugar has placed Rhubarb
at a discount for the present. Cut over all flower-
ing shoots promptly. If the plants were not
sufficiently manured when the ground was forlsed
over, give applications of soot in showerv weather,
or apply liquid manure. When taking supplies
for the kitchen, never cut the stalks ; alwavs pull
them up.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Fork between the
lines and earth up. The eyes should be reduced
to one at planting-time, but if more than one

'

shoot appears at a plant, reduce the number to
the minimum, retaining the strongest.

Broad Beans should be earthed up as soon as
they are a foot high.

Thinning.—Continue to thin out crops as they
are fit to handle, as any overcrowding invariably
weakens the plants.

Asparagus.—This is the Jjest time to make
fresh plantations ; expose tnS roots to the air for
as short a time as possible. Be careful not to
injure the crowns when cutting for the kitchen

;

use an Asparagus knife.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Plants.—Many of these will now
require staking and tying. Some employ metal
supports consisting of four upright, slender rods,
to which are fastened a series of circular rings

;

others employ twiggy branches of the requisite
height, while still others k'. p to tl.e plain stake.
Whatever means is employed, the aim should be
to avoid stiffness and formality. For the stronger-
growing subjects, binder twine is much the best
tying material, combining as it does softness
and strength.

Bedding Plants.—Harden off bedding plants
by full exposme on all favourable occasions. Gera-
niums, Calceolarias and East Lothian Stocks
may now be placed in a sheltered position in the
open air. Beds and borders which are to be planted
out, if they are not occupied by spring bedding
plants, should be forked over preparatory to
planting.

Roses.—Keep a sharp look-out for aphis, and,
if present, spray with a solution of soft soap and
Quassia chips or XL All Liquid Insecticide.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—in houses started early in the year, the
crop Will now be about ready for thinning, an
operation which should be carried out soon after
the fruit is set. Beginners are mostly inclined
to leave the fruit too thick. This should be avoided,
especially with Muscats, as with their stiff foot-
stalks they have not the same power of expansion
that Hamburghs have. Thin uniformly, first

removing the berries in the heart of the bunch, so
as not to reduce its circumference. Thin more
advanced crops a econd time.

Figs.—Those in pots with swelling fruits
should have the assistance of liquid manure at
least Once a week, and they must never be allowed
to suffer from an insufficient supply of water. As
early trees begin to ripen their fruits, the water
supply must be somewhat reduced.
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Peaches.—Continue to thin and regulate the
growing shoots, exposing the succession shoots
to the light as fully as possible.

Plants Under Glass.

Seed-Sowing.—^This is a good time to sow seeds
of Rehmannia angulata Pink Beauty and Humea
elegans, two useful subjects for conservatory
decoration. Both succeed best with cool treat-
ment.

Potting-On.—Many subjects will require potting
on, the following among others : Coleus th\Tsoideus,
Callicarpa purpurea, Eranthemum piilchellum,
and Abutilons in variety, not forgetting that
useful variegated variety A. Schwartzii.

Pleasure Grounds.

Walks and Drives.—Weed-killer has gone upm price, but, considering the cost of labour, it

will still pay to apply it, and now is the time to do
so. Apply it after a shower, if possible ; certainly
not whenthe gravel i_s quite dr^.„
Garden Furniture.—Garden seats and ham-

mocks should now be placed in position, although
few will occupy them save the sick, the lame and
the aged. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Broomfield Gardens, Dandson''i Mains, Midlothian.
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Though it perhaps sounds extravagant in

these times, I intend to continue making
this dressing for salads, as the eggs and oil

make the salad a wholesome and nourishing
dish. Anne Amateur.

SALAD DRESSING
A RECIPE OF ROYAL ANCESTRY.

[In Reply to " Thrift."}

THERE is a wise saying of our I'rench

Allies : One cannot make omelettes
witliout breaking eggs." This is true of

mayonnaise dressing also. To be really

good it must be freshly made with fresh
eggs (" cooking " eggs will not do). I speak
confidently, for in salads and salad dressing even
my owTa critical family cucle admit me an expert,
and I ivas on one occasion asked as a personal
favour to make two quarts of salad dressing for
a public banquet (I think it was in June, 1S87—
Queen Victoria's Jubilee).

This is how I make it, as taught me in my ovmi
home some forty years ago by a very old and
skilful professed cook. She was trained by a
chef who had served in the Royal kitchen of
King George IV., so this recipe is of Royal ancestry.
When I went to France I found French cooks
made it in exactly the same way. Allow the yolk
of one egg for every two or three person^ (according
to the size of the volte), as much best olive oil

as you can stir in gently drop by drop without
showing any oily specks (generally about a table-

spoonful to a yolk), and about half a tablespoonful
of best white vinegar (this may be flavoured with
tarragon if liked), one saltspoonful of salt and
half a saltspoonful of pepper to each tablespoonful
of oil, stirred well in the oil before dropping the
latter into the yolks. Be very careful in brealung
the eggs to take only the yolk and none of the
white, and drop in the oil first, then a little vinegar,

alternately, beginning and ending with the oil.

A wooden spoon should always be used in all

salad making and mixing. When liked, the
spoon and bowl may be rubbed with a cut clove
or Garlic before being used. For home use and
for economy I used to mix the mayonnaise in the
salad bowl itself first, and, having prepared the
salad, put it in and thoroughly incorporated it

with the mayonnaise, so that none of the latter

was wasted and everyone at table had his or her due
share. (This is a "thrifty" little home hint.)

Some people add a little mustard where it is liked,

and some use cream in place of part of the oil.

The oil should be the very best procurable? Before
tlie Food Controller's anti-thrift days I used to

buy a flask of purest olive oil, almost colourless

and scentless, once a year from a wholesale (and,

I grieve to add, German) chemist in London,
and kept it tightly corked in a cool, dark corner
of the larder.

The Royal Horticultural Show of

Daffodils and Auriculas

1WENT up to Town to see the Daffodils and
" Rccklesses " (as one of my maids used
to call them) at the recent Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Show, but before I reached
London a real " London particular pea soup "

fog spread itself overhead, and I maliciously
njisquoted to myself, " Oh ! 'to be in London,
Now that April's here " (not that the snow-covered
country has been charming, either). In the Hall
it was " darkness visible " at first, with glimpses
of gay "-Daffs " amid the gloom, and the Auriculas
remained practically invisible all tlie time. How-
ever, I could discern Mr. Miller's coloured Prim-
roses, and am happy to think some of them will

soon adorn my north border.

The, Rhododendrons were a revelation to me.
I have hitherto known only the outdoor ones.

I yearned to do church decorations with clusters

of those huge white and creamy waxen ones from
the Himalayas

; and though Orchids leave me
coldly unentiiusiastic, as a rule, there was a small
white one that was really delightful.

I wore, of course, a red Rose in honour of St.

George's Day ; but some of the Roses at the show
had too much of the milliner's—not to say "lamp-
shade"—coarse-petalled and long, stiff-stemmed

style beloved by exhibitors (and hated by artistic

amateurs) to please me. Messrs. May's Ferns
always tempt me to break the end of the Tenth
Commandment. But I am keeping the best till

last—to wit, the Narcissi. Among many good

—

the most alluring to me, an ignorant, true lover

of Daffodils—were Mr. Chapman's and the Rev.
G. H. Engleheart's. Mr. Chapman liad a seedling

white trumpet I deemed the most absolutely

lovely thing in the show. .He also had some
(one in particular, with an award, of course !)

which came nearer to vulgarity than I had pre-

viously thought possible in a Narcissus. While
all of the Rev. Engleheart's were interesting to the

experts, two in particular charmed ignorant Anne,
who knows naught about " points " and cannot

measure her admiration with an inch tape as

some experts do (nor even as a cook by teacupfuls

for they would overflow). One was a pair of large,

pale yellow stars, and the other—Oh ! so ex-

quisitely dainty !—some creamy white trumpets,

delicately shaded with yellow at their frilly edges.

Nevertheless, it is comforting to a poor amateur
to find that on the whole, from an artistic point

of view, the grand new show Daffodils are in no
way superior to many of the old well-known

and long-loved ones. Indeed, it seemed to me
the professional Daffodilists are perilously nearing

the " slippery slope " that leads to downright

vulgarity in their present barbaric craze for

gaii^»' T^At^ ^pH nranff** coinbinerl with a certain
" stodginess " of texture in their show flowers.

Their show " Daffs " would not gaily dance nor

toss their heads in the March winds as those in

my old orchard do. The marmalade-hued eyes of

old " Barri Conspic " are pleasant as a change, and
the creamy hues of -some others are refined ; but,

after all, pure yellow, pale and deep, remains

the true Daffodil colour in the garden, to my
thinking ; and I came away from the show,

much as I enjoyed it, not altogether out of

conceit with my poor country cottage garden

Daft'odils. Anne Amateur.
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THE new army of allotment workers

are slowto grasp the real importance of

hoeing between the rows of vegetables.

To many of them the hoe is an implement

specially devised for chopping down

weeds, and if there are no weeds there is no hoeing.

But the old hand knows that the hoe will

save the watermg-pot and encourage the growth

of the crops to a remarkable degree, and he will

keep the hoe regularly going in dry weather, from

the time the rows are outlined until the season

is well advanced.

Fruit Bottling in Cold Water.—We should

be glad to hear if any reader has succeeded in

preserving fruit by the cold water process de-

scribed in our issue of August 23, igiy.

Runner Beans.—The main crop of this useful

vegetable can now be sown. There is no question

that staking pays. It is best done at the

same time as box-raised plants are put out, or

when the leaves appear from open sowings. Stout

Pea-sticks of good length are suitable. Care

should be taken to see that they are fixed firmly

and not likely to be brought to earth by heavy wind.

The season of the crop can be lengthened if the

points of Beans are nipped off when they reach

the top of the sticks, and if the ground can be

mulched with litter. Keep them supplied with

plenty of water, also be siure to protect the young

plants with finely sifted cinder ashes, as slugs are

particularly fond of young Bean plants.

Canadian Wonder Beans.—^The Royal Com-
mission on Wheat Supplies have released a further

quantity of Canadian Wonder Beans for sowing

this summer, and the Food Production Depart-

ment has made arrangements for their sale through

the usual trade channels. The sowing season

for these Beans is now here, and it is anticipated

that the lively demand so far experienced for

seed will continue during

the month. Not only are

these Beans one of the

most acceptable of late

summer vegetables, but
they ripen and dry ex-

cellently for winter storage

and eventual use as

Haricots.

Disposal of Surplus
Garden Produce in

Upper Lanarkshire.— A
society called the Biggar

and District War Garden

Co-operative Society,

Limited, has been formed

to dispose of the siu'plus

garden produce of its

members. The movement

is the result of a public

meeting held in the

Municipal Buildings,
Biggar, and addressed by

Mr. Drysdale of the Scot-

tish Agricultra-al Organisa-

tion Society, Limited, and

Miss Mitchell, secretary

of the Upper Ward of Lanarkshire Women's
Agricultural Committee. The chair was occupied

by Mr. W. K. Jackson, chairman of the Local

Food Committee.

Ridge Cucumbers.—A great improvement has

been made in outdoor Cucumbers during the

last ten years or so, and most prolific yields of

good quality may now be expected from well-

grown plants put out in early June. The best

form of bed is a trench filled with manure, well-

matured vegetable compost and old turves. The
same trench may be used for a dwarf Maize like

Golden Bantam. Both plants enjoy similar

treatment, and appear to derive much benefit

from the mutual companionship. Good outdoor

Cucumbers are Bedfordshire Prize Ridge and

Stockwood. Seed should be sown in gentle heat

now and the plants hardened off in a cold

frame.

Parasites on Eelworms.—Dr. N. A. Cobb has

recently published an account of the eelworms

belonging to the genus Mononchus, and it is

interesting to note that one species was found in

Florida feeding upon the larvae of the root-knot

eelworm (Heterodera radicicola), a very serious

root pest both abroad and in this country. It is

suggested that further investigations may reveal

the possibility of utilising the Mononchus species

of eelworms to reduce the enormous losses in crops

due to plant-infesting eelworms, one of the most

disastrous of which is Tylenchus devastatrix,

an eelworm which is proving so troublesome to

the cultivators of Narcissi in this country at the

present time.

Coppice Wood Industries.—^The Forestry Sub-

Committee of the Reconstruction Committee in

a recent report refer to the uses to which coppice

timber may be put, and record that small industries,

including tent and spoke making, have been set
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on foot dtiring the war. With the expenditure

of capital on better machinery the Committee add

that various other products—such as wood wool,

of which there is a scarcity—might be turned outj

Th_e manufacture of clogs, Chestnut fencing,

piano keys, crates, ship fenders, hturdles, bobbins

and pencils are cited as further examples similar

in character to those mentioned before.

A Rose Fair in London.—There is a rumour

of Roses in the air. Trafalgar Square—the scene

of many political demonstrations—is to be con-

verted, some time in July, into one great market

for Roses, when the blooms will be sold in aid

of the Red Cross funds. AH the leading Rose

growers will send blooms to decorate the stalls.

This promises to be a Rose fair such as we have

never before seen in this country. London is

to have another feast of Roses on July 4, when

the National Rose Society will hold an exhibition

at the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, in aid of

the funds of the British JRed Cross Society.

Sweet Rocket.—^This fine old plant appears

to be getting rarer year by year, more especially

the double forms in white and lilac. All are

%vell worthy of care and cultivation, for their

hardiness, adaptability to almost any good soil,

fine habit of growth and delicious Stock-like

fragrance afford a combination of desirable

qualities difficult to equal in plants o1 the class.

The smgle varieties are the more persistent of

the two types, the others requiring more frequent

lifting and dividing, or they die out. It is probably

this fact which accounts for their present scarcity.

It is a good plan to propagate Sweet Rocket

airnually by means of cuttings, which readily

strike. The species is often catalogued as Hesperis

matronalis.

Maize-Growing in England.—The Food Pro-

duction Department is anxious to see a larger

acreage of Maize grown

in the Midlands and

Southern England this

summer for the purpose

of stock feeding. The

Supplies Division of the

Department has made
arrangements with the
Royal Commission on

Wheat for the disposal of a

quantity of No. 2 Flat

White South .African Maize

for sowing this season. The

Maize is being placed on

sale through selected agents

, and the preliminary an-

nouncement has already

brought in a brisk demand.

Farmers interested should

apply at on?e to the Food

Production Department, 72,

Victoria Street, S.W.r, from

whom full particulars can

be obtained as to the

nearest source of supply,

the price, method of cul-

tivation, &o.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

SALAD DRESSING.

VOUR correspondent " Anne Amateur," issue

May II, page 196, seems to use raw eggs in

making her salad dressing. This is, I think,

not the usual practice, the eggs being usually

hard-boiled ; but I submit that eggs, in any form,

are quite unnecessary, and that plenty of oil—it

must be the best, such as one used to get from

M. Negre of Grasse before the war—and wine

vinegar are all that are required. However this

may be, the constituents of the salad are as im-

portant as the dressing. Lettuces of the Cabbage

sort form, to my thinking, the best foundation,

but some herbs—Chervil, Bumet, Chives and

Tarragon—should not be omitted, especially

Chervil and Chives. If Tarragon vinegar is used,

as I think it should be, there is no need to have

the green herb. Instead of the time-honoured

rubbing of the salad bowl with a clove of Garlic,

I would suggest that a few drops of Garlic vinegar

should be mixed with the Tarragon ; and a little

anchovy sauce is a very desirable addition.—R.

PANSY HISTORY.

f^NE of the earliest raisers of the modern race

of Pansies was Thomson or Thompson of

Iver, Bucks. He produced many fine varieties

in his day,but in the gardening literature of 1820-50

there appears to be no imanimity as to the spelling

of his name. Does any reader of The Garden
know authentically how this man's name was

properly spelt ? References to the FloricuUural

Cabinet, Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine, &c., are

of little or no use.—C. H. P.

MIMOSAS FROM THE RIVIERA.

lyTAY I supplement your answer to " Old Sub-

scriber " on page 178? While most of the

Mimosa sold in our florists' shops and by the

itinerant vendors is, as you remark. Acacia

dealbata, which is characterised by heads of

rich golden flowers and long, graceful leaflets of

almost silvery greenness, this is not the only

species sent as cut sprays from Cannes and else-

where along the shores of the Mediterranean.

For a number of years smaller consignments of

A. longifolia have been regularly included, and

although these have never been so popular as the

Wattle—to give it its home (Australian) name

—

yet many prefer it. This species has distinct,

entire leaves much the shape of the modem sword-

bayonet and of leathery texture, wliile the flowers

are collected together in dense golden balls. The
chief fault of the common Mimosa as a cut flower

was the unfortunate habit its leaves had of soon

drooping and giving it a sad and weary appearance.

The stiff, entire leaves of A. longifolia do not share

this character, but its racemes are not so graceful

as those of A. dealbata, and many flower-lovers

preferred to put up with the drooping leaves to

have the charming flowers ; and when, during the

latter years before the war, they found themselves

able to purchase Mimosa sprays with the long,

graceful racemes of. bloom and short, feathery

leaves which did not quickly droop, they hailed

them with deliglit, thinking they had secured

sprays of an improved variety. But this proved

to be a distinct species, A. Baileyana, which,

while botanically distinct in minor floral characters,

may be readily distinguished by its shorter, com-

pound leaves of darker colour and the little erect,

hom-like spine borne on the upper side of the mid-

rib just where the leaf branches out into the

secondary leaflets. In 1913 -and the spring of

1914 increased quantities of Bailey's Mimosa
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were sent over, and these were eagerly purchased

at a slightly increased price. Besides the quality

of retaining its leaves fresh and erect when cut,

A. Baileyana is of value in that it is the hardiest

of all the Mimosas, and may be grown outdoors

in many gardens in the warmer parts of the country

where south wall space can be devoted to it. In

the most favoured parts of Cornwall and in the

Channel Islands bushes, unprotected, survive

the average winters and bloom freely. A light

loam suits the Mimosas, but free drainage is most

essential.—A. C. Bartlett.

AN EARLY BROAD BEAN.

^NE of the best Broad Beans for an early crop

is Beck's Dwarf Green Gem. It is both

early and prolific, and well suited for growing in

[May 18, 1918.

BROAD BE.\N BECK S DWARF GREEN GEM
IN FLOWER.

pots in frames. At the present time the plants

are passing out of flower and there is promise of

an excellent crop of early Beans. Grown in this

way it will yield pods large enough for cooking

in June.

—

Wayland.

PRIMROSES AND ST. JOHN'S
WORT.

AN experience in the cultivation of Primroses

may be of interest. On ope side of my garden

there is sloping ground—more than 50 yards in

length and about 12 yards in width at the widest

part—facing nearly due east, shaded in part

by two large Sycamore trees. My great ambition

was to fill this ground with Primroses, and we
planted a large number, hoping that they would

increase and nearly cover the ground. They did

not thrive, and it seemed clear that the ground

was too sunny and exposed. Then we decided

to try the St. John's Wort (Rose of Sharon).

This answered admirably, and a few hundred

plants soon increased so as to cover fhe ground.

A few Primroses survived, are thriving in the St.

John's Wort, and are increasing fast. The St.John's

Wort is mown down early in the spring every year,

so that the Primroses then have light and air,

and at the present moment they are a great

pleasure. Later on the St. John's Wort foliage

will screen the Primroses from the full sun. This,

I suppose, explains their flourishing. Fritillaries

grow freely in the beds here, and even sow

themselves in a dry lawn ; but it is curious that

the white-flowered Fritillaries do far better than
the chequered.—F. A. Sturge, Coed Efa, near

Wrexliam.

FLAVOUR IN APPLES.

T NOTICE in your " Correspondence " columns
Mr. H. Hendricks of Kingston, New York,

writing about Apples, says " flavourless Apples

such as the Ben Davis." Now, as an American
citizen and having eaten many Apples in New
York and elsewhere, I cannot say that the Ben
Davis is a flavourless Apple ; far from it. I think

it superior to anything we can get here. I

notice he does not say anything about Northern

Spy, which is one of the best flavoured Apples

I have ever eaten ; and there are others. I wish

we could get some of these Apples here. I like

a nice hard, juicy, wine-flavoured Apple. People

say they camiot grow them here, and that it

takes a certain climate. However, I would like

to try them if the young trees could be got

over here.—J. Watson, 6, Ormiston Parade,

Knock, Belfast.

STORING APPLES.

IVTR. E. MOLYNEUX advises us to allow our

Apples to " sweat " before storing them under

permanent fruit-room conditions, and this advice

has been given by many. I could not pronounce

on the subject myself without trying the other

method recently advocated by a correspondent in

a contemporary, whose practice is to pack
away direct without allowing them to sweat.

To allow them to dry or sweat merely deprives

them of moisture. Apples do lose moisture, and
that which Condenses may be partly their own
juice or sweat ; and it seems reasonable to con-

clude that the sooner they are put out of any
drying influence the better, or, in other words, it

is best to pack straight from the tree if plucked

in dry weather, as they should be, and fully mature.

—W. J. F.

THE CORNISH BOX APPLE.

CPECIMENS of this Apple are to be found in

most Cornish orchards, but there are better

sorts, hence the reason of its disappearance from

the markets. I have no doubt that " L. E. C,"
who likes this Apple, which is a fairly good one,

can get it from any old-established orchard in

Cornwall. Some people greatly like this Apple.

—W. J. ' Farmer.

THE USES OF SUGAR BEET.

pESIDES the uses of Sugar Beet mentioned by
Mr. A. J. Blakeman in his pamphlet (see

page 183), there is another one which I think is

worth mentioning:. Seeing that Spinach Beet

is more or less grown' as a substitute for Summer
or Winter Spinach and relished by a large number

of people, I conceived the idea that the leaves

of Sugar Beet might be used in the same way,

as they are green. Ordinary Spinach is. perhaps,

the only vegetable which I do not relish, on account

of its bitterness. The leaves of Sugar Beet are

dark green when boiled, and inclined to be sweet,

without the pronounced flavour of Beetroot,

and I enjoyed the leaves when boiled like greens and

served in the same way. They take from one and a

quarter to one and a half hours to boil quite tender.

The roots had been in the ground all the winter,

and the leaves were those produced during March

and April. The roots were also good when used

like ordinary Beet and boiled for from one and

a half to two hours. When boiled and peeled

they were white outside and pale lemon white

inside. Other toots I have had were of a much
deeper yellow.

—

Hoetulanus.
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CUTTING SEED POTATOES.

pVERY \ear at Potato planting time, and often

at others, the question of the cutting of the

sets is freely discussed by gardeners and amateur

cultivators. During the discussion following

a lecture which I gave at Bournemouth on " The
Potato : Its Economic Culture," there was diversity

of opinion re the cutting of seed tubers. Per-

SLinally, I am in favour of planting whole sets,

.aid those for preference not over-matured. 1

have seen bad results from thejjlaating of very

fully matured whole sets from gardens in the South,

and good results from cut sets from those gardens
;

also those of very full maturity. Many old gardeners

ai'e great believers in the cut seed tubers. Some
cut as they plant ; others like to leave the cut sets

spread out thinly in a cool shed for a few days

before planting them. The membeis of the

Highclifie Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Asso-

ciation had a Potato-growing competition last

year. Fifty tubers cut or planted whole were

to be planted by each member and treated as he

are as nice as fresh ones.—J. H. Meyer, The
Hague, Holland.

SPRAYING PROBLEMS.

TN the report of " Spraying Problems " on page

1/3 you have "a one per cent, soap Biu:-

gtmdy mixture will - prevent the American
Gooseberry mildew," &c. It should be a one-half

per cent, soap Burgundy mixture. Make as follows :

Copper sulphate (powder is preferable to blue-

stone crystals), 4lb. ; washing soda, 4|lb. to 5lb.

;

soap powder, sib., or soft soap, 61b. ; water, 8o

gallons. Dissolve 4lb. of copper sulphate in

20 gallons of water and 4jlb. to sib. of soda in

5 gallons of water. Add the soda solution to the

copper solution when cold. This will make approxi-

mately 25 gallons. Then make up to 70 gallons with

water. Meanwhile, dissolve the soap in 10 gallons^

of water and add this last, stirring well,

making 80 gallons in all. Only the most sensitive

varieties, such as Langley Gage and about three

or four other sorts, are liable to leaf-fall through

D.WIDIA INVOLUCRATA, NOW FLOWERING IN THE HIMALAYAN HOUSE AT KEW.

thought fit. The greatest weight of sound tubers

was the chief consideration. Mr. J. Murray,

head-gardener, Sopley Park, Christchurch, was
the winner with 4221b. He cut some of the tubers

and marked them. Result : . No apparent differ-

ence in weight and quality of tubers. Several

members witnessed the lifting and weighing of

the crop. The variety was Up-to-Date, from
Ireland.

—

George Garner.

TO PRESERVE BROAD BEANS.

TJAVING read the answer to " T. C. K., Lincoln,"

in The Garden of February 16, as to how
I'l preserve Broad Beans, I will give your "readers

some hints how to keep them easily. Boil the

Beans (the younger the better) for from five-

to ten minutes, then pour off the water and let

them cool. When cold, put them in a stone

pot, using salt until" the Beans are covered
with pickle. The method of treatment is the

same as for French Beans. In winter they

using this strength, but not seriously under normal

circumstances.

—

Arthur S. Horne.

APRIL RAINFALL.
T^HE rainfall for April has been so abnormally

low here ija Midlothian that I thought my
calling attention to it in The Garden might prove

interesting to readers elsewhere who may have

had a different experience. 'The total fall for the

month was -52 inch ; the average for April during

the past twenty years is 1-39 inches. Rain

only fell here on seven days during the past

month, and -25 inch of the total fell on the 19th.

This April's total is the lowest for any montli

during the past twenty years, except in April,

1912, when the total fall was only '25 inch.

—

Charles Comfort, Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's

Mains, Midlothian.

*«• Readers icho'havc not alreadtj done so are aslced to

order THE GARDEN to be delivered retruUirli/ bit their ncies-
age:it. The return ol unsold copies is priihitnted, and in
consequence The Garden is obtainable only iV ordered
beforehand.

KEW NOTESDAVIDIA INVOLUCR,ATA, referred

to on page 189, May 11 issue, is growing
in the Himalayan House, where it

reaches the top, and at present is

covered with hundreds of its cturiou

flowers. The flower itself is enclosed at first in

two large bracts. These grow rapidly as the
flower opens, and are very effective from a decora-
tive point of view. The upper bract is 6 inches
long and about half as wide, while the lower
one is about half that size, and when fully

expanded they are pure white. The flower proper
is more like a ball of reddish fluff, seen from the

ground. The leaves are now about half grown,
and are of a pretty shade of pale green. This
plant is a piece of the one which was raised from
seed sent by P6re Farges in 1897 or 1898 to Messrs,

Vilmorin. Some of the fruit grown last seasofl

is still banging on the branches.

Another interesting plant at present in flower

in the same house is Rhododendron Nuttallii, a

Himalayan species. In its native habitat it is

often found growing as an epiphyte on large trees,

and it has a curious straggling habit under culti-

vation. It is one of the largest flowered Rhodo-
dendrous, having flowers nearly 6 inche^ long.

They are sweetly scented and almost white, inclin-

ing to yellow at the base when fully expanded,
and resemble those of Lilium longiflorum. This
plant is grown in the open in some places in

Cornwall, and was well shown by Messrs. Gill at

a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society. It is one of the parents of R. Vic-

torianum.

R. Griffithianum, also known as R. Aucklandii,

forms a large clump in a corner of the same house,

and has at present hundreds of its large, glistening

white flowers open. In this clump are two plants,

being two forms of the species. One has the buds
flushed with a pretty shade of pink, with a red

blotch at the base of the flower ; the other form
has the unopened buds of a green shade, and the

flower is pure white, with no red blotch inside,

R, Griffithianum has been used very largely as a

parent, which is seen in many of the finest large-

flowered hybrids, including kewense, Loderi, and
Manglesii,

A very pretty hybrid in flower now, close by,

is Rhododendron William Taylor, a cross between

the above and R, Johnsonii, The flowers are

very plentiful and of a pleasing shade of salmon
pink, and the colour lasts well. Another beautiful

hybrid of a graceful habit is Rose Mangles, a cross

between R. cinnabarinum and R, Maddenii. The
flowers are of a tubular shape, slightly resembling

those of a Lapageria. The unopened buds are a

deep orange colour, and the expanded flowers

have a large blotch of orange in the tube, while

the rest of the flower has shades varying from pale

orange pink to terra-cotta. It is a filie colour

under artificial light.

Other Rhododendrons include the yellow R.

campylocarpum, also flowering very freely outdoors

near King William's Temple ; R. Falconeri, which

has large, handsome leaves ; and R., Manglesii,

At the end of the house, by the pool, are plants

of Lysichitum camtschatcense. The large, imposing

yellow spathes show- up well against the bright

shiny gi'een foliage, and the plant makes a handsome
bog plant either in a cold house or outside, as it

seems to be quite hardy. The plant flowers

freely, is easily raised from seed, and grows rapidly

.

The variety alba is far less vigorous, and, although

handsome, is not so readily grown as the type,

nor does it produce the side growths so freely.

It is a native of North America and Northern

Asia. W. L.
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NOTES ON SPRING FLOWERS Women on the Land
By "White Lady."

A MYDDELTON HOUSE MEDLEY

By E. a. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

aNE of the prettiest combinations in the

shady Fern border at the time of

writing is a clump of Erylhronium

Hartwegii at the back of a group

of variously coloured seedlings of

Anemone blanda scythinica. This Erythronium

is one of the best of the family, possessing the

good points of freedom of flowering and a con-

tented disposition. Some of its relatives are a

bit fussy here, and unless treated to peat and leaf-

mould in positions good enough for the choicest

Meconopsis and Primula, soon become peevish inva-

lids. This dainty little species puts up with very

ordinary soil and is clieerj' from the moment its

burnt-sienna leaf-tips pierce the ground, through

the succeeding stages of a mass of charmingly

marbled and varnished foliage, the

appearance of a crop of pointed, ruddy

brown buds, to a tangle of soft creamy
yellow flowers on slender brown-madder
stallis. The flowers are well shown in the

illustration, but the beauty of the

green and brown foliage is lost, hidden

by the tuft of an alpine sedge just

in front. The Anemones came from

Colesbome, a gift from its generous

owner. They always flower later than

my older stock in the rock garden, and

seem to be an especially well-formed,

round-flowered type. They vary from

purest white to soft lavender-blue

;

but iu all cases the backs of the outer-

most sepals are of that deep amethyst-

blue that is the greatest of scythinica's

many charms. The rich blue buds

among the white, or pale blue, flowers

make such a strong contrast that they

look as if they belonged to another and

darker variety of the same plant.

I have some lovely forms of A.

fulgens graeca now in flower. They
were sent me from Salonika by Mr.

Ambler, and are now flowering for the

first time. They vary much in their

delicate shades of rose colour and

cerise, but those of warmer tones of

pink promise to be the best of all.

Some have white rings round the central

boss of stamens, but mostly they are

self coloured. They are almost identical

with forms I collected near Athens

many years ago, and of which very few

are still alive. I hope these will possess the stronger

constitution of which they have so far shown
signs, and settle down as happily as has the glorious

scarlet form. I dug it out of thorny bushes by
the side of the road to Eleusis twenty years

ago. It has been in flower from mid-March, and
is still one of the most brilliant things in the

garden. The sepals are so much wider in these

graeca forms than in typical fulgens that it is a

wonder they are not more sought for and grown.

There are hundreds of plants in the wild scrub

outside Athens,- but unless they grow among
thorny plants the goats do not allow them to

flower. It was only on the road to Kephissia

that I found them in tether shades than scarlet.

There, on a bank dividing an Olive garden from
the road, I found a waving sea of them, ranging
from a rather violent magenta to pure white.

I sent home some of all Idnds. Mr. Gumbleton
used to admire the magenta form, and I gave

him pieces of it, but, it did not like the muggy,

damp climate of Belgrove and " died on him,"

as they put it over there in Ireland. It also

died on me, perhaps discouraged by the things

I said about its colour. The salmon and pure

white forms were so lovely that I often long to

go back to that bank for more, for, alas I they,

too, are but memories here. The cerise forms

seem to be more vigorous, and are all that I have

left by now.

Mr. Jacob has sent me a box of some of his

own and newest inventions. Among them are

some wee Daffodils that he calls "fat, chubb),

triandrus, juncifolius sort of things," and they are

so lovely from my point of view that I could not

resist making a sketch of them. They are soft

1

ERYTHRONIUM HARTWEGII AND SEEDLINGS OF ANEMONE
BLANDA SCYTHINICA IN MR. BOWLES' GARDEN.

cream colour throughout, almost the same shade

as Erythronium Hartwegii, and so dainty and

beautifully balanced in their proportions that if

they will grow in moraine beds as well as I find

most of their relations do, they should be among the

best of all to plant among the Edraianthus family,

Dianthus alpinus, microlepis and such-like small

folk. N. triandrus calathinus, juncifolius, Bulbo-

codium, and some miniature hybrids given me by

good friends in Cornwall are particularly charm-

ing just now dotted about in the moraine bed

with the underground water-pipe.

Gagea Liottardi is another bulbous plant that

will only live here under similar conditions. In

its alpine homes I noticed it was always most

vigorous where cows had added calories innumer-

able to the rations of the soil. So it is

curious that it should produce so many of its

golden stars under its strict rule of meatless

days in the gritty moraine.

N The Garden for March 30 I was glad to

read a paragraph among the " Notes of

the Week " calling attention to the urgent

need for woman labour on the land. During

the last two years I have been spending a

good deal of the time which in happier days

would have been given to one's own flower garden

in trying to combjt the local prejudice against

woman labour, and to help as far as may be

those brave girls and women who are worldng

on the farms in our own neighbourhood ; and it

has occurred to me that possibly it might interest

some of the readers of The Garden to hear a

little about the work which is being done in this

direction.

In the spring of 191 6 we were staying on the

borders of Warwictehire, and we motored over

to see Mr. Vickers' farm at AUesley. This

was one of the first farms on which woman
imported labour was successfully started. Mr.

Vickers kindly took us out to where

the women were working. We found

three girls sorting Potatoes, and a

fourth—a splendid - looking girl some

6 feet in height—helping a man to load

carts with heavy sacks. Mr. Vickers

had taken an empty cottage for them ;

but he had, I think, even then dis-

covered that the girls can do far better

work if they have no housework to do.

They should have a woman to cook and
clean up for them, for after a day's work

in the fields or the cowsheds they are

too tired to cook for themselves, and
are apt to fall back on food which

requires the least trouble in cookmg
rather than that which would be the

most nourishing and sustaining. If one

girl of the Jnumber is chosen to cook

for the others, she feels she is not doing

the work she has come to learn. My
subsequent experience with other farms

has invariably been the same—that if

the girls are to be comfortable and able

to work well they must either lodge and

board with the farmer or in cottages

near at hand wherS the housework and
cooking can be done for them.

On returning to our home in Middle-

sex I suggested to a farmer who was

complaining of being short-handed that

he might have women to replace his

men. " Women !
" he said, with a fine

touch of manly scorn, " I would rather

have a boy of five than a woman
on my farm !

" That was in 1916. In

1918 this same farmer said to me of a girl he

has had in his employ for some time :
" She's

as . strong as I am myself, and there's

nothing she won't put her hand to, and,

what's more, she doesn't mind how dirty she

gets."

On another farm in the neighbourhood four or

five girls have been regularly employed for the

last two years and have done most excellent work,

milking and looking after cattle and horses and

doing the milk rounds, and it is thanks to them

and to their employer that the village so far has

had a plentiful supply of milk.

There have, of course, been some failures

—

girls who, when their backs and muscles ache after

the unaccustomed work, give in on the plea of

rheumatism and sciatica ; others who, when they

feel lonely and homesick, instead of budding to

harder than ever to drive away these uncomfort-

able feelings, throw up their places and do no
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end of mischief to tlie cause, for they naturally

prejudice their employer against other women
as farm hands. Sometimes, again, where the

girls are really willing and hard-working but

inexperienced and diffident, the farmer, accus-

stomed to dealing only with men, fails to realise

they need supervision and encouragement in their

new and arduous work. So the girls, left to

themselves, are discouraged, and the farmer be-

comes dissatisfied and complains that woman
labour is too expensive for him, and that three

women cannot do the work of one

good man. He does not consider

that he is comparing the work of

three women who have perhaps never

till now done any hard work at all

—

certainly no outdoor work—with

that of a man who has spent his

boyhood and youth on a farm,

and consequently he does not get

the results from their work that

another farmer will who is wise

enough to remember that though

these girls are patriotically trying

to replace a man, they have not a

man's strength nor, in some ways, a

man's independence. Several girls

have said to me when I have told

them that their employer has been

praising their work :
" Well, I am

surprised ; he never says anything

to me, and I don't know whether I

am satisfying him or not." If

during the first few weeks their

employer will consider their im-

practised muscles and avoid keep-

ing them too many hours at one job,

and will also remember that criticism

of their work, even if imfavourable,

is more acceptable to them than

being left severely alone, and that a

word of praise now and then is a

wonderful incentive to further

efforts, he will generally succeed in

getting really good work from his

girls. As a rule, if they are well

trained in one of the various training centres for

four or six weel<s, especially if they are young
and have supple muscles, they turn out ex-

cellent milkers ; and, as might naturally be

expected, the older women also often become
very valuable in taking care of stock.

It is quite an interesting and pretty sight to

see a dozen or so young girls in their workmanlike
overalls and breeches (the now familiar uniform

of the Land Army) collected together to compete

in one of the milking tests which are now fairly

common all over the country. The friendly rivalry

and the bringing of the guls together add an
interest to their rather lonely work, and the stripes

and badges which are given to them for length of

service are well earned. To my mind there is

no class of war work among women which deserves

more admiration and respect than that under-

taken by the women on the land. Woman
naturally loves her home, with all its comforts

and warmth and shelter. These girls of the Land
Army, for the most part, leave all these desirable

things behind. Brought up, perhaps, in large towns,

.•entirely ignorant of country ways, they come as

strangers to a village where they are quite unlaiown.

If they are milkers, winter and summer they have

to be out in the cowsheds by 5 or 5,30 in the morn-
ing, and with an interval of only an hour or so

for dinner they are hard at work till 5 o'clock in the

evening. Milking nine or ten cows morning and
night, cleaning the cowsheds, mixing and preparing

the food, is no light work for a woman till her

muscles have become accustomed to the unusual

strain.

These early hours prevent them from having

much in the way of social intercourse. Getting

up before five means going to bed at the time when

most of us are looking forward to our pleasant

evenings with music or books or, maybe if we are

young, to games and dancing and other amusements.

Again, those who do the ordinary field work,

though they need not be up so early as the milkers,

must be out in all weathers ; weeding and
" singling " roots, hedging and ditching, and

wheeling manure about the fields is real labour,

the years to come, in spite of all the hardships

many will look back with pleasure on those " days
of fresh aur in the rain and the sun." As a rule, too,

the effect on their health is extraordinarQy good.

Many more women are wanted. As more and
more men are taken for the Army their places

must be filled. We who cannot fight in those

glorious but tragic battles in France and Flanders

must try to carry on here at home in the fields of

England the fight against shortage of food. We
must work early and late to produce all the corn

and milk and vegetables of which
our land is capable, and so help to

defeat our implacable enemy, who is

bending all his power and ingenuity

to the task of starving us if he can-

not beat us on the field of battle.

Let us women see to it, so far as is

in our power, that in this purpose

he shall be foiled, and that England
shall once again supply her people

with food grown on her own soil.

Let us be ready to meet any de-

mand that may be made on our

strength or our leisure, and gladly

make any sacrifice or bear any
burden to further this cause.

MR. JACOB S CHUBBY DAFFODIL SEEDLINGS.

(From a drawing by E. A. Bowles.)

and must sometimes be very tedious. But these

girls have their reward, not only in the feeling

that they are doing what lies in their power to

help England in her hour of need, but also in

the intimate loiowledge they may gain of the

wonders and beauties of Natiure at all seasons.

Their days in the fields bring them in close contact

with the life of plants, with the songs of bu-ds,

and the quiet, patient ways of animals ; and in

NEW AND RARE
PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Narcissus Crimson Braid.—Given

an award of merit on April 23 last,

this practically unique Barri form
has now been advanced to the

highest honours as a show flower,

which its perfect symmetry of out-

line, substance and colour contrast

amply justifies. It was admirably

staged by the raiser, Mr. Herbert

Chapman, Rye.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Narcissus Anchorite.—The
award was given in this case also

as a show flower. It is of the bicolor Barri

set, with well-formed perianth segments of

more than usual Leedsii whiteness, the almost

crinoline outlined crown being of a clear lemon

colour. Shown by Messrs. Barr and Sons, Covent

Garden, W.C.2.

Polyanthus Miller's Giant.—^The award in

this case was given to the straui, which embraces

crimson, gold, yellow, white and others. All

were of exceptional vigour. From Mr. G. W.
Miller. Clarkson Nurseries, Wisbech.

Primula spicata.—A gem of the P. soldanelloides

set, and one of Mr. Forrest's introductions from

Western China. As shown, the tallest example

was some 6 inches high. The crenately toothed

leaves are softly pilose, sub-erect, bluntish ovate,

the mealy stem carrying a spicate umbel of from

six to twelve sub-pendulous flowers coloured a clear

violet blue externally, paler within, and white base.

It is an exquisitely beautiful plant, and should

prove ideal for the alpine house. It came from

Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co., Kilnfield Gardens,

Colchester.

Rhododendron Roylei superbum.—A novelty

of rare beauty and distinction. Twice as large

as the typical kind, the new-comer is coloured

apricot to deep salmon within and cinnabar red

without, the latter, the abundance of the flowei'S

and their remarkable texture of almost Lapageria

effect at a short distance. The fijm, glossy leaves

are olive green above and almost dove-coloured

below. It was well shown by Mr. G. Reuthe,

Keston.
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The foregoing were exhibited before the Royal

Horticultural Society on May 7, when the awards
were made.

NEW ROSES.
GOLD MEDALS.

Francis Gaunt (H.T.).—A delightful amber
and apricot combination as seen in a side view,

though rather suggestive of a deeply coloured

Mme. M^lanie Soupert as viewed from the

front. The shape is good, and the variety is

recommended for all purposes. Shown by
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Limited,

Newtownards.

Covent Garden (H.T.).—Recommended as a

good bush, garden and forcing variety ; of clouded

crimson scarlet tone, a little suggestive of Horace
Vernet colour in certam respects. Not over-

full, with no real Rose fragrance, and wanting

THE GARDEN.

BEES
A SWARM OF BEES IN MAY.

SEVERAL correspondents have written

to me recently asking for information as

to the best form in which to buy bees.

Bees may be obtained in four different

ways : (i) An established stock in April

;

(2) a swarm in May or June
; (3) a nucleus colony

in June or July ; (4)
" driven " bees in August

or September. An average stock in early April

would probably contain about 20,000 to 25,000
bees, established on six or eight combs with their

brood and queen. This is the most expensive

way of buying bees and, for several reasons,

more suitable to the " expert " than to the novice
;

but, at the same time, with proper management
and in a favotirable season the amount of surplus

honey obtained the first year will often more
than repay the initial cost of the stock.

A MAGNIFICENT BASKET OF ROSE MRS. FOLEY HOBBS SHOWN BY MR. E.
HOLLAND AT THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S SPRING SHOW.

J.

Strength of stem, it hardly appealed to us as of

gold medal standard. From Messrs. B. R. Cant
and Sons, Colchester.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.

Golden Ophelia.—This gained an award oi

merit when shown before the Royal Horticultural
Society on April 9. As now shown it was much
paler, scarcely justifying the " Golden." Albeit,

its perfect form renders it ideal. From Messrs.

B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester.

Mrs. Elisha Hicks (H.T.).—A lovely Rose of

ample proportions and wondrous fragrance. For
this attribute alone it deserves to be in every
garden. Otherwise it is a flesh-coloured or blush
edition of Mrs. George Norwood. A grand variety,
obviously. Shown by Mr. Elisha J. Hicks,
Twyford.

Molly Bligh (H.T.).—A self pink of good shape
and nicely scented. From Messrs. .,'Uex. Dickson
and Sons, Limited, Newtownards.

These were shown at the spring exhibition of
the National Rose Society on May 7.

For beginners, however, by far the best method
of starting is to obtain a swarm in May, the earlier

in the month the better. Much depends upon
the weather as to the actual time when swarms
are available. In some years they can be secured
quite early^ in May, in others not until well on in

June. Everyone probably knows the old saying :

" A swarm of bees iil May is worth a load of hay,
A swanu of bees in June is worth a silver spoon,
A swarm of bees in July is not worth a fly."

A certain element of truth underlies the above,
and shows the comparative value of early and
late swarms. An early swarm will sometimes
give a certain amount of surplus honey the first

season, but as a rule the bee-keeper must not
reckon on surplus from swarms. If they build up
into good colonies, with sufiicient stofes to last

them through the winter, he should be satisfied.

Everything depends upon the weather and the
district in which the apiary is situated. Swarms
should, if possible, be purchased by weight, and
it is well to remember that, conditions being equal,
a large swarm is always more profitable than a
small one. An average swarm will weigh between
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4lb. and jlb., but in exceptional cases single
swarms have weighed as much as 81b. or more. It

has been ascertained that about 5,000 bees weigh
one pound, so if you purchase by weight you laiow
more or less the number of bees you are getting.

Never buy a swarm that weighs less than 31b.

;

small swarms are often unable to build up tO'

sufiicient strength to winter without the aid of a
good deal of artificial feeding. Sugar for bees
is scarce and very expensive in these days. "There
are two kinds of swarms. The first that issues,

from the hive is known as the primary swarm
and is always accompanied by an old laying queen
(this is the swarm to buy)"; and the after swarms,
or casts as they are sometimes called, which
issue nine or ten days later, and which are accom-
panied by unmated or virgin queens. These
latter swarms are quite small, seldom weigliing
more than 2lb., and would be useless to a beginner
starting bee-keeping.

A nucleus colony is a small stock of bees estab-
lished on three or four frames with a young queea
that has just commenced to lay. This, if obtained
not later than the end of June, is generally a very
satisfactpry investment and greatly to be pre-
ferred to a late swarm. A nucleus colony has
the great advantage over a swarm in that it is

headed by a young laying queen which will be at
her best the following year.

One of the chief points in successful bee-keeping
is to have, as far as possible, young queens in all

your hives, and many prominent bee-keepers
renew their queens annually; it is certainly
never 'profitable to keep a queen after her second
year. The queen, be it remembered, is the mother'
of every bee in the hive, and upon her egg-laying
qualities the success or non-success of the colony
depends. At her best she is capable of laying
more than 3,000 eggs per diem.

" Driven " bees are nowadays not easy to obtain,
and are, I am thankful to say, becoming less so
year by year as the modem system of bee-keeping
penetrates into otir remoter villages ; but there
was a time, not so many years ago, when almost
every village had one or more " skeppists," as the
old-fashioned bee-keepers were called. Many of

these had only one method of obtaining their

honey : that of sulphuring their bees. This
barbarous practice is gradually dying out, but it

still exists in a few parts of this country and
probably in others. To save their lives and to.

obtain bees cheaply it has been the custom of
" expert " bee-keepers to go round in the autumn
to these old skeppists and offer to drive the bees-

out of their skeps. As a rule the cottager was.
only too willing to accept a shilling or two for
the live bees, which otherwise he would have been
obliged to destroy.

Briefly, " driving " is carried out in the follow-
ing manner : The bees are first thoroughly sub-
dued by means of smoke ; the skep is then lifted

up, inverted, and placed on a pail'or bucket,
which is stood upon a box or table. Above this-

skep another empty one is fi.xed at an angle by
means of two iron rods bent at their tips ; the
lower ."-kep containing the bees is then rapped
continuously with the palms of the hands, the
vibrations causing the bees to run up into the
empty skep above them. The process generally
takes about twenty minutes or half an hour. This,

manipulation was one of the usual sights in the
bee tent at our country flower shows, and, from,

remarks often heard, many of the audience ap-
peared to think that it was quite a wonderful
act of conjuring on the part of the bee-expert,

but in reality it is one of the simplest operations
connected with bee-keeping. The driven bees-

thus obtained are very useful in a modem apiary for
strengthening weak colonies.

Wells, Somerset. L. Bigg-Wither.
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The Country of the Little People
IN GENERAL COUGH'S ROCK GARDEN AT CAE RHUN.

" Tiny woods below whose boughs

Shady fairies weave a house
;

Tiny tree tops, rose or thyme,

Wliere the braver fairies climb !

Fair are grown-up people's trees.

But the fairest woods are these
;

Where, if I were not so tall,

I should live for good and all."

PERHAPS it is not too much to say that

the greatest (by which I mean the most

satisfying) achievements in gardening

are often the offspring of the least

conscious effort. Sincerity is their nurse

and mother ; imagination the kindling fuse. An
instinctive love for the simple is their moving
motive, a refreshing sense or toucll of human life

their abiding joy.

So at least I thought when, on

walking round General Hugh S.

Gough's beautiful rock garden at

Cae Rhfln, near Tal-y-Cafn, I

came upon what he calls his

Child's Garden. Not the newest or

most beautiful alpine in a fine

I'llleclion admirably arranged

could divert one's attention or

dim one's appreciation of this little

gem. But it is not elaborate, this

jewel. It has neither been cut

nor polished. It does not pre-

iend to be any more than it is.

Though the cunning hands that

fashioned it are of to-day, it is

really ages old, for it was nursed

in the earth-mother's lap long

before the hoary trees of its

Lilliput forest were bom, before

tile little leaden gardener and all

the other little people who inhabit

It had asked the fairies if they

might come and live among their

rocks and flowers. That I do not

ask you to believe, but it is so.

I am told that this entrancing

little country is 25 feet long and some 8 feet

wide. But it is really immense, so big that, as

you keep looking at it, glimpses of all manner of

objects, unseen at first sight, keep cropping up in

its landscape of hills and dales . If you climb

its mountains, as every visitor will, the winding

lane from the valley is hedged with Helxine,

billows of rolling verdure. But there are no
snails (if Helix means a snail) for presently

you come upon the policeman. He is a toad,

diabolically green, which, as you approach, pushes

his china body half under the Helxine

hedgerow. He hath a stony eye, this fellow,

but, I doubt not, an honest heart. Toiling thence

up, up the foot-hills, there lies far below to the

left a public park where the little people disport

tliemselves and admire the wee rosettes of Saxi-

frages and Drabas, calling them flower-beds,

which, indeed, they are. Hard by, some ten

minutes' walk from the pago da, there is a lake

where there are ducks and go Id-fish, and pelicans,

and noisy sand-dogs and But we must leave

the endless delights (as the guide books say) of

the public park—the whole of which, including the

lake, might be covered by a handkerchief—and
face the hill once more. Mere the track leads

across fields of Arenaria balearica, bristling with
its " Daisy-trees," which make very useful um-
brellas. And when you have crossed these green

plains which extend for miles on either hand, you

can rest a while at a wayside chalet which stands

under the shadow of a towering Juniper (Juni-

perus hibernica compressa) quite 3 inches high.

Having, as sociable visitors, taken of the wine

of the country at the hotel and talked to the little

people of the hills, the next ascent grows steeper

as up, up. up it scales the craggy face of this

Welsh Pilatus. Here, where there is no policeman

to keep you off the grass, you can trespass over the

moorland, wading through the grassy forests of

Dianthus Freynii, ducking under boughs of Alpine

Azalea, pleading with Morisia hypogoea to yield

up her secrets, starting a deer in the grey shades

of Raoulia australis. . . . One more push,

one more lovely ledge of alpines, and you turn

over a stone bridge flung by giants' hands over

an awful chasm inches deep, and come to a breath-

less halt at the very lips of a mighty glacier,
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which, by the way, is a much finer glacier than

any other, not only because it is so many millions

of years old, but because it is made of quartz

and will never melt. There is a disused gold-mine

underneath its monstrous shadow, but few dare

enter that place of fear, for Blue Beard and cave

men and salamanders live within its dark recesses.

Indeed, if it were not for the confiding fragrance

of Daphne Cneorum and her cousin rupestris

;

if it were .not for the sweet little Azaleas and the

friendly essences of Mountain Thymes, the visitor

might flee the lonely, silent spot, forget all about

the Druid's Cromlech, which is much bigger than

any penny, and hasten back to the homelier

regions below.

But such a fate is only for the faint-hearted.

Better is it to wander across the reindeer lands to

the left and come down into the forests of the

foot-hills which lie far off against the south. By
this route you will possibly meet, among many
friends, dainty Fuchsia recurva, a charming little

lady who goes south for the winter. Her sisters

F. procumbens and pumila will also greet you

on the way, and Muehlenbeckia nana entangle

you in her ebony hair if you are not very careful.

That pauper of the thin, dry lands, Erinacea

pungens, will beg your pity as plainly as any

sundried starfish if you happen upon him in these

rugged heights, though the impostor is really quite

well off ; and from many a sheltered nook you will

hear the silver bells of Damnacanthus sayi"&
that though their name is terrible, their sound '*

sweet.

And so on, ridge over ridge, over crag and
boulder, flowers all the way, until you drop down
into the dim quietude of the great primeval
forest which, as I have said, lies over against
the south. Here the mountain goats come down
to browse when winter drives across the hills,

above, and here, in summer evenings, the little

people from the park, the chalets and the moun-
tain cottages come to meet their friends the
flowers. Wonderful glades of mystery and romance
there are in this old forest, and when the police-

man is looking the other way the little people
hang Chinese lanterns on the trees and play all

manner of games in the thickets of Oxalis ennea-
phylla, rose and white. Then, when the blue
stars of the Houstonias come out and the red
lamps on the Lewisias are lit, and all the other
flowers are revelling in the joy of summer twilight^

the little people count the trees they love the
best, caUing them by names like this :

" Abies excelsa Remonti,

Juniper alpinus aurea
;

Abies excelsa, the pygmy,
And pygmy siu-named Satureia.

Abies excelsa procumbens,
Pinus sylvestris globose

;

Taxus, the Yew, called repan-
dens,

Retinispora squarrose.

Pinus mughus and a Larix
Of Japanese gardens in gold

;

Thuya and Cypress and Ulex,

.And how many more is tmtold."

Then when the little people-

have grown tired of counting

and it is getting dark, they

kiss the drowsy flowers, and
every ^ime their lips touch the

closing petals they leave behind

them a tiny tear of dew.

And if you have not already had
enough of this kind of country,^

you may linger on until the cold

blue light of the night skies gleams

on the lurking poUceman's eye. . . . Then

—

Listen ! High up in the far-off, quiet hills the tiny

horns of Elfland are blowing, echoing fronj rock

to rock, piping the, old, old Song of the Little.

Land, and calling us

" To the fairy land afar

Where the Little People are
;

Where the clover tops are trees.

And the rain-pools are the seas.

And the leaves like little ships

Sail about on tiny trips."

North Wales. A. T. Johnson.

PLANTING BORDER CARNATIONS

Wherf the work of planting out layers, lifted andl

wintered in cold frames, has not been done, no time

should be lost in completing it. In some districls-

the plants do not winter well in the open border,

and the protection of a frame is desirable. But

a word of warning should be given to inexperienced

growers as regards the use of manure. The latter

must not be fresh, but well rotted, and, furthermore,

it should be well mixed with that portion of the

soil immediately below the top 5 inches, so that

the roots of the plants will not come in direct

contact with it at the time of planting, but soon,

after they become active. G. G.
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Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.'

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—In houses where the Grapes are swelling
after the stoning period, the temperature should
not be less than 65° by night, with a rise of 10°
during the day. Give a little air as the tempera-
ture rises, and increase this more or less according
to the weather. Keep all sublaterals pinched
repeatedly, so that there is no overcrowding of
the young shoots

; damp and close the house early.

Late Vines.-—Where no fire-heat is employed,
keep the house drier, especially in dull, sunless
weafher. Attend carefully to the training of
the laterals, drawing them'a very little each time
till they have been brought into the proper position,
more especially Alicante, Appley Towers, and other
strong growers.

Figs.—^Thin the fruits if too thickly set, and
regulate the leading shoots needed for 'extension.
Keep the roots freely supplied with water.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Vines Outdoors.—These should be carefully

disbudded, so that the young growths to remain
are not too crowded. One or two shoots to each
spur will be ample, and these should be carefully
trained and stopped two leaves beyond where
the bunches are showing. Take care when reducing
the number of shoots to retain the best placed
ones and those which show the largest and most
compact bunches. Make secure all leaders which
have not reached their limit before any
damage occurs, and watch carefully for insect
pests.

Sweet Cherries.—Notwithstanding the heavy
crop of bloom on the trees, the inclement weather
has proved very trying. The crop of fruit, I

fear, will not be heavy, and the same remark
applies to Plums.

The Kitchen Garden.

Dwarf Beans.—These may now be sown with
a better chance of success, as by the time the
tender plants are above the soil there will be
less danger of frost. I prefer the stringless varie-
ties, but there are ample useful sorts to select
from. The Dutch and Haricots may also be sown
largely from this date. Sow in drills 3 inches
deep and 20 inches from row to row in
well-cultivated soil. They may be planted in
semi-double rows or in single lines, 6 inches from
Bean to Bean.

Celery.—Prick off late-raised plants of the
Dwarf A i type, and transplant earlier-raised
plants on well-sheltered borders where some
protection can be afforded if needed. Let the
soil be good, and apply plenty of soot. Prepare
trenches if the ground is available; they
should be 4 feet to 5 feet apart and 9 inches deep.
Dig in plenty of sweet, thoroughly decayed manure
along the bottom, and plant crops of Lettuce or
any other quick-gi-owing vegetable between the
rows.

Succession Crops.—Keep up a succession of
Radishes, Lettuce. Mustard and Cress, Spinach,
Turnips, &c., by frequent small sowings in prefer-
ence to larger ones at longer intervals.

Turnip Golden Ball.—Those who prefer yellow-
fleshed varieties should include this, one 'of the
best. H. M.4RKHAM.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)
Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Late Peas.—A sowing of one of the late varieties
of Peas, such as The Gladstone, should now
be made. As pointed out some time ago, it
is an advantage to sow in shallow trenches or in
last season's Celery trenches.

Kidney Beans.—A good breadth of these
ought now to be sown in a warm position. Provision
should now be made for a winter supply If a
portion can be ripened off to be used like 'Haricot
Beans, so much the better, but in any case a portion
of the crop can be picked green and be preservedm salt. Treated thus they will keep till well on
in the spring.

Runner Beans.—^The foregoing remarks apply
to these also, with this difference, that they often
succeed when the dwarf varieties are a partial
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failure. Liberal cultivation is necessary for a
successful result. Dwarf Runner Beans require
a distance of 2 feet between the rows and 9 inches
to 12 inches from seed to seed. The tall varieties
can either be planted a considerable distance apart
with dwarf crops in between, or in pairs of rows
with 3 feet between the pair and 5 feet between the
sets of pairs.

Potatoes.—Give the final earthing up to the
early varieties as they become ready for this
attention. A light dressing of Potat'o manure,
wood-ashes or soot applied prior to earthing up
will increase the yield. Finish off with a sharp
ridge, as if a channel is left and the plants are
attacked by the disease, the spores—^which attack
the foliage first—will be caught in the channel
and will more readily find their way down to the
tubers.

Onions.—Autumn-sown crops and those reared
under glass should receive a dressing of soot,
fowl-manure or other plant manure when there
is a prospect of rain.

Salading.—Make periodical sowings of Lettuce,
Radish, Mustard and Cress in cool quarters.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Training Wall Trees.—Growth is now active,

and attention must be given to the training of
young wall trees, especially those that are being
trained fan-shaped. In their case the more upright
shoots are apt to become over-vigorous. To check
this, cut away all superfluous shoots, and incline
those retained a little off the vertical meanwhile.
Thinning Stone Fruits.-The need for this

varies much in different seasons, but it is always
necessary more or less. When an extra heavy
crop has set, it is best to do the thinning gradually.
Apricots and Peaches should ultimately be left
about 12 inches apart, and Plums, especially
Green Gages, rather closer. If mildew pi ts in
an appearance, dust with flowers of sulphiu-.

Loganberries.—Promptlv fasten up the young
shoots of this useful fruit and of its allies. A
double trellis is the most convenient form of
support. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The fortnightly meeting of the society, with which
was associated the spring exlhbition of the National
Rose Society, held at the London Scottish Drill Hall
on May 7, was for fulness of exhibits and a goodly
muster of visitors not a little reminiscent of old
times. To a not inconsiderable extent, doubtless,
the Roses were responsible for the latter, though
other exhibits of more than ordinary interest
were on view. For example, Messrs. Sutton and
Sons, Reading, were staging some 200 varieties
of their new seedling pedigree Potatoes, un-
doubtedly the most unique exhibit of its kind
yet seen—the identical exhibit in which His
Majesty the King evinced so much interest on
the occasion of his recent visit to the firm named.
For the rest, there were delightful groupings of
hardy spring flowers, of Tulips and Daffodils,
flowering shrubs, Orchids and Carnations, and
much besides. A full-length table of Calceolaria
Clibrani gave the impression of being overdone

—

a little out of harmony with these stressful times.
Several novelties gained recognition, and are
given under " New and Rare Plants " on pages 201
and 202.

Pedigree Seedling Potatoes.
The unique exhibit of some 200 dishes of seedlicr

Potatoes, staged by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Readino
on this occasion, was the outstanding feature of the show"
nothing approaching it having been seen before. These were
representative of the pick of the resulting seedlinoa ofsome 70,000 crosses made with tlie leading commercial sorts
and subsequently subjected to comparative tests and'
trials from every standpoint, of utility and national im-
portance : high promise or productiveness, table quality
constitution, and resistant properties to ordinary Potato
chsease (Ph.rtophthora infestans), also to wart disease -

(hyachytnum eudobioticum), during a series of years
The exhibit, while unparalleled in the history of the
Potato or vegetable hybridisation, also demonstrates in
the clearest possible manner that nothing which enter-
prise and skill can achieve shall be lacking to the sate-
guardmg of what is admittedly the greatest asset in

the national food supply to-day. Ever an important
product of the garden, it is now—quite apart from the
stressful times ui which we are placed, and when wart
disease, despite all efforts for its suppression, is gaining
ground m no uncertain manner—of greater moment
than ever before in Potato history. It is in such cucum-
stfnces that the desire to raise and introduce a strain
immune from the attaclss of the disease is worthy of
the best traditions of the Royal Seed Establishment andwe trust that such whole-hearted devotion in the national
interest will result in its due reward. As yet none of the
varieties is named or in commerce. The strain is to
be known as " The Castle " strain, and all are intended
to be planted in the course of a few days. It is worthy
of remark tliat the tubers have been cultivated in Scot-
land throughout, and that field cultivation only has been
resorted to, the planting being done by means of an
ordinary ridge plough; lience the results achieved have
been reached in tlie most natural manner possible In
recognition of the efforts of Messrs. Sutton in raising this
unique collection, comprising early, midscason and late
varieties, the society awarded a " special certificate of
appreciation."

Floweking Skeubs.
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed in excellent

form the double Cherry, Prunus serrulata Chealii pendula
of pinkish hue. and the richer-coloured P. Cerasus Kit»an-
sataira, a delightful plant with, to the English ear at anv
rate, an unlovely name. Cydonias were also well shown
the fliiest*being C. saaguinea plena. Pvrus Malus Schei-
deckeri and P. M. Ncidzwetzkyana demon.strated high
ornamental value.

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, had many good things, Lilacs,
Spiraea arguta, and Pyrus Malus Sargentii anion" them
The finest thing undoubtedly—everybody's plant, in fact-
was Cerasus Pseudo-eerasus J. H. Veitch, now referred to
as Prunus serrulata Vcitchianus we believe. It is the
best of the double rose coloured Japanese Cherries a
glorious plant to-day, when the trees garlanded with
flowers are also affording the early evidences of bronzy
tinted leafage.

Orchids.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park Heigate

(gardener, Mr. J. Collier), sent a lovely specimen of Liclio.
Cattlcya J. F. Birkbeek, whicli was given a cultural com-
mendation. A giant in its way and handsome in blush
sepals and crimson purple lip, it is goodly to look upon

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells had
the fine Odontoglossum Jasper and the brilliant Odontioda
Henryi. Such Miltonias as Frank Reader, gigantea
Mocnsii and Hyeana were also good.
The most conspicuously bep.utiful plant from Messrs

Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, was Lielio-Cattleya Moon-
beam, the colour a clear, refined apricot orange Some
good Brasso-Cattleyas were shown.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, contributed Dendrobiums
and Odontoglossums in considerable variety.
The pick of an e.xliibit from Messrs. Charlesworth

and Co., Hayivard's Heath, were Odontoglossum crispum
Senator, Cattleya Skinneri Temple's Variety Miltonia
Charlesworthii, and Lselio-Cattleya Clarice, of purplish
crimson hue.

NATIONAL HOSE SOCIETY.
THE spring meeting of this society was held iu conjunction
with the fortnightly sliow of the Royal Horticultural
Society on May 7, and on similar lines ; that is to say
it was a non-competitive display, medals and certificates
bemg awarded in proportion to merit. The exhibition
of Roses was not large, though several nurserymen—the
leading specialists of the flower—showed well. Two gold
medals and three certificates of merit were awarded to
new seedling varieties. (See " New and Rare Plants ")
The only trade exhibit of Roses, pn a table space 15 feet

by 3 feet, came from Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons
Colchester, to whom a gold medal was awarded. Con-
spicuous items in the display were tiie fine stands of the
new climbing yellow-flowered Wicliuraiana Emily Gray
whose rich-coloured blooms and fine histrous foliage'
are almost sure to make it popular ; and Golden Ophelia
disappointmgly pale in colour as compared with that of
three weeks ago. It is a finely modelled Rose, however
and quality always tells. Augustus Hartmau, Kiilarney'
Autumn Tints—a little incongruous in a " spring "
exhibition—and Paul's Scarlet Climber were others
For a fine exhibit of Marfichal Kiel Mr. A. Goodwin

Maidstone, gained a silver medal.
'

In Class 3, 40 square feet of space on floor allowed
Messrs. Paul and Son, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt'
were the only exhibitors, and were given a gold medai
for an excellent group backed by ramblers and Wicliuraiana
varieties. Included were fine plants of Sunburst, Ophelia
Magnolia, Lady Hillingdon, Edward Mawlcy, and the rich
red Augustus Hartman. Wliite Dorothy greatly assisted
in the contrasting display.
For a particularly good group of cut Roses Mr. Elisha

J. Hicks, Twyford, gained a silver-gilt medal, among his
finer productions being Mrs. George Norwood and Mrs
Elisha J. Hicks, pink and blush respectively, and without
doubt two of the mo.st powerfully fragrant—true Cabbage
Rose fragrance—Roses extant. They are "great" Roses,
tv~, worthy Oi » p'iav.o .u o>aj gnrucu. xue fcnc array
of Rosa Moyesi, rich and brilliant in colour, told well
as, unique in its tribe, it must do. Joanna Bridge'
British Queen, the brilliant Princess Mary and tlie charming'
Queen of the Belgians were all finely arrayed in this
excellent group.

In the amateurs' division, for a group of Roses on a
table space 6 feet by 3 feet E. J. Holland, Esq., Sutton
secured the gold medal for a notable exhibit, in whicli
magnificent basket groups of Mrs. Foley Hobbs Mrs
Joseph Welch and William Shean were of outstanding'
merit. That first named was ideal. We have rarely
seen finer fiowers. (See illustration, page 202.)

In the artistic classes, lor a bowl of Roses silver medals
were awarded to Mrs. Courtney Page, Ridgeway
Enfield, and Mrs. Oakley Fisher! Sudbury, Middlesex'
the last-named lady using well-grown flowers of Ophelia.
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THE Rose season begins. The opening

of the first Rose is always a source of

delight. The first we have seen in the

open this year was the pink Rosa rugosa

at Munstead Wood on May 16. This

is one of the oldest of garden Roses, and is said

to have been cultivated since iioo a.d. in China,

where the ladies of the Court prepared a kind of

;iot-pourri from its petals, gathered on a fine day,

ind mi.xed with Camphor and Musk.

Morello Cherries on a North Wall.—The ire-:«

are flowering well and generally look full of promise

growing on a north wall. Fortunately, the blcoms

have been much retarded. As fast as the shoots

grow, all young trees require training and early atten-

t ion. Disbudding may be practised on young trees,

taking care to retain well-placed shoots to form
an even-balanced foundation. Should black aphis

make an appearance, spray with a solution of

Quassia Extract, Abol, or any other safe insecti-

cide before the leadijig shoots become badly

infested and crippled.

Bracken in Manure.—Despite the quite un-

founded prejudice which exists in some places

against the presence of Bracken in manure, there

is ample testimony to prove its high value both
as a fertiliser and a source of humus. In regard to

its manurial properties, the investigations carried

out by the Board of Agriculture are conclusive,

and we have found that when it has been used as

litter for cattle the resulting manure is infinitely

superior to that of straw. It lasts longer in the

ground than the latter, and is one of the best

absorbents of moisture for dry soils. We have
used it also as a summer mulch for Strawberries,

bush and other fruits, with first-rate results. It

should always be cut green when its iiltimate

destination is the soil.

Kohl Rabi.—Many amateur

growers make the mistake of

treating this estimable vege-

table as a Turnip, whereas

it is more closely related to

the Cabbage and delights in

the same soil as the latter

enjoys. Fairly stiff, rather

moist loam that has been

well dressed with cow-manure

is best. Seed should be sown

thinly in drills like that of

Turnips, the seedlings thinned

to about 9 inches, and the

best of the plants may be

replanted in prepared soil.

These will come in a little

after those left in the bed.

It is wise to make two sow-

ings, one in April'and another

in June. Both this work and

transplanting should be done

in showery weather.

A Potato Planting Ex-

periment.— On the County

Council Farm at Button
(Lanes) an interesting

experiment in late-season Potato planting is

being carried out this year under the supervision

of Dr. Milburn, the County Agricultural Adviser.

A meadow of 2j acres has been selected and is

being broken up for Potato cropping. Each one-

fourth of the area is to be treated on one of the

following lines : (i) The land skimmed and the

turf worked and afterwards ploughed under before

ridging up and planting
; (2) trench ploughed,

ridged up, and planted in the ordinary way ; (3)

ploughed 4 inches deep and Potatoes planted

in the bottom of every third fmrow
; {4)

Potatoes planted on the turf on the lazy-bed

system.

Potato-Spraying.—.\s the season advances,

interest in the Potato-spraying propaganda of

the Food Production Department is said to be

increasing in a remarkable manner. Many garden-

ing and allotment and similar societies which

had previously refused to take any action in the

matter have altered their decision after studying

the pamphlet on the subject issued by the Depart-

ment giving the results of last year's work. The

spraying representatives are becoming busier

week by week in lecturing and demonstrating,

and societies desirous of securing their services

before the spraying period is reached should write

to the Department at once, or they may be dis-

appointed.

Rhododendron glaucum.—Though not a new

species, this dwarf Rhododendron is still one of

the most attractive of its class. It grows some

2 feet or 3 feet high, and produces in May large,

pendent, bell-shaped flowers of a dark apple

blossom pink. The rich green leaves are glaucous

on the under sides and emit a pleasant aromatic

odour when crushed. With us it does well in

THE PROMISE OF MORELLO CHERRIES.

ordinary light loam with plenty of leaf-mould

intermixed, and we find it first-rate for the rock

garden.

Rats.—The letter recently sent to the Press

by Lord Chaplin and Lord Lambourne on the

necessity for the wholesale destruction of rats

has created widespread interest, and in many
districts farmers are determinedly attacking

the evil. However, it is very desirable that

the movement should be stiU more general and

that the problem of the rat on the farm should

be effectively dealt with before this year's harvest

is reaped. In 1908 it was estunated that fifteen

million pounds' worth of food was destroyed

annually by rats in England alone ; in the past

twelve months, on the same basis, the damage
done totalled probably forty million pounds

;

roughly, that is to say, rats destroyed one pound's

worth of food per head of population. Given

general and simultaneous action by farmers, there

is no doubt tliat most of this loss might be avoided.

Only by such action- is it possible to deal with this

rapacious vermin, which miiltiplies faster than

any other. Rats commence to breed when four

months old, and have from three to five litters

a year, the average litter being ten. In view of

facts like these, it is not necessary to labour the

seriousness of the matter. It is suggested by the

Food Production Department that Boy Scouts

and others should be trained and employed as

rat-catchers, and that other measures, which

are described at length in a free pamphlet

issued by the Board of Agricultiure, 3, St.

James' Square, London, S.W. i, should be put

in hand.

Club-Root and Gall Weevil.—Both of these at-

tack the roots of the Brassica family (Greens), doing

great harm to thcplant. The
spores of club-root remain in

the soil. Brassicas in conse-

quence should not be planted

twice running on the same

ground. Gas-lime is the best

remedy, but it should not be

used now. It should be ap-

plied at the rate of 2lb. to the

square yard a;id allowed to

remain on the surface of the

ground for from six to eight

weeks in autumn or winter

before being forked in. A
good preventive for both these

enemies is, when putting the

young plants into their final

growing ground, to dip the

roots into a liquid mixture of

clay, soot and lime ijt equal

parts, or soot and clay with

a tablespoonful of flowers of

sulphur to each quart of

the mixture, which should, in

either case, be of the con-

sistency of thin mud. Also

fill in the holes with finely

sifted cinder ashes.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

FRUIT BOTTLING:. AN AMENDMENT.

TN my recipe (thrice printed in The Garden)

I gave directions for clarified mutton fat to

cover the fruit in each receptacle. Last autumn

—

fat having become scarce—Mrs. " Busy Bee " made
the experiment of bottling Plums in water without

any fat, but putting rather more water to well cover

the fruit at the top, and dipping the vegetable

parchment covers, one by one, in a large saucer

of milk to make them stick closely over the jars

before tying down. We are now—in May

—

using the Plums, and they have kept perfectly ; so

1 am going to bottle my Gooseberries, &c., in the

same way.

—

Anne Amateur.

ORIGIN OF CHOU DE BURGHLEY.

'O'^ page 182 " Tim " asks for directions con-

cerning the growing and cooking of Chou de

Burghley and information about its origin. It

lis a cross between a Broccoli and a Cabbage,

and was raised by the.late John Gilbert of Burghley

House, Stamford,
,
Lincolnshire, who was well

known at the meetings of the Royal Horticultural

to this glorious and wonderful flower ; no photo-

_

graph could ever do justice to its intense blue

colouring. The flowers must be looked into to be

appreciated, and then they quite bafSe description,

even of our best writers. These plants have no

special treatment, though they are flowering freely

and have been in flower for some weeks. Mr. H.

Turner, the head-gardener, who is much interested

in the Gentians, makes a practice of triclding bone-

meal on the soil in between the leafage as soon as

the plants go out of flower, and this no doubt has

some 'influence on the freedom with which the

flowers are produced.

—

Wayland.

PRIMULA MEMBRANIFOLIA.

nPHE delightful Chinese Primula membrani-
folia is one of the newer species which can

be confidently recommended to the lover of such

flowers as being worth trying in the garden.

It is, indeed, a veritable gem, which to see

is to admire for its daintiness and exquisite beauty.

It has, it is true, not been very long tested in our

gardens in the open, but it gives every promise

of being a satisfactory flower for the rock garden.

It was originally introduced in 1908 by Messrs.

Veitch, having been collected by Mr. George Forrest

in the Tali region. It belongs . to the section

known as Yunnanensis, which comprises a few

species with golden or silver farina and compact

ay^y.-^T-v-r* M •.s.'^-.- <^-g«.^':^. ; Li,"."-; :,: -^ ,ii;:j^'^x5i'-iri>i*..

GENTIANA ACAULIS UNDER A WALL IN A HERTFORDSHIRE GARDEN.

Society diuring the seventies and eighties of the

last century. Mr. Gilbert showed his production

on December 17, 1878, and received a first-class

certificate for it under the name of Broccoli Chou

de Burghley. At first the plants produce a

Cabbage in the shape of a sugar-loaf. Later on

the Cabbage splits open and a small Broccoli

emerges from the centre, as a stage t owards flowering

ior the production of seed. If the Cabbage is

•cut longitudinally when fairly well advanced, the

Broccoli bead may be found inside the blanched

leaves of the Cabbage, with a few small sprouts

in the axils of the leaves below the head. It may
be cut and boiled like a Cabbage in 'the earlier

stages, or treated as a Broccoli in the later stages

of its development. I do not know whether

here is any special method of cooking it, but think

not, as it is piurely a British production, and boiled

in the usual way for those vegetables. For autumn

use sow the seeds in gentle heat in March, and

plant out the seedlings when hardened off and

the weather is suitable. For spring supply sow

•outdoors in May, in both cases allowing 18 inches

•either way when planting out the seedlings.

—

HORTULANUS.

GENTIANA ACAULIS.

T SEND a photograph of Gentians growing under a

greenhouse wall in the gardens at Danesbury,

Welwyn, Herts. Not that the picture does-justice

tutts of small leaves. P. membranifolia is a

beauty with small, bright green leaves, farinose

underneath, and its short scape bears several

starry lilac purple flowers with a white eye, and

looking remarkably dainty with their long tubes

emerging from the mealy calyx. The figure in

the Royal Horticultural Society's Primula Confer-

ence Report hardly does justice to this exquisite

little plant. It is only 2 -inches or 3 inches high

in a pot, but I have not yet seen it in bloom in the

open. Professor Bayley -Balfour of Edinburgh,

who knows these Primulas perhaps better, than

anyone else, says that it is " one of the best of

the series as a garden alpine." There is no gain*

saying its beauty, and those to whom I have

shown it are fascinated with its charms.—S.

Arnott.

PLANT NAMES.

TF the English word " Pansy " is not derived

from the French word pensie, will Mr. Engle-

heart kindly inform one who is interested in the

subject the real source from which " Pansy

"

came ? He has told us twice lately that Skeat

was in error in giving us this derivation, but he has

not told us where " Pansy " did come from origi-

nally. The general idea that " Pansy" is a mere

translation of pensie is, of coiuse, as old as Parkin-

son or older ; but a translation is one thing and a

derivation another.—C. H. P.

EDGEWORTHIA PAPYRIFERA.

T^HE interesting note and illustration of the

above-mentioned shrub have tempted me to

make mention of a very fine clump that grows in

the gardens at Ashbourne, Coimty Cork, the

residence of Mr. Richard Beamish. It has been

my good pleasure to visit his choice collection

of hardy trees, shrubs and alpines on many occa-

sions, and on more than one I have seen the

subject of this note in flower in the early spring,

when it fornis a handsome and striking object

with its balls of Cowslip yellow flowers, deliciously

scented and, if my memory serves me rightly, with a

similarity to the last-mentioned flower. I think

Mr. Williamson, the head-gardener, has told me
that the present bed of plants were raised from

suckers that sprang from the original plant, now
dead. There, in that genial climate, the plant

does not seem to suffer the least ill-effects from the

cold. I saw it flowering after the winter of 1916-17,

from which it received no protection, and was not

in the least harmed —E. B., Fota, Queenstown.

ANEMONE BLANDA VAR. SCYTHINIC'A.

npHE mention of this beautiful form on pages

147 and 200 reminds one of a certain

peculiarity of it at seed-time and the need of

being more than usually alert if a full crop of

seeds is to be harvested. N^ring maturity the

swelling grains (seeds) appear to have insufficient

room for development, and by reason of their

needle-point attachment to the cushion-like disc

are apt to fall away and be lost at the slightest

touch, even before they are fully ripe. The danger

from this is increased by the fact that much about

the same period the heads of seeds, hitherto erect,

arch over and, getting among the leaves, are for

the moment lost to view. In this way, often

enough, many of the seeds—the largest and best,

unfortimately—are lost. In gathering the seeds,,

where only a thin planting exists, a saucer held

underneath will save many falling to the ground,

and any precaution is worth wliile with so precious

a spring flower. Above I have used the word
" lost." That is not really the case if the ground

is left undisturbed, since the seedlings appear

in due course, i.e., the following spring. Jhe
seeds should be sown within a few days of being

harvested ; few things of my acquaintance lose

vitality more quickly. Seedlings usually first

flower when eighteen months old. Tubers in the

dry state are usually offered among miscellaneous

bulbous plants in the lists sent 'out by Messrs.

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden ; Messrs. Wallace

and Co., Colchester ; and others.—E. H. Jenkins.

TRAINING APPLE TREES.

T HAVE raised a great many trees, and I should

certainly consider it much better, in the case

of trees that we may purchase from a nursery, to

obtain them from one to two years old. An
old shapely tree, if very carefully taken up, will

grow well and do well if transferred in one's own
ground from one locality to another ; but in

nurseries there is, as a rule, no time to take trees

up with abundance of roots intact, and if such

were attempted commercially, the price would

have to be considerable to repay the nurseryman.

When large trees are lifted hmrriedly and with

few roots intact they take years to recover, and

maiden trees will usually beat them eventually.

This is why nurserymen reconunend young trees,

as well as because of the prohibitive labom: of

packing large ones. I have transplanted some

very large eigjit year old trees with success.

It was a stiff job to lift them without causing

great root damage, but it paid, being on my own
place.—W. J. Farmer.
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THE JAPANESE QUINCE.

\X/^HEN properly cared for in the way of

pruning, tlie " Japonica," as the villa

gardener often calls Cydonia japonica, is the

most sho\vy of all wall shrubs in the spring,

and will cover fully 10 square feet in as

many years. But beautiful as it is in this form,

it is even more so when grown, as Nature intended,

as a bush, though it is far less common. That

wonderful man Loudon lamented the apparent

A Selection of Haricot

Beans
Haricot Beans should be so\vn in English gardens

from now till the end of May. The locality must

be studied. It must be remembered that Beans

often suffer from late frosts. A good light friable

loam is the best soil. The climbing sorts can be

thinned to at least 12 inches or even 14 inches

SPRAY OF JAPANESE QUINCE (CYDONIA JAPONIC.^ VAR. APPLE BLOSSOM).

impossibility of grafting it on any of its congeners,

and he rightly said that " if it could be grafted

standard high on the Pear, Hawthorn, or even

the common Quince, it would form a most delight-

ful little tree." Apparently many attempts

were made, and it would be interesting to know

if success attended anyone's attempts at grafting

it on another shrub or tree. Loudon records

that it had been trained up as a standard. This

must have been a comparatively slow operation,

but the result would be well worth the waiting

and the labour. At Dropmore the Rose garden

was for many years enclosed by hedges of Cydonia

japonica, and these probably still are in existence.

It makes a capital hedge of 4 feet to 5 feet high,

and causes but little trouble, while the fruits come

in for making jelly and cheese. There are nearly

always a few flowers to be seen, though, of course,

the spring is the season of its full measure. Though

not quite so floriferous as the type, the variety

grandiflora rosea bears larger and more showy

blossoms. Gaujardi is a fascinating rosy white

variety, and Apple Blossom is well named. These

have great charm, and anyone who contemplates

making a hedge of Japanese Quince should certainly

include occasional plants of them, and also, though

fewer, of the white sorts Candida and nivalis.

Never common, the double-flowered Cydonia

japonica flore pleno and C. j. flore semi-pleno,

which has red flowers, somewhat semi-double,

are now but rarely seen, though they fully deserve

places in our gardens.—A. C. Bartlett.

apart ; the dwarfs at least 9 inches to 12 inches.

The soil should be rich, and mulching in dry weather

is a great advantage. Water should be given

freely when the weather is dry. Some gardeners

strongly advise sowing the dwarf varieties in

pots and planting out as soon as the weather

conditions are favourable. This certainly ensures a

good, even plant, and something is gained in time.

The seeds can be sown in a cold frame and germinate

very quickly. Care must be taken in planting

out not to disturb the roots. To those who

have not grown Beans as Haricots before, I

can only say : Grow Beans to dry just as you

would to eat green as " snaps "
; that is, the climb-

ing varieties as Scarlet Runners, and the dwarfs

as Dwarf French or Kidney Beans.

Let them dry as far'as possible in their pods.

This keeps them plump and fresh. But when

they are taken out of the pod, continue to expose

to light and air until thoroughly dry. They can

then be stored away in close compass for winter

use.

Varieties.—^With regard to the sorts to grow

there are many from which to choose. Obviously,

some are to be preferred. Scarlet Runners should

not be used to any great extent. I have heard

o^ cases in which they are said to have produced

sickness. Whether this is due to the presence of

a very minute proportion of poisonous acid they

are said to contain I cannot say. The fact remains

that there are other sorts much better and more

appetising in appearance. For instance, there is

the Climbing White Haricot Phenomenal. This

was fully described and illustrated in The Gardem
some weeks ago. If one wants an old friend,

grow White Czar, White Dutch Runner, or White
Emperor. A year ago I advised an architect

friend to use White Czar for this purpose. He did

so, and planted the seeds along a fence. The row
produced enough green Beans to supply his house-

hold for the season, and he saved nearly a quarter

of a himdredweight to dry for winter use. These
white Beans have the advantage of looking better

than coloured forms on the table.

Among the dwarf varieties, one of the best

is the Dutch Brown. It was grown in a

garden I know last year, and the produce was
enormous. Its flavour is excellent. Then
there are the numerous sorts grown exten-

sively in France. One, the little Dwarf Rice or

Comtesse de Chambord, makes a dainty dish. There
are, however, other varieties that have the advan-

tage of being larger: Early White Canterbury,

Long White Canterbury and the prolific White
Hundred for One. The daintiest of all in appear-

ance is Green Kidney, which is, I believe, also on
the market as Dwarf Green Gem. When soaked
the delicate green colour deepens, and it keeps
.quite green when cooked. It requires gentle

cooking and not so much of it as the ordinary shop
Haricot . A few years ago an endeavour was made
to popularise this Bean in Essex. It was not

successful, principally, I believe, because Canadian
Wonder yields better for eating green. The
objection to Canadian Wonder for drying is its

colour when cooked. These are a few of the

varieties that can be grown.

I am not advocating the use of Beans as

a diet solely and alone. One must have fats,

one must have variety. If, however, you
can keep your own pig and grow your own
Beans—and many can—this would go a long

way towards meeting the peril of famine.

Every man who provides for himself and
his family will be providing for another man
and that man's family, because he will not be
using the imports for himself ; he will be leaving

them for the dweller in the towns who cannot grow

FRUITS OF THE JAP.\NESE QUINCE.

Useful for making jelly and cheese.

his own vegetables. I do not urge anyone to grow

nothing but Beans, but I do most emphatically urge

everyone to devote as much space to them as

possible, when other crops have been duly

provided for. I am neither a vegetarian nor a tee-

total crank, but I must say there is food for reflec-

tion tliat the noblest of animals, the horse, develops

a somewhat remarkable strength on a diet of Beans,

Oats and water with certain green vegetation.
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Everyone would think more of the intelligence

o{ a horse that lived on these things than

of the man who tried to subsist solely on meat.

No - submarine can sink the Beans grown in

your garden, and if you do get a little tired of

horses' food, no one is stupid enough to refuse

it if nothing better offers. I should like to say

I have personally tried, cooked in various ways,

all the Beans I have mentioned, and others as

well. I can therefore speak with confidence, for

experientia docel stultos.

Essex. G. D.

FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-VI
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S. V.M.H.

OH,
these cruel " borrowing days " !

1 We have had bitter cause to rue them

I this year. The untimely warmth
that prevailed throughout March

might have warned us of danger

ahead ; but one always cherishes the hope that

April will forego repayment of the genial days

borrowed by March. This annual phenomenon

prevails over all Western and Southern Europe.

Our hill shepherds have it explained in a rhyme,

handed down from generation to generation :

" March said to Averil—
' I see three hoggs on yonder hill

;

If ye will lend me days three,

I'll find a way to gar them dee.'

The first day it was wind and weet ;

The second it -was sna' and sleet
;

The third day it was sic a freeze.

It froze the birds' nebs to the trees.

When thae three days was past and gane

The silly hoggs cam' hirplin' hame."

For readers who are not versed in matters pastoral,

it may be noted that " hoggs " ^re not swine, but

sheep before they have had their first fleece shorn.

Italian peasants attribute the adversity, to a

different cause, namely, to the neglect of a certain

shepherd who, concerned for the safety of his

flock in bitter March weather, vowed to sacrifice

a lamb to his god if the cold were stopped. The

east wind fell calm, genial conditions prevailed

and the flock was saved ; but the shepherd omitted

to fulfil his vow, whereupon the cold returned

with redoubled intensity in April and played havoc

with his lambs.

This year the borrowing days wrought fell

mischief among early Rhododendrons, not only

with the bloom—that mattered less because they

had enjoyed a fine irmings in March—but with the

young growth upon which the display of next

season depends. Sad to say, Wilson's R. decorum

is among the chief sufferers in this respect, also

Griffithianum, lutescens and pachytrichum.

I am glad to have lived long enough to make

intimate acquaintance with Viburnum Carlesii.

Rhododendrons apart, I esteem it the choicest

of all the many shrubs introduced to. cultivation

from the Far East of recent years. Its virtues are

many-—grace, exquisite fragrance, freedom of

flower even when quite small, reasonably rapid

growth and perfect hardihood. It has come

through the last two hard winters tmscathed ;

even spring frost has no terrors for it. Some

bushes of V. Carlesii were just breaking into bloom

when, on April 7 and 8, we had 7° of frost. They

simply " marked time " till the cold was past,

and went on as if nothing had happened.

This desirable shrub was first brought to this

country in 1902, when a single specimen was

received at Kew. It is still absent from the great

majority of gardens, but it is sure to be prized

when its merits are more generally known. One

circumstance connected with its cultivation

requires special attention, namely, that those at

first supplied by nurserymen were generally grafts

on the common Wayfaring Tree (V. Lantana),

a stock extremely prone to send up suckers. The

leaves of the two species are hardly to be

distinguished from each other, consequently many
persons who bought the new Viburnum found,

when too late, that the coarse native stock had
overcome the more valuable scion.

It is less easy to account for the absence from
most gardens of the Pearl Bush (Exochorda
grandiflora), which Fortxme brought from North
China seventy years ago. It is one of the loveliest

of spring-fl[owering shrubs, never failing to produce

VIBURNUM CARLESII, ONE OF THE CHOICEST
SHRUBS OF RECENT INTRODUCTION.

a profusion of snow white bloom in long racemes.

Moreover, as it is perfectlx hardy and ripens

plenty of seed, why is it not oftener met with ?

It is nearly related to Spirasa ; in fact, Sir J.

Hooker placed it in that genus ; but the size and

shape of the fruit were deemed enough distinction

to give it family rank with two or three other

species. E. grandiflora has twenty stamens in

five groups of five each ; whereas E. Albert i,

not quite such a showy species, has' fifteen stamens

in five groups of three each.

No amount of trouble is too great if it ensures

a display of Gentianella (Gentiana acaulis) at

its best, and in most soils some trouble must be

taken to that end. That it is not often taken

may be assumed from the rare occasions on which

one finds this prince of alpines flowering freely

in private gardens. Yet its requirements are

very simple. In good, free, loamy soil (I have no

experience in dealing with heavy clay) the difficulty

consists, not in getting it established and keeping

it growing, but to check its too profuse growth.

Single crowns, set in a border of good garden soil,

may flower well for a couple of seasons if they

are not shaded by umbrageous neighbours ; but

after that they will have spread into such crowded

mats that they are unable to produce flowers.

The remedy is a stinted diet, timely division and
replanting.

Complaints about this Gentian failing to flower

are so often heard that it may be useful to describe

the treatment which has had the result here of

making each succeeding month of April memorable
for a riot of intense blue. A terrace walk, 20 yards

long and 9 feet wide, lies between borders of low

shrubs and herbs on either side. These borders

used to be separated from the walk by a narrow

selvage of turf, troublesome to mow. In the

autumn of 1915 the turf was lifted and a row of

large rough stonfes laid in its place. The stones

were placed at intervals of 14 inches, the spaces

between those on the south side of the walk being

planted with Mossy Saxifrages, red, pink and

white, which have now well-nigh hidden the

stones. Along the north side of the walk a narrow

trench was cut, only 6 inches deep, and before the

stones were laid it was filled with loam, grit and

lime rubbish. Some old and flowerless clumps of

Gentianella were then taken up and pulled to

pieces ; the feeble crowns were disentangled from

the mass and dibbled in between the stones.

They took immediate advantage of their release,

flowering freely in a narrow band in the spring

of 1916, since which the band has grown broader,

though the plants cannot penetrate the hard

^ravel walk in front of them, and at the present

time (April 26) form a continuous belt of gorgeous

I'llour. If Tulipa Greigi would only play the

ime behind the Gentians, instead of dwindling

\rar by year till now there is but a flame here

md there, the effect would be almost too glaring.

As it is I am well satisfied, for there is none of

1 lie genus, not even the wondrous sky blue G.

I arreri, that can rival the common Gentianella

II colour and form. Probably the time will come

ivhen these plants will have to be taken up, divided

iiid replanted; but one cannot complain if,

[iter receiving no subsequent attention whatever,

ive the removal of intrusive Dandelions here

iiid there, they present such a display as they

li.ive done in three successive seasons.

Last autumn a lady residing in Ireland sent

ine a present of two plants named Paeonia Cam-
liessodessi. Through unpardonable carelessness

1 have mislaid her name and address. If she

should happen to read these lines, I should like

her to know that the plants have come well through

the winter in the open border without protection,

and are now (May 6) in flower, well ahead of all

other species. It is a charming thing, about

12 inches high, the leaves on bright red stalks,

trifoliolate, the leaflets 2J inches to 3! inches long,

pale shining bronze on the upper surface, rich red

on the under side. The cup-shaped flowers are

clear, light rose, with clustered, straw-coloured

anthers and vivid crimson carpels among
them. I am most grateful for this choice addition

to our collection, which l am tuld is determined

as a variety of P. corallina from the Balearic

Isles.

I have been regaling myself, not for the first,

nor yet for the third or fourth time, with the

perusal of Alexandre Dumas' " Tulipe Noire."

That fascinating romance hinges, of course, on

florists' Ttdips, wherewith I have no concern ; but

it set me speculating on the cause of our repeated

disappointment with some of the wild species.

T. linifolia and T. persica flourish right well with

us, and increase with commendable freedom

;

but the flaming T. Greigi and the lovely T. Clusiana

dwindle away after a season or two. Turning,

as I should have done long ago, to the Rev. Joseph

Jacob's admirable- treatise in the " Present-day
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Gardening " series, I found on page 72 this

precept :
" the longer I garden, tlie more do I

belieye__in lim^ ... To Tulips lime seems
peculiarly welcome." We are here on a limeless

soil. Is the secret of our failure disclosed in Mr.
Jacob's counsel ? We shall put it to searching
test against another season.

TULIP NOTES
By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

The Invention of

Jeffreys, Cassandra and
John Ruskin in 1918.—
Last autumn I was com-
pelled by necessity to pot

up what I had and not

what I would. True to

her proverbial character

as the mother of inven-

tion, I have been re-

warded. I have found

the Darwin Jeffreys to be an' early and
excellent pot plant ; while both Cassandra

and John Ruskiu have appeared in quite a new
light. Cassandra I shall never forget. The
pure rose colouring of the long pointed blooms

. looked so wonderfully fresh and so different from

all the other Tulips. It was a genuine surprise to

note the strength of the slendei: stems and the
I asting qualities of the flowers. Cottage varieties

do not take kindly to pot life, as a rule, even for

March blooming. I never thought Cassandra

would be one that would do so, nor yet John
Ruskin. However, it also was quite )|ood, grown
cool, and flowered iu late March.

An April Surprise.—A most lovely sight

greeted me in No. 6 greenhouse on the

Thursday morning after my retilrn from the

Royal Horticultural Society's Daffodil Show.

Three or four pots of my beautiful Zany were

just beginning to shake themselves out after

their night's slumber, as the slanting morning
sun gradually warmed the house. The maize

yellow ground colour of the shapely blooms and
the brilliant streaks of bright carmine, just right

in tone, which at the edges take on a distinct

"feathering," which in tmrn becomes almost

solid coloiuring at the tips of the petals, made a

flower which it was good to look upon. Zany
is one of my pre-war finds in Holland. For

years all saleable bulbs were earmarked for

.\nierica. Then something must have happened,

for one autumn I was unexpectedly told I could

have some. It is one of the brightest and
most constant of rectified bizarres, both out of

doors and for late flowering in pots. I ought to

add fliat Zany is my garden name. When I first

knew it I was told it was " Columbus "
; but it

most certainly was not the old Columbus for

which Gala Beauty and French Crown are

synonyms, as both in colour and shape it was as

different as chalk from cheese. I must try to

get these lines under the eye of my Dutch friend

and ask him if he can give the history of the variety.

It is not included in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Tulip Report.

The Rise and Fall of a Myth.—Sentiment is

intangible, but, all the same, it makes its influence

felt in endless ways. Partly because of the luck

of having had a world-wide-known Tulip mania
;

partly because of its perfect adaptability for the

cultmre of the Oriental Hyacinth which ipso facto

has become, in popular parlance, the Dutch
Hyacinth

; partly because the Hollanders take

infinite pains, and so were able to turn out by
the hundred thousand the Polyanthus Narcissus

which for generations was the only Daffodil worth
anything in popular estimation and in the mark

and partly because of centuries of slowly gained
cultmal knowledge, it came to pass that the
myth of all Dutch-grown bulbs being superior

to all British-grown ones slowly took shape and
in time gained such ascendancy in flower-loving

circles that it had all the force of fact. Now I

am prepared to say without any fear pf contra-

diction, except that bred of prejudice, that early

flowering Tulips can be grown every bit as well

in the British Isles as anywhere else in the world.

.A.gain and again I have proved it from bulbs which
have come out of my own garden. But lest it

should be thought that this was brought
about by the special care that was only possible

in the private garden of an enthusiast, last autumn
I bought in the ordinary way collections for

trial from Bath's, grown at Wisbech ; from Barrs,

grown at Taplow ; and from Hogg and Robertson,

grown at Rush, near Dublin. The result was
exactly what I expected. Given bulbs of the size

usually imported from Holland, flowers can be had
in every way as good from British as from Dutch
grown early Tulips, even when planted on a com-
mercial scale. Prejudice is hard to kill. There are

still people who "swear by" Dutch-grown bulbs.

There is no earthly reason why it should be so

any longer, except in the case of the Hyacinth,

which the dealers of HoUand always look upon
as their bulb par excellence. We know more
now than we did twenty years back. We can,

and do, grow Tulips and Daffodils in the British Isles

equal to any, come they from Europe, Asia, Africa

or America.

The Tulip Gehenna.—" Fire " is always with

us. It can never be extinguished until a plan

has been perfected to destroy every germ or

spore of its being. But it is not deadly in the way
the Tulip disease is. That, indeed, is capable

ground on which Tulips have been grown without
lifting for two years in succession. T write and
say " Don't do it again," particularly when I

am told that elsewhere in places where the bulbs
were lifted and replanted the leaves are quite
healthy. I am, however, perfectly aware that
in reality it is not the non-lifting in itself that
has been the cause of the destruction. As I

WTite I have in ray owa garden any quantity of

early and late Tulips blooming for the third time
without their bulbs being lifted, looking as strong
and healthy as anyone need wish to see ; while,

not very far away, bulbs planted last autumn
on land where Tulips had been in I9r6-i7 were
a good deal affected. This makes it look as if

the stirring of the soil during the processes of lifting,

preparing and planting had something to do with
it. Ground which has never had Tulips in it or

from which they have been absent for several

years renders an attack very unlikely, but^it-

does not ensture immunity. This is why it is

always advisable to put bulbs on fresh ground.
The cause of " fire," from what has already been
said, cannot be wholly put down to the ground.
What, then, are the other factors which tend to
produce it, or, probably, to speak more correctly,

to give it a foothold ? Answers from growers of

experience would be of great interest.

OMPHALODES VERNA
A SURE test of a thoroughly good garden flower

is that every year when one sees it in bloom it

should give one intense pleasure. Such a one is

" Blue-eyed Mary " (Omphalodes verna), a South
Eiaopean plant of the Forget-me-not order,

long known in gardens, and yet not so often seen

as it undoubtedly deserves. The neat, heart

MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS IN THE G.\RDENS AT R0NN£;BY, 0.\TL.\NDS CHASE.

of such awful devastation that I dread to think ot

it. " Fire " in the form of the long-named fungus,

Botrytis parasitica, is always ready to burn, is

always there seeking what it may devour ; and
the sole reason, I take it, why all Tulips have not

long since disappeared from the face of the earth is

that t hey have been free from any predisposing cause.

The Eternal Question.—Wiiat makes Tulip

plants liable to fire ? This would have made a

grand question for the Daily Telegraph to have
started in the dead season in pre-war days. It baffles

me altogether. I get by post a consignment of

fire-attacked foliage and am told that it came from

shaped or pointed leaves are of a clear, frcsli green,

and from their spreading sheets rise the p>artly

leafed flower-stem bearing the blooms of purest

blue. In the centre of each flower is a tiny,

bluntly five-pointed star ; from this, five fine

white lines radiate outwards, defining, but not

dividing, the five lobes of the flower. A bloom

just newly opened has a violet flush suffusing the

blue towards the centre and just under the white

lines, but this soon passes off, leaving the flower

all blue. It is a plant for a cool bank in shade or

half shade ; it dislikes drought, and is seen at its

best in a mild, moist climate. G. J.
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RIVIERA NOTES
By EDWARD H. WOODALL.

There is in flower in

my garden at Nice a

finely developed bloom of

the blue Gentian from

the Maritime Alps. Need-

less to say, it is a seed-

ling that is in flower. No
transplanted Gentian, as

far as I have known, has

survived the summer heat

on this coast and pro-

duced a flower afterwards. A well-meaning friend

brought me down plants of the blue Gentian and

tufts of Saxifraga lantoscaiia three years ago.

All the Gentian roots died, and the Saxifrages,

though they stiU drag on an enfeebled existence,

have no flowering rosettes ; but a seedling

Gentian appeared in a dead tuft of Saxifrage, and

this year it is in flower and is making nice stolon

growths, promising future flowers another season.

It is a striking example of the value of self-sown

plants in unsuitable climates. Another surprise

is a bloom of the genuine Cowslip. It

is said only to exist in the Southern

form of that flower in the Maritime

Aps ; but last year I brought down a

few plants from the Verdon Valley,

where they grew in quantity at an

altitude of about 5,000 feet up, and

one plant now flowering is identical

with the English Cowslip, fragrant like

it, and with the well-known orange

markings in the throat. May it thrive

and sow itself

!

Have other flower-lovers noticed that

the wild Primroses on this coast have

no scent ? They are gay deceivers

;

they please the eye, but they " plague

the 'eart," that is to say, the nose in

this case. They are paler in coloiu-,

generally lacking colour in the eye,

like the Southern form of Cowslip.

So years ago I brought out a few

strongly scented Yorkshire Primroses

with a generous eye. These plants

never throve, and gradually died out,

but not before they seeded, and their

descendants have hybridised with the

w^ild Primroses and produced fragrant

and golden-eyed flowers, so that now
the major part of the Pi-imroses in my
valley are fragrant and much hand-

somer than the native plant which has

given them the constitution that with-

stands the summer heat and drought.

In a severely hot and dry season

they die down entirely, but reappear

after the early winter rains, so they

can now take care of themselves and

multiply exceedingly after a wet year.

I ifotice the same thing with Christmas

Roses. For years I struggled with

them, and with small success (though

they are abundant in some mountain

valleys at 3,000 feet up). But at last

I found some plants had seeded, and

those seedlings now have every appear-

ance of producing strong flowering

plants another year.

1 have seen it said that HeUeborus

altifolius or maximus does not seed.

It Is not true of it here, save in a

very limited degree ; that is, the first

flowers do not set seed, but when a

later bloom agpears it turns green
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and goes to seed almost before it has expanded,
and every seed seems fertile. H. altifolius

or maximus is quite the best of the Hellebores

in this climate, but in a warm December the
flower-stems grow to an excessive height and
the flowers are poor. Last December, after

the sharp frosts of the 7th and 8th, with
low temperatures to follow, the blooms were
superb in size and purity of whiteness, and
with a length of stalk that made them most
useful for cutting. I got my plants from Holland,

and fancy they must be the same pure white
form shown last winter by Mr. Scrase-Dickins.

I wonder if his came from the same source or if

his is a seedling. The solidity of " petal " and the

purity of the white make this form most desirable,

and it is a very strong grower in suitable situations

and moist soils.

Pyrola rotundifolia, or Winter-

green
This member of the Pyrola family, so called from
the resemblance of its leaves to those of a Pear
tree, is said by Anne Pratt to be very scarce in

England. It is found in Guernsey growing in

[May 25, 1918.

moist places near the sea. But I have only met
with it in Switzerland, where so many good plants

are found in their native habitat. The pleasure

of finding- for the first time large patches of such
plants as Gentiana bavarica on a high Swiss pass,

Lilium Martagon in a wooded glen, or this Pyrola
in a copse, not to m.ention many other choice

alpine plants, is a lasting memory not easily

rivalled. It is one of the daintiest of Swiss plants,

recalling somewhat in its form the blooms of

Lily of the Valley. The scale of this reproduction

of a water-colour drawing is about one half of

the natural size. J. T. Bennett-Poe, V.M.H.

DAINTY BRITISH PLANT : PYROLA ROTUNDIFOL

(From a coloured drawing by J. T. Bennett-Poe.)

The Allotment Beautiful

To
the city dweller, at any rate, the rapid

conversion of neighbouring green fields

into the brown of allotments is something

of a miracle, thoOgh I must hasten to

add that the plough is equally voracious

in .country districts. All for foodstuffs. Long
live the vegetable !

The allotment holder who

—

rara avis—has

dared to rear a few/ shame-faced blooms directs

your eyes to distant rows of prosaic

Turnips or regiments of Solanum
tuberosum, hoping your gaze will not

take in the earth at yom- feet and
camouflage the flower border behind

his voluminous " breeks."

Move yolur legs, my dear sir.

I seem to remember that last year

The Garden published two excellent

articles on insect friends of the

gardener. Blossoms attract the hover-

fl_y, which lays her eggs to presently

hatch into grubs, whose sole mission

in life appears to lie in devouring

green fly. So, in truth, a vegetable

garden without flowers could be over-

run by aphis more easily than yours.

But what flowers are you grow-

ing ? There arc many of no less

beauty than utility. A few arches

of Scarlet Runner Beans over the

paths ; Giant Sunflowers on that

waste border will do something to

help the poultry in autumn ; half

a dozen scattered Opium Poppies

among the Potatoes ; Pot Marigold

and Chamomile—of dreadful memory
—in the borders ; blazing red and
gold Nasturtiums up that ugly fence

or over the pile of excavated rubbish

—the green seeds will find a use in

the kitchen
;
graceful Indian Com. All

these you can grow, and there is still

time to spare a few feet of your plan

and to prepare an impregnable defence

when the inevitable Lord Knowall

i comes along with his " I thought

you had a vegetable plot." Tell him
that about ten generations of tmdis-

turbed green fly would destroy the

vegetation of the earth, and that

hover-flies, ladybirds and lace-wing

flies are the green fly's natural enemies.

There is vegetable beauty, too—Beet-

root, Parsley, Variegated Kale, Leeks

and what not. Someone is sure to

visualise the beauty of a full larder.

Admitted. No grower can afford to

lessen food production nowadays, but

I have seen many war allotments

and could wish them a little more
'°^'

beautiful. Ronald C. S. Ross.

West Bridgford.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Keep the foliage of all Peach and
Nectarine trees thoroughly clean and free from
insect pests, so that the fruiting shoots for next
year will not receive a check. The swelling fruits

should be finally thinned before the stoning
period ; one fruit to 10 inches, if evenly distri-

buted all over the trees, should be ample to matmre
if large, well-flavoured fruits are to be expected.
The early American varieties will need to be
watched carefully, and, as soon as the fruits

show signs of ripening, keep the atmosphere rather
dry. Admit plenty of air, and gather the fruits

before they are thoroughly ripe, more especially

if they are required to be packed and forwarded
long distances. All trees in later stages should
be freely syringed, and the houses closed rather
early on bright afternoons to hasten growth. Keep
the shoots neatly tied in their respective positions

and thin more if necessary each time of going over
the trees, so that there is no overcrowding. Give
the borders good soakings of water and liquid

manure at intervals. Large trees growing in

well-drained borders will need abundant supplies
of water to keep them healthy and free from attacks
of red spider.

Figs.—Keep these well supplied with water,
thin the fruits early where they are showing
heavy crops, pinch the growths freely, with the
exception of leaders, and apply a good mulch
of well-decayed farmyard manure.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders will need early attention.

Keep the smrface soil among the different plants
well stirred and free from weeds, watch carefully

for slugs attacking the smaller and choicer plants,

dust the soU freely with soot and lime to

prevent damage, support aU vigorous plants to

keep the growths upright and neat, and see that
all the labels are made good before the names
become invisible.

Dahlias may now be planted. See that the
places are properly prepared for them, employing
plenty of thoroughly decayed manure, which
should be well mixed with the soil.

Gladioli may be planted in good soil, also

several other occupants to fill up space and keep
the borders in as good order as circumstances
will allow.

Violets, if not already done, may be propagated,
taking off the side shoots with little roots. Plant
on a good border either north or west at a foot

apart for the strong-growing varieties. Also
increase Polyanthuses in a similar way, keeping
all the different varieties named correctly, so that
there will be no confusion later on.

Roses of the rambling section trained to poles

and ou arches should be gone over, and where
large quantities of young shoots are springing up
at the base, thinning may be practised, reserving
just enough of the best-placed shoots to take the
place of older wood. At the end of the season
stronger growths will be obtained.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Ply the hoe freely among Potatoes,

and earth up the more forward plants when the
stems are 8 inches high. If the ground between
the rows has become set, loosen the surface with
a fork prior to earthing up. •

Peas.^Draw a little soil to the side of plants

4 inches high, and stake early. Another sowing
shoulcibe made to follow those just peeping through
the soil, and if the weather should set in dry
after drawing the drills, give a good soaking of

water prior to sowing the seeds. This will hasten
germination on light, dry land. Good mulchings
of manure along the side of the rows will greatly
benefit the crop.

Turnips.—Thin early and sow more seed

;

this time a north border is preferable. Turnips
for summer use require a cool, rich soil. Hoe
freely between the rows and do not thin much
the small Milan type.

Cauliflowers.—Plant any which have been
raised in c old frames, also any large enough raised

on warm borders. Plant on good ground. The
Snowball type should be planted r5 inches apart,

but give more room to the Erfurt and other larger

varieties.

Lettuces.—Plant and sow seed repeatedly
to form successions to the larger Cos varieties.

These do well on Celery ridges and grow to a great
size. H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Late Peas.—Late varieties may still be sONvn,

but, after the advent of June, only first-early varie-

ties, such as Gradus, can be sown with any hope
of success, and these only if sown by the midclle

of the month.

Marrows and Gourds had better not be planted
out before the end of the week, and even then a

little protection for a week or ten days should be
afforded them. A shallow box minus the lid and
bottom, covered with a pane of glass or a cloche

or handlight, will be suitable for this purpose.

Potatoes.—Finish the earthing up of early

varieties, and go over later crops with the digging

fork. The Potato can only give the best results

in a loose, well-aerated soU. Keep the growths in

check among ware Potatoes in the vegetable store.

Digging.—As Broccoli crops "are finished, clear

the ground and manure and dig it ready for the
reception of Leeks, Celery, or late sowings of

Kidney or Runner Beans.

Thinning.—-Thin crops of Beet and Salsify.

Globe Beet should be left about 8 inches apart,

and the tap-rooted varieties rather wider. If

there are blanks in the Beet, thinnings can be
successfully transplanted, but those transplanted
should be watered promptly unless the weather
is dull and showery. Thin Salsify to about 6 inches

apart.

Mulching.—This is of great value in vegetable
production, especially on dry, shallow soils. By
this means the moistiu-e in the soil is conserved
and the temperature of the soil kept more equable.

Peas, Runner and Kidney Beans and Carrots are
' specially benefited by mulching. Grass mowings,
leaf-mould, stable manm-e and spent Hops are all

suitable materials with which to mulch.

General Remarks.—Earth up spring-planted

Cabbage, &c., keep down weeds, and denude
Rhubarb of flower-stems.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding-Out.—This work should now be
proceeded with, leaving the more tender subjects,

such as Begonias, Heliotropes. Iresines and
Ageratums, till the last. Beds or borders which
have been occupied by Wallflowers and Forget-

me-nots shotild have an additional dressing of

manure prior to being dug. If the ground is at

all dry, water promptly, especially plants having
little or no ball of soil attached. Isolated beds
may be planted with a variety of subjects ; but
where the geometrical flower garden is stiU in

evidence, whole beds of a given subject are most
effective.

Thinning Annuals.—Hardy annuals are fre-

quently sown too thickly and are never thinned,

or are insufficiently thimted, the result being
spindly, weakly plants producing poor flowers,

which last a short time. Thin severely, say,

from 3 inches to 6 inches apart, according to the
nattural vigour of the variety. 1

Bedding Tulips should be heeled in in the

reserve garden till the foliage dies down naturally,

when they should be lifted and sorted out for future

use.
Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.^If not already done, the

entire stock should be put into their flowering pots

without delay and placed in their summer quarters.

A certain amount of shelter, especially from the

west, is desirable, but the plants should be kept
some distance from trees and high buildings.

Bush plants can be partially plunged either among
coal-ashes or in soil, each pot resting on an in-

verted small empty pot. Stake and tie promptly.

Winter-Flowering Begonias.—Shift on into

4-inch or 5-inch pots, according to vigour. Incor-

porate some charcoal with the compost, which
should be in a flaky condition. Spray twice

daily and maintain a rather moist atmosphere.
Attend to pinching, but not within a week of

potting.

, Primulas.—Pot up Primulas that have been
pricked out in pans or boxes. Never allow them
to become absolutely dry at the root.

Fruit Under Glass. .

Pot Vines.—Fruiting Vines in pots should be
assisted with some form of liquid manure twice
weekly until the fruits are fully developed. Sheep-
manture placed in a bag in a tank or tub of water
makes an excellent stimulant for this purpose.
Dry fowl-manure is also a suitable natural manure,
but should be used with caution, being a modified
form of guano. Of proprietary concentrated
manures, Thomson's, Kirke's and Clay's can all

be depended upon.

Melons.^—Support fruits with nets as soon as
they attain the size of a cricket ball. A mulching
of old Mushroom-bed manure will be of great bene-
fit during the swelling period. Keep all growths in

check on fruiting plants. Attend to the training

of succession plants. A late batch may be planted.
Spray the plants and damp the floor and walls
twice daily to keep down red spider.

Peaches.—Do not allow the trees to suffer from
lack of water at the root. Syringe the foliage

vigorously each afternoon.
Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

The Intensive Cultivation of

Culinary Peas

IN

growing Peas I have found this method

of ctfltivation to answer extremely well.

I have cultivated Peas for a great number

of years on this system, and have always

had good results. I have the plot intended

for their cultivation dug over at the back end of

the year or in the early part of the winter, mamu-e

dug in, and the surface left rough until near

sowing-time. Then I have trenches dug out

similar to those usually prepared for Celery,

and a quantity of farmyard mamure forked in,

or if farmyard manure cannot be obtained, horse-

manure will do. (This must not be put in in

layers, but thoroughly mixed with the soil.)

Having done that, I proceed to fill the trench to

within about 2 inches of the top for early Peas

and 3 inches or 4 inches for later varieties. I

rake the soil very fine before sowing, and cover

with fine soil. The rows are, of course, easier

to work down fine if made a few weeks before

the Peas are sown.

Protection from Birds.—I have been most

successful in keeping the birds at bay ; in fact,

I have never had a row of Peas spoilt by bird

depredations so far. I place three sticks at each

end of the row and run black thread from end to

end on these sticks. They are arranged so that

the thread is 2 inches or ^ inches above the surface

of the soil. The sticks are placed 3 inches apart.

Varieties.—I generally find Pilot a good variety

for early sowing ; it is a round-seeded sort and

very hardy. Thomas Laxton, Little Marvel or

English Wonder succeeds thjs very well. Senator

is a very heavy cropper, a splendid Pea, especially

for market work, and makes a good maincrop

Pea. Fillbasket is a good sort and crops well
;

the pods are rather larger than those of Senator.

Gladstone is an excellent variety if you can get

it true^ Duke of Albany is good ; it has large

pods. For late sowing. Autocrat and Ne Plus

Ultra are excellent. Hortus.

The War Office notifies that Irom now onuartl all papers

posted to ami neutral European eountnj will be stopped,

except those sent by publishers onrf neivsniienis uho have

obtained special permission from the War Office. iluch

permis.non has been granted to 'I'ME O.iRliFN. and sub-

scribers who send to Irimds in Denmark: Holland, Sorwatj,

Streden, Suntzerlaiui, Spain, I'oriu.ml. (Ireece, and

Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the

Publisher from 20, Taristock street, Corent Oarden, ir.C.2.

*,• The Yearly .Subscription to The Garden is . Inland,

IDs. lOd. ; Foreign, 13«.
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BEES
Now that the swarming season is

approaching, no time must be lost in

making preparations for the hiving

of the swarms. If you have decided-

to work your apiary for increase,

whether by means of natural swarms, artificial

swarms, or nucleus colonies, it is most important to

have all hives ready prepared beforehand. A swarm

that comes out in the morning should be placed in

its permanent hive the same evening. Too often

is it the case with beginners that swarm's, owing

to their new homes not having been made ready

previously, are temporarily placed in unsuitable

receptacles, such as boxes, pails, &c. This means

that much profit is lost. As a rule, a swarm com-

mences comb-building and the queen to. lay a

few hours after it has clustered, so to allow it

to remain a few days' in a skep or box before trans-

ferring it to its proper hive is very bad management.

At the present time, owing to the scarcity of

wood and labour, new hives are very difficult

to procure, so many bee-keepers will probably have

to start with second-hand ones. Before using

these they must be thoroughly disinfected. There

are several means of . doing this. If you happen

to _live anywhere near an infection hospital,

you will probably be able to make arrangements

with the sanitary authorities to have your hives

sterilised by super-heated steam. This method

is absolutely certain, and in no way injures the

woodwork or paint of the hive. Failing this,

which is only practical in a few instances, the

inside parts of the hive should be thoroughly

scorched with a painter's blow lamp, and the

outside' repainted. Should this method be im-

possible through the difficulty of procuring spirit,

the inside parts of the hive should be scraped

clean and then painted over with a strong solution

of some good disinfectant, such as Izal. See that

the disinfectant reaches every crack and crevice.

In purchasing second-hand hives make quite

sure that the roofs are water-tight. An excellent

covering for roofs is strong calico. The wood-

work should be first painted with a thick coating

of paint, and the calico stretched over wliile the

paint is still wet, nailing it, with copper tacks

for preference, under the eaves. The calico is

later given a couple of coats of white paint, and

a thoroughly water-tight roof is the result. In

our own apiary all the hive roofs are so covered,

and many of them have been in use over fifteen

years and are still water-tight. They are, of

course, given a coating of paint every second year.

In fitting up the internal economy of the hive,

use full sheets of foundation, each of which must

be carefully wired into the frames. Those with

grooved top bars should be used, and the founda-

tion finuly fixed in by means of hot wax or wooden

wedges. There are many different ways of wiring,

but none better than the one described in the

" British Bee- Keepers' Guide Book," which every

bee-keeper should possess.

In fixing in the foundation, great care must

be taken that the sheet of wax is placed centrally

in the frame and that it hangs absolurely true

without any bulges, otherwise the bees will build

uneven and misshapen combs. A square of ticking

or unbleached calico must be placed over the

frames, and above this two or three thicknesses

of some warm material, such as felt or blanket.

The hive is now ready lor the swarm, and it

can be placed with its entrances closed in the

position which it will permanently occupy. A
pr'mavy swarm usually issues from the parent

hive between the liours of 10 a.m. and i p.m.

on a warm, sunny day, but, as bees do nothing

invariably, these times are only approximate.

I have, however, kept careful record for the past

ten years of the times when swarms came out,

and I found that only on very rare occasions did

a swarm issue before 10 a.m. or after r p.m. (this

refers to sun time). It must be remembered that

a first swarm will only issue on a warm, fine day
generally between the hours mentioned, whereas

a second swarm, or cast, may fly out at any time

regardless of the weather. In no well-managed

apiary should second swarms be permitted, as

they are easily preventable. Second swarms often

fly great distances from the hive before settling,

so are frequently lost. A primary swarm
after issuing from a hive flics round .in the air

for a few minutes v?ith the well-known hum so

characteristic of swarming to the ears of the bee-

keeper, and then generally clusters on an adjacent

tree or bush. In the old days it was customary

among cottagers to bring out an old frying pan
and door key or something and make as much
noise as possible, with the idea that this " tanging,"

as it was called, induced the bees to settle. The
possible origin of this " tanging " may date back
to the time of Ki,ng Alfred, when, on the occasion

of a swarm, the owner rang a bell to warn all his

neighbours that the bees came from one of his

hives and so belonged to him.

The best method of inducing a swarm to settle,

if they do not appear to be doing so naturally,

is to spray them with a fine spray garden syringe.

It has not been proved that this " tanging

"

influences the bees in the slightest degree one way
or the other.

As soon as a swarm has clustered, it must be

shaken or driven by means of a litUe smoke into

a skep. A light box can be used, but there is

nothing so handy as a skep for the purpose. It

is impossible to describe exactly how this should

be done, as so much depends upon the position

of the swarm. Sometimes the bees will settle

in most awkward places, and to secure them
taxes the ingenuity of the bee-keeper, but as a

rule it is fairly easy to shake them into a skep

held beneath the branch on which they have

settled. If the branch itself is of no value, it

can be cut off and carefully carried, together with

its adhering bees, and placed in front of the hive

on a sloping board reaching from the entrance

to the ground, up which the bees can crawl. They
will then with a. little persuasion soolfrun up into

their new home.

In an ordinary way, after the swarm is secured,

the skep is placed on the ground (slightly raised

up by means of a stone or sticks as near as possible

to the position where the swarm settled) for about .

half an hour, by which time most of the flying

bees will have entered the skep. It should then

be carefully lifted on to a board and placed along-

side the hive into which you propose hiving it.

It is never advisable to leave the skep where

the swarm clustered for more than a short time,

otherwise the bees will mark that position and

ivill return to it the following day and, finding

nothing there, will eventually go back to the

parent hive.

In making ready to hive the swarm, the entrance

should be opened as wide as possible, and the

temporary board leaning up to the alighting

board covered with a sheet. The skep containing

the bees is then carefully lifted up, held over the

sheet,. and given a sudden and fairly hard shake.

Tills will cause the bees to fall on to the sheet

below. In a very short time they will start

running up the board into the hive. Bees will

always run uphill if they can, hence the reason

for the sloping board.

Occasionally the bees may be slow in starting.

In this case take up a handful (they will not sting

if you do not squeeze them) and place them close

to the hive entrance. . They will at once enter,

and the joyful hum which they make on discovering

their new home will attract the others, and very
soon you will have a hurrying stream of bees
entering the hive. If you watch carefully you ;

will probably see the queeji, and as soon as she

has entered you know all is well.

When hiving bees, always have the full number
of frames in the hive to sFart with. The following

morning lift back the quilt and place outside the

dummy board those frames not covered by the

bees, leaving, say, six or seven, according to the

size of the swarm. In five or six days add another,

and so on as required. If the weather is favour-

able, the full ten frames may be necessary within'

the fortnight, but only add a frame just in advance
of requirements, as bees work better if not too

much room is given at one time ; but if a

swarm is crowded on to a few frames at the time
of hiving, badly built combs may result. There
is also the chance that the foundation before it

has been built out may break down.
"If the first night after hiving is likely to be very

hot, cover the frames with one light quilt o;ily.

This precaution will lessen^ the chance of the

foundation buckling with the heat. Should the

following day be wet or dull, place the feeding

bottle on ; in fact, it always pays to feed swarms
for the first few days, and if the weather is un-

favourable so that the bees cannot get out to

forage, feeding is absolutely necessary.

The entrance to the hive should be kept closed

to about 4 inches for the first week. Late^if
the weather is favourable, full width can be

given. L. Bigg-Wither.

HEAVENLY BLUE GRAPE
HYACINTH

WHAT a grand plant this is !

Every succeeding spring I put

it a peg higher and call down
blessings on the heads of its

introducers—Messrs. B a r r and
Sons. In my humble opinion it is one of our really

great garden flowers. My purpose in sending this

note is to say three things—first, that it is very

sweet in a mass on a warm day. Its aroma reminds

me a little of the scent of the Old Clove Carnation

and something else, but what that something is

I am unable to say. It might be the Night-

scented Stock, or it might be Cloves or a

much intensified Leedsii Daffodil smell. This

year I have epjoyed it even more than

usual, for I have a long bed backed by the

retaining wall of a hedge and facing due

south crammed full of it ; and even in the

cold, damp period of our " plum winter," given

only an hour of sun and warmth, the delightful

fragrance was there. It was pure chance that

gave it such a position ; but now I know I must

try to scheme some such position in future.

My second remark, is that the Heavfenly Blue

looks ideal in clumps of about a foot in diameter,

more particularly when left undisturbed for a

series of years. No plant pays better to be left

alone. Begin with quite small bulbs. Do not

expect much of a show on their first time of

flowering
;

just wait a bit and see. Thu-dly, I

have noticed in the last two or three years more

than one distinct variation in the colour of certain

of the flowers. It is a prolific seeder, so I

conclude these are seminal variations. One is

a particularly charming pale blue, rather recall-

ing the lovely Lithospermum with the same

name. Another is a pleasing mauve. There

are others of less charm. Might I ask if any

readers have noticed any similar variations in

their Heavenly Blues ? Mine are quite worth

looking after. Joseph Jacob.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ASPARAGUS KALE (E. T.).—Sow immediately in

rows, and U'^ soou as the seedlings are 4 inches high,
transplant into another border at 5 inches apart; Here,
by the end of June or early in July, the young plants
should be strong and sturdy and ready to plant out in
their permanent quarters in tlie garden. If the best
succulent plants are to be obtained, the ground in which
tliey are to bi- planted should previously have been deeply
dug and liberally manured. Plant in rows 2i feet apart,
and 18 inches should be allowed between plant and plant
in tlip row. The plai t is hardy, and the produce from it

comes in most useful in spring. Ic is the midribs of tlie

leaves which are used as Asparagus. These are boiled and
served in the same way as the latter. The other portions
of the leaves are excellenfc cooked and served like Spinach.

GHERKIN AND RIDGE CUCUMBERS (Annual Sub-
scriber).—Open out a trench (from norfh to south) in an
open, sheltered position in the garden as for Celery. Make
it as long as you think you would like your bed to be. It
sliould be 2 feet wide and 1 foot deep. Half fill the trencli

with partly decayed manure, ami dii: it into the bottom
soil of the trench. Add more soil and a liberal quantity
of wtll-rotted manure on the t©p of this until a ridge is

formed a foot above the level of the ground at its apex,
tapering to the gronnd-Ievel. Plant out the Cucumbers
on the top of the ridge at 2| fe?t apart in nice rich, friable

soil, pressing the same well to the roots of the plants at
planting-time. The end of the first week in June is a
good time to plant. Give the plants a good watering
as soon as planted. Shade from strong sunshine for a
week or ten days, and protect at night from frost for the
same lengtli of time by placing inverted empty flower-
pots over the plants, taking them off in the morning, of
course. Keep clear of green fly, and water freely in hot
weather.

A TRAP FOR TURNIP FLY (O. R.).—The seedlings
are attackfd by flea-beetles (Turnip fly), very small
bluish be<'tlcs that jump nimbly like fleas and eat small holes
in the young leaves of the plants as soon as they appear
above ground. We have this year caught them in
hundreds by the following simple device, invented some
time ago by Professor Lefroy : To a frame made of six

pieces of half-inch deal 20 inches long, two pieces of thin

AN EFFECTIVE TRAP FOR THE TURNIP
FLEA-BEETLES.

board (20 inches by 5 inches) are fixed so as to slope out-
wards and upwards on the sides of the frame. These
sloping boards are held apart by a cross bar and an end
piece, so as to have 4 inches clear between them at the
bottom. The two bottom outer pieces of the frame are
made half an inch deeper than the inner pieces, the whole
trap riding on the outer pair as a sledge on runners. The
ends are rounded olf to help this. The sloping boards,
the end pieces facing them, and the cross prece between
them are greased or tarred. From the cross bar between
the sloping pieces hangs a loop of stout string, and strings
4 feet long are attached to the front top corners. If now
the trap Ls drawn down each row of Turnips so that the
young plants pass under the cross bar and are brushed by
the string loop, the beetles leap up and alight on the sticky
boards. There they perish. If made of deal, this
apparatus is so light that a child can draw it along the
rows. It is best for two persons to draw the trap and
for them to walk a few feet away on each side so that the
beetles are not disturbed until the sticky boards reach
them. If two persons are not available, one can work
the trap, drawing it with outstretched arm, and walking
so that the shadow falls on rows already done. This
little device was designed to deal with the hordes of fiea-

bectlffi on the Turnips at Wisley. It works so pleasantlv
and there is such a charm in eradicating the flea-beetles that
the foregoing description is published. The method may.
no doubt, be adapted to large cultivations by making a
number of sledge traps in series, so as to do. say, five
rows at once ; but the present pattern is intended for
garden use.

FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET PEA CULTIVATION (A SivUs Reader).—

You havi- been rightly informed as to the marked
superiority of the Sweet Pea as grown and exhibited
in Britain over all others, its excellence when grown by
the leading specialists of the flower being in the nature
of an eye-opener to vifitors from other lands. The soil
that is intended for the Sweet Peas should be winter-dug
to a depth of 2i feet, adding organic, i.e., farmyard,
manure and working it in 18 inches deep. A good soil

is a medium loam of a calcareous nature. Three wetfks

before seed-sowing in March mix superphosphate of lime
and steamed bone-flour in equal parts and, sowing it in

the trenches 2o2. to 3oz. to the square yard, well fork it

in, subsequently treading the ground when it is fairly

dry and friable to make it quite firm. Sow the seeds in

March in a double line—the lines 9 inches apart—arranging
the seeds singly 4 inches to 6 inches apart throughout
the line, and cover with soil to not more than IJ inches
or 2 inches deep. When covered in make the soil

moderately Arm. If the surface soil of the row when sown
constftuti's a slight depression, say, 2 inches deep, mulching
and watrring in summer will be thereby facilitated.

Should all the seeds grow, every other plant might with
advantage be lifted and planted elsewhere, to the benefit

of tlie whole. Crowding tnnst be avoided. A strong jilant

in every 12-inch run of the line will be ample. When
the young plants are 2 inches to 3 inches high, pinch out
the tops,' and so cause tjiem to branch from the base.

Stake early. Water thoroughly at the plants' roots in

dry weather. Gather your flowers regularly when ready.

If "all are not required for cutting, remove them as they
fade, and so prevent seed formation, which materially
shortens the season of flowering. Finally, get the best
seeds possible from a seed-grower of repute in this country.

"FIRE" IN TULIPS (7. A. M.).—The Darwin Tulips
are attacked by the disease called " fire," due to the
fungus Botrytis parasitica. This fungiLs is particularly
prevalent after the plants have been weakened by exposure
to frost, cold winds ^or hail, or sometliing of that kind,
and seems more lik-^ly to attack plants which have remained
in the same bed from year to year. The fungus forms
resting bodies, called sclerotia, in the soil, and it would be
well to remove all diseased foliage and flowers as soon as
possible, not leaving them to decay on the ground, and to
dig up the bulbs as soon as the foliage is dead, cleanse
them of old tunics and so on, and then dry them off to
replant next November if of a suitable size.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
INJURY TO IVY (T. D.).—The Ivy is attacked by

red spider. Thorough and constant spraying with water
will keep this pest in check;" failing this^ «pra>nng. with
potassium sulphide, loz. to 3 gallons of water, \vi\] be the
best remedv.

BEES.
DO BEES RECOGNISE PEOPLE ?—The correspondence

re bees in The Garden of April 27 opens up
a very interesting subject. From my own experience
I am convinced that bees do recognise people. (1) I knew
an old lady, bent double with spinal disease, in a
Cheshire village, who was always invoked to " take " bees
when they swarmed. She simply rolled up her sleeves
and, with bare hands and arms, swept the bees into tli£

skep. The bees were perfectly complacent, and she
was _never stung. She came dowm South, into West
Surrey, and was equally useful there. She identified

. bees at once as those from certain localities or gardens

—

just as a shepherd knows his sheep individually, although
they are indistinguishable by other people ; and she
would reply, with mild surprise, in answer to queries,
" How could I 7iot know them ? " (2) We kept bees
(modern system) at my home in the Isle of Wight. My
fatht-r was exceedingly afraid of them, and the bees were
aware of this. The moment he came into the garden
for the first time any morning they would become angry,
fussy, excited, and inclined to attack liim. While 1
was gathering flowers at the very door of the hive (un-
molested by the bees as they went in and out), in ones
and twos they would pester my father. As the day wore
on, their ill temper wore off', or they got accustomed to
him. Now, it is a well-known scientific fact that an
aura of odour, so to speak, is emitted from the human
body under certain emotions. The sweat produced by
fear is chemically different in colour and smell from that
produced by anger, and so on. It would seem likely

that creatures so exquisitely sensitive to odour as bees
can thus (by a susceptibility which we do not possess)
recognise friendly or unfriendly folk. (3) For myself,
I pluck a flower in which a bee is working—the bee does
not mind. I talk to it, I carry it about in the flower ;

we arc both quite happy. Sometimes I have several
bees in ^several flowers thus. Often I take a humble-
bee in my hand, when it has got behind a window and is

miserable, talk to it, and reassure and rescue it. It
seems grateful 1 I have gone a long country walk
in (Norfolk with two humble-bees upon two Scabious
flowers in my button-hole, to the astonishment of all

• beholders. I am quite con\inced that the bees recognise
some aura of affection in me which is pheasing to them,
and thar my friendship is reciprocated. Wiy not ?

Anyhow, it cannot be " cupboard love " on the part of
the bees, for even in the most sugary of unrationed years I

have never yet fed them.

—

Boris. '
[Insects may iiave a

siMise not possessed by human beings. We cannot speculate,
and proof may never be forthcoming.. As to the old
woman recognising individual bees, we think this is rather
a tali story. One can. of course, recognise the different
varieties, such as Italian, Carniolian, &c.—ED.]

MISCELLANEOUS.
WALL GARDENING (Q. f;.).—You should write to

our publishers and obtain a copy of the " Small Kock
Garden " (Jenkins), price 2s. lid., post free, which contains
a useful chapter on the subject and also a list of plants.
Some of the best subjects for raising from seeds are
Aubrietias, Corydalis luteus, Erinus alpinus and albus,
Papaver alpinum, P. nudieaule, Dianthus of sorts. Wall-
flowers, Snapdragons and Red Valerian. In a large
number of instances, however—more particularly newly
arranged walls specially constructed for plant growing-^
small bits of plants are the best. Old brick walls built

with good mortar are the most diflBcult to deal with
and autumn is the best time for the work. Even so, they
require much subsequent care in watering and the likn

because of the not infrequent cement-like hardness of
the mortar and the inability of the roots of the plants
to penetrate to any considerable depth.

SLIMY WEED IN LILY POND (Coppice).—It Ls of little

use trusting to fish, snails or othe^ forms of anima ilife

to clear the water in your Lily tank. You can, however,
clear the water by adding copper sulphate in the propor-
tion of 2^oz. of the chemical to 10,000 gallons of
water. Mix the copper sulphate in a gallon of water
in a wooden vessel, then distribute it over the surface
of the tank with a syringe. You may have to repeat the
application after a few weeks.

INSECTS FOR IDENTIFICATION (A. F.)—1he long,
thread-like worm is, as you suppose, a parasite, but only
of insects. It occasionally causes alarm, and the idea
is sometimes prevalent that human beings are likely to
suffer from its attacks ; but this is quite erroneous. Not
only the leather-jacket, but beetles, <fcc., arc often infested
by it. The slate-coloured creatures are woodlice and
injurious ; the flat, reddish straw one is a millepede.
Julus complanatus, and also injurious to plants. Both
may be ca]>tured by placing half Potatoes, hollowed out
and with the hollow side downwards, near their haunts.

NAMES OB PLANTS.—5. £.—Apparently, 1, Chiono-
doxa Lucilise gigantea ; 2, C. L. sardensis. They jvere

very much dried up on arrival and difficult to recognise.

SOCIETIES
SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of the Scottish Horticultural Associa-
tion was held in the Hall. 5. St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh,
on the evening of May 7. The chair was occupied by the
president, Mr. Robert Fife, of Messrs. Dobbie and Co.
The exhibits included a capital lot of Tulips. Hippeastrums
and Schizanthus from the Edinburgh Parks Department,
per 51r. J. W, M'Hattic, the Superintendent of the City
Parks ; and a good exhibit of Hydrangeas, exhibited by
Messrs. A. M'Nicol and Co., York Eoad Nurseries, Edin-
burgh. The paper of the evening was by Mr. A.
Innes, of the Dean Cemetery, Edinburgh, The subject
was " Recipes for Successful Plant Gromng." and, as the
title indicates, was a thorouglily practical one.

GARDBNINO APPOINTMHNT
Mr. William Hftchinson, gardener to Mr. C. E. Gul-
braith, Terregles, Dumfries, has received the appointment
of Assistant Ground Officer at H.M. Factory, Gretna.
The Principal Ground Officer is Jlr. Cairns, late of Miuieston,

and formerly at Balruddery, Forfar, who has a large area
of land under vegetables. Prior to going to Terregles,

Mr. Hutchinson was gardener at Eastwood, Giffnock,

Glasgow.

Destruction of Charlock
nPHIS weed, which is common in cultivated

fields throughout the whole of Great Britain,

passes uiider a variety of names, such as Yellow

Weed, Wild Mustard, Runch, &c. The seed and

the plant in the young stage closely resemble the

Turnip, to which, in fact, Charlock is nearly related.

Owing to its persistent vitality, the seed may
remain dormant in the soil for years, germinating

only when the conditions are favourable.
, In corn

crops its growth is often so rank as greatly to

reduce the yield of grain, and, at a time like the

present, corn must be safeguarded at all costs.

Moreover, this weed may be the cause of much
loss in other ways—it harbours and perpetuates

such pests as the Turnip fly and the fungus that

causes " finger-and-toe." The simplest and most

satisfactory method of eradicating Charlock is

to spray the plant in the young stage, i.e., before

it exceeds 3 inches in height, with a solution of

copper sulphate at the rate of i61b. of the sulphate

to 40 gallons to 50 gallons of water per acre. This

solution, while effectively destroying Charlock,

will do no permanent harm to com, or to Clover

or grass growing in the corn. It has, moreover,

been used successfully in destroying self-sown

Mustard and Pepperwort (Lepidium), both noxious

weeds in corn in certain Mustard-growing and

coastal districts. For certain other weeds closely

allied to Charlock, such as Wild Radish or white

Charlock, a somewhat stronger solution is required.

The requisite outfit, capable of spraying from

12 acres to 20 acres a day, may be purchased

direct from the makeirs, or in some cases hired

from County Agricultural Executive Committees.

—From the Food Production Department.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
w.

CONDUCTED BY

POWELL-OWEN
H AST week I gave some useful hints on

i curing hens of broodiness, and outlined

I certain means by which the fever could

'I be discouraged. There are times, how-
* "^ ever, when it is very advisable to give

each hen, as she becomes broody, a sitting of eggs.

What to Do with Broodies.—During the

time that a hen is sitting, eggs (or rather yolks)

are developing within her ovary. By judicious

handling these eggs can be sectured for the national

egg-basket, whereas they might otherwise be

wasted. The idea is to set the hen and take away

her chicks at an early age, so that within a short

time she commences to lay again. The rest acts

like magic on egg-production, and if well fed and

handled, all such hens will ^ive a large crop of

eggs. Hens that have been iu heavy lay all the

winter appreciate the rest, which replaces lost

energy and builds them up again. The selected

broodies can, if desired, be given a

sitting of eggs of any. heavy breed

that is noted for its meat-producing

merits, the resultant chickens being

fattened for the table.

For the Table.^Those who have

plenty of free range will be able to

raise cockerels for the table very

cheaply. With the nice weather here,

the chickens can be allowed to roam
at large over pasttire and in woodland

directly they are strong on the leg.

They will find much of their food,

and can be given a final course of

fattening if desired. The poultry-

keeper may not to-day have his

Sussex ground oats or his barley-meal

of pre-war days, but there are suitable

substitutes. The French livestock-

keeper uses boiled potatoes and arti-

chokes very freely in his fattening

menus for most .stock, and we must

use such foodstiifls as the basis of

our fattening mashes. If the chickens

are brought off the range and placed

in small enclosures in flocks of sixes

or twelves for the final month, they

will be nice and plump at the end. On the other

hand, the broodies can be given sittings of any
approved non-sitting breed, the pullets being

reared for laying purposes.

Why Not Keep Ducks ?—A correspondent

from Claygate (I must be careful not to mention

names, as our Editor, I believe, comes from that

pretty little village) wTites me as follows

:

" I am thinking of keeping Runner ducks

as a war-time measure, as I understand they

can do without corn. I should be grateful if

you would tell me anything about their food,

what kind and how much they require."

As my correspondent surmises, duck-keeping

represents an excellent war-time measure, and
although grain occasionally is recommended,
particularly in the winter, it is smrprising for how
long a period ducks can go without any grain

whatsoever. Management plays an all-important

part in duck-keeping, and the best results are

achieved only where the owner is determined to

master fully the likes and dislikes of the ducks.

Housing of Ducks.—Ducks are very hardy
and subject to very few ailments indeed, but such

does not warrant unprogressive methods of housing.

The first essential is to have a structure that is

thoroughly dry at top and bottom. The roof

must be airtight and t'.e flooring nice and dry.

Let the duck-keeper remember my slogan that

" the weakest part of a duck is its legs." No
matter how wet the duck may get when out

foraging by day, there must be a dry bed to

welcome it home. Solid or wet floors are "harmful,

resulting in cramp, which is the duck's commonest

ailment. There must be an ample depth of litter,

whether it be peat-moss, straw, chaff, bracken,

chied leaves, or cedar clippings. Personally, I

prefer peat-moss litter, and while soiled parts

should be removed daily, the litter will last a very

long time if small quantities of fresh material

are added periodically and the whole is regularly

raked over. A light sprinkling of weak Izal

disinfectant wash once a month will keep the

WHITE RUNNER DUCKS.

A heavy-laying flock of White Indian Runners, As a "land" and

" egg " breed the Runner has a world's reputation. The property of

Mr. E. A. Taylor, Rotherwas, Hereford.

litter sweet. In handling a duck, too, again

remember my slogan, because if you seize it by

the leg the latter will often be broken. Catch

the duck by the neck, and a thin walking-stick

with rounded handle will prove the best utensil

for the purpose.

Utilising Outhouses.—So long as the structure

selected is reasonably roomy, rain-proof, dry

under foot, well bedded down, well ventilated and

rat-proof it will serve our piurpose well. The

duck is very accommodating so long as these

principles governing housing are carried out to

the letter. A disused stable, barn, shed or out-

house can be commandeered, the flooring being

deeply bedded with dry litter. Many provide

their stock with only an upturned roomy barrel,

and the ducks seem to take to such an accommo-

dation very well. In the summer ducks must

have plenty of fresh air in their houses at night,

particularly in close weather, otherwise they may
sweat and go into a false moult, egg-production

being thus retarded.' My ideal house has a wide

single or double door of the coach-house type,

which is thrown open by day, while at night a

skeleton door of coarse canvas over a wire-netting

framework is fitted up in its place. This admits

plenty of fresh air without draught ; and that

the ducks like ample air is evidenced by their

eagerness in the summer to sleep out on the grass.

Wide doors are necessary, as ducks should not be

allowed to jostle each other when leaving the

house. A small pop-hole should be discarded.

When the doors are opened they should be sectirely

hinged back to prevent them blowing to and

perhaps crushing one of the ducks.

{Environment Counts.—^True, I have known

plenty of instances where duck-keeping has been

engaged in profitably in a back garden, but the

latter does not provide ideal environment. Ducks

are heavy eaters, and that factor must be allowed

for, as the smaller the range the more hand

feeding they will require. As far as possible

good range should be present if duck-keeping is

to yield the best returns. Breeds like the Runner

and Buff Orpington are splendid foragers, and it

is therefore very advisable to allow such excellent

ducks full liberty. The natural food procured

by the duck when on range is very wide, as you

will discover if you watch the stock on the move

for food after a shower of rain. Nothmg comes

amiss, from a grasshopper to an eel, and the material

is of that kind which makes laying a habit. In

the "summer ducks can find most of

their food if environment is suitable,

for which reason one should make

smre that the range is good before

ducks are taken up.

Is Swimming Water Needed ?—It

is generally supposed that ducks,

being waterfowl, must have swimming

water. That is not so. Ducklings

that are being fattened for table must

on no account be allowed swimming

water if the best weights are to be

recorded. As regards flocks of laying

ducks, water to swim in is not im-

perative, as they are kept in excellent

condition by their foraging activities.

Swimming water performs two duties,

in that it aids fertility and provides

exercise, thereby keeping breeding

stock in a fit, racy condition. For

breeding stock, therefore, and par-

ticularly if they are confined in small

enclosures, water to swim in is an

advantage, although it is not impera-

tive ; and failing a natural stream

an artificial pond can be constructed

if desired. Again, breeds like the

Runner and the Buff Orpington do not call for

svJimming water like, say, the Aylesbury or the

C ayuga, for the very reason that they are " land "

ra ther than " water " fowl.

Large Eaters?—While I contend that ducks

are large eaters, I must qualify my statement

for fear of upsetting those who are keen supporters

of the duck. If ducks were kept in a backyard

run and were unable to fend for themselves, they

would require quite twice as much food as an

ordinary fowl. But directly you provide range,

hand feeding decreases according to the extent

and quality of the range, until it is practically nil

amid the best possible envirortment. That is

why I recommend ducks only to those who can

provide suitable range. On the other hand, ducks

are not particular as regards the quality of the

food given. This is a very strong point 'in their

favour, and it can be placed advantageously

against what I have said about large appetites.

The person who grows plenty of vegetables can

cafer for the duck's "• quantity-without-quality

"

progranrme, and quite 30 per cent, to 50 per cent,

of the mash can consist af greenstuff.
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THE county marketing schemes which

are being set up on the initiative of the

Food Production Department appear

to be making very satisfactory progress.

The aim is primarily the organised

marketing of surplus fruit and vegetables grown by
small cultivators; In the Departmental suggestions

for organisation, liberal allowance is made for the

varying conditions of different counties. This

elasticity of arrangement is evidently appreciated.

For instance, in Buckinghamshire, Kent, Middlese.x

and parts of Sussex the county organisation will

consist chiefly in the establishment of stalls in

the country markets and the bringing to these

stalls of the surpluses from the surrounding districts.

This admittedly primitive method of handling a

somewhat complex problem has proved extremely

successful in a number of districts, notably East

Grinstead, Chobham (Surrey) and Llanfairfechan.

In one case the Department was able to assist

in the selling of over 2,000 tons of Carrots ; in

another, 7,000 cans of Apples were preserved by
a single village population, and disposed of at

remunerative,.prices during the winter.

Planting Celery.—As soon as the plants are

large enough they should be put out in trencheSj

allowing from g inches to i foot

between the plants. Advantage
should be taken of warm summer
rains to plant out the Celery, and
the tops of the trenches should be

used for a catch crop, for which

purpose there is nothing more
suitable than Lettuce.

A Note on Club-Root.—It is

particularly important, if seedling

plants of the Brassica family are

purchased, that a careful inspec-

tion should be made of the roots

of the seedlings before they are

planted. It is no less important

to make sure that the seed-bed in

which the plants of the Cabbage
tribe are raised is free from the

disease. The commonest way in

which the disease is spread is by
transplanting plants from infected

soil into fresh, uninfected soil. If

the disease is known to be present

in the soil, no plants of the Cabbage
tribe should be planted in the

ground until the sou has been

treated with quicklime. This

treatment is best carried out in the

autumn, and in any case two or three week smust

elapse between the time of applying the lime and
planting the crop.

Potato Golden Wonder.—^This is a thoroughly

reliable maincrop variety, and one likely to enjoy

much popiilarity in the near future. The tubers

are a nice, medium size, somewhat kidney-shaped,

but usually with a decided taper towards the
" heel." The skin is very even and fine, tinted

a warm yellowish brown, and the eyes are extremely

shallow. It is of good flavour, white-fleshed, an
excellent cooker and good keeper. Golden Wonder
crops best on light, warm land, and it is desirable

to plant early, in this respect treating it as if it

were a second-early. The foliage is abundant,

but upright. This variety is scheduled as

" immune " under the Wart Disease Orders.

Coleworts.—These are a form of Cabbage

most useful in the autumn, and preferred by many
to the ordinary Cabbage from September onwards,

as they are more succulent and tender, especially if

the weather is dry previous to cutting. The

Rosette Colewort is the only variety that need

be grown, as it embraces all the points of

excellence. Sow the seed early in June on a

previously well watered site, should the weather

be dry, so as to ensure quick and regular germina-

tion
;
put out the plants i foot apart aU ways,

and keep the surface soil weU stirred to induce

freedom of growth.

Cultivating Sugar Beet in Public Parks.—
It has been decided by the Glasgow Parks Com-
mittee to make a trial of Sugar Beet in two of

their parks, and they have made arrangements

for this with the Superintendent, Mr. James
Whitton, V.M.H.

Seaweed is an excellent fertiliser for Potatoes

on light land. It may be either mixed with farm-

yard mamure or worked in as a spring dressing

PLANTING OUT CELERY IN SHALLOW TRENCHES,

at the rate of about thirty tons to the acre. Very

porous land will take even more. Fair crops of

tubers have been raised by allotment holders year

after year on Seaweed alone, the latter being

spread in the drills just before planting ; but it is

usually desirable to supplement this dressing with

superphosphate sprinkled between the rows and

hoed in shortly before earthing-up. On poroiis

ground Seaweed has, quite apart from its fertilising

properties, the effect of retaining moisture, and

soil pests dislike it. It is first-rate also for Carrots,

Beet, Celery, Onions, Leeks, Parsnips and all the

Brassicas, including Turnips.

John R. Jackson, A.L.S.—Mr. J. R. Jackson,

A.L.S., late Curator of the Kew Museums and

Lecturer on Economic Botany, celebrated his

eightieth birthday on May 26. Mr. Jackson has

been so long on the retired list that the younger

generation of Kew gardeners wiU only know him

by name ; but many of the older ones will,re-

member his pleasant and genial manner of im-

parting instruction in applied botany.

Kew Guild Meeting.—^The annual general

meeting of the Kew Guild wiU be held in the

Lecture Room, Royal Gardens, Kew, on Saturday,

June 8, at 6 p.m.

A Flower Fair in Trafalgar Square.—.'^s

announced in our issue of May 18, a flower fair

is to be held in Trafalgar Square. It wiU take

place during the week June 20-26 with the 6bject

of securing funds for the maintenance of the

British Ambulance Committee's motor ambulances

which are attached to the French Army. Con-

siderable progress with the arrangements has

been made, and there is every indication that a

wonderful exhibit of flowers will be staged. The

National Rose Society, in response to an appeal

fuom the Duke of Portland, have' consented to

take two stalls about 30 feet in length. Each day

exhibits will be set up by our most

prominent Rose-growers. Many
nurserymen have consented to set

up exhibits of herbaceous and mis-

cellaneous flowers. Sit Harry
Veitch has already received an ex-

cellent response to his appeal to

Orchid - growers, and throughout

the week there wiU be i. mag-

nificent display of Orchids. There

are still a few spaces for disposal,

and the Organising Secretary of the

British Ambulance Committee, 23A.

Bruton Street, would be pleased to

give particulars to any nurserymen

who would stage exhibits during the

week. Staging, protected with a

wide awning, is being provided.

Many ladies well known in the

horticultural world, including Lady
Markham, Lady Mond and Lady
Heriry, are taking stalls, from which

they will sell flowers throughout the

week. Messrs. George Monro, 4,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,

have kindly consented to receive all

gifts of flowers and fruit sent to the

British' Ambulance Committee.

Salads.—In the early part of the year there is

usually a big supply of salads, but later on in

the season there is often a scarcity. Take, for

example, the case of the Radish. Market growers

cater principally for the spring demand only,

consequently the supply from the end of June
onward is very limited. There is at all times

a market for good Radishes, and they are much
easier to grow now than earlier in the season. So

here is an opportunity for the amateur to make
a little profit if he has sufficient ground to spare

for a few successive sowings. Sowings should also

be made of Lettuce, Cress and Mustard.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

WHITE BRYONY AS A VEGETABLE.

WALKING through the fields here in Henfield,

Sussex, I was aslced by a lady for the name

of this plant. She wished to Icnow, because the

young shoots were cooked and eatca in- Stafford-

shire, and she had found them very nice. This

was new to me, and I was a little doubtful ;
but

as there is no other British plant remotely like

Bryonia dioica, I could not suppose she was

mistaken in the plant. To make quite sure she

sent a piece of the Brj-ony to a friend, who con-

firmed her statement. Haying no books here for

reference, I applied to my friend Mr. S. A. Skan

of the Kew Herbarium, whose reply follows

:

" Bryonia dioica. ' The acrid and cathartic

properties of the root are shared in some measure

by all parts of the plant ; the berries are emetic

and even poisonous ; the young shoots in the

spring, however, are inert, and are sometimes

the late Mr. William Dean of Birmingham, with

whom I was in correspondence on the subject

years ago. Dr. Hogg spells the nariie with the

"p." If Mr.. Thompson was an Englishman,

this was probably the right spelling ; but if a Scots-

man it would probably be " Thomson." It is

tantalising to find the name spelt both ways in

one and the same list of Pansies in cultivation.

—

S. A^RNOTT.

TULIPS IN SEASON.

pROM Messrs. Barr and Sons we have received

a selectipn of beautiful Darwin and Cottage

Tulips. Among the Darwins were the well-

known varieties Clara Butt, Dream, La Tulipe

Noire and Professor Francis Darwin. We have

selected tliree blooms for illustration, viz., the

lustrous dark plum-coloured Philippe de Commines

and the royal purple Morales, both handsome

Darwins; also the ever-popular Mrs. Moon.

Most readers are familiar with its large flowers

and pointed petals reflexing at the top. Its

bright canary yellow flowers make a pleasing

feature of so many gardens. Among the Cottage

Tulips were the rich deep golden blooms of the

Philippe de Commines.

MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS.
Mrs. Moon. Morales.

boiled and eaten as greens without mischief.'

—

' English Botany,' ed. Syme, IV., p. 37. Johnson

and Sowerby (' Useful Plants of Great Britain,'

p. 106), after mentioning the poisonous properties

of the root and berries, say :
' The young shoots

in the spring are, however, nearly inert, and when

boiled may be eaten with safety, though probably

not very wholesome.' " These records are not

encouraging, but it would be interesting to know
whether the plant is eaten in other parts of the

country.—W. Botting Hemsley.

PLANT NAMES.

VOUR correspondent " C. H. P." will find what

I wrote about the derivation of " Pansy "

in The Garden of March 23, page 133. I must

not repeat it here, but if he has not the issue and

will communicate with me I shall be glad to send

him a note.—G. H. Engleheart, Little Clarendon,

Dinton, Salisbury.

PANSY HISTORY.

AS " C. H. p." remarks, there seems "to be no

unanimity in the spelling of the name " of

Mr. Thompson, or Thomson, of Iver, Bucks.

I have in my commonplace books a good deal of

material regarding the history of the Pansy,

and among it is a letter from the late Dr. Hogg to

variety Walter T.- Ware and the delicate pale

primrose Moonlight.

TULIP GOLDEN CROWN.

TV/TANY of the old " Cottage Garden " Tulips, as

they are often called, ap'pear to possess powers

of permanence far beyond those of some of the

newer Tulips, and certain varieties hold their

own well in spite of apparent adverse circumstances.

In this district a Tulip which appears to be excep-

tionally plentiful is Golden Crown, one which

must have been in the area for many years, if one

can judge from tradition and careful enquiry.

In some cottage gardens it has existed for many
years, increases well annually, and gives a fine

appearance with its shapely, pointed buds and

good flowers. Opening pure yellow, a margin of

red appears round the segments, and this gradually

extends until the bloom is practically flushed with

this all over, giving a sunset effect.—S. Arnott,

Dumfries.

A CONTRAST.

yESTERDAY I chanced to come across a collec-

tion of old Daffodil accounts relating to

varieties purchased some four or five years ago.

In glancing through them I read, among others.

the following names :- Admiration, Acme, Amphion,

Charm, Elizabeth, Fragrance, Dewdrop, Lorna,

Marshlight, Minstrel, Mrs. Walter Wright, Mrs.

William Miles, Nemesis, Northern Queen, Lucastra,

Orient, Plenipo, Red Lady, Rubellite, Royal

Sovereign, Scarlet Gem, Sunflower, Tintoretto

and Yellow Poppy. I am sorry to say that the

labels bearing the names, in the majority of in-

stances, alone remain. Most of the bulbs did

not survive a second season, a, large number

failed the first, and in some instances were

replaced by fresh bulbs.

By a strange coincidence, within an hour

I found an old number of The Garden,

dated September 13, 1913, with " A Coloured

Plate is given with this issue " printed in

the top right-hand corner. I was delighted to

find it to be a real Daffodil number ; the coloured

plate illustrated tluree flowers (Ethelbert, Florence

Pearson and The Doctor), which did very well

with me'this year. The first article to attract

my attention was " Weeding out Weak-growing

Daffodils," by J. D. Pearson. After my experi-

ence with the above varieties and others, I can

heartily agree with the writer that plants which

give beautiful flowers, but which only one man in

ten can grow, require to be severely dealt with.

Take the last variety named above—Yellow Poppy ;

my record is two good blooms in four years. This

year two bulbs had one flower each, one 6 inches

long in the stalk, the other 2 inches longer, and the

blooms of the poorest description. The accounts

no doubt recalled many disappointments ; but

what a treat to have found such a copy of

The Garden as No. 2182 ! Articles by all

the " nibs" !

The review of the first Daffodil Year Book by

the Rev. G. H. Engleheart recalled the discussion

a year or two ago as to the cost of production oi

this Annual. His concluding remark, " The

price (rs. 6d.) is almost'ridiculously small for such

a book," emphasises the fact that the fixing of

such a price was not the way to ensure that the

" publication devoted to the interests of one

particular flower should come within reasonable

distance of proving self-supporting."—G. C.

FRUIT BOTTLING IN COLD WATER

:

FAILURE AND SUCCESS.

TNresponse to the query in The GARDENof May 18,

I may say my wife and I tried this last year

in screw-topped, rubber-ringed bottles with Black

Currants, Red Gooseberries, Plums and Raspberries

with, sooner or later, the same result in every case

—failure. We had about two dozen 2lb. bottles.

Some of the fruits we were able to use as soon as

fermentation started, but most of them were

hopelessly gone when noticed. Every care was

taken to exclude all air in sealing up under water.

Some of the bottles were opened and re-sealed

under water next day. Some were stood right end

up, and some upside down, so that there might

be no question of air getting in, and yet in every

instance fermentation set in. Plums went first,

followed by Raspberries, then Black Currants,

and finally Gooseberries, the whole of the contents

frothing up out of the bottles immediately the

tops were unscrewed. We bottled a large quantity

of all kinds of fruits by the ordinary sterilising

method in the same bottles, and have done so for

some years, with quite satisfactory results. We
tried the cold water method as an experiment, taking

every care, but it has turned out a complete

failure. I need hardly add we do not propose

to repeat the experiment, and would advise others

to follow the more dependable method of steri-

lising by heat.

—

William Grant, Arisaig Houstr

Gardens, Inverness-shire.
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CYDONIA MAULEI AS A POT PLANT

TV/TY sister and I did six Kilner jars of Damsons

last autumn, carefully following the instruc-

tions given in your paper. Five of these have

been- used and were excellent—quite like fresh

fruit. The remaining jar looks just as good.

We hope to preserve in the same way this

year, and mean to try the method with other

fruit.

—

Georgina M. Jebb, Fairyfield, Great Barr,

near Birmingham.

TN reply to your query in the issue of The Garden
for May 25, I tried the preserving of fruit

by the cold water process (as described in your

issue of August 25, 1917) for Green Gages and

Plums, and found it most successful, the fruit

keeping well and the flavour being excellent.

I still have a few bottles of fruit in excellent

condition. I may add I had no failures.—(Mrs.)

A. PuLMAN, Bryn, Huntoii Bridge Hill, King's

Langlcy, Herts. »

AN AMAZING PLANT.

OUCH is Pentstemon Davidsonii, which from

its tiny, prostrate branchlets sends forth

flowers of such enormous size in great abundance

and oi an intense ruby crimson. Few of the

lesser alpines can compare with it in brilliance

during the second half of May, if indeed, at any

other season. In form the blooms are similar

to those of ordinary hybrid Pentstemons ;
they

are often well over an inch in length and half

an inch broad, and they lie upon the ground all

round the small plant as if the latter had not the

strength to support a family so niunerous and so

extravagant.—A. T. Johnson.

CORYDALIS OCHROLEUCA.

A LADY writes me thus about the long en-

durance of this pretty Corydalis in water.

The date of her letter is May 15 :
" In the autumn

of 1916 I cut down a rock plant of white

Corydalis ; it has glaucous leaves and seeds a

good deal. One flowering spray I kept in water

in my bedroom, without fire and with very

little gas ; it lasted so long that last winter

I took a similar piece and

dated it. It was put in

on September 30, igij, and

lias shown no sign of

rooting, but has now seven

good small leaves and si.K

flowers or buds. Several

dying leaves have been

cut off. The stem ends

were cut under water when
it was put in."—G. J.

THE JAPANE.SE

QUINCE AS A ROOM
PLANT.

'~V O the uses of the
Japanese Quince men-

tioned by " A. C. B.," issue

May 25,- page 207, might

be added its adaptability

for growing in pots. Cydonia

Maulei is perhaps the best

for the purpose, as it is not

so robust in growth. It

grows from seed, and there

is always variation in the

seedlings in flower and fruit,

which adds not a little to

their interest. The fruits

are delightfully aromatic,

and pot plants laden
with fruits may be brought in from the open in

the autumn and used as room plants. They

give a pleasihg effect in the dull days of winter.

When grown in this way it is but the work of a

moment to lift them and bring them indoors.

—

Wavland.

THE CABBAGE PATCH.

"PORTY-SEVEN miles away from the " hub of

the universe," in an Essex garden, there is

to be seen a bed of Cabbages, twelve rows in all,

of finely grown plants, of which the accompanying

photograph will give the reader some idea^ and the

gardener standing in their midst will give the sense

of proportion. Cabbages—yes, common Cabbages !

But is there not a poetic as well as a practical side

to this useful and wholesome vegetable ? From

their dwelling-place they recall to the passer-by

the music of a spring morning, the flit of swallows,

the glad song of birds, and the cuckoo almost

talking and " telling his name to all the hills "
;

and then the thought of the high destiny of these

common Cabbages—food " for the service of man."
Here let me give for the benefit of the house-

wife a recipe for cooking this vegetable of the

people, if I may so designate it. It is from the

able article which has recently appeared in the

Daily Mail, by Mrs. C. S. Peel, and runs thus :

" Take off the withered outside leaves, divide

the Cabbage into four pieces, cut off the stalk,

wash well in salted water to remove dirt and grubs,

shred coarsely or cut into eight portions, place

in an earthen casserole (for choice) with one

gill of water, and one ounce of fat to one medium-
sized Cabbage. Cover and cook quite gently,

stirring now and then until tender ; season with

pepper and salt and serve very hot in the casserole."

I must recall an old nursery rhyme which many
of my readers may remember :

" A frog he would a-wooin_g go.

Whether his mother would let him or no,

' Hey ho !
' says Rowley,

' Cabbage and Spinach, Hey-ho,'

Says Anthony Rowley."

—H. C. P.

SORREL MILK SOUP.

nPHE following is a very nice soup, much used

in France, and easily and quickly made

:

Two ounces of butter (or substitute), one Onion,

half a Lettuce, and a good handful of Sorrel.

The Sorrel is first blanched for two or three

minutes in boiling water in order to get rid of a

part of the acid, and then cut into shreds. The
Lettuce is also slu"edded. Meanwhile the Onion

is cut up and fried in the butter to a yellow colour
;

it must not be bro\vned or the least burnt. Add
to it the shredded Lettuce and Sorrel, and stew all

together for from fifteen to twenty minutes. When
nearly done add two teaspoonfuls of white sugar

(if it can be spared) and three teaspoonfuls of

salt. Then add a pint of water, and cook gently

for another quarter of an hour. Pour it into

the tureen, wait a few moments, and then add to

it in the tureen half a pint of milk that has been

made hot but not actually boiled.—G. J.

THE* CABBAGE PATCH IN A READER'S GARDEN.
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PULMONARIA AZUREA
This excellent Luiigwojt, a very near relative

of the rare British P. angustifolia, is not yet

frequent in gardens, but is highly desirable, for it

is a neat plant and its bloom is one of the

SGORZONERA

To
secure large roots of this delicious

vegetable, seed may be sown in June and
onward to August, allowing the plants to

remain in the ground until the winter of

the following year. It is often grown in

this way in France, and is a crop more widely

grown there than here. Allowing the roots to

remain a second season in the ground adds both to

size and flavour. In some cases they are even left

in the soil a third year. The French usually call

it Black Salsify (Salsifis noir). To grow this crop

well the ground must be well and deeply worked.

The upper spit of soil must have no trace of recent

manure, or forked and fibrous roots will be the

result ; but a dressing of half-rotted manure may
be mixed with the lower spit about 15 inches

belo"w the surface. Seed when sown late in summer
is sometimes difEitult to germinate, but if a good
watering is given and the surface covered with

long, clean straw thinly laid on, very little

difficulty need be feared. The soil of the seed-bed

should be made fine, and shallow drills drawn
about 15 inches apart, the seedlings being

thinned to about 6 inches apart. They usually

grow away freely, and when the leaves become
large and crowded the plot may be cut over with

a scythe or hook ; this may be done several times

during growth. Cottagers who keep a lot of

rabbits (and nearly everyone does in France)

appreciate the leaves, as the rabbits are fond of

them and they are said to be good for the animals.

Leaves may be used for a salad in spring, and may

also be blanched, when they resemble Barbe de
Capucin. Of course, seed may be sown in spring

as well to get a crop the same season. According
to Nicholson, the name comes from the fact of

the cooling properties of the plant, being used

as a remedy against the bites of serpents in

Spain. W. L. Lavendei?.

PULMONARIA AZUREA.

most perfect of blues. The flowers are about

ten in a head, on short twin stalks of five blooms

each. They are best seen from below, as they

are slightly drooping. The newly opened flower

has a purplish tinge, which soon passes into

a brilliant blue of the purest quality. The
lance-shaped, stemless leaves are sharply

pointed, and the whole plaitt, which makes a

close tuft well set with bloom, is about 9 inches

high.

The plants should be divided every three years

soon after the bloom is over.

AKEBIA QUINATA
Akebia 5UINATA is one of several of the climbing

plants of the Berberis order. In the middle of

May the clusters of leathery-looking flowers of

a dim, dusky, low-toned red-purple colour are

noticeable not only for their unusual colour,

but for their strange form and their sweet

scent.

The male and female flowers are borne on the

same stem in a hanging raceme ; the more con-

spicuous fertile flower is composed of three sepals,

each a nearly circular, shallow cup, with the fiva

solid stamens rising and radiating diagonally in

the centre. The dusky appearance is increased

by the whole being covered with a darkish bloom,

which, like that of a Plum, is easily rubbed off
;

. only the points of the stamens are darkly lustrous

with a viscous varnish for the retention of the

pollen.

The pollen flowers are the same in general

form, but much smaller and lighter in colour.

The leaves, of five-stalked leaflets, are of a fresh

green tint. Perhaps their form is unconsciously

familiar to us in details of Far Eastern decoration,

for they give the impression of something fi-om

China or Japan, these countries being, in fact,

the place of origin of the plant. G. J. AKEBIA QUINATA.

Tomatoes Outdoors

THIS is a garden crop which is becoming
more important every year as the

supposed difficulties concerning its suc-

cessful growth in the open air become
dissipated by experience and practice.

Last year taught us a useful lesson in this respect.

It has been stated by many writers, and generally
acknowledged by growers, that the crop proves
a failure when the summer happens to be dull

and cold, as it was last year. I certainly

shared this belief until I was cominced to the
contrary by some splendid crops which . I saw
last autumn in many parts round London. This
fact, I think, ought to go far to inspire confidence
in the possibility of securing splendid crops in

warm summers, and moderately good even in

bad ones, of this popular and profitable fruit.

To the inexperienced there will always remain
certain points of difficulty attached to the success-

ful growth of this crop out of doors until they have
learned by experience how to provide the con-
ditions necessary, and by the help of which alone
success is possible.

I scarcely think it would prove to be a lucra-

tive crop on the north side of the Trent, but
undoubtedly would be ^o in our Home and
Southern Counties. It should be planted in warm,
well-drained and generously manured land of a

light rather than of a heavy texture, facing south
if possible, and if sheltered from north and east

winds so much the better. In my opinion the

greatest iactor in bringing about the success of

this crop is to have strong, healthy plants at

the time of planting in the open quarters.

Another important factor is the frequent appli-

cation of the hoe among the plants during
the season of growth. It is impossible to

exaggerate the value of this work in aerating

and increasing the fertility of the soil.

To grow the Tomata successfully, the grower
must constantly have in his mind the fact

that the young plants must be grown hardily

and sturdily (attenuated and weakly plants

are of no use) ; therefore the air of the house
or frame in which they are grown must never
be stuffy or overheated, but must, at the
same time, be artificially warmed, especially at

night, to ensure steady growth and to admit of a

current of air at all times, except in very cold

weather.

By the first week in May, if all has gone well,

the young plants will have made healthy, sturdy
specimens from 12 inches to r8 inches high, many of

them no doubt showing a few flowers, which should
be encouraged to set fruit by distributing the pollen

grains by brushing with a rabbit's tail. The
Tomato is a tender plant, therefore it should
"not be exposed to frost at any time. How-
ever, the time has now come for placing the young
plants out of doors in a sheltered position on a

bed of ashes In order to protect the plants

from frost at night, a temporary covering

should be erected over them in the way of a

skeleton framework of wood, over the sides and
tops of which mats or some other covering shoiild

be placed at night until danger from frost has
passed, leaving them exposed in the daytime. -

This hardening process will have prepared the

plants for putting out in their summer quarters
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by about June 7. They should by then be

strong, well-rooted plants, many of them bearing

from one to two hunches of fruit, which should be
ripe by the end of July or beginning of August.

We will now return to the land in which they

are to be planted, and which we left in a rough
state after manuring and trenching in March.

The first thing to do wUl be to scarify the surface

either by a harrow or fork, and then draw
shallow drills to mark where the rows are to be.

The first two drills should be i foot apart, the

next 18 inches, the next i foot and the next

18 inches again, and so on through the piece. By
thus planting in rows only 12" inches apart it is

possible to fasten the two rows of plants to one
support, thereby considerably reducing the ex-

pense. The 18-inch space between the rows
affords adequate room for walking and working

among the plants and for gathering the fruit
;

15 inches should be allowed between plant and
plant in the row.

Planting.—The holes should be dug out

with a spade and made deep enough for at

least 4 inches of the base of the stem of the

plant to be buried in the soil, from which
new roots will soon shoot forth. Plant when
the soil is comparatively dry, tread

firmly round the plants, and give a good
watering immediately afterwards. On no
account must it be forgotten to thoroughly

water the plants the day before they are

planted.

After - Management. — An important

matter which must receive timely attention

is the cutting away of the side shoots

or laterals as fast as they form, or the

growth will become so dense as to

prevent light, air and heat circulating among the

plants, to the injury of the fruit. Yet another

important matter I would notice is the necessity

of cutting oS the top of the plant, three joints

above the top bunch of fruit, as soon as four

bunches of fruit are secured to each plant. This

will hasten the swelling and maturity of the fruit

enormously. Many growers I know, in the hope
of securing a heavier crop, defer this operation

until more bunches are secured. It is a fatal

mistake to make. The summer is too short to

ripen sucli late-formed fruit.

Supports for the Plants.—Many use Bamboo
canes, one to each plant. This is an effective

way, no doubt, but an expensive one, entailing

much time to carry out and a considerable outlay

for canes. The simplest and cheapest way, I

think, is to fix pieces of fairly strong wood
between every two rows at a chstance of 20 yards

apart, and to stretch one or two thin wires the

length of the rows, tying the plants of both rows
to this. I saw a large quarter last year, the

plants on which had been allowed to lie on the

ground, the grower thinking they would come to

no good owing to the bad season. So far as 1

•could see they ripened up nearly as well as those

which were supported by sticks.

Watering.—The plants should be watered at

least once a week for about three weeks after

planting. By that time the roots will have taken

hold of the soil, and no further watering v^U be
needed.

Mulching.—A thin mulch of decayed manure
placed about 2 inches deep on the surface of the

soil round the plants as soon as the tops are cut

<iff, as advised before, works wonders in helping

to swell up and increase the weight of the crop.

Gathering the Fr^iits.—This should be done before

they are ripe—that is to say, as soon as they have
taken on a decided colour over, say, half their

surface. They should be placed on boards or in

shallow boxes, two layers deep, on a greenhouse
shelf, or inside a frame under glass where there

is a genial (but not too much) heat and a current

of warm air passing over them. In about ten

days the fruits will put on as brilhant a colour as

is to be found on most others grown under glass.

Varieties. — The heaviest cropping outdoor

variety I know is Sutton's Open Air, but it is

somewhat corrugated in outline, and this miUtates

against its market value. Sutton's Abundance
and Earliest of All are excellent ; so are Hide's

Recruit. Carter's Sunrise'' and Veitch's Frogmorc

Selected. T.

Hoeing.—.At this time of the year it is neces-

sary to keep the hoe going among all growing

crops. Hoeing aerates the soil, admits sunshine,

keeps the soil sweet, and conserves moisture.

It is much better to conserve the moisture in the

soil that is already there than to allow it to become

dry and then resort to the use of the watering-

ran. All transplanted crops and those that have

IRIS TAURI. THE FLOWERS ARE RED
PURPLE WITH GOLDEN MARKINGS.

(Natural size)

been thinned should be hoed so as to maintain

the ground in a cool and moist condition. Plants

make better growth after a good hoeing, and

insect as well as weed pests are kept down. There

is perhaps no time when hoeing is more needed

than after a heavy storm such as occurred in some
parts of the country last week. The surface soil,

battered by the heavy downpoiu, dries-hard and
cakes on the top after a day's sunshine, and soon

cracks, giving off in vapom' the moisture that is

needed by the cxiltivated crop. In cases like

this the hoe must be set vigorously to work imme-
diately the sm-face begins to dry, but not while

it is still wet, otherwise more harm than good will

result.

IRISES.-II
THE JUNO SECTION.

THE Juno Irises form a very distinct

section of the genus, their characteristics

being the broad, channelled leaves, not

unhke those of the Maize, and the curious

fleshy roots that are attached to the

bulb in its resting state. Another feature is to

\k found in the fact that the inner perianth seg-

ments, which in other Irises are held erect, and

therefore called "standards," either stand out

horizontally or even hang vertically downwards.

One species, I. alata, is found near the shores

of the Western Mediterranean, while the others

are confined to Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, and the

districts of Central Asia in and around Turkeyan.

There are at least three, and possibly more, groups

of species within the section,

which differ in their seeds and
in the shape of the falls or

outer perianth segments of the

flowers.

The most numerous and the

most widely distributed of

these groups is that of which

I. alata is typical. The name
alata, or winged, was given to

this Iris because the haft of the

fall bears large wings which

arch over and clasp the style

branch above it. The seeds are

spherical, and the plant will

rarely succeed except in heavy

loam. It is, however, valuable

for its habit of flowering in the late autumn,

though for this very reason it rarely becomes

established, being unable properly to complete

and ripen its growth in the depths of winter

and in early spring in our climate. The flowers

are large for the size of the plant, and

usually of a rich blue colour, though an albino

form sometimes occurs. In Syria this Iris is

represented by the slightly smaller I. palaestina,

of which the flowers vary from blue to greenish

yellow. It needs a microscope to separate this

species bolanically from alata, for the only differ-

ence is to be found in the spherical knobs that top

the minute hau--like processes along the haft of

the falls.

In Asia Minor there are a number of species

known as forms of I. persica. The type is very

beautiful, with flowers of a kind of opalescent

blue and brown purple. Stenophylla, or Heldreichi,

has flowers of two shades of blue purple, while

those of Tauri are red purple with golden markings.

All these Irises are difficult to establish, because

they will only succeed in heavy, tenacious soil,

from which it is almost impossible to extract the

bulbs with the fragile store-roots intact. However,

those that do establish themselves live on and

flower from year to year in a sheltered, sunny and

well-drained corner.

Further north there grows I. caucasica, with

flowers of a somewhat transp.irent yellow ; and

further east, in the hills of Northern Mesopotamia,

the large and beautiful I. sindjarensis, with pale

blue flowers.

Several hybrids have been raised between these

species, which have more vigour than their parents

and which do well in good loam. Tlie best is

sind-pers, with flowers of a beautiful blue approach-

ing that of a turquoise, set oft by the central

golden ridge, which it inherits from persica.

I. WiUmottijE from Turkestan belongs to this

group, as does also I. Tubergeniana. The former

has beautiful flowers of blue purple and white,

and very broad, glossy foliage ; and the latter is
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one 01 the few bulbous Irises that can boast of

a beard. It has yellow flowers.

Some years of experience of the cultivation

of these Irises has shown that they have no vigour

in light soil, and those gardeners who cannot

give them loam must try to content themselves

with the second group, which is confined to

Turkestan, and which is distinguished from the

former by the, wingless falls and by the cubical

and not spherical seeds.

The finest member of the group is the white

and yellow bucharica, which produces as many as

seven or eight flowers, one above the other,

in the axils of the leaves, and of which

a large bed is a fine sight in April. Wholly

yellow forms may be obtained by crossing

it tvith orchioides, which has smaller flowers

of a deep yellow colour, though there is a

pale yellow form, sulphurea, and a white

form with green veinings. Very beautiful

and delicate pale lemon forms of bucharica

can also be obtained among seedlings^fand

it is also possible to introduce into hybrids

a certain amount of the purple from the

richly coloured warleyensis. This has

flowers of a rich purple with a g-blden

central ridge in its typical form, but

seedlings have given me

forms that are wholly

yellow or even white.

The so-called orchioides

CKrulea is, I believe, a

hybrid, because it has

hitherto always failed to

set seeds, though growing ^nSsr the same

conditions as the other plants, of which

practically every flower gives rise to a

capsule of seeds.

I. Fosteriana, from the borders of

Afghanistan, is an extraordinEiry plant

with an olive green bulb, and flowers of

which the outer segments are yellow and

the inner a rich purple. Unfortunately,

it does not appear to be easy to grow,

and though I have succeeded in raising

seedlings of it, I have never yet contrived

to nurse them on to flowering strength.

Charlerlionse, Gcdalming. W. R. Dykes.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peaches.—The trees have set heavy crops

and are full of promise. Keep the foliage clean

and free from aphis by repeated syringings with
any approved insecticide, disbud freely, and tie

early the young shoots required, taking care to

place one tie near the base of the young shoot
to prevent an elbow. Remove several of the
young fruits where they are in clusters, and give
attention to the roots.

Strawberries.—Prepare the ground for putting
out plants which have been forced. Strawberries
require good and moderately firm soil, so that the
roots may obtain a good grip. Do not allow the

H

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Young plants raised and pricked off

in shallow boxes may be planted 4 inches apart
on a well-prepared border to encourage sturdy
plants prioi; to transferring them to the trenches.

Dust the ground well with soot, keep the beds
properly labelled, and, as soon as the plants are
well established, slightly bedew the leaves with
Quassia Extract at intervals to ward off the fly.

Do not allow the roots to suffer from the want of

water.

Vegetable" Marrows.—These, if duly hardened
off, may be planted in beds or on hillocks of good
soil and manure. If the nights prove chilly, a

little protection may be needed. See that

the balls of roots are thoroughly moistened
prior to planting. The same remarks
apply to Ridge Cucumbers.

Tomatoes.—These planfs should be
nicely hardened o2 before planting them
out in a sunny aspect. To meet with
reasonable success, the plants should be
18 inches or more in height when planted,

and be strong and healthy. Plant

15 inches apart and train the leader

straight, removing all side growths as fast

as they appear. Never allow the roots to

become too dry.
H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN G.\RDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Give careful attention to aU
Vines in later stages of development by
timely thinning superfluous bunches and
berries. The latter should be taken in

hand when very smaU, and be per'cvered

with. Keep the scissors perfectly clean, be
careful not to prick any of the larger

berries left to mature, and place strong

ties near the bunches to keep them in

position. Vines that have not been
forwarded in artificial heat will now be in

flower, and, should the weather prove dull and
cold, a slight warmth in the pipes during this

critical period will greatly help the setting of

the berries, after which the fire-heat may be
dispensed with. Keep the atmosphere drier and
be very careful with the ventilation. All lateral

stopping and regulating should be regularly at-

tended to, as any neglect in this respect will end in

thickets of useless shoots.

Strawberries.—Keep these well supplied with
liquid manure, the foliage clean, and the fruits

supported with little forked branches. Do not
allow the plants to carry more than seven or

eight fruits each to mature, otherwise the berries

v/ill not swell to a large size. Remove aU plants

as soon as the crop is gathered, and place them
somewhere convenient to water, keeping only
enough required for planting out. The latest batch
may be grown in cold frames ; these plants are

preferable for planting in the open to fruit next year.

plants to remain a day
longer than necessary in

the pots, but set them
out in their permanent
positions and thus lessen

watering.

Morello Cherries.—
The trees at the present
time are a mass of

bloom and have every
appearance of setting a

good crop. As soon as the fruits have set,

watch for black aphis, and, immediately it is

visible, check it to prevent the young green tips

from serious injury. Quassia Extract, Abol and
XL Nicotine Wash are all excellent remedies
when properly used. Sweet Cherries on west
walls have set good crops. Pears bad, and Goose-

berries have dropped much fruit owing to the
inclement weather.

IRIS WARLEYENSIS.
{Natural sue.)

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Maincrop Potatoes should

have a partial earthing-up as soon as they

have made from 3 inches to 4 inches of

growth above the ground. The crop

will be much benefited if a dressing

of wcTod-ashes or Potato manure is

applied close to

the stems prior to

earthing-up. Keep
the entire crop
clear of weeds.

New Zealand
Spinach.—If not

already done, a

planting of this

useful Spinach
should be made on
a south border,

putting the plants

about 3 feet apart.

Planting Celery.

This crop should

be planted out as

soon as time will

permit. See that

the trenches are clear of weeds before commencing

operations. The number of rows to a trench

depends upon the breadth of trencli formed,

and varies from a single row to half a dozen.

In any case the plants should stand at least a

foot apart if good results are expected Give

the plants a watering when finished, it dry con-

ditions obtain.

Broad Beans.—Pinch out the growing pomts

of early crops as soon as a sufficient number of

pods have been formed or flowers opened. By

this operation the crop will be fit to pick sooner

than if left alone. The crop wfll also be relatively

heavier.

Lettuces and Radishes.—The ridges between

the Celery trenches should be occupied by these

crops Part of the Lettuce crop should be sown

here now, and part planted out from a previous

sowing so as to secure a succession A good

variety of the Cabbage type, such as All the Year

Round or Neapolitan, is preferable to a t^os

variety, were it only on the ground of saving

labour.

Tomatoes.—Continue to feed plants swelling

their fruits until the latter show coloiu:, keep

all laterals down bv prompt pinching, and apply

a top-dressing of loam to plants whose roots are

showing freely on the surface.

Cucumbers.—Thin out all superfluous shoots

and tie up those retained.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Out.— This work should, if at all

possible, be finished during the course of the week.

It is well to put a few surplus plants in the reserve

garden to make good any failures.
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Planting Dahlias.—The sooner the entire stock

is planted the better. If previous advice given

in this folumn has been followed, the stakes will

already be in position. G.ve each plant a spadeful

of a speoially prepared rich compost to give it a

vigorous start. Tie each plant rather loosely

to the stake as soon as the operation of planting

is finished, and water to settle the soil about the
roots. Grouping the different classes—Cactus,

PiEony and single—together' is preferable to

promiscuous planting. Finish off with the Dutch
hoe.

Herbaceous Plants.—^Coutinue to stake and
tie as necessary, always avoiding stiffness. Remove
the dead blooms of early flowering subjects, and
ply the Dutch hoe to keep down weecis and to

aerate the soil.

Plants Under Glass.

Gloxinias.—-Remove established plants to the
conservatory before the Ijlooms open. Treated
thus they will have a longer flowering period than
if coddled in the stove till in full bloom. Seedlings
should now be fit to be potted up into 3-inch or

3l-mch pots. Use a little peat and charcoal in

the potting material.

Cinerarias.—Prick off about 3 inches apart into

boxes. Use plenty of leaf-mould with some of

the rough sittings at the bottom of the box. Treated
thus they can be transferred direct from the boxes
into 4-inch or 5-inch pots, thereby saving labour,
and be better suited to the requirements of the
plants than when potted up into small pots.

General Remarks.—Full top ventilation and
as much front also should now be left on constantly
in the conser\'atory. Remove Cinerarias, Clarkias

and Schizanthuses as they go out of bloom, and
introduce summer-flowering subjects from other
structures.

Hard-Wooded Plants should now be stood
outdoors for the summer. Stand on coal-ashes

in a sheltered position shaded from the midday
sun. Give them any pruning necessary to maintain
the proper balance of growth. Attend carefully

to watering. __

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—As soon as runners are avail-

able, a sufficient number should be layered to meet
forcing requirements. Fill the necessary number
of small pots with sandy loam, and sink them
by the aid of a trowel immediately under the
embryo plants. Secure the runners by means of
pegs, crocks or pebble?. As soon as the roots take
hold of the soil, pinch out the growing point just
beyond the pot.

Vines.—As soon as the fruits of succession
crops are the size of Peas, they should be- second
thinned and the shoulders tied out, after which

AZ.\LEAS IN MR. BILNEYS GARDEN AT WEYBRIDGE.

the border should have a moderate watering and a
stimulant applied if considered necessary.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens^ Davidson' s Mains, Midlothian,

A Weybridge Garden

W ITH the passing of Tulips the

Irises are making a glorious display

at Ronneby, Oatlands Chase,

Weybridge, where Mr. W. A.

Bilney has made a garden of

unusual interest by virtue of the choice and beauti-

ful plants it contains. Among the Irises the two

varieties Enid and Florentina are flowering to

perfection, backed by Cytisus praecox and a pro-

fusion of Rhododendrons. Paeonies give promise

of unusual splendour, and many fine plants of

Paeonia peregrina, better known as lobata, are

to be. seen in the collection. In the rock garden

are masses of the blue Lithospermum purpureo-

caeruleum, which w-e are glad to claim a British

plant. It grows wild in South .Devon. The
white flowers of Arenaria montana, mingled with

pink Saponaria ocymoides, make pleasing splashes

of colour on the rocks; and another pretty combi-

nation of colour is seen in Iberis gibraltarica and
a pirk Phlox named Spright. Needless to add,

the kitchen garden is well stocked with vegetables.

Such is invariably the case nowadays, where flowers

have not been forgotten.

IN THE IRIS GARDEN AT RONNEBY, OATLANDS CHASE, WEYBRIDGE.

Notes from a County Down
Garden

THE Daffodils are over and June Irises,

will soon be here. With lengthening

days come new hopes and brighter hours.

Scilla sibirica has shown its blue eye on
the grass with the yellow and purple

Crocus. There was a pretty Tulip, very diminutive

as Tulips go, but earlier 'than any. We had it

for years here, "but one year it disappeared from
the foot of the Apple tree where it flourished ; it

is only a memory, but it is a pleasant one. Tulipa

Kaufmanniana is the name. We have planed a

few new climbing Roses—Source d'Or, W. A.

Richardson and Aviateur Bleriot ; but the world

is sad to-day, and one hesiPates about adding

much to one's garden. If the incubus which hangs

over us all was lifted off, what a great relief

would every gardener feel ; but the beautiful is as.

useful as the useful from the spirit point of view, and

even in vegetable culture the artistic and esthetic

side of one's nature can appreciate good tillage

and plots cared for with knowledge and zealous

love. When the season of grafting was upon us

we grafted some Green Gage shoots on a strong

Plum sucker which was useless for growing Plums.

It is difficult to get a really good book on graft--

ing and budding. I often wonder if anyone

has written such a book. The nurseryman and
practical gardener leio^vs all that is to be known
on the subject, but as a rule he finds it difficult

to put his loiowledge on paper ; he takes so much
for granted by his reader. I remember a little

book which was quite classical ; it was called"

" Villa Gardening," by Edward Hobday. There

are few such gardening books to be seen now. Some
give too much detail, others too little ; it requires,

a genius, even in gardening books, to know what

.

to wTite succinct Iv.
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I weighed a Potato to-day ; it was exactly

20Z. and had one sprout. It was interesting to

show that this was the typical seed Potato, so

I planted it in a spot by itself, and with patience

hope to watch its growth. There seems to be great

possibilities in the proper use of sulphate bf

ammonia with Potatoes, used as a top-dressing

when the plants ar^ 6 inches high. But a little

lvno^yledge is a dangerous thing, and the after-

treatment of the ground must be understood.

We have forced Rhubarb here for years by merely
covering the crowns with straw about a foot thick ;

the straw is never removed, and rots down. I am
inclined to think it acts as a phosphatic fertiliser

eventually. This splendid weather has given a
great impetus to gardeners in this district, and
even by the light of the waning moon I saw two
women busily engaged on their plots. What a

blessing it is that Tobacco has not got beyond the

price of use ! Men such as John Jlayer are to be

congratulated on the way they have " played the

game " and supplied such first-class material at

reasonable prices. These are patriots.

Holywood, County Down. Walter Smyth.

restrictions placed on importations. These re-

strictions require the ordering of the machines
before they can be imported from America. There

A Garden Small Tractor
jk T this time of labour scarcity, a time

/% also which demands that every available

/ % rod of ground should be made to yield

/ % a crop, it may be well to call attention
•* * to a unique little garden implement

which is now on the market, namely, the " Bee-

man" Garden Tractor. The machine is intended

to perform all hand cultivating, the one-horse

cultivating, and the small power work about the

house. Tt has been used for some time in America
for the cultivation of Onions, Carrots, Beets and
all other vegetables grown in rows ; and for culti-

vating corn, Potatoes, Peas, Beans, Tobacco,

and Cotton. In the case of small vegetable crops

it travels astride the rows, and between the rows
of Potatoes and other crops sown r8 inches or

more between the rows. It is easily handled,

and a woman, boy, or girl can operate the engine.

The operator walks behind and steers as he would
with a plough. The clutch is on one steering

handle, the throttle on the other, and each

is operated without taking the hand ofi the steer-

in? handle. The thumb and forefinger of the

right hand work the throttle ; the little finger of

the left hand will release the clutch.

It is not necessary here to go into the details of

how the machine is operated. Suffice it to say

that the machine is easily managed, reliable,

efficient, and destined to lighten the burden of the

drudgery in market gardens, large private gardens,

nurseries, and on small holdings. Such an im-

plement, properly used, should ensure the better

cultivation of the soil.

Specifications.—The machine weighs approxi-

mately 45olb. ; it is made specially heavy to

ensure traction. The width is 17 inches over all,

and the height 39 inches. The wheels are 25 inches

high with a 3j-inch tread. The engine develops

four horse-power on the belt, and one and a

quarter horse-powei: on the bar. At 230 to 2,000

revolutions per minute a speed of one to three

miles per hoxir is obtained, and three-quarters of

a mile to two and a half miles in the field. The
only difficulty seems to be that of obtaining

petrol. But even this should be forthcoming,

and I think all will agree that if there is any good
in such a machine as that briefly described above
it should be exploited to the full at the present

time. Unfortunately, the number of "Beeman"
tractors in use in this country at the moment is

decidedly limited, owing to the Government

THE ' BEEMAN G.^RDEN TRACTOR.

is, however, a similar machine -of English make
which should soon be on the market.

Droitwich. L. M. Marshall.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

RULES FOR CORRESPONDENTS.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—Tte EAilor endearours
to make The Garden hdpjul to all readers who detire
assistance^ 110 matter ivhat the branch of gardening may be,
and ttnth that object makes a special feature of the '"Answers
to Correspondents " columns. All communications should be
clearly and concisely written on one side of the paper only,
and addressed to the Editor of The Garden, 20, Tavistock
Street, Covent Oarden, London, W.C. The name and address
of the sender are required in addition to any designation he
may desire to be used in the paper. When more than one
query is sent, each should be on a separate piece of paper.
Plants for naming should be clearly numbered and securely
packed in damp grass or moss, not cotton-wool, and flowering
shoots, where possible, should be sent. Jt is useless to stnd
small scraps that are not characteristic of the plant. Letters
on tmsiness should be sent to tfie Publisher.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
BORECOLE AND COLEWORT {S. A/ ).—These both

belong to the Cabbage family (Brassica oleracea) and,
indeed, are two well known, widely different types of
it. Borecole is also known as" Kale, and, regarded as among
the hardiest and most productive of winter grecustuffs, is

valued accordingly. The Scotch Curled and Cottagers'
Kale are very old types of it, and at the best unsurpassed.
The Colewort belongs to the Cabbage proper and is.

indeed, a distinct type of it, of smaller and more com-
pact growth. Sowings of this arc made late in May and
early June for affording autumn and early winter supplies.
Excessive manuring would promote coarseness in the
growth of the Violas, with probably a proportionate degree
of coarseness in the blooms. But if by a " complete
change in the character of the plants and blooms " you
infer something more than this; you had better send us
further particulars, together with plants and flowers,
when wc will help you if possible.

PLANTING GIANT SUNFLOWERS BETWEEN ROWS
OF POTATOES (Allotment Holder).—Do not mix them
together, or you will go a long way to spoil both. If

you must grow both, divide the ground between them
in the proportion desired, growing each separately.

FLOWER GARDEN.
PROPAGATING MOSSY SAXIFRAGES (F. O.).—If

you are in want of any considerable number and your
stock plants are limited, the only method is by means
of cuttirgs. Secure pieces 1 inch tn ^ inches long of the
freshly made shoots, and having divested these of the
lowest leaves, insert in a hand-light or frame in a rather
cool, partially shaded position. JJo not employ artificial

heat for these hardiest of hardy plants. The cuttings
may also be inserted in pots or pans if these are more
convenient. Employ very sandy soil or one moderately
sandy, with an inch surfacing of silver sand, the latter,

if kept continually moist, accelerating rooting in a marked
degree. Dryness in any case must be avoided. Where
stock -is plentiful, division and replanting may suffice,

small portions each of two or three rosettes of leaves and
with root fibres attached being suitable. Either operation
may be taken in hand now. When sufficiently rooted—
which should ensue in six weeks or thereabouts—transplant

the young plants info good ground, as only in this way
will compact tufts be available for carpetmg work by the
autumn ensuing.

MAKING A SMALL ROCK GARDEN (E. M. O.).—It
is if. little difficult to advise you in the absence of essential
details—limitations, environment, class of stone to be
employed, and things akin. So far as a guitable .soil is
concerned, „he light gra\elly soil of your new home
would suit quite a number of things, though for Encrusted
Saxifrages and Dianthi a liberal addition of old plaster
or mortar, chalk or calcareous loam, or a slight application
of ah-slaked lime would be an advantage. The low
wall and steps would be useful and pretty adjuncts to
the rock garden if rightly placed, but if not, both might
be quite incongruous. Only by seeing the spot could
we say whether either would be of service. Much, too,
hinges on the class of stone you will be able to obtain
eventually. You say nothing about the site of the pro-
posed rock garden, whether it be flat, hilly, undulated or
what. Perhaps it you gave us fuller particulars wc nught
help you further. We are pleased to-know you find THE
Garden so great a help. May it long continue so.

MARIGOLD AND VIRGINIAN CREEPER (B. C. E.).—
You will have no difficulty in getting seeds of Orange
King m Orange Giant Marigold from Messrs. Sutton and
S6ns, Reading, and if they have not got Ampelopsis
muralis in stock you would, no doubt, get it from Mr.
L. It. llussell, Richmond ; Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons,
Crawley, or any of the shrub-growing nurserymen.
It is by no means uncommon.

ALPINE PLANTS (A. S.).—There arc many nursery-
men .who specialise in alpine plants, and in your own
country ; .T. A. Cooper, Lissadell, Sligo, and T. Smith-,
Newry, are notable examples. In England Messrs. R.
Tucker and Sons, Oxford ; Whitelegg and Co., Chisle-
hiust ; and Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, are all good.
Send for their catalogues and judge for yourself. *' The
Small Rock Garden " (Jenkins), from om- publishers,
would be a useful book for your purpose. The
shrub appears to be a species of Artemisia, which it

is impossible to name from yoiu- less than a half-
inch piece. As the plant is about 3 feet high, you
might send a fair specimen in a box in moss so as to arrive
in a fresh condition, when we will endeavour to name it

for you.

ROSE GARDEN.
THE ROSE ANNUAL {Major IF.).—Copies of this fine

.\nnual can be obtained post free for 2s. 6d. from Mr.
Courtney Page, Hon. Secretary, National Rose
Society, 25, Victoria Street, Westinlnster, S.W.I. We
fear Rosa bifera otficinalis is now unobtainable, unless
it be from a large rosary such as M. Gravereaux's at Paris.

MISCELLANEOUS.
APPLYING LIMBUX IN SUMMER-TIME (C. H.).—

Limbux is not caustic, and will not harm or biurn the
root hairs or foliage of plants if applied on the hottest
days of summer. It is specially prepared lime that can
be used at any period of the year.

NAME OF FRUIT.—Towns End.—Apple Wellmgton,
syn. Dumelow's Seedling.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—£. F . £.—3, Iberis correatolia
;

o, Alyssuni saxatile; 6. Veronica gentianoides : Sednm
ADacampseros; 8, Ornithoi-'alum umhe latum; 10, Cen-
taurea mimtana; 14, Lamlum niaculatum; 16, Ceutran-
thijs ruber. The lemainder arrived in poor condition
and were unrecognisable.

A Useful Book on Bees.—" Bee-keeping in

Wai'-Time " has just been added to that excellent

series of small, practical books published by Country

Life (price gd. net). The author, Mr. Herrod

Hempsall, Editor of the British Bee Journal, is

one of the greatest authorities on the subject in

this country, and as a teacher in practical bee-

keeping he has probably been responsible for more
beginners starting in the right way than any man
living at the present day. The book has been

brought out most opportunely, and should be in the

hands of every novice. It is wTitten in a clear

and concise style, and if its methods are carefully

followed it will enable anyone to take up the

pursuit with every chance of success. At the

present time, when every bee-keeper is trying to

increase the size of his apiary. Chapter VII., on how
to make nucleus colonies, should be read most

carefully. On the whole it is a book that can be

confidently recommended to all who are thinking

of taking up bee-keeping.—L. B.-W.

Potato Bread.—" If England is to be sufficiently

fed diuring the next ten months we shall need all

the Potatoes we can grow," said Sir Charles Bathurst

recently. " War or no war, our loaves of bread

in the coming three years are likely to be made
partly or wholly of Potato flour,"
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," ^HE attention of allotment holders in the

I present spell of dry, weather should

be drawn to the proper use of the hoe.

I This subject was brought forcibly to

^ our notice on the occasion of a recent

visit to gardens and allotments in the Altrincham

district, near Manchester, where the soil is very

light and dries quickly. The experienced workers

know the value of the " scuffle," as the draw-hoe

is appropriately named iir this locality, and there

is a marked improvement in the crops where it

has been freely used.

The School Gardening Movement.—School

^ adening is going ahead by leaps and bounds,

due, no doubt, to the encouragemeut given by
the Board of Education, coupled with the untiring

il and patience displayed by the teachers who
ir interested in this very important^work. It

is really wonderful what boys and girls are doing

in different parts of the country by way of in-

-- creasing food production ; but the importance

. of school gardening does not end here. Never
again must home production be allowed to

drift back into the unsatisfactory

, condition of pre-war days, and it is

' on the rising generation that the hope

and safety of the future depend.

The BowJon School Gardens.—Last

week we paid a visit to the school

I

gardens at Bowdon, Altrincham. Each
boy has his own plot, and this arrange-

- ment has many advantages over the

common plot and dual plot systems. The
" boys, with the help of Mr. Blakeman,

the Head Master, work out their own
system of intercropping and rotation.

They are taught to recognise their

garden foes, and, what is equally
" important, those insects and birds which
do useful work in the garden. It would
be a good plan if every schoolboy

made a collection of insect pests ; it

... would reduce the pests and teach the

boys to be observant. As a result of

,
the training, many boys are taking

^charge of private gardens in their spare

time, and so are doing very useful

war work.

Apple Tree Cuttings.—in the school

gardens referred to in the preceding note,

the boys are taught how to bud and
graft fruit trees, and there are many
examples of their work to be seen. We
were nmch interested in Apple tree

cuttings that had been inserted in a long

row ; not one cutting had rooted, whereas

Gooseberries and Currants had rooted

like Willows in the same soiK This is

interesting in view of the recent corre-

spondence which has taken place in our

columns. A few years ago one Apple
tree was raised from a cutting in

this school garden, and the boy was
so proud of his achievement that he

was allowed to take av/ay the tree when he

left school.

Vegetable-Growing in a Hospital Garden.—
Another instance of the present-day effort to

increase the production of food in the Altrincham

district is seen in the garden of the War Hospital

Depot, where a few ladies are helping Mrs. Duggan
to grow vegetables for sale as a means of rai.-ing

funds for the hospital. The sale of salads has

so far been splendid, and there is promise of a

good crop of early Peas, Tomatoes and Potatoes,

which will add materially to the hospital

funds and increase the food supply.

A Model Allotment.—-In order to assist inex-

perienced allotment holders, Messrs. James Carter

and Co. have laid down at Raynes Park a model
plot which should prove of great assistance

to those who are anxious to see for themselves

what may be grown on to poles of land. The
rows are clearly labelled. One-third comprises

Potatoes, one-thud roots, and one-third Bras-

sicas (Cabbage, Kale, Cauliflower, Broccoli,

&c.), with catch crops of Lettuce, Radish and

TULIP.\ RETROFLEX.\.

Spinach. The undermentioned vegetables are

sown : Broad Beans, Dwarf Beans, Runner

Beans, Beet (two vaiieties). Sprouting Broccoli^,

Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage (two varieties). Carrots

(two varieties). Cauliflower (two varieties),

Celery, Cottager's Kale, Scotch Kale, Leeks,

Lettuce, Onions (two varieties), Parsnips,

early Peas, second - early Peas, late Peas,

early Potatoes, midseason Potatoes, maincrop

Potatoes, Radishes, Savoys, Shallots, Swedes,

Spinach, Tomatoes, Turnips (two varieties), and

Vegetable Marrows.

A Description of a Tulip.—In that beautifully

written book " Flowers and Gardens," by Forbes

Watson, edited by Canon EUacombe, occurs the

following description of a Tulip. The description

conveys a true impression, and is so good that it

leaves no doubt in one's mind as to which Tulip

is intended. It was wTitten by one who sought

the reason for ever>' beautiful curve or marking in

a flower, for was he not both an artist and a

botanist ? " Now I had a garden Tulip this spring

which greatly impressed me by its severe and simple

beauty. In the shape this was par-

ticularly noticeable. The corolla in its

lower part filled out rotmdly and deli-

cately like an turn, then somewhat con-

tracted upwards, and again curved

outwards at the points of the three

outer and narrower sepals, thus clearly

distinguishing them from the three

inner broader and blunter petals, whose

tips were directed inwards. The corolla

was not large, and therefore required

no stout, stiff stem to support it ; the

stem had, in fact, just that slight

amount of curvation which would redeem

it from the appearance of formality.

The colour was a fresh honey yellow,

beautiful in itself and well adapted to the

form. It is difficult to recogaise species

in these garden plants, but I think that

this is very likely to have been one of

the common May Tulips among which it

grew : yet in the highest beauty and in

character what a difference ! Such flowers

may not be fitted for display in a bed, but

scattered here and there in twos and
threes among the other plants, they' will

impress us as no other Tulip can. I

believe that this kind of Tulip is common
in our cottage gardens, and therefore I

have noticed it." As Canon EUacombe
P'lints out in a footnote, the Tulip so

accurately described is Tulipa retroflexa,

certainly one of the most elegant of

the family. The recurved petals
suggest a connection with the wild

Tulip, T. sylvestris, but it is not

allied to it, and its origin is un-

liiiown, though it is generally believed

to be a garden hybrid between the

Turkish Tulip, T. acuminata, and T.

Gesneriana.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A HANDSOME FERN.

A STRONG colony of Struthiopteris (Onoclea)

germanica grows at the shady edge of a lawn. At

the time of its development shown in the illustration

—the middle of May—the fronds, three parts grown,

are in their brightest colouring of lively light green.

The flowering masses of a thickly branched little

tree of Pyrus Mains floribunda are in beauty at

the same time, and, between the two, some bushes

of Daphne pontica, though the bloom is past

its best, still give off something of its wonderful

fragrance. The Fern shows its pronounced

shuttlecock shape which it always retains. Later ,

in the year the rusty brown fertile fronds are a

conspicuous addition. Its place is in poor ground,

too dry to be properly suitable, for, although it

increases freely by its thick underground runners,

it never attains anything like the height and

Sedgley ; Miss Mary Gilpin, Oaktye Crook, near

Kendai, Westmorland ; Mr. F. H. Higley,

636, Commercial Road, E.14 ; Miss G. Jekyll,

Mun£tead Wood, Godalming, Surrey ; Mr. H.

Maughan, Middleham, Yorks ; Mrs. R. A. Poynter,

163, Worcester Road, Derby Park, Liverpool

;

Mr. E. Ruhli, Wood Road, Codsall, Stafford

;

and Mr. G. A. Spurway, The Gardens, Barnacre

Lodge, Garstang.

—

Ellen Willmott, Frank

Crisp, W. Robinson."

FLAVOtm IN APPLES.

jVTR. FARMER is very sweeping in his condemna-

tion of the " Lord Gsosvenor trash " !

Those who know the Blenheim Pippin Apple

are aware that matur'e fruits of this are not

available before the middle of October or even

later. What Apple does Mr. Farmer suggest

is available in August and September ? Surely,

then, there are many imwise men who have spent

much valuable time in raising such Apples as the

newer Rev. W. Wilks, for example, besides the

" Lord Grosvenor trash." The Apple Rev. W.
Wilks will forge its way ahead in popularity for

some years to come, in spite of the virtues of the

STRUTHIOPTERIS GERMANICA IX A YOUNG STATE.

vigour that it has on a strong, moist soil, where it

may grow to a height approaching 6 feet.—G. J.

THE SUNROOT (HELIANTHUS

TUBEROSUS).
t

'\A^E have received the following report on the

competition for the best common name for.

the so-called Jerusalem Artichoke, which is not

an Artichoke and does not come from Jerusalem.

It now remauis to be seen whether the name
Sunroof ever comes into common use: "We
have to thank the many readers who com-

peted, for their often interesting suggestions

;

nearly always showing much thought and offering

good names. For clear and simple English and

true meaning we find the name Sunroof the best

sent. As there was no limiting the prizes to one,

ten separately gave this as the best name, and

ar^ each entitled to the prizes. The following

are the names and addresses of the winners :

Mr. Richard W. Bush, Morden, Surrey ; Mr. C. P.

Butler, 60, De Freville Avenue, Cambridge
;

Mr. Charles Elwell, The Laurels, Gospel End,

older Blenheim Pippin. Many people do not use.

sugar even with Bramley's Seedling, and! am
sure they need not with the early Codlins.—E. M.

COPPICE WOOD INDUSTRIES.

TXTITH reference to the paragraph on the above

in the " Notes of the Week " in your issue of

May 18, there is no question but that The Garden
has rendered a national service in calling attention

to the Report of the Forestry Sub-Committee.

An instance of this important industry which

came under my notice a few weeks since at Swan-
more Park, Hampshire, greatly interested me,

and some notes taken at the time go to prove the

value of this work. It is by no means a new idea

at Swanmore, as Mr. Molyneux, who has charge

of this fine estate, assured me that 20 acres are

annually cut, dating back for nearly forty years
;

indeed, I actually saw working the foreman who
has been engaged on the work during this long

period, and the results of his handiwork which I

saw evidenced his ability. No -waste is allowed

here, every particle of growth being utilised for

one purpose or another. As an instance of the

importance of this undertaking I give a few

figtures. Three hundred dozen flake hurdles,

60,000 thatching spars, 10,000 faggots, and many
hundreds of Pea and Bean stakes were prepared,

in addition to sticks and Birch brooms. The
prices realised in these times are, naturally,

considerably above the average ; nevertheless,

the demand is much greater than the supply,

and it is to be m-ged that those who have facilities

in this direction should actively participate in

such work, which would be to the benefit of the

nation as well as to their own interest.

—

Edwin
Beckett.

BIRDS.

(^ARDENERS and farmers, best friends of the

world, be just, be wise, be loyal guardians-

ol your trust ; be diplomats who know who are

your enemies, who your most valued friends

—

the birds ! Do not shoot, trap or hurt the

birds ; remember there are birds and birds,

men and men. A short time ago, when pleading,

for birds, a straUije assertion met my eye in a good

and very influential paper :
" Larks devour large

quantities of grain, chiefly Wheat." Oh ! well,

these sinners must long ago be dead, because

they cannot even swallow Wheat, much less

digest it ; so wh^t a silly libel. However, to make
more certain, enquiries were sent round to fifty-

three poulterers :
" Have you ever found any kind sE

grain in the crop of a lark ? " .Why, of c-iurse

not ; their crops are always filled with a soft mass,

probably flies or animal matter—certainly not

grain. " But," said a gardener to me once.

" just look at my fruit trees; full of them darmd
finches and tits ; all the fruit gone !

" I said :
" .'Ml

right, but let's have fair play. If you blam" thi'

birds, just net your trees when in blossom and pn.\'.'

who's the culprit." Asking the following year

how his fruit fared, like the intelligent and just

man he really was, he confessed :
" Well now, there

isn't a scrap of fruit on the place ; every bit eaten

ofi at the stalk. I netted the trees so the birds

couldn't get at the fruit." To which I replied ;

" Good ; so now the birds' conscience is clear. Next

year you'll net the fruit after the birds have cleared

the pests from the immature fruit, which is already

ost to you from insect thieves. But keep water

handy ; it's only moisture they want, not your

jealously guarded fruit." Poor birds ; how they

suffer from the crass ignorance of humans ! Alas !

I found the same gardener cutting ofi the wings

(flight feathers) of thrushes and blackbirds. I was
told he " was just I'arnin' 'em "

; like cutting off

the legs of a child because he steals your hand-

kerchief. What a mean trick, for they cannot

fight for existence like pugnacious robins ! Once
you take a mean advantage of birds, they are your

friends no more. They never gorge on your

Strawberries till the slug starts on them ; so

catch your real culprit—the slug—and do not

be lazy, for slugs work after sunset and not much
after sunrise. And now—as I plead for justice

to the birds—at 3.30 a.m. all anxieties, all undue
sorrow for our private griefs, are soothed and
softened at least for a time ; all joy and hope in

the future aroused by the wonderful, joyous,

heartwhole chorus of the birds !—B. M. C.

BOTTLING FRUIT IN COLD WATER.
VX7E found the method of bottling fruit with cold

water perfectly satisfactory and so simple. It

is a great boon, and we feel very grateful to The
Garden.—B. M. Simonds, Wolscys, Diilon Hill,

Dunmow, Essex.

TN reply to the query in The Garden of May 18,

we last year bottled twenty-four jars of

Damsons by the cold water recipe, and this proved
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quite successful, but I think for the benefit of

other people it would be as well to add : If you

use screw-topped bottles for the purpose, do not

leave the screwed piece on after the bottles have

proved to be sealed, as we had great difficulty in

getting ours open, the tin having rusted, I presume.

—^E. A. D. HiBBERT, Hampsfield, Grmige-over-

Sands, Lancashire.

TN reply to the query, we preserved a small

quantity of Damsons by the cold water proce'ss

described in your issue of August last, and they

were a great success. We hope to bottle a larger

quantity this season by the same process.—W. P.,

Ivanhoe, Maidstone Road, Chatham.

TWO CROPS OF POTATOES FROM
THE SAME SETS.

TN January I planted tubers of Midlothian Early,

Myatt's Ashleaf Kidney and Sharpe's Express,

respectively, in a cool house. In due course the

haulm grew strongly, and I eventually lifted a

nice crop of young Potatoes. We naturally expect

to find the old sets decayed, but in this case quite

90 per cent, were as sound as when they were

planted, and many of them were left on the soil

"in a comer of the structure. Recently, while

preparing this house for a batch of Tomato plants,

I found some of the old tubers in the soil growing

again and bearing a second crop of young tubers

;
on the runners. I then carefully examined the

'.other old sets and found that they were sprouting

again as in the first instance. I intend to plant

a few outdoors and see what will happen. In

"the meantime I am sending one tuber for

your inspection. Unfortunately, thfe young

tubers of the second crop were destroyed. The
-,result of the second planting I will send to

you also. Many readers may have had a

similar experience, but I have never seen any old

tubers grow again as mine are doing this year

after being planted under glass.

—

George Garner.

[On cutting the tuber sent we found the part

around the base of one shoot that doubtless gave the

crop already gathered was digested, and now that

new growth has begun from other buds, othir

parts are beginning to furnish food to the developing

shoots. It will be of interest to know what kind of

crop these tubers will yield. We think no one

has takeii the trouble to replant undecayed tubers

so far, since the crop obtained from them is, as a

rule, very poor.

—

Ed.]

BROAD BEANS AND GOOSEBERRY
CATERPILLAR.

TN April I was sow.ng Broad Beans between

rows of Gooseberry bushes. An old Somerset

gardener who was watching me said that he

supposed I was sowing these Beans to prevent

the caterpillar attacking the Gooseberries ! On
making enquiries in the neighbourhood I find

that there is a general belief among the villagers

in this part of the county that the Broad Bean
keeps away the caterpillar. Have you ever heard

of this ? Is it a mere Somerset superstition, or

has the smell of the Bean flower any effect on the

Gooseberry sawfly ?—L. B.-W., Birdwood, Wells,

Sotnerset.

[We do not. knowwhether Broad Beans have the

effect alleged by the Somerset villagers, and while

it seems unlikely that the presence of Broad Beans
would be likely to protect Cabbages from cater-

pillar attack, it would be worth while making the

experiment. A similar method of protecting

Apples against American blight has also been
suggested, with much show of probable success,

for this pest is said to fight very shy of climbing

Nasturtiums.

—

Ed.]

CAMELLIAS IN THE OPEN.
WITH every passing year I am increasingly

glad that I planted Camellias in my little

garden at Bromley. I have had eighteen shrubs,

ranging from 2 feet to 10 feet high, and they are

quite hardy. Donckelaarii I find the most profuse

bloomer ; it never fails. This year my largest

one has been literally smothered with its large,

open, semi-double flowers from early March till

the present. As its blooming period runs up to

the sadly short one of Azalea mollis, and the red

of the latter inclining to the yellow end and the

Camellia to the blue, they are best apart, as the

Azalea Idlls it. Magnolia stellata I have running
into the Camellias, and this makes a fine picture.

I think Camellias do best shaded from the west.

Rhododendron glaucum does not do on my small

artificially heaped rockeries. I think it is best

in partial shade on the flat. With me R. race-

mosum is a much better " doer," and is a never-

failing treasure. It would be well to select

specimens in bloom, as it varies from a beautiful

pink to a poor pale whitish shade.

—

Kenneth
Rogers, Brook War Hospital, Woolwich.

A READER'S ROCK G.\RDEN.

T SEND a photograph of a corner in my rock

garden. Two years ago this was a bank of soil

;

now it looks as if it might have been made for

ROCK PLANTS IN A LANCASTER GARDEN.

twenty years. There are patches of Iberis Snow-
flake, which have been remarkable for the intensitv

and purity of the whiteness. Other flowers near

which we call white—for instance, Iberis Little

Gem and Drabas—look, when compared with this,

a greenish yellow. The Broom to the left of the

boy is Cytisus pra)cox, and has been very beautiful

for a month.

—

Samuel Thompson, West Bank,
Scotforth Road, Lancaster.

AT THE SIGN OF " THE ROSE GARDEN."
There is a wine we may not taste till June
Betrothes her odours to the throstle's tune.

Deep draughts delicious then each guest may drink.

From cups of cream and crimson, white and pink.

Such nectar as annihilates desire

For aught less perfect : that begets a fire

Of some strange ecstasy in lover's eyes,

And lifts the poet -soul to Paradise.

S. C. Thurma.n".

Late Crops of Peas
1'^HERE is no reason why the gardener

'should consider his labours ended in the

production of garden Peas when he
sees his early and maincrop rows well

established and in "bearing, for the season
caij only be limited by cold weather, which is yet
far enough ahead to allow of a contijmance of
sowing for late crops. June is an excellent month
in which to start this work, as it affords ample
time for the growth and maturing of the crops
before the warmer weather departs, and there is

a large amount of ground space continually being
released by the gathering of early crops, and
the removal of seedlings from seed-beds.

If advantage is taken of such available space, or
any other that may be successfully converted into
a suitable site for Pea-growing, relays of delicious

Peas may be gathered periodically until aslatcas"the
end of October, if fair weather lasts till that date.

A most reliable variety for June sowing, as a
first instalment, is Autocrat (3 feet to 4 feet high,

requiring sticks and very thin sowing) ; this is an
excellent cropper. But I advocate after this a
successional sowing of the earliest dwarf sorts

—

those usually used for spring sowings—such as
The Pilot, Peter Pan, .American Wonder, English
Wonder, Williani Hmst and sinrilar Peas, all

of which are quick growing, i foot to ij feet in

height, require no support, and take up but little

room. These especially can be sown upon ground
from which early crops have been taken.

If a 30-foot or 40-foot length of row (or less,

if space necessitates) is sown every fortnight

'

from the beginning of June to the end of July—or,

as an experiment (often profitable!), even later

—

there will be no dearth of palatable Green Peas in

the garden so treated.

But there should be no haphazard, indiscriminate
sowings made. It should be borne in mind that

the conditions in June and July are far different

from those experienced in the early spring, and
due allowance should be made accordingly. For
one thing, there is possible drought to consider,

and, on the other hand, a wet season. It is easy
to combat both. First, take out a deep trench
and dig the soil at the bottom of it a spade deep

;

this will make for drainage. Second, as you dig^
the subsoil, incorporate with it animal maiiure,

decaying vegetable refuse, turves and leaves, as

well as salt or lime _to keep the whole iji a sweet
condition

; this makes for retention of moisture.

If drought comes, the roots have thus a supply of

moist materials to draw upon ; while, if heavy
rainfall happens, the loose subsoil will assist in

the rapid disappearance of surplus water away from
the surface soil, so that the plants will never become
water-logged—a fatal happening !

This accomplished, about half the top spit may
be returned to the trench, upon which the seeds may
be sown, at the same time scattering a sprinkling

of gypsum (plaster of paris—an excellent Pea
fertiliser) on the soil in the trench. Soil, with
which is mixed a dusting of artificial manure, or dry,
crumbly, rotted hotbed manure and leaf-mould,

should now be sifted finely and carefully to the
depth of 2 iju-hes or 3 inches upon the seeds in the
half-filled trench. (It is also advisable to bury
the seeds deeper than is done in spring sowings.)

The surface should be gently pressed over the seeds.

It will be now seen that the Peas are sown.
and will presently be growing, in a shallow trench.

This depression will be found useful in extremely
hot, dry weather, for it can be filled with a mulch
of moisture-laden materials (which must be
promptly removed when a spell of wet weather
comes) ; and it also facilitates the retention ni

falling rain aroujul the plants, as well as being a
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partial protection against the rays of the sun and

any strong winds that may arise. A little earth

should be drawn around the plants occasionally

as they grow.

A dressing of soot around and over the foliage'

will keep birds and insects at bay to a great extent,

but it 's also advisable to stretch a single strand

of black thread from one end of the row to the other.

The birds are greatly alarmed when they fly against

the thread which they cannot see. Salt and lime

aiso sprinkled around—not on—the plants will

keep slugs away. I'inally, the plants must never

suffer from lack of water. Harry A. Day.

The Cultivation of Early

Tomatoes

So
many people who have visited my

Daffodils this year during the latter part

of April have been struck with my early

Tomato crop, and have asked me how
it is done, that I thought the readers of

The Garden might be interested too, especially

those who are filling some of their greenhouse

space, formerly occupied by flowers, with more

utilitarian subjects. The seed for the production

of this early crop is sown at the end of September

or beginning of October, the plants potted off as

soon as ready, and carefully nursed through the

winter in a house the temperature of which is

never allowed to fall below 50° Fahr. if

possible. But a degree or two lower than this

on a bitter winter's night has not hurt them.

They only require one shift during the winter,

and as soon as they begin to make an obvious

move in growth in the early spring they are put

into their permanent quarTers. For this purpose

we mostly use here champagne cases (a pathetic

reminder of an almost forgotten luxury !), and

the compost is of the usual nature, a sprinkling

of wood-ashes not being forgotten. The main

object now is to keep the plants growing away
steadily and healthily, and ample ventilation

is given on all mild and sunny days. So soon

as the blooms beg.n to open I go round with a

small stick and give all the plants a few gentle

taps to liberate the pollen, and this cannot be

done too often. I make a point of doing it every

time I enter the house, perliaps half a dozen times

a day. It takes only a few moments, and I

consider it the main secret of an abundant crop

of well-fiu"nished bunches of frxiit. Clear soot-

water is given to the plants twice a week all

through the growing period, the benefit of this being

manifest in their healthy appearance and sturdy

green leafage ; they are clothed with foliage

right down to the base, with none of the " leggi-

ness " of indifferently grown plants. No stimulant

or manure of any kind is applied, however, until

the second bunch of fruit is set, and then we
begin to " do them " handsomely, beginning

with a mulch of well-rotted horse-manure mixed

with a little loam. After this they get something

nourisliing every other day, the changes being

rung on Clay's Fertilizer, Canary Guano, and
cow-manure water, always with clear rain-water

on the alternate day.

Only two kinds are being grown at present :

Early Market (red) and Golden Sum'ise (yellow)
;

of the two, I prefer the former. Both set with

remarkable freedom, but Early Market, in addition

to being of better flavour, gives more handsome,

symmetrical bunches than the other variety named.

Should readers be tempted to put my remarks

to practical use, they will find that present-day

prices will give them a most useful remunerative

return, should they wish to market their crop.

Rye. F. Herbert Chapman.

BAYS AND BACHELORS
Bv H. C. PHILBRICK.

THE noble Laurel or Sweet Bay, the

Poets' Laurel, is a native of Italy and

Greece. The exact date of its intro-

duction into Britain is unlinown, but

it must have been previous to 1562, as

it is mentioned in Turner's Herbal published in

that year ; and we find that in the reign of

Elizabeth—" the spacious times xif great Eliza-

beth "—-the floors of the houses of distinguished

persons were strewn with Bay leaves. It was

formerly considered medicinal, both leaves and
berries being highly aromatic and stomachic

;

they are also astringent and carminative. An
infusion of them was not only considered beneficial

BAY TREE AND WELSH POPPIES IN .\

SURREY GARDEN.

when taken internally, but it was used for fomen-

tations, &c. At present the use of the tree is

as an ornamental plant, though the leaves are still

employed for flavouring custards, blancmange,

&c. In mythology this tree is celebrated as having

once been Daphne, the daughter of Peneus,

who, flying from the embraces of Apollo and

reaching the banks of her parent stream, called

on the river god for aid, and was changed into

a Laurel.

In the age of Roman greatness this tree was

Considered as the emblem of victory and also

of clemency. The victorious generals were crowned

with it in their triumphal processions. Every

common soldier carried a sprig of it in his hand
;

and even the despatches announcing a victory

were wrapped up in and ornamented with leaves

of Bay. The aromatic odour of these trees was

supposed by the ancient Romans to have the power
of dispelling contagion, and during a pesti ence

the Emperor Claudius removed his Court to

Laurentine, so celebrated for its Bay trees. Thfo-

phrastus tells us that superstitious Greeks would
keep a Bay leaf in their mouths aU day to preserve

themselves from misfortunes. The Greeks had
also diviners, who were called DaphnepLagi be-

cause they chewed Bay leaves, which they pre-

tended inspired them with the spirit of prophecy.

The Bay was dedicated to Apollo, and the first

temple raised to that god at Delphi was formed of

the branches of the tree. It was the favourite

tree of the poets ; and we are told that Maia,

the mother of Virgil, dreamt that she was delivered
' of a Bay tree, and that one of these trees sprang

from Virgil's ashes, and is still gro\\dng over his

tomb. In later times it was considered to be a

safeguard against lightning ; and Mme De
Genlis mentions the device of the fcount De
Dunois, which was a Bay tree, with the motto,
" I defend the Earth that bears me." It was
the custom in the Middle Ages to place wreaths

of Laurel, with the berries on, on the heads of

those poets who had particularly distinguished

themselves ; hence our expression Poet Laureate.
" Students who have taken their degrees at the

universities are caUed bachelors, from the French
bachelier, which is derived from the Latin bacca-

laureus, a Laurel berry. These students were not

allowed to marry, lest the duties of husband
and father should take them from their literary

pursuits; and in time all 'ingle men were called

bachelors" (" Sylva and Flora," I., page 115).

This tree is mentioned by Chaucer as the crown
of the Knights of the Round Table.

Soil, Propagation, &C.—Lamrus nobilis requires

a good free soil, and it will not thrive in

the open air in a climate much colder than
that of the environs of London. It is gene-

rally propagated by layers ; but as the berries

are ripened in the South of England and can be
had in abundance from France, the species is

very often increased from seeds, and the varieties

only raised from layers or cuttings. As an ever-

green shrub, not only beautiful in itself, but

connected with many classical and interesting

associations, it ought to have 1 place in every
;ollection and garden. As it forms a dense, conical

bush when not trained to a single stem, it is well

suited for garden hedges. The tree is very tena-

cious of life, and the root or-stump of an apparently

dead tree will often send up suckers two years

after it has appeared to be dead.

The appellation "Laureate" seems to have
been derived through the Italian from the Latin

Laurus (a Bay), in allusion to the ancient practice

of crowning poets. Petrarch received the crown
at Rome in r34i, and Tasso in r5g4. The earliest

mention of a Poet Laureate in England under
that express title is in the reign of Edward IV.,

when John Kay received the appointment.

Warton, however, in his " History of English

Poetry," shows that the Poet Laureate is un-
doubtedly the same officer who ia the reign of

Henry III. is styled Versificator regis, the " King's

Versifier," and to whom a hundred shillings were
paid as his annual stipend. Ben Jonson is said

to have been the Poet Laureate to King James I.

In the reign of Charles I. (1630) the' first patent

of this office appears to have been granted, which
fi.xed the salary or pension to it at £roo a year,

with an additional grant of a tierce of Canary
wine from the King's stores. The succession of

Poets Laureate since the time of Charles II. has
been : John Dryden, Nahura Tate, Nicholas Rowe,
Laurence Gusden, CoUey Gibber, William White-
head, Thomas Warton, Hemy James Pye, Robert
Southey, William Wordsworth, Alfred Lord
Tennyson and Alfred Austen.
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ROSES IN MALTA
THE COMMON PASSION FOR THE QUEEN OF FLOWERS LEADS TO

FREEMASONRY AMONG ROSARIANS.

WHEN in 1914, 1915 and 1916 I con-

tributed articles to The Garden
on tlie culture of Roses in York-

shire, I did not then dream

that my next contribution would

be indited from such a contrasting climalc as is

hiund en this island, away here in the midst

of the blue Mediterranean. The fortunes of

war are such that while I am, by reason of

having joined the Senior Service, debarred from

cultivating Roses in my own garden, yet here

I have been able to revel in the sight of some of

the finest specimens I have ever seen (especially

is this true of the Tea class) ; I have been able

to make many visits to some of the public gardens,

where Orange trees and Roses are blooming literally

" cheek by jowl" ; and to visit at least one ex-

( rptionally fine private garden, the only but

essential passport to which was, and is, the free-

masonry wliich exists to some degree among all

rosarians.

No other occupant of our gardens seems to

arouse quite the same amount of interest and

enthusiasm as that engendered by the Rose.

After my experience of this week, when a wide

gap of nationality, language and great diversity

of outlook upon life generally is bridged in a few

moments by a common passion for the Queen of

Flowers, leading up to the visit referred to above,

bushes of some, 7 feet or 8 feet in height,

with a circumference of 25 feet in many cases,

covered with bloom, was a sight not easily

forgotten. To name briefly a few others

:

Gloire Lyonnaise, a wonderful sight ; in two

instances this variety was covering a wall fully

20 feet high, and almost pure white. Mrs.

Edward Mawley I have never before seen so

fine ; immense blooms of wonderful richness of

colour and perfect form. Antoine Rivoire was

at its very best ; scores of perfect blooms and

long, glistening buds. General Macarthur, War-

rior, George Dickson and J. L. Mock were also

well grown ; but in the main there is a great

shortage of the reds and dark reds in the gardens

generally all over tfie island, the one outstanding

variety in this section being Etoile de France,

which, with its dark red and velvety petals and

rare fragrance, was everywhere good. My one

criticism of the public gardens here is the aston-

ishing carelessness manifested in labelling the

trees ; nomenclature is a sin in a public garden,

which exists in part to educate. It was also a

pity to see the distasteful practice of budding

two varieties of contrasting colours and habit on

the one stock, usually to the detriment of both
;

and, again, one longed for liberty and licence

to give the entire garden a vigorous disbudding,

for, having seen the results achieved with less than

ordinary
care, it is

only pos-

si bl e to
dream of

what
might be,

if the
e I e m e n -

tary rou-

tine of an-

exhibition

Rose
garden,
had been

carried
out.

Within a mile from this garden there exists a

private garden, the summer or country house

of Canon Debono, D.D., the charms of which can

only be compared to the courtly and gracious

way in wliich the Canon received me and a

friend, and gave us the liberty to cut and examine
any and every Rose we cared. Here we remained
for some two hours, admiring the scene of over

1,500 trees out in the full flush of bloom.

First mention must be made here of an entirely

new and distinct Rose that was raised by the

Canon from seed, and has been well named M.
Debono, after the man who is such an enthusiast.

Of a shapely form, somewhat resembling the

Cochets, but rather smaller in bloom, we saw a

Rose of delightful colouring—pale cream with

the edges of each petal flushed with strawberry

tones—a unique combination suggesting, indeed,

its popular local name, " Strawberries and Cream."

In bloom practically the whole year, and doing

equally well either as bush, pillar, or climber, it

should have a wonderful future if properly dis-

tributed by a leading grower. We saw one

climber of this variety, certainly 12 feet high,

upon a wall, and having at least 500 Roses, all

in some stage of bloom ; a great sight. Many
other varieties well known to us were exceedingly

weU grown. Of the Teas, Catherine Mermet and
its sport. The Bride, Souvenir de Pierre Netting and
Souvenir delaMalmaisonwereattheirbest. Several

fine pillars of Frau Karl Druschki were in full

bloom at several points in the garden. One 01

the Roses I can never forget was Riccordo of G.

Carduchet, an immense bloom, a very pale flesh

pink, with a full deep pink tone on the very edge

of the petals, opening out well and carried on very

stout stems (like one finds upon well-grown plants

of Baroness Rothschild) ; it was a sight to behold.

I examined and counted one bloom and it yielded

ro4 petals. I wonder if it would ever open in

Yorkshire. I hope to try it. Another Rose

new to myself was Premier, colour a pale lilac,

habit and form similar to Dean Hole, but

evidently of more vigorous constitution, and
very fragrant. William Shean was in fine form
and perfect colour, as were also Mme. Segond
Weber, Mme. Constance Soupert and the Yellow

Druschki. Prince de Bulgarie I have never before

seen quite so fine—full of fire and colotu:. Again,

Mme. Charles Lutaud was perfect, perhaps richer

in colour than with us in England. Beauty In-

constante and the old favoturite Lady Ashtown

then the Rose becomes a flower about which to idealise.

The conditions for Rose culture in Malta are not entirely

ideal. Shallow, light soil of somewhat poor quality, to-

gether with tlie need for some scheme of irrigation, are

against success ; but, on the 'other hand, we must put

on the credit side a fine, genial climate, abundance of

sunshine, and a clean atmosphere, which enable many
' varieties that are failures in our variable English climate

to be grown here in great profusion, and, apparently, with
the minimum of trouble.

In the fine public gardens of St. Antonio, attached to

'one of the residences of H.E. the Governor, one is

immediately impressed with the large number of trees in

the Tea class that have been planted. Foremost among
these are the Cochets. Maman Cochet, White Maman Cochet,

together with Souvenir de Pierre Notting, were making
a really wonderful display ; I have never before seen any-
thing like it. The usual trouble of weak stems and drooping
heads was only too apparent, but, this notwithstanding, the MAY-FLOWERING TULIPS IN .\ GARDEN AT CLAYGATE,
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were fine, and all well grown. ChSteau de Gros

Bois, a lovely full toiie of apricot with fine per-

fume, was also well represented in the garden.

Marthe de Boiurgfe, a dainty, ethereal-looking

decorative Rose, white with a tinge of lilac on the

edge of the petals, very floriferous, was easily the

hest in this type ; a most valuable variety for

table decoration or the buttonhole. Ernestine

Verdier, a Rose resembling Mrs. Edward Mawley,

but with a longer bud, was another great success
;

while Etoile de France, previously mentioned,

was easily the most successful red Rose in the

garden. It was interesting to observe sonie eighty to

a hundred of the newest varieties in pots that had

been received from England, France and America,

abundant evidence to Canon Debono's anxiety

to keep abreast of all the good things in Roses.

The concluding item of a never-to-be-forgotten

visit was to enrol the Canon a member of our

National Rose Society and to promise to come

again. May we see him at the Bota"nic'

Gardens in Regent's Park when these

dreadful days are done, and when the

Rev. J, H. Pemberton's Rose Pax for

1 91 8 becomes not only a good omen,

but a glorious reality.

Edgar Waters.

(ist Petty Officer, R.N.V.R., Special

Service.)

P>EONIA PEREGRINA,
MILLER

THE last issue of the Botanical

Magazine declares that hence-

forth, until some other Daniel

comes to judgment, the glorious

scarlet-red Paeony we have

Icnown as P. lobata and Sunbeam shall

bear the name of P. peregrina. There has

been so much discussion over the name
of this plant that it may be worth while to

quote the interesting account of it now
given in the Botanical Magazine under

t. 8742 :

" The fine Pa;ony here figiu'ed is met

with fairly generally in the Balkan

Peninsula from Serbia and Macedonia to

Roumania, and our illustration has been

prepared from a plant raised from seed

sent to Kew from the Geneva Botanic

Garden under the name of P. romanica.

But the species also extends beyond the

Hellespont ; it has been collected on the

Keshish Dagh, near Broussa, and quite

recently plants raised from seed secured in

the neighbourhood of Smyrna have been

grown in English gardens as ' Sunbeam.'

So far, however, from being, as this name
would suggest, a plant of garden origin

recently raised, this Paeony is a very distinct and

natural species with a long and interesting

cultural history. It was known in the XVI.

century to Clusius, who, in an account of the

vegetation of Pannonia, published in 1583,

says that it was then grown in the gardens of

certain noble dames from seeds received from

Constantinople. Comparing it with our P.

officinalis, Linn., the Paeony then familiar in gardens

further west, Clusius pointed out the thicker

leaves and, the richer red, not purple, flowers of

this Balkan plant which he aptly termed ' Paeonia

byzantina.'
" In i6or Clusius included the species in his

renowned Historia and supplied an excellent

figure. It was still rare in Europe, though we
le.irn from Bessler that quite early in the XVII.

century it had got as far west as the famous garden

of the Bishops of Eystedt in Bavaria. The elder

Bauhin mentioned the plant in his Pinax in 1623,

but altered its name to ' Paonia peregrina flore

dilute et sature rubenti.' Parkinson in his

Paradisus in 1629 called it the ' red peony of'

Constantinople,' and supplied a figure which,

though clumsy, is unmistakable. It was again

mentioned by Johnson, who gave a copy of the

figure by Clusius in the r636 edition of Gerard's

Herbal. This figure Morison reproduced in his

Historia 'in T699. Miller did not mention this

Peeony until 1759, when, in the seventh edition

of the Gardeners' Dictionary, he included it as

' Pteonia peregrina flore sat-.ue rubente,' and
gave the Levant as its home.

" In 1768, in the eighth edition of his work,

Miller, introducing the Linnean method of naming

his plants, termed this one P. peregrina, a name
which still remains valid. But Miller appears

to have known the plant thus designated by him
only from the figures given by earlier writers.

The elder Decandolle followed Sims in the third

edition of the Flore Fran<;aise in 1815, and main-

tained the same attitude in his Systema in 181 8.

The error, as errors will, has survived in many
subsequent publications, and although the con-

ception of the species to which the name P.

peregrina has since 1807 been misapplied may
at times have varied, the Balkan plant which

Miller so designated has always been excluded

from it. This is doubtless partly due to the fact

that, as early as r8i8, the right of that plant to

rank as a species had been revindicated by Ander-

son, who, overloolcing the confusion created in this

Magazine, renamed it P. decora ; partly to the

circumstance that in the same year Decandolle,

in his Systema, confused the Byzantine plant

with P. lobata, Desf., a name under which, not-

withstanding the trouble Decandolle took to

rectify his error in the Prodromus in 1824, our

species is still often grown in gardens. Handsome
as a denizen in a herbaceo*us border, P.

peregrina possesses the further recom-

mendation of being easily cultivated. It

flow-ers profusely and ripens seeds freely."

Herts. E. A. B.

P^ONIA PEREGRINA.

(From the figure entitled P. lobata in Sweet's 'British Flower

Garden.")

There is no example of the species among his

specimens in the Banksian herbarium ; the only

sheet there on which Miller has written the name
P. peregrina bears two small specimens, both

received by him from the Paris Garden ; these

two specimens belong to two distinct species

;

neither of the two is the ' red peony of Constanti-

nople.' One, the more meagre of the two, appears

to be a form of our common garden Pajony with

quite glabrous leaves; the other represents a

type which occurs in the mountains of Southern

France and corresponds most closely %vith P.

monticola, Jordan. Into the pitfall thus prepared,

the first to stumble was the editor of this work,

at t. 1050 of which Suns in r8o7 published as

P. peregi'na, ' upon the authority of the Banksian

herbarium,' not the Byzantine plant to which the

name belongs, but the plant of Provence and

Languedoc whicli Miller had mistaken for it.

Gardening of theWeek

forXsouthern gardens.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Keep the trees bearing heavy
crops of fruits well supplied with water, and
feed liberally with farmyard manure and
some good artificial alternately. Do not

overcrop for the sake of quantity ; size,

good flavour, colour, and the growth for

another season's crop are important items

nowadays. Syringe daUy in bright weather

and close the house early till the fruits

begin to change for ripening, when syringing

sho'Ud cease ; but be very careful to have
the water perfectly clean so that there will

be no disagreeable discolomring of the fruits.

Keep sublaterals constantly removed, and
should the roofs contain large squares of

glass, a light shading will prove beneficial

in bright, hot weather.

Orchard-House.—Thin late Peaches and

other crops before the stoning period, and
do not overcrop. Keep the roots well sup-

plied with moisture, and, if desirable, dress,

with lime and soot all stone fruits.

Figs.—In shallow borders or' pots the •

roots quicklv become dry, and, if neglected,

the Figs will fail to swell and ripen. Gi\e

plenty of liquid manure except when the

trees incline to coarseness ; then feeding

must be omitted.

Melons.—Those growing in frames which

have extended their growth to near the

sides of their allotted space should be

stopped, when they will soon produce

fruit-bearing laterals, and as soon as the

fruit flowers show and open fully, attend

to setting them. Pl&ce a little piece of

tile or slate under each fruit to prevent it

resting on the damp soil.

TheJHardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—The increase of solar heat has

greatly hastened the growth of these. The crops

Sf bloom and fruit will be greatly assisted, should

the weather prove dry, by havmg a good soakmg

of Uquid manure. Preparations should be made

for netting over the beds. Wire-nettmg placed

round the outside of the beds, and then ordmary

fish-netting supported 3 feet or more above the

plants, will answer the purpose satisfactorily.

Late-Planted Fiuit Trees may need a good

mulching and a supply of water to prevent a check

to the voung growth. See that the standard

trees are' properly staked before being damaged

by storms, &c.

Insects.—Plums and many of our fruit trees

have been attacked bv aphis and other insect

pests. Small trees can te tackled with soine

amount of success by repeated synngings with

soapsuds, Abol and many other approved insec-

cides but with orchard trees of gigantic dimensions,
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together with the shortness of labour, it is ahnost

out of the question.

Orchards.—-Keep the grass growing beneath

the trees grazed by sheep if possible, or cut it

early and short with the scythe, nothing being so

harmful as allowing the grass to grow and then

be cut for hay. Mulch well with rich farmyard
manure if obtainable, and deluge with the drainings

of a reasonable strcngt^h from the stockyard.

The Kitchen Garden.

Peas may be sown twice this month. Autocrat,

Ne I'lus Ultra and-Crladstone are good varieties

for late crops. If the drills are dry, soak them
thoroughly prior to sowing the seed, which should

also be soaked ; earth up all crops when 3 inches

above the soil, stake early, and apply a good
mulch along the sides of the rows.

Brussels Sprouts and Kales.—-As fast as the

ground is available, set out these on good soil

made nu>derately firm, taking advantage of dull,

showery weather.

Cauliflowers.—.-Vutumn Giant should be given

ample space and well-trenched ground. The
same applies to Self-protecting Michaelmas White
and Christmas White.

Late BroCColis.—When planting, arrange the

crops as far as possible to follow in rotation, so

that the ground can be cleared as the
produce is cut.

Cabbage Little Pixie and Cole-
worts.—-Make a sowing of these for

the production of useful, compact
heads in autumn. Planted a foot apart,

some good, tender Cabbage will result.

Endive and Lettuce.—Sow these at

inttrvals. also Radishes, Mustard and
Cress, choosing a rather cool position.

Do not sow the seed in too narrow
drills.

Potatoes. — Hoe well between the
rows of late varieties, and prior to

earthing, if the'soil has become some-
what baked, give it a gentle heave
with a fork. H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Barnet.

THE GARDEN.

be tied in. Give the plants a good watering if neces-

sary, and if a mulching can also be applied it will

lessen the need for subsequent watering and be of

great benefit to the plants. Autumn-sown plants

planted out from 7-inch pots in April are in full

flower here. Within limits this mode of culture

is to be recommended.

Lifting Bulbs.—Where it is deemed necessary

to lift spring-flowering bulbs, either for the sake

of rearrangement or for breaking up old clumps,

the operation should be carried out without delay.

After exposing them to the sun for a week or two

they should be sorted out and be stored in a cool,

dry building until planting-time. Crown Imperials

should, when lifted, be replanted at once, as

they resent being dried off. Fritillarias are best

treated thus also.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—No time should be lost in

layering sufficient runners for the requirements

of' early autumn planting. See last week's advice

on this subject under the heading of " Frmt
Under Glass." Preparations should be made in

advance for netting the current season's crop.

Stout stakes standing 4 feet above the ground

^t a distance of 8 feet to 10 feet apart, with lacing

wire stretched between both ways and fastened

by means of wire-netting staples, form an excellent
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shift as soon as possible. Established plants-

should receive some stimulant occasionally to enable

rhem to keep up a supply of bloom of good quality.

Stove Plants.—Orchids and stove plants

geuerallv can with a judicious husbanding of solar

heat be' maintained in good health without the

aid of much fire-heat during the next two
months. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfuld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Syringa Sweginzowii superba.^.\ new Chinese

Lilac of elegant grace and exquisite perfume-

that must, we imagine, become a general favoiurite.

Pinkish in the bud and white on opening, the small

starry flowers are marked by deep pink in the tube^

which with their abundance and profusion are

productive of a very pretty effect. From Mr.

Charles Turner, Slough.

Calceolaria Buttercup.—.^ probable hybrid,

between a herbaceous and a shrubby kind, the

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—A final sowing of an early

variety, such as Gradus, may still be
made during the course of the week, but
not later. It is vtry important that

late sowings be made in shallow
trenches, more especially if the soil is

of a light nature. Attend to the staking

of previous sowings. Water and mulch
the crops if drought threatens.

Cabbages.—Plant out from the
spring sowing for an early autumn
supply. A portion each of a summer
variety, such as Early York and
Winningstadt, will give a succession.

Cauliflowers.—-Make a good planta-
tion from the spring sowing. If an
early and a late variety—such as Early
Erfurt and Autumn Mammoth—are
both planted, a long cutting period will be ensured.
Earth-up those planted out from frames.

Savoys.—Make a good plantation from the
spring sowhig. For supplying the kitchen during
autumn Early Ulm and Dwarf Green Curled are
suitable ; while for winter and spring supply
Ormskirk is unequalled so far as I know, but we
are also testing Sutton's New Year this season.

Brussels Sprouts sown in the open border in

spring should now be planted for spring supply.
Twenty-four inches by 18 inches is not too wide
for this crop.H

Leeks.—Plant out without delay in a rich soil

in which a good tilth has been secured. For
ordinary use very good results may be secured
by drawing deep drills with the draw hoe and
planting deeply with a dibber, but only partially

filling the hole at planting-time. The ground
can be gradually levelled up with the Dutch hoe.

Allow 14 inches between the rows and 6 inches

between the plants in the row. If, however, the

highest results are aimed at, the crop must be
planted in trenches that have been highly manured,
and the plants must be earthed up to secure a

long length of blanch.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas will now be growing apace, and
any shoots that fail to cling to the stakes should

THE RED P/EONY OF CONSTANTINOPLE (I'.-EuMA rtKl.uKlN A.)

support for the nets, and afford room for picking

the fruit comfortably.

Thinning Gooseberries.—Notwithstanding the

Food Controller's restrictions as to the sale of

undeveloped Gooseberries, it is a well-ascertained

fact that when a bush sets a heavy crop of fruit

the ultimate' yield of ripe berries is heavier by the

fruit having been judiciously thinned for cookmg
while still in an immature condition than if no

thinning had taken place : therefore thin with

discretion for home consumption.

The Rock Garden.

Propagation.—Cuttings of such subjects as

Dianthus and Aubrietia may now be taken and

struck in a close, shaded frame. The varieties

of Cheiranthus may also be similarly treated.

These, if planted out early in autumn, generally

give better results than late-struck stock planted

in spring.

General Remarks.—Cut away all decayed

flowers and keep clear of weeds. Water if the

weather keeps dry. Use a fine rose and do not

let the water run on the surface.

Plants Under Glass.

Perpetual-Flowering Carnations.—Young stock

should now be in frames and ample ventilation

given. Early struck plants should have their final

2 feet or so high examples crowned with a

mass of flowers of richest golden hue. The new-

comer is particularly meritorious from the decora-

tive standpoint. Exhibited by Mr. A. Dawkins,

418. King's Road. Chelsea.

Sweet Pea Mrs. G. W. Bishop.—A very charm-

ing shade of rose with salmon, of surprisingly

good effect in the mass as shown. From Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons. Belfast.

Carnation The Grey Douglas.—The largest of

the heliotrope class we have seen, an exceptionally

good habit being wedded to a high-class flower.

Carnation Surrey Clove.—If not of the largest

size, the crimson scarlet coloiu- and rich Clove

fragrance will appeal to all. The stout stems

are entirely self-supporting. These were shown

by the raiser, Mr. J. Douglas, Great Bookham.

Lupinus Delight.—A bold and showy variety

having rcddish-coloiured flowers in handsome

spikes.

Lupinus May Princess.—The flowers are

coloured a rich pmple,' the spike very bold.

These were from Mr. G. R. Downer. Chichester.
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Odontoglossum crispum Beauty of Ashtead

(O. Rossendale x O. Empress of India),—

A

remarkably good and shapely variety. The
ground colour is white, as also are the rather wide

margins, the petals marked with blotches of dark

brown. From Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park.

The foregoing were shown before the Royal

Horticultural Society on May 2S.

SOCIETIES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting of the society held at the

London Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, on

May 28, savoured of early summer time, many
beautiful flowers being on view. Sweet Peas were

shown for the first time this year, Messrs. Alex.

Dickson and Sons and Messrs. Debbie and Co.

both contributing novelties. Border Carnations,

too, from Great Booldiam were particularly meri-

torious, the high-class flowers attracting every-

body. Another plant which appealed strongly

was Paeonia peregrina, a bank of which from

Mr. GifEord afforded a feast of colour of the

choicest description. The earliest of the Bearded

Irises were well shown, and among them some of

the giants of the race. Flowering shrubs, too,

were in great variety, some rare kinds being on

view. Among other things the Orchids were in

strong force.

Hardy Plants.

1 he finest hardy plant at this meetinf; was Paeonia pere-

grina, shown under the name officinalis lobata, (if which
Mr. P. Gifford. Montague Nursery, Honichurch, had about
two and a half dozen vases of, roughly, a dozen floweiv

each. The cupped flowers are of a brilliant rose scarlet

colour, merginfj into deep coral red with age, which, witli

a fine tuft of golden anthers, is responsible for a delight-

ful contrast. A lovely plant in every way. Silver Bank-
sian medal.

Quite fascinating, too, in their great variety and
many delicate shades of colour was the rich array of

Bearded Irises set up by Messrs. Wallace and Co., Col-

chester. Early yet for these " Orchids of the garden," not a
few were conspicuous because of giant stature, wondrous
colouring, or both. Into this dual category Alcazar
falls naturally—a giant in more than one sense, impelling
admiration by reason of its imposing presence. And it is

a great garden plant withal, handsomely proportioned,
the bluish violet of the standards contrasting well with
the purple and bronze of tlie falls. The stout-textured,
stately-habited Isoline is also of an imposing character,

its mingling of pink and old rose with gold at the throat
and yellow beard renderhig it distinct from all. Lady
Foster, another of the giants, has blue to bluish violet

flowers, and cannot be overlooked. Eldorado is remark-
able for its colour combination—bronze and heliotrope,

and violet purple and gold crest and reticidations. Ma
Mis, if less large than some, has pure white falls, save for

the slight edging of deepest blue ; the standards are also

white, though more liberally and deeply pencilled blue.

Powhatttm is a pale red wine colour: Svindham is pink
;

Pallida, exclusively and exqui'^iteiy mauve, and Mrs.
Alan Gray and Mount Penn, in shades of pink and rose,

are very "beautiful. Wyomissing is a mixture of cream
and soft rose, as delicate as any in the collection. These
are but a fragment of those shown, and an infinitely smaller
fraction of the great modem race of which they arc a part.

Silver Flora medal.
Mr. Herbert Chapman, Kye, had a fine series of the early

bulbous Irises, a group among which' he has been assidu-
ously working for some ycai-s. Few were named, and
many were solitary flowers, seedlings flowering for the
first time. Alma Tadema, soft cream and pale yellow ;

F.H.4, deep blue with gold blotch ; A.M.37, white stan-
dards, yellow falls and orange crest, a striking and beautiful

variety ; Seedling D, deep blue, gold blotch ; and H.12,
all wliite, practically, were some that strongly appealed.

Messrs. K. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, contributed a
pretty lot of alpines, Pentstemon rupicola, well-floweied
Ramondias, a big group of Sedum pilosum, Silene alpestrls

fl.-pl. and Viola itosniara among others.

Mr. G. W. Miller had a big vase of Lilium pyrenaicum
and a great variety of other hardy flowers.

Flowering Shrubs.

These were particularly well shown, and some rare
examples were included. Of more than ordinary interest

in the group from Messrs. J. Cheal and Son were Piptan-
tbus nepalensis, Loptospermum Nicholsii (with red flowers).

Deutzia campanulata, Rhododendron Pink Pearl, the
yellow and orange Azalea Altaclarense, A. Crippsi (a

yellow o)f the pontica set), and many others. Ccanothus
floribundus and Fabiana alba, the last very full of bloom,
were among good things from Messrs. Piper. Among
many tilings in Mr. Reuthe's collection was the rich

red flowered Erica anstralis (a rather striking plant at
this season), Magnolias Watson ii and parviflora, and
the curious and interesting crimson-flowered TUicium
floridianum. Of far greater choicenesa and rarity were
Menziesia ciliicalvx, an almost miique species ^\ith deep

red coloured bells, slightly reflexing at the tips ; En-
kianthus carapanulatus luteo-viridibus (greenish yellow
bells) and E. cernuus rubens. none of which, so far as
we remember, have been sho^vn before. In Jlessrs.
Paul and Sons* collection Enkianthus campanulatus,
full of phikish bells, was very finely shouii. Not h-s^ good,
however, were CTrcLs Siiiquastrum and C. S. album

;

while exceedingly beautiful were the white-flowc-red
Rosa sericea and R. s. pteracantb?,, wliose red-wmged
spines are ever an effective feature. Lonicera Maacki
and Labuniura Vossii wexe also good. Azalea Anthony
Koster (yellow) constituted a great central feature in
Mr. L. R. Russell's group, and Azalea J. C. Van Thol
(salmon) was also etft'ctive among* many others. De-
lightfully coloured leaved Acers were freely employed.

Greenhouse Flowers.

In this section border Carnations came from Mr. J.

Douglas, Great Bookham. and for this early date the flowers
were particularly good. Two of the best gained awards
of merit (see " New and Rare Plants "), while for the rest

The King (crimson), Glowworm, Mrs. Robert Gordon
(pink), Salmonea (very choice pink). Orange King (an
exceptional bit of colour) and Lieutenant Shackleton
(fancy) were among the best. Silver Flora medal.
The baskets of new Calceolarias Buttercup and Canary

Bird sho\vn by Mr. A. Dawkins, 40S, King's Koad, (Tielsea,

afforded proof of the flower freedom and decorative
utility of these new-comers, the first of which gained an,
award of merit. The Sweet Peas from Messrs. Alex.
Dickson and Sons, Belfast, were of two varieties only,
Elegance (soft blush pink) and Mrs. G. W. Bishop (see " New
and Rare Plants ") Of these a big bank was set up,
the exhibit gaining a -siivvr-gilt Banksian medal. Hy-
drangeas Pa.diant (pink), Vicomtesse de Vibraye (rich

blue), with Heliotropes, Verbenas, Ivy-leaved Pelar-
goniums and Fenis were well shown by Messrs. H. B. May
and Sons, Edmonton. Silver Flora medal.

Orchids.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown showed a group rich in

Odontiodas, Odontoglossvims and Miltouias, Odontioda
Juno gaining a pieliminary commendatioti card. Cattleya
Skinneri allja and Odontioda Coronation were choice
things. Silver-gilt Flora modal.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean had a 4-feet-high, well-flowcred
example of Dendrobium Sanderi«, large pure white flowers.
The Miltonias shown by Messrs. Charlesworth were

very fine, such as Lyoth, Lady Dorothie, rosea gigantea
and Charlesworthii, with rich maroon centre, being the
most striking.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ONION SETS(C. ^. Pode).—Our correspondent, we think,

must have the " Potato " or underground Onion in his

mind. Years ago this used to be grown largely, but of
late years has been neglected. It comes into use early
in summer, and is thus found most useful when Onions of
the previous year's growth are over. The old-fashioned
way used to be to plant it on the shortest diy and to take
it up on the longest day. It should be grown exactly
in the same way as Shallots. Plant in tows 10 mchea
apart (in any ordinary garden soil); the sets should
be 8 inches apart in the row. The sets for planting
may be purchased from any responsible seed merchant.
The plant is quite hardy 'and little or no trouble to
grow.

FLO\\^R GARDEN.
•*FIRE" IN TULIPS (T. W. C.).—The Tulips are

attacked by " fire." due to the fungus Botr>'t.i3 parasitica.

See the Kev. J. Jacob's article in our issue of May 25
and reply to " J. A. M." in the same number,

SPLIT PffiONY STEMS (A. M. &.).—« the stems are
really split, we should attribute it to a spell of dryness,
succeeded by much wet. The instances are, however,
not common. A more frequent cause of failure is where
the stems are attacked by a fungus which, if not arrested
in time, may give rise to considerable trouble. In this
instance all stems attacked should be cut away and burnt,
dusting the remainder with powdered lime to which a little

sulphur has been added.
If the stems are slightly

damped the mixture will

adhere better.

and use. After the first watering miUch the surface of the
soli beneath the branches with well-decayed farmyard
manure or with a mixture of manure and leaves, it is

probable that the bush is still feeling the effects of being
transplanted.

LaAC SHOOTS FOR EXAMINATION (Mrs. A. G. S.).—
The unhappy condition of the Lilac shoots received for
examination is due to the prt'sence of a fungus, a species
of Eotrjiis. apparently B. cinerea. All that can be done
to benefit the plant is to cut the branches well back, talcing
care that no shoot bearing the fungus is left.. The branches
should be burnt as soon as they are removed, otber\vise
there is a danger of the disease spreading to other bushes
in the neighbourhood. If the bush is infected within
a short distance of the base, it would be advisable to dig
it up and burn it, for hard pruning might not get rid of all

the diseased wood. The other leaves received for examina-
tion are apparently those of a Peach or Almond, and they
are affected by Peach-leaf curl, a condition brought about
by the presence of a fungus, Exoascus deformans. The
best method to adopt for eradicating the disease is to re-
move all the shoots bearing infected leaves, taking care
to cut them back several buds below the lowest injured
leaf. Bum all shoots as soon as removed. It may take
more than one year to thoroughly clear p tree, a good
deal depending upon the bold the disease has got upon the
tree. All Peach and Almond trees should be inspected
to make sure that no infected leaves are left.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ALLEGED MANURE (/>. C.).—The materia' sent appears

to be fine soil. It is neither of the common artificial
manures.

WEED ON LAWN (J. T.).—The specimen received for
determination is Sagina procumbens, not a Moss. It is

a very difficult weed to eradicate from iawna, and the only
way is to encourage the grass to outgrow it. That is best
done by pulling out as much of theweed as possible and
manuring the grass. The best manure to apply at the
pri'sent time is nitrate of soda. Mix the chemical with
fine sand in order that" it can be sown regularly over the
surface of the grass, and sow it during moist weather.
In November give tlie grass a good dressing of well-decayed
manure.

A Welsh Covent Garden.—At a conference of

farmers, market gardeners, nurserymen, allot-

ment holders and others, held at Llandudno on
May 2 2, it was decided to set on foot a scheme
by which the six countie-s of North Wales would
be thoroughly organised as a great food producing

and distributing area. The proposal has the

support of the Board of Agri:ulture, and a repre-

sentative committee has been elected to put the

scheme through its initial stages. It is suggested

that main market depots be situated at Llandudno
Junction, Wrexham and Welshpool, these to be
linked up with sub-depots in every rural district.

The programme embraces the production, collec-

tion, bulking, marketing and transporting of all

garden products, and it is hoped to institute

canning, drying and other methods of preserva-

tion on a large scale.

OARDBNINO APPOINTHSINT
MR. D. AiKDRiE, gardener at Glenla^gan, Parton,

Kiikcudbrii!htsbire, has been appointed gardener to
C. E. Galbraith, Esq., Terregles. Dumfries, in tlie
place of Mr. W. Hutchinson, wlio has received an
appointment at Gretna.

TRADE NOTE
Garden Nets for Peas.

There is no reason why anyone should be debarred from
growing Peas simply because there are no Pea-sticks to be
had. Peas may be supported quite satisfactorily on garden
nets. Mr. W. Oliver Allen of Porthicven, Cornwall,
makes a speciality of nets for this purpose. The nets
arc made to any length and width to order, and they are

TREES AND
SHRUBS.

PRUNING A LILAC
(F. G. Prideaux).—Your
Lilac bush can be pruned
at once. Instead of cut-

ting it hard back, remove
a quantity of the weak
inside shoots, together
with - any suckers there
may be from the base.
Also remove some of the
weaker shoots of tiie

present year. Then,
during the next few
weeks, water the bush well at fortnightly intervals
with manure water from farmyard manure, cow-
manure for preference. Take a large tub, fill it with
ewvtr, placu in a quantity of manure, stir it well.

^1
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ARRANGEMENTS have been made for

a lecture to be delivered at the Caxto.i

Hall, Westminster, on Wednesday,

\ June 19, at 3 p.m. The subject of the

^lecture is " Potato-Growing : Spraying,

and Summer and Autumn Work in Lifting and

Storing." The lecturer is one of the foremost

expert horticultmists of the country, viz., Mr. W.
Cuthbcrtson, J. P., V.M.H. This lecture has been

aiTanged with a view to still fiu-ther directing

Potato-growing throughout the country this

>ummer. It continues the story from the point

at which the lecture delivered at the Mansion

House on February 13 last left it. The subject

of that lectm'e was " Potato-Growing : Spring

Work in Seed and Planting." The Right Hon.

R. E. Prothero, M.P., will occupy the chair. It

is hoped that workers on allotments wiU make
every effort to attend. Admission, will be bj ticket

only, which can bt obtained from the Secretary

nf the Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent

Square, Westminster, on t£Jci7toi application, accom-

panied by a penny stamped addressed envelope.

Earthing-Up Potatoes.—It is better to go

over the crop two or three times in the course of

earthiug-up rather than to finish the work at one

operation. The crop
should first receive a

good hoeing to give the

air a chance of getting

to the roots, and to cut

out weeds. Then a first

moulding-up should be

given as soon as the

plants are high enough,

and another operation

should follow and, per-

haps; a third. Proper

and~ efficient earthing-up

is very important. It

assists the crop and helps ,

in the cultivation of the

soil.

Vegetable Marrows

for Jam-Making.—In

view of the poor fruit

crops and great import-

ance of suffi:ient sup-

plies of jam being
available for use by

the Navy and Array

and by the civilian
population, the Food

Production Department is appealing to culti-

\ators to plant immediately, and on as large

a scale as possible, Vegetable Marrows for

supplementing the fruit Supplies available

for the jam factories. Where space is limited,

Marrows may be grown up poles, but the

vines require tying at intervals of a foot or so.

Marrows may also be trained over lawns, and a

good word may be allowed for the Bush Marrow,

which does not smother up the surrounding

vegetation. When the plants begin to show
flower, thin the growths to prevent overcrowding

and traiiv the principal growths at different angles.

Top-dress the roots with good soil, and do not allow

the plants to suffer through dryness.

Garden Swedes and Kohl Rabi.—Those who

like garden Swedes and Kohl Rabi should now see

about sowing the seed. Heavier soils are not

altogether suited to Swedes, but if it is well tilled

the crop should succeed well enough. Kohl Rabi

can be made to grow on almost any soil. Both

like lin>e and phosphates, and for this reason a

good and useful artificial to give would be about

7lb. of basic slag per square rod previous to sowing

the seed. On good land, well limed, use super-

phosphate instead of basic slag. A sowing may be

made now, and another one later on in June.

The rows are usually made about 18 inches apart

and half an inch deep, and the crop thinned out to

10 inches apart.

Bolting Onions.—Owing to the spell of dry

weather, transplanted Onions are showing a

tendency to bolt—that is, to form flower-heads

prematurely. Where this is the case it is im-

portant that the flower-heads should be taken off

while they are still in a young stage. This will

correct the tendency to bolt, and will enable the

gardener to secure a crop.

:s:^':V' ---^^

M.\RROWS AND PUMPKINS ON A READERS LAWN.

Outdoor Tomatoes : A Record tor Earliness.—

In the second week of '.April, Mr. W^ \. Warry of

the Commercial Arcade, Guernsey, planted ten

dozen Tomato plants in a field at the Couture.

On June 2 at least one Tomato was fully ripe.

It is believed that this is a record for locally

grown outdoor Tomatoes.

Celery.—In order to obtain good sticks of

Celery, the seedling plants should be pricked out

early on to a well-prepared mursery bed, and not

allowed to remain too long in seed-boxes or seed-

beds. Plants that have been hardened should

now be planted on a bed in a warm border where

the soil is rich. Young Celery plants like rich

soil. One's object should be to keep them growing

from the first, so as to get nice sturdy plants.

The nursery bed should be composed of good soil,

with some potting soil or well-decayed manure

worked in to form a compost of 3 inches or 4 inches

for the seedlings to root in. See that the plants

get enough water, but do not drownthem. Plant

them 3 inches apart on the nursery bed, when they

will develop and come in ready to foUow in the

trenches of the first rows of Peas.

Hybrid Lupines.—Messrs. Laxton Brothers,

Bedford, send flowers of a new hybrid Lupinus-

raised by Lieutenant Laxton by crossing the blue

L. polyphyllus with the yellow Tree Lupine. The

flowers are distinct and certaudy pretty.

To Sunflower Growers.—The Food Production

Department directs the attention of those who,

at the Department's request, have undertaken

to grow Sunflowers for seed ptirposes, to the

following announcement : " The Ministry of

Food announces that in the event of maximum

prices being fixed for Sunflower seed, such prices

on sales by growers will not be less than 50s. per

cwt. The Ministry further announces that it will

be ready to take over

__^^_^^______ from market gardens

associations Sunflower

seed in sound condition,

which is not sold locally,

at a price of not less than

35s. per cwt. f.o.r. in

bags, delivery to be

made as and when re-

quired in quantities of

not less than half a

hundredweight."

National Sweet Pea

Society.—.Arrangements

have been made for an

exhibition of Sweet Peas

in connection with the

Royal Horticultiu-al

Society's meeting on
July 2 in the Drill Hall,

Buckingham Gate,

Westminster. No
schedule of prizes will

be published, but medal

awards will be made to

meritorious exhibits put

up by trade and
amatem- growers. Members are specially invited

to exhibit novelties.

The Garden Tractor.—.At the monthly meeting

of the Scottish Horti-ult oral .Association, Mr.

R..L. Scarlett, CD. A., Sweethope, Invcresk, read

a paper on " How the Engineer can assist in Horti-

culture," in which special stress was laid upon

the possibilities of the mechanical tractor. The

lecttu-er impressed upon those present the desira-

bility of representing the need of small tractors

to the engineer if production is to be maintained

at the highest level.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

WHITE BRYONY AS A VEGETABLE.
XS^ITH regard to the interesting note by ray

friend Dr. Hemsley on the " White Bryony
as a Vegetable," I have looked up some early

references to the plant. Thus Culpeper, in his

" Pharmacopoeia Londinensis," date 1653, says

" it is certainly a scurvy, strong, troublesom

purge, therefore ill to be tampered with by the

unskilful, outwardly in oyntments it takes away
frecldes, wrinkles, morphew, scars, spots, &c., from

the face." Not a word is said as to other uses.

Turning to Barton and Castle's " British Flora

Medica," the first edition of which appeared in

1837 and a new edition in 1877, I find the following

under the head of " Properties and Uses" :
" In

its recent state the root has a very disagreeable

odour, and a nauseous bitter and acrid taste, and

is undoubtedly poisonous, but the deleterious

principle may be so far dissipated by repeated

washings with water as to afford a fine and white

fecula capable of furnishing an alimentary sub-

stance which in seasons of dearth is the more

valuable." It is further stated on the authority

of Dioscorides that the young shoots may be eaten

as Asparagus. Under all the circumstances it

would seem to be the safest plan to avoid the plant

as an edible one.

—

John R. Jackson, Claremonl,

Lympsione, Devon,

T) EGARDING the note on Bryony as a vegetable

(page 216), according to some old books

both the White Bryony (Bryonia dioica) and the

Black Bryony (Tamus conununis) are, or at least

were, iKilised in this way in England and in some
parts of the Continent. It is the young shoots,

as they come out of the ground, that are used,

boiled and eaten like Asparagus, to which they

bear a certain resemblance. As to their whole-

someness, 1 think it is at least open to query, as

both plants possess poisonous qualities; and

although the boiling may render them harmless,

personally I should not care to try eating either.

The root of the White Bryony was at one time

used externally for bruised, and also as a cattle

medicine, but was gradually abandoned owing

to its violent and uncertain action. The berries

of the Black Bryony possess a wonderful lasting

property, and if gathered in September or October

and htmg in a cool room are quite unslurivelkd

and fresh at Christmas, when the long garlands

of brilliant scarlet berries make a very handsome
decoration, mixed with evergreens. The leaves,

of course, dry up, but these can be removed.

It is better to get the garlands as long as possible,

say, I yard or 2 yards. If picked green they will

ripen and turn scarlet, lasting just the same.

This plant is also sometimes called " Our Lady's

Seal," and the berries once had a great reputation

for curing freckles.-

—

Harry E. Thorn.

THE COLORATION OF APPLES.
COME little wliile ago you allowed me to say

that with reference to factors in the coloration

of Apples I had found that, in the case of King
uf the Pippins, trees planted in grass had brighter-

coloured but smaller fruit than similar trees in

tilled land. I see that Bulletin 314 of the New
York Agricultural Experiment Station, which

Mr. Hedrik has kindly sent me, contains a plate

entitled " Size and Colour of Sod and Tillage

Apples." The sod Apple is of deeper colour,

but is smaller than the tillage Apple. On page 99
is the following comment :

" This [brighter

colouring] is the one respect in which the sod-

mulched fruit surpassed the tilled. But since

in every possible test . . . the tilled trees

are shown to be most vigorous, and since wounded,

diseased, weak-growing or decrepit trees always

bear fruit of a high colour, and conversely well-
'

noiurished trees often bear poorly coloured fruits,

it can be said that the bright colour of the sod

fruit is the hectic flush of disease or of decrepitude.

Of the several indications of the deleterious effects

of grass in orchard the abnormally high colour

is one of the most marked. The bright red of

the sod-mulched fruit is purchased at the expense

of the health and vigour of the trees." Much,

if not all, of this would seem to be true to English

experience, but one cannot help asking oneself,

" What about those marvellously coloured Apples

that carried off a gold medal or medals at the Royal

Horticultural Society's show last autumn ?
"

I happened to see some of them hanging on the

trees just before they were picked, and better

nourished, better tilled trees could not be, while

the Apples were of enormous size.

—

Rollo Meyer,
Watton Rectory, Hertford.

HOLLIES FOR HEDGING.

\S/'HILE the common HoUy is one of the best,

and at the same time one of the most adapt-

able, subjects for hedging, it is not alwa.ys an easy

one to start. Nursery stock, however small, is very

liable to die off even if planted in April—which

appears to be the best time—though apparently

hopeless plants will sometimes start at the base if

cut hard back as soon as they. are " given up for

dead." .Whether this difficulty is due to the

practice of grafting I know not, but I do know
that one may plai\t either layers or seedlings and

rely upon a 90 per cent, success. I have tested this

for several seasons, and notice that while most

nursery plants are practically devoid of fibrous

roots, layers and seedlings are well provided with

these, shall I say, essentials.—.\. T. J.

STONES IN GARDEN SOIL.

T FEEL I am correct in saying that hundreds

of new cultivators will be at a loss as to the

proper coiu'se to take in the case of stony ground.

I know that many cultivators pick out all the

stones they can find. There is generally some
moisture found under each stone, and in the case

of naturally light land I have found that crops

" hold out " longer where a iew stones are present

than in similar soils devoid of them. I could

quote many instances, but will confine myself

to two. The head-gardener of the President of

the Highcliffe Gardeners' Mutual Improvement

Association, in dealing with one border near his

own dwelling-house, had aU the stones' sifted

out of the soil. Result : The plants never throve

in the border afterwards. Buckwheat was sown

in a field through which a winding carriage drive

was made at Hinton .Admiral. The whole of this

field, including the drive in question, was sown

(as the carriage-way was to be discontinued), and

a spell of very dry weather followed the sowing

of the seeds. Result ; All the Buckwheat plants

died except those growing on the old drive site,

which was rather stony. The head-gardener

at that time—the late Mr. E. Leach—drew my
attention to it, as there was a green, winding belt

across the field, the remainder being brown easth.

Soil full of gravel is a nuisance to work. The

large stones from what might be termed " stony

ground " should be removed, but I doubt the

wisdom of sifting out all stones.

—

George Garner.

PANSY HISTORY.

T IKE Mr. S. Arnott, I, too, have., a mass of

material relating to the history of the Pansy,

but the mystery attending the spelling of Thomson's

or Thompson's name is one that really ought to

be solved sooner or later. At the time he began

to improve the Pansy he was gardener to Admiral

Lord Gambler, the British representative who
signed the Treaty of Ghent after the war of 181 2

with the United States of America. His lordship

occupied Iver Grove, a property about a mile

from the village of Iver, Bucks. Probably some
local antiquary or historian could give us some
information about Lord Gambier's gardener. It

is curious that Gibbs, in his " Worthies of Bucks,"

makes not the slightest reference to so distinguished

a man as his lordship. If among the readers of

The Garde.n there is anyone who could definitely

help to settle the question, it would certainly

confer a considerable benefit on those of us who
are interested in floricultural history. And it is

not by any means an insuperable (difficulty. X
rate book, a list of voters, or, better still, the

parish register of births or deaths, might contain

an entry that would be conclusive. A rival

claimant appears on the scene in the person of

Richardson, gardener to the Earl of Tanker /ille,

who, about the same period, also initiated some

experiments in the raising of new seedling Pansits.

Some modern writers would have us believe that

before these two gardeners started Pansy growing

there was no such thing as a garden Pansy, and

that their predecessors knew nothing but Viola

tricolor. This, of course, is pure nonsense. The
Pansy had been a favourite garden flower for

generations before either of these men were bom.
But here again the investigator meets with a

check, for in the case of Richardson, as far as I

can discover, the place that knew him once now
knows him no more. Whatever part Richardson

played in the improvement of the Pansy must

have been a minor one, for in comparison with

that o* his rival his name is rarely met with after

the pretty story we are told about his assisting

his young mistress, Lady Bennett, to grow Pansies

n her little garden at Walton-on-Tharaes, where

her father, the Earl of Tankerville, then lived.

Lord Gambler died in 1833, just as the new Pansy

cult was in full swing. What became of Thomson
or Thompson after his master's death is not easy

to ascertain. He may have remained as gardener

to his lordship's successor, he may have removed

elsewhere, but he lived on and continued to

raise Pansies, and did not die until the early

sixties.—C. H. P.

THE FLOWERING OF GENTIANA
ACAULIS.

TJAVING seen several letters in The Gardem
with reference to the flowering of Gentiana

acaulis, I thought you might be interested to hear

that our small patch, measuring about 12 inches

by 8 inclies, had fitty-five perfect blooms this

season. It is on a sloping bank facing west and has

had no particular treatment, except granite chips

strewn thickly over the soil.— (Miss) J. Pulman,

Bryn. Huriton Bridge, King's Laiigley, Herts.

ROCK PLANTS IN FLOWER.
T WOULD like to bring to the notice of your

readers one or two beautiful rock plants now
in flower in my rock garden. Pentstemon David-

sonii is most beautiful ; my plant is about 12 inches

by 9 inches, creeping over the ground ; so different

from the other Pentstemons. It has on it about

fifty stalks of flowers, three long trumpet-shaped,

brilliant red flo^yers on each stalk. The winter

before last it suffered somewhat from the .severe

frost, and I had only three or four flowers on it.

Last winter I put a piece of glass over it, and it

would now be impossible for it to flower better. I

got it about three years ago from Clarence Elliott.

Another most lovely plant—known, I have no

doubt, to most rock garden lovers—is Oxalis

enneaphylla. This, on the shady side of my rock-

work, is in full flower and I think the loveliest
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plant I have, as leaf and flower are so beautiful.

It is a native of the Falkland Islands and seems

quite happy in this country. It prefers partial

shade to full sun. Another pretty plant I have

in bloom now is Anemone rupicola, a fine, large

white flower, with shiny green leaves, giving it

a charac:cr of its own. All plants here are now
doing better than I have ever before known them,

consequent upon a mild winter and spring.

—

George Dixon, Astle, Cheshire.

SAXIFRAGA AIZOIDES.

/^NE of your correspondents spoke of this plant

as difficult to grow. Here it is extremely

easy, and no doubt would be so in many other

gardens. It is really a capital plant, one of those

valuable plants which sow themselves freely and
' yet are never troublesome because they can be

readily pulled up and do not run underground.

If I were asked to name the best plants for a stone

retaining wall against a bank of earth, I should

choose Campanula Portenschlagiana and Saxifraga

aizoides among the very best. A stone wall here

under a dark Holly hedge is lighted up by S.

aizoides and Mrs. Lloyd Edwards' Mossy Saxi-

frages, forming a delightful picture.— F. A.

Sturge, Coed Ejii^ near Wrexham.

SAXIFRAGA CYMBALARIA.
"yHIS little annual Saxifrage, with its fresh

green leaws and clear yellow bloom, makes

a bright patch of colour wherever it may occur.

As to place it is not at all fastidious, but it is a

capital plant f^ the joints of any bit of wall with

a cool aspect, or in a Fern garden or any shady

place. All through May it will be in hloora.

No care need be taken about propagation, for it

seeds itself freely and, once established, may be

trusted to come again. It is prettiest in the

young state, when each little tuft of neat crenate

leaf and yellow bloom, sometimes only an inch

in diameter, is a picture in itself, although its

garden value is best shown in a rather, wide-

spread mass; It is a. native of the Caucasus.—

G. J.

PYROLA ROTUNDIFOLIA.
'T'HIS is not such a rare plant in England as

might be inferred from Mr. Bennell-Pee's

note in the issue of The Garden for May 25,

page 210. Although a local species, it is widely

distributed in the British Isles from Kent and

Norfolk to Aberdeen. I have seen specimens

from more than a dozen English and Scottish

counties. It is generally found in damp woods

and copses, but is also a characteristic plant of

the Lancashire sandhills, occurring in damp, sandy

hollows, though it is now much less common
there than formerly, owing to building encroach-

ments. It was sometimes so abundant there

as to whiten the ground with its dainty blooms.

Tansley, in " Types of British Vegetation," refers

to its association with Salix repens on the Lanca-

shire dunes. The flowering spikes project above

the prostratt branches of the Willow, the bright

green, persistent foliage being conspicuous under

the leafless twigs. This Wiiiter-Green has been

known as a British plant since 1640, as Parkinson's

Herbal, published in that year, gives the following

record :
" In Yorkeshire, Lancashire, and further

North, yea even in Scotland, in the woods every-

where."—A. Bruce Jackson.

SALAD DRESSING.

(~\N page 198 of The Garden, May 18, there

is a letter re salad dressing signed " R."
" Anne Amateur's " recipe, published in The
Garden of May 11, page 196, gives an exact

recipe for mayonnaise sauce as used regularly

in French households. There is another recipe

where one yolk of a hard-boiled egg is sometimes

used in conjunction with raw eggs. There is a

third recipe, used and published by Alexandre

Dumas in his grand " Dictionnaire de Cuisine,"

page 1002, without any yolks of eggs, whether

raw or hard-boiled, by substituting gelie d'aspic.

I have used, and still use, these three recipes,

and have done so for forty-eight years. Your
readers will find the third recipe in the above

"Dictionnaire" at tire London Library, 12, St.

James' Square, S.W.

—

Mary Beale.

A GOOD WORD FOR THE SPARROW.

TV/TAV I be permitted to say a few words for

the common house sparrow ? On several

evenings I have been very interested watching

these birds on some bush Apple trees, going from

branch to branch and removing some of the petals

from the opening flowers. On examining some

opening flowers I discovered they contained small

caterpillars of the winter moth, which were

eating the stamens and pistil, the essential parts of

the flower. The sparrows were devouring these

caterpillars very greedily. I have also watched

-.''sCli"

Another Recipe for Home-
made War Bread

STEAM or boil in their jackets three poimds
of Potatoes. Dry, skin, put through a
squeezer, and allow to cool. Sieve

nine pounds of flour (which must be
quite dry and have been kept in a warm,.

dry place), rub in one ounce of lard, add salt to-

taste (a good handful), and the Potato, which must
be light and fluffy and of the same temperature-

as the flour. Mix all thoroughly together. Put
four ounces of barm into a small basin with half

a teaspoonful of sugar and half a pint of luke-

warm water, and allow it to rise for a few minutes.

Make a hole in the centre of the flour, pour in one
quart of warm water, stir the barm to a cream in

its basin', and pour in ; cover with a cloth, 'Snd

leave it to rise on a stool by the fire for twenty
minutes, sheltered from draughts. Then knead
well, very well, in the bread pan, adding at least

another quart of water during this process. Knead
until the dough leaves the sides of the pan and the

SAXIFRAGA CYMBALARIA ON A SHADY WALL.

them picking aphis from the Rose trees. From
time to time I have read a great deal about the

damage these birds do to various crops, which

I must admit they do later in the year. But in

the spring I am convinced they do a great deal

of good in gardens and orchards by devouring

these pests, and thought I should like to say

a word in the sparrow's favour.—N.D. Hort.,

IVokiiigham.

SEA PINKS.
Crowds of them upon the sandhill tops

Lookin ; so brave and free.

There, near the edge, where the sheer cliff drops

Down to the restless sea.

Brushed by the mar.in's careless wing,

Tossed in the wind all day.

Blithely their merry pink heads they swing

To meet the salt sea spray

Readers who have riot already done so are asked to

order 'J'UK GARDEN to be delivered regularly by their news-
agcnt. The return of unsold co-pies is prohibited, and in
eonsequence The Garden is obtainable ONLY il ordered
'beforehand-

hands quite clean ; lift out the mass on to tlie

bread board, and finish kneading there. Whett '

sufficiently kneaded the dough should be of the

consistency of india-rubber, springy and resilient

when slapped with the hand. Replace in the

pan, cover with a cloth, and set to rise as before,

but this time for an hour or longer. Divide into-

portions, knead each well again on the board,.

set to rise again for fifteen mijiutes either
. in loaf

tins or on baking sheets, and hake in a hot oven.

This quantity should make sixteen potmds of-

bread and keep well for at least a week.

We find that the war flour as supplied here

requires Iwicc the amomit of barm and consider-

ably more water to make it rise than we were

accustomed to use in former days. Very few-

people seem 'to realise this, and they fail to make
good bread for this reason.

If more convenient, the Potato may qtiite well

be prepared the day before. Provided strict atten-

tion is given to detail, a very palatable loaf is the

outcome of this recipe, the result of many months'

firactice. Numerous friends have asked for it, so I

send It to The Garden in the hope that it may
help some puzzled reader. \V. Duggan.
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White Flowers in the Dusk
By E. a. BOWLES, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

The alteration of the clock

for Summer Time has

many advantages, no doubt,

and the freshness of the

early morning garden is

certainly one. I find I

have to pay for it at the

other end, though, and am
generally too tired and too

busy to enjoy the blind

man's holiday half-hour

—

the time when it is too

dark to see to work and when, under the old

regulation of the hours, there was
still time enough to linger in the

garden without feeling all the time

one ought to be answering letters

if they were to be finished before

bedtime.

In this first week of June a

quarter to ten has brought me to

those letters at latest.' To-night

1 had to tramp down to Enfield

and back for a meeting, and
turned in across the fields, and so

into the lower path of the rock

garden, shortly after ten. All the

white or very pale flowers seemed

to have arranged a tableau vivant

to greet me, and j^I^was charmed
with the effects of their beauty.

The last flowers of a very large

form of Ranunculus amplexicaulis

close to the path first caught my eye

and made me stop. What a per-

fectly formed flower it is ! So
round, so well set on its stalk, and
how its polished Buttercup surface

glistens ! Then I raised my eyes

and saw the general effect. Above
me Cytisus supranubius was play-

ing the part of a mass of cumulus

cloud. The night being cloudless,

it could not raise its head above

the clouds to justify its name, and

so it made its own cloud. For the

last week it has been scenting

the rock garden with the fragrance

of a field of Hyacinths, reminding

me of pleasant days spent around

Haarlem in bygone springs. My
big tree is a replacement, the

former Broom of the Clouds having

been killed in the bad winter of

1908-9. This one is a disappoint-

ment in one way, for the older

plant was quite a rosy pink in

shade, and this is nearly white.

it is flowering with marvellous

ireedom this season, and the

(thousands of white flowers in

spikes of 6 inches or more in length stood

lOut against the dark trees behind them with

nne effect. The last white stars of the

hardy Orange, ^gle sepiaria, showed up here

and there among the mass of its new leaves, but

now so few -and far between they were more like

the stars of a constellation—Charles' Wain, we
will say—than the thick-set Pleiades or Milky

Way they imitated a week ago. The topmost

buds of Cauiassia Leichtlinii arc open, showing

another flower is about to disappear for the season.

In the dusk they looked extra beautiful perched

on their yard-high stems, and the faded flowers

below them were not noticeable as by daylight.

Some of the seedling forms have been pleasing me
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greatly. From rich indigo blue, with a side

branch of colouring of dusky reddish purple, they

range through soft grey-blues to pure white.

They have spread from the top of a rock bank
to its very feet, they line the edge of the path,

and are beginning to appear on the opposite slope.

The thin grassy leaves of seedlings are appearing

so thickly on these banks that for the last two
seasons I have cut the heads before many seeds

had been shed, and have thrown them into the

meadow, hoping that some day the mowing grass

may be blue and white with Camassia stars rising

above the Butt rcups. White and pale starchy

blue Columbines sow themselves rather too freely,

but I leave many of them that get into chinks

and places where they cannot harm their neighbours,

and to-night justifies my forbearance.
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it is worthy of a place in a large rock garden,

but needs a sheltered one, as it is* a bit tender.

It stood the winter of 1916-17 here well enough,

but a young one grown from .a cutting from my
plant perished at Harrow, not so very many miles

away. Between these two black sentinels there

stands in array a whole army of what I suppose

is only Lychnis dioica, but of all shades from pure

white to those of strawberry and raspberry ices,

and none of them as crudely red as our wild form.

I brought their parents from Modane many years

ago. Then every one was white, but as soon as

they sowed themselves freely here the delicate

pink shades made their appearance. Most likely

interfering moths brought them the pollen of

our common form from the hedge close by. The
Small Elephant Hawk Moth visited them regularly

on warm evenings last June, and
the Burnished Brass and its rela-

tives are fond of them. Even
when too dark to see the moths one

can still know they are at the

flowers and, if desired, net them,

as they shake the flower they

are visiting when they insert their

iong tongues. It is wonderful how
clearly these white and pink Cam-
pions stand out in the evening

light. Admiring the effect to-night,

I saw one of the flowers tremb-
ling, and-I realised all this tableau

of silver against the darkening

earth was not arranged for me,
but for these insect visitors and
the cross-fertilisation their visits

would ensure. So I have walked
away from them and settled down
to my writing-table and have
written these notes.

Notes from a Garden

in Northants

A
the Editor was
enough to print

A GAY TANGLE OF NIGHT-FLOWERING PLANTS, INCLUDING
SILENES AND CENOTHERAS, AT MYDDELTON HOUSE.

This is a Crocus bank in its summer dress.

They are only forms of Aquilcgia vulgaris, and

have short spurs, but they are so reliable and

hardy and so white or so delicately shaded with

blue that nothing could look better in the gloaming.

Behind this grouping is a rough bank facing the

meadow. A round-headed bush of the dwarf

form of Rhamnus Alaternus is the feature at the

near end, and a large clump of the purple-leaved

form of Clematis recta crowns the top at the other.

Both look as black as the pit to-night. The

Buckthorn gives a wonderfully sombre touch

even by day, being as dark as a Bay. This plant

used to be called Rhamnus Perrieri, but Mr.

Bean's great book says it is R. Alaternus var.

angustifolia. Whichever name it is fotmd unden

kind

some
notes from a Northants

garden in March, I am
tempted on this lovely

day in June to send a few more.

There is such a wonderful display

of^colour at the present time,

especially in the rock garden,

where there are large drifts of

Phloxes Vivid and Moerijeimi and,

in a drier part, a mass of Helian-

themuras. Among the latter, H.

Chama;cistus is particularly brilliant

in colour, though the individual

blooms are not such a good shape

as that of many of the others. A
little group of Pentstemon David-

sonii (or rather P. rupicola, as

I see Mr. Clarence Elliott says it

should be called) is very pretty.

Growing among it is a bright form of Erinus

alpinus, and the combination of colour makes

a very brilliant patch. It is curious how

colours that anywhere else would clash horribly

always seem to blend well in a garden, the one

e-xception being once seen^ow be it said—in my
own garden, when a plant of Geum Mrs. Bradshaw

was alongside a large plant of purple Loosestrife.

It sets my teeth on edge now even to think of it.

OxaUs enneaphylla flourishes here in a very sunny

part of the rock garden. It fills a space of over

2 feet long and about i8 hiches in depth, and is

now a sheet of bloom. The rare O. adenophylla

is also doing well, and I live in hopes of some day

having an equally large patch.
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The Encrusted Saxifrages are flowering extra

well this spring, especially Dr. Ramsey and

cochlearis major and minor. Viola Bowles'

Black has seeded itself among them, and the effect

<if the two together is very pretty. Potentilla

nitida seldom flowers here, but P. n. alba is a mass

•of bloom in the moraine.

Edraianthus Pumilio and E. serpyllifolius major

are flowering well. Tiie latter I have had for

several years, and it has grown into good-sized

plants ; but this is the first time I have succeeded

with E. Pumilio, as it so often gets eaten off by

a little white grub. Geranium atlanticum, which

was given me by a friend who did not Itnow its

name, but said it was a nice thing,

has done well. The way the flowers

stand up above the leaves is very

.attractive. There are many other things

I could mention, but do not like to take

up more space. B. S.

IRIS LOPTEG
THE accompanying sketch repre-

sents one of the few hybrids

between a bearded and a crested

Iris. It resulted from fertilising

the toppio form of Iris Ciengialti

with pollen of I. tectorum. The latter, as

is well knowa, belongs to the Evansid

section, the members of which are dis-

tinguished by having a linear crest on
the falls in place of the beard of several

rows of hairs of the Pogoniris section. In

the hybrid there is a distinct linear crest

which splits up into a number of hairs,

which, however, are still arranged in a .

single row. The shape of the flower is

almost exactly that of the pollen parent,

I. tectorum, of which both falls and
standards are fiat and spreading. The
•cjlour is a uniform dark blus-purple,

and the spat he-valves are scarious and
brown, as in all forms of I. pallida, of

which I. Ciengialti is in reality only a

•dwarf local form. The spathes of I.

tectorum remain green even when the

flowers have expanded, but of this

there is no trace in the hybrid.

The stem is about a foot or 15 inches in

height, and bears two flowers at the

apex and sometimes a lateral bud lower

down. The plants are not very robust,

but have lived on here for six or eight

years, and have flowered well this

year. The foliage is intermediate be-

tween that of the two parents, and the

plants appear to be absolutely sterile, as

I have failed to obtain seeds either by
self-pollination or by using the pollen of either of
the parents.

Charterhouse, Godalming. W. R. Dvkes.

Tulips until they looked as if someone had been
pushing sticks through them for fun ! Then
followed close, thundery days without much sun,

and the blooms and the greater part of the foliage

simply melted away .
" Fire " set in with a vengeance

and finished off the work of the hail. Results :

Total loss of a fine crop of bloom and a crop of

undersized bulbs. The effects of frost are often

very curious and quite inexplicable. I remember
a few years ago some beds of Clara Butt which
were so badly hit by frost and " fire " that we
did not gather a bloom from them, while other

beds ot the same variety not more than 80 yards

to 100 yards distant were quite good, onlv a

"Fire" in Tulips

I

ALWAYS read the Rev. Joseph Jacob's
notes on Daffodils and Tulips with interest and
pleasure, and now that he asks for opinions
as to the cause of the above-named trouble,

I will give him and the rest of the readers of

The Garden my experience of this disease.

Without doubt the main causes of this disease
are frost or hail, followed by damp, close

weather. I well remember some years ago our
late Tulips looking grand up to the big bud stage,

when down came a heavy hailstorm of about
twenty minutes' duration. The hailstones were
so large that they perforated the leaves of the

IRIS LOPTEC, A HYBRID BETWEEN .\ BE.\RDED
AND A CRESTED IRIS.

(Much reduced.)

few of the blooms being unfit for market. Of
course, rain alone without the aid of frost is

sufficient to spoil a crop of Tulip bloom, but 1

do npt think it will cause " fire " unaided. I

can give no ideas as to preventive measures to

be employed against this troublesome disease,

except it be the snapping off of old flowers and
taking them right away. The Dutch growers
were always very particular to do this, saying that

the fallen petals were apt to start the disease

among the plants. We never plant Tulips
on the same ground two years in succession
for fear of the bulbs left behind getting
mixed with the next season's planting, so I can
offer no opinion as to whether there is more chance
of disease the second year than there is if bulbs
are planted on fresh ground.

Many varieties of May-flowering Tulips are
much less susceptible to " fire " than others
The Darwins, on the whole, seldom suffer badly

;

their thick leathery foliage does not seem to make
a comfortable lodgment for the spores of the

fungus. Tak Van Poortvleit is one of the tenderest
;

in fact, I gave up growing it some years since on
that account. Erguste is rather tender, as are also

Loveliness and Dream. I can think of no other
Darwins which are particularly susceptible to

" fire." Among the Cottage class, Le Rdve, old

Gesneriana major, the beautiful pale yellow
Moonlight, Golden Crown and Picotee are all

good hosts for Botrytis parasitica.'

While I have the pen in hand I may as well

give some impressions of Tulips, new and old, as

seen this year. With us the late Tulips have
been grand. I never before saw the

flowers so large and so perfect. At one
time we much feared the wet would cause

trouble, but our fears were groundless

(how often fears are !), for a change of

weather came just in time, and all was
well with the crop. Our late lamented
friend W. T. Ware used to say that Tulips

did not Want a drop of rain from the time
they were in bud to the time they were
over, and he was right ; the Tulip is

a dry-weather plant. Of the newer
Darwins, the most striking have been City

of Haarlem, vermilion scarlet, deep blue

base, a very large flower of great sub-

stance, the best in this colour ; Frans
Hals, an enormous bright satiny purple

flower ; Marcoji, a huge flower of a deep
purple colour, tall and stately

; The
Bishop, another fine piu-ple, a shade or two
lighter than Marconi ; Andrea Doria, a

deep maroon (rather a brown maroon than
black), very tall (33 inches) and very

vigorous—the strongest bulbs this year

gave from two to fout flowers on one
stem ; Valentin (given in the Royal
Horticultural Society's Tulip Report as

violet purple), a very fine, well-expanded

flower, early and lasting well ; Princess

Juliana, same class of colour as Farncombe
Sanders, but a little more scarlet in the

inside of the petals, not a very large flower,

but a vivid bit of colour, while the plant

is a good doer. Morales was a dis-

appointment. As seen at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meetings it is often very

fine, but on the bed the exhibition blooms
do not number one in ten, and the smaller

blooms look very knobby on their enor-

mously long stalks. Andromaque is very-

distinct. Messrs. Barr and Sons describe

it a deep garnet red, and I think tha.t

nearer the mark than the " pale magenta "

of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Tulip Book. The objectionable magenta
shade only appears when the flower is

past its best. In L'Ingenue we have a fine blush
Darwin, somewhat after the colour of Margaret,
but quite a different flower, the petals having a
thick leathery substance, tall habit and strong
growth. Edouard .\ndre is not to my liking at

all ; it strikes one as a cold, hard colour which
" swears " at all its neighbours ! Duchess of

Westminster (Yolande) is very beautiful, after

the style of Clara Butt, but having more orange
salmon in its colouring. I fear it is a slow breeder,

for it is some years since I bought in a small stock

(a large stock would have meant ruin !), and the

stock is still small. Prince of the Netherlands is

very fine, one of the largest Tulips we have.

The colour is given as cerise in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Report, but it is not my idea

of cerise ; however, it is red of a sort, and very
fine and stately. Petrus Hondius is also classified

as cerise. Well, it is a very beautiful and distinct
"

shade, and different from any other Darwin I know.
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Now for a few notes on the older varieties (if you

can find room, Mr. Editor). If anyone asked

wljich is the best Darwin, I sliould answer without

hesitation Farncombe Sanders, colour, size and

habit all perfect. Clara Butt would have to

come next, I think. Isis is a very beautiful thing,

a real scarlet, very tall and a strong grower. Pride

of Haarlem is a fine old sort, one of the first

to open, and if the weather treats it decently

it will hang on to the last. Claude Gillot is one

of the very best reds, though it does not seem so

popular as it deserves to be. Edmee I consider

the best of its class (rose with paler margins).

It is brighter and warmer in tone than Baronne

de la Tonnaye, Antony Roozen or Mme. Krelage.

It is tall and has exceptional vigour. Millet is

a very rich deep crimson, a better iinwer even

than Harry Veitch, and Harry Veitch is very

good. Of mauves or lilacs I plump for Rev.

Ewbank as the best in colour and strongest in

growth. Margaret must on no account be for-

gotten ; it is a great favourite of mine. It

is not only the blush tint of the flower which is

so pleasing, but the shape and texture as well.

The shape is quite distinct, a cup slightly nipped

in at the rim. The texture reminds one of the

most delicate eggshell china.

Now the ink is running short, the clock points

to " an hour when all good little girls and boys

should be in bed," so it is time to close ; but if the

Editor wishes for any more vapourings about

Tulips, I could perhaps manage to scrape together

a few notes on " Cottagers." [Please do.

—

Ed.]

Lowdham, Notts. J. Duncan Pearson.

FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-VII
BY SIR HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

THE choicest of all Meadow Rues is

Thalictruin dipterocarpura, a recent intro-

duction from China, carrying its sprays

of blossom, delicate mauve and straw-

colour, to a height of 3 feet above the

foliage, which "resembles Maidenhair Fern. It

is perfectly hardy and ripens plenty of seed;

nevertheless, it has earned a dubious reputation

for permanence in some gardens. The reason is

not far to seek. Starting late into growth (it

is only 3 inches or 4 inches high at the beginning

of Mav) it is most liable to destruction in the

CYPRIPEDIUM CALCEOLUS.

A rare British Orchid seldom, if ever, now found growing wild

necessary process of weeding. The hoe, unless

used v/ith the utmost discretion, is fatal to it,

esp'.ciallv where that irrepressible Summer -Cress

(Cardamine hirsuta) abounds, for the young
shoot of the Meadow Rue is easily mistaken

for it or overlooked. The jnly chance of

keeping this most desirable plant consists

in a stout label. Several other latest arters

demand the same protection, without

which certain destruction awaits them

—

to -wit, Incarvillea, Glaucidium palmatum,
Roscoea t( all kinds, many Lilies and

terrestrial Orchids.

In view of. the pro-

d i g i o u s number of

species of Saxifrage and
the ever-increasing list

of garden varieties, it is

well to note the best

kinds and to reject

inferior ones. At the

present time (May 20),
' when S. cotyledon and

S. longifolia are about to

open their huge sprays,

tlftre are two kinds in

full bloom exceeding all

their contemporaries in

lieauty. These are S.

.•\izoon rosea and S. A.

lutea. Both are content

with simple treatment.

A tuft of either put into

a pocket or cranny of a

retaining wall, w-ith a

good supply of limy

loam to burrow in, will

soon spread into wide

cushions of incurved, silver-

edged rosettes, and in May they

will send up plenty of 8-inch

stems, bearing flowers respec-

tively of bright rose and clear

sulphur. I have it in view to

make a long edging composed

of alternate plants of the two

varieties ; but, like other com-

mendable projects, it must

wait till after the war.

Euphorbia is not a kindly

family, nor can I guess what

attribute earned for it the

laudatory prefix to its name. It

keeps all browsing creatures at

bay by its acrid juice, except

the caterpillar of the rare Spurge Hawk Moth
(Sphinx euphorbiaa), which is gifted with such

amazing digestive power that it subsists ex-

clusively on the leaves of the Sea Spurge

(E. Paralias). Nor does the family atone for

its disagreeable qualities by decorative merit,

at least among the hardy species ;

" yet there

is one Spurge which I should be sorry not to have

in spring—to wit, E. polychroma. As it does

not appear in the Kew List, I presume it is of

somewhat recent introduction, but I do not know
how or whence it came here. It was growing in

a moist border facing north, where it seemed

such a poor thing that it narrowly escaped ejection.

Howbeit, two years ago we gave it a chance of

showing its quality by moving it to a sunny place

in poor soil, and for three weeks in early spring it

was a spherical mass of bright green and gold,

about a yard high, and as much across—a really

cheerful object.

.Among all the legion of Lupines, annual and
perennial, commend me to L. nootkatensis.

Starting in .^pril, it sends up a stout, silky spire

of flower-buds, shining like frosted silver over the

rayed radical leaves which, on a dewy morning,

have the effect -of oxidised silver. About Majf

Day the first blossoms open, violet blue with touches

of rose pink. Well, if the lowly alpine Wallflower

THE DOWDY CAMP.4NUL.\ THYRSOIDES.

(Cheiranthus alpinus) has sown itself as a carpet

or Thermopsis montana be at hand for company,

the lemon yellow bloom of either of these according

well as complementary to the delicate blue of the

Lupine. L. polyphyllus may be esteemed a

showier plant, but it is best as I have seen it

spread far and wide over the shingle of a Highland

river. In the garden it takes up a vast amount

of room, tending to overgrow choicer things

and becoming dreadfully shabby when the flower

is past ; whereas L. nootkatensis is always neat,

rising to a height of only 2 feet, and is inoffensive

as a neighbour to humbler growths.

Never did I make a better investment of capital

than when, some thirty years ago, I bought the

whole stock of Cypripedium Calceolus from one

who was leaving his home in Surrey. There were
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about a score of clumps in the lot, whicli have

flourished ever since in a border well treated with

lime, an ingredient which this fine Orchid impera-

tively demands. Every succeeding month of

May they send up through their ample foliage

sheaves of stems i8 inches to 20 inches high,

some carrying a brace, others only one, of the

great flowers. A couple of these stand before

me as I write. Measuring a blossom carefully,

I find it is 4.J inches from tip to tip of the twisted

side petals. Some people are surprised to be told

that this is a British plant, so outlandish is the

effect of the spreading petals of deep marocm

round the inflated " slipper " of lemon yellow.

British—but is it so any more ? Has
it not been hunted out of our list

by ruthless collectors ? Mr. Reginald

Farrer has a pretty story about a

most worthy Yorkshire vicar who,

having marked a spot in Arncliffe

where a single clump of this precious

plant lingered, shore off the flower-

buds each season before they opened,

hoping thereby that the treasure

might elude the rapacity of the

robber gang. And so it did for many
years, till one spring its guardian was

laid low by illness. The plant put

forth its flowers, a fatal advertise-

ment, for when the vicar returned to

visit his treasure, he found a gaping

hole whence it had been uprooted.

Like all Orchids, this Lady's Slipper

preserves its bloom fresh for a long

time, whether growing outside or cut

for a vase.

Prostanthera rotundifolia came
hither last autumn from the Donard
Nursery. Never having heard of it

before and Icnowing nothing of its

needs, we kept it in a frame till the

warm weather of March. Then it was
planted out on a bank facing south

—

imprudently, no doubt, considering

the cruel frost that came after Easter.

It took no harm, however, and early

in May it began to bloom. The
flowers are profuse, carried in short

racemes, corolla, anthers and style

bein-g all of a rich purple colour,

reminding one of Verbena venosa. Can anyone
enlighten me about this plant ? Presumably it is

of .'Australasian origin, like Prostanthera lasianthos,

which last year stood 13 feet high at Rostrevor,

County Down, covered with purple-throated wliite

flowers. At present our plant is less than 2 feet

high. If it attains to the stature of Sir John
Ross' specimen it will prove a notable addition to

our list of spring-flowering shrubs.

Campanula thyrsoides is a quiet—some might
deem it dowdy—member of a usually showy
family, to which it bears little superficial resem-

blance. Nevertheless, it often attracts enquiry

from visitors by its close-set spike of greenish

yellow flowers, suggesting a Broomrape or Tooth-
wort rather than a Bellwort. It atones for being

only biennial by the freedom with %\yjich it sows
itself in any simny space to which it is allowed
access. It only grows to the height of si.x or eight

inches, and is therefore a harmless neighbour to

more precious things, unlike its rampant relative

Campanula lactiflora, which, in an evil hour, I

brought into the garden many years since from
Belvoir, reckoning it a prize, and have been
afflicted with it ever since. It is a fine thing

for woodland work, but a most aggressive tyrant

in the borders.

It is well to note chance combinations of colour

as they occur. Nothing of that kind has been more
pleasing of late than a fine bush of Rhododendron

campylocarpum, covered with its lovely sulphur

bells, upon a carpet of self-sown Forget-

me-not. This, by the by, is the time to spread

the Forget^e-not (Myosotis sylvatica) through the

woods. It Ss easily done by cutting over the

plants as they go out of flower and scattering them
over bare places where trees or shrubs have been

removed. If, a couple of months later, you sprinkle

seed of Primula japonica over the same ground,
' you ensure a charming wild parterre in future

seasons. It is strange to remember, as I do,

the introduction of that Primrose, in the early

seventies, the sensation it caused, and the pang
which it cost me to pay thirty shillings for a single

in a few seasons may be covered with healthy •

fruiting rods and without the hjss of a season's crop

The Flower Garden.
Wallflowers.^—If not already done, sow at once

seed of good, distinct varieties in beds, and. when
large enough, transplant on good ground in an
open position to encourage strong, sturdy plants-
by the end of the season.

Myosotis may also be sOwn and treated similarly
if strong flowering plants are to be expected for
bedding p\irposes. A north border'w'ill be found
very suitable for these plants.

Brompton Stocks.—Sow the seed of these in.

seed-pasis, to be transplanted in well-prepared
beds when about 2 inches high. If given a good
open position and attention, sturdy plants should,
develop by the end of the season.

PRIMULA JAPONIC.\ IN THE WOODLAND AT WISLEY.

plant. Now it is all over the place, through the

woods and beside diiches ; not only of the original

vehement crimson, but broken into delightful

shades of carmine, flesh colour and pink. The
spontaneous crosses which have taken place with

the orange P. Bulleyana have inaugurated a fresh

range of colour, and it is not unlikely that the new-

comer, P. helodo.xa, will contribute its clear yellow

to the blend.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Persevere with the thinning of Grapes
before the berries become too large and close.

When removing the inner berries, keep the scissors
perfectly clean. Hamburghs are very easily
dealt with, but the varieties Alicante, Lady
Downc's, Appley Towers and other late kinds
should be given extra care and bf thinned ntore
freely, as crowded bunches do not keep satis-

factorily. The inexperienced should be careful
to remove all pieces remaining from the flowers,
also seedless berries. Cut these clean out with
sharp - pointed scissors, leaving no pieces of
stalk to become hard and damage the berries.

Older Vines, if strong and healthy and which
have become unsightly with long spurs (the result
of several years' pruning), may be replaced with
'young rods by carefully selecting suitable growths
and training them from the base of the existing
ones. With care and forethought the whole roof

Paeonles.—Large plants will benefit greatly
if the roots are soaked with liquid manure a few
times at intervals, together with a mulching.
There are numerous beautiful varieties deserving
special care and attention.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries and Other Fruits approaching
ripeness should be netted early. See that the
beds are clean and free from weeds before placing
on the nets. A good soaking of liquid mamure
will greatly assist the fruits 10 attain a large size.

Autumn Raspberries.—If not already done,
thin the suckers, mulch with good manure, and,
if desirable, support the young fruiting wood.

The Kitchen. Garden.

Leeks.—Set these out at the first opportunity
either in well-prepared trenches or in deeply drawn
drills. The soil should be thoroughly worked
and well enriched with decayed manure. Mould
up at intervals when ready.

Runner Beans.—.Another sowing of these
may be made, if required, in trenches or in broad,
deep drills on well-trenched land. Soak the
seeds a few hours previous to sowing, and if the
weather is dry, water the trenches. Stake the
plants early and apply a good mulch along the
sides of the rows, more especially if the soil is

light and porous.

Celery.—In dull weather plant Celery, if ready,
in the trenches. Soli(i White, Superb Pink,
Aldenham Pink, A i and Dwarf Solid Red are all

e.xcellcnt varieties. Dust the foliage with soot,

and water freely in dry weather.

Onions.'—Thin these before the plants get
too large, and water the rows to settle the soil
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about the remaining plants. A good syringing

with paraffin emulsion, not too strong, will serve

to check the fly and maggot. Ply the hoe freely

in the rows.

Thin Early all Crops of Carrot, Parsnip, Beet-

root, Turnip, Salsify and Chicory.
H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Banict.
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FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Late Potatoes.—Maincrop or late Potatoes

will now be ready for earthing up. If not already

done, fork over the soil between the rows after

having made sure that all weeds have been
destroyed. A moderate dressing of superphosphate
or prepared Potato manure applied prior to

earthing up will increase the yield to a consider-

able extent. Finish off the drills with a sharply

pointed ridge.

Peas.—Peas in pod will be benefited by receiving

a dressing of soot, chicken- manure, or some
approved artificial manure. Water it in if the

weather is dry. Attend to the staking of

successinnal sowings.

Broad Beans.—-Top successional sowings as

soon as they have attained. the desired height,

as this helps' to kcep-the plants immune from the

attacks of the black fly.

Asparagus Kale.—This is a very useful vegetable

dittiug April, a time when there is not- much
variety. A breadth of it should now be planted

at a distance^ of 21 inches by 18 inches apart.

Greens or Scotch Kale are less popular than
they once were. Still, no Scotiish garden is perfect

without a plot of them, and now is the time to

make it ; but it should be understood that for

spring use plantations can be made in succession

to such early crops as Potatoes, Peas and Cauli-

flower. Plant at the distances advised for

Asparagus Kale.

Onions.—Keep the crops free from weeds by
hand-weeding in the drills and by hoeing between.

Give them an occasional dressing—preferably in

showery weather.—of dry fowl-manure, soot, or

some approved artificial manm'e.

General Remarks.—Keep up supplies of

salading, finish the planting of Cabbages, &c.,

advised to be planted last week, keep the Dutch
hoe going among crops, attend to thinning and
earthing up of crops, and stake Runner Beans as

soon as they are a few inches high.

Plants Under Glass.

Humea elegans.—Pot up seedlings into 3-inch

pots as soon as they have made the first pair of

rough leaves ; handle carefuUy, and put a little

pounded charcoal in the compost.

Rehmannia angulata Pink Perfection.—The
advice in the previous paragraph is applicable

Jiere too. Grow on both in a cold frame.

Torenia Fournieri wUl now be fit to sliift from
pans or 2 1-inch pots. Four or five plants look

well in a "basket. If pot culture is preferred,

j-inch pots are quite large enough to accommodate
-a pair of plants. Transfer to the conservatory

as they come into flow^er.

Pot Roses should now be standing on a hard
bottom not too close to each other, and in full

sunshijie, to ensure the thorough ripening of the

wood.

Nile Lilies.—Stand in full sun, or plant out if

that system of culture is preferred.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Examine the border in the early house,

and if necessary give it a fair watering to carry

the plants through the ripening and cutting periods.

Attend to the pinching of sublaterals in the various

houses. If the weather is dry, a little top air

should be left on overnight in all the houses.

This will ensure a more perfect ripening of the

fruit and wUl help to develop healthy, leathery

foliage.

Peaches.—See that the trees do not suffer

fiom lack of water at the root. See also that

suflicient atmospheric moisture is supplied by
damping the pathways and syringing in the

afternoons. Continue to tie in the young shoots

as they develop.

Orchard-House Fruits in pots or tubs should
receive weekly applications of liquid manure until

they have attained full'size,

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

POULTRY-FARMING FOR WOMEN.
" Poultry-Farming as a Career for Women "

is the title of an invaluable booklet just published

by Messrs. George Newnes, Limited (gd. net).

Coming from the pen of Mr. W. Powell-Owen,

The Garden Poultry Expert, we can thoroughly

commend this guide to our readers. In

his Introduction the author touches strongly on

the natural -qualifications of women for poultry-

farming. " Success with poultry," he writes,

" depends primarily on the attention bestowed

upon the small items, and these are often missed

by the sterner sex. On the poultry-farm, too,

mortality during the chicken-rearing season may
mean the success or failure of the year's operation.

It is here also that women lead, in that they are

naturally blessed with patience and gentleness. .

."

Mr. Powell-Owen u popular with his vast poultry-

reading public, who appreciate his practical advice

ever given in a direct way that mu;t help the n jvice.

For directness of text this handbook stands out,

and the five chapters are well grouped and packed

with information that is right up to date. In the

introduction the author sets out the many openings

in poultry-farming open to the woman who wishes

to take up the undertaking as a profession or

career. After a study of this section the reader

will have framed in her mind the particular branch

that applies to her, when she will pass on to

Chapter II., which is devoted to " Making a

Start." Chapter III. deals thoroughly with the

" Selection of the Farm," and Chapter IV. on the

likely " Harvests," while the concluding section

gives a complete list of " Training Centres," with

details of the kind of work taught, training fees,

and so Dn.

Poultry-farming has been taken up extensively

by women as a " war " career, and the guide under

review, contai.'iing as it does up-to-date matter

not to be found in any other work, will prove in-

valuable to all who are desirous of knowing

not 'Dnly the opportunities in poaltry-farming,

but also how best to make full use of same. To

sum up, we cannot do better justice to the booklet

than to say that each reader has at her call the

author's professional guidance for the small outlay

of niuepence.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARPEN.
WOODRUFF DISEASED.—On a shady bank of the

Primrose ffardtu there is a planting of Woodruif of some
square yards. I had been looking forward to seeing it

a mass of its pretty wliite bloom and fresh foliage, but
about ten days ago noticed that it was not promising
well. Now, when it should be in full bloom and beauty,
it is a sad siglit, all blighted and dying off in large patches.

I send a sample, hoping to be told what is wron?: and how
such a disaster can be avoided in future. It is growing
in sandy soil that Jias not bepn manured shice some five

years ago when the Woodrutf was planted. Till this

year it has sliown no sign of failure. A few shoots of

Solomon's Seal that come up tlirough it are in perfect

health.—G. J. [We find a certain amount of the fungus
Botrytis einerea upon the Woodruff, but feel doubtful
whether this is the cause of the trouble complained of.

Is it possible that some deleterious substance may have
been tiirowu upon the plants ? We think a good dressing
of chalk would prove of benefit for the next year's growth.

—

ED.}

MISCELL.\NEOUS.

BOTTLED FRUIT NOT KEEPING SATISFACTORILY
(B. W., Ch esterfu'ld).—Yon do nut make it clear whether
you sterilised by heating or tried a cold water method
of preserving the fruit. If the former, not using proper
vacuum jars, you should not liave immersed the bottla^.

but should have heated to the required temperature and

then immediately corked, covering the cork with a sealing
medium, such as melted resin or paraffin wax. Done this

way, even without sugar, the fruit should have kept quite
good. Jars must be packed with fruit and then filled

right up with water. Done in the correct manner and made
quite airtight, no airballs should form.

LEAF-MOULD (U. £.).—The decayed leaves of Oak
and Beech are the most valuable of all for garden use, pot
plants being particularly fond of this leaf-mould as a rule,

and the majority of soils, those of a clayey nature in

particular, being "much benefited by its use. The warning
note to whieli you refer has probably been sounded
because of the presence of tlie Fir trees in variety, and
if these are present to any considerable extent, the free

use of the needles, particularly in the fresh state, may
be a source of danger because of the resinous matter
they contain and the tendency of certain species to fungoid
attacks. But if burnt, tlie ashes, rich in potash, could
be used with great advantage for many vegetable and
flower crops. The Bracken, too, when buint, is also a
most valuable garden source of potash, aud to be made
much of at this time. You say nothing of the class of

soil you have to deal with, hence we cannot advise you
more fully. We do not know of any work dealing with
leaf-mould.

INSECT PESTS, GARDEN SOIL AND PELARGONIUMS
(E. M. C).—A good way to get rid of the spiders would
be to net them, using an ordinary net as for butterflies.

These only occur to any extent in neglected places, and in

such they congregate and increase freely. Ants may be
soon reduced by pouring boiling water upon them. Try
to locati' their nests or put down a "bone to attract them,
and having done this, destroy them. A little carbolic

acid poured into their runs will drive them elsewhere^

It is not such a good remedy as the water when persisted in.

A great many wireworms may be got rid of by frequently
working the soil and exposing the pests to the birds, their

chief enemy at this season. Just now they are working
near the surface, and light forking of the soil wil I bring many
to the top. Traps of sliced Potatoes may be put down
for them, though young plants of Chrysanthemums are

among the best things we know^ since they simply swarm
to them, and may then be destroyed readily. Garden soil

that has been long neglected would doubtless require a
thorough trenching and manuring, though wliat is exactly
necessary could only be stated from a personal inspection

of it. (iften enough the fee of a practical expert is saved
many times over by prompt action in such a case as yoiu:s.

We are not sure as to the Pelargonium part of your *

enquiry. Do the plants referred to belong to the *' bed-
ding " section of the genus, or are they of the decorative
class that have completed their season of flowering ? If

you will kindly send us thi information we will reply
fortliwith.

NAMES OF PLANTS.

—

Ignoramus.—B, Rosmarinus
ofBcinalis; 1, Campanula Rapuuculus Please send others
when in flower ; we are unable to identify them in the condi-
tion sent. Try Campanula latifolia and its varieties, also C.
lactiflora, C. rapunculoides and C. Trachelium (blue and
white). Airs. L.—Staphylea colchica (Bladder Nut), a
native of the Caucasus and a quite hardy shrub. Salvia
Grahanii —A greenho ise shrub, native of Mexico- It will

sometimes survive the winter outside in the Southern
Counties. Mrs. A.. Chislehurst.—Polemonium caeru-

leum. Epimedium pinnatum (probably). J. L. —
Pyrus Aria.

NAME OF FRUIT. — Toiwis ^ntf.—Apple Ironsides.
We know of no other name for this variety.

With Irons on
Soles 8d. More

zes for

MEN or
WOMEN,

Same Prices.

CHEAPER THAN BOOTS
CALOR CLOGS are the cheapest foot covering you

can buy to-day. They keep your feet dry and
warm. The model illustrated is made with good grain
leather uppers, lined with non-tearing felt, nicely
finished Plain, strong wood soles. In the same sizes
as boots, for Men or Women, 6/6 and 7/11 , post paid.

Fine Clog Catalogue Free on Request.

Wm. PATTERSON & SONS
B89, OVERGATE, DUNDEE
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THE Food Production Department is

prepared to arrange for the inspection

of crops of Potatoes of varieties immune
to wart disease on application in writing

from 'growers in England and Wales

ill districts regarded by the Department as suitable

; fir the produrtion of " seed." This arrangement

T-iU apply only to growers whose area under any

variety is not less than half an^acre. The
i lect of the inspection is to ,secure as far

a^ possible that pture "seed" true to type shall

be available for planting in 1919 in areas certified

i as infected with wart disease. Wliere, after inspec-

\' tion, the Department is satisfied that the stock

• is pure and the general condition of the crop

satisfactory, a certificate to that effect may be

issued to the grower. Application for the inspec-

tion, of growing crops must be made at once to

the Food Production Department, 72, Victoria

Street, London, S.W.i.

The Anti-Pest Campaign.—The Food Produc-

tion Department recommends tiie spraying of

fruit trees with lead arsenate to prevent damage
by caterpillars. To make the wash suggested,

' lib. of arsenate of lead paste is mixed with from
r sixteen to twenty gallons of water and sprayed

. upon the tree in the form of a fine mist. Lead
^ arsenate shotild not be used where vegetables are

grown underneath fruit trees, or on Gooseberry

_bushes or other small fruit bushes, within a month
or more of the date of picking. For various forms

of fly on fruit trees a nicotine and soap wash is

^ recommended. This is made of three-quarters

- of an ounce of nicotine, half a pound of soft soap
'. and ten gallons of soft water. If hard water is

ftsed, a poimd of soap is desirable. The soap is

dissolved in hot water and diluted to the required

strength, the nicotine

being then added and the

whole stirred well. If soft

soap cannot be obtained,

hard soap may be used to

ali'iiut the same weight.

. Where nicotine wash is

sprayed, vegetables^ or

fruit should not be

. gathered for at least a

fortnight- Both nicotine

- and lead arsenate are

. deadly poisons.

Spraying in Orcliards.

It has been suggested

to the Food Production

Department that lead

arsenate wash made of

a pound of arsenate of

lead paste and twenty

gallons of water is

dangerous t o u s e in
' orchards where grass is

grown ; that it may
poison cattle either
directly through their

grazing on the ground or

indirectly through their

eating hay made from the grass. The Department

does rat agree that there is any danger of the

poisoning of hay through the use of a spray of

the strength stated ; but it is ^ndoubtfedly a

wise precaution to keep cattle away from the place

whett the mixing of the wash is being carried out,

and to withdraw cattle fiom orchards during the

actual spraying operation and for a few days

afterwards.

A Handy Strawberry Frame.—The two Straw-

berry frames shown in the accompanying iUus-

tratioa are of very simple design. Each frame is

made to ;over a row of Strawberries and is

15 inches wide; 10 inches deep at back and

9 inches deep in front. The panes of glass

are made to slide up and down in grooves, so

that the plants are easily, ventilated and

attended to. By the aid of cold frames the fruit

may be picked at least a fortnight earlier than

from the open.

Merodon Equestris.—Daffodil growers, look

out sharply .for the perfect insect tww ; get your

nets out and get busy without delay ! In Mr.

George Stocks' excellent paper on this fly in the

Daffodil Year Book of I9r4 he does not give very

definite information about the date of appearance

of the fly, and I have never been sure of the best

time to go on the warpath. This season I noticed

an odd specimen wh^n not thinking about the

beast at all, which put me on the alert, also my
workpeople, for on Thursday, June 13, when I

went to a piece of Daffodil ground where they

were at work, I found them all armed with bunches

of weeds beating over the beds like a line of beaters

driving game. I was asked to guess how many
they had bagged, and was told the.y had killed

no fewer than fifty, which was made up to sixty

HANDY STRAWBERRY FRAMES.

belore I left. The method of capture was to

watch them settle and then stalk up and give them

a hit with the bunch of weed—quite as effective

as my butterfly net !—J. Duncan Pearson,,

Lowdham, Notts.

Grow Buclcwheat : How to Get Seed.

—

Buckwheat, says an ofiicial leaflet issued by the

Food Production Department, is a quick-maturing

crop which can be grown successfully on sandy

land too poor for ordinary corn crops. The

plant yields a gram which is valuable as a pig

or poultry food. Owing to its short period of

gro\vth the crop can be sown as late as the third

week in June. It wUl grow reasonably well

after a comparatively slight preparation of the

land. The Food Production Department (Supplies

Division), 72, Victoria Street, S.W.i, will put

wotild-be growers into inunediate touch with

supplies of seed, and will also forward a leaflet

giving detailed particulars as to the best methods

of cultivation.

Southampton Royal Horticultural Society.—

The Council of the society has arranged for a

floral stall at the Rose show to be held at South

Stoneham House Grounds oh Wednesday, June 26,

in aid of the funds of the local branches of the

British Red Cross Society and the Order of St.

John. It is also proposed to assist the above

funds at the summer show to be held on the

Royal Pier on Tuesday and Wednesday, July

23 and 24.

Kew Guild.—.A.t the annual general meeting

held on June 8th, Mr. C. H. Curtis proposed that a

fund should be started to provide a memorial

to Kew men who had fallen in the war and to

those who had joined the Colours. The proposal

met with warm approval,

and the committee are

now open to receive sug-

gestions as to what form

the memorial should
take. Suggestions should

be sent to the secretary,

Mr. A. Osborn, 191, Kew
Road, Richmond. Con-

siderably over 150 mem-
bers of the Guild are

serving with His
Majesty's Forces and the

Allies in many parts of

the wor d. In addition

to the sixteen members
already reported in

the Journal, the com-

mittee regret further

having to report the

deaths in action of

Major- J. L. Veitch,

Gunner J. W. Clark,

Private C. H. Browni

and Private J. N. Winn,

who died from wounds

in Exeter Hospital a few

daj-s ago.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{Tlic Edilor is not responsibU for the

expressed by correspondents.)

opinions

THE DISAPPOINTING FRUIT CROP.

pROBABLY never before have we had such a

bountiful promise of fruit, and seldom has

such promise been so poorly fulfilled. This is

not a Plum district, but this year the trees, taken

on the whole, were plentifully sprinkled with

blossom, and yet I do not believe that we shall

have half^ stone 5f fruit. Branches of all the

Cherry trees were wonderful white wreaths, and

yet only one small tree has anytliing on it worth

netting. Morellos set well. Pears, with the

exception of two small trees of Louise Bonne of

Jersey, are practically fruitless, and yet had a

fine crop of blossom. . Some Apples have

set fairly, others not at all. Goose-

berries are a medium crop here, but

some gardens near have hardly a berry.

Black Currants have set badly, and

Red Currants are nothing to boast about.

Raspberries are a good crop, and

Strawberries very fair. It is somewhat

difficult to assign a reason for the bad

setting of most of the kinds of fruit,

Certainly it was not frost, but may have

been the long spell' of cold, dry, easterly

winds. For thirty-twu days—April 5 to

May 10 inclusive—the -wind never shifted

from almost due east, and the average

maximum temperature all that time did^

not exceed 50°.' Hawthorn?, Lilacs,

Azaleas, Rhododendrons and o t he r

flowering shrubs are superb but short-

lived this season.—C. Bi.air, Firs'toii

House Gardens, Linlilhsow.

RUSSET APPLES.

TN replies to enquirers the name- of

Russet Apples came up. These are

most likely the Old Royal Russet, of

which a few trees remain in old orchards.

The fruits are large and covered with grey-

brown harsh russet. It is not a free

bearer and there are many preferable,

such as Duke of Devonshire, Brownlee's

Russet, Boston Russet. &c.

—

George
BUNVARD.

BIRDS.

'T'HE reason why many small birds

(especially the insectivorous) are

scarce is that, after twenty years of

mild winters, we had in igifi-i? a severfe

winter which in many parts of the

country destroyed a very large number

of birds ; but, tmhappily, that avian rat

Passer damuabilis, sheltering round our

houses and corn stacks, escaped and devoured most

of the food put- out by human friends for more

worthy objects. The statement '(page 224) that

birds never gorge on Strawberries till the slug has

started upon them is one of the wildest I have

encountered for many a day. At the present

moment they are eating my Strawberries in such

a hard and green condition that no self-respecting

slug would look at them, and I catch the birds

during the season with break-neck traps, not baited

with slug-eaten fruit, but with a good, well-

coloured specimen. Jf traps were not employed

we should never see a ripe fruit, and this despite

the fact that at the end of the field there. is a

considerable stream where birds could quench

their thirst. They come in flocks for the fruit

—

especially starlings—but I do not see them flocking

to the water.

the way, wlien do some of the birds sleep ? I

hear the cuckoo as late as ir p.m. and as early as

3 a.m. and all day long. I do not _know if he

k^eps on all night ; I am generally asleep between

the hours named.—A. H. Pearson, Lowdham.

GREEN FLY ON ROSES. .

TV/rOST, if not all, Rose-growers are suffering this

year from green fly on their Rose trees. A
few years ago The Garden published a note from

me giving a certain and easy cure for this blight,

viz., stimulating the plant by watering the roots

with guano water, i.e., about a pint of guano to

30 gallons of water. This year I have been unable

to get guano. However, I have tried the sweepings

of the hen-roost in the place of guano, and have

found it answered, although more applications

were needed. I can assure you the satisfaction

on seeing the, bodies of the aphides turn from

THE PEARL BUSH (eXOCHORD.\ GRANDIFLOR.-^).

green to grey the day after watering,, is great.

I do not think there is any danger of making

the mixture too strong.

—

Thackeray Turnek,

Wcstbrook, Godalmitig. '

BLACK FLY.

ALRE.\DV the black aphis has appeared on

Broad Beans in our allotments and gardens.

Where the attacks are slight, the shoots may be

cleared either by spraying them or dipping in an

insecticide. Many of the old-time preparations

are now difficult to get, but a fairly strong soft

soap emulsion ivill be found efiective. But if the

aphides are numerous, it is wisest to remove the

whole of the affected portions of the" stems, although

this may mean sacrificing some flowers and

potential pods. Even on the earliest rows, where

the crop is ready for gathering, the fly should be

got rid of, otherwise the depredations will be

transferred to the Runner Beans, with disastrous

results ; for while the destruction and loss of

crop is not always readily apparent on Broad

Beans, there can be no question of the results

when the climbers are attacked, for the whole

plants are affected and erstwhile vigorous shoots

are soon reduced to a miserable, unthrifty con-

dition. Last season, in a western suburb, I saw
many examples of Runner Beans so badly infested

with black fly that the rows were quite tmfruitful,

and the irony of it was that in each instance the

attack was attributed to Broad Beans in adjoining

plots, which contained no Runner Beans, and which

had been allowed to become prolific breeding-places

for the aphides. In a hedgerow I noted to-day

strong, succulent growths of the common Elder

so festooned with black fly that they M'ere

dying.—A. C. Bartlett.

EXOCHORDA GRANDIFLORA.

'T'HIS is one of the flowering shrubs of

supreme ieauty that is in every

nursery and yet, strangely enough, is not

to be seen in every garden. It is allied

to Spiraea, and is sometimes known as

Spiraea grandiflora. The flowers are much
larger than those of any other Spira?a, as

they have a diameter of ij inches. They
are borne in racemes of seven or eight

from the axils. When they are in bud
it is seen how well justified is the popular

name of Pearl Bush, for the row of

unopened bloom is like pearls loosely

strung. It forms a handsome bush of

roundish form. It is a little uncertain

about flowering, some years blooming
freely, in others only sparingly. The
late Mr. G. F. Wilson advised rather

severe pruning after flowering ; this may
be wise counsel to foUcw, as the fault of

-the shrub is to become too open and

straggling in habit.—G. J.

SECOND FLOWERING OF THE
HAWTHORN.

T .\ST year the Hawthorns, single and

double, flowered splendidly ami

lasted a long time. This year they

commenced flowering early in May, and
different trees came into bloom in suc-

cession. Every tree, however, went out

of bloom in a short time, and the blooms

were sjnall and in many cases poor in

colour. Dtiring the first week of June-

three or more trees of the Double While'

Hawthorn (Crat^gus Oxyacantha fl'iic

pleno albo) in our district came ini^

bloom a second time, and the flowers

were sufficiently numerous and large lo

be both conspicuous and attractive. The dry air

by day and the cojd, frosty and ungenial nights

must be held responsible for this erratic behaviour

of the Hawthorns. This idea seems to be con-

iirmcd by a tree of the Red Horse Chestnut

(.-Esculus camea) in fruit at the time of writing,,

and at the same time bearing a few young flowers

on the fruiting thyrses, scattered all over the

tree.

—

Hortulanus.

DRYAS OCTOPETALA.
nPHlS is frequently a comparative failure in

gardens, as, although it may live and flourish

so far as foliage is concerned, it may lack flowers

to such an extent as to be almost worthless.

Some of the failtures to establish plants are due

to their being too large when transplanted. The

Dryas is a tap-rooter, and objects to removal
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when of any size. Seedlings are better, and

young plants ought to be easily established.

With the question of non-flowering it is not ton

. safe to dogmatise, but it is probably due to the

want of lime. This plant is a native of limestone

areas, and is happiest and flowers best when
supplied with its natural fare. One of the best

growers of D. octopetala~known to me is Mr.

\V. J. Maxwell of Terregles Banks, Dumfries,

and his recipe for flowering the plant is to top-

dress it with lime, working it well in among the

foliage. It is treatment which gives splendid

results, and this Dryas flowers at Terregles Banks

on rockworU in a way which would make envious

many ardent alpine-lovers. Mr. Maxwell grows

most things well, but the Dryas is undoubtedly

one of his chief successes.—S. Arnott.

THOSE EYES.

Thi soft eyes of Nancy are much to my fancy,

They're as bright as the stars, and as black as

the Sloe
;

The brown eyes of Alice, like gems in a chalice,

I love at a distance, they dazzle me so.

Of the blue eyes of Mary I'm bound to be wary,

They're brimful of mischief as urchins at play.

And the grey eyes of Susan, I'm bound to enthuse

on.

But the eyes that I dote on arc dearer than they.

Those eyes held so highly oft peep at me slyly,

Yet ne'er deceive me with spurious glance
;

No bard in their praises his voice ever raises

Or gives them a place in the page of Romance.

And yet they enthral me, and hold me, and call me
With passive yet strong, irresistible plea.

The eyes of my seedling Potatoes so weedling

That yield homely fare for my country and me.

A L.\NCASTER Reader.

POTATOES FOR HALF A CENTURY
IN SUCCESSION.

(~)N page 138 " L. J, B," mentions that Siiirley

Hibberd made the remark that he loiev"

Potatoes to be grown on the same land foi

thirty years in succession. I have a record

that a gardener in Cimiberland, and his fathei

before him, had grown Ashleaf Kidney on the

same border for fifty-two years. That the Potato

had not degenerated seems evident' from the

fact that he got highly commended on July 30,

1 912, for it while on trial at Wisley that year.

There was a slight amount of disease among
the tubers, but that would happen to many
varieties when the late blight is prevalent during

wet seasons. I have in mind gardens where

Potatoes were grctwn successively for many
\ears. The owners wanted Potatoes, and some
of them filled their gardens with them to the

exclusion of other vegetables anct' flowers. The
ground was dug and manured once a year, at the

time of planting the Potatoes. Disease or late

blight was no more prevalent than in the fields,

where they could only be planted on the same
ground once in five or six years, but seldom were

put so often as that in the same field.

—

HORTULANUS.

CONCERNING CARROTS.
pXCEPT in the most highly favoured gardens

there is, even in normaf times, a difficulty in

meeting the demand for this vegetable in the early

spring months. The awkward time is between
the finish of the last season's store roots and the

fitness of the young, hotbed-grown material.

Last season was a particularly bad one for the

shortage. For some while no one could get Carrots,

neither old nor young. There were none on the

market—a condition doubtless the result of the

war ; though, as before nicntioned, this vegetable

is none too plentiful in the early spring in ordinary

times. To help make good this lack. Carrots

should be sown late in the season, say, the end of

July or the first weel< in August, and left where sown
all the winter. Unless the weather is tmusually

severe, no harm will befal the roots ; though where

doubt exists, a slight covering of straw or Bracken

can be given. Carrots so treated here -came

through last winter unhurt without covering,

and are yielding some nice bunches of useful

stuff yjrhich, with the remaining store roots, will

carry on until this year's sowing is available.

In heavy or badly. drained soils it would be wiser

to sow in cold frames instead of outdoors, re-

moving the lights and growing the plants ex-

posed.—C. Turner, Ampthill, Bedf:.

A PINE CROP OP CARROTS FOL-
LOWING EARLY POTATOES.

A LONG, south border of Potato Midlothian

Early gave splendid returns last year. The
crop, was lifted immediately the Potatoes were

will hold 4 inches to 5 inches of water above the

level of the top of the bottle. Place the rubber

ring in position, but not the cap, and allow the

water from a tap to run forcibly into the bottle

to assist in packing the fruit. Permit the water

to , run until the vessel containing the bottle

is overflowing. .\ir bubbles will be seen to

rise, and these should be allowed a good five

to ten minutes to escape. If obstinate, the

bottle should be fairly firmly tapped with an eld

spoon or similar mediiim to aid the escape of the

bubbles. Ne.Kt place the sealing ^cap firmly in

position, fixing with a spring clip or screw ring ; this

rmxithe done under the water. Remove the bottles,

dry, and turn upside down. If dry the following

morning, the sealing is in perfect order, and the

clip or ring shoffld be removed to prevent it cor-

roding and probably attaching itself so firmly

to the bottle that it will be difficult to remove at

a later period. If the bottle is wet when tried,

then the sealing is faulty and must be done over

again. The old principle appears here—the evic-

tion of air and the prevention of its return!. The

CARROTS SOWN THE FIRST WEEK IN JULY, IMMEDIATELY AFTER LIFTING POTATOES.

ready, and the ground "sown the following

day with Stump-rooted Carrots. These made
excellent roots, quite large enough for general use,

—Edwin Beckett,

FRUIT BOTTLING IN COLD

V

h

WATER
<HERE is a way of preserving fruit

without sugar which Jias yet to be
thoroughly tested; tliis is by the

cold water method discovered, I believe,

by a Mrs. Rudd. The process is very
simple, and if it proves to be all that it at

present seems, it should form a very valuable

addition to our preserving methods, and one that

is likely to replace, to a large extent, the usual
sterilising way. I am experimenting with this

method, but sufficient time has not yet elapsed

to prove the keeping properties of the, fruit

thus preserved.

The working principle adopted is primarily

the use of. rubber-ringed vacuum bottles. Into

such a bottle the fr^it- is tiglitly packed, as for

sterilising, and is then placed in a vrsscl whicli

fruit should be slightly underripe for preference,

especially with Plums and similar fruit, as these

generally have space round the pit when ripe,

which retains air.

Some of Mrs. Rudd's fruit was submitted to

careful examination by an analytical chemist,

and his report stated that it had been put up
without added sugar, that there were no signs of

change, and that it was in excellent condilioiij

retaining its natural flavour, and quite free from

any objectionable taste. It was used by him at

table several days after the bottles were opened
for examination, and was found to be quite fresh

and sound.

Loganberries had apparently improved with

the treatment, the pips having softened, while

the juiee of the berries had ptancated all the

containing water ; also they made excellent jam
with the addition of a very small quantify of

sugar. Mrs.- Rudd has successfully treated

Rhubarb, -Gooseberries, Loganberries, Blackberries,

Cherries, Black Currants, Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, Strawberries, Raspberries, Peas, Beans,

Sweet Corn and Tomatoes. The Strawberries and
Raspberries lose their colour, while Cherries are

less crisp than the freshly picked fruit. '

Aldenham. (Mrs,) E. Beckett.
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MUNSTEAD BUNCH PRIMROSES
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL, V.M.H.

IT

must have been quite forty-five years ago,

sometime in the early seventies of the last

century, that 1 came upm a Bunch-flowered

Primrose in a cottage garden. I was familiar

witli the old laced Polyanthus, and had seen

some large-flowered ones of reddish colouring ; but

one of a pale primrose colour-^something between

that and white—was new to me, and -I secured

the plant. The next year, from some other

source, came a yellowish one, much of the same
character. They were of a qflality that would
now be thought very poor, but they were allowed

to seed, and among the seedlings some of the best

were kept. Gradually, from yearly selection, the

quality improved, and, as the grower's judgment

became more critical, so more and more of the

less 'satisfactory Primroses were discarded. It

was an immense pleasure, as the years went on.

deeper, in fact, than any.hing that can properlv

be called orange—something very near the pure

'orange scarlet of red lead. Others that most

readily catch the eye are the strong yellows, some of

pure, strong chrome colour with darker eye, and,

deeper still, many of a soft . dark orange colour,

with here and there the orange inclining to apricot.

Among these there are some that are almjst self-

coloured. The variation in the form of the eye

is also considerable. The little raised ridge that

borders the throat, called the. crown, is always

yellow, and one looks through this into the greenish

yellow hollow of the throat, either to -the group

of anthers iust within that forms the. " thrum,"

or to the slightly projecting, pin-head of the pistil.

Next to the crown comes the blotch, one to each

petal, more or less five-sided in the more regular

examples, but joined at the base. In some it

MUNSTEAD PRIMROSES.

to see the coming of some new type or some new
degree of colouring, and to watch for the strength-

ening of some desired quality. The strain is

kept to whites and yellows only, and though

'

confined within the limits of these colourings,

the amount of variation in size, habit, marking
and shade of colour is quite remarkable.

The rule for a Primrose is to have five petals,

with a distinct notch in the middle of the outer

rim of each. This is varied in this strain by some
of the floweis being nearly circular and without

notch, wliile others, on the contrary, have the effect

of having frilled edges. This comes about, not

so much by the edge of the flower being actually
" snipt," as the old herbalists say, but by the petal

being of unusual width—sometimes as wide as

a full inch-—when, it will readily be understood,

it has to be folded, or .rather frilled, so as to fit

into the circumference of a Primrose flower. In

many examples there are six wide petals, closely

ridged and waved, making a flower of rich detail

and incident. Some of the iHost striking flowers

among the wliites^a pure white is rare ; the white

is nearly always of a warm tone—have a splendid

blotch, large and of the deepest orange colour
;

flans away, char and pointed, into the middle
of the petal, but fs often suffused in an even
gradation, especially in the case of the deeper

yellows.

It is these strong yellows -and the whites with

orange eye that are the showiest ; but the ones

that personally give me the greatest pleasure

are some of those with the more tender tinting.

There is one great favourite that I call Lemon
Rose ; it is of a pure primrose colour, with six

wide petals that have handsomely waved edges

and a pale lemon blotch ; a flower of refined and
yet rich effect. Another beauty, called Virginie,

is flat and white, with an eye that may be called

citron, for it is paler than anji lemon colour.

Then there is a whole range of purest canary,

many of them as nearly as possible self-coloured,

the blotch either disappearing entirely or re-

maining only as the softest suffusion of slightly

deeper colouring. It seems curious that, as

they must all have been originally derived from
the common Primrose, the pale greenish yellow

of the t)'pe flower should be the rarest colour

among them, but so it is. Doubles occasionally

appear
; there is one this year with ten petals.

l)Ul I have i.ut ytt Lad a uuuMt' luaL w.iS a really

good thing or worth keeping. I have never very

seriously regarded the florists' dictum that a

good Primrose must necessarily be thrum-eyed:

I perceive that the thrum eye is a rather better

feature in the individual pip than the pin
;
but my

aim has been to produce handsome garden plants

rather than to consider niceties of show-table

dogma, and if a Primrose has a good display of

fine trusses, WtU carr.ed, and is a beautiful thing

in the garden, whether the pip is pin or thjura

seems to me a'matler of but slight importance.

The Primrose garden is in a region where there

are a few Oak trees and where some additional

Nuts and Hollies have been planted. It has large,

continuous beds with narrow paths between, all

arranged on the easiest lines that would suit the

ground. In a former home it was in a prettier

place, a more natural bit of woodland with groups

of Birches, where the Primrose masses seemed
to flow between in wide streams and were lost in_

a mysterious distance. However, the present

place is not unbecoming, aud. though retired, is

easily accessible.

The seed is kept till tlie next spring, when it is

sown and the seedlings pricked out into shaded

beds or empty frames, to be finally planted out in

any suitable weather in the later summer. Some
are of opinion that the seed* should be sown as

soon .as ripe. I have tried both ways and find

that the spring sowing is the more suitable in my
garden. The soil is naturally a poor sand, but

has been gradually enriched by constant working

and fresh manuring, with cow-manure when
procurable, before each replanting. The Prim-

roses do not seem to mind being in the same place

year after year. Drought is a great enemy ; a

rather unusual degree of success this year I attribute

to the good spring rains that came at just the

riglit- intervals.

Cumberland and Westmorland
Gardens

By THE REV. DAVID R. WILLIAMSON.

DIIKING a recent visit of ten days to

Cumberland and Westmorland I had
I the privilege of seeing some beauti-

ful gardens which, I cannot doubt,

will be even more_ fascinating—if,

indeed, that were possible—in late June and July.

Conspicuous among these for the beauty of their

flowers in May (the exquisite period of my visit)

were those of my kind friend Mr. Thomas Bownass,

proprietor of the great Ullsjiater Hotel, at the

head of the lovely lake, environed by mountains,

from which it derives its name ; the Milcrest

Hotel, whose gardens are notable for their Pansies,

Violas and bcddmg Geraniums ; the venerable

Patterdale Hotel, which Wordsw'orth often visited,

and where his great friend Sir Walter Scott in all

probability wTote his poem on Helvellyn ; and
the radiant garden of the Railway Station Hotel

at Keswick, which, while invariably attractive

from a floral point of view, has a noble panorama
(probably um-ivaUed in Great Britain) of mountains

and woods. Narcissi, especially of the Poeticus

typef were strongly in evidence in all those gardens
;

also the two predominating colours of the graceful

and richly fragrant Lilacs, and especially in those

environing the Ullswater Hotel, which has expanding

before it a most inspiring scene for a great painter

—

one of the loveliest of all lakes—the Lucerne of

England. At the- Patterdale Hotel the Spiraeas

at a somewhat later date are magnificent, the

grandest without exception I have ever beheld.

JVIr. Marshall of Patterdale Hall kindly showed me
his splendidly wooded gardens and grounds,
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in which are several Cedars and Pines appruxi-

inating to a height of loo feet.

At White Moss, above Ambleside, where the

Lilacs and Hawthorns were, beautiful beyond

description, I received memorable kindness from

Colonel and Mrs. llair, the former of whom is a

great-grandson of Mrs. Siddons, while the latter

is a granddaughter of Wordsworth, and saw for

the" first time the exquisitely situated garden of

the " Poet of Nature" at Rydal Meunt, which

looks across Rydal Lake towards the high-towering

( rasmere hills.

DAFFODIL FLIES

I

HAVE been fighting the greater and ksser

Daffodil flies with great vigour and indifferent

success these last twelve months, and write

to give my experiences in the hope that

others who have been more successful may
be induced to give theirs, as the danger from these

a.id .other pests is obviously increasing rapidly,

and can hardly be expected to diminish during tlie

present shortage of labour.

I have always had a few Merodon and Humerus,

but last autumn I received a big consignment

"f bulbs that had not been overhauled and were

-'bviously very mucbinfested. One's nose informed

^>ne of the presence of Humerus before the sacks

were opened. Strong measures were obviously

necessary, and as a preliminary I re-read Mr.

Fryer's admirable article in the 1915 Daffodil

Year Book and the equally illvmiinating one by
Mr. Stocks in the 1914 number. Under the

circumstances Mr. Stocko' butterfly net seemed

inadequate. I did uot'want, either, to rely wholly

on immersion in water at a temperature of 110°

Fahr., as I was afraid of eelworm (Tylenchus

devastatrix), which I did not want to introduce,

as to the best of my belief I have not got it ; and

also of Fusarium. I decided to experiment with

immersion in a r in 300 solution of Cyllin.

M first sight the result seemed satisfactorj

.

Several grubs came out, and after a twenty-four

hours' bath they looked very dead. I soon found,

however, that it is not easy to discover whether

a Merodon grub is dead or not. I could not find

his pulse ; neither a feather nor a

looking-glass seemed likely to be help-

ful, and I received a shock one day on

finding that some grubs left in a saucer

for dead had walked out a few days

after.

I then decided to rely on a careful

scrutiny of all the bulbs, and to end

up with a Cyllin bath for- luck. The
search was a very thorough one, and
would be quite impossible for a large

grower. It took all my spare time for

three weeks to go over about 1,500

bulbs. For probing doubtful cases I

used a wire layering - pin, which

answered admirably. It causes much
less damage than a knife, and it is

easy to extract a Merodon grub

through his entrance hole without

harming the biilb at all. The ex-

ploration lasted during most of Sep-

tember. Of the scores of Merodon

that I found, the great majority were

nearly full grown ; a few were half

grown. Only one really small one

(one-sixteenth of an inch) was foimd.

This may mean only that I missed

the rest, but I dug out every brown
place with the layering^pin. Eimierus

grubs were found in all stages of

development. They seemed to prefer

to begin operations in a loose scale

between the main bulb and an offset. After

reducing that to a nasty wet mess they

migrated to the base of the bulb and gnawed
their way in, usually just above the base. The
final Cyllin bath was given cold, and fetched out

nothing at all. The bulbs seemed to like the

Cyllin, and they all came up except a few very

badly damaged ones. It seemed to clean up
basal rot. Tylenchus devastatrix I cannot

answer for, as I cannot recognise it ; but CyUin
act<!d like a charm on some thin, transparent,

eelwormy things which I found inside a decayed
bulb. They turned milky and rigid in one second.

It- might be wonh trying, and I should like to

hear the result. I can guarantee cold Cyllin at

a strength of i in 300 as harmless to the bulbs.

A strength of i in 50 does not kill them (or Merodon
either), but the bulbs did not look as if they liked

it, and I thought they made less vigorous growth.

I also tried, but only on a small scale, Jeyes'

Fluid, which failed to kill Merodon ; and an hotir's

exposure to carbon bisulphide vapour. That had
no effect on Humerus, nor is it easy to see how any
smell that science could devise (I do not speak as

a scientist) could kill an>-thing that lives in the

appalling stench that Humerus delights in. He
looked dead when his hour was over, but I tucked
him up in a bulb again, and he was going strong

when dug up in January.

In spring I dug down after bulbs •that had made
no growth, and got about a score of Merodon and
some fifty Humerus. This treatment should be
particularly useful in dealing with the latter,

as Humerus usually prevents a bulb making anv
growth at all, and so betrays itself; whereas a

Merodon in a mother bulb may easily be missed.

After this I felt tolerably certain that my little

stock was fairly free, but decided to try Mr. Stocks'

butterfly net and to search not merely the Daffodil-

beds, but plants round. The total bags on seven

successive days in April show the value of this

method and the way these pests travel, as I am
certain not a fraction were bred in my garden.

The totals were 4, 20, 58, 72, 166, 204, 724 ! The
first four days were spent among the Daffodil-

beds. Of the bag on the last three days, all but

one were taken on a big bush of Choisya temata.
For the last day I had several small boys to help

me. It wa? quUc L,isy lu j^^t them lo r<.LijiiH;3c

both Merodon and Humerus, and not to catch
bees instead. Several hundreds were caught
on this same bush in May, but early in the month
the weather was too dull and cold, and now there

are so many other flowers out that it is no longer

so popular.

Exeler School. E. T. Hngla.sd.

Fair Lilies of France

THE Iris border is the glory of the garden
in this blazing June. Never before has
it been so beai!tiful. Facing south-east,

the sight of its brilliancy in the light

of the setting sun almost takes my
breath away, and I sit awhile to rest and look
down its length with something akin to awe.
Did I really lay every stone and plant it all ?

And are the flowers vying with one another to

greet and cheer me on my way ? I like to think
it is so. although, possibly, the thriving colony
of bets in the garden may have something to do
with the wonderful display of bloom.
Two varieties only—both of the germanica

type—are here planted : the well-known cream
self (is it flavescens ?) and one of the variegata

group, with golden yellow standards and shaded
brown falls, which may be John Fraser.

Half way down the border, and also at the further

end, is a fine Tree Lupine, a mass of creamy yellow

bloom two yards and more across, and of a sweet-
ness beyond compare. I had tried two or three

other plants at that end to stand sentinel beside

the steps up to Hive No. i, but never with any
success. The Lupine is just right. The Irises,

yellow and gold, nestle up to it in complete
harn;ony.

At the nearer end to my seat, just where the

path leads through a deep cutting to a door in

the wall, behind and among the- Irises, is a mass
of grey-foliaged and 'mauve and blue flowering

plants : Nepeta, Anchusa, Galega, Echinops,

Eryngium, a fine form of the blue garden Geranium,
Rosemary, Lavender, Santolina and the rest,

with a good group of Liliimi candidum towering

over all. These Lilies of the Madonna will, I

A GOOD WHITE MUNSTEAD PRIMROSE FOR MASSING.
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hope, open their milk-white cups to be kissed

by the sun before the Geranium has run its course.

Behind them the best strain of Clary (Salvia

Sclarea) is well established, thanks to the free-

masonry of gardeners which made possible a

friendly exchar^ge with its owner.

Half way down, Grambe cordifolia is piling up
its cloud of snow, an(l,the rock plants in the dry

wall are full of interest. Dianthus Cyclops is a

good thing ; some of the seedlings are such a rich

deep colour, and so sturdy in habit of growth.

A yard-wide grass path at the foot of the dry

wall extends down the length of the border, and

I dream of an Iris bed on the further side where,

after the war, the young bloods of the Iris world
shall vaunt themselves in finest array, and pay
court to the ladies in cream " satin and shimmer
of pearl" over the way. In the meantime, no
Field of the Cloth of Gold could be gayer than

my little^ field of Irises. Whether they be the

Fleur-de-Lis (or Luce) or not, they are indeed

Flowers of Light as I see them. The Golden
Lilies of France are radiant in the liglu of

the setting sun. Could there be a better

omen ?

AUrincham. VV. D.

IRISES—III
EARLY BEARDED IRISES

WHEN examuied under a micro-

scope, most Irises appear to be

bearded,' for in nearly every case

the centre of the back part of

the blade of the falls is covered

with minute projecting processes, which might

almost be called hairs. Two bulbous species,

Tubergeniana and Boissieri, -have a few straggling

hairs which are obvious to the naked eye, but

the name of Pogoniris, from the Greek word for a

beard, is usually bestowed only on the well-known

class of Irises to wliich the so-called Iris germanica

belongs, and of which a few representatives are to

be found in nearly every garden.

Probably no Iris name is more frequently found

in catalogues and on garden labels than that of

pumlla, and yet the true plant is comparatively

rare in cultivation. It is a native of the limestone

districts of Central and South-Eastern Europe,

though, strangely enough, it occurs also in parts

of Hungary, on the northern shores of the Black

Sea, and near Sarepta on the Volga, where the

soil is presumably sandy. From the last two
sources I have never yet succeeded in obtaining

living plants, but the Hungarian forms grow and
flower in>he sandy soil here in a way that plants

from limestone homes never succeed in imitating.

I remember spending ten hours on a blazing hot

day at the end of April searching for I. pumila
in the stony wastes near the .Austrian naval harbour

of Sebenico on the Dalmatian coast. .All day
long I climbed up and down among the rough

limestone, and was just about to give up the

search when at last I found a few patches of tiny

leaves not moi'e than i inch or 2 inches in length

and the withered remains of a single flower pro-

jecting, from among the stones. The rhizomes

were embedded in the stiff red soil which always

seems to form in the course of time in the crevices

among the limestone. The dried remains of

the flower were enough to show that I had
found I. pumilal and though I did succeed in

JUNli IRISES AND CKAMBE CORDIFOLIA IN A CHESHIRE GARDEN.

getting a flower or two from the rhizomes in

my garden here the ne.xt year, it was not Sntil

I saw the plants, which had developed from
some of the rhizomes in the heavy fertile loam
of Northamptonshire, that I realised the possi-

bilities' of I. pumila. There each rhizome had
grown into a circular clump, from which there

rose twenty or thirty flowers, so closely packed
as almost to hide the foliage. Here in this

sand I can never get I. pumila to do so well,

but, by dint of frequently moving the plants

into as rich a top soil as I can produce, I usually

contrive Jo have a fair number of flowers in

early April. The plants do not root deeply,

and - therefore soon exhaust the soiL' within

reach of their roots. Then the rhizomes rapidljr

begin to dwindle.

I. pumila is valuable for more reasons than
one. In the first place, it flowers before all

other Pogoniris. This year the few warm days
towards the end of March actually brought out

the first flowers on March 25, but it is usually

not in flower until early in April. Another

advantage is the extraordinary range of colours

to be found in the flowers. It is true that my
plants from Hungary are all of one of two forms,

a red-purple and a blue-purple ; but my Dalmatian

plants were all different, various shades of purple,

vellow, and even wjiite. I have long since given

up trying to describe the colours of Irises as being

lilac, mauve, lavender or violet, because I have

found that no two people agree as to what these

colours really are. It seems best to confine oneself

to red-purple and blue-purple, andto qualify these

two by the addition of pale or dark. I have

also received plants from Moravia, of which

every one tvas different ; and the same is the case on

the Geissberg, near Vienna. At the present moment
some dozens of seedlings are opening here, and the

variety among them is endless, though yellow

forms are certainly less numerous than the purple.

I. pumila is distin-

guished from I.Chamsiris,

with which it is so com-

monly confused,- by the

fact that it has practi-

cally no stem and a

comparatively long

perianth tube between the

ovary and the segments

of the flower. I. Chamas-

iris, however, always has

,

a stem that is at least as

long as, if not longer

than, the tube. In I.

pumila, when the seed- ,,

capsules are ripe, they

are quite sessile among
the leaves, but those of

Chamaeiris are always

raised on a stem. More-

over, the shape is quite

different. The seed-pod

of pumila tapers gradu-

ally to a sharp point, and

has a further peculiarity

in that the internal
divisions, which should

divide it into t h r e 5

entirely separate com-

partments, usually gape

apart towards the base ;

that of Chamaeiris nar-

rows no more abruptly at

the apex than at the

base, and is divided into

three compartments in

orthodox fashion.

I. Chamaeiris is only

found in Southern France

f
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and Northern Italy, but, because local conditions

influence its growth and stature, it hks been givtn

a number of specific names. The actual size of

an Iris is of little importance ; it is the relative

size of the" tube and stem that matters. Thus I

remember finding ou Mont Majour two yellow

Irises. That which grew among bushes near

the base was quite a foot or more in height, and

fitted the description of lutescens ; but, unfortu-

nately for the author of that name, it was really

the same species—namely, Chamaeiris—as the small

plant 2 inches or 3 inches in height that was
growing on the open rock higher up the hill, for

the two plants flowered side by side in my garden

here the next year, and were identical in every

way. I. Chamosiris is just as variable in its many
colour forms as I. puraila, for it can be obtained

in endless shades of purple and yellow, and there

are also while forms. Moreover, as with I. pumila,

in some localities one colour seems to prevail,

but in others many forms grow together. Thus
on Mont Coudon, which towers above Toulon,

all the plants seem to have yellow flowers ; but

at Roquehaute, near Beziers, many forms grow

together. Those gardeners who delight in named
varieties will find them in catalogues, but others

will derive more pleasure from raising their own
seedlings and picking out those forms which please

them most. There is endless variety in height,

colour and fragrance.

Charterhouse, Godalming. \V R. Dykes.

Now for a word on cultivation. Seed may be

sown any time from early May till the end of

June. Prepare a nice rich piece of ground, but

avoid land previously occupied by 'any member
of the Brassica family, and dust with a light

dressing of lime or powdered chalk. It is far

which are suffi'Jently forward, placing them on
some sweet, soft material in the fruit-room till

perfectly ripe.

Melons.—When the fruits hanging from the
trellises attain the size of small Cocoa-nuts they
should be supported either with broad strips of raffia

or nets expressly made for that purpose. Keep

A GOOD WORD FOR THE
SWEDE

FOR some reason unknown the Swede is

not of general domestic use. It is to be

hoped, however, that readers will sow

good breadths of this long-despised

,

vegetable withih the next few weeks to

provide a valuable addition to the menu next

winter. In some parts of the country the value

of the Swede as human food has been known
for centuries. For instance, in the neighbourhood

of St. Ives in Cornwall Swedes have long been

known as " Rooties," presumably from Ruta-

bagas, otherwise Swedes or Russian Turnips.

Curiously enough, in Northumberland the other

half of the name has been used, and Swedes are

popularly known among farm workers as "Baigies."

In the district of St. Ives the name Swede is

almost unheard of, and hawkers pass along the

streets shouting " Rooties ! Rooties I " The
leaves, apparently not used; are' trimmed off

before the barrows are loaded. In normal times

a fair-sized root could be purchased for a half-

peimy. As every schoolboy knows, the Swede

is one of the best of all sugar crops, and it is

interesting to note that this root is considered

indispensable in the making of the Cornish pasty,

which is known far and wide. Is there any vege-

table, I am tempted to ask, to excel yellow-fleshed

Swedes, mashed, and seasoned with pepper, salt

and butter ? But this is not all. If left in the

groimd the roots provide a delicious green far

superior to the Turnip tops beloved by some,

and disliked by others. Moreover, Swedes as a

vegetable issued to troops in this country have

proved a very acceptable item in the dietary.

Then again, there is a way in which they may be

used that is known only to very few. It was first

brought to my notice by an old market gardener,

who at Christmas-time used to place a few Swedes

to sprout in a dark place under a greenhouse

staging. The tender, white tops were cut off, tied

in bundles with raffia, and cooked like Seakalc.

The tastiness of this delicious dish is better

imagined than described.

THE E.\RLY FLOWERING IRIS PUMIL.\ AZURE.4.

better to add stable manure than li rely upon

artificials, for it is found that roots fed with chemical

manures do not keep so well through the winter.

Moderate-sized specimens, either from field or

garden, are more nutritious and of better flavour

than overgrown ones. Should the weather be

dry at the time of the later sowings, it is a good

plan to fill the drills with water, and, after covering

the seed with soil, to, finish off with a dressing of

lawn mowings to keep off the Turnip-fly, which

is particularly troublesome to the seedlings in

hot weather. Hoe freely between the rows all

through the summer. There is little, if any,

difference in quality between the field and garden

varieties. The Held type, known as Imperial,

compares favourably with any garden variety

I have tried, although it is generally claimed

that the garden forms are smaller and finer-grained

than those grown for cattle. Yellow-fleshed

varieties are more appreciated than white ones.

The roots are best if pulled in November and stored.

Between March and May the sugar in the roots

is developed to the greatest extent. H. C.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peach Trees.—Young, newly planted trees
will need careful attention both at the roots and
branches. Keep an eye on all the best and most
useful young shoots for the formation of an even-
balanced head, training these as straight as possible
from the base at different angles and equal
distances. Disbud freely where an abundance
of young shoots are produced, allow the leaders
to extend, and do not overcrowd. Keep the
foliage clean and free from aphis, syringe twice
daily in bright weather, and close the houses
about 4 p.m. (old time). Do not let the trees
get too dry, and mulch over the roots with decayed
manure. Trees that are bearing good crops of
fruits which show signs of ripening will need ample
air in bright weather. Give the roots a thorough
deluge of water to assist the final swelling of the
fruits. Watch carefully, and remove any fruits

the roots drier when the fruits change colour for
ripening, also keep the temperature drier and
give air more freely. A warm, dry air will greatly
assist the flavour of the fruits.

The Flower Garden.
Rhododendrons.—All seed - pods should be

picked off as soon as the flowering period is over,
to give the plants a good chance of -building up
strong growth and for the formation of strong
buds for next year's flowers.

The Hardy Fruit Gardens

Raspberries.—Net early and remove from
among the plants aU weak, useless suckers not
required. Leave enough of the strongest and
best-placed suckers to take the place of the fruiting
canes as soon as the crops have been gathered.

Peach Trees.—The dry weather has caused the
borders to crack, and these should receive imme-
diate attention. First loosen t]ie soil quite 3 inches
deep over and about the roots, follow with a good
mulch, and deluge with water. There should be
no surface watering, but an ample supply of

water to penetrate to a good depth. Do not
forget to thin the crops freely before the stoning
is completed.

The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli.—Preparation for planting these will

need early attention. The land for this crop
should be in good heart, but firm, to encourage a
sturdy growth. Firm, compact plants produce
the best heads and better withstand severe weather
in winter. Plant them quite 2 feet apart. We
find a good strain of Knight's Protecting, Late
Queen, Model, Ledsham Latest, and Lauder's
Goshen are all reliable varieties for spring use.

Purple Sprouting Broccoli, both early and
late, shoUd be planted freely for the production
of tender sprouts in spring ; also Improved White
Sprouting. All other plants of the Brassica class

should be planted as fast as the.ground becomes
available, first soaking the plants in the seed-
beds and the drill in which they are to be planted.
Lime and soot-water should be freely made use
of as a check to club.

Liquid Manure.—Good soaldngs of liquid
manure will do a great deal to help the completion
of many of our choice vegetables, especially in

dry weather. Be the garden large or small, a
manure tank is a valuable auxiliary, and should
be kept filled with a suitable liquid so that it can
be applied at leisure.

Dwarf Beans.—If obtainable and time will

allow, mulch freely between the rows of these
and give a good watering if no rain falls. Gather
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the young pods frequently before they become

stringy. We much prefer the stringless varieties

for ordinary supplies.
H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Leeks.—If good results are expected^ no time

should be lost in finishing the work of plantmg

this important crop. See directions under given

this heading a fortnight ago.

Tomatoes.—Continue to regularly feed plants

with swelling fruits, pinch out all laterals promptly,

and top succession plants when the desired number

of fruits have set. This will improve the quality

of the fruits retained by preventing the plants

from wasting much of their energy on the produc-

tion of attenuated, weakly growths that can never

develop the fruits set on them.

Cucumbers.—Feed plants which are getting

somewhat exhausted, and thin, stop and tie the

shoots of succession crops. The fruits of crops

in frames can be grown straight by the aid of

Cucumber glasses, or by arranging them in light

wooden troughs about i8 inches long and 3 inches

deep.

Vegetable Marrows.—Keep a sharp look-out

for the first female flowers, and promptly pollinate

them instead of trusting to bees or other insects

to do the work.

Turnips.—If a sowing of an early variety,

such as Early White Milan, be made within the

next fortnight, the roots will come m very useful

in the autumn. Although not an ideal rotation,

this crop may be grown on the quarter cleared of

Spring Cabbage. Spring-sown Turnips of this

type should now be fit for use, and should be

used as promptly as practicable, as they soon

deteriorate in quality.

Kidney Beans.—On light soils especially the

crop should be watered if a period of drought

sets in. If they receive this attention they are

not so likely to be attacked by red spider. Should

the pest attack them, spray with pure water on

a few successive late afternoons.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.— Put the nets on fruiting

crops, as the blackbirds are always on the alert

for the least appearance of colour in the first

fruits. Keep the plants clear of runners, except

such as are being utilised for planting or pottmg.

Trainii^ Young Fruit Trees.—Attend to the

training of all young fruit trees on walls, espaliers

or cordons. Pinch" out all superfluous growths

instead of allowing them to waste the energies

of the tree by developing fully and then hacking

them away at the winter pruning.

Gooseberries.—Should the bushes be infested

with caterpillar, spray with lib. of arsenate of

lead to 16 gallons- or 17 gallons of water. No
fruit should be picked from the bushes for a month
after being thus treated. As explained last

week, where a good crop of Gooseberries has set

it is advisable to thin the crop, and part at least

of the thinnings might be^bottled ; so have the

bottles in hand in time.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Plants.—These have not made mu -h

root growth yet, so, if dry conditions obtain,

plants that were not in pots previous to being

planted out should be watered. Mere surface

waterings are useless, and at this season it is

desurable to water the plants individually, giving

each a good soaking. This can be conveniently

done by inserting a spray of Yew or Box into the

spout of the watering-can to break the force, and
then watering direct from the spout.

Herbaceous Plants.—Asters and such-like late

subjects will still require attention in the way
of tying. Early or summer Phloxes wUl be bene-

fited by receiving a top-dressing of rich soil. Keep
the hoe going as weed-kiUer and drought-resister.

Border Carnations.—Keep the soil stirred

between the plants, and apply a little soot or other

stimulant in showery weather. Attend to staking.

Coil stakes are good where growth is vigorous,

otherwise Bamboo tips are preferable.

Plants Under Glass.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—Seed should now
be sown in a seed-pan, using a nice light, moderately
rich soil. Prior to sowing finish the soil with

some very finely sifted material, making it

moderately firm and perfectly smooth, after which

water through a fine rose. Two hours later sow^

the fine seeds very carefully and just dust them
over with sand. Cover with a pane of glass,

place in a rather close frame, and shade rather

heavily till germination takes place. A cool

temperature, comparative shade, and a never-'

failing sufficiency of water are all essential to full

success with these beautiful flowers.

Campanula pyramidalis.—The variety known
as C. p. compacta alba is specially worth growing

for conservatory decoration. Plants resulting

from a spring sowing should now be planted out

in lich soil in the reserve garden, where they should

remain till next spring.
Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

OBITUARY

R. HOOPER PEARSON.

It is with the deepest regret thrft wo record the

death, early in the morning of June 11, of Mr.

Robert Hooper Pearson, Managing Editor of the

Gardeners' Chronicle. Devoted to his duties as

an editor, he was no kss devoted to the interests

of horticulture, and to these combined objects

he gave all his thoughts with a singleness of

THE L.-lTE R. HOOPER PEARSON.

purpose which wjn the admiral )on uf all who
laiew him.

Mr. Pearson was born I'U July iS, 1S66, ai

Breedwood in Staffordshire. His gardening pro-

clivities wore pronounced at an early age, and

his father apprenticed him ifi the neighbouring

gardens of Kecle Hall, under the late Mr. Wallace.

After serving his apprenticeship he entered Kew
as a " young gardener." After his two years'

training at Kew he sought further experience in

the Marquis of Bute's gardens at Cardiff Castle
;

he was always appreciative of the excellent

training he received under the late Mr. Pettigrew.

He then went to PatshuU Hall, Staffordshire,

but after a short stay there he was offered a

position on the Gardeners' Chronicle by the then

editor, the late Dr. Maxwell T. Masters. He
joined the staff of the paper in 1892, and became
editor on the death of Dr. Masters in rgos.

He was hon. secretary of the Horticultural Club;

and during his term of office the membership
increased from about fifty to two hundred. He
was a member both of the Scientific and of the

Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, an active supporter of gardening charities,

held a position on the executive of the Royal

Gardeners' Orphan Fund for many years, and

look a real interest in many of the children who
were supported out of the funds. He was in-,

strumental in helping to found the British Gar-

deners' Association, and was a past presideiit of

the Kew Guild.

As an author his best-known work is " The
Book of Garden Pests," but his name became
famous through the popular series of books known
as " Present Day Gardening," edited by him and

wTitten by specialists in each subject.

He married in September, 1893, Miss Jeannie

Evans of Lingoed, Abergavenny. His wife and

only child, a daughter, survive him.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
WILD GARLIC (E. T. jE.).~We see no reason why

the wild Garlic, if transplanted into garden soil at the
end of March and grown under the same conditions as
the cultivated Garlic is grown, should not in time be of
the same u:^e as the garden Garlic. But why plant the
wild form ? The cultivated plant is easily increased
by seed or by dividing the cloves of the bulbs in the usual
way.
ASPARAGUS FAILING (Mrs. X.).—The Asparagus

roots, we think, arc weak and pool, not through old age,
but because the grass has been cut too close and for too
long a time eacli season. This is the cause of failure in

eight cases out of ten throughout the country. Cutting
Asparagus should cease in the South on June 20, a week
later in the Slidlands, and a week later still in the North,
The best way to treat your beds in order to bring them
round will, we think, be to let them' grow freely next
year without cutting at all. If there are any gaps in the
beds, fill them up with new roots at the end of March,
;^ive the beds a good surface-dressing of manure at the
same time, and water f r( elv in dry weather.
SPRING CABBAGE WITH LUMPYSTEMS (E.M.B.).—

The bi'St way of clearing your groimd of the pests com-
plained of i to trench the ground in the autumij and
lime it freely, at the same time applying the lime (say, a
quart to the superficial square yard) to the surface soil

after the trenching is finished, and forking it in 3 inches

or i inches deep only. Plant the ground with Potatoes
in spring and Peas the following year in order to give it

a thorough rest from the Cabbage tribe. Wakeley's Hop
Manure is a good substitute for stable or farmyard manuret
and vegetable crops succeed very well when grown with it.

FRUIT GARDEN.
CATERPILLARS ON BUSH FRUITS (Forlorn).—Yon

should spray with some good insecticide, such as Abol or
Katakilla. With a plague of insect pests such as you are

now experiencing, it is a good plan to spray on consecutive

nights, when many insects are destroyed before they have a
chance to recover from the first spraying ; or the bushes might
be washed with a hose and then sprayed with Kataldlla

or Abol.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
TREATMENT OF HEDGES {Lieutenant-Colonel B.)'.—

We regret to say that we do not Imow of a text-book
dealing with hedges, although many works on forestry

and trees and shrubs generally ^ve some attention to

hedges. In " Trees and Shrubs for Country Gardens,"
by E. T. Cook, Country Life Library, a special chapter is

devoted to the subject. AVith regard to a Holly hedge that

is thick above but thin below, some good can be done by
keeping both top and sides well cut back in order to give

more strength to the (ower parts. Where possible, branches
might be pegged do-rni to the ground in order to get them
to thicken up the bare parts. If any big holes exist,

a young plant may be inserted in wet weather in

September in each gap, taking care to water the plants

well until established. Small plants will have a better

chance of success than large ones. A neglected hedge
may be renovated by cutting it back well in early April,

removing any dead wood, filling gaps by planting yoimg
plants or by pegging branches down, removing any weeds
that may be present about the roots, and giving a good
mulch of well-decayed manure and an occasional application

of manure-water. All the work, except a very hard cutting,

back and the insertion of young plants, may be carried

out at once. Hard cutting back is, however, more satis-

factory if practised in April. Hedges of Lime, Beech or

Hornbeam can be formed by planting young trees which
are well branched to the ground line about \\ feet or

2 feet apart, cutting both the sides and tops back once or
twice a year in order to keep the lower part dense. The
height can be determined by the condition of the bottom.
As soon as the latter is dense, height growth may be en-

couraged. Hedges of Fir can be established by planting

dense, bushy plants IJ feet to 2 feet apart and removing
strong-growing shoots occasionally. Oak is not so suitable

for a hedge as either Beech, Hornbeam or Lime. New
Thorn hedges may be started by trenching the ground
over a width of 3 feet and planting, between October and
February, sturdy Thorns 12 inches apart. After the Thorns
have become well established it is a good plan to cut them
off about 4 inches above the ground They then grow
away with extra vigour.
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projection

[ ARROWS are gross feeders, and will

take copious supplies of liquid manure

when a sufficient crop of fruits are set

and swelling. A good liquid manure

may be made by placing a peck of

poultry or cow manure along with 2lb. of good

household soot in a 40-gallon cask of water^

stirring and allowing the whole to stand for

forty-eight hours before using ; or sulphate of

ammonia and superphosphate may be applied

to the soil round about the plants (but not

on the leaves) at the rate of half an ounce

of the former and loz. of the latter per square

yard, and then be thoroughly watered. When
a good crop has set, it is often necessary to

reduce some of the lateral growths and pinch the

leaders so as to admit light and air to the plants.

VegetableMarrowsare Adaptable Plants.—Both

types may be planted in any ordinary soU possessing

a good exposure to the sun. The climbing types

are admirably suited for small gardens, and may
be grown over fences, on the sides of sheds, over

the roofs of huts, and on heaps of manure or

rubbish. If early fruits are desired, hand ferti-

lisation shotild be resorted to as soon as the fruit-

flowers (female flowers) appear. This consists

in obtaining fully developed male flowers, which

are those containing the yellow powder (pollen),

and gently rubbing the pollen into the centre

iif each of the fruit-flowers so that the yellow

powder is left on the central

(stigma) of the female flowers.

Harvesting Marrows.—The fruits

should, if possible, be left on the

plants until their skins have become

tough and have turned yellow.

They may be still further ripened

on removal from the plants by

placing them in a sunny position

during bright, warm weather. When
fully matured they are ready for

jam-making. Arrangements should

be made for co-operative collection

and transport to the jam factorj'.

If not required for this purpose,

they may be stored on shelves in a

cool, dr>-, frost-proof building for

winter use.

Garden Chafers.—These beetles

(Phyllopertha horticola) are a great

pest in many parts this year, attack-

ing Roses, bush fruits, .\pple trees.

Raspberries, and even vegetables.

The only remedy appears to be

hand-picking, . but this should be

done early so as to guard against

the larva', which are as destructive

as the parent beetles. Wherever it

I an be managed, it is a good plan to

run a brood of chickens among the

trees or bushes attacked. The
ihafers quickly fall to the ground

if the branches are smartly tapped,

and are greedily devoured by the

birds. Both starlings and rooks are

enemies of the chafer in jhe adult

and larva stages, and quantities of the latter are

eaten by garden warblers and other insectivorous

birds.

The Cabbage-Root Fly.—This pest is again

working havoc with green crops. Whether the

free use of lime in the soil serves as a prevention,

or whether its stimulative effect upon all Brassicas

enables the plants to grow away from the maggot,

is a matter upon which opinions differ. But the

fact remains that well-limed plots do not suffer

to anything like the extent of those hot so treated.

Healthy plants well fed and kept growing with

ample supplies of water, even if attacked by
maggot, will frequently survive and turn out well

if earthed-up in good time, for this latter enables

them to throw out fresh roots from the stems.

Surface applications of lime are also undoubtedly

useful if given soon enough, and lime-water, if

it can be soaked well down to the roots, will destroy

the maggot.

Rose Zephyrine Drouhin.—No garden should

be without this charming Rose. It has every

merit that a good, useful, garden Rose should

possess ; it blooms early and late, beginning at

the end of May ; it is a strong, free grower and
profuse bloomer, and succeeds on poor soils where

many Roses cannot be grown. The coloiu: is

good deep rose, never turning to purple, and it

has the sweetest of sweet scents. As the year

goes on, the flowers increase in beauty and can

be gathered in greater quantity and with'a con-

ROSE ZEPHYRINE DROUHIN.

siderable length of stem. One of its many advan-

tages is that it is almost without prickles ; this

and the rather reddish colotrr of the stems suggest

that it may have some relationship to the Bour-

saults. Perhaps some French rosarian will tell

us about its origin, for it was well known abroad

long before it came to England. It is fine as a

pillar Rose or for free hedges, and another good

way to have it is to train it down to Bamboos

fixed horizontally on stumps in two rows, 18 inches

between the rows, the stumps of the nearest

row 18 inches to 20 inches out of the ground,

and those of the back row 4 inches to 6 inches

higher.

Small Holdings for Ex-Soldiers and Sailors.—

.Among the suggestions made in the latest

report of the Selborne Committee on Agricultural

Policy, we are glad to note the recommendations

that greater facilities for purchase should be given

to small-holders ; that the County Councils should

be urged to prepare schemes at once for the pro-

vision of small holdings for ex-soldiers atid sailors,

both as tenants and owners ; and that the Treasury

should remove the financial restrictions now placed

upon the councils. Small-holders should have a

right of purchase.

Trafalgar Square Flower Fair.—The Flower

Fair in the heart of London proved quite an

innovation. It was opened in genial weather by

the Duchess of Portland on June 20, and remained

open until .June .:6. Special credit is due to the

National Sweet Pea Society, the

British Carnation Society and the

National Rose Society for their

splendid displays of cut blooms

contributed by, leading growers

througliout the country. Water

Lilies were seen in the fountain pools,

and ladies were selling nosegays and

buttonholes from their baskets of

Roses, Orchids, Carnations and

Sweet Peas, the proceeds going to

the British Ambulance Committee.

The success of the Flower Fair was

mainly due to the efiorts of the

horticultural trade, which kept up

,1 constant supply of freshly cut

.

flowers, fruits and early vegetables.

Pea-shuck Soup.—It may not be

generally known what an excellent

soup may be made of the shucks of

Green Peas. Of course, the younger

.md fresher they are, the better. Boil

the shucks with one leaf of Mint

and with or without an Onion

;

they take from twenty to thirty

minutes. Rub through a sieve and

dilute the puree with vegetable stock.

If no home-made vegetable stock is

at hand, the reduced kind that is

sold in shops as Marmitc serves

well. Season with salt and pour into

the tureen, adding to it, in the

tureen, some_hot, but not boiling.

milk. A few Peas are boiled sepa

rat elV and added to the soup
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.
)

BROAD BEANS AND GOOSEBERRY
CATERPILLAR.

V^ITH regard to the note in your issue of June 8.

for many years I have planted clumps of

three Broad Beans among my Gooseberry bushes,

and have never been troubled with the caterpillar

except when, owing to the advent of a new gardener

or the negligence of an old one, this has been

neglected. It is necessary to persist with the

remedy.—S. H. B., Ledbury.

A MIXED-UP LETTER.

(COMMENDATION for "exactness" from Mary
Beale (whose writings on cookery iiave long

been my help and delight) is indeed a distinction.

I feel like a good little girl who has been patted on

the head by the parson—at least, how I imagine

she might feel !—for such a sensation was never

mine. The nearest to it was when Churton

Collins once read an essay to the class with the

prefatory remark: "This is the style of essay

I like to receive," and to my utter astonishment

it was mine. I send a Potato bread recipe, though,

ef course, just now " their name is legion." The
great objection to cooking Potatoes " in their

jackets "—as journalists, who are not cooks, con-

tinually tell us to do—is that one bad Potato will

spoil " the while boiling," so it is wiser, especially

when using field-grown Potatoes, to make sure

before cooking them that they are all good. I

speak from a practical point of view, not being

a professional, but only in all things " An(ne)

Amateur." It is funny to read an appeal to' grow

Marrows to make jam for the Army, while here,

locally, we are not allowed sugar to make jam of

thfm at home. Marrows can be made into such

a variety of really first-class, good-keeping preserves

of different flavours. Rhubarb (which we are

allowed to use) cannot equal Marrows, takes more
sugar, and does not keep so well. I love May-

flowering Tulips, and particularly " Cottagers."

They are one of my greatest annual joys, especially

here in my old orchard, in the grass beneath some

picturesque gnarled, lichcned old .^pple treis

(which would make Mr. E. A, BunyariJ shiver !).

Mr. Miller's coloured Pr mroses have been the

show of my little garden, and the envy and admira-

tion of my neighbours. I am going to divide

them shortly (the Primrosts, «o< the neighbours
;

at hast I hope not).

—

Anne Amateur.

ANOTHER RECIPE FOR HOME-MADE

POTATO BREAD.

TV^Y niece Winsome, who makes her own Potato

bread, has given me the following recipe,

which she thinks is simpler than that in

The Garden for June 15 :
" Ingredients.-—Six

pounds of Potatoes when mashed, six pounds of

flour (reserving a pound for kneading), a table-

spoonful of salt, a dessertspoonful of sugar if

liked, six ounces of yeast, lukewarm water as

required. Method.—Peel, remove all eyes, and

boil the Potatoes. Mash them finely, or put

tinm through a mincer, which is preferable to

mashing with a fork. The Potatoes are better

done the day before making the bread, as they

need, to be quite cold. Mix the Potatoes with

the flour, salt and yeast, which break up finely

instead of m'xing with warm water. (This wrinkle

was given me by a Yorkshirewoman.) Make a

well in the centre and mix with lukewarm water

with the hand, stirring in one direction till all the

flour is worked into a stiff dough. Then knead

thoroughly, sifting in the reserve flour by degrees.

Continue kneading till the dough leaves the sides

of the pan and the hands are dry ; then sprinkle

with flour, cover with a clean cloth, and place the

pan near the fire until the dough has well risen.

—

usually about three hours. Then well flour the

hands and form the dough into loaves. If time

permits, it is advisable to stand them near the

fire for about half an hour before putting into

the oven. Bake in a moderately brisk oven,

which allow gradually to cool."-

—

Anne Amateur.

THE COMMON SPARROW.

T SEE that the old, old question of the utility

(or otherwise) of the sparrow has cropped up

in the pages of The Garden, and that a corre-

spondent has the temerity to put in a good word

for the "feathered rat," Some years ago I

followed a long discussion in the pages of a

contemporary on this subject. The summing-up

was left, I remember, to that well-known authority

on bird life, W. B. Tegetmeier, and was dis-

tinctly advefce to the bird. The late Mr. Harrison

Weir was, in his latter days, a near neighbour

of mine, and I remember asking his opinion when
looking round his garden at Appledore one day.

Now what Harrison Weir did not know of bird

and wild life generally was not worth knowing, as

all who knew this remarkable old gentleman will

readily agree. His condemnation of the sparrow

was a pretty severe one. He admitted that during

the first few days after the young were hatched the

parent birds brought them insects and soft grubs,

but during the whole of the rest- -of their time they

were the most greedy and insatiable of all feathered

grain thieves. It seems a pity that just at a time

when the conservation of grain is a question of

such paramount importance, a champion should

be found for the sparrow, and I confess to

being utterly out of sympathy with your corre-

spondent " N. X>." and with the sparrow.

—

F. H. C, Rye.

" FIRE " IN TULIPS.

T HAVE never before been much troubled with
" fire " in Tulips until this season, and I have

come to much the same conclusion as Mr. Duncan

Pearson (see The Garden. June 15), i.e., that

climatic conditions, in which frost plays an im-

portant part, are the predisposing cause of this

disease. This spring the season was abnormally

early and Tulips were much ahead of their time

in coming through the ground. There was no

frost to speak of all through March, and Tulip

buds were well above ground by the end of that

month. Good weather continued until almost

the middle of April ; then came two nights of

frost (9' and 8°) with very hot sun by day, followed,

a day or two later, by a downpour of rain. This

was again succeeded by 6° of frost, followed by

a downpom-. After that my Tulips were, with

very few exceptions, badly attacked by " fire,"

with the restilt that I had very few flowers fit to

gather. I may add that the bulbs were growing

on ground following Potatoes.

—

Brodie of Brodie.

PANSY HISTORY.

T HAVE read with much interest the notes by

Mr. S. Amott and the well-kno-wn " C. H. P."

and I have consulted my own, with the result

that I cry " Peccavi !
" In the little work on

Pansies written by me in 1898 I quote the words

of Thompson himself from the " Ploricultural

Cabinet " of 1841, and I spell the name with a " p."

On looking up the old volume to day, I find on

page 222 " History of the Heartsease, by Mi.

Thomson, of Iver." In the body of the article

I find a reference to Thomson's King, a large,

good-shaped flower. At the end of the article 1

find these editorial words :
" The above are the

particulars of the treatment of this lovely flower

by Mr. Thomson of Iver, and are given in a concise

and sensible Treatise on the Heartsease by him "
;

but in the index of the volume there appears the

following :
" Thompson Mr. on the Heartsease " •

It would be interesting philologically if we could

run down the true spelling. Is there not a copy

of the " concise and sensible Treatise " in exist-

ence ? I shall keep a look-out for it and for en-

lightenment on the point.—W, Cuthbertson,

Edinburgh.

T^HE following is an extract from the pages of

the " Moricultural Cabinet " published in

1841, and may be of interest to your very able

correspondents " C. H. P." and Mr. S. Arnott ;

" History of the Heartsease, by Mr. Thomson, of

Iver. About seven or eight and twenty years

ago. Lord Gambier brought mc a few roots of the

common yellow and white Heartsease, which he

had gathered in the grounds at Iver, and requested

that I would cultivate them. Always eager

to please my worthy and ever-to-be-lamented

master, I did so, saved the see^, and found that

they improved far beyond my most sanguine

expectation. In consequence thereof I collected

all the varieties that could be obtained. From
Brown, of Slough, I had the blue ; and from some

other person, whose name I do not now recollect.

a darker sort, said then to have been imported

from Russia. These additions wonderfully im-

proved my breeders. But still, though the

varieties I soon obtained were multitudinous,

their size was almost as diminutive as the originals.

Nevertheless, his lordship was pleased, and thus

I was amply rewarded. Up to this period, which

was about four years after my commencement.

I began imperceptibly to grow pleased with the

pursuit, for all who saw my collection declared

themselves delighted therewith. I then began

to think that some of my sorts were worthy of

propagation ; and this circumstance led me t»

give one, which took his lordship's fancy, a name.

This was entitled Lady Gambier, and as I struck

cuttings of it, they were given as presents by

my worthy employers to their numerous friends

and acquaintances. The character of this flower

was so very similar to that which was afterwards

spread about under the name of George the Fourth,

that I have no doubt but that variety was a seed

therefrom. Who raised it I could never ascertain.

This, though in comparison with the worst flower

now grown, and many even of the named varieties

are bad enough, would even beside them be

reckoned little better than a weed. Still, Lady

Gambier was the beauty of her tribe, and won

golden opinions from every beholder. Ii was,

indeed, in shape little more symmetrical than a

child's windmill, bnt looked in size among the

sisterhood like a giant surrounded by dwarfs.

But the giant of those days would hi a pigmy now,

as Lady Gambier herself in comparison with

another flower, which I soon after raised, and

which, on account of what I then considered its

monstrous proportions, I christened Ajax. This

I then thought never could be surpassed, and

yet in shape it was as lengthy as a horse's head.

Still, I had worked wonders, and I resolved to

persevere. I did so, and was at length rewarded

by producing rich colouring, large size, and fine

shape." Thomson cultivated the Pansy in 1812

or 1813. Does anjone know of anything earlier?

—J. M. Edwards, Bournville.
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SOME FLO\VERS OF THE PALESTINE

FRONT.
T ENCLOSE an extract from a letter I have just

received from my son, Lieutenant A. L.

Warner, written in Palestine on March 20. The

letter is much damaged and stained by sea-water,

but the names of the plants in blossom when my son

wrote may, I think, be of interest. " In and

round Cairo the gardens were full of Roses,

Pansies, Plumbago, Hibiscus, Ipomoea, orange-

flowered Honeysuckle, orange-flowering Pea and

Bougainvillea. A plant called the CoUoquassia

[Colocasia antiquorum.

—

Ed.] is also grown there

by the natives, who eat the globe-like root boiled

in milk. In the village from which I am now-

writing we see glimpses of the Juda:an hills

between Orange and Olive groves. It is the

most flowery place I have yet struck. Tlie orchards

of Apricots and Almonds have been a glorious

sight, and now truckloads of Oranges and Lemons

are daily being sent down to Egypt. Date Palms,

Figs and Tamarisks abound, and here Fir trees also

grow. Crocuses of sorts abound on the

hills ; Narcissi, Polyanthuses, Cyclamen

latifolia and what I take to be Anemone
apennina ; but we badly want a good book

on the flora and fauna of the country.

Perhaps the Editor of The Garden or one of

its readers can recommend one. [Dr. Post's

" Flora of Palestine and Syria."

—

Ed.]

I believe I can get one in Jerusalem, as I

am told that a botanical inhabitant has

written one in Russian and Yiddish, but

that he mr.y have now gone to Damascus.

All roimd us there are hedges of Mimosa,

bearing sharp thorns and yellow ball-like

flowers ; Cactus and the Prickly Pear.

Scarlet Tulips with black base abound in

hedges, fields and roadsides. The Gum
Cistus, the pure white Cistus and yellow

Rock Rose are plentiful. There are two

varieties of the Scarlet Anemone and two

Genistas plentiful, one bearing yellow

flowers and sharp thorns, the other thornless

and bearing yellow flowers with a black

centre. Dwarf pink Phlox and blue Speed-

well grow freely, and in sandy places

Mathiola odoratissima forms a bright purple

carpet. I found a Ir.vely sky blue Iris about

6 inches high, and a dwarf purple Flag Iris

which is, I think, pumila. Blue Fla.x

appears in places, but is nowhere common.
Anchusa, bearing purplish blue flowers, and

a dwarf Lupine bearing blue and mauve
flowers, are plentiful, and the beans from

the latter plant are ground into flour

by the natives, from which they make bread.

The Grape Hyacinths are over ; but the

yellow Field Marigold and the small orange

and buff Freesia are now flowering in the Olive

and Almond orchards. Scarlet Field Poppies

abound. The gardens have hedges of double pink

Roses which scent the village, and a species of

Onion is. largely grown, from which the natives

extract syrup of squills." [No doubt Scilla

raaritima.

—

Ed.].—H. H. Warner.

IRIS VARTANI.
T SINCERELY hope Lieutenant Warner was

successful in his quest for this charming

little Iris arDund the battlefields of Palestine,

not only on account of its own merits, but, and

perhaps more so, because of the pleasant memories

it would recall of happy days spent at his home in

" hilly Herts." Many of us have realised some-

thing of the intense joy the finding of some old

favomrite plant or flower, far away from our home-
land, brings to us ; how it opens the flood-gates

of memory and reawakens in our mind episodes

half obscured by the mists of time. Apart from

sentiment. Iris Vartani is a charming little gem,

well worthy of a place in our homeland gardens.

It is quite hardy, and with a little care in its

cultural requirements flowers with great freedom.

We grew it successfully for a number of years

in a Perthshire rockery, where it delighted us year

after year with its charming blossoms, which

vied with the Snowdrops and Aconites in their

earliness. Planted in a snug little nook formed

by two large boulders and fully exposed to every

ray of sunshine, it expanded its cheery blossoms

in February, earlier or later according to the weather

conditions prevailing at that period. A fiu-ther

interest is attached to this choice little flower in

its being a native of the district which was the

boyhood home of the humble Nazarene.—W. L
,

Carnoustie, N.B.

PHLOX STELLARL\.

nPHE early Phloxes, of which the garden varieties

of P. subulata are the most generally culti-

vated, are some of the brightest and best of our

best varieties. I must confess to being one

of those who have denounced the cultivation

of many ^of the less desirable sorts, but I

have come to the conclusion that it is not

altogether sound preaching, as with us this

year some which are generally considered to be

of little value are now promising fair crops, while

those which are generally considered as higher-

class varieties are practically bare. Most of the

trees flowered profusely, but were very late, only

opened in a half-hearted manner, were soon over,

and failed to set. No frost was experienced

Though our trees were sprayed twice, caterpillar

and aphis have been very prevalent.

Pears.—These are a complete failure, but for

some unexplained reason there was hardly any

flower, even on trees which were not overcropped

last year and were due to fruit this season.

Plums and Damsons flowered profusely, -but

failed to swell, owing, I think, to the trees being

covered with snow when in full bloom. Langley

BuUace was bv far the best.
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GARDENS OF TO-DAY
HURTWOOD EDGE, EWHURST.

NINE years ago Mr. Justice Peterson

decided to build for himself a house

and to make a garden at Ewhurst

600 feet up on the south-west of Pitch

HUl. Had he searched the country for

many miles he could not have found a more

beautiful and, at the same time, secluded spot.

.A. steady climb of a little over four miles from

Gomshall Station brings one to the foot of Pitch

Hill, and a little turning to the right just before

reaching the Windmill Inn gives one the first

glimpse of the prettily tiled roof of Sir Arthur

Peterson's house, knoivn as Hurtwood Edge.'

It is an Italian house, designed, by Mr. Arthur T.

Bolton, and there is quite a Southern look about the

garden which is in keeping with the house. Both

house and garden are tucked away in the hillside,

and look for all the world like a little bit of Tuscany

Clematis Armandii and the exquisite blooms of

Rosa sinica Anemone. We were fortunate enough

to see a large bush of the graceful Rosa Will-

raoftia3 studded with its bright single rose flowers.

Speaking from memory, we should say that this

bush must have been 8 feet high and as much
across. There are many rare and beautiful shrubs,

including some of doubtful Hardiness like the

Crinodendrons, Pittosporums and Drimys Winter),

to enhance the Southern atmosphere of the garden.

Italian Cypresses, Myrtles and Clematises are

planted with a generous hand. The garden is

indeed well stocked with good things. No further

planting is needed ; on the other hand, vegetation

is so luxuriant that the vexed question of thinning

out requires constant attention.

The Pan Garden, shown in an illustration on
the opposite page, is a secluded spot enclosed by

eastward from the terrace is a grand view of

Pitch Hill. The hill, over 800 feet high, was

at first half hidden in the mists of low-

lying clouds, but later in the day it was
seen to stand out against a clear sky. Looking

southwards is a wonderful panorama extending

as far as the eye can see, embracin;;. Blackdown
and the Sussex Weald away to the Shoreham Gap,

through which glimpses of the sea may b" h^d on

clear days. It is one 01 the finest views in the

South of England. This is saying much, but not

too much. H. C.

CISTUS CYPRIUS AND C. LADANI-
FERUS

It is a pity that so many growers and trade lists

still continue to confuse these two Cistuses, or,

rather, to consider them synonymous. C.ladaniferus

is the true Gum Cistus, and it has many features

which distinguish it from C. cyprius, which now
appears to be the commoner one. In the former the

flowers are borne singly, whereas in the latter they

are in clusters. C. ladaniferus sets seed freely,

often sowing itself and so becoming

naturalised ; while the other rarely, and

with me never, does. The foliage of

C. cyprius is usually broader and much
more glutinous than that of the Gum
Cistus, the bluish winter sheen upon

the leaves being very marked. Again,

the under side of the leaf in C. ladani-

ferus is whiter and more woolly than in

the impostor. But the most certain

and distinctive feature in the true Gum
Cistus is the solitary flower at each

leaf-axil. I have one bush of C.

cyprius which annually bears many
^erai-double blossoms. A. T. J.

RIVIERA NOTES
By EDWARD H. WOODALL.

I

HURTWOOD EDGE : KASl VIEW TOWARDS PITCH HILL.

dropped from the skies. There is a wealth of

vegetation, of rare Pines, Eucalyptus, Rosemary,
Myrtle, Lavender, Magnolias, Wistarias and
Roses, to greet one on all sides. Of Heaths and
Brooms there are no end, and there is blossom, or

the berries of Sea Buckthorn, Berberises, andCoto-
neasters, the whole year rdiuid ; but the shrubs

which are certain to catch the visitor's eye are

the Knaphill Junipers, their beautiful verdure

spreading over low walls and steps, and their rich

resinous odours will be remembered as one of the

features of the garden at Hurtwood Edge. Other
features are the wonderful hedges of the Monterey
Cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa) and archways of

the golden form, which are clipped back annually.

A few weeks ago, at the time of our visit, these

gardens were seen in their full glory. An avenue
of standard Guilder Roses and Lilac bushes were

flowering well, and below them the borders were

aglow with richly coloured Irises. On the south

front of the house the Yellow Banksian Rose and
the sweet-scented White Banksian Rose were in

full bloom and mingling with the fol'age- of

Bamboos at the foot of the eastern slope beyond
the dell of Iris Ka?mpferi and Primulas. Here
Nympha-as thrive in the circular pool, round the

edges of which are dwarf Pines and Junipers

carpeted with Creeping Thymts ; and in the rocky

bank Iris tectoruni, an interesting Japanese species,

was in full bloom at the time of our visit.

It is a real pleasure once in the common round
of things to see a garden which is entirely unlike

any other garden, and yet of rare teauty and
interest. This may be said of tlie garden at

Hurtwood Edge, which was designed and planted

by Mrs. Hamilton Fox. It is not an Italian garden
in the usually accepted sense of the term ; indeed,

the garden is singularly free from marble pillars

and statuary. It is simply a garden atiapted to

an Italian house. '

There is much to be said in favour of this style

of house and garden with loggias and terraces

so well adapted to the hillside. Moreover, are

not loggias which give the necessary protection

from passing sh(jwers on summer days specially

suited t..> our changeable climate ? Looking

SEE in The Garden mention of

the Peach leaf-curl disease (Exoascus

deformans) and, to my great
surprise, no mention of the best

way to cure it. Sulphate of copper

sprayed on the shoots thrice in the

winter before the flowers expand, but

at intervals of a fortnight between the

dressings, and used the last time just

before the flower-buds show the first

sign of colour—that is to say, as late

as possible before flowering—will

check, and in two or three seasons

cntirclyefdAicttie, this fell fungus that does so much
harm. Merely takihg off the swollen leaves only

checks the malady to a Very small extent. The

fungus runs in the bark, and it is there it must

be combated. This remedy is so well known

and so much used in France that I tliink it must

be known in English gardens also.

How interesting it is to see the notes of a Rose-

lover from Malta, where Roses behave much as

they do here. I should like to hear more about

the Rose named after the good Canon Debono.

which sounds so much like a glorified and still

more vigorous Homere. It would be welcome on

this coast, and I, on the other hand, can recom-

mend Paul's Lemon Pillar as a vigorous climber

that enjoys heat to an unusual degree ; and for

winter blooming the lovely Peace, a sport or

seedling of G. Nabonnand, and its contrast,

William Paul's Warrior, a full blood red, superior

in colour to the old and excellent Papa Gontier

The unrivalled ChSteau de Clos Vougeot is such a

poor grower in this climate that I hope somebody

can suggest a stock that suits its growth. Rosa
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bracteata is my stand-by in this climate for Roses

that fail on ordinary stocks or as cuttings on their

own roots ; but such Roses as Peace and General

Schablikine merely need sticking into the ground

the last week in August, and every shoot will

grow with due rains, or water to replace that

which should then fall.

" Sunroof " sounds a simple solution for the

lengthy and wrong " Jerusalem Artichokes," or

Topinambours as we know them. I fear the

proper term for them in France has yet to be found
;

indeed, as a vegetable for table they are almost

unknown in the South, in spite of their excellence

and endurance of drought and heat.

As an ornamental shrub, that curious and hand-

some Feijoa Sellowiana should now be mentioned.

In young specimens the growths are long and the

flowers scarce, but when the bushes have attained

the mature age of ten years or more it is difficult

to find a more striking and unusual subject than

this shrub when covered with bloom the first

week . in June. On a south wall in England

where the Pomegranate flowers it will thrive

and flower, I feel sure ; and as its fruits are edible

and excellent when they do occasionally come
to maturity, it is certainly worth a place in every

good garden. If anybody can tell me how to

obtain a good crop of its Custard Apple-like

fruits, I shall feel greatly obliged. It is most

vexatious to see the fruits fall just when they

should begin to swell, previous to full maturity

in November. Imperfect fertilisation ha?, I

think, something to say in the matter, as I have

never found perfect- seeds even in the two or three

fruits that occasionally attain to maturity, if not

*their fullest development. It may be that some
special food is required when they begin to swell

in the autumn.

On calcareous and dry soils, that weakening

and tiresome complaint the "yellows" can be

defeated by the use of sulphate of iron at the roots ;

but I tried it without much success till a wise

old gardener told me :
" You must dig down

and expose the principal roots where they spring

from the collar, and then give a good dressing of

the sulphate and water it well in." Its effect is

magical under these conditions, and a second

application a fortnight later will complete the

cure. The hole round the stem should be filled

in autumn with as much leaf-mould or well-

rotted manure as may be procurable, so as to

prevent the caking of tlie calcareous soil that

causes the malady.

So Syringa Sweginzowii superba has been
awarded a certificate of merit. I cannot sav
much for it in this climate. To begin with, it is.

in garden parlance, nothing more than a Privet

with the evil and heavy odour of Privet flowers,

which alone would debar it in my eyes from the

list of desirable things. The second reason is

that the flowers are such a dirty white. Were
they pink or even cream, the rather elegant

panicles of small flowers might be called pretty,

but as it is, I for one do not care to grow it. It

blooms when all the latest forms of Deutzia
scabra are in flower, and in no respect does it

come up to their beauty. No ; there are many
better shrubs, and especially Lilacs not of the

I'rivet type !

Some of the New Bearded Irises

By GERTRUDE JEKYLL, V.M.H.

KN'OWING that I cannot now attend

shows or visit gardens, Messrs. R.

Wallace and Co. of Kihifield Gardens.

Colchester, have very kindly sent me a

number of blooms from their extensive

collection, which comprises nearly all the best

forms now in cultivation. The blooms sent show
the remarkable advance in quality and varietj

that has been made in these noble flowers of May
and June. Though all the sections are represented,

the flowers most notable appear to be among the

pallidas and the squalens. Of the pjUidas, or

those that show a close relationship with them,

the following are specially noticeable : Stambul,

light and dark blue lilac ; Caterina, a very large

pallida dalmatica ; ."Albert Victor, a fine pallida

with unusually large falls ; Lady Foster, a grand

full-colotired kind ; and Caprice, a reddish purple.

Among the squalens, or those that appear to be

related'to that class. Alcazar is a massive bloom

with deep-coloured falls; Prosper Laugier is another

of splendid deep colouring ; and Eldorado, a grand

thing of very rich tinting. Of more tender shades

are Quaker Lady, Dalmarius and Isjline, the

last of a beautiful purplish rose flushed through

with gold and amber. In other classes Archevfique

and Monsignor are both of rich colouring of varying

SOME OF THE WINTER-FLOWERING HEATHS
AND WICHURAIANA ROSES.

purples, and a fine thing is named Iris King, with

ycll-iw standards and dark red falls. Kashmir
is a beautiful white raised by Sir Michael Foster.

Ma Mie is a plicata, white with blue markings, that

may be described as a m.ire strongly accentuated

development of the well-loiown and always beauti-

ful Mme. Chereau. Those who grow the Bearded

Irises would do well to jecure some of these fine

kinds, for though there are many jndi?pensables

among the older favourites, there are a number of

the newer ones that surpass them either in size,

depth or arrangement of colour or merit of

marking.

THE PAN GARDEN AT HURTWOOD EDGE.

TOMATOES
HOW TO SECURE HEA%'\' CROPS.

TOMATOES continue to enjoy increased

popularity, not only among the better

class, but even the cottager with not a

single square foot of glass invariably tries

to get at least a few pounds of fruit from

his home garden or allotment each year ; and
although, chiefly owing to our variable summers,

the crops taken by inexperienced growers from

plants gro^vn entirely in the open are not always

quite so heavy as anticipated, the number of

heavy cropping varieties are now so numerous—^11

of which set their fruit with the greatest freedom

without artificial heat of any kind—tliat it is an

open question if a more profitable crop than these

could be mentioned for cultivation by those

having an ordinary greenhouse, pit, or even a

garden frame.

A good compost to use when putting the plants

into fruiting quarters is three parts good fibrous

loam (pulled to pieces by hand or chopped up into

squares with the spade or a.xe), one part old hotbed

or well-decayed cow-manure, an eighth part of

bonfire ashes, and a quart of good bone-meal
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or superphosphate of hme to each bushel of soil,

the whole to be mixed well together before using,

and only used in a slightly adhesive stage.

When repotting, always avoid plants which

are over-dry or excessively moist at the root

If this is not done, trouble may come when least

expected; but if ,when potting, the roots are already

in possession of fairly moist soil, no water at the

roots need be given until tliree days after, the

sturdy character of the plants being maintained

by repeated bedewing overhead through a fine-

rosed watering can, using only tepid water.

As soon as new roots are permeating the soil,

water may be given with a free hand, and, pro-

viding ample drainage was allowed at the time of

potting, from now onwards there need be little

fear of over-watering, although, when in doubt

—

particularly during a period of sunless weather

—

it is sound policy to act upon the advice given by
Punch—"Don't."

In potting the plants into final fruiting quarters,

always allow a good margin for future top-dressings

of rich soil to be given ; and after new roots are

freely running into the new compost, ram the soil

the fruits and prevent them ripening as early as

they otherwise would, or, even worse than this,

prevent the bunches of flowers immediately above
the fruits it is intended to benefit from setting their

fruits, the result being many leaves and few fruits.

Plants carrying a good crop of fruits need much
water ; frequent dryness at the root means a

light crop of undersized fruits. This also is very

largely accountable for the many cracked fruits

we frequently find in the small houses owned by
amateurs, where the plants are allowed to be

neglected for quite a long period, the sudden

applications of huge quantities of water to a

previously dust-dry soil being too much for the

half-ripened fruits.

Plenty of ventilation should at all times be given

both at the top and the sides of the house ; and
after the flowers iegin to open, keep the atmo-

sphere drier than is usual for the amateur's

greenhouse.

Except where it is desired to economise water,

shading of any kind must not be _jttempted,

a light splash of limewash being ample where

shade must be given.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

HURTWOOD EDGE : PAVED WALK AND PITCH HILL.

as firm as hands and a good wooden rammer
can make it.

Following this ramming, growth for a week or

so is bound to be very slow, but the stem will

become very sturdy and the leaves of such sub-

stance that the experienced eye is assured of a

sturdy, fruitful growth.

No matter whether grown in pots or planted

out on the stage, or in beds at 15 inches apart,

growth should be restricted to a single stem,

all side shoots and basal growths being removed
as they appear.

At the time when these early plants open their

first truss of flowers, insects cannot be relied upon
to pollinate every one, and for this reason

a gentle shake with the hand to disperse the pollen

when the air is dry and warm about midday is

advisable.

The application of manure, either in a dry or

liqiiid form, must be deferred until the fruits upon
the second truss are approaching the size of marbles

If this is given before this stage is reached, the

foliage is very apt to become so gross as to shade

There are now on the market so many really

good proprietary manures suitable for feeding

these that the use of such is advised in preference

to home-made mixtures, which, owing to the great

difficulty now found in obtaining many of the

ingredients on a small scale, make these very

expensive.

The use of dry manures, alternating with liquid

manure, is productive of better results than the

use of either alone. No stimulant of any kind

should be given when the soil is really dry.

Good varieties well suited for beginners or others

who hitherto have failed to get heavy crops

include Recruit, Evesham Wonder, Edmunds'
No. I, Aviator, Moneymaker, Pioneer, Victory,

Kondine Red, Market King and Cooper's First

Crop. The last three mentioned do equally

well in the open garden. F. R. C.

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Miltonia Lady Vcitch (M. vexillaria G. W.
Owen X M. Jules Hye de Crom).—This glorious

hybrid is a great advance on anything hitherto

seen. White-flowered, save for a delightful peach-
blossom suffusion in the upper petals, the centre

is masked by a butterfly-formed blotch of maroon, ',

bordered by intense crimson velvet of exceeding "

colour richness.

Odontoglossum Promerens Xanthotes (O.

eximium x O. crispum Xanthotes).—A white-

flowered hybrid characterised by yellow blotches

and yellow lip. A distinct form in which the

flowers are only of medium size. Both of these

were shown by Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
Tunbridge Wells.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Odontoglossum crispum The Britisher.

—

A big, solid-looking white flower touched here

and there with pmk. From F. M. Ogilvie, Esq.,

The Shrubbery, Oxford.

Odontioda Trebizond (O. Fascinator x O.

Charlesworthii).—^The variety is coloured a clouded

or dusky maroon, the lip maroon freckled with

white. It is large and good. Shown by C. W.
Bird, Esq., Manor House, West Wickhara (gardener.

Mr. H. Redden).

Disa Italia (D. Blackii x D. grandiflora).—

A

delightful hybrid of rich cerise scarlet and soft pink

colour. F'rom Messrs. Flory and Black, Slongh.

Delphinium Mrs. Baker.—An eficctive semi-

double sort of sky blue tone. Shown by Mr.

Fred Cresswell, gardener to the National Filling

Factory, Hayes.

Sweet Pea Ivorine.—A lovely novelty in hall

rich cream with pale buff standards.

Sweet Pea Mrs. Hitchcock.—An exquisite

variety roloiu-ed pale pink and cream. Destined

for universal popularity.

Sweet Pea Doblrie's Maroon.—A large-floweied

variety of brownish maroon colour. An effective

exhibition variety.

Sweet William Scarlet Beauty.—The name is

descriptive of one of the best scarlets we have

seen. These four novelties were shown by Messrs

Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh.

These were shown before the Royal Herticul-

tural Society on the i8th inst.

*,* RfatUrs who have not already done so are asked to

order The Gap.dkn to be delivered regularli/ by their neies-

agertt. The return of unsold copies is prohibited, and in
consequence Thb G.\ki)£N is obtainable ONLY if ordered
beforehand.

,

BEES
MAKING A NUCLEUS COLONY.

IN

most districts the past few weeks have

been ideal for the bee-keeper. Whether

increase or surplus honey has been his object,

he has probably been kept very busy. With

bee-keeping, even more than with gardening,

things must be done at the right time if the full

profit is to be obtained. It is hoped that thos<'

who were lucky enough to possess bees this spring

are working most of their stocks for increase.

Bees at the present time are being advertised at

exorbitantly high prices, and I am afraid thai

our industry is not free from profiteers. Bees, wr

know, are very scarce, but I think that in some

quarters prices are being asked for them whicli

are out of all proportion to their value.

Probably most readers of these notes have

invested in the little booklet entitled " Bee-keeping

in War Time." It is a book that no beginner

should be without, and if its instructions are

carefully followed, any novice w.ll be able to

increase the number of his stocks without difficvilty.

There is still time to make nucleus colonies, and

it is possible to make a nucleus from any strong
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stock at the present time without materially

interfering with the amount of surplus honey

secured.

About eleven o'clock on a fine morning when

the bees are flying freely, go to the liive from which

you propose to make a nucleus. Carefully lift

off the super or supers. If there is more than

one on the hive, lift all off together if not too

heavy, so as to disturb the bees as little as possible.

Of course, should you have more than two supers

on the hive, the total weight would probably be

too great to lift all at one operation.

It is very handy to have a low table not less

than ^o inches square in the apiary, on which the

supers can be temporarily placed. This is much
more convenient than being obliged to put them

down on the ground. Before attempting to lift

off the supers, make sure that neither the tops of

the brood frames nor the queen excluder is pro-

polised to the lower parts of the supers. A screw-

driver or some such handy tool must

be inserted all round to free any

attachments. Personally, I always vaseline

the lower edges of the supers. This

prevents the bees propolising them to-

gether.

The outside edge of the queen excluder

should always be vaselined, and especially ^

the cross pieces of the wire type. This is

most important, and may save damage
when removing the excluder, and perhaps

many stings. Bees, unfortunately, have

an annoying habit of propolising down,

if they can, all the movable parts of the

hive. The metal runners as well as the

sides of the division boards should

always be slightly smeared with vaseline
;

this greatly helps manipulation. On first

inserting the screwdriver to raise up
tlie super, give a few puffs of smoke, but as

a rule very little is required at this time

of year when honey is coming in freely.

Carefully look through the combs and
?fe if there is a queen cell on one ; if

so, remove that comb and place it in your

nucleus hive together with all the adhering

bees, being ver}' careful to see that the

queen is not there. The queen must be

left in the parent hive, but destroy all

other queen cells unless required for

other nucleus colonies. Should tliere be

no queen cell on any of the frames, take

one that contains eggs and unhealed

brood. Also take out the two outside

combs, with the adhering bees, which
generally contain honey, place these one

on each side of the comb containing

the brood, and your nucleus colony is

complete. The majority of bees on the

combs will be those under fourteen days old, so

when removed to the nucleus hive they w.U not
return to the parent one.

Close the three frames up together with a

division board and wrap up warmly. Special
nucleus hives are made, but ordinary onts will do
quite well, as the space required can be regulated
by the division boards. If all g02S well, the bees
in the nucleur, finding themselves without a queen,
will immediately start rearing one.. To get the
best results, if you have not got a queen cell on
the comb it is advisable to break down the lower
cell walls of several worker cells containing eggs.

If left to themselves the bees may, to save time,

attempt to make a queen from a larva more than
three days old, which is not satisfactory from
the boe-keeper's point of view, as anyone
who knows the life-history of the bee will

understand.

Having made tie nucleus, three frames fitted

with sheets of worker foundation, or empty combs

if available, must be inserted in the parent hive

in the place of those withdrawn. One can be

placed in the middle between the two straightest

combs of sealed brood, and the other two on the

outside.

Put back the excluder, the right way up if a

wire one is used, and then lift on the supers again.

The whole operation, if two people are working,

should not take more than fifteen minutes.

The nucleus hive is best placed at least 6 feet

away from the parent colony, and not close to

any other hive ; otherwise there is the risk,

though a slight one, perhaps, of the young

queen when returning from her flight entering

the wrong hive, in which case she would at

once be killed.

A queen hatches out of her cell about the

fifteenth day after the egg is laid. Generally

three or four days later she leaves the hive to mate

with the drone, and under normal conditions

HURTWOOD KDGE : EAST STEPS.

begins to lay in another couple of days. Except
the colony swarms, she never afterwards leaves

the hive. L. Bigg-Wither.
Birdd'ood, Wells^ Somerset.

Gardening of the Week
FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Broccoli.—This important crop should now
be planted out in deeply dug, well-enriched
soil. Allow 2 feet apart each way between the
plants. Purple Sprouting is useful for furnishing
an early supply. A good breadth of a late variety,
such as Methven's June, should be planted, for
if this is done it will go en almost till early Cauli-
flowers turn in.

Spinach.—The ordinary Summer Spinach has
now mostly gone to seed, and, for the present,
reliame must be placed either upon the foliage
of the Seakale Beet or upon that of the Spinarh

Beet. The former is the superior of the two,
apart from the utility of its leaf-stalks as a substitute
for Seakale.

General Remarks.—The hoeing of crops is

of leading importance at preseit. Watering must
also have attention—especially on light soils

—

if dry conditions obtain. On such soils a mulching
will greatly benefit crops of late Peas.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—This useful crop will now be
fit for use. The Food Controller's allowance of
61b. of sugar per head for preserving all kinds of
fruit will not go far, and those who have not saved
some of the weekly ration should utilise most of the
Strawberry crop from day to day. A now deceased
leading scientist known to the wxiter used, during
the Strawberry season, to breakfast entirely oil
porridge and Strawberries.

Netting Wall Fruit.—All soft wall fruit should
be netted as a protection against birds. Cherries
and Currants must be protected, or the results
will be disastrous.

Protecting Bush Fruits.—Having given \.\ir

quarters a turn with the hoe, the nets should now
be put on. The plan adopted here for
most of the crops is to enclose the whole
with 6-foot wire-netting, and, when the
season comes round,^he top is [netted
over, the nets being supported on wires
stretched both ways. By this means the
fruits car be picked comfortably and
the nets do not get forn.

The Flower Garden.

Biennials.—The various biennials sowu
in May should now be pricked out in the
reserve garden. Where large quantities
of Wallflowers are grown for spring bed-
ding, they can be pricked out in tke
kitchen garden where some early crop
has been cleared off.

Border Pinks.—If not already done,
cuttings— sometimes called pipings

—

should be taken and rooted in a close
frame, which should be shaded from direct
sunshine. On light soils propagation can
be effected by tearing off a piece of the
plant in spring and inserting it deeply by
means of a spade where it is to remain.

Dahlias are now growing fast, and will

require atte ition in the way of thinning
and tying the shoots. It is a common
mistake to encourage too many shoots

;

it is behcr to restrict the number now
than later on. If earwigs commence
operations, trap them by placing an in-
verted small flower-pot with a little moss
in it on the top of the stake, or by
placing pieces of crumpled paper among
the shoots.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Bush plants which
were loosely tied to a single stake should
now be fully staked out and tied. If
green fly is present, dust over the points
of the shoots with Tobacco powder by
means of a " puff."

Winter-Flowering Begonias.—Plants
of Gloire de Lorraine and Turnford Hall
in 5-inch pots should now have their final

shift into 7-inch ones. If large specimens
are desired, in addition to the compost

used at the last shift allow a full uandful
of some approved fertiliser to a bushel of soil.

Nice useful specimens oan be produced in 5-inch
pots, but these will require bi-weekly applications
of rather weak liquid mamir from now onwards.
Keep all flowers pinched off both sets of plants.

Calanthe VeitChii.^This attractive autumn-
flowering deciduous Calanthe should now receive
occasional doses of weak liquid manure. It loves
warmth, shade and moisture.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—in houses where the Grapes are begin-
ning to colour, the border should be well watered so
as to ensure a sufficiency of moisture at the root
with a comparatively dry atmosphere. A little

top ventilation overnight is now essential for the
production of well-ripened fruit with a good
" bloom " on it.

Melons.—^In a house where an early crop is

berrg ripened off, a second crop may be secured
if strong plants are in readiness for being planted.
Attend to the pollination of plants showing their
early flowers, also to stopping main shoots and
laterals, and net swelling fruits when they attain
the size of a pigeon's egg.
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Peaches.—in an early house where the fruits

are approarhing the ripening stage, the border
should be well watered, the trees vigorously
syringed, and a net arranged to catch any falling

fruits. Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

and dry Up it is best to cut thorn off close to the stem.
The cause of tlie splitting of the bark of the Vine is usually
due to an excessive flow of sap after the heavy watering of
a previously overdry border.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—After the Grapes have been thinned,
give the border? a thorough watering. Keep the
atmosphere moist in hot weather by frequently
damping the paths and borders. Watch carefully

for red spider, and sponge the leaves at once with
a weak solution of soft soap and sulphur if they
are found to be infested.

Tomatoes.—Give plenty of water to the plants,

especially those in pots which have become well

filled with roots and are showing good clusters of

fruits. Keep the leaders neatly tied to the trellises,

and remove any side shoots and a portion of the
leaves if too crowded. Plants in a more advanced
stage will require to be well fed, and, as the fruits

show colour, remove them early so that others
may have a better chance of developing. Keep
the plants free from insects, vaporising if the leaves
become infested with white fiy.

Cucumbers.—Give constant attention to the
growth of these, and do not allow the plants to
become too crowded. Each time of going over
the plants remove a few pieces which have borne
fruits, lay in others, and stop freely at one or two
joints above the tiny fruits showing. Top-dress
with loam (rather lumpy) and decayed manure
or leaves to encourage plenty of roots. To obtain
seed, select good flowers and fertilise them when
the pollen is dry. Seed may be sown for succeed-
ing crops, or cuttings raised from a good, useful
type.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—These should be layered as

soon as the runners are suCfiriently forward.
For fruiting under glass, we layer direct in the
fruiting pots (6-inch), drained and filled rather
firmly with a good mixture of loam and thoroughly
decayed manure, and the results are very satis-

factory. If for an early outside crop, we layer in

3-inch pots and plant on good soil as soon as the
pots are well filled with roots, choosing a snug
border sheltered from the north. Royal Sovereign
is a good early, and Laxton's Latest splendid for

late fruits, growing to a very large size ; but
there are several other excellent varieties from
which to choose.

Peach and Other Fruit Trees infested with
insects should be thoroughly cleansed before the
stoning period, otherwise many of the fruits may
be spoilt. Keep the trees well syringed with clean
water at intervals, and all the young growths
required neatly tied in before they get injured by
storms. Our trees are well cropped ; there has
been little or no blister, but aphides have been
more troublesome than usual.

Grafts will need attention. Keep the clay
moist and the cracks filled up. Make the new
growths secure before they get damaged by winds,
and, where failures have occurred, if possible bud
•mitable growths selected for that purpose.

The Kitchen Garden.

Carrots.—-Another sowing of Early Nantes
Carrots should be made on a deeply worked soil,

and from this sowing some useful, tender roots in

autumn will result. On our light soil I have
frequently had better Carrots by sowing at this

period than from beds sown earlier. Thin the
crops of the larger varieties, preferably in showery
weather.

French Beans.—Continue to sow batches
both of the Green and the Golden Waxpods to
meet the demand. The ground should be well

dug and enriched with sweet decayed manure.

Tomatoes.—Plants that are making good head-
way should be kept neatly trained and the roots
well watered. A good firm soil, but not too rich,

is the best for tliese. Keep the side shootsremoved
and encourage the leaders to extend.

Turnips.—Sow more seed of the Snowball
type on a cool border ; but the main crop for winter
supply should be given a good open position and
be sown in quantity in time to produce nice roots
before tbe end of the season.

Endive.—Both the Green Curled and Bat avian
may be sown at intervals, also more Lettuces.

The large Cos varieties do well on ridges between
Celery rows, and seed may be sown thinly where
the plants are to remain and heart.-

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrothmn Park, Barnef.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CATERPILLARS ON CABBAGES {Tom Pinch).—

You may pour salt water—lib. of salt to 2i- gallons
of water—on Cabbages attaciied by caterpiTlars, but,
better still, search for the eggs and destroy them before
they hatch. You may look for the eggs at any time
now. The insects which you have captured are bees.
A good many bees make their homes in holes in sand and
similar places, and find their way into houses, becoming
hopelessly befogged by the windows which they encounter.

MUSHROOMS IN PASTURE LAND (Po/a«).—Salt
has been esteemed as au excellent stimulant in the growth
of Mushrooms for as long as we can remember, but it

will not produce a crop of Mushrooms from ground in

which Mushroom spawn does not already exist. A clieap

and an excellent way of introducing spawn into pasture
land is to import some soil from laud where Mushrooms
grow freely, and dig the same into the soil of a meadow
in which it is wished to grow Musluooms. The turf
must be stripped off before the spawned soil is dug into
the new ground (say, 10 inches deep). After the digging
is over, tread do\\Ti the soil firmly and then relay the
tvtit. The work should be done in showery weather.
Should hot weather follow, then give the turf a good water-
ing and scatter over it a thin layer of soil to prevent it

being dried up and destroyed. Purchased spawn will

answer the same purpose, or perhaps better, so long as
it is fresh and good. Prepare the ground by stripping
off the turf (say, 3 inches or 4 inches deep), dig up the
soil a foot deep if there is that depth of good soil (it not,
asdeepas there is good soil), and then draw drills 16 inches
apart and 4 inches deep, in which the spawn, which is

sold in bricks, should be planted in lumps the size of a
hen's egg, the lumps to be 16 inches apart also. Sow
also the small particles which result from the breaking
up of the spawn. Cover the spawn tVitli soil, ramming
it down as firmly as possible before replacing the turf,

which should also be trodden down hard and
served as above stated, in rase the weather
turns out warm and dry. Is'ow is a good time to carry
out both of these operations. They may also be carried
out in open, fairly dry weather during later autumn,
winter or spring. It is of no use planting spawn in poor,
shallow, hot soil. It should be old pasture land with a
good deptli of loamy soil,

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO RASPBERRY CANES {Miss M. W. D.).—

There is no insect or fungus on the llaspberry canes.
The cause of death is to be sought lower down than the
portion you send. Is forking among them practised V

BLACK CURRANTS FALLING (.4. £.).—There is no
insect or fungus present upon the Ulack Currants to account
for their dropping. We suspect that the bushes are
planted in too dry a place, and recommend you either to
plant them in a moister situation or to continue the
watering all through the spring and summer till the
autumn.
AMERICAN BLIGHT ON APPLE TREES : A SERIOUS

QUESTION {JJ. ir., Surrei/).~OuT correspondent asks :

" What would you advise us to do to our Apple trees,
which for the first time have become infested with American
blight ? It soems to have attacked the whole of our
trees, both young and old. We have a very large orchard
of nice old trees, besides various trees planted in the
pleasure grounds and kitchen gardens. It would be
impossible with the present shortage of labour to brush
them with paraffin, as some books advise. We have
never had a sign of it before this year." We are sorry
for our correspondent and wish we could help by giving
the name of some simple remedy, by spraying with which
the trees could be cleared of this terrible pest. There
are no summer washes which it would be possible to apply
strong enough to kill the pest without at the same time
damaging the soft summer growth of the trees. Winter
is the only season it may be effectively dealt with by
spraying. The only way of dealing with it effectively

at the present time is to have 'a long-handled brush tor
the largest of the trees, and brush hard into the pest the
emulsion given below. This will kill on contact ; a
bucketful of it will go a long way, and in the hands
of a handy-man it will not take long to apply. For
smaller trees a smaller brush will do. Formula: 21b.

of soft soap and one pint of paraffin. I'irst mix tiic two
together in warm water, reducing them into a creamy
emulsion, and then add one gallon uf water. Keep tlie

mixture well stirred wliile applying, and rub it hard into
the parts affected. In winter, if you will write us, we
shall be glad to Iielp you further. Perhaps some of our
eaders on seeing the above may be able to suggest a
better remedy to apply at the present time.

AERIAL ROOTS ON VINES {A Constant Reader).—
Various ryason^ have been advanced as to the cause of
aerial roots on Vine stems, such as the lack of a sufficient

number of active roots to support the strain of growth
at the time, the Vine in self-defence, as it were, making
good the deficiency by the aid of help drawn from the
moist, warm air of the vinery. Others contend that the
growth is due to an excess of moisture and warmth in
the atmosphere of the vinery. We think the cause
is of too speculative a character for us to usefully follow
any further. It is of more importance to know that the
Vines subject to such gro\vths are usually in robust
health. We have never been able to find out whether
such roots have done good or harm to the Vines. We
think, however, it is well to let them remain so long as
they are green and sappy, as they must afford more or
less support to the Vine by the sustenance absorbed
from the warm air ; but as soon as they begin to wither

FLOWER GARDEN.
SWEET-SCENTED CLEMATIS {A Lover of Old, SweH-

scented i-Vof/pjs),—The Clematis about which you enquire,-
which bears small, fragrant flowers in Augiist and Septem-
ber, is C. Flammula. It grows vigorously and gives good
results in most parts of the country.

IRIS RHIZOME ROT (£ J5.).—Your Irises appear to
be attacked by the Iris rhizome rot, which is of bacterial
origin and encouraged by the presence of much lime in
the soil. It is best kept in check by the removal of any
badly infected parts and the admixture with the soil,

especially near the surface, of superphosphate at the
rate of about -Zo7,. to 3oz. to.the square yard.

MADONNA LILY DISEASED {R., Huntingfietd).—
The leaves are badly attacked by the fungoid disease
which plays such havoc with this and some other species
of Lilies. AH you can do now is to collect and bum the
worst affected leaves and spray the plants to check, if

possible, the further spread of the disease. It is, however,
late for this, and not much success will be achieved.
Another season, if spraying is begun in early May, the
worst phases of the disease may be prevented. Dissolve
half an ounce of sulphide of potassium in a gallon of rain-
water, adding 2oz. of soft soap thereto, first dissolved
in hot water. Infection is so rapid that the progress of
the disease is rarely overtaken, hence preventive measures
are those most likely to be of service. Spray lightly
every ten days or so till the flowers are ready to open.

EELWORM IN DAFFODIL BULBS {E. T. E.).—
Both bulbs are attacked by Tylenchus devastatrix.
Unfortunately, while it is fairly easy to find substances
like Cyllin and mercuric chloride, which are almost
instantly fatal to eelworms of this type, it is not easy to
reach the eelworms inside the bulb, and when once thev
are there it is almost certain that they will bring about
the total destruction of the bulb they inhabit. The
only thing possible to kill them inside the bulb appears
to be to heat the bulb in water to a temperature of 110°
Fahr. for two hours. This may be done wliile the bulb
is dormant without injury to the bulb, hut with fatal

effects upon the eelworm. The fungus is Piniceltum
glaucum and harmless.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
HEDGE TO AN ORCHARD {P. 6. A/.).—The best

shrub to plant as a hedge to your orchard is the common
Hawthorn or W'hitethorn. JFor a year or two it grows
rather slowly, but when it once becomes well c.stablished
growth is rapid. Growth can be hastened by trenching
the ground well before planting and, if poor, enriching
it with manure. Plant the Thorns in October. These
should be well rooted. They should be placed about
12 inches apart, and about the end of the second Februar>
after planting they should be cut down to within 6 inches
of the ground. This apparent waste of growth will bi-

made up by vigorous shoots from the ground, which will

do much to ensure a thick and dense bottom. Be careful
to keep the ground free from weeds. The Cherry Plum
sometimes forms a good hedge, but cannot be depended
upon. Cotoneaster Simonsii is not suitable.

THE GREENHOUSE.
CUCUMBER PLANTS AND MAIDENHAIR FERNS

UNSATISFACTORY (.^ofirO-—Cucumbers and Maidenhair
Fenis are about the easiest things a gardener can grow
at this time of the year under glass. Are you sure the
Cucumber plants are clean and free from insect pests ?

If they are not, they will not thrive. We should be inclined

to lift the plants carefully and make up a fresh bed of

soil for them to start in agahi, using a light loam and leaf-

mould m equal parts. i)o not make too big a heap of

soil at first in wtiich to plant, tiut add more soil from
time to time as new roots fill it. Do not give much water
until the soil is well filled with roots and the plants growing
freely, when the bed should have copious wateiings once
or twice a week in hot weather. Give but very little

air, and that at the top only. Shade in the middle of

the day to keep the temperature moderately down on
hot days, syringing early in the morning and again in

the afternoon about 3.30 just before taking away the
shade. The temperature will then probably -rise to
90" Fahr. on a hot afternoon. That will not matter
provided the air of the house is moist froni the syringing.

Treated in this way you shoulil soon have plenty of

Cucumbers. The fronds of the Maidenhair Ferns, wt-

think, have been burnt by the hot smi. They love a
shady and a cool place at this time of the year.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GARDENERS' RATIONS (.1. £.).—A gardener mainly

engaged in the production of food is eUgible forsupplc-men-
tary rations, as follows : (o) He must either be employed in

the production of food on at least one acre of land ; or

(&) be engaged throughout the whole working day on the
production of food. All other gardeners are graded B.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—it/. F. C—No leaf enclosed,

but the plant is probably Carum Bulbocastanum (Pig-mit).

It grows freely in Hertfordshire and neighbouring counties.

N. G. 'Z?.—Abeiia trittora. W. jBain.—Orchis
latifolia and hybrids. Orchis maculata, Habenaria bifolia,

Potentilla anserina and Iris Pseudacorus. A most inter-

esting collection, the green-leaved Orchis being typical A.

latifolia. the spotted one 0. maculata. There were several

intermediate forms, probably of hybrid origin. Examples
of this hybrid are cultivated. There is a fine group in

the rock garden at Kew. The Habenaria bifolia is not
quite developed and, like all the others, will be better a
little later on. The silver-leaved plant is Potentilla

anserina, a common plant in many places.
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THE fii'st signs of Potato disease have

already been reported from Cornwall.

We may naturally ask : What are the

sources of infection ? According to the

leaflet on " Potato Disease and its Pre-

vention," issued by the Board of Agriculture, and

rewritten in May, 1918 :
" No satisfactory

evidence is yet forthcoming that the disease

persists during the winter in a dormant condition

in the soil." It must be clear from this most

important statement that, so far as we can tell,

infection proceeds from diseased tubers. In the

same leaflet we read :
" The reappearance of

' blight ' year after year is mainly due to the fact

that each year a certain number of tubers infected

with disease are planted as ' seed.' " Hence the

importance of purchasing seed from a reliable

source. If disease is ever to be stamped out,

we must make a clean start. Slightly infected

tubers are easily overlooked, and if the sale of

seed Potatoes is allowed to drift into the hands

of greengrocers and milkmen, as was the case

this year, then we fear that the disease will never

be suppressed. The advantage of "boxing"
tubers is also important, for if placed in boxes or

trays the diseased tubers may be detected, as

they either produce feeble growth or no growth

at all.

Weather and Spraying.—A paragraph has

appeared in several newspapers stating that "if

the present fine weather continues, there will be

no need for spraying Potatoes." The Fooci

Production Department asks us to correct the

wrong impression which this paragraph may have

caused. Potato spraying

is a preventive measure

against the infection of

the growing Potato plant

with " blight." It is

desirable to spray, what-

ever the weather con-

ditions, during June or

July, according to the

geograpnical position of

one's ground, and to

spray again about three

weeks later, whatever the

weather may be. While

it is perfectly true that

the disease spreads more
rapidly in moist, warm
weather than in fine, dry

weather, it does not

follow that it will not

break out in any district

without regard to atmo-

spheric conditions.

Intercropping Pota-

toes.—^The practice of

planting Winter Greens

between first and second

early Potatoes as soon

as the latter are
carthed-up has much to

recommend it,- apart
from the fact that the

plan means economy of space and a great gain

in time. At this season, for example, plants

set between the drills have a cooler and damper

soil than those put out in the open. This means

that they do not receive so great a check, and the

foliage of the Potatoes is undoubtedly of value

in screening the Greens from the attentions of the

Cabbage Butterfly and other enemies. In an

allotment plot examined last year the Brussels

Sprouts which were among the Potatoes practically

escaped caterpillar, while those in the open round

about were almost ruined. This irtercropping is,

of course, impracticable where the Potato drills

have been drawn too close together, or where

the growth of the haulm has been so great that it

extends from row to row.

Experiments in Growing Soy Beans.—Much
interest has been excited by the successful culti-

vation of the Soy Bean out of doors in the Botanic

Garden, Cambridge, where the same stock has

been continued for at least eight years. Of two

kinds sown together, one may grow to maturity,

while the seeds of the other do not even germinate,

though perfectly good ; it is evident that there

are varieties of different degrees of hardiness,

and success at Cambridge is due, no doubt,

to the adoption of one of the hardier kinds. The

seeds are of great economic importance on account

of food value and yield of oil, which at present

is much needed, and it now remains to be seen

whether this hardier kind can be grown in the

open field. Seeds are being tried on the University

Farm, through Mr. Amos ; some have. been sent

to Wisbech, and a few have been sent to Cornwall.

THE ONION-SCENTED PELTARIA ALLIACE.\.

while it is hoped that other recipients of seed

may also be able to furnish reports.

Celery Fly.—In a good many cases newly

planted Celery is already being attacked by the

grubs of the Celery fly. The grubs live within

light-coloured mines or blotches in the leaf. If the

blotched leaves are pulled off and the grubs de-

stroyed, the serious attack which occurs later in

the season wiU often be prevented. If the pest is

neglected now, damage is almost certain.

Flea-Beetles.—it does not seem to be generally

kjiown that one species of flea-beetle—not one of

those which attack Turnips, however—is also

destructive to Potatoes, notably in gardens and

allotments. The normal food of this flea-beetle

is the Woody Nightshade (Solanum Dulcamara),

a weed which is common in hedgerows and waste

places.

Butterflies.—^The Large White Cabbage Butter-

fly, Small White Cabbage Butterfly, Green-veined

White Butterfly, and the Cabbage Moth are all

on the wing, and may te seen«ettling on Cabbages

and Cauliflowers. They should be destroyed

before they result in a plague of caterpillars.

Onion Maggot.^—Where this is found troubling

Shallots or early Onions, a dressing of soot occasion-

ally will help. Spraying with a mixture of lib.

of soft soap to a quart of water, stirring in half a

pint of paraffin, the whole of which should after-

wards be churned into eight gallons of watei, is

also useful, and should be applied fortnightly

for a time. Fm-thermore, good cultivation and

strong, healthy plants are desirable to resist this

pest, so apply sulphate of ammonia {half an ounce

to the square yard) and

hoe it in, or, failing this,

the same quantity of

guano.

Peltaria alliacea. —
Pelt aria is a plant that

should be better known

and more generally used
;

it is a Crucifcr—not far

from Iberis and very near

Isatis ; anativeof Eastern

Europe. The name is from

tielie, a little buckler,

referring to the form of

the round, flattened seed.

It blooms in masses, the

plants varying in height

from I foot to 2 feet. It

is charming as a filling

between Irises, Crane's-

bills and China Roses, and

in front of masses of

perennial Lupines. The

whole plant has a strong

Onion-like smell which

accounts for the specific

name ; it is interesting to

. remember that the native

plant Garlic Mustard

(Alliarid officinalis), of

the same tribe, has much
the same odoiu:.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Edilot is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

POTATO THE MACPHERSON OR
MACPHERSON'S EARLY.

COME weeks ago, in the " Answers to Corre-

spondents " columns, an enquiry was made
regarding the above Potato. It is a variety

which is largely grown in this district (between

Dundee and Arbroath) and is early or second-

early, a fairly good cropper, and of excellent

quality. I understand it was raised locally by

a man named Macpherson. I have never met

with the variety outside this district, but its

merits are so good that it deserves to be better

known.—W. L., Carnoustie, N.B.

LETTUCE ON CELERY RIDGES.

nPO gardeners the practice of planting Lettuce

plants on the ridges of Celery trenches is

well known, but there are ever new beginners

in the oldest of crafts, to whom the accom-

panying illustrations may be of interest. Lettuce

is not the only crop that can be so grown

and form good standards in a couple of seasons.

I have known even large branches, when used as

props, to support weighty limbs, to root and grow
freely.—A. C. Bartlett.

SUGAR MAPLE.
T WOULD be very much obliged if you could

give me any particulars about the Sugar

Maples we read of in American novels. Would
they be of any use in England ? I would also

like to know how the sugar is extracted, what

age the tree is when fit to use, and if trees could

be bought in this country. It seems difficult

to learn anything about them.

—

Red Rose.

[The Sugar Maple (Acer saccharinum) can be

grovm in the British Isles, although it does not

give such satisfactory results as the other North
American species A. rubnmi, A. dasycarpum and
\. macrophyllum. Trees twenty years old and
upwards can be tapped for the sweet sap, from

which sugar is prepared. Holes are bored into

the trees or incisions made into the sapwood.

Sap is thus liberated and is guided by a spout

into a bucket or other receptacle placed below.

The liquid is then evaporated imtil the sugarj'

mass is left. Great care has to be taken during

the process of evaporation to prevent burning.

tracing the origin of P. rotundifoUa. P. lasianthos

I first saw in the eighties of last century, in the

garden of Sir George Macleay. It was intro-

duced in 1808, and was the first arrival on our

shores. P. rotundifolia arrived in 1824 from
Australia, but it was reintroduced in 1840 from
Tasmania, under the name of P. retusa. The re-

corded height of this plant is from 2 feet to 3 feet,

so it is not likely to rival the plant of P. lasianthos

in the garden of Sir John Ross at Rostrevor.

Apart from their beauty, these shrubs are inter-

esting botanically by having round instead of

four-angled twigs or branches, as in the case of

most others of the Labiatae, whether herbaceous

or woody.—J. F.

LITHOSPERMUM PURPUREO-
C^RULEUM.

T WAS glad to see an appreciative note regarding

this beautiful plant in The Garden for June i,

page 221, for it is easily grown and not seen often

enough in gardens. The remark " it grows wild

in South Devon " perhaps gives the impression

that none other of our counties can claim it as

a native. This is not so. Besides Devonshire,

it is well known in North and South Somerset,

A USEFUL CiTCH CROP.
Planting Lettuce on Celery Ridges. The Lettuce on Celery Ridges at a later dale.

between rows of Celcrj-, though it is most fre-

quently seen there. Dwarf Beans, Turnips,

Spinach and seedling Brassicas are also suitable

for such a place, and can be cleared before the final

earthing-up of the Celery is done.—C. T., Amplhill.

PROPAGATING APPLES.
TN view of the recent notes and comments which

show the difficulty of inducing ordinary cuttings

of Apple trees to form roots, it is of interest to

note that Darwin recorded that in Chiloe the native

method of propagating Apples is very easy. A
thick branch, offer as large as a man's thigh,

is cut off in the spring near to the trunk ; its small

branches are trimmed, and the branch is inserted

into the ground to a depth of about 2 feet. During
the ensuing summer these huge cuttings take root

and make long, stout shoots, and at times even

bear fruit. By the third season the " cutting "

has become quite a large tree. This recalls to

mind the fact that the Miilberry is one of the very
few trees propagated similarly in this country,

though it is quite possible that Apple trees have been

rooted in the Chiloean manner. Straight branches
of Mulberry, trimmed into shape and pushed well

into the ground, almost invariably root readily

Trees could be procured from leadi.ig nursery-

men.

—

Ed.]

A FRUIT BOTTLING "TIP."

QWING to a shortage of bottles last season

my housekeeper bethought herself of putting

down Red Currants in wine bottles, sterilising

and corking with the usual cork. The fruits have
kept splendidly and are now being turned into

jam in small quantities as wanted. The most
remarkable feature is that they keep their colour,

being almost as bright as freshly picked fruit.

Is this due to the darkness of the bottles ?

—

E. A. Bun YARD.

PROSTANTHERA ROTUNDIFOLIA.
'T'HE above is an old introduction from Australia,

and has been coming into more frequent

notice recently outside of botanic gardens than
for many years past. Twelve species have been
introduced from time to time, but not all of them
are recorded in any one book or dictionary. Being

•stiictly greenhouse plants for the greater part of

Britain may account for their infrequency in

gardens and the difficulty that Sir Herbert
Maxwell, Bart, (page 236), may have had in

where, in the Mendip region, lies its headquarters

in Great Britain (J. W. White, Fl. Bristol). It

occurs also in Glamorganshire, where it is locally

abimdant in several places, and in the County
of Denbigh, where it is rare. In Kent, which
certainly produced it in former years, it has not

been seen recently, and its occurrence in Suffolk,

reported in Watson's Topographical Botany,
decidedly requires confirmation.—C. E. Salmon,
Pilgrims' Way, Reigate.

CYPRIPEDIUM CALCEOLUS GROWING
WILD.

T HAVE r ead with great pleasure the interest-

ing articles in The Garden on " From a
Western Seaboard," by Sir Herbert Maxwell,
Bart. He, however, is in error in his remarks
concerning Cypripedium Calceolus. This plant

is still to be found growing wild in its old habitat

in the West Riding of Yorkshire. For a period

of thirty years I had been searching for this rare

and interesting British Orchid, and about three

years since I had the good fortune to find the

Lady's Slipper, not one, but twenty fine, healthy

specimens. Since then I have visited the place

to find the plants are still there in all their maiden.
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beauty. One plant—only ju«t one specimen

—

was carefully cut and sent to Professor Balfour

for the Herbarium in the Botanic Gardens of

Edinburgh. I have several times visited the place,

and up to last year they were still growing. A
celebrated Yorkshire botanist—the late William

Foggitt, F.L.S., of Thirsk—^wrote me and asked

if I would show him the plants growing wild in

his native county. I gladly fell in with his wishes,

and undertook to show him this great botanical

treasure. Upon seeing the plant in its native

habitat, the good old man of more than eighty

summers quietly said in his usual pious way,
" Now let Thy servant depart in peace, for behold

I have seen the Cypripedium growing." We
-parted in one of the Yorkshire dales, never to meet

again, for soon after his wish was gratified, and so

ends my stor>'.—W. H. Stansfielp, Brantwood,

Kew, Southport.

P^ONIA OFFICINALIS.

T^HE old double garden Paeony has suffered some

eclipse of late years, possibly from the

attractiveness of the many varieties of P. albi-

flora. But this very old garden plant is much
too good a thing to be neglected, and it is always

a pleasiure in the last days of May to see its whole-

some-looking polished leaves and its massive heads

of deepest, richest red. There is a rosy red variety

and one of rather weaker habit that opens pink

and turns to nearly white. A pure white would

be very desirable, but does not at present exist.

It delights in a rich, deep soil, where it goes on

for years without any need of transplanting.

—

G.J.

ANTHEMIS TINCTORIA E. C. BUXTON.
npHIS is undoubtedly the finest of all the Chamo-

miles for decorative purposes, and anyone

requiring a yellow-flowered plant which is suitable

alike for making a continuous display in the flower

border or for supplying cut flowers would do well

to give it a trial. It is quite hardy, and when
left undisturbed the plant quickly increases in

size ; but I prefer propagating a number of

young plants aimually and discarding all plants

over two years of age, as by this time the shoots

have become too numerous and the surrounding

soil somewhat exhausted, so that the flowers sh w
considerable deterioration. Young plants are

easier managed in the way of staking so that

the stems are kept quite straight, an important

point when they are used for cut-flower purposes.

Throughout the whole summer and auttmin the

flowers are produced with lavish abundance, and

they stand the rain remarkably well ; even after

torrential showers they shake their golden tresses

in the breeze and welcome the sunshine with a

smile. The colour of the flowers is a beautiful

shade of lemon.—W. L., Carnoustie.

SUGAR BEET FOR JAM-MAKING.
TN your issue of May 4 you give directions and

proportions for the \ise of Sugar Beet in jam*
making, as directed by Mr. A. J. Blakeman.
I have tried Rhubarb and Sugar Beet for jam,
following the directions given and quantities as

stated, and the result is a very disagreeably acid

mixture which one would prefer to avoid eating.

Can you help by any suggestion, as Sugar
Beet would be invaluable as a sugar substitute if

successfully used ? The Beet was boiled (put

on in boiling water) for six hours, and part of the

liquor used with the Rhubarb and Beet, and all

boiled again for four hours.—S. E. Tate.
[We have submitted this enquiry to Mr. Blake-

man, who replies as follows :
" We find it best

to do as I suggested in the preparation of the

preserve, i.e., taste before actually finishing off.

If not then sweet enough to taste, add a little

sugar. With Rhubarb this year we also found

it rather too acid, and we used it, i.e., the Beet and
Rhubarb, more as a sweet at dinner along with

custard. Some more of the Beet and Rhubarb
had syrup added instead of sugar, and this made
it much better. So much depends upon taste,

and the use of Sugar Beet is, after all, only as a

substitute for sugar dturing war-time. This year

we shall be able to get some sugar, and so I,

personally, shall use sugar where possible, using

the Sugar Beet as a vegetable, pickle, &c. Perhaps

if more Sugar Beet were boiled and the syrup also

boiled down aftenvards to a thicker consistency

before adding it to the Rhubarb, better results

would be obtained ; i.e., use 31b. of Sugar Beet to

get the syrup, to lib. of Rhubarb. The Sugar

Beet can be used afterwards as a vegetable."

—

Ed.]

STONES IN GARDEN SOIL.

T HEARTILY agree with all Mr. Garner says

on this subject on page 232. There was a

time when I was ever sifting soil and throwing out

stones. (But that was long ago.) Now the

:.ieve is rarely used and, instead of casting stones

FRUIT BOTTLING BY THE
COLD WATER PROCESS

SECRETS OF SUCCESS.

IN

common with many others, I have good

.

reason to appreciate the efforts of The
Garden, not only in stating how to produce

more food in the country, but in pointing

out the best ways of using and preserving

the same. With fruit I have tried the various

processes described, including jam-making with-

out sugar. This was a great success. The
fruit was first made into pnlp, and then sterilised

in the usual way. The sulphur process offimii-

gating I did not find so satisfactory.

The greatest success of all was bottling fruit

in cold water ; of this I cannot speak too highly.

The secret of this process appears to me to be in

sealing down the bottles without any air being

left in them. I found after various trials that

filling the bottles under water was the best way.

For the want of a better utensil I used a copper

deep enough to allow about 9 inches of water

THE OLD DOUBLE GARDEN P.ffiONY, PjEONIA OFFICINALIS.

away, I am always adding them to the soU. They
undoubtedly conserve moisture ; they are Nature's

drain-pipes, and they stimulate root action as

well as afford roots something to cling to. For
a long while I could not understand why such

things as Cistuses, small conifers. Brooms, Phila-

delphuses and many others, including herbaceous

plants, did not flourish in the fine woodland loam
of ttiis westerly slope, while those in shale did

splendidly. But since I have, when planting,

added a plentiful supply of brickbats and coarse

' chips to the loam, the shrubs and other plants

have gone ahead in a most satisfactory manner.

The same rule holds good in regard to seeds,

for who has failed to notice the freedom with

vjhich self-sown seedlings will appear along the

margins of hard, stony walks, much preferring

such a root-run to the soil of the border ?—A. T.

JOH.MSO.V.

*,* Readers who have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-
aoent. The return of unsold copies is prohiliited, and in
cottsequence THE Garden is obtainable only if ordered
beforehand.

above the bottles. After carefully scouring the

copper it was filled with water from the tap.

One or more bottles were placed at the bottom,

in which position they were filled with fruit.

In the case of small fruits, such as Blackberries,

they were dropped into the bottles just as gathered,

and allowed to stand for a minute or two. This

was done to allow all the air to be excluded before

the bottles were finally screwed down.

Plums, Tomatoes and other larg^ fruits were

carefully wiped before being put into the bottles,

to get rid of minute globules of air upon the skin.

After screwing down, the bottles were removed
from the water, thus completing the whole process.

Of all the fruits tried, not one proved a failure.

Tomatoes, of course, could only be used for cooking

purposes. Plums were used slightly imder-

ripe. Use can also be made of the liqtKir after

the fruit is removed. A glass of it with a little

sugar added makes a most delicious drink for a

hot day. Of course, it is essential to use only the

best screw-topped bottles. S. G. Smallridge.

Glendale, Wash Common, Newbury.
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NOTES FROM A FLOWER SKETCH-BOOK
MADE IN JAPAN-IV

Bv SIR FRANCIS PIGGOTT.

AT
last I liave come to the fount and origin

of these very discursive notes—the

finding of my green Lily, the one and

L only specimen I ever saw. It was grow-
^ ingin a shady nook on the shores of Chiu-

zenji Lake, in full flower,

and stood about 4 feet

high : clearly Lilium

grandiflonim, but so

different in the shapeless-

ness of the flower and

in its colour that it must

have been, I think, a

primitive variety. My
drawing is slightly
reduced; the flower

measured over 4 inches

in length and 2J inches

across at the mouth ; the

colour apple - green

throughout, darkening at

the base, with no trace

of white even at the tips

of the petals. There was

a slight tinge of brown

under the sepals, and

the base of the throat

wasa rich velvety brown.

Now I crave p e r -

mission of my readers

to talk in most un-

scientific fashion. Green

is not a flower colour
;

even of greenish white

it is difiicult to name
a half-dozen ; and brown

is equally uncommon,
except in the Pansies, where it is evidently

the result of crossing between purple and yellow.

But here was no possibility of crossing. So I set

up my little theory for others to scoff at or demolish.

It seems to me possible that in the process of evolu-

tion of flower from leaf, the early flower forms

would inevitably be green until the ultimate colour

desired by Nature finally prevailed. If this be a

true theory, there would have been a green form of

every blossom, long since, however, passed the way
of all flowers. The brown throat would probably

have been caused by traces of some unsettled

intention of feature to produce an orange variety,

which has since disappeared. Now, if this be the

explanation, what was my green Lily doing on the

shores of this primeval lake ? Was it not a survival

of the unfittest : a bulb which held its place in

the gradual evolution of Lilium grandiflorum, but

which had in some mysterious way lived on into

modem times ? To seek an analogy in other

spheres of Nature's work, it was as if one had found

in some primeval forest dwelling an intermediate

type between ape and man, surviving, not in fossil

stage, but alive. I pray that someone learned

in these mysteries may set my rambling thoughts

in order.

As the autumn creeps upon us the Lily asserts her

sway as Queen of the Flowers, and predominates in

the landscape. In the cottage gardens L. speciosum,

most charming of all its tribe, abounds. We
know the blush-pink flowers well in England

;

it seems to love our climate almost as much as

the radiance of its native land. But the white

variety seems to me more perfect in its grace,

with a faint tinge of green in its throat and veins

—

vestiges, if my theory is sound, of the primitive

form of the species. But most glorious of all,

L. auratum, which we have come to regard as

Ihe Lily of Japan. A field of golden-tinged blooms

in a clearing in the forest is a dream which still

"^KjV -^V .L4,

PRIMITIVE GREEN VARIETY OF LILIUM CORDIKOLIUM.

lingers vividly in my memory. Alas ! such dreams

have vanished from the land, and can be dreamed
no more ; the collector has been too busy, the

demands of the export trade too insistent, and
even solitary bulbs are rare.

In the days of which I write there were still

giants in the land. I claim to have been the

proud possessor of one which must have surpassed

all others for its stately magnificence. Even the

PEARL-GREY CLEMATIS.

Japanese travellers from the neighbouring tea-

houses came to see it, and gave it the homage
of their soft sibilant expressions of delight when
the coolies bore it through the village onS fine

morning of blissful memory ; and afterwards,

when for a full week it kept the house fragrant

with its scent. It stood 9 feet high, and its true

stem carried a crown of forty-two flowers, eai li

ro inches in diameter. By " true stem " I mean
that the bulb was vigorous enough to throw all

its strength into a single stem. I have heai<l

stories of much larger heads of flowers; but cu;

investigation they all proved to be flat-stemmid,

two or even three stems being thrown up as om.
the bulb not having strength enough to separatp

them. So, as I say, I claim the palm. My pem.il

sketch had almost faded, but Miss SmelUng has

been good enough to reconstitute it with

greai success, and the Editor has promised to

reproduce it in a future

number.

Not even the beautv

of Japan kills the love of

.

the home-fields, and by
.the roadside are clusters!

of Traveller's Joy t<J

remind one of them,f
also some beautifulj

Clematises of intense^

purple aAd pale pearl-

grey.

We leave the moun-'j,

tains and travel through*,'

the Cryptomeria avenue,*
througli the mile-long^

Nikko Street, back to^"

the plains in early

autumn to find th.-

A s a g a o (the Morning

Glory), Ipomcea
hederacea, in fufl splen-

dour. The lie - a - beds

never see it in perfec-

tion ; Nature has im-

posed a condition for

its enjoyment, to rise

with the sun.

Like every otlier

flower in Japan, it

has inspired the
p^et. Here is a con-

em, literally translated :

" Convolvulus

Bucket taking

I borrow water."

Sir Edwin Arnold caught its latent raeanin;,',

rendering it thus into English :

" The ' Morning Glory '

Her leaves and bells has bound
My bucket-handle round.

I could not break the bands

Of those soft hands.

The bucket and the well I left
;

Lend me some water, for I come bereft."

The year is closing, and my notes must closp

too, though I have forgotten to dwell upon tlie

Lotus and the Chrysanthemum, the tradition.Tl

flowers of the country. The Lotus Flower is tin-

most wonderful specimen of Nature's artistry

with the perfect pencilling of the petals ; and the

great leaves with their under side of greenish blui'

make a setting for them which seems to reflect the

sky, and makes a Lotus pond a colour-harmony

of unsurpassed loveliness.

The fields are full of clusters of Lycor.s

radiata ; but it is the emblem of death,

and the flowers are allowed to live their lives

jn the fields ungathered. Hibiscus mufabilis, ^

pink and white, flourishes in the garden, and must

furnish my last illustration. Then the cycle of-

flowers is complete. Their place is taken for the

short span of life left to the year by the glowing

Maples. They gather round the closing scene,

the crimson and golden clouds which hang about

the sunset of flower-life in Japan.

cise little
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The Benefits of Garden
Visitors

By E. a. BOWLES, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

BY
some freakish turn of Fortune's

wheel the end of this week has brought

a stream of visitors to my garden.

I
When they see my war weeds one and

all apologise for taking up so much
of my time that might have gone to taking up the

weeds. With a grateful heart I make reply,

" Thanks to your coming I have seen the garden."

To have cleared a certain number of square yards

of Convolvulus arvensis, Potentilla reptans,

Shepherd's Purse, Groundsel, &c., is a satisfactory

fact to dwell upon at the close of a day ; but how
those hours on one's marrow-bones in one small

patch rob one of the chance of comparing

various forms of a plant in different parts of the

garden. After the last visitor has departed I

find myself too elegantly attired to apply myself

vigorously to the weeds, and too full of mental

notes of points to look further into to feel virtuous

enough to go in and change my garments. So I

have wandered round to collect samples of the

things that interested us most, and shall now
examine them and pen a few notes on them.

Some plants attract everyone who sees them.

To-day it has amused me to watch for the look

of surprise and cry of delight when an especially

good form of Meconopsis latifolia brought each

visitor to a standstill. It is of the purest Cambridge

blue at the edges of its silky petals, paling into a

rather greener, summer evening sky effect in the

heart round the central golden glory of the stamens.

In another part of the garden two other plants

are flowering well, but their blue is more like

that of the sky of a hot noon. They are good

enough if seen before the other, as they happen
to be well placed among some good Shield Ferns

with a backing of Primvolas. P. pulverulenta Mrs.

Berkeley, with powdered stems and softest creamy
pink flowers just touched with orange in tBe eye,

has spread by careful division into a colony of

a dozen or so. Between them a few of the

/

NT^:

THE FLOWER OF DEATH LYCORIS KADIATA.

Cockbumiana hybrids give a touch of softened

scarlet. Then a drift of white forms of japonica

leads up to ?ome three-tiered spikes of helodoxa, of

as clear a yellow as any Daffodil. It is a very pretty

picture, but no one has lingered so long over it

as over the luminous, cold turquoise of the rival

plant in the rock garden, whose backing is just

grey stone, brown earth and an old Cotoneaster.

Papaver arenarium has reappeared in the rock

garden, to my great joy. I got it from the late

Mr. Morgan of Ipswich many years ago. It is

au'annual, like urabrosum, but used to sow itself

freely enough. Then it disappeared, disgusted

with the density of the population, I believe.

I felt certain it was only lying dormant in the

soil, waiting for an upheaval and clearance, and

I think I wrote of this faith in my book. Last

vear I cleared awav some of the winter's slain

HIBISCUS MUTABILIS WHITE AND PINK.

and dug up a portion of this ground, and, surely

enough, the finely cut leaves and neat rosettes

of this best of scarlet Poppies reappeared with

the autumnal rains. They have wintered safely

and are now flowering as well as they used to do
fifteen years ago, and I hope there will be a good
enough harvest of seed to reinstate the plant in

general cultivation. It differs from P. urabrosum
in being much more graceful and neat. Its

flowers are smaller by about a third part, the

stems very slender, and the leaves as finely divided

as those of a young Carrot. But what delights

me is the more orange tone of the scarlet petals

and the way the intense purple-black patch extends

right down to the base of each. In umbrosum
the black patches are more central, and the space

below them is ribbed and of rather a coarse texture,

and sometimes veined or stained with purple.

They look rather like the paper of a red Japanese
umbrella strained over its cane ribs, whereas
the effect of arenarium is of scarlet silk and black

satin.

I find I have several forms of Melittis Melissu-

phyllum, and the best are two I collected in widely

different localities. In Tyrol, especially on the

Cima Tombea, the white form is tlie only one I

met with, and those I brought thence have
larger flowers and smaller leaves than my older

white form. In the Maritime Alps there is a very

bold form with soft pink flowers and tlie whole
of the lip of a deeper shade, instead of being marked
with the too purplish crimson blotch of the ordinary

form. Of new things, I am delighted with Draco-
cephalmu Purdomii, one of Mr. Farrer's Chinese
treasures. It makes a compact tuft a foot across,

covered with rounded heads, 3 inches across, of

a score or more of flowers of a fine indigo purple—
a cool, steely shade of blue-purple difiereut from
anything else I grow. Unlike other members of

the genus, it has not as yet been devoured by
slugs and snails in early spring. The leaves when
bruised smell as unpleasantly rank as those of a

Dead Nettle. Perhaps this flavour is the equivalent

of castor oil or bitter aloes to a slug's palate.

The Flag Iris Mrs. Horace Darwin, white,

with a few purple streaks on the claws of the

falls, is very charming grouped boldly with the

rich yellow one misnamed germanica aurea. A
spray of Golden-leaved Hop has turned away from
the old Bay tree its brothers have climbed as

I intended them to do, and has clawed its wav un
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the stems of a good bUie Iris sibirica planted among
a grouping of the white variety. The effect is so

startling, yet so good, that it has been let alone till

the Iris flowers fade. Some of the smaller-

flowered Roses are charming on a bit of rough

bank. Daintiest of all is Rosa sicula, with

flowers not an inch across, of the warmest, softest

possible shade of salmon pink. It is only a foot

high, with leaves of seven tiny leaflets, and among
them scimitar-shaped thorns out of all -proportion

and large enough for a plant three times its size.

All the same, they add to its charm, being whitish

and showing up well on the dark stem. It is the

plant Mr. George Paul sent out under the name of

Rosa Seraphinii, which is now said not to be in

cultivation. I thought a carpet of the rosy

flowers of Viola bosniaca would be pleasant under

this wee Rose ; but, alas ! their colours "swear" at

one another sadly, and the poor Viola looks purple

• with rage and quite another thing to the cheerful,

smiling face it shows in a patch of

Mr. Farrer's little silver-grey Tyrolean

Campanula which he calls Miranda.

The pink and the white Rose de

Meaux and the still smaller Rosa

burgimdiaca arc- other pygmies from

this bank, and smell delightfully

of real attar ; but sweetest of all is

the scent of the old Scotch Briar

Stanwell Perpetual, which gro\%s

higher up, as befits the superior

stature of some 2 feet. To the keeu-

eyed the gem of the garden at the

moment is a strange little nameless

plant, presumably from China. It

appeared as a come-by-chance in a

pot of some quite otlier type of

seedlings—I forget what—collected

by Mr. Farrer. He noticed this

strange seedling and nursed it on

imtil its beauty surprised as much
as it pleased him, for he had not

seen its like on the Eaves of the

World.
I

It must surely be a Celsia,

but it makes a flat rosette of leaves

that would do for the choicest of

Himalayan Primulas. Three times

already this year it has borne suc-

cessive crops of bloom. The centre

of the tuft of little leaves becomes

filled ivith bronzy orange buds lying

as closely as eggs in a bird's nest.

Then the outermost rise up on stems

of an inch or less, and open into

bright yellow MulIein-Iike flowers

an inch across and brightened in

the centre by rich orange stamens.

When I was at Ingleborough last

September no entreaties of mine

.

could restrain Mr. Farrer's generosity

from amputating a shoot from his

unique plant for me. I hope the

parent plant has made as fine a

should notice such an uncommon-looking plant

without its being pointed out to them. Olearia

virgata linifolia in the rock garden has something

of the same effect, but for most of the year it is

clothed with its linear grey leaves and is a more
sombre object, looking like a pillar of smoke in

some lights and from a little distance. Such
plants make a change or contrast among those

with large green leaves of more familiar aspect.

IRIS PALLIDA DALMATICA

THE accompanying illustration shows a

good example of one of the finest of

the older garden Irises. The strong

growth of the glaucous grey-green leaves

and the large flowers of good substance

on sturdy, upright stems combine to make
the plant conspicuous in the border in early

'W^'

recovei)-^ after the operation as my ONE OF THE FINI;St['cF^GARDEN IRJSiS, I. PALLIDA
moietyT

resembling the Loppio form of I. Ciengialti. I

found similar forms at Bollunz and Poppecchio

in Istria, and others on Mount Veljun at the head

of the valley which ends at Zengg on the Croatian

coast.

Further to the south, on the Velebit Moun-
tains behind CarlopagoT at an elevation of

nearly 4,000 feet above the sea, I found some very

dwarf forms, barely a foot in height, but it was
not until I got to the neighbourhood of Ragusa
that I found anything like what is usually known
as I. pallida in our gardens. There, however, I

found a cliff covered with thousands of plants

of every shade of blue- and red-purple, but in every

case the build was slender and the stems were

inclined to be flexuous and to bear their flowers

rather crowded together at the top than set well

apart, as is the case in pallida dalmatica. It is

possible that still further south—-in Albania, for

instance, or in Greece—there may be pallidas like

the so-called dalmatica, but there

is no herbarium evidence of their

existence, and, on the other band,

I have obtained from the neighbour-

hood rf. Bozen in the Tyrol plants

which differ much less from " dal-

matica" than those of the Dal-

matian coast. The stem is stiffer and

the flowers are of more substance,

( ven if they have not the widely

spreading falls which are so con-

spicuous a feature of " dalmatica."

The latter may be a seedling or even

a hybrid form of the Tyrolean pallida,

a supposition which is perhaps con-

firmed by the scantiness of its pollen

and by the fact that it seldom pro-

duces fertile seeds. The few seedlings

of this Iris that I have succeeded in

raising have not inherited its charac-

teristics, but have rather resembled

what is known as typical pallida,

being more slender in growth and

with less substance in the segments

'>f the flower.

I. pallida is almost certainly one of

the species that underlie the majority

of our garden Bearded Irises, and

with its purple shades in combination

with the yellow of I. variegata we
have at once most of the colour

elements that go to make up their

flowers. At the same time it is sur

prising how large a range of forms as

regards both colour and habit ean

be found among the pallidas alone.

They always seem to keep their

uniform colour throughout the whole

flower and the free-flowering habit,

which are perhaps their most valu-

able points as garden flowers.

W. R. Dykes.

Charterhouse, Godalming.

DALMATICA.

I like to watch the behaviour of visitors with

regard to a certain tree. It is a fine specimen

of Diostea juncea, a verbenaceous plant that

looks like a Spanish Broom when it is not in flower.

Just now it is covered with its tiny bunches of

palest lilac flowers, and is unlike anything else

I grow here. Most people pass imder it without

noticing it at all, in spite of its height of some
20 feet., When they have so done I bid them
turn and look at it, and then nearly all say, " What
a tall Brooirt !

" Indeed, it would be tall for a

Broom, even for Cytisus sthnensis. I greatly

admire its curious aspect e\cn when not in flower

and just a fine tangle of slender, almost leafless

green twigs, so that I think it strange so few

June. The colour of the flower is a uniform

pale grey-lavender, and the beard is a deep

yellow.

Whether the plant has any real claim to the

name of dalmatica, which it has borne for so long,

is at least doubtful. My own impression is that

it has no claim whatever to ccme from Dalmatia,

and this was confirmed by all I could ascertain

from local botanists when I tramped about the

Dalmatian coast in 1912. Iris pallida in one form

or another is widely distributed over the eastern

coast of the Adriatic. I found it on Monte
Spaccato, which is merely one edge of the plateaux

which rise rapidly behind Trieste. There it is a

slender plant some 18 inches in height, closely

Gathering Green Peas in the

South of France

Green Peas and other early vegetables are on

sale in the Paris markets as early in the year as

March 15. They come from Hyferes, Cavaillon,

Vaucluse, near Avignon, aijd a dozen other places

in the South of France which make a speciality

of primeurs. The Dwarf Early variety is preferred.

Planted in the open air at a time of the year when

winter in the North is still rigorous, these fields

of Peas need a certain amount of protection,

which is provided by fences made of Tamarisk

branches.
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TheCooking of Vegetables

THOSE of us who have gardens and who
have increased the quantity of vegetables

they \isually grow may find the French

and Italian ways of cooking vegetables

useful to them. For instance, the

method of making a gratin in layers by using the

following simple recipe will be found excellent :

Have a china baking dish well greased, place in it a

layer of one vegetable (or of several vegetables),

a sprinkle of pepper and salt, grated cheese, a

few teaspoonfuls of milk, dripping, gravy, butter,

or oil, and continue till the dish is full. Sprinkle

some fine breadcrumbs on the top, moisten the

top like you did the different layers, and bake

in the oven. Green vegetables, Potatoes, macaroni,

spaghetti. Pumpkins, Tomatoes, &e., all previously

cooked, are used. If a particularly substantial dish

is required, one egg for each person can be broken

on the top and cooked until set. This is a

truly bourgeois dish, but a very useful one.

White-Heart Cabbage.—^Take one large Cabbage,

cleanse it, scald it in hot water for a short time,

drain it, pull the leaves to pieces, and put them
in a saucepan with about an ounce of butter or

dripping, a pint of water, and pepper and salt.

Put on the lid and simmer slowly until the Cabbage

is cooked. Drain off the liquid, add a little more

pepper and salt if necessary, and another ounce

of butter. Stir all together and serve. By
simmering this way with the lid tightly on there

should be no unpleasant Cabbage smell and no

water to throw away, as, if the Cabbage is properly

scalded, there will be an excellent liqtiid left to

save for soup. Some people use milk or stock

instead of water ; others add an Onion and a

Carrot ; and others a piece of bacon, and serve

all together.

Vegetables.—If treated as the above Cabbage,

Peas and Carrots, Peas and Onions, Carrots anci

Onions, Tomatoes and Onions, and Red Cabbage

cut into shreds make an equally good nourishing

dish.

Beetroots.—^These can be baked or boiled.

I prefer them baked in a fairly cool oven ; they

crinkle if the oven is too hot, and therefore most

people prefer to boil them. The Beetroots must

be thoroughly washed and every particle of earth

wiped off, and care must be taken not to damage

the skin, as no juice must escape. When cooked,

peel carefully, then cut into slices or pieces, and put

them into a stewpan with any of the following

sauces : B&hamel, Parsley, Hollandaise, or

melted butter. Simmer together, but do not

let them boil. Serve as a separate course. Beetroots

can also be cut into small pieces, and with any other

cooked vegetables served as a salad with a

mayonnaise sauce.

Beetroot Soup.—Cooked Beetroot can be

rubbed through a sieve with the remains of a

pot-au-jeu soup and served with a jug of cream.

This is an adaptation from the Russian and Polish

Beetroot soups.

Two Cold de Joncourt Savouries.

—

(i) Grate

some Gruyfere and Parmesan cheese, blend it

with some cream, pass it through a colander,

and serve with slices of toast. It should look like

vermicelli. (2) Instead of cream, blend the grated

cheese with a little oil and vinegar, a small pinch

of mustard, and a few drops of Worcester sauce.

Pass through a colander and serve with dry

toast.

Vegetable Salads.—Cold vegetables can be

served as salads and varied in many different ways

by changing the flavourings of the mayonnaise

or other salad dressing. A few drops of Worcester

sauce oi: a little French mustard, a few slices of

truffle, Paprica pepper (this is a mild red pepper).

and a few Capers or chopped Gherkin all add to the

facility of making a change in the appearance and
flavour of a vegetable salad.

Syrup Made from Sugar Beet.—Wash the

Beet thoroughly, bake it or boil it until it is soft

enough to be peeled, and cut it into slices over the

pan you are going to finish cooking it in, so as not

to lose any juice. Boil it until quite soft, and
strain the juice out by squeezing through fine

muslin. Use this syrup to preserve bottled fruits

or for jam-making ; but it should be used at once,

as the syrup does not keep many days. The pulp

of the Sugar Beet can be used for purees or for

soups.

One of the reasons jams are so easily made in

France without sugar is that the French boil Apples

in sweet cider, also slices of Red Beet. They cook

all together with other fruits for a considerable

time so as to form a sort of thick paste like our

Damson cheese, and at the last they add a sprinkle

of tapioca, as this has the effect of making the

great bulk of soil in which to grow Melons. Encour-
age the surface roots by frequent top-dressings of
suitable soil, and feed rather liberally as the fruits
advance in size.

Cucumbers.—Plants in fuU bearing should not
be overcropped, but liberal treatment must be
given. Top-dress freely with rather lumpy loam
and decayed manure, remove any deformed fruits,

thin the growths and a portion of the old foliage,
stop the shoots one joint above the fruits, and
cut the Cucumbers when quite young and tender.

Tlie Flower Garden.
Roses.—Remove suckers as fast as they appear,

and give the roots—especially those of Ramblers
growing on archways and poles—good soakings
of liquid manure. Tie in the new shoots springing
from the base, and which are required to replace
older wood, before they get damaged, keep the
foliage free from inserts by repeated syringings
with suitable insecticides—Abol, nicotine, and
Quassia Extract are all good for the purpose-v-
and remove faded flowers.

Carnations may be increased by layers or
cuttings at any time during this month. Do not
layer too many from one plant. Peg the layers
in soil containing plenty of grit. Hand-lights

GATHERING GREEN PEAS IN THE SOUTH OF FRANCE.

jam more syrupy. (N.B.—I have not myself

tried this recipe, but it has been sent me as a very

good one.) Marie de Joncourt.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Grapes.—^Take great care with Lady Downe's
Grapes during the stoning period, ventilate early,

and increase the admission of air in bright weather
as the temperature rises ; but as soon as the

berries begin to colour, less air will suffice. I

always shade the Vines, spraying on the glass a

little limewash and linseed oil when quite warm,
and experience less scalding of the berries.

Hamburghs which are ripe will be all the better

for shading, if not coated on the glass too thickly.

Keep plenty of moisture on the borders in hot

weather, but just the reverse if the weather is dull

and there is no sun.

Melons.—Plant another batch, if desirable,

to supply ripe fruits in ten or twelve weeks' time,

and encourage a quick, sturdy growth, so necessary

for the production of good, luscious fruits. Plant

in rather heavy loam and old brick mortar rammed
moderately firm. There is no need to employ a

placed in a shady position resting on soil containing

plenty of sand wil answer well for cuttings, a so

for Pink pipings.

Wallflowers.—As soon as the plants are large

enough, plant them out on a good piece of ground
in the open, allowing about 8 inches apart in the

lines and the rows a foot apart. Water a

few times if the weather is hot and dry, and when
well established ply the hoe freely between the

lines to keep down weeds and assist growth. The
same remarks apply to Myosotis and several other

plants required for spring flowering.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Morello Cherries.—Attend to tying and
training young shoots required for filling space

and producing fruits next season. Thin out

useless growths and keep the trees free from
insects, taking care not to use insecticides after

stoning is past.

The Kitchen Garden.

Globe Artichokes.—Cut away all stalks after

the heads have been used, and if time and labour

will allow, give the roots a few soakings of liquid

manure.
Seakale.—Remove flowering spikes, keep the

beds free from weeds, and disbud the crowns so

that just sufficient are left to form strong growths

that will produce large, crisp Seakale next spring.

Parsley.—If not already done, sow seed on a

bed to produce useful leaves during the winter.
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A suitable position will need to be chosen for

this sowing, and the old plants should have their

flowering stems removed.

Turnips.—Sow beds of Turnip seed rather
largely for winter and spring use. We usually
make two sowings this month, selecting an open
position. As soon as the plants are large enough,
thin them and ply the hoe freely among them.

Celery.—Plant out Celery, watering freely

to assist sturdy growth. Pick off any damaged
leaves caused by the grub, dust freely with soot,

and syringe repeatedly with soapsuds or anything
to ward off the fly.

Lettuce.—Plant frequently batches to meet the
demand, and keep the plants well supplied with
moistuj-e in dry weather ; also sow more seed.

Herbs.—Gather and dry Mint, Thyme, Savory,
Basil, Tarragon, &c., for winter use.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOK NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Brassicas.—Should the maggot of the Cabbage
fly appear among, any cf the Brassica tribe, the
plants should be well drenched with clear lime-

water or soot-water, the former preferably. This
treatment generally proves an effective preventive
of the evil. "

Cauliflowers.—^A final planting should now be
made for autumn use. Those turning in for

cutting should have the leaves broken over the
curd " to preserve its whiteness. If, as is often

the case, there is a glut, cut a number of heads
and stand their bases in shaUow vessels of salt

water in a dark, cool place, where they will keep
in good condition for a week or ten days.

Kidney Beans.—Earth-up when the plants arc

6 inches high. If the ground is dry, give the soil

a good watering prior to earthing-up.

Spraying Potatoes.—The wisdom of spraying
the Potato crop, especially maincrop varieties,

is becoming more generally recognised. I have
it on the authority of a leading Midlothian farmer,
who has had long experience both in Midlothian
and in Berwickshire, that apart from the question
of disease,"the yield per acre is increased by from
2ocwt. to 30cwt. per acre by means of spraying.
The solution employed by this gentleman is

iSlb. of alkali and rslb. of sulphate of copper to
So gallons of water. This quantity is sufficient

to spray one acre, the cost of the materials in

pre-war times being about 7s. 6d. Owners of

gardens and allotments can make their own
deductions from the above figures. The first half

of July is the best time for carrying out the work.
It is important to thoroughly wet the under side of

t he foliage.

S unroot (Jerusalem Artichokes).—It is a
good plan to top the plants when they have attained
a height of 5 feet, otherwise they are apt to be
damaged by high winds.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—In all except late districts Roses are now
at their best. As advised earlier in the seasoji,

the entire stock should now be^ gone over and
any necessary corrections made in the labelling

of the plants. The present is also the best time
to take notes regarding any prospective modifica-
tion of the varieties grown. It is well to visit

the nursery where it is proposed to purchase new
varieties, so that their habits and relative vigour
may be seen at first hand.

Chrysanthemums.—Stake and tie, and apply
a little stimulant occasionally unless the soil is

in very good heart.

Hollyhocks.—Attend to tying as growth pro-
ceeds, but do not tie within 18 inches of the top,
or the stem may be injured.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries.—.\ttend to the watering of
young stock layered in small pots if the weather
is dry, and pinch out the growing points imme-
diately beyond the pot containing the layered
plant. Trap mice with a tempting bait if they
are attacking the ripe fruits.

Loganberries.—.\ttend to the tying of the
shoots of the Loganberry and its congeners.
."Vs previously indicated, a double trellis is

the most convenient form of support for this
class of fruit. With this means the fruiting and
succession shoots are trained on a separate trellis
alternately. Cut away any superfluous shoots
and net the crop.

Apples and Pears.—Train the leading shoots
of young trees and pinch the breastwood.

Plants Under Glass.

Cinerarias.—Prick off into boxes, rather widely .

apart, so that they may be transferred from the
boxes into 5-inch pots, thereby saving labour
and suiting the requirements of the plants. Use
good flaky leaf-mould freely.

Indian Azaleas which have been in heat
should be removed to a cool, airy structure as
soon as the flower-buds have set. This can be
ascertained by gently pressing the points of the
shoots between the finger and thumb.
Maidenhair Ferns which are rather short of

root-room will be benefited by receiving weekly
applications of not too strong liquid manure for
the next few weeks.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

OBITUARY

WILLIAM BARKON

.

We are sorry to hear of the death of Mr. William

Barron, the well - known landscape gardener.

Deceased was managing director of Messrs.

William Barron and Son, Limited. Borrowash,

Derby, for a number of years, but owing to li.s

health failing he went to Australia in 191 5, and
residrd there up to the time of his death.

GORDON FARRIES.
Mr. Gordon Farkies, formerly one of the stafi'

at Kew, who joined the Army some time ago and
was on service in France, had been missing for

some time, and the gravest fears were entertained

by his friends. These have proved to be only

too well founded, as it has been ascertained

that his body has now been foimd on the spot

where he fell in action and which had been vacated

by our troops and reoccupied since. Mr. Farries,

who was a young man of much promise, was a

son of ex-Bailie Farries, Dumfries. He served

an apprenticeship with Messrs. James Service

and Sons, nurserymen and seedsmen, Maxwelltown,

Dumfries, afterwards entering the employment of

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons of Chelsea. He
then received an appointment on the staff at Kew,
where he remained until he voluntarily enlisted.

ALEXANDER MACKENZIE.
We regret to record the death, on June 21, at his

residence, 24, Inverleith Gardens, Edinburgh,

of Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, one of the best

known of those connected with the horticultural

trade in the Scottish capital and widely known
lliroughout horticultural circles in Scotland,

Mr. Mackenzie, who was in liis eighty-eighth year,

was a native of Ross-shjre, and was for the long

period of forty years manager to the well-known
hrm of Messrs. Thomas Methven and Sons, nursery-

men, seedsmen and florists, Edinburgh. Mr.

Mackenzie was one of the founders of the Scottish

Horticultural Association, and his efiorts were
largely instrumental in its successful inauguration

and continuance. He did the association great

service as its treasurer for a number of years.

Mr. Mackenzie was also an eloquent speaker, and
in this capacity was a persona grata at many public

tunctions conne^ed with horticuUure in Scotland.

His funeral took place on June 2/^ at Warriston

Cemetery, Edinburgh, and was very largely

attended.

The War Office notifies thai from now onward all papers
posted to any neutral European country will be stopped,
except those se7tt by publishers and newsagents who have
obtained special permission jroin the War Office. Such
permission has been granted to The Gakden, ajid sub-
scribers wlio send to friends in Denmark, Holland, I^onvay,
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Greece, and
Roumania should order copies to be despatched by the
Publisher from 20, 'Tainstock Street, Covent Garden, IK.C.li.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE PRODUCTION OF ONION SETS (/. //.).—Many

attrnipts liuvc been made to grow Onion sets in this country,
but without success. In our opinion the climate is un-
suitable. The best Onion sets are produced In California

and in the South of France. With regard to the cultiva-

tion of Onions from Onion sets, this, of course, is a very
simple matter. The tiny bulbs are planted about 1 inch
deep, 9 inches apart in the row, and 15 inches or so between
the rows. The best time for planting is during any open
weather after Christmas, and they may be planted as late

as the end of April. The chief drawback is that a con-
siderable proportion sometimes runs to seed ; this occurs
more frequently on sandy soils in dry weather. However,
much may be done by the application of water to prevent
the sets running to seed. With regard to supplies, there
will be no diflBculty in securing Onion sets, provided orders
are placed early. It is a common failing, particularly

with the amateiu gardener, to leave the ordering of the

goods until he is aciuaUy waiting to plant.

FRUIT GARDEN.
BLACK CURRANT LEAVES TURNING BROWN

(H. M. B.).—We suspect drought to be the main cause of the
browning of Black Currant leaves. Black C^irrants re-

quire for their successful cultivation considerably more
moisture than Red or White Currants, and are very liable

to drop their berries if drought occurs.

INJURY TO APPLE TREE SHOOTS (J. W. £.).—The
shoot and flower cluster of Apple sent are attacked by the
brown rot fungus, and this no doubt has been the cause
of the death of many spurs on the trees. The best treat-

ment is to prune out all the affected shoots and spray
with Bordeaux mixture in spring before the buds open.

APPLE SHOOTS DYING (F. W. B.).—Had you sent
us sjn riiiirns f>f the diseased shoots, it might have given
us a clue as to the cause ; as it is, we can only conjectun-.
It seems to us very much like the result of spraying the

trees with too strong an insecticide for the destruction of

some insect or fungoid pest. If it is not this, it must
be the result of feeble and poor roots. The latter can
be remedied by lifting the trees in autumn and replanting
in a good depth 01 new ioamy soil, adding a pint of bone-
meal to each bushel of the loam used. We take it for

granted that the drainage is good. If it is not, this

would cause the roots to be feeble and poor.

STRAWBERRY-RASPBERRY (S. M. 5.).—The so-

calUd Strawberry-llaspberry is not, as many people
suppose, a hybrid between the Strawberry and Raspberry,
but a distinct species of Rubus, native of Japan. It is

not of bushy habit, but is a iierbaceous plant growing
about 18 inches high. The leaves are rather large and
pinnate, the flowers white and large, and the fruit red, often

an inch or more long, shaped like the Raspberry rather

than the Strawberry. The fruit is, however, rather dry
and insipid, and is of little or no economic value. The
plant grows quite well in good loamy soil that is fairly

open. It spreads rapidly by means of underground
stems, and quickly covers a considerable area of ground.
As an interesting plant it is worth growing, while its

attractive fruits also entitle it to a place in the garden.

As an edible fruit, however, it cannot be recommended.

CATERPILLARS ON FRUIT TREES.~Can you tell

me wlietlur those who whitened their tree stems and all

the brandies during last winter are freer from the plague

of caterpillars on the Apple. Pear and Plum trees ?

Some people have their trees almost bare of leaves, and
the leaves of the trees of most of us have been badly
eaten. There seems to be no remedy now but picking
off, an almost impossible task.

—

^John Gibbins. [Lime-
washing trees in spring is not an absolute preventive

of caterpillar attack, by any means. It checks the hatch-

ing of the eggs of many insects, such as aphides and
Psylla, and is well worth doing where tliesc pests

prevail ; but for caterpillars there is no better
treatment than to spray with lead arsenate (lib. t(^

20 gallons of water) just before the flower-buds burst,

and if necessary—and this will depend to some extent

upon the kind of caterpillar present—again as soon n^

the petals fall. Hand-picking in a year like this is an
impossible task, and an unnecessary one if the spraying

be carried out. Several of the caterpillars which an-

most harmful will have gone down to earth tohibernaif
now.

—

Ed.]

FLOWER GARDEN.
CHEIRANTHUS HABITATS (W . B. H.).—Chciranthu^

alpinus is a native of Scandinana ; C. Allionii is a garden
hybrid. The first is perennial, the other biennial only.

LUPINE SEEDS FOR FEEDING ANIMALS (X.).—Tlir
seeds of X-upinus albus are used after boiling—to remove
the somewhat deleterious substance they contain—for

feeding animals. You would probably find Buckwheat
an easier crop, and useful without preparation in any
way. It would probably ripen if sown at once.

LAYERING CLEMATISES (Guildford).^Clem&tis plant-^

of all the varieties mentioned in your letter can be raised

from layers. These may be pegged down into sandy soil

in spring or at the present time. Those pegged down in ^

spring ought to be well enough rooted for lifting and
planting separately in October. Even those put do\vn

now may be ready for removal by that time. If they

are not, leave them for another year. The young shoots

are the best to peg down.
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LUPINES FAILING (Scotch Lvpine).~li the fftituic

is not directly traceable to root drj-ness—and seeing

it has occurred three years in guccession that is not
likely— it is most probably due to some local soil condition
of which we have no information : soil sourness, absence
of lime, or some such cause. Such instances are., however,
-Hot new, and where tlie roots arc. not in coritact with
bad soil or liave reached gravel or an uncongenial sub-
stratum of soil, a good dressing of lime or chalk—lime in

some form is essential to all such plants—will generally

put matters right. If you particularly desu^e the plants
to occupy their present quarters, the thing to do will

be to lift them in August or September, take out and
discard a couple of barrowfuls of the soil, and .replace

with fresh, adding and freely incorporating with the new soil

half a peck of air-slaked lime in each case. As the plants
arc not young, it would be well to wash all the old soil

from their roots and divide them into three or more
portions each before replanting them. ^^^ i^ _ ^ .

MISCELLANEOUS.
MANURE-BEETLES (Mm. IT.).—The grubs sent arc

those of one of the manure-beetles and are not at all likely

to damage plants. They may be got rid of by spreading
the manure out for a day or two on the surface of the
ground, so that the birds may see them.

NAMES OF PLANTS.— T. C— Tilia'petiolaris.
T. W. L.—One of the Heuchera sanguinea] hybrids.
Mauve Poppy.—^Melancholy Thistle^ (Carduus hetero-
phyllus.)

Japanese Trees in Trafalgar Square.—Visitors

to the recent Flower Fair in Trafalgar Square

displayed unusual interest in the Japanese pigmy
trees sent bv Messrs. Barr and Sons. The exhibit

uf Coal Mines has informed them that he is pre-

pared to make a partial allowance of fuel to green-

houses until such time as the fuel situation becomes

more acute and the continuation of supplies is

impossible. The basis upon which the allow-

ances are to be made is as follows : Green-

houses and Conservatories (Private).— Allow

nothing in respect of a single greenhouse attached

to a dwelling-hcuse uirless there are exceptio;)al

circumstances. Allow two-thirds of the average

normal consumption in respect of Orchid-houses,

tropical houses, &c., which contain plants of

e.xceptional value or variety or which are used

for scientific purposes. Allow one-half of the

average normal consumption for ordinary ranges

of greenhouses conditional on their being used

for the growing of vegetables or for forcing food

plants for bedding out or other utilitarian purposes,

and subject to certain houses being closed and the

plants confined to a part only where the extent is

considerable. Allow one-quarter of the average

normal consumption for ordinary ranges of green-

houses used for ordinary plants and flowers con-

ditional upon the fuel being available in any

month after meeting other requirements.

Fream Memorial Prize.—^The Board of .Agri-

culture and Fisheries have awarded the Freani

to come and help their brothers in the desperate

battle for Freedom. These men must go ; women
will be the first to say it. But the harvest is in

danger for want of the work these.very men would

have done.

Once again, therefore, as often before, I appeal

to women to come forward and help. They have

never failed their country yet ; they will not fail

her at this grave hour. There is not a moment
to lose.

Every woman who has the great gifts of youth

and strength, if not already devoting these to

essential work for her country, should resolve to

do so to-day. If she lives in a village, let her

go out and work in the fields from her home.

If she can give her whole time, let her join tin-

ranks of the Land Army. From the nearest

Employment Exchange she can learn all about

the conditions of service.

I have watched with deep interest and admira-

tion the splendid work already done. Never have

British women and girls shown more capacity or

more pluck. And just as the soldiers have asked

foi thousands more men to come and help them

to win the war, so do these brave women in the

villages and in the Land Army call to other women
to come and help them save the harvest.

MINI.\TURE GARDENS REPRESENTING SCENES FROM THE THOUSAND ISLANDS OF JAPAN.

I 'insisted of Cuprcssus obtusa, Pinus penta-

phyllns, Larix leptolepis, Juniperus chinensis,

Acers in variety, Elaeagnus, Cryptomeris, Osman-
thus, &c., of all sizes and artistic forms, exhibited

in Japanese vases and pans. The largest speci-

men trees did not exceed 28 inches high, the

smallest reaching only a few inches. In age

they varied from ten to one hundred and twenty-

. five years old. In addition there were miniature

and mountain rock scenes, built up as faithful

copies of scenes taken from the Thousand Islands

of Japan by Japanese artists. These scenes

represented native huts, bridges and river gorges

with miniature trees growing out of the rock.

Mr. Lloyd George paid a lightning visit to the

show on the Wednesday, and heartily congratulated

Mr. Barr on his firm's unique exhibit. Specimen

trees were purchased by Princess Louise Duchess

of Argyll, Princess Patricia of Connaught and.

many other - well-known people, 20 per cent, of

the proceeds going to the British Ambulance
Committee. The prices realised were from 5s. 6d.

and 7s. 6d. each for very small trees up to

10 guineas and 15 guineas for large specimens.

Fuel for Greenhouses.—As a result of a com-
luunic ation from the President and Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society, the Controller

Memorial Prize for 1918 to Mr. Leonard C.

Robinson, a student of the Harper Adams Agri-

cultural College, Newport, Salop, who took the

highest marks at this year's examination for the

National Diploma in Agriculture.

Premier's Appeal to the Women of Great

Britain. — Mi-. Lloyd George has addressed

the following appeal to the womeji of Great

Britain :

" 10, Downing Street,

Whitehall, S.W.i.

To THE Women of Gr^at Britai.v.

The fields are ripening for the sickle ; the toil

of the winter and the spring is earning its reward.

This is no ordinary harvest ; in it is centred the

hope and,the faith of our soldiers that their own
heroic struggle will not be in vain.

In the days before the war the whole world

was our granary.- Now, not only are thousands

of men fighting instead of tilling our own fields,

but the German submarines are trying to starve

us by sinking the ships which used to carry to our

shores the abundant harvests of other lands.

Women have already served the Allies by their

splendid work upon the farms, but the Army in

France has asked for still more men from the land

I know this apjieal will be heard. .\sk the women
who have already shown the way what they feel ;

they will declai'e that work in the fair fields of

u>ir green island is a privilege as well as a duty.

(Signed) D. Lloyd George."

London Gardens Guild.—Mr. Noel Buxton,

M.P., presided at a meeting of the London Gardens

Guild in Walworth Road, S.E., on June 29, and

explained the nature of the work tlifit is being

carried on in the poorer parts of London. Wliere

there is a love of flowers there is also a love of

all beautiful things, though it may be unexpressed.

To change a factory worker or a labourer into a

creator of beauty by teaching him or her how to

grow flowers and vegetables is undoubtedly a

great work and is worthy of all that one can do.

Mr. Buxton pointed out that London dwellers were

doing much to counteract the activities of the

submarines by cultivating their front and back-

gardens. The Guild is endeavouring to organise

a working committee in each borough, and any

readers who can see their way clear to foster

this movement and thereby help to create a

healthier, prettier, and happier London are

asked to communicate with the Secretin,',

Mr. C>Til Harding, London Gardens Settlcnient,

61, Penrose Street, Walworth Road, SB. 17.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
1HAVE often wondered why it is that the

average poultry-keeper pays top prices for

his houses and appHances and yet bestows
little care on them once they are installed.

He starts, well by insisting on well- con-

structed and sound-timbered structures—but

finishes very weakly.

Care of Poultry Plant.—Nowadays the outlay

on poultry plant is a serious item, and depreciation

on structures falls heavy each season if the houses,

&c., are neglected. The shortage of timber,

labour, &c., and the high prices ruling for raw
materials have sent up the cost of plant, and before

peace conies the difficulties will be increased.

If in rhe palmy days of low prices the poultry-

keeper did not heed my cry of " Take care of the

poultry plant," it is very essential that he should

now. One can be ever opening his purse for new
plant if he neglects his appliances, and that is

not conducive to profits and success. The pro-

gressive poultry-keeper, then, will see that his

original outlay for plant is spread over very many
years, thereby making full use of his capital and
securing the best possible returns. Even where
poultry are kept as a hobby there should be the

same systematic care of the appliances and
accessories, a point that is very often overlooked,

as many of my readers will agree.

Packing Away Incubators.—Hatching and
rearing appliances are idle for the greater part

of the >ear, and yet- during that period they are

not usually stored away. A hen-coop that is

in use for, say, three months and is carefully pvit

away for the remaining nine months will, obviously,

have a longer life than one that remains out in

all weathers diurijig its long period of idleness.

In the case of incubators, these should be dis-

mantled so that the parts can be packed away
in a drawer after they have been given a distin-

guishing mark. The latter is very advisafle, so

that when the parts are assembled the next season

each machine will be correctly fitted up. The
interiors of the machines should be scrubbed out
with Izal Soap and water, and be disinfected with
Izal Fluid. Dirty pieces of canvas should be
washed and stored away, while all lamps should
be emptied and cleaned inside and out, the
wicks being removed and the bturners scalded.

The tanks should be gradually dried down,
and then the incubators should be tied up in

a piece of clean canvas or sacking to keep out

the dust.

Store-Shejr for Appliances.—When a pupil
is about to take a poultry farm I always em-
phasise one slogan in particular :

" Keep an
eye on the outhouses." (^ a poultry establishment
of any respectable dimensions one cannot have
too many outbuildings. If there is a paucity, it

is soon discovered once the poultry-farmer com-
mences operations in earnest. A roomy shed
should be set aside especially for the rearing

appliances, which should be stored away therein
under cover as they fall idle. Coops, foster-

mothers, told brooders and all the smaller appli-

ances should be placed in this store-shed. Food
troughs and drinking vessels for which there is

no .further use should also be put 'away in this

outhouse, I am a great believer, where poultry
are concerned, of having " a place for everything

and everything in its place." It is system that

scores so lieavily in successful poultry culture.

It is a real eyesore to me to see a costly foster-

mother fall to pieces for the want of a coating of

preservative and proper storing.

Value of Work-Shed.—On a poultry establish-

ment of any size, one will be well advised to set

aside an outhouse as a work-shed. There are

always a lot of small repairing jobs that can be
done therein on systematic lines. One does not
need an elaborate set of tools. With so many
firms supplying the requirements of the poultry-

keeper, I have always thought that they missed
a unique opportunity in not ofiering a complete
set of poultry-yard tools. I was surprised but
pleased recently to see that one firm had at last

grasped the opportunity, and the fact only came
to my notice accidentally when scanning the
columns of a small provincial paper. I made a

note of the address in case it might interest my
readers : Messrs. Barrett and Son, Limited,

25, St. Andrew's Street, Cambridge. At the
beginning of the season the rearing appliances

should pass through the work-shed out of the
store-place, to be limewashed within and have a
coating of preservative without. Coops as they fall

vacant can be whitewashed before they are used
again for other broods, and all such work can be con-

veniently attended to in the outhouse recommended.
Repairs to the smaller appliances can be seen to,

such as the readjusting of trap-nests, soldering

of drinking vessels, renovation of gate catches,

and so on. _

Limewashing.—I always contend that a clean

house aids the moult, and with this object in

view interiors of all poultry houses should be

limewashed. Old litter should be removed, and
the floor (if of wood) should be scrubbed down
with Izal Disinfectant Soap and water and fresh

litter put in after the limewash has been applied.

Perches, drop-boards and nest-boxes should like-

wise be scrubbed and put in the sun to dry, when
they can be replaced. A good recipe for a limewash
is as follows : Place in a tub lolb. of lime, 31b. of

soft soap and one quart of paraftin' and pour
thereon about three gallons of water, placing a

coarse sack over the container to keep in the steam.

Stir the mixtiue and thin down each bucket of

lime-putty with boiling water. Next add a little

Izal Disinfectant Fluid and apply when hot with a

brush or spray, attending carefully to all crevices.

Creosote is often used instead of limewash for

interiors, just as it is on exteriors as a substitute

for tar. Many poultry-keepers apply first a coat-

ing of Vickers' Weather-resisting Paint (Archibald

Vickers, Limited, 28, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C.2) and, when it is dry, follow with the lime-

wash.

Tarring.—A mixture of 31b. of pitch and a

gallon of creosote is excellent for preserving

exteriors. The whole should be boiled in an old

pot over a " brick " fire until the pitch has melted,

when the mixture can be thinned down with a little

water. Select a fine day and apply the preserva-

tive hot. Don old clothes for the occasion and
prepare the mixture with care. To keep the tar

of the right consistency, put a red-hot brick into

the bucket, and if the brick is secured at the end of

a length of stout wire it can easily be " handled."
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Paint and creosote are often used instead, par-

ticularly the latter ; but I prefer tar. Once the
house gets a thorough coating, the wear is on the
tar and not on the timber beneath. If paint is

selected, choose the same colour for all the houses
for the sake of uniformity. It might be original

to paint each house the same colour as that of the
breed occupying it, but patchwork must be
taboo.

The Roof.—When tan-ing the roof apply the

mixture by means oi an old water-can, the spout of

which has been flattened to leave but a nairow
apertvure. Start at the top cf the roof and, having
poured on the tar, sprinkle the whole surface with
fine sand. Where roofing felt is used as a covering

for the roof, new material should be fitted up if

desired, and the siurface given a dressing of tar and
sand. Unless properly fitted, roofing felt will not
last long, the wind in time working under the

edges and tearing the material. To prevent this,

the use of thin battens or slats is recommended.
They should be nailed securely over the feU

—

from top to bottom—at equal distances apart.

On no account must they be placed from end to

end, or they will prevent the rain-water from
running off the roof. Such an arrangement can
be carried out down to even the smallest rearing

appliance.

Overhaul the Plant.—Before the winter season

commences, the poultry plant in general should

be overhauled. Many poultry-keepers delay opera-

tions, but I am rather against this, contending

that the less the laying pullets and hens are dis-

turbed, once they have settled down for the winter,

the better. My plan is to have all layers established

in their permaneiit winter quarters by mid-

September and to allow them quietly to settle down.
The plant, therefore, is best overhauled before

mid-September. All supports should be carefully

examined, any that are weak being replaced,

while any netting that sags should be tighteaed.

Gates, doors and lids to nest-boxes (of th^ outside

patterns) should be inspected and new hinges

fitted up where needed. Gutters should be

cleaned and repaired, so that the houses will be

made weatherproof for the winter. Apertures

in houses caused by the warping of any boards

should be covered on the inside with brown paper,

which can in tturn be whitewashed. Draughts

are very harmful.

Repairs On the Spot.—It. is not a bad plan

to have handy a small bag of tools which can be

taken up at a moment's notice and carried down
the farm. Any repairs can then be attended to

on the spot, much time being saved thereby.

Whf re all repairing jobs are set aside for the general
" overhauling " time, there is the great disadvan-

tage that the unrepaired appliances suffer from

wear and tear. Far better is it to have a special

afternoon each week when odd jobs can be syste-

matically attended to. When a trap-nest front is

noticed to be out of order or a gate to hang loose,

a note can be made of it at the moment in a

small memorandum book, so that the defects can

be rectified on the afternoon set aside for the

purpose. The overhauling of the plant in general

will not then prove a difficult task.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions 'dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communica-

tions should be sent to Mr. W, Powell-Owen,

care' 0/ The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C2
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is lioped that all those who are growing

Potatoes will do theii utmost to assist to

the fullest possible extent the efforts of

the Horticultiural Committees in combating

that dread foe of the Potato, the wart

disease, by immediately notifying the authorities

of the discovery of the disease and affording the

fullest information as to the circumstances under
which it occurs. This will enable the data

obtained to be collated in a scientiftc manner,

and may lead to some discoveries in the nature

of a remedy. All communications should be

addressed to the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

(Food Production Department), 72, Victoria

Street, S.W.i.

Two Promising Potatoes.—It will be remem-
bered that Mr. Cuthbertson in his Mansion House
lectiue on Potatoes referred to two varieties

of great promise, viz., Majestic and Kerr's Pink.

Like many others, we are trying these two varieties

this year. It is too early to judge of their cropping

propensities, but if the vigour and health of the

haulm is any indication of a good crop, then it

is not too much to say that an exceptional yield

may be anticipated. From 71b. of seed tubers

four short rows a yard apart were planted, two
rows of each variety. Kerr's Pink is the taller

and stronger, while Majestic is making a good

show of white flowers. Both varieties are a

picture of health.

Pumpkins.— These should ^

be treated like Marrows, and

will grow almost anywhere.

Care must be taken to expose

the fruits fully to the sun

to ripen them off. Ripened

Pumpkins store well for winter

use. They can be cut like

cheese, and will keep perfectly

good for two or three weeks,

provided they are thoroughly

ripened. To hand - fertilise

either of these vegetables

where bees or other agencies

are lackmg, take the male

flowers (i.e., Bowers not show-

ing fruit at the base) and

lightly rub the yellow pollen

they carry on to the pollen

of the fruit-carrying flowers.

Collection of Surplus Fruit

in Scotland.—A promising

scheme has been originated by

the Women's Agricultural

Work Committee for Scotland

with regard to the collection

of surplus fruit, of which there will be a good

deal owing to the system of rationing sugar

for jam-making at home. They have arranged

centres in suitable areas to which fruit can be

taken, and will be sent from there to licensed

jam-makers at the fixed prices. The scheme

has been entered upon with much energy, and
promises to be the means of saving a con-

siderable quantity of fruit which would other-

wise be wasted.

Aphis on Black Currants.—Although Red
Currants and Gooseberries are more frequently

attacked by the blister aphis. Black Currants are

so badly attacked in many places this year that it

is feared the crop will almost entirely fail. There

is nothing like early spraying with a good aphis

fluid, for once the leaves become in-curled it is

pra:;lically impossible to destroy the pests.

Should the bushes have been neglected until the

aphis is well established, it is advisable to cut

away and burn all ends of shoots bearing infected

foliage and as many of the worst of the leaves

from other parts of the bushes. Frequent spraying,

especially the under sides, of the remaining foliage

will then dispose of most of the pests. As this

aphis frequently disappears early in August, if

not before, cut -back bushes, if well watered^ will

often make good growth before autumn.

The "Clay" Cup.—The Royal Horticultural

Society offer the " Clay " Challenge Cup for a Rose

not in commerce, possessing the true old Rose

scent, for competition at their fortnightly meeting

in the DriU Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster,

S.W., in conjunction with the National Rose

Society, on' July 16.

The Cuban Lily.—This beautiful SciUa (S.

peruviana) has just thrown up several spikes of

bloom in a neighbour's cottage garden, where it

has reposed in flowerless insignificance for a quarter
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of a century. It is a striking plant, the fine,

umbel-like pyramid of blossoms rising from a

mass of broad green leaves like those of the

Agapanthus. The individual flowers are star-

shaped, the colour of Parma Violets, and set off

with very conspicuous golden anthers. The names

of this Scilla afford a curious example in plant

nomenclatur,-, for while the English name suggests

that it hails from Cuba, the botanical tenS asciibes

it to Peru. Yet we know that it does not belong to

either of those countries, for it is a~native of

Algeria ! Could confusion gofu ther ? By the by,

why add to our difficulties in these matters by

changing specific names that are perfectly satisfac-

tory ? We have in our mind the latest innovation

of the kind, viz., that of cal ing Penisternon

Davidsonii P. nipicola.

Meliosma cuneifolia.—The genus Meliosma

was probably represented by one species only in

British gardens previous to Mr. TS.. H. Wilson's

plant-collecting journeys to China, that species

being M. m>Tiantha, which was introduced by

Maries in 1879. There are now, however, several

. species available, all of them handsome decorative

bushes both as regards foliage and flowers. M.

cun.ifolia is more like the older M. myriantha

than the other new species, for it has somewhat

similar simple leaves; which are up to 7 inches long

and 3 inches wide, \vith prominent veins. The

flowers are smal and alternately creamy white

and white. They are borne in large terminal

panicles, sometimes 9 inches long and 6 inches

through, and are f agrant. As a rule they are at

their best during the early half of July, although

weather conditions may make a fortnight's

difference on either side. It grows into a large,

spreading bush at least 8 feet high and as far

through, and is an excellent subject for planting

in a sheltered position on a lawn. Good loamy

soil shotild be provided, and

in hot, dry weather it is

advisable to surface-dress the

soil above the roots with

well-decayed manure.

Variation in Primula
malacoides.—In the current

issue of the Journal of Genetics

Mr. A. W. Hill gives an

interesting account of the

history of Primula malacoides.

Although of recent introduc-

tion, this species has already

displayed considerable varia-

tion. As in the case of P.

obconica, the hybricUsation of

P. malacoides wit h other
species of Primula has been

attempted by many gardeners,

but Mr. HiU finds no evidence

that success has attended

any of the experiments.

The species in a remarkably

short space of time has re-

sponded (io cultural conditions

and has sported in the direc-

tions of doubling, fimbriation

of the corolla segments, albinism, and various

colour changes as well as in the direction of in-

creased vegetative vigour. All these changes, how-

ever, must be attributed to cultivation and selec-

tion rather ^han to the efforts of the hybridiser.

P. malacoides has varied under the influence of

cultivation in precisely the same manner as have

P. sinensis and P. obconica, but the time interval

required for the disturbance of its equilibrium has

been very short.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible lor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

FRUIT BOTTLING IN COLD WATER.

T HAVE found that iruit bottled in cold water

is most successful. The fruit must not be

over or too ripe. Tomatoes also are very good

done in the same way.—(Mrs.) Ransome, Holme

Wood, Ipswich, Suffolk.

WE have read with much interest the various

articles pubhshed in The Garden on " Fruit

Bottling in Cold Water." Last season we tried

the preserving of Tomatoes, Plums and Currants,

but without success. Some people having written

that they were satisfied with this method, and

some others having failed, we believe that the

difference in the natural composition of the water

used in each case must be the cause of the success

or of the failure. It may be that water containing

more or less chalk, magnesia, or something else,

prevents the fruits from decaying ; while pure

water, having naturally no sterilising property,

gives a bad result. It would be very interesting

to know the chemical composition of the water

used by the persons who ^ have been successful,

and that of the water used by those who failed.

If this could be prociu-ed it would greatly help,

for all sorts of water could be properly prepared by

adding the missing sterilising product.

—

Barbier

AND Co., 16, Route d'Olivet, Orleans, France.

A REMEDY FOR BLACK FLY.

"DLACK fly has been very destructive again

this season, especially to Broad Beans,

large areas having been ruined by this devastating

pest, in spite of early pinching of the tips of the

haulm. In many cases the stems were covered

from top to bottom with the vile insects. But I

am writing now to put on record a remedy against

black fly, new to me, though it may be well known

in some districts. It is simply sprinkling once

or twice the plants affected, at an early stage,

with sand or sandy loam. This operation proved

successful on a small scale, as I can testify from

personal observation, and I see no reason why

it should not be so on a more extended scale,

especially where friable earth is to hand on the

spot. I have before my eyes a patch of Broad

Beans which is practically free from vermin

through being treated in the manner indicated,

and almost every stem is well podded. True it

is that the foliage presents a somewhat dusty

appearance, but that is far preferable to the sight

of a plague-stricken crop (which reminds me of

the loathsome effects of the Potato disease in my
early years), to say nothing of the loss of the crop

itself.—W. Hotting Hemsley.

TRIENTALIS EUROP^A?

nnOWARDS the end of May this charming little

plant shows its pure white blooms, locking

like a six-pointed star standing just clear of its

setting of moss and short grass. It is in one or

two places on a slight bank in half shade in wood-

land, where there are groups of native Ferns and

Solomon's Seal, and a few others suitable to the

place. The bright little flowers stand up on

slender stalks about an inch above the rosette

of leaves, the whole height being from 4 inches

to 6 inches. The English name, Chickweed

Winter-Green, was discussed in the pages of

The .Garden a few months ago. It seems

strangely inappropriate to a plant which disappears

entirely in winter and only shows again above

ground at the end of April, for this is how it

behaves here in West Surrey. Then the bloom

is very little like that of Chickweed. If it had

been Stitchwort Winter-Green, the first part of

the name would have been comprehensible, for

though the whole character of the flower is different,

it is so far like Stitchwort that it is white and

about the same size.—G. J.

LILIUM POMPONIUM.

\S7ILL you very kindly grant me a corner of

your space to ask any of your readers who

happen to have a fine specimen of Liliura pom-

ponium in bloom, or about to bloom, to com-

municate with me, as I am in need of a photograph

of a representative flowering spike.—A. Grove,

2, Albion Street, W.2.

ROSE ZEPHYRINE DROUfflN.

TT was with great satisfaction 1 read in The
Garden of June 29 the appreciation of Rose

Zephyrine Drouhin, and every word in it I beg to

endorse. There is one idea more about it I would

wish to add : the extreme facility of propagating

this lovely Rose by cuttings. Now, I always held

that thomltss Roses are easily increased in this way ;

and as an exception I must add that another

splendid pink one, with its closely set armour of

thorns, can be rooted as easily. I refer to Conrad

F. Meyer, of which I have a goodly number. I

have entirely failed with other armour-coated

favourites, so wish to point out this exception

to the general rule. Conrad F. Meyer does not

give the extended bloom of Zephj-rine Drouhin,

which carries one on until the bells of Cluristmas-

time are looked forward to, with its perfume

almost as good as when the days are long and

the sun is bright? I also hope some French

rosarian will divulge its parentage and birth.

—

J. Hill Poe, D.L. (Captain), Riverston, Nenagh.

CORNUS CANADENSIS.

TTNLIKE the greater number of the Cornels

which are shrubs or trees, this is a low-

growing herbaceous plant about 6 inches high.

It is best suited for moist ground, but does not

refuse to grow in drier peaty sand such as we have

in West Surrey. Here it runs about and shows

prettily among tufts of grass and very short-

growing Whortleberry. The four-pctalled flower

is white, about an inch across. An inch below

the bloom is a frill-like whorl of leaves, usually

six in number, of which two opposite ones are a

good deal larger than the others. The centre

of the flower shows a number of black dots, the

tips of the pistillate stamens. The leaves have

the distinct, incised veins that is a general character

in the foliage of the genus.—G. J.

PANSY HISTORY.

AN old book, "The Flower Garden," published

by W. 8. Orr in 1838, contains some informa-

tion that may interest your correspondents who

are studying the early days of the Pansy. I

cannot find the author's name, but he says that

some fifteen years before the time of his writing, no

more than half a dozen sorts existed, namely,

large purple, pale blue, white and yellow, the

Giant, a brown .variety, and an annual sort

kno-vvn as the Windsor : and evidently an inch

in diameter was reckoned big. In 1826 this writer

states he raised a bronze, Lucifer, superior to any

then grown. " It is stated by a periodical writer

that the late James Lee of Hammersmith in 1813-14

was struck with some new varieties in the gardens

of Lady Mary Bennett (now Lady Monke)

at Walton. Mr. Reed, Lee's foreman, and

Richardson, gardener at Walton, obtained twenty

new varieties, the origin of the numerous sorts

now cultivated." A list of over 300 named

sorts is given in this book, and Thompson's Ajax.

Lord Gambler, Maid of Athens, Midas and others,

have the name spelt with the " p," while Thom-
son's King is spelt as here printed. Spelling was
careless in early days. Shakespeare himself

seems to have spelt his name in different ways ;

and now some of the irreverent people would spell

it Shakebacon. The Rev. Dr. Jack told us the

other day at Cheltenham College that his gardener

spelt Onions in four different ways, ahd all of

them wrong, but that he grew Onions to admira-

tion ; while he (the Doctor) could spell Onions all

right but could not grow them at all. In the

long list of Pansy names given, four were raised

by Tyso ; tliis was the Rev. Joseph Tyso, a well-

known florist of the olden time. I Icnew his son

personally, and often inspected the splendid col-

lection of Ranunculuses and Cottage Tulips he used

to grow. My father was in RoUisson's nursery

at Tooting as a lad (about 1830), and I have often

heard him say he attended shows of Pansies,.

Pinks, Polyanthuses and other florists' flowers at

" The Horns " at Kennington, then the head-

quarters of a gardeners' SDciety. He said that

at one of these shows Ribes sanguineum was
shown as a specimen greenhouse plant, and

attracted much attention as ^ novelty. There is.

a coloured plate of three Pansies—Countess of

Bridgewater, Duchess, and Marquis of Blandford

—

in the little volume previously mentioned, all

very similar, purple and white, and miserable

examples—not much better than the Love-in-

idleness of the wheatfield.

—

Blackthorn.

'T'HERE is some danger of my enquiry as to the

orthography of Mr. Thomson, or Thompson's

name, developing into a mere desultory discussion

of various matters relating to the Pansy in general.

Mr. J. M. Edwards, in giving the well-known

quotation from " The Floricultural Cabinet,"

asl<s : "Thomson cultivated the Pansy in i8i2'

or 1813. Does anyone know of anything earlier ?
"

Of course they do. My notes on page 232 indicate

the fact pretty clearly, but that is outside the

question, at any rate for the present. I suppose

it was inevitable, in spite of my intimation that

references to " The Floricultural Cabinet," &c.,

were not wanted, that this time-honoured old

story should be trotted out once a.gain. Has.

there ever been a writer on Pansy history whi>

failed to do so ? I doubt it. And yet nobody

appears to have noticed one peculiarity about it.

" The History of the Heartsease by Mr. Thomson,

of Iver," which appears in " The Floricultural.

Cabinet" for October i, 1841, is not on the face

of it an original article written for that magazine.

It does not pretend to be. It is printed as a quota-

tion from a work called " The Flower Gardener's

Libiary." Now the question arises : In what year,

did that article appear first of all—was it 1841

or some other year before ? We do not know,

and I cannot discover a book known as " The

Flower Gardener's Library." The curious way

in which some people stumble in such matters

is demonstrated by the fact that more than one

of our modem authorities state that Thomson's

story appears in a work entitled " The Flower

Gardener's Library and Floricultural Cabinet,"

thus rolling the titles of two independent works

—

the quoted and the quoter—into one. What

we want to establish primarily is the name Thomson

or Thompson ; we should like, if possible, to

know the man's Cteistian name. Is there nobody

resident to-day in the neighbourhood of Iver

who can discover it for us ? I notice what Mr..

Cuthbertson says, but it does not follow that

" the concise and sensible Treatise " was an

independent publication. It may have been a.

treatise which appeared in the mysterious " Flower

Gardener's Library," and which occasioned the-
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reproduction of Thomson's " History of tlie

Heartsease." My plan is always to work back

to the source. The extraordinary want of

uniformity in the gardening press of that day

in spelling Thomson's or Thompson's name could

he illustrated in m?ny ways. A few may interest

Mr. Cuthbertson, who, we all know, has more than

a common interest in what has always been a

North Country flower. I take the Midland

F/on's/ for 1848, and there is an article entitled

" Descriptive list of the best fifty Pansies which

have hitherto come under the observation of

Mr. T. Thompson, Florist, of Tver, near Uxbridge."

In that list, after the name of the flower the raiser

is given in brackets ; sixteen times the name
" Thompson " appears. In the same publication,

in the volume for 1856, George Glenny refers to

" our respected friend, Mr. Thompson of Iver."

" The Floiicultural Cabinet," as Mr. Cuthbertson

points out, spells- the name both ways. Sinclair

and Freeman, in " A History and Description of

A SELECTION OF MOCK ORANGES.
pROM a collection of Mock Oranges planted a

few years ago I send pictures of my three

favourites. They are all of the Lemoinei type.

Voie Lactee with its large, pure white, single

flowers, was, I think, introduced by the late

Sir Trevor Lawrence. It is probably the finest

single white in cultivation, powerfully scented,

stamens golden-yellow. The variety purpureo-

maculatus, with its dark patch of rosy-

purple in the centre of each flower and its

delicious spicy fragrance, is certain to become

a favourite in time. Virginal is the finest double

form of P. Lemoinei in cultivation. It has

dense clusters of large, pure white flowers. Even
those who do not as a rule care about double

flowers are carried away by the great beauty of

those of Virginal. All three varieties are very

fragrant, the spicy odour of purpureo-maculatus

being very pleasant in the garden in the evening

as it is carried about in summer breezes. The

in pots. Amateurs should not forget how much
good it does to all flowering shrubs to pnme them
back after flowering. This applies especially

to all the various coloured forms of Pyrus

japonica. If not pruned back, my experience is

they go to growth and flower badly the next year.

I have a large supply this year of Cheiranthus

AUionii, and they are, I think, well worthy
of the little attention they require. A three-

penny packet of seed from Messrs. Thompson
and Morgan was sown in rows at the end of

May last year under Pear trees, and thinned.

Moved into place in the flower garden in October,

they have made a glorious patch of colour with

I'orget-me-nots and other spring flowers. They
do well in water and keep their lovely rich orange

colour at night, and so we more than forgive them
for belonging to that rather tiresome family, the

biennials.

For a wonder I have been ill, and afte&

- thirty-two years of never seeing one for myself

Voic Lactee. Purpureo-maculatus.

THREE CHOICE PHILADELPHUSES OF THE LEMOINEI TYPE.

Virginal.

the Different Varieties of the Pansey, &c., 1835,"

give twenty-four very fine coloured plates, and
descriptive letterpress to each. In the text there

is an indescribable and unaccountable muddle.
We read " Mr. Thompson, of Iver, Gardener to

Lady Gambler " ;
" Thompson's Horace was

raised by Mr. Thompso.i of Iver," and so on.

Then we are told " The Iver Hero—this beautiful

and distinct variety was raised by Mr. Thomson
of Iver." The very next plate is of " Thompson's
King," and Thompson is the spelling in the

descriptive text attached to it. Then we come
to the variety Enterprise " raised by Mr. Thomson
of Iver," and that seems to be the spelling adopted

thenceforth. It will be seen that it is not the

case of there being two Richmonds in the field—

•

it is one and the same person intended, as the

address indicates. In " Tyas's Popular Flowers,"

1844, there is a coloured figure of "Thompson's
Eclipse," while the reference to it and others in

the printed select list name them as being seedlings

of " Thomson's." Is there any wonder that once

again I ask what is the proper wav to spell this

man's name ?—C. H. P.

flowers for this year will soon be a thing of the

past. As soon as they are over, the old flowering

wood will be lightly thinned out.—Wavland.

POT-POURRI FROM A SURREY
GARDEN.

T THINK it is worth while to say that my
November sowing of Peas and Broad Beans

has answered, and, in spite of frosty checks

in the cold spring, they flowered quite ten

days sooner than the spring-sown ones. It

is rather a speculation, I suppose, being at the

mercy of the weather, but well worth while if it

makes ten days' or even a week's difference in the

gathering for food. I tried in February the saw-
ing off of a Imottcd branch of an old Apple tree,

and stuck two pieces in the ground in the dampest
part of the garden. These both show signs of

life, and if they are producing roots like they
are developing buds the plan will be a success.

All the flowering shrubs have done splendidly,

I can recommend to all who have not got it

a plant with a pale greenish flower, called

Staphylea colchica ; it does well out of doors or

I have had to have a doctor. Something
poisoned me—probably sardines which had been
wrongly left in their tin and had been opened some
days. This, I am told, ought never to be done
with any tinned food, especially fish. I merely

mention this not very interesting fact with a

bow of acknowledgment of my thirty-two years

of vegetarianism, rarely broken by sometimes
eating a little fish rather than give the impression

away from home that there was nothing to eat.

I am within a month of eighty-two years of

age. This war rationing time- is splendid

for teaching people how they can cheer up. I

believe that most people, even diildren, will be

much better with the vegetarian food than when
eating meat two or three times a day. It may
upset many people at first, and, above all, stimu-

lants like tea and coffee are much missed, and
but for the rationing they would say " It don't

suit me" and give it up. But if they once get

over the fii'st trial they will realise how much
better and stronger they are, with clearer skin and
brighter eyes, and feci some years yoimger and
more active.—M. T. Earle.
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FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-VIII
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

THE
terms employed by writers on

horticulture to describe the colours

of flowers are often singu)?'-ly mis-

leading. For instance, I have lak^n

down from the shelf five different books,

each by a recognised authority on gardening,

to see what hue was ascribed to Erinus alpinus,

which in June spreads a sheet of soft pink, tending

to mauve, over any old wall or dry bank where
it is allowed to sow itself. In one of these books

the colour is defined as "Tively piurple"; the

other four, evidently copying from each other,

make it out to be "violet-purple." Far as this

is wide of the mark in describing the type, it is

stijl further from giving any notion of tjje clear

rose colour of the variety named carmineus,

which is a truly beautiful thing, much more desir-

able than the other and as easy to establish.

The scientific designation of plants, so far as

it professes to be descriptive, ought to be more

The legion of Asters contains in its ranks many
good and desirable things, but also many of

inferior merit, or no merit at all for decorative

purposes. When, therefore, one comes across a

species of special qua'ity, it seenis almost a duty

to mentiorr it. Such is Aster Fremonti, a North

American species flowering at the. same time as

A. subcaeruleus, namely,- in late May or early

June. It took two or three years before doing

itself justice, and I deemed it shy of flowering

;

but it came to its own last summer, and fhis year

it is a mass of very attractive flowers—yellow

discs with bright rose ray florets. It lasts fully

a month in beauty

One seldom meets in gardens with the quaint

little Mimulus radicans, which is well worthy of

note as forming an ideal carpet in the rock garden.

It is not aggressive and asphyxiating, like Arenaria

balearica and several species of 0.valis, but, creeping

low and close, it covers the ground with spoon-

FUNKIA SIEBOLDIANA AT MONREITH.

trustworthy than popular names, because prefision

is indispensable in every branch of science. As

a rule, specific names conferred by botanists are

appropriate enough. A morning spent in a bitter

conflict with weeds in the flower garden, ending

in my withdrawal not according to plan, reminded

me forcibly how suitable was the epithet bestowed

by Linnaeus upon that terror Ranunculus repens.

But even Linnaeus nodded sometimes. Flowering

simultaneously with Erinus aforesaid is the charm-

ing little Spanish Hya;inth ; not the more robust

Scilla hispanica (campanulata), but the slender

thmg which Linujeus classed as Hyacinthus

amethystinus. Why amethystinus ? He must

have had before him a herbarium specimen, dis-

•coloured. The flower of this Hyacinth has no
trace of the deep piu-ple of the amethyst ; it is

sky blue of the same delicate quality that you

get in Meconopsis latifolia and Mertensia lanceolata.

The Greeks named the gem amcthustos—" not

drunken "—^because it was deemed a cm-e for

intoxication ; but Linnaeus can hardly have

imputed that virtue to the plant.

shaped leaves less than an inch long, yellowish

green mottled with bronze. In May the carpet

becomes spangled with gay ^flowers, immense in

proportion to the stature of the plant, the lower

lip three-lobed, shell white, with a bright yellow

patch in the middle ; the upper lip two-lobed,

rich violet and erect. The blossom is produced

profusely for more than a month, and is a beautiful

object under the microscope. The plant is said

to grow in the river-beds of South America, as

Raoulia australis, another choice carpeter, does

in those of Australasia ; but here it flourishes

at the foot of a retaining wall, rather a dry place

exposed full south to the sun.

I would be grateful to any kind reader who
would instruct me on the way to success with

Anemone palmata. Ever since I saw it, some

ten years ago, in Sir Thomas Buchan-Hepburn's

garden at Smeaton, flourishing as freely as the

common Wood Anemone, we have given it all

the conditions prescribed by competent authorities,

resuJting in ignominious failure. This season it

has not produced , even the few scattered flowers

of former years, and only scant leaves have shown
above ground. Mr. W. A. Clark says in " Alpine

Plants " that the white variety " requires quite

different - treatment from the type." This is

certainly the case with Anemone sulphurea and

A. alpina, the latter delighting in lime, the former

detesting it ; but Mr. Clark does not recommend
lime for tfie white A. palmata.

I do not remember seeing any notice of the

strong odour diffused from the foliage of Davidra

involucrata. It cannot be described as fragrant,

but it is not disagreeable, and is exhaled to a

considerable distance on a warm evening. So

far as I know, this tree has not yet flowered in

the open in Scotland. We have two specimens

here, each over 20 feet high, which ought to begin

soon.

Among Lilies recently introduced, Lilium

Sargentia threatened discomfiture at first. Bulbs

obtained at a high price through an .American

firm flowered bravely the first season after planting,

revealing the extraordinary beauty of this new
acquisition ; but after doing so they disappeared.

Luckily, however, this is a species which, like the

Tiger Lily, produces bulblets along the whole

length of the stem. These, having

been collected and raised in a cold

frame, have grown into vigorous plants.

Some of them flowered in the open

border last summer, and have come
through the winter without any pro-

tection, greatly increased in stature and

with promise of abundant bloom

;

so that cUfBculty seems to have been

averted and a notable addition made
to the list of easy Lilies. Some good

judges esteem L. Sargentiac as the

finest of the newer Chinese Lilies. Of

a certainty it is hard to beat, but I

feel compelled to give the palm to L.

regale. This, from the first, has taken

most kindly to our soil and climate,

appearing immune from every ailment

that besets Lilies. It is due to flower

with us towards the end of July ; but

it is already over 5 feet high with as

many as seventeen flower-buds on

a stem. This species bears no bulblets,

but ripens seed freely, from which a

good stock may be raised. It is worth

remembering that it is a lime-lover,

whereas L. Sargentiae resents lime.

After our native Globe-fljwer and

various exotic species have gone to

seed, the Siberian Trollius patulus

delights one with its golden discs

—

discs, not globes ; for although it is ranked among

the Globe-flowers in virtue of its showy petals,

the blossom is flatter than that of a King-

cup, which relies on its coloured sepals for display.

T. patulus is not a new-comer iu British gardens,

but it is more seldom seen in them than it would

be if its merits were more generally known.

Although only about a foot high, it holds its gay

flowers on stiff stems well above the prettily marbled

leaves, and continues the display for fully three

weeks.

Abutilon vitifolium is a far hardier subject

than seems to be generally understood. For years

we acted on the recommendation to give it the

shelter of a wall ; but wall space is limited in

most gardens or appropriated for fruit ; wherefore,

having raised a lot of plants from home-saved

seed, we have planted them out in the borders

and woods, where they have come tlrrough the last

two trying winters quite unscathed. It is a lovely

thing in its better forms, coming into its prime

when the flush of spring-flowering shrubs is passing

away. The blossoms ought to be delicate lavender
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or pure white ; but I saw some lately

in a Sussex garden of a disagreeably

ruddy and muddy tint, which should

be ruthlessly stamped out.

Funkia sieboldiana is a fine foliage

plant ; but its proper place is in the

woods, for it takes up too much
valuable room in the border. It is

shown in the illustration herewith,

growing lu.\uriantly by the side of a

path here, where it has thriven for

many years without the slightest care

given to it. Rabbits and hares have

never attacked it.

THE FLORA OF THE
BATTLE ZONE

DURING my period of

• service in France I have

I
to thank The Garden for the

' many pleasant hours it has given

me. It is sent out to me every

week, and I usuffly pass it on to other

horticultural friends in the urit, and I

ventiure to think these notes will not be out

of place, coming as they do from across the

water.

It must be remembered that those of us

who spend most of our tim.e in the for-

ward area get few opportunities of coming into

touch with large gardens, market or other-

wise ; our enthusiasm is, never-

theless, aroused by the beauties of

the hedgerow, field or swamp, and
occasionally by the remnants of a

once beautiful garden. In many of

the old deserted chSteau grounds

one can observe the hand of the

horticulturist in pre-war days.

It was our happy lot to find

ourselves, in the summer of 191 5,

by a river in a beautiful valley

and on a comparatively quiet front,

and although this was France, it

was a welcome change after the

days of dusty and dreary training

on Salisbury Plain. One's first

thoughts were to see how the flora

of this rich fertile valley compared
with that of similar valleys at

home, and I must say I found
practically the same friends as one
finds by the old home country

streams.

Here were splendid clumps of

Lythium Salicaria and Spirffia

Ulmaria. Among the rarer plants,

I might mention Thalictrum-
glaucum and Scutellaria species,

while commoner subjects like the

stately Bulrush (Typha latifolia).

Inula species (?), Scrophularia

nodosa, Phragmites communis and
the Willow Herb (Epilobium

angustifolium) were growing most
luxuriantly.

In the expanses of water, dotted

about on either side of the main
stream, were Nymphsea alba,

also that pretty but awful pest

(when it gets into a pond with
choice Water Lilies) Villarsia

nympheeoides. Other pretty aquatic

subjects were Alisma Plantago,

Butomus umbellatus (the

Flowering Rush), Sagittaria
sagittsfolia, Sparganium

LILIUM REGALE (XHE ROYAL LILY)

ramosum, and the luxuriant - growing Juncus

glomeratus. These by no means exhaust the

list.

In the following spring, during periods of " rest
"

I spent many a happy hour wandering through

these interesting marshes, and the masses of the

golden Caltha palustris and Ranunculus aquatilis

were a sight worth seeing. On the hiUs over-

looking this valley, inan ideal habitat on a sunny

bank I found that beautiful little gem Anemone
Pulsatilla,, and later in the season the uncommon
Yellow Dead Nettle, Lamium Galeobdolon.

LILIUM SARGENTI.^, A HANDSOME SPECIES FROM CHINA

From days of " peace " we will

turn to recollections of more strenu-

ous days— "the Battle of the

Somme." Can one ever forget the

picture when, on the first of July,

our men sjjrang from the trenches

fringed with Poppies and Char-
lock ? Can one obliterate the memory
and desolation of the Bois de Berne-
fay, or the Bois des Trones, which
a month or two previous must have
been bursting forth into leaf with
a glorious carpet of Anemone nemo-
rosa and Primula vulgaris ?

Although it was my intention to

deal solely with naturalised or indi-

genous plants, yet I feel I cannot
pass over the Arras battlefields with-
out a few words on the cultivated

plants I found in the skeleton

villages, on the German graves by
the roadsides, or collected in the large Boche
cemeteries, so common in this area. These plants

had evidently been removed from the cottage

gardens for the latter purpose. The following is

a list of a few of the common garden plants I

found thriving among all the wreckage and stern

realities of war : Funkia sieboldiana, Dielytra

spectabilis. Geranium grandiflorum, Doronicum
plantagineum, Bocconia cordata, Lihum candi-

dum, L. tigrinum, Saxifraga umbrosa, S. granu-
lata, Centaurea montana, Erigeron speciosa,

E. philadelphicus, Polemonium ca;ruleum, Cen-
tranthus ruber, Valeriana Phu
aurea, Mossy Saxifrages, and many
other old garden acquaintances.

To return once again to the wild

plants, I have seen in the region

of the Oise glorious masses of

Galanthus nivalis, Ornithogalum
umbellatum and Euphorbia
amygdaloides. Daphne Laureola
I also found, and everything
seemed to suggest that it was its

native habitat.

While writing these notes I was
strolling through a wood and found
the Twayblade (Listera ovata), also

the Butterfly Orchis (Habenaria
bifolia) and the pretty Muscari

botryoides, the latter probably an
estray from a garden.

On the calcareous formations of

the Somme area one finds Vi-

burnum plicatum, Spir^a Fili-

pendula, Mercmrialis perennis,
Poterium Sanguisorba, . Lamium
Galeobdolor, Eryngium species,

Sherardia arversis, Daucus Carota

and Scabiosa Columbaria ; in

fact, nearly all the same friends

as one finds on the Do^vns of

Surrey.

Before I conclude I should like

to touch upon the most-talked-of

portion of the British line—the

Ypres salient. This was never a
pleasant sector, yet I was struck

by the way Nature was trying to

hide the wounds of war. Here
one found large clumps of the

Willow Herb (Epilobium angusti-

folium), Senecio aquaticus and
S. Jacoba;a. On the " beke " sides

here and further behind, one fomid

Iris Pseudacorus, Symphytum
oifii'inale. Lychnis Fios-ruculi

(Ragged Robin) and Cardamine
pratcnsis.
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Most of the inhabitants of the ditches and
swampy parts about Zillebeke Lake were erased
by German shell-fire when our offensive in the
salient opened. In the same area I found Apono-
geton distachyon and a few plants of Parnassia
palustris, but possibly these were planted when '

Zillebeke Lake was the rendezvous of holiday-
makers from Ypres ; and we hope the day
is not far distant when what little plant-life still

remains will be able to continue its struggle
for existence unhindered by the weapons of

warfare. Henry W. Absiss.

(Staff-Sergeant, 54th Field Ambulance.)

SOME OLD GARDEN
ROSES

By GERTRUDE JEKYLL. VJVI.H.

NOTWITHSTANDING the numbers and
merit of the newer Roses, there is an
abiding charm about those

of the gardens of a hundred
years ago that cannot but be

felt by those who truly love good flowers.

Nothing can put out of favour the
Cabbage Rose (Rosa centifolia) and its

crested variety the Moss Rose, or the

Damask Roses of June, including the
red and white Rosa Mundi and the
cream white Reine Blanche, otherwise

Hebe's Lip, with its crimson bud that
on opening shows a bright red picotee
edge. Then, no bush Rose has yet been
invented that equals the mass of white
bloom of Mme. Plantier, so good both
in the garden and to cut in long branching
sprays for the house; and nothing is

so early or so welcome as the Scotch
Briars, the garden varieties of R. spino-

sissima, or so absolutely indispensable

as the old pink China and, in strong

soils where it will thrive, its near rela-

tive the crimson Cramoisie Superieure.

Then there are the delightful Roses
derived from Rosa alba, the old white
Rose of cottage gardens, with its charac-

teristic bluish leaf with broad leaflets.

Besides the white, both single and
double, there is the pale pink Maiden's

Blush, and, much like it, but still better

and of a deeper pink, the lovely Celeste.

Among chmbing, Roses, however much
we may value those of later develop-

ment derived from R. polyantha and
R. Wichuraiana, the older climbing

cluster Roses whose part parentage is

the South European R. sempervirens
are still indispensable. No climbing
Rose is a better garden plant than the

blush white Garland Rose, and Dundee
Rambler is still among the best.

Bennett's Seedling runs it hard, and there are

other delights in this class, among them Flora,

a Rose that cannot fail to remind one of an old

Dutch flower picture and of the flower drawings
and embroideries of our great-grandmothers. It is

a Rose of many petals, round and rather deep
;

the outer petals are pinkish white and seem to

hold together to form a cup to contain the pretty
piure pink of those in the centre. The Boursault
Roses, too, ought not to be forgotten. The
Crimson Boursault, the one that was most com-
monly grown in old gardens, is perhaps that
of least merit. Probably its former popularity
came from its being a free bloomer of strong colour-

ing, but the colour is a heavy crimson of unpleasant
ouality, whereas the rather less free-blooming
Morletti is of a good red. Mme. Sancy de Parabftre

THE GARDEN.

is a good shaded rose coloiu-, and the Blush
Boursault, milk white deepening to alovely pink,
is alone among all Roses for a purity of colouring
that is absolutely unique. The white Musk Rose
Mme. d'Arblay is also most desirable. How good
it would be to have a garden of these old Roses
alone, for though they nearly all bloom at one
season only, yet they are charming and interesting

to a degree that is hardly surpassed by anything
of later development.

[July 13, 1918.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Give careful attention to the trees
where tj|e fruits are ripening and remove the fruits
a trifle underripe. The American varieties are
rather hard to part from the wood, ard should be
extremely carefully Handled. As soon as the trees
have been cleared, give them a thorough wash with

ROSE FLORA.
Reminiscent of an old Dutch flower piclure.

some approved insecticide and syringe more or
less according to the weather. I usually give a
light shading to all our early trees, after the fruits
have been gathered, as a protection from strong
sun.

Figs.—Give ample air where the fruits are
ripening, tie in the shoots required to fill up
space, and do not overrrowd the wood. Pinch
shoots not required, to induce a further crop to
ripen at intervals, and supply plenty of water
and lic|uid manure to the roots. Trees making
strong wood and which are lightly cropped should
not be given liquid manure.
Tomatoes.—Gather the fruits as fast as they

ripen, feed liberally the plants bearing heavily,
and keep the side shoots and a portion of the
foliage, removed. Lightly vapoiise should white
fly prove troublesome.
Cucumbers.—Sow another batch to take the

place of those plants practically exhausted. To
produce fruits late in the season, prolific, medium-
sized varieties are, are as a rule, the most useful.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—If not done, remove the weak
and useless suckers, retaining only sufficient of
the best and most useful ones to take the place of
the present fruiting, canes, which ought to be re-
moved as soon as they have ceased bearing.
Young, healthy pieces with a portion of roots-
attached will make fine canes by the end of the
season if planted on a north border and kept well
watered in dry weather till they have become
established.

Strawberries.—Keep the plants which have
Deen torced, and which were planted out to produce
good crops next season, well supplied with water
till the new roots have taken to the soil. See that
the soil round each plant is made firm, and mulch
light land well if manure is obtainable. Assoon as
the fruits have been gathered from permanent
beds, remove the nets and thoroughly clean the
ground of weeds, also runners, if not requu-ed
tor stock. Frick up the surface soil and mulch it
to assist the plants to build up strong, fruitful
crowns by the end of the season.

Pears.—Although the crop is very scanty, do
not neglect the trees trained on walls and growingm shallow borders. A few good soakings with
water or licjuid manure will greatly assist the

building up of stronger flowers, so-
necessary to withstand the cold, change-
able weather frequentiv experienced
during the floweriiig period.

The Kitchen Garden.

General Remarks.—As fast as the
early crops are past, clear the" ground
and at once prepare it for other crops.
Savoys, Kale and several of theBrassicas.
may be planted with advantage ; also
the seed of Turnips and Spinach Beet
might be sown. Keep the hoe freelyused
among all growing crops, and draw a
little earth to the plants of Brussels^
Sprouts and other winter vegetables to-
steady them in rough weather. Water
freely all newly planted subjects to give
them a good start, should the weather
continue dry.

Spinach.—Sow more of the round-
seeded varieties. We depend principally
on Victoria and the Prickly-seeded for
winter and spring use. The ground for
Spinach should be in good heart and not
be too light.

Marrows.—Keep the roots well sup-
plied with water, tliin the growths if

becoming overcrowded, and cut the
Marrows as soon as large enough to give
the others a better chance to develop.

Ridge Cucumbers.—A little timely
attention will greatly assist the pro-
duction of a good supply of useful fruits
where there is no glass and Cucumbers
are appreciated. I often think more of
the Ridge varieties might be grown.

Endive.-—Sow more largely for
autumn use, and later for supplying good
plants during winter. Plant out any
which are ready and water freely.

Digswell is a very useful autumn
variety, and Bataviaii is a good winter
_sort. H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spring Cabbage,-—Seeds should now be sown
for this useful crop. Sutton's Harbinger turns
in very early and should not be omitted. Sutton's
April, Flower of Spring, or Ellam's Early should be
sown to succeed Harbinger. If the soil is dry,
give a good soaking of water after sowing to ensure
germination.

Earthing-Up.—Give a light earthing-up to the
various members of the^Brassica tribe which were
planted last month.

Celery.—Attend to the watering of the crop if

the weather is dry, and if the Celery fly attacks
the plants, dust them over with soot when the
foliage is damp.

General Remarks.—As soon as early crop*
can be cleared off they may be succeeded by
successional plantings of Leeks, greens, Broccoli,
Asparagus Kale and salading.
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The Flower Garden.

Pansies and Violas.—If the spent tilooms

are pickt-d off from time to time it will appreciably

lengthen the flowering period. Water the plants

liberally if the weather remains dry, as few subj cts

suffer from drought so readily as these. Valuable
stock should be mulched, especially on light, dry
soils.

Herbaceous Plants.—Attention must still be
given to the tying of Asters, Aconitums, Golden
Rods and other tall subjects. Cut away spent

blooms of Lupines and other early summer flowers ;

keep free of weeds by the frequent use of the hoe.

Climbing Roses.—Attend to the tying of the

young basal shoots, as they are apt to get damaged
if left to themselves. Tie loosely so that the succu-

lent shoots may get full advantage of light and air.

Cut away all weak and superfluous basal shoots,

especially in such a vigorous class as the Wichurai-

anas.
The Rock Garden.

Seedlings.—Any seedlings, the result of a May
sowing, will now be ready for pricking off into pans,

which for most things should be filled w;ith

yellow loam and some limestone or granite chips.

A small frame devoted to rock garden work and
facing north during summer is the best place

for these.

Cheiranthuses.—Cuttings of these may now
betaken and rooted in a close frame. The following

are all worthy of a place: alpimim, mutabilis

purpureus, Marshallii aiul Warley Bronze,

Fruits Under Glass.

Orchard-House.—.All fruiting trees inpotsmust
receive very careful attention as regards watering.

Continue to feed the trees with moderately strong

liquid manure until the fruits have attained full

size. Attend to the pinching of the young shoots.

Melons.—Where the crop is ripening, drier con-

ditions must be maintained both at the root and
in the atmosphere, but too dry conditions at the
root will result in cracked fruit lacking in luscious-

ness. Later crops should have the benefit of a

mulching with well-rotted, light manure, such as

that from an old Mushroom - bed. Attend to

training and pinching.

Late Grapes will now have received their second
thinning and should swell rapidly. Test the state

of the border with an auger, and if dry,, give it

a good watering with chilled water.

. Strawberries layered in pots for forcing should
now be shifted into their fruiting pots, 5 inches
or 6 inches in diameter. Three parts of heavy
fibrous loam to one part of horse-manure forms
a suitable compost. Pot moderately firm, and stand
the pots on coal-ashes in an open situation. Water '

when potted.
Plants Under Glass.

Pelargoniums.—As soon as the plants have
finished liowering-, stand them outdoors on coal-

ashes in full sunshine to ripen the wood. Reduce
the supply of water gradually.

Winter-Flowering Geraniums should either

be stood out of doors or be accommodated in a
frame with the lights tilted up back and front,

the aim being to have hard, well-Tipened wood,

Crinums.—As soon as they have finished

flowering, Crinums should be placed in an airy
house, such as a Peach-house, in full sunshine,
and water should be gradually withheld until the
bulbs are ultimately baked in the sun.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig,)

Broonifield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

Escallonia Edinensis.—A lovely plant richly

endowed with pink-colomred flowers. Grown in

bush form, the arching sprays laden with flowers

are most effective. Shown by Messrs. Paul and

Son, Cheshunt.

Melon Acquisition.—We had not the pleasure

of testing this variety, which is scarlet-fleshed

and said to be greatly superior in flavour to Hero

of Lockinge. It was shown by Mrs. B. B. Fox,

Brislington House, Bristol (gardener, Mr. E. A.

Hall).

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal

Horticultural Society on July 2, when the awards

were made.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Campanula Phyllis Elliott.—A hybrid of

C. cenisia and C. aivatica endowed with the free

stoloniferous and frail growth of the first named
and the starry, pointed, violet-purple colourecl

flowers of the latter. The plant is 4 inches to

6 inches high and very profusely flowered. The
same presumed parents have given the hybrid

C. kewensis, which differs slightly in colour and
other minor detciils. Shown by Mr. Clarence

Elliott, Stevenage.

Campanula Kolenatiana.—A foot-high plant

wondrously free and profusely flowered. The
flowers are bell-shaped, the tips of the corolla

slightly reflexing. The colour is a good violet

-

blue. From Messrs, R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford,

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHKN GARDEN.
DUST-SPRAYING POTATOES (Qk):?).—This l-as lieen

well reported upon fror.. Aiucrica in spraying Ajiplc-s

and the. like, and from
France, where dry spray-

ing of Vines is a good deal

practised. Experim e n t s

with drv spraying are, we
understand, in progress in

England this season.

ONIONS TO STORE
ON APPLE SHELVES
(Mrs. M. C.).—In the

absence of Apples, Onions

may be safely stored
instead. Butbearin mind
that Apples must not be

placed in the same room
as Onions, or they wilt

become tainted with their

odour. The cause of the

Beans not setting, we
think, mast be attributed

to too much shade • and
too little air.

FLOWERGARDEN
FOXGLOVE {Mrs. C).

—The'freak is not of in-

frequent occurrence in

these plants, and seed-

lings of the plant bearing

the' Campanula-like corolla

sometimes repeat it. The
remark applies both to the

flower freak and the order

of opening. We thank
you, however, for the

specimen sent.

BALM (E. P. D.).—
Yes ; this is a medicinal

herb, and highly regarded

by old-time herbalists. It

is so plentiful and easily

grown, however, that we
fear only wholesale her-

balists would purchase it

in big lots. A Balm and
Hyssop concoction is still

given \vith some frequency

by country folk for sore

throats. Balm tea is

made from the dried herb
by pouring boiling water
upon it and stewing it in

the oven for an hour or
two. For feverish colds,

among other things, it is

much esteemed. The
mother of the present
writer, now over ninety
years of age, dries a supply
of the herb each year.

RANUNCULUS ALP-
ESTRIS AND R. RUT/E-
FOLIUS (D. C. M.).—In
the moraine these specie
frequently behave in th
way you describe, though the failm-c to flower may
be due to slugs, which often enough devour the
flowering crowns during fwinter. leaving the culti-

vator lateral buds only, which in time produce nothing more
than a flowerless tuft of healthy green foliage. If this hx-^

happened it should be possible to trace it by fingering down
to the crown, which in this case would be made up of
several small gro^vths or aide crowns, from which the
stronger central one would be missing. In Nature, R.
alpestris favours calcareous soils in damp and stony places,
and in cultivation responds to i soil mixture of peat, loam
and leaf-soil in a well-drained position with a little shade.
R. rutaifolius prefers moister conditions and a soil of
fibrous loam. It would be inadvisable to interfere mth the
plants now, seeing they are quite healthy. In all proba-

Uility the reason of their non-flowering is given above, and
another season they may be all right.

HYBRIDISING HEDYCHIUMS.—I am devoting a
little of my spare time to hybridising, and have taken
up Hcdyehiums as one of my subjects. For the past

two years I have worked crossing marginatum (a dense
tiiough small -flowered species) with coronarium, Gardneri-
anuui, Ac, and have got about twelve distinct varieties.

There are still another 400 seedlings to flower in 1918
and about 1.000 in IMS. I would like to get in touch
with any private person or nurseryTuan who specialises in

Hedychiums with a virw to exchanging hybrids or
varieties for any new ones 1 do not posses.'*.—S. Percy-
Lancaster (Secretary of the Agricultural and Horticul-

tUTal Society of India), 17, Alipur Road, Alipur, Calcutta.

[We do not know of any private person or nurseryman
who specialises in He<lychiums ; in fact, they are not
much grown in this country. Indoor plants of a decorative

character are at the present time under a cloud, so that in

many casi'S it is diflicuit to obtain the fuel to keep them
in healtli during the winter. Nurserj'men do not make
a speciality of anything that is not likely to pay, and
certainly Hedychiums at the present time would be a
loosing line. With yow, where the plants can be grown
outdoors, the case is altogether different, and the raising

of hybrids in sucli a wholesale manner must be particularly

interesting. For tropical gardening, too, some of them
should prove to be of considerable value. In our botanic
gardens Hedychiums are, of course, represented, and,^

several hybrids have been raised at Kew, also, we
believe, at Glasnevin. A letter to the curators of these

gardens might lead to something snch as you desire being
done. At all events, the prospects of success in this way
are greater than in seeking private persons or nurserymen
intere.sted Ln these plants.

—

Ed.]

ROSE DUNDEE RAMBLER AT MUNSTEAD WOOD.

VERBASCUM CHAIXII {Miss N.).—Thc col-

correct, but whether all else is normal could not be
determined from the lateral spikelct sent. Certainly

it afforded no evidence of being " shrubby.*' Well
growni, the plant should reach 5 feet high and make a
goodly show. It is best raised from seeds periodically,

as these not only attain a greater vigour, but give a pro-

portionately better flowering. Sow the seeds almost
on ripening and transplant early into permanent places

in well-dug ground. V. Caledonia, sulphur yellow and
bronze, 3 feet to 4 feet ; V. denaiflorura, bronzy, 3 feet

to 4 feet ; and V. Harkuess' Hybrid, a noble plant 6 feet

to 8 feet high, deep yellow, arc other desirable membcre
of the group. All are showy and worthy of^gcueroiM
treatment.
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FRUIT GARDEN.
GRAPES DISCOLOURED AND CLIMBING SHRUB

{E. M. ,5.'.).—The Grapes sent are suffering from being

scalded, owing to the sun shininpon them while they w.re
in a moist condition. During the night moisture con-

denses on tlie berries, and if tlie sun shines on them while

still wet. the damage is quickly done. To obviate this,

air should be given before the sun rises, or the top venti-

lators may be opened a little all niglit. The name of

the climbing shrub is Lycium chincnse, which has become
naturalised in many parts of this country. While the
above name is correct, it is sometimes known as L.
europseura and L. barbatum, and, popularly, as the Dulce

of Argyll's Tea Plant. We were not previously aware
that fowls were fond of eating its green and faded leaves.

As it is a member of a poisonous family (Solanaceie),

although we know of nothiitg harmtu against it, we
should not encourage the fowls to hidulgeuu their tastes.

ROSE GARDEN.
USEFUL AND INJURIOUS INSECTS ON ROSES

X^J. R. R.).—You are quite right in thinking the grub you
send is one that feeds on apliides. We fear many of the
flattish green or yellow grubs of this creature; are killed

by those ignorant of the useful work it does. The tly

is one of the hover flies, and you are right in thinking it is

the parent of the grub. The chrysalis, however, is that of

•one of the many Tortrises (small moths) that devour
the leaves of tlie Rose or act as " the worm in the bud,"
injurious, and not useful like the grpb which was eating the
green flies. The chrysalis of this grub is of a curious

shape and rather soft consistency.

THE GREENHOUSE.
INJURY TO FERNS {R. B.).—The Fern fronds sent

are covered almost entirely by the excrement of insects,

no doubt of the creatures that have wrought the mischief
of which you complain, and which is so evident upon
them*, but no insects were present. The appearance of
the fronds, however, leads us to believe that tlie culprits

are thrips, and we recommend you citlier to fumigate
thoroughly, to spray the plants with nicotine two or
three times at intervals of a few days, or to dip them in

a wash made by kneading flowers of sulphur into a handful
of soft soap, dissolving the mixture in IJ gallons of warm
water.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
INJURY TO LILACS AND ROSES {A. S.).—U is

probable that your Lilacs lack nutrition. They usually
give the best results in good loamy soil. A good mulch
of well-decayed manure would do gooti, as you suggest,

while you might also give them liquid manure occasionally
during the summer. From the appearance of the Rose-
buds received for examination, we imagine that the plants
have had a serious check. This may have been due to
cold, drought, poor soil, or one or more of several reasons.

Without actually seeing the conditions under which the
plants are growing it is impossible to make accurate
suggestions as to cause and treatment. All that can be
done is to ensure good cultivation and enriching of the
soil by top-dressing.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SORREL MILK SOUP {H. JD.).—The wild Sorrel

(Rumex Acetosa) can equally be used for the soup. The
garden form is probably the same plant botanically,
but the leaves are larger and tenderer in cultivation,
and the supply of them can be better controlled and
increased by cutting out the flowering growths. The
much smaller plant, Sheep's Sorrel (Kumex Acetosella),
can also be used, but in this the acid is stronger in propor-
tion, and it is safer to continue the blancliing a little

longer.

FLANNEL-WEED (T. //. A'.).—The weed taken from
your pond is one of the lowest familiesof plant-life, known
under the common name of Flannel -weed. It has no
commercial value, the fibre being very weak. Moreover,
the cost of collection and preparation are against any good
use being made of it. The weed is common throughout
the country, and can be destroyed by adding copper
sulphate to the water at the rate of 2ioz. to 10,000 gallons
of water. The chemical may be mixed in a little water
and be distributed over the surface of the pond by
means of a sjTinge, or it may be placed in a canvas bftg
and be drawn tlu-ough the water of the pond until disp
solved. In some places the weed becomes a nuisance by
blocking up pipes, &c

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual foituightly meetiug of the society

was held at the London Scottish Drill Hall,

Buckingham Gate, on July 2, in conjunction
with t he annual exhibition of the Nat ional

Sweet Pea Society. There was no actual compe-
tition for Sweet Peas, and no prizes were offered.

At the same time, the quaUty standard was high,

particularly from the large trade growers. For
the rest, hardy plants and Roses made up a goodly

feast of colour, the hybrid Eremuri from Colchester

being partic\ilarly fine and quite removed from
the ordinary. Orchids, too, played a not un-

important part. Several novelties gained recog-

nition, a new Melon among them, said to surpass

the best in flavour.

Sweet Peas.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson, Is^ewtownards, showed thirteen
splendid stands of these in two varieties—^Elegance
(blush pink) and Mrs. G. W. Bishop (rich salmon cerise).

Both are of merit and distinction, the flowers superbly
grown.

Those from Mi^ssrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, were
equally well grown ; in fine, these and those from
the previous exhibitors represented the highest cultural
excellence in the show. Messrs. Bobbie's best were
Ivorine, Mrs. T Jones (heliotrope). Alex. iVLilcolm (cerise-

scarlet) and Mrs. Hitchcock (pale pink).
Twenty stands of well -grown Sweet Peas were shown

by Mr. Howard Button. Northwootl, K. K. Felton (helio-

trope), Agricola, Palestine (pink and cream) and Elsie

Herbert being very good.
In a collection from Messrs. E \V. King, Cog'ie.shaIl,

were Lavender, R. F. Felton, Cift Wright (pink) and
Trieste {new early flowering white), said to be ready for

cutting ten weeks from sowing.
• Ml. W. H. HoUoway. Port Hill, Shrewsbury, had the
most extensive collection of these flowers, showing par-
ticularly good vases of Audrey Crier, Laftj- Miller (apricot

and cream), Liberty (deep cerise). Beryl (extra good pink).

Itoyalty (purple). Melba (orange salmon), Felton's Cream,
Hope and R. F. Felton.

Seedling novelties were shown by Mr. Robert Bolton,
Birdbrook. Pride of Port Hill (rose and cream) being the
most effective.

Hardy Plants.

The extensive group of these arranged by Mr. G. W.
Miller, Ciarkson Nurseries. Wisbech, afforded a goodly
display, the finer Larkspurs, as Delphinium The Alake.
Rev. E. Lascelles, Lavanda and others, being freely shown.
Border Pinks, too,' were very charming, none better,

perhaps, than the single-flowered Gladys Cranfield. of
pink colour with dark centre, and the semi-double-
tlowered white Market Favourite. This last was par-
ticularly good. Trollius ^-unuanensis and a variety of
Mock Oranges were also on view.
From Messrs. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, came a charming

lot of alyiines, including Campanula Kolenatiana (see
* New and Rare Plants "). C. imeritina (in the way of

C. Raddeana, with deeper-coloured, more cylindrically

inclined flowers), the pretty new C. kewensis. C. Raddeana
and C mirabijis, hardly yet in bloom. A variety of
Houseleeks, including a series of the Cobweb forms

—

Semper\'ivum Hookerse, witli bluntish, i»ale pea-green
leaves and dense white web, the most conspicuous among
them—were also shown. S. rubieundum was very fine.

The best things in Mr. Ruithe's group were the
hardy Heaths, forms of Erica cinerea. Of these. E. c.

pygmaea coccinea and E. c. p. carnea were very ,flne,

both rich and good in colour. AcanthoUmon venu^tum,
a big series of Campanulas, Ononis frutieosa. Oaultheria
tricophyda (with turquoise-blue fruits). Orchis foliosa,

O. apifera and O. pyramidalis were other things of note
or interest.

The Eremuri from Messrs. R. W. Wallace and Co.,

Colchester, as already stated, occupied a high place among
hardy flowering plants. Hybrids chiefly of Bungei
and Olga;, there were presented many shades of yellow,
citron, cream, pink, salmon, light bronze and white,
the whole, some sixty spikes in all, affording a fine display.
Several vases of IrLs aurea showed this fine yellow species
to advantage.

Shrubs.

Mr. L. R. Russell. Richmond, had a considerable showing
of these to demonstrate leaf character. The finer things
were Alnus imperialis laciniatus. Fagus sylvaticus asplcni-
folius, Oucrcus Cerris variegata alba (a well-marked form
of the Turkey Oak), Saiix laurifolia, Juglans Regia laciniata
and Liriodendron tulipifera aurea.

In a group from Mr. Charles Tiu-ner, Slough. Spiraea
sorbifolia (with creamy plumes), Cistiis ladaniferus,
Lonicera italica (red and. cream) and Philadelphus
Avalanche were the more taking things.

Roses. ^

Of these there were three collections, that from Messrs.
Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newto^vnards. containing excellent
stands of flowers. In all the show none equalled the
briUiant velvety scarlet " K of K.," the golden of Mrs.
Werayss Quinn, or the glorious apricot-toned Margaret
Dicksun Hamill. We have never befoie seen this colour
so pronounced in this variety. Irish Afterglow and Irish
Fireflame were particularly well coloured.

In the group from Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons,
Colchester, Golden Ophelia, superbly coloured, was the
outstanding feature. CHjt from the open, it showed its

value well. Mrs. A. Tate (salmony), Edith Part, Lady
Ashtown, Lemon Pillar and Sallie were others of note.

Messrs. William Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, backed
their exhibit with half a dozen stands of Paul's Scarlet
Climber, other good things being Ophelia and Mrs H.
Stevens,

Orchids.

From Messrs. Armstrong and Brown. Tunbridge Wells,
came an exhibit rich in Miltonias. Odontiodas and Odonto-
glossums, other things of merit being Anguloa Cliftonii
and L*lia tenebrosa Orchidhurst variety. Odonto-
glossum CjTithia was very choice.

Messrs.
,
Charlcsworth's group was dominated by

Miltonias, M. Charlesworthi, mth very dark centre, being
of outstanding merit, Disa Blacki was very good.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
Rarely indeed has the great summr event of

the above-named society been held under' more
ideal weather conditions than those ot the present

year, when, under the special patronage of Her
Majesty Queen Alexandra, it took place on July 4.

In aid of the funds of the British Rtd Cross Society
•—than which no worthier object could be con- .

ceivcd—it was not surprising, despite the excep-

tional nature of the limes, that a display worthy

of the occasion and the -ociety was got together.

Many more Roses at other times have found

their way to Regent's Park than on this occasion,

though rarely indeed have the flowers, generally

been characterised by richer colours or so much
freshness. The Tea Roses were particularly

good in many instances ; the dry and warm weather

appeared to have suited them. Groups of Roses

were very fine ; the basket, vase and table classes

have rarely been excelled. Four new Roses

received gold medals, nine obtaining certificates

of merit.

Queen Alexandra was an early visitor, and,

escorted tlurough the tents by Mr. E, J. Holland

and Mr. Courtney Page, evinced the greatest

possible interest in the flowers. On leaving, Her
Majesty graciously accepted a fine basket oi the

yellow-flowered Constance from the group of

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt.

Nurserymen's Classes.

Exhibition Roses.

Three competitors staged seventy-two blooms, distinct
varieties, in the Champion Trophy Class, the coveted
award going to Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester,
for an admirable lot, in which co'our richness and good
form were marked features. From this exhibit Queen
Alexandra selected and carried away a lovely bloom of
Muriel Dickson. Others of note were Cleveland (a deep
pink of comely afJpearance), Mrs. G. Shawyer (very
beautiful pink), Modesty, St. Helena. Frau Karl Druschki
(silver medal bloom, very fine), Mrs. F. W. Vanderbilt
(salmon), Killrrney, Josephine Nicholson (cliarming pink
bedding variety) and George Dickson. Messrs. D. Prior
and Sons.-- Colchester, were second, liaving Hoosier
Beauty, Mme. Constance Soupert. Brtish Queen (lovely
white), Elizabeth (pink), Mrs. G. Norwood (pink, one
(»f the most fragrant of Roses), Lyon and Gorgeous,
very good. Messrs. F. Cant and Co. were third ; hence
all honours in this great class go to Colchester tliis year.

For forty-eight blooms, distinct varieties, Messrs.
G. and W. Burch, Peterborough, took the first prize and
the Challenge Trophy, their finer spf cim* ns including
Mrs. Foley Hobbs, H. V. Machin, Mme. J. Dupuy, Lady M.
Ward (of apricot toup) and the lovely white Florence
Forrester. In the second place were Messrs. Hugh
Dickson and Sons. Belfast, Hugh Dickson, Mrs. Comwallis
West, the apricot-toned IVlrs. S. T, Wright and* Colleen
being notable. Mr. Elisha Hicks was third, his Mme.
Louis Crette, a grand white, being conspicuous.

Twenty-four bloon^s, distinct, brought two competitors,
the first prize going to Mr H. Drew, Longworth, who
showed excellent specimens of Mliite Maman Cochet,
Bessie Brown, W. Shean and Candcur Lyonuaise. Messrs.
Jarman and Co-.^'hard, were stcond.
For eighteen blooms, Tea and Noisette. Mr. G. Prince,

Oxford, was first, Ids lot characteilsed by much beauty
and freshness. We selected Mi?8 A. Rothschild (yellow),
Medea, White Maman Cochet (very fine), Mrs. Campbell
Hall and BIme. Constautin (blush white) from among
them. Messrs. D. Prior and Sons. Colchester, who were
second, had the lovely white Innocenta Pirola in fine
form, also Nadia (creamy yellow).

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons were first for twelve blooms
of new Roses distributed since January. Ifll4. They
showed Modesty, W. C. Gaunt (brilliant scarlet), Mrs.
Bertram Walker (cerise), Mrs. McKeilar (yellow) and
Hoosier Beauty, among others. Mj. Elisha Hicks, who
was placed second, had Florence Forrtster (grand white),
Mme. L. Crette (purest white), Gladys Holland (white,
salmony base) and Modesty, very good. There were four
competitors.

Decorative Roses in Baskets.
The basket classes are ever a great attraction and

afford a feast of colour beauty. For seven baskets in
seven varieties, not more tlian thirty-six stems of each,
Messrs. Alex. Dickson took the lead. ha\dng the glorious
scarlet " Iv. of E. " (with dark-coloured sttmsand petioles),

Mrs Wemyss Quinn (golden). Clarice Goodacie (grand
white), Margaret Dickson Hamill (apricot). Bed-Letter
Day, Irish Fireflame and Irish .Afterglow ; a really superb
lot. Messrs. Hugh Dickson and Sons, Belfast, were
second. Lady Pirrie. Prince Charming, Mme. BI. Soupert
and Golden Spray being very fine.

For three baskets Messrs. D. Prior and Sons were
first. Mme. Leon Pain and Blan an Cochet being the best.
Mr. Elisha Hicks showed Widiam Shean, Joanna Bridge
and Red-Letter Day, taking second prize.

For thirty-six distinct varieties, not ess than three
nor more than twelve stems of each. Messrs. F. Cant and
Co., Colchester, were the chief winners with a splendid
lot. We selected Irish Glory, Jacques Vincent (semi-
double pink), Mme. Colette Martinet (soft apricot), ,Mr8.
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Herbert Stevens (pretty white Tea), Melody, ihe rich

yellow lona Herdiuan and Mrs. C. E Pearson (salmon,
with yellow base, very charming). Messrs. Alex. Dickson
and Sons, Mark's Tey, were second. Francis Gaunt
(apricot), Jlrs. Herbert Stevens (white) and Molly Bligh
(deep pink) were of exceptional merit.

Groups or Koses.

Messrs. Paul and Son. Cheshunt, alone entered for a
representative group of Roses on a space not exceeding
200 square feet. Employing weeping standards freely

as isolated e*:amples. the ground was covered with baskets

and vasis of choice varieties. The new blusli pillar

Rose The Premier, from Rosa lucens, was represented

by three stands. Ophelia. Constance, Miss A. Rothschild,

Mollie Sharman Crawford (white) and Mme. M61anie
Soupert were among the notables of the group.
On a staging space 30 feet by 4 feet the Rev. J H

Pemberton, Romford, arranged a particularly good lot,

and was awarded first prize. His big semi-double pure
white Pax was a notable feature, fine pillars displa>ing

it to perfection. It is a great Rose. Queen Alexandra,
Trier, Moonliglit, Seagull, Ceres, Havering Rambler
and Clytemnestra were others in a mucb-admired lot.

Two e xliibitors—giants both in the Rose world

—

staged a representative group of cut Roses (space allowed

20 feet by 4 feet). Mr. Elisha Hicks,
Tw>'ford, taking premier place with a
grand lot. The background was formed
of pillars of Roses Blush Rambler, Sea-
gull, American Pillar and others. In
front of them grand stands of the single
crimson scarlet Princess Jlary, Joanna
Bridge, Queen of the Belgians (semi-
double,- pink). Mrs. Xorwood (lovely
fragrance). C. E. Shea. Mme. Edouard
Herriot and Florence Forrester were
grandly shown. aiessrs. B. R. Cant
were strong in the second place. Sallie
being presented by them in glorious
apparel, its mixture of blush and
apricot very fine. Constance (yellow),
their new Golden Ophelia (one of the
gold medal Roses of the occasion).
Florence Forrester (white), Mme.
Alfred Carridre (a big blusIi Rose) and
Molly Sharman Crawford were some
of the best. These two exhibits were
among the finest we have ever seen
set up.

Amatefrs.

In the Champion Class, for tbirtv-six
blooms, distinct, H. L. 'Wettprn. Esq.,
Oxted, w^ns first, lifs best including the

'

silver medal bloom of Mildred (Jrant:,

also good specimens of Ladv Stanley.
William Sliean. Souvenir de Pierre dot-
ting and Candenx Lvonnaise. From
the high quality of the blooms shown
by the T\inner of the amateur cham-
pionship it might have been rssuraed
that the Roses had been produced at
great expense of time and labom-. ISot
at all. Mr. "Wettern remarked that his
Roses had been grou-n with " nr>

manure, no ' maidens ' and no men
except one discharged soldier." Dr.
C. Lamplonsh. Kirkstall. Alverstoke.
was second. IVfrs, Charles Russell (ceripe),

Mrs. A. Carnegie and Comtesse de
Nadaillac being noted. There were fo.ur

entries.

For twelve blooms, di'^tinct varieties,

R. de V. Pryor, Esq., Hitehin, put up
a splendid tot and gpined first prize.
Mabel Drew. Yvonne Vacherot (blush).
Mile. L. Crette (very beautiful white).
Coronation and Florence Forrester were
the best. Captain R. Kilbee Stuart,
Newbury, was second, a handsome bloom
of Frau Karl Dnischki being awarded
the silver m'^rtal.

The class for nine blooms, not fewt-r
than six varieties, was keenly contested,
thirteen competitors staging. First. H.
Matthews, Esq., Stevenage, whose best
were George Dickson. Dean Hole.
Florence Pemberton. William Shean,
Mildred Grant a nd Amy Hammond -

(creamy buff). Equal seconds were
awarded J. Stronell, Esq., Hemel
Hempstead, and F. Spencer, Esq.,
whose address was not given. Fine
exhibits were staged in each case.

For an arrangement of Roses (space allowed 5 feet by
3 feet) D. H. Da' ies, Esq., Wcatheridge, Bcaconsfleld,
was first, the arrangement obviously having entailed much
thought The background—a wire canopy adorned witli

Blnsli Rambler. American Pillar and others—was an
ingenious affair. In the midst was a bronze statuette
of St. Elizabeth with a suitable legend, bowls of Roses
adorning the sides, and a tray of Roses, in water being
arranged at the foot of the statue. It was original and
good. H. L. Wcitern, Esq.. OxteTl, was second with
handsome Roses in pillars and other ways.

For cut Roses on a space 5 feet by 3 feet Mrs. Chaffey
Giddins, South Mimnis, was first.

ARTISTIC Classes.

NURSERTJIEN.
For a decoration of Roses for a dinner-table, Mr. Elisha

Hicks occupied the place of honour with a dainty arrange-
ment of Irish Afterglow, Irish Elegance, and Rosa Will-^
mottiana foliage. ]\Lr. H. Drew was second.

Amateurs.

In the amateurs' division five tables competed' in the
single-flowered class. Miss E. M. Davis, Burgess Hill,

being first with Irish Elegance, and Mrs. Colston Hale,

Warminster, second with Cupid associated with spraj'S of
Rosa rubrifolia. ^ -

For a similar arrangement, in which any Roses save
single-tlowered were allowed, five tables were again staged,
.Mrs. Colston Hale, Warminster, taking first prize with a
delightful combination of Mme. "Edouard Herriot and
Duchess of Wellington; Mrs. Courtney Page, Earldoms.
Enfiflil. being secoml with an exquisite arrangement of
Ophelia. Both exhieits were very fine.

For a bowl of Roses, eight competing, Mrs. Courtney
Page was well in the winning place, employing the soft
yellow Melody and sprays of Rosa rubrifolia. Mrs.
Chaffey Giddins was second.

In tiie vase class, nine competing, Mrs. Chaffey Giddins
was fli-st, Mrs. C. Hale being second.

NEW ROSES
The array uf nuvcltics was good but not large,

and one could not help missing the exhibits from

Mtssrs. S. McGredy and Son, a firm to whom
we are indebted for so many ftrie new Roses.

THE NEW GOLD MEDAL ROSE LAMIA.
r

The varieties obtaining the coveted gold medal
were only foiir in number.

GOLD MEDALS.

Golden Ophelia (Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons).—

•

Like the beautiful Ophelia it has splendid deep
flowers of glor ous form and of a rich golden colour.

It cannot fail to obtain, a place in the choicest

collection, and for forcing will be invaluable.

Lamia, H.T. (Mr. Walter Easlea, East-

wood).—A wonderful bit of colour, perfectly

dazzling in its ruddy reddish gold tints. The
buds and half-open flowers are of perfect form

and very freely produced. The stems are a beau-

tiful coppery brown, as is also the younger

foliage. It must take a foremost place as a

garden Rose.

Pax, Hybrid Mush (Rev. Joseph Pemberton).

—

\ glorified Moonlight, with delightful buds and
expansive creamy white developed blooms. A
grand Rose for cutting and garden decoration.

Colonel Oswald Fil-gcmld, H.T. (Alex. Dickson
and Sons).—A really splendid dark crimson coloiu-,

the bloom of exquisite form, and . growth fine.

This Rose will supply a long-felt want among
dark reds, and is a worthy companion to their

W. C. Gaunt of two years ago.

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT.

Mrs. H. D. Greene, H.T. (Mr. Walter Easlea,.

Eastwood).—A Rose of magnificent colour, a rich
reddish salmon pink, with buds ahuost deep,
orange red. There is a happy blending of tints in

this Rose, combined with fine form and sweet

fragrance. A splendid garden and
show Rose.

Dr. Joseph Drew, H.T. (ex-

hibited by Mr. Walter Easlea,'

raised by Coilrtney Page, Esq.,

Hon. Secretary, National Rose

Society). — Buds yellowish pink,

opening to a lively pink. The
form is rather oval and fairly

double. The buds are most freelj'

produced and open strong

;

vigorous growth, highly fragrant,

f Edith Cavell, H.T. (Chaplin

Brothers)..—A very fine" flower of

the form of Duchess of Portland
;

perhaps rather too much like that

fine Rose. -•: If the growth is

stronger, it will be very useful.

Lady Bcatly, H.T. (Chaplin

Brothers).—This resembles strongly

in every way the variety Dr.

Joseph Drew, both in colour, form,

growth and fragrance.

Chameleon, H.T. (Alex. Dickson

and Sons) .
— Many well - Imown

judges thought this Rose should
- have been awarded the gold medal,

and we must say we shared that

opinion. It is a glorious Rose,

with the colour of Lyon Rose in

the centre, shading to a lovely pink

in the outer circle of petals. Truly

a wonderful bit of colouring.

Mrs. C. V. Haworth, H.T. (Alex.

Dickson and Sons).—Intense orange

buff and salmon, reminding one of

a glorified Fortune's Yellow with a

mixture of Chrissie McKellar. A
garden variety we shall all want to

possess ; it has a most imique

fragrance.

Mrs. Walker, H.T. (Frank Cant

and Co.).—A rich velvety crimson,

almost a darker Duke of Edin-

burgh, only not so large. Evidently

very free as a garden Rose.

Independence Day, H.T. (Bees, Limited).

—

Golden bronze, small and only semi-double, but

a good colour.

The Premier, Rosa lucens hybrid (Messrs. Paul

and Son).—An interesting hybrid with beautiful

foliage and dainty pink flowers in clusters.

Lieutenant J. E. Corry.—We are pleased to

announce that the Military Cross has recently

been conferred on Second-Lieutenant J. E. Corry

at the Front in France while serving with his

regiment, the ist Battalion the Queen's Royal West

Surrey. He is the sixth son of Mr. William

Longman Corry, of the old firm of agricultural

and horticultural sundries merchants of Bedford

Chambers, W.C, and Shad Thames, London, S.E,
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
THE progi'essive poultry-keeper will now

be planning his winter programme,
and if he masters my systems of manage-
ment as regards the flocks .of various

ages, the future results should be very

satisfactory.

Grading the Stock.—On the poultry establish-

ment of any reasonable size there will be to-day

flocks of chickens and adults of all ages. Now
is the time for the owner to concern himself

with the objective in view in the case of

.each grade or category. I wiU place the

various groups in the order of theii" hen-power

.as I view the whole matter. Grade I. will

<:oraprise the young growing pullets of the

-cuiTent year's hatching. As a poultry doctor

I place these in the first category, because when
matured they ai'e the birds to rely upon mainly

-for new-laid eggs next winter. Grade 11. will

be the classification for the adult hens, which will

be placed by me in two sub-groups. Bi will be
marked against those hens which, after an early

moult, will pass into Grade I. later on for winter

egg-production. Ci will be registered against those

hens which will be kept in lay as long as possible,

being specially fed for a final crop of eggs. After-

wards they will do for "home" service on the

home-producer's table, or be disposed of for the

home market.

Relegated to the Reserve.—Grade III, will

contain cockerels that ai'e "rejected" at the time

of grading or will be as the medical travelling

board again comes round. They will be " throw-

outs" ! To continue my plan of grading, I shall

bave a final group which 1 shall brand as " R.R."
Into this category will go all stock—young and
.adult—wliich I deem best suited for relegation

to the reserve. They \yill consist of those cockerels

which I intend to reserve for breeding purposes
next season, and likewise any adult hens re-

•quired for breeding. I apologise for adopting

military terms, even though cocks and hens

are very "warlike" individuals ; but I am a
strong advocate of simple examples, knowing fully

their great teaching value. The grading of sto:k

is not widely practised, despite the fact that

there must be a continuous system of culling

if the best results are to be achieved.

Saving the Food Bills.—The " throw-outs "

in Grade III. ai'e the ones I wish to deal with
first, because the longer you keep them, the heavier

wiU be the food bills and the greater the waste
in male, time, and labour power. Waste no time,

therefore, in trying to make these obvious " throw-
outs " into A I specimens ; reject them and keep
•a clean slate. By so doing you will gain very
much. It is always a real advantage for the
poultry-keeper to have a general idea of the standard
of points governing the breed he or she keeps.

Then when the cockerels are graded, all " untrue "

specimens can be the first to go. What a waste
it is, for instance, to allow feather-legged cockerels

of a clean-legged breed to grow up to matiu-ity !

All cockerels not needed should be placed in flocks

of about equal size (not age) and prepared as

quickly as possible for the table. Cockerels will
" eat their heads off," and that stands tor a heavy
food biU wlii-h it is neither progressive nor profit-

able to allow.

Cockerels lor Breeding.—The cockerels to
reserve for breeding purposes are the early hatched

ones. All my pupils are taught to adopt February

hatching solely with the idea of bringing out a

few cockerels for future breeding. The use of

immature young males in the breeding pens is

in the main responsible for not only poor fertility,

but also heavy mortality among the chickens.

Is it not more profitable, therefore, to hatch out

breeding cockerels systematically, mating them
eventually to adult hens ? Our net profit is in

consequence greatly increased and egg and chick

powex is thus studied. B^low is reproduced

a snapshot of a February-hatched 191 8 Light

Sussex cockerel which weighed 3 Jib. at ten and
a half weeks old. Mr. F. A. Bowker, -Poultry

Manager to Mr. W. M. Slade of Mallard's Court,

Stokenchurch, Oxon, sends me the snapshot.

Master Slade being depicted therein.

Eulogy lor Light Sussex.—Mr. Bowker is a

professional rearer and, of course, a past-master

in the art of growing " sizs " in chickens ; but I

W¥^f^~W"-"'''T
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LIGHT SUSSEX COCKEREL.
Hatched in February, igiS.'/o/' use in the breeding

pens next season, this big-boned, bird weighed 3J/6.

at Jo\ weeks old. Reared by Mr. F. A. Bowker
of Mallard's 'Court, Stokenchurch, Oxon, Poultry

Manager to Mr. W. M. Slade, whose son is seen in

the picture.

have a further instance to give which will prove

of interest. In my poultry notes in The Garden
I have often sung the praises of the Light Sussex,

and not long ago I pointed out what excellent

material the breed provided for those who wished

to adopt my recommendation of rearing a brood to

supply early table specimens. A letter just

to hand from Miss of Stevenage conveys

proof of my assertions. " I weighed one of my
Light Sussex pullets," she adds, " when two months
old, and it scaled over 31b. It is one of ten beautifid

specimens hatched from a sitting from Mr. G.

Gordon Gray of Edgware. They have never had
the slightest ailment, though hatched in the worst

possible weather, which seems to surprise my
friends, as I am such a novice. But I think if

one takes heed of all the little points you are ahva\ s

reminding us of, there is no reason why one should

lose any chicks."

Care ol Young Pullets.—As I have so often

pointed out, it is upon the current year's pullets

of correct hatchings that I prefer to rely for my
winter egg-returns. Mid-March heav) -breed pullets ,

and mid-April lif.ht-weights are my ideal for

winter eggs. I aiTange for such birds to be in

their permanent -winter quarters by mid-September,

so that they will have a few weeks in which to

settle down prior to laying in October or early

November. The pullets of later batching will

follow on in relays, and such will help the " all-the-

year-round " egg supply, but I do like correctly

hatched pullets to be in strong numbers. If

there has been any mishap, then I strongly recom-

mend the pm-chase of some pullets of mid-March

or mid-April hatching to fill the gap. There is

still time to push along any pullets that may appear

to be backward as regards size. If you are running

together id a flock pullets of all sizes,~this should

be stopped, as such will not yield the best results.

Grade Up into Sizes.—My ideal plan is to

start with units each of a hundred day-old chicks,

.

reducing the same to fifty when the youngsters are

two months old and to twenty-five from, say.

four months. In all cases I go by size, using a.';

my pivot the more advanced youngsters of the

earliest broods. Then I sort downwards, all the

backward chickens being placed with those of the

same size (but usually younger) in the group below.

It is very'unwise to have backward pullets running

with more advan:ed ones, or to have cockerels

running with pullets of any age. Sexes I separate

at about two months, as cockerels are such greedy

little things ajid do not allow the puUets run-

ning with them to get their full share of food

or to lead a quiet, contented life. At feeding-time

you will see the lanky males "hurdle-jumping"

over their young sisters; at drinking-time thev

dive in among the rest, hustling the females,

while every butterfly entering the run goes the

way (tf the sterner sex.

Free Range ad lib.—Provide the growing

pullets with free range ad lib. if only a small colony

is concerned,; or if my group system . is adopted,

see that each flock has a large grass enclosm-e and,

if possible, a run out in turns. Let them forage

as much as possible, searching thoroughly all

woods and spinneys, and do everything to promote

development. Carry in your mind's eye the

finished article, and compare it with each flock

of pullets so that you may know each week how
they are progressing. Take the case of a White

Wyandotte pullet hatched in mid-March. Such

a bird should be fully developed by October by

the time the first egg is laid. You can, therefore,

readily compare the growing with the matured

specimen, see whether the former is backward

or forward, and act accordingly as time goes on.

Many make the mistake of not allowing for an

increase in feeding receptacles as the pullets get

older. Too many food-troughs are better than

too few. All the pullets in a flock should be able

to have a quiet and full meal vrithout being unduly

hustled because of a shortage of trough accommo-

dation.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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A rTEK a spoil uf hot weather, followed by

/% a wet and dose atmosphere, such as

/ % wo arc now experiencing, is the time when
^^^^ " late blight " is must likely to occur.
* * liiven these conditions, an outbreak

lUning the next seven to fourteen days is almost a

1 ertainty. and, as a preventive, spraying with Bor-

deaux or Burgundy mixture is advised. A booklet

obtainable free of cost from the I'ood Production

Department explains how these mixtures arc

inepared. There is ojdy one point to be empha-
sised here, which is that the instructions set out in

the booklet for making the mixtures should be

closely followed. HspcL'ially is it necessary to

stir vigorously the materials while preparing the

s|iray. Many disappointments have resulted in

I lie past from the work not being properly done.

If the mixture contains an excess of acid

lliiii it is dangerous to use. It would in sui h

a cas'; do more damage by scorching up the

foliage of the plants than the disease itself. Litmus

paper is used for testing. It is easy enough ti>

make the spray, but, oven so, some people are so

c.ueless and neglectful that the very ease of making
becomes a doubtful advantage. On the question

of whether spraying should or should not be done,

lli-rc can be but one answer, which is " Yes."

Sulphate of copper mixed with lime nr S'lc'a in

solution will keep the disease in check and prc\eiLt

an outbreak, particularly ifi

I are is taken to cover in

one or two operations e\cr>'

])arl of the leaf and stem

of the plant. Wo cannot

afford ti> take the risk of

such an outbreak as occurred

in i8^5 and in the seventies,

as it would mean almost a

compute failure of the

Potato crop, resulting in

starvation for many befoii>

the cud of a tweh-enionth.

Autumn-Sown Cabbages.

\"aricties like Harbinger.

Sutton's .\pril or Idower of

Spring sown now in lines

like Turnips, and thinned

to about y ijuhes apart,

will prove very useful for

cutting in the " back-end "

when summer vegetables

arc getting scarce.
Treated on the above plan, the risk and loss

of tiino involved in transplanting in dry

weather are avoided. Savoys (Tom Thumb or

Earliest of .Ml) may be grown in the same way.

Though the term " autumn-sowu " is often applied

to ihesi' as well as to Spring Cabbage sown next

month, the phrase is obviously a misnomer and

one that is apt to mislead the novice.

Spinach Beet, or " Perpetual Sphiach,' is a

true Beet whose foliage only is used. Sown now,

a few rows, a foot apart, will jicld abundant

cuttings throughout the autumn, and the plants

will again come into use in spring before the flower

stems appear. Though ^ rather moist soil is

desirable for summer cropping, plants destined for

standing the winter may be grown in much drier

and hotter land, provided they are kept well

watered up to September. Fairly good land is

essential to obtain the best results, and occasional

applications of salt are very useful on light land,

h'lesh seaweed dug in before sowing is also

ex'Tllciit lot a irre soil.

Proposed Plant-Breeding Station in Scotland.

For some time a proposal to establish a Scottish

Research Station for Plant -breeding has been before

the public and has received a favourable reception.

It bids fair to become an accomplished fact, as the

Highland and .Agricultural Society of Scotland

has agreed to give £2,000 for the purpose on certain

reasonable conditions. It is understood that

the Board of .Agriculture for Scotland is in sym-

pathy with the proposal, and that a conference

on the subjei;t wiU be held shortly with those

interested, including the Scottish Seed Trade

.Association.

Trial of Autumn-Sown Lettuces at Wisley.^
That all \aiietics of Lettuce arc not equally

suitable for autumn sowing in the open may be

seen from the accompanying photograph, taken

at Wisley in mid-.April. Some varieties stood

thewirter well, while others failed. It would have

added to the value of the report just issued by Chairman of the

GOOD .\ND BAD LliTTUCL-S IN THli WISLEY TKI.\LS

the society if a list of those varieties that failed

had been given as well as those to gain awards
;

lint the failures are not disclosed. Only two

varieties gained awards of merit, \iz., Brittany

White Winter, sent by Messrs. Barr ; and Stanstcad

Park, sent by Messrs. Nutting. The following

were liigidy commended ; Comnuidorc Nutt, sent

by Messrs. Sutton ; Immense Hardy Green, sent

by Messrs. Webb ; Tom Thumb Re-selectcd, sent

by Messrs. Carter, Barr and Sydenham ; Tremont
W'intcr, White Madeira and Yates' Winter, sent

by Messrs. Barr ; and Wonderful, sent by Messrs.

Webb.

Marketing Surplus Produce in Bournemouth.
.After a little over a year's trading, the Small-

holders' Co-operative Market in West Bournemoul h
is selling produce to the value of £15,000 per

annum. So great a blessing has the market

proved to be to the small man that some months
ago a special organiser was appointed to inten-

sively work up the district for a radius of twenty

miles around Bournemout 1». Now a roUecting

depot is established in almost every village, to

which the producer takes his produce. On an

appointed day, at a specified time, a motor lorrv

comes through, picks up at each depot, passing

from village to village, finally reaching the market,

where next day the produce, after being put up
into small household lots, is sold by public auction.

There is a minimum handling of the food ; it

travels the shortest pi>ssible route from producer

to consumer; the produce is fresh and sound;

and the prices to the public, although less than

shop prices, are nevertheless from 30 per cent,

to 60 per cent, more for the producer than he

realised by his old system of sale. The insistent

demand from both producer and consumer for

another market of the sairie kind in Bourne-

mouth has resulted in another hall being

taken and equipped for this particular- purpose,

and on July 20 Mr. Leslie Scott, K.C., MP.,
Agricultmal Organisation

Society, supported by the

Mayor of Bournemouth,
Cornelia Lady Wimborne
aiid others, opened the first

sale at the new Boscombc
Auction Market in Havilaiul

Road. The scheme has now-

passed beyond the stage of

experiment and speculation,

at least in the Bourne-

mouth district.

Change of Soil for

Strawberries.— .As stated

on page 281, Strawberries

do best on a good deep

loam, as the roots delight

in cool, moist conditions.

The plants should not

be allowed to stand for

more than three or four

years in the same bed,

and it is well to obtain

new plants from an
entirely different locality. It is not generally

known that Strawberries, like Potatoes, yield

heavier crops if given an occasional change of

soil.

Military Awards.—We arc very pleased to

learn that Captain .Alwxn .A. H. Bilne\- of Wcy-
bridge and Lieutenant David Cnthbcrtson of

Edinburgh, both sons of well-known horticulturists,

have been awarded the Military Cross. These

two young officers happen to be in the same
regiment.— the 91st Siege Park .Ammunition

Column. They gained their M.C.s in ditferent

alfairs.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

FRUIT BOTTLING IN COLD WATER.
TV/TESSRS. BARBIER AND CO. raise a very

important point in your issue of July 13,

page 266, when tliey refer to the difference in the

natiu'al composition of water. We do not all

live in towns where good water is supplied. From
where I wTite (Scotland) there are three sorts

accessible: First, from a cask cf rain-water with

tap ; secondly, from a tap in a kitchen scullery

supplied by a cistern, wliich may or may not

have been cleaned out very recently ; thirdly,

from a tap from a pipe of running water from a

loch. I have had so many questions as to why
some succeed and some do not with the cold water

bottling process that I thought the water might

have something to do with the non-success in

some cases.—B. M.

THE PRESERVATION OF SOFT
FRUIT.

'T'ilE plan of stewing down the fruit and storing

for jam-making later is a good one, and

succeeds well if the jars are first warmed, then a

few drops of alcohol put into each jar before being

filled with the hot fruit pulp. The jars should

be filled up to the neck, but not far into the neck,

as it is necessary to leave room for about tluree-

quarters to an inch of clarified fat. Bottles may
be sealed successfully with fat, provided it is not

a very hard-setting, brittle fat, as this tends to

come away from the sides of the bottle or jar.

The fat should be clarified and poured slowly

into the neck of the jar to the depth of about a

quarter of an inch, and the jar must be warmed
beforehand. The fat is then allowed to cool

in a place where the temperature is not liable to

sudden change. After the first quantity of

fat has set—say, on the next day—a further

quantity.—another quarter of an inch'—of melted

fat shoidd be run on to the top of the cold fat

first added, and if the depth of the neck is sufficient,

a third quantity should be added at a later date.

(N.B.—I find clarified lard or clarified butter

better than mutton or beef fat, and I use about a

quarter of an inch deep for each sealing.)

—

Maril
DE JONCOl'RT.

CHARLOCK AND BLACK MUSTARD.
TtOW long will the seeds of Charlock and Black

Mustard lie dormant and retain their vitality ?

I should be very interested if readers of The
Garden would give their experience in the appear-

ance of these plants in pasture land recently

broken up. I have broken up a pasture, sur-

rounded on all sides by old pastures free from either

of these plants, and the soil is full of their seeds,

more especially those of Black Mustard. It is

twenty-one years since it carried a corn crop. I

am told of a reliable instance where a similar thing

has happened after thirty-two years. The rapidity

of germination after so long a period is another

very interesting point.

—

Ernest Ballard, Colwall.

PLANT LEEKS.
nPHERE is certain to be a shortage of Onions

this winter. In most cases the prolonged

drought has arrested progress and the bulbs

generally will be very small. To provide againtt

the deficiency, all should plant an increased quantity

of Leeks, which will be a most valuable substitute

during the winter and spring. On light soils

trenches about half the size of those made
for Celery should be prepared—if some well-

decayed manure can be dug into the bottom of

the trenches so much the better—and the plants

set out 9 inch:s apart each way. On stiffer

lands holes about a foot deep and as much apart

may be made, and a plant dropped into each.

If watered in, sufficient soil will be washed down
the hole to cover the roots, and the stems become

blanched as they grow up the hole. But the

holes must be made deeply, or poor plants will

result. The blanched stem of a Leek should

never be less than 12 inches long, and with very

little extra trouble this may be increased quite

50 per cent. Like Celery, the Leek is a gross

feeder, and responds to ample waterings during

periods of drought.—A. C. B.

THE CUBAN LILY.

npHE note on the Cuban Lily in the issue of

The Garden for July 13 interested rac, as in

iyi2 I brought from Gibraltar six plants of Scilla

peruviana. Of these, one has flowered three

times, one twice, and two others once each in the

last six years. The remaining two have not

flowered. This year I had three blooms, one as

good as any I saw at Gibraltar, one fair, the other

small but perfect. I planted them between

Iris unguicularis, against a south wall on a raised

rockery.—W. P. Metcalfe, Stone Hall, Oxtcd,

Surrey.

THE TREE LUPINTi.

TJEFORE reading " W. D.'s " reference to this

ornamental plant in The Garden, page 243,

I had the intention of writing a few words about

it, having been attracted by its prominence in

several gardens here at Henfield, where it appears

to be quite hardy. Lupinus is a genus nmnerous

in species, and it is one of those genera almost

restricted in natural distribution to North America

and the Mediterranean region. A few species

are at home in the mountains of Central America

and the Andes. Lupinus arboreus, as our plant

is named, is only a tree in comparison with other

species of the genus, being a compact shrub and

atlaining a height of 6 feet to 8 feet under favour-

able conditions. It is a native of California,

ranging from San D^ego, on the coast, to Sacra-

mento Valley, in about 33° to 35° N. latitude,

and was introduced into England in 1793, according

to Paxton. Sims figured it in the Bolciniciil

Magazine in 1803, plate 682. Apart from its

shrubby nature, it is so like an ordinary Lupine

in foliage and flower as not to be mistaken. The

leaves usually bear from seven to eleven leaflets,

and the pale, soft yellow flowers are agreeably

fragrant in the open air, though unpleasant indoors

to some persons with a keen nose. Their long

duration is a strong point in their favour, too,

and I recommend the Tree Lupine for more general

cultivation, especially in small gardens. Authorities

mention a white-flowered .variety, which may
be the same as one I have observed in a garden

here. This has relatively small flowers, white

tinged with mauve, and is inferior to the type

in other respects.—W. Botting Hemsley.

ANTHEMIS TINCTORIA.

npHE description of Anthcmis tincturia E. C.

Buxton and his method of cultivating it

by " W. L., Carnoustie," page 257, reminds me
of a plant which I found growing among the grass

on the banks of a Scotch river many years ago.

It was a mile below a large garden, but no form

of A. tinctoria was at that time grown in the

garden, though it may have come from cottage

or farm gardens higher up the river. The flowers

were moderate in size, as might have been expected

in such a situation ; but the flower-heads were

of a deeper golden yellow than I have since seen.

An improved flower of this shade of colour I

consider desirable. Most of the varieties in gardens

and public parks are of pale shades of yellow.

For instance, A. t. Kelwayi is light yellow ; E. C.

Buxton, lemon yellow ; Mrs. H. T. Brooks, soft

lemon yellow ; A. t. alba, creamy white ; and
A. t. grandiflora, large yellow. All of them bloom
very persistently from June to November, and
owing to their long stalks and sprightly form are

well worthy of extended cultivation for bedding

in parks and gardens, for borders and cut flowers.—
Hortulanus.

CYPRIPEDIUM CALCEOLUS GROWING
WILD.

TT may perhaps interest your correspondent

W. H. Slansfield to know that Cypripedium

Calceolus grows wild in the County of Durham.
Many years ago two old men were the only people

who knew the exact locality. One died, and my
brother, fearing the secret might be lost, urged

the other to tell him, which he finally did, and

died not long after. I should imagine it still

grows there in spite of the increasing pit villages,

as it was on an estate very carefidly preserved

for game and was difficult to find. While writing,

I should be glad if any of your readers could tell

me the recipe for an old-fashioned summer drink

made from the leaves of Balm, of wliich I have a

fine plant.

—

Ruth Corder, Grcenbank, Skclwith,

near .i mblcside.

MERODON IN DAFFODILS.

T WAS greatly interested—I might almost say

painfully so—in C. T. England's article on

Dafiodil pests. Possibly my experience may be

of some help to your readers. I have grown

Daffodils since 1893, and have had seedlings

each year since 1910; but I have only known
the Merodon for the last five or six years. Eumerus
docs not trouble me much, though here and there I

find a cluster of grubs, which I take to be Humerus,

wallowing in a putrid wet mess in a hollow bulb.

But Merodon is quite another story. I was on

guard last year and caught a few, say, thirty or

more ; but the devastation apparent this spring

in my best beds roused me to stricter action. In

the sunny intervals of the long east wind spell

a few Merodons came out. There is no mistaking

the hover, the shrill hum, and the lightning dis-

appearance and reappearance in the same spot.

They hovered near a patch of " Winter-white," and

also by Apple blossom and flowers of the Cabbage

tribe. I netted several on the wing. After a

cold, dull spell there followed a real hot week,

and they hatched out rapidly, so that I caught

thirty to forty a day ; but they were ntjw not on

the wing, but darting about among the DaffoiliU

and on casual flowers, especially Sodum. Some-

thing more had to be done. I watched the flies

at work and soon found their method was to seek

for crevices round the collar of a Daffodil and

simply drop an egg loose into the •earth, not

depositing it on the leaves as I had supposed. I

explored further, and, loosening the soil with a

penlmife, found the white eggs, like a " fly-blow,"

loose in the soil, or between the leaves in the bulb

collar. The next step was to try insecticide. I

syringed the collars with a bought insecticide, and

also tried an emulsion of soft soap and paraffin.

Other work called me away for a few days, and

then I returned to the investigation. Apparently

the egg hatches out in a week or ten days and

becomes a minute, very white creeper, which under

the pocket microscope looks not unlike a tiny -rove

beetle' scarcely an eighth of an inch long. There

were one, two, three, and even four or five on a bulb,

especially on damp bulbs ; dry bulbs were free.

The insecticide had not done much ; the emulsion

had killed any eggs it touched, but had not reached

all parts of the bulb clusters ; and the little creepers

were on the surface of the bulb, between the
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uffslioots, or under the outer sIicU where loose or

decayed, and sometimes between leaves in the

lollar. They arc quite easy to find with ordinary

care. I decided that to save my Daffodils I must

lift prematurely. There Is no danger in this if

\'ou do not break the leaves and flower-stalks, and if

the bulbs are heeled in in a well-watered trench
;

and they only take up a fraction of the space before

occupied. I started to lift all the better sorts,

and heeled them in in little trenches in fresh

(-round, packed tightly up, the trenches a foot

apart. Scores and scores of creepers were killed or

sliakeu off witli the soil as each bulb was carefully

cleared and searched, and I judge that they must

starve in the beds in the absence of food, so that I

can dig over the beds in five or six weeks' time, and

in due course replace the bulbs cafely. Of cours~,

I fnmid many bulbs with signs of decay, and opened

ihcm and found half-grown grubs, so that the

object and result of the lifting will be threefold :

tlie sorting, separating and picking over of the

roots ; the saving of Merodon infection this year
;

and, as I hope and trust, the prevention of next

year's supply of this dangerous pest. Without

some sudi action I am sure I stood to lose the

greater part of my collection ; certainly all the

best sorts. The stronger kinds, with leaves

lying closely matted, do not seem to suffer so

much. I have well over 130 varieties, not in-

cluding seedlings, and from two or three up to

one hundred or more of each. It is certainly a

heavy task to lift and examine ; but what lover

grudges trouble for his mistress ? The exquisite

pleasure of a blooming new seedling cross, the

joy of welcoming an old favourite, compensate

for any amount of trouble. In these strenuous

days one has no time for studying—little enough

fur action. The scientific side in C. T. England's

letter filled me with horror; what a catalogue of

Egyptian plagues ! But, after all, next to know-

ledge is the use of it. Possibly another season

it would be well to rake over the beds, or put

fine soil so as to fill up all crev.ces round the collars,

and follow up by syringing the collars with paraffin

emulsion so as to trap and destroy eggs as laid.

At the worst, to lift for, say, two years in succcsson

would go a long way to ending the trouble ; and

unless neighbours adopt some such plan, they

will surely lose their bulbs and so cease to infect

the gardens of others. I hope to be able to report

next spring that once more " prevention is better

than cure."

—

Alfred H. Bassano, Old Hill, Staffs.

BKICK RUBBLE IN GARDEN SOIL.

T AAI entirely in accord with yo\ir correspondent

A. T. Johnson, page ^57, who describes the

benefit of a mixture of brick rubble in certain

soils. The roots of most plants keenly appreciate

this addition to the ordinary soil, and in many
cases cling tightly thereto. During many years'

experience of the propagation of plants difficult

to strike from cuttings, I had ample proof of the

great benefit to be derived from a mi.\ture of

finely broken crocks with the soil. It is a well-

recognised fact that cuttings will strike root

much more readily when they are touching the

side of the pot than when they are in the centre.

This being the case, I decided to insert some cuttings

entirely in crocks broken very finely, with a layer

of sand on the tup. The result was very successful

in many cases, and, among others, I struck in

this way some cuttings of Banksias and Dryandras,

which are notoriously difficult to root. In the

case of Heaths my practice was to put rough
crocks or an inverted pot in the bottom, with finer

crocks towards the top. The uppermost layer

consisted of very fine crocks, and it was interesting

an<l instructive to note how the delicate fibres

clung to the tiuy pieces. In pottinu iilants the way

the roots encircle the crocks in the bottom used

as drainage is often very noticeable.—H. P.

A NEW VARIETY OF RUBUS

NUTKANUS.

"pOR the last twenty summers or so 1 have

noticed a very attractive variety of Rubus

nutkanus growing sparingly and flowering along

with the ordinary kind and other second-

growth native shrubs around the outside of

my garden fence here in Ucluelet, some eighty

miles east of Nootka Sound, on Vancouver

Island, from where this species of Rubus takes its

name. I send you a photograph of the variety, and

it will be seen that the petals differ from those of the

type in being laciniate-dentate in their outer half.

They are also broader, giving the flowers a fuller

and more finished appearance. To me the variety

loolcs an improvement on the kind already in

cultivation in something the same way as the

modern Chinese Primrose may be considered

an improvement on Primula chinensis as intro-

duced. I may say that it was when I read in

Raspberry, but evidently very little. Intercrossed,

their hybrids are not only infertile, but they arc

also imable to reproduce themselves by suckers,

even though that is a notoriously dominant

characteristic of both parents. I send a photograph

of one of these hybrids raised here. [Unfortunately,

the photograph of this interesting hybrid is not

suitable for reproducUon.

—

Ed.] R. nutkanus

was the seed parent, but it will be noticed that

the foliage is ternate, as in the Raspberry.

—

George Fraser, Ucluelet, B.C., Canada.

THE RASPBERRY BEETLE.

"yHIS des'.ructive pest appears before the man
in the street as a maggot in the fruit, and

the cook knows too well the ring of corpses which

float around the top of bottled Raspberries or

Loganberries. In its mature state it is a small,

oblong beetle about three-sixteenth of an inc!i long,

and of a dull brown or greenish brown colour. When,

the flowers of any of the Rubi are out the beetles

can be seen, deeply bur.ed in the anthers, laying

their eggs at the base of the flower. The larv;e

burrow into the pith of the fruit at first, and frcmi

AN ATTRACTIVE FORM OI!' RUBUS NUTKANUS FOUND NEAR THE
NOOTKA SOUND.

The CiARDE.s of January 27, i()i7, Mr. E. A.

Bowles' description of the several varieties in

his collection that it occurred to me this

variety growing wild out here might be of interest to

others and perhaps worth recording in 1 he Garden.
Rubus nutkanus was first collected in Nootka

Sound, Vancouver Island, by Mogino in the year

1792, but was not named till 1825. In the interval

between these dates (1818) Thomas Nuttall

described a form of what is considered the same

species, collected on the shores of Lake Huron,

some two thousand miles east from Nootka Sound,

and named it R. parviflorus. Now, in accord-

ance with the rules of priority of name, the new
floras dealing with the subject use the latter name,

though it looks absurd applied to the Nootka

Sound plant, which it is admitted has the largest

flowers of any of the Rubus family. When found

growing near sea-level the fruit of R. nutkanus

is soft and insipid—not eatable, in fact ; but away
up on the mountain-side, in some sunny clearing

where the fire has gone through at some time,

the berries will be found quite firm and as palatable

and refreshing as those of the Raspberry. There

is some affinity between R. nutkanus and the

there sally forth to devour the ripening fruit.

Its capacity of finding out any species of Rubus

seems remarkable. An isolated patch of R.

nutkanus with me, far from any other variety,

is always well attended in blossom-time. The

wild Blackberry flowers are also nearly sure to

reproduce one or two specimens. It has been

found that spraying the open flower with lead

arsenate sometimes kills them, and it is also recom-

mended that they be shaken out on to tarred

boards. As it is, however, too late for this treat-

ment now, it would be well in small gardens to

go over the canes and gather all misshapen fruits

and burn them, thus taking tlie larva; before they

leave for their winter quarters underground or

in the crevices of the red canes. It is well alsj

to cut out and burn all canes so soon as they have

fruited, and remove all rubbish which may present

a warm harbour for the winter. It is thought

when Raspberries are picked for jam, leavinK

tlie central pith on the plant, that the attacks are

worse than when the fruit is picked by the stem.

A little trouble will be expended to get rid of this

pest, the only one the Raspberry seriously sutlers

from in most parts of the country.—E. A. Bu.v varo.
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The Benefits of Garden Visits

By K. a. BOWLES, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

IT

is good for anyone occasionally to look

out of another man's windows. Whether
obtained actually or mentally, a change of

view helps to readjust balance, stimulates

to fresh endeavours, or consoles for common
evils. Applied to the gardener, interchange of

experiences or visits to other folks' gardens arc

wonderfully helpful. Wliat consolation he derives

from someone else's waving hay crop on the lawns !

Regret takes on a sunset hue of beauty as its

sharp grief fades into resignation in the presence

of another's I.eptospermuni, Drimys or Escallonia

as badly hit by the winter as his own. A glow

of virtue and sense of industry replace his gnawings

of conscience and self-accusation of laziness when
he compares another's war weeds with his own
\vhieh patient hours on his knees have failed to

prevent reaching seeding age. In order to climb

down from the pulpit and out into the garden, the

real text of these notes shall be the fact that I have

wandered to three fine gardens and feel all the

better for the change. In Eastern Sussex I

learnt the wisdom of the wilder, less formal style

of gardening on a large scale. The massing of

Rhododendrons in an already glorious landscape

gives a blaze of colour in June unlike that of any

other flowering shrub. The fine lakes and magnifi-

cent trees of that favoured spot are good enough

at all seasons, but I had not before seen them
with the glow of flowers among the deep green

leaves of the Rhododendrons. One of the great

charms of the place is the rich contrast of foliage

plants. Eucalypts lower up, blue as wood smoke,

among the huge Oaks and Pinasters ; the Japanese

Load:

i-tllOUUDk.NUliON F.VSTUOSUM rLHNb'M.
A study in cuol lilac shades of colour.

Banana, Musa Basjoo. grows

to perfection, and its great

light green leaves look abso-

lutely tropical among the

feathery green of Bamboos.

I was glad to have an oppor-

tunity of confirming an opinion

that I had formed as to there

being two very distinct forms

of Arundinaria nitida. The
more generally known one is a

close-growing, ahnost upright

form, the canes only arching

over in their third year with

the weight of their side growths.

The other form is so distinct

that I wonder it is not referred

to in Mr. Bean's book, in

w h i c h one expects to find

everything worth knowing and

is so seldom disappointed. 1

first noticed it in Mrs. Robb's

wonderful garden at I.iphook,

and, as usual with all divisible

things that I admired there,

I brought away a piece. The young canes

are even taller than in the better-known form,

and so slender that towards the end of their

first season they lean outwards and next

spring's growth bends them in graceful curves

that remind one of the Himalayan Thamno-
ealamus raleoneri, which is such a splendid

feature in Western gardens but quite useless

here, as it is so tender. In this slender A.

nitida the leaves arc

half as long again as

in the commoner form,

and this character also

adds grace to its

appearance. It needs

I)lenty of space so that

its long canes may
arch out all round, and

should be quite 6 feet

from a path to allow

them to swing about in

t h e breeze without

liitting a passer-by in

the face. After a

shower one of its fo.\-

tails of wet greenery

can give one a very

unpleasant ducking. I

spfak from experience,

and this last May I

have had to remove
half of my clump to

another part of the

garden to prevent

passing it on all fours.

Both forms are repre-

sented by grand speci-

mens, both in the open

and under the shade of

1 rees, at Sheffield
Park.

A. anceps is very

fine there also, and I

learnt that it can be

made to form a fine

lufled specim?n if the

runners are frequently

el .ared away round the

central tuft of canes.

I have admired the

VIBURNUM M.\CROCEI>H.\LUM.

:d with immense snowball heads uf bluum.

Bamboos there on other visits, however, and the

chief memory of this one in early June is a feast

of Rhododendrons.

Corona stands first fo.' its inu'c shell-pink lints
;

Mrs. Holford next, as a bolder grower of a richer

shade of salmon-pink. Lady Clemenlinc Mitford

has long been one of my favourites. I'each-

blossom is perhaps the best name for its. colour,

and its imitation burable-bec provided by the dark

blotch gives it a distinction from the other self'

pinks. The groups of Doncaster were wonderful,

s]ireading out into low masses ablaze with its

almost scarlet-red. One grouping close to the

edge of the lake seemed almost on fire as seen

from the opptisite shore with the evening sunlight

on it and doubled by its reflection in the water.

Beside it grows a fine group of two of the best

of the newer forms of Iris sibirica. Perry's Blu",

pale as the back of a kingfisher ; and Emperor,

one of Wallace's treasures, of a rich blue-purple.

The combination simnds as tliougli it might be

bizarre, but the two blues shade together as beauti-

fully as in the wings of the blue jay of Eastern

lands.

Huge old masses of R. ponticum were very line

wlien isolated from fhc red ones, and one realised

what a really good thing it is when doing well,

especially if it be one of the forms of cooler lavender

shade approaching that of R. fastuosum plenum,

which to my mind is one of the best bits of colour

the garden gives us after the Lilacs fade. I have

cjt a good many heads this season, and find them

delightful in some old purple glass fiuger-bowls

in company with bunches of that good cut-and-

come-again plant, Centaurea montana. Mi.xcd

bunches of its blue and mauve and white forms

look, and last, well in those purple bowls. I .

do like a flower that will last for a week, and this

Centaurea always docs that, even improving

after two or three days, both in size and softness

of colouring.

The gem of the Rhododendrons at Sheffield

Park was a new one called Iris, a rich deep purple,

I should say as deep as that of the fall of Iris

gcrmanica. One group in the grass with a back-

ground of silver, provided by a bed of Cornus

sibirica variegata, gave me especial pleasure.

I long to see a bold grouping of this ptuple wonder

associated with the lilac of fastuosum plenum

and the warm, deep purples of some of the many
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JaiiaiuSL- Maples Uiat llmirisli su well in Uiis Sussix

fjarilen. Here, ;uid in my next jaunt, I met with

a neat-growing Kliodudendron tliat was new lo

mo, fur I know little of them, being unable to grow

them well here. It is R. odoratum, and I saw it

as compact bushes 3 feet to .\ feet high, a mass

of soft lilac flowers, white, eir nearly so, in their

hearts, and giving out a delightful fragraue.c.

It seems to do ee]ually well in Sussex and iu Mr.

Noleutt's fascinating old-world nursery garden

at Woodbridge, where Kalmias and other .\tucriean

plants thrive so surprisingly. He has many tine

things in flower there just now. I was most

struck by the luxuriance and purity ol Iris sibirica

Wliite Queen in the nioister parts of the garden,

taller and larger than I had ever seen it elsewhere ;

,dso by a riot of a fine Mimulus luteus with

mahogany spots covering each of its petals,

t he whole having a fine bronze effect in the distance.

iJnc of the great elnu-ms of that century-old garden

is the way good plants have been left to grow

iulo large specimens. There is a Thillyrea,

I suppose some variety of 1'. latifoba, that is

a tree worth going to Sulfolk to see. A gi>ldeu

wiriegated Cornus Mas struck me on this visit

as one of llie best things I have ever seen. The

large Ta.xodium distiehum is an unusually compact

lorm and very lovely now in its fresh grccu.

But the feature of tlte garden this season was a

specimen of Viburnum raacroccphalum growing

on a wall and loaded with its immense snowballs,

the largest that arc borne on any member of the

family.

My chief interest at the moment was in tlir

Cistus banks and beds. The light soil of the upper

part of the garden suits them well, and some

bushes looked like mounds of snow if they were

C. corbariensis, monspcliensis, or fleircntinus. Best

of all these white-flowered sorts I liked one labelled

C. hybridus, very probably of like parentage

with corbariensis, namely, populifolius x salvi-

folius. Its larger, rounder flowers and more heart-

shaped leaves seem to me as near perfection as

one can get In a white Cistus that is e^uite hardy

and of neat habit. l'"orms of C. villosus were

rosy with bleiom, but crispus stands out as the

hi St and warmest in colour of all the pink ones,

I ven a brighter shade of soft carmine than the

innu?nsc purple-spotted flower of C. purpureus.

.Mr. Notcutt is also rich in the yellow species

we used to call Helianthcmum formosum, &c.,

but which Grosser iu his monograph tells us must

be Halimium. H. oeymoides var. candidum is, to

my mind, the best of those with deep maroon

1 entres, and a strong grower of remarkable beauty.

I had only known it in Sweet's beautiful figure,

t. 25, before I eaw it at Woodbridge three years

ago. I am glad to say it survived the 191G-17

\vintir here, being one of the few species that did.

Till- \ariety algarvcnse of the same species is

to be met with true to name at Woodbridge.

In fact, the stock is derived from my old plants

here, wliich were given me by Dr. Lowe of

Wimbledon thirty years ago, as cuttings of the

plant his daughter drew so charmingly for the

plate which appeared iu The Garden as long ago

as 1887. Haluuium lasianthum var. formosum

is Grosscr's name for our old favourite with the

large purple-spotted yellow flowers. It is very

happy at Woodbridge in spite of the change,

and its unspotted form known as unicolor is grown

tlierc as well as the lower-growing, more spreading

11. alyssoides, whose large, soft yellow flowers

arc also without central spots. H. halimifolium

IS a fine thing too, tlie giant of the family. I

have it here on a wall growing to the height of

8 feet, and before 1917 wrecked them there were

several very tall bushes of it in the open parts

of the rock garden. Sturdy young plants at

Woodbridge were just beginning to show the

ein-ioU'. i!ark green haws of Ijie flowernig slion'.s

among the glistening silver of their regular leaves.

It stood here unprotected and without h.irm for

fifteen years, so it is among the hardier forms.

Has any reader got the lovely little ycllow-flowen d

Helianthcmtnn Libanotis ? I quite lost it lu-re

in 1917, and cannot meet with it. It is a yellow

counterpart of the exquisite little white one,

H. umbellatuni. In olden days I could always

reckon on getting a cutting or two from Bitton.

How pleased I should be lo find a fresh source of

supply.

Comments on Recent Numbers

of " The Garden "

T;.

SESELI GUMMIFERUM
Tnis liandsome uiubellifer is worlliy eil more

ge'ueral Uie in gardens, for when well plaeeil, as in

the upper regions of bold

rockwork, the effect

is singularly pictorial.

It is also a good plant

for sunny banks 111

poor soil ; the strong

roots go down deep

and no drought affects

it. The general effect

i s o f a handsome,

stout, stiffish plant

that can well hold

its own. In carefully

arranged flower borders

it also has its use for

grouping bet w e e n

m asses of showy

1 cilour. The m u ch -

divided, glaucous
leaves, that remind

one a little of Sam-
phire on an enlarged

scale, are of solid

texture and have an

appearance of some
importance when the

blooin is past. It is

a native of the Taurus

range in Asia Minor.

We read in Nicholson's

"Diction a r y n f

G a r d e n i n g " Ih.d

Scseli is an old Greek

name, used by Hip-

pocrates for an um-

belliferous plant. Tile

stem when cut yield

a gum which accounts

for the specific
name. G. J.

|HL GARDE.N " for June 22 has only

just reached me, as I am on a wander-

tour iu Sussex and Kent. (I have

visited Dr. Walks' very interesting

rden at East Grinstead and also paid

a brief visit to Gravetye, and there—from a

respectful distance—beheld tlie renowned " W. R."

in his " form.tl " garden.) [The Kditor is not

responsible for the opinions expressed by correspon-

dent;.—En.]

Tlie elisappointing fruit crop cvcrywliere is sad,

but consoles us for the absurd allowance of sugar

for making preserves at home. Fancy, "Anne
.\iiialeur" 'has only 2.(lb. allowed her to make

Watering Potatoes.

On July I had to do

what I have never done

before, after over thirty-

five years' experience of

growing Potatoes; this

was watering a couple

of borders planted with Beauty ol llebioii. The

tubers were planted a little late, as the boidi is li.id

been occupied by flowers which could not be ri ino\ ed

earlier. The soil is dry and poor and in a sunny,

exposed position, and the Potatoes Were flagging

so badly that they would have ceased growth and

the crop would have been infinitesimal. There

has been so little rain for some time that llie

seiil is unusually free' from- moist urc. I have

grown Potateies in much poorer and drier soil

long ago, but over a series of years never had

occasion to apl'ly water even tlnre.— S. W.

SCOILANU.

SESLLl GUMMIFERUM.

all her preserves of every kind fur her household !

None for fresh experiments, Mr. Editor, so please

expect no new recipes for a year. I am prepaiing

to bottle what I can, beginning at once with

Kliubjirb and Gooseberries. I have a plentiful

crop of these latter, due to the attentions of my
bees, I believe.

I am greatly intcrcsteel iu Mrs. Rudd's method

of bottling fruit, and hope it will be found a success

in England. 1 think it ought to prove superior

to mine, and am sorry I cannot try it personalh,

as my taps are only supplied from rain-wttlcr

cisterns, and there is no great force from them
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cither. Many cuunlry folk whu have fruit will

be debarred from using Mrs. Rudd's method for

the same reasons. I should think if Plums and

Gooseberries were wiped with clean cloths to

remove the " bloom " of the one, and rough, hairy

prickles of the other, before placing the fruit in

the bottles, they would retain tar fewer air-

bubbks, which seem the chief trouble.

Miss Jekyll's Bunch Primroses must be beautiful.

If next year I go on another wander-tour in this

part of England, I should love to go and see thcra.

I had hoped to go to Maidstone to see the Irises

at Mr. Bunyard's, but m> next move will be home

to my own south-west sheltered sunny Blackbird

Bungalow.

I am so glad to see you are calling attention

in due season to the sowing of

Swedes. They are now taking a

place as one of our most valuable

winter vegetables, I consider. Mrs.

" Busy Bee " and 1 keep on finding

fresh ways of serving them at table.

The hint of bleaching the tops is

ejuitc new to me, and though I have

now no greenhouse, 1 have a large

warm cupboard beside the kitchen

stove where a box can [and will)

be placed to bring on a succession

of tops in due season.

My Buckwheat was up before I

left hem?. I sowed it, as it was

rcccmmendcd to me last year in

The Garden for my bees, and I

found it was also useful for the

fowls later on. The bees were revel-

ling in a little plot of Trifolium

incarnatum before I left home.

I grew it last year " for fun and

fancy," and found it most usefui

as fodder (or the animals (goats and

kids are not live stock according

to " the Law "
!), and I commandeer

some of its rich crimson flowers for

house decoration.

I agree with Mr. Pearson about

the cuckoo. It is " a beast of a

bird," and never goes to sleep at

all, 1 believe, but just takes odd

cat-naps at intervals. My nearest

one has a note resembling a rusty

pump, or an ungreased wagon-wheel

ou a rough road. Anne Amateur.

Wnilcrbottom, and also by Sir Joseph Hooker

in that portion of Tibet lying north of Sikkim.

Since then it has been several times collected,

cliiefly in the extreme north of Sikkim where

S.kkiu tourlies Nepal and Tibet. Mr. W. W.
Smith tells ra? he has found it in large quantities

in North-West Sikkm at an altitude of 14,000 feet

to 15,000 feet in damp, wet places, on open moor-

lands by the side of streams which make their

way through the dwarf Rhododendron country.

He tells me it grows in higher and more exposed

places than P. sikkimensis, which is perfectly

hardy here. In its native place it is subjected

to six or seven months of severe winter, the snow

not being off the ground till the end of May,

and even later there are frequent frosts. It is a

Primula tibetica

NE
\' K R having seen

Primula tibetica illus-

trated in The Garden,
1 am sending quite a

g o o el photograph r^

whicli I liopc may prove of it

interest to many readers who

arc unacquainted with the species.

Some people think it will not

be a favourite in our gardens owing

to the difficulty in keeping it alive

during the winter and spring months. But

the same remark applies to so many other

Primulas, and the difficulty is generally over-

come by growing them either in a cold house

or erecting a glass shelter over them in

order to protect them from excessive wet

during the winter and spring. In this way. I

have had no difficulty with it, and it continues

to thrive from year to year and increase

rapidly.

I uuderstanel it was first discovered in Western

Tibet some seventy years ago by Strachcy and

PRIMUL.\ TIBETICA..

small plant, with flowers of a pretty sliade of

pink. With me it flowers in June.

Moniamh, Duns. John Macw.\tt.

The War Office notifies that from now onward all papers

posted to any nctdrat European eountry will ^e Hopped,

except those sent by publishers and newsagents who have

obtained special permission from the War Office. Such

permission hoi been granted to The Garden. Sub-

scribers tvlto seiul to friends in Denmark, Holland, Norivay,

Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Portujal, Greece, and

Rottrrmnia should order copies to be despatched by t/ie

Publisher from 20, Tavistocic Street, Vovent Garden, W.C.'^.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Give careful attention to all Vines
e>n which the Grapes are colouruig. Ventilate
freely during bright weather and allow a little air
to remain on both top ai\d bottom during the
night. Keep sublaterals removed and be very
careful not to rub the bunches. The hot, dry
weather is very favourable for the spreading eif

red spider, and should it once attack the foliage,
give immediate attention, lightly spon.ging the
individual leaves with a weak, thoroughly dis
solved solution of soft soap, sulphur and w-ater, in

dull weather preferably. Do not allow the roots
to suffer from want of moisture, but do not keep
the hordei too wet. A gooel surface-dressing

with some approved Vine manure,
lightly pricked in, followed with a
good watering through a rosed
water-can, will greatly assist the
final swelling of the berries.

Figs.—Give bigs that are ripen-
ing a free circulation of air. and
gather the fruits when perfeotly
dry and a trifle underripe rather
than overripe if for parking and
sending a long distance. Water
shallow borders freely and watch
for red spider.

Young Vines.—Keep these well
syiinged twice daily, and close the
houses rather early to eneemrage
good growth. Remove sublaterals
at intervals, keep the roots well
supplied with water, attend to the
ventilation in bright weather, and
shade light 'y if the squares of

glass are large and practically

airtight.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—These re-

quire much attention to keep the
different plants free from deael

flowers. 11 neatly secured to stakes
and the ground free from weeds,
mulching the roots with well-

decayed manure, followed by good
soakings eif water, will greatly
assist many of the plants to produce
good growth and larger blooms ; but
the golden rules for many things
must take a back place fejr the
present.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Summer Pruning.—This work
may be taken in hand and pusheei
forward as time will allow. Do not
shorten the shoots too nmch at this
season, as severe stopping might be
followed by a burst of new growth
at the base of the shoots. Make
secure all young shoots reeiuired

for ne.xt year, and do not over-
crowel. Bush fruit trees may be
stopped if desirable, and any which
are carrying good crops liberally

fed, especially if the soil is light

and porous.

Peach Trees.—Give abundance
nf water to the roots and feeel

liberally trees carrying good crops.

Do not crop for the sake of

quantity, but thin the fruits more
or less according to the strength
of the trees anei the size of the
variety. .Syringe with very clean
water early in the afterneion em
bright days. Remove sublaterals

and train the leaders straight.

Waterloo, Alexander and other very early varieties

should be gathered a little underripe.

The Kitchen Garden.

French Beans.—.\nother sowing of these may
lie made, also of the Waxpods, on a well-prepared

border. First water the elrills and soak the seeds

prior to redwing. Water freely plants podding,

and gather .he Beans when quite young and tendci,

going over the beds every alternate day.

Scarlet Runners.—Mulch the sides of the rows
and watiT freely if the weather continues dry, to

eniouragc strong growth and an abundance of

fat pods.
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Broccoli (Late Varieties).—Set those out at

once on lirm ground ; a StrawbciTV hcdof no further

use is a capital site f«»r late Droiculi. There need
be no difisius ; siiuply grub up the plants, hoe and
rake tlie ground, auil plajit 2 feet apart.

Filling Vacant Spaces.—All gromnl whieh
has become vacant should be inuueiliately

rccropped to obtain the maxinmui anuiunt of pro-

duce. If delayed, insufficient time for the plants

to desclop will be the result.

Carrots.—-Do not overlook the importance of

this crop. Where the beds have been sown early,

and in some (as(^s, probably owing to the dry
weather, the crop is not satisfactory, they sh'iuld

be made ge.od. Sow anv of the shorter varieties on
well-prepared ground ; Nantes and others of similar

type will answer the purpose well.

H. RlARKl!.\M.

(Gardener to the Earl of Straiionl.)

\['io/luiin Park, Barnct.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cucumbers.—Stock for an aiitumu supply can
readily be raised either by layering or by means of

cuttuigs in a hand-light or small propagating-
framc. Bearing plants can have their fruiting

period considerably lengthened by judicious
manipulation of the lateral and sublateral shoots,
and by the application of top-dressings.

Marrows.—Thin out the laterals and stop the
leading shoots ; by these means the weight of

the crop will be increased. It is also wise to
pollinate the female flow'crs instead of trusting
to natural means.

Globe Artichokes.—Cut the crop as soon as
the heads are fully developed, as they soon
get tough ; remove all superfluous heads when
they become too old for use..

Onions.—Spring-sown Onions, if eneouiaged,
will continue to swell for some time yet. A
dressing with any of the natural manures—soot,

chicken, cow or horse manure—in a liquid state

will well repay the trouble entailed. If trans-

planted crops are maturing in'cgularly, go over

them with an empty vegetable basket, and press

down the growing tops of the laggards.

Carrots.—In pulling the crop for present use,

it is advisable to take the two following precau-
tions agahist the assaults of the Carrot fly: Begin
at the end of a line and clear the crop straight

away, ii'stead of selecting the strongest, and
promptly remove the cut foliage from the garden.

Salading of all kinds is comparatively worthless

unless it is juicy and crisp ; the various kinds
nmst therefore Vie well supplied with moisture.

This end will be most easily attained by sowing
and planting where the crops are shaded from
the midday sun.

The Flower Garden.

Sweet Peas.—Tic in any shoots which have failed

to cling to the stakes, and promptly remove all

spent flowers. If the labels are removed from
the ground and tied to the stakes at about 5 feet

from the groxuid, it is a great eon\'eniencc for

uitercsted visitors.

Bedding Plants.—Run t he ho(; through the plants

before the growth becomes too close to permit of

the operation.

Border Carnations.—A start should now be made
with layering, especially where autumn planting

is practised. Scoop out a little of the soil for the
reception of the layer, and cr>ver it with a trowclful

of sandy loam ; lin.ish with an inch or so of the
ordinary soil, or birds are apt to be troublesome.

A Verbena peg is a convenient means of holding
the layer in position. It is perhaps not generally

known that if a shield-shaped piece is cut out of the
stem with a thin, sharp knife between the joints,

the layer will root as freely as if treated in the
orthodox way, and the work can by this means
be carried tlii'ough more expeditiously.

Plants Under Glass.

Caladiums.—Early started plants will now be
past their best, and should be encouraged to go to

rest b>' a gradual reduction of the water supply.

Gloxinias.—.\s established plants go out of

bloom they should be moved from the: conserva-
tory to a cool house or franu;, and as the foliage

beguis to decay, water should be gradually with-
held. This year's seedliivgs should now be ready
to succeed the older plants ill the conservatory.

Chrysanthemums.—Attend closely to the tying
of the shoots, keep the pots free from weeds, and,
as soon as roots appear on the surface, give a light

top-dressing.
'

Sweet Violets.—Keen the plants free from wceils
b>' the frequent use of the hoe. Pionqitly remo\i:
all runni'rs, and water if drought sets in. or an
altaik of u'd spider is likely to be the result.

Pleasure Grounds.

Pruning Evergreens.—Evergreens which have
made \ige*rous growth and are extendijig be>'ond
limits should have their growth regidated bv means
of the knife.

Pruning Hedges.—.\11 hedges may now be
',u\i".ed. If left much longer, the wood of Heillies

and certain other hedge p'ants becomes hard,
and t lius renders the work of jn-uning more difficult

.

Lawns.—Mow and roll regularly, and remo\'e
P anlains and other coarse weeds. Dispense with
the grass-box if the weather remains dry.

Ch.\ri.es Comfort.
(Ciardener to Mrs. W . H. Haig)

Vruuin/ield Gardens, DavidsoiCs Mains, Midlothian.

Vegetables in July

HOK, THIN, PLANT AND SOW.

KEEP the hoe going among all growing

vegetable crops. Do not wait till the

weeds have taken a strong roothold.

.\ttack them as soon as they appear.

By keeping the surface soil lightly

s'.irred between rows of vegetables you air and

sweeten the soil, prevent u.rdue evaporation of

the ni'jislure from within the soil, and check and

kill ccniiug weeds. It also helps to keep slugs

at bay.

While frequent hoeings are beneficial for such

crops as Carrots and Onions, there is sometimes

more trouble from fly when the soil is stirred

around the plants. The remedy is to sow wood-

ashes and soot between the rows and rake or hoe

them into the soil. A similar application when the

plants arc thinned is also advisable. Thinning is,

however, sometimes best done gradually, the

thinnings being used as required. Onions can be

transplanted in a fresh plot or dibbled in wlierc

blanks occur, if any. Blanks among Carrots

should be sown again. Sow Runner Beans for

succession. Plant out the main crop of Leeks

in rich, deep soil.

Plants requiring water should be given a good

watering in the late afternoon or evening. A
thorough soaking is much better than half measures,

and mere surface sprinklings are often worse than

useless. Plants that have taken root and have

begun to grow are not much in need of watering

if the surface soil betwccu the rows is kept well

stin-ed with the hoe. A mulching of well-rotted

farmyard manure applied between the rows eif

growing vegetables is very 'beucficial; especially

in hot, dry weather. J. W.

Strawberry Cultivation

A MONG the smaller fruits of the garelcn

/% the Strawberry is a first favourite with

/ % very many e)f us. No plant gives

^^^k a more profitable return for good treat-

* ^ment and cidlivation. But the Straw-

berry is not a delicate plant, neither is it a gross

feeding one. It will grow and fruit in almost

any soil anel situation. To grow Strawberries

to perfection, however, they reepiirc a good deep

leiam resting on a clayey subsoil, as the roots

eklight in a cool, moist beitleim. When this can

be secured for them, no amount of sunshine will

harm them ; but, on the contrary, they will be

all the better for exposure as regards quality

and flavour of the fruit. Shade is fatal to flavour

anel the other good ciualities for which the Straw-

berry is prized.

The' most frequent cause eif failure amon?
amateur growers arises from allowing the plants

to stanel too long in the same beels anel not divesting

them e)f their runners, whereby they bee-ejme a

tangled mass and impejverish the ground so ntuch

that they soon become too weak to produce

flowers or fruit.

Unless runners are wanted for propagating

purposes, these shoidd be removed at once. In

order to secure good strong plants for planting

out in September, the runners sh.iuld be taken

off the old plants in July and planted in a nursery

lied, where they shoulel remain until they arc

strong and well rooted. When transplanted to

their permanent quarters, the plants should be

lifted with a trowel, so that the roots and rootlets

arc unbroken, but kept embedded in a good-sized

lump of earth. Runners may be selected, too,

at this season and rooted in small flowe-r-peits.

Though it necessitates rather meire time and labe^ur,

this is perhaps the most successful way to propa-

gate choice plants.

Baltlumgic, Turriff, Aberdeen. J. Wionr.

NOTES FROM A COUNTY
DOWN GARDEN

THIS season here has been extraordinarj-.

The intense heat in May sesms to have had

a weakening effect on the Apple orchards,

so that the fruits dropped oft, probably,

owing te) the loss of vitality in the trees

through lack of moisture. -Ml sorts of grubs

and flics made their appearance, and as they were

not washed off owing to want of rain, they gained

a fooling and did much damage. I do not think

spraying would have obviated the evil, as it arose

from the condition of the trees themselves, as

stated above. This shows the great value of

frequent and heavy showers of rain in April and

early May. If one syringes the plants in one's

greenhouse two or three times a day, I think

very few aphides, red spiders or other p.sts will

survive.

We have grown some Roses in pots under glass

here, and as they come a month or six weeks

earlier than those outdoors, they are always

an attraction. The Roses we had were Elamc

of I'"ire, which is quite different from Irish

Fircflame ; Mme. Edouard Herriot and Mme.
Colette Martinet. The^ latter is of an old geild

colemr. No one who has seen these newer Roses

would wish to go back to the older varieties,

save for some special reason or sentiment. A.

few Sweet Peas in pots, under glass also, are worth

growing on, say, tlrree seeds in a lo-inch pot
;

but choose the best varieties for this purpose.

They will have flowered sufliciently to enable

the gi'eenhousc to be cleared in time for Tomatoes.

As the fruit crop—Apples, &c., but not Goose-

berries, CuiTants and Raspberries—is far below

the average, we have planted an extra supply

of Vegetable Marrows, hoping in this way to make
up a little for the shortage, and be useful for

preserving.

Nothing coiJd have surpassed the lilooms on

the Polyanthuses and Primreiscs here this season.

They simply smothered the leaves with their

flowers. The St. Brigid Anemones also were

splendiel, and should be widely grown. Seed

from this locality has a good reputation.

I noticed a good way of planting vegetables

recently. It was as follows: The ground was

made ready and the line put down ; then holes

were made with a dibber, the plants inserted,

and befeire putting the soil firmly round them they

were watered. This had the effect of the water
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reaching Ihc inuls at uucc, and it slrmk ni-- as

a good method for phinting in dry \v. allur.

York and Lancaster Roses are blooming niucli

more profusely here this year, and this may be

attributed to the fact tliat tlicy were left un-

jnuncd. Tlicsc Roses seem to resent mueli pruning,

and I Ijclicvc thiy would bloom better if thcj were

only pruned or thinned out lightly every second or

tjiird year. The blooms this year arc much larger,

nrore uumerous, and deeper in colour. Of course,

the intense heat in May may have assisted them.

The deep indigo blue Myosotis is very attractive

in spring. I noticed it in a garden in Ardglass,

County Down, this spring. I think it is called

by seedsmen Royal Blue. It is worth getting

as a companion for Wallflowers.

The cold winds still blow antl retard growlli a

little, but perhaps they may stay the prognss of

the influenza epidemic, which even here has been

ctuisiderablc.

Holyii'ooil, Cvunly Uou'ii. WaliiiK Snivrn.

ROSES FOR LIGHT SOIL
T \\'.\S so pleased to st_e \ol r note with a jut lure

of the Rose Zephyrine Drouliin, and I can

thoroughly endorse all the praise bestowed on it.

sunuui r, but do nolhing in aulunin and w,nli.r.

Should 1 ?

Covlliain, Pittbuioitgh, Sw^Si'x. A. G. .S.

[Probably many Roses would be best on their

own roots, especially to grow iu a light sr>il such

as youi'S : but we ronsitli r it to be most unwise Uf
reconuiicjul llieni, siniph' because they are not

prui urable. If you can strike your own (uttings

you might meet with much success. But, per-

sonally, we have never failed to grow all kijids

of Roses in a light soil, and they have been plants

budded on Briar roots or on Rosa laxa, a splendid

stock for light soils and for any other. .\s your

boil is light, we think a good dressing of tow autl

pig manure, dug in iu late autumn, would be of

much advantage. The rains of winter take down
the uourislnnent and it remains ready for the roots

when waiiled. ^ou I annul do better than con-

tinue the mulihing and watering in summer as

you hav(^ done. Some g(>od Roses of the Zephyrine

Drouhin type would be Lina Sc hmidt-AIichel.

.\voea, Sarah Bernhardt, Climbing Mmc. Abi'l

Chati'uax', Clindihig Mrs. (irant, Climbing Lady
.Vshtown, II. K. Richardson, Lady Waterlow,

J. Li. Cl.uk, Hugh Dicks<in, duslave Regis,

(.iriiss an Tcplilz, .Vrds R(jvcr and Mme. Isaac

I'ereire.

—

Hd.

A BED OF ROSE L.MIY ASIITOWN AT KEW.

-I have often wished my bush could have be( n

photographed and sent to you ; such a wonderful
mass of bloom as I get could not be exceeded,

and our soil here is nothing but hot sand. Some
other Roses do very well lierc and are admired
by all, so that I have quite a reputation in the

village for my Roses I Still, I have a great many
tlud, on the contrary, are doing e.xtrcmcly badly,

,ind I imrposc digging them up iu the autumn
and planting others. I am writing now specially

to ask you to kindly give me the names of any
Roses you consider would not mind this light, hot

soil. Would all the other Roses of the same type

as Zephyrine Drouhiu be equally obliging ; and do
you think it is a fact that for dry soils Roses on
their own roots are the right thing ? I have
none on their owu roots, and want to try them

;

but none of the growers I laiow keep them. I

should like to know your opinion, as statements

made in Tue G.\rden by erne get contradicted by
another; so what is the poor ignorant 'beginner

to learn ? Of course, I mulch my Roses in spring

with cow-manure and generally tend Hum with

liiiuid manure and waterings all through the

ROSES IN BEDS AT
KEW

QN the c\ening of July i I visilid Ki w and
had a good look at the Rosc-bcds. II was

very evident that the dry weather had had an
erfcct upon Ihcm. I showed a l.st I made of those

that looked the best to arosarian, who pronounced it

most interesting
; hence I send it on to you in ease

you may think it worth insertion. My standard
of exeellcnee was a sufiieiency of foliage to set oil

the flowers, and a well-covered bed. The order
of the names is that in which I happened lo

see the beds. Here they are : General Macarthur,
Cherry Page (lo my way of thinking, this loose

type of flower is the most phasing of all for

bedding in masses), Lady Ashtown, Carrline

Tcstout, Ophelia, .-Augustus Hartman, Ulrich

Brunner, Commandant Jules Gravereaux, Hugh
Dickson, Lady Pirrie and Grace Darling. The
following were fair, but bdow the above-men-
tioned : l\Irs. J. Laiug, Corallina. Liberty and
St. Helena. Justpn J.\coIi.

Some Flowers of the

Riviera

IN
such a favourable climate as that of the

Riviera it is only to be expected that the

gardens should be bright with flowers early

in the year, for, owing to the nrild winter,

numerous attractive plants flourish that are

too tender to grow in England, except under glass,

and various plants that are in bloom during summer
in less favoured countries flower there much earlier

in the year. Beautiful kinds are so numerous
that I can only mention in this short article a few

that occur to me. The Aloes, with their orange

scarlet flower-spikes, are auK.mg the most showy
plants in March and April. Aloe Hanburyana,

which flowers later than some varieties, is quite

one of the most beautiful. The somewhat dry

condition of the soil suits these plants admirably,

as it does the numerous species of Cacti that abound
in this region. Numerous specimens of Agave find

a home here, both in gardens and in a wild state.

.\gave Franzosini, a noble plant with a deep

glaucous hue, is one of the handsomest. It is a

frequent sight to see the flower-spikes of these

denizens of the cliffs attain a height of over 20 feet.

Roses are largely grown, and the Tea varieties

especially are in their element. The lovely

Banksian Rose is represented by the white and
yellow varieties, and the double-flowered forms

are the most common. Large spei'imens are seen

rambling over pergolas and trees in a most natural

maiu\er. Among other climbers, Wistaria sinensis

is a feature in many gardens early iu April,

and there are some very fine examples of this

popular subject. Bougainvillea glabra, Solanums,

Jasminums and Clematises in variety are fre-

quently seen. Iris stylosa blossoms profusely

during January, and is largely grown. Freesias

adorn many gardens in March, and Ixias do

equally well. Stocks are in full bloom at the same
time ; they are a feature in many places, and the

flower-spikes are very fine indeed. Arum Lilies

are largely represented in most gardens, and,

judging by the size of the blooms, they thoroughly

enjoy the conditions.

The St. Brigid Anemones are worthy of niention
;

they are plentiful from January onwards, and I

never before saw the flowers attain a larger size. The
popularity of Pcrpetual-flow-ering Carnations causes

them to be largely cultivated ; the plants succeed

splendidly outdoors all the year, and fine blooms

can be cut early in the season. Heliotropes,

Marguerites, Streptosolens and Geraniums remain

outdoors all the winter, and are in full bloom early

ill .\pid. Ivy-leaved Pi largoniums and Heliotropes

.ire often used to cover walls and fences, where

they are seen lo great advantage. The pretty bluc-

fl'iwered Teucrium with its grey leaves forms a

good hedge, and is a general favourite for that

purpoA'.

Ill Reinwardtia trigyiia we have a beautiful

shrub with masses of double white l)lossoms

;

it resembles a Spiraea in habit, and is a valuable

addition to any garileli. Pittosporums arc repre-

scnlcd by numerous varieties, and their blossoms

arc deliciously scented. P. Tobira is noteworthy

for its freedom of growth. Datura sangiiinea and

U. suaveolens flourish, and the perfiuue of the

latter is delightful. In liehium fastnosum we have

a very attractive l>lant with handsome blue flower-

spikes in April. It forms a good-sized shrub, and

the blue flowers are welcome so early in the season,

as they give a bold patch of colour to a garden.

Bamboos are widely grown and attain large

dimensions. Phyllostaehys mitis is undoubtedly

the finest ; it attains a height of -25 feet, and I

have measuritl culms with a cireumferenee of
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S inclies, 5 feet frnin the ground. There are

numerous fine groups of P. Quilioi to be seen, and

this variety is one of the most decorative. P.

nigra attains a considerable size, but the varieties

growni are not numerous. The Acacias add

greatly to the beauty of the country from January

onwards, when the trees are covered witli dense

clusters of rich yellow bUissoms. Tlic Orange

trees lend an added charm wlien l.ideii with ripe

fruits dtiring the winter.

(Private) J. GARnNER.

(oth Devons, Italian Expeditionary Force.)

THE GARDEN.

.Tilly Jlalc' ri-rlaiii lli:il llii' iilant'i ymi put. in arc- liralthy.

.itioil? anil will loiili-il. Till- -iicitss n( tin- iriip lu'xt

yoar will cllii'lly ilfliniil nn this. In pluiitiii},', pri':

soil llrmly to tin' roots of the plants, g
a good watering.

the
tlie Maine

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSK GARDEN.
ROSE HEINRICH SCHULTHEIS. -I think " A T.nyrr

of Swirt-scntiil I'lnwils " woulil liki- Hose llniinili

Sclmlthtis. It is virv liUi- tlio old Calilumc- liose, t'lows

yery stinilily, uml lias mneli I lie same sc-eiit and sann- dii'p

roloiu-. It is a Ilvlirid Pirpetual. and eaii hi- cilitaiiud

, from Messrs. .Mi-rrvwi-atlii-r. -I,. Soi.tas-Svmiins.

KITCIIKX GARDKN.
FOLIAGE OF ONIONS ATTACKED (Tnfqum().—

Till- Shallots and Potatu-Oniuns should now lii-S.'ili to

fade off, and In- liltid to ripi-ii tlnir liiilhs i-omiil.li-ly

hefore storing. 'I'lie Onions sent an- attai-ki-d liy tin-

fungus Si-U-rotinia. All diseased plants should be lifted and
liiirned. the ground limi-d. and a different site chosen

for till- Onions next year.

BLOOM OF EDIBLE PEA (fli. T. TT. N. C.).—Among
voiir I'ilot I'la Mills last y--ar was litlier 0111- sei-d of tln-

l-'i-ld I'ra. I'isiiln arvrlisi-. or uin- fiinil a plant erossi-d with
1'. arvi-nsi-. 'I'liat s|iiiii-s, wliieli fiirnislies I'igeou Peas,

&c. has Ituwi-rs iif tin- lolinir and stiui-tnri- of tin- one .sent,

while P. sativum has wliiti- Ilnwrrs.

GATHERING GLOBE ARTICHOKES C. /) ) —The
tinwir-liiails should h-- cut ill an iiiinialiin- c-onditlon,

that is to say. hi-fcirc- Ilii- heads are (iilly ili-viloiii-d, when
tliree parts Kiown. The si-alis iir parts i-ati-ii an- tln-ii

di-lieious. If the heads .are pi-rinitti-d to aiipni,ieli

maturity tliey liec-cnnc- stringy .and usi-hss. 'I'ln- plants

sliould he freely watered in hot. dry weather with eli-ar

water and liquiil manure .alternately.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FAILURE WITH MOREILO CHERRIES (.V. .S'. ,«.)

—

Thi-ilropliin-.;of till- Clirrrii-s iMlu.-ln h-elilr rool ael if

ynnr trees :iii- voinit;--say. lip to liL'ht yi-ais old —lifl tle-iii

ill ailtnnin and tiansplant intiirfy. lihniiis luani bniKiii

nji into pii-c-cs the sizi- cif oiic-'s list. Add to eac-h hanou-
lo.ad "i siieh loam old inoitar iiihhlc-, hmki-n small, two
peeks; road sw jiin-^'s. inii- peek; linn-, three pints;

and honc--mc-al. one cpiart. Mix tin- whole well to^i-lln-r

and replant iinnndiali-ly. Do not plant too ili-eply. 'I'lic-

top roots ^hoillil not he- more than .'. ilieliis In-low tln-

snrfaee. If tin- tn-i-s an- olih-r than this, ilii! a triinh

round them It ineln-s w iili- and the sane- ili-]ith at a distanie

of 4 feet fnmi the sti-in of tin- tn-e. Cut hack all the mots
you eome in eontacl w-itli elose to tin- wall of the tn-iieh

nearest tin- tn-e. and refill the sann- will w soil as almvi-.

Itemoyi- Ci inehi-s of the sllrfa- e soil as well, and rejilaee

with a top-dn-ssiiii! of the new soil. This will stop tln-

ih-o]ipina of your Chi'irii-B and infuse new life into \oiir

trees. Carriit failure.— In the first plaee. is your !;roniid

well drained, hi-eanse worms, slugs and grilhs ih-light

in damp and more or less sour soil. In sui-li ease ilrain

your soil elfi-etivi-ly and bastard tn-in-li it this autumn,
.iiiding the following ingn-dients to tin- soil as tn-nehing
proceeds : l-'arinvaiil manure, four or tu'e harrowloads
to tlie rod; llh. of salt, heing eareful to distribute the

same evenly, also that it is well ground down before

it is applied ; a biisln-l of soot, and a peek of bone-meal.

In spring—say. a fortnight before tin- seeds are sown

—

scatter a busliel of lime over tlie surface of tin- trenelied

soil, and fork it in 4 inelies deep.

FAILURE IN THE GROWTH OF STRAWBERRIES
{Mixx /;.).- Then- an- sneli things as blind Straw
berries. Voll may liavi- bei-n unfortunate eiiungh I0

Iiave planted some of these, but not. of course, if yon
obtained your plants from responsible nurserymen or
growers. We sliould advise you to niake a fresh start.

Cut ufi the Strawberry plants with a spade and burn
tliem, so that it will be' impossible for tlnni to disappoint
anyone else. Then bastard treni-b tlie ground (imme-
di.-itely it is cleared) 2i feet deep, adding a harrow-load

of well-rotted farm or stable manure to eai-li *1 siiuare

yards of soil, also a pint of lione-me.at, .a iplart of

soot and half a gallon of lime. s]irradiiig tin- maiinre
evenly over the treneln-d soil as it is tiinn-d up and
well mixing with the siime. keeping the linn- near the
surface. As soon as the trenching is flnisln-d. let tin-

soil be trodden over in dry weather to maki- tin- saine

fairly firm. Afterw-ards lay down your garden line and
draw drills U incln-s deep in order to mark out the jiositioii

of the rows. These should he Hi ilieln-s apart and lln-

plants 15 inches apart in the row. I.i-t tin- plants In-

put in as soon as possible towards the end of this inoiitb

or as early in August as can be. lly doing this a real

good i-rop of fruit will be assiin-d to \-oii ni-\l .liiin- and

MISCELI>ANEOUS.

HOW TO MAKE A GARDEN PATH (./. IT.i.-Tt

will be iinineissarv to n nio\i- lint a p-ntion of tin- garden

soil from whin- voll inti-nd to iiiakr tin- path, unless plenty

of gravel, *c., is available within easy n-iveh. First

mark off the edging of the path; tln-n over the whole

section proceed to turn up tin- soil Willi a foilc. breaking

and levelling it. On this place a quantity of broken

stones, broken bricks, clinkir ash. or ballast. With an

earth-rammer ram it down luanl. taking can- to keep the

centre rather liigli. Next spread a quantity of eommon
gravel and roll it with a garden roller while kei-]iing the

griivel fairly moist, l-'lnisli oft' with a coating of sand, water-

ing and rolling till it is |ii-rfi-etly bard and smooth. A little

lime mixed with tin- sand will In-lp to m,ake it set hard.

Coal tar .and bniU.ii eockh- shells applied to the finishing

coating of sand and giavel and rolled in will make a path

'liu'te hard .and waterproof, and one which will be unlikely

to grow any weeds for a long time.

INSECTS FOR IDENTIFICATION (P. M. R. -S.).—

The bottle you send contains chrysalides of three specii-s

of small moths, and it is impossible to say. therefore,

from wliieli chrysalides tlie Hies also cnelosed came.

They are, in any case, not the lawhtl inhabitants of tlie

i-hrysalides. but' jiarasites, belonging to the gronp leli-

iii-u'monidai. Flies of this group mostly lay their eggs

in .he larval of moths, butterflies and other insects. The
larviB feed for a time without damaging the vital organs

of tlieiv hosts (but the precise place and time of egg-laying

varies very much in dift'errnt cases, as does the precise

amount of damage done) and then become chrysalides

in the chrvsalides of their host, emerging as perfect

insects in time to attack another brood of caterpillars.

They an- therefore the friends of tlie gardener. We
susp'ect the nest of caterpillars was of the lesser ermine

moth, but voll do not give sutficient particulars to enable

us to be sure. Cucumber flowers do not require to be

pollinated ; the male flowers may be removed. Pollina-

tion leads to the formation of bottle-necked fruits.

IGNITION OF DICTAMNUS FRAXINELLA.- 1 should

be glad to know if tin- various loliniriil ii'anls ol Dii-tamnlis

Fraxinella emit a bluish llaiiie at night ; it a match ignites

the viipour or only of some of the coloured jilants. I have

a pink plant witli darker markings on it, and tried to ignite

it two nights during tin- hot vvi-ather, but saw nothing.

Perhaps it was not dark enough— 15 p.m. (new time) -

nor sultry enough. Would the bluish light be really

bright or only a faint suspicion ? I fancy I saw- a very

dim glimmer' once, but nothing to speak of or really

notice. Does it m,atter if the |ilant is in flower or bearing

seed-pods ?—Madvk I'oprv.
I
.Not having been sucecssful

in our attempts to ignite the Fraxinella, we submitted

this enquiry to Mr. E. A. liowles, who replies :
" Tln-

successftrl ignition of the l-'raxiin-lUa depends more upon
the age of the blossoms than weather conditions or time

of day. Of course, a howling tempest would not be suit-

able for striking matches or firing the etherie gas given out

by the flowers, lint I have generally succeeded in pro-

diicing a flare-up of some sort in most kinds of weather.

.\ still evening after a hot day is certainly the best time

to choose, and the darker it is the better the itl'ect of the

illiimination. 'I'ln- gn-at thing to bear in mind is that

the llower-stalks an- i-ovend with nil glands, and that

these are most fiillv di vi-lopeil just at tin- time the flowers

begin to fade, ami it seems that these glands then emit

the intlammable gas in the gn-.atest quantity. .\ lighted

match or taper should be brought as close as possible

to the stalk of the lowest llowi-r of the siiike, and I be

flame shonlil then run uji tin- spike in little jets. Tin-

scent of the burning gas is deli..-litful—rather like that of

I.emon-scenteil Verbena. I have just been out in bmad
d.ayliglit to trv. and sueeei-did in igniting a spike that

was not too far on the wav towards ripened seed-pods."

—

HD.)

NAMES OF PLANTS.— .Vf'!'! li.—The specimen sent

is Costmary (tin vsantln niiim Balsamita). It is a hardy
]>erennial. luil !\ e of the I irieiit, but now become naturalised

in many jiarts of South I'hiroiie. The leaves were formerly

]iiit into ale, and arc now sometimes used in salads, but not

to any extent (.'. '/". R.— 1, Spcrgula arvensis ;
•!.

Lepidi'um Draba; :!. Valeriana ortieinalis.-

—

Mrs.

M. E. M.—i. Viburnum macrocephahis ; :!. Osmanthiis
ilicifolius; :!. Correa .alba; 4, Podocarpus chilina

:

.'). liaphiolepis japonica. Toiqiiai/. — .\sparagus

scaudens. K. Th. T.—May be one of the pink Mossy
Saxifrages, but it is impossible to say ilcflnitely what it is

witliiiut seeing specimens. .4. K.—Phuopsis (Crucia-

inlla) styliisa. Mrs. L.—The yellow .Tasmine is Jas-

miiiniii hnniile. 'The d;iuble .lasniine to wliich ymi refer

is quite conimon.

SOCIETIES
SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

The sooicty was .ij^aiii fuvoun-il with vriy fliii'~Wfiilh'r

for tho Unsp«Iiow. wlii'-li wa-i luld on June :iiV iti tlti' rliann-

ins Kroiiiuls of Soiitli Stomhum Jlnu^c, aeaiii ldii<llv li'iit

by KUc-n l.ativ Swiutlilinu'. tli- att.'mlanco—over 10.000 -
iH-inj; a rcroid sincf Ihr Wrstwood Park days. The
" 2att' " amuimtrd ItMiviT >::'.oo. The Rrd Crnss and St.

J.jlin ATnlnilain-.' will l.cnrfit hy ah.uit £70. TIk; show
itself wa-5 ratlirr disapp<»iiHint; in tin' nunihcr of entries,

lint wliat wa^ lafi<in'_' in (plant ilv was niadr u\) in qnality.

Air. Klislia J. Hicks carrird all \H-Unr liiin. lakin-j; liMs
in all tin- upm (.la-^scs n^u\ winning fnr the s.-.-.tiid tini"

tlii^ (>]H-n Cliall.-ii.if Cnp als<; rnrdal fnr hrsi l.lo.mi (('liaih's

28^

F,. Shea) in that dixision. Messrs. D. Prior and Son were

a good si-eond in i-aeh case. The cup open to all amateurs
was secured bv Dr. I.amplougli for eighteen fine blooms.

Captain Kilbe'e Stuart being only two jioints behind,

hut he had the consolation of securing the silver medal

for the best bloom in that division with a fine specimen of

Mfldred Grant. -Mr. i-;. .M. Burnett of Westwoort lio.ail

was the most siiccesshil exhibitor in the local classes,

taking seven first prizes and two cups. .Mrs. Burnett

w.as equally successful in the ladies' classes. Messrs.

\V. II. Uogcrs and Son. Limited, and Messrs. B. Ladhams,
l.imited. were awardeil gold medals for rockwork, hardy

lilants, *c.. and Mr. I-;. Wills a silver med.-il for a pn-lty

group of plants.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The montblv meeting of lliis .association w.as held In the

Ooold H.all. St. Andrew Squan-, Kdinbnrgb. on the evening

of Jnlv 2. The chair was oi-eupied by the president.

.Mr. Eobert Fife. After tin- usual linsini-ss an illustrated

address on " Early Potatoes " was given by iMr. W.
Cuthbertson, of iMi-ssrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh. The
address was given in Mr. Cuthhertson's usual able manner,

and proved most interesting to his audience. It dealt

very fully witli the whole subject. Jlention w.as made,
among other points, of the extent of the early Potato

cultivation in Avrsliire, where some 7.000 acres are devote.1

to this crop and' which is the area whence the early Scottish

supplies were mainlv drawn. .Air. Cuthbertson spoke

highly of the methods adopted there. An important

section of the address was that relating to the need fin-

raising new varieties of early Potatoes which would In-

immune from the wart disease, which had been spreading

so much tlnoiigliont tin- three kingdoms, especially in

England, lie said tin- supply of the principal immune
varieties was not surttc-ient for the demand, quoting .as

examples such varieties as l-;.lzell Blue. America. Itesistant

Snowdrop and A 1. 'I'ln- desirability of devoting more
attention to raising seed Potatoes in Scotland was empha-
sised, and ^Ir. Cuthbertson advocated fostering this by

the Scottish horticultural organisations, such as that

association. He suggested the holding in Edinburgh

of an annual national Potato exhibition, with classes for

the different groweisi. The opening of new districts in

England for the culti^ation of the tuber in quantity was
also referred to. The suitability of Ireland for seed

Potato-growing was also spoken of in a favourable way.

The whole address was a Idghly important one, especially

,at this time, and Mr. Cuthhcrtson w.as heartily th.anked

for it.

Success of the Flower Fete in Trafalgar

Square.—The British Anilnd.-inee Coniiiiittee,

in ;u-kninvle(lging the servieos nf the Roy.il Horti-

rnltur.il Sueicty at the rcrcnt Flower I-'etc in

Trafalgar Square, state :
" We tmst the results

achieved are some rerompense and satisf.artion

for your kindness. We shall rceeive nsarly

£9,000, and this despite the unfavourable weather.

48,500 people paid to enter the enclosure ; fully

300,000 must have been in tlie Squ.ire. We an-

higlily gratified with tlu' ainuujit enlli-i teil, and

it will gn far tn meet the very serious losses we

linve snstaine.l at the Iront during the last six

I iths. It is a suitree of great satisfaotion to

us 1.1 think that the Royal Ilortii itltural So< iety

liave .issnciated theinselvi-s with our work for

the wouiuled soldiers "f I-'rani e, :iiul it will enhance

in future the pleasure and happiness that mir

gardens bring to ns,"

National Diploma in Horticulture.—The lois

exatninations for the National Diploma in Horti-

inlture were held at the Roy.al Hortieidtnral

Society's G.ardeits at Wisley in June. The follnv.-

ing have p.issed the final examination : Section I. :

Ceneral Horticulture.—W. H. Johits, 2, Bean

Street, W.aterford ;
Miss (,. 1). King, Gayton

Rectory, Blisworth, R.S.C. ; ,1. K. Ramsbuttom,

rii, Ennerdale Ro.ad, Rirhmojul. SuiTey ; and

Miss L. H. Joshua, 7, Waterhio Phaee, Kew (Ireen,

Suirev. .Section VIII. : Horticnltur.al Tearhing.

—

\V H. Jiihiis, 2, Beau Street, Waterford.

Correction.— I see a slip of my pen in my
notes in the issue of July C>. page 2^0. has

numbered my good friend Mr. Morgan of Ipswieli

with "the great ni.ajority." Of course I me.int

to write "the late Mr. Thompson," to whom
1 am sorry to say that adjective is rorreetly

applied. May it be many years before it ean

he used for the present member of the firm,

who has done so much to make the name and

fame of Thompson and Morgan stand .as high as

ever among all garden-lovers, whether they be

produrers of food, or of beauty for refreshment of

iixiiius hearts.—E. .\. Bowi.rs.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
Tins wifl; I cnntimic my notof; on llip

giailiiig (if I lie poultry stocli. Spciial

care must lio taken of the adult hriis.

wliirli must bo handled arrordinK lo

tlie objertive in \-ie\v.

Hens tor Laying.—Those hens which are
sorted out (or laying during the coming winter
months must be systematically moulted out to
t ime. They jnust be placed in their winter quarters
by mid-September, so that they can be brought
into lay in October or November. This will

mean an early moult, and everything must he
done to encourage the casting of the feathers.

'At the end of July or early in August these hens
should be put on a non-egg-producing diet to

discourage laying, since hens that are in lay cannot
well be attending to the moult. Rations should
be reduced at the start, ard not until the old feathers

are dropping well and the new ones are coming
tlirough should feeding be liberal. Then an
increased ration will see a good finish and the hens
will come into condition in scheduled time.

Aiding the Moult.—Many small details can be

put into operation with a view to aiding the moult.
Cleanliness in housing is imperative. Interiors

of houses should be whitewashed, and all feathers

should be collected daily from the floor of the house
and run. There must be no check brought about
by exposure to cold or wet weather, and when the
weather is inclement or the ground damp the
moulting hens should be confined to their roomy
scratching sheds. It will help matters "if at the

beginning the hens are confined to their quarters
in the morning and released only in the afternoon,

so long as their quarters are well ventilated. Such
a plan aids the dropping of the old feathers. Raw,
succulent greenery should be provided in plenty
during the moult, and as the new feathers make
their appearance an iron tonic in the drinking
water will do good. Such a tonic (my sulphate
of iron solution is recommended) can be provided
once weekly till the moult is over.

Final Crop of Eggs.— Each poultry-keeper
will have certain hens which he proposes to dispose

of, and from these a final crop of eggs should be
obtained. That is another plan of conserving

egg and hen power. In selecting these individual

hens the poultry-keeper can choose, if he desires,

those that are in lay at the time, or he can be
guided by the age of the stock. Such layers will

require to be differently handled to their sisters

which are expected to moult out early and come
into lay by October or November. A liberal diet

is recommended, and the animal food—fish-meal

or m.eat-meal.—should be gradually increased
until it represents quite 20 per cent, or ;5 per cent,

of the daily mash. .Soft food is stimulating, and
frequently two meals of wet mash can be given
daily, grain being withheld on such occasions.

Having secured a final crop of eggs, the hens tan
be disposed of.

An Eye on Breeders.—In some instances it

wiU be well to keep an eye on future breeding
operations. As my students are aw^are, my plan
is to rely on pullets for egg-production in the
winter, and on he;is for chicks. Any exceptional
hens which on their merits as layers have earned
a place in next season's breeding pens will be all

the better if they are allowed to moult out late.

They need not be hurried so long as they are well

handled and protected against the outer elements,
The idea is to allow them to continue in lay and
then to moult late so that they will commence
laying about Chri-'.tmas-time i.r early in the new
ycai^ They can then be mated up to vigorous
cockerels of the current ye.Vs hatching, and
the best results will be achieved by way of fertility,

hatchability and rearability. 1 am against the
use year after year of p-ullets as breeders, much
preferring hens for the purpose, although occa-
sionally yearling pullets can be placed in the
breeding pens. My point is that one lannot
fairly expect winter eggs and spring chickens from
the same pullets, as weakly cliicks must follow
a heavy stretch of winter egg-production.

Obtaining Winter Eggs.—The poultry-keeper
who desires the maximum quantity of eggs during
the winter months can only reach his objective
if he is well stocked with pullets of the current
season's hatching. These should be hatched to
time and be well handled until maturity is reached.
As is well known, I favour for winter eggs March-
hatched pullets of the heavy breeds and April-
hatched pullets of the light varieties. It is always
a weak point, I contend, to have adult hens in

the majority. I prefer to have a sm.all stock
of breeding hens and an equally small head of

adidt layers, and to allow well-matured pullets

to be easily in the majority. Many poultry-
keepers arrange to have half adult hens and half

pullets, but I prefer to have the latter in the pro-

portion of two to one of the former. That is the
system which is highly profitable, particularly

where the stock is well bred and graded and pro-
gressive methods of breeding for increased egg-
production are carried out.

Overhauling the Stock.—Now is the time to

overhaul the stock—youngsters and adults. To
delay may mean disappointment during the coming
winter season. I have already stated the hatch-
ings I prefer in the various breeds for pullets

intended for winter laying. Many of my readers

on looking over their stock will find that they aie

short of pullets of correct hatching, and they will

be well ad\ised to take steps to put matters right.

Late hatchings are invariably to blame for poor
egg results in the winter months, and I wish poultry-

keepers wotdd realise this: Still, my note of

warning is timely, and steps should te taken to

ensure the maximum winter returns by way of

new-laids. If you keep Rhode Island Reds or

any such heavy breed, you should have plenty
of March-hatched pullets running about. It ycu
have May pullets only, these will not commence
l.iying to time. If, ot the other hand, you keep
a light variety like the White Leghorn, you cannot
afford to feci happy if the pullets are of June
hatching.

Fill Up the Ranks.— l-or e.irly winter laying

you will need pullets of correct hatching, and now
is the time to fill up the ranks. If the pullets

in hand are late-hatched, according to my original

schedule, post a letter at once to a reliable breeder

and ask his quotation for correctly hatched pullets.

These will come into lay to time, and the later-

hatched Ijirds will come along later in relays,

for which piurpose they will do admirably so long

as the owner has a nice flock of correctly hatched
young females. Many poultry-keepers send in

their orders late directly they find their nest

[July 20, tqtS.

boxes empty in October or November, and realise
that such is due to late hatching. It is never
wise to postpone matters, because from now onwards
people will be ordering their pullets, and it is

naturally a case of " first come, first served."
There is no need to take delivery ot the pidlets
till the first week in September, so long as the
selected breeder has been asked for his quotation
and payment has been made to reserve the number
of pullets desired. Where possible, these birds
should be delivered about the first week in Septem-
ber, so that they can be placed in their permanent
winter quarters by mid-September. They will then
have a lew weeks during which to settle down quietly
to their new quarters before laying commences.
Why Buy Late •?—it seems quite the general

plan to buy pullets out of season, and a few notes
on the matter should prove helpful. The poultry-
keeper who buys 1918 pullets next February,
say, will have to pay as much for them as from
now to early September. The advantages oflered
by the latter plan are considerable, as readers
will see from my point. A 1918 pullet bought
next February will have produced eggs throughout ,

the winter, all of which have gone to the vendor
or previous owner, Is it not more profitable,

therefore, to buy in season and be credited with
all the eggs laid in the winter months ? tuch
returns must naturally help to pay back the original

outlay. Of course, this plan is not always possible,

for the very reason that many will decide to take
up poultry next February, and in consequence
will have no choice in the question of buving.
Those of my readers, however, who now keep
poultry and are short of pullets should bear in

mind my system of buying in season. The main
thing is to select reliable breeders who will supply
pullets of the age desired ; but that is not a difficult

matter, seeing that a line to me will bring free

advice by return, provided the name of the breed
ihosen is mentioned.

Cockerels for Breeding.—There is nothing
like ordering to time if the best quality birds

are to be obtained. Take the case of 1918 stoek
cockerels desired for next season's breeding.

Many poultry-keepers postpone their ordering ef

stcek cockerels till next spring, being ignorant

of the methods of the professional breeder. The
result is that practically all the best cockerels

ai-e disposed of by the time their orders are received.

This year in particular orders should be placed

early, because the professional breeders will not
carry a heavy head of cockerels. Already they
are booking up orders fast, as their past customers
call for a certain number each year. If I proposed
trceding next spring, I should make enquiries

at once, and, having obtained the quotation from
the selected breeder, I should send a'ong my
cheque and book a cockerel so that I could depend
upon its being reserved for me. I might take

delivery of the bird next September, 0;-tober cr

November, but I should not wait till the " cream '

had gone before I placed my order. Of course,

I wTite as one very m.ueh behind the scenes of

profefsional poultry-breeding.

Pedigree Breedirg.^As is well known, I am
a keen advocate of pedigree breeding, for the very

reason that I always believe in improving one's

strain and in making the fullest u?e of the material

in hand. Trap-nesting is the keynote to my
system of selective breeding; and would that it

were more extensively practised ! My ideal is

10 trap-ncst the pullets in their first season and
to keep exiict records of each individual's laying

per.'ormance for the complete year. In their

second season those hens which put up the best

totals in their " pullet " year ore placed in the

breeding pens. Such " a method of selective

breeding must spell progress and ensure success,

and that is why I vote for it.
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FROM the middle of July to the middle of

August may be considered a good time

for the sowing of Turnips in order to

obtain a winter supply of roots—roots

valuable alike for flavouring in soups or

as a separate dish. How much of success hinges

on the site selected and the weather conditions

at the time of sowing are matters well known to

the gaideuer, though the amateur and beginner

may be to some extent working in the dark.

If dry weather prevails, the drills should be saturated

with water oi^ even weak liquid mamue prior to

tlie seed-sowing. In addition, a light sprinkling

iif superphosphate of lime might be given to the

soil during its preparation. Where the super-

]ihosphate is not at hand, a mixtiu-e of soot and

burnt ash from the rubbish fire will be found

excellent. From the time of the seedlings appear-

ing, frequent sprinklings, with water or soot-water

will be of great assistance in promoting growth.

Later, a light dusting of sulphate of ammonia
will inaterially assist bulb or root development

and, with the constant use of the hoe and early

thiiuiing, do much to ensure a good crop. Prize-

taker, Chirk Castle, Snowball ar(d Orange Jelly

are excellent sorts to grow.

The Runner Bean.—In quite a surprising num-
b r of instances this year this prolific and much
valued vegetable is being grown against fences

and walls, the partition fences between gardens

being invariably favoured by the cottager and

jl"
suburban dweller. These fences, usually froni

. feet to C feet high, have a narrow border at their

ase, and, regardless of exposure, the Runner Bean

ppears popular for all alike. Not infrequently

he plants make good progress for a time and all

ppears well. Then comes a sort of disillusioning

tid, the flowers falling off prematurely, no pods

be formed and disappointment ensues. What
6t infrequently has happened is that the fence

—

> good a shelter, often enough, from spring frosts

—

also kept the very necessary moisture fr<.im

Ke roots of the plants. This is fatal to a good

result. .At all times a moisture-loving subject

when in free growth, supplies of liquid—clear

water or house slops—-are doubly necessary in

llie above-mentioned circmnst ances, and may be

^:iven even to satiuration point with every possiVile

.iilvantage to the crop.

Lifting Midseason Potatoes.^— Allotment

holders are very apt to leave tliis crop in the ground

too long. There is nothing to gain, and possibly

mufh to lose, in postponing the lifting after the

I'nd of July, though a few varieties may require

rather longer to mature. A safe guide is afforded

by the foliage, for as soon as this has turned yellow

I he tubers may be taken up and stored. If

medium-sized tubers are selected for seed from a

I rop dug at the above stage, they will probably

turn out nearly, if not quite, as well as those from

roots not so far developed, but they should be

greened by exposure (avoiding a baking sun) for

a few days before storing.

Planting Strawberries.—Ground that has been
I liMied of .early Potatoes is usually in good con-

'litiou for StrawbeiTies. Not only is a deep soil

required, but, in addition, it should be fairly rich,

and tliere is noihiug like good stable manure for

Strawberries. The young plants should be soaked

before lifting, and advantage should be taken of

showery weather for planting.

Uses of the Sunflower.-—" If you have a small

piece of land left untuUivated, utilise it by planting

Sunflower seeds. Yes, the common Sunflower.

The double ones are superb and wonderfully

decorative. But it is a question of the single

homely Sunflower. Most people are ignorant of

its utility and of its products. One does not

realise how little the agriculturist makes use of it.

Every part of it is good ; nothing is negligible.

Let us proceed in order : First, if you have bee-

hives your bees will take from them an ample

provision for honey. All the big birds delight in

it and pheasants will jiot leave one seed. Plant

it alongside of the Barley and Buckwheat. Do
not feed it to fowls in excess, for it is heating and

exciting. The stalks are excellent for small

kindling, unless you prefer to keep them for

Beans, Sweet Peas and climbers. In burning th(^

refuse you will have superior fats excessively

rich in potash. Sheep and cows devour the

green or dry leaves, and the milk becomes more
abundant and better. Oh, the brave plant !

How wrong we are to have neglected it so long.

Hit i

CURRANT WHITE VEUS.MLLAISE.

Finally, plantations 'of Sunflowers are excessively

wholesome, for they absorb all miasmatic con

ditions. For me, I should plant as much as

possible, for no part of it is lost ; every part is

of some use." — (Translated from a French

paper.)

Roses at Bagatelle.—In spite of difficulties

the Roses at Bagatelle have been most interesting,

and the award of their gold medal has been be-

stowed upon an American variety, Los Angeles

(a cross between Mme. Segond-Weber and Lyon

Rose), and to Paul's Scarlet Climber, a variety

that has made quite a reputation already for its

very brilliant colouring. Other novelties that

obtained special notice were Mevrow Smits Gom-

pertz, Mme. Annette Aynard, Mme. Robert,

Syracuse, Catalunya, Miss Stewart Clark. W. C.

Gaunt," Red Cross, Britannia, Cupid, Muriel

Dickson, Nellie Parker, Clytemnestra, and Ghis-

laine de I'eligonde. Some of these are already

known in England, and doubtless the others will

be acquired by oiu up-to-date growers.

Geranium sanguineum album.—Though the

bright magenta crimson Geranium of our lime-

stone is a splendid thing, and duly appreciated as

such, the white variety has a distinction all its

own. It grows twice the height of the type, and

the large flowers produced so ab\mdantly upon

the rich green, finely cut foliage are a bold, clear

white and of good substance. It is an' easy doer

n any soil, will flourish without lime, and is always

orderly in habit.

Currant White Versaillaise.—The illustration

on tliis pa^e shows the very fertile habit of one

of the best of all the White Currants. For dessert

purposes we know of no Currant to equal it. The

berries are large, the bunches long, and the fruits

of a beautiful golden yellow hue when ripe. It

may be a matter of coincidence, but we have

noticed this year in gardens where White and Red

Raspberries and Currants are grown that the

white varieties have stood the drought far better

llian till' red.

Fruit-Picking in Perthshire.—An interesting

meeting of teachers and others was recently held

in the Goold Hall, Edinburgh, in order to promote

the recruiting of fruit-pickers for Perthshire.

The chair was occupied by Dr. Morgan, and the

meeting was addressed by Mr. Hodge, Blairgowrie ;

Lieutenant-Colonel Rose, representing the Ministry

of Food ; and Miss Fraser, a representative of

the Ministry of Labour. After .the chairman had

made a short speech in favour of the object of

the meeting, Mr. Hodge detailed the proposals

and emphasised the necessity of preserving all

the fruit so that the needs of the Army and Navy

might be met. Complaints were made that the

growers were obtaining large profits by means

of this labour, but Mr. Hodge controverted this

by statuig the position of some fruit fai-ms, showing

that the average profit for the last three years

would not amount to over 15 per cent. Colonel

Rose warmly supported the project, and stated

that the provision for feeding the workers would

be found quite satisfactory. Miss Fraser gave

details of the good conditions existing in the

camps {'T ">e fruit -pickers.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(7 /it KJiloy is not responsible for the opinio. .s

expressed by correspondents.)

TOMATOES
I

IN THt: OPEN.
PLANTS of these put out from 4i-inch pots a

few weeks since have now reached between

3 feet and 4 feet higli, and, showing their fourth,

and in some instances the fifth, truss, the point

of growth has been removed. Within a foot of

the soil the first trusses of five to seven fruits hang,

and the plants have the third truss already with

swelling fruits, the largest of which are of marble

size. The variety is Sunrise. The position is

i**south-westerly one, in front of a close-boarded

fence. The plants were rammed in very firmly

at planting-time, and are in light, unmanurcd
soil. Now, closer attention than formerly is being

given to watering, with a weeldy top-dressing of

turfy soil to which a handful of Clay's Fertilizer

has been added, the whole pressed very firmly

about the surface-rooting area of the plants.

What success has so far been achieved is, I consider,

largely due to putting out free-developing examples

uf good size as opposed to the starvelings so common
in the market-place and sliop, and which not infre-

quently are foredoomed to failure.

—

Soi.anum.

THE BROWN DUTCH BEAN.
A WHILE back I sent you a note on this valuable

Haricot. Having grown a few of them in

pots this year, and the pods being now fully grown,

we tried a dish of the seeds cooked as Green Peas.

The result was not a success. They shell out a

very pale greenish white, and are quite lacking

in flavour.
,
Evidently a thorough harvesting is

needed to develop the excellent full fla\'Our of

this Bean. All who grow it this season (and tlicir

name is legioit) should carefully examine the

rows while the plant is in ftill growth for the

purpose of " spotting," if possible, a plant possessing

a climbing habit, for a climbijig habit, so far as

I can judge, is the only thing lacking. It has

been calculated that a climbing growth would
almost treble the crop, and therefore the force 6i

what I have said will be well understood.

—

v. Hiiri;i:k\ Cuapm.w.

FRUIT BOTTLING IN COLD WATER.
pERHAPS the following will be of service lo

Messrs. Barbier and Co. The water of this

district IS mainly got from springs that come
from the upper coal raeasurts, and contains a very

high percentage of iron, also lime. This water

is very good for the above-named pmrpose. No
animal or vegetable refuse is allowed to con-

taminate it, as it is collected from its source

underground into concrete tanks for distribution.

I do not suggest that sulphate, oxide, or any
other composition of iron or lime renders the water

sterile. I should like to add that no magnesia

was reported in the above water when analysed.

H. T., Ponlardawc, Swansea ]'ii!ley.

PEA-SHUCK SOUP.

T WAS pleased to see mention of the above in

The Garden, page 247. The shucks of Green

Peas give a distinct flavour to anj' vegetable

mixture for which it may be suitable in cookery
;

and I think those who like tlie flavour of Green

Peas would also like that of the shucks or, at least,

make no objection to it. The flavour of the two

is slightly different, but I am partial to both,

r worked in a garden where hotch-pot or hotch-

potch was a favourite dish, and as I had to supply

the heiuse with vegetables and shared the dish,

I made great efforts to omit no ingredient of the

mess. Barley and water might be considereel

the basis of this broth, to which were added Peas

and their shucks (the latter strained out after

boiling), new Potatoes, Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips,

Cabbages or Curled Kale (or both), Onions, Cauli-

flower, Brussels Sprouts, Parsley and Celery leaves,

perhaps something else I have now forgotten.

The mixture of the lot gave a very compound and

modified flavour, but that of Green Pea shucks

was dominant above all, and relished by most

or all of the community, including the laird

himself.

—

Hortulanus.

'WARE WASPS.

TT is said that wasps render some good service

in helping to exterminate fly pests, but the

gardener in general has no good word for the

wasp. At this season of the year it begins to be

very destructive in fruit gardens. Wasps are

usUHlly trapped in small bottles containing a

little beer and water, the bottles being suspended

by means of a piece of string from a branch of a

tree. If a wasps' nest is found in a mossy bank,

it can be burned or smoked. Sometimes the

wasps congregate under the tiles or slates of a

roof or in a similar position, from which they are

not easily expelled. The best plan in a case of

this kind is to close up all the holes by which the

wasps go in and out, except the one that appears

to be their main entrance. At night place an

empty bottle with the mouth close up to the hole,

and cover it over with clay, taking care to have

a free entrance into the bottle (a transparent one

is best). Examine the bottle next morning,

when it will probably contain the whole swarm,

which can then be destroyed.

—

John Wight,

Ballliangie, Monqiihitter, Turriff, Aberdeen.

A REJIEDV FOR AMERICAN BLIGHT.

T.\" view of the prevalence of American blight

this year, some of your readers may be in-

terested to know that I have found painting the

affected parts with undiluted Abol most efficacious.

I use an ordinary gum brush and apply it vigorously.

For the higher branches the brush can be tied to a

rough Bamboo stake ; thjs and a pair of steps

make it possible to reach every part of the tree.

I have tried this remedy on quite a number of

trees, and it has been a success in every case. Of

course, one avoids touching the leaves with the

.Abol. .\ tin of the insecticide goes a long way if

used in this manner.

—

Victoria Si ade, Oodnlming.

" ANNE AM.\TEUR'S " VISIT TO
GRAVETYE MANOR.

AS to the odd allusion on page 279, "Anne
Amateur" did not come to see me here. She

would have been very welcome, and is probably

one of those who come in and do not see half the

place.—W. R.

ROSE CONRAD F. ME\'ER.

TN reply to Captain J. Hill Poe's enquiry, the

Official Catalogue of the National Rose Society

states that this Rose was raised by Frobel and

introduced in 1900, while Zephirine Drouhin is

attributed to Bizot in 1873.—A. C. Bartlett.

P^ONIA OFFICINALIS.

TX/TAV I be allowed to augment " G. J.'s " remarks

in praise of the old-time popular favourite

Paeony officinalis (which I have never entirely

neglected) in The Garden of July 6, page 257.

Those remarks send me back in thought to the

early seventies, to a delightful Morayshire garden

where, among many notable features, there was

the " Pajony border." Tliis long border was

filled with two rows of Psony officinalis. They

were suppe)rted by means of four short stakes

to each plant, and encircled with a single ring

of tarmrl twine. The effect might be considered

too striking for those of modern tastes ; but it

left an indelible impression on me, and methinks

that a great preacher's criterion of a good^ermon
is not a bad criterion of a good floral " creation "

:

" It strikes and it sticks."

—

Caledonia.

PANSY HISTORY.

T H.'VVE again been searching through my notes

and books bearing on the question of the

origin of the Pansy as a garden flower, and I fear

we cannot well reach finality in the spelling of the

name of the raiser. Harrison's " Floricultural

Cabinet " is a heinous offender in this question, as

the spelling in all the references is inconsistent, the

name appearing " Thompson " and " Thomson" in

successive issues. By 1833 the Pansy had attained

great popularity, and there were many other raisers.

As many as 278 varieties were offered by some

nurserymen, and there are frequent references to

the flower in the earlier horticultural periodicals

from about 1830. One raiser, Mr. J. J. .AUnutt,

jun., of Wallingford, exhibited 100 varieties of

his own at one of the London shows about this

time, and offered to stage his varieties against

any other exliibitors for ifio, which he was pre-

pared to pay in the event of losing ! History

does not say if this was accepted
;

probably not.

—S. Arnott.

T HESIT.'\TE about joining in the discussion

of the correct way to spell the name of the

celebrated Iver Pansy-maker when my friend

Mr, Hari<lan Payne is on the track. He is a

regular 'Bloodhound on such occasions, and he is

the man to run it down, if it is possible to do so. The
quotation I am about to give should be decisive,

only one knows from personal experience how easy

a matter it is for people who know me fairly well

to change my name by the addition of an " s
"

from one of a probable Dutch to one of a Jewish

origin. The " p " in Thompson or Thomson is

a sort of parallel example to that of the " s " in

Jacobs or Jacob. There are a good many names
which have these tricky letters attached to them

which are sometimes added when they should be

omitted, and sometimes omitted when they should

be added. When, however, anyone who is in the

habit of reporting shows spells the name of a well-

known exhibitor in . a certain way in an account

of some exhibition, and when, moreover, he has had

one of the aforesaid exhibitor's best fle^wers given

him, the odds are very heavy indeed in favour of

the spelling of it in his account being correct.

Here it is. Will my g6od friend signal back
" O.K." ? In a somewhat rarely to be met with

publication

—

The Gardener, Florist and Agricul-

tiirisi for July 8, 1848—there is the second part

of a long account of " A Second Grand Exhibition

of the Royal South London Floricultural Society,

June 20, 1848," with a picture of a Pansy

calleel Pre-eminent. \ The following is an extract

from this :
" As usual amongst the growers Mr.

Thomson of Iver carried away the extra prize,

and Mr. Hall of Enfield was equally successful

amongst the Amateurs. Amongst the specimens

exhibited by Mr. Thomson we noticed one in par-

ticular called 'Pre-eminent,' which Mr. Thomson
kindly presented to us and from which the

above drawing was taken." Thjs wa. just seventy

years ago. How soon the darkness of oblivion

settles down on the past ! Is it Thomson or

Thompson ? And who knows why I ask Mr. Harman
Payne for the signal " O.K." ?

—

Joseph Jacob.

r\ti page 248 J. M. Edwards states that Thomson
(or Thompson) of Iver cultivated the Pansy

in 1812 or 1813, and asks if anyone knows oi

anything earlier. Thomson was not merely a

cultivator, but seemingly the earliest on record

to improve the size and form of the Pansy to any

appreciable extent. It would not be difficult to
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Growing Winter Tomatoes for Sale
[In Answer lo a Ccrrespondenl.']

CLEMATIS MONTANA WILSONII.

Iti flowering season is in July and August.

priive that the Pansy was cuhivated in this country

It.aig before the time of Thomson, andjthat the

i;arden forms, or some of them, were larger than

tlie wild ones. In Johnson's edition of John

C.erard's Herbal (1633) it is said that thejgarden

Heartsease was " more gallant and beautifull than

any of the wilde ones." John Parkinson in 1629

not only grew the Pansy in a great variety of

' olours, but also a double one, and Viola lutea,

me of the parents of the bedding Violas, with

and without rays, and of different shades of yellow.

Philip Miller in 1579 cultivated eleven species of

Viola, including V. tricolor and V. lutea. Of

IleartiCase or Pansies he had a great many varie-

ties, some with "very large beautiful flowers,

\vliich have an agreeable odour," while others

'Aire small and scentless. He saved seeds with

jiiat care in order to arrive at a correct idea as

I'l whether they were distinct species or varieties,

lint his ground was so full of self-sown seed, as in

• it her old botanic gardens, that he was handicapped

111 his endeavour to unravel their genealogy or

.iffinities. Both he and Parkinson agreed that

the Pansy was an annual; but both propagated
\' lutea by means of offsets, which are still a good

-ii;n of a truly perennial plant, like the best bedding

\iolaS. HORTUI..\NUS.

Clematis montana Wilsonii

at Gravetye
This late-flowering form of the lovely Clematis

montana is now at its best in the gardens

at Gravetye Manor. Originally it was planted

tn clothe a pergola, but it has gone beyond its

I'liscribcd limits, and its large white flowers and

fund flower-buds hang in long festoons from the

branches of a tall Holly tree. Following in the

trail of the white Clematis are the fiery scarlet

'i"wers of the pretty climber Tropaeolum speci-

^Mm. Tlie effect is exceedingly fine, and. like so

lUy of the good effects in gardening, it was not

' signed, but came by happy chance. H. C.

A
CORRESPONDENT whom we talic

to be an amateur is essaying a

task difficult of accomplishment even

, to an expert, namely, to produce ripe

^ Tomatoes for sale in February and

March. However, if he is in earnest, means

business, and has the necessary means and appli-

ances to his hands wherewith to carry out the

work, there is no reason why he should not succeed.

The effort is worth a trial, as the prices charged

at that time are high.

In the first place he should be possessed of a

lightly constructed and well heated glasshouse to

grow tlum in, span-roofed for preference, as

the maximum of light during the short, dull days

is then secured. Fuel is a serious item of

expense, and must be considered, as ripe Tomatoes

at this t'me are out of the question without a

generous use of the hot-water pipes. For the

Tomatoes to be ripe in February, and also more or

less in March, a set of fruits must be secured on

the plants this side of Christmas. In order to

bring this about, seeds of the variety Sunrise

should be sown the first week in August. Sow the

seeds thinly in fine soil in 5-inch pots, placing

the pots in a cool, stmny frame or on the shelf of

a cool greenhouse. As soon as the young plants are

2 inches high, pot singly into 3-inch pots, replacing

them in the same position as before, bearing in mind

not to crowd the plants together either now

or at any stage in their growth, but giving each

ample room to develop itself to its full capacity

without crowding. Strong, sturdy and healthy

plants will then be obtained, which is the first and

most essential quality to possess to secure success.

Ventilate freely day and night, and see that the

plants do not suffer from the want of water.

These small pots'j^will soon be filled with roots,

when the plants must be repotted into 5-inch pots,

using this time a light loamy soil and passing

it through an'inchTmcsh sieve, adding to the

loam a quarter of its bulk of leaf-mould and mix-

ing the two together. Place one crock over the

hole of the pot, and a little of the roughest of the

A NEARliR VIEW OF WILSONS CLEMATIS.

Showing the large flowers and flcwer-biids.

loam over the crock to prevent the finer soil

choking the drainage. A cool frame in a light,

airy position will suit these plants best now.

keeping the lights off in fine weather during

August and early September in order to induce

hardy growth and sturdiness. In wet, cold

weather the lights will be better on, but %vith

ample air on at the same time. It will be found

that it will not be long before the 5-inch pots in

turn are also full of roots. Then will be the

time to put the plants into their fruiting pots.

Pots 10 inches in diameter I have found the best

for this purpose. Towards the end of Septembsr

the plants should be from 12 inches to r5 inches

high and sturdy in priportion, with a bunch or

two of fruits set on each plant.

The Soil should be composed of a moderately

light loam, broken with the hand into pieces

the size of a hen's egg, the small .crumbly

soil to be used as well. To a bushel of such loam

add a gallon of well-decayed manure in a dn.'

condition. Pass it through an inch mesh sievr-.

adding also a gallon of old mortar rubble (brokin

small), a quart of lime, a pint of soot and the same

quantity of bone-meal, and you will have an ideal

soil for the growth of winter Tomatoes. Mix well

together and fill the pots with the compejst to the

depth of 7 inches only. Then pot your plants,

one plant only in each pot (the pots should be

10 inches across), pressing the soil moderately

firm round the roots of the plants. You will

notice that the pot is only partly filled with soil,

the object being to add a layer of new soil an

inch deep as a top-chressing as fast as the new-

soil is filled with new roots. Were the pots

filled with soil in the first place, some of it would

become stale and sour before the roots could

fill it, to the detriment of the plants.

The Winter Culture of the Plants will

now begin, namely, early in October, and the

first thing one has to do is to see that the glass

of the house is clean, and that its walls are white-

washed, so that the atmosphere will be sweet

and wholesome. The next thing to do is to fix a

stage in the most economical and effective w-ay to

receive the plants. The tops eif the plants should

be within, say, 3 feet or 4 feet of the glass.

The plants should be so arranged as to be 15 inches

apart all round, making provision for a path

to attend to them for watering and tying.

The house, if possible, should be entirely devoted

to their growth.

Staking the Plants.—Let each plant be staked

.iiid scianely tied to the stake as it grows.

Disbudding or Cutting Off the Side Shoots.—

As the plants grow, side shoots are formed on the

stems of the plants, and situated generally opposite

to where the bunch of fruit is. These side shoots

must be cut off as fast as they appear. The

plants will grow ap#ce from now to the middle of

November, and should have from four to six

bunches of fruit set on each plant, with from three

to seven fruits on a bunch. (Each plant should

be confined to or»e stem.) As soon as this is the

case, the top or the crown of the plant should be

stopped by pinching off its centre. As a con-

sequence the whole of the strength of the plant

will be more or less directed to the swelling and

maturing of the fruit, which is a slow process

at the best at that time of the year.

Ventilation 'during the winter season has

much to do with the success or failure of the

crop. What one has to aim at is to have a
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warm, growing atmosphere without being hot

—

sometliing like the healthy and comfortable

temperature of a living-room, brought about by

the application of moderate heat and effective

ventilation, and that without draughts. During

sunny spells, of which we have many in October,

fires may be dispensed with, and only lighted in

cold, wet weather. When November comes in,

artificial heat will be necessary to keep up a grow-

ing temperature, but at no time should ex-

cessive fire-heat be used. One should aim at a

mean temperature of from 58° to 6^° Fahr. during

the day, with a rise to 70° with sun-heat. The

temperature at night may fall to 50° or 53° with

advantage.

Watering.—In the early stages of the plants

they should be watered freely, as they then grow

quickly and dry quickly ; but in winter growth

is less active, and care must be taken not to

over-water the plants. What one has to aim at

is to watch the soil until one is satisfied that it

is moderately dry right through, then to give

a thorough watering, and not to water again

until the same conditions are again present. As

soon as a good crop is set, an occasional applica-

tion of liquid manure should be given, as it will help

the swelling of the fruit. Peruvian Guano is an

excellent manure to apply alternately with soot.

The quantity of each to use should be a handful

to two gallons of water, well mixing the same before

applying.

Top-dressing the Plants.—This must be

attended to as frequently as a good body of new

roots appear on the surface, using the same sort

of soil and applying it an inch deep at a time,

pressing it down fairly firm.

Inoculation of the Flowers in Order to

Secure Fertility.—Every flower that opens

sliould lie fertilised when the pollen is dry. A
simple way of doing this is to gently tap the

stakes or wires to which the plants are tied.

This disperses tlie pollen and should be done

about midday. It will not do to trust to natural

fertilisation at this time of the year.

From the foregoing it will be seen that to succeed

in obtaining a fine crop of winter Tomatoes, a

good set of fruits must be obtained in autumn and

early winter, tlie same to be gradually developed

and ripened by more or less artificial heat during

the short days of winter. O. T.

SERAPIAS CORDIGERA

THIS,
probably the largest of the family

and certainly one of the most con-

spicuous of hardy terrestrial Orchids,

is found growing extensively around

the Mediterranean region from Spain

to Greece, and also in Tyrol. Hardy Orchids

have a bad reputation for being transplanted

from their native habitats to our gardens, but

one who has successfully got over the difficulty

tells me if you get a sufficiently large piece of turf

so as to leave the union between the old and the

newer tuber unseparated, there is no reason why

success should not follow the transplanting, other

conditions being suitable. In the beautiful

Island of Isciiia, oii the Bay of Naples, I found a

large and richly, coloured strain of this plant,

and made a sketch in oils, from which the Editor

has had a block, made. There were on the spike

no fewer than ten blooms of a rich maroon-red

thade, very conspicuous on the grassy brinks where

the plants grew. I have suggested establishing

this desirable plant by seed, which I am afraid

would try the patience of the grower, as it would

take some time before the tubers were strong

enough to bloom. J, T. Bennett-PoE, V.M.H.

RIVIERA NOTES
By EDWARD H. VVOODALL.

In these days of summer
heat and drought, when

Nat ure seems resting
awhile after the vigdrous

growth of spring, nothing

is more attractive than

a bank that I know of on

the sunny and hot side

of a long line of Cypress.

It is cohered with the

vigorous growths and

foliage of the Caper Plant, which rejoices in drought

and heat. Usually its flowers hang down, their

heads heavy with the tassel of purple stamens

that is so silky and so ornamental ; but in this

instance, as the shoots trail on the ground, the

flowers are, as it were, forced to look up, and a

totally different character is given to them. A
lady friend who drew my attention to them said :

" What very pretty flowers those are
;
just like a

Rose of Sharon or big St. John's Wort, only

the petals are white and the stamens purple !

"

The general effect with these tasselled stamens

above the white^petals, and with the background

of green foliage and withered grasses, is a thing

SERAPIAS CORDIGERA.
(From an oil painting by J. T. Bennett-Poe.)

to be remembered, and my mind reverts to the far-

off Island of Malta, where, owing to the scarcity

of forage in simimer, there is a bastion where this

plant grows luxuriantly, and above it the legend

on a placard :
" No one except the Commandant

may ' cut Capers " on this bastion." Here, at

any rate, one may take the young flower-buds

and pickle them in vinegar for future use in the

kitchen. No one has ever seemed to take any

notice of these wild or naturalised plants since the

days when Carnations ruled the roast and flowers

were of more value than mere culinary plants.

Here and there, too, may be seen the wild Oleander

with its soft pale pink single Periwinkle flowers

—

perhaps even prettier than, though not so effective

as, the double forms so much in evidence in town

gardens, where, with the giant Magnolia blossoms '

and the scarlet Pomegranate flowers, many a

shut-in and shady courtyard is transformed into

a garden of delights during two, or even three hot

summer months. In old days there was often

a tinkling little fountain also, but in these days,

when mosquitoes have been almost abolished,

these basins of water have also been done away with,

as it was there they bred in thousands. But

hew quickly they take advantage of any little pool

of stagnant water must be seen to be believed.

A hybrid Ipomoea between tlie well-known

and lovely perennial I. ficifolia and the sky

blue annual I. rubro-cserulea is the joy of

the garden just now. I have grown it for years,

but never appreciated its full beauty till now,

as in autumn the blooms are so much paler and

smaller. It has the advantage of being perennial

lilce I. ficifolia, and though its blue is hss pure

and intense than in I. rubro-casrulea, it produces

so much greater a mass of flower that on a high

wall, where it scrambles to its heart's content,

I think I can say it even surpasses its parents just

now. It flowers earlier than I. ficifolia and lasts

till the cold December nights check the expansion

of the latest buds, lasting fully five months in

bloom.

The white form of tlie common I.antaiia

aculeata, " nivea," is also much more decorati\'c

as a garden shrub than the orange yellow type, so

that it should be grown in preference to the type.

Its habit is less straggling, and the profusion of

flower so great that it hides its foliage with it^,

white and lemon coloured heads of Verbei^a-like

flowers. So good an old plant should not be

neglected even in these days. The more modern

bedding varieties are mucli less hardy and floriferous

—their neat, dwarf habit is their only merit

—

and when grown as a shrub the greater vigour and

hardiness of the old kind is apparent at once.

Like thfe Ipomoea, it flowers from Jime to December,

and with a trifle more warmth in winter wouUI,

I think, bloom for at least another month.

One of the lovely weeds of this country is now in

beauty, wreathing everything it encounters with

fairy garlands of white, sweet-scented blossom.

I speak of the well-known Clematis Flammula,

which is in beauty late in summer in northern

regions, but which here now garlands a Pome-

granate tree whose scarlet flowers and waxy buds

make an admirable foil to its starry sweetness.

Certainly in northern countries, where the Pome-

granate will only flower on a wall, I should plant

Clematis Flammula at its foot for the sake of the

exquisite beauty of this combination of colour

and form.

It is sad to hear of the failure of the Cherry crop

in England this year. Cherries have been abundant,

as usual, here, and we are still enjoying the latest

" Griottes," which so recall the Morello Cherries

of the North. They are not so deep a red in colour

aid are just sweet enough to be enjoyable at

dessert. I never remember seeing them in England,
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but aiiyniu- wlici lias oner enjoyed tlu-m will nivir

forget their excellence. The once much admired

Bigarrcau.x, with their lirilliant colouring and hard

flesh, no longer find purchasers in the market,

and as the " Griottcs " arc melting and juicy they

aire equally good for preserving or compotes.

I, Apricots are abundant, but so small, dry and

"tasteless that they are liardly fit even for sfcwmg,

and dn not compare with good wall-grown fruit.

THALICTRUM CHELIDONII
This line ^pccics was r.iised from seeds sown in

the spring of last ycijr, and a few plants are now
in flower. It is the Himalayan representative

of the Chinese group of which T. Delavayi and

T. dipterocarpum have been introduced, both

of wliich are prized garden plants, though by

no means easy of cultivation. Opinions differ

as to their exact requirements. At f. 7152 of

t'he Botanical Magazine some more or less important

botanical differences are pointed, out between

1 . Delavayi and T. Chelidonii, but as garden

ornaments the latter species is by far the more

beautiful. As in all the species grown, the foliage

is elegant, a lovely pale green above and pubescent

miderneath. The flowers are borne in graceful

sprays and do not droop. The petals are widely

expanded-, and some flowers are over an inch

across. The colour is a delicate silvery lavender,

and the plant so far does not exceed 15 inches

in height. I see no reason to hope that this species

will be any more easy of cultivation than those

from China. The signs are not good, for it was

given a certificate of merit by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society nearly twenty years ago, and

does not seem to have found its way into gardens

qr plant catalogues. Difficulties, however, are

made to be overcome, and it is to be hoped

that in some of the gardens to which it has been

sent it may find a congenial home and be happy.

This species is described and figured in the

Century Supplement to Nicholson's Dictionary of

Gardening.

Greenwich Park. T. Hav.

EARLY BEARDED IRISES
{Continued from page 251, Jitiie 29.}

IN

South-Eastern Europe there is another pair

of species, corresponding to I. pumila and

I. Chamaeiris, namely, I. mellita and I.

Keichcnbachii, which differ from the western

pair in having prominent, sharp keels to the

spathes which enclose the buds. In J. pumila

and I. Chamajiris these are rounded and shape-

less ; in I. mellita and I. Reichenbachii they

are flattened and have a much more definite

shape by reason of the rigid keel that runs along

their outer edge.

1. nrellita is stemless and has a long tube; I.

Reiclienbachii has a stem of 6 inches or 8 inches

or less and a relatively short tube. Both have

purple and yellow flowered forms, but the texture

of the flowers is quite different from that of I.

pumila and I. Chapiaeiris. I. mellita is chiefly

found near Philippopolis in Bulgaria, and one form

of it has red-edged leaves and is sometimes grown

under the name of rubro-marginata. I. Reichen-

bachii has many synonyms, for the purple form

has been christened balkana, Athoa, macedonica

and Straussii ; while serbica, bosniaca and Skorpili

are merely names of the yellow form. Both

mellita and Reichenbachii are very desirable

Irises, but to do well they must have a good strong

loani and plenty of lime.

Far away in Tibet there is another pair of dwarf

bearded Irises—tigndia and Potanini. The former

has a short tube and finely pointed leaves, and

the latter a longer tube and curiously blunt or

abruptly rounded leaves. Mr. Farrer encountered

both species on his recent travels, but it remains

to be seen whether he has succeeded in introducing

them to our gardens. Of botli there are yellow

and purple forms, and it would be interesting to

see both in our rock gardens.

Differing widely from the Irises already described,

and belonging perhaps rather to the Regelia

section than to flu* Pogoniris proper, are the

beautiful Httle I. flavicsima or arenaria from

Hungary and Siberia, I. Blondowii from Siberia,

and I. mandschurica from the Far East. The
first named is the most common in our gardens,

and sometimes flowers freely from its slender,

running rhizomes. The flowers are of a brilliant

yellow with golden beards.

In Southern Italy and in Sicily—on the slopes

of Mount Etna, for example—grows I. pseudo-

pumila, which comes midway between I. pumila
and I. Chamajiris, for it has the long tube of the

former and the stem of the latter. It needs a

Some of the Hardy Sages
By GKKTUUDE JKKYLL, V.M.H.

WHEN better days come and we
can again be planting the borders

of hardy flowers, we shall hope

to make some good use of these

showy plants of early July.

Meanwhile, from the scattered examples kept

to save the stocks, it will be well to make some
notes ^of grouping and arrangement, and to have

at least a foretaste of their effect in imagination

and anticipation. For a bold purple group the

largest plants will be of Salvia Srlarea, the Clary

of old gardens, widely branching and 4 feet to

5 feet high. Next to these will be a bold group

of S. virgata nemorosa, of a splendid purple colour-

ing, and, towards the front, the purple-leaved

form of the common Sage, little known as a border

plant, but of considerable value. The Clary is

in cloud-like masses of pale or deep mauve. The

SALVIA SCLAREA IN CLOUD-LIKE MASSES OF MAUVE AT MUNSTEAD WOOD.
The Clary of old gardens.

warm, sunny corner if it is to succeed in our

climate, and its many colour forms would make

it welcome if only it did not so frequently succumb

to our winters.

Perhaps the rarest of the dwarf European Irises

is I. subbiflora, which is only found on the rocks

near the seashore in Portugal and probably also

in a few localities in Southern Spain. It was

first described by Clusius, when he found it growing

near Coimbra in 1565, and I have one form of it

that has grown here unprotected for eight or

ten years, and which, though it does not always

succeed in escaping late frosts, which destroy the

buds, sometimes produces a number of magnificent

flowers of a very deep blue-black colour, finer than

that of any other known Irises. Other forms are

of a poor reddish purple colour. Botanically, I.

subbiflora comes very near to I. pseudo-pumila,

but the spathes are shorter, greener, more acute

and more rigid. Both plants flower in April in

England. Clusius tells us that his plant some-

times flowers again in the autumn, but it loses

this desirable habit in our climate.

Charterhouse, Godalming. ' W. R. Dykes.

seedlings vary in colour, and as the tendency is

to incline to a lighter colour, whereas the deeper

is the better, we plant them more thickly than

they need stand, and thin out the lighter ones

as soon as the half-developed flowering shoots

show colour, which they do nearly a month before

flowering-time. The whole colour effect is delight-

fully soft and nebulous. The actual flowers are

bluish lavender, but they are set among a pro-

fusion of wide bracts of a true mauve colour

—

that of the wild Mallow. This broken colouring

of two tints intermingled gives, as such a combina-

tion always does, a valuable delicacy of general

colouring. In the case of Salvia virgata there is

also a combination of two colours of flower and

bract, but in this the purple of the flower and the

deep crimson of the bract are both powerful

—

one may even say intense—in colour strength,

with a result of surprising richness. In the lower-

growing purple-leaved Sage there is yet again

the bloom and bract of different tint, but though

the flower is a good bright purple—brighter than

that (if the common Sage—the effect beside that

of the taller virgata is of pleasant modest
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colouring, in perfect harmony, Ijolh in flower ami

leaf, with the taller plant of fuller colour and

with the cloudy "bloom of the Clary. The purple

effect will be carried further by a fron*- planting

of the dwarf Lavender, a neat plant that blooms

nearly a month before the ordinary tall kind, and
wliose flowers, on stalks barely 8 inches above

llie leaves, are of a mucli deeper colour. The

whole purple group will occupy several square

yards. Part of the front edge will be planted

with the silvery-leaved Stachys lanata and with

Artemisia Stelleriana and such other grey-leaved

plants as Cineraria maritima and Centaurea

ragusina, and on the middle flanks will be the tall

Artemisia Ludoviciana.

household. It is

Potatoes, Lettuce,

Salad Dressing Without
Eggs

A DAIRYMAN'S DAUGHTER'S RECIPE.

By "Anne Amateur."

As my mayonnaise was
too expensive for
" Thrift's " requirements,

I have been trying to

devise a less costly one,

without success, till at

last the accompanying
recipe was given me by
a dairyman's daughter.

We have tried it, and it is

much approved by my
excellent with cold sliced

and flaked, tinned salmon,
with which last we make several sorts of nice

dishes, especially the above, and also Potato
croquettes and Potato fish pies—all " dainty
dishes to set before the King," God bless Jiim.

Here foUoweth the recipe. Ingredients : Three
large tablespoonfuls of flour, one saltspoonful of

salt, one saltspoonful of pepper, one teaspoonful
of mustard (more or less according to taste), one
large tablespoonful of salad oil, four tablespoonfuls
of milk and four tablespoonfuls of vinegar.

IVlethod : Thorougiily mix the flour, pepper, salt

and mustard together, dry. Then pour in the milk
very gradually, stirring all the while so as to

avoid any lumps forming in the flour. Whi n
mixed, this should be as thick as boiled custard.

Now add the oil, drop by drop, still stirring, and
lastly add the vinegar in the same way. Wlien
mixed, the dressing should be of the consistency

of thin cream.

It will keep in a cool larder for two or three days
in an open jug with muslin cover, but must twt

b? put in a closed bottle. The above quantity is

sufficient for six persons at one meal.

A SIMPLE AND DAINTY
SALAD

Over-elaboration in the making of a salad

is a fault perhaps as much to be condemned
as lack of judgment in the compounding of it.

Here is a simple and seasonable recipe worth
trying. A few young Carrots, sliced length-

ways ; on these sprinkle a little fresh Tarragon
and a Spring Onion, both finely chopped. Pour
over all a tiUle good salad dressing ; I like

Crosse and Blackwell's Florence Cream best for

this .purpose, and consume with thanksgiving.
I think readers will find this a simple, dainty
and appetising little dish.

^yi:- P. Herbert Chapman.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Yucca Ellacombei.—We believe this to be of

hybrid origin. Indeed, it is said to have been
selected by Canon EUacombe from out of a batch
of hybrid seedlings at Henderson's Nm'sery years

ago. The leaves are longer and less incurved

at the margin than in Y. gloriosa, the giant panicle

of creamy flowers rising out of the rosette of leaves

to 5 feet or so high. It is both handsome and
highly ornamental. From Messrs. Paul and
Son, The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt.

Campanula x Enchantress.—Said to be a

hybrid or cross-hreed of C. Norman Grove (itself

resulting from C. Tommasiniana and C. White
Star) and C, Waldsteiniana. .A.s_ seen the new-
comer at a short distance is productive of a bushy
C. garganica flower effect, though, nearer, the C.

Waldsteiniana influence is quite apparent. It

is of a soft or delicate blue tone, 6 inches high,

and profusely flowered. Shown by Messrs. T. B.

Grove and Son. Sutton Coldfield.

Gaultheria tricophylla.—.\ Himalayan species

of unusual beauty and charm. A rninutc-growing,

prostrate-habited sub-shrub which carpets the
soil with miniature leaves on twiggy branches.

The pretty pink flowers, which appear in early
spring, are succeeded by large fruits of peacock-
bine colour. A fruiting example from Mr. G.
Renthe, Keston, gained the award.

Odontoglossum Alexandria de Barri (0.

Harryanum x O. triumphans Lionel [CrawshayJ).

—The ground colour is golden, which, save for

faint lines appearing here and there and golden
tips, is practically obscured by old bronze. The
lip is white, with bluish reticulations at the base.

A handsome and showy hybrid. From de Barri
Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks.

The foregoing novelties were before the Royal
Horticultural Society on July i6, when the awards
were made.

Gardening of the Week
FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Leeks.—Early crops should be giaduallv
carthed-np. For those growing in trenches the
aid of the spade will be required, but those planted
in deep holes in drills can be manipulated by
means of the hoe. The Leek is a gross feeder,
and will be benefited by occasional dressings of
soot, fowl-manure or sulphate of ammonia.

Peas.—This valuable crop must not be allowed
to suffer from lack of moisture, or mildew is sure
to attack the plants. Deep green is their normal
colour, and it should be maintained bv watering
and feeding if necessary.

Kidney and Runner Beans.—-If it is intended
to ripen off part of the crop for winter use, it will
be best to set aside a certain area for that purpose,
as the portion set aside for summer use will continue
longer in bearing if none of the pods are allowed
to ripen. We are for the first time here growing
a breadth of the Dutch Brown Bean for winter use.

Tomatoes.—By training up a young basal shoot
on early Tomatoes, a fair second crop can be
obtained. Cut away the original stem as soon as
the first crop is cleared, give the plants a top-
dressing, and feed rather liberally when the crop
is set.

The Flower Garden.
Roses.—The cream of the first blooming is now

over, and it will help to ensure a good second
blooming if the beds or borders receive a rather
liberal dressing with some natural or artificial
manure, after which the soil should be rather
deeply stirred. A good soaking of water should
also be given if the weather is drv. Remove all
suckers.

Calendula officinalis.—Where the old-fashioned
Pot Mangold is beuig grown for hospital purposes,
the flowers should be picked at least twice a week
and only when dry. After picking off the petals
they must be dried thoroughly before being put
up in the usual muslin bags.

Sunflowers.—It is presumed that considerable
quantities of Sunflower are being grown partiv
for beauty and partly for utility. The American
and Russian Giant varieties are the best for utilitv,
and those growing them should furnish them with
stakes of about 5 feet in height, or if planted in
lines they can be tied to a strained wire like single-
stemmed Chrysantheniu>«s^

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—Preparations should now be

made for planting Strawberries. The ground
should be bastard-trenched and a dressing of
organic manure incorporated with both the top
and bottom spits. Planting had better be delayed
for a week or more till the soil settles down a little.
As to choice of varieties, there is much room for
difierence of opinion. Much also depends upon
the character of the soil. Although only medium-
sized, I have still great faith in Garibaldi as a
sure cropper for early use, and in Givon's Late
Prolific for late use.

Red Currant..—If it is desired to have a long
succession of Red or White Currants, this end can
in a measure be attained by covering t he bushes with
a mat. If this is done on a north wall, the fruits
can be kept in good condition till well on in the
autumn.

Black Currants.—The Black Currant mite
is not the only enemy of this much-esteemed
fruit. Apart from this pest the fruits on certain
bushes prove abortive year by year. A look-out
ought to be kept for such, and when detected the
bushes should be marked at this season and be
duly discarded and replaced by healthy stock.

Plants Under Glass.

Hydrangeas.—^Propagate by cuttings Hydran-
geas for producing single trusses next summer.
There are now some beautiful varieties, such as
Radiance, for general decorative purposes, but
for producing large single trusses hortensis is

unequalled. Select the most vigorous shoots,
insert them in small pots fiUed with sandy soil,

and root in a close frame shaded from bright
sunshine.

Geraniums.—Cuttings taken now and rooted
singly in 3-inch pots in a light, airy frame will

produce fine plants for providing bloom next
summer. The following are all attractive varie-
ties: Singles—Cassiope, salmon pink; Captain
Holford, crimson

; E.xcelsior, salmon ; Maxiine
Kovalevsky, orange scarlet ; Plutarch, scarlet

;

and White Queen, white. Doubles—Charles Chin-
colle, salmon ; Double Paul Crampel, scarlet

;

Hedwidge Buchner, white ; and Triomphe de
Nancy, pink. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
* The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peach and Nectarine Trees.—Continue to
give bountiful supplies of water to the roots of

all trees, and syringe at intervals trees from udiiih
the fruits have been gathered. Ventilate more
freely trees on which the Peaches are now colouring,
and cease syringing. All fiuits for packing and
sending long distances, also for market, should
be very carefully handled, gathered underripe,
and be firmly packed in soft material. Give
attention to young trees growing apace, tie in
the laterals at intervals and at equal distances
to form straight, evenly balanced heads, cut
away any surplus wood, and avoid crowding.

Summer Pruning may now be pushed forward.
Do not cut the young shoots too hard back when
going o\'er the trees at this period. I generally
piTine all the outgi-owing shoots of reasonable
build to within six or eight buds the first time,
and to avoid overcrowding remove entirely use-
less, weak growths, so as to give those remaining
more light _and a better chance to develop
strong buds. Train in all leaders required to
fill up space, remove any suckers, and thoroughly
wash with a suitable insecticide to prevent insect

pest, except where the fruits are past stoning,

when only clean water should be used. —

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbage.—A good sowing of seeds should now
l)e made for producing good early spring produce.
Select seeds of the best and most reliable varieties',

and sow on good ground made rather firm and
w-ell piUvcrised. If the weather proves very dry,

well water the beds before and after sowing
the seeds ; and to preserve the moisture,
cover the beds with mats till the seeds
germinate. The ground for Sprifig Cabbage should
be deeply worked and well manured some time
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previous to planting ; and for the earliest crop a good

sheltered position should be chosen. I find the follow-

ing varieties excellent ; Flower of Spring, Sutton's

April, EUam's Dwarf, Mein's No. i. Early Rainham,
Mackinlay's Matchless, and Oflenham ; but there

are nianv other varieties from which to select.

.\t the same time, a few rows of Blood Red or

Red Dutch for pickling should be sown.

Tripoli Onions.—The ground should be pre-

pared for the main sowing of these very useful

Onions, and two sowings should be made duri^g

the month of August. 1 usually sow about the

first and third week in an open position and on
ground deeply cultivated and moderately firm.

Dress the ground with soot and sow the seeds rather

thicklv in drills an inch deep and the rows 12 inches

apart. White Lisbon, Giant Rocca and Lemon
Rocca are very reliable for this sowing.

H. M.\RKHAM.
(Gardener to the Earl of Straffcird.)

W'lolham Park, Barnet.

SOCIETIES

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

In conjunction with the ordinary fortriightly

meeting on July 16 the annual exhibition of the

National Carnation and Picotee Society (Southern

Section) was held. In addition, new seedling

Roses were staged, also climbing Roses for the

Cory Gup. None was deemed worthy of the gold

medal award, the nearest approach thereto being

Mrs. Elisha Hicks, which possesses a powerful

fragrance. The Carnation section was particularly

good considering the times, some excellent flowers

being staged. For the rest, the Roses from

Newtownards were grand, and in colour, we think,

have never been surpassed. Hardy flowers were

also good and in much variety. Orchids, too,

played a goodly part, the fine array of stove plants

POULTRY RATIONING SCHEME.

|

Tlie Ministry of Food has arranged to allow four ounces of

footl per iliem tor each fowl coming \vitliiu the following con-

diiions.—A. Utility breeding stock for egg-production, or

l.reeding stock of high utility quality. B. Pure bred stock.

(\ Standard of health must be high. O. That for at least

two years this stock has been bred to meet above require-

ments. E. Tliat owner will supply public with sittings, chicks,

ami stock birds at his 1U17 chapges. F. Selectiyc breeding

must liave been practised in the Hock Such will be regarded

as in grade I.

In grade II. will be stock meeting requirements A., B., C.

and D., and condition E. remains. These birds will receive

rations after iiraae I. stock have been satisfied. For grade I

there must have be^n a thnrough system of selecting the best

females, but tur grade 11. there need haye been the use only of

best available males.
Application forms can he had from the Secretary of the

Feeding stutt's Committee of the County or Area, or from the
Ministry of Food, New County Hall. Westminster Bridge
Road, S.E. 1. Forms must be returned (filled in)l)y .Inly 27th
at latest to the Secretary of the County Feeding Stuffs Com-
mittee. The tithcial notice is quite ambiguous, and I recom-
mend my readers to till in the forms if they have adopted
trapnesting. bought pedigree cockerels, or purchased birds of

a trapnested or selected strain. They can then thrash the
question out later with the committee appointed to settle such
matters. The schenie would at first seem to appeal to profes-
sional breeders only, but amateurs with quality stock should
not be mislead. A general but less important rationiiig^cr.eme
U now being planned for stock other tlian in the above
categories. W. P. -O.

from Richmond adding an unusual featiue.

Vegetables from Messrs. Barr were superbly shown,

a gold medal being deservedly awarded.

Vegetabifs and Fruit.

The gold medal collection of vegetables from Messrs.

Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, was the outstanding
feature of the meeting. Rarely indeed has finer produce
been seen or an exhibit of this kind presented more
etfectivcly or in bMter taste. The collection comprised
some eighty-four dishes and stands, as complete an
assortment of high-class produce as we remember to have
seen. Everything, indeed, in season and of worth was
included. Of Peas, splendid pyramids of Quite Content,

Duchess of Albany, Aldennan and Telegraph Improved
were shown. Dwarf or French Beans were represented

by Canadian Wonder and Dwarf Golden Butter ; . Broad
Beans by Green Longpod and others. Potatoes were,

naturally, in strong force. King Edward VII., Exhibition

Red, May Queen and Midlothian Early were noted. In

the background the groups of Cabbages Nonpareil and
Barr*s Best of All were of superb specimens, a like remark
aptly applying to Early London and other Cauliflowers.

Tomatoes were very fiiie, as well as affording a useful

bit of coloiu:; Kondine, Foxfield, Sunrise and Peachblow
were of very good quality. Marrows, Onions, Carrots.

Beet, Lettuces and much else were included. A hi'jhly

meritorious exhibit throughout.
Mr. H. Close, Orpington, contributed freely of the new

Red Currant Littlecroit Beauty, gathered fruits and an
array of fruiting branches testifying to high quality and
great cropping quailities.

Roses.

These made a wondrous show, none finer or more
sumptuously coloured than the lovely lot from Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons, Ne^vtoivnards, In this collection
" K. of K." was supreme, both for its brilliant velvety
crimson flowers and size. The colour is unique. After
it the brfliiant Red-Letter Day ceases to fascinate, good
though it is. Elizabeth Cullen is a fragrant crimson.
Sunstar, of peach, salmon and apricot, was most telling,

its easy style and rolled petals providing an artistic whole.
Mrs. Wemyss Quinn (golden), JMargaret Dickson Hamill
and Chrissie McEellar (apricot of shades) were others.

.Curiously, amid the wealth of colour richness, Mme.
Edouard* Herriot was the least good.

In ,
the group from Messrs. William Paul and Son,

Waltham Cross, two imposing stands of Mermaid fascinated
everybody. A big semi-double cream to lemon-coloured
sort with a cluster of golden anthers which renders it

unique, it has carried all honours before it—gold medal,
award of merit, Cory Cup, ttc. It is of climbing habit, a
li>lnid of Rosa bracteata, wondrously free and profuse,
ami delightfully fragrant. Some of the flowers were nearly
6 inches across. Lyon Rose, Ophelia, Lady Pirrie,

British Queen and Candeur Lyonnaise were all good.

The best blooms In a lot from Messrs. O. and Wi H;
Burch, Peterborough, were those of Mrs. Foley Hobbs .

they were grand.
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sous showed Una, Cupid and

Mrs. Alfred Tate well.

In a batch from the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford,
Pax and the new Prosperity (Hybrid Musk) were notables.

Mrs. G. Camock Sawday (pink and flesli) and Mrs.

Elisha Hicks were verj' good from Mr. Elisha Hicks ;

Dr. Joseph Drew being well shown by Mr. Easlea.

Greenhouse Piasts.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Limited, Edmonton,
arranged an excellent lot of Ferns, the splenilid specimens
of Nephrolepis Scottii being a considerable attraction in

the group. Glossy and hard of frond, elegant and of high
ornament, here was obviously a plant of the decorative

order well suited to market work or home use. N.
gracillimum, N. pulcherrimum, N. Marshalli compacta
and N. superbus were others of note.

From Mr. L. R. Russell Richmond, came an unusual
exhibit of stove plants, Crotons, seedling Dracaenas,

Aralia, Alocasia argentea and A. argyrea. Gloriosa

Rothsehildiaua and beautiful examples of Dracaena
Victoria- and Bertolonia sericea cristata were also notable.

Hardy Plants.

In an extensive exhibit Mr. G. W. Miller showed Liliura

testaceum well, also L. chalcedonicum punctatum super-

bum, a rather showy kind. Delphinium Dover is in the

way of the Rex. E. Lascelles. Scabiosa caucasica was
yery finely displayed.

Messrs. Cheai contributed a scries of their Star DaWias
in orange, white, yellow and other shades, none more
effective, howeverj than Crawley Star.

In Mr. G. Reuthe's collection Gaultheria tricophylla,

in fruit, was the most interesting plant. Astrautia

eamiolica (pink), Desfontainea spinosa (scarlet and gold

flowers to the accompaniment of Holly-like leaves),

Carpenteria californica, a variety of Campanulas, and a
set of Erica cinerea varieties—rosea, camea and tardi-

flora—were among things of note.

Messrs. Grove, Sutton Coldfleld, showed the new
Campanula carpatica Chastity, also Norman Grove,

Marion Grove and others.

Orchids.

The fine glowing n-d-coloured Odontioda Cheribon

from Messi?;. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridgc Wells,

itained a preliminary commendation. In the same collec-

tion O. Vuj'lstekeae (small, red-flowered), O. Devossianum,
Cattleya Saturn (white) and Odontoglossum Harryo-
crispum were also noted.

In the group from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Dendro-
bium densiftorum, D. thyrsiflorum and D. Victoris;

Reginae were notables. Aerides crassifolium and Cattleya

Mossije Wagneri var. Nobilior were m this group.
Of outstanding merit in the group from Messrs. Charles-

worth were the Miltonias, M, Charlesworthii (very dark)

and Isabel Sander being among the more important.

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT
FERTILIZER
FOR

GREENHOUSES.
GARDENS.
LAWNS. &:

THE ONLY RELIABLE AND
COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE FOR STABLE MANURE

fiCIBNTIFICALLT AND CHEMICALLY PREPARED.
In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at anytime. In the same way, and for all purpo5!;£?s that stable manure Is put. Goes further

(1 cwt. equalling 15 cwts->. gives better results, is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, etc.

Eeport of Royal Hortlcnltoral Society. " Vour Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens at Wisiey. and I

am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the flower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both under glass and out

In the open air." (Signed) W. WiLKS, Secretary.

A Beautiful Free Booklet diving full Particulars and testimonials sent on receii>t of Postcard.

P^ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS, CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. -W
Prices, including bai^s in accordance witli the new Government order, 2S lbs.. 1/9 : 1 cwt, 5 6; 'J cwt.. 9/-; 1 ton. 85/-.

Free on rail Lom-lon. Carriage forw.ird for cash with orJer.

WAKELEY BROS. A CO., LTD., 75a. BANKSIDE, LONDON. S.E. 1.

Also WAKBLBY'S GROUND GARDEN LIESE. 3/9 bushel bag, carriage forward.

BY APPOINTMKNT. V APPOINTMBNT.

DISINFECTANT FLUID
" A northy and larmidabte weapon )or battling against the baciUiu."

Sir J. Ceiqhton-Beowne, F.R.3.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Invaluable as a remedy against Foul Bi*ood and
I.O.W. disease in Bees.

Ask for special leaflets with instructions for use.

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids

the birds of inseot pests.

IZAL POWDER, ^6 reJlSib^eS:IZAL FLUID, ^!!!-^^i
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance

Ask lor Free Oopy of "Healthy Poultry

Newton, Ghambers&Go., Ltd.,Thorncliffe, nr. Sheffield.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
ALL

eyes will be turned at the moment
to the forthcoming winter egg season.

I like to be well in time, and therefore

i deal this week with the matter of hand-

^ ling the winter layers.

Into Winter Quarters.—To all my students

I say, " Study system." There are certain general

principles I strongly recommend, aUhough, occa-

sionally, exceptions must be made to allow for

special circumstances. I usually plan to have all

pullets or hens intended for winter laying installed

in their- winter quarters by mid-September at the

latest. This allows the birds to settle down to

their new environment before they commence to

lay. It is very unwise to disturb the pullets

unduly during the weeks they are settling down,

as everything should run quite smoothly. Most

poultry-keepers dream of September and October

eggs, but I prefer to think of November new-

laids. If I can get my first pullet's egg the first

week in November I am happy, because I know

that the laying will be sustained. Haphazard

laying' is useless ! I am for the purpose of this

article taking it for granted that the pullets have

been hatched at the right time and have been well

reared.

Early Laying Unsatisfactory.—When the novice

commences to keep poultry, September is a very

anxious 'month for him, ajtd October is more so.

Every day he peeps into the nest-box or listens

earnestly for the cackle. He is as interested as

the average Londoner when the latter is on the

look-out for Gothas ! When, however, he is

successful in securing September eggs, his pleasure

is short-lived. He certainly advertises the fact

like a hero, but he plays a different tune a little

later. I have yet to handle the pullet which

started to lay in September and continued laying

throughout the winter moiUhs. I have handled

and seen plenty that started to lay early and

then took a long rest. The September-laymg

pullet does usually follow such a course. Aiter

laying a batch of eggs the bird goes into a kind

of "false" moult and does not commence to lay

again till after Christmas. Such a puUet may

open promisingly and may give great satisfaction

to the owner at the start, but, as I have said, the

story finishes weakly.

When Pullets Should Lay.—My ideal pullet

starts to lay tlie last week in October or the first

week in ^November, commencing her egg-output

with the cold weather. She continues in active

lay throughout the winter months and beyond.

The early layer stops cUrectly the cold weather

comes in and then seeks a rest. Pullets need very

careful watching dm'ing the time they are finishing

off, as much can be done to prevent early laying.

One important thing to remember is that directly

a pullet starts to lay, her growth stops. This

has a harmful effect, because it is impossible to

expect large eggs from stunted layers. The idea

should be to get as much size into the pullets

until they are ready for laying. In other words,

they should be kept growing right up to the last

moment. The utility poultry-keeper has in the

past, paid little attention to this vital question of

stunted growth. Those, however, who have bred

exhibition poultry will know all about the matter,

which is always a serious menace to the rearing

of prize specimens.

Prevent Stunted Growth.—When the fancier

sorts out his exhibition chickens he culls very

thoroughly and frequently. As time goes on he

is left with just a handful of tip-top specimens.

Since they are all growing, the youngsters are

but " likelies " and "in the bush." Anxiously

he watches their development, size being his main
objective. He thinks he sees one pullet that stands

out from the rest, and he pictures the bird " sweeping

the show-deck " at the Dairy or the Palace Show.

Suddenly, before maturity is reached, his " gem"
begins to redden up in the comb and face, and

he knows what it all means. It is then a race

between maturity and the first egg, aivd only one

of the two can win. The owner has to be both

judge and jockey. Maturity is the winning-

post he wishes to locate first, and he strives his

hardest to guide the selected pullet in the direction

he desires.

To Prevent Early Laying.—Directly a pullet

begins to redden up and show signs of laying

before maturity is in sight, the utility man must

play his cards as would the fancier. Feeding will

play an important part in the procedure. A
stimulating mash will aid the laying of the first

egg, and if the bird is at all too forward, egg-

producing material must be eliminated from the

soft food. Animal food should not be given to

excess, and the mash should be made bulky by

the 'free use therein of boiled and minced green-

stuff. Raw greenery should also figure prominently

in the menu. It is well to remember that mash

stinmlates egg-production, whereas grain retards

it. In normal times I should put the too forward

pullets on to a grain diet, but that is not possible

now so much as in pre-war days, owing to the

alleged shortage of cereals. A change of quarters

is usually successful in postponing egg-production

where the pullets are too forward, and if all other

methods fail, this is the plan I should adopt.

The change will temporarily stop the development

of the egg-organs, and once this has been achieved

the pullet can be placed back again into its winter

quarters.

Housing and Winter Eggs.—Housing has an

important say in this matter. I have constantly

noticed the early laying of immature pullets

where the latter have occupied.their winter quarters

from an early age. I alwaj's think that it is a

great mistake to place young chickens in the

structures that are eventually to be their winter

quarters for this very reason. I much prefer to

rear the pullets well away from their winter laying

houses. Then when the time comes they can be

placed in the latter and kept there permanently

for the winter months. The change to these

quarters, if it takes place in early September,

seems to put back any pullets that are too forward,

and they have a few weeks in which to pick up

and get into laying condition. A close study

of the smaller details wiU make the poultry-

keeper fully acquainted with these important

questions, and, after all, it is the little things

that count.

Installing the Nest-Boxes.—One real cause

of early laying is the installing of nest-boxes

within the permanent Laying quarters too soon.-

When in early September the winter laying houses

are brought I'nto use, the nest-boxes should be

removed. Then there will be no incentive for

the pullets to enter the nests and lay. A nice

comfortable armchair is inviting to the poultry

expert after a day of pushing the pen. In like

manner a well-bedded nest-box that is full of warm,

clean material bids the pullet to go in and lay.

The usual plan is for the novice to fill the nest-

boxes with litter and to put in each a dummy
egg long before September. In many cases,

therefore, the pullets lay early through the fault

of their owner, who often is prompted by kindness

in his endeavour to make the birds comfortable.

Early October should see the nest-boxes fitted up,

and then the birds will lay in time.

Management of Backward Pullets.—Now it

often happens that the birds make full growth

but do not show the necessary signs of reddening

up and coming into lay. Such birds will on my
lines of argument benefit by the soft food, which

is, as I have ^stated, stimulating. It is often a

profitable procedure to give two good mashes

per diem several times a week during the finishing-

ofif process. This plan wiU push the young females

forward, and more so if the animal food therein is

well arranged. Fish-meal, meat-meal and the like

are excellent for forcing on the pullets, although,

of course, such foodstuffs must not be given to

excess. And when an increase of animal matter

is made, it should be gradual and spread over

several days or even weeks if the special circum-

stances warrant it. The reddening up of pullets

is only mastered by deep study of headgear as

applied to the breed concerned.

Reddening Up.—With breeds of the heavy-

combed type like the Leghorn even the novice

can follow the reddening up process. With

varieties of the small-combed kind it is more difficult

to understand the question. Experience and a

keen eye will help the breeder, and the latter should

watih his pullets this season, and next year apply

the knowledge he gains. There are many matters

one cannot describe fully in cold print, and the

question of reddening up is one of them. The

colour of the headgear can also go hand in hand

with the pelvic bone test. On either side of the

vent will be found a bone, and by feeling the

space between these two bones one can tell whether

a bird is in lay or resting, or on the point of lay.

When a bird is about to lay or in full lay, two

fingers can be inserted between the two pelvic

bones. If cmt of laying condition, the latter

almost close up.

When Laying Commences.—Pullets are often

nervous at the time layins is due, and frequently

drop their eggs in the litter, l-'or this reason it

is well to keep an eye open for such eggs at the

start, so that egg-eating will not follow. While

some pullets wiU give trouble in this direction,

others will readily take to the nest-boxes and

lay their eggs in the proper place ; but I mention

the fact to put my students on their guard. When

the litter is being raked over, the procedure should

be carefully attended to, so that any eggs therein

can be recovered. If drop-boards are not used,

there should be plenty of soft eartii or litter directly

under the perches, so that any eggs dropped at

night will not break. They can then bfi collected

in the morning.

- ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, Irec

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care ol

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.2
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NOTES OF THE WEEK

IT

perhaps is not generally' known that when
cirly crops have been cleared off the ground

it is not necessary to dig or fork over all

such land for sowing seed. For instance,

in the South some of the finest Turnips

.ire obtained from ground that is merely levelled

and hoed over after a previous crop, drawing

drills in the usual way, and afterwards thin-

ning out and keeping well hoed. It has been

found that the quality is, if anything, superior,

and that the roots keep better than if the land

were dug up, besides saving labour, which is a great

consideration. Continue sow;ing such crops as

Beet, Carrot, I.ettnre and Endive.

Planting Out Vegetables.—Continue to plant

out all kinds of Broccoli and Kale as ground

becomes clear of early crops, choosing to do this

immediately after a shower, when possible. If,

however, the weather is dry, do not delay and

allow the plants to become crowded in the seed-

bed, with the consequent "leggy" development,

for if planted out firmly and given a liberal water-

ing in they will settle and soon recover from the

shift, making quick growth in spite of the dry

weather. Where the ground for planting purposes

is limited and it is not desirable to lift the whole

crop or Potatoes, take up alternate rows of these

for ,
use instead of clearing the whole section

occupied, and fill the lines thus cleared with the

full stock of the Brassicas required

to be planted. Later on, when the

remaining Potatoes are lifted, the

space thus vacated can be utilised

for sowing Turnips, Carrots and

Lettuce as catch crops.

Bending Over Onions.—This is

the season to go carefully through

the remaining crop of autumn-sown

and also early spring-sown Onions,

and where they show a strong,

coarse top, carefully bend over just

above the bulb, as this will help

to swell and develop the Onion to

a larger size than would otherwise

be attained.

Celery Leaf Blight.—it is advis-

able to spray Ci-lcry plants now as

a preventive against '4paf blight.

This disease is t>ftcn confused with

that caused by the leaf-mining

maggot of the Celery fly, but may
be distinguishecl by the presence

fo innumerable minute black specks

on the leaves and stems, and by the

absence of the white spots with the

maggots between the upper and
lower skins of the leaf. Leaf blight

is caused by a fun.gns, and the black

specks alluded to contain myriacis

of spores which .spread the disease.

fhe foliagi suffers severely, and in

bad cases the whole plants aie

flwarfed and useless. To protect

the plants they should be sprayed

Iivilh Burgundy mi.\turc. Tliis may

be done at the same time the Potatoes are being

sprayed. If one or two firrther sprayings are

given at intervals of about three weeks, the

plants should be able successfully to resist an

attack.

Spinach.—This is a good time to make a sowing

of Spinach for winter use. The seed shoiUd be

put in thinly, so that when it germinates very

little thinning out will be required so as to leave

the plants standing not less than 6 inches apart.

This vegetable makes a nice change in winter,

and often proves valuable when the Broccoli or

Kales suffer from frost.

Rose Silver Moon.^In this Rose we have one

of the most glorious of all rambling Roses. For

an arch or pillar it is quite at home, making

vigorous growth and producing a profusion of

its pale cream flowers, which are soft yellow in the

bud. It is a comparatively new variety, and is said

to be a seedling from Rosa sinica Anemone, which

seems probable, as it has the foliage of that lovely-

Rose. Silver Moon—if we may be permitted

to say this of such a lovely Rose—is a flower

that pays for " dressing." The flowers are semi-

double, and by removing a few of the centre petals

the bright golden anthers are seen in the midst of

the large attractive blooms in their full glory. It is

a pity the anthers are hidden in many of the flowers,

but it is a grand and very free-flowering Rose.

RAMBLER ROSE SILVER MOON.

Opening for Small-Holders.—in a report

on the marketing question as it affects the County

of Dorset, a representative of the Food Production

Department declares that there is a good opening

for small-holders in ti.e W, ymouth distiict if

the sale of their produce is properly organised and

handled. It appears that only one-tenth of the

fruit and vegetables needed for the Weymouth
market is locally produced ; that the local allot-

ment holders appear to consume nearly all the

produce from their plots, and that practically

the whole of the perishable vegetables consumed

in Weymouth itself have to be brought from a

distance by passenger train, as much as £2 for the

carriage of I2cwt. of Peas being paid lately by a

Wiynioiith firm.

Lilinm sulphureum at Kew.—This magnificent

Lily is a great attraction to the thousands who
are visiting Kew this holiday-time. Its slender

and graceful stems, terminating in umbels of larg<!

trumpet-shaped flowers, have run up almost to

the roof of No. 4 Greenhouse. There are thnc
spikes carrying in all not less than twenty blooms

of /are beauty and refinement. This species is a

native of Burma, and when grown outdoors it is

.one of the la?t of the Lilies to flower.

The Strawberry-Leaf Button Moth.—.An old,

but fortunately little met with, enemy is appearing

ratlur badly in some parts of the South and West

of England, v',?., the Strawbcrry-lcr.f

Button Moth. The caterpillar of this

is usually to, be found with the leaf-

lets attached together. Old plants

appear to suffer most, usually being

k.Ued outright, and it is believed

that a second brood of this ptst

appears later on in the season. It

i; very dilficult to get at with an

i isccticide, and it is btst to root up

and burn all the plants in an intertcd

bed, thereafter trenching the gnnmd
at least 2 feet deep, making sure

to get the top spit right into the

b ittnni of the tr'-pch.

Disappearance of the Bee Orchis.

Mr. H. J. Elwes draws attention lo

tire scarcity of information reg.ird-

ing the life-histories of British

Orchids, and gives an instance of

the remarkable appearance of flower-

ing plants of Bee Orchis last year

in a wood cleared four years before,

whereas this season none is to be

f'und.

Curled Mustard.—Mr. A. Ireland

sent a plant of the Chinese Curled

Mustard to a recent meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, which

he said he had found to make an

excellent salad and very good food

for rabbits. The plant he had found

as a weed in waste places, and found

it easy to raise from seed sown in

.April. It was probably brought

with other seeds from abroad.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A LETTER FROM AMERICA.
nPHE bundle of four January issues of The

Garden came a few days ago, and your

kind letter followed the day after. I certainly

was glad to see them. I am so eager for every

possible glimpse into your country and its life,

whose charm holds me with the same unflagging

interest to-day that I felt for it throughout a

memorable visit a decade ago. I have kept in

touch with English life by means of the magazines

I have been able to obtain, but, of them all, The
Garden seems to bring me closest to the thoughts

and the hearts of my English " cousins." It

seems odd that I should learn from it of the exist-

ence of the (American) Mother Apple, which
"Anne Amateur" commends so highly and
Which I have hastened to add to our orchard.

Do you, I wonder, grow the Delicious .4pple in

England ? [Yes ; this promising late variety is

included in some English catalogues.

—

Ed.] So
far I have tasted no American-grown fruit to

equal it ; but as A. C. Bartlett so well says

(in January 19 issue) : " Every palate forms

its own flavour," and, " all that one could

justly say is that such a variety pleases me most."

There has been no interruption in the arrival of

the February and March issues — March 16

having been received yesterdaj'. Long may The
Garden live and prosper !—(Miss) .\. E. Craft,

Mount Pleasant Avenue, Ambler, Pa.

THE BLACKBERRY CROP.
As this promises to be very abundant, one wonders

if the Ministry of Food has made any arrange-

ments for the systematic gathering, bulking and
preserving of the fruit. The Ministry can hardly

talk of rationing us to an ounce of jam per head
a week while this—the largest fruit crop in these

islands—remains ungathered. Not only is the

Blackberry a very wholesome and palatable fruit,

but it is one of the best for supplementing Apples
(this year so scarce) in jam-making, and no fruit

takes so little sugar. It is perfectly clear that,

unless some comprehensive and practical scheme
is at once set on foot for the collecting of this great

crop, we are going to suffer the loss of thousands
of tons of precious fruit, a loss which the nation

cannot afford and might so easily avoid. Whatever
the price may be that is offered by the jam-makers,
this might be subsidised by a Government bounty
of a penny or so a pound. The authorised pre-

servers are already appealing for supplies of

Blackberries. But the matter is much too impor-

tant a one to be left to public effort.—A. T. J.

CANNED FOOD.
'T'HE great importance of this method of keeping

and transporting food in these times is my
excuse for remarking on Mrs. Earle's interesting

note, in which she writes of the supposed danger
attached to any tinned food. I have also been
a sufferer from eating tinned sardines, but I

attributed the ill-effects to the oil in which they
were preserved. Like so many other commodities,
this is decidedly of inferior quality at present.

Besides, this fish, unless perfectly fresh, should
always be suspected and passed by. But the

general impression that all canned food will spoil

and be harmful if left in the tins after being opened
does not seem to be justified by the careful investi-

gations recently made in the United States of

America, and which are recorded in the American
Food Journal. It is remarked that canned milk
is [usually Ikept in |the ^tin, frequently for days,

until it is all used up, without deterioration or

harmful effects. The laboratory tests were with
Tomatoes, Beans, Apples, Pineapples, and other
fruits and vegetables. The tins were opened and
allowed to stand for several days, and then the
contents were tested chemically for increased

acidity and the presence of tin and iron, as well
as taste and odour. The increase in acidity was
very slight as a rule, and the tin and iron present
in infinitesimal quantities. Taste and odour were
quite normal. The conclusions Arrived at bv the
investigator were that—wliile on general principles

it is not good housekeeping to keep food in opened
tins, because the jagged edge has an unattractive
appearance, and also when emptied into a dish
the food can be kept better in the larder or re-

frigerator—so far as wholesoraeness is concerned,
the keeping of foods in the tins in which they
were preserved, after opening, is not 'harmful in

any way.—A. C. Bartlett.

PRIMULA TIBETICA : A CORRECTION.
'pHE Primula figured in your issue of July 20

as P. tibetica does^not represent that species,
which is a very dainty, bright pink, powderless
plant, in the same group as P. Wardii and my

THE D.\INTY PRIMUL.\ TIBETICA.

own p. Reginella. The species figured is either P.
conspersa or P. gemmifera. In the absence of any-
thing to give scale, I should say it is P. conspersa.
Both are old friends of mine, native to the Kan-su
borders of Tibet, whence Purdom first collected
P. conspersa in 1911, and he and I together
acquired conspersa and gemmifera in 1914 and
1915. The two species are very closely allied in

the group of P. farinosa, but P. conspersa in the
wild state (it enlarges under cultivation) has
flowers only half the size of those of P. gemmifera,
though borne in several tiers, and in a muck
ranker profusion, on a taller, slighter stem.

—

Reginald Farrer.

[We thank Mr. Farrer for pointing out our
mistake. The illustration which, accompanied
Dr. Macwatt's article on Primula tibetica (issue

July 20, page 280) does not represent this species,
but Primula conspersa. We now have pleasure
in reproducing Dr. Macwatt's illustration of the
rare and little-known P. tibetica, which we have
never before seen figured.

—

Ed.]

A SELECTION OF MOCK ORANGES.
JN The Garden of July 13, page 267, the late

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., is credited with
having introduced Philadelphus Voie Lactee.
.\lthough this variety was grown at Burford, it

was not raised there. However, it was Sir Trevor
Lawrence who first showed Virginal and had a
first-class certificate for it ; also' for purpureo-
maculatus. He also had an award of merit for

Norma, a very fine single variety.—W. Bain,
Shieldaig, Gairloch, Ross-shire.

PHILADELPHUS VIRGINAL.

'pHIS shrub has often been called the " best "

of the Mock Oranges, and it certainly has
some just claims for the distinction. The flowers

are pure white, perfectly double, larger than those
of any other variety, of good form, and produced
in great abundance. Against the deep green
foliage their cold, clear whiteness is very telling.

But, like other hybrids of this beautiful family,

P. Virginal has, in sacrificing its anthers, forfeited

its fragrance.—A. T. J.

GENTIANA VERNA SEEDLINGS.

J-JAVING been successful in raising Gentiana
verna from seed in quantity, other lovers

of this alpine may be interested in considering

my method ; Crock a large seed-pan (my own
are r4 inches by 10 inches), take equal parts of

good loam and decayed peat or leaf-mould passed
through a half-inch lutsh riddle and clean sandy sea

gravel through a quarter-inch mesh riddle, mix and
again pass through a quarter-inch mesh riddle

;

place the rough parts over the crocks, partly fill wiUi
the finer mixture, and press very firmly. Again
fill and press, then rake the surface rough and sow
freshly gathered seed, sprinkle a little coarse sand,
and leave exposed ; but during dry weather place a

glass with board on top to prevent evaporation,
and dip the pan in water when approaching a
dry state. My pan thus treated last summer
is now nearly green with hundreds of minute
seedlings. The 1916 pan contains about 150
seedlings, and my first attempt on a small scale

in 1915 produced two dozen, which, when planted
out, had made mats of fibrous roots 8 inches long,

and flowered last spring. Tiif permanent quarters

should be sunk about 3 inches to allow for future

top-dressings, and the surface absolutely level

to prevent water rimning off.

—

Fjelheim, Grimsby.

ABUNDANCE OF FIELD POPPIES.
^NENT the correspondence now taking place

in your pages re longevity of seeds in fields.

Dr. Voelcker recently drew attention to the re-

markable abundance of the common Field Poppy
in Wheatfields this season, and especially upon
a plot in the Woburn Experimental Farm where
Wheat following Tares fed off with' sheep was a

poor plant, while Poppies were abundant. On
the adjoining plot, where all the treatment was the

same except that Mustard had been fed off instead

of Tares, the Wheat was a good crop and Poppies
practically absent.—S. C.

THE PLANTAIN LILY.

T TOO feel a word is due to the highly orna-

mental forms of the Funkia or Plantain Lily.

Not only are these very effective quite early in

the season when the young foliage shoots forth,

but later on—in July and August—the flower-

spikes will appear and add renewed beauty.

—

J. H.

LILIUM CROCEUM.
DEADERS interested in Lilies may like to hear .

that I have two spikes, close upon 6 feet

high, of what appears to be the old Orange Lily.

They both came from the same bulb, and each is
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carrying a head uf some forty to fifty blossoms.

I shall be glad to know if this is an unusual develop-

ment of this Lily.

—

A. T. Johnson.

SCENTLESS MUSK.

ABOUT twelve months ago there was some

correspondence in The Garden as to the

loss of scent in the Musk plant (Mimulus mos-

chatus). Not only did it appear to have lost all

scent in English gardens, but also in the Colonies

and in Europe. No doubt we all can remember

the pots so common in the cottage windows in

years long ago, filling the room with the well-

laiown scent ; and to my memory came the thought

of a large patch of Musk growing at the back of

a Rhododendron bed in my old home. The spot

was well impressed on my memory by the fact

that it was hidden from pr>'ing eyes, and so made

a delightful place for lads and lasses to stroll

in the evenings after dinner ; and there was always

the excuse, if one were wanted, that

the Musk smelt so divinely in the evening

air. We therefore determined to visit

the spot. The old home is let, but the

lessee is at present non-resident, and

we thought if there was still Musk in

that place it would be 'sure to have

retained its scent. The plants were there

as we had hoped, but, it being late in

the autumn, they were over, and so we

were not siu-prised that the scent was not

perceptible. We thereupon took some

roots, and having brought them through

the winter and given them the best

treatment we could devise, we waited the

result to follow in the spring. The plants

responded with good growth and were well

flowered, but had no scent. We have

now turned them out of their pots, and

will try a similar spot fo that in which

they were growing in the days of old.

But the mystery is still unaccounted for

as to why there is no scent, even in a

large patch which in old days was renowned

fcr its sweetness.—L. C. F., Liskeard.

PANSY HISTORY.

T LOVE to roam through the pages of

The Garden, both " ancient and

modern," and have been a constant

reader of its pages for thirty-eight years.

The Garden with its stories and its

"tips" is printed for all sorts and con-

ditions of men—Pansy historians. Pansy

lovers and, sometimes, for Pansy

growers too. I have been a grower,

and—shall I say ?—a lover too, for

about forty-five years, and during

that time I have never been able to

trace the Pansy as a florists' flower

beyond 1S12. The first commercial grower to

come under my notice is Brown of Slough, the

nurseryman who supplied Thomson with his

Pansy blue blood. Curio-hunting is not in my
line, and how a man's name was spelt in the good

old days does not attract me so very much. My
interest is in the plant itself and its life-story.

In 1871 a \vriter in the " Gardeners' Magazine "

commenced a " History of the Pansy," and refer-

ence is there made to Sinclair and Freeman's

work ; but both of these are incomplete and

luuddlid. Recently I take up Mr. Cuthbertson's

ixcellent little book, yet here again I am dis-

appointed in my search for the date when the

I'ansy was elevated to the rauk of a florists' flower.

1 may be forgiven for " trotting out the time-

honoured old story of the ' Floricultural Cabinet '
"

if it will only induce \vriters like " Blackthorn "

to try to give us more.—J, M. Edwards, Bourn-

ville.

The Prevention of " Clubbing " in Brassicas

T^
^

p
p

By clarence ponting.

IHOSE readers of The Garden who
read my notes upon " clubbing " in

Brassicas in the issue of October 20, 191 7,

page 449, may be interested in some
e.xperiments which I have made at Great

Missenden this season with the object of combating

this fell fungus, and the results of the remedies

as far as can be observed at the time of writing.

I am writing these notes because I think

they will be read with interest by those troubled

with clubbing ; and judging by the correspondence

which followed the publication of the article,

almost every reader was troubled with it more or

less. As I mentioned in that article, anbury attacks

the plants of the Cabbage family from the seed-

SEEDLINGS OF PURPLE SPROUTING BROCCOLI.
One plant is free from " club " and the other is iittMkcd

bed onwards. Now, in order to be certain that

the fungus spores should not be present in the

soil used for raising the seedlings, I sterilised it

by baking in a hot oven for two hours. After

having done this the soil was dust dr\-, and had
to be moistened with rain-water to make it suit-

able for seed raising. The seedlings were raised

in pans in a cold frame, and as the same pans were
used last year for raising plants which proved to

be infected with anbury, the pans themselves were
also sterilised, thereby making assurance doubly
sure.

I wish to mention that the seeds were pur-

chased from a seedsman of the highest repute,

as I am not sure that clubbing cannot be carried

in the seed in the same manner as the Celery disease

in Celery seed. Again, I should like to mention
the kinds of Brassicas sown, as the results—as

will be seeii later—were rather interesting and
suggest that there are immune species. Brussels

Sprouts, Cabbage, Curled Kale, Sprouting Br jccoli

and the new Russian Kale were sown in^ans of

the prepared soil, and grew into sturdy seedlings

which while in the pans were absolutely free from
any trace of anbury.

When these seedlings were large enough to

prick off, they were placed in the open in a

piece of ground which had been divided into

three plots. The first portion was left untreated ;

the second had a heavy dressing of lime and
soot (lime 2lb., soot 2lb., to two square yards of

ground) ; while the third was soaked with a solution

of Bergercide (which is Bordeaux mixture in paste

form ready for mixing, one gallon of standard

strength solution to the same area of ground).

A row of each of the previously

—y^ mentioned Brassicas was planted on each

plot, in order that all the kinds could be

treated in the three plots. The plants

grew away well, except in ' the plot

treated with the Bergercide, where they

stood still for a fortnight, but after that

recovered and almost overtook those in

the other two plots. On June 6 the

plant beds looked the picture of health,

and I congratulated myself on having a

liealthy stock of plants at last. How-
ever, I was doomed to disappointment.

On lifting the plants at that date from

the untreated plot, of the Brussels Sprouts

98 per cent, were found to be badly

inlected with anbury, the clubbed roots

being the size of a Walnut ; Cabbages,

75 per cent. ; Curled Kale, every plant

infected ; Sprouting Broccoli, 90 per

cent. ; and Russian Kale, not one plant

had the slightest trace of anbury. Plot

2 (lime and soot).—Brussels Sprouts, 82

per cent, clubbed ; Cabbage, 10 per cent.
;

Cru'led Kale, 10 per cent. ; Sprouting

Broccoli, 5 per cent. ; and Russian

Kale, again no trace of clubbing. Plot 3

(Bergercide).—Brussels Sprouts, 15 per

cent. ; Cabbage, Curled Kale and Sprout-

ing Broccoli, practically free—not more

than 2 per cent. ; Russian Kale, again

absolutely free. Evidently in ground

treated with Bergercide the solution to

clubbing is to be found, at all events in

the seedling stages.

The illustration will serve to show

better than words the effect upon the

root system and] subsequent growth

of plants, one of which was treated

to a spraying of Bergercide, while the

other was untouched.

The two plants were put out the same day

from' the same pan of seedlings, and were both

absolutely free from anbury. When planted they

were about 2 inches high. Both were planted

in the same experimental plot of soil which last

year gave horribly clubbed Brassicas. A week

after planting out, the larger one in the illus-

tration received half a syringeful of Bergercide

solution at a strength of one poimd to five gallons

of water, while the other, which was 16 inches

away, was left untreated. For a time both plants

kept equal in growth, and then the one which had

become attacked by anbury ceased, to increase,

while its neighbour went away unchecked. The

illustration will also show the loiotted root of the

one plant and the fibrous root system of the other.

The next stage in the experim."nt was to take the

plants whicli were free from anbury and to place

them in groi;nd whicji last year prodiiced
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anbury at its worst. Plants were placed in holes

into which had V^een poured a liberal quantity

of BergcTcide solutijn and, after planting, again

watered with the solution. For ease in after

reference I will designate this method No. -i.

Method No. 2 was to plant out the seedlings in

holes filled with a solution of clay, soot and lime,

watering the plants with the same solution after

they were in position. Method No. 3.—Plants

put out into untreated ground until they had

got well hold, and then sprayed overhead with a

solution of Bergercide until the soil 'and roots

were saturated. Method No. 4.—Plants put out

without any^ treatment.

All these plants were put out on June 6, the

ground being nicely moist, no rain falling for

nearly a month after planting out. The results

were most interesting. Plants in method No. i

resented the treatment. They wilted in the sun

and refused to take hold for nearly a fortnight,

after which they were liberally watered and then

slowly recovered. Method No. 2.—The plants

hated it. They wilted, went the peculiar blue

tint noticeable in plants attacked by anbury,

and at the end of the week were dead. On digging

up the plants I found that all the root hairs

of the Russian Kale in either treated or untreated

ground has a trace of anbury. This makes me
wonder if this Variety is immune from anbury

attacks, or whether this is due to the extra

vigour found in most new varieties. Russian

Kale has the appearance of a Kale ravaged by

caterpillars. The leaves are branched in rather

the form of a stag's antlers. My wife calls

it a camouflaged Cabbage, but its appearance

does not deceive the Cabbage White butterfly,

which lays its eggs upon it readily. This butterfly,

by the way, has not troubled me much this season,

although last year I had to spray with lead arsenate

to destroy the caterpillars.

As I have said, so far I am in the happy position

of having a healthy lot of Brassicas of all sorts

free from anbury attacks, a thing wliich I have-

never previously had in this garden, and it is

evident that Bordeaux mixture is as effective in

checking the ravages of the spores of anbury

ds it is in preventing Potato disease. I would,

however, not recommend the use of the solution

in the holes at the time of planting, as this seems

to give a severe check to the plant, from which

in time it recovers, but time lost in this respect

means late production.

' with thp mixture, from the seed-bed until plant-

ing out. I hope to let readers know later on how
the plants fared, but think all will be well now that

the rain has come.

It would be interesting to know why lime and

soot are recommended to prevent anbury attacks,

as I am under the impression that these two articles

should never be mixed, on account of the ammonia
which is liberated from the soot bv so doing.

ROSE AGLAIA AT MU NSTEAD^WOOD.

had been destroyed, probably due to the free

ammonia liberated by the admixture of the soot

and lime. Method No. 3.—The plants having

already a roothold on the soil did not appear to

object to the copper solution, and grew away

splendidly. I might here mention that I was of

tlie opinion that the roots would take up. the

copper in solution and die, but this was not the

case. IMethod No. 4.—The plants grew splendidly

for a fortnight, then assumed that stunted and

blue appearance which showed the clubbing to be

present, except the Russian Kale, which grew by

leaps and bounds.

At the time of writing (July 14) J have taken up

several of these plants in order to examine the

roots for anbury, and have found only one plant

with a very mild attack where the Bergercide was

used cither as a spray after planting or when
poured into the holes.

The plants which were put in liolcs filled

with the mixture are much dwarfer than those

which were sprayed, and there is not such a good

root system ; in fact, the roots (original seedling)

appear to have either died or dried up, the plants

being supported by a fresh lot of roots which have

fornied further up the stem. Not a single plant

Where ground is known to be harbouring

anbury spores, it is necessary to treat not only

the plants, but also the seed-beds with Bordeaux

mixture, for it is in the sepd-bed that the anbury

first makes its attack.

Plants when pricked out should also be treated

in the same manner, using an Abol syringe tq

apply the mixture and giving about half a syringeful

to each seedling. The solution must be kept

stirred, as I find that it very quickly deposits the

lime if this is not done. When the plants were

in position I gave a whole syringeful to each

plant.

I am aware that so far the whole thing is in the

experimental stage, and that the fact that my plants

are now free from anbury attacks does not follow

that they will remain so. Probably as the Bordeaux

mixture becomes washed away by the rains

anbury may attack them. I shall, therefore,

follow up the spraying once more in about a

month's time, after which anbury is not liable

to attack the plants, which will by that time

have made sufficient roots to overcome an attack.

Anbury does not seem able to attack plants once

they have reached a certain stage and are growing

strongly ; hence the importance of continuing

ROSE AGLAIA
This pretty, pale yellow-l^iloomcti cPmbrr is one

of the earlier of the modern rambling Roses. No
note of its parentage is at hand, but it would

appear to be derived from Rosa polyantha crossed

with a yellow Tea. It grows as shown, in a well-

shaped, arching bush. The plant in the illustra-

tion is in the top of a double dry wall with earth

between the walls. The space is about 4 feet on

the top and 5 feet at the ground level, and the whole

stands about 4 feet high. Such a structure should

oftencr be used when it is desired to make a distinct

division between portions of a garden, for the

top space not only displays good plants and

bushes to great advantage, but makes a capital

sheltering hedge and also provides open-jointed

walling for planting on both warm and cool ex-

posures. G. J.

Some Old Garden Roses
1.\LW.AVS read with great interest and prcifit

Miss Jekyll's notes in The Garden,

and her remarks on the above subject

awaken lively recollections of the dear old

Roses of long ago. Mme. Plantier is justly

praised, for it is like a hu^e snowball when fully

out. Mention is made of Craraoisie Superieurc.
'

I would strongly advise Fabvier ; I consider it

a more showy Rose. I know of a bed of it near

rae that in autumn is a glorious sight, towering

some 5 feet high, a vivid mass of scarlet, beautifnlK

grouped among lofty Pines.

Miss Jekyll mentions Morlctti as being red.

I fancy she is confusing this with Boursault

Gracilis, for Morletti is pink and is synonymous

with Mme. Sanry de Parabfere. Neither of these

last two was known prior to 1870.

I might put in a word for tlie lovely Cfipper

Austrian Briar, also for the single yellow and the

double yellow Harrisonii. All three are most

charming. Then there is the dear old ' white

Damask Mme. Hardy, of exquisite shape. I

have still the very dark old Hybrid Perpetual

Rose Empereur de Maroc. Would that we could

obtain a like colour in a more substantial bloom !

I distinctly remember, when my father (happily

still spared to us and now eighty-six years old)

was gardener to J. T. Hedge, Esq., Reed Hall,

Colchester, how he prided himself on the grand

standards of many old Roses, such as Juno,

Charles Lawson, Brennus, Boule de Nanteuil,

Kean, D'Agnesseau, Coupe d'Hebe and others,

and many of these found their way into the show

boxes of that time. These old Hybrid Chinese

make glorious standards ; we see nothing like

them to-day. They had fine wide heads, typical

of what a standard Rose should be ; but, alas !

they were June Roses only, and for the rest of

the summer we had to view flowerless trees.

I wish we could have a National Rose Garden

where all these old favourites could be collected

together with the more modern kinds. Would it

not be a lovely Peace Memorial and a worthy, task

for our National Rose Society to establish ? We
cherish our old buildings. Why should we not

cherish our old Roses and not suffer them to dis-

appear, as they seem likely to do.

Eastwood, L,cigh-on-Sca. Wai-ter Easlea.
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FURTHER GARDEN WANDERINGS
By E. a. BOWLES, M.A., F.L.S.. V.M.H.

NORWICH is lint a far cry frnra Wcnid-

bridgc, so I could not resist a peep

at Earlham before I turned homeward.

I am glad to have seen the rock garden

there just at that time, lor it had

several eiilour harmonies that have remained with

me as delightful memories. One was especially

lovely. The central terraced slope of fine slabs

iif water-worn I'mcstone is one of the best bits

of rock building I know of, and summer or winter

It makes a beautiful picture. Just

then the grey stone with its lichens

and mosses looked like part of a

real mountain-side. The little path

winding up to the right of this terrace

was bordered and carpeted with

Thymes in full flower, white, rosy

or purple, and alive with busy bees.

Moltkia potra-a was covered with its

heads of olue flowers, and has grown
into a good specimen. Sempcr-

vivum aracJinoideum is spreading in

solid mounds of green rosettes with

cotton-wool tops, from the crevices,

it started in, out over the face of the

rock. Androsace foliosa caught my
eye, and it is not too often I see it

flowering as it does at Earlham,

looking like a giant Primula farinosa

with flowers of various shades. There

was a fine deep note of coloxir pro-

vided by a bed of Campanula pulla,

covered with its rich purple bells

nestling close against the face of one

of the best of the big grey boulders.

These were only the prominent con-

trasting touches of colour, though,

and the groundwork was made up of

a number of seedling forms of Dian-

thus. They were raised from a pinch

of seed of that one known as Litta,

a warm red, neat-growing form with

a deep crimson eye. These children

have varied much, but all of them
have the pleasant warm tone of pink

of their parent. They were sprouting

out of the crevices between the

boulders and growing on the ledges

above them, and made a lovely sea

of rosy red among these miniature

grey cliffs. Most of them have the

parental crimson zone, but several

have struck, out a line of their own,

and one or two entirely without a

dark eye looked more like some large

rosy Linum than a Dianthus.
Another picture was a group of

Cypripcdium spcctabile with some

thirty blossoms and buds, filling a

pocket between two large boulders. No doubt these

fine stones help to keep moisture in the ground

for the Moccasin Flower's ever-thirsty roots.

Anyway, it is so in the case of a grand plant of

Cyanantluis lobatus, as rich a green and as happy
and vigorous as the best plants of it I recall in

the beds by the side of the lower stream at favoured

' Moimt Usher. Here at Earlham tlierc is no stream,

however, but a great slab of limestone 5 feet or

more across turns an otherwise arid. middle pocket

into a perfect home for Cyananthus. Hypericum
repens was especially fine in a g )od bold grouping,

and H. Richeri dors well close by. I like this

j-large-flowered species, not only for its beauty

^mong the rocks, but because it is so interesting

examine closely. The petals are Covered with

minute lilaek dots and < (1:;( d by ;i fringe of glands,

each of which has a black tip.

Campanula spcciosa is very good this searon,

many of its last year's rosettes having branched

out into masses of bells ijf its own especial soft

lavender-purple, but, of course, will now seed and
die. There are stiH some good-sized rosettes

left, though, to carry on the flowering next year.

Near this colony there is a di'ift of the best form

of Ami' ria planlaginca, rosea I know of, being so

seen there before, was the quantity of the lovely

Demoiselle dragonfiics, with their bodies of glitter-

ing green tinfoil and the peacock-blue spots on

their wings. They were in great abundance
down by the pond and river, but some were wise

enough to fly up into the garden and give the

finishing touch to the beautiful picture there.

I believe I sent a note to The Garden last

autumn on the fine specimens of Sedum populi-

folium at Earlham. Cuttings have grown there

in two years into a group that is far larger than
my aged bush. I was astonished to find on this

visit that it had sown itself very freely there.

Seedlings are appearing in crevices and on the

level pockets below the old plants in great numbers.
I do not remember seeing a seedling

here during the twenty years -that

have elapsed since Dr. Lowe gave
me the cutting that has helped 'so

well in spreading this good and

y distinct Sedum to other> gardens.

GARDENING OF
THE WEEK

SEDUM POPULIFOLIUM IN THE ROCK G.A.RDEN AT E.\RLHAM H.^iLL.

large in flower-head and so soft in its rosy colouring.

Also it is so cleverly planted to form a natural

and irregular group among the grey stones just

above a cascade of the grey velvet of Thymus
lanuginosus.

The gi'oup of Rosa Moyesii on thr nmund iu

front of the Bamboo thicket was a fine sight,

especially when the evening sun shone through

the panes of its ruby glass petals. They are so

thick and leathery in texture, thicker than those

of any other Rose'I know, that it is strange they

should be so glowingly transparent to the sunlight.

Hire against the rich green background of Arundi-

naria nitida and anccps they gftwed almost like

red Japanese lanterns. .'Another charm of Earlham
at that particular moment, and which I had not

FOR SOUTHERN G.\RDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Keep ripe Grapes as cool
as possible and well ventilated night
and day, lightly shade the glass roof
in bright weather, and damp the
borders and paths freely, but just
the reverse if the weather proves
dull and sunless. Syringe freely at
intervals Vines from which the
Grapes have been cut, and keep the
roots well supplied with moisture.
Leave the ventilators wide open
night and day, and keep the foliage
free from red spider and other pests.
If mealy bug is present, syringe the
Vines freely with paraffin emulsion
or XL Nicotine Wash a few times
till the rods are thoroughly cleansed.

Pot Vines that were started early
from cut-backs or raised from eyes in
January should now be getting'quite
iirown and hard. Do not let them
suffer from the want of water, feed-
ing at intervals. See that they have
all the light possible, and thus encour-
age the canes to mature as early as
possible.

Melons.—.attend carefullyto plants
gi-owing in orduiary hotbeds, especially
those bearing good crops of fruits.
Well elevate the fniits above the
foliage, so that they have the full

benefit of both sun andlight. Admit
air on all favourable occasions and
see that the roots are supplied with
moisture, but do not overvvater.
Remove useless shoots, but be careful
not to allow water to settle on the
wounds till the latter have become
dry and hard. Dust a little dry
powdered lime around the stems to
prevent canker.

Cucumbers.—.4ttend to all plants
in full bearing and fei'd liberallv,
also top-dress at intervals with

rather porous material, such a.! chopped loam,
decayed manure and wood-ashes. Thin the
laterals freely and remove some of the older,
rough leaves to permit of light reaching the young
growths to give strength and fruhfulness. We
find the medium-sized varieties the most reliable
for long bearing. Syringe daily in bright weather
and close the house early. No fire-heat is necessary
at this season, but be very careful to regulate th'o
syringing and damping according to the weather.
When thinning out the plants, retain ample voung
growths to take the place of older pieces cut out.
Regulate these evenly over the trellises and stop
the leaders, also the side fruiting laterals.

Cucumbers in Frames.—Keep these well
thinned out antl treat the young gi-owths similarly
to plants griming in houses, with the exception
t hat loss moist ure will be needed to prevent damping
and rotting of the young pieces resting on the
soil.

p .
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The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—As soon as the old canes have
(eased bearing, rut them out and train in this
year's gi-owths for fniiting next year. Mulch and
feed liberally the roots on light land to encourage
sturdy canes 'by the end of the season. If the
soil is good and the young canes are inclined to
grow too strongly, neither mulching nor feedihg
will be necessary.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus Beds.—These must be kept clean
and free from weeds, and the plants encouraged
to build up good crowns for the production of
thick, tender grass next spring. Our beds, owing
tothelong siiell of dry weather, cracked very much,
so that we have been obliged to prick up the surface
among the plants, and in adcUtion gave the beds
a good dressing of manure. The grass now seems
to be improving immensely.

Celery.—Earth-up Celery as soon as the plants
need it. Soak the trenches repeatedly with water
and liquid maimre in dry weather, so that the
plants are not allowed to suffer from dryness.
Dust the leaves freely with soot early in the
mornings, also syringe with Quassia Extract as
a preventive against fly. Should the leaves show
signs of the maggot, pick off the affected parts
and burn them.

Tomatoes.—These are fruiting heavily this
season, and should be kept well supplied with
water and liquid manure. Keep all side shoots
removed, and thin the tips of the leaves if they
are getting too crowded. Sunrise and Ailsa
Craig are excellent croppers both indoors and out.

Turnips.—Make two good sowings this month
for supplying roots for winter and spring.

Spinach.—Sow freely the Prickly variety for
withstanding the winter ; also sow good beds
of Spinach Beet in a rather sheltered position for

supplying leaves during winter and spring.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Bamet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Peas.—Late sowings will be benefited by a
further application of some natural or artificial

stimulant ; this will not only increase the weight
of yield, but will improve the quality by producing
that succulency which is one of the chief merits
of a Pea. Where picking has been completed,
clear off the straw and stakes so that the ground
may be ready for the reception of autumn crops.

Runner Beans are gross feeders, and unless
very liberally treated hitherto will be much
benefited by weekly applications of liquid manure
throughout the present month.

Kidney Beans.—-Owingtothe prolonged drought
and sudden variations of temperature. Kidney
Beans have not done so well as usual, but it is

worthy of note that from observation in districts

widely apart tlie Dutch Brown Bean is proving
hardier and more vigorous than the ordinary
Kidney Bean.

Potatoes.—Early Potatoes have proved a very
light crop, and seed for igig is sure to be scarce
and dear. Seed for home use should therefore
be saved as far as practicable, retaining tubers
down to the larger chat size. Seed may now be
lifted and the tubers exposed to full sunshine
for a time before storing them. Keep a sharp
look-out for disease, and reject for the benefit
of the pigs or poultry all tubers showing the least

sign of being infected.

Salading.—A sowing of Lettuce should be made
promptly for autumn use. A quick-maturing
Cabbage variety such as Tom Thumb or Early
Ohio should be used. Continue to make weekly
sowings of Blustard and Cress and fortnightly
sowings of Radish.

The Flower Garden.

Colchicums.—The present time is the most
suitable for dividing and replanting these attrac-

tive autumn border flowers, frequently misnamed
Autumn Crocuses. They can be planted singly
or in clumps of three corms about 6 inches apart.
Work the soil deeply and give each corm or clump
a spadeful of sandy maiden loam. C. Bornmiilleri
and C. speciosum are two of the best.

Chrysanthemums.—Give attention to tying.

Avoid stiffness and either loop up the more vigorous
shoots loosely, or. loosely encircle each plant with
a single ring of binder twine. A dressing of some
concentrated manure applied in showery weather
ivill assist in swelling the flower-bnds.

General Remarks.—Speed up the layering of*--

Carnations; attend to the tying of Dahlias,
Gladioli and Hollyhocks

;
pick off the spent

flowers on Canterbury Bells, Violas and Sweet
Peas.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Strawberries.—Although this work
may be carried tlrrough with hopes of success any
time during the present month, still, the sooner
it is done the better are the chances of the plants
forming strong crowns before the end of the growing
season. If the plants have not been layered in
pots, select the strongest and lift' them carefully
with a trowel or handfork. Plant in lines from
24 inches to 30 inches wide, according to the
vigour of the variety, and alli:>w 15 inches between
the plants in the row. Water when planted if

the weather proves dry.

Stone Fruits.—-Apricots, Peaches and Nectarines
should be examined, and any leaves shading the
fruits from the sun's rays shoiUd be removed so
as to facilitate the process of ripening. As the

,

fruits become ripe they will be assailed by wasps,
earwigs, &c. Trap earwigs by means of beanstalks,
and wasps and flies in bottles or jars partly filled

with jam and water or sweetened beer.

Plants Under Glass.

Herbaceous Calceolarias.—Prick off the tiny
seedlings from the seed-pan into other earthenware
pans, using a mixture of sifted fibrous loam and
good leaf-mould with only a dash of sand. Keep
cool, shaded and moist.

Mignonette.—Sow pot Mignonette, for the spring
display. Use 5-inch pots firmly filled with a
mixture of three parts unsifted loam to one
part of dry sifted cow-mainire, adding some bone-
meal, sand and old lime mortar. Sow five or six
seeds in each pot, to be afterwards reduced to
three. Machet is one of the best varieties for
this work: Place in a cold frame, shade till germi-
nation takes place, after which ventilate freely.

Schizanthus.—Sow in pans and treat meantime
as directed for Mignonette. Wisetonensis and
Sutton's Large-flowered Hybrids are excellent
strains.

Clarkia elegans Firefly.—Sov.' in sJ-inch pots,
three seeds to a pot, and treat as advised for
Mignonette. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Broomficld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlolliian.

BEES

m
MOVING BEES TO THE HE.-VTHER.

ANY bee-keepers who live within a

reasonable distance of moors , and
uplands where the common JLing

(Calluna vulgaris) flourishes may find

it well worth their while to move
(heir hives to some selected spot in the midst of

this wealth of nectar, which produces some of the

finest and most sought after honey in this country.
With the exception of Heather, most of flu- honey
harvest is over by the third week in July, so by
moving hives to the moors a double crop is often

obtained. Heather honey has a special flavour

of its own, a flavour some people do not care for,

but by the majority it is 'considered second to

none. It commands the highest price of any
honey in the world.

The so-called Bell Heather (Erica cinerea) and
the Cross-leaved Heather (E. Tetrali.x) both
produce honey, iut it is much inferior to that
from the common Ling and of a totally different

flavour.

The true Ling honey is very dense, and of a

gelatinous consistency distinct from all ordinary

honeys. It is impossible to get it out of the comb
by means of the ordinary extractor ; instead, it

is obtained by pressing the combs in a special

machine known as the Heather Honey Press.

The honey from Erica cinerea and E. Tctralix

is much thinner, so that it can be extracted from
the combs in the ordinary way.

Before taking bees to the Heather, certain im-
portant preparations are necessary. To obtain
a harvest two conditions are absolutely essential

—

fine weather and strong colonies ; one is 'no good.

without the other. About a week before it is

decided to move a stock—the exact date must be
governed by the district in which you live—the

frames in the brood chamber should be examined
and those containing honey only removed, putting
in their place combs of capped brood from other

stocks. It is quite useless to send weak colonies

to the Heather. Make certain that all the frames
are immovably fixed, and the brood chamber, if a

loose one as in the " W. B. C." type of hive, firmly

attached to the floor-board by means of screws.

The supers, which should consist of drawn-out
shallow frames or sections from which the Clover or

other honey has been previously extracted, should
likewise be firmly secured to the brood chamber
by means of laths and screws. Before doing
this it is advisable to smear lightly with vaseline

the edges of the supers and queen excluder where
they come in contact, as this makes removal
easy later on.. The outer lifts must also be firmly

fixed together.

During the journey the usual quilts should be

removed and open canvas or scrim placed above
the supers, but so arranged that the bees cannot

escape. Some bee-keepers use frames of per-

forated zinc ; it is very important that the bees

have sufficient ventilation. The entrance slides

can be taken away and strips of perforated zinc

fixed in their place.

A "^z^ €i F was veryy^^ much int'

pressed at the
result of the
Spratfing on
mt; own crop of
potatoes last
year, and I am
Convinced that
this process
effects con-
siderable im-
provement."
Mr.Ltuyd George

PRAY with
"Bergercide"
to prevent

Potato Disease, and
increase your yield

Mr.Bnner-eslah-il. By about 2i CWt. per
in hmHlnnir, 1760. JQ rod plot. " Ber-
gercide" simply needs mixing
with water and cannot scorch
plantsasdo Home-made mixtures,
because it is scientifically exact
and has no excess ingredient.
For safety's sake use

—

Ji] p) TO* Berbers Bordeaux Mixture

'[^er^ercide
"ct^'^S prevents Potato Disease

115 per lb. — 3 lbs. in 15 qnllons water
sprmif 20 rods uuce. Spivi;; at least tivice,

at 2 jveeks interval.

Ask your local Berger Agent for illus-
trated spraying leajiets, or write tc—

Lewis Berger & Sons, Ltd.,
HOMERTON, LONDON, E. 9.

Branches — Liverpool. Paris. Durban. Cape
1 own. Bombay. Calcutta. Shanghai,

Sydney. Buenos Ayres.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

THE GARDEN.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE POTATO-ONION (Torquay).—If you wish to raise

seed of the Potato-Onion, you would do well to select

the best centre bulb to plant for the purpose ; but there
would be no useful purpose served in saving seed, as

quicker aud better results are obtained by planting the
bulbs in October. Shallots running to seed.—Usually

this is the result of planting iu too light and poor soil.

In the South it is a good plan to plant in autumn, but in

cooler counties it is better to defer planting till October.

A SMALL STRIP OF GROUND TO PLANT WITH
VEGETABLES (/(/»o/rt/»».s).—As this narrow strip of

soil is bounded by a Privet hedge and Lilac at tln^ foot.

and is composed of light soil, much cannot be made of

it in the way of vegetable growing this season. We suggest

that the best way of treating it will be to dig it

deeply aud apply" boncrmeal to the soil at the rate

of a "handful to the yard run of trench and the

same of soot, well mixing them with the 'soil as

digging proceeds, but not digging the mamire in too deeply,

sdy, inches or 7 inches only. As soon as digging is

completed, tread tlic soil over lightly when it is fairly

dry, anrl tlicn sow with Carrots and Beetroot—of the

latter the Turnip-rooted sorts only, and of tlic former
the stump-rooted only. The rows of Carrots sliould be
10 inches apart, and the Beetroot 12 inches. The drills

for sowing both in sliould be 2 inches deep. Thin tin-

Carrot plants to 3 inches apart aud the Beetroot to 5 inches

as soon as the young plants are large enough to handle.
Success will depend on the work being carried out without
delay.

Mrs. PYM S
FAMOUS
PLANTS

ALL POST FREE.

Strong Spring Sown. Best varieties procurable. Leelvs.

Cauliflower, lame-heailed Broccoli, sprouting Broccoli, Brussels

Sprouts, Cabbage, 7 varieties. Red Pickliiit! Cabbage, Curled
Scotch Kale. Asparagus Kale, Cottager's Kale, Buda Kale,
Coleworts, Winter (irecns. Savoys, Lettuce, 1/6 100, 2/6 200.

Perpetual Spinach, 2/- 100.

Parsley, 20 1/4. Sage, Thyme, Mint, Garlic, Fennel,
Chives, IVlarjoram, Basil, Savory, 12, 1/4.

Boot Plants.—Mangolds, Swede-Turnips, Carrots,
Parsnips, Beetroot, Kohl rabi, 2/- 100.

Schizantnue Wisetonensis, Red and White Tobacco,
Beauty Stocks, Violas, Pansies, Cornflowers, Honesty,
Lupins, Scarlet Musk, Scarlet Salvias, Coccinea, 12,1/4.

Asparagus Fern, large plants, 3, 1/4.

Primula Obconica, lovely new giant, rose aud crimson
shades, 3, 1/-. Primula Japonica, Queenof Primulas, 3,1/-.

Primula Malacoides. ijuite hardy, pot now for flowering
all winter, fi. 1/4.

Primula Cortinoides, ijuite hardy, spring flowering, 6, 1/4.

Passion Flowers, hardy blue and white, 2, 1/4.

Impatiens, scarlet or pink, grand bedder, perpetual
flowering, 6, 1/4.

Salvias, scarlet, Splendens, f>, 1/4.

Heliotrope, Coleus, Fuchsias, 6, 1/4,

Rehmannia, pink trumpet, greenhouse perennial, fi, 1/4.

Rivina Humilis, lovely scarlet berried pot shrub, 4. 1/4.

Verbena venosa, lovely blue Autumn-flowering liardy

perennial, 6, 1'4.

Lobelia Cardinalis, new hybrid, 4, 1/4.

Wallflowers, dark blood red, bright blood red, Feltliain

early dark. Ruby Gem, Purple Gem, Belvoir Castle, golden,

Cranford Beauty, rich golden yellow. Golden King, Eastern
Queen, 30, 1/fi, I'OO, 4/3.

Beauty Stocks, splendid for flowering in greenhouses,
12, 1/4.

Cinerarias, lixliibition or Stcllata, 12, 1/4

Magnificent Hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring
Bedding, Qreenhouse, Vegetable Plants.
NEW CATALOQUE now ready free on application.

MRS. I>YIkI, ^.R.H.s.
10, Vine House, Woodstone, PETERBOROUGH.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOTTLING PEAS AND BEANS (Carradale).—\fe

cannot recommend preserving Peas by bottling. Beans
are amenable to this treatment, but as you have been
so successful by layering them between salt in a large
crock, we would suggest your continiung this method.

HOW TO DEAL WITH SLUGS (IF. J.).—With the
arrival of dewy nights and a moist soil the slug pest
becomes more troublesome in the garden. The hoe is

an effective tool to exercise against the slug. By stirring
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tlie surface soil many sluga are accounted for'. Lime,
salt, soot and basic slag are perhaps among tih* most
potent remedies for slug-infested soils. Trapping by
means of Cabbage leaves, hollowed-out slices of Fotato,
Turnip, &c., can be tried when other means fail. This
is a very old plan, but on a small plot it can be made a
most effectual one. It only requires a little diligence to
carry it out, or to search after dark with a lantern. Collect

the slugs and drop them into a small vessel containing
brine or lime and soot.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—G. F.—Chrisfs Thorn (Paliurus
aculeatus). E. N. M,—Yes ; Digitalis ambigua.

PAYS
TO

SPRAY

. . i ruthlessly stamps out disease and
blight and effectually destroys insect pests.
It increases the potato crop from 2 to 2 .

tons per acre. In a bad year timely spray-
ing may save the entire crop.

It is the patriotic duty of everyone with land
to help to produce a bumper potato crop
this season, aad so secure the country from
potato famine in the coming winter.

Be sure you buy a " Ubel "^Sprayer, the most efficient

and strongly constructed Sprayer on the market.

iWriteJor catalogue and address of nearest dealer.

UNITED BRASSFOUNDERS & ENGINEERS Ltd.
Empress Foundry, Cornbrook, Manchester

(*i

UBEL
[apsack Sprso'^c

ravery Test TheBest^. j' ''\'A n

GROW YOUR OWN VEGETABLES FREE FROM DISEASE WITH
THE MOST PERFECT _*^ / ^ GREENHOUSES.

GARDENS.
LAWNS. t1

PATENTED)
ONLY RELIABLE AND

COMPLETE SUBSTITUTE for STABLE MANURE
SCIBNTIFICALLT AMD CHEMICALLY PREPARED. ''^

In the form of a leaf-mould, ready for use at anytime. In the same way, and for all purposes that stable manure Is ri'- Goes fi

(1 cwt. equalling 15 cwts.), gives better results, Is clean to handle, sweet smelling, and free from weeds, worms, ct
Report of Royal Horticultural Society. " Your Patented Hop Manure has been used in the Society's Gardens st Wisky,
am pleased to report that It has proved excellent for the tlower borders, fruit and vegetables grown both umlcr ^I.tss ai

Id the open air."" (Signed) W. Wilks, Secretjiry.
A Beautiful Free Booklet giving full ^yariHculars and testimonials sent on receii>t of postcard.W BEWARE OF IMITATIONS; GENUINE ONLY IN OUR MARKED BAGS. CONTAINING GUARANTEED ANALYSIS.

Prices, including bags In accordance with the new Government order, 28 lbs,. 1/9 : 1 cwt., 5 6 ; 2cwt..9/-; 1 ton, 85/-.
Free on rail London. Carriage forward for cash with order.

WAKELEY BROS, ft CO.. LTD.,75a. BANKSIDB, LONDON. S.E. 1.

rthor

'.uu\ I

BROS, ft CO., LTD.,75a, BANKSIDB, LONDON.
Also WAKBLBY'B GROUND GAFtDBN LIMBU 2/9 bushel bai:. cnrrlafie f-Tw. nl.

8V APPOINTMKNT. BY APPOINTMBNT.

DISINFECTANT FLUID
• A worthy and formidable weapon for battling againsi the baciUus."

Sir J. Criohton-Browne, F.R.S.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—"Give daily to all the birds Izal in the

soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight

gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has

been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Invaluable as a pennedy against Foul Brood and
I.O.W. disease in Bees.

Ask for special leaflets with instructions for use.

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids

the birds of inseot pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^|!*--i
Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittanoe-

Ask tor Fra* Copy of "Healthy Poultry,'

IZAL POWDER ^1- 0" i^"" '>»<&HL runUCn,
g/g perSOlb, keg.

Newton, Chambers & Go., Ltd.,ThornGliife, nr. Sheffield.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

w POWELL-OWEN
THIS week I will devote my attention

to " things in general," having already

dealt (in good time) *with problems

affecting stock of all ages now in the

reader's poultry yard.

Intensive Laying Houses.—When the mammoth

intensive laying house arrived in this country

from America, I found myself alone in supporting

it. Other editors and experts bestowed some very

uncomplimentary remarks upon it, many branding

it the "cage-bird" system. Two reasons ,why

I boomed the intensive laying ^structures

wfere that I saw in them ideal accommodation

houses wherein to place flocks of maturing puUets,

and noticed how they allowed the farmer (or

person with free range) to apply the backyard

system to his layers in .the winter months. That

I was right and others wrong has been amply

proved by the huge success of the intensive laying

house. As originator of the controlment system

for layers in the winter the structures naturally

appealed to me. One cannot get away from the

fact that the backyard poultry-keeper secures

plenty of new-laid eggs in the winter, and always

has done. The majority of experts—le.ss obs. rvant,

perhaps, than I—have given, and still give, credit

for this happy state of affairs to the "s:raps"

the backyarder has available. Rather is it due

to the comfortable environment.

Successful Backyard Poultry-Keeping.—The

laying lien iu tlie backyard house and run is pro-

tected in the winter from all the bitter elements,

and that is why she gives the maximum yield.

Dry underfoot and overhead and sheltered from

cold winds, the confined layer receives

no checks, aitd in consequence turns out

her eggs smoothly and well. The free-

range hen has a much harder life. Placeil

in the rentre of a field with an ordinary

roost as the only shelter, she is through-

out, the winter subjected to all the

unfavourable elements. The damp
ground strikes through to her egg

( rgans, and her only aim in life is to wait

eagerly for the spring to arrive. Lookir.g

back, I am really astounded to think .^

that there were so many farmers and

other " free-rangers " who expected their

hens to lay well under such unpro-

grcssive conditions. In mastering the

management of layers I have always

applied the personal touch. When I

advocated the use of scratching sheds

all ached to roosts, and later the intensive

type of " combined roost and scratching InU-ii

shed " structure, I knew I was working

on the right lines. I watched the hen

let out in the morning on the farm,

and noticed how quickly she became " soakeil
"

to the skin. I saw the farmer visit the

nests and curse the hens for not laying. I

observed how he begrudged them their evening

grain, and, young as I was, I pitied those Biddies.

"How," thought I, "could Mr. Farmer possibly

expect those ' soaked-through ' liens to go and

sit for ten minutes or longer in a nest-box ?

Would he liimself, after, arriving home like a

drowned rat, feel at case sitting in even a

comfortable armchair ?
"

Our Illustration.—Forttmately, my followers

are now ninltitiidiiiniis and my original systems

are more or less universal. Successful winter egg-

production is only possible where housing is of

the best. No house, believe me, can be termed

an ideal winter "laying" structure if it is not

blessed with an attached scratching shed or if

it is not of the intensive type of building. In

the summef "anything in feathers" will lay,

no matter how badly housed or handled ; in the

winter months it is different. This week I give

an illustration of a roo-hen sized intensive laying

house as installed at Mallard's Court, Stokenchurch,

Oxon, oil the poultry farm of Mr. W. M. Sladc,

I may here add thati Mr. F. A. Bowker, the

Poultry Manager (an ardent reader of my notes),

sent me the photograph some time ago, but its

publication now fits in nicely with my recent

writings. With a spacious run attached it is

used as a semi-intensive structure for a lumdred

pullets. My ideal is to have such a hoitsc ready

by mid-September to take the pullets of the cun'cnt

year's hatching which are destined for winter egg-

production. The birds are " finished oft" therein

and arc brought quietly on to lay, being allowed

a little time to settle down to what will be their

permanent winter quarters.

Semi-Intensive Methods.—Whni I advocate

the use 'if iiUeiisi\e houses and X]\c controlment

of the layers, I aim at no exlrenics. When the

weather is favourable the birds should be allowed

out, but wheit the' elements are unfavourabie

tliey should be confined to their cosy quarters.

In other words, there must be a combination

of semi-intensive and intensive methods of manage-

n'cnt. In cold print this original system of mine

WINTER QUARTiiRS.

sji't laying house ready for a hundred icjiH-halched

Snapshot taken at Mallard's Court, Stokenchurch, Oxun.

{Sec this week's notes.)

may appear simple, but it is not so easy as it

seems. The onus still falls on the owner to be the

judge of the outer elem.ents; and it is here where

many mistakes arise. The weather-cock should

be closely watched. In the morning the sun mSV
be shining ; in the afternoon down comes the

rain. I The progressive owner will forestall that

storin and shut up the birds before it comes on.

In other words, the poultry-keeper must be some-

thing of a weather prophet. If the pullets are

educated to respond to the "whistle" or the

rattle of the food bucket, the^j will soon be under

shelter without the need for a sheepdog to round

them up. Damp gi'ound, too, must be scheduled

quite as harmful as a rainstorm.

Ventilate the Houses.—Growing puUets need

w.'li-\entilated houses, although, of course, draughts

must besavoided. They should not be allowed to

crowd in the . conters, these being blocked in

some way to a certain height ; otherwise many
will be stiifocated or will come to harm through

exposm-e after a period of sweating. For this

reason do not leave nest-boxes in their structures,

or the birds will nestle in these at night and many
losses will result. I do not believe in too early

perching, but like to train the youngsters to perch

when they are about four months old. Narrow
perches should be brought into use, and they

shoiUd be arranged quits low. Each night the

owner should pl^ce the young puUefs on the perches

mitil they get to know what is expected of them.

Perching is preferable to ground roosting, because

the youngsters do not sweat.

Watch the Weather.—Long wet grass is rathi^r

harmful to pai'tly grown pullets, and as far as

possible it is well to watch the elements. Even
if chickens appear to be fully feathered, an exami-

nation will reveal the fact that the breasts are

rather bare of feaWiers. Where this is the case, the

youngsters will, after travelling through wet

gra.ss (from which they arc not protected by breast-

fealheis), often succumb to colds and lung troubles.

It frequently happens that the owner is non-

plussed at the sudden loss of " big bonny pullets,"

due to the trouble I am dealing with. When th"^

long grass is wet, keep such youngsters confined

for a time until the morning sun has somewhat

soaked up the moistm-e. Count all chickens at

night to make sure that the full complement is

present in each h'>use.

Foodstuffs for Chickens.—A lot of dead

chickens are reaching me just now from The
Garrks readers for post-mortem examination.

"War" foods are in the majority of cases to

blame ; hence my touching upon the matter of

foodstuffs for chickens. It is well to remember

that what mi^it suit the adult would

"ften kill the growing youngsters. So

. hat the feeder must be on his guard.

Some of the samples of foods reaching

me for my expert \'icws thereon clearly

show that the Ministry of Food or the

Board of Agriculture or the l-"ood Pro-

i.uction Department is idle and not work-

in.g in the interests of poultry-producers.

Olherwise proseutions would follow.

These Departments overlap, and so one

does not know which to blame. I hold

a " local " sample of mixed coin wherein

wheat and rubb-sh form the whole." But
.

I was led to understand that mixtures

had been standardised and that all

manufacturers had to conform to the

- Order. I do not know of any prosecu-

' tion that the responsilile Government

Department has yet instigated in

pullets. the interests of poultry - producers,

amply proving that to the present

officials the laying hen is a

nonentity.

Sand in Soft Food.—To aid digestion I have

been advocating the use of sand in the soft food

as a war-time measure. Readers will remember

that I recommended this plan for ducklings.

Several times weekly a little fine sand or grit can

be added to the soft food for the growing stock

to advantage, and once a v/eek a little Izal Dis-

infectant Fluid in the drinking water will do

good. Should any youngsters show symptoms

of ailing from indigestion, a course of m\

Glauber's salt treatment will put things right,

followed by my well-known prccautionars

measures.
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RECENT statements in Parliament with

reference to the importance of settUng

large numbers of soldiers and sailors

on the land in this country at the end
^ of the war and the important recom-

mendations of the Selborne (Reconstruction)

Report lend special interest to a pamphlet which

is being published by the Central Land Association

of 50, Parliament Street, S.W.i. The pamphlet,

iree copies of which can be obtained on apphcation

by anyone interested, sets out a proposal for

the establishment on a voluntary basis of a county

scheme for the settlement of ex-Service men on

the land. Briefly, the Association proposes

that landowners in the different counties should

co-operate in providing facilities by which ex-

Service men can be enabled to obtain land near

their own village on easy terms for occupation

or purchase. The scheme is intended primarily

for men who were agricultural labourers before

joining the Forces, and it is claimed that the land

problem, so far as it concerns these men, can be

handled better on voluntary unofficial lines by
local men for local men than by any system of

Government organisation. The scheme is set

out in a very clear and interesting manner in the

pamphlet, and seems likely to attract considerable

attention among Service men, land reformers

and landowners. County Committees are being

formed, we understand, under the leadership

of the Lords-Lieutenant to develop and cany
out the scheme.

Horticultural Scholarships for Women.—
The Food Production Department is offering

ten scholarships, tenable at the Horticultural

CoUege, Swanley, Kent, for a course of commercial

horticulture of about thirty-eight weeks' duration,

which will commence about September 19. The
scholarsnips will cover cost of maintenance and

tuition, and preference will be given to candidates

over twenty-one years of age who are suitable

for the positions of forewomen, instructresses,

&;. Only women who have had considerable

experience in gardening and will undertake the

work of food production for the duration of the

war are eligible. Further information and forms

of application can be procured from the Food
Production Department, 72, Victoria Street,

London, S.W. i, and no applications will be

considered which are received later than August 20.

Cropping After Onions.—Few crops give a

better return in old Onion beds than Kohl Rabi.

As soon as the Onions are lifted for drying, the plot

is merely weeded, forked over and firmed down.

Seed is then sown, either in drills or broadcast,

the seedlings being thinned to 8 inches apart as

soon as they can be handled. Such sowings will

give good tender bulbs in autumn, and that

without any fertiliser beyond what a weU-manured

Onion bed contains. Lettuce also does well under

similar conditions.

Interesting Trials at Ormskirk.—In view of

the growing importance of immune varieties

for planting in land infected with or threatened

by wart disease. Potato-growers were invited to

visit the Ormskirk Potato Trials, which were

open to the public on August i, 2 and 3. The
trials, which will be reported on at a later date,

included the testing of over 300 varieties for

immunity from wart disease.

Winter Radishes.—Sown now in fairly good but

not freshly manured soil, China Rose or Black

Spanish Radishes will come into use in October.

They afford a pleasant addition to the winter

salad, and can be relied upon to keep crisp and

juicy whether left in the ground, covered with

litter or ashes, or lifted in December and stored in

sand. Sow in drills 6 inches apart, thijming to

the same distance. An occasional sprinkling of

superphosphate hoed in between the seedlings

will help the crop if growth is slow.

Intercropping Between Asparagus.— Those

who have Aspai'agus beds and have cleaned these

of all weeds will find no further need for a time

of the alley ways between ; and it is recommended
that they be trenched, adding any manure available

and also a good dusting of soot or lime. The spaces

CELERY IN PAPER COLLARS GROWING
BETWEEN ASPARAGUS.

thus prepared can then be used for planting with

winter greens or sowing with Turnips. They
^so form ideal spots for planting with Celery. The

trenching opens up the alleys and forms more effec-

tive drainage to keep the beds dry, which is im-

portant.

Blanching Celery with Ashes.—We have

seen excellent results from the use of sifted coaK

ashes in the moulding up of Celery, and that

without the use of any paper or other covering.

The advantages of using ashes rather than soil

are these : They are cleaner when lifting the

sticks in wet weather ; they afford better drainage,

which means less trouble from decay ; and they

ward off slugs and other ground pests and save

soil and space.

Plant Breeding in Scotland.—.A. scheme which

has been under consideration for the establishment

of a plant breeding research station in Scotland

was greatly advanced by a conference in Edinburgh

on'ljuly 26. Prior to the meeting one of the

Highland and Agricultural Society had been held,

at which a grant of £2,000 was gjven to the scheme

on certain conditions. The conference later was

presided over by the Right Hon. Thomas Munro,

M.P., the Secretary for Scotland, and was largely

attended by representatives from various bodies

connected with agricultural and seed trade associa-

tions. Mr. Muiuro was also accompanied by Sir

Robert Wright ajid Dr. Greig from the Board of

Agriculture. Mr. Munro made ajr interesting

speech, in which he strongly supported the scheme

and pointed out the advantages which would

probably result were such a station established

in Scotland, where climatic and other conditions

differed so greatly from those of the South. He
intimated that the Government was prepared

to give for every pound subscr.bed towards its

formation a similar amount. A resolution in

favour was proposed by Dr. C. M. Douglas, repre-

senting the Highland and Agricultural Society,

and supported by Mr. W. Cuthbertson (of Messrs.

Dobbie and Co.) and others, and agreed to. A
cormnittee was also appointed to confer with the

Board of Agriculture, this committee to consist

of representatives of agricultural and seed trade

organisations. Mr. D. Bell, the chairman of the

Scottish Seed Trade Association, who seconded

this motion, said that he was prepared to give

£r,ooo himself to support the project. The

minimum sum aimed at is £20,000, and it is

confidently expected that this will be greatly

exceeded.

Apple Tree Mildew.—A. good deal of trouble

is being caused by this disease in some parts

where the wet weather and humidity appear to

have favoured its development. A mealiness

on the tips of the young shoots, with velvety

patches on the leaves, are the first indications of

I he malady. Ultimately the growth of these

shoots is checked, the lower leaves curl and fall,

and only a tuft is left at the ends. Early cutting

and burring of all infested twigs is advisable,

and this should be followed by occasional applica-

tions of liver of sulphur (sulphate of potassium),

an ounce to two gallons of water.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible jor the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

CLIMBING DUTCH BROWN BEANS.

T SEE Mr. F. H. Chapman, iH your issue of July 27,

advises the "spotting " of Dutch Brown Bean

plants that show a tendency to a climbing habit.

I am growing Dutch Brown, African Brown,

Early White Haricot and Yellow Haricot. The

first two show in some plants a tendency to climb

(notably in seed from the Royal Horticultural

Society), and I will do as he suggests ; but is a

climbing habit altogether an advantage ? In

my small garden I could not have spared stakes

for these Beans.—H. Moore, Higher Woodeombe,

Minehead, Somerset.

TN The Garden for July 27 I saw that a climbing

habit was desired in the Dutch Brown Bean.

I am growing this Bean in great quantity this

year from home-saved seed, and have tliree plants

with a de:ided climbing habit. If anyone

is interested in the matter, will he kindly

write' to me ?—G. D. King, N.D.Hort.,

Gayton Rectory, Blisworth.

A USEFUL MAINCROP PEA.

A LITTLE space of ground between

low Yew liedges that for several years

had been a garden of annuals has for two

years past been bearing food crops. This

year it is under Peas. The ground was
trenched and manured and the Peas sown
in shallow trendies. They are now bearing

good crops^of|-^moderate-sized but well-

filled pods, with eight to nine Peas in a

pod. The kind is Sutton's Maincrop.—G. J.

"GREENSIDE" IN TOMATOES.
yHISmay only be a local name for this

annoying disease, or whatever it

may be termed. Never before in a long

experience have I had so much trouble

with it. Before saying more about the

matter I had better perhaps explain what
the trouble I call " greenside " is like.

It is a hard, shell-like condition of the-

skin of the Tomato, occasionally on thi-

side of the fruit, but most frequently

round the stem. In bad cases about half

of a fruit is so troubled, which mtkes that

particular specimen almost valueless

;

but more frequently the hard part is

less than a quarter of the fruit. Will

someone who has had experience of this

annoying condition in the Tomalo, and who
may have discovered the cause or cure, be
kind enough to give his experience ? As I

have said, never previously have I had so much
trouble with this annoyance, and seldom have
the promises of a fine crop been more evident.

Circumstances compel me to cultivate entirely

in pots, lo-inch, ii-inch and 12-inch sizes being
used. Treatment is identical with that of previous
years, when there was little or no trouble. The
crop is splendid and the fruits of fine size. One
curious fact I should not omit to mention is

that it is only the newer varieties that have suffered.

I have the following varieties : Ailsa Craig, Bide's
Recruit, Leighton's Matchless (a new variety
raised by a friend and not yet on the market),
Britain's Best, Carter's Sunrise, Stirling Castle,

Free(iom and Laird's Supreme. The _last four
named are immune, while all the others are more
or less attacked, Bide's Recruit being by far the
worst. All have heavy crops, and the flavour is

everything one could wish for.—C. Blair, Preston

House Gardens, Linlithgow.

[The uneven ripening of the Tomato fruits

is apparently due to insufficient supplies of potash

in most cases, and we recommend watering

once a week with a solution of half an ounce of

sulphate of potash in a gallon of water.

—

Ed.]

MARROW PRESERVE—THE FICKLE
MUSK—VARIEGATED KALE—G.4RDEN

VISITS, ETC.

AS you have told me that my private letters

are better than those sent for publication,

here is a private letter, and you may print such

parts as you think proper. First, with regard to

the Marrow preserves your correspondent asks

for. I have included some in the booklet (which

will, I suppose, be published shortly by Country

Life). In the meantime, Mrs. "Busy Bee" is en-

deavouring to write one or two out in detail, for

at present both she and I keep them in our heads,

and it takes some time to write them down in-

telligibly. The scented Musk is indeed a " fickle
"

have already gathered a large crop of—expectations.)

Oh ! and I have stick a splendid variety of Varie-

gated Kales—ivory and amethyst, and fine-cut

green—from a mixed packet from Barrs. I had

some last year which pleased me, but compared

with this year's they were " as moonlight unto

sunlight and as water unto wine "
; or—to descend

to bald prose—they were, as a wild FJix-Mas

Fern compared with Messrs. May's Nephrolep s.

As a rule, I am quite of Mr. W. Robinson's way of

thinking as regards variegated foliage, but,

being a woman, I am inconsistent and make
an exception in favour of these Kales. I found

their smaller and daintier leaves lasted well in

water indoors, too. I was so interested to read

that Mr. Bowles had also been going around, down
in the same corner of England, looking at other

people's gardens and deriving consolation from

his friends' failures. " Great minds jump to-

gether," quoth I to myself, performing mentally

the feat of patting myself on the back. I was
pleased Mr. Bowles has a kind word to say for the

old Rhododendron ponticum, and also for Cen-

taurea montana. The white one is one of my
favourites as a cut flower. I am trying to

start a colony of Mimulus luteus here, at

the upper end of the banks of a ditch,

hoping it will gradually wend its way
down the length thereof. It is one of the

flowers which seem to possess a soul (albeit

a wicked one, in this instance). So have
Pansits and Daffodils and most bulbs, and
some Roses, but not all. I always tliink

of Orchids as wicked. These be fancies.

—

.\nne Amateur.

PE.\ M.\INC:jOr VViT.l WELL-FILLED TODS.

thing. Last year it was—as I wrote—as fragrant

as of yore. This spring I eagerly awaited it, and,

to my dreadful disappointment, it came up quite

scentless. But a few days ago, after a thunderstorm,

behold ! its perfimre returned once more. As
Lord Dundreary would have said, " It's one of

those things no fella' can imderstand ! " St.

Swithin is really rather overdoing the thing this

year, considering the absence of Apples. I have

one faithful Lane's Prince Albert bush with a' crop
;

but in the orchard it is " Here am I, where are

you?" On a Vic'oria Plum tree or two there

is a small crop. From these I normally expect

one good year, one poor, and one year a failure

to crop. A young Medlar is loaded with fruit.

" The rest is silence." The kitchen garden is

smothered in black fly. Ugh ! It has ruined

the Runner Beans and even attacked an Elder,

whose evil-odoured foliage is too horrid for most

insects. The only Beans that have escaped are

Canadian Wonder and some Rice Beans sent

me by a reader of The Garden. (From these I

" ANNE SALADAMATEUR'S '

DRESSING.
r^NE has benefited so much and so

often from " Anne .'Amateur's " ex-

periences that it is singularly unpleasant

to criticise any recipe given by her, but

I feel that it should be pointed out that

the eggless salad dressing she recommends
on page 290, in the issue of The Garden
for July 27, should be tried with caution.
" .^nne Amateur" says that the quanti-

ties given will dress a salad for six

persons, which means that to each will

fall half a large tablcspoonful of uncooked
flour—and war flour at that ! Raw flour

is anything but wholesome, and I think

that the majority of pec pie w.U be well

advised Io stick to a plain oil and vinegar

dressing if the cost of an egg is eons dercd

prohibitive.—D. P. B.

VITALITY OF CHARLOCK SEED.
T BELIEVE JVIr. Ballard's experience in the

plenitude of Charlock seedlings, which
appeared after brealfing up an old pasture field,

is what nearly all fanners would expect, for there

is a widespread impression among them that it

is inevitable, and that many noxious weed seeds,

particularly Charlock, retain their vitality almost

indefinitely. I remember seeing a " brake

"

ploughed up in North Cornwall some years ago

which had not been cultivated, it was asserted

on excellent authority, for forty-two years. Plenty

of Charlock seedlings were predicted and duly
fulfilled, for the land became as thickly covered

as though the Charlock had been scjwn. The
numbers precluded any attempt to explain their

presence by the theory of accidental infection

;

and as this brake was on high ground, far removed
from any arable fields, the Charlock seeds must have
lain in the soil all those years awaiting conditions

favourable to germination. When considering

this question it must always be kept in mind
that the seeds of Charlock are too heavy to be
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blown more than a few yards by even rough winds,

so that infection by this means may be dismissed.

Tlie question of the vitality and relative pre-

ponderance of buried weed seeds generally was

pretty fully investigated at the Rothamsted

Experimental Station by Miss Winifred Brenchley,

and a detailed account appeared in the Joui^ial

"{ the Board of Agricultiu-e for June, 1917. Her

1 onclusions were that if very old pasture is ploughed

up, few arable weeds will appear the first year
;

but if more recent pasture, thirty or forty years

old, be broken up, the case is different, so that

many weeds may be expected, as the seeds of

certain weed species are capable of lying dormant

in the soil for long periods of years and germinating

\\ht:n the land is broken up and conditions of

growth become favourable. Most of the weed

seeds in the top few inches of soil tend to germinate

although the land is grassed over, and the seedlings

are stifled by the grasses and Clover. Seeds in

I he lower depths, especially from 5 inches to 9 inches,

are unable to germinate owing to unfavourable

conditions. These seeds retain their vitality

for a -long time, but they gradually die off with

the progress of years. The length of time which

biuried seeds retain their vital ty depends, as

Miss Brenchley says, on the species, and it

is obvious that no really definite pronounce-

ment could be made on this point ; but in her

investigations with a field that had been down to

pasture for thirty-two years, Knotgrass (Polygonum

aviculare) sprang up "m almost overpowering

preponderance. Charlock does not seem to have

been present in this field, but in another which

was under arable cultivation till about 1874

(forty-tlirie years previous to the publication of

the results of the investigations which had been

can'ied on for eighteen months). Charlock seedlings

take second place to Orache in point of numbers.

From Miss Brenchley's investigations it seems

that seeds of Cliarlock" Orache, Knotweed, Poppy

and Scarlet Pimpernel may be expected to retain

their vitality for thirty years at the very least,

and the first three for fully forty years, perhaps

n-.urh lopger.—A. C. Bartlett.

TURNIPS BOLTING.

'M'L'MEROUS instances of this have come to

light during recent weelis, particularly on

freshly broken up land worked by th)se having

but little knowledge of vegetable gardening.

Though the failures have occurred on both light

and heavy scrils, they are the most frequent wliere

the former obtains, a fact which points t« dryness

as a predisposing . cause. Dryness in any form,

whether atmospheric or of the soil, the Turnip

abhors. This is proved by the fact that in moist

or dripp.ng seasons the crop gives but little trouble.

In some instances recently examined, where the

bulk of the crop had bolted, it was found that no

thinning had been done ; hence, in conjunction

vf.h soil dryness and the check that follows

-ell scly in its train was the worst Of all evils, viz.,

. overcrowdinf, Che twain together being responsible

for the ruin of the crop. Having explained

matters to the enquirer in the case, I further

pointed out how essential it was that the grrjwUi

-jf the plant should .be quick and continuous if

good'tender and crisp roots were to be had.—E. J.

RHODODENDRON ODORATUM.

T^HIS Rhododench'on, referred to by Mr. Bowles

on page 279 as a very desirable kind, is

both a delightful and an interesting variety.

According to Louden, it was raised about 1820,

ihe parents being R. ponticum and one of the

deciducnis Azaleas. By others its parentage

has been given as R. maximum crossed with

R. viscosujn, and this seems to be the opinion of

iMr. Bean in his work, and also in the Kew
Hand List. As might be expected of a hybrid

between an evergreen and a deciduous species,

this Rhododendron is .usually sub-evergreen in

character. There is a considerable amount of

variation in the colour of the blossoms, which are

as a rule white, tinged, more or less, with purplish

lilac. Though often met with as R. odoratum

(a well-merited name), it is in the Kew Hand List

referred to as Rhododendron azaleoides. These

two names by no m'^ans exhaust the list, as the

following synonyms will testify : Rhododenelron

hybridum, R. fragrans, R. ponticum deciduum,

R. ponticum azaleoides, and R. maximum hy-

bridum, this last being used in the Botanical

Magazine, t. 3454.—H. P.

DELPIUNIUM SEEDLINGS.

AT Wygfair, St. Asaph, Colonel Howard's

beautiful seat. Delphinium seedlings have been

grown with great success for many years. The

accompanying photograph is of a creamy whiteseed-

ling, 5 feet in height, and of perfect form. I( was
raised here about fifteen years ago and has been

could not have been overlooked by the Judges

without subjecting them to the censure of all

who are interested in the culture of the flower."

—

F. D. Ibbett, The Beeches, Sevenoaks.

THAI.ICTRUM DIPTEROCARPUM.

WHV docs Mr. T. Hay write about this, the

loveliest of all Meadow Rues, as difficult to

cultivate ? The only special care that it requires—

•

here at least—is to label the plants in a durable

manner, for they are very late of starting in spring
;

and, when they do start, the delicate frond-like

foliage is most apt to be mistaken for Summer
Cress and pulled up. Also there is a risk of plants

of rank and early growth smothering the Meadow
Rue before it gets on its legs, so to speak. Give it

a fair chance, and we have found it perfectly

hardy, preferring rather moist, loamy soil,

sending up a cloud of lilac and lemon flcuvers

to a height of 4 feet, and ripening abundance

o£ seed. It hi.s to be established a couple

of years before it shows its true quality.

—

Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.
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TULIP NOTES
SUGGESTIONS ABOUT RECTIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT.—WAS IT A

TULIP ?

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

The Elusive Tulip.

—

Just as a regular little

fortune seems to have

been made by the lucky

owner of a newly built

house at Brussels about

the mania-time or soon

after by his being able

to make self-coloured

flowers into striped ones,

so something very nice

indeed awaits to-day the fortunate person who is

able to prevent it, and the reward will be more than

a monetary one. Many a sorely tried and badly hit

grower will call down blessings on his head, for it

is no joke or light matter to find that in a stock of

a hundred thousand 30 per cent, or 40 per cent,

have suddenly become " broken " and, ipso facto,

almost worthless for sale. I often wonder if the

ancient liking for striped flowers was a natural

or an acquired taste. Judging from the opinions

of those who annually visit my garden and who

may be classed as man-in-the-street people as

far as Tulips are concerned, the lover of the striped

flowers in preference to the rich selfs is a very

rara avis indeed ; so when such an one comes

along and picks out Union Jack, Zany, Emperor

Alexander, Dainty Maid, Summer Beauty,

Kroeshal, Do Little, Chameleon, Zomerschoon

and Semele in preference to an innumerable

multitude of selfs, it makes a decided impres'ion.

I had such a visitor this year, and his taste

was obviously a natural liking ; but, after all

said and done, he was the exception which

prgves the rule. The general public or, to be more

precise, the ordinary buyer wants selfs, and he

is none too pleased when out of, say, fifty Farn-

combe Sanders he gets half a dozen or ten striped.

I must candidly own I have in the past been like

an autumn leaf blown hither and thither by every

fresh suggestion that apparently touched the spot,

so that I feel diffident in putting forward another

idea as to the cause of this unwelcome rectification,

and did I not know that others are in the same

boat as myself I would not do so. For whatever

it is worth, then, here it is : How about frequent

moving being the cause? The reasons positive

and negative for my suggestion are these: (i)

1 have noticed this spring in the beds in my garden,

which have not been taken up for three years,

very few " breaks "
; in some varieties not one.

It is most marked. (2) Last May I had a Tulip

sent me by Mr, Leak which he found a few years

ago in a cottage garden. In a covering note he

said it had " broken," and accordingly in the box

there were selfs and striped flowers. When he

first found it, did he find any striped flowers ?

A parallel case is my Old Times. This I found in

a very old washerwoman's garden in Hanmer,

where it had been for fifty 6r sixty years and

hardly ever moved. There was not a striped bloom

to be seen, and not until I had taken it up and re-

planted it for several years in succession did any

breaks occur. Once they began they went on, until

one spring they'so far outnumbered the selfs that I

began to think it was "all up" with it. I would

like anyone to see my three year old bed in May.

(3) If there is no cause for this change of state

beyond its being the natural old age condition

of every (?) Tulip, how is it that we have

practically everywhere nothing but striped blooms ?

(4) With regard to Daffodils, most growers are,

I think, agreed that it is a mistake to lift

bulbs every year if it can possibly be avoided.

This and the taking away of too many offsets

weaken the constitution of a variety and render

it liable to disease and possibly other ills. Although

a Tulip bulb is not strictly comparable to a Daffodil

bulb, may not annual lifting produce some weakness

of constitution in both of them ? If so, and if

breaking connotes loss of vigour, what else can

then happen but "breaking"? Undoubtedly the

suggestion fits in with many facts ; and should

there be anything in it, the remedy is a simple one

—

just leave part of the stock alone for three or

four years without lifting, only roguing breaks

should any appear. I would further suggest

that this rest, or whatever this leaving alone

may be called, is able to minimise the tendency

masses of pale yellow looked fine amid the blaze

of rich colour. " May I have some sprays to take

home ? " asked a lady visitor to whom I had given a

good bunch of Tulips. " They will be just the thing

to go with the reds." I saw the effect next day, and
sure enough they were. Then there is Ornithogalum

nutans, the silvery Star of Bethlehem, for pale

mauves like Erguste and Euterpe. Solomon's

Seal is another plant that comes in useful for any
colour ; also the long pale grey-green grass

that my friend Mrs. Duggan of Altrincham sent

me for no other piu-pose than to provide greenery

for my favourites. Its name is Elymus glauca,

but it is well to remember that it is rather a

wanderer and needs constant cutting and confine-

ment. The Brussels Sprout lady is a genius.

On a second visit to see some arrangements I

found she had taken toll of that common white

umbelliferous plant which is everywhere in our

hedgerows in May, and she had made the graceful

sprays into a " softener " for a great vase of mixed
bloom. It was a beautiful bunch, and the tout

ensemble was " just right."

A LUXURIANT GROUP OF THE ROYAL LILY (lILIUM REGALE).

for rectification, which in the last half-dozen

years
'
has become such am unwelcome fact in

so many May-flowering varieties, for a con-

siderable period afterwards.

A Tulip Trouble and How to Overcome It.

—

" What can I get to go with these ? " the Tulip

gatherer asks himself as one by one a handful

of this brilliant red, or that soft pink, or that

deep rich dark piu-ple, accumulates. The person

who keeps his eyes open for a year or two has,

comparatively speaking, but little difficulty about

what to do. Mr. Shut-Eyes, on the other hand,

frequently finds himself in a quandary and fus.=;.

It all comes, of course, from the simple fact that

the Tulip's own foliage is not over-suitable for

such an artificial arrangement as a bunch ot

blooms in a vase. This is the sort of thing I mean
by keeping one's eyes open. We have lately

started a pig. To help to feed the animal, some
rows of Cottagers' Kale and Brussels Sprouts

were left in the ground among the Tulip beds.

These bloomed vigorously, and their great waving

Was Tennyson a Tulip-Lover ?—That he

appreciated flowers goes almost without saying.

References innumerable occur in his writings.

But was it the Tulip that he had " back and
behind " when he describes the culmination of

the ecstasy caused by Maud's coming ?

" She is coming, my own, my sweet
;

Were it ever so airy a tread,

My heart would hear her and beat,

Were it earth in an earthly bed
;

My dust would hear her and beat,

Had I Iain for a century dead
;

Would start and tremble under her feet,

And blossom in purple and red."—" Maud," Part I., xxii., .xi.

The idea is not altogether fanciful. They fell

so naturally from the lips of a dear old friend

when, after a long day's feast on the Tulips in

my garden, we were going indoors after a last

look in the evening. I still catch the words
" And blossom in purple and red."
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RURAL RIDES IN THE VALE OF
THE WHITE HORSE

* HV ate horn in a vale and must take the consequences of being found in such a siiitationy

—^ToM Brown's Schooldays.

IT

was on the Saturday after the Rose Show in

the Botanic Gardens, in the course of rural

rides through Berkshire villages, when we

chanced to drop in at Mr. Prince's nursery

at Longworth.

Rose-growing has for years been an industrv- at

Longworth, but in the last two or three years

Roses have given way to cereals. In the Rose

seasons of a few years ago the air was laden

with the sweet odour of Roses for miles around.

The Roses are now replaced by waving fields of

Wheat just taking on its golden hue, and remark-

ably fine Wheat it is. Berkshire Wheat is par-

ticularly promising this year, and with all our

hearts we thank God and the farmers for it.

Nevertheless, there are some good Roses to be seen

in the Vale. Long may the industry of this

old-world village be carried on ! Mr. Prince's

Tea Roses seldom looked better than they did

this year. They are grown on a warm south

border backed by an old stone wall. There is

something peculiar about the red-brown sandy

loam of Longworth that is well suited to Tea

Roses. Perhaps it is because the soil is always

moist underneath the surface. Anyway, Tea

Roses do exceptionally well, and the ex-

hibition blooms are cut from standards and

half-standards.

Great excitement reigned in the little village

on July 4 when the Red Cross Rose Show was

held in London, and late in the day the " wire
"

came from Mr. Prince with the glad news that

the D'ombrain Cup was again coming to Long-

worth. And so it happened on the aforementioned

Saturday afternoon that the men, women and lads

were called in from the fields where they were

hajTnaking to celebrate the winning of tlie

cup.

Little Miss Prince tried her skill with a hand

camera, and a snapshot depicting a happy gathering

of master and employes on the lawn is herewith

reproduced. The cup was instituted for Tea

Roses in memory of the Rev. H. Honywood
D'ombrain. It was first competed for in 1907,

when it came to Longworth, Und has since

been won by the Princes eight out of a possible

ten times.

Not only are the exhibition Roses so fine at

Longworth; the rambling Roses, including

Longworth Rambler, Silver Moon, RSve d'Or

and Rosa sinica Anemone, are

seen clothing the dry stone walls

which are a feature of this old-

world village, and the hedges

of Roses, though somewhat
uncared for, are very p i c -

turesque.

Among the Roses we noted in

the warm border, where the best

are grown, were the time-

honoured Marechal Niel (still the

best golden yellow ' Rose we
know), Maman Cochet and White
Mam. an Cochet (two great

favourites at Long^vorth), Souv.

de S. A. Prince, Mrs. Foley Hobbs,

Mrs. E. Mawley, Mme. Constant

S o u p e r t , Harry Kirk, Lady
Roberts, 'Miss A. Rothschild
(yellow), Medea, Mrs. Campbell

Hall, and Mme. Constantin l^'^

(blush white). Teas have always

been great favourites of the Princes. After all,

there is a refinement and delicacy of scent

about Teas which is quite their own. To the

foregoing should be added Comtesse de Nadaillac,

which has been very fine this year. " It reminds

us of old times to see it in such good form,"

Slid Mr. Prince of this Rose as he took us round

the nursery.

Here also against this warm wall is the finest

plant of the double yellow Rosa hemispherica

we have ever seen. We carried away a bunch

of the ilite of the Rose family in the tub, and

with the pony's head turned in the direction of

Wantage drove by the glorious fields of Wheat
which cover many acres in this fertile vale of

Berkshire. H. C.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Strawberries.—All plants intended for fruiting
under glass should now be in their fruiting pots
and growing freely. Keep them well supplied
with water and free from runners and weeds,
and see that they have ample room to develop
sturdily. If st ood on coal ashes in an open posit ion,

the pots should stand quite 6 inches apart and
perfectly level. Syringe the foliage freely on
fine warm afternoons, and dust over with floweis
of sulphur should mildew set in.

Fruit Trees in Pots.—Keep the trees well
supplied with water and feed liberally with good

E d'ombrain cup at longworth._^
I

, li"

A HEDGE OF ROSES TH.M.1A AND TRIER AT LONGWORTH.

liquid manure, and occasionally give the surface
soil a dressing of some approved artificial. Stand
the pots in the open or partly plunge them in
coal ashes to lessen the water supply.

Tomatoes.—Gather the fruits as fast as they
become ripe, so that the green, smaller fruits
may have a better chance to develop. Keep
the side shoots removed as fast as they appear,
and reduce the foliage if too thick, so that air
and light may circulate freely among the plants.
Keep the atmosphere rather dry in dull weather
to prevent the fruits from splitting, and stop the
leaders when sufficient trusses have set, to enable
the fruits to ripen before it istoolate in the season.

Cucumbers.—Plant out a batch if required
to fniit late in the season, and attend well to the
thinning and training of plants growing freely.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Standards should be looked over, re-
staked, and tied afresh to prevent breakages in
stormy weather. Dig up suckers and remove
dead flowers.

Climbing Roses.—Keep a watchful eye on all
the young growths required to replace older
wood ; tie them at intervals to prevent the leaders
from getting broken. Remove any which will not
be wanted, and give the roots thorough soakings of
liquid manure to encourage good strong wood.
Choice young trees and shrubs will require some
amount of attention. Staking and relying
should not be neglfcted, and the roots should be
well nourished. Keep the soil pricked up round
and under the plants, and mulch if desirable. A
little timely attent^ion in this respect will prove
very beneficial to many choice and rare plants.

Violets.—Keep t hese free from runners and weeds.
Give the soil a good dressing of soot or Clay's
I'ertilizer ; this wiU greatly assist the formation
of strong crowns, so essential for the production ol
large blooms.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawberries raised in small pots should bo
planted out at once on a rather sheltered border
foi producing early fruits next year. Soak tlie

roots thoroughly and plant firmly, after which
keep the soil constantly hoed and remove any
runners.

Filberts and Cobs.—These are bearing vcrv
good crops and look full of promise at the present
time ; but as there were very few male flowers or
catkins in spring, it remains to be seen whether
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the nuts will kernel or not. Go over the bushes
and remove suckers, slioiten side laterals, and
keep the ground free from weeds.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wroihmn Park, Bafnct.

SOCIETIES

FOR NORTHKRN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Onions.—If a good breadth of Onions
is sown towards the end of the week, the crop
will be practirally ensured against the ravages of

the Onion fly next summer. Sow in deeply dug,
well-manured soil, in shallow drills 12 inches or

13 inches apart. If the soil is of a father light

nature, it should be closely trodden over to make
it firm prior to sowing the seed. Trebons is an
c.Kccllent variety foi autumn sowing.

Sowing Spinach.—A good sowing of Spinach
should be made, prefeiably on a south border, for

spring use. Victoria Round stands the winter
quite well and is superior in quality to the Prickly
winter variety. Sow in rows 15 inches apart.

Sowing Lettuce.-—Make a sowing of Hammer-
smith Brown in the waimest spot available, for

spring use. Other winter varieties are Commodore
Nutt and Tom Thumb.

Sowing Brassicas.—Make a sowing of Cauli-

flower—Early Dwarf Erfurt or Early Snowball

—

to be pricked into a frame later. Also make a
sowing each of Winningstadt and Early York
Cabbage, to stand in the seed lines and be planted
out in spring for summer use. A sowing of Brussels
Sprouts should also be made, and treated as
advised for Cabbages if the crop is wanted for
autumn use.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Daffodils.—Daffodils take a very
short period uf rest, and those who lifted old
clumps earlier in the season should plant them as
soon as possible if the ground is available for
their reception. For valuable stock, unless the
soil is highly suitable for the purpose, some fresh

loam should be mixed with the ordinary garden
Sdil, with the addition of a dressing of bone-meal.
Plant about 4 inches deep. Many varieties do
better in grass than in average garden soil.

Fruit Under Glass.

Melons.—Plants ripening their fruits, whether
in houses or frames, must receive very little water,
but if tlie supply is cut ofttoo soon or too suddenly,
cracked fruits will be the result. ' Plants with
swelling fruits should have abundant supplies
of water, with a fair amount of atmospheric
moisture, especially at shutting-up time. Attend
to the pollinating of late crops, also to stopping
and tying the laterals.

Vines.—Reduce the temperature in houses
where the fruit is ripening, and maintain a buoyant
atmosphere by leaving on an inch or two of top
ventilation overnight. In houses where the crop
has been cut, give the Vines a thorough cleaning
with the engine or syringe, after which ventilate
more freely than hitherto, giving a moderate amount
of fire-heat to assist in the process of ripening the
wood. Continue to trap wasps where ripe fiuit

is hanging.

The Rose Garden.

Budding.—Now is the time for cairyijig through
this operation, and as nursery woik is, on account
of the scarcity of labour, very much in a state of

stagnation, those anxious to propagate certain
varieties iShould try theii hand if they possess
stocks. The Rosa laxa 'stock is good on any soil

;

the Briar stock succeeds best on heavy soils.

Shield or T budding isthe method usually adopted.
Briefly put, it is done tlius: Make a T-shaped
incision in the bark of the stock

; then, having cut
away the leaf and half the leaf-stalk attached to
the bud to be operated with, separate the bud by
cutting away a shield-shaped piece of the bark
about an inch long, of which the bud should be the
centre. Cut away a part of the upper half of the
shield and carefully remove any wood adhering to
the under side of the shield. Now raise the bark
of the stock and insert the shield with the bud
just protioiding. The square-cut end of the
shield should be opposite the transverse cut of
the T. Tie with sufficient raffia to exclude the
air. The operation must be performed as quickly
as possible and without bruising the inner parts
either of the stock or bud.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

To the never-failing interest of the ordinary

fortnightly meeting of the society there was added
on July 30 an increasing measure of the same

—

plus the clear demonstration of the possibilities

of an important and far-reaching branch of

industry—by the inclusion of the now annual

exhibition of hardy British-grown flower bulbs,

fuller details of which will be found elsewhere.

Here it must suffice to say that the standard of

merit attained has never before reached the

general excellence seen at this meeting, the

produce being in the natiure of an eye-opener

even to veteran bulb cultivators. For the rest,

Roses from Newtownards were surpassingly rich

in colour as Well as imposingly staged, other good

collections coming from Walthara Cross and

Romford. The " Douglas " Carnations, too, were

particularly good ; hardy flowers were interesting

and varied ; while Orchids and stove and green-

house plants contributed their quotas of gaiety

and good effect to a very pleasing whole. Vegetable

produce, too, was shown in great variety.

Roses.
There is not the least doubt but that the imposing array

of these from Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, Newtownards,
was a chief attraction of the show. A glorious colour
feast, richer by far than we are wont to see from even
this eminent firm of growers, it commanded the attention
of all as much by reason of the sumptuous display as by
a colour richness which has never been surpassed. As an
exhibit per se it was of more than ordinary interest, since
all the varieties were raised by the iirm, a tribute at once
to the unmistakable excellence of their productions.
Nothing exceeded " K. of K." in the group, tlie three
great stands of it brilliant beyond compare. Sunstar,
in apricot, salmon and peach, must be seen ; it is ideal.

Margaret Dickson Hamill (deep apricot), Betty (salmon,
cream and peach) and Elizabeth Cullen (crimson maroon)
were some others in this grand lot.

In the group from Messrs. William Paul and Son,
Waltham Cross, four stands of the firm's new Climbing
Mermaid were a chief attraction, the deep sulphur flowers
revealing great refinement apart from glossy habit and
other indications of high merit. Opiielia. Ariadne (new
China Tea), W : C. Clark (crimson, fragrant) and the Lyon
Rose were others of note.

Tlie Kev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford, had a great
gathering of his new perpetual-iiowering bedding sort
Prosperity, a blush-coloured variety of great flower
freedom and beaut.v. Pax (the new white) and the orange
and flesh coloured Clytemnestra were also showni.

Border Carnations.
Mr. 3. Douglas, Great Bookham, alone exhibited these

popular flowers. Of white selfs Prairie Belle and Bookham
White were excellent ; of scarlet, Fujiyama was the best ;

of yellows. SolLiterre and Daffodil ; of apricot or near
akin shade, Jlrs. Griffith Jones (soft apricot), Dora
(deep or orange apricot) and Orange King. Edenside
was by far the best yellow-ground fancy. Melton Prior
and Lord Stcyne being others of note. The flowers were
high-class throughout.

FRtTiT AND Vegetables.
R. L. Mond. Esq., Coombe Bank, Sevenoaks (gardener,

Mr. C. Hill), contributed freely of both and was awarded
a silver-gilt Knightian medal. ' Melons. Cherries, Peaches.
Gooseberries, Currants (Red and Black) were very good,
while Tomatoes Sunrise and Golden Sunrise were of useful
table quality. The best of the vegetables were the
Potatpes, May Queen, Ideal, Syiarpe's Express, Sutton's
Supreme and Dunnottar Castle being excellent. Many
other vegetables were on view.
The seventeen baskets of Potatoes from Messrs. Dobbie

and Co. were of grand produce. Red Kidney, Edzell Blue.
Epicure (shapely round). Midlothian Early, King Edward
VII., Sir J. Llewelyn. Climax (red) and Shiirpe's Express
being represented by magnificent examples.

HARDY BRITISH-OROWN FLOWER BULBS.

If the exhibition of these this year must go down to
lustory as of a limited scale so far as variety is concerned
—the amateur classes were unrepresented and there
were no exhibitors of the nusceflaneous collections of
bulbs, tubers and rhizomes which hitherto have con-
stituted so interesting a feature of the show—the larger
trade exllibits of Daffodils and Tulips—"top-hole" items
both, .so far as the bulb-growing industry of the British
Isles is concerned—clearly demonstrated the unqualified

' excellence "of these prodxicts, their overwhelming superi-
ority over those from other lands, and the amenability
of British soils to their cultivation. Finer produce has
probably never before heen seen, the best fit to challenge
the world. Of such calibre \Tas the marvellous collection
of twenty varieties of home-grown Daffodils, twenty
" single " bulbs of each, for which the Donard Nursery
Company, Ardeen, Lame. County Antrim, gained first

prize. Golden Spur. Lucifer, King Alfred. Jlme. de Graaff,
Buttercup, Torch, Elvira, Wliite Lady, and Ciloria Mundi
were some of the varieties, though no enumeration of
their names affords any idea of the size, weight, perfect

health and finish that dominated as well as chfiracterised
the whole. Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Ijowdham.
were second, showing hard, solid, well-matured produce
of Florence Pearson, Horsfieldi, J. ]i. M. Camm, King
Alfred and others. The bulbs in this collection were
smaller than in the fir.st-prize lot, and to the eye the rightful
second-prizcr. At the same time, seeing that the " proof
of the pudding is in the eating," we should look for flowers
of equal excellence from these as from the first-prize lot
if grown side by side, whether forced or flowered naturally.
The lack of this proof appears to be the missing link in
an important chain, and may be worth deciding at some
future time. Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech,
were third. The Donard Nursery Company were also
awarded first for fifteen varieties of Daffodils, " ten large
family or cluster bulbs " being asked for. Similar
varieties were shown. For a collection of ten varieties
of market Daffodils, Mr. J. Mallcnder, Scrooby, Bawtry,
Yorks, was first. Sir W'atkin, Barri conspicuus, ornatus,
Weardale Perfection and Emperor being among those
staged. Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, were second.

For a collection of twenty varieties of home-grown early
Tulips, twenty bulbs of each, and for a like exhibit of
May-flowering (Darwin or Cottage) sorts, Bir. G. Monro,
juu., Spalding, Lines (manager, Douglas Gray), w%as
awarded first in eacli case. The perfectly grown, per-
fectly harvested produce was staged with skill and design.
Hardly a bulb had its outer skin broken, the deep reddish
brown sliining coats, approximating to the varnished brown
shallow wicker baskets and the cocoa-nut fibre on which
they were set, leaving nothing to be desired. All were
arranged on black velvet with a background of the same.
Both " how to grow " and " how to show " were un-
mistakably demonstrated. Prince of Austria, Yellow
Prince, Wliite Swan, Pink Beauty, Cottage Maid. Couleur
Cardinal and Sir T. Lipton were some of the " earlies "

;

La Tnlipe Noire, Europe, Baronne de la Tonnaye, The
Fawn (Darwins) ; Mrs. Moon and Inglescombe Yellow being
noted in the other set. the quality grand throughout.
Messrs. R. H. Bath, Limited, Wisbech, were second
for early-flowering sorts, the Donard Nursery Company
occupying a like place for Darwins and others. In this
class Messrs. J. R. Pearson were third ; Messrs. R. H.
Bath, Limited, and Mr. J. Mallender being awarded equal
foiu-th.

Mr. J. K. Ramsbottom.—After investigating

the diseases of Daffodils for two yeai'S at Wisley,

Mr. Ramsbottom is leaving to take up an appoint-

ment as plant disease investigator for Mr! George
Moiu'o, jun. He will continue his work on eel-

worm in Daffodils, and his findings will be pub-
lished by the Royal Horticultural Society.

Mr. G. F. Tinley.—We understand that Mr.

Tinley has been appointed Managing Editor of

ihe Gardeners' Chronicle in the place of the late

Mr. R. Hooper Pearson. Mr. Tinley has held the

position of sub-editor of our contemporary for

fourteen years, and we wish him success in his

new appointment.

OBITUARY

REAR-.\DMIRA1. AARON WARD.
Rear-Admiral Aaron Ward, U.S.N (retired),

died from heart trouble at his home, Roslyn,

New York, on July 5. His one particular hobby
was Rose-growing, at which he was a recognised

expert. His wife's old family homestead at

Roslyn, Long Island, has long been famed as

possessing, among its various attractions, one of

the choicest Rose gardens in the Eastern States.

Answers to Correspondents
WHITE FLY ON TOMATOES {TT'. K). -Fumigation

witli hydrocyaiiie acid st^'i'ni!> to be tl»r only mi-ans avail-
ablp for coicplptely destroying the white fly. SomethinE?
may be done by furaifJiatins with a nicotine wash and
sweeping up the flies tliat fall, then fumigating to destroy
others hatched out in, say. three days' time. Spraying
is not likely to be an effective means of dealing with' the
pest.

PRESERVING GREEN FIGS (C. M. S. J".).- Green
Figs which are inst underripe may be preserved in

bottles by the sterilising method. Use a syrup of 2oz.

of sugar to a quart of water for filling up the bottles,

into which the fruits should be packed ast ightly as possible
without suia'^hing. Heat up to 160° Fahr., taking about
an lionr and a half to leacli this temperatiur. main-
taining it for about five minutes. Remove from the
steriii'^er, seal cartfiilly, and .set on one side in a diauglit-
iree place to cool off.

GARDEN TRACTORS (France and A^orwa^/).— Messrs.
Price, Service and Co , 7. Old Bailey, London, are the
agents for the " Beeman " Garden Tractor and the new
English machine and if you write tliem they will be able
to supply you with afl the intormation needed. A good
orchard tractor is the "Ligbtfoot Monarch." supplied by
the Power-Farm Supply Company. Coventry. England

NAME OF PLANT.—it. F- C—Rosa microphylla rubra.
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MR. CLARENCE PONTING found that by
treating the soil with Bergercide (1 lb. in

5 gallons water to 2 square yards) and,

alter planting out, spraying plants with the same
solution— his Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, Curled

Kale, Sprouting Broccoli, etc., were grown free

from "Club." He states that Bergercide is as

effective for anbury as for Potato Disease.

^TpiWBergers Bordeaux Mixture

iSt.'^Z prevents Potato Disease

and " Club " in Cabbage

Ask your local Bcrger Afient /or itliis-

trated spraying leaflets, or write tu—

Lewis Berger & Sons, Ltd.,

HOMERTON. LONDON, E. 9.

Branches — Liverpool. Paris. Durban, Cape
Town. Bombay. Calcutta, Shanghai,

Sydney, Buenos Ayres.

PRINCE'S

OXFORD ROSES
/^WING to the scarcity of

^-^ labour we shall be very

pleased to receive orders for

Roses in good time.

This is very important, so that

arrangements can be made for

early delivery.

New List, ready in September, sent

on application.

GEORGE PRINCE,
LON^WORTH, BERKS.

Make the most of your Garden

1918 by

USING
^p^.

««*•*
Our Vine.

Plant and Vegetable
Uanare, also Speoial Top-

dressing Iflanapa are ever in-
creasing In public favour—they embody the

practical experience of many years In all branches of
Horticulture, producing vigorous, healthy, and fruitful

growth. Write for our booklet containing useful hints on gardening
maiicrs. Note.—Quantities of ^SNs. and up are supplied in M lb. bags.

Vine, Plant & Vegetabl- Manure:— 112 lbs., 30/- : 56 lbs.. 16/-; JSlbs-.S/-; 14 lbs.,
5 - ; 7 lbs.. 3'-

: tins. 2/6 & 1/3. Carriage paid on 56lbs. and up anywhere in United Kingdom.
Special Top-dressing Manure:—56 lbs.. 21/-; 28Ibs., 11/6; 14 lbs., 6/- ; 7 lbs., 3/8; tins. 1/-

Carriage paid on 28 lbs. an.l up anywhere in United Kingdom.
Sold by Seedsmen and Nurserymen everywhere, or from

WM. THOMSON & SONS. Ltd., CLOVENFORDS, N.B.

Mrs. PYM'S FAMOUS
PLANTS

ALU POST FREE.
Strong Spring Sown. Best varieties procurable. Leelts,

Cauliflower, large-headed Broccdli, sprouting Broccoli, Brussels
Sprouts, Cabbage, 7 varieties. Red Pickling Cabbage, Curled
Scotcli Kale, .\sparagus Kale, Cottager's Kale, Buda Kale,
Coleworts, Winter Greens, Savoys, Lettuce, 1/6 100, 2/0 200.

Perpetual Spinach, i;'. 100.
Parsley, 20 1/4. Saga, Thyme, Mint, Garlic, Fennel,

Chives, Marjoram, Basil, Savory, 12, 1/4.
Root Plants.—Mangolds, Swede-Turnips, Carrots,

Parsnips, Beetroot, Kohl rabi, "2/- 100.
Schizantnus Wisetonensis, Red and White Tobacco,

Beauty Stocks, Violas, Pansies, Cornflowers, Honesty,
Lupins, Scarlet Musk, Scarlet Salvias, Cocci nea, 12,1/4.
Asparagus Fern, large plants, 3, 1;4.
Primula Obconica, iovei.v new giant, rose and crimsoD

shades, 3, 1/-. Primula Japonica, Queenof Primulas, 3,1/-.
Primula Malacoides. quite hardy, pot now for flowering

all winter, ti, 1,4.

Primula Cortinoides, quite hardy, spring flowering, 6, 1/4.
Passion Flowers, hardy blue and white, 2, 1/4.
Impatiens, scarlet or pink, grand bedder, perpetual

flowering, 6, 1/4,

Salvias, scarlet, Splendens, 6, 1/4.
Heliotrope, Coleus, Fuchsias, 6, 1/4.
Rehmannia, pink trumpet, greenhouse perennial, 0, 1/4.
Rivina Hum ills, lovely scarlet berried pot shrub, 4. 1/4.
Verbena venosa, lovely blue Autumn-flonerinj hardy

perennial, (J, 1/4.

Lobelia Cardinalis, new hybrid, 4, 1/4.
Wallflowers, dark blood red, bright blood red. Feltham

earl# dark. Ruby Gem, Purple Gem, Belvoir Castle, golden,
Cranford Beaut.v, rich golden yellow. Golden King, Eastern
Queen, 30. 1/(5. 100, 4,3.

Beauty Stocks, splendid for flowering in greenhouses,
12, 1/4.

Cinerarias, Exhibition or Stellata, 12, 1/4
Magnificent Hardy Perennials, Rockery, Spring

Bedding, Qreenhouse, Vegetable Plants.
NEW CATALOQUE now ready free on application

IVIRS. PYIVI, F.R.H.S.
10, Vine House, Woodstone, PETERBOROUGH.

SANKEYS^S^V'^POTS^ Che BEST and Chcapcsh
--[a(c<juantUy of c*,ch.'i(» r<:quir«d and hn*e " orrla^c -; '

5PECIAI. f>Oi.> ot mW d«

'"c^A.'fo SMttcey^ son, lt?.

<l|W»>IWllWlgl»l **0m*

PEARSONS RELIABLE BULBS
Bulbs are very scarce this season, owing to the prohibition

of foreign produce.

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May -flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, CHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and growing home industry.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but
full of useful cultural details, free on application.

i J. R. PEARSON & SONS
L

I

Estab. 1782. The Nurseries, Lowdham, Notts.
m0^0mttm0t

'
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For the Poultry-Keeper

w
CONDUCTED BY

PO W ELL-OWEN
THE transit of preserved eggs seems a

subject concerning which much ignor-

ance is shown by both public and poultry-

keepers. A few words of .advice on

this question will not be out of place

at the moment when many are changing their

residences and are seeking my advice anent

the transit of eggs already in preservatives.

Transit of Preserved Eggs.—The query usually

reaches me in some such form as the following :

" As I am shortly changing ray residence from

Kent to H6rts, please advise me as to the best

method of packing and transporting a quantity

of eggs which are now in water-glass." In some

cases there is a " P.S." worded after the following

style :
" No one here seems to know how the

eggs should be treated. My neighbour Mrs,

Brown says the eggs ^vill be ruined." There are

jour methods I usually Recommend, leaving the

querist to sele;t the one that best fits his or her

individual case. Naturally, much depends upon

the length of the journey, the mode of transport,

and the time the eggs have been in the preserva-

tive. Let me give a brief description of the fotu:

methods I ha\'e in mind.

Leaving Eggs in Preservative.—For short

distances the poultry-keeper may prefer to leave

the eggs in the preservative, while if they are to

undergo a long journey he may remove them

from the containers. In

the former case there

are three methods to choose

from. First, the eggs can

be removed from the con-

tauter, the liquid being left

in the latter. A good depth

(j{ paper or soft material is

next placed at the bottom,

when the eggs are replaced,

another deep layer of

material being arranged on

top. A final covering is in

the shape of waterproof

material securely fasttned

round the neck of the re-

ceptacle. Secondly, one-third

of the liquid is removed, the

eggs being left where they

are. A top layer consists

of ample soil paper or rag,

with a finishing off of the

waterproof cover. Thirdly,

the top of the container is

merely covered with the waterproof material to

keep in the -liquid.

Removing Eggs from Preservative.—My fourth

plan allows for the eggs to be removed from the

preservative and to be transported separately

packed. Having removed the eggs, wrap each

one in a separate piece of soft, clean paper that

has been dipped in the preservative (the latter

hint is recommended in particular where the eggs

have not been long in the pickle) ; finish the

top and bottom edges of the paper with a " screw "

or turn, and pack the eggs flat in a box or receptacle.

As regards the interior arrangement of the latter,

have a bottom layer of hay and sawdust, next

a row of eggs, and so on, until the final layer of

eggs has a top covering of hay to a nice depth.

See that the corners of the receptacle are well

packed with material, and arrange the eggs

systematically. Copy the design on the "five"
of hearts taken from a pack of cards. This plan

would be recommended for a long railway journey,

and fresh preservative can be prepared at the end

of the journey to receive the eggs, if the liquid

previously used is discarded.

A Successful Experiment.—This time last

year a reader of The Garden sought my advice

on this question of transporting preserved eggs,

and, as is my custom, I gave her my four methods
as now outlined. Later she very kindly sent

me the result of her experiment, and I cannot do

better than acquaint my readers of sjnie. Methods

I, 2 and 3 were adopted, and each met

with success. The eggs were taken in a motor

furnitine van about eighteen miles by road and

were not free from mishap. .Air-raids occurred

every night and so disorganised the removal

that my lady querist was unable to replace the

pickle in two cf the jars for over two weeks.

Despite this, no harm resulted, and I may add

that the eggs had been preserved in lime-pickle

for four months prior to their transit. Water-glass

is a powerful preservative and soon coats the shell

of each egg, enabling the latter to be withdrawn

without harm and exposed after quite a short

period. In fact many, when preserving eggs by

the aid of water-glass, merely dip them in the

liquid and store them on shelves right away.

RHODE ISLAND REDS.

Rosecombcd Cockerel and single-combed Pullet, the property oj Mrs. C. Colbcck. [See text.)

Personally, howevei, I prefer to leave the eggs

covered.

Greasing tlie Eggs.—Where the eggs have
been in the preservative for a long time, one can

take risks without fearing harmful results. On
the other hand, the poultry-keeper must be careful

if they have been in the liquid but a short time.

In the latter case it is quite an excellent plan to

grease the eggs prior to transit. Butter, fat or

vaseline should be used as the greasing medium,
although in mentioning butter the reader need

not become unduly alarmed, as very little is needed.

Rub the fat in the palms of the hands and grease

each egg aU over. Next pack the eggs separately

on the lines already advised, and return them to

the preservative at the end of "their journey.

Instances have often come to my notice where
the poultry-keeper has disposed of his preserved

eggs prior to removal, being under the impression

that they could not be transported satisfactorily.

Many of my readers will not at the moment be in-

terested in the matter, but I suggest that they
" file " my notes for future use.

Rhode Island Reds.—-This week's illustration

is of two Rhode Island Reds, the property of

Mrs. C. Cclbeck, 'Boyle Hail, West Ardsley, near

Wakefield, who has done such good work in

popularising the breed. The cockerel is of the

rosecombed and the pullet of the single-combed

variety, and the comparison is instructive. Very

few p< ultry-keepers are aware that this handsome
breed boasts of a rose as well as a single comb.

The former, however, is not so popular as the

latter, for one main reason. At one time it was
generally supposed that a rose comb stood for

winter eggs, and the then great success of the

Wyandotte as a winter layer helped to mould
public opinion in that direction. In like manner
the failiure of the Leghorn (with its immense single

comb) as a winter producer compelled the poultry,

public to patronise the rose comb. Poultry-

keepers, however, did not go very deeply into

matters, or they would have reasoned the question

out fully, as has happened since.

Comb and Winter Eggs.—in those not far-

'distant days winter egg-production was measmrcd

by the shape and size of the comb, regardless of

breed, and a rosecombed mongrel hen was given

pride of place as a winter layer over the single-

combed pure-bred. The real reason for the

large single-combed varieties failing in winter

output was that the unfavoiu'able winter elements

had something large to attack. When the bird

was drinking, the headgear became damp and fell

an easy victim to frostbite. Thus it was that

the large combs shrivelled up under the attacks

of cold, wind, rain and Jack

iTOSt for want of protec-

tion. On , the latter topic

the then poultry-keeper was

very ignorant, and knew
not of my system of con-

; rolling the layers in the

winter months. To-day
there aie combs and combs,

some breeds having small

headgear and othtjrs large,

1 ven though both are of the

same type. The Rhode
Island Red is a breed that

boasts of a small single comb,

and therefore does not fall

so easy, a prey to the bitter

elements. : The rosecombed

variety does not in conse-

quence compete with its sister

in the matter of combs.

Frost-Bitten Comb s.

—

Heavy-combed breeds like

the . Minorca and Leghorn

do not give so much trouble from frost-bitten

combs as formerly, now that they are more

or less controlled in the winter and are protected

from the elements. But one must guard

against frost-bite, which :auses the combs to

turn dark and shrivel up. Controlment and

protection \vill do much to guard against

this condition, and, if it occurs, vaseline or cam-

phorated oil should be applied to the comb. I

always recommend the occasional application

of vaseline or oil to the comb of such breeds as the

Leghorn and Minorca tlrroughout the winter as

a safeguard, and particularly in cold and windy

weather. The male birds in such breeds being

reserved for breeding the next season in particular

call for this original treatment of mine, and they

"need to be housed on common-sense lines if they

are to keep in condition.
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UNTIL the year 1917 no complete

scientific attempt was made in England

to keep the outbreaks of Potato disease

under observation. It was conceded

to make its first appearance somewhere

in the South-West, and then to spread from the

Channel to the Tweed with bewildering rapidity.

But last year it was decided to watch closely and

to chart the movement of this enemy. The record

thus obtained is somewhat interesting and has

>hed a new light upon the subject, which is of

distinct value to the scientists who are now charged

with the thorough investigation of the malady, its

origin and development. According to the chart,

which was prepared with infinite care, it was

first recorded in Cornwall^ the Isle of Wight and

Pembrokeshire, and every county in the country

had been engulfed more or less within forty-two

days, which goes to show with what extraordinary

rapidity the epidemic spreads.

Outbreak of Potato Disease.—^The recent v.\t

weather, as was expected, has resulted in numerous

outbreaks of Potato disease {" blight "), and should

warmer weather be experienced it is feared that

very serious damage may be done. The Food

Production Department has received reports

of a large number of cases from every county

in England and Wales, except from a few

counties in the North. The English areas so far

reported as more or less badly affected are Devon,

Cornwall, Somerset, the Isle of Wight, Essex and

Lancashire. Only one or two slight cases have been

observed in Lancasliire, where, as a rule, the disease

does not appear at all until later

in the season. Once the disease

breaks out there is no absolute cure,

although its spread may be checked

by spraying with Burgundy or Bor-

deaux mixture. The only known
preventive of Potato disease is spray-

ing with one or other of these

mixtures. Growers who have not

yet sprayed should do so at once.

Autumn-Sown Onions .—As

pointed out in t he article on page 31 r

,

now is the time to consider the

getting ready of a space of ground

for the sowing of autumn Onions.

.Mark off the area for these and

lightly fork over the ground, leaving

it rough for a week or two to enable

it to settle down before sowing.

Where there is sufficient room avail-

able, a good-sized section should be

retained for this purpose, or a

smaller piece of land can be used

and the plants pricked out in the

spring. Shallots and Tripoli Onions

should be harvested, as the after,

if left in the ground, split their bulbs,

which detracts from their keeping

properties.

A New Departure in Showing
Roses.—In an open letter to the

National Rose Society, page 314,

the Rev. Joseph Jacob makes the suggestion

that the society should give encouragement

to a new departure in the manner of showing

Roses. The suggestion is based upon the ingenious

display staged by Mr. D. H. Davies, Weatheridge,

Beaconsfield, at the summer show in the Botanic

Gardens, in which a bronze statuette of St.

Elizabeth with suitable legend was set in the

midst of a canopy of Roses with bowls of Roses

adorning the sides, and a tray of Roses in water

placed at the foot of the statue. The group was
interesting and yet quite unlike anything we had
previously seen at a Rose show. We were pleased

to see the first prize awarded to this group for its

originality—variety, lightness and freshness were,

according to the schedule, regarded as tests of

merit in this class; but from the criticisms heard

at the show it was evident that the decision of

the judges did not meet with approval from many
of the leading Rose exhibitors. But are not

exhibitors still bound down by convention ?

Rose gi'owers have, in some instances,, shown
ingenuity in finding names for their new creations,

and if the suggestion is adopted, as we hope it

may be, it will give Rose growers another opening

to show their knowledge of Rose lore.

Pillar Hose Goldfinch.—VeUow climbing Roses

are none too plentiful, but in Goldfinch we have a

good climber of vigorous constitution that is

being planted far and wide. The flowers, borne

on long, arching sprays, are deep yellow in the bud,

changing to cream when open. In the accom-

panying illustration it is seen covering up an old

ROSE GOLDFINCH COVERING A DISUSED GATEPOST.

gatepost. It is an eaiiy summer flowering climber-
free in growth and elegant in flower, an excellent
subject for arches and pillars.

Improving the Honey Bee.—The Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries have appointed a cem-
mittee to study the life habits of the honey bee
with the object of improving the conditions under
which bee-keeping is carried on in England and
Wales, and to investigate the epidemic diseases
of the bee, more especially the disease or group
of diseases which pass under the name of "

Isle
of Wight " disease. The Committee consists of :

The Master of Christ's College, Cambridge Univer-
sity, Dr. A. E. Shipley, F.R.S. ; Professor Punnett,
F.R.S., Professor of Genetics, Cambridge Univer-
sity

;
Dr. G. S. Graham Smith, M.D.

; Professor
G. C. Bourne, F.R.S., D.Sc, Professor of Zoologv-
and Comparative Anatomy, Oxford LTniversitv
Professor W. Somerville, Professor of Rural
Economy, O.xford University

; Mr. T. W. Cowan
Chairman of the British Bee-keepers' Association
Mr. G. W. Bullamore, Mr. J. C. Bee Mason, Mr.'

A. G. L. Rogers, Head of the Horticultural Branch,
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

; and Mr. R. H.'

Adie will act as Secretary. It is proposed to
undertake the study of healthy bees at Cambridge
and the investigations on " Isle of Wight " disease
at Oxford. The Committee would be glad to receive
specimens of bees suspected of suffering from
" Isle of Wight " disease for examination and
experiment. Communications on this subject
should be addressed to Mr. Rogers at 4, White-
hall Place, London, S.W.r.

CF.nothera taraxacifolia.— This
beautiful Evening Primrose of

Chilian origin is a first-rate plant
for a sunny ledge of fairly good soil

in the rock garden or the margin of

a well-drained border. The flowers,

in form much like those of CE. misscu-
riensis, are pure white, changing to
a delicate rose as they fade. They
often measure 4 inches in diameter,
and are deliciously fragrant. The
habit is semi-trailing, and the large.

Dandelion-like leaves afford a fir.e

setting for the flowers, which, unlike
those of so many of this kind, open
ill the morning and increase in size

and beauty during the day.

Doubling of Various Flowers.—
.\t a recent meeting of the Scientific

Committee "of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, Colonel Rawson ex-
hibited further specimens of Poppy
flowers showing colour and form
changes which had arisen in his

garden, and which he attributed to
exposure to certain light rays.

He called attention to the change
of stamens into petals in the
doubling of the Poppy, and to the
presence of inverted spurs in double
.Aquilegias and Tropaiilums from
his garden.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible /or Ihc opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE DESTRUCTION OF WASPS'

NESTS.

A NOTHER simple process of extinction is lo pour

about a wineglassful of tar into the hole,

closing the same with the heel or with a sod

or stone. If the hole happens to run upwards

in a bank, a piece of rag or cotton waste tied on

a stick can be thrust up it, or the hole may be

closed and a stick driven down into the nest from

above. Needless to say, the introduction of the

tar should follow quickly on the withdrawal of

the stick. I used to use turpentine, conveying

the soaked rag from my workshop to the point

of attack in a tin box. One night my factotum

thought he would save me the trouble, and pro-

ceeded to the execution flaunting the soaked rag

on the end of a stick. On digging out the nest

next morning—" to make assurance doubly sure "

—

he was badly stimg. The turpentine had, of

com-se, evaporated en route —C H. Cumberland.

NOTES ON RECENT NUMBERS.

IVTANY thanks for the interesting portrait of

" Anne Amateur " presented to your readers

in your issue of July 27. To some of us these small

pictures do more than satisfy idle curiosity. At

times they supply a useful key to the text ! But

in all cases they help to provide that personal link

between writer and reader which a subject like

gardening serms to demand for its true enjoyment.

Now kindly persuade " W. R." to oblige
; and

may I beseech you to follow the example of the

" Encyclopaidia Britannica " and to print at

siinte convenient time a list of initials generally

found in The Garden, with the names of the persons

they stand for. [We should be only too pleased

to oblige but for the fact that some of our con-

tributors do not wish to disclose their identity.

—Ed.] That "odd reference on page 279"

{lide " W. R." himself)—how is one to inter-

pret that adjective ?—shows me two things :

first, that I am indeed a Rip Van Winkle among

I lie flowers ; and, secondly, that there is a charmed

orcle of the elect within the circulation of The
Garden to whom no small part of its matter is

addrtssed ! Even Bunyards in their advertise-

ment quote " From the facile pen of ' W. R.'
"

It would have amused " W. R." not a little to

have seen roe chajing those elusive initials throiigh

all the reference books of a great city, until I ran

him to ground successfully in a British gazetteer !

To how many is it given to live in the memory
of the public by a group of initials ? One can

recall the " G.6.M.," " C. B.," ' W. G.," " K.

I'f K." ; and there are others, to which I must

add " W. R."

It is gratifying for a novice seeking knowledge

in the world of Roses to find his tmtutored im-

pressions supported by what your scribe at tlie

Royal Horticultural Society on July 16 has chosen

to speak well of in his too abbreviated note. Of

the seedling Roses put up for the gold medal of

the National Rose Society he records that none

was deemed worthy of the award, but that " Mrs.

Elisha Hicks was the nearest approach." This

Rose has been shown on several occasions, but

undoubtedly it surpassed itself ou July 16 in

freshness and depth of colour and perfection of

development. I frankly admire this Rose, but

tiiere is a something, which eludes me up to now,

which one seems to want in connection with it. Is

it permissible to enquire what are the conditions

or regulations which have to be satisfied to en-

title a flower to the high distinction of the gold

medal ? Would the evidence afforded, _ say,

by twenty-five or fifty gold medal Roses (if there

be so many) enable a lawyer or, perhaps better,

a jury to draw correct inferences as to the rules

or regulations which determine the standard of

a gold medal Rose ? Or would not the evidence

lead to the conclusion that Roses in this respect

resemble the ancient law of equity which was said

rreverently to vary with the length of the Chan-

cellor's foot, and that in the matter of Roses,

still more irreverently, it varies, say, with the width

between the eyes of the judges. (N.B.—Width

between the objectives in some optical contrivances

is said to give depth of vision and breadth of

view !)

Alstroemeria aurantiaca. Coreopsis grandiflora,

Scabio^^a caucasica.—What a pleasure it ,s to meet

with a strain or selection of some favourite flower

which shows marked superiority over the common

run of such things ! There reached me recently

a box of blooms from Mr. W. C. Bull of Ramsgate.

containing blooms of the above which proclaimed

at once either that the soil and sunshme of that

corner of Thanet, together with the vigorous air

whicli at times rushes acruss it, had deepened and

strengthened the colour and substance of the

plants and flowers in a special way, or that they

represented some selected strain which one fain

would see more widely distributed. The great

drought and the condition of thesoil had reduced the

growth of the Alstrcemeria, but this was no detri-

ment, for the intensity of the fiery orange of the

blooms was glorious and unusual. The drought

Jiad by no means diminished the size of the blooms

in the other sections. The Coreopsis gave a fair

nmuber of blooms 3 J inches across, and were of

a substance and vigour most desiiable and of the

richest orange shade. The Scabiou.= was admittedly

a range of seeeilings, and side sprays only sent, but

there were blooms with two rows of petaU 3i inches

.-icross with many fine gradations (both dark and

l.ght) in the delightful blue for which this flowei

IS famous. The additional petals in the flower

are a vast improvement. The single and semi-

single blooms in the same bowl left no room for any

difference of opinion on the point. The white

t^rm in this flower will not compete with the blue,

.^s these Scabious flowers matured in water, the

liny stamens came out white, and were for all the

world like a lot of entomological pins thickly

covering the cushion blob in the centre.—S. P.

POTATOES AND BLACKBERRIES.

T TNLESS I am mistaken. Potato disease originated

in this part of England last year. One

would have thought that, having had a year

wherein to ponder over matters, the Food Produc-

tion Department would have taken energetic

measures by now to prevent another outbreak,

but although that Department has not in the

meantime been backward in lavish expenditure,

little attempt has been made lo " touch the

spot "
; in other words, matters are in the same

state as they were before the war. In making

that statement I am not telling the absolute

truth, as there is one bill in a shop window here

illustrating Potato disease. The Department

apparently considers that the exhibition of this

one bill is all that is needed. Meantime the disease

has started again and is spreading. Many farmers

and others living in this district know nothing of

the vurtues of spraying or of the advantage of

changing seed year by year. If the Food Produc-

tion Department really wants to prevent disease

and to teach the people in this part of the world,

it should assemble them and give dmon-
strations in spraying, and provide each village

with the requisite number of sprayers and the

proper multiples of spraying materials at a low

price. In the little place I write from, a good

soul has from the early part of the war gathered

together the fishermen and others and daily read

the news to them. He did this because he dis-

covered that some of them could not read. If

the Food Production Department would appoint

ready speakers to deliver short and pithy addresses

on the advantage of Potato spraying and, above

all, to give demonstrations in the villages of Devon

and Cornwall, it would not only justify its

existence, but render great benefit to the com-

munity. [We cannot answer for the particular

district in which our correspondent resides, but in

other parts of the ccuntry there are representatives

of the Food Production Department w-ho do nothing

else but give demonstrations in spraying Potatoes.

We happened to meet a representative in Berk-

shire recently who was giving as many as five

demonstrations a day in the villages. Those in

doubt how to proceed should write or wire to the

Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street,

S.W., to be put in touch with the Department's

local representative.

—

Ed.] I have another bone to

pick with the Food Production Department. Owing
to the great scarcity of fruit a pot of jam is a rarity

in these troublous times, yet there are hundreds of

tons of Blackberries here which are ripening fast

and before long will be rotting. Perhaps the

Department does not know that Blackberries

ripen in August and September. Anyhow, there

can be no harm in calling its attention to the

fact and beseeching it to take immediate steps to

utilise the crop, more especially for the dwellers

in cities and large towns ; those in the country

can make their own jam. If a fixed price were

offered for Blackberries, thousands of children

would pick them, as there is nothing they like

doing better. The Blackberries could be brought

by the children to the school they attend and

sent thence to a market or a fruit pulping station.

Tlius a great and valuable article of food could

be saved. Difficulties may arise in places, but

" where there's a Will there's a way."

—

North
Cornwall.

ONION SETS.

'T'HE cliief objection raised against Onion sets

is a liability to bolting as the season advances,

but if the tip of the flower-spike is nipped out as -

S'lon as it can be handled, the bulb continues to

increase in size and there i? but little loss of weight.

It has on various occasions been recorded in The
Garden that crops equal in weight to those

obtained from any other method may be obtained

from Onion sets. As with all other plants a.nd

methods, they must be handled intelligently

and their few requirements satisfied. Very rich

feeding is to be avoided, and tlie best bulbs are

grown on fairly deep, well-worked soil which has

been manured for some previous crop, though

('uring prolonged spells of dry weather, when
artificial watering has been resorted to, light

dressings of sulphate of ammonia are most beneficial.

As the supply next spring is likely to be very short,

it would be well to raise one's own sets, and this^

can be done by sowing seeds now. An> of the

Rocca or Tripoli varieties are suitable, and the

s.ed should be so'svn in drills made a foot apart.

It ihe soil is dry, the drills should be well watered

b.. fore the seed is sown, when it will keep moist

for a considerable time and also hasten germination.

If the seed is sown at the usual thickness, no

thinning will be required, for at this season growth

w.U not be strong and the seedlings will soon form

little bulbs rather smaller than playing marbles,

which is the best size for our purpose. Particular

pains must be taken later on to ripen theie bulblets

thoroughly, for on this depends next year's success.
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After the foliage has yellowed, the crop should be

lifted and laid out thinlv in boxfs, under cover

during rains, but exposed to the sun and air

whenever possible. The aim of the grower is to

obtain tiny bulbs as firm and hard as possible.

—

A. C. Bartlett.

ONIONS.

jy/IR. MARKH.\M, in the issue of July 27, mentions

some grajid sorts of Onions for present

sowing—White Lisbon, Giant Rocca and Lemon
Rocca. August is a good month for sowing this

crop on good, friable soil. On hea\y soil there is

not a moment to lose in getting the seeds in if a

iood crop next summer .s to result. Many people

make the same mistake with so-called autumn-

sown Onions as they do with Spring Cabbages :

they do not sow the seeds early enough. All

crops that are to stand the winter must be sown

early enough in the season to get a firm roothold

before growth ceases in the autumn. The ground

should be well manured, " dug, and thoroughly

cultivated. There is nothing to be gained by just

putting in the seeds on any kind of soil. The soil

should be such that the plants will make steady

growth in the autumn, and in the spring there

should 1 e plenty of available plant food p"es nt

to start the crop off immediately the turn of the

season arrives.—L. M. Marsh.\ll.

ONIONS FOR SEED.

A FEW short lines of Onion .Ailsa Craig were

sown in the last week of July, 1917. on deeply

trenched ground, following Potatoes. When the

time came that the Onions sliowed signs of flower-

ing stems we reflected that, as Onion seed was

likely to be scarce and dear, it would be well to

save this patch for seed ; also that, having been

sown in place and not transplanted, the seed

would be likely to ripen earlier. Therefore,

instead of turning them down to check blooming,

they were encouraged to flower and were tied up

^afely as soon as the flower-buds were formed,

and we hope for a good crop of seed.—G. J.

August -sown Onions

M
[.ANY garcUners make a point of siev-

ing -Onions in August, and there

is much to be said in favour of this

practice. The great advantage of

.August sowing is that the plants

are sufficiently far advanced by the spring

to escape the ravages of the Onion fly. Now,
Onion fly is beyond doubt one of the most trouble-

some of all garden pests. It makes its appearance

every year—this year is no exception, and the

amount of damage it is doing at the present time

is enormous. Many of the bulbs which went
to make up a promising Onion bed a few weeks
ago are now full of the maggot of the Onion fly.

There are all sorts of alleged remedies and cures,

such as dressing the ground with lime, salt and
soot, but despite all of them the Onion fly con-

tinues to carry on its nefarious work of depositing

eggs on the young bulbs from May till July. In

the writer's experience there is nothing so effective

as August sowing to ward off attacks of the Onion
fly. And the reason is clear, for those plants

that have stood the rigoiurs of winter in the open
have tough outir skins which the fly is unable
to penetrate. Sometimes we hear of autumn-
sown Onions being attacked, but such instances

are not common.
Time to Sow.—In Southern Counties the best

time to sow is from August 20 till the first week
in September ; in the North sowing should tzike

place a week or so ea"lier, but it is always advisable

to make two sowings at an interval of a week or so.

The time to sow is \"ery important, for if sown
early the plants will straightway run to seed in

spring or early summer ; if sown too late they vrill

not be sufficiently well advanced to stand the

winter satisfactorily. This year Onions have
bolted very badly. In some beds every bulb was
to be seen throwing up a flower-head, a condition

of affairs brought about, no doubt, by the drought.

U. 1 ss he seed is required the tops should be pinched

out. The plants then make good-sized bulbs,

but they are mild in flavour and the centres of

the bulbs are hard and " pipy." Moreover, these

bulbs do not keep satisfactorily, and should

therefore be used early.

Varieties to Sow.—For August sowing it is

important to select good varieties that are known
to stand the winter. Ailsa Craig is one of the very

be^t for this work. Three other suitable varieties

are White Lisbon, an old variety that is regaining

its popularity ; Giant Rocca and Lemon Rocca.

White Lsbon is often selected by market growers

for autumn sowing, the young bulbs being pulled

early as Spring Onions. The other varieties m. n-

tioned may be treated in the same way if desired.

rather thickly at this season, covering with an inch

of fine soil. In February, if the weather is suitable,

the young plants may be put out 6 inches apart

in well-prepared ground ; and the deeper it is

trenched the better, for the Onion is a very deep-

rooting plant. These transplanted Onions will'

make large bulbs, but heavy crops of smaller

bulbs may be obtained without transplanting,,

while the thinnings come in us;fully as Spring;

Onions. The August-sown crop naturally matures-

earlier than the spring-sown crop, and this is an
advantage during a season like the present when
there are signs of Onion tops growing late. Towards
the end of .August the Onion should turn brown and
ripen. It is a good plan to turn the tops over in one
direction, as this will assst the bulbs to mature.

In the trial of autumn-sown Onions at Wisley,

1916-1917, it was observed that while the spring-

sown Onions on an adjacent plot suffered badly
from an attack of Onion fly, this pe. t was not seen
on the trial plot, a point greatly in favour of the

autumn sowing of Onions ; nor did Onion mildew
give any trouble. A feature of the trial was the

number of seeds from American sources which were

SAVING JULY-SOWN ONIONS FOR SEED.

Tlie Seed-Bed.—.As all the world knows, the

Onion bed in spring requires much preparation,

but not 50 for August sowing ; and this is where
so many go wrong. The grower should aim at

producing sturdy plants to stand the winter.

To give a deep, rich, loose soil to any plant in the

autumn and expect it to winter in open quarters

is to court disaster. A rich, loose soil means
vigorous and succulent growth, and such growth
is the first to suffer as soon as cold weather sets in.

The seed-bed for August sowing requires no more
preparation than if we were sowing Turnips after

early Potatoes. The soil should not be trenched

or even deeply dug, provided it was well worked
for the previous crop. It merely requires to be
lightly pricked over with a fork and levelled

down with a rake, leaving the surface moderately
firm ; not beaten down hard with the back of a

spade as is sometimes advised. The growth of the

seedling Onion is naturally weak and quite unable
to push through earth which is hard and caked over.

Gently patting the surface is permissible on light

soil in dry condition, but not on heaN-y, retentive

soil. Let the drills be a foot apart, and sow

included. On the whole, the plants derived from

these tended to ripen off somewhat sooner thaji those

of the same type from English seed, but there was no
great difference in the crops, and the bulbs from
.American seed kept as well as those from English.

Many of the varieties included in the trial are, o{

course, not fit for storing, but are grown to be used

either while still young ajid green, like the White
Lisbon, or inunediately they are large enough.

They are, in fact, b<st regarded as varieties suitable

for bridgmg the gap between the stored Onions

of the previous year and the new crop. None
of the white-skinned Onions kept for any length

of time -after harvesting, and though the Tripoli

type of Onion gives a heavy crop, it is better to

chewse some other type for storing for winter and

early spring use.

The fruit and vegetable committee examuied

the trial on Jidy 27 and selected the following foi

the award of merit : Autunm Triumph, from

Mr. Beckett ; Froxfield, from Messrs. Barr ;

Mammoth Red Tripoli, from Messrs. Webb ; White

Leviathan, from Messrs. Sutton ; and Yellow

Rocca, from Messrs. Harrison. H, C,
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FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-IX
By sir HERBERT MAXAVtXL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

" Like these cool Lilies may our loves remain,

Perfect and pure and know not any stain."

•—A. Lang.

IT

is a fascinating pastime to watch the leisurely

manner in which Lilies of the Browni and

regale type open their blossoms. Panthers,

Martagons and other Turk's-caps seem in such

a hurry to enjoy the sunshine that they behave

more precipitately than consists witJi dignity,

cocking up a petal here and another there before

the rest of the flower is ready. Not thus the great

trumpet Lilies, Slowly, very slowly, the chocolate

cylinders of L. Browni rise from a pendent

to a horizontal posture ; by imperceptible degrees

they lengthen and thicken ; tiU one morning you

shall see a chink of purest ivory at the tip of a

5-inch bud. Next day the tips will have opened

a little more, but it is not until the third day that

they curl outward and backward, revealing the

rich russet of the antliers and allowing the delicious

incense to be diffused.

This splendid Lily has been rightly classed as

difficult. " Sometimes," says Mr. Grove in his

most useful handbook on the genus, " it does well

for a time in light, sandy soil, raising the hopes

of the grower only to dash them down again by

dwindling away in such soils." Such was our

experience here. Some bulbs planted on a steep

slope facing south, ensuring rapid drainage,

flowered generously the first year, grudgingly the

second year, and never appeared above ground

the third year. I gave them up as lost and planted

a nice bit of Osmanthus Delavayi on the spot

where they had been. And lo ! this year up

started a strong stem which bears a solitary flower

of such exquisite beauty as to tempt one to renewed

effort. That success is not unattainable is shown

by the luxuriant group of this Lily which has

flourished for years in the remarkable woodland

garden planted by the late Sir Henry Yorke at

Iver Heath.

Mr. Grove, I see, appeals to readers of The
Garden to provide hiife with a photograph of a

good head of Liliiun pomponium. It is my own

fault that I am unable to serve him, as might have

been done in past seasons, for I have incurred the

penalty attached to violation of the rule so rigidly

to be observed by him whose ambition lies among

Lilies, namely, to let weU alone : never to move a

Lily that is doing well. A fine clump of L. pom-

ponium growing here in a poor border among tree

roots became overshadowed and was tlrreatened

with extinction by a rampant Fatsia japonica.

It seemed simpler to move the bulbs than tlie

bush, and this was done, with the result that,

although none of them seems to have perished,

some, though fresh and plump as ever, have sulked

tlurough two seasons ; others send up blind stems,

and a few bear one, two or three blossoms instead of

the generous, gleaming racemes we used to enjoy.

On the whole, this is proving with us an excep-

tionally favourable season for Lilies. Botrytis

has virulently attacked some clumps of L. candi-

dirm, L. chalcedonicum and then" lovely, though

illicit, offspring L. testaceum, wliile other groups

of the same species are quite free from it. This fell

pest has proved finally fatal to L. Humboldti

magnificum, which throve bravely here for a few

seasons, but has now dwindled to two or three

constmiptive stems with no vigour in them to bring

to perfection the grand spires of red-golden flowers

with purple spots that were a joy to behold.

Howbeit, some varieties of the Panther Lily

yield much the same colour effect, without similar

liability to disease. Three years ago we planted

half a dozen bulbs of L. pardalinum californicum

in a mo st border screened from the south by
some lofty Thuya plicata. This year they have
thrown up thirty-eight stems, some of them to

a height of 6J feet, crowned with a gorgeous

conflagration of crimson, scarlet and gold. Close

beside them is a group of white Martagons, our

own seedlings, rising 5J feet high, with between

thirty and forty blossoms on a spike. This charm-

ing Lily, which sets all disease at defiance, still-

figures in trade lists as a rarity. In a catalogue

of 1916 before me it is offered at from 2S. 6d. to

LILIUM GIG.-\NTEUM.

A Lily that responds to liberal treatment in the spring.

4s. 6d. a bulb ; whereas, in fact, any owner of

a moderate garden might have it by the score, so

easily does it come from seed. Our experience here

has been that less than 20 per cent, of the seedlings

throw back to purple, and most of the crop

flowers in the third season—some in the second.

L. giganteum has not done itself justice this

year, probably because, being short of hands,

the bulbs have not received the liberal mulch of

good stuff to promote stem growth. They greatly

relish a 5lb. or 61b. pike laid upon them in spring,

and I never grudge them a gift of that most un-

satisfying fish. I know not which is the greater

glutton—the Lily or the fish.

We have succeeded, after several disappoint-

ments, in establishing that most capricious plant

Mutisia decurrens, the only climbing genus, I

believe, in the Composite family. It was planted

three or four years ago, together with a small

bit of Cotoneaster horizontalis, against a south

wall. The two have grown up together ; the

flat branches of the Cotoneaster, closely adpressed

against the wall, make an admirable screen for

the wiry stems of the Mutisia, which clings to a

height of 6 feet by tendrils produced by the ex-

tension of the midrib of the lanceolate undi-

vided leaves. It will presently be ablaze with

great blossoms closely resembling Gazania in

colour. _ Having come through the last two winters

absolutely unhurt, it may be reckoned as hardy

as many other Chilian plants are in our western

climate, and, like them, it relishes deep peaty soil

and moisture. It sends up suckers round the main
stem, and it has been the usual practice to propa-

gate the plant by lifting these. But Mutisia is

apt to resent such treatment by dying suddenly.

Far safer and better is the mode of propagation

by cuttings described by Mr. Laurence Stewart

in the Notes from the Edinburgh Botanic Garden
for November, 1913.

Of all the lierbs that flourish in our borders,

sure there is none of such appalling aspect as

Arxuu crinitum, which we are now bidden to

speak of as Helicodiceros crinitus. The huge

spathe, 15 inches long and nearly 12 inches broad,

is of a lurid liver colour with dark hairs. Therein

reposes the formidable spadix, black-purple in

hue, and there rises from the gaping chasm an

aroma as of putrid flesh. There were four of these

monster blooms on a cltmip last month. Lady
visitors turned from them shuddering ; not so

the blue-bottles, which have never yet discovered

that the whole thing is a fraud, that there is

no meat in the flower, and that maggots hatched

from the eggs laid therein perish miserably when it

withers. Truly a ghoulish plant, yet I would not

be without it, were it only as a foil for the Lilies.

One can always turn for refresluuent to the bright

wreaths of Tropseolum speciosum gleaming among
the milk-white sprays of Carpenteria californica.

Prunella Webbiana, which came to us from

Wisley, is a notable improvement on P. grandi-

flora, whereof it is a variety of garden origin.

It yields a profuse bloom of deep, rich violet hue,

lasting a long time. Another plant which came

here last year, whence I have forgotten, has

earned a passing word of praise—to wit, Geum
Borisii. It began to put forth shapely flowers

of rich, soft orange hue on May 9, and it is still

producing them. It is devoid of the fault which

mars most of the border varieties of this

genus—their sprawling habit—for it holds its

blooms erect on straight wiry stems, as good for

cutting as the scarlet Mrs. Bradshaw, but not so

tall. Whether it be a wild species or of garden

origin I know not ; but having got it, we must be

careful to keep it. The sprawling habit of Geum
Gibson's Scarlet must be condoned by reason of

the hue of its flowers, which glow at midsummer
as intensely as Tulipa linifolia did in May—rich,

dazzling vermilion.

APPLE WYKEN PIPPIN.

IJOW seldom do we see this dessert Apple in

modern gardens, mainly, I presume, because

it is not showy enough or large enough to suit

modern taste. Dmring December and January

the flavour is excellent ; the yeUow tinged with

green flesh is tender, juicy and sweet. The tree

is healthy and as a rule bears freely. This

Apple must have been raised previous to the

eighteenth centvuy, as quite an old tree was in

existence in 1827 near Coventry.-—E. M.
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OENOTHERA C^SPITOSA

THE accompanying sketch illustrates

wliat is probably the best of all the

CEnotheras. There seems to be some

doubt about the true name of the plant,

and in these days of difficult and re-

stricted travelling it is not easy to journey to a

herbarium and botanical library in order to look

up the authorities and disentangle the synonymy.

The Kew List gives eximia and marginata as

synonyms of cispitosa, and the name certainly

\-aries in different garden?. It is not, however,

a common plant, though it takes care of itself

when once it is established. It is an indefatigable

wanderer and spreads to a considerable distance

by means of underground stems, although, since

the older portions seem to die out, the plant never

attains to an unmanageable size. Here it has

run to a distance ol lo yards or 15 yards from

the place where it was first planted, but, as the

growths are not crowded and the foliage scanty,

it is a plant that can be allowed to wander, for

it never seems to smother its neighbours.

The plant is dwarf and does not exceed q inches

in height. Each tuft of leaves produces a number
of flowers which develop in succession in June

and July, and then only open about 7.30 p.m. or

8 p.m. Many a time I have picked a handful of

buds as I have come in reluctantly from the

garden to dinner on a warm evening, but then

it has been some consolation to watch the flowers

burst from the confining calyx literally in the

space of a few minutes. The flowers open so

fast that the petals can be seen to move. Perhaps,

however, the chief charm of the plant is the de-

lightful scent which is given o<i even before the

buds are open, but which has disappeared by the

following morning, when the white colour of the

flowers fades to a faint pink as they die. The
flowers are stemless, though they are raised above
the foliage on long perianth tubes of 6 inches or

8 inches in length. The ovary is thus to be found
close to the ground in the shelter of the leaves,

but, though I have repeatedly pollinated the

flowers with each other's pollen, I have never

yet succeeded in getting any seed. Possibly

the explanation is that all I have of the plant

arises from an original piece of one individual

plant which is self-sterile. However, propaga-

tion of the plant is easy in spring, for, if some of

the pieces of underground stem are dug up in

March or April, they appear to stand transplanta

tion regularly. The situation should be warm
and sunny, but the plant appears to be perfectly

hardy, for it has survived here without any sort

of protection or attention for ten or twelve years.

A curious feature of the flower is the prominent
four-pointed stigma and the abundant yellow

pollen which hangs in tlireads from anther to anther.

When these threads are examined under a lens

they are seen to consist of numbers of large square

pollen grains held together by some sticky secretion.

CharUrhouse, Godalmiiig. W. R. Dykes.

other week by Mr. Bowles ; and while in this

species the shade of colour has varied but little,

if at all, there has been among them a marked

difference in the width of the petals. Many have

those broad petals that make so handsome a flower

and spike ; others have very narrow petals that

give the flowers a wide-open appearance, not at

all desirable. I have not noticed this narrow-

petalled type before, and it certainly looks as if

is a second sign of variableness in this fine species,

and I wonder if it is a common experience. Such

species as M. rudis and M. horridula rarely produce

good blue forms. As they are, some are quite

pretty, but not so desirable as good blues. This

year I have the last two surviving plants in flower

of the Meconopsis described by Sir D. Prain as

M. decora, but now considered to be a hybrid.

These plants are now five years old and probably

i. -^f /

/"

MECONOPSIS
THIS season I have a bed of Meconopsis

containing about 150 plants, two-thirds

of whicli are M. latifolia, a few M.

rudis, M. Pratti, and M. horridula. In

case this note may catch the eye of any

Food Production official and this Poppy-bed be

considered an extravagance in wartime, I hasten

to add that I have far more Potatoes and other

eatables in my Cabbage patch than ever before.

Among the species grown, M. latifolia is by far the

most handsome, and my plants have all been of

that lovely Cambridge blue type disrribed the

CENOTHERA C^SPITOSA.

{Three-quarters natural size.)

they had begun to deteriorate.^I have just had

a visit from a gardening friend from Cheshire

who has had a unique experience in tlie raising

and growing of new plants, and whose employer is

keenly interested in these Poppies. He informs

me that although his plants of M. latifolia were

raised from seeds saved from the fine Cambridge

blue type, they have this season produced flowers

of varying shades of dull purple and slate. This

are more or less perennial. They produce no

seed. IM. chelidonifolia is just coming into bloom ; it

is an interesting plant, but has no beauty to recom-

mend it. I have just come into possession of a

plant of M. quintuplinerva, but this will not

flower this season. This species is a good perennial,

and one plant in the possession of a friend has

already been divided into four.

Greenwich Park. T. Hav.
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THE ROSE SEASON IN

SCOTLAND
By the rev. DAVID R. WILLIAMSON.

ROSES in Southern Scotland have been

radiantly beautiful of late, especially

since the providential advert of the

recent rains. Few flowers are more
^ susceptible to atmospheric influences,

and it is marvellous what inspiration in the creation

of exquisite foliage and refined floweis adequate

moisture, with subsequent sunlight, caji effect.

If they are children of the light, they are at least

to an equal extent the offspring of the beneficent

rain, falling like mercy, as depicted by Shake-

speare, " upon the place b.-neath."

Among Roses of recent origination,

certain varieties have been during the

last month supremely impressive hy

reason of their brilliant colour and

almost perfect formation. Conspicu-

ous among these have been such

grandly effective varieties as Rayon

d'Or, Constance, Mile. Caiistir

Martell, Raymond, Mme, Edouard

Herriot, Totote Gelos, Admiral Ward,

the . delicately tinted Lyon Rose,

raised by that consummate rosariaji

M, J, Pernet-Ducher of Lyons ; and

Prima Donna, surely one of the

very loveliest Roses in cultivation, a

wondrous combination and harmonic

blending of the most fascinatins

colours, whose raisers, Messrs, William

PavJ and Sons, have given us within

the last decade many Roses of the

highest distinction, including Mer-

maid,' Paul's Scarlet Climber (a

splendid acquisition), Marcella and

Aladdin. Prima Donna, which some-

what resembles Messrs, Alex, Dick-

son's exquisitely graceful Queen

Mary (so gi'eatly eulogised in The
Garden by the late Mr. Herbert

Molyneux), but is of considerabh-

deeper hue, has " sported " on one

of its branches into almostpure white. *

with a tender carmine suffusion, in

ray sunny, terraced garden.

Several of Mr. Hugh Dickson's

famous Belmont Roses have also

been greatly admired for their

luminous character, especially Gor-

geous, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, Mrs,

Bertram Walker (which has been

expressively figured in The Garden),

Mrs. Mona Hunting, Ulster Gem (a

Rose of unique charrii) and Lillian

Moore. Hugh Dickson still remains

the finest and most fragrant bright

red Rose in my now somewhat com-

prehensive collection, and that is

saying much. Its rival, Alexander Dickson,

a dark crimson variety with a pendulous

tendency, has not been very prolific this

year, but promises to be very effective iji

the autumn. Margaret Dickson Hamill, which

has been growing vigorously, as if suddenly in-

spired, during the last week, has extremely charm-

ing dark-flowering sprays and a delicate straw

yellow complexion, and will doubtless, like Mrs.

Wemyss Quinn (one of the noblest in its aspect of

all yellow Roses, with a fragrance reminiscent

of the Marechal Niel), prove a great acquisition.

Other modern varieties which have proved by
their .results that they are of the greatest artistic

importance are the single - flowered Princess

Mary ; Mrs. George Norwood, a Rose of fine

formatioa attractive colour, and exquisite

fragrance, raised by Mr. E. J. Hicks ini9i4; Charles

E. Shea, of similar origin, vigorous in growth

and refined in appearance ; Crimson Emblem
and Golden Emblem, the latter of whiih, while

not here (at Kirk House in Wigtownshire) especi-

ally vigorous in growth, is, nevertheless, one of

the finest yellow Roses of recent introduction,

though I question if it will ever entirely supersede

lona He rdmaii, Mr. Pcraet-Dm h' r's Constar.ce,

or Mr. Alexander Dickson's Mrs. Wemyss 0\iinn.

I should have mentioned before this that Juliet,

whose varied colours are uniquely artistic, has

been one of the very finest Roses this season at

Logan Gardens, in this peninsular parish of Kirk-

maiden, where their Natiure-loving proprietor,

Mr. Kenneth .\. McDnuall, who is an ardent

THE CA1'TIV.\TING ROSE MERMAID.

The large open flowers are of -rick cream colour.

rosarian and a most successful cultivator of

Oriental and Occidental Lilies, has a very exten-

sive collection.

Among older and not less reliable Roses, some
of the most decorative in my own garden this

season have been my fragrant namesake (carmine

rose in colour), from Waltham Cross ; Margaret
Dickson; which I had flowering for years in Kirk-

maiden Manse Garden to a height of zr feet
;

Snow Queen (Frau Karl Drischki), which 1

have seldom seen so magnificent in its floral

dimensions or satiny in its hue ; the incompar-

able Hugh Dickson and its radiant companions
Captain Hayward (at present glorious in Logan
Gardens), and the richly odorous General Mac-
arthiu: ; La France, Caroline Testout, Duke of

Edinburgh, and Commandant Felix Faure. But

the most beautiful of all my Roses was Rosa
Harrisonii, the loveliest of the evanescent Austrian

Briars, whose artistic influence in the garden is

siill supreme.

An Open Letter to the Secretary

of the National Rose Society
My Dear Secretary—
As one who has become a sort of hardy annual

at your magnificent summer shows at the Botanic
Gardens in Regent's Park, may I say how interested

I was to see a good and useful departure, among
the exhibits. These so very seldom show any
signs of variation that I trust you are looking
after this class, that you will be successful in its

propagation, and that another year

you will advise your Council to have

a special section wherein similar

breaks may be exhibited. With a

more modern and less catholic

flower such a proceeding would be of

somewhat limited interest, but round
the Rose there is such an accretio.i

of mystic lore and fable that there

is a large scope for pleasing varia-

tions. The legend of the charitable

Elizabeth of Hungary is but one

among many that an ingenious

person might, make use of in a
display, and even this one alone

lends itself to different interpreta-

tions. There seems to be a very

considerable opening for a rosarian

to show his knowlec'ge and ingenuity.

I am so glad that the judges recog-

nised the " break away " in their

awards. The individual flowers were
not equal to those in Mr. Wettern's-

group, and there was a certain care-

lessness in the details of the staging

which detracted from the tout

ensemble, but the originality of the

idea was very properly judged, like

charity, to cover a multitude of

sins. It is just possible, too, as I

heard it suggested, that at the

"back of their minds." the judges-

discerned a sly topical allusion to-

the camouflaging of hoarded food.

This, however, seems rather far-

fetched. Nevertheless, I feel bound
(o say that I cannot see why the

bread that the Saint was carrying

was changed to Roses at all, for, were

I a hungrv man, a loaf would be far

the more useful present of the two.

Another idea which might be worth
considering is suggested by the small

statuette in Mr. D. H. Davies' group.

When once again labom: may be em-
ployed on the beautififl, how would

it do to have a class for a suitable

figure or an allegorical sundial for a Rose garden ?

There is, for example, a figtore of the girl at

Bethlehem, about whom Sir John Maimdevile

in his book of iravels narrates an old wives' iable

of her being miraculously saved from burning :

" The Brondes that weren brennynge becomen

rede Roseres ; and the Brondes that weren nol

kyndled, becomen white Roseres, fulle of Roses.

And theise weren the first Roseres and Roses,

both white and rede, that ever ony Man saughe."

There are, of cotirse, many more suitable subjects,

so there is plenty of choice for both buyers and
makers. Whether you think my suggestions

worth consideration or not, i hope that I have
done no wTong.in venturing to make them publicly

known. Yours very truly.

Joseph Jacob.
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Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruits Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Give every attention
to all late. largo-fruiting \'arietics and do not ovcr-
rrop. Keep the foliage clean, thin the shoots at
intervals, remove sublaterals and feed the roots
liberally. If the drainage is good and the water
I an pass through the soil freely, watering thoroughly
(Hire a fortnight will be necessary till after the
fruits have been gathered. Train young trees
neatly so that good, even-balanced heads may be
obtained, and apply a good mulching to the roots
to lessen the watering. Give all ventilation
possible night and day to houses where the fruits
have been cleared. Do not neglect the roots, but
assist the trees as far as possible to build up strong,
healthy buds, so very desirable for the following
Season's crops.

Cucumbers.—Plant out at once for a late supply
of fruits. Keep the houses moist and the plants
shaded till established. Do not employ a too
heavy soil and see that the plants do not suffer
through dryness at the roots.

Fig Trees bearing good crops should be kept
well supplied with moisture. AH borders should
be thoroughly examined at intervals to a
good depth to ascertain the conditions of

soil, and if dry, thoroughly soak every part.
Frequent driblets are very deceiving

; though the
surface may appear wet enough, it is the body
of the soil that must be kept moist, and where the
mischief frequently occurs to fruit trees.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—Now is a good time
to make notes of plants that have failed to
give satisfaction as regards arrangements. The
most satisfactory way is to have a rough plan
and ^\Tite down any alterations to be macie, and
when the proper time arrives for shifting the plants
much trouble will be saved. Note the height and
colour and the quantity of each required for
particular spots ; any failures should be specially
n'arked. Care and attention in this respect
are the best means for making perfect borders and
beds.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

General Remarks.—As soon as the different
' rops of fniits which have been protected have
been cleared remove the nets at once. When per-
fectly dry tie them up. label them as to size

and quality and hang them up in a dry, airy shed
fill they are again required.

Black Currants.—These bushes may be thinned
early to give the fruiting shoots a better chance
to more fully develop their buds. If the land is

light a good dressing with rich manure will greatly
benefit the bushes ; but not infrequently, owing
to pressure of other work, these and many other
fruits are very apt not to receive the attention
they should do. Good varieties to plant are
Baldwin Green Bud and Boskoop. This latter

has very large berries, but should be gathered early.

. The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbage.—Sow again several varieties for
planting this autumn and in spring. Select a
good position and sow on firm soil. The plants
from the first sowing should be carefully watered
in dry weather and the land got in readiness for
planting as soon as the plants are large enough.
If the soil is light and in good heart, digging need
not be practised ; better results will be obtained
on rather firm soil.

Turnips.—Do not neglect sowing a good bed
for supplying roots in winter and spring. Thin
out plants raised from earlier sowings before they
get drawn up spindly, and hoe freely between the
lines.

Onions.—This important crop should not be
overlooked and shouJd be sown early enough to
produce plants sufiiciently large and strong before
too late in the autumn. Dress the land freely
with soot and sow the seed rather thickly.

Cauliflowers.—Early Erfurt and Walchercn
are two useful varieties to sow this month for
wintering in cold frames and for heading early
ne.xt June. Sow as for Cabbage and transplant
in October where they are to be wintered.

Herbs.—If not cut and dried, no time should
be lost in getting the required kinds cut and
attended to. Tarragon, Mint. Thyme, Basil,
Marjoram and Savory are usually the most asked
after. H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)
Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—^Autumn-sown Onions and those raised
in heat in spriiig should all be fit for lifting now.
Lay them on their sides along the edge of the
pathways for ten days or a fortnight prior to
storing. Those similarly treated earlier should
now be stored, an open shed being the best place
for them. Some rope them in long bunches as
the French boys offer them for sale over here. We
tie two moderate-sized bunches together and hang
them up by the uniting string. In bunching, it

is wise to divide them into three classes

—

thi(k-
necks, large and small ; to be used in the fore-
going order.

Sunroot (Jerusalem .^tichoke).-—On heavy,
damp soils, even when topping has been practised,
this useful winter crop is apt to be damaged by
high winds. On such soils it is unwise to plant
more than two or, at most, three lines together.
.\nanged thus they can be conveniently protected
from damage by driving in a few tall, stout stakes
round the plantation and running a line of tar
twine or binder twine round the whole, about
4 feet from the ground.

Leeks.'—Earth up the crop as growth proceeds,
those in trenches to be manipulated in the same
\\'ay as Celery, and those planted in deep holes
in the bottom of drills to be gradually <arthed up
by means of the Dutch hoe. The latter class will

greatly benefit by occasional applications of soot
* or other stim.ulant in showery weather.

General Remarks.—Sprinkle Celery with soot
for the Celery fly; thin and transplant succession
crops of Lettuce ; as Cauliflowers become fit for
use protect the turd by breaking over some of the
leaves.

Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamens.—If seed is sown now while fresh,

it is more likely to germinate well than if sowing
is delayed till spring. Sow in well-drained seed-
pans, filled with a compost of equal parts of loam,
good leaf -mould and sand, the whole passed through
a fine sieve. Place the seeds separately, i inch
apart, and cover with a quarter of an inch of fine

soil. Water through a fine rose. Place in an
intermediate temperature (55° to 65°), and keep
close and shaded until germination takes place,
about five weeks from time of sowing.

Chrysanthemums.—Feeding must now be re-

sorted to if really good results are expected. If

a bushel of horse droppings and a spadeful of

soot are put in a bag. and the bag placed in a

barrel or moderate-sized tank of water, an excellent
liquid manure will be the result. Keep the recep-
tacle regularly replenished with water. Begin with
weak dose; and gradually increase the strength.
Apply twice a week for the first fortnight or so, and
thereafter each time the plants require water.
A change of stimulant is desirable, and the fore-
going may occasionally be withheld in favour of

a bi-weekly application of sulphate of ammonia
at the rate of atablespoonful tofour gallons of water.

Fruits Under Glass.

Strawberries in pots for forcing should have
all njnners pinched out as soon as they appear.
Side crowns often appear on certain varieties, and
these should be promptly and carefully cut away,
the aim of these operations being to throw the
whole vigour of the plant into one crown, upon
the condition of which the future results largely
depend. Attend carefully to watering, especially
during dull weather, when general appearances
are apt to be deceptive.

Figs.-—Trees bearing a second crop of fruit

should be assisted ™th some stimulant until the
fruits attain full size. This attention is specially
necessary in the case of trees confined to tubs or
pots. See that the trees are supplied with sufficient

moisture both at the roots and through the atmos-
phere.

Peaches.—Carefully pull the fruit as it ripens,

remembering that perfect "bloom" counts for
a good deal in judging of the merits of a Peach
and various other fruits. As a precaution against
serious damage, however, a net should be arranged
under the trees to catch any falling fruit.

The Rock Garden.

Autumn Propagation.—A great many rock
garden subjects may now be propagated, either
by seeds or cuttings. As already indicated in

this column, the highest percentage of germination
is secured by sowing newiy ripened seed. For
both methods of propagation a frame, not exposed
to the midday sun, is the best receptacle. For a
compost wherein to root cuttings of hard-wooded
subjects, such as Veronicas and Polygalas, culti-

vators wotild do well to consult the article entitled

Brick Rubble in Garden Soil," in The Garden:
of July 20, page 277.

General Remarks.—Cut away all spent blooms-
and eradicate weeds. Water, should a period of
drought ensue, but there is now less risk on this
score. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Broomfuld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian..

BEES

BV
the time these notes appear in print

the honey harvest, except in Heather
districts, will be over. No surplus,

honey should be allowed to remain
n the hive, either n sections or in

shallow frames, after the first week in ."Vugust.

In the old days the taking of honey generally

meant a good deal of disturbance in the a'p'iaxy.

It was often the means of starting robbing, and

always irritated the bees considerably. Now;adays.

all this trouble and disturbance has almost entirely

been overcome by the use of the super-clearer

board fitted with what is known as the " Porter "

Bee Escape, an arrangement of two carefully

adjusted springs through which the bees can pass

but not return.

The early morning, before the bees have started

flying for the day, or the evening, when work is-

over, is the proper time to put on this clearer

board. If put on in the morning, all the bees will

in most casts be out of the super by the evening ;-

if put on in the evening, all the bees will be out

by the following morning. Wlien using the

clearer board, first gently raise the super a quarter

of an inch by inserting the point of a screwdriver

or hive tool at each corner, at the same time

slipping in a thin wedge—a piece of section w^ood

is as good as anything ; then give one or two-

puffs of smoke (not a great deal) at the junction

of the brood chambers and super, and with a

slight screwing motion to break down any attach-

ments that the bets may have built, lift off the

latter and place it on the clearer board, which
should be handy on a table or box near by. Then
replace the super with the clearer below it on to

the hive. To avoid crushing any beis a little

more smoke may be given, or a carbolic cloth

laid for a moment above the frames of the brood

chamber. If an assistant is at hand to slip on

the clearer board when the super is lifted, the job

is done in a moment and the bees are hardly dis-

turbed at all. In practically all bee-keeping

work it is an immense advantage to have the help-

of a second person. It is easier to keep the bees

under control, and manipulation can be done in

a quarter of the time taken when working alone.

One point I should like to mention. Be very-

careful to place the super clearer board the right

way up.

A few years ago I had a telegram from a lady

bee-keeper asldng me to come and see her at once,

as something was wrong with her bees. On
reaching her apiary I found that she had three

days previously placed a super clearer under

her super, as she thought, correctly, but, as it

tiu'ned out, the wrong side up. The weather at

the time was exceptionally hot, so the result care

be better imagined than described. For three

whole days bees had been entering the super

but were unable to get out again. The super

had contained twenty-one good sections of honey,

but when I took the quilt off, the rack was a mass

of dead and dying bees, and the sections a sticky

mass of wax and honey all mixed together, ifihen

clearing a super it is always advisable to remove
most of the quilts. Bees will vacate a cool super

quicker than they will a warm one.

It is a very true saying that a bee-keeper's

year commences when he takes off his supers.

As with gardening so w.th bee-keeping; to make it
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a success we must always look ahead. Two or

three days after the supers are taken off the hive

the brood chamber should be carefully examined.

It is possible that there may be very little food

in the brood frariies, and it sometimes happens

that the bees are without a queen. In the

latter case a young queen must be innoduced

at once, or, failing an available queen, a frame

containing eggs from another colony can be given
;

but the former is far the most satisfactory plan,

as if the bees have to rear a queen so late in the

season there is every chance that she will not

become mated, and in any case it will be a month
before eggs are laid. Meanwhile the colony,

consisting mostly of old, worn-out bees, will be

rapidly dwindling. What we now want is to

encourage the bees to rear as much brood as

possible diu'ing the ne.xt two months, as it is the

bees hatched out during August and September

that live on through the winter and act as nurses

to the young brood when the queen starts laying

again in February.

Many bee-keepers " re-queen " their colonies

annually, and from ray own experience I think

this is the right plan to work on. Most queens

are at their best during their second season ; that

is, a queen hatched out in June or July lays her

best during the following summer. It should

be remembered tha' the more eggs a queen lays

during March, April, May and June, the greater

the profit to the bee-keeper. One hive crowded

with bees will give more surplus honey than half

a dozen weaker stocks.

The introduction of fresh queens is a very

simple matter. There are many different methods,

but for the novice caging is by far the safest
;

that is, the queen is kept in a cage with food for

one or two days so that the workers cannot molest

her, which they probably would do, until she

has acquired the scent of the hive and they have

become accustomed to her.

A colony is in the best condition for accepting

a strange fertile queen when its own queen has

been removed from one to three days previously.

There are several types of introducing cages, but

the most satisfactory is the one brought out by

Mr. Sladen, known as the Sladen Introducing

Cage. The queen is inserted in this either alone

or with one or two newly hatched workers from

the hive to which she is being introduced. The

cage is dropped down between the two central

combs and suspended by means of the wire handle

across the frames. Twenty-four hours later the
"

cage is carefully withdrawn, the tin slide covering

the hole at the bottom withdrawn, and the candy

exposed. The cage is then once more hung

between the combs, and, the bees liberate the

queen in a few hours by eating through the candy.

After the introduction of a fresh queen the stock

should not be disturbed for at least four or five

days.

If the colony is at all short of stores and the

weather during August unfavourable for honey

gathering, stimulative feeding should be resorted

to at the rate of about half a pint of syrup every

other day. This feeding encourages the queen

to lay. Rapid feeding for supplying the bees

with their winter stores, if necessary, should not

be started before the middle of September, other-

wise the queen may not have room to deposit her

eggs.

Special sugar candy for feeding bees can be

obtained from Messrs. James Pascal!, Limited,

Blackfriars Road, London, S.E., or from most

appliance dealers. I recommend that all candy

be medicated with " Flavine," one grain to the

pound ;
this will act as a preventive to the Isle

of Wight disease.

Continuing my notes on moving bees to the

Heather (issue August 3, page 298), I should

mention that aspring cart or wagon is the best mode
of conveyance, on the floor of which should be spread

2 inches or 3 inches of straw. Arrange the hives

carefully so that they are not likely to bump
against each other ; wedges of straw can be in-

serted between them when a number are carr.ed.

If possible, make the journey at night or very
early in the morning, so that you arrive at your
destination before the bees would naturally begin

to fly. As soon as the hives are in position the

usual quilts mujt be replaced ; at this time of

year the nights are often rathex cold, and bees

will not work well in supers unless tliey are waimly
wrapped up. Before removing the perforated

zinc it is a good plan to lightly smear the entrances

with a dilute solution of carbolic acid. This

will prevent the bees rushing out in a crowd
the moment the hive is opened. After-treat-

ment will depend upon the season. If nectar is

abundant, it may be necessary after eight or ten

days to remove the surplus honey and give another

empty super. When bringing the bees back
home it is advisable to first remove the supers

;

this reduces the weight and greatly facilitates

the homeward journey. The sanie precautions

as to ventilation should be observed.

Hives without legs are the most suitable for'

the above work ; in fact, special ventilated hives

are made for the purpose of taking bees to and
from the Heather.

Birdu'ood, Wells, Somerset. L. Bigg-Wither.

How to Catch Rats

SFA'ERAL readers have written with

reference to the article " How to Catch

Rats," which appeared in The Garden
for May 4 last. The fixing of the

elastic bands has proved rather a diffi-

cult matter with some of those who have triid

to make the trap described.

One reader (T. Walpole, Ireland) asks :
" When

file hole is cut oblong, how do you fasten

the ends of the elastic bands to the canvas ; and

is the hole only cut at three sides ? " The

piece is cut (square or oblong) in the centre of

the canvas (covering the top of the water tub

or barrel) at three sides ; the remaining side

acts as a^hinge, To the extreme edge of the

flap attach a small piece of cardboard, thin

cane, or thin, light steel. To this fix one end

of the elastic band. The other end should

be attached to a wjre or cane either above or

below the canvas r inch or 2 inches from the

edge of the trap-door. The elastic band keeps

the flap taut and the aperture closed. A rat,

unsuspecting any trap, ventures thereon, and under

its weight the flap or trap-door gives way and

the rodent is precipitated inrto the water below.

The flap is instantly drawn taut again (that is.

if the elastic band does its work properly) and

the rat finds no way of egress. Rat after rat may
be trapped in the course of a few minutes if several

happen to scent the bait together. The trap

WDrks with little or no noise, and the rats are

unlikely to take alarm at the sudden disappearance

of their companion. The trap-door may be

operated by means of a piece of string and a

flexible cane fixed to the opposite side of the tub,

but the presence of the suspending string has

sometimes been thought to prove an obstacle,

since the wily rat is so very suspicious of a

trap.

W. Ralston (Notts) asks whether a light

wooden lid and trap-door would not answer

equally well. Perhaps it would, At any rate,

it would be easier to make. Only you would

require a steel spring under the trap-door. Stout

pasteboard would also do in place of canvas or

calico. Stout grey paper would do, only it would
soon get torn. The steel spring should just suffice

to operate the trap ; it must neither be too powerful

nor too weak.

A. Greig (Ayr).—Yes ; there is no doubt
that a round hole 3 inches to 4 inches in diameter,

rut in the centre of the lid as you suggest, would
prove a trap if the surface of the water in the

barrel were thickly covered with chaff.

L. Stevens (Doncaster).—As you say, the centre

of the canvas or calico lid is liable to sag

and the flap to hang loose after a while. A thin

wire or flexible rod fixed under the edge of the

cut hole would prevent sagging.

D. Grant (Wigton).—See reply to T. Walpole.

.A. piece 3 inches by 5 inches would do for

a trap-door. It might be made larger, but

there would be greater difficulty in getting it to

operate effectively.

Mrs. T. (Cobham).—The water in the tub

must be 8 inches to 10 inches below the lid or

cover, otherwise a rat swimming in the water

would succeed in making its escape if it caught

hold of the edge of the aperture. The writer has

caught as many as five rats in the course of a

single night ; but a Northern ' friend, whose

premises were' very badly infested with rats,

succeeded in trapping no fewer than ten the

second night the trap was set. In order to lead

the rats to the trap, place a board against the tub

or barrel in a slanting position, and scatter a few

crumbs on it and also on the top of the trap.

" R. W." (Shrewsbury).—Smear the rat holes

with coal-tar. Rats have a great dislike to

tar, and they will generally give a newly tarred

building a wide berth. Fill up the holes in the

floor of ycur poultry-house with broken glass

and cement. A concrete floor is not the best

for a fowlhouse. Beaten clay and lime or sand

and shingle make a better floor ; but concrete has

the great advantage of being rat-proof. Cover

the concrete with a thin layer of clay or earth,

or keep it covered with a good depth of dry moss

litter, chaff, &c. Then the fowls will not suffer

from cramp in the cold months of (he year.

John Wight.

Balihaiigie, Monquhitler, Turriff, Aberdeen.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
LARVAE ON BEANS {Mrs. E. F. C.).—You do not

send specimens of the creatures complained of, but from
your description we judge them to be the larvie of the
ladybird, present on the Beans for the purpose of feeding

upon aphis there, and therefore useful inthegardeu. They
are, indeed, among the best friends the gardener lias.

The Bean weevil is wholly brown and about a quarter
of an inch long.

PEAS FAILING (T. A. P.)-—The Peas are attacked
by the bacterial disease which causes one form of " streak."

The characteristic brown streaks are present in the foliage,

and the yellowing and final wilting of the plant are all

quite characteristic. We think it would be well, in

addition to seeing that the stable manure used is thoroughly
incorporated with the soil, to give a dressing of super-

phosphate at tlie rate of 2oz. to the yard run of Peas
before attempting to grow them next year.

SPRING-SOWN ONIONS ROTTING AT THE BOTTOM
(J. U ).—These arc splendid examples of culture, and
do you credit. It is a pity to see them destroyed by the

Onion maggot, so destructive in many gardens tills year.

The best way is to pull up the roots as soon as it is seen

they are in distress, and look out for the maggots and
kill them. The way to prevent an attack is to dust the

plants frequently with lime and soot as soon as planted

out. This prevents the fly whicli lays the eggs from
alighting on the plants. The best thing you can now do
to prevent further damage is to scatter soot and lime

over the bulbs and between the rows, and hoe the same
in. This has the effect of dri\ing away the maggots,
but not. we fear, of destroying them. Sec also the notes

on August sown Onions in this issue.
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FRUIT GARDEN.
PEACH TREES ON BACK WALL OF PEACH-HOUSE

(Burton).—Take off the surface soil to the depth of 5 inches
and substitute for it a top-dressing of the same soil as that
in which the Figs are to be planted. Give a good soaking of
clean water before the top-dressing is applied, also a
liberal sprinkling of lime. Tread the top-dressing firmly
down when applied. When April comes round apply
a top-dressing, 3 inches deep, of old Mushroom-bed manure
to the border, mixing with it a little bone-manure. A
good bunch of Muscats should weigh from 21b. to 4lb..

but it3 value depends on the quality of the Grapes. "We
are exceedingly obliged by your kind appreciation of the
services The Garden has rendered to you.

CROPPING FRUIT TREES (Igtioraynus).—Bush fruit

trees, such as Gooseberries and Currants, should bear
a small crop the first year if carefully planted early in

November in well-prepared soil. Apples aud Pears if

grown on the dwarfing stocks (that h to say, the Paradise
stock for the Apple and the Quince stock for the Pear)
should produce fair crops the third year, a few the second
year, and more afterwards as the trees gain strength.
You will do better with the Green Gage Plum by training
the tree fan shape than cordon : but if space is too limited
for the former way of training, the latter way may be
adopted with fair success. Apple Beauty of Bath should
succeed faurly well on light soil, but the soil should be
bastard trenched and liberally maniu-ed in autumn before
planting takes place. Do not plant the trees too deeply,
and tread the soil firmly over the roots, mulching the
surface of the soil with manure over the roots next spring
and summer 3 inches deep.

TR EES .\XD SHRUBS

.

OVERGROWN BUDDLEIAS (F. H.).—The best me^ns
of dealing with your overgrown bushes of Buddleia
globosa and B. variabilis is to cut them well back next
February. They may be cut into moderately old wood.
B. variabilis may be cut back each year to within a few
buds of the base of the previous year's shoots if you wish
to do so. This results in very vigorous new branches
with fine inflorescences. The other shrub about which
information is desired is doubtless Leycesteria formosa.

PHILADELPHUSES NOT FLOWERING (H. iV^.).—
Thf large-grooving Philadelphuses do not bloom success-
fully if "cut back. The best results are always obtained
by allowing them to grow unpruned. If you wish to use
Philadelphuses for a hedge, you cannot do better than
plant P. Lemoiuei erectus or one of that group. P.
Leraoinei and it-s varieties give the best results when the
old floTo'ering wood is cut away each year as soon as the
flowers fade. The new wood is then left untouched until
the flowers are over the following year.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSES TO NAME (A. H.).—The one named York

and Lancaster is really Rosa Mundi ; that you believe
to be Robert Craig is, we believe, Francois Guillot ; and
the other is G. Nabonnand.
BUSH ROSES (I(fnoramus).—lt would be best to plant

bush Roses in order to obtain the type of Rose required.
The two former varieties are of robust growth, and would
be likely to succeed on your soil provided it is

deeply cultivated and liberally manured before planting.
Marie Henriette is usually grown as a climber, but it may
also be treated as a bush by closer pruning.

FLOWER GARDEN

.

IRIS PALLIDA DALMATICA (C H. P.).—This is

usually one of the most accommodating of the pallida
section of Irises, and one of the most freely flowered.
As it appears to have failed with you under all conditions
alike, we fear the season or method of planting must be
at fault. These Irises are not, however, likely to be a
success in either shady or damp places. They are sun-
lovers, preferring medium to light loam with which has
been freely incorporated lime or old mortar rubble. \Vp
prefer to plant these Bearded Irises in Marcli, selecting
for preference non-flowering pieces, since it is these that
build up and make the finest flowering specimens rather
more than a year later. N^ext to March as a planting
season is August or early September. The rhizomes

—

rootstocks—should not be buried ; keep them as near
as possible to the surface. In very poor or hungry soils

a moderate dressing of old manure miglit be given with
advantage.

DELPHINIUM FAILING (R. C'.).—The dwarfed and
shrivelled condition referred to must be due, we think,
to causes other than mildew, while the disease without
a specimen before us could only be guessed at. Slugs
most probably are indirectly responsible for the dwarfness,
these having during the winter eaten or destroyed the
main flowering crowns, of which they are particularly
fond. In such a case the season's growth would be
dependent on weak, latent eyes or buds, which could not
possibly produce the strong growths usual from the main
croovns. The shrivelling may be due to injury to the
stem, e.g., insect life or other cause. The mildew, taken
in time, might have been combated by spraying with
flowers of sulphur, to wliich soft soap had been added,
Tak(; a handful of the sulphur, reduce it to a mustard-like
consistency, and, having dissolved 2oz. of the soap in
boiling water, mix the two together. The quantities
given will suffice for a gallon of water. Emulsify freely
at the time of using. Uain-water is best if you have it,

and early evening the better time for applying the mixture.
Spray rather than drench the afi"ected plants, and endeavour
to reach every part of them, the under surfaces of the
leaves as well as the upper surfaces.

DIANTHUS NAPOLEON III. (P. C. P.).—You wUI
be fortunate indeed if your plant of this hybrid Mule
Pink produces seeds at all, for, if not entirely sterile,

it is generally so, and the plant, not a long-lived one as
a rule, is usually propagated from cuttings. Not infre-

quently after flowering freely the plant dies during the

ensuing winter ; hence it is not only desirable to propagate
it true to its Idnd—the only way of doing so being from
cuttings—but that cultivators should be possessed of
such a number of plants that flower production in some
may be discouraged to the promotion of cuttings of the
right sort. These consist of youthful bits with a heel,

and any such root quite well in sandy loam in a cold fram<'
shaded from direct sun. In no other way is the plant
to be perpetuated true to its kind. Should any seeds
be formed, their ripening may be looked for six weeks
or so after flowering is completed, the yellowing and
subsequent splitting open of the apical end of the seed-pod
being the signs that maturity has been reached. Seeds:',

if forthcoming, may be sown, soon after ripening, in fine

sandy soil and covered a quarter of an inch deep. In
a cool greenhouse seeds of Pinks and Carnations germinate
within three weeks, and a week or two later the seedlings
may be pricked off. The sowing may be deferred till

January if more convenient, with equally good results.

Indeed , this is usually the better way, since seedlings of al I

Carnations and Pinks are apt to suffer from slugs in a
cold frame during winter. Raised in the greenhouse,
cool conditions should be observed, as if the seedlings
become dra^vn and weakly, the chances of complete success
may be considerably reduced.

LAYERING CARNATIONS (M. S. W.).—'Fot the purpose
of layering use is made of the bushy non-flowering growths
which lie upon the ground about the base of the flowering
stem. During or August July they are usually large
enough for the purpose. Taking a single plant, the layers
arc first trimmed or divested of all leaves for some 3 inches
to 4 inches, after which the soil is forked up lightly
with a small handfork all round the plant to about 12 inches
from the stem, and an inch thickness of rich, finely sifted
soil added. A thorough watering should be first given
to the original soil if dry. Now all is ready for layering.
A sharp knife and steady hand are verj' necessary. Take
in the left hand the shoot to be layered, turn it so as to
expose the under side to the operator, and, placing the
blade of the knife in a vertical position on the stem portion
immediately below a node or joint, bury the blade of the
knife in the stem to its centre. Having done tliis, the
knife blade by a turn is brought to the horizontal, and
with its edge In the direction of the operator an upward
incision an inch or more long midway of the stem is made
and the knife withdrawn before pegging down the branch.
The important item here is that the " tongue"—the short
part on the underside of the branch—is kept open. This
ia ensured by making a hole in the soil for the stem and
bringing the bushy part into a vertical position. Buried
an inch deep and firmly pressed, the branch will be securi-.

or may be made so with pegs. These may be made
of 7-inch-Iong pieces of thin galvanised wire—one end
being bent after the manner of a shepherd's crook—or
bits may be cut out of an old besom. Hairpins, too.
are sometimes used, and layering pegs may be purchased
from nurserymen and seedsmen. Thousands are layered
without pegs, however, and where the layered branch
can be covered sufficiently deep with soil made firm
that answers all purposes with practical men. While
the above instructions contain all that is essential, you
would probably learn more from seeing a good gardener
put doMTi a few layers, and this we advise you to do if

possible. Many fail to succeed by producing a thin wafer-
ended nib or point to the " tongue " of the layer. The
" nib " should always terminate bluntly and immediately
below a joint, and will be so formed if the operator uses
the knife as directed above.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—£onV.—01earia Haastii*; Biotu

orientalis ^'ar. R. C. r., Scarboro. —Diascea Barberae.——E. V.L.—A, Phlo.v paniculata alba; b, Helianthua
giganteus; c. Chrysanthemum maximum: D, Artemisia
lactiflora; K. AstUbe chJnensis; f. Phlox Le Mahdi

;

G, Galega officinalis alba. It is impossible to identify
Apple shoots.

SOCIETIES
SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

The summer show of the above society was held recently
on the Southampton Pier. Although the number of
entries were rather disappointing in some classes, the
exhibition as a whole was really a good one. Unfortunately,
the darkened Pavilion made it very difficult to see the
exhibits properly. The leading feature was no doubt
the splendid display of vegetables, including two very
fine collections staged by ?)essrs, Sutton and Sons of
Reading [and Messrs. Toogood and Sons of Southampton,
the first -named occupying 125 square feet and the latter

80 scjuare feet. In the competitive collections a high
standard of merit was shown, both in the open and
cottagers' classes. Mr. G. EUwood, gardener to W. H.
Myers, Esq., of Swanmore Park, once more proved
himself a champion hy taking all the firsts in the four
classes provided by the leading seed firms, his Onions,
Peas and Cauliflower being decidedly the best in the show.
H. Trimmer, Esq. (gardener, Mr. E. F. Hart), of Hockley
House, Twyford, 'Winchester, was a good second in each
case. Good competition was secured in the amateur
and cottagers' classes. Mr. H. Broom and Mr. E. S. White
(both of Eastleigh), and Jlr. F. M. Yokes (of Birch Lawn,
Sholing) being the most successful. There was very £een
competition for the prizes for the best collection of garden
produce, arranged in a space 4 feet by 3 feet. The fruit

classes were poorly filled, Mr. Ellwood and Mr. H. Cresswell,

gardener to T. A. Cotton, Esq.. The Mnniit, Bishopstoke,
sharing the honours between them. The miscellaneous
classes made a good display, especially (he hardy border
flowers. Table decorations were not so good as usual,
Mrs. Clark of Basset having the best. Baskets, vases
and buttonholes were numerous and very effective. Only
two exhibitors put in an appearance for the border Carna-
tion prizes, viz., Messrs. A. R. Brown, Limited, Kuig's

Norton, and Mr. J, J. Keen, The Avenue, Southampton.
Both staged flowers of the highest merit and were awarded
first prizes in their respective divisions. Perpetual
varieties were well shown by Mr. Ellwood and Mr. Hart,
Sweet Peas were not very numerous, Mr. E. S. White,
a cottager, being first in each class.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons were awarded a gold medal,
Messrs. Toogood and Sons a sUver-gilt medal, Messrs,

B. Ladliams^ Limited, a silver medal for a small group
of hardy flowers, and Mr. E. Wills a silver medal for a
collection of plants.
Most of the exhibitors generously gave their exhibits

to be sold for the benefit of the local funds of the Red Cross
and the Order of St. John, the sum realised at the stall

amounting to over £85.

More Soldier Labour for Harvest.—The Army
Council has decided to release several thousand

soldiers on agricultural fturlough for harvest work.

These men will be distributed among the counties

where laboiu- assistance for the harvest is most

needed. Farmers requiring additional labour to

gather the harvest should apply at once to their

County Agricultural Executive Committee.

Wet Weather Harvesting.—We understand that

the Food Production Department is about to

issue a leaflet on the harvesting of grain crops,

which should be of considerable interest to farmers

in districts where the harvest weather is proving

unfavourable. In wet localities success in securing

grain in good condition depends very largely

upon the method of handling the crop in the

process of harvesting. The leaflet draws attention

to certain devices or practices which have come

to be adopted as the result of experience, and

which have for their special object the prevention

or lessening of the damage that is caused to cut

corn by bad weather. Information is given, fcr

example, regarding the field mow, the hand mow,

the French or " double " stook, " hooded" stocks,

' pirling," " gaiting," &c., and most of these

ai'e illustrated. The protection of the grain in

stack is also dealt with, and methods of ventilation

explained. Farmers are recommended to secmre

a copy of this leaflet, which may be obtained free

and post free on application to the Secretary,

Board of Agriculture, 3, St. James's Square, S.W.i.

OBITUARY
MATTHEW TODD, J.P.

In Warriston Cemetery, Edinburgh, on the after-

noon of the loth inst., the grave closed over the

mortal remains of Mr. Matthew Todd, J. P.,

Stoneybank, Musselburgh, one of Scotland's oldest

and best-known horticultirrists. Mr. Todd was

an Ayrshire man and a son of the garden. Trained

in a Kilmarnock nursery, he came to Edinburgh

in 1869, and after serving in responsible capacities

the late firm of Messrs. Peter Lawson and Son

for nine years, he started business on his own

account as a West End florist, in which capacity

he was highly successful, his firm's bouquets and

other floral " creations" having carried off many
honours at Edinburgh exhibitions. Mr. Todd

was much in request from London to Aberdeen

as a judge of cut flowers, bouquets, &c., and was

a frequent visitor at the leading English and

Scottish horticultural exhibitions. He was an

original member, an ex-president and an honorary

life member of the Scottish Horticultural Associa-

tion, and was a member of the Council for thirty

consecutive years. Until prevented by the

infirmities of age for the last year or two, Mi'.

Todd was a regular attendant at the Scottish Horti-

cultural Association's monthly meetings, and took

an active part in its discussions, where he proved

a fluent and acceptable speaker. Mr. Todd, who

was in his seventy-ninth year, leaves a widow and

grown-up family.

*, Readers who hare not ahead); done so are asked to

order THE GARDEN to be delivered regtdarly by their neus-

agent The return of unsold copies is prohibited, and in

consequence The Garden is oUaituMe ONlY il ordered

beforehand.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
A S readers of my notes are constantly

/% seeking postal advice on present-day

/ % foods and feeding. I propose tjiis week
^^^k to touch upon the preparation of food-

^ » stuffs.

Scald Coarse Meals.—Much can be done by the

poultry -keeper to make I he coarse meals more
suitable for growing stock. If any meal is husky,

it should be passed througn a fine sieve, so that

only the fine meal is given to the chickens. All

•coarse meals should be, thoroughly scalded

prior to use. They should be placed in a

bucket, boiling water poured on thern, and the

receptacle covered to keep in the steam. If

allowed to stand for a time prior to being dried

off, the ingredients will te thoroughly softeivd

and rendered more digestible. Boiled and finch'

minced greenstuff should . figure prominently in

the mash, as such will break the latter up to a

nicety, and once a week the soft food will I'c

improved by the addition of a little powderr d
charcoal. The latter is an excellent corrective

of bad feeding and indigestion, and sweetens the

organs in cases of internal disorder. In addition

to being included in the mash in its powdered form,

the. graimlated kind should always be kept before

both growing and adult stock in hoppers or

receptacles for them to take as much as Ihcy

desire.

Weak Digestive Organs.— The main point

to bear in mind when feeding poultry is that the

hen's digestive organs are more or less delicate.

They have been weakened by domestication, a fact

w'hich seems alw'ays to be ignored by poultry-

keepers. In the old days the hen took her food

bit by bit througlhout the day, feeding as-she went
along. The modern hen, on the other hand, is

asked to consume a full meal of mash in " as you
wait " fashion. There are no teeth to lend a helping

hand, and, although the food is softened in the

crop and on its way to the gizzard, very great

responsibility is placed upon the latter organ.

If the gizzard is out of order, the fowl comes to

grief and death in turn follows, although the in-

terval may sometimes be cotmted in hours and
at other times in -weeks, much depending upon the
general condition of the invalid. The action of the

gizzard I have often described to my students,

resembling as it does the rubbing to and fro of one
closed hand in the palm of fhe other. This muscular
m.ovement pounds the food against the grit within

the gizzard, and when ready discharges it to nourish

the body.

When the Gizzard Stops.—It is the easiest

thing imaginable for the gizzaid to become com-
pacted or " blocked." Husk in abundance will

very quickly cause this collecting and binding
together until it is a soHd whole. The gizzard is

then no longer able to continue its muscu'ar move-
ment, and stops. The liver is the organ that is

asked to " carry on," but it invariably resents, as

it contends that it has quite enough to do^-and
rightly so, for it is undoubtedly the hardest-worked
organ in the body. Directly the gizz rd stops
no food can leave the crop, because the gizzard
refuses to accept it, not being able to pass on that
surfeit of food already within it. Owing to lack
of nourishment starvatim c ftcn fellows, the bird
living upon its store of fat until that supply becomes
exhausted and the invalid is nothing but skin and

bone. Some poultry-keepers aver that birds in

such a condition are suffering from consumption
:

but that is not the case. If the bird is perfectly

healthy the gizzard may suddenly start operations

again, and then there is a recovery often, without
the owner knowing that there has been any disorder.

If, on the other hand, the organs are clogged with

fat and the liver is weak, death may be sudden.

Softening the Meals.—As everything connected

with the modern hen is more or less artificial, so,

too, must be I he method of feeding. By scalding

thoroughly all coarse meals the latter are softened

and this process greatly ads the digestive organs.

The scalding of the meals means a Utile extra

work, and that is why my plan is not over-popular

with the majority of poultry-keepers. If it were
more widely practised, egg-production would be

increased and deaths would be few and far between.
Ninety per cent, of aihncnls are due to wrong
feeding, and I write as one who has studied Ihc

hen closely from within and without. In pre-war

days I always urged my students to scald all the

coarse meals, and in such times as these, when indi-

gestible war foods have to be used, my luling .s

more important still. Many who do scald their

foods do not carry out the process ctrrectly. It is

not sufficient to pour hot water over them and lo

prepare the mash at once ; there must be a thejrough

soaking and, above all things, the water must
absolutely be boiling.

Preparing the Mash.—When it was customary
to give mash for breakfast I advocated its prepara-

tion overnight. The mea's should be scalded at

night and be ready for mixing and drying off in

the morning. The only drawbaek.to such a pro-

longed soaking is that in warm weather the food

is apt to sour, but in the winter months this need

not be feared. The poultry-keeper must, therefore,

make allowance for the elements and also the

ingredients of the mash, as I find, for instance, that

palm kernel meal readily sotus. The minimum
period of scalding should be four hoiurs, but the

longer it is the better so long as the precautions

I have advised are taken. Having placed the

selected meals (alter well mixing them) in the

receptacle, pour over fhe boiling water, using

sufficient to cover them and be fully absorbed by
the time that the process is completed. Only
experience can tell the poultry - keeper how
much water io use, because certain meals w.U
soak up more water than others. The recep-

tacle should be covered immediately with a board
and thick sack, as success depends upon keeping
in the steam. When ready, all the feeder has to

do is to add the finely minced boUed greenery and
cry off the whole with one of the finer meals.

Value of Vegetable Cutter.-^The most useful

appliance the poultry-keeper can invest in at the

mom.ent is a combined bone and vegetable cutting

machine. I refer to a proper appliance that will

do its work, and one with good knives that will

cut. Such is thought expensive by many, but the

outlay is very quii kly returned, and it never pays
to play about with a cheap utensil that will never
do what is requued of it. Those with a plentiful

supply of waste greenery, roots and soft bones
will find the cutter I have in mind ideal for the

conversion of such odds aitd ends into valuable

food for fowls. What is more, the food comes out

of the machine in nice shreds and ready for use
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in a handy form. Much labour is entailed if the

greenery is boiled whole and afterwards hand-
minced on a chopping-board. Far better is it to

put the raw greenstuff and S' raps through a cutting

ma' hine and then to boil them afterwards, draining

the pieces and adding them to the mish prior to

drying off the soft food. Bones are not over-

plentiful in these days, but the progressive poultry-

keeper will " discover " a useful supply by som.

means or othef. For' egg-production raw cut

bone is very hard to beat, although it must be
used judiciously like all animal foods.

A Portable Boiler.—All who keep a reasonable

head of poultry are strongly advised to use a

"Devon" portable boiler. Many are under the

impression that such a utensil is for the large-

professional breeder only, but I ma> add that the

amateur owning a good flock of layers will find it

equally a boon. Having lit the fire, boil up the

water needed for sca'ding the meals, and whil

the latter are being soaked refill the boiler and
add the greenery that is to be cooked. Where
pigs are kept there will be a further incentive to

invest in a "Devon" portable boiler (manufac-

tured, I believe, by Messrs. McDowall, Steven and
Co., L m ted, of Falkirk). Do not stint the minced
greenery, as this is needed in plenty according to

my system, not only to counteract the binding

tendency of oil-cake mea's. but a'so to m ke the

n ash light and bulky to aid digestion.

Drying Off the Mash.—Fine mea's are not over-

plentiful, although many poultry-keepers still have
available stocks. As far as possible it is advisable

to dry off the scalded meals and the minced boiled

greenery—all thoroughly mixed—with a meal of

the finer sort, and pn U rably of the easily digested

kind. Sometimes one can sieve out the husks

from a meal and render it ideal for drying-off pur-

poses. The feeder, however, cannot expect to

have the finished mash as firm iS in pre-war days,

but so long as it is not sloppy all will be well

The addition of boiled mashed potatoes will help

the ch'ying-off of the soft food, but I do not advise

the constant or over use of same for laying stock.

For glowing youngs ers boiled potatoes in modea-
tion and two or three times weekly will, on the

other hand, do good.

Laying Condition.—As I have previously

stated, the presence of a surfeit of fat within the

laying hen is often the cause of digestive disorders
;

and this would be readily understood were my
readers accustomed to postmortem work. This

fat in time spreads within the bird until it sur-

roimds e\ery organ, and the gizzard is quite

early coated. Held in a firm grip with hard rolls

of fat, the gizzard is unable to do its work properly

and " back-fires." One can never tell which

way this fat is going to spread, although in the

majority of cases the gizzard is involved. Some-

times the egg-organs are attacked, resulting in

inegular laying, small and abnormal (or " freak ")

eggs. Such may, as a rule, be taken as a sign

that the layer is overfat.

Cause of Abnormal Eggs.—The layers of

surplus fat may attack either the oviduct or ovary,

or even both. The former organ is in the nature

of a tube down which the eggs must pass from the

ovary. If, then, the walls of the tube are pressed

in by the coating of hard fat, the reader can under-

stand why small and badly-shaped eggs are laid.

If the ovary is affected the development of the

yolks is interfered with, and that is vital, because

heavy egg-production depends upon the smooth
and rapid production of the yolks within the ovary

so that they will ripen quickly and in sequence

and pass without check down the oviduct and into

the nest-box. The poultry-keeper will be well

advised to study laying condition as it affects the

individual breed kept.
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THOUGH the v-agaries of the season often

have an influence upon Spring Cabbages,

causing them to " bolt," there is no doubt

that sowing and planting out too early

(especialJy the latter) are very largely

responsible for the trouble. Given a recognised

spring variety, there should be little fear of

" bolting " if the plants are set out at tlie right

time. What the correct date is depends upon
locality. It will vary from early September in

cold and bleak, districts to the end of that month,

or even into October, in our milder counties.

Altitude and shelter, or lack of it, must also be

taken into consideration. Tlie object should be
to put the'plants out in sufficient time to allow them
to get nicely established before winter ; but they

must not be allowed to make "big stuff" in

autumn.

Spring Cabbages in Drills.—It is a good plan

to plant these Cabbages in shallow drills rather

than on the flat. They are thus afforded some

protection from winds,- and subsequent hoeing

between the lines after the plants have made a

little headway will work down the ridges to about

their stems. This will provide them with all the

earthing-up they require, and it will be a great

help during winter.

Vegetables at Kew.—As might be expected

when the increase of food is so urgent, the National

Garden at Kew, in addition to maintaining its

unrivalled collections of plants, both in the open

air and under glass, has a

considerable area at

present devoted to the

cultivation of vegetables.

The large open lawns in

front of the Palace, a

portion of which is illus-

trated, were ploughed up

in spring this year and

planted with Potato British

Queen. If the health and

vigour of the haulm may
be relied upon, the crop

of tubers should be a good

one. The two large
enclosures in front of the

Palm House, devoted to

flower bedding in pre-war

days, are now carrying a

very satisfactory crop of

Onions. The beds on

either side of the Broad

Walk are devoted to the

cultivation of various vege-

tables, including Savoy

and Red Pickling Cabbage,

Turnip, Beet, Carrot, Lettuce and Curled Kale.

The large flower garden ntursery is almost

entirely given up to vegetables, including

large squares of Potatoes, Tm-nips, Carrots,

Parsnips and Leeks. Marrow plants arc rapidly

covering the soil refuse' and decaying leaf heaps.

One leirge greenhouse devoted to Tomatoes is

ripening a very heavy crop of fruits. Labour

1 strictions have resulted in large areas of lawns

grass on these is now
and, needless to say,

1 glorious time during

being left uncut. The

being cut for hay,

children are having

their school holidays.

Onion-Growing in North Wales.—Colonel

the Hon. Stapleton Cotton had some interesting

remarks to make at the Bangor Allotments Show

a few days ago on the growing of Onions. He
said that, on being told one could not grow Onions

profitably as a field crop in Anglesey, he sowed a

quarter of an acre, and they paid very well. That

was before the war. The following year he sowed

double that area, and again they paid, though

Onions were then only £8 a ton I He continued

to increase, and last year had one and a quarter

acres under Onions. This crop brought him a

net profit of £300, though they were sold below

market price. This season Colonel Cotton sowed

over two acres, and he hopes to realise 10 tons to

II tons per acre. A few weeks ago foreign Onions

were making £65 a ton !

Endive.-—Now is the time to make the final

sowing of Endive and to put out at once plants

that are ready. The site for the bed should, if

possible, be dry and sloping. Endive is a salad

much valued in autumn and winter when there

is no supply of Lettuce.

New Seedling Potatoes at the Ormskirk
Trials.—Each year new seedlings are sent for

trial, and the result is that the annual visit to

Ormskirk has become a recognised and a pleasant

POTAlO BRITISH QUEEN GROWING ON THE PAL.\CE LAWNS AT KEW.

addition to the duties of experienced growers in

Great Britain. The production of a really good

first-early immune variety is a pressing need of

the moment, and there is promise that successful

efforts are being made to meet this need. The
immunity to wart disease of Witch Hill will prob-

ably be settled by this year's test, and .Airan Rose

(McKelvie), which proved immune as seedling

No. 30 in the 191 7 trials, is an interesting addition

to the list. The future of Dargill Early was also-

the subject of lively discussion. Arran Comrade

(McKelvie), a second-early, aroused considerable

interest, and seems likely to fill a useful place.-

in its class.
"

Broccoli.—Broccoli should be planted out now
so that the roots will get a good hold of the soil

before the autumn comes on. Sprouting Broccoli

is always a disappointing crop in spring unless

allowed the chance of growing freely now.

Tecoma jasminoides.—-At the last meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society Mr. Scrase-

Dickins brought with him an armful of flowering

sprays of the beautiful Tecoma jasminoides.

It is an old-fashioned greenhouse plant which is

well worth growing, though now seldom seen.

The flowers are white with claret carmine in the

tubular throat, and hang down from the roof of

a greenhouse in trusses or rather panicles. The
leaves are bright, clean and glossy, .^together

it is a very graceful subject. The sprays had been

grown in an unhealed greenhouse at Horsham,

where it is said to be a fairly easy plant to manage
and very little pruning is required.

Training Loganberries.—After the old fraiting

wood and superfluous canes of the Loganberries

have been cut out I he new growths should be

tied in place, for they are easily broken. It is a

mistake to fix these canes in an upright position,

for the natural habit of the plant is to arch its

branches. The latter should, therefore, be hung
over a low fence or trained

t o a height of about
3 feet (i.e., to half their

length) and then allowed

to droop. Thus arched t he

canes bear very much
better and more fruit at

the extremities than they

do when lied upright.

Viola Grievii or Red-
braes Yellow.—In Queen's

Park, Glasgow, an out-

standing feature at the

present time is the display

made by the Violas or

Tufted Pansies, which are

always good there, but

which seem to have been

suited by this year's

weather and the treatment

they receive. The best

yellow seen on a recent

visit was the old one raised,

we belitve, by Mr. James
Grieve of Edinburgh, and

sometimes called Grievii or

Redbraes Yellow. It was exceptionally fine on tha

terrace in the Pai'k. Mr. M'lver, Mr. Whitton's

lieutenant in charge of Queen's Park, endeavours,

as far as the seasons will permit, to have two
year old plants for display, but in some winters

the old ones ai-e destroyed and recourse has to

be had to young stock. Quite a number of the

plants of Grievii sm'vived last winter, and the result

is a great many flowers and large, handsome plants.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Ediior is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

SALAD DRESSING.
pjAVING read with interest S(veral recipes for

salad dressing in your valuable paper, I

would suggest as an improvement on that written

by " Dairyman's Daughter," for those among
your readers who, like myself, dislike uncooked

flour, the alternative of using cold mashed Potatoes

as a thickening, and if the milk is added each time

to the quantity used, the dressing will keep a

fortnight, if not longer.—M. Byard (Matron),

Cottage Hospital, Pclworth, Sussex,

REPLY TO CRITICISM OF THE
EGOLESS SALAD DRESSING.

yHE criticisms (issue August lo, page 302)

of the eggless salad dressing is a reasonable

one. I thought exactly the same on first reading

the recipe ; but as the recipe was given me
by a good cook ^^ho had also experience in

catering for invalids,"" I decided to test the

the main vines, which are much more liable to

drop their fruit than the laterals which " stopping "

produces. Too much liquid fertiliser or a super-

abundance of nitrogenous manure, especially if

the former is given before the plants are carrying

fruit, may also bring about this disappointment.

If there is an abnormal growth of leaves, some
of these may at this season be removed, also any
barren lateral growths which are overcrowding

the plant.—.\. T. J.

EARLY POTATOES ON HEAVY
SOIL.

TN the issue of The Garden for February 2,

page 54, Mr. F. R. Castle gives the following

selection of early Potatoes, all of which give good

results on the light soil at Oxford : Eclipse,

Sutton's Ninetyfold, Sir John Llewelyn, Sharpe's

Express, Midlothian Early and Ringleader. This

year I have tried three varieties, viz., Midlothian

Early, -Edzell Blue and Sharpe's Express, on

heavy clay with satisfactory results. The seed

was obtained from Messrs. Dobbie of Edinburgh

and planted on March 6. Stable manure in thick

layers was placed in the drills at the time of

.

planting. One effect of a layer of manure is to

the latter half of May and until the middle of

June scarcely any rain fell ; then on five days we
experienced three-quarters of an inch of rain,

followed by twenty days without any. Such a

spell Of drought accompanied, too, by powerful

sun naturally checked the growth of the haulm,

giving a distinct check to the plant growing in a

none too rich soil. Surely this experience should

be a lesson to intending planters to see their pre-

paration for this important crop is of the best, and
that an ample quantity of manure is applied,

or an equivalent substitute in artificial aid

is assured. My observation and experience

lead me to say that poverty of the soil is

the main cause of this rust attack. The dry
weather gives a check to the weakened
growth, and, the plant not having sufficient root

sustenance to keep it going through unfavourable

weather, the rust then attacks the weakened
state of the plant. In two instances I

note these conditions are strongly displayed.

Where the manure was evenly spread there

is no rust, but where little was used rust

is prevalent. I have many other examples of a

similar character to convince me that poverty

of the soil is the main factor,—E. M.

Midlothian Early.

Weight sib. gos.

recipe before sending it to The Garden,

and did so more than once without ill-result

to anyone. I think the oil counter-balances

any possible ill-effect of the raw flom- (though

no doubt the sauce was lietter when made
with pre-wartime flour). Raw flour is frequently

used by some cooks (not in my kitchen) in mixing

mustaid and to thicken thin cream, and in other

ways. I only sent the recipe in response to an

urgent request for a simple and inexpensive salad

dressing. I consider the egg mayonnaise prefer-

able in every way, because, although eggs are

now very expensive, they are not dear when
considered as food.—Anne Amateur.
P.S.—I thank " D. D. P. B." for his khid

remark, and am pleased to know my recipes have

been found useful. I never send random recipes

nor such as I often see nowadays apparently

concocted for print. Mine are "home-made"
ones.—A. A.

MARROWS ROTTING OFF.

A LARGE number of complaints are heard of

Marrows falling off when about 3 inches long.

Doubtless the weather is largely to blame for this,

but it may also be due to growers failing to " stop "

THREE E.\RLY POTATOES LIFTED ON JULY 6.

Edsell Bloe.
^'

Weight, 3lb. 10:.

raise the temperature of the soil, and this I believe

to be an important factor in dealing with heavy

soils. Six roots of each variety were lifted on

July 6, and an average root in each case gave the

following weights : Midlothian Early, 31b. 90Z.
;

Edzell Blue, 31b. loz. ; and Sharpe's Express,

2lb. 30Z. Midlothian Early, as usual, has turned

out remarkably well ; Edzell Blue would have

been better a fortnight later. It is an excellent

variety. The skin of the tubers is blue, but the

flesh is wliite. It is a good quality Potato and

deserves to be more-^ widely grown. Sharpe's

Express is a variety that pays for more room.

A neighbour on equally heavy soil has been lifting

as much as 7lb. per root after planting in rows

a yard apart. Even on heavy land, so long as

it is reasonably warm and well drained, the earlies

arc the most profitable of all Potato crops for

garden purposes, as the ground is ready for a

crop of another kind by th6 end of July or even

earlier.—H. C, Claygale.

RED RUST ON POTATO HAULM.
TN plots of late Potatoes I note much red rust

on the leaves this season, which cannot do

other than reduce the yield of tubers. During

Sharp's Express.

Weight, 2lb. 30Z.

TENNYSON AND TULIPS.

TN my quotation from " Maud " I find I failed to

correct one word in the proof. It should be
" earthy bed," not " earthly bed." The poet's

adjective is so much better that I ask you

to kindly insert this correction, with apologies

for my oversight.

—

Joseph Jacob.

SCENTLESS MUSK.
T HAVE studied Mimulus moschata now for

close on fifteen years in order to try to find

some solution for its gradual loss of scent. Five

or six years ago plants could still be found which

retained their scent ; but now it seems im-

possible to find any with the least suspicion of it.

I have observed the Musk in many places, in-

cluding several in Scolland and in all parts of

England. I have never during all these years

seen it visited by insects, and I have come to the

conclusion that it has arrived at self-fertilisation

and so no longer needs to manufacture scent

to attract insects. I wonder if anyone else has

noticed this. I can remember watching flies

and bees visiting it when I was a child.

—

-Victoria

Slade.
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ROSE AGLAIA.

TN a short account of this old favourite, " G. J.,"

\vriting in The Garden of August 3, says :

*' No note of its parentage is at hand, but it appears

to be derived from Rosa Polyantha crossed with

A yellow Tea," I find in some notes of my own
that it is said to be the result of a cross between

Rosa multiflora and Reve d'Or (Noisette). Aglaia

is also of interest from the fact that it is given as

one of the parents of Trier, probably the first

of the perpetual-blooming semi-ramblers. This

latter appears to have been used very freely and
successfully in conjunction with Rosa moschata

by a well-known rose grower. I have myself

crossed Trier in various ways (to the third and
fourth generation) with much improvement in

colour and foliage, but unfortunately hitherto at

the expense of the perpetual-blooming habit.

Although Aglaia is not itself a continuous bloomer,

its near relation Thalia is listed in two forms, one

of which is described as Perpetual Thalia.

—

The
E.XILE.

COTYLEDON SEMENOVII.
TN the garden of Mr. James Davidson, Summer-

viUe, Maxwelltown, there is a good plant cf

this little-known Siberian plant. It has been in

one of the flower borders there for three or four

years at least, and has increased in size until it

now forms a plant with five or six stems. These
are clad with narrowish leaves and surmounted by
a cluster of small red flowers. It is quite different

in appearance from the usual plants we see under
glass belonging to the same genus, and is one of

the few referred to as natives of Siberia. It is

quite hardy with Mr. Davidson, and is growing
in a good border of ordinary soil in full sun ; not

an effective but an interesting plant, seldom seen,

and not even noted in most books of reference,

though named in the Kew Hand List.—S.

Ar.nott.

THE TREE LUPINE.
TT is more than likely that the Tree Lupine will

get common in small gardens, as Dr. Hemsley
recommends (page 276), when people generally

come to recognise the peculiarities of its ways.
For instance, in soils of fair depth and good average

fertility it grows very rapidly and soon becomes
unmanageable in a confined position. Unsatis-

factory results follow severe cutting bark and
transplanting, if, indeed, it does not die as a result.

It should be sown where it is to grow, or trans-

planted in a young state with most of its roots

intact. It is also a plant for dry soils, with sandy
or chalky subsoils, where it is likely to be more
long-lived than in deep, fertile soils. I have seen

a fine hedge of it at Harefield, Middlesex, in that

small chalky area of the county. Within the

last decade or two considerable improvements
or different colours have been secured, including

various shades of light yellow, pure yellow, golden

yellow, and others shaded with lilac, lavender,

blue and purple. For twelve years or more I

have been acquainted with a self or pure white,

which is really a good thing. It is more than likely

that there are several white varieties in cultiva-

tion, and that some of them are shaded with a

variety of other colours. Seeds of a dozen named
varieties have been available for some years past,

and as neither of them can be depended upon to

come entirely true to its parent, there must be
many intermediate and mixed hues in gardens
as a result of seed sowing. If is my opinion that

the Tree Lupine could be successfully grown near
the seaboard, where the perennial varieties of the

Stock (Matthiola incana) outlive the winter and
make large bushes if sheltered from the direct

action of sea breezes.

—

Hortulanus.

^* PACKING IT IN"
MAKING THE MOST OF THE SPACE BETW'EEN THE ROWS OF PEAS,

BEANS AND OTHER VEGET.ABLE CROPS.

By Cl.\rence Ponting.

MY little garden was full to over-

flowing, and when planned out for

the orderly rows of vegetables correctly

spaced there would not be room for

another thing ; and yet there were
other crops which I %vished to cultivate, but

where to put them was the puzzle.

One cannot have an apparently filled garden
and yet plant more vegetables without doing

something drastic. I am afraid that the methods
which I adopted would not appeal to Mr. Edwin
Beckett, although perhaps " Anne Amateur

"

might stand by me. I simply made use of the

soil which was vacant at the foot of rows of Peas,

the paths which were necessary for gathering

between the different rows of vegetables, and the

spaces between Dwarf Beans.

come off before the pods become filled, and thus

leaves the necessary path, which, instead of being

wasted ground, yielded a very fair crop of tubers.

As the rows run north to south, it does not matter
which side they are planted ; in fact, owing to

the dry spell, this proved an advantage, as the

slight shade of the Peas produced a moister

part of the ground than the rest of the garden.

Naturally, one is not able to mulch Peas treated

in this manner, but as I am unable to obtain

mulching material this did not matter. It is

not necessary to use much soil in the earthing-up

of the Potatoes
;

just sufficient to form a slight

ridge will protect the tubers from becoming
green. Anticipating the query as to watering

Peas, this always seems too much labour, especially

as I plant mine in prepared trenches.

TEAS WITH LETTUCES AT THE FOOT OF THE ROWS, AND CELERY PLANTED ON THE LEVEL.

Cropping between the rows of Potatoes I do
not consider as " packing," it being a waste of

time, as plants do not thrive when so situated.

It is much better to dig the Potatoes and plant

the "greenstuff" on the land thus made vacant.

When Brassicas are put between Potatoes, it

means that there is going to be a fight for the

moisture, and the Potato always scores, unless

the rain gives enough for both, and then the Potato

proceeds to smother the Brassicas with its.

luxuriant haulm.

Take as an example of profitable "packing"
a row of Green Peas. A path has to be left in order

to be able to gather the produce. This is wasted
ground for nearly eighteen weeks, and could be

utilised by a catch crop. I have several rows
which have had crops planted on the land which
in pre-war days would have been left for paths.

One such row had a row of Early Horn Carrot

sown on one side, while the other had early Potatoes.

The Carrots, being fairly close to the sticlis, do not

interfere with gathering, although they could

all be pulled before this takes place. The Potatoes

Another row of Peas has a line ot small Cabbage
plants along each side, these being raised early

in a cold frame and placed in position as soon as

the Peas were slicked. This was done as soon

as the row was well defined. They were ready to

cut tluree weeks ago when the Peas were just podding,

I have no space to allow of pricking out my Leek
plants preparatory to planting where a row of

early Peas comes off. I therefore dibble them
in close to a row of Peas, and they there become
sturdy plants which can be lifted when the time
arrives with nice balls of soil attached to the

roots. Another row of Peas has Lettuce sown
on both sides, which are off before the Peas are

gathered ; while another row has Lettuce plants

planted alongside the sticks, these being raised

early in a cold frame. At the foot of my Runner
Beans are also Lettuces. The reason why I am
growing so many Lettuces this season after my
tirade against them last season is because wv son

has become the possessor of two rabbits, which eat as

much as any sheep ; in fact, if the sparrow is the

feathered rat, then the rabbit is the furred sheep.
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J-ast season I was very successlul witli Dwarf
Beans along the sides of the rows of early Peas,

these cropping after the sticks had been pulled

up ; but tills year they germinated badly,

and slugs have proved troublesome. They are

planted about 9 inches away from the sticks,

and can be profitably sown alongside Peas.

Another plot of Dwarf Beans germinated very

irregularly. I therefore planted Kales between
the rows. These are growing away nicely, and
the Beans which remain do not seem to object

to the competition for light and air, for I see that

they are setting freely.

Another plot of Brown Dutch Beans germinated
splendidly. Owing to scarcity of seed these were
sown a foot apart in the rows, which left room for

Leek plants between. I rather think that these

will be allowed to remain if the Beans crop

as they appear to be at the moment of

writing. Of course, I practise the usual inter-

cropping between rows of Celery and Parsnips,

where two and three crops of Radishes can be

taken off before the other plants require the room.

These ways of utilising space are not recom-

mended except as a war-time method for a small

garden, because such packing makes weeding
rather difficult. It can, however, be done by an
enthusiast; and we are all that nowadavs. The

in July. With regard to good free-working soil,

a fu'st sowing may be made about the end of July
or beginning of August, followed in a fortnight

or so by a second sowing. Too early sowing tends
to favour "bolting," but if the beds are well
watered before and after sowing, and kept fairly

moist subsequently, there need be little fear of

loss in this respect. Yom- worthy contributor

H. Markham names in the issue of July 27 some of-

the best sorts for July and August sowing : Flower
of Spring, Sutton's April, Mackinley's Matchless,

Mein's No. i. Early Rainham, Ellam's Dwarf, and
Offenham. The last four are good and well-

known sorts. The seed-bed should be in good
condition from previous cropping and the work-
ing in of leaf-mould ; fresh mantire should be
avoided, and the ground must be well cultivated.

The better the cultivation, the less is the tendency
to " bolt." The raising of strong, sturdy and
stocky plants should be aimed at. They must
not be forced by over-manuring nor drawn by
overcrowding. Sow thinly. L. M. M.

Harvesting Large Onions
One often hears the complaint that English-grown
large Onions keep badly. This is due to two or

three causes, one of which is carelessntss in handling

BECKETT S ONION BED. THE TOPS ARE CAREFULLY BENT OVER.

me thing to remember when using every inch of

ground in this way is to only plant as catch crops

the early varieties of vegetables. In the case of

Potatoes it may be found necessary to put in a
few stout sticki between the sets, and run a line

of string along them to prevent the haulms from
blowing over into the bottoms of the Peas or the

next vegetable which is planted on the other side

of the Potatoes. I have said nothing of the

sowings and plantings after early Potatoes have
been lifted. That is not " packing," but
Sliccessional cropping.

Spring Cabbages

IN

order to secure a good crop of Cabbages
in spring, there shoiJd now be no delay in

gettijig the seeds sown. The crop is a most
valuable one and deserves more than ordinary

attention. Many persons who are unsuccess-

ful in raising good Spring Cabbages early in the

season tail because they will persist in making
the sowings so very late in the summer. It is

safe' enough to *)w on good fertile soil any time

up to about August r6, but on the heavier soils

sowing should be done, much earlier. In fact,

it is as weU to make two or three sowings where
heavy land is concerned, at least one being made

the bulbs, which, when bruised, are certain to

rapidly decay—in fact, no other result can be
expected ; and another frequent reason is leaving

them in the ground too long with a view to generally

producing a larger weight. Before lifting, all

loose outside skins should be carefully removed,
so that damp can easily T>e dried out by the

action of sun and air ; the tops carefully bent over,

and when the outside skin becomes nicely browned
or ripened the bulbs should be carefully laid out

in a stmny position and turned over occasionally

so that every particle of the bulb becomes
thoroughly ripened before storing. After this

they should be placed tmder cover in a dry, airy,

cool position or hung up by the necks in an open
shed, when little difficulty will be foimd in keeping

them tlurough the winter. Edwin Beckett.

Corn Salad.—This is a delicious and refreshing

salad. The plant is quickly grown and much
valued for its early appeaiance in spring when other

things are scarce. In use it may be mixed with

other vegetables, or with a little suitable prepara-

tion may be served alone. In order to secure

plants fit for use in eaily spring, seeds should be

sown in August and September. In the summer
months the whole plant may be used, but only

the outer leaves in winter.

One Better than[Sunbeams from
Cucumbers at Bettisfield Park

Camp
By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

In July I had the honour
of judging nearly thirty

acres of land under
garden cultivation at

Bettisfield Park Camp.
Through John Evelyn,
the ideal English squire,

and John Rea, a famous
florist of the seventeenth

century, Bettisfield is

known to have been a
great gardening centre over 250 years ago.

It has only needed favourable conditions for the

old spirit to become • active again. These were
present in the early part of the present year,

when an appeal went forth from the Government
for everyone to grow all the foodstuffs possible ;

when a new and keen Commandant (Lieutenant-

Colonel R. C. Coates, D.S.O.) was placed in supreme
charge of the camp ; and when within a stone's

tlirow there was old Sir Thomas redivivus in the

persons of the present Lady Hanmer and her
daughter Heather working "like niggers" in

the historic gardens. The encouragement and
example of these three people have had much to-

do with the phenomenal success of the great

horticultural offensive of this artillery camp in

1918, when the area of the new occupation totals-

something like four-and-twenty acres. The hyper-

bole of Jonathan Swift has been outdone. More
wonderful than " simbeams from Cucumbers,"

Tommy's playtime has been turned into Potatoes ;

and instead of letting off big guns in France, he

has been ready and willing to use a spade

in Blighty and fall into line with his civilian

relatives at home, who, to again quote Swift,

are either literally or figuratively making " fvvo-

ears of com or two blades of grass to grow where
only one grew before."

The visitor can still see for himself examples

of the No Man's Land that courage and industry

have made into useful and well-cultivated gardens

in a certain hard-trodden derelict space between

two huts, a replica of what in the space of tliree

months Farrier-Sergeant Key has made into an

excellent kitchen garden ; or just outside the camp
botmdary the tangle of Bramble and Bracken

that Captain Thompson and his men have laid

low and then transformed into a most respectable

Potato patch ; or samples of the grass wastes

that through the energy of Lieutenant Woods
or Sergeant Cheeseman are now covered with such

healthy haulms and vigorous leafage as are certain

forerunners of capital crops later on. Sure enough,

the seventeenth century spirit is abroad once

more at Bettisfield. Wliat else made Farrier-

Sergeant Key take lodgings (near) instead of going

home on leave, in case his garden should suffer ?

What else made Private Prescott of the R.A.M.C.

forage about when visiting his people and bring

back nice yoimg seedlings for his large enclosure ?

What else gave Sergeant-Major Fishpool the

capacity of a whale for swallowing every bit of

do-nothing grotmd in the preserves of the R.G.A. ?

What else put it into the catholic heart of Chaplain

Hughes to plant Geranimns in front of his hut

church to give every comer to the camp a welcome ?

What but it camouflaged Private Wild's ugly

tin pot incinerator enclosure with tall white

Oriental Poppies and a hedge of Sweet Peas ?

A long list could be made of the miracles it has

worked. Seeing is believing, or one might have

doubted all that has been done. Naturally, the

Potato is everywhere, but it must not be supposed
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that no other vegetables are grown. With the

strange exception of Spinach, practically every

ordinary' kind is to be found in one plot or another.
" Why the exclusion of Spinach ? ", " We can't

get it cooked properly," was the reply. Oh !

you W.A.A.C.s of the kitchen, is this a true tale ?

Nearly thirty acres of land under garden culti-

ation in this one camp. Four-fifths newly taken

11 since the beginning of last March. Great

Keenness among both officers and men. It- is

something to be proud of. Sunbeams from

Cucumbers is only a dreamer's fancy ; Potatoes

and vegetables from the spare time of Tommy are,

at least in Bettisfield Park Camp, a tangible reality.

I do not wonder that Major Wingfield, the agri-

cultural and horticultural head of the Western
Command, who was present on the occasion of

my visit, was enthusiastic at all he saw. Bettis-

field Park Camp
" Is a garden, but such gardens are not made
By singing 'Oh, how beautiful' and sitting

in the shade."

GLADIOLUS AMERICA
.After allowing that this variety is not the

acme of perfection from an exhibition point

of view, it is on other points perhaps the finest

thing of its kind. It is hardy, very vigorous and
free, and multiplies at an amazing rate. America
is to-day perhaps the best known of all Gladioli,

for, apart from its value in the garden, it is

largely grown for market, quantities being forced

for early bloom. In the United States of America
it is supreme as a general purpose Gladiolus,

and the fact that the Dutch have over-propagated
it !S further evidence of its all-round popularity.

Incidentally, Gladiolus America has been the

cause of much discussion, for at least three

loncerns claimed to have raised it. Graaff, the

Canadian breeder, Childs and another American
breeder whose name I cannot call to mind most
animatedly expound their views. So far as I am
aware, Graaff is able to make the strongest claim
to raisership. In all probability it accidentally

got astray, as did the Rose Frau Karl Druschki,
before the raiser was ready to distribute it

;

but, unlike Peter Lambert with his Rose, the

raiser of Gladiolus America had lost track of it

until it was too late. T. A. W.

NOTES FROM NICE
Bv EDWARD H.^WOOD.\LL.

EwQuiRiES, I see, are

made about Roses that

will stand heat and
drought on poor soils.

There is little doubt that

what are called Bourbon
Roses are among the most
suitable for such con-

ditions,, and Zephyrine
Drouhin is an instance in

point, so I have no
scruple in suggesting Comtesse de Turenne for such
a purpose ; indeed, I had it in my mind to mention
tliis Rose as the only one that will flower bravely on
during the heat and drought of a Nice summer.
It has the drawbacks of its excellences, in that its

blooms soon suffer in wet and cold weather, but
even in winter a week of fine drying sunshine
will allow it to produce some good flowers. I

should never suggest it as a winter-blooming Rose
for England, but I do consider it is the best of all

strong-growing Roses for a hot, dry situation or a
south wall where no other Rose would be happy.
It is so strong-growing that it thrives on the driest

and poorest of calcareous soils, where the much-
praised ZephjTine Drouhin is quite dried up and
checked. The hotter and drier the weather, the

more beautiful are its blooms. In spring and early

summer they ai'e too double and too lumpy for

perfection, but in hot and dry weather they are

most beautiful and always very fragrant, after the

fashion of Bourbon Roses.

It is not often that the flowers of a variegated

plant are more beautiful than those of the " type,"

but Yucca aloefolia variegata is a ,very striking

exception to the rule. It flowers only at rare

intervals, but this year I have the pleasure of seeing

quite a nmuber of ivory white blooms crowning

the straight stems and bristling silver-striped leaves.

The purify of the tone of colouring is superior

GLADIOLUS AMERICA.

to tliat of any other Yucca of my acquaintance,

and harmonises with the tone of the eaves. On the

arid banks where such drought and heat loving

plants thrive, the wild Clematis Flammula is also

rampant, and wxeaths the stiff stems and foliage

with garlands of fragrant flowers just where one

would be inclined to say no beauty could exist.

In lower and moister positions I must plant a group

of these tluree—Rose Comtesse de Turenne, Yucca
aloefolia, and Clematis Flamniula. They make
the " desert " smile when other things droop and
languish in tke heat and drought. It is easy to

understand how in old days, before water was
brought down from the mountains, all smnmer
gardening was impossible on the hillsides, which
are so propitious for winter gardening.

Do English friends ever cut their Vegetable

Marrows so young that the flower lias not had time

to lade ? It is the coirn:on practice here, and the

people assert that the cntinuance and abundance
)f young Marrows is ii siired by such a practice.

Thru days is the extent of time allowed in this-

climate
; and I must own that these "young fruits,

fried with a little gravy or fatty matter (butter for

choice), are far more delicious than the big and
watery English Vegetable Marrows and melted butter
sauce. I wonder if in the cool and moist climate
of the North it would be worth a trial. It is so
good that I hope it may be possible in the South of

England. There is a great scarcity of Butter Beans
and Kidney Beans this summer. The scarcity of

labour and Tobacco has prevented the rows being
s>Tinged with Tobacco water to keep down black
fly, and in consequence the crop is entirely lost in

most gardens. Fruit also is less abimdant than in

old days, because of the scarcity and dearness of

labour to gather it, so Peaches and Plums are double
and treble their usual price, though the crop is good.

Apricots are particularly disappointing, for the crop
is so hea\-y that the fruits are so small and dry as not
to be worth eating ; they are but " skin and bone."
Figs promise well, but a good thunderstorm deluge
would be welcome to enable them to fiU out to a
good size. The Figs for drying come in about
mid-August or even later. The best of all Figs for

table is, to my fancy, the Col de Dame, which does
not come in tiU the middle or end of September,
and lasts into the month of November in good
seasons.

FAIRIES IN A SURBITON
GARDEN

To A. T. Johnson, d propos of "The Country of

the Little People " in The Garden, May i8,

page 203.

By "ANNE .\jVIATEUR."

Oh-h-h ! you too are
^

a " G.U.P." [i.e., grown-up

person) with a child's

vision. So am I, though

my once golden curls have
turned to silver. But the
" little people " do not

live mily in Wales and
Ireland. They come
wherever there are children.

It was my delight as a

cliild, on the river near Hampton Court, to moor our
rowing boat to the bank ; then I became a 2-inch-

tall " little person " and roved with the rest

through the vast thickets of crinkled-leaved

sweet Rushes, the Forget -me-ncrts, and all the
riverside wild flowers which abounded there then.

Perhaps they do so still. It is many a year since

I was there. Sometimes I mounted a dragon-fly

and had breathlessly exciting adventures, compared
with wliich nowaday aeroplane flights are slow,

dull affairs.

The old garden on Surbiton Hill simply swarmed'

with fairies when I was a little girl, but I never

told anyone, not even Mother, for that would
have offended the fairies ; and, of course, the

gardener never guessed they were there, and thev

heartily hated him, for he was always brushing

them up with his Birch broom or cutting down
their favourite hiding-places. Some fifty years,

before I came to that garden a family of ten

children played there, and after they grew up and
departed the fairies must have had rather a dull

time, except for the occasional visits of the sea

captain who sailed the China seas and brought

from Japan and elsewhere the many rare plants

which we found there. I know sailors remember
many things other " G.U.P.s " forget, so he may
have knowni the fairies were there. There was a

wee grass plot in a stmny nook, overhung by two
Golden Honeyball trees ; this ivas the fairies'

favourite spot, for a four-leaved Clover grew there.
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It was to please the fairies that, long before I

had heard of " naturalising " bulbs or knew the

name and the fame of W. Robinson, I planted a

ring of white Crocuses in the grass round the bole

of the Wych Elm one November (and caught a

" mortal " bad cold in so doing). When the

white circle appeared in spring, Mother said,

" Who put those Crocuses in the grass ? It

must have been you, Nan." I hung my head,

expecting a " wigging "
; but Mother smiled and

said, " Your grandmother used to do that in

Bethnal Green [London, E., about a.d. 1820].

What made you do it ? " But I did not tell her

nor anyone else, till now A. T. Jolmson has wiled

it out of me.

My fairies in sununer-time (about Midsummer
Night) wore heel-less slippers with long, curled-up

toes, like the people in the pictures in Chaucer's

poems. These slippers came from the " fairy

shoe-shops "—the Columbines (not long-spurred,

like the lovely Aquilegias we have now). The

Fairy Queen wore velvet cloaks of Pansy purple

in spring, with a petticoat of late yellow trumpet

Daffodil, and in summer ruby velvet Rose petals.

General Jacqueminot was her favourite fabric,

with a white petticoat of Canterbury Bell. (There

were no pink Canterbury Bells till many years

later. I remember seeing the first ones at a flower

show at ChristchurcH Schoolrooms, after I, too,

was a " G.U.P." Sometimes in very hot weather

Queen Mab had thin silk French Poppy petals

(Shirley Poppies were not till later far), but they

wore badly and hardly lasted out the day.

I knew all about the fairies in " Midsummer

Night's Dream," for there was an old torn volume

of Shakespeare, with other discarded books,

on' a high shelf in the sky-lighted box-room where

I used to be shut up when I was extra naughty

—

about once a week usually. As soon as the key

was turned in the lock I mounted on the chair

—

given me to sit on—and read Shakespeare on the

shelf, and when they came and enquired through

the keyhole " Are you sorry yet ? " I sometimes

said " No," for I found Shakespeare so interesting.

In winter-time the fairies cuddled up in warm
blanket leaves of Stachys lanata, except, of

course, in fine frosty, snowy weather, when they

were out and about, skating and sliding, shaking

down the snow on each other, and climbing icy

mountains of. Celery rows. You got glimpses

of their wings shining in the sun and could hear

their tinkling laughter.

These are some of the long-sleeping memories

A. T. Johnson has awakened for me.

Marrow Ginger Preserve

THIS IS LIKK CHINESE PRESERVED
GINGER.

Peel a Marrow and take out the pulp. Cut it

in pieces 3 inches or 4 inches long and i inch thick

to resemble Ginger roots. To each pound of

Marrow allow a pound of sugar, three-quarters of

an ounce of Ginger (crushed) and four Chillies.

Put it in a pan with sugar and let it stand twenty-

four hours ; then pour off the juice into a saucepan

and add Ginger and Chillies. Boil for half an hour,

then add the Marrow and boil for three or four

horn's, according to the ripeness of the Marrow. The

juice of two Lemons to about six pounds of Marrow

is a great improvement, and the rind of one

grated on a nutmeg grater to the same pro-

portions.

The Marrow should be quite full grown, but not

old, and the Chillies should be enclosed in a muslin

bag and left in the jar, not be taken out with

the preserve. If made in early autumn the preserve

is ready for use at Christmas.

MARROW PRESERVED WITH APPLES
AND RHUBARB.

Ingredients : To each three pounds of Marrow,

peeled and pulped, add three pounds of Apples,

peeled and cored, three pounds of Rhubarb,

one Lemon, and six and a half pounds of sugar.

Method : Cut the Marrow in thin strips and let it

stand to drain for twenty-four hours, well covered

with some of the above quantity of sugar. Then
put it in a jar and let it cook very slowly in the

oven for five or six hours. Pour it into a

stewpan, adding Apples and Rhubarb cut up
rather smaller than for tarts. Squeeze the Lemon
and add all the juice.' Boil slowly for two
hours ; then add the remainder of the sugar and
the finely grated rind of the Lemon and boil for

another two hours, keeping it constantly stirred.

Crab Apples or the sourest procurable are the

best for this preserve. Anne Amateur.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Go over the hunches of ripe Grapes
once or twice weekly and very carefully remove
any damaged berries, as one or two decayed
berries will quickly spoil the whole bunch. Keep
the atmosphere moderately dry, with plenty of

air. freely circulating among the Vines. Bunches
of Black Hamburghs lose freshness if they are
allowed to hang on the Vines long after they are
ripe, especially in hot, dry weather. I usually
shade tlie roof and damp the borders twice or
thrice daily when the sun is bright, to keep the
Grapes plump and fresh. Grapes to be packed
for travelling should be cut when the bloom is

perfectly dry. I prefer midday, when the atmo-
sphere is quite dry, previous to damping the
borders.

Pot Vines.—These should now be quite brown
and hard, and, if the houses are wanted for other
purposes, stand the pots out in the open on boards
or slates and make the rods secure to stakes or

wires to prevent breakages. In this position they
may be allowed to remain till after the leaves
have fallen. Water-freely and feed at intervals
to assist the development of plump, bold buds.
Keep the later young rods under glass for sometime
yet and the laterals removed, admit air freely
in hot weather, and thus encourage the ripenmg
of the young canes.

Late Grapes.—-Keep these sufficiently warm
night and day to promote ripening of the fruits
before it is tun late in the season.

Lady Downe's, as soon as the berries are
colouring and the ganger of scalding is past,

should he keipt warmer for some time.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Peaches and Nectarines.—^Examine the fruits

daily on all trees approaching ripeness, and gather
very carefully any which are sufficiently advanced,
placing them in trays to finish, take great
precautions against the feathered tribe, and net

the fruits should the birds prove troublesome.'
Keep sublaterals constantlv pinched and remove .

a little of the overhangin'g foliage, shading the
individual fruits so that light and sun may promote
colour and flavour. Make notes of any alterations

to be made this coming autumn, also as regards
root-pruning and the planting of fresh varieties.

Good kinds that will maintain a long supply of

rich, luscious fruits should he the aim of all intend-
ing planters, and if too early to commence planting,

drainage material and soil should be carefully

collected and got in readiness for the proper time.

Morello Cherries.—As fast as the fruits are
gathered, commencing at one end of the trees

and clearing them, remove the nets when perfectly

dry. Then train all the young shoots needed
for filling space and for producing fruits next
year. Give the trees a thorough cleansing and
a good application of lime-water at the roots to
sweeten the soil and destroy worms and other pests.

Vines.—Go over these at intervals and remove
superfluous shoots, sublaterals and tendrils.

The berries should be thinned with care. Water
freely if the soil is porous and the border well

drained, and do not overcrop.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Remove all weeds and slightl;' loosen
the soil among the plants. Water freely in dry

weather with both clear water and liquid manure
alternately. Dust the foliage frequently with
soot, and pick off any damaged leaves caused
by the fly. The earliest crop will need earthing
at intervals. Do not put too much soil to the
plants at one time nor press the same too firmly
on stiff land, otherwise the heads will become
deformed.

Potatoes.—As fast as the tubers become
matured, lilt the crop, otherwise they may start
into growth. Keep the varieties correctly named,
and, when sufficiently dry, store in a cool place.

Beans.—Both Scarlet Runners and Dwarf
Beans should be gathered repeatedly when quite
young and tender, and see that the plants of the
first named are well supplied with moisture at
the roots. Liquid manure should be applied on
light, hungry land to assist the plants to produce a
longer supply of pods.

Cabbage.—Plant out on good land, made rather
firm, some of the earliest and best plants 18 inches
apart, to be cut early and clearedfor other produce,
and a little further apart for plants intended to
remain on the land twelve months.
Spinach.—Lose no time in sowing Winter

Spinach, and thin and transplant Spinach Beet
as soon as the plants are ready.

Turnips.—Thin early and keep the hoe con-
stantly at work. ^ H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)
Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN G.^RDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—.\ start should now be made with
earthing-up the main crop. Denude the plants
of all side growths and tie each plant with raffia,

after which the work is quickly performed with
the spade. Beware of overdoing it at first ; three
separate earthings should be given. Give a second
earthing to early crops.

Dwarf and Runner Beans.—Late crops wilt

still be benefited by somefeeding ; this is especially
so in the case of Runner Beans. If the supply of
either exceeds the demand, the surplus can be
preserved in a crock between thin layers of salt

for use in the green state, as previously indicated
here. Where required for winter use as Haricot
Beans, the best plan is to set aside part of the
crop for that purpose entirely.

Rhubarb having made a good second growth
since the welcome rainfall of mid-July, as much
of it should be preserved as sweetening can be
obtained, to augment the generally light crop of
soft fruit. Some at least of the sugar sub-
stitutes can be successfully used for this purpose,
more especially if the Rhubarb is to be served with
puddings.

Tomatoes.—The season has been an ideal
one for this popular crop, and little fire-heat has
been required for main crops. As the solar heat
declines, however, sufficient fire-heat should be
applied during dull, damp weather as will create
and maintain a buoyant atmosphere with a little

air on.

General Remarks.—Prepare ground for planting
Spring Cabbage, feed Marrows and Gourds, water
late Peas if drought ensues, clear away the haulm
of Peas and other crops as they are harvested, and
keep dowTi weeds by the free use of the Dutch hoe.

The Flower Garden.
Geraniums.—Geraniums of all kinds—Zonal,

Ivy-leaved and sweet-scented—should now be
propagated by cuttings. Well-ripened, short-
jointed shoots should, as far as possible, be selected.
Ordinary propagating-boxes, firmly packed with
sandy soil, are suitable for this purpose. When
finished, stand the boxes on a slightly raised
platform in full~-sunshine in the open air. Give
the boxes a good watering to settle the soil and to
exclude the air, but the water supply subsequently
should be very restricted.

Tender Bedding Plants.—-The autumn propaga-
tion of the general run of bedding plants may be
delayed for another week, but such tender subjects
as Fuchsias, Heliotropes and Iresines should now
be propagated by cuttings in pots or pans placed
in a close, shaded frame. A spent hotbed is an
ideal structure for this work, as these subjects
strike better in a mild htat than in a cold frame.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—Those who intend planting

StrawbeiTies in spring should take runners now
and run them out in nursery lines on a border,
working some flaky leaf-mould in among the roots
as the work proceeds. Prospective planters should
bear in mind the ad\ice given in a recent number
of The Garden that it is desirable to occasionallv
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get an entire change of runners from another

district.

Raspberries.—As soon as the entire crop has

luTu iiiiki'd. the old fruiting canes sliould be cut

awav so that the voung canes may have the fullest

advantage of air and light, both of which are

essential to the ripening of the young wood. This

treatment should also be accorded to the Logan-

berry and its congeners' the Wineberry and the

Newberrv.
Plants Under Glass.

Cyclamens.—Second-year plants which have
been planted out in a pit or frame should now be

carefully lifted and potted rather lightly in pots

varving in size according to the vigour of the

plant. Equal parts of fibrous loam, flaky leaf-

mould and sharp sand, with the addition of a

little cow or sheep manure, form an ideal compost.

Beware of injuring t he brittle, fleshy root s, and when
finished half the corm should be above the surface

of the soil. Keep close and moist fora few days,

after which ventilate freely and keep the plants

near the glass.

Carnations.—Place the entire stock in their

winter quarters as soon as possible, and vaporise

the house even if there are no aphides apparent, as

there are certain to be a few lurking in the axils

of the leaves.

Pelargoniums.—Cut back Pelargoniuins and
place them in an airy pit of frame ; withhold
water at the roots, but syringe every afternoon.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfuld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

admirably for these fruits (you may obtain a fair crop ot

fruit from the Currants next summer). Prepare the

ground in October, and plant your trees early in Koveraber.
We fear you will not have much ground left for vegetables,

unless you break up more. If you do, you must trench

and manure as for fruit trees.

FRUIT GARDEN.
LOGANBERRIES (.•tn(nm).—These arc best planted

in November at a distance of 15 feet to 20 feet apart.

Thev are best treated as climbing plants to run on wires

or a" wide fence, but mav be grown on walls. Cut back
to 2 feet the first year ; afterwards cut out old canes as

you would Raspberries. Eosa Moycsii grows as a big

bush. Do not prune, save cutting out old wood now and
then. It is quite hardy. Probably it can be propagated
from cuttings. You can also raise it from seed, but it

is generally raised by budding on Briar roots.

BLACKBERRIES TO PLANT TO HANG OVER A WALL
(i. E. C).—An excellent idea from whicli no doubt in

good time you will obtain splendid results. Trench
the ground at the back of the wall 21 feet deep and add
a liberal quantity of organic or animal manure at the time
of trenching. Plant 4 feet apart ; and why not plant

the best sort while you are about it, namely, the variety

or species called Parsley-leaved (laciniatus) ? It is the best

flavoured and bears heavily. Plant early in November.
If you prefer to grow your own sorts, the way to propagate
young plants is by layering the tip ends of the young
shoots of this year's growth. This layering should be
done now and robust plants will result by autumn.

PLANTING A FIG TREE ON THE BACK WALL OF
A VINERY {Burton).—You must not expect too much

SPARAXIS PULCHERRIMA
This is more correctly named Dierama pulcher-

rima, though the older name Sparaxis still

clings to it in gardens. It is one of the many
ornamental bulbous plants that we have from

South Africa. The pendulous flowers, white or

pink, are borne on terminal and side shoots at the

ends of the long, slender stems, which are as much
as 6 feet high. Although the stem is so slight,

it is extremely tough and strong. A stiff breeze

will not only freely bend it, but will swing it

completely round, thoush it never breaks ; mean-

while, the weight of the bloom causes an up

and down swaying motion, so that it appears

not only to gyrate, but also to dance in the

wind. G. J.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO HAULM FOR INSPECTION (IF. C.).—We

think drought is the cause of the partial failure of your
Potatoes. It may be, too, that you do not get a change
of seed, which is always desirable, especially on light,

sandy soils, and this would account in a measure for the

poor growth made and the " rusty " appearance of the

tops.

TOMATOES FAILING (J. A. M.).—Either you have
a bad strain of plants in which the blossom is malformed,
as seems possible, or, as is probable, the plants have been
allowed to become somewhat dry at the roots and then
watered copiously. This often causes cracking, for the
skin becomes set. Fungi and bacteria then find their

way into the cracks and cause decay. Watering with a
solution of sulphate of potash (half an ounce to the gallon)

once a week may be found a useful measure, and so also

will regularity in watering.

ROSE GARDEN.
NAME OF ROSE t.Thady).—'We believe the Rose is

Coquette des Alpes, a very old variety. It is a Hybrid
Noisette. Some good Koses for yoiu" north border would
be Conrad F. Sleyer, Zephyrine Drouhin. Florence H.
Veitch, Hugh Dickson, King George V., H. E. Richardson,

Corydalis'cheilanthifolia.—Some of the species

of Corydalis introduced from China are by no mean?
hardy, but this is not one of them. Some plants

kindly sent me in the early summer of igre by
Miss Jekyll have stood unprotected in my wall

garden. The plant is of lowly growth (what a pity

the old word "lowth" is now extinct; it would
be so useful to gardening writers!), and the small

yellow flowers are almost inconspicuous, but it

is well \vorth growing for its delicate Fern-like

foliage and its graceful habit. It was found by
Professor Augustine Henry in Hupeh, occurring

amid stones on the banks of streams in the higher

mountains. Some of my plants are on the south
side of a dry wall, and the remainder on the north,

and they are thriving in both positions, though
those on the north side have the most luxuriant

foliage. Evidently it is a plant that will take care

of itself , for it has already commenced to seed

about.

—

Arthur R. Goodwin, Kidderminster.

A Variegated-leaved Potato.—When visiting

Queen's Park, Glasgow, the other day, Mr. M'I\-cr

called my attention to a few plants of a Potato with
variegatedleaves. The plants had every leaf prettily

and uniformly marked with white in a distinct

and bold manner, and were quite as ornamental as

those of any other variegated plant in ordinary

cultivation. The owner of the original plants

assm-ed Mr. M'lver that the variegation was
constant. It appears that the tubers are quite

good for eating, although not so dry as those of

most varieties. The growth is also dwarfer and
less vigorous, as one might expect.—S. A.

THE W.\ND FLOWER, SPARAXIS (dIERAMA) PULCHERRIMA.

from a Fig tree planted under the usually dense shade
of Vines. Still it is possible to produce a few fruits in this

way ; moreover, the wall would be clothed with handsome
foliage instead of being bare. You do not give the size

of your borders ; an>-way, a moderately restricted border
is good for the Fig. Plant in iMity loam, broken into
lumps the size of one's fist, adding to each barrowload
of loam a bushel of broken old mortar rubble, a gallon of
lime and tl»e same of bone-meal, well mixing together.
Plant in autumn or early Tviuter. Most likely the young
Fig will have been grown in a pot ; if so, the roots should
bo uncoiled, the old soil shook away, and new soil carefully
laid to the roots by hand and firmly pressed. Do not
plant too deep. The surface roots should be within
4 inches of the surface when planting is finished. Water
the roots of the tree as soon as planting has been completed,
but not the border generally. Brown Turkey is the best
and most reliable to plant. White Marseilles is also
excellent, and St. John is good and is the earliest.

LOGANBERRY AND CURRANT TREES TO PLANT
(H. a. Woodthorpe).—Loganberry plants should b» placed
5 feet apart. Planted in a row and supported by strong
stakes (or an espalier trellis) they would soon form a
fine hedge or bank, and in good time would give heavy
crcjps of fruit. But you must not expect much fruit the
first year after planting. Currant bushes should be
planted 4 feet apart. If you wish for the best possible
after-results in the way of heavy crops of fruit from both
the Loganberries and the Currants, it will be necessary
for you to trench the soil at least 2i feet deep, adding a
liberal quantity of decayed farm and stable yard manure
at the same time ; also a liberal scattering of lime—this
to be applied to the surface soil only, not deeper than
5 inches or 6 inches. The position you suggest will answer

Crepuscle. Cupid, Cherrj' Page, Cluissie MacKeilar, Paul's
Lemon Pillar, Lina Schmidt-Michel, Daniie and Rose k
Parfiuu del 'Hay.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ANEMONE (r. A'.).—Sow the seeds without further

delay, as all the tuberous-rooted species quickly lose
vitality. If the seeds are of good quality the seedlings
will most probably appear in spring. Sow quite thinly,
as it is advisable to allow the seedlings their first sea.son's
growth in the seed-pan, transplanting them when thev liave
matured growth and ripened oft'. A well-drained pan
will be best, using sandy loam. Cover the seeds half an
mch deep with the finely sifted soil. About November

'

place the seed-pan m a frame or cold house, but not in a
heated structure. Be sure you keep the soil moLst, as the
seeds will probably be vegetatuig about this time.

THE GREENHOUSE.
RANUNCULUS ALPESTRIS IN COLD HOUSE (Z). C. M.)— We have grown this species to piric ttion in acoldhouae,

that is to say, in one absolutely witli<)ut the means of being
heated artificially, and which was always ventilated
save in times of very severe, long-continued frosts. "The
conditions prevailing in such a structure are infinitely
superior to those of the closed-up, muggy and damp frame
which suits the slug so well, or those of the artificially

heated house, which, unnatiual and wrong, is calculated
to produce a weakly growth. In the cold, well-ventilated
house the plant merely receives overhead protection
while removed from the worst of slug .attacks, or at least is

so much tmder the eye of the cultivator that losses from
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tliis cause are reduced to a mininnim. Should repotting
be necessary, let this be done during the present month,
using good loam with leaf-soil and sand. Cover the
crowns three-quarters of an inch deep. From October
onwards for four months the soil may be kept on the
dry side, but drying off as usually understood should be
avoided.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CLEARING A SHRUBBERY (F. i).).—The best and

easiest way in the end of dealing wath your old Laurels
and other coarse slnrubs is to grub them out by the roots
in the first place, otherwise the roots will always be a
source of trouble. Moreover, before planting herbaceous
plants you would need to trench and manure the ground,
and that could not be done without remo\ing the roots.

Tlie application of chemicals poisonous enQUgh to kill

the bushes would poison the ground for other plants for

some time to oome. If you commence at one end and
saw the smaller branches oflf the bushes, then dig round
the plants and cut the main roots, the busiies may be
pulled over by the leverage of the main branches. After
a few have been removed you will find that the work
will proceed without much trouble. Do uot. however,
saw the bushes off level with the ground in the first place,

or the work will be made more difficult by the loss of

leverage in extracting the roots.

DESTROYING TREE ROOTS (A. B.)-—The tree roots
in question can be killed by boring holes in the butts
within half an inch or an inch of the margin and fillmg

the holes with vitriol. At the same time a few of the
main roots may be bared and have holes bored into them,
to be filled in the same way. After death the butts will

decay, but the process will probably be a long one. It

is always advisable to grub such trees up by the roots

rather than have them cut off at the ground line. If

the insides of your cupboards are painted vnth Cedar oil,

it will help to keep the ants away. You can also do good
by placing naphthalin balls in the cupboards. The follow-

ing bushes will be suitable for planting above your wall

:

Cotoncaster microphylla, C. thymifolia, C. horizontalis,

Berberis stenophylla, double-flowered Gorse, Cstisus
scoparius, C. albus, Tree Ivies in variety, Lavender and
Cistus laurifolius.

DISEASED SHOOT OF SCOTS PINE [An Old Subscriber).

—The shoot of Scots Pine sent for examination is affected

by apliis, a rather serious pest in some parts of the country.

It can be destroyed by spraying aflfected plants with
paraffin emulsion made by dissolving lib. of soft soap
in a gallon of boiling water, adding a pint of paraffin and
stirring the whole together until really well mixed, then
making up to 12 gallons with clear water and using as a
spray. As a rule it is wise to spray affected plants once
a week until they are quite clear. The shoot of Corsican
Pine has been injured by the caterpillar of a small moth.
Retinia budliana. It is very common in some parts

of the country, and causes a good deal of injury by ruining

the leaders and main branches of the plants upon which
the larvsB feed. It is a very difficult pest to deal with,

the only means of cliecking its spread being to biuii badly
affected plants and to hand-pick and burn affected shoots
where a few only occur. Apple-trees affected by scale

should be sprayed during winter with a caustic wasli,

and several times during late April and May with the
paraffin wash previously mentioned. Caustic soda must
not, however, be used after the buds begiu to break.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MANURE FOR LAWN GRASSES {B. E. £.).—The best

manure for grasses is sulphate of ammonia applied at the
rate of licwt. to the acre. The easiest way to apply
it is to mix it thoroughly with dry soil and scatter it over
the grass, and the best time to apply it is in spring.

DUCKWEED ON WATER LILY POND (C. A. ^.).—
The only way to get rid of Dticlcweed from a Water Lily

pond is to skim it off. Lower forms of plant life can be
destroyed b> applying copper sulphate to the water at

the rate of 2Aoz. of the chemical to 10,000 gallons of

water, but to apply tlie substance in sufficient strength
to kill the Duckweed would mean killing t!ie Water Lilies

and fish as well. A good method of skimming is to cover
flne-meshed wire-netting with canvas and attacli it to a
long pole. To keep the wire-netting firm, it should be
fastened to a ring of stout wire.

COOKING MAIZE (J/. B. il/.).—If the cobs of Sweet
Corn are of a proper edible kind and are picked at the
right age, there is no reason why they should not boil

properly. Sometimes the mistake is made of picking
them when they arc quite immature, when the grains
are small and wliite. The grains should be just full

gro^vn—when they are About the size of small Peas ;

the upper ones when cut into should show a milky juice.

They always hold on to the core, but can be detached
with a fork if the usual way of eating them, which is

gnawing them off, is objected to. They are eaten witli a
little butter, pepper and salt. A number of edible kinds
are gro\vu in the United States, of which some are to be
had of our home seedsmen. An early kind, Golden
Bantam, is easy to grow : it is sown in May in the open
ground, and Howling Mob is a good variety for succession,

APPLYING SOOT (Ignoramus).—¥ot adding to the
soil as a manure for the growth of vegetables it may be
spread on the ground fi-esh from the cliimney at the rate
of a pint to the square yard, so long as it is exposed on
the ground for a day or night before being dug in. Soot,
however, is more useful as a top-dressing for vegetable
crops in active gro\\'th in spring. Before using it for this
purpose let it be exposed to the action of air wliere it

can be kept dry for a couple or three days before using.
Apply to the rows of Potatoes or vegetables at the rate
of a good liandful t-o the yard run of row, and then hoe
it into the ground. As a liquid manure mix a handful in
two gallons of water without exposure, if possible. As
a deterrent to slugs, sprinkle lightly over the ground

once a fortnight. Less than a handful to the square yard
will suffice at a time. This must be previously exposed
to the air.

AIR BUBBLES IN BOTTLES OF FRUIT (iV. D. S.).—
The make of jar you used is quite a good one. We take
it you preserved the fruit by the sterilising metliod without
sugar. Air in the bottle will cause the fruit to ferment,
and must therefore be excluded when heating. Unscrew
the rings and sec if the glass discs are on firmly ; if they
are, then the bottle maintains a perfect vacuum and the
fruit will keep quite good. If air is present, the disc
will come away easily. In this case examine the rubber
ring to ascertain if it has perished and is therefore useless ;

also examine tlie bottle and disc for flaws which permit
ingress to air. The apparatus must be perfect. Fruit
in a faulty bottle must be resterilised, and in all cases
allow full time {one and a half to two hours) to reach the
desired sterilising heat {150'-' to 180° Falu-., according to
the fruit being treated) and maintain this for from five to
ten minutes. So long as the bottle is air-tiglit. which
is the main feature, it does not matter whether the liquid

covers the fruit or uot when sterilised.

Seed-picking in Guernsey
I AM sending a small photograph of a crop

of Beans (Dwarf Haricots), all for seed. The
rows are 2 feet 6 inches apart, and are now closed

right in ; one cannot see the ground between.

These Beans were planted the first week in May,

and in spite of the dry spell and no water being

given, the crop is second to none in Guernsey. On

1>^

#i^^ t ^W.3(b«

^^mi:^

TICKING DW.\RF HARICOTS AND PARSNIP
SEED..

the left-hand side of the spot shown in photograph

No. 2 I picked ripe Tomatoes outdoors on June 2

this year, which you reported in your issue of

June 15. I also enclose a pEotograph of Parsnip

seed picking in full swing. This crop has

turned out extra fine, and a very heavy crop is

now harvested. Picking started early in Jbly ;

this will give an idea of our climate. The stock

roots were planted late—the second week in March

—and the results were splendid. The photograph

is small, but will give a rough idea of a portion of

a field of Parsnip seed.

VViLLi.\M Arthur Warrv.
Guernsey, Channel Islands.

An Appeal to Allotment Holders.—The
Great Northern Central Hospital, Hollowaj',

has issued an appeal to the allotment holders of

North London for surplus vegetables and garden

produce. Since the outbreak of war the hospital

has done its utmost to be of service to the nation.

Nearly 3,000 wounded soldiers have passed through

the wards, and 3,000 soldiers in training- have

received treatment at the hospital. This has been

done without neglecting the claims of civilians in

North London.

Raffia for Fruit-Budding.—Under arrange-

ments with the War Office, a limited quantity ot

raffia has been placed at the disposal of the Food
Piodurtion Department, to be used exclusively

for fruit-budding purposes. Persons in need of

such material should forward at once particular's

of their requirements to the Food Production

Department, 72, Victoria Street, S.W.i. Each
application should stale the number of stocks to-

be budded, and an undertaking must be given that

any material allocated to the grower will be used

exclusively for fruit tree budding. Applications

can be entertained from actual users only, and
envelopes should be marked " Raffia—Room 89

"

in the top left-hand corner in order to avoid delay.

New Ideas in Thatching.—Mr. John Hepbiurn

of The Lawn, Southchurch, Essex, has brought

to the notice of the Food Production Department
a scheme for thatching ricks. Instead of straw

Mr. Hepburn proposes the use of corrugated iron,

Willesden board, or waterproof sheeting as a cover

for stacks, the "thatch" being held together

with laths passing along it lengthwise. The
stack, which is lean-to in shape, is built upon
slabs of wood, each with an eyebolt, to which caji

be attached, by means ot a cord or otherwise,

the laths that are used for keeping the roof in

position. To the cord are attached M-eights

(e.g., guano bags filled with stones) which serve

to adjust the roof as the stack settles. The fall

in the lean-to -will vary naturally with the size

of the stack ; and although at first sight farmers

may be inclined to doubt whether thatching on

this method will be storm-proof, Mr. Hepburn
has evidence showing that in very exposed country

and very severe weather his method has proved

thoroughly effective. The ordinary method of

thatching is recognised by efficient farmers as

wasteful, even when well done ; while ineffective

thatching and consequent wetting account for

the loss of many thousands of quarters of grain

annually. This year it will be difficult for many
farmers to get their stacks thatched in the usual

way by fairly capable thatchers, and the method
proposed by Mr. Hepbiurn, which he claims can

be carried out effectivelyby comparatively un-

skilled labour, is therefore worth attention. He
;s willing to explain the scheme to anyone interested.

"Wages Board Gazette."—In order to enable

farmers, agrirultural workers and others interested

to keep informed of the Orders and Proceedings

of the Agricultural Wages Board, it has been

decided to issue twice a month a publication to

be known as the Wages Board Gazette. This

may be obtained at the office of the Agri-

cultural Wages Board, 80, PaU MaU, S.W.i, at

the price of id. per copy (or ijd. post free).

Minimum Rates and "Allowances" to

Farm Hands.—The Agricultural Wages Board

has already become the subject of a certain amount

of legend, attributing to it powers which it does

not possess ajid designs of which it is innocent.

.\mong the misapprehensions which are prevalent

regarding its aims and functions, perhaps none

is more widespread than the idea that its decisions

render illegal the continuance of those old-standing

customs under which a farmer provides part ot

his men's remuneration in kind—a cottage free

of rent, a supply of milk or Potatoes, everything,

in a word, that is grouped under the expressive

term " allowances" e.xcept beer or cider or other

intoxicants, the reckoning of which as allowances

in part payment of wages has long been Ulegal

under the Ti-uck Acts. So far as the Wages Board

is concerjied, these customs are just as legal as

they were before it came into existence, and there

is nothing to prevent any farmer keeping thenr

up so long as he chooses. The new fact is that

some of these supplies, but not-all of them, -will

count as "wages" towards the minimum rates which
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are now being fixed, and the Wages Board has to

decide wliich of them shall count and how tliey

shall be reckoned. Decisions on these points

cajinot^ be taken in a hurry, for old customs need

careful handling, and it is not possible at present

to say precisely what may be reckoned as " wages "

or how the value is to be ascertained. It has,

however, been already decided that a farmer may
reckon the value of milk and Potatoes supplied

to his men, reckoning it at the local wholesale

prices. Any payment in cash, such as beer-

money or rider-money, may be counted as part

of wages ; but if beer or cider is given, it must
be regarded as an addition to the minimum wage
and not a pai-t of it. The idea that the farmer

must not supply what he may not count indicates,

in fact, a failure to grasp the significance of the

word " minimum." The Wages Board does not

fix wages, but minimum rates. The farmer

umst pay at least the minimum, but he may give

as much more as he likes, and he may supply

his men with anything he chooses, though the

particular thing supplied may, or may not, count

wards wages at the minimum rate.

SOCIETIES
ROY.\L HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

By comparison with some of its immediate pre-

decessors, the fortnightly meeting held on the

13th inst. was not large ; albeit by common
consent there were not a few choice and meritorious

plants presented to view. Noteworthy among
them were the flowering shrubs from Exeter and

Keston, the Eucryphias from the last-named

source being particularly good and well flowered.

Buddleias from both sources were excellent. From
Langport a welcome exliibit of Gladioli attracted

attention, as much probably by the freshness and
high excellence of the spikes as by the display as

a whole. Ferns from Edmonton were refreshing-

looking and good, while hardy plants and Orchids

also contributed their quotas to a rather select

whole.
Hardy Plants.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, contributed freely

of herbaceous Phloxes, of which Sheriff Ivory and Telma
were the best of thp pink shades ; Aurore and Coquelicot
the best scarlets ; Iris, Wldar and Paul Bert, blue shades

;

and Pyramid, a capital white. In a series of the new Star
Dahlias, Crawley Star, carmine rose with erimson base,
was the most striking, White Star, Mauve Star and
Orange Star being also noted.
Some exceptionally good inflorescences of Statice incana

were sent by Mr. F. G. Wood, Ashtead, a cultural com-
mendation being granted.

In an interesting lot of things from Mr. G. Reuthe,
Keston, Gentianas lagodechiana and Freyniana were very
beautiful in big prostrate tufts that demonstrated both
freedom of flowering and good constitution. Astilbe
simplicifolia was very charming with pinkish, fairy-like

sprays but a few niches high. Dianantha cterulea, Cam-
panula Tymonsii, C. Stansficldii and others were also

^ood. Sparaxis of sorts were among the most graceful
things.

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarksou Nurseries, Wisbech, had a
good stand of Lilium Henryi, together with Phloxes,
Scabiosa caueasica and other seasonable subjects.

Flowering Shrubs.

Tiie Kev. J. H. Pembeiton was the only exhibitor of
Roses, his semi-double, white-flowered Hybrid Musk Pax
and the sliU newer white Cluster Rose Prosperity each
being shown on a liberal scale. That first named is

undoubtedly a great Rose, wondrously pure and freely

flowered, and fragrant witlial. Silver Bauksian medal.
From Exeter, Messrs. Robert Vfitch and Sons sent

a variety of good things, notably Buddleia variabilis
Delight and B. v. purpurea, the last named of exceptional
colour riclmess. Very handsome, too, were the great
goblct-likc flowers of the Exmouth variety of Magnolia
grandiflora, a glorious plant in every way. The flowers
shown liarl been cut from standard trees. Hydrangea
alba rosea, verj^ distinct ; Acacia falcata, a hardy sumnn^r-
flowering kind with ball-like inflorescences ; and Erythrina
Crista-galli wriT other things of note.

In tlie uroup from Mr. G. lleuthe, Eucryphias cordifolia

and pinnutifoUa were shown with some freedom, the superbly
flowered branches of both constituting quite a feature.
Buddleias variabilis Veilchii and splendens, Clethraarborea,
beautifully flowered ; Rhodothaumus Chamacistus,
witli pretty pink flowers; and Berberidopsis corallina
wen- others of note. In fruit. Gaultheria Veitchii (blue
berried) and G. rupestris (white berried) were of exceptional

hiterest, the last named a dwarf evergreen and very rare,
Sflvcr Banksiau medal

Gladioli.

The hundred or so vases of these handsome garden
flowers from Messrs. Kelway and Son, for which a
sUver-gilt Banksiau medal was awarded, were one of the
outstanding features of the show, the whole characterised
by freshness and cultural excellence. Among tliem the
new " Lang-Prim '* hybrids (large-flowered gandavensis
X G. primulinus) made a telling display. Golden Girl,

Phyllis Kelway (a pure unstained yellow), T. W. Sanders
(orange salmon and red) and Ella Kelway (cream and
rose) being some of the best. Of large-flowered sorts
we selected Queen Mar>- (ivory with crimson blotch).
White Lady, Countess of Leicester (handsome salmon
rose freckled with white and yellow), Crown .Jewel (soft

pink on yellow ground, very charming). Queen Maud
(pink and white), King of Gladioli (salmon red with white
markings), Kitty Ward, J. W. Kelway and Jnlm Churchill
Craigic. A fine assortment throughout. We have but
rarely seen spikes of better quality staged.

Messrs. Ban and Sons contributed a group wholly of
Gladiolus Jlrs. A. E. Hawley, a capital garden variety
coloured red and white, the lower petals marked crimson.

Orchids.

For a nice assortment Messrs. Stuart. Low and Co.
were awarded a silver Flora medal, such Cattleyas as
C. sigas, C. Dowiana and C. GaskeUiana being well shown.
Of C. gigas one grand plant bore an eiglit -flowered scape—
a rare occurrence indeed. Maxfllaria nigrescens, a dusky-
flowered species, was more than a little interesting

;

Dendrobium clavatum, orange golden with crimson spot,
very striking.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. gained a similar award
for a varied and beautiful lot. in which a series of L^elio-

Cattleya Appam, having red. orange and gold sepals
and petals respectively and richly coloured lips, were a
feature. Odontioda fliadeline (glossy brown, with gold
crest and white-tipped lip) and LEelio-Cattleya Doreen
(gold and crimson) were others of distinction and merit.

Messrs. Sander and Son contributed Cattleya Hardyana
var. Marshal Foch, a showy sort that is also free-flowering

New and Rake Plants.
Awards of Merit.

Cattleya Heata alba.—An exquisitely chaste and beautiful
form, sparkling white throughout, save for a touch of
yellow at the front of the tube.
f^Lceliv-CaWeya Appam var. (li.-C.ScyMa x C. Dowiana).

—

The sepals and petals are of exceptional length and rich
golden in colour, the crimson-coloured lip reticulated
with gold at the base. It is handsome and distinct.

These two novelties were shown by Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co., Hayward's Heath.

BOOKS
Grow Your Own Vegetables.*—There are

two things we should like to say at the outset

about this book : first, that it should have come
out six weeks sooner ; and, secondly, that its

price should have been limited to zs. 6d. Its

present pri;e will greatly mar its chaaces of being

a real success. This book covers the ground

exceedingly well ; there is hardly a crop that is

not described and cultural details given. It is

written well, and this should appeal strongly to

allotment holders. Preparatiian of the land,

manures, and so forth occupy attention first,

and a very useful section is that on diseases and
harmful insects. There is an exceedingly useful

chapter on Hints to Exhibitors, which will be read

and re-read by all who wish to win prizes. The
instructions throughout the book are full and
lurid, yet it is never dull, which proves how great

is the author's own interest in his subject.

War-Time Poultry-Feeding.—To the " war-

time" series of ninepenny (net) handbooks pub-

lished by Country Life has been added a further

number entitled " Poultrj'-keeping in War-time,"

by Will Hooley, F.Z.S. It is a handbook for the

many, in that its main object is to show poultry-

keepers how to " carry on " under existing diffi-

culties by way of foods and feeding. The few

who wish to break the world's egg record will be

disappointed in the booklet. The many, however,

who are desirous of obtaining a steady supply

of eggs from their hens by utilising all waste

will read the text with much interest and benefit.

Mr, Hooley tells his readers how to keep poultry

for food rather than profit, and a more deserving

title would have been " How to convert waste

into eggs." In such times as these the foodstuffs

• " Grow Your Own Vegotables," by Stanley C. Johnson,
D.Sc. T. Fisher XInwir, I.imitcd : price 6s. net.

available for poultry must naturally vary week

by week and day by day—a point the author

has not neglected to allow for. Many daily egg

menus for both " wet " and " dry " mash feeding

and for the combination of the two methods
are given, together with systems of feeding chickens.

The reader in consequence has ample choice of

menus for both adults and chicks, and can

select the one that best fits in with the stock of

foods in his store from time to time. In addition

to telling the poultry-keeper what to give his

fowls and what to grow for them, Mr. Hooley

provides a list of foodstuffs which should be

omitted from the dietary', and recommends how
the '' war " foods should be treated prior to their

use.—W. P.-O.

The Utility Side of the Rabbit.—" Rabbits

for Fur and Flesh " (5s. net), by C. J. Davies,

is a very welcome new volume in the Country Life

Library, and one that should have a heav>- sale.

I always contend that the chapter on " foods and

feeding " acts as a reliable mirror through whicli

the general utility of any book on livestock may
be clearly revealed at a glance. When, therefore,

I noticed some forty pages of this work devoted

to the aU-important question of feeding rabbits.

I immediately summed up the volume as something
" extra." Nor was I in any way disappointed

as I finished reading the last page. There is an

interesting (as well as a practical) side to the text,

which includes an entertaining survey of the hutch

rabbit-breeding industry both here and abroad.

From the practical point of view the volume is

decidedly helpful, taking the rabbit-keeper step

by step through the numerous branches of the

cult. The author at the start gives detailed descrip-

tions of the breeds, so that the novice may make
himself fully acquainted with the ideal that is

desired in the selected variety. He next takes

the beginner through the buying stages, and then

tells him or her how best to house, feed and manage
the purchased rabbits and to keep them in health.

Then follow forceful chapters on breeding and

rearing for fur and flesh, and having obtained the

finished product Mr. Davies outlines many methods

of preparing it for the table in cooked form. The

rearing section is very thorough, and ranks next

in value to the chapter on feeding. The original

tables showing the daily and weeldy increases

in weight of young rabbits and the number of days

taken by rabbits of the various breeds to increase

lib. in live weight are ven,' instructive, and prove

how deeply Mr. Davies has probed the cult of tlie

hutch rabbit.—W. P.-O.

County Marketing Sehemes.—It is interesting

to learn that the county marketing schemes are

making steady progress. At an early date it

seems likely that every county in England and

Wales will have a County Marketing Society

or make other adequate arrangements for dealing

with surplus produce. Tile Controller of Horti-

culture has recently inspected the county schemes in

Herefordshire and Worcestershire, and reports that

the aggregate of the produce collected by village

depots and there bulked for marketing represents

a considerable contribution to the urban supply

of vegetables. The auction market established

recently at Worcester is proving very successful.

Each week's sales show an increase over those of

the preceding week.

** Renders tcho have not already done so are asked to

order TliK G.tKDEN to l>e detirered regulathj t>D their neus-

agent. The return of unsaid copies is prohibited, and in

consequence THE Gaedf.n is obtainable ONLV ii ordered

beforehand. ,
•,* The Ycarlu Subscription to THE Gakdek i« .• Inland,

10«. lOrf. ,• Foreign, Vis.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
njune

the Ministry of Food and Board

of Agi'iculture announced a startling

scheme whereby the best poultry stocks

in England and Wales were to be pre-

served. This was to be arrived at by
the aid of special rations.

Four Ounces of Food.—Each fowl coming

under the following gradings was to be allotted

40Z. of food per diem :

First Grade of Beeedinq Stock.

A. Fowls must ber utility breeding stock for egg produc-
tion or breeding stock of high utility quality.

B. The fowls must be pure-bred stock.

C. The standard of health of the flock must be high.
D. That for a period of at least two years this stock

has been bred to meet the above requirements.
E. That the owner of the stock will give an 'und(-rtaking

that if lie receives preferential treatment he will supply
the public with hatching eggs, day-old chicks, and older
stock at a co.st no greater than his 1917 charges.

F. Selective breeding must have been practised in the
flock.

Second Grade of Breeding Stock.

Stock to be included in this grade must nn-et with the
requiremeuts A, B, C, D, and the ownier must comply
with the condition E.
Note 1.—Although no thorough system of selecting the

best females has been practised, yet, if the best available
males have been regularly used, such stock will be worth
preser^ing, and should be included in the second grade.
The second-grade fowls will only receive rations after

the demands of t!ie owners of first-grade birds have
been satisfied.

Note 2.—A certain proportion of the allotted 50.000 tons
of feeding stuffs will be reserved for the preservation of
the best utility stocks of ducks, turkeys and geese.

Poultry producers were told that Officialdom

wanted to be a real "pal" to them. It was
alleged that foodstuffs were short, but, despite

that, not all the fowls in the country were to bs

reduced to skin and bone. Hence this bold

preferential (agreed !) scheme whereby 50,000 tons

of food were to be set aside for the maintenance

of the best stocks, this amount being planned

to allow each selected hen, irregardless of age,

beyond maturity, presumably, a daily ration of

40Z. of food. The 50,000 tons were to last si.\

months.

Local Committees.—The Ministry of Food
undertook to cany out the scheme, employing

as the machinery the already e-xisting local Feeding

Stuffs Conunittees. To these, however, were to

be attached in each area a Poultry Sub-Committee,

to consist of five representative poultry-keepers.

To obtain full representation each area was to

be divided into five sections, and each section

was entitled to a place on the committee. Nomi-
nation meetings w^re to be held in each area, and,

to facilitate the proceedings at the same, poultry-

keepers were asked to give notice to the Ministry

of Food of all the names of poultry-keepers who
were to be nominated to the Poultry Sub-Com-
mittees in each area.

Obtaining the Food.—With regard to the

question of obtaining the rations, that was to be

simple. The foodstuffs allotted were to be supplied

in the form of a grain mixture and a mash in dry

form in equal proportions (20Z. of each), and
poultry receiving a ration under the special scheme
could in no circumstances receive a ration under
the general scheme of rationing (this is now being

planned). To avoid unnecessary transport the

mixtures were to be made at mills near the ports,

and distributed, as far as possible, through the

ordinai'y channels. Under the circumstances

prevailing. Officialdom added the proviso that the

contents of the mixtures might vary from time
to time. Owners of poultry coming under the

gradings had to apply on the prescribed forms

to the Secretary of the Poultry Committee of the

area, and if their applications were accepted they

would receive certificates entitling them to a

certain amount of foodstuffs through the retailers

whom they nominated in their application, with

whom the certificates had to be deposited. The
retailers would obtain from the mills the aggregate

amount of foodstuffs to satisfy the certificates.

The Poultry Sub-Committees, of com'se under the

supervision of the officers of the Board of Agri-

culture and the Ministry of Food, were to satisfy

themselves that the poultry for which the special

rations were asked or granted complied with the

proper conditions. In fact, they were to scrutinise

closely the applications, in view of the fact that

the quantity of feeding stuffs under the scheme

is sez't-rcly limited, and it is of very great importance

to the industry as well as the food suppliers of

the nation that all available feeding stuffs should

be used to the best advantage. And "Dora"
was to look after those making wilful misstatements

on the application forms 1 Officialdom was to

be both godfather and godmother (through
" Dora ") to little poultrydom !

The Send-Off !—With a flourish of trumpets

the scheme had its send-off. Nomination meetings

in each area were rushed through without proper

notice to local poultry - keepers. Nomination

forms sent to the Ministry of Food were

placed in "Dora's" waste-paper basket unlfss

those nominated were present or represented

at the meetings. Instead of seeing one poultry-

keeper elected to each of the five sections

of an area, several were so elected, in many cases

from one area only. Mr. Brown of Snippum
represented the strangers (to him) of Snoppum,
Mr. Adams of Snoppum had to stand for

Snippum, and so on. Application forms for the

special rations had to be sent in by July 20, which

date w-as altered at a moment's notice to JtUy 27,

and now there is a further extension of time to

September 2 next, so that all application forms

received between now and then will be in order.

These forms can be had from the Secretary of

the Feeding Stuffs Committee of the county or

area, or on application to the Ministry of Food,

New Coimty Hall,; Westminster Bridge Road,

London, S.E.i, and must be retiuned to the Secre-

tary of the County Feeding Stuffs Committee

(as mentioned thereon) not later than September 2

next.

A Two-Edged Sword. -^ When the scheme

reached me I saw at once the two-edged sword

held -by Officialdom^ No pleasant phrases could

make me believe conscientiously that the officials

(out of date, unprogressive, and out of touch with

public opinion as they are) really intended to be a

" pal " to our noble hen. I reduced those 50,000

tons of allotted food for six months down to

ii2,ooo,oooIb. ascertained that each hen would call

for ahout 451b. of food during the six months,

and found that the preferential treatment would

benefit not quite 2,500,000 hens. But as long ago

as 1908 the official census (last one available)

tells us that the breeding slock of England con-

sisted of 13,774,000 fowls, 741,000 ducks, 172,000

geese and 146,000 turkeys ; and for Wales the

figures were 1,240,000 fowls, 103,000 ducks,

69,000 geese and 26,000 tm'keys. Considering

that since 1914 alone poultry stocks have multiplied

tremendously and that ducks, geese and turkeys

are to get their share of the 50,000 tons, I ask the

officials plainly if they think there are only a
couple of million fowls in England and Wales
worthy of the name hen ? Again, who is the

official bold enough to offer a standard mixture

of meals ; and what of price, and will the mixtm'e

in certain seasons be mostly of maize, specially

prepared greenstuff-waste, rubbish and oilcake

refuse ? Will the Government mash suit layers,

chickens, ducks, turkeys and geese alike ? Why,
too, grant rations to 1916 hens and not to 1918

pullets, by far the most valuable stock ? What
about the stock males ? Is egg-production the

only utility branch ? Where do table poultry

come in ? How could a breeder who started in

1917 charge the same low prices as in that season

without being ruined ? Where does the egg-

producer come in who does not breed but buys
tip-top stock as required ? What of the back-

\ arder whose egg records beat the best ? What
of the breeder commencing operations in 1917,

and more still the person starting in 1919 ? Again,

what is breeding stock ? Can a scheme be just

which enables one man to get preferential business

by " baiting " likely customers that birds purchased

from him will come within the rations, and to

profiteer accordingly as regards prices ?

My Recommendations.—With these and many
other questions in my mind I awaited further

explanations from official quarters, but as these

did not come I inserted a brief notice at the last

moment in The Garden of July 27, page 291. I

there recommended all my students to fill in the

forms if they had adopted trap-nesting; bought

pedigree cockerels, or purchased birds of a trap-

nested or selected strain. My advice was evidently

sound, because since July 27, the last day for

sending in the forms, several explanations have

seen the light of day, and in consequence the date

has been postponed to September 2. The official

trap has therefore miscarried, although there are

still many outstanding points unsettled. To one

and all I say register your stocks while there is

time, and let the officials and sub-committees

decide the question whether or not the birds are

eligible. Late information seems to show that

1 91 8 pullets and 10 per cent, of igi8 cockerels

will be included if hatched by the end of March

for heavy breeds and by the end of April for light

varieties. Table stocks are to be considered,

and breeders can charge 1918 instead of 1917

prices. "Selective breediing" is to be left to

the discretion of the sub-conunittees. Egg-

producers are to ctjme into the scheme, and persons

starting in 1917 are eligible for rations if they

purchased stock from poultry-keepers complying

with the clauses of the scheme.

General Rationing Scheme.—Under the special

scheme back-yarders are ruled out. Although

they have the sympathy of the officials, the circum-

stances under which their birds are necessarily

kept are not such, it is alleged, as rendered them

likely to produce first-class breeding stock. Those

poultry-keepers securing the 40Z. ration will be

assured of that amount, but will not, it seems,

be able to tap other sources of supply. For all

hens (hatched since Jaimary i, 1916) unfortunate

enough to be squeezed out of the " lottery

"

rations there is to be a general scheme of rationing

which is now being considered. Each hen may
be allowed loz. of food daily (although supplies

will not be guaranteed), and the owners can, in

addition, buy foodstuffs from any available source.

Details are not yet ready, but the matter will

be dealt with in my_ notes at some later date.

In the meantime, while foodstuffs are available,

take my advice and keep your food-house well

stocked. And in the next list of O.B.E. (Order of

the British Egg) honours we may yet see the names

of those responsible for these rationing schemes.
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4 LL who wish to enter for the
/\ Sunflower Competition announced
/ % in'earher issues should send their

/ % heads of seed (any time up to
* » September 30) to Mr. H. M. Faure,
The Manor House, Claygate. The name
and address of the competittrs should
accompany each head of seedy. This is

an open competition for the Ira-gest head
of Sunflower seed grown in the United
Kingdom. Mr. Faure has very kindly
ofiered a prize of ^^5 for the largest head
of seed, and five second prizes of £1 each.
There is no entrance fee, and the Editor
of The Garden will act as judge. The
result of the competition will be announced
in The Garden.

Purchasing Bulbs.—As Mr. Jacob points out

in his article on pages 332 and 333, the ideal time

for planting Daffodils is September, and the earlier

the better ; but this year the ideal will be impossible

for many. Buyers are asked to be patient with

the nurserymen, who are working under great

difficulties. In the meantime, readers should

order early and make all the necessary prepara-

tions for planting. The choice of bulbs and
other plants for forcing purposes is still greatly

reduced. A good quantity of Narcissi, May-
fiowering and Darwin Tulips are on the market,

however, at reasonable prices ; but as the supply

is limited, intending purchasers shrfuld not delay

in placing their orders.

Winter Beans.—^Though to many it will be

generally desirable to wait imtil the whole crop

of dwarf or climbing Haricots is ripe before har-

vesting, the small grower may find it more eco-

nomical to do the work piecemeal. Thus, in a wet

season, those pods which are full and hard may
grow mouldy and rot before the later ones are

fit to gather. The former may, therefore, be

picked and laid out in a warm, sunny room until

the pods are crisp, when shelling and a final drying

and hardening of the seed will prepare the latter

for storage. A little later on, when a yellowing

of the foliage begins to be general, we find it a good
plan to partially defoliate the plants wherever

the leaves are obstructing light and air. This

is more especially advisable with the dwarf varieties.

Maize or Sweet Corn.—This requires heavy
watering at frequent intervals during dry weather

when cobs are forming, and if the above can be

followed by a weekly application of farmyard
liquid manure, so much the better. A mulch of

littery manure, lawn mowings, or peat-mosS that

has been exposed to weather will be very helpful

in maintaining that uniformity of moisture which

is so essential to successful cropping. If the plants

are exposed to wind, it is desirable to thrust in

some stout Pea sticks among them, for they are

easily blown over,

A Bare Disease in Onions.—The Board of

Agricultine and Fisheries desire to inform all

seedsmen and market gardeners that two cases

have been brought to their notice where young
Onions have been attacked by Onion smut (Uro-

( ystis cepulae, Frost), a disease which has hitherto

been met with only once in the United Kingdom,

though it is common in America, where it is appar-

ently indigenous. According to Professor Duggar

{" Fungous Diseases of Plants," page 382), " the

host plant frequently shows the presence of the

fungus soon after the first leaf appears. Dark

spots are usually first noticed just below the knee

of the first leaf, and these are frequently repeated

in the leaves subsequently formed." In the

specimens examined by the Board's officers, the

disease appeared in its early stages in the form of a

long streak of a bluish colour, resembling that of

a human bruise, which darkens in the more advanced

stages. The affected part swells as the disease

develops, and eventually splits, disclosing a large

quantity of black spores, like those of the well-

DASYLIRION GRACILE FLOWERING IN A
TAUNTON GARDEN.

known "bunt" or stinking smut of wheat. These

spore balls are, according to Professor Duggar,

washed into the soil if the diseased bulbs are

not promptly removed, and the, soil is unques-

tionably the chief source of the annual infection.

The spores may also adhere to the surface 0? the

seed,land it is possible that in this way it may
faavelbeen introduced from America. As this

disease causes serious losses in the country of

origin, and as it has been ascertained apparently

beyond doubt that the spores may retain their

capacity for germuiation in the soil for a period of

twelve years, it is of the highest importance thjCt

English Onion-growers should take suitable pre-

cautions to prevent the disease establishing itself

in this covmtry. Young plants which appear to

be unthrifty shordd be carefully examined for

any of the symptoms described above, and

suspicious specimens should be sent to the Secre-

tary, Board of Agrictilture and Fisheries, 4, White-

hall Place, London, S.W.r, packed in a wooden

or metal box, which should be labelled " Onion

Disease." Directions for treatment will be sent

if the presence of the disease is confirmed.

Potato Disease.—Very serious outbreaks of

the dreaded sunuuer blight of Potatoes (Phytoph-

thora infest ans) are reported from Gloucester-

shire. The disease has also made its appear-

ance in Herefordshire and at Malvern in

Worcestershure. In fact, it has this year been

reported from almost every county in the

British Isles.

Rosa Soulieana.—^This Chinese Rose stands

conspicuous among other species by reason of

its great vigour. It grows at least 15 feet high,

forming vigorous and intensely thorny stems

amply furnished with branchlets bearing glaucous

green leaves about 4 inches long. The creamy

white flowers, each about li inches across, are

borne in large clusters in June and are followed

by orange-coloured fruits. Planted in good soil

where it has ample room for development, it

spreads in the course of a few years into a large,

impenetrable mass, a tangle of thorny branches

clothed with luxm-iant foliage and, in their proper

seasons, a wealth of flowers and fruits. It has

been crossed with Hiawatha at Kew, and a very

pretty pink, free-flowering hybrid is the resiilt.

Other hybrids from the same cross have white

flowers.

Dasylirion gracile Flowering in the Open.—
In your issue of November 29, 1913, you published

an account and a photograph of Dasylirion

gracile flowering in the open in this garden. .After

flowering then (the summer of 1913) it threw out

a new crown from the stem about 6 inches from

the ground. This has flowered this year, and I

enclose a photograph of it, taken on August 5.

The flower-spike is 9 feet long. It was planted

in 1906, and at the same time we also planted a

Dasylirion glaucophyllum near it. That plant

died and another was put in. I have no date,

but it was about 1909. This D. glaucophyllum

is throwing up a flower-stem ; it is now about

3 feet high.—G. W. W. Blathwayt, The Coltagt.

Porlock Weir, Taunton.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

PILLAR ROSE GOLDFINCH. .

'T'HIS is more than a pillar Rose with me—quite

a rambler indeed, though I suppose not a

Wichuraian. But what I wish to say is this : that

the note on page 309 makes no reference to a very

salient characteristic of this Rose—its strong per-

fume. My Goldfinch bloomed lavishly this year and
quite scented the air in its neighbourhood. I

do not find that Roses in the garden, however

sweet-scented, give out their perfume very gener-

ously as a rule—they are rather " fast of their

smell," as Bacon would say. But Goldfinch is a

notable exception in this respect.—A. W., Bath.

FIVE BROTHERS.
PVERY lover of Roses must have noticed the

peculiar and consistent arrangement of the

liirsute edges of the five sepals of the calyx of a

Rose. No doubt its purpose in Nature is securely

to enfold the bloom in its early stages of

development ; and it is plainly due to the
arithmetical fact that 5-=-2= 2i. It seems that
Nature, having five sepals to deal wth, divided

that number by 2, and found i over : that

she placed " beards " upon two of the sepals,

left two bare, and then placed half a beard upon
the remaining one. A simpler arrangement of

half a beai'd upon each would have avoided the
peculiarity ; but no doubt Nature knew best.

In some instances she appears to have had less

difficulty, and to have aixivcd at greater sym-
metry ; for I have just observed three blooms
on one plajit (Mrs. A. W. Atkinson), each having s/a'

sepals. Alternately three are fuUy bearded and
three are bare of " beard." It is more or less mani-
fest in every Rose, but mostly in the Mosses ; even
the high cultivation of the modern Rose has not quite
obliterated tliis sign manual of Nature. There
is an old rhyme in allusion to it, representing the
sepals as five brothers who began life together.

I do not remember how it beghis, but the last two
lines are

:

" Two had beards and two had none,

The fifth had only half a one."

—R. F. CoBBOLD, Bration Fleming Rectory, North
Devon.

[There is a reason for this arrangement, and if

the flower-bud of the commonest wild Rose
(Rosa canina) is examined, it will be observed that
the edges of each sepal on the outside in the closed
state of the bud are furnished with beards, which
protect the bud from roving caterpillars or other
enemies. The overlapping of the edges of the
five sepals accovmts for the absence of beards on
five edges out of ten. This arrangement has been
recorded in various ways, and is described in a
delightful manner in " My Garden in Summer,"
by E. A. Bowles, in which the rendering of a Latin
verse is pleasantly angUcised thus :

" Of us- five brothers at the same time born.

Two from our birthday ever beards have worn.
On other two none ever have appeai'ed.

While om- fifth brother wears but half a beard."

—Ed.]

RHODODENDRONS, ON LIMESTONE
RANGES.

VyiTH breathless interest I am reading Mr.
Farrer's incomparable book, " On the

Eaves of the World." He makes one participate

in liis ecstasies on the floral beauties he discovered,

but I have happened on a paragraph which puzzles
iiM livnnd measure. Perhaps you or he will

enlighten my ignorance. [We have submitted

the enquiryl to Mr. Farrer, and have pleasure

in publishing his interesting reply. — Ed.]

I have lived for years in the firmly rooted

belief that cUl Rhododendrons are calcifuge

plants. Evidently I am quite wrong ; but all

the books I have read on these shrubs, and also

my own experience, have proved this to be the case.

Did Mr. Farrer discover a new genus of Rhodo-
dendron in 1914 which is lime-loving ? If so,

I shall be entirely grateful to learn about it.

The following is the paragraph to which I allude

(Mr. Farrer is writing of a Rhododendron he dis-

covered in Satanee. He compares it to R. Auck-
land!) : "I note it not only as one of the loveliest

of its kin I know, but also as the only Rhododen-
dron of I9r4 that was not rigidly calcareous in

its requirements. While all the others, growing

in peaty compost, are invariably plants demanding
limestone rock and subsoil, this beauty alone

flourished in very rich red loam that seems to have

no affinities whatever with limestone."—(" On the

Eaves of the World," Vol. I., page 209.) Truly a

horticulturist for ever lives and learns !

—

Victoria

Slade.

[I am delighted to see what pleasure your corre-

spondent so kindly takes in " On the Eaves of the

World," and hope she (and others) are looking

forward to its successor, now ripening for publica-

tion. On tlie question of Rliododendrons and
their calcifuge tendencies, much ink has been
spilled. My own conviction is that Rhododendrons
do not so much demand the absence of lime as the

presence of humus. In other words, the rock on
which they grow is indifferent to them, so long as

they have the right vegetable mould to do it in.

They are quite as abundant on limestone ranges
as on azoic, and, as my readers may see, can spring
in millions from sheer white dolomitic shingle.

But to continue in prosperity they must have a
soil of pure vegetable decay. .It is this, and this

alone, which is the central secret of their cultiva-

tion, I think, in soils and gardens to which they
are not native. The idea that their underlying
rock must necessarily be non-calcareous is a super-
stition, and a superstition only—though a good
gardening generality in so far as it indicates for

them the vegetable compost that they imperiously
require as a rule.

—

Reginald Farrer.]

GLADIOLUS AMERICA.

JT is unfortunate that " T. A. W.," in your issue

of the 24th inst., was unable to mention one
out of the three individuals who claim to be the
originator of this popular variety. The Cornell

Extension Bulletin ir (published December, 1916)
contains the following :

" America—Originator-
Banning, Grofi, and (Christy (intro. 1900) aU
claim the honour. Synonym—Banning's name for

this variety was Reuben H. Warder." Graaff
was mentioned in error for Groff, who is a Canadian
banker.

—

Smilax.

VITALITY OF CHARLOCK SEED.

PROBABLY about fifty years ago,' while the

North British Railway Company were
putting tlirough a single line to Kimoss,
running along the south shore of Loch Leven,

in going through a deep cutting workmen
came on a stratum of seed lying immediately

above a bed of sand. The farmer through

'whose ground the cutting passed was interested

enough to experiment with it, and in due time
it sprouted and blossomed forth Charlock, or
" Skellochs " as the pest is called hereabouts.

I am sorry I cannot give the exact depth of the

stratum from the surface ; it would not be less

than 18 inches, and might be much more, as the

cutting is at least 12 feet deep. The farmer

estimated the thickness of the layer of seeds a(

from 2 inches to 3 inches, but, allowing

for " abnormal sight " on his part, half of that

would have been wonderful. Can anyone suggest

a reason for such a layer of seeds, and also say
whether we might reckon their age in three

figures or four ? No doubt the' conditions

were ideal for the preservation of vitality.

—

G. M., Kinross.

THE STRAWBERRY BUTTON MOTH.
npHE method suggested in your issue of August 3

for dealing with this serious pest is a wise

one where old plants are concerned, but it seems
likely that where younger ones ai-e attacked a

method that has proved very successful in dealing

with the Strawberry leaf spot might also answer
with this, although so unlike it in its attacks. The
Strawberry Button Moth pupates among the leaves,

and the second brood is in the pupal state about
this season or a little later. The Strawberry
benefits rather than suffers by having all its old

leaves cut off about the third week in August,

allowed to dry 'on the ground, and, when dry,

burned where they lay. The burning destroys

the fungus and the chrysalides of the Button
Moth, and the new gi'owth comes away clean

and free from both pests.—C. J. F.

TOMATO JAM.

I
N this year of great scarcity of fruits, may I give

you a recipe to make jam with Tomatoes
either ripe or green (when they begin to take

colour) ? In the latter stage the flavour of Tomatoes
is absent, and it is almost like jam made with
Gage Plimis. For those few who have sugar, two-

thirds of a pound of sugar for each pound of fruit is

sufifcient. Some people use only half a pound
of sugar for each pound of Tomatoes, keeping

them a longer time on the fire. I hope this will

be of interest to some of your readers, as at the

end of the season so many unripe Tomatoes are

lost.

—

K. Lefebvre, Bougival, S.O., 20, Qiiai

Sganziii, France.

AUTUMN ONIONS.

I
NOTE that most writers on the sowing of

Onions to stand the winter appear to reside

in very favoured districts, for all advocate sowing

after the middle of August, and some as late as

September. As The Garden circulates freely

in Scotland, I would like to point out that these

dates are much too late for many districts. Indeed,

to sow after the end of the inst week in August

is a mere waste of labour and seed, as not a fraction

of the resulting plants will survive, and these of

such a puny, stunted nature that it is a mere
waste of space to retain them. In my own locality

I find the best results are had from seeds sown
during the last week in July. The seedlings are

not thinned, unless very thick, and it is wonderful

the quantity of really fine Onions we can harvest.

I think it is a pity to cultivate the Rocca type,

as, with us at all events, these are very coarse

and refuse to keep. For many years I have grown
Trebons and Danvers' Yellow, and have proved

them to be as hardy as the others, while the pro-

duce is in every way superior. Seed should be

sown on ground of only moderate richness, but

which has been well dug and broken up. The crop

can be well fed in the following summer.-—C. Blair,

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow.

MOVING BEES TO THE HEATHER.
AS^ITH rtference to the notes on page 298, we

do tills invariably in the South-West of

Scotland with the greatest success, and honey at

this moment is a most valuable substitute for sugar

in jam making, but is better made into a syrup

before adding to the fruit.

—

Marie de Joncourt.
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OUR ROSES IN 1918

THIS has not been a " Rose year " in

this district, but a few varieties have

given some exquisite flowers, and the

autumn display is now promising better

tlian at one time seemed possible. In

the early part of the season growth was quite

satisfactory, but with the prolonged drouglit

(from May 25 to July 13 inclusive only slightly

over an inch of rain fell) the early promise was

never fulfilled, and the bushes took on a stunted

appearance, which, owing to a water famine,

we were unable to provide against. A good many
malformed buds appeared also, so tliat the display

was further diminished. Many old favourites

were sadly disappointing. General Macarthur,

for instance, was very poor, both in quantity and in

colour ; and the same may be said for Mrs. Edward
Powell, Mme. Segond-Weber, Mme. Maurice de

Luze, Richmond, Betty, Lady Pirrie, G. C. Waud,
Mrs. A R. Waddell, Lady Hil-

lingdon, Laurent Carle, Pharisaer,

Prince de Bulgaria, Killarney and

White Killarney.

Quite good have been M. Paul

Lede, Lyons Rose, Sunburst (better

than ever before), Mme. Ravary,

Mme. Melanie Soupert, Mme.
Edouard Herriot, Viscountess

Folkestone, Primerose, Ophelia,

Mrs. Alfred Tate, Mrs. F. K. Van-

derbilt. Lady Ashtown, Frau Karl

Druschki, Caroline Testout, Clara

Walson, Hugh Dickson, Mrs. R. G.

Sharman-Crawford, Le Progrfes, Mrs.

John Laing, Rayon d'Or and Mrs.

Aaron Ward. All the others were

only fair, if we except a few of the

climbers. On a south wall American

Pillar was a picture, while on a

western exposure Lady Gay is a

mass of bloom. Griiss an Teplitz

has also flowered long and well.

The Scotch. Briars and the old York

and Lancaster were finer than usual,

but very ephemeral. Mildew and

vermin have been less troublesome

than usual so far (August 17), but

the wood for next year is likely

to be poor. C. Blair.

Preston House Gardens, Linlithgow.

liquid manure during the growing season. In ex-

hausted soil the annual growth is sparse, and the

foliage assumes a pale tint instead of the dense green

hue so noticeable in vigorous-growing plants ; indeed,

the contrast and background of foliage affords a

splendid setting to the rosy pink blooms. E. M.

BRICKS WITHOUT STRAW,
Or "Tips "about Buying and Planting Daffodils in 1918

By the rev. JOSEPH JACOB.

T;;

|HE Editor of The Garden is, I fear,

a bit of a Pharaoh (unintentionally and
without any idea of malice, of course),

inasmuch as he has commanded the

writer of these notes to make bricks

without straw. He must do his best with his

stubble of Daffodil isolation, as it has been im-

possible to go abroad from home in 1918 and
gather straw by verbal intercourse with fellow

enthusiasts and by the ocular demonstrations

ROSE AMERICAN
PILLAR

This is a variety of much deco-

rative merit, and one that can be

utilised successfully for hiding an

objectionable object, owing to its

vigorous growth. It is not unusual

to see sucker-like growths from

the base that reach 12 feet during the current

year. From such shoots as these huge panicles

of bloom are obtained. Trained against a

lattice-like fence with a southern aspect, the

whole of the flowers show to the front, which en-

hances its appearance. Tlie rosy pink blooms

with a pure white eye are distinct from any other

variety, and certainly attractive. The stock is

easily increased by cuttings 8 inches long, taken

in September from half-ripened shoots that flowered

during the current year. These, if dibbled into

gritty soil, quickly take root, and by the following

November twelvemonths will be suitable for

putting where they are to flower. No Rose that

I know pays better than this for liberal treatment

in manure, deeply dug soil and frequent doses of

AMERICAN PILLAR AS A WEEPING STANDARD.

usually available in the gardens of famous growers.

Even the stimulus of Coey's giants and Munro's

beauties, which reports say were on view at the

Dry Bulb Show in July, was denied him. It is

good to know that there are still Daffodil bulbs

in the world, and that all the legions of the ill-

assorted quadruple alliance of eelworm, Merodon,

fusarium and Potatoes have been unable to bring

about their disappearance. Hurrah ! Pearsons

have come tlirough all right. The half-page

advertisement of " Pearson's Reliable Bulbs

"

is a good cocktail to promote a healthy appetite

for what will doubtless appear in the advertisement

columns in due time. Funny things are put in

such places sometimes. Our local Times has

for years proclaimed the wish of one Macdonald

to sell his teeth !
" Macdonald's Teeth " looms

large on the front page week by week. Somehow
the offer of this heroic altruist does not appeal

to me at all ; but I could buy some reliable bulbs

from a reliable firm. The following are a few
varieties which I would like anyone who has not

tried them to sample. They are old veterans

upon whose breasts I would like to pin a L.S.M.

(long service medal). First comes the very charm-

ing primrose-coloured triandrus hybrid J. , T.

Bennett- PoS. So many of these

hybrids are short livers that the

exceptions which prove the rule

should be made the most of.

Solfatare is a soft yellow giant

incomparabilis of medium height.

Why it should be such a stranger

is unexplainable. It certainly
merits a trial. What a good thing

Bernardino is ! Its large orange

red cup is not sunproof, and out-

doors the lovely colouring soon

fades. Even then it is a shapely

bloom. For vase decoration it

has few rivals.

Is there anyone with a garden

who does not know and grow
White Lady ? If so, why so ? It is

a " great " flower. Can anyone
say more ? Which of all the

grand giant Leedsiis is going to

be the Marathon winner ? It

often strikes me as somewhat
remarkable that no two or three

have as yet drawn away from
their rivals and established a

garden supremacy. Like the suitors

of the " three old maids of Lee "

in the song, one is too short,

another is too dear, while a third

is too something else. A satis-

factory trio are The Fawn, Norah
Pearson and the Hon. Mrs. J. L.

Franckling ; while on light, warm
soils I am very fond of the almost

pure while Mrs. W. O. Wolseley.

Once upon a time it was but

little better than Hobson's choice

with the Poet Daffodils, whereas
at the present time the varieties

of this section are as the proverbial

sand of the seashore. Possibly the

two that have come to the front most
of all of them are Cassandra and Horace, but they
have rivals, and it is as difficult to say which is

really the top dog as to know who occupies a
similar position in Moscow. To any who are-

in want of a good late-flowering variety, I would
suggest a trial of Matthew Arnold, and, for an
attractive one for cutting, Acme of the " red
eyes," but its flowers must be gathered before the

perianth has fuUy expanded if it is to be seen
in all its attractiveness. Personal associations

accumulate round Acme. It is a longer space of

time than I care to think of since the little stock

of sixteen bulbs changed hands at Birmingham.
It is one of the first high-priced ones of which I

knew the exact figure which induced its owner
to part. If my memory is accurate, it was £150
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for sixteen bulbs. One of the very best of the large

or giant incomparabilis section is Lady Margaret

Boscawen. It is a fine tail, robust bicolor ; in

my opinion a better garden plant than Great

Warley. As a companion or, to use a more accurate

word, a follower, because it comes into flower

after it, I would suggest that trial be made of

Steadfast. It also is a bicolor, not quite so tall

in stature nor so large in its flower, it is true,

but sufficiently so to be very effective ; and because

it blooms when one has to look round to pick a

good-sized bunch of anything but Poet Daffodils,

it is very valuable for succession.

In weighing up Daffodils from a purely vase-

filling standpoint, there is that pretty and taking

quartet with longish, narrow perianth segments,

two of which, Frank Miles and Torch, are fairly

generally known and appreciated, whereas the

other two, Una and Countess of Southesk, are

not often seen and are comparatively unknown.

Buyers must not expect to get their bulbs as in

former days. It should be enough for anyone
to get them at all. Every one of us must possess

our souls in patience and try to get all ready for

planting in the ground or for putting the bulbs

into pots against the time that they arrive. This

is what we can do, and as X so often say, verb. sap.

TREE IVY CONCEALING A STANDPIPE.

The last named, which was one of poor old Hart-

land's children, is superb as a cut flower. It is

Frank Miles made into a Leedsii.

" Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.

And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

And Countess of Southesk is one of them. It is

the price we pay for shows. These long, narrow-

petalled and loosely built flowers—be they ever

so beautiful—are seldom, if ever, to be seen on

the tiers, and consequently they miss a great

advertisement and have not the stimulant of show

prices to induce growers to cultivate them in

quantity. Una is also a Leedsii, but lacks the

refinement of Countess of Southesk. In this

respect it is the counterpart of Torch, which in

turn may be described as a larger and more loosely

built Barrii conspicuus, with the red in the cup

suffused and not, as in that well-lmown variety,

confined to the edge.

A Word about Planting.—The ideal time is

the month of September—the earlier the better.

In 1918, owing to the scarcity of labour and diffi-

culty of transport, the ideal will be impossible.

CAMOUFLAGE
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL, V.M.H.

A N iron standpipe must always be an un-

/% lovely object in the garden landscape. The
/ % left-hand picture shows a prosperous bush

r"~~% of Tree Ivy ; it does not show—for

' ^ the bush was planted on purpose to

conceal—the standpipe that is hidden by its

outer branches, but that is easy to get at when
it is wanted for use. Box bushes do the same

good work in other parts of the

garden where the space is more
restricted.

Another ugliness that is often

seen about the working regions

of a garden is a corrugated iron

roof. That also was a necessity

to cover the stokehole, where a

low pitch of roofing only could

be given ; but it was easy to

plant the common wild Clematis

(C. Vitalba) to grow over it, so

that it becomes a gracious thing

instead of an eyesore. In fact,

there need never be anything

ugly about a garden. A little

ingenuity or exercise of inven-

tion will solve any problem that

may arise as to how ugliness may
be avoided.

Notes from a County

Down Garden

THE heavy thunder-
showers which fell early

in the month must have
affected the seed-beds

of Spring t a b b a g e
, _

"

Radishes, Carrots and Turnips

which were sown then, and
washed some of the seeds out of •

the ground. The rain fell with

tropical violence, making
rushing streams and overflowing

water-butts. I noticed before the weather

changed that the sky was full of mare's-tails

and other torn shreds of cloud. This was
followed by intense heat—70° in the shade

—

all

during one day ; then came mists over the sea

and fogs stealing along the fields, and finally the

deluge of rain. Other signs of rain were not wanting,

such as the weird shadows of the trees in the

lakes, and aching in old sprains and wounds. Our
gardens should now be made brighter and more
attractive, especially when so many of our conva-

lescent soldiers are about, so that some bright-

ness may be infused into their lives, and their

thoughts taken away from the awful nightmares

of the battlefield.

Herb-collecting has been done here, the flowers

of the Elderberry trees being gathered in quantity

in July and taken to the drying-shed in Belfast

;

and now the leaves of the Monkshood are ready

for the same purpose—the roots will be taken

later on in the year ; and every little done in this

respect helps. These will be tm-ned into useful

drugs, which are so much required at the present

time.

It will soon be time to plant Violets in frames

for early flowering. I see that the varieties Noele

(single) and La Belle Paris (double) are recom-

mended. Princess of Wales bloomed in the open
here during May, and if the plants had been

covered with lights the flowers would have come
much earlier. A long border has just been

planted with spring flowers in blocks of twelve,

the flowers used being Munstead Polyanthus,

Royal Blue Forget-me-Not, Blue Primroses,

Wallflowers (single and double). Antirrhinums

and Sweet Williams. The recent rains have

helped to give them a good start. There has been

a fine show of bloom in the Carnation border ;

the plants are now three years old, and were raised

from seed. There are some good yellows and

several choice reds of a fine size. I understand

they will bloom for two years more undisturbed

;

so if one does not want to be troubled with layering

or inserting cuttings, sowing a little seed is a sure

CLEMATIS HIDING CORRUGATED IRON.

way of getting quantities of bloom and some

nice novelties.

It is surprising how seeds come up at long

intervals after sowing. I picked up a Verbascum

in a portion of the garden in which vegetables

grow. I had been given the seed six or seven years

ago, and all the plants had died out of the garden.

Similarly, I have found, a fine plant of Antirrhinum

growing on the side of a Celery trench, and Euphor-

bias appear in most unexpected places. I watch

these rogues with interest. If one wishes to get

some good lessons for rock gardening, then a walk

by the sea cliffs or over the Heather moors will

give useful hints. It will be noticed that many
of the plants observed require ver>' little soil

indeed ; I refer to such plants as wild Thyme,
Sedum acre, Eyebright and Heather. In fact,

a large quantity of soil seems quite a mistake in a

rock garden, as it only encourages a lot of weeds.

Many of the small plants seem to succeed right on

the top of the rocks without any soil at all, such

as Linaria Cymbalaria, which appears to thrive

in the mortar of a wall and blooms very pro-

fusely. Again, lessons may be learnt as to the
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formation of the rock garden. What one often

sees in modern rock gardens is a number of orthodox

pockets, duly labelled and in order, quite pleasing,

perhaps, to the well-regulated mind, but utterly

unnatural and profoundly artificial. Let us hope

for better plans, and imitate the " bank where

the wild Thyme blows."

The seeds of the Dutch Brown Beans supplied

by the Royal Horticultural Society came up well,

and there is now a fine row of plants. As the Beans

are for winter use and are a valuable nitrogenous

food, they are a coming vegetable for use when
other things of this nature are not to be got. I

hope we may have good sunny weather to ripen

them in September, and one must remember

that some seed must be saved for future sowing.

It is interesting to know that French Beans may
be dealt with in a similar manner. It appears

that the Dutch Beans must be soaked for twelve

hours and boiled for one and a half hours before

using. The Sim Root (Helianthus tuberosum),

better known as, but not suitably named, Jerusalem

Artichoke, has flourished wonderfully well this

year, and has shown its screen-making qualities

in a draughty spot in the garden.

Holywood, County Down. Walter Smyth.

Apple Rev. W. Wilks
Will this new variety prove to be a greatly

desired regular bearer ? Last year a young
tree which I planted the previous autumn ripened

half a dozen splendid fruits ; more set and com-

menced to swell, but I felt that it would be most
unwise to leave them all on a tree so recently

planted. This year there are nine fruits on it,

so it is literally " the Apple of my eye." I know
of another instance, under quite distinct con-

ditions, of a young tree of this variety, planted

in the late autumn of 1916, which fruited last year,

and is now bearing a satisfactory crop. The
exhibit at a Royal Horticultural Society's Show,

when the variety received an award of merit, of

quite tiny bushes, each bearing four or five

magnificent fruits, amply illustrated its propensity

for fruiting at an early age ; so it would be

valuable to know if it has proved constant in

other gardens. A. C. Bartlett.

Home Fruit Drying

IN

these days, when strenuous war work for

women is prominently before the public eye,

some of the more homely and unobtrusive

ways of helping to win are apt to be over-

looked. Those of the older women whose

home circumstances or physical unfitness prevent

them from undertaking the heavy work so magnifi-

cently carried through by the younger generation

can stUl be very helpful in a quiet way. There is

certainly not the same glamour around the pro-

duction, conservation, and wise use of foods as

there is about driving an ambulance or constructing

an aeroplane, but it is none the less a vital part

of the machinery of war. Those brave yoimg

bodies must be fed to be efiScient, and it is one of

the duties of the older women to see that this is

done in the best way possible under war conditions.

How economically to conserve the sumrner

fruit for winter use is one of the problems before the

anxious housewife, and the following notes on

fruit drying from the writer's own experience

may, perhaps, assist in its solution. . The chief thing

to be aimed at is to approach as nearly as possible

the natural conditions of sun drying (whereby

the fiavoiu: is wonderfully preserved) as practised

in? France and Switzerland. But our erratic

climate puts reliance on continuous hot sunshine

out of the question. So a substitute for the sun's

rays must be found in a moderately warm oven,

wherein the fruits may be very slowly dried at

a temperature approximate to the heat of the sun.

One of the great advantages of this method is

that it costs practically nothing, the only apparatus

required consisting of wire trays, such as are used

by confectioners to display their cakes, or even

ordinary wire sieves ; and in the case of cottage

housewives the oven can be used when the day's

cooking is done. The reason for using wire trays

or sieves is to ensure free circulation of warm air

round the fruits ; if they are merely placed on

an ordinary baking sheet (which, of course, becomes

hot) the result is that they cook, just like baked

Apples. Where a range has two ovens, the one

can be used for the ordinary cooking, the other

can be regulated so that the temperature remains

fairly even at about 120° Fahr. The fruit can

thus be left in day and night until it is ready.

But in the case of a cottage stove, it is necessary

APPLE REV. W. WILKS.

Showing its fruilfulness in a very young tree,

to put in the fruit only when all other cooking

is finished, as it need hardly be pointed out that

no other food must be in the oven at the same time.

Therefore, under these circumstances, the fruit

should be put in in the evening, thereby using the

otherwise wasted night warmth of the oven—which

again emphasises the economical side of this

method of drying—taken out in the morning and

kept on its stands in the warm kitchen, and

replaced at night, repeating this process until the

fruit is thoroughly dried. Keep always in muid
that the fruit must only dry, not cook. All fruit

should be perfectly sound, quite ripe, without

bruises, and with no trace of moisture, rain or

dew ; and when placed on the trays the fruits

should not touch each other.

Plums, thoroughly ripe, must be dried whole.

Remove only the stalks, wipe with a cloth, unless

freshly gathered from the garden, when they are

best with the bloom left on. All kinds of Plums
dry equally well, including the black ones. Green

Gages and golden Plums. Time, about seventy-

two hours.

Apples, peeled and cored, and thoroughly ripe.

Use only those varieties which wiU not keep. It

is waste of labour to dry those which can be stored

for months in the ordinary way in the fruit-room.

Time, about sixty hoturs.

Pears, just ripe, peeled, cored and cut in halves.

Time, about seventy-two hours.

Peaches, ripe, cut in halves and stoned. Time,

about forty-eight hours.

Apricots, ripe, cut in halves and stoned. Time,

about forty-eight homrs.

It is difficult to state the exact time required,

for some kinds of fruit take longer than others,

but as a gene^^ll rule about forty-eight to sixty

hours should suffice. Experience is the best guide

in this matter. When properly' done the fruits

should look exactly like the dried fruits one used

to buy. When sufficiently dry leave the fruitp

in the kitchen for twenty-four hours to reabsorb

a certain amount of moisture from the air. They
may then be stored in tins or paper bags. I

have this year for the first time dried green Goose-

berries with great success. They need much care

and must be very slowly dried, as they easily

scorch. Their flavour is even better than that

of the bottled ones. Rhubarb also is a success.

Choose' ripe stalks of a good thickness and dry

very slowly indeed. When required for use,

soak in water for twenty-fom: hours and stew in the

ordinary way (preferably in an earthenware

casserole) in the water in which they were soaked,

adding sugar to taste.

Remember : i. The fruits must only dry, not

cook. 2. They must be placed on wire trays to

ensmre circulation of air aU round. 3. The fruits

must have no bruises, as the juices exude from the

bruises.

It will be seen that this method of conserving

fruit is vrithin the reach of everyone. No expen-

sive installation of any kind is required. All

that is necessary is a cool oven, some wire trays, a

good deal of common sense, and " the infinite

capacity for taking pains."

M. G. D., in Country Life.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Vines having borne heavy crops of

Grapes for many years, and which are now on the
wane, may be greatly improved by having their
roots lifted and replanted in a fresh, sweet, suitable
compost. In carrying out this highly important
work, all the material required should be thoroughly
prepared and in readiness, so that the operation
may be performed as speedily as possible. Some
years ago, in the month of October I lifted and
replanted Muscat and other Vines, with excellent
results. These greatly exceeded my expectations.
The soil was prepared in readiness, and consisted
of good fibrous loam, old mortar rubble, wood-
ashes and half-inch bones, well mixed together,
and the old borders were watered a few days
previous to disturbing the roots. A trench was
then opened at the furthest point from the stems,
and all the soil gradually removed from among
the tangled roots and thongs, doing as little damage
to the latter as possible. 'The drainage was put
right and the borders refilled, the roots being priced
at various angles and depths as the work pro-
ceeded. The Vines were kept shaded for a time,
the borders gently watered, the houses kept close

and moist, and the foliage s>Tiuged. The Vines
soon recovered, and the following year I had
considerably better growth and fruit.

Top-Dressing Vines.—This work may also

be done with excellent results in the month of
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October, and thus save much labour in spring;

but whatever work in this respect is done should

be done well.

The Flower Garden.

Carnations.—Pay attention to the potting

up of rooted layers' for decorative purposes under
glass, selecting the strongest and best-rooted

plants. Others may be planted in frames where
they can be protected in severe weather. Cloves

may be lifted and transplanted at any time during

the next few weeks where they are to bloom.

The Hardy Fruit GardeA.

Gooseberry Bushes.—^These may be thimied

at any time and partly pruned if the heads are

very thick and overcrowded. To obtain large,

delicious berries, the branches must be carefully

thinned annually and the roots well supplied

with nourishment at the right time—not neglected

as is frequently the case. Those about to plant

this coming autumn should prepare a list of some
of the best and most useful varieties forthe different

purposes. Ajnong the many the following are

excellent to grow: Yellow—Langley Beauty,
Leveller, Gunner and Keepsake ; white—Lancer
(Howard's), Whitesmith, Careless, Antagonist

and Lady Leicester ; red—-Crown Bob, Whinham's
Industry, Speedwell, Wan-ington, Bobby and
Dan's Mistake ;

gi'een—Thumper, Telegiaph,

Ocean and Plunder.

The Kitchen Garden.

Onions.—As soon as possible after these have
finished growing they should be pulled up and
spread out thinly till properly ripened, then be

stored in drv, airy sheds. We usually rope the

best for keeping, and use up the thick-necked

and smaller ones first. Onions should not be

allowed to remain in the soil a day longer tlian is

necessary, otherwise fresh roots and new growth
will result, which will cause the centres to decay.

Lettuce.—Do not omit to sow plenty of Lettuce

for use next spring. If sown in a sheltered spot,

in some seasons the plants, will go throtigli »he

winter uninjured ; but it is the best and safest

way to plant a good batch in cold frames. We
grow and depend mostly on Tom Thumb, All

the Year Round, Hardy Green Hammersmith,
Hardy White, Brown Cos, and Paris Green.

Tomatoes.—Gather the fruits daily and keep

llie roots of the plants sufficiently moist to keep

tlie plants healthy and to assist the development
of tlie fruits left ; but from now onward be very

careful not to over-water. Remove useless leaves

and side shoots so that plenty of air and sun may
reach the clusters of fruit.

Leeks.—Add a little soil to these as the plants

develop, and feed freely if the soil is light and
porous.

Herbs.—Do not overlook storing plenty of the

different herbs mostly asked for. Some cooks

prefer drying their own and storing in bottles.

H. Maukham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Barnei.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spring Cabbage.—This important crop shcnild

mnv lie planted in deeply dug and moderately

manured ground. Plant Harbinger (earliest of

all) i.s inches by 12 inches apart, and allow 3 inches

more each way' to such varieties as Sutton's April,

I'lnwer of Spring and Ellam's Early.

Onions.—Lift and store the spring-sown crop
as soon as growth has stopped, grading them as

previously directed, viz., thick necks, large, and
small. As soon as the recently sown batch appear
above ground, run the hoe through them on a

drv. bright day.
,_

Peas.—Should rather dry conditions obtain,

give late sowings a good watering, as this attention

will help to keep them longer in good condition

for the table than would otherwise be the case.

Clear off crops that have been harvested.

Cucumbers.—Feed, by means of liquid manure
or top-dressing, plants which have been bearing

for some time. Prune away all surplus shoots

so as to afford those retained the maximum of

light. Stop and tie as growth proceeds.

Spinach.—Run the Dutch hoe through the
autumn-sown crop. Those who have made a
plantation of New Zealand Spinach will now be
reaping the benefit. I cannot agi'ee with those

who pronounce this Spinach substitute inferior

to Spinach Beet. I would again point out that

the leaves of the Silver or Seakale Beet are, as a
substitute for Spinach, superior to those of Spinach
Beet.
Manure.—Farmyard manure intended for

autumn use should be tiurned over to induce mild
fermentation and to brmg it into that "sweet"
condition which is so desirable for producing the
best results.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Plants.—As indicated here last week,
the propagation of bedding plants by cuttings

should now be carried through promptly. Use
a mixture of equal parts of loam, leal-mould and
sand as a rooting medium. Ordinary propagating

boxes firmly packed with the foregoing composts
ml] be suitable for most subjects. Strike in a
cold frame, which should be kept close and shaded
till roots are emitted. Violas and Calceolaria
amplexicaulis should be dealt with last. I prefer
to raise Antirrhinums and Ageratums from seed
in spring, but both can be propagated by cuttings
now. Cuphea strigillosa and Salvia patens

—

both gems in their way^—should be propagated
by cuttings in spring, a few stock plants of each
being retained when the summer bedders are being
lifted.

Rose Cuttings should now be taken with a
heel and treated as advised for bedding plants.

Plants Under Glass.

Sowil^ Sweet Peas.—Sow a batch of Sweet
Peas for flowering in the conservatory in May.
The Coal and Lighting Order will compel closer

attention to the hardier type of conservatory
plants. Sow four or five seeds in a 3j-iach pot
and germinate in a cold frame.

Liliiuns which have finished flowering should
have the water supply gradually reduced.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Manuring Gooseberries and Currants.

—

Although not generally practised, the manuring
of Gooseberries and Currants in early autumn
is to be commended, as it reinvigorates the bushes
after the strain of ripening the crop, and as a
consequence more vigorous buds are produced
than would otherwise be the case. Well-decayed
farmyard manure applied as a mulch is suitable

.

for this purpose. Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig,)

Broomficld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

'<4M m

What every i

V Allotment /A-

Holder
wants

^glgl

Every allotment holder wants to get the largest possible yield from the seed he

has sown. Apart from the choosing of good seed and properly tilling the

ground, there is only one way to get a good harvest, and that is to spray and
prevent^disease and blight from attacking and destroying the crops.

The most reliable sprayer on the market and the one

you should buy is the " Ubel " Knapsack Sprayer,

the proved and tested machine made to conform

to the specifications of the Food Production

Deparment.
The complete " Ubel " line is shown in our illus-

trated catalogue. Please write to-day for a copy.

UNITED BRASSFOUNDERS & ENGINEERS, Ltd.,

Empress Foundry, Cornbrook, Manchester.

"UBEt
" Knapsack
Sprayers

V APPOINTMKNT. BY APPOINTMKNT.

1S»Uc
DISINFECTANT FLUID

" A worth)/ and lormidable weapon lor battling against the bacittus."

Sir J. Ceiqhton-Beownb, F.R.8.

Use Freely in Hen Roosts, Pigeon
Cotes, Aviaries, etc.

Against Influenza.—" Give daily to all the birds Izal in the
soft food. One liquid ounce of Izal should be added to each eight
gallons of liquid used for mixing the soft food. The result has
been so beneficial that I think it should be known."

Invaluable as a remedy against Foul Brood and
l<0>W. disease in Bees>

Ask for special leaflets with instructions for use.

IZAL POWDER dusted among the feathers rids
the birds of insect pests.

IZAL FLUID, ^l^i-^i IZAL POWDER,_ 3/- per 141b. bsg,
- ., ..-.„.... •» 8/6 per 501b. kes.

Sent carriage paid on receipt of remittance.

Aak tor Free Oopy of " Healthy Poultry."

Newton. Chambers A Go., LtdnThornclilTe, nr. Sheffield.
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A LTHOUGH the Food Produrtioa Depart-

/% ment will not continue to supply ordinary

/ % scpd Potatoes next season, it will

/ % assist growers to obtain seed of certain
^ * of the less common immune varieties,

among others Edzell Blue, a first-early variety

immune from wart disease. The Department

this year arranged for the growing in Scotland of

a quantity of Edzell Blue to be reserved for

growers in infected areas of England and Wales.

.\ Potato like Edzell Blue, which will not stand

pitting well, should normally be boxed in the

.lutunm as soon as possible after lifting. The per-

centage of loss on Edzell Blue in store or clamp is so

high that neither the farmer nor the merchant

will be prepared to rarry a large stock' through the

winter.

"War on the Wart "
: Immune Potatoes.

—

A certain amount of lumierited attention has been

given by a few jom-nals to the letter of a corre-

spondent headed " War on the Wart." In the

letter in question it is stated that " there is only

one way to deal with the trouble of wart, and that

is to grow the seed from the beiTy ; the seed so

gi'own will be immune from disease for about ftnu"

vears." The evidence, says the

Food Production Department,

unfortunately i-i all against

this facile theory, and the state-

ment above quoted does not

bear the test of experiment

,

There would be serious prac-

tical difficulties in pursuing the

course suggested, even if then-

were groimds for assuming

that it might give satisfactory

results. .\s a matter of fact,

one of the things demon-

strated by the O r m s k i r k

Potato Trials, organised by

the Board of Agriculture,

is that seedlings from sus-

ceptilile varieties, su<'h as

President, Up-toDate and
British Queen, invariably

take wart disease in the first

or second year. This is not

ni' re 'speculation or argument

from a single test. It has

been proved by repeated tests

01 such Potatoes as General, TH
w h i c h is a seedling fit>m

President ;
Drumwhindle, a seedling from

Up-to-Date ; and Robson, a ^pritish Queen

seedling.

Sunflower Competition.—.\ll who wish to

enter for the Sunflower Competition announced

in eirlier issues should send their heads of seed

(any time up to September 30) to Mr. H. M. Faure,

The Manor House, Claygate. The name and

address 1 f the competitor should accompany

each head of seeds. This is an open competition

.for the largest head of Sunflower seed grown

in the United Kingdom. Mr. Faure has very kindly

offered a prize of £5 for the laigest head of seed,

and five sevonjl prizes of £1 each. There is no

entrance fee, and the Editor of The Garden will

act as judge. The result of the competition will

be ainiouiMcd in The G.\Rt)EN.

Harvesting Sunflower Seed.—In a fine autumn
Suiiflower seed will ripen in the open, but rare

must be taken to protect it from birds and to

prevent the ripe seed from falling on the ground.

Tie a small piece of muslin over each head if the

plantation is small. When the head shrivels and the

seeds are ripe, cut tlie plants at the ground level,

standing them with their heads uppermost like

shocks or sheaves of corn. When the Iieads are

thoroughly dry, cut them off and thresh out the

remaining seeds by standing each head on its side

and hammering it with a mallet. If the weather

is dull or wet, hasten the ripening by cutting the

plants at ground level as soon as the seeds are

plump. Stand them shock-wise, if possible under

cover in an. outside house, barn or room. Later,

when the lieads shrivel, they should be cut and
dried off in an oven. Place the heads iji single

layers on the shelves of the oven in the evening,

leaving the door slightly open. Remove tliem when
the fire is made up in the morning and replace

them in the evening. When the heads are dry.

E D\V.\RF BUCKEYE (.ESCULUS r.\RViFLOR.\)

.

thresh out the seeds and store them in bags in a

dry place. If • a kiln or hop oast is available, it

may be used for finishing ofj the drying, but

if the seeds are exposed to a high temperature
they will be useless for ne.vt year's sowing.

.Slsculus parviflora.—There are so few shrul)s

that fiower in August and early September that we
are all the more glad of the Dwarf Buckeye, now
in full beauty. In appearance the bloom has much
in common with the familiar Horse Chestnut, but

it is in all ways more refined and relatively more
abundant, for the little tree, a low, spreading

mass, not more than 12 feet high, is always well

covered with flowers. It forms a bush of several

stenrs, much bramhed, and blooming at cm rv

point. The light appearance of the warm white

bloom is increased by the bold protrusion of th""

stamens, which stand out like a loose brush a full

inch beyond the petals and are tipped with rojy

anthers. The buds, when just about to open, are

also rosy tipped, from the slight protrusion of the

points of the anthers which are still gathered in a

close bunch. It fruits only rarely,' after .-in un-

usually hot summer. It is a native of the Soutli-

Eastern United Stales. A number of' young

growths come at the base, from which it may
readily be increased.

Tujonella caerulea.-—At a recent meeting of

the scientific committee of the Royal Horticulttu-al

Society Mr. J. Fraser showed a specimen of this

plant, which has a very persistent odour, some-

what like that of curry. It is a native of

Southern T>-rol and Italy, and is said to be

used for giving scent to cheese and for spicing

cattle cakes.

Home-Saved Seed Potatoes.—Most Potato-

growers are now agreed that a change of sfed

always pays ; but tliere ate still sceptics who
doubt the necessity of frequently renewing their

seed supply from outside,

instead of relying mainly

on seed from their own crops.

.A recent inspection of the

allotments at Ruskiii Park,

Camberwell, and also in the-

Duhvieh district, showed that

the Potato disease is very

prevalent there, and in certain

cases the crop will be a partial

failure. In most of these cases

home-saved seed was planted.

On the other hand, every plot

planted with seed from Scot-

land or Ireland direct lool s

^ well, and none of them, i p
to last week-end, appears ;o

have been affected b

blight.

The Drill Hall Shows.—li

the fortnightly meetings rif

the Royal Hortiiniltir.Ml

Society of late have not b -i n

of an overflow charac'tr,

there is still maintained

both unflagging interest ami

variety, that held on
August 27 being no exception to the rule.

Its outstanding feature was the magnificent

display of new Montbretias from Earlham Hall.

Norwich, for which their raiser, Sydney Morris, Esq.,

was justly awarded a gold medal. Other note-

worthy' it*ms were a choice assortment of

Apples from Hounslow and a magnificent

collection of fine foliage, plants from Rich-

mond. To these mvist be added collections. {,1

flowering shrubs, Orcliids. hardy platiAs and
Dahlias, some forty of the latter beinig staged for

certificates. Of these, nine gainer^ the coveted

award, iiine other novelties also receiving

recognition.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible jar the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

POTATOES AND BLACKBERRIES.

nPHE general impression derived from the

article " Potatoes and Blackberries," •which

appeared in The Garden for August 17, is

that the spraying oJ Potatoes has been neglected

in Cornwall. On the contrary, this is one of the

counties in which the Department has made a

special effort to stimulate both large

and small growers to carry out syste-

matic spraying during the present season.

The Sub-Organisers for the County are

both Cornishmen, well known locally,

one of them a J. P. and the other a

p'rominent nurseryman. They have both

received assistance from Mr. Borlase, the

Executive Officer at Truro, and from

schoolmasters throughout the county and

many large growers. At least 150

lectures and demonstrations have been

given in Cornwall during 1918 ; and while

in some districts, owing to bad railway

facilities, it is possible that a few villages

may not have been reached, it is certain

that these are very exceptional. Three

horse-drawn spraying machines have been

supplied by the Department for use

in the county. Lieutenant Ascroft and

Mr. Brooks have visited the county at

varying intervals in order to supervise

the county arrangements and to watch

very closely the development of blight.

The question of the collection of Black-

berries is being systematically organised

by the Ministry of Food, and this Depart-

ment, through the Horticultural Sub-

Committees, is giving assistance in the

matter. It is also understood that the

collection of Blackberries by children

is being arranged by the Board of

'Education.

—

Percy S. Dallinger (for

Controller of Supplies), Food Production

Department, 72 Victoria Street, London,

S.W.I.

OENOTHERA TARAXACIFOLIA

.

CURELY it is a mistake to say (page 309)

that the flowers of this Evening

Primrose, " unlike those of so many of

this kind, open in the morning and in-

crease in size and beauty during the day."

If this is so, then am I one of the most

unobservant of men, which is not im-

possible. This is rather a favourite flower

of mine and I have grown it for years

.n large numbers and in various

situations, and have found it a true

Evening Primrose in its flowering, quite

as much so as missouriensis or biennis.

The flowers e.vpand in the evening, when
they may be watched as they burst

their sheath. On the morning of the following

day they may retain their ivory white colour

for a short time, but they soon turn pink

and ultimately coUapse. Unfortunately, I have

allowed my stock of this Evening Primrose

to run out. Properly speaking, it is a perennial,

but practically it is biennial, in damp soils

at I'ea.st. Having allowed my stock to die out,

I cannof put the flower under observation, but

I will lay yoci Lombard Street to a china Orange

that I am right.

—

Somers.

[The author of the original note, while not

accepting the chaVlenge thrown out by *' Somers,"

expresses the opinion that most of the large-

flowered species, notably the Evening Primrose

(CE. biennis), CE. missouriensis (macrocarpa), CE.

speciosa, CE. marginata, CE. acaulis and Oi. Arendsii,

are evening bloomers, but those of fruticosa type

appear to expand their flowers at any time. The

whole matter is, of course, largely guided by

temperature, humidity and light, so that this habit

may vary considerably according to locality,

season or situation,

—

Ed.]

DISEASE AMONG BEARDED IRISES.

TV/rOST gardeners must have noticed from time

to time that tufts of leaves or even flowering

AN interesting hybrid lily, lilium parkmanii
hayward's variety.

(Award of Merit. See page 339.)

stems of Irises are apt to tmn yellow from the base

upwards and to come away bodily at the slightest

pull. It will then be found that the base is soft

and rotten, with a most offensive smell. The disease

will be found to have spread more or less to the

rhizomes, and, when plants are attacked in all

parts of the garden, it would seem as though the

whole collection were doomed. Without going

deeply into the mysteries of bacteriology, it is

perhaps enough to say that the disease is supposed

to be caused by a bacillus, to which anything

acid is fatal. This is the more tmious because

Irises growing in a limestone or chalky soil are,

I believe, seldom attacked by the disease, though
one would have imagined that, since such soils

cannot be acid, the bacillus would thrive in them.
Possibly the e.xplanation may lie in the fact that

in limestone or chalky soil the Irises are so vigorous

that they are able to withstand the attacks of the

bacillus, which is present in the soil all the time,

just as people in robust health live immune though
they are daily brought into contact with noxious

bacilli. Whether this is the real explanation or

not, the fact remains that the disease never spreads

very far when superphosphate of lime is scattered

over the ground occupied by Bearded Irises at

the rate of lib. to every five or s'x square yards.

Rotten rhizomes should be removed and
burnt, but if these precautions are taken

it should not be difticult to check the

disease.—W. R. D.

RHODODENDRONS ON LIME-
STONE RANGES.

VOU ask my opinion on this thorny

subject (issue August 31, page .

330). I can say nothing at first hand of

the conditions under which Rhododen-
drons grow on the 1 mestone ranges of

Western China, and doubt if anyone
who has not studied the ecological side

of the question on the spot can be in a

position to throw much light on what,

in the present state of .our knowledge,

seems a complex and anomalous state

of affairs. The complexity of the subject

is not lessened by the fact that those

who have been over the ground are not

altogether agreed as to the conditions

prevailing there. Moreover, none of

the small band of explorers whose
names are famous in connection with
the Chinese flora setms to be equipped

with the technical knowledge necessary

to an elucidation of a question that ha&
mystified a good many people besides

your correspondent, and much water

vnW doubtless have flowed under the

bridges before a satisfying explanation

is forthcoming. Meanwliile, an experi-

ment that has been going on for four

years under the eye of the writer has

led tentatively to the conclusion that

some of the species of Western Chinese

Rhododendron not only tolerate ground

that is highly calcareous, but actually

thrive in it. The fact that there is no

humus, natural or added, in the ground

in which the experiment is being con-

ducted is of particular interest in vitw

of the opinion expressed by Mr. Farrcr

that if they are to continue in pros-

perity, plants cultivated in gardens need

a soil of pure vegetable decay. Should

his opinion be correct, the Rhododendrons
forming the subject of the experiment

will sooner or later succumb. No definite

conclusion can be drawn from an isolated

experiment on a small scale and extend-

ing over four years, but the subject is,

or should be, of so much interest and importance

to botanists and gardeners as to warrant an ex-

tension of the experiment on a larger scale and in

various directions.—A. Grove.

GASSED APPLES.
nPHERE is a belt of orcharding around the Here-

ford Gas Works where the trees are laden with
Apples. This is within the radius of the gas fumes,
and the suggestion is made that the fumes haVe
had the effect of freeing the trees from blight.

The trees in town gardens are, comparatively speak-
ing bearing good crops this season.—L. M. M.

\
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LILIUM SPECIOSUM.

'"PHE white variety of this Lily, which is alluded

to by Sir Francis Piggott in The Garden
for July 6, is known as Kraetzerii. Prior to the

war very large importations of this particular

kind used to reach this country from Japan.

In bulb, habit and flower it is very distinct from

the coloured forms. In Krjetzerii the compact-

shaped bulbs are of a yellowish tint, and the sturdy,

erect stem plentifully furnished with bright green,

pointed leaves, the unopened buds being also

tinged with green. The petals are long and reflex

in a very regular way. -They are pure white in

colour, except for a greenish stripe which extends

about lialf way down the centre of each petal.

The anthers are chocolate coloured. Another

white-flowered variety grown in Japan is the much
scarcer album novum. In this the leaves are

less pointed and the flowers more massive, but

not so regular in shape as those of Kraetzerii.

Another difference is that in album novum the

anthers are bright yellow in colour. A very distinct

white-flowered variety has been

grown by the Dutch for many
years under the varietal name
of album. In this the bulbs are

of a deep brown colour, the stems,

leaf-stalks and unopened buds
tinged with chocolate, while the

expanded blossoms are white, with,

in some cases, a very slight pinkish

tinge.—H. P.

CALYCANTHUS OCCIDEN-

TALIS.

nPHIS interesting shrub is botani-

cally near, and is often con-

founded with, the better -known
Calycanthus floridus, the Carolina

Allspice, which it much resembles,

though it is of taller growth.

The sweet scent of the dusky red

flowers has earned these shrubs

the popular name of Allspice,

though they have nothing to do

with the true Allspice (Eugenia

Pimenta). But to the writer of this

note the scent more nearly re-

sembles the pleasant smell of a

library where many books are

bound in Russia leather. When
the air is in movement, one is

reminded of the presence of

Calycanthus by the curious clashing

kind of sound caused by the rubbing

together of the harsh-surfaced leaves.—G. J.

ROSE M. PAUL LEDE.
'T'HIS much-neglected Rose has again been very

fine here. Indeed, it has probably been the

most satisfactory variety in the garden. Why it

is not planted in every garden I cannot understand.

It has beauty of form and colouring, freedom of

blooming and exquisite perfume, and yet few

Rose- lovers recognise it. At the moment (August

17) it has a wealth of beautiful flowers, and will go

on for quite a long time.—C. Blair, Preston House

Gardens, Linlithgow.

RECIPE FOR S.\t>AD DRESSING.

T HAVE ' .en with much interest the recipes in

The r iRDEN for salad dressing. The following is

most excellent ; I have now used it for over thirty

years, and have given much of it away to friends
;

it will keep for quite six months : One egg boiled

hard (only the yolk used) and braided up in a

mortar, half a teaspoonful of mustard, a dust of

salt, one and a quarter teaspoonfuls of sugar, one

dessertspoonful of salad oil and the same quantity
of vinegar, and two or three tablespoonfuls of cream.—Mrs. Ransome, Holme Wood, Ipswich, Suffolk.

EGGLESS SALAD DRESSING

.

TV/TAY I, for the benefit of your readers, send

the following recipe which I use with con-

stant success, and find equally good as a mayon-
naise made with hard-boiUd egg in the usual

way ? Implements : A china basin and wooden
spoon. Materials : Unmade mustard, pepper,

salt, salad oil. Tarragon vinegar, cream or milk.

Method : Put into the basin two teaspoonfuls of

mustard, a good sprinkling of pepper and a pinch

of salt. Add just enough cold water to make
a thick paste. Then add by degrees small quan-
tities of salad oil, stirring and beating all the time,

until the mixture looks bright and shiny ; then

add a dessertspoonful of the Tarragon vinegar,

and stir and beat again. Lastly, add cream or

milk until the mixture is of the consistency of

a boiled custard. If not used at once the mixture
will thicken,

' in which case add a little more

THE CALIFORNIAN ALLSPICE (CALYCANTHUS OCCIDENTALIS

cream or milk. It will keep for a week if stirred

occasionally. In winter warm the oil and the
basin.—G. J. K.

LETTUCE STALKS AS GINGER.
^HEN Lettuces have bolted they need not be

condemned, as waste, for they can be made
into a good dessert dish if the following recipe is

followed : Peel the stalks till they are free from
strings, and cut them into one-inch lengths. Boil
till tender, but not too soft. Make a thin syrup
and add a good quantity of whole ginger. Let
the syrup with the ginger in it get cold, and then
put in the stalks. Boil up day after day till the
stalks look clear ; then make a rich syrup and
let the stalks just boil up ; take out the ginger,
cool and tie down as for jam. It is not so hot as
Chinese preserved ginger, and some like to make
it so with a little cayenne pepper tied in two thick-
nesses of muslin put in at the last boiling and
thea removed

; but it is doubtful if this addition
IS any advantage. The Lettuce should be showing
for seed before the stalks are cut.—G. J.

SPRING CABBAGES
THERE appears to be a great amount of

misconception among amateur—aye, even
experienced—gardeners as to what con-

stitutes the much-talked-of but seldom-
seen " Spring " Cabbage. I say this

because I have lately come across many people
who sowed seeds of " Spring " Cabbages during
June and July this year. Some averred that
they had been told to do so by gardeners of expert
reputation

; others sowed in deliberate defiance
of the instructions printed on the seed packets

;

and others apparently in complete ignorance
as to the why and wherefore of their action !

Not isolated cases are these, but more numerous
than pleasant.

The result of June and July sowings will be
apparent to anyone who takes note of the very
wet conditions then prevalent : rapid growth
all leafage—the plants revelling in the excessive

moisture, and producing a splendid food for

rabbits ! Should- warm weather
follow, then the plants will quickly

run to seed, in the endeavour
to reproduce themselves before

the end of the season. This is

inevitable, because it is Nature's
rule. Hearting cannot take place

under such conditions of growth
;

and as there is ample time for the
plants to form seed before winter,

even in the most unpropitious of

weather, they will inevitably do
so as a perfectly natural
sequence. Then, of course, the
cultivator will say that it is of no"
use attempting to grow " Spring "

Cabbages in his garden, allotment,
or district, because they always
bolt—" something in the soil, you
know," &c. I

No, this will not do. The main
essential to successfully obtaining
" Spring •' Cabbages— say, from
the beginning of April and onwards
—consists in strong, steady,
sturdy, perhaps somewhat slow
growth

; and the only things
which will assure this are (i) a
soil moistened and warmed by
summer showers and sun, well
dug, and containing no fresh

manure
; (2) a state of weather

inclining towards the cold side,

yet still warm and congenial
to plant growth. And can there be a better
time which answers this description than that
which occurs between August i and Septem-
ber 30 ? Then, here we' have the ideal period in
which to sow, care for,' transplant, and finally

plant out Cabbages intended to produce fine,

hard, succulent heads in the early spring
months.

During October the plants may be put in their
permanent stations ; the ground must be made
very firm, sa much so that the holes have to be
made with force. Lifting the plants with a trowel,
and dropping them into holes of dimensions
corresponding to the balls of earth, is an excellent
plan. The soil must be firmly pressed about
and around the roots in every case.

During the months of February and March, if

fair weather prevails, an application of nitrate
of soda should be given, followed by a careful
hoeing—not deep enough to upset the compaci-
ness of the soil—this being repeated as the season
advances. Treated thus, there will be many
Cabbages fit to cut at the beginning of April,
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with very few, if any, "bolting" plants.

The writer put out 400 Cabbage plants last

autumn, and out of these only two bolted
;

and Cabbages were

from, commencing on

Julv.

cut continuously there-

April I until the end of

J-Iarry a. Day.

ABBOTSBURY
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

CG
liad I contemplated a pilgrimage to

view t)ie famous collection of exotics

in the Castle groimds at Abbotsbuvy, and

when at last the intention was carried

into effect in company with 'an enthusi-

astic friend, it rained and blew so relentlessly

throughout the day as to render anything more

than a superficial survey out of the question, the

pages of my note-book being speedily reduced to

pulp. Of course, tlie right tactics would have been

to beat a retreat and make a counter-attack under

l(ss forbidding conditions; but it is a far cry to

Abbotsbury and the season was verging upon

autunm, so we held our ground, perambulating it

under the cheering guidance of the liead-gardener,

Mr. Kerapsliall, than whom one could not wish

for a more enthusiastic and instructive cicerone.

The gardens of Abbotsbury owe their

special interest mainly to two ex-

leptionallj' favourable conditions : first,

the personal attention bestowed on them

by successive owners for more than one

hundred years ; and, secondly, the pecu-

liar formation and geological characttr

of the ground.

I. The collection of plants was begun

by the Hon. William Fox-Strangways

(1795-1865), second son of the second

Earl of Ilchester. He was in the

Diplomatic Service, and was Minister-

Plenipotentiary to the Germanic Con-

federation at Franlcfurt from 1840 to

1849, when he retired. He then made

his liome at Abbotsbury with his mother

during her widowhood of forty years

(1K02-42). and in 1858 he succeeded

lis half-brother as fourth Earl of

Ilchester, Early in life he had formed

an intimate friendship with Sir William

Hooker (1785-1865), which greatly stimu-

lated, if it did not originate, his interest

in the cullivation of choice plants.

Many of the species now flourishing at

Abbotsbury were gifts from Sir William

Hooker, including the Asiatic Rheido-

dcndrons which his son Jejseph introduced

e'-uring the 'forties. Jeihn Lindh'y (1792-

1865) was another close associate of

I'ox-Strangways, naming the genus

Stranvasia in his honour. It is remark-

able that these three friends all died in

the same year^i865.

Lord Ilchester was succeeded by his

nephew Henry as fifth Earl (1847-1905),

\vho became an ardent gardener and

botanist, largely extending the grounds

and adding to the collection at Abbots

bury. Since his death in 1905 his

widow, Mary Coimtess of Ilchester, lias

bestowed constant care on tlie park and

gardens, and the recent treasures which
' have poured into tliis country from the

Far East are well represented therein.

Unfortunately, the mansion house was

burnt down lately, and it has been

impossible to start rebuilding it during

the war.

2. The predominance in Dorsetshire

of ejolite and cretaceous beds docs not

1'
.

•' '!.' .' ' \\' ci In find here a soil

favourable to Rhododendrems and other lim -

haters ; but the geological features of Abbotsbury

are peculiar. It lies close to the sea in a nook

between the great chalk range of the South

Downs and the upper oolite or Portland series.

It is cut off from the sea by that strange

formation the Chesil Beach, eighteen miles long

and shaped (ike the curving bone of. a gigantic

cutlet, whereof the Isle of Portland represents the

flesh. The late Lord Avebury regarded it as

" probably the most extensive and extraordinary

accumulation of shingle in the .world." It is

composed of rolled flints with a few red pieces of

sandstone—material which bodes ill for the culti-

vation of Rhododendrons and other plants that

hate lime. But within this remarkable break-

water, between it and the chalk, a strip of the

upper greensand crops out—the choicest of all

soils for the cultivation of exotics. High ground,

covered with woods, screens this little paradise
'

from all winds except the east, aft'ording the
shelter which is of as much importance as soil in

the cultivation of tender plants.

Here, indeed, is an ideal theatre feir Rhododen-
drons

; but, so far as our very limited inspection

ena^)led us to judge, they have not been planted,
until quite • recently, in the same profusion
as deciduous trees and shrubs. We saw a few
magnificent specimens of Himalayan Rhododen-
drons—R. Falconeri some 20 feet high, densely
set with flower-buds

; R. cinnamomeum with the
under sides of the leaves of a brighter, richer brown
than usual, and R. Thomson! of fine dimensions.
Unluckily, these and others have been committee}
to a struggle for the upper hand with growths as
rare and desirable as themselves—Magnolias,
Clerodendrons, Camellias, Tricuspidaria and the
like. Never have I felt more forcibly convinced
of the truth conveyed in the precept of a certain
famous cultivator of Rhododendrons, namely,
that each should be so planted that one should
be able to ride round it thirty years hence.
Here, as in too many other places where advantage
has been taken of specially favourable conditions

of climate, soil and shelter to bring
together an immense variety of e.xoticsj

their very luxuriance has marred the
effect they must have produced had space
been allowed for tlteir development.

It was a relief to come upon a few
e.xceptio.is to the prevailing congestion.
R. Dalhousii has here waived its

epiphytic proclivities and iias occupied
for several years a shaded border with
more space round it than it seems
likely to fill, for, although perfectly
healthy and flowering regularly, it is

barely 4 feet high, with a habit the
reverse of dense. I retain also the
impression of two beautiful objects with
head and side room—one, a fine specimen
of the Chilian Eucryphia cordifolia
loaded with lovely, snowy blossoms

;

the other, a tree of Clerodendron tricho-
tomum in full flower, standing in a
potato patch with plenty of elbow-room.
In another open glade considerable
space was temporarily filled with the
new Chinese Rhododendrons, all in
vigorous health, awaiting removal to
permanent situations.

.\cacia dealbata here rapidly attains
the dimensions of a forest tree. To
take measurements in the driving rain
was what I did not care to attempt

;

but many of these Wattles must be
50 feet high, although Mr. Kempshall
assured us that they were not, yet out of
their teens. The Mexican Amaryllid,
Beschorneria yuccoides, sends up its spike
of green flowers with bright rose brads
to a height of 15 feet.

THE MEXICAN AMARYLLID, BESCHORNERIA YUGCOIDES,

IN FLOWER AT ABBOTSBURY.

Rhododendron occidentalis.—This is

a late summer Azalea of striking beauty,
the large, pure white, very fragrant
flowers nestling in the rich glossy green
foliage. These blossoms resemble those
of A. pontica in all but colom-, but the
true, clear white form should be chosen
in preference to those flushed with
pink. Peat is not necessarj-, the shrub
doing well in cool loam and leaf-mould
in any half -shaded situation. The
species is deciduous and appears to be
hardy.
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The Earlham Montbretias

THE nukl luedal display uf Muntbrctias

at the last meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society literally took the old

Drill Hall by stonu. Many visitors

to the exhibition had heard of the new
Montbretias, especially those raised at Norwich,

but few had any idea of the brilliant colours and

I lie size of the flowers of the latest seedHngs. No
ftwer than seven varieties from Earlliani have

row received awards of merit, and three of them

fjaincd the award of merit on this occasion.

Kcfcrcnccs to th sc will be found under the

lieading of '• Ntw and Rare Plants," while the

large gi'oup of new seedlings, remarkable for their

izc and brIlKant colouring, came as a compl te

surprise to many v sitors.

At a time like this it is very gratifying to know
iliat such real treasures among hardy flowers are

being well looked after. It is to be feared that

many choice plants may be lost to cultivation, and

we look to the owners of private gardens as well

as to nurserymen to save them from oblivion. Hap-
pily, the new Montbretias find a home in Mr. and

.Mrs. Sydney Morris"' delightful garden at Earlliam

Hall, Norwich, and our thanks and appreciation

are due to them and to Mr, George Htiiley, the

genial head-gardener, for the good work they an-

doing.

The group at the Drill Hall will long be remem-
bered. Never before had the Montbretia been

shown in such grand form. But glorious as they

were in London, the Montbretias were even mori

beautiful as we saw them, less than a week before,

dancing merrily in the breeze in the gardens ai

Earlham Hall.

Many seedlings were then flowering for .the

first time, and of them only three or four were

selected and named, .^niong this year's seedlings

was one named Nimbus, from its disc of crimson on

a golden orange ground. It is even more luminous

than Halo, a seedling of last year's raising. Another

seedling opened its first flowers of cherry scarlet

and gold, and as it look;d so brilliant in the morning

sun it has been christened Sunshine. Those in

search of a deep crimson will find it in Red Indian
;

it is the darkest of the Earlham seedlings.

One good point about raising Montbretias is

that the seedlings flo^^ler in their first year. The
seed is sown in heat as soon as it is ripe—that is,

in the autumn—and the seedlings, planted out in

May, come'inlo flower in Aoigust ; even an annual

'uuld hardly flower in a shorter space of time.

Passing on to the named varieties. Queen Mary
is one of the best by virtue of its beautiful form

and branching habit ; moreover, the flowers are

shown to advantage on the dark flower-stems.

Henry VIII. is the largest-flowered of this race ;

it has a good showy orange flower, but size is its

great point, and it is rough when compared to, say,

the dainty Queen Charlotte or the lovely Queen
of Spain, the last named bein^ one of the best

for garden efftct. Nor must we omit to mention
ihe soft cool yellow tones seen in Citronella and
Lemon Queen, both making such pleasing con-

trasts to the wann shades of crimson and orange.

The Earlham Montbretias are the outcome of

years of cross-fertilisation and selection. At the

same time we are mindful of the good work by
Mr. George Davison, head-gardener to Colonel B.

Pctre of WistVick House, near Norwich, in rasing

.Montbretias ; but more important business, chiefly

iruit-growing, left Colonel Pctre no time to carry

on the development of the Montbretia, and it was
from his stock, presented to Earlham some teji

years ago, that Mr. Sydney Morris has raised his

prisent varieties. A start was made with the two
varieties Prometheus and George Davison, and
one of the earliest seedlings was George Henley,

named after the able hcad-gardtntr at Earlham,

wlio takes the greatest pride and interest in

cultivating these dainty flowers. .This variety,

of apricot colour, gained an award of merit in

iqio, and it is still a favourite, as there is nothing

quite like it in colour.

.\ good feature of some of (he new seedlings

;s that the perianth is turned back like that of

montbre;ti.\ nimbus.

Award of Merit. Flowers orange gohl, ringed li'Uh

the Martagon Lily, and this characteristic is well

displayed in the variety Queen Alexandra, with

large orange- coloured flowers. H. C.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE.

Cattleya Hardyana alba President Wilson.

—

.A \'(ry handsome form in which the petals and

sepals are of glistening' white, the rich pmple lip

being reliev'ed by golden blotches on the side lobes

and free markings of gold at the base. From

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Cattleya Iris Ansaldos var. (C bicolor x C.

Dowiana amca).—The sepals and petals are of

greenish hue, tinged with rose ; the lip of an intense

\elvet crimson of quite exceptional colotu:. Shown
by J- .Arnolds, Esq., Rosebank, Mumbles.

Cattleya ^neas (C Venus x C. aurca).—The
sepals and petals of this lovely hybrid are of rich

golden, colour ; the brownish crimson lip very

distinct. From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,

Haywa^d's Heath.

Gladiolus Prophetesse.—.\ \ery beautiful

variety in which the ivory white of the upper

parts of the flower is in striking contrast to

the crimson brown blotches below. Shown by
Mr. J. G. Parker, Upton Cheyney, Bitton.

Montbretia Queen Alexandra.—An erect-habited

sort with well - displayed, somewhat reflexinj

flowers coloured a light golden orange, the crimson

base showing at -both hack 'and front of the

flower.

Montbretia Queen Mary.—The spike is slightly

arched at the tip. A wondrously fine \'ariety in

'irange and < rinison.

Montbretia Nimbus.—The slightly grooved ur

incurving petals are of orange gold, ringed by
crimson within, rfnd having a golden yellow

base. Very beautiful and distinct. These superb

novelties were shown by the raiser, Sydney
Morris. Esq., Earlham Hall. Norwich (gardener,

Mr. G. H?nley).

Lilium Parkmanii Hayward's Variety (L.

sp(-<iiisuni niacvilatmn -: L. auratum macrajithum).
—\ remarkable hybrid having flattish ijiclined

flowers with reflexing tips. The dominant colour

tone is that of the rich crimson L. speciosums,

with a fragrance leaning to L. auratum. Shown
by Mr. P. S. Hayward, Pearls F'arm, Great Clacton,

Essex.

Lobelia Mrs. Humbert.—.A variety of L.

syphilitica and a welcome addition to tall herba-

ceous sorts. The colour is rosy carmine. From
Mr. B. S. Ladhams, Southampton.

These were shown befcre the Royal Hort'-

1 iiltural Society on the 27th ult.

NEW DAHLIAS.

Marion Walton (Decorative).—Of medium size

w.lli pointed florets and coloured a lovely shade of

cU .u" pink.

Purple Emperor (Decorative).—Crimson and

ri( best pm'ple are combined in this strong-steimned,

erectly held variety.

Pennant.—.A beautifully refined variety of

deep shrimp pink tone.

Meridian (Cactus).—^The colom- is pale straw

yelhiw ; the variety beautiful and refined. These

foiur were shown by Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son.

St. Leonards.

President Wilson (Decorative).—One of the

gi.uits of the race, coloured scarlet and shaded with

orange. An imposing variety. From Mr. J.

West, Brentwood.

Southern Star.—One of the new "Star"
section. The dominant colour tone is orange

with scarlet base, the tips of the florets of a cerise

shade. Shown by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons,

Crawley.

Pink Apollo (Pasony-flowered).—The colour

is a lovely rose pink self ; the variety an acquisition.

Star of Mons (Collerette).—^The ground colour

is reddish scarlet, with yellow collar.

Evelyn (Collerette).—Of reddish maroon shade

with creamy colovvred florets. These three were

from Mr. J. A. Jarrett, Anerley.

The above-named Dahlias, having been adjudi-

cated upon by a joint committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society and the National Dahlia

Society, carry the award of merit of the former

and the first-class certificate of the latter.
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Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches,—On trees from which the fniits have
been gathered keep the foliage free from red spider

and other troublesome insect pests. Syringe
freely every particle of the leaves, and occasion-

ally with .\bol or some other approved insecticide.

Water the borders thoroughly at intervals, and
thus assist the trees to build up good buds and
maintain their leaves in a healthy state till the
very last.

Figs.—Late crops are now ripening fast in

cold houses, and the bright, hot weather has
helped the fruits both in size and quality. Do
not keep the houses charged with too much
moisture to cause the Figs to damp and decay.
Attend to the stopping, also make secure the right

shoots needed for filling up space and for fruiting

next year.

Melons.—Crops which have swelled to a fair

size should be supported before any damage
occurs. Keep the roots well supplied with water
and liquid manure till the fruits begin to show
for ripening. Syringe and close the ventilators

early in the afternoon, especially during bright

weather ; also remove useless shoots. Stop the
remaining laterals early, and top-dress with a
little sweet loam and lime rubble to encourage
plenty of top roots.

Strawberry Plants.—.'\s the pots become well

filled with roots, keep the plants well supplied
with water and liquid manure or some approved
artificial to assist the formation of good crowns.
Remove runners and s>Tinge the plants on bright

afternoons.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Fruit Trees on Walls.—Though too early to

plant, it is not too early to commence preparations.

Old trees that are past bearing good crops should
be replaced by others more suitable, and only
good and useful kinds should be selected and
planted. The borders should be thoroughly pre-

pared for the different kinds of fruit. Pear trees

require good drainage and a mellow, fibrous loam
with a sprinkling of old brick mortar and manure,

n"!ore or less according to the richness and goodness
of the loam. Every particle of the old soil should
be removed, the drainage put in order, and the
borders fille,d rather firmly with the compost pre-

pared. A few good varieties that will keep up a
supply of Pears for several weeks in succession
are Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Marguerite Marillat, Pitmaston Duchess,
Beurre Hardy, Charles Ernest, Durondeau, Marie
Louise, Doyenne du Comice, NouveUe Fulvie,
Duchesse de Bordeaux and Josephine de Malines.

The Fruit Room.—The Apple crop this year
is much below the average. Several of the earlier

varieties will soon need gathering, so let the fruit

room be thoroughly clean and sweet before bring-
ing in the fruits. Gather at intervals ariy of the
forwardest which are likely to drop or become
damaged by tits, but do not attempt to gather
later varieties till they are quite ready, which
will not be yet awhile. Bramley's Seedling and
Newton Wonder with me are bearing very well.

The Kitchen Garden.

Carrots.—Thin the late sov.'ings, but not too
severely, as some of the roots ran be pulled for
consumption when large enough for use.

Endive may be tied up to bleach, doing this

when the leaves are quite dry. Plant large

breadths of Batavian, one of the best for winter
supplies ; and water freely all plantsthat have been
recently planted, should no rain fall.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Seed of second-early varieties will

now be ready for lifting, and should receive atten-
tion. If the crop is being lifted, those known as
"seconds" (second size) should be selected, and
after having been "greened" in the open air

for ten days or a fortnight, the tubers should be
stored in trays or shallow boxes in a cool, airy
structure. Potato curl seems to be rather preva-
lent this season. Where the crop generally is

affected by it to any great extent, the whole
should be lifted without delav and the haulms

burnt. The tubers may possibly be quite fit for
use, but no seed should be taken from plants that
are affected.

Drying Herbs.—Mint, Sage, Marjoram and
other herbs should be picked while dry and hung
up in small bunches in an airy structure to dry
for winter use.

Globe Artichokes.—^The whole of the stems
should now be cut over near the ground, and the
ground hoed, leaving it clean and tidy.

General Remarks.—Give a final earthing to the
early batch of Celery ; thin Winter Spinach, leaving
it thicker than summer crops ; finish planting-
Spring Cabbage as soon as possible ; sow Mustard
and Cress ; and make a final sowing outdoors
of Radish, French Breakfast for preference.

The Flower Garden.

Roses.—Prune away a portion of the old
wood of the Wichuraiana and Polyantha classes^

of climbing Roses, and tie up rather loosely an
equal number of vigorous young shoots. Cut out
all weakly and superfluous young shoots.

Carnations.—Those who practise autumn plant-
ing should carry through the operation as soon as
the layers are sufficiently rooted. Make the ground
moderately firm and plant about 14 inches
apart.

Fruit Under Glass.

Orchard House.—.\s trees in pots are cleared
of fruit, they should be moved outdoors and
be thoroughly sjTinged, after which they should be
plunged in ashes or in soil, resting the pots on
inverted small fjower-pots so as to ensure efficient

drainage and prevent the ingress of earthworms.
The site selected should be exposed to full sunshine
and be clear of trees. A moderate dressing of

sulphate of potash will help to "plump up" the
buds.

Late Grapes.—Promptly pinch out any sut-
laterals. Examine the state of the border and,
if necessary, give a liberal watering, adding some
stimulant if the crop is a heavy one. Sulphate
of potash is suitable for this purpose. Shut the
house early and put on a little air in the evening
if the weather is at all favourable.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson' s Mains, Midlothian.

PEARSONS RELIABLE BULBS
Bulbs are

of foreign

very scarce

produce.

this season, owing to the prohibition

We hold a fine stock of HOME GROWN DAFFODILS,
May . flowering TULIPS, SCILLAS, GHIONO-
DOXAS, etc. By purchasing Home Grown Bulbs you

will support an important and growing home industry.

Our War-time Bulb List, without illustrations, but

full of useful cultural details, free on application.

J. R. PEARSON & SONS
Estab. 1782. The Nunsemes, Low^dham, Notts.
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IF

all fruit -gi-owers would combine in a great

preventive campaign against fruit tree pests

we should be ensured against a repetition of

this year's plague of caterpillars, which caused

such havoc in our gardens and orchards. It

cannot be too often stated that the greater part of

the ills that afflict our garden, market garden and

iirchard crops can be obviated by preventive

r.ieasiures taken in due season. If we wish to be

saved from a plague of caterpillars next spring

and summer, we must grease-band oUr standard

and half-standard fruit trees now and take other

precautions diuing the winter and spring. .As

soon as possible, and at latest not later than the

end of September, the grease-bands should be

applied, for early in October the wingless females

of the wintei mot)i family begin to crawl up the

trunks of the trees and to lay their eggs on spurs

and twigs. In the spring these eggs will hatch

into small caterpillars, and these caterpillars will

soon strip the trees of their leaves, to the great

detriment of the immediate fruit crop and the

..ventual health of the trees. The best method
of preventing these lamentable results is to tie

bands of stout grease-proof paper, smeared with

a sticky preparation sold for the purpose, round

the trunks of the trees. The moths attempting

to climb the trunks become entangled in the

grease on the bands and die. The grease should

be smeared every four or five weeks when the

outside surface has become dry from exposure.

The Blackberry.—^This is a delicious fruit,

l-ioth for cookhig at the present time as well as

for preserving for winter use in various ways.

It has often occurred to us that commercially

it should be cultivated in a practical manner
on a very large scale. As is well known, it will

thrive on almost any kind of land and in almost

any locality, and we are convinced that if care

were taken in preparing the land and judiciously

thimimg the canes, a very fine profit might be

made, as there is always a ready market for go&d,

freshly picked fruit in our large centres, and invari-

ably at a good price. There are now many varie-

ties cultivated, and few can surpass a good type

of the common English Blackberry; but one

\ariety which has been in cultivation for some
time—the Cut-leaved Bramble (Rubus laciniatus),

the origin of which one is not sure about—is

very prolific and of good flavour.

Potato Witch Hill.—To the list of early Potatoes

for heavy soil—issue August 24, page 320—should

certainly be added Witch Hill, a beautiful early

kidney raised by Mr. A. G. Brown, Witch Hill

House, Fraserburgh. We were much impressed

with the appearance of this variety when intro-

duced to our notice by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

and after trial our good opinion has been com-
pletely confirmed. It is a great cropper, and the

haulm is dwarf, which are points of the greatest

consideration. The tubers are shapely, and it

is a beautiful cooker ; the flesh is white and floury

when cooked. Some years ago it was awarded a

first-class certificate by the Roval Horticultural

Society, and the award has since been confirmed

after cultural trial at Wisley and a cooking test

in London. Surely few Potatoes hold greater

honours than Witch Hill. The illustration of a

short row hardly does justice to its cropping
propensities.

Seaside Spraying.—An interesting report as to

the effect of the spraying of Potatoes at Walbers-
wick on the Suffolk coast is forwarded to the Food
Production Department by Mr. R. C. Notcutt, J.P.

The Potatoes were sprayed on July 13 ; but rain

falling soon afterwards they were sprayed again on
August 9, and a third time on the 16th. There was
a slight trace of disease in the crop at the end of

.August, but generally the Potatoes looked strong

and healthy. " All those in the surrounding

gardens that were not sprayed had not a single

green leaf left on them."

The Premier's Potatoes.—\ representative of

the Food Production Department has recently

inspected the Potato crops in the Premier's garden
at Walton Heath. It will be remembered that

Mr. Lloyd George not only recommended other

Potato-growers to have their plantings sprayed,

but actually sprayed some of his own in person.

lUDTTHE EARLY KIDNEY POTATO WITCH HILL.

A huge cropper with short hai'.lm.

The official report says that " British Queens
which are second-carlies) are dying down and nearly
ready to lift ; King Edwards are still healthy and
green." Whereas the Premier's maincrops looked
extremely well, within a few hundred yards there
were patches of Potatoes so badly attacked by
blight that the haulm was quite dead. In a local

allotment field every Potato planting was founefto
be affected, the foliage in some instances being
black. There certainly seems some warrant for

the inspector's comment that " this is clearly a
case of spraying having protected the Premier's
crop." The latter, by the way, was sprayed
twice.

Entomological Research in Australia.—We
understand that Professor H. Maxwell Lefroy, U.A.,
Professor of Entomology at the Imperial College

of Science, South Kensington, has been appointed
by the Australian Commonwealth Government to
investigate the blowfly, grain-weevil, woolly aphis,

and Prickly Pear-—pests which are causing serious

damage to crops and animals in the Dominion.
The engagement is for^ one year at a salary of

£3,000, plus £2,000 for experimental material.

Our readers will remember that Professor Lefroy
was for some time Professor of Entomology at the
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wislev,
but he had to vacate his post to undertake special

Government work in India in igrs

Planting Cabbages.—September is a good month
for planting out Cabbages for spring use, and the
plants should be crowded, but not overcrowded.
.Autunm growth is slow and there is no need to
give the plants an unnecessary amount of space.

A good plan is to put a Colewort or some other
small-growing subject between the Cabbages in

the rows and also between the rows of Cabbages.
The Cabbages, e\-en late in spring, are both useful

and welcome, and the Coleworts come in for use
earlier.

Outdoor Tomatoes.—.As soon as these begin to

turn yellow they may be gathered and finished

indoors. The ripening process is most satisfactorily

concluded by placing the fruits in single layers

in shallow boxes with lids, or drawers kept closed,

in a warm room. Treated thus, the Tomatoes
will ripen in a few days, and the fruits will be of

better flavour and texture and more juicy than
those which have been left fully exposed to the air

and sun of a greenhouse shelf or window.

Broad Beans.—Those intended for winter use,

if fairly well ripened, had better be picked, shelled

and spread out on trajs, and exposed to full

sunshine diuring the day. They should be put
under cover at night and during wet weather.

Storing Marrows and Gourds —Those intended
fi'i winter use should be well baked in the sun
before being stored. Fruits that are too late to

be thoroughly ripened should be used before they
attain full size. At a ve,£;etable show held at

Walton - on -Thames recently, one competitor

showed a large Marrow that was cut a year ago.

Needless to say it was well ripened in the sun
before being stored.
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CORRESPONDENCE
[The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

IRIS DISEASE.

A FEW weeks ago a brief but interesting dis-

cussion appeared in the Press when some most

important information was published from Mr.

W. R. Dykes, who strongly advocated the employ-

ment of superphosphate of lime in the treatment

of this disease (see also TheGarden of September 7,

page 336). In private letters he also, in the kindest

manner, gave me valuable advice, entering fully

into the proper method of applying the remedy.

Follo\\'ing his instructions I commenced at once

to dress all the groups of Irises in my garden with

this agent, whether there was evidence of disease

amongst them or not. This fu-st dressing was com-

pleted towards the end of June. I have now, some

two months later, just finished giving the plants

a second dressing. At the time of the first applica-

tion some of the groups showed no signs whatever

of disease. But I may say without exaggeration

at the present time there is" not a single group

of plants that is not more or less affected. I do

not mention this fact with any intention' of throwing

doubt upon the efficacy of the remedy—the time is

too short to expect much benefit as a consequence

of the first application; and, raorcovtr, I have every

confidence that much good will result from the

treatment recommended by Mr. Dykes. What

I feel doubtful about, however, is as to whether

it is sufficient to destroy the disease altogether.

Anyone who is familiar with the appearance of a

plant suffering from a bad attack of this disease

must be struck by the fact of the great rapidity

witli which the infection spreads until the whole

of the foliage becomes a mass of brown spots and

patches, reminding one of the appearance of an

individual suffering from confluent smallpox. It

seems to me that the bacillus which produces

the disease settles on the foliage first, and gradually

spreads down to the rhizome, and I think it must

also rest on the surrounding soil, where it probably

continues to increase. If this is so, it must surely

be advisable to attack it where it is most easily

got at. What I should therefore be glad to elicit

information upon is whether it would be well, in

addition to the applications of superphosphate

of linie, to s>Tinge the plants, as well as the sur-

rounding soil, with some efficient fungicide ? Of

course, it should be combined with some substance

to make it adhere to the leaves. I do not know
whether it would be necessary to use sulphate

of copper in this case, but for my ovm part I would

prefer eitlier a mixture containing flowers of sul-

phur, lime and soft soap ; or one of liver of sulphur

(potassium sulphide) and soft soap ; or, again,

potassium sulphide, quicklime and paraffin.

—

Cecil A. P. Osburne, The Grove. Old Cation,

Norwich.

THE GOLD MEDAL GROUP OF

MONTBRETIAS

.

'T'HE gold medal given to Mr. Sydney Morris's

fine Montbretias by the Royal Horticultural

Society on the 27th ult. was well and worthily

awarded. On the morning of the show I was

examining the group with a friend, and he re-

marked :
" I don't think this lot will quite get it

;

they ought to have filled the whole table." I

replied :
" There's gold medal quality here, at

any rate." And it was a relief to find that in this

case, at any rate, quality was duly recognised.

Another consideration that weighed, I should

imagine, with the floral committee was the fact

that this splendid set of flowers (or, at any rate,

the great majority of them) owed their existence

to the painstaking and patient work of the

exhibitor. For some occtilt reason the honour

of a gold medal has in the past been usually

reserved for an imposing spectacular display
;

quality has been of small avail without quantity,

and little consideration has been given as to whether

or not the items have been originated, or even

ciiltivaled, by the exhibitor. The gold medal of

the 27th ult. was a refreshing and welcome

departure.—A.

APPLE ST. EVERARD.

A NOTHER year's experience confirms my good

opinion of this excellent early new dessert

Apple. Specimens tasted to-day (September i)

are crisp, juicy, and the flavour, in my opinion,

excelling that of any other early Apple. This

is a bad season with all Apples hereabouts in regard

to crop, but I have found St. Everard to crop

freely and well in an average year. It is a genuine

and undoubted acquisition, and I predict a great

future for it.—F. H. C, Rye.

" GAS THAT WASP."

r^YANIDE of potassium is largely used and

effectively destroys wasps' nests, but it is

dangerous stuff to have about a place. A far

simpler method is to " gas " the wasp in his " dug-

out," and I have never had a failure by using

bisulphide of carbon, CS2. To those who have

not studied chemistry at all, this product may be

a stranger, but, briefly, it is very like methylated

spirit in appearance, but evaporates much more

rapidly. Be careful not to inhale the vapoiu—it

is far from pleasant ; one should also be sure to

keep it away from a naked light . The gas or vapour

of carbon bisulphide is highly inflammable, and the

fumes given off after ignition are obnoxious and

poisonous. When our enemy the wasp has made

his home in a bank or in the rock garden (or in

any place othef than a building which would easily

take &re), I always use about an eggcupful of the

CS2, which is poured into the hole or front door

of the nest at dusk when' all the " late birds
"

have returned to rest ; a piece of turf or newspap r

screwed up is then placed over or in the hole to

prevent the fumes from escaping. Let this sealing

operation remain for about two minutes, then

remove the turf or paper and hold a lighted torch

(made with a paraffin rag secured to a 3-foot stick)

to the mouth of the nest. The result will be a

sharp explosion. The . voltmie of sound much
depends upon the size and sh^pe of the nest,

but it is not sufficient to arouse the police, yet

just to the taste of yoiu- ten year old son, who
will enjoy it tenfold if, perchance, he has ever

been stung by one of these brutes. There will

be sulphurous fumes and a series of small explosions

(internal combustion ?), and pretty violet flames

will dance about in the caYity for perhaps three or

four minutes. As soon as these flames disappear

you can, if so minded, get a lantern and dig out

the nest ; but it is perhaps wisest to waif until

the morning, and I can guarantee that every wasp

that was in the nest when it was treated in this

way will be lifeless. Furthermore, it destroys

tlie grubs or larviE that a-e in the nest, which is not

always the case with cyanide of potassium.

—

.\. D. T.

AUTUMN-FRUITING R.\SPBERRIES.

'T'HIS type of Raspberry is not as widely appre-

ciated as it might be, for although the fruit

is not equal to that of earlier kinds should the

autumn be cold; it comes at a time (September

and October) when there is little else of the kind

to be had, and it is very delicious cooked either

alone or with something else. People who have

grown this Raspberry and found that it is too apt

to make a superabuadance of suckers should try

the effect of lifting and replanting every spring.

This increases the yield and checks the tendency

to run. The treatment of the Autumn-fruiting

Raspberry is quite different, in so far as pruning

is concerned, to that accorded the summer-fruiting

varieties, for the former bears its berries on canes

of the current year's growth. Hence all canes

are cut to the base every February, a fresh crop

springing up in time for the autumn fruiting.

November Abundance and Hailsham are good red

kinds, and among the 5'ellow sorts October Yellow

and Surprised' Automne may be recommended.

—

A. T. J.

RUST ON POTATO HAULM.

T HAVE read with interest " E. M.'s " remarks on
" Red Rust on Potato Haulm " in your issue

of August 24, and I am glad so experienced a

grower comes to the conclusion he does. Last

season rust was prevalent in some districts in Scot-

land, but this season it is far more so and is very

widespread. I have been astonished to see it in

some of the newer strong-growing varieties.

" E. M.'s " conclusions are confirmed by Professor

G. P. Clinton, Botanist of the Connecticut Agricul-

tirral Experiment Station, who has been observing

this trouble which he calls " Prematuring and

Wilting of Potatoes." Here are his conclusions
;

I quote from The Florists' Exchange (New York)

:

" Investigation shows that fields sprayed or un-

sprayed have suffered equally in the sections visited

by the trouble, which seems to have developed at

the blooming stage when most of the energies of

the plant were bent on the formation of tubers,

regardless of the variety. The conclusion is that

this year's troubles have been caused through lack

of moisture and sufficient plant food.of which potash

is one of the factors, and not through fungi, poor

seed, or insects. The writer is of the opinion that

so long as our fertilisers remain incomplete, great

care must be exercised in the character of the ground

chosen for Potatoes, and the manner in which ferti-

lised. Select sod land or land which has been

well fertilised for previous crop ; avoid worn-out

or leachy soils. Where possible, use a complete

fertiliser ; when an incomplete one is used, do not

place all of this on the land before planting Potatoes,

but use part of it once or twice after the vines are

up. Practise rotation. The Potato is the most

subject to drought injury of any ofour cultivated

crops, so naturally is the first to show its ill effects.

A Potato vine, like a human being, responds to the

best treatment, and its needs are moisture, nitrogen,

and potash. Professor Clinton concludes with

the statement that- his later observations and

consultations with other investigators lead him !•>

believe that lack of moisture was the primary

factor, and insufficient or unbalanced fertilisation

the secondary factor in the development of this

trouble." Now that we are busy lifting Potatoes,

we find much of the artificial manure in the drills

just as it was put there in April. In addition to

the recommendations made by " E. M." for this

important crop, may I be allowed to add the vital

one of making sure that strong, vigorous seed is

planted, whether it be home-saved or purchased.

—

W. CuTHBERTSON, Duddingstoii, Midlothian.

DAFFODILS THAT GROW.

AT the London Daffodil Show last spring theri-

was a gentleman who was very heated in his

denunciation of some of the new varieties, whii h

he stated had no stamina. He asked me whether

I was ever able to produce a bloom of a certain

variety. I said :
" I am very sorry, but until

to-dav I have not even seen a bloom since
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1910, when I gave three guineas for one of

the bulbs." " No," he replied. " it hasn't

the constitution of a I- ," Planting-time

has come round again, . and on looking back

through my list of purchases in 1910 I find

that I planted some fifty varieties for the first

time. I thought it might interest some of your

readers if I gave a list of the " sm-vivors." In

th% following list I have only included those that

have given a reasonable increase dm'ing the time

I have had them. I have placed them in alpha-

belical order for convenience of reference, and I

think most of them will be found in the principal

catalogues : Alert, Alice Knights, Bennett-Poe,

Cornelia, Glory, Lady Audrey, Laureate, Lord

Roberts, Miss Maiy, Mrs. H. D. Betteridge, Orange-

man, Pilgrim, Sandov\', Steadfast, Tennyson.

White Slave, White Standard, White Wings and

Will Scarlett. 1 do not suggest

that all the above are now classed

in the front rank, but those in

want of varieties which flower—the

cut-and-come-again sorts—will not

go far wTong in selecting some of

them. If I may mention a few

others which have always done

well with me, they are Ambrosine,

Bridesmaid, Brigadier, Giraffe,

Libra, Longfellow, Mrs. Veitc'h,

Noble, St. Olaf, The Fuchsia and

Wonderland. The Fuchsia is a

very late variety, my dates being :

April 24, 1914 ; April 26, 1915 ;

April 27, 1916; and April 21,

1 91 8. By way of comparison I

give the dates of Alert for the

same years: March 9, 1914 ;

March 12, 1915 ; February 18,

1916; and March 2, 1918.

—

Smiljv.x.

EUCRYPHIA PINNATI-

FOLIA.

T .\M sending a photograph of

Eucryphia pinnatifolia growing

at Mountains, Witham, Essex. It

is over 20 feet high and flowers

profusely every year, being well

sheltered by other shrubs.—G. S.

Du Cane.

ROSE AGLAIA.

TN two previous issues of The
Garden the parentage of Rose

Aglaia is discussed. May I add a

contribution ? Whatever people,

including the raiser, may say,

Aglaia stands in a class by itself
;

it is a hybrid of the Banksian

Rose, and possesses no apparent

affinity with the multifiora. Aglaia

usually takes two or three years

after planting before it comes into

flower. The first year the long

rods are produced ; the second year lateral growili

springs from the long 'rods; the third year thes'^

laterals put forth growth that bears flowers. Th s

three years' course is the particular characterist c

of Rosa Banlcsia, and therefore to get Aglaia

to flower it must be treated like the Banksia,

and then it wdl be equally floriferous. If regarded

as a multiflora, all the old wood cut out and only

the long growths retained, Aglaia will never

flower. It is a great and glorious Rose, blooming

profusely in early June, long before any of the so-

called " ramblers," and if only people would

observe this distinctiveness in growth Aglaia

would be found in everybody's garden.—J, H.

Pemberto-s'.

SPARE-TIME CHRONICLES.—

I

By C. N. MACDERMOTT,

AG.\RDEN, an allotment, fowls and bees

provide nmch opportunity for converting
" spare " time into something which is

certainly not a time of leisure ; but

recreation has been - described as a
" change of occupation," and in my case there

is plenty of change and, undoubtedly, plenty of

occupation ! There is not a dull moment, and

the only difiiculty is to find time to sleep and to

read The Garden to keep abreast of the times.

Excitement there is in abundance, more, perhaps,

than the professional ever enjoys, who does not

understand the eager anticipation, the doubt and

.rHI.\ PINN-\TIFaLI.\ IX L.VDV DU CAXES G.VRI
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trepidation, the hurried consultation of the

authorities to make sure that the right time and
right manner are being followed.

Consider the patient waiting before Brassicas

can be put out, while the drought continues as

it has done this year ; the shifts and expedients
one is put to for watering and sheltering them if

it is decided not to wait for showers.

This year I have been at a loss to 'find room
for all my greenstuff. Crops which should have
matured were held back by the drought, so that

when the rain did come there was no ground
cleared and ready. Probably my bad generalship

had something to do with it, but it is a lesson to

me on the necessity for knowing the capacity

of the units composing one's forces and how to"

mano2uvre them at the right time. Foresight

is a great thing in gardening, which requires hard
thinking indoors as much as hard working out-

doors, or, in other words, good staff work as well

as active operations in the field.

There is plenty of exercise for the mind in con-

nection with the poultry yard, too. Why will

chicks persist in appearing as cockerels by one
test and as hens according to another ? I think

there is really no infallible trial to settle the matter.

It seem.s to me that the simplest way is to look

them over and pick out the different sexes by
their appearance. A cockerel looks

like a cockerel and a hen like a

hen. This sounds rather vague,

I know, but it is not at all a bad
plan to ask a person who Snows
nothing of chiclis to pick out the

sexes, and you will be surprised to

find that he can manage thebusiness

with a good deal of accuracy.

Now, although these things pro-

vide excitement, there is notlring

to compare with bees for real

high adventmre. A few weeks ago
I bought a swarm from an old man
who lives in a lodge about four

miles away, and carried them
home on my bicycle, wheeling it

all the distance. They were in a

travelling box, which in this case

was like a miniature hive contain-

ing four frames, and all the

journey home I could hear a

smothered buzzing and wondered
what would happen if the string

broke and I fell over the bicycle

and the roof came off the hive.

Anyhow, I got home safely and
put the box in the garden while

I fetched a full-sized hive from
the same source and in the same
manner, creating some surprise in

the viUage tlnrough wliich I had to

pass. I must have looked rather like

a snail carrying my home with me !

The next night I set up the hive

on four bricks, and the following

evening I got ready to transfer the

swarm. The smoker went off like a

bonfire, and armed with this and a

veil I set to work. First of all I

took off the lid of the travelling hive

and then lifted a comer of the quilt,

thrusting in the nose of the smoker
and puffing for all I was worth.

iL.x AT After a little of this I pulled off the

quilt, laying bare the four frames

and revealing—well !—a swarm of

bees. I never knew the meaning of a " swarm "

until I looked into that cauldron of seething bees,

and when I considered that those four frames had
to be lifted out with my bare hands I wondered
whether I was not more fitted for gardening, after all

!

Then I discovered that the bees had joined tJie

frames with comb and that one of thejn had come
away from the top bar at one end ; but, never-

theless, the job had to be done, so I took my courage

in both hands and managed to lift out the four

frames at once, transferring them quickly to the

hive and putting on the quilts, super and roof

immediately. The rest was easy. I shook out

the remaining bees on to the sheet I had put in

front of the hive, all of them falling out with a
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buzz and a " plop." They did tlie rest themselves,

walking into the hive in an orderly procession

with all their heads turned one way—a most curious

and interesting sight.

The job was finished, and for the encouragement

of others I may say it was done withoat incurring

a single sting.

THE TIGRIDIAS
By NORMAN G. HADDEN.

ALTHOUGH introduced to England so

long ago as 1796, the Tigridias are still

strangely little known to the majority

k of gardeners. The evanescence of their

^gorgeous blooms renders them difficult

subjects to exhibit at distant shows, and this

may partly account for their absence .in-mzmy

otherwise well-stocked gardens. Tigridia

Pavonia stands alone among summer-

flowering bulbous plants for the

brilliance of its wonderfully formed

flowers, which are as much as 6 inches

in diameter on a vigorous plant. The

three large outer petals are of a rich

shade of scarlet, while the three

smaller petals are heavily blotched

and spotted with brilliant yellow.

The long protruding style and

stamens are rich gold, and add

greatly to the noble effect of the

flower. The white varieties of T.

Pavonia are - perhaps equally lovely,

either in the form which is white

with scarlet blotches in the centre or

the one known as T. P. immaculata,

which is of a spotless purity, but not

always easy to obtain. T. conchiflora

is slightly smaller than T. Pavonia,

and is a vivid golden yellow with

crimson blotches in the centre and

on the inner petals ; it does not seem

to be quite such a strong doer as T.

Pavonia. There are various other

colotrr forms of T. Pavonia (such as

T. P. Hlacea) and hybrids between

that species and T. conchiflora.

The individual flowers of Tigridias

last only for a single day, but, as

each bulb throws a number of buds,

the plants are attractive for a con-

siderable period. Bemg natives of

Mexico, the Tigridias naturally re-

quire a position where they can

receive plenty of sunshine, and it is

advisable to lift the bulbs in Novem-

ber and dry and store them in the

same maimer as one would treat

Gladioli. They should be replanted

in the latter half of March in a well-

drained border of rich light soil.

Plenty of moisture is appreciated at the growing

season so long as there is no suspicion of

stagnant damp, which s fatal to success.

Tigridias may be flowered equally well in the

North of Scotland and the South of England, but

in cold districts the bulbs are less likely to

receive the necessary ripening for the succeeding

season's growth. The finest beds of Tigridias the

writer has ever seen were grown from seed, and far

surpassed in vigour the adjoining beds of imported

and stored bulbs. It is therefore very desirable in

these days of prohibition of foreign bulbs to save

seed carefully from home-grown plants. Seedlings

will flower in their second or third season.

A very beautiful coloured plate of T. Pavonia

alba was published in The Garden of January 5,

1884, together with an interesting account of the

genus by IVIr. E. A. Wallace.

RIVIERA NOTES
By EDWARD H. VVOODALL.

Heat and drought,
aggravated by the super-

heated soil, have pro-

duced a state of things

on this coast which I

trust I may never see

again. Thousands -of

acres of wooded hillsides

have been flaming in the

heated air, and where
the devastating fire fiend

has not penetrated, the

very tree leaves and trailing Ivies flag just

as one sees them in Northern countries in the

grip of a black frost. Truly winter, though of

A BRILLIANT TIGRIDIA SEEDLING.
Flowers golden yellow with crimson blotches in the centre.

a Southern kind. Vegetables are all burnt up,

save in irrigated ground—" w'here thou waterest

the land with thy foot," and there only can a little

greenness be found. By such a runnel of water

the Oleander bushes, laden with their glorious

heads of flower in all shades of colour (one more
lovely than another), stand out in striking con-

trast with Plumbago bushes at their side. Also

a few belated blooms of Rosa bracteata and Rose

Comtesse de Turenne may here and there be

found. What a treasure- the new Rose Mermaid
should be for this coast, as it is said to be a hybrid

of the Macartney Rose, so resistant to drought !

I shall be curious to see if it inherits the annoying

peculiarity of the Macartney Rose, whose lovely

flowers refuse to keep open when cut, and curl

up directly to a shapeless ball. I have tried to

combat this peculiarity by dipping the freshly

opened flowers in cold water, but the stamens
promptly turn black, which quite destroys the

beauty of the paralysed flower which stands

helplessly gaping, showing its discoloured " teeth."

We want bread here alSo in many places, and St.

Elizabeth, whose bread loaves turned to Roses
when her churlish husband wished to prevent her

lavish bounties, would be very welcome here

for the sake of both bread and the Roses ! Now
I understand why the peasants are so cruel to

bird life, for in this drought every Fig, every

Tomato, almost every fruit, is at once pierced

and destroyed by the beaks of thirsty birds ; and
just when fruit is most precious it is hopeless to

keep any, if your garden is like mine surrounded

on all sides by woodland that is so precious at

other seasons. It is not good to be here at such
a time. The best vegetable now is the young
green Courze, which, when fully grown, is the long

orange-fleshed fruit with solid flesh that

is so much used in winter for stews,

soups and pies. It looks outside just

like the Vegetable Marrow so much
grown in England, but is greatly

superior to it in taste and texture.

The young fruits are eaten before the

flowers have had time to fade, and
are most delicious if stewed in gravy.

If ever I live to garden in England
again in svmmer, I shall certainly try

if the Courze will succeed in the

North, and I would suggest that

growers in the South give it a serious

trial, as the continuity of fruit is quite

remarkable in this climate, where things

go over so quickly in hot weather.

May-flowering (Cottage)

Tulips

(Continued from page 236.)

IF

I could have only one variety of

this class of Tulip, I think my choice

would be Gesneriana major (spathu-

lata) ; it makes such a brave show
and lasts a long time. Orange

King is another great favourite, very

beautiful in its colouring and having a

most delicious scent, reminding one of

Rose Mar&hal Niel. La Merveille i?

also a favourite of mine, soft salmon
shot with vermilion, a long flower

with a distinct " waist " (like Mrs.

Moon) and a delicate scent almost equal

to Orange King. This Tulip is seldom

seen at its best at shows ; it opens out

too much and loolis weak and floppy,

ftiglescombe Pink is a very lovely

flower ; it came better this year than

it has done for a long time. Ingles-

combe Yellow is the best late yellow, very

perfect in its cup-shaped blooms ; it was

not quite up to its usual form this season,

having suffered from " fire." Leghorn Bonnet

is a distinct pale yellow variety—perhaps maize

yellow would describe it best ; the shape of

the flower is distinct, being triangular, with

three petals slightly reflexed ; very late. Mrs.

Moon is a grand deep yellow and a good doer.

Bouton d'Or must not be overlooked ; it is a

very useful variety of Darwin form—in fact, it

mixes very well with Darwins and livens up some

of the duller tints of that section. This Tulip

varies immensely in size. If one plants small

bulbs one gets small flowers, while full-sized bulbs

planted on good soil will produce flowers as large

again. John Ruskin is very fine ; it is one of the
" shot " colours, yellow shot with pink. The flower
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is very long ; in fact, a well-grown bloom is of

great size and beauty. One of my disappointments

has been Bronze Queen. Seeing it mucli lauded

in one of Mr. Jacob's articles, I bought a few bulbs

some years ago, and never have I seen good flowers

on them. Good seasons and bad, all seem alike to

this variety ; the flowers never open kindly, but go

decayed or deformed. Golden Bronze, whicli I

got at the same time, is far better and is distinct

from others. Beauty of Bath may be described

as an improved Faerie Queen. W.T.Ware is the

deepest yellow Tulip I laiow and very late

;

unfortunately, it seems to be a slow breeder.

Breeders.—Dom Pedro is good in this class ;

coffee brown in colouring and very sweetly scented.

Monument is very large and goblet-shaped, described

in the Royal Horticultural Society's Tulip Report

as deep chestnut red ; but I should say there is more

orange in its colouring than chestnut red would

convey to one's mind. Louis XIV. used to be a

glorious flower when seen at its best, but its time

seems to have come to break, and break it will

;

in fact, all mine have broken, and I have had to

delete it from the list.

I think the best way to use these late Tulips

is to plant them in good bold clumps in the her-

baceous border ; they'brighten up the border at a

time when colour is rather scarce, and when they

have died down other subjects may be allowed

to encroach upon the space they occupied. Another

effective way to employ them is to plant them
with Alyssum, Myosotis and other spring flowers

and let them come above the groundwork formed

by such flowers. Very good effects used to be

produced by such means at Belvior Castle when my
old friend Mr. W. H. Divers had charge of these

beautiful gardens.

Lowdham, Notts. J. Duncan Pearson.

LILIES AMONG TREES
AND SHRUBS

SOME
Lilies enjoy the companionship

of trees and shrubs, among which they

thrive better than when exposed in

I
an open garden. When flowering trees

and shrubs have ceased to - bloom

they need some graceful flower to relieve and

adorn their heavy foliage, and- there is no better

subject than a slender Lily. An object-lesson

in this was seen recently in Dr. Wallis' garden at

East Grinstead. Lilium Szovitzianimi was growing

magnificently among slurubs, reaching a height

of about 7 feet, whereas the plants in the open

garden were diminutive and very poor in flower.

In Mr. Maurice Yorke's garden there are many
handsome groups of Lilies adorning the Rhodo-
dendrons and in groups beneath the trees : L.

Brownii, tall and in splendid fettle, far into the

wood ; the Martagon Lily among the Bracken
;

and L. giganteum perfectly happy in many varied

positions, the most effective when seen in bays

between the great groups of Rhododendrons.

One of the prettiest Lily pictures I ever saw there

was a group of a slender Lily growing through

Iris Kaempferi, with a tiny rill trickling through
the stepping-stones at their feet.

One impressive feature in Mrs. ChambeTs'
garden in the autiunn is the mass of L. auratuni

platyphyllum growing among Rliododendrons.

These would look sombre indeed without the fine

form and flower of this Lily.

This association of Lily and shrub is no
new idea ; it has been in vogue at Kew for

many years, and the resujts and harmonious
combinations there have always been most
delightful. G. A. C-

POT-POURRI AWAY FROM
SURREY

By MRS. C. W. EARLE.

I

HAVE been from home on a short visit to

Lancashire, and even in these hard war-

times one may learn something everywhere,

in spite of the flower-beds being filled with

Onions and Cabbages instead of the usual

aristocratic bedding-out with Pelargoniums and

Begonias. When I arrived, in the middle of July,

I found the shrubberies filled with a double

Deutzia which was new to me and lovely for

picking, quite hardy ; but it will not grow in clay.

At the end of a fortnight I found out why it is

seldom seen : the flowering season is soon over and

the growth is untidy and even ugly; but, all the

same, flower-lovers should grow it in an out-of-the-

way part of the garden for the sake of pick-

ing the branches covered with bloom. I am
told that Messrs. Dicksons of Chester have made
a speciality of it, and call it Deutzia cruenta.

it was worth while to go the long journey in these

times to realise again the beauty of the wild flora

in the pockets of these western limestone hills.

Living in a part of Surrey where wild flowers are

few, and only those that will grow in hot sand, the

luxuriance of the wild flowers that remained
even in July was wonderful.

The kitchen garden was well maintained, in

spite of most of the men having gone ; and the

Loganberries were the finest I have ever seen.

They were cultivated in rows like Hops, tied to very
strong stakes, and in the autumn the old fruiting

branches are cut out and some of the best of the

new growths tied in, and—the eternal reason of

success—the plants well fed. The fruit when
cooked was delicious, almost as good as Rasp-
berries, and a good deal larger. Here in Surrey

Loganberries have always done very badly, and
the fruit is as small as Blackberries.

It is an endless surprise to me why so

few Englishmen build houses facing south and
west ; it is always east and south. Why this is

so I cannot understand. They never see fhe sun

A. GROUP OF LILIUM BROWNII IN A WOOD.

It is almost the last flowering shrub of spring.

In an unhealed greenhouse were six or eight

pots full of small Apricot trees, the fruit just

beginning to colom'. I was surprised to see on

the top of the soil in the pots that a fine grass

had sown itself and was left undisturbed. One
is so accustomed to see the soil in pots kept very

clean on the top that I asked the exceUeut gardener

why he allowed the grass to grow on the soil of

these pots, and he said that fruit grown in pots

required very strong and stimulating liquid manure,

thus drawing the roots to the surface, and if they

were the least distiu-bed the fruit would fall off.

A few of Cannell's Double Pink Pelargoniums

looked well. I take interest in these, because I have
discovered that double Pelargoniums travel well

by post and the single ones are quite useless in

dark days. Mixed with pieces of the sweetest

of the Pelargoniums—Prince of Orange—or the

delicious shrubby Diosma—its name signifying

" divine odom: "—^you have a combination abso-

lutely fitted to be by a sick bed or to brighten

up a dark London room. Apart from friendship,

rise except in midwinter, as they are always in

bed. It took us very long to find our little home
with the western view. I see the sun go to rest

(clouds permittuig) the whole year round, from

the shortest day in winter to the longest in summer,

and now and then Nature gives us that greatest

ol treats—the beauty of a setting sun, with all

the glorious cloud and colour effect. A due

southern aspect is the most unbecoming to any

landscape, and can be studied any day on the

South Coast ; it takes all colour out of dis-

tance and unduly darkens foregrounds. Turner

thoroughly appreciated the western aspect and the

cloud beauty of the West.

.Ssculus parviflora, the Dwarf Buckeye, figured

in last week's issue, flowered late this year, but

extra well, owing to the wet July, I suppose. It is

a beautiful thijig and grows slowly, which is an

advantage in a year like this, when all shrubs

have grown out of all bounds and all proportion.

Old Radishes, long or round, are very good if boiled

like young Carrots and a little butter and Parsley

added. This is the first year I have cooked them.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Late Grapes should be perfectly ripe

by the end of the present month, otherwise the
berries will lack flavour and not keep so well.

Assist them with a little fire-heat if they are not
likely to ripen by that time, and remove sublaterals

as they appear. Wusrats should be perfectly ripe

and well coloured by this date. These should be
kept rather warmerthan most varieties, and should
not be overcrowded with foliage.

Early Vines.—If cleared of their fruit, the
laterals may be pruned half way so as to allow
light and air to circulate freely among the rods.

Do not omit to syringe the Vines thoroughly with
nicotine wash previous to pruning, should there
be mealy bug present.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

New Trees.—Notes should now be made as

to the number and varieties of different fruit trees

required for planting in the coming season. Those
who are unacquainted with the best varieties

should visit some good fruit nursej-y, so that an
idea of their merits may be formed and orders
given at once.

Bush Trees.—Both Pears and Apples growing
on shallow laud will benefit greatly if given two good
soakings^if water and liquid manm'e. I am a great

believer in feeding all trees in good bearing, and
especially when carr>'ing good crops during Septem-
ber and October, both to assist the size of the
individual fruits and to build up stronger flowers
for another year.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cabbages.'—Set out sturdy plants on good,
rather firm land. In general the land on which
Spring Onions were grown is most utilised for this

important crop. If the land is rather light, do :iot

dig it, but simply run the hoe through it, draw drills

18 inches apart, and put- the plants 15 inches
apart in the rows, allowing a little further space
for the larger varieties.

Spinach Beet.—Thin the plants if too thick,

and transplant the thinnings in some favourable
spot where they may develop good leaves. This
is a most useful khid to grow, and should be picked
when young and tender. It then forms a capital

substitute for the Prickly Spinach.

Tripoli Onions.—Hoe among the rows of these
and keep the plants in the ^ines free from weeds.
Dust at intervals with a little soot and ashes,

and encourage a free growth. Do not thin the
plants till spring.

Scarlet Runners.—Give the roots of the plants

a thorcjugh deluge of water and liquid manure
unless the land is wet enough. When once dry,

it takes a lot of rain to penetrate the soil where the
body of roots are. Gather the pods frequently,
leaving enough of the best pods if they are wanted
for seed.

Parsley.—Some of the strong plants may be
lilted carefully with a trowel and transplanted in

cold frames if desired. For winter supply it is a

good plan to plant a portion close to the foot of a

south wall, if no other protection is available.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Barnd.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Brussels Sprouts.—Remove any decaying leaves
near the base, so that the Sprouts may have the
advantage of the maximum of air and light for

their proper development.

Peas.—If the ground is really dry, the latest

sowings will keep in good condition a little longer
if the plants receive a liberal watering. A mental
or wTitten note should be made of varieties that
have done well or otherwise as a guide for subse-
quent operations. Owing to the lack of rain during
early summer, successional sowings came forward
too quickly, causing a glut, but I have been struck
afresh with the keeping qualities of that well-known
variety Dr. McLean. Duke of York has produced
very heavy crops of large Peas of excellent quality.

Looking Ahead.'—.\s crops are being cleared
off, a rough plan of next year's cropping should
now be drawn up. The value of a judicious
system of rotation can hardly be overestimated,
but there are exceptions, both Onions and Carrots
often succeeding well on the same plot for many
co.isecutive years.

General Remarks.—Keep the hoe going on
fine days, so as to have everything clear of weeds
at the end of the season; clear away all harvested
crops; thin moderately autumn-sown Spinach, if

not already done ; remove any seeds that may have
formed on Seakale crops ; pick Dwarf and Runner
Beans before the pods become tough.

Plants Under Glass.

Potting Daffodils.—The sooner this work is

carried through the better, so that sufficient root
• growth may be made prior to the bulbs being
subjected to gentle forcing. Where a good lUsplay
in each pot is desired, the bulbs may be potted two
deep, when it will be found that both tiers will

bloom simultaneously.

Sweet Violets for forcing should be transferred
to frames before the end of the month. See that
the sashes are washed clean, allow 12 inches
of loamy soil as a rooting medium, and when
placed in the frame the surface of the soil should
be from 9 inches to 12 inches from the glass. Cut
away any runners, lift the plants with a ball of soil,

w-ater well when planted—12 inches apart—and
freely ventilate night and day.

Winter Fuel will be a -knotty problem. O.i

most landed properties there is abundance of

comparatively useless timber which could be
utilised as fuel for the garden and the house.

can be done. Select a dry day for the work, and see
that the seeds are thoroughly ripened oti in an
airy structure before storing them away.
Dwarf Roses.—Look over the entire stock

and piiuh out the growing points of any extra
strong shoots that may be robbing those of normal
vigour. ^
Michaelmas Daisies are now coming into bloom

and must be so staked and tied as to defy the strong
west winds. Labels should also be looked over
and renewed or corrected as necessary.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomftcld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

WHITE FOXGLOVE
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL, V.M.H.

IF

good gardening may be defined in one

short sentence, it may be said to be putting

the right plant in the right place. Whether
the place shall be one for an isolated group

or whether it is for a company of many kinds

will be determined by the nature of the site or of

WHITE FOXGLOVES .\T THE WOOD EDGE.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Picking Apples and Pears.—Both Apples
and Pears are a light crop as a rule, so every fruit

must be cared for. Carefully pick and store them
as the different varieties ripen. Good fruit is

often injured through careless handling. Venti-
late the fruit-room moderately on all favourable
occasions.

Root - Pruning.—Fruit trees making over-
luxuriant growtn or showing signs of canker
through sending bare taproots down into the sub-
soil will be much benefited by being root-pruned
within the next fortnight or so. It is a good plan
to prune only one-half of the roots the first year,
making a note of which half was dealt with. Cut
a trench about 3 feet from the stem, working well
in below the tree where the bare taproots are.

Cut all bare roots, finishing off with a sharp knife.
Work in some of the best soil among the roots
as the trench is being filled up.

Trap Wasps and Flies, as already directed,
liy means of jars partially filled with some sweetened
liquid.

The Flower Garden.

Saving Seed.—Owing to the exigencies of war
many seeds are difficult to procure, even at en-
hanced prices, and absolute purity is more difficult

of attainment than ever. It is wise, therefore,
to save seed oi anything of value, wherever this

that of some special portion of the garden or outer

grounds. But there could be no doubt about the

placing of the white Foxglove at the edge of the

copse of Birch and Holly where it adjoins the lawn,

- and where the groups of graceful white spires can be

seen from the windows. The degree of success of the

present group serves to show howanother year it can

be further extended, for there is space beyond among
the Birch trunks where a little clearing of Brambles

and other undergrowth v,'ill allow of a more remote

planting with the white spires enticing the eye

into the more distant mysteries of the wood-

land.

In the case of the group shown there is a natural

growth of Bracken and rough tufts of Heath and
grass in the open space in front. There are other-

such groups quite away from the house ; one is

at the edge of the Heath garden which is in a clear-

ing in the upper part of the wood. Here the Fox-

gloves are seen just beyond a wide bank of the

large-belled Irish Heath (Daboecia), and here

they have also a setting of Bracken and a fitting

background of the dim and shadowy space under

Oak and Spanish Chestnut. These sen'sibly used
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npportunitics for wild gardening are some of the

luippiest experiences of a garden-lover ; in fact,

to anyone with some training in the fine arts, or

with some degree of refined critical faculty, they
afford a keener pleasure than the greater number
of the successes of the garden proper ; for there

call be no doubt that the simple aim, well directed,

and the right application of plant to place in the

qu;et setting of woodland beauty are eminently
satisfying. The Foxglove is a pure white that I

have grown for many years ; often when self-

sown it is surprisingly strong and handsome.
Those in the illustration were planted. It has
no spot whatever, not even the slightest yellowish

niarking that is seen in some of the whites. If a

name for it is wanted, it deserves that of
" Immaculate."

WINTERING BEES
A LL work in the apiary should be com-
/\ pleted by the end of September. By
/ \ that date all stocks should have been

/ % supplied with sufficient food to last

• until the following April. After feeding

operations are completed and when there is no
longer any risk of robbing, the hive entrances

can be opened to a width of 6 inches or more,
according to the strength of the individual colony.

For successful wintering there arc four essentials :

(i) Plenty of bees covering not .less than six

frames
; (2) a young prolific queen, preferably

of the current year
; (3) sufficient stores to last

until the. spring
; (4) a properly made hive, the

roof of which is absolutely watertight.

In packing up a hive for the winter it is an advan-
tage to lift up the brood chamber and place it on an
••eke"; this allows a 3 J- nch space between the

floorboard and the bottoms of the frames. The
ventilation is thus increased and the combs are

kept drier and less liable to become mildewed.
This especially applies to the outside combs, which
are generally not well covered by bees. Across
the frames and below the calico quilt two pitces

of stick about 2 inches in length and half an inch

square should be placed about i inch apart ; this

gives a passage-way through which the bees can
pass from comb to comb and secure the necessary

food. Without this passage the bees in a severe

winter are liable to starve, as owing to the lower
temperature below the frames they will not pass
that way to get from comb to' comb.
Many bee-keepers use American cloth quilts

immediately above the frames ; these are not to be
recommended as they are non-porpus. Ordinary
unbleached calico is the best material to use

;

this is cheap and can be renewed as occasion

requires. Above this there should be at least

four tliicknesses of blanket or felt ; failing these,

old newspapers folded flat may be used. Always
place a small quantity of naphthaline on the

floorboard at the back of the hive ; one naphtha-

line ball split in two is sufficient. A little should

also be sprinkled among the quilts above the

frames. No liquid foQd should be given after the

end of September. If at this date the colony is

short of stores, food must be given in the form of

candy placed above the frames. A convenient

method is to put the candy in a wooden frame
with a glass top; you can then see without any
disturbance when the bees have eaten it and
require more.

If the hive is situated in a windy position, the

roof should be seciu'ed by driving a short stake

into the ground on one side of tlie hive, attaching

a cord to this and passing it over the roof to the

opposite side, fastening at this end a brick which
just swings clear of the ground. Stones or bricks

placed directly on the roof of a hive tend to rot

t he wood.

THE GARDEN.

A sharp look-out should be kept diu-ing the wimle
of this month to see that no " robbing "

ij taking
place. Robbing is much easier to prevent than to
cure, and in nine cases out of ten it is first started
by the carelessness of the bee-keeper himself.
The following rules shojuld be carefully adhered
to: Never leave pieces of comb or any honey
exposed in the vicinity of the apiary. Be careful
not to spill "syrup during feeding operations.
Always feed late in the evening. Do all manipu-
lations when the bees have ceased flying for
the day. Never open a hive during the day-
time unless absolutely necessary, and then keep
it open for as short a time as possible. On the
first sign of robbers, close up to half an inch in

width the entrance of the hive which is being
robbed, and lightly smear the alighting board with a
carbolic cloth. A piece of glass on the alighting
board, leant against the front of the hive opposite
the entrance, will act as a deterrent to the robbers,
the rightful occupants finding their way in by going
round the sides of the glass. Always try to keep
your colonies equal in strength, and then with
due precaution you are not likely to be troubled
with robbing, it is always the weak stock that are
attacked either by bees from the stronger colonies
or by wasps. When robbing is going on in an
apiary the bees become very irritable and are liable

to sting both men and beasts, so the timid bee-
keeper should beware.

Birdwood, Wells, Somerset. L. Bigg-Wither.

FEEDING BEES FOR OVER-
WINTERING.

Owing to the unfavourable se'ason in certain dis-

tricts, many stocks are weak and very short of food.

Bee-keepers are therefore recommended to inspect
their stocks immediately. Those which are -weak
and, have less than five seams of bees should be
united to form strong colonies of not less than eight

seams, and all those which are short of food should
have a quantity of s>Tup fed to them for immediate
storage in the combs. This s>Tup can be made
by dissolving each lib. cake of candy in 10 oz.

of water by heating over the fire. At the present
time the manufacturers of this randy, Messrs.

James Pascalls, Limited, Blackfriars Road, London,
S.E., are receiving large numbers of orders from
bee-keepers, who are apparently ordering sufficient

supplies not only for autumn feeding, but to last

throughout the winter and spring. The supply of

candy so far available may prove insufficient

for both piurposes, aiid as a result many bee-

keepers, esp_ecially those who have nucleus stocks,

may be unable to obtain any for immediate use.

This candy has .been manufactured solely to supply
present demands, and under these circumstances
bee-keepers should obtain just now only those
supplies necessary for immediate syrup feeding.

The candy required for winter and spring feeding
should be ordered at a later date.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
EMPTY PEA PODS (Furness).—For some rea-son—

perhaps on account of drought—the seeds iu the Pea jiocl

sent liave not been fertilised. Peas are gencrallv self-
fertile and need no crossing by bees ; indeed, such crossing
is very unusual.

GALLS ON ROOTS OF PEAS (M. K. 0.).—The growth
on the Pea roots is not that of a disease-producing fuuiius.
but galls produced by the- attack of a bacterium upon
the root. The bacteria in the galls obtain nitrogen from
the air and pass it on to the plants, and so the plants on
whose roots these galls are present benefit. The yellow-
lug of your plants is probably due to the drought. Ample
manuring with farmyard or other organic manure, and
deep cultivation are both essential to success in Errowini!
Peas.

^
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HOW TO GROW GARLIC (C. C.).-Plant the cloves or
iiuins :j nichcB deep in rows 10 inches apart about the
middle ot Maieli. tlii' bulbs being 8 inches apart in the
row. Garlic succeeds best in light, warm soil of rather apoor description. It should be barvested as soon as the
tops die down at the end of the summer, in the sameway as the Onion.

COLLAPSE OF POTATO HAULM (F. C.)._Thc collapse
of t be lu ato liaiilm looks more like the work of the
bacillus which causes blackleg of the Potato. If the
trouble has appeared only here and tliere in the plantationwe feel sure this is what it is. The specimens sent were
so far gone as to be unrecognisable ; but if, when you cut
across the base of the stem of suspected plants, vou find
black spots, you may be sure the disease is blackle^
and m ceted plants should be dug up and used at once'
the haulm being burnt, and none of the produce should
be used for seed.

INJURY TO ONIONS (R. J. G. /!.).—The Onions have
been attacked by the Onion fly, and the Cauliflowers

Z, '"^ Cabbage-rout fly. These are distinct insects,
altliough their habits are in the main similar. Autumn-
sown Onions generally, but not always, escape the attack
of the fly, which is difficult to deal with. One of the most
successful methods we have seen was that adopted byan allotment holder, who stretched strmgs across hi*
Onion-bed and tied pieces of rag here and there to them
iivery evening he went over the bed, moistening the ra^s
with paraffin, so that there was always the smell of paraflTn
over tiic bed. The best way to protect Cauliflowers
fromj-he Cabbage-root lly is to put one of the cjird discs
sold for the purpose about the base of the stem of each
plant immediately after they arc planted.
POTATOES FOR INSPECTION (E. Y., Moseley).—

I he Potatoes are attacked by the common scab, due to a
minute organism known as Actinomyces chromogenus.
this organism is probably present in the soU, and no
known means of ridding the soil of it short of steam
sterilising, (of course, an impracticable measure) exist
The seed-tubers often carry the disease, and when this is
so they may be steeped iu a solution of 1 part of formalin
to 200 parts of water for two hours before they are
sprouted. The presence of lime in the soil appears to
encourage the disease, but is otherwise good for the
I otato, and as the attack is merely skin deep and aSfects
neither the cooking nor the keeiiing qualities of the Potato
lime should not be withheld on this account.
ONION SETS.—Afay I ask for a little mformation ?

Are Onion sets auything but little Onions ? If so why
go to California to grow small pickling Onions ? I asked
a large market gardener who grows Onions extensively
_
Wliat are Oiuon sets ? " " Little Onions," he said,
and the smaller the better ; size of Peas are best "

I have just come from the market. Splendid show of
frmt

; 700 or SOO pots and sieves of Plums Victoria,
Belle de Louvam, Jimmy iMoore, Gages and Monarchs
fetclung Is. to Is. 3d. per pound. Apples, flue samples
up to 50s. and 60s. a pot of 561b.—unheard-of prices.
All the Pershope Plums an- controlled.—Ben, Cheltenham.
[As you evidently surmise. Onion sets are really tiny
Onions. You will flnd a note on their production and
treatment in this country in THE G.UiDEN for August 17
last, on page 310. You are also correct in suggesting
that the largest of the samples vou send is too big in
fact, we consider that three of the six are too large, and
if planted would almost certamlv have bolted. The
reason why the bulk of the Onion sets sold here were
grown in California is climatic. As the writer of the note
referred to points out, thorough ripening is most essential,
and for this reason warmer and sunnier autumns than are
usual in this country are needed to perfect the tmy Onions,
wliieh are from seed sown in late summer. This also
explains the price charged by seedsmen, at which you
demur. Practically all the Onion sets sold in this country
last spring were home-raised, and this entailed very much
more labour than does the Californian crop, which can
tie ripened on the ground. Here the crop has to bo
finished m single layers in boxes under glass and frequently
tm-ned over to ensure thorough ripening, and we know
that: all reputable seedsmen have them rigorously graded,
discardmg all th.at are likely to bolt. Althoush some
of the pickling Onions which you purchased at a much
cheaper rate proved to be satisfactory when planted
as sets, it is obvious that this would not be good enough
for a reputable seedsm:in, who must, to retain his position,
aim at a much higher percentage of best possibles. Wc
thank you for your remarks on the present prices of
various fruits, which are of great interest. A few- days
ago wc were discussing this matter with a " middleman'"
in the southern suburbs of Loudon, and he greatly deplored
the present record high prices of fruit generally, which
he rightly^ contended were bad for trade generally as
well as for th(; public. Wc have to-day seen uiiripe
Plums on costMs' barrows at 3s. a pomid I But it is
largely a matto^ of supply and demand.—ED.]

FRl'IT G.VRDEN.
WASPS IN VINEHY (G. £.).—Cover the ventilators,

witli wasp-proof netting. It can be obtained from Messrs.
W. Wood and Sous, Limited, Wood Green, Loudon, JS.fi,
and from most horticultural sundricsmen.
PRESERVING GRAPES (/•'. F. .1/.).—The beauty of

Grapes is in a fresh state, and also iu the dried or
Itaisin conditiou, so we cannot recommend bottling them.
There is hardly any need for other preserving, as, when
placed with the stalks in water, they will keep good until the
next crop comes iu, provided a sniall quantity of charcoal .

is added to the water and the water reuewed "occasionally.
They gradually reach the Kaism state when cut if putm A cool, dry place, but care must be taken to watch
them in case they show signs of decay. They can also
be dried in an oven with a temperature of about 140^ to
100^ Fahr., taking about eight hours to arrive at a sufti-
ciently dried state similar to a Eaisiu. This is best done
by laying them out on a wire tra.j-.
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SIX COOKING APPLES (F. J. J.).—il) Emneth Early
in preference to Lord Suffield ; (2) Warner's King ; (3)

Peasgood's Nonsuch ; (4) Rev. W. Wilks in preference

to Emperor Alexander ; (5) Bramley's Seedling in prefer-

ence to Lady Henniker, which is too shy ; and (6) Newton
Wonder.

ANTS ATTACKING OUTDOOR PEACHES (/. H. C.).—
Unless the nests are actuallv in the wall (which would
mean that the wall itself calls for attention), probably
your best plan will be to paint a band, about 6 inches

in depth and about 9 inches or 12 inches above the soil

surface, of some such grease as tanglefoot or other grease

suitable for grease- banding, and to put grease-bands

around the stems of the trees and any other paths
along which the ants may go. The greatest reliance

ought to be placed upon the destruction of the nests.

VICTORIA PLUM TREES DYING (F. IT. Corner).—
A large number of Plum trees (and especially of the
Victoria variety) are this year attacked by what is termed
the silver-leaf disease, a disease which is generally Hatal

to the trees attacked, especially to old ones. We surmise

that this may be the cause of the trouble with your trees.

If it is, the stock is of no use for grafting on. In any case,

the trees being old. we would not advise grafting on
such stocks. Better start with fresh young trees in autumn.
The best book on grafting we know'of is a small work by
James Udale, Worcester County Experimental Garden,
Droitwich, Worcester.

NECTARINES ROTTING ON THE TREES {A Regular
Reader).—It is not unusual for growers of Nectarines on
walls out of doors to suffer a small percentage of loss

from the same cause. But so heavy a loss as yours is

unusual. The same happens occasionally to the Peach,
but seldom to a serioas extent. The cause of the trouble

is to be found in the puncturing of the skin by a wasp,
bee, or blow-fly (and sometimes by birds). The hot sun
acting on such wounds sets up inflammation of the flesli,

with the results seen. The skin of the Nectarine is thin

and glassy, and very hot gleams of sunshine, even without
the punctures, will burn it occasionally. The best way to

prevent a reciu-rence of the trouble is to encourage a
fuller growth of foliage on the trees, so that it may partially

shelter the fruit from the fierce glare of the sun. To
prevent punctures by bees, (fee, the best way is to place

a very light, insect-proof screen of tiffany over the trees

during the ripening period. The tiffany should be of

a thin description in order not to exclude light. Open-
necked bottles containing beer and sugar should
also be suspended about the trees to tempt and (trap

wasps, Ac.

GRAPES GONE WRONG (E. E. B.).—The cause of

the collapse of your Grapes is due to a complaint termed
*' shanking " of the berries. Shanking is invariably

due to root trouble and weakness, failing to give the
necessary support to the Vine to enable it to finish the
development and feeding of its crop. The most frequent
cause of this trouble is burdening the Vine with too
heavy a crop. As soon' as tlie leaves have fallen,

take off the surface soil of the border until you come
to a good body of roots. (This generally means that
there will be a deptli of 5 inches or 6 inches to come
off, sometimes more and sometimes less.) Examine
the roots carefully, and if any are found dead, let each
be cut back to living parts of the roots. The next thing
to do will be to give the border a liberal scatteruig of

lime, and then a good soaking of strong liquid manure
from the stable or farmyard. Before the roots are exposed,
however, have the following soil compost prepared, so

that it can be applied to the roots the day after the manure-
water has been applied : To a barrow-load of fibrous
turfy loam of medium texture add old mortar rubble,
half a bushel brick ends, broken small, 1 peck ; lime,

1 gallon ; soot, half a gallon : quarter-inch bones, half a
gallon : bone-meal, 1 quart ; and wood-ashes (or those from
burnt refuse will do), 1 peck. Mix well together a fortnight
before it Is wanted and keep moderately dry. Apply
over the roots to the deptli of 5 inches, treading the same
firmly down. It is a good plan to cover the border
(as soon as the top-dressing has been applied) with
fresh leaves (Beech or Oak for preferejice) to the depth
of 6 inches as a protection from too much wet and
frost in winter. The covering of leaves should have
rather a sharp fall, in order to throw off rain. Itemove
the covering of leaves early in April and substitute for

it a mulching of well-rotted manure, to help to feed the
new root« and keep them moist during summer.

APPLE TREES DOING BADLY (il/. K. 0.).—Your
soil and subsoil should be favoiu'able to the successful
growth of the Apple. It is most diflftcult to explain as
lucidly as one would like the technicalitie-s of pruning
fruit trees, and especially the art of summer pruning,
by writing. Amateur fruit-growers would find it a good
investment to engage a qualified expert to come to their
garden to give them an object-lesson in the art and to
explain the whole subject to them. They would never
forget it afterwards and would be recouped the expense
in a very short time, to say nothing of putting an end
to the worry and uncertainty always croppuig up. What
we advise you to do with your trees in the first place
is to clear away any turf or weeds there may be
over the roots, exposing a radius of bare soil of. say,
4 feet all round from the stem of the trees. Break up the
surface with the fork to the depth of 3 inches or 4 inches*
giving the trees a good soaking of water (liquid manure
for preference). Then place a layer, 4 inches deep, of
well-decayed manure over the exposed soil. Let the side
shoots be cut back at once, the weaker ones to within four
buds and the stronger ones to within five buds
of their base. As regards the terminal or leading shoots,
the wisest plan is to leave these uncut xmtil winter pruning,
as some varieties of Apple bear most of their fruits on
these shoots, such as Worcester Pearmain, William Crump,
Irish Peach and many others. If you cut these shoots
off of such varieties, you wiU sacrifice the bulk of such
crops.

FLOWER GARDEN

.

CLIMBERS FOR WALL (M. F.).—The following

climbers are likely to suit your purpose : Wistaria
chinensis, W. multijuga. Vitis Coignetia;. Pyracantha
coccinea, Clematis montana, C. m. rubens. Banksian Rose,
Escallonia macrantha, Aristolochia Sipho, Periploca
grceca, Solanum crispum, S. jasrainoides and Kose Alberic
Barbier. It is probable that other Eoses will not succeed
under the circumstances.

SUNFLOWERS AND HYDRANGEAS (J. A'.).—Your
Sunflower heads must not be collected until tlic seeds arc
fully formed and are nearlng maturity. This can be
ascertained by extracting a seed or two, opening them and
finding whetlier the flesh is firm. They may then be cut
and hung up in an airy shed. If birds are beginning to
take the seeds, you may presume that they are nearing
maturity. Cut "the flower-heads off your Hydrangeas
at once, at the same time removing a little of the weaker
and older wood ; then place the plants out of doors in

full sun, keeping them on the dry side. If much rain
occurs, lay the pots on their sides. Place the plants in

larger pots as soon as they begin to grow next spring.

REPLANTING A FLOWER-BED (B. E. F.).~Oi the
two Koses you name we tliink Hugh Dickson would be
better to grow as free bushes than Conrad F. Meyer, as
from tliis latter you do not obtain much autumn bloom.
We should prefer to plant General Macarthur to Hugh
Dickson, as we think it would provide you with the best
and longest display. Another very effective Kose would
be Red-Letter Day. Both of these Eoses could be grown
as big bushes with a very moderate amount of pruning
after the first year. In all cases it would be best to prune
the plants hard the first spring after planting. A good Rose,
almost evergreen, for the hedge would be Edmond Proust
or American Pillar, but both are rather rampant. A
less vigorous kind would be Aimee Vibert. If you prefer
an evergreen slirub, Osmanthus ilicifolius would be nice,
and this could always be cut into shape: or Berberis
Darwinii would be very beautiful. We should not advise
any plants to climb over the Roses, but you could make
a fine groimd display with the dwarf Nasturtiums of a
nice contrasting shade. Dahlias would be too strong
to plant among the Eoses. A few nice Michaelmas
Daisies or early flowering Chrysanthemums would be
effective for autumn, or some Gladiolus brenchleyensis.

-AIISCELLANEOUS

.

HOME-GROWN TOBACCO {L. M. F.).~It is against
the law to make Tobacco for smoking from home-grown
Tobacco plants, unless under licence. The Board of
Agriculture for Ireland has published some articles on
the cultivation, &c., of Tobacco, and information
on the subject could be obtamed from the English Board
of Agriculture, 4, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J^.-S'.—Hypericum Androsaraum.
,-1. O.B.— 1, Skimmia japonica : 2, Artemisia laeti-

flora ; 3, Rubus sp. (?)—cannot identify in this condition
;

4, Euonymus japonicus variegatus. Yes ; there is a golden
form. W. S.—1, Hieracimn aurantiacum ; li, Monarda
didyma ; :!, Lychnis Flos-jovis ; 4, Chrysanthemum
maximum ; 5, Erigeron philadelphicus ; (>. Putentilla
argyrophylla atrosangiiinea ; 7, Potentilla nepalensis

;

8. Liriopc spieata var. variegata. E. C—Veratrum
nigrum. E. J. M.—The pink Rose is Jonckheer J. L.
Mock. The other may be Lady Waterlow, but it had
fallen. Kindly send us a younger bloom and foliage.

C. B. F.—The common Honesty is Lunaria biennis ; the
perennial Honesty is L. rediviva. ['ye Corner.—The
Caper Spurge (Euphoibia Lathyris) -S. H. B.—l, Wild
Bean (Api.is'tubeiosa) : '1, Verbena radicans (a form of V.
erinnides). J. K.—Celandine (Chelidonium majus).
..1/. E. T.— Monaida didyma. Boris.— 1, Cupressus
pisifera var plumosa: 2, Cupressus pisifera var. plumosa
aurea; 3, Beiberis Aquifohum.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—TF. F. Sf. C.~ia) Undersized,
We would like to see a mature fruit at a later date. (&)

Red Juneating, syn. Margaret. E. T.—Beauty of
Bath. C. B. f—Apple Beauty of Bath. O. D. K.
—Hamblcdon deux Ans H. T.— 1, Allington Pippin ;

2, Bismarck. The latter has been rechristened Lord
Kitcheiier by market growers.

ENQUIRY.
MAKING COAL-DUST INTO BRIQUETTES.— Like

many other people, I have great difficulty in getting
coal now. My cellar contauis a goOd deal of coal-dust,
which I should like to make into briquettes, but I do not
know how to set to work about making them. Will
one or more of your readers be good enough to tell me
what to do ? If so, I shall be very thankful.^H.\KAssEi>
HOUSEHOLDEK.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The outstanding feature of the fortnightly meeting, of
the above society on August 27 was the magnificent
collection of new Montbretias from Earlham Hall, Norwich,
for which, as already noted, Sydney Morris, Esq. (gardener,
Mr. G. Henley), was awarded a gold medal. The collection
was undoubtedly the finest thing of its kind yet^ shown
before the society, and, while markuig great onward
strides towards perfecting this brilliant race of hardy
flowers, must also be accounted eminently satisfactory
as the outcome of a decade or so of careful hybridising
and rigid selection, the last named by no means the least
important factor in the case. Three of outstanding
merit and distinction will be found under " New and Bare

Plants " (page 339) Queen Alexandra, of erect carriage,
the somewhat reflexing flowers "characterised by crimson
at back and front, while of an epoch-making character,
is a so of the picture-making order. titronella, a
lovely refined yellow with crimson base ; Queen
Elizabeth, a grand novelty of deepest orange red and
yellow base ; Queen Adelaide, early flowering, branch-
ing and of red orange hue ; Queen Boadicea, medium to
light orange with dark-coloured branching stems and
richly coloured buds ; Lemon Queen, exquisitely beautiful
and refined, a great gain in its class ; Henry VIIL, with
great starry flowers of unusual proportions ; and Tan-
gerine, a suggestive if not wholly descriptive name, were
among those which appealed by "reason of high excellence
and distinction. AH were arranged in big groups, huge
sheaves of a sort constituting a most sumptuous whole,
and affording—so far as that were possible in the badly
lighted Drill Hall, where sunlight rarely penetrates—some
idea of their wondrous effect 'u\ the garden.
The only other hardy plant group worthy of special

comment was that froni Blr. B. Ladhams, Southampton,
in wliich a variety of new herbaceous Lobelia hybrids of
the L. syphilitica race were seen. These arc characterised
by greater hardiness than the L. cardinalis varieties, and
therefore, from the gardening standpoint, the more
important. L. carminata, L. coccinea, L. Southampton
(rich rose) and L. Mrs. Humbert were of exceptional
merit. Dra occp:ialum speeiosum, with spikes of rosy
flowers, was also notable,

Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham. displayed a variety of
Delphiniums, showing the value of spring division and
planting in order to obtain a successional flowering. Among
them were Capri, La France, King of Delphiniums,
Mrs. W. Wells (sky blue, white eye) and Mrs. H. Kaye,
a novelty of exceptional merit whose huge indigo blue
flowers are easily disposed on tall, graceful spikes.

Mr. G. Iteuthe, as usual, showed a variety of hardy
plants and flowering shrubs. Crinum Powellii and a
selection of hardy Heaths were also on view.

Flowering Shrubs.
In the group from Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley,

Senecio compacta and S. Greyi, shrubby, silvery leaved
sorts, were prominent. Euonymus latifolius was in good
fruit, and Hypericum Moserianum and Clethra panicu-
lata were in good flower.

The Hibiscuses from Jlr. Charles Turner contained many
good varieties. Snowdrift, Ccrlestis, and Lady Stanley
(pink and crimson) being of the number.
The Kev. J. H. Pemberton set up a goodly bank of

Roses, Pax and Prosperity being the most prominent.

Fruits.

.A select collection of Apples and other fruits came from
Messrs. S. Spooner and f^ons, Hounsluw. Of the first

named, AVilliam's Favourite and Goodenough's Nonsu h
weie of exieptional (olour. \\ ur( ester Pearmaln, James
Giieve and 1 a-y tudeley were also jiood. Mulberries
:ind a dish of the ^tiawberry-Kaspberry were intluded.
Silver-tilt Banksim medal.
A new Apple, Maidstone Favou;ite, was shown by

Messrs. Bunyard, Maidstone.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

In addition to organising the free gift sae of fiuit, vc^ie-

tables and flowers held annually by the society since

the war began, it was decided this year to hold a com-
petitive show of vegetables. That this was justified

was shown by the display at St. Mary's Hall, Dumfries,
on August 24. The opening ceremony was presided over
by Provost S. Arnott. Maxwelltown. the president of the
seciety, and Sheriff Campion declared the show open,
the cups being hinded o\er by Provost Macaulay, Dum-
fries. The free gift sale department was well patronised
and a good sum realised for war charities.

In the competitive section much excellent produce was
shown, and in some classes, especially those for Potatoes,
the competition was very keen. Potatoes were a strong
class indeed. The open classes for gardeners elicited a
good competitioB, the first prize for the collection going
to Mr, R. A. Grigor, jun., Dalswinton, for a capital lot

of high quality ; Mr. J. Henderson, Elmbank, being second
with an excellent collection. Mr. Grigor also had the best
collection of Potatoes. Leading prize-takers in other
classes were Mr. Grigor, Mr. Henderson, Mr. D. Maxwell,
Mr. J. Chalmers, Mr. J. W. Norval, Mr. D. Whitelaw and
5Ir. W. Kerr. In the classes for allotment holders and
cottage gardeners, the principal prize was a cup presented
by the proprietors of tlu' Dumfries and Gailmcuy Standard
for the best collection of vegetables, and this was won in

a good competition bv Mr. W. Kerr, Dalswinton: second,
Mr. D. Maxwell ; tliird. Mr. D. Whitelaw. Mr. Kerr
had the best collection of Potatoes. 'J'he other classes

were well contested.

The- Dumfries Allotment Holders' Association held
their annual competition in connection with the society's

show and made an excellent contribution of capital

vegetables, showing a great advance on last year's

exhibits. The Burgh of Dumfries Challenge Cup for the
champion allotment holder went to Mr, 5. Burnie. Craigs
lload Allotments. Good competition was the rule in

these classes, and the number of prize-takers was too
great for detail. A special prize offered by the chairman
of tiie association for the best collection of Potatoes
was awarded to Mr. J. Armstrong. The Horticiiltural

Society's bronze medal was awarded to Mr. J. Croall

,

jun. (sou of Mr. J. Croall, York Place Nursery), a youth
who is making a speciality of Potatoes, and who exhibited

a capital collection for exhibition only.

*»* Readers who have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their news-
agent. The return of unsold copies is prohibited, and in
consequence The Garden is obtainable only if ordered
beforehand
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

M
OST poultry-keepers have this year

gro-itti sunflowers in order to utilise

the seeds for the poultry. In good

time, therefore, as is my general

principle, I deal with the harvesting

and use of the seeds.

Harvesting Sunflower Seeds.—When possible,

it is well to let the seeds ripen in the open, but

where this is practised the heads must be carefully

watched. The seeds prove very tempting to birds

and need to be protected from their attacks.

If but a small crop is to be protected, a muslin bag

can be fitted over each head, and this wiU, in addi-

tion, catch any ripe seeds that may fall out. The
dropping of the ripe seeds is another reason why
the heads must be watched. In the case of a

large plantation it is next to impossible to fasten

a piece of muslin around each head, and the birds

must be scared away by other methods. When
the heads shrivel and the seeds are ripe, the plants

can be cut down at the base of the stems and be
" shocked " like sheaves of corn with the heads

uppermost. They can be left like this in the open

until the heads are thoroughly dry, when the latter

can be cut and the seeds removed. By striking

the backs of the heads with a short, stout stick or

similar appliance the seeds will readily drop, when
they can be stored in bags under cover in a dry,

weU-ventilated outhouse.

Ripening Under Cover.—If weather conditions

do not permit of the seeds ripening out of doors,

the heads must be cut when the seeds are plump
and near maturity, and be dried under cover.

The heads can be placed, when harvested, in a dry,

weU-ventilated but warm outhouse, on shelves

or on the dry floor, or suspended from beams.

On the other hand, the plants can be cut at the base

(as previously mentioned) and be dried under
cover shock-wise—with heads uppermost. After

the heads have shrivelled they can have a final

drying off by being placed in a slack oven, the door

of the latter being left ajar. The best time for

this is the evening, after the fire has died down,
and the heads should be removed in the morning
before the fire is kindled. This procedure can be
repeated until the heads—arranged on the oven
shelves in single tiers—are dry, when the seeds

can be removed and stored. The seeds must not

be subjected to a high temperature, or they will be

rumed for subsequent sowings, which is the draw-
back where a kiln is brought into use for the drying

off process.

Utilising Sunflower Seeds.—Sunflower seeds

can be fed to poultry in many ways. When soft

and plump (but not ripe) they can be passed

through a mincing-machine and be added to the

mash—^raw or boiled—and the soft parts of the

heads can also be included. When harvested as

mentioned above they can be added to the grain

feed. Owing to the oily natiu-e of the seeds the

latter are invaluable during the autumnal moult,

helping the birds to cast their old plumage and to

take on their new. Owing also to the oily fat

they contain, the seeds are most useful in the wintei

for laying stock, and more so in inclement weather.

As regards the quantity to feed, it is well to re-

member that sunflower seeds are very husky, and
particularly the very large kinds, for which reason

I prefer, where possible, to grow those with the

smaller seeds. It is advisable to introduce the

seeds gradually into the grain mixture until the

fowls have a liking for same, when the amount
can be increased. So long as one allows for this

large amount of husk (about 30 per cent.), sunflower

seeds need not be limited, as their analysis is

good, reading : Albumen, 16-3 ; carbohydrates,

21-4; and /»(, 2 r ; and giving a ratio of one part

albumen to four of carbohydrates. Wheat and
oats have a ratio of -one to six, and maize one to

eight.

Sunflower Stems as Litter.—With sunflowers

there need be little waste. The green leaves,

when gathered young, make a good succulent

green food for poultry stock of all ages. The
leaves can be finely minced up and added—^raw

—

to the mash for young or adult stock, or they can
be boiled and put in the soft food. The dried leaves

can be rubbed up or reduced to a meal form and
be well scalded prior to inclusion in the mash,
and the ripe seeds can also be ground into a meal
if desired and if such can be arranged. Even the

stems and seedless heads need not be wasted where
fowls are kept. Many may prefer to use them
as fire-kindlers, but they will, when thoroughly

dry, come in useful as litter for the laying-houses.

When dried they can be passed through a chafi-

cutting machine and be added to the other litter—

•

peat-moss or dried leaves. They need to be made
into a scratchable material for hens, but for ducks
the material can be placed deeply in the house

as a bedding. Ducks, after all, need htter to
" squat " on rather than to scratch in.

Collect Autumn Leaves.—While wxiting on
litter I would like to give some timely advice on
the autumnal fallings. Every poultry-keeper

should collect a good supply of fallen leaves for

use during the winter. They should be
collected when dry on a fine day and be stored

in an outhouse under cover for future use. Per-

sonally, I contend that peat-moss litter is difficult

to beat as scratching material for the layers, and
since it lasts a very long time when well cared for

and when a nice depth is used it is very economical.

Dried leaves I regard more as an " auxiliary "

materia! for use with peat-moss or any other litter,

i.e., where the layers are concerned. It is too light

for use alone, and therefore is of good service when
used with a heavy material. To get the best

laying results from layers, one needs a medium-
weighted litter, but it must be scratchable, or the

real objective is nrissed. For ducks (and other

waterfowl, for all that), as I have pointed out, we
need "bedding" rather than "scratching Utter,"

and leaves are therefore very useful in this direc-

tion.

Bedding for Duck-Houses.—It is not long ago

since I dealt very fully mth duck-keeping in my
Garden notes, but as I received so many appre:ia-

tive letters thereon I may be pardoned for touching

upon the matter again. As I then pointed out,

the weakest part of the laj'ing duck is its legs,

and while the ailments it is subject to are few and
far between, cramp is quite common. To guard

against cramp and leg troubles the duck-house must
be supplied with ample dry bedding, and leaves

answer the purpose weU either alone or, better still,

in conjunction (as a top layer) with another

material. Since the bedding must be dry, the

quantity used must be liberal, and for this reason

dry leaves are very useful. The soiled parts of

the bedding can be removed each morning and be

replaced by a fresh supply of leaves. Ducks

are fond of water, it is true, and are " water "

fowls, but they must have a nice dry bed for use

at night. If owners would realise this more they

would obtain much better returns. These remarks

apply equally to geese—also members of the

waterfowl family.

Fallen Fruit for Fowls.—A reader asks if

it is customary to keep fowls confined to their

houses when there is fallen fruit on the ground

in the orchard occupied by the birds. I may
point out that each season very many deaths

are caused among poultry running in orchards

owing to their devouring a surfeit of raw, unripe

fallen fruit, which leads to a kind of poisoning. The
affected birds waste away gradually until death

intervenes. It is a question of individuaUty,

however, on the part of the hens. Some birds

will give trouble by taking a smrfeit, whereas others

(and even in the same flock) will not. It is well,

therefore, to pick up daily the "faUerS" as far

as is possible, to remove the temptation. Well

and regularly fed stock are not so prone to over-

feed themselves on fallen fruit as those fowls kept on

short and irregular rations and having little or no

greenery in their diet. Fruit is best boiled before

being fed to fowls, and even then too much should

not be given. The liquor should be thrown

away.

Fowls Picking Fruit.—It often happens that

fowls kept in an orchard give trouble by flying

up into the trees and gathering the fruit. A close

study of the habit revealed to me the fact that

it was in the majority of cases due to short and

irregular rations. A good corrective is to ^eed

in the orchard slices of raw marrows, lea%'ing the

skins thereon. This foodstuff should be intro-

duced gradually until there are slices or chunks

about 3 inches or so long scattered on the ground

here, there and everywhere. The fowls—^j'oung

or adult—will much enjoy picking the marrows,

and will leave only the outer " shells." Thus, apart

from the removal of the temptation to gather

fruit from the trees, the birds wiU gain useful

occupation. Each evening the marrow "shells"

can be collected, washed, and boiled for inclusion

in the mash. Those readers with a surplus of

marrows at any time can make fuU use of them
in this way for their fowls, but, as with all newly

introduced foodstuffs, they should be brought into

the rations gradually.

Fowls on Grass Range.—It seems to be the .

general rule that fowls on grass range do not need

or even benefit by the inclusion of raw greenery

in their dietary. This is a mistaken notion.

First of all, one must bear in mind that the succu-

lent grass of the spring has more "body" in it

than the summer or autumn growth. That

being so, one can with advantage include raw

greenery in the menu just now of fowls even out

on range. The greenery can be hung up in the

Jiouse or scratching-shed, and a supply can be

provided daily. Raw greenery is a splendid aid

to health, and, being bulky, aids digestion where

the foods available, as at present, are coarse and

difficult to digest. Some. " war " foods cannot

help but clog the machine, the greenery thus

acting as a corrective and a lubricant. Although

green food can be given both boiled and raw, it

is well to see that the fowls obtain plenty of the

latter kind, which is rich in mineral salts. If

given whole the selected greenstuff can be tied to

a piece of string suspended from the roof, while,

if leaves are given, these can be placed in a string

bag. The latter should also be suspended to

within a foot or so of the ground, so that the

birds can jump for the food.
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OPEN WOODLAND RANGE FOR
GROWING AND LAYING STOCK

RECENTLY I discovered by chance a
new poultry - keepers' term which
has quite a pleasant "ring" about it.

In an advertisement of Mr. C. E. de
^ Trafford's pedigree White Wyandottes

my eye caught the following happy phrase

:

" Birds kept on open woodland range," and in

consequence I sought an explanation from my
friend.

Open Woodland Range.—I append an extract
from Mr. de Trafford's reply, which may prove
of interest to my readers :

" The term you quote
refers to the extensive shrubberies which are just

opposite to my poultry-houses, and the birds have
the free run of same. This, I consider, helps
enormously in providing that healthy exercise
which follows scratching and hunting for food.
I enclose a photograph of myself and poultry,
and the shrubberies are exactly opposite where
you see me standing, and their continuation may
be seen on my left-hand side." A careful study
of the reproduction will show what splendid houses
the birds have, the structures being roomy, light

and well ventilated, just as they should be if egg-
production is to be highly successful.

Value of Free Range.—The value of free range
should be fully realised by all who keep poultry,
but on no account must the old-

time methods of Mr. Farmer be
•copied. My followers have bv
now, I am sure, quite mastered
my systems of controlment for

layers during the inclement winter
months, and I return to the subject

here because it is such an important
one. If the owner is happy enou^ih

to have free range and waste
woodland, he should be sure to

utilise it on progressive lines. This
he can do only if he studies the
seasons and manages the birds

accordingly. In the case of growing
chickens, open woodland range is

ideal, because the young stock can
make full use of it in the most
favourable summer months, thereby
making the best possible growth.
The latter is the objective with
these youngsters, and by giving
them such range they simply romp
along, and, thanks to the amount
of free feeding, cost of rearing to

maturity can be reduced to a minimum. Laving
hens call for special consideration, in that eggs
are aimed at, and any check to the layers
wUl have a tendency to interfere with egg-
production.

Maximum Egg Output.—To obtain the maxi-
mum egg yield the poultry-keeper must see that
the layers receive no check, and then he will be
rewarded by a constant flow of new-laids. The
average poultry-keeper, I find, does not give
sufficient thought to the fact that the hen can hold
back her eggs for a very lengthened period. A
day's soaking may be followed by several months
of non-production, and if the owner would realise
this he would be more careful in his management.
Free range stands for health, exercise, free food
and animal food in plenty, but only where the
conditions are favourable. In the summer insect
life is abundant and the layers are better out on
range, .but even during the summer months there

will be days when the weather is fit neither for man
nor fowl. On such occasions it is highly important
to shut the birds in their houses so that they can
be properly protected from the unfavourable-
elements, and the same remarks apply equally to
growing stock, which can easily receive a check
to health. t'

Confinement for Layers.—When the winter
months come round, the need for controlment of
the layers is paramount. When it is wet or
bitterly cold, the layers are all. the better for

being kept in their structures. Animal food is

not available then to any extent, so that free

range is provided more for the sake of health
and condition. The weather must therefore be
closely watched, and damp ground is quite as
harmful as an actual soaking from rain. The
dampness strikes through to the egg organs just

above the laying hen's legs, and exposure of this

kind is harmful for that reason. Hand in hand
with open woodland range, or even free range of

any kind, must go good housing if my system of

controlment is to be carried out successfully.

Half measures are useless. It is not sufficient to
have only a plain roosting-house, because such is

not an ideal structure in which to confine the
layers. We must have light, roomy, dry, well-

TRAP-NESTED WHITE WYANDOTTES.
.Vi: C. E. de Trafford of Holhorpc, Theddingworth, Rugby, and a flock of

his trflp-ncstcd layers. {See notes.)

\-entilated and deeply bedded down houses for

the purpose, so that the hens can have the pleasure
of a bright miniature " palate " for use when
weather forbids them to roam in the open. So
long as these qualifications are allowed for, the
question of design does not so much interest me.

Cheap -Houses Useless.—The average poiUtry-
keeper has, in my opinion, always failed in the
matter of housing. He will pay top prices to
ensure quality being present in his laying hens,
but when it comes to' accommodation the motto
seems to be " Any old thing will do." That is

a great mistake, because no amount of careful

feeding or management can make even the best

pedigree hens yield the maximum number of eggs
if housing is not on progressive lines. It is false

economy to buy cheap houses, and I only wish
this slogan of mine were more widely accepted.
The accommodation of layers is an expensive item,

1 agree, but, where structures are properly cared

[September 14, 1918.

for, their lasting power can be increased consider-
ably. Cheap appliances, on the other hand, are
short-lived and need constant repairing. Soon
after arrival it is noticed that the rain runs down
the side of the cheap structure into the nest-
boxes, and this has to be remedied. After exposure
to a storm the boards begin to warp and many
(racks have to be " puttied." In short, the cheap
structures are far from satisfactory.

Hobbyist who Trap-Nests.—Mr. C. E. de
Trafford is a well-known hobbyist and very keen
on possessing the best class of livestock in all

branches that interest him. At Hothorpe, Thed-
dingivorth. Rugby, pedigree White Wyandottes
of heavy laying blood hold pride of place among
the poultry. Mr. de Trafford does not stop at

quality of the parent stock, as he is an enthusiasti,'
" trap-nester." On many occasions he has seiit

his egg records for my perusal, and I must say
that he has been highly successful in the direction

of egg-production. His best White Wyandotte
hen has a record that \till take some beating.

This bird was hatched on March lo, 1915, laid

264 eggs in her pullot (or first) year, 191 in her
second season, and up to June 8 last 140 eggs
in her third year, when she was still laying.

Already she has passed the 600 egg total, and it

will be interesting later to know what is her
grand yield for the three seasons. It only shows
what se ective breeding will do.

Selective Breeding Advisable.—It has always
been a matter of surprise to me why the average
poultry-keeper has not gone " all out " for selective

breeding. The mating up of hens and cockerels

without regard to their antecedents

cannot be certain in any respect.

Such is but guesswork, and one
season the progeny lay fairly well

while the next year they fail

utterly. One can imagine how
valuable for breeding purposes

would be cockerels bred from the

600-egg White Wyandotte hen re-

ferred to above ! It is through the

males that we must work for

increased egg yield by selection,

quite as much as through the

females. This is a discovery of

quitelrecent date, because not many
years ago breeders who paid

great attention to the selection of

the best layers for use in the

breeding pens were quite content

to mate these selected females to

any cockerels. They argued,
erroneously, that the male bird

did not lay eggs, and therefore

could not have any influence on
the progeny . as regards increased

egg-production.

Males from Heavy Layers.—Nowadays it is

the custom rather than the exception for pedigree

breeders of heavy laying strains to work strongly

on the male side, and quite correctly, too. The
hen with the best egg record should be fully

exploited, and one good plan is to use in the breedmg
pens cockerels bred from her, selecting as their

consorts females bred from the hens with the
" next best " totals. Many there are who have
not the time to trap-nest or to engage in pedigree

brseding, but that is no excuse for not selecting

with care all malts used. To these there is the

plan of buying as required cockerels of a heavy-
laying strain, which method will prove suc-

cessful if a reliable breeder is chosen. A
pedigree male mated to medium-quality females

is to be recommended in Such cases, and
any mating that proves successful can be
repeated the next season.
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THERE is still time to win the
Sunflower Competition, and all

who grow Sunflowers should send
in their largest heads of seed
without delay. So far, we are

sorrj' to say, the competition has not met
with the response that it deserves, but we
hope there will yet be sufficient entries

to make the competition a success. All

who wish to enter should send their heads
of seed (to arrive not later than Septem-
ber 30) to Mr. H. M. Faure, The Manor
House, Claygate. The name and address

of the competitor should accompany each
head of seeds. This is an open com-
petition for the largest head of Sunflower
seed gi'own in the United Kingdom. Mr.
Faure has very kindly offered a prize of

P £5 *or the largest head of seed, and five

I second prizes of £1 each, providing there

are at least fifty competitors. There is

no entrance fee, and the Editor of The
L Garden will act as judge. The result

I"
of the conrpetition will be announced

I in The Garden dated October 12.

Crinujns.—These should be grown wherever

there is a warm, sheltered place with deep, light

soil. Their border must needs be deep, for the

bulbs themselves are some inches in length, and

.above the bulb is a long neck that must be kept

well underground. They are South African

plants, hybrids of the type C. capense, the finest

iorm of which is known as C. Powelli, and of a

distinct species, C. Moorei. The Lily-like blooms,

in colourings of pink or white, are borne on tall

flattened stems that carry them well above the

foliage. The leaves are

<3f any length from 3 feet

to 5 feet, bright green and

.glistening. A covering

of Fern or some such

material should be put

over the crowns for the

winter to protect, as well

as may be, the points of

the coming leaves, though

in many cases these un-

avoidably suffer, and one

finds them after a little

growth to be matted

together and to require

careful release. Though

not to be compared with

these in point of beauty,

the type C. capense is an

interesting plant. The
itrap-shaped leaves are

glaucous and the pinkish

I
white flowers narrow, but

they ripen large seeds, and

when these in due time are

;hed on a path they look

like a handful of small

pebbles. They are almost

as much like bulbs . as

>eeds, and root readily.

The Madonna Lily (Lilium candiduml.—.Many

persons fail to grow this deservedly old favourite

satisfactorily, and IVIr. T. Challis, W Hon House,

Salisbury, wTiting in Gardening Illustrated, says :

" I venture to send an account of a very novel

and highly successful cottager's method of growing

the Madonna Lily. The soil of his garden is a

marly loam resting on a chalk subsoil. Some of

the clumps have been growing for many years

undisturbed. WTien first planted they were

evidently placed on the surface of the soil, merely
burying the roots, and they now form clmnps from

1 2 inches to 18 inchesin diameter and from 10 inches

to 12 inches liigh. The bulbs are consequently

fidly exposed to the weather during winter and
summer without any protection whatever. They
bloom most profusely every year, and the foliage

is retained in a healthy, green state till the flowering

period is over."

Potatoes at Acton.—There were nineteen classes

for Potatoes at the Acton Food Production Show,

held on September 14 at the Central Hall, Acton,

and competition was so keen that one large hall

was devoted to dishes of Potatoes. British Queen
was well to the foie, and prizes for the two best

dishes in the show went to this variety—both

containing heavy and even tubers, such as

allotment workers should aim to grow. Other

varieties that were well represented in strong

competition were King Edward, Great Scot,

King George, Midlothian Early, White City and

.Arran Chief, all varieties which meet with much
favour in the .'^cton district.

New Potato Industries in Lincolnshire.

—

It is interesting to note that new Potato industries

are to be started in Lincolnshire, and factories

cIrinum powelli in mid-settember.

are to be ereitcd at Holbeach and Spalding for

the manufacture cf Potato flour, starch, and
certain cattle foods. The factories are situated

in the centre of the best Potato-growing district

in England, and large supplies of Potatoes will

be required for the purpose.

Damascenes.—-.Xs to whether the Damascene
comes within the provision of the Damson (Sales)

Order has been the si:bject of many enquiries at

the Ministry of Food. We understand that .Jhe

Damascene is regarded as a Damson, and is

therefore controlled by the conditions of the

Order.

A Promising Blackberry.—In the collection

of Rubi at Kew are many forms of the Bramble.

To the botanist these variations are interesting,

especially if he appreciates little differences in

leaves and stipules. The fruit-grower will regard

these Brambles from a diflerent standpoint, and
wUI find a very fruitful and promising Black-

berry under the name of Rubus_ pulcherrimus. It

is a strong-growing shrub, 6 feet or more high,

with very long racemes laden with fruit.

The much - praised Cut - leaved Bramble (R.

laciniatus, which grows close by, is poor by
comparison.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Albert K. RoUit,

V.M.H., has been re-elected chairman of the Horti-

cultural Education Committee of the Senate of

the University of London.

Bracken for Litter.—In view of the present

restrictions on the use and sale of straw, the Food
Production Departnr.ent hope that owners of land

on which Bracken is grown, who do not require

the Bracken for their own use, and conservators

of commons will ofier

every facility in their

power for the removal of

Bracken by those who
require litter for their

stock. In cases where

grubbing up is resorted to,

it should be remembered
that the roots arc readily

eaten by pigs. A leaflet

on " Bracken as Litter

"

can be obtained free of

charge and post free on
application to the Secre-

.tary, Board of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries, 2, St.

James's Square, S.W.i.

Trial of Runner
Beans at Wisley. 1918.—
The following awai'ds ha\"c

been made to Runner
Beans after trial at

Wisley : First -class cer-

t i f i c a t e. — Prizewinner,

sent by Messrs. Dickson

and Robinson. Awards of

merit.

—

A i and Scarlet,

sent by Messrs. Sutton ;

Scarlet Emperor, sent by
Messrs. Carter.
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CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

CARAWAY SEEDS.

TT might be of interest to your readers to know

tliat I have taken I20z. of Caraway seeds from

eleven plants. They are so easily grown, and so

few seem to have them in their gardens.—(.Miss)

A. II. Cox, Stephen's Hill, Cressage, near Shrewsbury.

APPLE REV. W. WILKS.
T HAVE only two small trees, but they have not

yet been w-ithout a crop. Last year the Apples

were of great size, and I had hoped to exhibit

them at the Autumn Fruit Show, but they failed

to keep so long. This year there is a larger number

of Apples, but the individual fruits are smaller.

One feature I have noted is that all the crop is of

uniform size.

—

Smilax.

UNKNOA^^^ VARIETIES OF APPLES

:

THE BEESLEY APPLE.

T AM prompted to send a note regarding a

practically unknown Apple grown in the

villages of the Lee and Great Missenden, Bucking-

hamshire. I have never seen it listed in any fruit

catalogue, nor does it appear to be grown in any

but the two before-mentioned villages. I cannot

give the correct spelling of the name of the variety,

for nobody appears to know exactly how it should

be spelt. It is pronounced Baseley by some and

Beesley by others. It was _ originally introduced

as a chance seedling by a Mr. Clark of The Lee,

Buckinghamshire, who called it '! The Best Lee

Apple." The present name is probably derived from

the two words " best " and " Lee," so that by a

slurring of the letter " t " the word " Beslee " is th-

result. However, no matter how it is pronounced,

there is no doubt that one can be quite correct in

pronouncing it a " jolly good Apple." Its in-

troducer evidently thought great things of it,

for it is to be found in standard form only in any

orchard in the two villages. I do not think

it is now propagated, for every tree that I have

seen is quite twenty years old. Mpst of the trees

are past their prime, so that, like the Golden

Pippin, this Apple stands a. good chance of

disappearing altogether. The description of this

variety as required by Mr. C. N. MacDermot is us

follows : Beesley.—Bright green, turning to yellow

shortly after matiure, of Codlin shape, 2 J inches

to 3 inches across. Standard. October. Crisp

and juicy ; sharp acid flavour. Eating or cooking.

Suitable for hea\-y soil. Free grower ; suitable

for orchard.

—

Clarence Ponting, Great Missenden.

COLOUR IN TIGRIDIAS.

IVTY small rock gai'den usually lacks interest

in August. In September hardy pink and

white Cyclamen, Colchicums and, a little later,

the rich purple Crocus speciosus and bright yellow

Sternbergia lutea make it beautiful ; but this year

during the month of August one of the most

charming pictttres in the whole garden was formed

by a group of Tigridias which I received early in

the year from Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. of

Colchester. In spite of being delayed for a month
in the post and reaching me in a very dry condition,

they flowered well ; indeed, I am tempted to say

possibly all the better, in consequence. Some
blossoms were deep rose pink with white markings

and crimson spots ; some soft nankeen yellow with

deep carmine spots ; others milk white with pale

yellow markings and deep crimson spots ; and,

last but not least, the variety well named grandi-

flora, with lovely scarlet petals, yellow cup and deep

carmine spots. The scarlet is nothing like the

harsh tone of a Zonal Pelargonium, but one that

suggests a blend of carmine and yellow. Each

flower is harmonious and blends perfectly with all

the others in the group. It is a pity that these

striking "Tiger Irises" are not better known
and more largely grown.—H. H. Warner, Hoddes-

don, Hcrls.

NEW TOMATO SCARLET BE.\UTY.

AS a regular attendant at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meetings for some years

past, I do not remember to have seen a finer group

of Tomatoes, shown fruiting in their pots, than

that of the above-named variety put up by Messrs.

TOMATO SCARiET BEAUTY.

BaiT and Sons on the loth inst. This new-
comer appears to possess all the important qualities

desirable in a Tomato—free cropping, perfect

shape and useful size. Of its flavour I hope shortly

to be able to judge. The plants were superb

examples, too, of cultural skill, and I was glad to

notice that the award of a cultural commendation,
which I prophesied to Mr. Mudge as soon as I

saw them, was difly accorded, in addition to an

important medal for the group. It has become
a commonplace remark that Tomatoes can now
no further be improved upon ; but here, at any

rate so far as appearance goes, was the most

attractive one that I have yet"seen exhibited.-:-

F. Herbert Ch.\p.man.

11-
.

"THE SWEETEST PLANT KNOWN."
TTNDER the above attractive heading the

.i gricultural News of Barbados—one of

the o£6cial publications of the Imperial D^part-

raent of Agriculture for the West Indies—draws
attention to the possibilities of the leaves of a
species of Stevia being utilised as a substitute

for sugar. The genus Stevia belongs to the

Natural Order Compositae and is closely related

to Eupatorium. It consists of hardy herbs or

shrubs, natives chiefly • of the warmer parts of

America, but sufficiently hardy to succeed in the

open flower border in this country in summer.
The plant under consideration is described as a

new species with the name Rebautiana, after the i

chemist who discovered its wonderful sweetetring

properties so far back as 1899. It would seem,

however, to have fallen into the hands of the

Germans in rgis, when a further chemical analysis

was made of it in the Official Laboratory at Ham
burg, the report stating that the same plant some
years ago caused much excitement among suga

planters when it was proved that " the sweet

substance that the leaves contain is more or less

180 times sweeter than cane sugar." The plant

would seem to have many advantages over the sugar

cane, which are thus summed up : chiefly as a

substitute for sugar and saccharine, its greater

sweetening power, its capability of being employed
just as it is found in its natural state by using the

leaves crushed to powder. Another advantagf-

which the leaves possess is that they may be pre-

served dry without deterioration for an indeftiuir

period. It is stated that the plants under cultiva-

tion have not produced many fertile seeds, but its \

multiplication by cuttings, suckers and division

of the stalk—chiefly the latter—is stated to be
comparatively easy. If all that has been written

about this plant, which is a native of the higher

lands in the neighbourhood of San Pedro, Paraguay,

is true, it might be advisable for any reader of

The Garden having correspondents in that

country to endeavour to obtain seeds or cuttingSj

for further trial and experiment at home, eithei

under glass or in the open, especially when it ii

considered that the part of the plant used is it

powdered leaves.—J. R. J.
.0,

ROSE CLIMBING M. PAUL LEDE,
TV/TR. BLAIR should add the climbing form o^

M. Paul Lede to his collection, as it has all the

characteristics of the dwarf form \n flower, bur
with the addition of climbing and perpetua

flowering, which adds considerably to its attraction's

Quite charming are the huge masses of bloom of rich

yellow over a deep rose base. The perfume, too, isj

enchanting. The foliage is large, densely green, and
not in the slightest way addicted to mildew.—E. MJ

GLOBE-ROOTED BEET BOLTING.

TOURING the present year I have noticed a muc
larger percentage of Globe-rooted BeeQ

bolting than ever I have previously seen. It ha
occurred in gardens and on allotments, both old!

and new, over a wide area of Surrey and Berks.]

No doubt there are several reasons for it,' including

drought, the lack of manure of a moisture-holdina

nature, and the fact that Globe-rooted Beets arq

precocious strains of a biennial plant. Wliite an
other early varieties of Tiurnip are badly addicts

to the same fault, and most gardeners are familial

with it in light soils and during periods of drought!

Swedes are far less given to it, but I remembei

when bolted Swedes were quite conuuon in fh

fields. Even the common Evening Primrose w3
flower the same year if it springs up from seed

that have lain in the ground all the winter. ^CarroJ
are also biennial plants that sometimes bolt tS
first season from seeds. Timely thinning ang

watering when necessary would diminisli the evfl
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Cow, horse or pig manure would also give the

plants more vigour and reduce the tetidency to

bolt. If put 6 inches below the surface, only the tap-

root could come in contact with it.—HoRTUL.'iNUS.

THE ABSENCE OF BUTTERFLIES.

'A/J.'VY I be allowed to call the attention of

gardeners to a circumstance that, has anoused

ray curiosity, which, I suppose, has occurred to

mhers without hitherto eliciting any remark ?

I have for the last three or four years been delighted

to observe what an attraction Buddleia varia-

bilis when in flower is to the Emperor butterflies,

which flutter round it in shoals, adding much to

the charm of the plant. This year I have only

seen one butterfly, thotjgh the plant has been

in flower about tliree weeks, and has flowered

abundantly. I am not quite sure whether I am
correct in calling it the " Emperor " butterfly, but

it is one of the most gorgeous coloured of the

lepidoptera in these parts. Can any of your
readers explain the absence this year of these

butterflies ?—E. B., Asirop, near Banbury.

ROSE COXR.\D F. MEYER.

nPHE Oflirial Catalogue of tlie National Rose
Society is wrong in stating that Conrad F.

Meyer was raised by Frobel. I do not know how
this error has arisen (see The Garden, page 286).

Conrad F. IVIeyer was raised by Dr. Miiller, the

eminent Continental botanist, and it was sent out

in 1899. It was raised from a seedling derived

from the crossing of Gloire de Dijon with Due de
Rohan, crossed with a rugosa hybrid named
Germanica. The latter was sent out in 1890.

Dr. Miiller worked in conjunction with M. Jules

Gravereaux, of the famous Roseraie de I'Hay,

in the raising of rugosa hybrids. M. Gravereaux
was greatly interested in this section and did a lot

of work in order to develop it. He was ably

assisted by Dr. Miiller. Quite a number of rugosa

hybrids were sent out, but Conrad F. Meyer is the

best oi all.

—

George M, Taylor, Edinburgh.

\ COLONY OF .MI.MULUS LUTEUS.

T .\M interested in most of the experiences related

by " Anne Amateur," including her failures.

It would seem she has not succeeded in establishing

a colony of Mimulus luteus, or getting it to spread

(see page 302). I have not tried to establish one.

though I have seen some artificially established

ones and many more self-founded colonies. Hitherto

I have limited myself to allowing self-sown plants

to grow where they choose to come up, even Musk,
which this year has come unbidden but welcome.

I have seen M. luteus on the banks of streams,

ditches and canals over a longitudinal area of

500 or 600 miles in Britain, and the position of the

plant depended on the volume and depth of water
in the stream. It must have a solid footing, and
where water is deep, only its feet must be in the

water or just above it. The water must always
be running, if only to the extent of a gentle ooze.

One of the finest colonies I have seen is in South-east

Surrey, where a small spring comes from beneath
a hill or plateau of the lower greensand. This
spreads out to a width of 6 feet to 8 feet, and extends
for a distance of some 30 yards. Practically the

whole of this area was covered with the Mimulus
in a most luxiiriant condition, and flowered till

well into autumn a few years ago, and may do so

yet. This is the yellow Mimulus with small

crimson spots in the throat, and now named by
."Unerican and other bptanists as M. Langsdorffii.

I have, however, seen a colony of M. guttatus.

with large crimson spots all over the parts of the

flower, intentionally established in the gravelly

bed of a wide, shallow stream (summer conditions),

that ran through the grounds of an estate in

Roxburghshire. If there is a constant trickle of

water in summer, or even less at times, in the ditch

to which " Anne .4mateiur " alludes, I think she

will eventually succeed in founding a colony if

the plants are exposed to light and air. M. luteus

does hot object to a little shade from trees, if the

ditch is not too deep and the site shut in.

—

HORTULANUS.

HY'DRANGEA HORTENSI.\.

'T'HERE are many regions in the South and West
of England where Hydrangeas are hardy in the

open, but between these happy places and those

where they cannot be attempted there are others

where they succeed with the protection of a warm
wall, or, best of all, by the side of a warmed plant-

house. Here in South-west Surrey they cannot

be trusted everywhere, though occasionally a -

fine specimen may be seen in a cottage garden.

But against a greenhouse in a sheltered yard they

June next year, and by that time allotment holders

will be much pressed with other gardening work,

and they will not be able to find the leisure to

dig over the ground thoroughly, manure it and
so on, and sow it with other crops ; so the garden
will lie unoccupied from June onwards until the

amateur can get at it to set something more on it

for food production.

If grotmd was not planted with Spring Cabbages
at the end of September, it would lie unoccupied

by food crops for two of the dull months of the

year, probably the whole of October and the whole
of November. Howeven, it need not lie vacant

even for these two months, as it may be sown
with Mustard or some other quick-growing green

manuring crop. The ground should in that case

be forked over just as it would be were Spring

Cabbages to be planted, and about 20Z.

of Mustard seed to every 30 square yards might

be scattered on the surface and well raked in. No

1IVUK.\NGE.\S \T .\ GREENHOUSE DOOR.

are quite safe and flower freely. In the case of

the buslies shown, many blooms had already been
cut before they were photograptted. G. J.

PLANTING CABBAGES
A T this season ^f the year one frequently
/% sees it advised to fill up all available

/ \ spare ground with Spring Cabbages.

/ % This may be very plausible advice to
* those who have got a large area

devoted to late crops, but it certainly should not
be followed by allotment holders, as, if it is, they
will find themselves in severe trouble next year.
The reason for advising Cabbage planting is to fill

up empty ground with food crops, and, of course,
it is patriotic to see that there is no waste of ground
so long as the growing season is going on ; but
if the amateur takes the trouble to think for a few
minutes, it will be evident to him that ground
planted with Cabbages at the end of September
will be occupied by these plants for a much longer
time than he can spare. Spring Cabbages will
not be off the ground until the end of May or

manure will be in the least necessary for the green

manuring crop, and at the same time maniure will

be greatly economised, since only one fourth of

animal manure will be necessary on ground which
has been dressed with green manuring crops if

it is dug in at the same time, namely, at the end
of November. This mode ef procedmre will pav
the allotment holder much better than devoting
a large amount of space on his plot to such a

late-maturing crop as Spring Cabbage.

Just a word, in closing, about .\utunm Cabbages.

The allotment holder will be cutting Cabbages
right up to the winter, and he wonders whether
it is worth while saving the stumps. Certainly

it is ; but it is not worth while to leave them in

their present positions. All tlie stumps should
be carefully lifted and planted close together on
the margin of the allotment path, to enable the

plot to be dug over or deeply trenched, and then
the stumps will not be in the way, nor will there

be much loss of ground if extra hard weather
precludes their making the usual delicious small
growth so useful for a green vegetable during the

early spring.

Wcelwood, EccUsall, Sheffield. E. T. EtLis.
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Gladiolus Brenchleyensis and Black
Diamond Plum

BRENCHLEY REVISITED BY " ANNE AMATEUR.'"

IN

the early seventies of last century I often

went to stay with my Great-aunt Nancy at

Brenchley. It has always remained in my
memory as the place where I gained my first-

idea of Heaven, when I saw Primroses in

blossom, growing wild, ' and smelt , white Wood
Violets.

Those who read of the fauries in the Surbiton

garden will not be surprised to hear that Puck was

in Brenchley woods, and followed me about like a

tame robin in a garden, and, like a little monkey,

pelted me with Acorns and Beech-Nuts. But the

woods there were chiefly filled by creatures of

the Greek mythology (with which I was rather

unusually well acquainted). Of course, there

were wood nymphs and water nymphs (my

dearest Clytie was somewhere on the Furnace

Pond, though I cotild never see her), and there

were fauns and Daphne, too. Some of the trees,

I could quite clearly see, were wood nymphs, only

pretending to be trees while I was there, and they

made the woods verj- interesting and full of com-

pany.

When staying recently at Tunbridge Wells

I made a pious pilgrimage to Brenchley. It

was over forty years since I last visited it, and

I expected changes, but was agreeably surprised

to find only one modern disfigurement-—a hideous

building in place of the old Bull Inn. {Never-

theless, they gave us a nice lunch there.) I did not

know in the old days that the little houses along the

other side of the village street once formed a

ducal palace. The timbered front, now restored,

makes them the feature of the village. The first

time I went to stay with Aunt Nancy she was

a paying guest at a farmhouse, where I spent a

happy time trotting round the " gardens " and

farm with the farmer, who was highly amused by

nry many questions.

On one occasion, when very wet and muddy,

-he took me into the harness-room and made

petticoat (such as Mrs. Malaprop might have worn)

and a huge " grannj'" mufi and tippet of mink.

Arrayed in these I proudly paraded the farmhouse,

to my delight and the amusement of my great-aunt.

At the f a r m -

house, cheese and

ale were served at

every meal, and

brown sugar sprink-

led on the Lettuces.

On one or two

occasions I was
allowed to take tea

in the kitchen,

where the servants

vied with each
other to entertain
" little Missie from

London." Thecook
let me snuff the

candles with snufl-

ers, which stood

in their own pewter

tray on the table.

The r e d-a r m e d

dairymaid and

the houseboy •

made shadow pictures of foxes, geese, &c.,

with their fingers on the plastered wall, and

the boy took first prize as entertainer by
roasting an Apple threaded on string and twirled

in front of the fire. In the ceiling corners of the

rooms ladybirds clustered undisturbed. It was
explained to me they were the farmer's friends, as

they killed the green iiy on the Hop plants.

The following year Aunt Nancy took a house in

the village (opposite the chiurch with its quaint and

impressive avenue of huge, cone-shaped, clipped

Yew trees, from the l>ch gate to the church porch).

When Great-aunt Nancy took her " forty winks"
in the dusk of the afternoons, little Nan sat ciu-led

up in an armchair at the

While Aunt Nancy transacted business with the

farmer, his wife entertained me with home-made
cake and mead, the latter of which interested me
as the drink of the Saxons, mentioned, in my
school history book.

I was used to innocent home-brewed wines, such
as Cowslip, &c., at family children's parties, so

when the farmer's wife offered me a second glass I

accepted it, but oh ! shocking to relate ! shortly

afterwards, on our return walk, the ground beneath
my feet began to roll about in a most unaccountable

BREN'CHLEY CHURCH \VI

An old village saying runs

window.
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orchard there were trees of thirty years of age

when I was a boy (say, twelve). It is descended

from the Mussel Plum, and, like it, flowers very

early, and so often gets frosted ; but occasionally

bears very freely, and its large size and piquant

flavour render it a valuable variety for tarts or

jam. Best in a pudding with cream ! Of late

years it has fallen out of cultivation, but we keep

some garden trees on an east wall. It gives grand

fruit as large as a hen's egg, and has perhaps

more " meat " than any other Plum. The colour

is coal black; on a wall it takes on a thick white

bloom.
" Gladiolus brenchleyensis.

" This was raised at Brenohley by a Mr. Hooker,

who had a small nursery and was an enthusiast in

Roses. The parent is doubtless G. gandavensis,

and in ordinary winters it survives frosts. My
father purchased bulbs from Hooker, and I well

recollect selling them for 2S. 6d. each. It is very

readily increased by bulblets, which form at the

base of the corm, and we worked up a stock one

year. VoucU, a florist at Yarmoutli, wlio dealt,

I think, in Snowdrops and hardy bulbs, saw G
brenchleyensis in flower, and we sold him a lot.

He took it up heartily, and by his industry it

came on the market in quantities. It was sold to

the Dutch growers also. Although many new

Gladioli have been introduced, it yet holds its own,

and the low price enables growers to plant freely.

I once saw a bed of 500, well cared for, and each

one stuck to a stick. The effect was most

striking. George Bunvard."

This and the former group of strong red colouring

are brought together by an intermediate grouping

of pale Geraniums, pale pink Snapdragons and

Gladiolus America.

The planting-time of Gladioli extends through

February and March. It should be remembered
that they ought never to be allowed to suffer from

drought while they are making growth ; during

any spell of dry weather they sliotild be generously

"

watered.

Gladiolus Halley and the

August Garden

THE central grass walk of my little

garden has again this year been guarded

by a company of these fine swordsmen,

drawn up on either side. Their colour

is a rich deep salmon, shading to a lighter

tone, with a blotch on the lower petals of soft

primrose, marked with fine red lines. They have

a most effective dark throat, down which I must

GLADIOLI
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL, V.M.H.

THE stately form and varied beautiful

colouring of the Gladioli ensure them

a prominent place among the best of

the summer flowers. The group illus-

trated is in a small enclosed space of

garden ground that is given to plants for the late

summer, such as are commonly kriown as bedding

plants. But in this case they are not placed, as

of old, in rigid stripes and blocks or concentric

rings, but in bold drifts and groups' of easy form,

and with the intention of displaying them to the

best effect for colour. The space is, roughly, a

long triangle, and as at the wider end it was ton

broad to be in one, it has a raised ridge, supported

by tlu-ee courses of dry-walling running down the

middle of the longer a.\is. This is planted with

Yuccas, Crinums and Phormium plants, whose

important aspect gives an appearance of strength

and solidity as a background to the more tem-

porary things.

There are groups of Cannas and scarlet Dahlias

of tlie smaller and Pompon kinds, the dark-leav^il

Canna being grouped with red-tinted Ricinus,

scarlet Lobelia and Gladiolus brenchleyensis,

with Iresine and scarlet Salvias and Geraniums.

The colour then softens to reds of salmon tones,

through the soft scarlet Geraniimi Mrs. Bartleman

to the salmon King of Denmark. At the back

of this is a biggish group of Gladiolus Halley, one

of the cheap, handsome kinds that almost matches
Kirtg of Denmark in colour. Near by in this

garden is a group of another cheap kind

called Lily Lehmann, of pale yellow and
ivory white colouring, backed and intergrouped

with tall white and lemon white Snapdragons,

and with the Yuccas on the raised ridge

behind them. Yellow Cannas, tall and short,

are also grouped with these, and at the front is a

favourite mixture of tlie fine old canary yellow

Calceolaria a^iplexicaulis with the foliage, abun-

dantly splashed with yellcjwish white, of Variegated

Mint—the old, sweet-scented Mentha rotundifolia.

such as Santolina and Elymus glaucus. It \i

four years since I bought the original corms, l)ut,

as the result of careful yearly lifting and drying

off, the stock has not deteriorated. They grow

well in light, rich soil, especially one that has been

well manured for a previous crop, such as Potatoes,

and pay for an occasional soaking in dry weather.

I have also a few plants of Baron Hulot, and of a

very fine wliite one. Queen of the Netherlands,

which I treasure, but these are rather later in

flowering.

On such a typical August day as the twenty-

fu'st, when if was almost too hot to move, it was
a delight to laze for the afternoon in one's own
garden, and then, just at sundown, before the day-

light jaded, to wander round and realise the brilliancy

of the colouring of such flowers as this Gladiolus.

At no other moment of the day do flowers glow

with such perfect colouring as then. All garden-

lovers must have noticed the same thing.

Then, almost before we knew it, the daylight had

faded, and there hung-in the sky the perfect moon,
" Queen of the Night " indeed, in whose ligljt my

GLADIOLUS HALLEY .\T MUNSTEAD WOOD.

always look a second time to be siure that one of

the bumble-bees, who are so fond of them, has

not remained behind for good.

They make a lovely splash of colour in the

garden, set oft' by the misty blue-grey sea of Pea

haulm and Winter Greens behind them, and a

carpet of Mignonette and Nepeta at their feet.

Tlie tones of pink are exactly the same as those of

Geraniums Salmon Paul Crampel and Ascot,

over a bank of which, in the greenhouse, I look

through the open door to the garden beyond.

It is a colour much more pleasing to me than the

aggressive scarlet of Gladiolus brenchleyensis, or

of the original, and perhaps better known. Scarlet

Paul Crampel Geranium. But then, I love all-

pink flowers, and if one of the elect would pro-

duce a tall perennial Campanula of the shade of

a pink Canterbury Bell and with the habit of the

tall purple perennial Campanula raised by the late

Mr. Herbert Molyneux, he would earn my eternal

gratitude.

As a cut flower Gladiolus Halley is charming

in a silver vase, arranged with grey-green foliage.

beautiful Lilies (auratmn virginale), " clothed

in white samite, mystic, wonderful," gleamed as

pure vestal virgins, filling the air with their sweet-

ness.

When I thought of all that moon looked down

upon—the golden fields, the bumper crops—

I

breathed in the ears of those stately virgins and

their brilliant guard of honour the harvest thanks-

giving of " .\ Worker on the Ldnd."

Alirincham. W. D.

Irises and Tulips from Seed

IT
is astonishing that so few gardeners think

it worth while to raise Irises and Tvdips from

seed. The process is supposed to be much
more intricate and lengthy than it really is.

and yet surely, even if seeds sown now will

not give flowers before 1920, the interest and

pleasure that the flowers afford us when they do

unfold is of a different quality from that which

wc derive from bulbs or roots ordered by the dozen

from a catalogue. Some plants, indeed, such
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as the beautiful Californiau Irises tenax, Douglasi-

ana, Watsoniana and bracteata can only be

satisfactorily grown from seeds ; others, such as

all the members of the sibirica group, are much
more vigorous and fioriferous when planted out

as seedlmgs and left undisturbed. All species

seem to vary within certain limits when raised^

from seed, and it is pleasing to be able to select

one's own favourites and then increase the

stock of them by div sion of the plants.

No Tulip will flower from seed under four years,

and some take even longer ; but, on the other hand,

bulbs of many fine species are now unobtainable

or only offered at prites so exorbitant as to be

prohibitive. Hybrid Tulips—the Darwins, for

instance—seem doomed to break into streaked and

blotched forms, and the best remedy seems to be

to raise new forms which, apparently, will. retain

their uniform, unbroken colours for at least a

niunber of years.

All seeds should be sown within the next month
or six weeks, for, if it is delayed until the new year,

their vitality seems to be much impaired. It is

a curious fact that seeds of bulbous plants, which

under glass or in the open and be kept dry, if

possible, until the autumn, when the pots may be

plunged again in the open. At the end of their

second summer the little bulbs should be sifted out of

the pots and be planted in beds in the open. They

should begin to flower two years later.

Charterhouse, Godalming. W. R. Dvkes.

A Selection of Rambling
Roses

By E. MOLYNEUX, V.M.H.

OPINIONS vary as to what const i-

i tutes a perfect rambling Rose.

I ily ideal is a variety that annually

flowers from base to summit ; not

th« type that grows to the top of a

pole and gives a crop of flowers there. The type

of which Dorothy Perkins was the forerunner

is my ideal. With judicious pruning this section

can be utilised in any site, growing freely with

reasonable cultural attention as to soil and manure,

making ample foliage, and giving an abundant

MRS. LITTLETON DEWHURST, A BE.\UT1FUL WHITE SPORT FROM L.\DV GAY.

are not sown by about the time at which the bulbs

begin to grow again in the autumn, often refuse to

germinate at all, whereas, when they are sown

early, they germinate with great freedom and

regularity. The seeds should be sown in pots

of rich, light soil and covered about half an inch

deep. The pots should then be sunk to the rim

in the open ground, and by preference protected

from birds by a covering of wire-netting. There

the pots should remain exposed to the weather,

and in the new year it will not be long before the

tips of the seedlings begin to break through the

ground. Then, especially in severe weather, the

protection of a sunny, airy, cold frame is an

advantage, though I have raised thousands of

seedlings without even this protection.

When rhizomatous Irises have made four or

six leaves, by May or June, they should be planted

out in their flowering positions, and growth should

be encouraged by a light top-dressing and by
stirring the surface frequently. The majority

should then flower in the following spring. Bulbous

plants, however, should be allowed to dry off

crop of bloom. Freedom of flower, combined

with ample leafage, is of far greater consequence in

a rambling Rose thajt a few blooms of more
shapely form and size. In a garden some quick-

growing subject is at times needed to hide an un-

sightly object or to provide a suitable background

for a herbaceous border for example, or to climb

up tree stems. A good type of ,a rambling Rose

is then serviceable. The sparse branching sorts

like Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant, La France or

Caroline Testout would be quite useless for such

a purpose.

With a greater variety of early and late

_ flowering scHTts the season is considerably prolonged.

Even with so many varieties we still lack

one that can strictly be termed perpetual flower-

ing. Some persons class the Trier section ^s

ramblers, but I do not accept the varieties of

that type as such. They certainly are perpetual

flowering, but a variety that does not grow beyond

7 feet high cannot be termed, a good type of

rambler. For this pm'pose my ideal is one that

will grow 12 feet or 14 feet high and flower from

base to summit in the same way^as .\merican

Pillar, E.xcelsa or Franfois Juranville.

In the matter of colour we are still without a

pure yellow ; one of the tint of MarSchal Niel is

desired. Even pure white varieties possessing

all the attributes of a perfect climber are none

too plentiful.

From the following selection a reaUy good col-

lection can be made, suitable for any garden,

large or small, embracing as it does some new as

well as older sorts of outstanding merit :

Mme. Alfred Carriere was introduced by
Schwartz in 1879. and is still prized for its freedom

of growth, floriferousness, and especially for its

adaptability for so many sites, such as covering

a 20-foot-high wall with an easterji aspect, over

a pergola, or a tripod pillar among shrubs or on

the grass. In colour the buds are blush, fading

to pure white as the blooms develop. This is

one of the earliest varieties to flower.

Neige d'Avril is less known in England than it

should be ; the sweetly scented, pure white blooms

are freely produced at the end of June, and last

a long time in a fresh condition.

Mrs. Littleton Dewhurst (illustrated) is a white

sport from Lady Gay, introduced by Messrs.

Pearson of Chilwell, and having all the good qualities

of that variety in the matter of growth and freedom

of bloom. The huge trusses of flower hang grace-

fvdly in clusters. In my opinion this is the finest

white-flowered rambling Rose we have.

Sweetheart has the merit of lasting longer in

flower than any Rose I know. It is densely clothed

with dark green, shining leaves. The buds art

pink in colour, changing to pure white as they

expand.

Minnehaha (Walsh, 1905) produces huge panicle-

like flower clusters, handsomely double, dark rose

in colour. For an independent pillar where an

all-round appearance is required I know of no
Rose to equal this.

Francois Juranville (Barbier, 1906) in colour

is bright salmon pink over an orange yellow base.

In growth it is r&mpant, thickly clothed with

dark green foliage. For perpetual flowering this is

more marked than any variety I know.

Excelsa (Walsh, 1909) is commonly known as

Crimson Dorothy ; in colour scarlet crimson.

Tills is a superb variety jor any position, and should

be included in the smallest collection.

Sodenia (Weigand, 1912) is especially floriferous ;

carniijie with a scarlet flush.

Lady Gay (Walsh, 1903) has many superb

qualities, especially in the production of its panicle-

like trusses, by which it is distinguishable from

Dorothy Perkins, as well as by the cherry pink

shade of colom-.

Dorothy Perkins, although introduced by

Walsh in 1902, is stiU the most popular climbing

variety among the general body of cultivators.

For a fence, hedge, pillar, pergola, or even on a

north wall, this Rose cajmot be excelled. In

colour soft pink.

Ethel was one of a trio sent out by C. Turner in

1912. having flesh pink, semi-double blooms

which are very attractive, though, unfortunately,

it is not very vigorous in growth.

Dorothy Dennison (Dennison, 1909) is the best

of the trio of pale pink sports from Dorothy

Perkins. In colour shell pink.

Tausendschon (Schwartz, 1906) should be

included as a pillar plant. In habit of growth it

is distinct from any other sort I know, as it

flowers so freely from spra'S formed on the older

branches not making sucker-like growths in the

same manner as the bulk of rambling sorts. In

colour the buds open pink, developing to

rosy carmine, lasting quite a long time in a

fresh condition ; indeed, the coloOT emphasises

with age.
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Felicite et Perpetue, introduced by Jacques
in 1S28. is the most rampant in growth of any
variety ; therefore for hiding an unsightly object

or for covering a wall in any aspect it is useful.

The blooms are borne in profusion. In colour

creamy white, changing to pure white.

Crimson Rambler (Turner, 1893) is still the most
lirilliant of all Roses in colour dming a damp
summer. With a prolonged di-ought this Rose
is highlj- susceptible to mildew.

Aimee Vibert (Vibert, 1S29).—As a wall climber

this is \aluable, being almost evergreen. The
clusters of pure white blooms are especially fragrant.

Gardenia (Soupert et Notting, 1900) is one of

the first of climbers to open its flowers, continuing

until quite late in autumn. The buds are yellow,

changing to pure white as the blooms expand.
Braiswick Charm (F. Cant, 1914) has deep

orange coloured buds, declining to almost white
on the outer part with a tinge of yellow in the
centre, and being of Tea origin it is pleasingly

fragrant.

Francois Guillot, pale yellow passing to
white, is an exceptionally frte-flowering variety
of vigorous growth.

Claire Jacquier flowers early and in great pro-
fusion ; in coloirr nankeen yellow.

Coronation (Tiurner, 1912) is bright crimson,

shaded scarlet, with a splash of white in each petal.

The following are single-flowered varieties, and"
very desirable for covering poles, pergolas or

fences, as they grow freely and flower abundantly :

Hiawatha (Walsh, 1905) is too well known
to need description, providing as it does huge
clusters of brilliant scarlet blooms, much en-

hanced by the deep yellow anthers.

American Pillar (Comad, 1909).—yvhere an
extra strong, free-flowering variety is required
for covering a fence quickly, this is the Rose to
plant. Sucker-like growths 14 feet long are

produced in one season. The rose pink blooms
are produced in huge trusses, and are much
emphasised by the pure white centre ring and
yellow stamens.

Evangeline (Walsh, 1907).—Of single-flowered

climbers this is one of the best ; strong in growth,
free in flower. In colour it is white with carmine
pink tipped petals, giving afterwai'ds a crop of

small red hips.

Silver Moon (B, Cant, 1912) gives e.xceptionally

large, pm-e white blooms, very pretty in the bud
;

of robust growth.

Brunoni (Himalayan Briar) is extra strong
in growth, bearing huge clusters of pure white
flowers in abundance.

Sweet Lavender (G. Paul and Son, 1912) has
pale lavender or mauve blooms with yellow
St aniens.

Jersey Beauty is the niost continuous flowering

variety of all the rambling section, but the blooms
are fleeting ; in colour pale yellow. •

Delight is useful, owing to its lateness of flower-

ing
;

in colour carmine, the base of the pet'^als

white, with yellow stamens.

Paul's Carmine Pillar (Paul and Son, 1896) is

the earliest to flower in this section, therefore

useful, prolonging as it does 1 he flowering season.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
AWARDS OF MERIT.

Berberis concinna.—in this new species the

fruiting branches are arching, the fruits appearing
in twos or thiees. They are after the style of

B. rubrostilla, though, as shown, less brilliant.

The small leaves are spiny-poutted, glossy above
and white beneath. A very beautiful garden
plant. Sho^n by Messrs, R. W. Wallace and
Co., Colchester.

THE GARDEN.

Brasso-Cattleya Olympus Langley var. (C.

Hardyana x B.-C. .Alme, Chas. Jlaron).—.-^ very
handsome form, the sepals and petals pale mauve,
the front lobe of the heavily fringed lip deep
mauve with golden base, with red reticulations in

the tube. From Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough,
These were before the Royal Horticultural

Society on September 10, when the awards were
made.

NEW DAHLIAS.
Defiance (Derorative).—The name was probably

suggested bv the stiff-stemmed, erectly-held, weU-
displayed flower-heads. These are coloured buff
to salmon with deep canary centre. A big flower,

not lacking refinement, and of imposing appearance.

Our Annie (Decorative).—Of clear pink colour
flushed with gold. A refined flower, ijuitc erectly

held. These were from Jlessrs. Burrell and Co.,

Cambridge,

Sincerity (Decorative),—A niassi\c'ly formed
flower of the purest white, perfectly held on strong,

erect stem.

Bullfinch (Collerettc),—Of clear scarlet hue with
golden collar. These were shown by Messrs. J.
Stredwick and Son. St. Leonards.

Rising star (Cosmea-flowered),—The florets

are coloured vermilion and tipped and lined with
gold. A striking variety whose flower-heads are

erectly held on fine wire-like stems. From Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley.

Lady Thomas (Collerette).—-This is of crimson
purple with white tips. Of perfect carriage.

Clematis (Single Decorative).—The name is a

misnomer, there being no suggestion of a Clematis
in any form. The pure .mauve self is of great

beauty and quite new among t+iese flowers. It is

relieved by a ring of gold at the base and the orange
disc. From Messrs. Treseder and Co., Cardiff.

Oriole (Star-flowered).—Of clear light scarlet

with grooved and rather pointed florets. Shown
by Mr. J. T. West, Brentwood.

Peronne (CoIlerette).^A true clear scarlet with
polden collar. A most effectivfe variety. From
Mr. J. J. Jarrett, .'^nerley.

The above-named Dahlia=, having been adjudi-

cated upon by a joint committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society and the National Dahlia
Society, carry the award of merit of the former
and thf first-class certificate of the latter.

NEW ROSE.
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.

Captain Fane Bald (Hybrid Tea),—Sliown by
Jlessrs, .Alex. Dicksun and Sons.

FOR THE CURIOUS
A cORRESPO.sriENT seuds the following tree puzzle

and would welcome a key to the conundrums

:

" The Tree Puzzle.

What is _the sociable tree and the dancing tree,

.\nd the tree tnat is nearest the sea?

The most yieldmg tree and the busiest^ tree,

.And the tree where the ships may be ?

The languishing tree, the least selfish tree,

.'lud the tree that bears a curse? -

The chronologist's tree and the fisherman's tree,

.And the tree like a foolish nurse ?

What is the tell-tale tree and'the traitor's tree,

.And the tree that is warmest clad ?

The oldest tree and the parent tree,

.And the tree that is always sad ?

What is the sickly tree aud the foolish tree.

And the tree that's the staff of life ?

The kissing tree and the sleeping tree,

.And the tree that bids vou live ?
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The island tree and the tailor's tree,

.And the tree that nas no daughter ?

The sorcerer's tree and the feeling tree.

And the tree that is used for mortar ?

The conceited tree and the winter tree,

.And the tree that is always going ?

The aged tree and the w-eaver's tree,

-And the tree that is used for sewing ?

What is the useful tree and the enduring tree,

-And the tree that is used for food ?

The cinder tree and the store-apple tree,

.And the tree that is so very good ?

What is the fighting tree and the ambitious tree,

.And the tree that has got the gout ?

The stupid tree and the ugly tree,

.And the tree that calls soldiers out ?

The tardy tree and the smartest tree,

.And the tree that comes in after tea ?
"

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN G.4RDENS.

Fruit Under' Glass.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Worn-out trees

or inferior varieties intended to be replaced by
young, healthy, trained specimens should be
dug up and the stations prepared in readiness.
See that the drainage is perfect and the compost
sweet and of the best quality. Good fibrous
loam, plenty of old brick mortar, wood-ashes
and a portion of sweet, decayed manure, thoroughly
mixed and rammed moderately finn, will grow
good Peaches. Of Peaches, Duchess of Cornwall,
Hale's Early, Dymond, Roval George, Stirling
Castle, Crimson Galancle, Bai'rington, Sea Eagle
and Nectarine Peach are all good aud very re-
liable

; and of Nectarines, Rivers' Earlv, Lord
Napier, Dryden, Pineapple and Humboldt are
good.

Young Trees which have been planted a couple
of years or so, and which are maldng wood too
strong and unfruitful, may be root -pruned. By
giving early attention to this very important
matter, good results will be certain.' To be suc-
cessful, care must be taken not to miss any of
the roots taking a downward direction. A trench
should be opened at a reasonable distance from
the stem quite 18 inches wide and deep enough
to get well beneath the body of roots. Remove
the soil carefully as the work proceeds, cut cleanly
all the tips of the damaged thongs, see that the
drainage is good, and relay the roots afresh in
suitable soil. Give the soil a gentle watering and
a mulching. Shade the trees in bright weather
and syringe them freely for some time afterwards.

The Flower Garden.
Calceolarias, Pentstemons and many other

plants employed in the flower garden will strike
root best in cold frames, and should receive atten-
tion before the young, suitable growths are injured
by early frosts., See that the soil is sweet and that
it contains plenty of grit, make it firm, and cover
with a good coating of sand. Put in the cuttings
firmly, taking care when fastening them not to
injure the soft fleshy bark. Water freely, shade
in bright weather, and keep the frames close till

the young roots are made.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Cherries.—When v^eparing new borders for

these choice fruits, see that the drainage is perfect
andthat the compost in whiihtheyaretobe planted
is perfectly sweet and contains ample lime, so
very desirable for all stone fruits. Let the com-
post be well prepared, and the borders made up
when the soil is not too wet. A few of the best
and most useful Cherries are Early Rivers, Werder's
Black Heart. Bigarreau, Napoleon Bigarreau,
May Duke, Black Circassian, and Waterloo.

Gr''!ts.—.AH trees that were grafted last spring
should have the useless shoots removed to give
the grafts a better chance to grow, aud those
grafts which have taken and are growing freely
should be supported to prevent them being blown
off in rough weather. I usually shorten the shoots,
cutting them back early to cause a sturdier growth
at the base.

The Kitchen Garden.
Potatoes.—The harvesting of the Potato crop

will need constant attention, there being nothing
gained by leaving the tubers in the ground after
the tops have decayed and the skins' fairly set.

When storing, dig up the Potatoes as dry as the
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weather will allow, keep the "ware" to them-
selves, also the seed tubers and the smallest of

the "chats" if sound and good ; but the very small
-and bad tubers should be given to the pigs as
required. The crops as yet appear to be very
good and free from disease.

Beetroot.—When the roots have grown to a
good usable size, and to prevent them becoming
unduly large, they should be taken up and placed
side by side in trenches, where they may be allowed
to remain during the winter. In this position the
roots remain crisp and sweet, and need only a
little e.xtra protection with strawy litter in severe
weather.

Onions.—If not finished, let these be harvested
and stored as early as possible in their winter
quarters. An airy shed where the frost cannot
reach the bulbs will answer well. I generally
have the bulk of ours roped when quite dry, except
the thick-necked and smaller ones, which are
rised up first.

Spinach.—Thin out the winter variety as soon
as the plants have grown to a fair size, fun the
hoe between the rows, and dust wiih soot at

intervals. H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Burnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

New Zealand Spinach.—This useful but rather
tender vegetable generally furnishes supplies right
on until late autumn if protected from frost.

If, therefore, frost threatens, a mat or two, or even
a piece of tiffany, should be thrown over the crop
overnight.

Cauliflowers.—Break over some of the leaves as
the plants turn in for using, to preserve the purity
of the curds and to assist in retarding their develop-
ment. A part of the stronger seedlings resulting
from the August sowing may be transplanted
rather thickly at the foot of a south wall or hedge,
where, with occasional slight protection, they
will stand through the winter, unless it proves a
very severe one.

Potatoes.'—If not used up, all second-early
varieties had better be lifted now and placed
cither in the vegetable store or in a clamp. If

the latter method is adopted, leave the apex or
ridge of the clamp open to permit of free e%'apora-
tion and so prevent fermentation. .AH haulms
should be promptly collected and burnt.

Earthing-Up.—Celery should now receive a
further earthing-up, and Leeks have a final

earthing, always providing that the soil is in a
moderately dry condition.

Brown Dutch Beans.—Those who have growc
a breadth of these for winter use should give close

attention to the harvesting of the crop as it ripens.

If any part of it is not likely to ripen off in the
open, if will be advisable to harvest it before
frost occurs, ripening it off in an airy glass struct ure
or other airy building.

Plants Under Glass.

Repairs.—Preparatory to hnusing and arranging
plants for the winter, all necessary repairs, both
outside and inside, should receive attention, and
the whole interior be washed down.

Plants at Rest.—Cannas, Crinums and I.iliums
as they go to rest should be stored away on their
sides in a cool structure. Caladiums and herbaceous
Calanthes should be similarly treated in the stove.
Tuberous Begonias sliould be shaken out and the
tubers—crowns upward—be stored in a cool,
dry, frost-proof structure where they can be
readily liept under observation. Gloxinias can
either be left in their pots or be shaken out and
arranged in shallow boxes cr trays with a little

soil wTought in among the tubers. Winter them
in mild heat

.

Salvia splendens should now be housed, as
if left longer in a cold frame the foliage is apt to
drop to some extent.

The Flower Garden.

Calceolaria amplexicaulis.—This old favourite
has rightly retained its popularity to a large extent.
Being rather tender, cuttings should be put in
without delay, and where large specimens are
grown, a few plants should be lifted, potted up,
and placed under glass.

Veronica Anderson! Variety.—This almost
hardy shrubby Veronica will be found to be a
showy bedding plant and to be most useful in
these times of scarcity of fuel. Propagate now
and winter in a cold frame.

Planting Biennials.—Certain biennials, such
as Carnation Grenadin, Sweet Rocket and Sweet
Williams, if now planted where they are to flower.

will give better results than if planting is delayed
till spring, when there is less time for the work.

General Remarks.—Cut away all spent blooms,
trim grass edgings, and keep down weeds.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—Trees that aie shedding their leaves
should be gone over occasionally with a Birch
broom, working from the main stem towards the
points of the branches. Pick up the fallen leaves
after each operation, or they will prove a harbour
for insects.

Early Vines will now have nearly ripened
their wood, and the house should be freely venti-
lated day and night to keep down the temperature
and induce the Vines to go to rest.

Intermediate Vines from which the fruit has
just been gathered should be well ventilated
according to the weather, leaving a little air on
overnight. Apply slight fire-heat in cold
weather. Charles Comport.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.l

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

sulphide (one ounce to three gallons of water) and by
seeing that the ventilation is sufficient. You might easily

check the iugenious theory of your gardener by testing the

water with a piece of blue litmus paper. If it becomes
red the water is acid, and in the absence of other causes

for the presence of acids in the air, such as the fumes from
a stokeliole or something of that kind, tliis may pomt to

the truth of his theory.

BOOKS
Fruit Bottling and Preserving.*—^This is

undoubtedly a valuable addition tu the extremely

practical and useful booklets which have been

issued from the offices of Country Life since the

commencemeiit of the war. The author, Mrs.

E. J. Beckett, is the wife of Mr. EdwirT Beckett,

V.M.H., and needs no further introduction to

oui readers.' As Mr. Cowley explains in his

Preface, Mrs. Beckett has had many yeais' experi-

ence in the bottling and preserving of fruit ; and

in this booklet she furnishes the results of her life-

long experience. Chapters are included on

Preserving Utensils and Methods ; Fruit Bottling

with Sugar ; Fruit Bottling without Sugar
;

Jams ; Jellies and Cheeses ; Pulping Fruit
;

and Preserving Fruit in Cold Water. With true

modesty the author disowns any claim to pose

as an expert, but it is perfectly safe to state that

she more than justifies the sub-title of her booklet,

namely, that it consists of " practical and homely

recipes." Her sole object is to assist those who
wish to preserve fruit in their own homes, and if

readers wiU but follow her instructions they should

be enabled to store many good things for the

coming winter, when it will be impossible to

obtain the fresh article.

• " Fruit Bottling and Preserving." by Mrs. E. Beckett.
Countrij Lite Library; price 9d.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CURIOUS PEA POD (./. H. B.).—The Pea pod shows

signs of having been split while small. This may have
been done by some mischievous person or. more likely,

by the wind, or even have occurred naturally through 'a

local cheek to the growth along one edge of the pod. " The
other edge of the pod grew normally, so that the whole
thing has developed a scalloped appearance.

BLACKLEG IN POTATOES W. F. il.. Perthshire).—
The Potato seut is attacked by tThc disease known as
blackleg, due to the invasion of the water tubes in the
lower part of the stem by the bacterium Bacillus melano-
geues or an allied form. Later the tubers arc likely to be
invaded, and blackening and destruction of their tissues

to occur. Such plants should be uprooted now in order
to prevent the possible spread of the disease, and none
of the tubers from iufccted plants should be used for seed.

ONION SETS (Sowiers).—As you surmise, the note
(issue August 17) was unavoidably held over, and the seed
shoxUd be sown at an earlier date. The best time of
sowing would depend on locality and situation of the
garden, as well as, in a lesser degree, the coming season's
weather, which, of com"se, caunot be thoroughly antici-

pated; but generally the best results are obtained from
sowing seeds at the beginning of July. Those who have
sown later will suffer no loss, for their plants will be
valuable for transplantmg next sprhig.

BLOTCHES ON TOMATO LEAVES (J. A. 6'.).—The
Tomato leaves sent are attacked by the fungus Ciado-
sporium fuivum. and tllis is the cause of the blotches on
the foliage. The disease is usually most prevalent in
houses where tlie ventilation is less tiian it should be.

aud may be kept in check by spraying with potassium

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE TO NAME (R. J. H.).—The Rose sent we believe

to be Lady Godiva. It is a very lovely coloiur and is really

a sport of Dorothy Perkms. Dorothy Dennlson aud
Christian Carle are very similar to Lady Godiva. Like

Dorothy Perkins, it weil repays for a good thinning out

of the old wood annually. Perhaps Lady Godiva makes the

most beautiful of weeping Roses, its delicate tlesh pink

tint being extremely attractive when planted among dark-

coloured conifers, and, of course, the same applies when
used as a pillar or arch Rose.

RENOVATING AN OLD ROSE GARDEN (A. B. C.).—
You will do well to discard all the old bushes and start

afresh with new, healthy stock. As your soil is gravelly

loam, some clayey soil added, together with good manure,
would be a great advantage. Add also some basic slag

to the lower soil when you are trenching the beds or

borders. Then, when you plant the new bushes, give

each a handful of boiie-ffour just beneath the suiface

soil, spreading it about a little. If you can have the soil

prepared next month, it would be best. The old staudards

should be dug around and some basic slag applied well

below the roots, also bone-meal on top. Do this in

November. To get rid of the lichen on the stems, a less

conspicuous dressing to limewash would be to make
a solution of soft soap and common salt or brine. It is

best to scrape the stems first with a piece of old hoop ;

then apply the mixture with a painter's brush, working it

well into the crevices.

ROSES ON LIGHT SOIL {Berkshire Subscriber).—The
cause of yoiu Roses failing is undoubtedly owing to the

want of a deep soil. Roses love to penetrate dow-n- into

nice cool, rich material, not necessarily clay, but a good

compost such as old grass turves would produce. If

vou could procure some of these that have been stacked

twelve montlis, so much the better. The beds should be

excavated to a depth of 2 feet at least ; 3 feet would be

better. Remove the gravel, then wheel in the tiuves.

They should be broken up and placed grass downwards,
adding a liberal amount of cow and pig manure, if pro-

curable. See that the manure is mixed with the soil.

If vou prepare the lower 15 inches like this, you could

tlieii use your top soil to complete the beds, but if possible

add some of file finer portions of the turfy soil and some
basic slag. You must take care there are no hollow places

left, but have all the soil well consolidated. Replant tlie

healthy plants and finish the beds with new plants. It is

useless nureing up sickly plants. Far better make a

fresh start. When planting is nearly finished, dust a

handful of bone-meal around each plant before applying

the ;; inches or 3 inches of surface soil. Beds prepared

as above will last good for several years. You can,

when the plants are established, give liquid manure now and
then, and you should have some very fine blooms.

Pyretlirums should have some flue ashes placed around

tlicm and over their crowns during winter to keep away
slugs. They should then be quite all right. These plants

need plenty of water when growing.

FLOWER GARDEN.
CATERPILLARS ON SOLOMON'S SEAL AND STRAW-

BERRIES (/;. il.).—ln all probability the insect feeding

on vour Solomon's Seal was the sawUy that often attacks

these plants. If it be possible to remove the top

3 inches or 4 inches of soil from about the plants, you
may so destroy most of the chrysalides. If not, the plants

should be sprayed with lead arsenate about the end of

May or bcgmning of June, so that any larva; beginning

to feed may be poisoned. The eaterpillar of the Straw-

berry Button Moth seems somewfiat variable in colour.

It is" mostly green, darker above tlian below, with a yellow

head. \Vc do not think the caterpillar you describe

can belong to this moth, nor do we like to suggest a name
for it without seehig it.

PLANTS FOR WATER BASIN (H. .S'iocts).—We are

handicapped in answering your question by the fact

that you give us no information. You do not say the

size of the basin or where it is situated^indoors or out.

We can only conclude that it is outside, hence none but

hardy plants will be siutable. Such being the case, there

are no Mosses available for the purpose. If the basin is

a comparatively small one, vou cannot do better than

plant it with the Water Hawihorn, whose white flowers,

with conspicuous brown anthers, are deliciously fragrant.

The Water Milfoil (Myriophyllum proserpinacoides) has

long stems clothed with leaves divided into liair-like

segments. The small-growing Nymphieas, such as N.
pygmica alba and N. helvola, might suit. The whole of

the above could be planted now, and in all probability

you could obtain them from Messrs. J. Piper and Sons,

Bishop's Road, Bayswater.

WALL PLANTS FLOWERING IN AUGUST (B. A. rf«

G.-V.).—Cushion-forming subjects of the colours named
suited for wall gardening and flowering in iiugust are

really few in number generally, and fewer still that would
comply with the restrictions given. The only plant

suitable, having red flowers, that we recall is Zauschneria

californica. The flowers are brilliant scarlet, but the

plant is not of a cushion-forming ciiaracter. Campanula
isophylla alba should satisfy you as a white-flowered
plant of trailing habit, while C. Profusion (true), C. Pro-
fusion No. 2 and C. haylodgensis fl. pi. are blues of varying
shades that, while very distinct, are also free flowering.

Polygonum vaccinifoiiuin is a neat-habited trailing subject

flaying erect spikes of pink flowers. It is free, pretty and-

valuable for late flowering. Acautholimon venustum
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(pink) ami Acivaa Novte-Zealaiuliic (crimson) are thf only

other plants likely to give you a little bloom at the

time you name.

FRUIT GARDEN.
APHIDES ON PEACH TREES (0. H. A'.).—At this time,

when the Iniit is ripining or perhaps ripi-, it is hojieli'Ss

to apply anv inseetieide for the destruction of the aphides

without siriously damasiug the quality of the fruit. This

should have been done before by copious syringing of tJie

trees ivitli a strong solution of Tobacco water, applynig

it in the evening and washing it off in the morning before it

became dry. Applv this as soon as the fruit is gathered.

It does not then matter about w.ashing it off. Burn all

the leaves as they fall.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FOWL-MANURE (E. //. //.).—The best time we have

found to applv fowl-manure to the soil for crops of all

descriptions is" shortly • before such crops are planted,

whether in autumn or spring and whether for vegetables,

fruit trees, Roses, or other flowers. The manure is highly

concentrated and most valuable, and if applied to the soil

a long time before crops are planted, there is danger of

its fertility being dissipated and lost by the action of

rain and the passing of time. One pound of luanure

to tlie square yard of soil is a safe dressing to apply to

most crops. It should be dug into the soil deep enough
only where it is likely to nourish the most roots, namely,

.

from 6 inches to 12 inches deep. When mixed with an
equal bulk of loam it is an excellent top-dressing to apply

to Vinerf and Peach trees under glass in spring, as it is

also for wall fruit trees and Koses. Apply, as far as the

roots extend, to the depth of 3 inches. When the manure
s dug into the soil it should be thoroughly mixed with it.

Failing to do this sometimes causes a burning effect, of

which you complain.
<

NAME OF PLANT.— J. 17. — Soapwort (Saponaiia

officinalis).

NAMES OF FRUITS.— C. M. B.— l. Bellissimc

d'Hiver : 2, please send wlien ripe. TT. F. M. C.—.^pple

Kerrv I'ippin. fl. M. V.—Lane's Prince Albert.

MissH.—.-Vpple, Blenheim Onange; Pear, probably Pit-

maston Duchess, hut too far gone for identifleation.

Glory (pale blue) and Itha'a (giMitian blue, white eye)

being very fine. Salvia uliginosa was r-ffectively shown.

FLOWERIKU AND OTHER SHRUBS.

Cone-bearing branches of Larix Kaempferi were the most
interesting ite^ms in this section. 'J'he cones are erectly

disposed, of small Globe Artichoke-like form and green-

ness, the branches having been taken from the original

tree sent home by Robert Fortune. Messrs. Paul and Son,

Cheshunt, were the exhibitors.

Messrs. K. W. Wallace and Co., Colchester, had a con-

siderable display of fniiting branches of Rosa Moyesii,whieh,

with Berberises Sargentia;, subarieulata, Wilsoniic and
coneiTUia (award of merit) constituted an effective w-hole.

In a group from Jlessrs. J. Cheal and Sons. Crawley,

Hypericum Henryi (refined golden variety), Euonynms
latifolius. branches of the Dartmouth Crab full of fruits,

scarlet tnunpet Iloneysuekle and Ceanothus azureus were
prominent. Perncttyas. too, in variety were shown.

Fruit and Vegetahles.

Two important exhibits came before this committee.

That of pot-grown Tomatoes from Messrs. Barr and Sons,

Covent Garden, was singularly imposing and good, two
dozen splendidly fruited examples of Barr's Scarlet Beauty
making an effective group. Seven feet or so high and
averaging seven trusses per plant, the fruits six to eight

in a cluster—a large percentage of the earlier ones fully

ripe—the plants were a great attraction. The fruits were

of high colour and good form, alao very solid looking.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Beading, displayed a collection

of Tomatoes grown in the open. Sutton's Early Market
is round and compact ; Sutton's Open Air is heavy cropping

and has slightly corrugated fruits; Mainerop, Golden
Nugget, and Golden (^ueen Improved were others of merit.

Runner Beans were also a feature, while demonstrating

the progress made with this most useful vegetable. Prize-

winner. : 6 inches ; Best of All, 14 inches ; A 1.12 inches;

and Sutton's Scarlet. 11 inches long, were the most im-

portant. All were young and tender and of high food

value. The produce of vegetables sown on July 15 included

Potatoes May Queen, Beauty of Hebron, Berwick Castle,

Edinburgh Castle and Sutton's Flonrball (a red-skinned

sort). Peas Ringleader and Bountiful, and Lettuce Little

Gem were noted among otiiers.

A Correction.

—

A slight error has -crept in my
notes on " Wintering Bees " in last week's issue

of The Garden. " Across the frames and below

the calico quilt two pieces of stick about 2 inches

in length." This should read 8 inches in length."

L. BiCG-WlTHER.

SOCIETIES

Constance. Modesty and Mme. M61anic Soupert were
some of the good ones from Messrs. F. Cant and Co. Silver

medal.
.Mi-s. Courtney Page, Enfield, again displayed artistic

taste and skill in the arrangement of Roses in bowls,

being awarded a silver medal for a mixed bowl and a

silver-gilt medal for one wholly made up of (Jphelia.

These were in every way excellent.

For a basket of Roses, Mr. K. dc V. Pryor gained a silver-

gilt medal.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton received a bronze medal for a

good bowl of his new white-flowered Pax.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The London Scottish' Drill Hall presented an

old-time gaiety and fulness on September lo,

when, in conjunction with the ordinary fortnightly

meeting, the annual exhibition of the National

Dahlia Society and the autumn display of the

National Rose Society were held, the combined

exhibitions being also doubUess responsible for

'he big gathering of visitors. Among the ordinary

exhibits hardy plants ranked high, seasonable

flowers of much beauty being in consider-

able force. Stove and greenhouse plants and fruit-

ing and other shrubs were also well represented.

Ir the vegetable section a considerable collection

of outdoor-grown Tomatoes and late-sown Peas

and Potatoes from Messrs. Sutton and 'Sons

claimed attention, a finely grown lot of Tomatoes

in pots from Messrs. Barr and Sons approximating

to perfection. Orchids were not seen in gi'eat

numbers. Roses from the leading growers were

well displayed, also the Dahlias, though the

larger groups were somewhat jivercrowded. Nine

Dahlias, a Berberis, and one Orchid received

recognition.

Hardy Plants.

In the group from Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech, Gladioli

and Pliloxes were prominent, P. Hans Vilinollan. clear
mauve with white eye. being very good. Kniphofia Uvaria
uobilis and Cimieifuga simplex were also good.
X sjilendid specimen of Schizocodon illieifolius was the

best thing in Mr. G. Reuthe's group, where also were noted
Eucryphia cordifolia. Magnolia hypoleuca (in fruit)

.^belia triflora and Erica vulgaris fl.-pl., among others.

Mr. B. Ladhams. Southampton, showed well of herbaceous
Lobelias, Gaillardias and varieties of Scabiosa caucasica,
a deep blue form of the latter being very striking.

Mr. W. Wells, jun., had a group almost wholly of
Delphiniums, Navy (deep blue), Mrs. H. Kaye, Merstham

NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY.

The Dahlia is essentially a (hcorative subject, and whether
iff the garden or the home should be capable of holding

its own. In this connection it is satisfactory to know
that the committees have for some time past been paying
special attention to varieties of erect carriage with rigid,

self-supporting stems. Hence the varieties now gaining

certificates (see " New and Rare Plants ") may be accepted

by our readers as possessing these very essential attributes.

In the first two classes, show and fancy Dahlias respec-

tively, Messrs. W'illiam Treseder. Limited, Cardiff, alone

exhibited and in capital form, taking first prize in each case.

The firm was also first for six show or fancy varieties,

in wliich .Mr. S. II. Cooper (Chippenham) and Mr. C.

Luckin (Pulborough) took second and Ithird prizes,

respectively.
For a stand of six Cactus Dahlias, Mr. S. T. White,

Eastleigh, was first with Valhalla, a rich crimson.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, were first for six

garden Cactus. These were shown in vases, no artificial

sui)port being allowed.
The class which appealed most strongly to us was that

for twelve varieties of Pompon Dahlias, twelve blooms of

each, arranged in any receptacle without the use of wire

supports.
Mr. D. B. Crane, .4rchway Road. Highgate, was the only

competitor arranging his flowers in low receptacles,

associating with them young twigs of Hawthorn and
Hornbeam. An ideal arrangement, well conceived and
carried out, also artistic, and suggestive of how to use

such flowers in the home.
Jlessrs. J. C^eal and Sons gave of their strength in the

class for twenty-four varieties of single Dahlias, ten ut each.

Brilliant, Hilda, Winona (maroon) and Snowdrop were
some good ones. The first prize was well merited.

For six Pseony-fiowercd sorts Mr. J. J. Jarrett. Anerley,

was first. Old Gold and Blush Queen being the best.

Mr. C. Luckin took first for garden Cactus (amateurs'

division), Mr. H. Brown. Luton, showing excellently

twelve Pompons and taking first prize.

For twelve singles Mr. D. B. Crane was first, showing
Albatross, JIarion (rose and buff) and Owen Thomas,
among others.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co. alone staged in the Cory
Cup Class. The trophy was not. we believe, awarded.

NATIONAL HOSE SOCIETY'S AUTUMN SHOW.

A HIGHLY creditable display was got together on this

occasion, many of the leading specialists contributing

fine banks of "flowers. No new variety was granted a
gold medal, and only one. Captain Fane Bald (Hybrid Tea),

gained a certificati^ of merit.

Jlr. Elisha J. Hicks. Twyford. carried off the chief

honours, being awarded a gold medal for a group of Roses

—

the only gold medal awarded ; a silver-gilt medal for

three baskets of Roses ; and a silver medal for a bowl.

In the group great stands were arranged, Joanna Bridges,

Princess JIary, Charles E. Shea, Ophelia, Lady Hillingdon

and Red Letter Day being some of the best. For the bowl
Isobel with Rosa Willmottiic foliage was used ; the three

baskets being'of Red Letter Day, Joanna Bridges and
Princess Mary.

In the excellent group from Messrs. Alox. Dickson
and Sons, Newtownards, a splen<lid stand of the brillian

and inimitable " K. of K.." with Oidielia, Lady Pirrie,

Margaret Dickson Hamill and Mrs. Wemyss tjuinn (rich

velldw). was very fine. Silver medal.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton showed Pax and Moonlight

(whites) in very good form. Silver medal.
Jlessrs. B. R. Cant and Sons had particularly good stands

of Lady Hillingdon.Mrs. Alfred Tate, Mme. E. Herriotand
Snow Queen, among others. Silver medal.

VEGETABLES AT ST. ALBANS.

.k SPLENDID illustration of the enthusiasm of the country

in the realm of food production, and of the high skill to
which m.any an amateur has attained in the patriotic

effort to relieve the situation, was to be found in a novel

exhibition organised and carried to a successful issue

by Messrs. Ryder and Son. Limited, of St. Albans. On
the issue of their catalogues for this season they made
an offer of £100 in prizes for the twenty best vegetables

entered for competition, as an inaucement to cultivators

throughout the British Isles to do their utmost to increase

the wTight of vegetable crops by good cultivation. So
large a response to this invitation was received, and so high

a standard of excellence w.%s reached, that in some classes

further monetary awards were made by way of consolation

prizes. The difficult task of making the awards was under-

taken by two experts of wide repute—Mr. E. Beckett,

V. 31. H.," head-gardener at Aldenham House, and Mr. E.

Molvncux. V.M.H., of Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham,
Hants, and their comments on the produce placed before

them were highly satisfactory. They agreed that, generally

speaking, the show was a magnificent one and included

some individual specimens that 'were truly marvellous
and impossible to surpass.

.\ prize of £.T !was awarded to each of the following :

Runner Bean.—J. Sully, Flook House, Taunton, Somer-

set. Broad Bean.—D. Wilson, 17, Crofthead Terrace,

Glusburn. Keighlev, Yorkshire. Haricot Bean.—W, C-
Pagram. 3, Redfern Cottages, New Road, Weybridge.

Long Beet.—J. Devoy, 30, Dalrymple Street. Stranraer,

Wigtownshire ; special prize, £1 Is., G. Andrews, Dane Court

Lodge, Tilmanstone, Eastry S.O., Kent. Globe Beet.—M.
Hoad. 'M. Albemarle Road. Willesborougb, Ashford,

Kent. Cabbage.—A. Pinnock, 42, Prospect Road, St.

Albans. Carrot.—J. MeRonald, Station House, Philorth,

Fraserburgh ; special prize. £1 Is., H. Davis. The
Hawthorns, Witton Street, Stourbridge. Worcestershire.

Cauliflower.—J. J. Pinnoek, 2, Albert Street, St. Albans.

Celery.—J. Dargue, Plunderheath, Haydon Bridge

;

special prize, £1 Is., W. Robinson, Surmy Bank,
Fortou, near Garstang, Lanes. Cucumber.—H. Bowles,

27. Beeleigh Road. Maldon, Essex. Leek.—W. Cartledge,

Garmondswav. Coxhoe, County Durham ; special

prize, £1 Is.", J. Dargue, Plunderheath. Haydon Bridge.

Parsnip.—C. Bate, P.O., Overton Bridge, Ruabon, North
Wales. Salslfv.—M. Webster, The Rookery Gardens,

Westeott. Do"rking, Surrey. Maize.—W. H Herbert,

The Lodge. Dimcroft, Staines, Sliddlesex. White Turnip.

T Avery, Thi' Gardens, Gaddesden Place, Hemel
Hempstead' Yellow Turnip.—H. Barber, 14, Fern Street,

Eonthtowu Road, Halifax. Peas.—W. B. Cortis, Perrau-

well Station, Cornwall ; special prize, £1 Is., J. C. Kaye,

Mill House, Birdsedge, Denby Dale, near Huddersfleld.

Onion.—H. Wheeler, Wenvoe, near Cardiff ; special prize,

£1 ls„ J. Birkett, Bock Cottage, Treales, Kirkliam,

Lancashire. Tomato.—G. Hacker. Manor Cottage, Shriven-

ham. Berkshire. Vegetable Marrow.—F. Eaton, 10. Lady-

smith Road, St. Albans ; special prize, £1 Is., J. Brown,

gardener. The Lodge, Park House, Dulfield Road, Derby.

EDINBURGH, LEITH AND DISTRICT GARDEN
ALLOTMENTS ASSOCIATION.

This association on September opened its annual show
of the produce grown on the allotments. The show was
magnificent and revealed great energy and skill on the part

of the vast majority of those who competed. There were

in all about 1.100 entries, which compared with about

.500 last vear— a markeil and gratifying increase. The show

took pla"ee in the Svuod Hall, and the display of vegetables

was one which surprised even regular frequenters of shows.

In addition to the competitive display, a most useful

object-lesson was afforded by a fine exhibit of vegetables

crown by the Parks Department of the Corporation

iinder the superintendence of Mr. J. W. M'Hattie, than

whom the allotment movement has had uo warmer sup-

porter. The Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of

A'Tieultnre exhibited bottled fruit, also vcgetabire affected

by various diseases, a most instructive exhibit indeed.

P'otatoes. as might be expected, were an outstandiug

feature of the show, and it was satisfactory to note the

preference given bv the judges to quality in contrast to

mere size. Cabbagc-s, Cauliflower and other Brassicas

were a strong competition, and some of the produce

could not well be excelled. Carrots were wonderfully

good, and Onions, Leeks, <Sc.. well sho\™. Peas and Beans

were very good, and competitors found useful education

in comparing their produce with the eighteen varieties

of Peas shown bv the Parks Department. Tonuvtoes

were fine also. Councillor JIacfarlane. convener of the

Edinburgh Parks Committee, presided at the opening,

and in an interesting speech Bailie Adams, who declared

the show open, gave some details of the work of the allot-

ments There were in Edinburgh, he said, some fifty-seven

different places in which there were allotments laid out,

and there were some 3,655 plots in all. For protection

the Corporation had erected some 7 miles of wire fencmg,

and had laid about 4j miles of piping for the supply of

water. Mr. Wood of the College of Agriculture, who was

one of the judges, spoke of the great improvement in the

exhibits this year and complimented the exhibitors upon
what they had done. Mr. M'Hattie .also spoke in a com-

plimeutary maimer. The exhibition was very largely

attended.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
A CCORDING to a recent official com-

f\ munication to the Press, the Ministry

/ % of Food proposes p.ot only to ii.\ raaxi-

/^"^% mum prices for eggs during the autumn
' * and winter, but also to have the eggs

sold by weight.

Autumn and Winter Eggs.—" In view of the

increasing retail price of eggs," runs the announce-

ment, ." the Ministry of Food has decided to fix.

maximum prices during the autumn and winter

period of scarcity, and an order to this eSfect

may be expected in the com'se of the next few

weeks. Present prices range from js. to 5s. 6d.

a dozen in London, and in some outer districts

6s. to 6s. 6d. a dozen have been charged. These

figures had been reached a month ago, when the

arrival of a large consignment of Irish eggs which

had been held up on the ' other side ' in order to

obtain more favourable terms broke the market

price down by about 6d. a dozen. Now that the

English new-laid has no serious competitor, prices

are again showing an upward tendency. The
Ministry, however, is aiTanging to buy large quanti-

ties of pickled eggs from the United States, Canada.

Egj'pt, and possibly Denmark and Ireland, and

to liberate these at controlled prices. No decision,"

continues the paragraph, " has yet been reached

as to the prices of either new-laid or imported

varieties, and at the moment the Ministry is con-

sidering a proposal ta^divide eggs into three grades

for sale by weight, as follows ; (i) Eggs over

iJoz. other than imported or preserved; (2)

imported or preserved eggs Over ijoz.
; (3) all

eggs under lioz. in weight."

Selling Eggs by Weight.—.-^s one who has

always strongly pressed for the sale of eggs by
weight, I am hoping that the Ministry of Food

will bring in the reform in this direction. But who,

pray, is the clever (?) person who has drawn up

the official scale for weights ? The standard

egg, if the official ruling goes through, is placed

as low as ijoz,, and no egg is penalised even if

it is but an ounce in weight. There is no reward

for the over 20Z. egg, as this is on the same footing

as the ijoz. "mystery." I quite realise that

many strains are noted for their ijoz. and under

eggs, but in the interests of progressive poultry-

breeding now is the time to have a reform in this

direction. If the standard egg is placed at 20z.,

many strains will be ruled out, but that will be

for the good of our noble industn.'. For too

long have some breeders striven for number of

eggs without regard to size, and tlris has already

resulted in killing several of our best laying breeds.

Take, for instance, the White Wyandotte. I can

prove that there are few strains noted for the
" large " egg, and I contend that before long,

if things are not revised, this wonderful breed

will play second fiddle to three or four other

heavy breeds—Rhode Island Reds and Light

Sussex among them—and one can hardly expect

otherwise.

My Original Standard.—When Lord Selborne

was President of the Board of Agriculture I

offered him the following original " egg weight "

standard, but nothing was done in the matter.

I offer it to the Ministry of Food, and it is

quite welcome (in accordance with the general

principle adopted by Government Departments)

to issue it as its own idea and " just what it

had decided to adopt." I do not aspire to be

an O(fficer) of the B(ritish) E(gg).

New-laid:—rEKlras, eggs weighing 20Z. or over
;

seconds, eggs weighing under 20Z., not legs than

i|oz. ; thirds, eggs weighing under i|oz., not less

than ijoz.

Best Fresh.—Extras, seconds and thirds (as

above)

.

Fresh.—Extras, seconds and thirds (as above).

Cookers.—Extras, seconds and thirds (as above).

Prcserveds.—Extra, seconds and thirds (as above).

As will be seen, I place my " standard " egg

at 20Z. in weight and rule out any under i|oz.,

wliich is as it should be. To-day the egg-producer

receives as much for his medium as for his large

eggs, and argues that there is no need to breed and •

feed for the latter. Let us have progress in the

interests of our noble poultry industry. Let the

public have the weight it pays for, and let the

producer reap the little " extra " for his pains and
brains in securing " big-egg " strains of layers.

Then we shall see some of the lazy producers

compelled to grade their eggs and to take a kindly

interest in their stock or " quit " the business.

The bred-to-lay duck would also come into its own.

Back to the Duck.—Had an of&cial egg weight

scale been adopted in pre-war days, we should

haj'e found the bred-to-lay duck to the fore and

in its proper place. It has always surprised me
why the public has not in these days gone " all

out " for the duck's egg on account of its extra

weight. Some sensible official Press propaganda

prepared by a twentieth century expert would

soon popularise the duck's egg and help the cult

of the . bred-to-lay duck. The prejudice that

originally existed towards the " strong-flavoured
"

eggs of waterfowl has now disappeared, and it

never existed on true facts. With my scale- of

weights adopted, the laying duck would come
into its own at once ; and for too long has it been

in the background. Below I give the results of the

top pens in the Four Years' Laying Contest at

Hawkcsbury Agricultural College and Experimental

Farm, New South Wales, six ducks comprising

a pen :

Weight
Breed and \st 2nr/ 'ird itk Grand perdoz.
Position. Yetir. Year. Year. Year. Total, (outices)

1. Indian
Runners . . 1,034 1,019 826 762 3,641 34

2. Indian
Runners .. 1,092 1,(775 644 626 8,437 34

3. Buff Or-
pingtons 1,103 882 703 625 3,315 34

4. Indian
Rumicis . . 1,220 1,244 719 538 3,771 33 '

This table is taken from my latest standard work,
" Duck-keeping on Money-making Lines " (just

published), and the figures arc worth careful

thought. -As will be seen, the eggs weighed 330Z.

and 34OZ. per dozen. If Mr. Prothero would read

this volume carefully, he would understand that

there is such. a thing as a bred-to-lay duck which

lays the " golden " egg and wliich does not draw

heavily on his grain reserves. But nowadays

we are taught to think only of the " moo-cow " with

her milk, butter, cheese and meat. Most mornings

the milk goes bad and much is wasted ; cheese

is not regularly on the table ; as for meat, it is

often advisable to eat it with closed eyes, and

butter comes to us in rations eked out by " marg."

What is being done for the rapid-producing smaller

livestock ? Absolutely nothing.

What is a New-Laid ?—To get back to the

weight of eggs, why not settle once -and for all

" what is a new-laid ? " In conjunction with

my weight standard I also suggested to Lord

Selborne the following* schedule :

Summer.—New-laid, i to 5 days old ; best

fresh! 6 to 8 days; fresh, 9 to 11 days; and
cookers or friers, 12 to 17 days.

Winter.—New-laid, i to 7 days old ; best fresh,

8 to 10 days ; fresh, 11 to 14 days ; and cookers

or friers, 15 to 21 days.

And to "standardise" the preserved egg 1

suggested

:

'
,

Best Preserveds.—Pickled, &c., up to 6 months.

Preserveds.—Fielded, &c., more than 6 months.

As w^ill be seen, the winter standard is a little

wider than the summer one, because in the winter

months eggs naturally keep and travel better,

and evaporation is not so great as in the hot

summer weather. In the ofScial notice to the

Press the Ministry of Food even admits that the

Irish eggs were held up on. the other side for more
favourable terms. Does not this warrant my
suggested classification of eggs ? This trick is

by no means new, and it, with others, is practised

year after year, poor John Citizen- being hopelessly

fleeced -without any of&cial steps being taken

'

to stop the fraudulent custom.

Prosecute the Retailers.—My contention is,

and always has been, that a retailer who sells

a " bad " egg as a " new-laid " should be prosecuted

for fraud, his relief in like manner being from the

producer. or supplier. As I pointed out to Lord

Selborne, all eggs should bear the name of the

country from which they came and also the date

of their " birth." Every British egg should be

stamped with the name and address of the pro-

ducer and the date of its bein? laid. The practice

of holding back supplies on a rising market

—

whether by popping the eggs into preservative

for a month or by dipping them into boiling water

to harden the albumen—should be prevented at

all costs. My suggestions were made purely in

the interests of British poultry husbandry—the

Cinderella of Agriculture—and the sooner they

are adopted the better it will be, to my way of

thinking. Wliile, then, I welcome the sale of

eggs by weight, it is only provided a sensible and

detailed scale is drawn up. And with it should

also go the age of the article.

Maximum Prices.—When the Ministry of Food

talks of fixing maximum prices for eggs, then I

say right away that it is playing with fire as

things stand at present. And I utter this warning

while there is yet time to avert danger. No hint

is given as to what the prices are likely to be,

but the mere idea of controlled prices shows that

the ofiScials are completely out of touch with

present-day poultry matters. Before taking such

a step let the Ministry of Food first of all bring

down the cost of the raw material an-d also improve

its quality. No one will complain of controlled

prices provided they follow reforms in the matter

of foodstuffs, but the latter, believe me, needs

immediate attention. Local corn-chandlers are

profiteering for all they are worth, and sending

out absolute " rubbish " at that. " Why," you ask,

" does the Ministry of Food, the Board of Agri-

culture and the Food Production Department

allow such to happen ? " .A.11 because it fits in with

their policy ! They w-ant the hen killed I The

sympathy they extend to British poultry-producers

does not feed our fowls, and it is but surface deep,

although well camouflaged. Proof of this is the

absence of prosecutions, which I have previously

appealed for through my notes.
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THIS is the last opportunity we
have of announcing the forthcoming
Sunflower Competition. At the
time of writing (September 23)
about two dozen ccmpetitors have

sent in heads of seed, and we hope there
will yet be sufficient entries to make the
competition a success. There is still

time to win a prize, and all who grow
Sunflowers should send in their largest

heads of seed without delay. • All who
wish to enter should send their heads
of seed (to arrive not later than Septem-
ber 30) to Mr. H. M. Faure, The Manor
House, Claj'gate. The name and address
of tlie competitor should accompany each
head of seeds. This is an open com-
petition for the largest head of Sunflower
seed grown in the United Kingdom. Mr.
Faure has very kindly offered a prize of

£^ for the largest head of seed, and five

second prizes of £1 each, providing there
are at least fifty competitors. There is

no entrance fee, and the Editor of The
Garden will act as judge. The result

of the competition will be
announced in The Garden
dated October 12.

Report on Insect Pests and
Diseases.— " Report on the Occur-

rence of Insect and Fungus Pests on

Plants in England and Wales in

the year 1917 " is the title of a very

useful pampMet just issued by the

Food Production Department of the

Board of Agricultiure. The report

has been based on the work of

members of the Plant Disease Sub-

Committee of the Technical Com-
mittee of the Department and from

observations made by the Committee's

Honorary Correspondents. As the

report is only intended as a summary
for the use of experts, it is interesting

to note that details will be filled in

later as the observations accumulate,

with the object of presenting a

comprehensive account of the sub-

ject. The method of arrangement

is admirable, the crop affected stand-

ing out in bold type. The insect

pests are grouped under their re-

spective families, while an arrange-

ment imder host plants has been

adopted for the fimgus pests owing A.

to the fact that their restriction is

much more definite than is the case in insects.

The publication contains thirty-two pages 01

letterpress, and an excellent index is provided.

Copies are to be obtained at the offices of the

Board of Agricultvire and Fisheries, St. James's

Square, London, S.W., the publication being

issued as Miscellaneous Publication No. 21. The
price is twopence.

Bees and Potato Spraying.—Last year in the

West Country it was suggested that a number of

stocks of bees which had died from Isle of Wight

disease were the victims of sulphate of copper poison-

ing, as a consequence of thesprayingof Potato crops.

The Food Production Department at once in-

stituted enquiries, which showed that Potato

spraying had nothing whatever to do with the loss

of the bees in question. It was pointed out,

moreover, that bees very seldom visit Potato

ground ; that many present-day varieties of

Potatoes do not flower, or drop their flowers before

the blossoms open; and that generally a Potato

patch is the least tempting of aU pollen-hunting

grounds for insects like the bee. Furthermore,

it is improbable that the bee can absorb the sul-

phate of copper in the form in which it is used

for spraying, even if the amount of fungicide

deposited in a Potato flower from a properly mixed

spray were sufficient to cause injiury. In short,

the whole story of bees being killed as a result

of Potato spraying last year was discredited as

completely as the older story of the destruction

of bees consequent on fruit tree spraying. Never-

theless, the rumour has recvnred this year in a

weekly paper, and it is desirable, therefore, to set

out the facts in detail.

HANESOME SYRIAN SHRUB I HIBISCUS SVRIACUS

Grouse and the Burgundy Mixture.—

A

London morning paper has published a statement

that grouse have been poisoned in the Midlands

and in Ireland by Potato spraying. Official

enquiries have failed to discover the source

of these reports. It is pointed out, however,

that although spraying has been done on a

fairly large scale in game - preserving areas

for some years past, this is the first suggestion

that has been made against it as a danger to

bird-life. The experts of the Food Production

Department deny that grouse could be injured by
the r per cent, solution of sulphate of copper

and soda crystals recommended by the Depart-

ment for Potato spraying.

Hibiscus syriacus.—This handsome Syrian

shrub, also known in gardens as .\lth£ea frutex, is

hardy an^-where south of London. It may be

grown either against or near a wall, or quite in

the open in a sheltered place. When well grown
it forms a fully furnished bush about 7 feet high,

well covered in late August and early September
with its 2-inch-wide flowers with petals of some
substance. The type colour is a lightish purple,

but there are several varieties. Among the best

are one of a piu'ple inclining to blue, and the white

one illustrated. In the white the outsides of the

buds have a tinge of purplish pink, and in the

inside of the flower, which is partly double, each
petal has a basal blotch of deep red. The leaves

are small, not much over 2 inches in length, more
or less trifid in form, and toothed towards the

free end. It is finely grown in the Tuileries

Gardens in Paris. It likes a svmny place, but is

thankful for abundant waterings.

The Menace of Silver-Leaf.—In
view of the urgent need of combat-
ing silver-leaf, fruit-growers through-

out the cotmtry, especially in the

important Plum-growing districts, are

strongly urged to take energetic

measures to destroy all trees which
liave begun to die back, and to cut

out the silvered branches of trees

otherwise healthy. It is worth some
sacrifice to take this in hand at once,

for the fungus fructifies chiefly in

autumn, and the longer dead wood
bearing the fungus is allowed to

remain, the greater is the risk of

infecting other trees. As it is un-
likely, however, that this work can
be completed before the leaves fall,

all silvered branches and trees

which are dying back should be
conspicuously marked at once so that

they can be removed as soon as

opportunity permits. Affected

branches should therefore be cut

back to a point where no brown
stain in the wood can be found.

Gas-Liming.— Where wireworm
or other soil pests are troublesome,

it is a good plan to get this on
the land as early as possible in

autumn. A good dressing may
consist of about ilb. to the square yard.

Half of this may be forked in and the re-

mainder spread over the sm'facc. Since gas-lime

contains some very virulent plant poisons, plots

treated with it should not be cropped for three

months, though light, porous soils will often prove

safe in a shorter period. Though a dressing of

gas-lime has some effect in improving the fertility

of the soil, it cannot be employed with any satisfac-

tion as a substitute for ordinary lime or chalk.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

SPRING CABBAGES.
T HAVE read with interest Mr. Harry A. Day's

article on " Spring Cabbages " in The Garden
of September y, page 337. I readily endorse all

he says on the subject as regards general cultiva-

tion. I desire to point out, however, that the

date he advises for sowing—August i, I take it

—

is too late for Scotland (and for the North of

England I should think, too), where The Garden
has many keenly interested readers. Dates for

sowing must, of course, always be taken as approxi-
mate ; but after almost forty years' experience of

growing Spring Cabbages in Scotland I have no
hesitation in saying that the middle of July is

the correct time to sow, and the first half of

September the correct time to plant. These arc

approximately the dates observed by the market
gardeners in the Edinburgh district, where scores

of acres of Spring Cabbages are successfully grown
annually, " bolting " being a thing practically

unknown. McEwan's Vanack is a favourite with
the Edinburgh market gardeners ; but in private

gardens Harbinger, EUam's Early, Sutton's

April and Flower of Spring arc all much in evidence.—Caledonia.

TN The Garden of September 7, page 337, Mr.
Harry A. Day, in giving hints on Spring

Cabbages, falls into an error very common among
writers in the South, and forgets that there is

usually a month's difference in the seasons, say,

in Devonshire and West Lothian, respectively.

Let me tell Mr. Day what would happen if we
sowed Cabbages after the beginning of August.
The plants would be so tiny that it would be
impossible to plant out before April, even if they
survived the winter, which is doubtful. I have
had seventeen years' experience here and know
what I. am talking about, and can tell Mr. Day
that if our earliest Cabbages are sown later than
July 9 they never give us really early crops. By
sowing during the first week in July and planting

out the third or fourth week in August, we can
cut fair-sized heads about the middle of April. By
choosing suitable varieties I never have a " bolter."

Flower of Spring, Milecross Marrow and Early
Gem are all equally reliable, the latter, perhaps,
being the finer Cabbage, if a few days later than
tlie others. A June sowing is also worth risking,

for only occasionally does it faU, and, when it

succeeds, nice little Cabbages can be cut, even in

this district, during March. In the more favotu-ed

districts in Scotland, about July 21 is a good
time to sow. As The Garden is widely read by
amateurs as well as by professionals in Scotland,

I think it would be a pity to have such disappointed
by sowing and planting as late as the dates given
by Mr. Day.—C. Blair, Preston House Gardens,
Linlithgow.

ABSENCE OF BUTTERFLIES.
T THINK your correspondent " E. B." must

mean the Peacock Butterfly. I have observed
the same scarcity of butterflies this year. In

August and September, 1917, Buddleia variabilis

and other flowers were visited by large numbers
of Peacocks, Red Admirals and Small Tortoiseshells,

whereas this year very few of those species have
been seen.

—

Waldegrave, Chewton Priory, Chewton
Mendip.

JT is hardly probable that the butterfly attracted

to the flowers of Buddleia variabilis mentioned
by your correspondent in your issue of September 12

THE GARDEN.

would be the Emperor, this being one of the rarest

of English butterflies. It would indeed be a

rare sight if it were, and worth going a long distance

to see. Most probably the butterfly alluded to

would be the Red Admiral, a truly beautiful

species with the ground colour deep black relieved

with bright red and white markings. This is

one of the Vanessas, all of which are attracted

to the flowers of the Buddleias and Sedum spectabile

in August or September, others being the Tortoise-

shell, Peacock and Painted Lady, all beautiful

insects. I have noticed the same scarcity this

season, only two specimens of the Red Admiral
butterfly being noticed on the flowers and
no specimens of the allied species ; but I

attribute the scarcity to the Buddleias in my
locality flowering about a month earlier than
usual and before the butterflies were due for

emergence. Unfortunately, the Cabbage White
butterfhes visited it too freely ; there were himdreds
in the garden this August, the result being that

all plants of the Cabbage t>'pe are being completely
worried now by the caterpillars of this pest.

—

T. A. L., Linthorpe, Middlesbrough.

FOODSTUFFS FOR CHICKENS.

T AGREE with Mr. W. Powell -Owen on
page 300, as my experience is that the

poultry food supplied is not suitable for producing
either table fowls or eggs. I am trying to pro-

duce Oats for poultry feeding, and next year shall

try Sunflower seeds and Buckwheat, but my
northern climate, I am told, is unsuitable for

the purpose. My experience has been taken from
France, but my garden and fields are in Scotland.

Any experience of what could be done in the

climate of South-West Scotland, 450 feet above
the level of the sea, in a peat country, would be

of great value to—A Constant Subscriber and
Reader of "The Garden."

ROSE AGLAIA.

TN the issue of The Garden for September 14

the Rev. J. H. Pemberton says :
" Whatever

people, including the raiser, may say, Aglaia
stands in a class by itself ; it is a hybrid of the

Banksian Rose, and possesses no apparent affinity

with the multiflora." I do not think that Mr.

Pemberton is justified in his statement, even
though Herr Peter Lambert belongs to an enemy
country. I have yet to learn what authority
Mr. Pemberton possesses to be a judge of another
man's productions. As a hybridiser of many
years I can accept Lambert's statement, tor I

know how wonderfully cross-fertilising produces
totally unlooked-for results, and we can see the

Noisette R6ve d'Or parentage in Aglaia by reason

of its growth and the tender nature of its wood.
Mr. Pemberton has no cause to be so unfair to

Herr Lambert, for he gave him Trier, from which,
I believe, he has evolved sdme of his perpetual-

flowering, seedlings. Certainly, in my opinion,

there is no trace of R. BanksiaB in Aglaia. I

can only remember one hybrid from R. Banksias,

and that is R. Fortuneana. This was obtained
by crossing R. Banksis and R. iJevigata, and we
see evidence of the latter in the foliage. Herr
Lambert produced Leonie Lamesch and Schnee-
witchen from Aglaia, and these Perpetual Poly-

anthas exhibit no trace of R. Banksiae. There
is an old saying, " Give the Devil his due," and
even though Herr Lambert is a German, I think
we may accept his record of his own productions,

for there is nothing in their parentage that gives

hybridisers any doubt as to their origin. I have
seedlings of R. Banksis that readily proclaim
their ancestors in both foliage and wood, which
Aglaia does not, and the only resemblance is its
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early flowering. We might on these grounds
claim Tea Rambler as a hybrid of R. Banksia;.—
Walter Easlea, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea.

'pHE interesting discussion on the parentage of
this Rose has been carried a stage further

by the contribution of the Rev. J. H. Pemberton in
your issue of September 14. There are few
rosarians better versed in Rose history than this
well-known writer, and curiosity has led me to
look up his book " Roses " (1908) to see what
he has to say about Aglaia therein. On page 19,
under the heading " Botany of the Rose," I am
surprised to find that he describes it as a hybrid
of multiflora (simplex). This hardly agrees with
his letter referred to above, in which he tells us
that it " possesses no apparent aflinity with the
multiflora." Probably Mr. Pemberton has re-
considered his opinion. It is interesting to remark
that Dr. Julius Hoffman describes Aglaia as raised
from Polyantha sarmentosa x Reve d'Or. The
Exile.

IRIS DISEASE.

J)R. OSBURNE'S letter on page 342 of The
Garden referring to a disease of Irises

suggests in places that his diagnosis of the trouble
may be at fault. There are, in fact, two common
diseases of the tall Bearded Irises : one, that de-
scribed so well by Mr. Dykes on page 336, rhizome-
rot, due to the attack of a specific bacterium and
likely to be checked by the application of super-
phosphate of lime

; the other due to the attack
of a fungus which the superphosphate might be
more likely to encourage than the contrary.
Part of Dr. Osburne's letter, where he refers to
the spotting of the foliage, seems to point to the
leaf-spot disease being the one that is troubling
his plants, and not the rhizome-rot. This requhcs
precisely contrary treatment to the rhizome-rot
—the removal of the diseased foliage and the
spreading of slaked lime or chalk on the surface
of the ground. My own observations on both
diseases suggest that damp and close conditions
conduce to their spread, although they are in
neither case the direct cause of the trouble.—F. J. C.

^FTER reading the note on Iris disease on page
342, I have come to the conclusion that Dr.

Osburne's Irises are suffering rather from the
leaf-blotch disease, Heterosporium gracile, than
from Pseudomonas Iridis, which causes disease
at the base of the growths. In the past I have
had serious attacks of this leaf-blotch disease,
and used to spray my plants with an ammoniacal
solution of copper carbonate. This is made by
mixing together 30Z. of sulphate of copper and
30Z. of sodium carbonate with a quart of con-
centrated ammonia. The resulting blue liquid
is then diluted with 22 gallons of water. This
solution seemed to check the spread of the disease.
In recent years I have added chalk and lime to
the soil of the beds that were being made up for
Bearded Irises, and the disease has scarcely made
its appearance at all. I believe that all Pogoniris
must have lune in the soil to be healthy, and that
when they are healthy they resist the onslaught
of this leaf-blotch disease.—W. R. Dvkes, Charter-
house, Godalming.

RAISING AQUILEGIAS AND PRIMULAS
FROM SEED.

^T all times the successful gardener must be
endowed with a considerable amount of

patience, but at times the ordinary " brand

"

is of slight value to him. The other day I had a
letter from a keen amateur bewailing the fact
that some seed he had sown a few weeks ago of a

special strain of Aquilegia had so far failed to
germinate, and asking whether this was
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characteristic of the genus. This started a train of

thought and reminiscence which led back to some

cases wherein great patience was at length re-

warded, and which may be of some little interest

and help to those who may be

inclined to be hasty when seed does

not grow as rapidly as they consider

it ought to do. In the case of the

Aquilegias, I was able to assure

my friend that most probably he

would in due course have quite a

number of seedlings. Although fresh

seed of the Aquilegia, it sown

under glass, usually germinates

within fifteen days, still, it is

nothing uncommon for it to take

a couple of months and yet grow

away all right. I have a great

fondness for the lovely blue A.

Stuartii, and on several occasions

sowed seed, but up till recently

never was able to raise a single

plant. Last year I got a packet

of seed guaranteed new from a

reliable firm, which I sowed in due

course and at the same time as

some seed of my own saving of a

long-spurred strain. The latter
appeared in about a fortnight, but

A. Stuartii gave no sign of life for

ssven or eight weeks, although

placed under the identical treat-

ment of the other. At length, after

being on several occasions seriously

tempted to throw the pan away,

quite a good percentage of plants

appeared ; so patience was re-

warded at last. On another

occasion I got a fine braird of

Auriculas more than twelve months

after sowing. Primulas are no-

toriously as erratic in germination,

and it is invariably the smaller

and later seedlings that are the

best. — C. Blair, Preston House

Gardens, Linlithgow, Scotland.

the spring and so prevented from flowering at

their usual period.

There are, however, in this garden some plants

that always flower at this time. One is a

AUGUST IRISES
* N Iris garden in August

/\ is never gay with
/ \ flowers; it consists

f—^k almost entirely of foliage

» • and ripening seed-

pods. There are, however, one or

two Irises which al*ays give me
flowers in this month. At any

rate, they have done so now for

S3Veral years and I have no reason

to suspect that they will ever fail

me here, though it would be rash

to expect that they would certainly

behave in the same way in other

gardens where the conditions were

perhaps less congenial.

In any large collection of Irises

it frequently happens that here

and there an odd flower-spike

appears in August or September.

This year I have already seen

flowers of the Balkan I. Reichen-

bachii and of a wild form of I.

variegata, and I remember once

having a number of spikes of

flowers of Gracchus, a garden

variegata, late in September.
These were, I think, produced

by plants that were moved in

IRIS APHYLLA FROM HUNGARY.

{Half natural size.)

remarkable form of I. aphylla from the neighbour-
hood of Ermihalyfalva in Hungary. Plants of

this form of aphylla flower regularly twice

every year : in May and again at the present

time. They are remarkable for

the vivid dark purple coloration

of the base of the leaves and also

of the whole of the inflorescence,

when this first appears among the

leaves. It is extraordinary to see

the dark purple buds emerging
from the green of the leaves, and,

since in spring the buds come
up almost with the leaves, the

appearance of the plants in April

is even more remarkable. When
the plants flower the spathes are

wholly of a deep red-purple colour,

which is also sufiused over the

upper part of the stem and of its

branches. The flower is of a deep

blue-purple with a bluish beard.

As will be seen from the accom-

panying sketch, the stem is much
branched, and the main lateral

branch starts very nearly at the

ground line. This forking of the

stem below its centre is charac-

teristic of I. aphylla, of which

there are numerous forms in

Central Europe, and even in the

Caucasus. It is an extremely hardy

plant, and owes its name " leaf-

less " to the fact that it loses

its leaves entirely in the autumn
and remains dormant underground

until the spring.

The other Iris that always

flowers here from August until

October resulted from a cross

between two most uncongenial

parents. It happened a good

many years ago that I noticed

in June a single flower-spike on

a patch of purple Chamaeiris. I.

trojana was, I believe, the only

tall Bearded Iris that then re-

mained in flower. At any rate,

I used its pollen to fertilise the

flower of Chamaeiris. A few seeds

formed and one germinated. The
plant developed into an Iris inter-

mediate in its growth between that

of Chamaeiris with its simple

unbranched stem 6 inches to

12 inches high, and that of trojana

with its much - branched stem

3 feet or more in height. The
hybrid grows about 20 inches or

24 inches high, with two lateral

branches arranged as in typical

I. germanica, four or five flowers

of dark blue-piuT)le, and a beard

of bluish hairs tipped with dull

yellow. The flowers are neither

very striking nor very large, but

the plants are valuable because

they invariably give me two crops

of spikes, in spring and in autumn.

It is curious that the flowers of

these two autumn-flowering Irises

should be so very similar in size,

shape and colour. As they stand

before me they form a striking

and very pleasing contrast to the

yellow and salmon tones of the

beautiful hybrids of Gladiolus

priraulintis. W. R. Dykhs.

Charterhouse, Godalming.
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NOTES FROM EXETER
By E. H. JENKINS.

RECENTLY something was said (page 278)

on " The Benefits of Garden Visits,"

and I am at one with Mr. Bowles as

to their helpfulness and interest, to

the flower and plant lover. A day or

two in the West of England in late August, culmi-

nating in a visit to the nurseries of Messrs. Robert
Veitch and Son, afforded me one of those refreshing

experiences. Incidentally, I had the pleasure

of seeing Mr. P. C. M. Veitch about the nursery

igain—with the aid of sticks, it is true-—and who
I found on a previous visit in early March still

in hospital as the result of a rather serious accident.

To-day his many friends may like to know that

he is progressing favourably and well on the high

road to complete convalescence. In the cu-cum-

stances a round of the ntirsery in the proprietor's

company was fraught with all the greater pleasure.

That the glasshouses and groimds are virtually

storehouses of choice or rare subjects is well linown,

score or more of its attenuated spikes of crimson
and scarlet constituting a rare picture. Not less

striking and far more uncommon in specimen form
was Pentstemon cordifolius, a shrubby species

from California which, first planted against a

greenhouse wall, had so occupied the border and
spread over the adjacent path as to necessitate

reducing by some 3 feet to 4 feet the big expanse
of it still retained, richly arrayed in crimson

r-.^
scarlet. Every twig and branch was adorned
with bud and blossom, and therein the promise of

a rich procession of flowers for weeks to come.
Obviously hardier than is generally supposed,

there arc surely many gardens where this brilliant

subject could be gro\vn with equal success, were
it but better known. Of quite another pattern

was Leptodermis pilosa, a recent introduction

from China. At Exeter it was represented by
a bush 4 feet high and through, the branches freely

furnished with miniature, erectly disposed, Bouvar.

EUCRYPHI.\ riNNATIFOLIA. INDISPENSABLE AMONG LATE-FLOWERING SHRUBg.'

though it is not of these in general that I wish
to make a few remarks, but rather of those that

impressed me at the moment from one standpoint
or another. For example, the new Buddleias
purpurea and Delight, of which Mr. Veitch so

recently sent specimens to the London Scottish

Drill Hall, at once demonstrated what glorious

garden plants they are and how difficult it is

to do such things justice in the cut state at any
exhibition so far removed from where they grow.
That first named is a B. magnifica form, and for

wealth of blossom and rich display ranks high with
the best of its set. Another important subject was
the Exmouth variety of Magnolia grandifiora,

a small quarter of standard and bush-grown
examples evidencing that reliability of flowering

characteristic of the true Exmouth form, the

standards also suggestive of a new way of growing
this noble subject. Many of the great ivory white,

goblet-like cups were expanded at the time, their

vicinity redolent with a rich perfume not far

removed from a strong brew of home-made
lemonade. Erythrina Crista-galli ^Coral Plant\
8 feet high and of an equal depth and expanse,
obviously revelled in the brilliant sunlight, a

dia-Jike flowers. These, coloured white and tinted

rosy lilac, appeared at first sight to be arranged
whorl fashion, while a closer inspection revealed the

fact of their being arranged in oppositely disposed
axillary clusters. The plant has proved quite

hardy here, and, while interesting and pretty,

is welcome for its late coming. Eucryphias
pinnatifolia and cordifolia, indispensable among
late-flowering shrubs, were freely represented

both in specimen form and in bushy examples
in pots, that last named being in strong force.

Paul's Purple Peach, both in standard and bush
form, demonstrated leaf colour of an exceptional

character—a telling plant when near to it and ofrare

effect in the picture. Few plants are more worthy
the attention of the landscape gardener. In passing,

the two species of Plagianthus—P Lyalli, the true

plant, with rather woolly, cordate leaves, and P.

glabrata, which too frequently in the past has
done duty for it—were noted

; anon, a glorious

example of Magnolia Campbelli with a trunk a

foot in diameter, a height of about 25 feet and a

branch spread of more than 20 feet. Good to

look upon, though not in flower, this best of the

genus was in perfect health. Not far removed
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were the two forms—true and false—of Crinum
yemense, and, being in flower, comparison was
easy. The true plant is a superb thing in every
way, its superiority over all other hardy Crinums
marked by exquisite purity and the exceptional
texture of the flowers. Great shafts 4 feet high
were terminated by a dozen or more of the hand-
some, fragrant flowers, fit ornament for the best of
gardens at this season. The other was in the
nature of a degenerate, the pink-flushed flowers
devoid of substance or quality. Yet another notable
item was Nerine Bowdeni, an invaluable hardy
flowering species for September and October.
From a small planting a decade or so ago the stock-
to-day is numbered by hundreds, trusses coming
in like numbers. Already the season's harvest
was full of promise

;
presently it will be ripe for

admiration. All are grown in narrow borders
against greenhouse walls of any available aspect,
and, as emphasising the hardiness of this unique
species, many bulbs appeared even with the
surface.

The General Bulb Order
By the REV. JOSEPH JACOB.

EACH of the half-dozen catalogues that
have come to hand at the time of writing
has had to tighten its belt. Each is but
a shadow of its former self ; and were
the Daffodil family and the May-flowering

Tulips blue-pencilled, it would be a very attentuated
shadow indeed. One thing is certain : the im-
portation prohibition has thrown us upon our
o^vn resources and shown up both our dependence
upon foreign supplies and the possibilities of home
production. Taking the lists individually, there
are big gaps in each ; taking them collectively, it

is surprising how wide is the range of British-grown
bulbs. This one has some early flowering Tulips
this one has a good list of Spanish Irises ; that one
offers a certain number of Dutch Crocusts. Of the
more out-of-the-way Daffodils I have akcady
%vritten

; and some notes on the more unusual
late-flowering Tulips will follow. Hence the
present lists of these great families include none but
the more usual. Here are six grand Daffodils :

Emperor, Empress, Barrii conspicuus. White
Lady, Frank Miles and Argent. Here are six
grand late-flowering Tulips : Gesneriana major,
Picotee, Clara Butt, Baronne de la Tonnaye, Farn-
combe Sanders and Gesneriana lutea. These two
or a switch selection on a similar plan, may be
termed the bread-and-butter foundation of every
general bulb order. Daffodils and Ttilips are the
Siamese-twins Monarch of Spring. Other bulbs
come in, of course, and play their part in garden
adornment, but none is of equal importance and
indispensability. The first thing—and a very
satisfactory characteristic it is—^that must strike
anyone who sees the lists that have already come to
hand is the preponderance of these " great "

flowers. Thereby hangs a tale. It has been so
often written that I may safely (for all readers of
The Garden) go at once to the last page. " So
it was found that these bulbs [Daffodils and Tulips]
can be grown somewhere or another within the
confines of the British IsUs with the same satis-
factory resul;s as in Holland, and not only these
but others as well—Crocuses, Grape Hyacinths,
Wood Hyacinths, Irises, Anemones and the vast
majority of those which are spoken of as hardy
spring-flowering bulbs." This supreme fact must
be rubbed in by everyone who knows it if there
is to be a mighty outbreak of home production
such as we all wish to see. But there is a prior
rubbing difficulty to be overcome, even more
difficult than obliterating the marks of hot dishes
and plates on a polished mahogany dining-table.
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namely, the rubbing out of the old idea so deeply

engrained in British minds that all the best bulbs

must come from Holland.

Hardly a visitor came to see my flowers this sprinj?,

and yet one of this small nimiber expressed great

surprise when told it was not the case. Commercial

success at home cannot be as great as it might

be unless the old idea is as dead as a door-nail.

My patriotic feelings are my excuse for th s long

digression. There is still need for an advertise-

ment propaganda.

And now to go back to the additions to the

" bread-and-butter." Proceeding in alphabetical

order, there are those very old garden flowers the

.\nemones, now comparatively seldom seen

;

try some of the true St. Brigid strain. Crocuses,

both species and " Dutch," are to be found in a few

lists. Dorothea, a very pretty pale lavender

mauve ; and May, a pure white, are to be fotmd

in Bath's list. Barrs have numerous species.

A few Imperati, Susianus and Sieberi are always

welcome in early spring. Irises figiure largely.

Everyone should make an attempt with the little

reticulata ; everyone loves its small, fragrant^

rich blue purple flowers. And when the " pale

blue lavender Cantab is a little cheaper, what a

gem it will be to associate with it ! The Spanish

Irises are everybody's flowers, and ever>'one with a

light, good soil may grow their own from year to

year. Every list lias a selection. This is good.

The Dutch Irises, of which Rembrandt is a splendid

example,' and the Spanish fill an awkward gap

in the month of June. W. T. Ware is an exquisite

rich deep primrose ; Unique, one of the besL

blue and white bicolors ; Souvenir, a beautiful

blue lost in a mild fog, or (perhaps better) seen

through a thin smoke screen ; Darling, small and

a very deep blue, next door to beautiful reticulata

in its rich tone of colour ; and Thunderbolt, that

most gentlemanly flower with its rich, good-looking,

subdued brownish and deep blue blending. How
I would like to hurry up Thunderbolt under glass,

and then fill a vase with it and Louis XIV. Tulip !

All the Spanish Irises are, to my way of thinking,

beautiful. No one can go very far wrong in buying

a " pig in a poke " in this section. Heavenly Blue

has raised the Muscari family from the dead.

Big gardeners and learned men will associate the

name of Elwes with forest trees and Lilies ; smaller

people and the less " lam'd " will bless him for

bringing home from one of his long journeys and

giving to Barrs a few bulbs of this priceless garden

treasure.

Lastly, let me put in a word for the Scillas cam-

panulata and nutans, the Wood Hyacinths of

Spain and England. They are fine garden plants,

every one of them, and wher; established they go

' from strength to strength." Were it not possible to

go to hundreds and hundreds of woods from Land's

End to John o' Groat's to see them they would be

immensely popular. These sections seem to offer

an opportunity for the hybridist and patient

selector to do something useful. A dark blue or

a better rosy pink than either Rose Queen or

Rosalind would be welcomed by many. My young

invalid friend Mr. Eric Marsden Jones is already

on the warpath, and after getting together all the

varieties that he could, has started hybridising

and cross-fertilising. As yet he has not seen the

results, but I fancy some must be due next spring.

Poor fellow, his health keeps him very much a

home bird, but he is making the best of his life

and opportunities and creating for himself real

interests and compensations by his work among
wild flowers and by numerous seedling-raising

experiments in his garden. May he some day raise

a new plant good enough to be given his mother's

name !

A Rose Bower in Essex

THIS little note will give the reader of

The Garden some faint idea at least

of the beauty of this bower. The little

spot and its surrotmdings are in them-

selves a picture ; in the distance fine old

trees grace the park of broad acres, a meadow
intervenes, and then, at the boimdary of the garden,

you get the Rose bower, the telling of wMch I

find my pen is running away with me. The said

bower is composed of two well-known climbers,

viz., Hiawatha and his dearly loved Minnehaha.

They run together in blissful harmony, their

branches intermingling, and are the sport of every

wind that blows. You approach from a lawn

—

a veritable expanse of " elastic sod "—and there

you will find a seat. This recalls a stimmer's

day when friends motored some woimded soldiers

over to tea from a hospital some fourteen miles

away, after which they betook themselves to the

Rose bower and feasted on some Cherries the

gardener had provided for them. How marvellously

gardens delight and rest our brave wounded ones !

The next day I was passing their resting-place

and was much struck with the tidiness of the men
;

they had collected all their Cherry stones in a

little tin—a tribute, surelj', to the discipline of

the hospital whence they came. Nature must,

I think, love this little spot, for in the early

spring you hear from it the cuckoo's call, the

ringing melody of birds, and, later on, the plaintive

notes of the ringdoves or wood-pigeons, never tired

of saying " My teie bleeds, Betty," " My toe bleeds,

Betty." When the bower is at its best this year

THE TRUE PLAGIANTHUS LYALLI.

it is expecting an officer of the R.A.F., a splendid

vision in kliaki (who has a romantic past, having

escaped' from Germany in a marvellous vvay after

being a prisoner for some time—his 'plane'had

come down on fire in the German line5),"a typical

Englishman, standing, I believe, 6 feet 2 inche?.

With him to visit Hiawatha and Minnehaha

comes his " lady-love." Oh ! well, and what ^of

her ? She is withal

" Dark and true, and tender as the North,

A simple maiden in her charms.

And worth a hundred coats of arms."

Let us leave them there to talk of their happiness

" in that new world which is the old," and to look

forward to the time when
" The War drum throbs no longer

And the battle flags are furled,

In the Parliament of men.

The Federation of the World."

Sub Rosa

NERINE BOWDENI GROWING OUTDOORS AG.\INST A GREENHOUSE WALL.

THE EDITOR'S T.\BLE

Delphinium Queen Mary.—Thanks to the ra sers

of new Delphinium?, tlie flowering season of these

delightful perennials is being prolonged. From

Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, we have

received a box of blooms of Delphinium Queen

Mary. It is evidently a grand autumn-flowermg

variety, and its beautiful clear blue flowers are

very freely borne. The flower-stems are very

strong and stand up well, and we understand that

they do not require staking. It is very pleasing

to reflect on the lovely floral effects that may be

. had in September by this autumn-flowering
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Delphinium, which, by the way, was commended
in the 1917 Wisley trials.

BRIAR ROSES

I

HAVE noticed with interest tlie many types of

Roses mentioned in The Garden recently,

and was. pleased to see several of the Briar

type receive their due meed of praise. I

think these are worthy of much more atten-

tion than is generally accorded them; not tliat

they need much attention from a cultural

point of view, for if they are planted in

suitable soil—and any ordinary good garden

soil seems to suit them quite well—they will

flourish beautifully, and all that is required

is an occasional thinning out of the old wood.

Una is a lovely strong-growing

sort ; it flowers profusely and is

of a creamy white colour. It

makes an excellent pillar Rose,

and is semi-double in character
;

this is also a grand sort for ramb-

ling over terrace walls or embank-

ments. I have never yet seen the

wood killed back by frost or

otherwise injured during our most

severe winters here.

Another most striking variety

is Refulgens, also a semi-double.

The flowers are of a bright scarlet,

and it is splendidly adapted for

grouping in bold masses in the

shrubbery. Another very fine

crimson is Lucy Bertram. Meg

Merrilees is also a very telling

shade, but Single. Other singles

include the well-known Austrian

Copper and Austrian Yellow, both

delightful sorts ; and we [have

Harrisoni, another Austrian variety,

with beautiful yellow, semi-double

flowers. One is apt to confuse

this with the old Scotch Yellow

Rose, and to me there seems very

little difiercncc.

Among the earlier-flowering sorts

we have Lord Penzance aud^Lady
Penzance, both well-known varieties.

Others worth noting
are Anne of Geierstein, Catherine

Seyton, Edith Bellenden, Green

Mantle, Jeanie Deans, and Julie

Mannering (a lovely pink of

Caroline Testout shade) ; while

Lucy Ashton is one of the most

floriferous. Minna is a variety with

the real close Sweet Briar foliage
;

it is really a white variety,

but when opening out it has

just the faintest tint of blush.

Rosa Moyesii is another interesting

and uncommon type ; the flowers are single and

of a dark crimson colour, while the foliage is of

a distinctly ornamental character, as it resembles

that of an Acacia. Rosa sericea pteracantha

is also of more than ordinary interest, but in this

case it is neither the flower nor the foliage, but

the spines which attract attention. These on

the young growths are quite transparent, and,

being of bright scarlet colouring, have a brilliant

appearance, especially when the sun is on them.

This is a useful variety either for pergolas, trellis-

work, or planting in the rock garden, but to obtain

the finest efiects it must always be pruned hard

back during the spring months so that abundance

of yotmg growths may be obtained.

(Gunner) J. McGran.
The Gardens, Coodham, KUmanioch.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Where the Grapes have been cut,

keep the houses well ventilated night and day
and the roots sufficiently moist, but do not over-
water now that the leaves are gradually turning
yellow ; remove any new growth, and shorten the
laterals if not already done.

Late Grapes.—Go over the bunches at intervals
and remove any decayed or damaged berries at
once, otherwise the whole of the bunch may soon
spoil. .Should the weather keep damp, a little

fire-heat should be employed to prevent moisture
settling on the berries, which would cause them to
decay.

Pot Vines.—Keep these well supplied with
moisture, for if the cramped roots once get dry,

shoots are kept carefully secured against breakages
in rough weather, especially if the walls are
old and not wired. With us very late Peaches
are seldom satisfactory on the open walls, but
with the aid of glass they are quite the reverse.

Cordon Pears, Apples and Plums.—For cover-
ing bare walls and fences in a brief space of time
cordon-trained trees of the above should be
planted ; in fact, there are many suitable spots
now remaining vacant where they might be grown.
Good Pears, Apples and Plums soon cover un-
sightly walls. If planted 2 feet apart in a well-
drained border made up with a suitable compost
and trained obliquely or upright, these trees
quickly come into bearing and yield fine fruits

season after season with a regularity most pleasing
to the grower. A few good varieties of Pears
in the order of ripening are William's Bon Chretien,
Marguerite Marillat, Beurr^ Hardy, Doyenn^ du
Cornice, Durondeau, Marie Louise, Beurre
Fouqueray, Blickling, Duchesse de Bordeaux and
Nouvelle Fulvie.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—Young plants
raised from seed sown in August
wiU now be large enough for prick-
ing out where they are to remain
during the winter. Draw out the
best and most sturdy seedlings and
set them out 4 inches to 6 inches
apart in cold frames or under hand-
lights on beds of sweet soil, keeping
the lights open tiU frosts set in,

it being most important not to
allow the plants to get too forward
and spindly. Erfurt and Walcheren
are very reliable for this crop,

though there are many others
equally suitable.

Cabbages.—Plant out on a warm
border good beds of young plants
for transplanting next spring. These
should develop into nice sturdy
stuff, and be most useful to follow
plants already put out in their

permanent quarters. Run the hoe
between the lines of plants that
have taken fresh root and are
moving nicely ; and should slugs

prove troublesome, dust soot and
lime freely among the plants.

French Beans.—Gather the
young pods as soon as they are
large enough, so that they do not get

injured should the nights get cold
and frost threaten. Plants in frames
to prolong the season's supply will

need ample air during mild days, but
will be greatly assisted by having
the lights on during the night.

Tomatoes.—Gather the fruits as

soon as they begin to assume a
yellow tint, and ripen them off on
shelves under glass. Keep the
young side shoots removed, and
make certain the stems are well
secured to the walls or trellises.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Barnet.

ROSE UNA. A STRONG-GROWING ROSE OF THE BRIAR TYPE

it will take several waterings to thoroughly soak
through them.

Strawberries.—These may at any time be
plunged in their winter quarters. If the plants
have completed their growth and the crowns are
well developed, cold frames, where in very wet
weather the plants can be protected, are the best
positions diuring the winter months.

Tomatoes.—These have cropped very heavily
this season. Ailsa Craig and Sunrise have been
our best. Remove a great part of the remaining
foliage where no fire-heat is employed, and
endeavour to keep the atmosphere of the house
as dry as possible.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peach Trees.—Many of the trees wiU have
been cleared of their fruits, but they should not
be neglected. All sublaterals should be removed
and the trees, if needed, thoroughly soaked with
liquid manure or clear water. See that the main

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—Prick a good batch
of the August -sown lot into a frame
or plant protector. If pricked into
a 6-inch-deep layer of fibrous loam

on a hard bottom, the plants will lift with nice

balls at planting-time in spring. Fully expose
to the air except in the event of frost, snow or
drenching rains.

Runner and Dwarf Beans.—Frost may occur

at any time now, so keep a sharp look-out, and if

frost threatens, the entire remaining crop should
be picked to avoid the risk of losing it. The same
remarks apply to Marrows and Gourds.

Laying Boxwood extensively is out of the
question at present, but any necessary patching
should be attended to now.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Harvesting Crops.—^The later varieties of

Apples and Pears are now turning in, and must
be picked in time to prevent damage by falling

to the ground. Pick only when dry, and handle
with care at every stage.

Planting Fruit Trees.—The present time is

opportune for planting all kinds of fruit trees.

Trees planted now take root before winter sets
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in. and are therefore bet.er able to resist the evil

effects of the drying March winds than those
planted later in the autumn or early in spring.
Beware of planting too deeply : in fact, the best
results are frequently obtained by planting on
the surface and covering the roots with 6 inches
of good soil, maiden loam if obtainable. Secure
the trees in position by means of stakes or shreds
and nails, as the case requires. Mulch with half-
rotted farmyArd manure.

The Flower Garden.

Ordering Roses.—Now is the time to place
orders for Roses to be delivered in November.
Many are doubtless planting Roses in these times
to take the place of more tender and troublesome
subjects. Before ordering, consider whether the
intention is to produce the maximum of colour
or a moderate number of blooms of first -class

quality. The former class, e.g., bedding Roses,
embrace such well-kno^vn varieties as Captain
Hayward (Hybrid Perpetual), Caroline Testout,
General Macarthur, Richmond, Mme. Ravary, Le
Progres and Amateiu' Teyssier, all Hybrid Teas.

Lifting Tender Plants.—Lift and house any
planted-out tender subjects which are to be retained
either as specimens or for furnishing cuttings
in spring.

Violas.—These popular flowers are proving
\ery useful in the present crisis, and cuttings
put in now give highly satisfactory results. Sifted
fibrous loam with a little sand in it gives fine balls
in spring. Strike in a cold frame, and keep close
and shacied for a fortnight.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums should all be housed within
the ensuing fortnight ; sooner if frost occurs.
Begin with the earliest varieties. Spray the
entire stock with a solution of sulphide of potassium
I oz. to 3 gallons of water, as a prevent ive of mildew.
Be sure to wet the under side of the foliage. Con-
tinue to disbud terminals as necessary. Give
ample ventilation, with a little on overnight,
unless frost occurs,

A General Housing of plants should now
take place. Prior to housing, clear the surface
of the soil of weeds and moss, top-dress if

necessary, also wash all pots. In arranging the
plants, hard-wooded and soft -wooded ones should
not be mixed up. Ventilate as recommended
for Chrysanthemums.
Saving Fuel.^—Much saving in fuel could be

effected by covering hothouses with ordinary
shadings, such as scrim and tiffany on rollers

;

and if thicker material, such as Frigi-domo, were
procurable, much could be done in this way.

The Pleasure Grounds.
Lawns.—Give lawns the final mowing for the

season, after which roll them and clip all edgings.
Trim with a knife all grass round trees, shrubs
and buddings which cannot be reached by the
lawn-mower.

TurDng.—Any odd turfing can safely be done
now, and, if attended to, the grass will take root
promptly and will look fresh during the winter.

Planting Shrubs.—This is an ideal time for
planting Rhododendrons and other evergreen
shrubs. Where the intention is to delay the
operation until spring in the case of stock in hand,
cut round the plants with a sharp spade to encourage
the formation of fibrous roots, and thus reduce
the check when planting-time comes.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

" Life and Letters of Sir Joseph Dalton
Hooker, O.M., G.C.S.I."—The career and life's

work of our great botanist, written by Mr. Leonard
Huxley from materials collected and arranged
by Lady Hooker and recently published by John
Murray, is a record of astounding industry and
unwearied devotion. His early journeys on the

Ross Antarctic Expedition, and later in the

Himalayas, were of wide scientific interest—not
botanical alone. His close friendship and collabora-

tion with Darwin followed, and then his work at

Kew, where he succeeded his father as Director

and immensely developed the Botanic Gardens
both as a centre of scientific investigation and as

a delightful place of pleasure and instruction to

the public. A list of his written works occupies

nearly twenty printed pages.

COLUMNS FOR THE
CURIOUS

Some Dahlia " Howlers."—Tliere is probably

no need for me to explain to the readers of The
Garden that among my various literary activities

in floriculture the Dahlia has of late years re-

ceived some attention.

It may be fairly claimed that I have quite dis-

pelled the fairy-tale told by the late Richard

Dean about the Pompon Dahlia having been

raised by Hartweg of Carlsruhe from D. coccinea

in 1808.* As to the old myth, repeated by every

Dahlia historian for a century, that the Dahlia

was first introduced into England in 1789, that

has gone the way of many other stories that have

been proved to have no solid foundation.t Future

historians who deal with the gorgeous autumn
flower will now be compelled to start afresh,

especially those who are content to rely on the

work of others and who have not the capacity

or inchnation to undertake independent research.

But the two great errors which I have so recently

exposed are not the only ones to be met with,

and it is surprising how they seem to crop up

every now and then in unexpected places. Some
are so manifest that the writers might easily

have avoided what can only be described as

" howlers " if they had taken a little trouble to

verify the facts. It seems, however, that the

majority of the horticultural scribes of the middle

half of the nineteenth century were men of im-

perfect education—good practical cultivators, no

doubt, but men whose educational limitations

precluded any investigation outside their own
ken. Hence French and German horticulture

was a sealed book to them. And no one can hope

to have a full knowledge of floricultural history

without some slight acquaintance with those

languages and with what has been done by earnest

florists on the other side of the silver streak.

Even to go through our own English periodical

horticultural literature demands more skill and

patience than some of our predecessors seem to

have possessed. The compilation of a really

trustworthy history of the Dahlia necessitates a

certain amount of verification and critical exami-

nation of many of the facts recorded. At the

present moment it seems that it is not worth

anybody's while to attempt it. For all practical

purposes the late Shirley Hibberd's paper on

the subject, read at the National Dahlia Society's

Conference in 1889, will suffice. Nothing better has

since been produced, and there is probably no one

as competent as he was in floricultural literary

research work to do it, even if it were wanted.

There are, however, blanks in Shirley Hibberd's

paper which require to be filled up, and particularly

in that part relating to the origin of the Pompon.

Dahlia history as it can be picked up from the

periodical gardening Press and the various botanical

works in which the flower finds a place is an oUa

podrida, a medley, a disconnected jumble of fancy,

fact and fiction. The wonder is that before

relating some of the evident nonsense of older

writers, the later ones should not have submitted

the recorded facts to a test by which the correct-

ness of them, or otherwise, could have been en-

sured. I strongly hold, as Shirley Hibberd did

once in my presence, that no one has any right to

falsify history, either intentionally or carelessly ;

yet how often it has been done !

In the following notes my intention is briefly

to point out some of the most egregious blunders

• See Gardeners' Chronicle,' ^epicmher 2, 9 an! 16,
1916. " The Pompon Dahlia."

t See Journal of the Royal Horticultural „Soclety,
Vol. XLII., Parts II. and III. "The Dahlia: Its Ee-
putea Introduction la 1789."

the student will come across, and then to add a

few words of comment to show how the blunders

might have been rectified. Unfortunately, many
of these did not stop where they originally appeared,

but were in later times interwoven in the fabric, so

to speak, of modern compilations on Dahlia history.

The first to be dealt with is in Loudon's Gardeners'

Magazine, Vol. IV., page r88 (June, 1828), where
the following statement will be found :

" The
Dahlia, in answer to Mr. Hawkins, of the Haw.
Respecting the derivation and pronunciation of

the name of that most beautiful and noble flower

the Dahlia, I beg to observe that, to the

best of my belief, the first of that species intro-

duced into this country was presented to Lord

Holland by Professor Dahl, a Swedish botanist.

Hence, without doubt, its derivation ; it being

named, very naturally, after its introducer, as is

generally the practice in such cases. From the

above, I think that the correct pronunciation

must obviously be dal-ya. I tc'main, Sir, yours,

&c., Carolus, Camberwell, Feb., 1S28."

This is too utterly ridiculous, as an elementary

knowledge of the subject would have shown
" Carolus." The Dahlia was named after Dahl

by Cavanilles in t79r. Dahl had nothing to do

with the Holland introduction which took place

in r8o4, nor with the earlier introduction by

Cavanilles. His name was merely given to the

new flower out of compliment.

In the " Floricultural Cabinet," Vol. I., page 65

(May, 1833), we read: "The derivation and

pronunciation of that most noble and beautiful

flower, the Dahlia, is not generally known ; I

therefore beg the insertion of the following in the

Cabinet :

—

" Professor Dahl, a Swedish botanist, first pre-

sented a plant (in this country) to Lord Holland,

from which it derived its name after its introducer.

The obvious and correct pronunciation of the

Gentis Dahlia must therefore be dal-ya.

—

Flora,

April 3rd, 1833."

How interesting !
" Flora " has evidently

cribbed from " Carolus," and my remarks on his

story are equally applicable here. The name
Dahlia evidently excited some curiosity. How
simple it would have been, instead of indulging

in such nonsense, if these writers had only turned

up the first account of the Dahlia in Cavanilles'

" Icones " and there seen for themselves who
introduced it and first named it.

We get another interesting item in respect to

its name in the " Floricultural Cabinet," Vol. VI

,

page I (1838). The writer there says: "In
regard to its botanical name .... it was

given in honor of Dahl, a Swedish botanist, but

as it appeared that this name had previously been

given to a very different plant, botanists changed

the name to Georgina, in honor of Lady Holland,

who in r8o4 reintroduced the plant after it had

been considered lost for upwards of fifteen years."

The writer here is hopelessly mixed. It was not

Dahl's name—that had been given to another

plant—^but Dale's.

As the next quotation is evidently cribbed

from this one, my comments on that will apply

to the two. The botanical name Dahlia, as we

are informed by the editor of " The Flower

Garden," an anonymous work published by

William S. Orr and Co. in 1840, "
. . . . was

given in honour of Dahl, a Swedish botanist, but

as this name, it then appeared, had previously been

given to a very different plant, botanists changed

the name to Georgina, in honour of Lady Holland,

who reintroduced the plants in 1804 after they

had been lost for fifteen years .... There

are two species .... both natives of the

high sandy plains of Mexico, where they were

found by Baron Humboldt in 1798."
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This story is no better than the preceding one
;

the name was given in honour of Dalil. The
other plant indirectly alluded to was Dalea,

but the worst part of this version is the statement

that the name was changed to Georgina in honour

of Lady Holland. When Willdenow altered

Dahlia to Georgina, Lady Holland was unknown
in connection with the Dahlia. In fact, she was
not Lady Holland at all, for she was not married

to Lord Holland till 1797, and, what is more, her

name was not Georgina, but Elizabeth. This

is as bad as the French version, which tells us

that the English horticulturists robbed Dahl of

the honour conferred upon him by renaming the

plant Georgina, after their King George HL
No I Willdenow called it Georgina in honour of

J. G. Georgi of St. Petersburg, a Russian botanist.

I shall deal with the Baron Humboldt reference

in my comments on the next quotation.

Mrs. Loudon, in the " Indies' Flower Garden

of Ornamental Perennials," Vol. II., page i,

gives an historical account of the Dahlia, in which

she treats the subject at some length. I take

exception to her statement that " In 1789 D.

variabilis was discovered in a wild state by Baron

Humboldt, and sent by him to the Abbe Cavanilles,

then Professor of Botany, of the Botanic Garden

at Madrid."

My reply to this is that in 1789 there was no

plant then in existence known by the name
of D. variabilis. The generic name Dahlia

was not invented by Cavanilles till 1791. The
specific name was not used by Willdenow till

even later. In 1789 Baron Humboldt was
only a boy of twenty years of age. In

the previous quotation the writer gives 171,8

as the date of the Baron's supposed discovery,

but Humboldt did not leave for America till 1799.

Tliese two silly blunders could easily have been

avoided by reference to any biographical dictionary.

Humboldt says he found Dahlias in Mexico in

1803. He thought they were new, but on his

return to Europe found they had been already

introduced.

In Vol. XXVI. of the " Floricultural Cabinet,"

page 312 (November, 1858), there is a short note

to the following effect :
" The first double Dahlia.

Figures of a single and double Dahlia have been

found in an old work on the Natural History of

Mexico, published at Rome in 1651. In this work

there is a very correct figure of a double Dahlia,

under the name of Cocoxochitl, with violet-

coloured ray florets, and a very conspicuous

yellow disk. It is thus clear that double Dahlias,

so far from being the result of European culture,

were common in Mexico, before the plant was

introduced into Europe."

The work here referred to is undoubtedly
" Francisco Hernandez' Rerum Medicarum NovaD

Hispaniaj, etc." If the person who wrote the

above ever saw the two figures, he could never

have penned such nonsense. The figures,

judging by the tuberous roots and foliage,

may be meant for Dahlias. It is certain that

neither is a correct figure of a double Dalilia
;

they are so poor that they might be any Daisy-

like flower. In the copy of this work at the

Lindley Library the figures ale uncoloured

;

and instead of it being clear (from these rough

wood blocks of flowers half an inch in diameter)

that double Dahlias, so far from being the

result of European culture, were common Jn
-

Mexico, there is nothing to justify the conclusion.

Again, these figures are described as Acocotlis,

not Cocoxochitl. Double Dahlias were the

result of European culture, as will be seen on

reference to my article in .the Dahlia Year

Book, 1915, entitled "The Dahlia as a Shi,w

Flower." C. Harm.in Pav.ve.

Lifting and Storing the Potato Crop
HOW TO MAKE A POTATO PIE OR CLAMP.

S.-^D

to relate, the Potato fields in many
districts now present a deplorable picture.

Since the wet weather set in som5 weeks
ago the disease has carried out its deadly
work on a v^st scale in many cases, and

crops that were apparently free from this pest

a week or so ago are now blackened in the haulm
by it. Both sprayed and unsprayed Potatoes

have fallen a prey to disease. It is certain that

for spraying to be effective it must be done much
earlier in the year. We are inclined to think

that one spraying before earthing up is better

than two sprayings in late July and August
;

also that it is worse than useless to spray after

the disease has shown itself seriously in the haulm.
Close Planting and Tangled Haulm.—if this

season has taught us one lesson above all others,

it is the evil of overcrowding. Readers should
note that the disease is more prevalent where the

haulm is thick. Thinning the haulm admits
light and air to the plants, and mil do more to

discotu-age the disease than all the washes known
to science. We must learn to rely more on sound
cultivation. This also is the time to note the

varieties which are best suited to any particular

soil. To return to the question of overcrowding,

it should be noted that strong-growing varieties

require at least 3 feet 6 inches between the rows
and 20 inches between the sets, while rather more
than half that distance would suffice for varieties

that are dug early. Close planting leads to weak
liaulm, which becomes laden with moisture win n
brought in contact with wet ground. Thete are

just the conditions conducive to the spread of the

disease. In their desire to get the utmost out of

the groimd many cultivators have fallen into the

error of overcrowding, and thus defeated their

own object, to say nothing of the great waste of

seed at a time when Potatoes were so very scarce.

Removing the Tops—^The experienced man
knows that as soon as disease makes its appearance
the quicker lifting is done the better, so long as

the crop is sufficiently matured to ensure its keeping

afterwards. It is a common practice and a com-
mendable one, when the foliaga is badly attacked,

to cut off the tops of the Potatoes to within 2 inches

or 3 inches of the ground ; but in very bad
cases of infection it is a better plan to pull the tops

clean away from the roots. This is easily accom-
plished by standing over each plant, placing one
foot on either side of it and giving a sharp pull,

when the haulm comes clean away, leaving the

Potatoes in the ground. This is the practice of

a few growers, but it is one of those practical points

which is not to be found in text-books. The haulra

should b# burnt as quickly as possililc. After the

tops have been removed, nnich care is necessary

in lifting the tubers without -damaging them, and
tins is best done from the side of each row.- How-
ever, most growers would prefer to cut the tops

near to the ground, leaving the stalks as an aid

to direction when pitching the fork at the time of

lifting the crop.

Choose a Fine Day for Lifting the Crop.—
Tlie tubers are not likely to grow after the haulm
has been removed, and they should be lifted on
a fine day on the first possible occasion. If the

soil is in a fairly dry condition, the tubers, after

cleaning off the adhering rough earth by hand,

should be p'aced in baskets as they are dug.

Light Should be Rigidly Excluded.—Exposure
to light is injurious to Potatoes. The flavour is

spoilt, and they turn green and distasteful if left

for a day or so. .
Where the soil is moist at the

time of lifting, the tubers may be left to dry on

the ground for an hour or two—not more. Light

should be rigidly excluded from Potatoes from
the time they are lifted until they are brought

to the kitchen for use.

Methods of Storing—The three common
storing places are sheds, cellars and clamps.

Potatoes cannot stand much frost, or they turn

watery and are not fit for use, as so many found

to their cost last winter. It follows, therefore,

that the storing place must be dark and frost-

proof. It must also be dry and cool.

In Cellars and Sheds.—When stored in cellar

or outhouse, the tubers keep best if spread out in

heaps on the floor with long, dry straw at the

bottom ; and rotmd the sides a covering of dry

straw at least a foot thick will be necessary in

winter. In these days when straw is difficult to

obtain, dried Bracken is an excellent substitute.

The Potatoes should be looked over occasionally,

and any that show signs of disease or are decayed

should be picked out to prevent the spread of

infection among sound tubers.

Clamping or " Hogging."—Where shed and
cellar space is not available, the Potatoes may be
safely stored in the open in mounds known as

clamps. In Shropshire and neighbouring counties

the process is known as " hogging," and the ridge

or mound is known, presumably from its shape,

as a " Potato hog."

Now, there are three common errors in making
clamps. The first is that they are often stmk too

deep in the ground, with the result that the tubers

lie and rot in the moistiue. The second is that

they are often made too large, which is equivalent

to placing all the eggs in one basket. The third

failing is insufficient covering to keep out frost

and rain.

The ends of the clamp should face north and
south, so that in winter the clamp might be opened

at the south end with the least likelihood of letting

in the frost. A well-drained site should be selected.

On heavy land the olamp should be on the ground

level, or even raised a little ; on light so 1 a

shallow excavation of 6 inches or 9 inches may
be made ; but in no circumstances should Potatoes

be placed in a pit. Three feet is found to be a

suitable width for a clamp, and the Potatoes should

be piled up in the form of a ridge and covered with

dry straw or Bracken a few inches in thickness-

This is banked up with a layer of soil at least a foot

deep and beaten down flat with the back of a

spade, leaving a whisk of straw at the top for

ventilation. The whole clamp is then thatched

with straw or Bracken to carry off the wet. Cir-

cular or cone-shaped clamps are very suitable for

storing small quantities. The straw lining is

tied roimd to keep it in position, while the

principle of this clamp is the same as the one just

described.

A Warning Note.—At the present time Potatoes

are cheap and plentiful. Our markets are over-

loaded and, the supply exceeds the demand. If

the disease continues in its deadly work, the tables

may be turned a few months hence. One often

hears the remark that early Potatoes will not

keep. This is quite a common expression, but

it is not true. Early Potatoes will keep quite as well

as late ones. In fact, if late Potatoes are lifted

too soon, as they probably %vill be in many places

this year owing to disease, the early Potatoes

which are sufficiently matured will keep the

better. People with limited stocks would do

well to bear this in mind, for they might do

worse than buy now that Potatoes are plentiful,

and store for winter use. H. C.
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Perpetual (Tree) Carnations in

Cold Greenhouses

IN

years past Perpetual-flowering Tree Car-

nations have been growTi with great success

by many without any artificial heat, par-
ticularly the more modern varieties. Tiie

one great essential is to have a free circulation

of air at all times. Frost will not injure Perpetual-

flowering Carnations, but a close, confined atmo-
sphere will. If the plants are grown strong and
hardy from the first they stand frost, they ward
I iff disease, and produce flowers freely at all seasons,

except dm-ing very severe spells. Naturally, the

watering should be done with discretion, so as

not to have undue surplus moisture in the green-

house. This is easily avoided by watering in the

morning of bright days, when generous ventilation

can lie given.

The coal restriction may leave some greenhouses
empty daring tliis winter, more perhaps owing
to their owners' neglect than through any real

necessity, because certain favoured plants will

produce good supplies of bloom during the winter
if treated correctly; and where flowers can.be
produced it should be done, simply because they are
Nature's greatest power of cheering the depressed
and soothing the wounded. There should not
be a hospital without flowers in the whole length
and breadth of this country.

The plants should now be well established in

their flowering pots and just commencing to bloom.
As a rule, the only break in their flowering is during

January and early February, but this is governed
by the season. However, the vigour and freedom
of their growth afterwards more than compensates
fur this brief rest.

None of the fungoid diseases which are apt to

attack Carnations when improperly treated in

heated greenhouses will affect them, providing a
free curculation of air is given and the top ventilators

never completely closed even in the severest

weather. I have known the flower-pots to be
cracked by the frost, but, beyond a few damaged
flowers, the plants themselvas suffered no
injury. L. C

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

When and How to Apply Lime
^PPLY lime in spring after the ground is ploughed

or dug, and previous to putting in the crop.

On small plots a good dressing would be about
three-quarters of a pound per square yard. Place
the shells in little heaps over the ground to be
dressed. Cover them with a sprinkling of soil.

Leave thus for a few days, or, if necessary, for a
week, until the shells break up into a fine powder.
Spread on the surface on a cahn day, when there is

little chance of it being blown away. If the wind
threatens to blow the slaked lime before it is quite
ready to spread, it will be necessary to cover the
small heaps with a little more soil. Lime has a
tendency to sink into the soil and subsoil; hence
it is necessary to try to keep it as near the surface
as possible. It should be lightly forked into the
soil—not buried deeply as if ploughed or dug in.

Lime is scarcely to be regarded as being in itself

a plant food, but rather as a soil corrective and as a
provider of plant food. Lime is a sweetener of

tlie soil, it reduces acidity, and promotes the
growth of those organisms of nitrification without
which good crops would not grow. If a soil is in

need of lime, a moist sample of it pressed upon a
piece of blue litmus paper (obtainable from a

^ chemist) will, in the course of half an hour, change
the colour of the litmus to pink or red, according
to the degree of acidity.

Balthangie, Turriff, Aberdeen. John Wight,

FLOWER GARDEN.
DELPHINIUMS FAILING (//. .S'.).—It is difficult to

prevent slugs from atlaekihfi thesi' plants. In winter-
time the pests secrete themselves among the crowns and
feed upon tliem. Kemoving as much soil as possible and
forcibly syringing the crowns with a Quassia and soft,

soap emulsion may bo helpful, though a better way would
be the laying down of damp sacks as traps". Under these
they collect and are easily destroyed with a sprinkling
of salt. It is not unlikeiy. however, that tlie Icatlier-

jacket or other soil pest has been destroying the roots, and, if

so, other means, as soil fumigants, would have to be adopted.
Slugs liave been unusually troublesome this year, and the
recent rains have also favoTU"ed tliese pests. In any
case, if you persevere with the wet sacks in the vicinity
of the plants you will greatly reduce their numbers.
Have you tried the Vernon Ifill Slug Trap ? If not, it

would be well worth your wliilc

LIFTING AND PLANTING AGAPANTHUSES (Rebecca).—The present is a good time to lift Agapanthuses and
plant them in tubs. Failing this, the work saould be
carried out in early spring before they start into growth.
Suitable soil for tlie purpose will consist mainly of good
turfy loam and a little sand. If the loam is of a very
heavy nature, a small quantity of leaf-mould may be
mixed with it. No manure should be added, as" the
Agapanthus is most satisfactory when thoroughly estab-
lished in pots or tubs. Owing to this the compost should
be of a good lasting nature, and this is the case when it

consists almost entirely of fibrous loam. When the roots
are thoroughly established, the plants are greatly benefited
by an occasional dose of liquid manure and soot-water
combined, or any of the numerous stimulating manures
now to be obtained. Where these last are used, care
must be taken to follow the directions given with them,
as they vary a good deal in strength. The roots of the
Agapanthus become in time so closely packed together
that they often hiu"st the pot, hence the precaution is

frequently taken to put a piece of stout wire around it.

Wc advise you to put the plants as they are into

the tubs without breaking them up into single cro^vns.

There is no better sort than A. umbellatus—that is when a
good type is obtained, for there is a great deal of individual
difference to be found among them. Tlie best form is

freqiiently met with as A. umbellatus maxinms.

FRUIT GARDEN.
VARIATION IN MULBERRY LEAVES {K, C.).~lt

is by no means un\isual for a Mulberry tree to produce
leaves of several different shapes or differing considerably
in outline. As a rule, abnormal-shaped leaves are pro-
duced from stem shoots or sucker gro^vths, and frequently
by very vigorous young branches. The Chinese White
Mulberry (Moras alba) is even more variable in leafage
than the common ^lulberry, and quite a score of different
forms of leaf have been gathered from a single tree and
several from one slioot. Mulberry trees are not easily
killed, and old examples that liave been reduced to a
mere shell have been rejuvenated by careful pruning
and cultivation. Mulberry trees do not begin to bear
fruit freely early in life, and few fruits can be expected
from a tree before it is fifteen years of age. There are
few trees better able to withstand the debilitating effects

of the close atmosphere of small town gardens, and
numerous fine examples are met with about London,
several within the City boundaries.

AMERICAN BLIGHT ON APPLE TREES (G. H. N.).—
We do not remember a summer before when the spread
and depredation of this pest has been more in evidence
than it is this summer. It is practically impossible to
stamp it out from our orchards an^ gardens unless it is

made a notifiable disease (like the wart disease in the
Potato) and its destraction made compulsory. What
is the use of one clearing the pest out of his orchard, at
considerable outlay in money, time and labour. If his
neighbour, whose trees are infested in the same way, is

indifferent about its existence? Most of the forms of this
woolly aphis are wingless, but many of the summer hatclied
ones have wings, enabling them to fly a considerable dis-

tance and thus infest neighbouring trees which may be
clean. Storms of wind also carry the pests about in the
shelter of the white stuff in which they are embedded.
A compulsory order of destruction, in force for ten years,
would clear the country of the pest ; nothing short of
this will ever do it. The best way we have found to keep
the pest in check is by spraying the trees in winter with
the caustic alkali wash. The most effective time forapply-
ing it is towards the end of February. This will clear the
trees of all the pests it comes in contact with, but the eggs,
laid in deep cre\ices of the bark, are, unfortunately, immune
from its effects. These in spring will emerge forth into
life, and if not dealt with promptly will soon be as de-
structive as ever. Spring is our time of coping with them
successfully, but one must then be on the alert and deter-
mined to do so. Let a keen watch be kept for the first

appearance of the pest, and then dab into it with strong
force the following mixture : 4oz. of soft soap and a
quarter of a pint of paraffin, making it into a thick emulsion
by the addition of a little warm water, and nibbing it well
into the spot with a small hand-brush with its bristles
not too soft. What one has to make sure of Is not that
the stuff will kill the pest on contact, but to crush it out
of existence with the brush when applying the stuff, so as
to make doubly sure of its dcstniction. This operation
will have to be repeated many times during the spring
and summer If one is to succeed, and is the only effective
way of keeping the pest under without damaging the growth
and foliage of the trees.

BRUNSWICK AND OTHER FIG TREES OUT OF DOORS
(ir. F. M. C).—In the first place we should hke to congratu-
late our correspondent on Ills success in the gro\vth of

White Marseilles and Brown Turkey Figs out of doors,
the former, lie says, giving him magnificent crops and,
two out of three years, a second one. Where these two
grand varieties (we have no better) succeed so well, it is

no great loss to be unable to grow the Brunswick. This
variety is noted and appreciated by some for the large size

and fine appearance of the fruits when properly ripened :

but as regards richness of flesh and sweetness of flavour it

is not to be compared to the above. In consequence of

tliis and the difficulty of ripening it properly, its cultivation

lias been discontinued in most gardens. The Brunswick,
as a rule, does not bear hea\ily until the tree becomes old ;

and as regards the trouble of the end of the fruit rotting
bi'fore ripLiiin^. tlir best way we have found of obWating
this is by applying jilinty of opening material to the border
in the way.of brick md:^, broken small, old mortar rubble
and charcoal, with the object of aerating and well warming
the soil and so helping to produce shoots of moderate
growth which are easily ripened and which, as a rule,

ripen their fruit perfectly, so long as the grower is satisfied

with a moderate to light crop. Overcropping is frequently
the cause of the rotting of the end of the fruits. It is not
good enough to be growm under glass. St. John is a grand
early Fig for culture under glass; but we have had no
experience of its growth out of doors. It should be given
a trial.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LETTUCE STALKS AS GINGER (J B.) —To every

pound of the stalks allow lib. of sugar and 2oz. whole
ginger slightly bruised. For recipe, sie page 337.

POND SLIME AND FLANNEL WEED (R. G.).—Pond
slime and flannel weed in water can be killed by placing
copper sulphate in the water in the proportion of two and
a half ounces of the chemical to 10.000 gallons of water.
It is necessary to calculate the holding capacity of the
pond in the first place, but it is unnecessary to be very
exact. One part of the chemical in 1,250,000 parts of

water will kill the weed, while goldfish can withstand
one part in 750,000 parts without injury. In fact, fish

have been known to improve in health after the water
has been treated with copper sulphate.

DRYING BEANS {R. ^.).—All the Beans may be dried
by pulling up when they are beginning to ripen, and hang-
ing in a dry place where the wind may dry out the moisture
they contain. The best way is to tie the plants in bundles
of six or eight and hang them with their roots uppermost
under the eaves of a shed or some such place. When
thoroughly dry the Beans are shelled oxit, discolourcd-

ones, or those not properly developed, discarded, and
the remainder spread out thinly to ensure complete
drying. All will require soaking for from twelve to fourteen
hours before cooking, but Dwarf Beans need not be skinned
unless the colour of the skin of some varieties, like Canadian
Wonder, is objected to.

COOKING INDIAN CORN (E. T. P.).—The cobs after

being stripped are boiled in slightly salted water for twenty
minutes or half an hour, or such time as may suit the
age of the cob or the degree of hardness of the water.
The American way of eating them is to take the ends
in both hands and to gnaw the grains from the stem after

rubbing them with butter and a dusting of pepper and
salt ; but if this is objected to, the grains can be stripped

off with a fork. The kinds grown for eating should be
those specially named and recommended for the purpose.

That called Golden Bantam is one of the best for use

in England.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—J. M. 5.—Delphinium cardinale.

M. F. M., S. Devon.—G, Amelanchier canadensis; 7,

Genista tinctoria : S, Cistus villosus; 9, Hhodotypus
kerrioides; 10, E'lonymus japonicus; 11, Prunus nanus;
12, Potentilla fruticosa : 13, Cotoneaster frigid a ; 14,

Rnbus odoratus; 15, Leptospermum myrtifolium- 16,

Cornus albus.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—TT. R. B.—Nos. 1 and 6, see next
week ; 2. Bess Pool ; 3, Bismarck : 4, Queen Caroline ;

5, Lord G:osvenor. J. L.—1, Late Orleans; 2, Prune
of Hereford: for Ornamental Crab Apples Nos. 3, 8, and
10, see next issue; 4, Fertility; 5, Beurrfide Capiaumont;
6, John Peel; 7, Lane's Prince Albert: 9, Damson
Farleigh Prolific; 11 and 12, Vicar of Winkfield, badly
grown : 13, Blaison Bed. Grange.— 1, Allington Pippin ;

2, Peasgood's Nonsuch ; 3, (?) King of Tompkin's County ;

4, Duchcsse d'Angoulfime ; 5, Glou Morceau ; 6, Con-
ference

LEGAL POINT.
NOTICE TO QUIT ALLOTMENT (F.and S.).—We are of

opinion that no proper notice to quit was served, and that the

document which purports to be a notice to quit was served

too late. The occupier is therefore entitled to continue

his tenancy until February 2, 1920, if same commenced
on February 2, and it can only then be determined by a
six months* notice to quit being received by the occupier

or his agent on or before August 2, 1919. We are unaware
of any Act which permits an occupier to retain possession

when his immediate landlord is prohibited from sub-

letting by the agreement under which he holds, and we
doubt whether such a contention could be justified.

Canonbie Horticultural Society.—This society

had no prize rnnipctititiii tliis year, but in lieu

arranged a floral f6te for Red Cross funds. It

passed off most successfully, upwards of £150

being, realised. Much of the success was due

to the energetic efforts of the hon. secretary

of the society, Mr. Thomas Piide, The Srhoolhouse.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED' BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
THE life of many a growing chicken in

these days is sad in the extreme. Each

post brings to me many sorro^vful letters,

and as one who is so deeply interested

in poultry I only wish that with my
pen I could strike out the names of those Govern-

ment officials who are clearly sworn enemies of

the hen, and write in their places the names of

those who, given a free hand, would pull matters

round.

Heavy Mortality.—These Government officials

ought to have been swept out of their posts long

ago, and in the interests of our home poultry

industry I pray for the day when they will depart.

Most of those who wTite me for advice have the

same tale of woe to tell ! One informs me that

his half-grown chickens arc dying at the rate of

eight or nine a day. Another writes to say that

all were well at four o'clock, but a little later

twenty were found dead. Full of sympathy I

ask for samples of the foods in use, and for a dead

bird to be sent me for post-mortem examination.

It is always the same tale ! The food is but

rubbish, sold by a local dealer at extraordinary

prices—often plain oat -husks, which would in

the usual way be used as a packing for china or

eggs, or as litter for the hen-house floor. The
dead bird arrives—all skin and bone and a piteous

sight to see. Unable to obtain nourishment from

rubbish that has no feeding value, the bird has

wasted away and succumbed to starvation.

Little can be done, as the owner is miles away
from any large centre and no other channel for

supply is available. On my recommendation

he or she visits the neighbouring poultry-keepers,

seeking to borrow a little from their scanty food-

st ore.

In Search of Food.—Meanwhile, many channels

arc explored in search of foodstuffs, and so the

game goes on. A hundredweight of meal is

picked up here and another there, and on getting

samples I have to advise the sieving of the coarse

food until the remaining invalids are pulled round,

so that all the coarse, husky matter is wasted.

Is not there a human side to this question which

must strike every lover of fowls to the heart ? I

regard and writ e of t he hen as an aut omat ic machine
in order to coax her to speed up her egg-production,

but I am a fancier and love Biddy. One can

admire a pet more when she produces \ahiable

food ! Is not there an R.S.P.C.A. founded to look

after the welfare of our dumb animals ? I would
welcome a summons issued by the Society against

each Government official and individual food-dealer

responsible for sending out mere rubbish that

offers our fowls and chickens a slow and painful

death from starvation ! Is it not a criminal waste
to Icse such valuable meat in time of war ? Mor-
tality throughout the country has been tremendous
this season among the growing stoik—a shameful
waste of poultry-meat in the males and of pro-

ducers in the females.

The Rationing Scheme.—The poultry industry

has been completely ruined since the present

officials took hold of the reins. Take, for instance,

the Rationing Scheme already dealt with by me
in my earlier notes, where each "super" hen
obtains four ounces of food per diem. Since the

scheme was announced, offals suddenly departed
from the market. Letter after letter reached me
to the effect that "bran and middlings were now

unobtainable." Am I wTong in supposing that

the Government has commandeered all stocks

in order to get together the 50,000 tons of food

promised to the owners of " super " hens ? Every

local poultry committee has been snowed under

with filled-in forms from owners even of barn-

door stock and mongrels, thanks to the way the

scheme was rushed through and intentionally

prepared with a "double" edge. It will be

months before such are sorted, and I suppose that

the majority of stocks will have to carry on with-

out the offals. The farmer is ruled out of the

' scheme because he keeps mongrels, and so we may
expect him to use all the offals and tailings he has

for his own fowls, sending none to the market

for other poultry-producers.

Topsy-turvy.—The poultry industry has been

mishandled all along, merely because the officials

in charge have no knowledge of or sympathy for

the wonderful little hen. She has been s>-stemati-

cally attacked by the Board of Agriculture, the

Ministry of Food, and the Food Production De-

partment, whose special duties should have been

to have "boomed" her. First of all, the calory

fiends got busy, backed up by and under the eyes

of the Ministry of Food. Biddy was systematically

snubbed for eating our bread, despite the fact

that there was not a shred of evidence to prove it.

Then Mr. Clynes, the present Food Controller,

had a smack at Biddy by declaring in the Commons
that " it only cost from 20 per cent, to 25 per cent,

more to keep poultry than it did in pre-war days."

The true fact is that the increased price is nearly

400 per cent., and with the inferior foods not

going so far and also creating heavy losses in stock.

Prices were supposed to be fixed, but profiteering

has been wholesale without prosecutions followmg.

No doubt the Ministry of Food thought that this

would be the knock-out blow for Biddy and wel-

comed the profiteering.

A Shipping Question.—The latest slogan is

that it is the shipping question that is responsible

for starving our fowls. Sir Daniel Hall, Permanent

Secretary to the Board of Agriculture, has again

come forward with his usual "soft soap"—of course,

officially inspired. "We cannot bring both our

American soldiers and poultry food." says he,

" and I ttink that poulirj -keepers would prefer to

suffer some inconvenience and have a quick ending

to the wc-r ra*hcr than delay the arrival of the

American soldiers." There is more behind the

Government policy than meets the eye of the lay-

man. Reference to my notes of September 21

will show what isthe Ministr?/ of Food's (as officially

announced) p'an to bring down prices ot English

new-!aids. " The Ministry of Food is arranging,"

reads the official press notice, "to buy large

quantities of pickled eggs from the United Slates,

Canacla, Egypt, and possibly Denmark and Ire'and,

and to liberate these it controlled prices." Such

a statement is serious food for thought !

Shipping Interests.—I hold strong views on

this shipping question. The home production

of foodstuffs is against the interests of shipping

officials who desire afte'fihe war to carry food to

this country. They look with disfavotu- upon
' England feeding her c.vn." Thus it is that we
are flooded mth foreign bacon ; and foreign eggs

are now to come to us ! In 1913 we spent over

ten millions pounds on foreign eggs, and yet after

four years of war officialdom announces that they

intend to import eggs. Even the weight standard

of eggs, as announced last week, is placed at ijoz.

and under for fear the small foreign egg might

be disqualified. It is all a shameful wTong

!

Let us have a progressive policy whereby our

home industries are fostered and boomed. Two-
thirds of our egg imports in 1913 came from Russia,

Germany, Belgium, France, Italy, Austria-Hungary,

Bulgaria, Serbia and Rumania, and there caimot

be much chance of these coming to hand after

the war. Thenthere will be the urgent need for us

to restock Europe with fowls, a problem that

officialdom has overlooked. But unless a radical

change takes place we shall wake up to find all

our stocks of poultry devoid of stamina.

Maintaining Stamina.—Until the food became

but rubbish, it was my set policy with all my
students that they should feed their breeding

stocks on the finer meals and on full rations in

order to preserve stamina. Now this is impossible,

and' a season or two of war-time starvation will

show its hand in outbreaks of disease. The
blame will be placed on the shoulders of those who
have made a stand against the hen. Instead of

letting the poultry industry down at this critical

stage, the Government policy should be to help

it along in every possible way. Instead of im-

porting the finished articles by way of eggs and

bacon, let us have some of the meals and feed-

grains from our Colonies. The ships that bring

us foodstuffs can bring us the raw materials, so

that home producers can feed the nation and

keep the head of stock in this country.

A New Leaf.—Let the Government turn over to

a new leaf and tackle the problems as any practical

poultry expert would. Let the milling percentage

be reduced in order to give stock-feeders more

offals. Let a store of chicken meals and seeds

also be gathered in from now onwards for use next

spring and summer. The dry chick seeds this

past summer have contained much wild rubbish

that the chicks refused to eat, and an improvement

can be planned for next year. Clover-meal can

be improved and increased, while a finer meal

for drying-off purposes is sadly needed. An
organisation is also imperative which will put

into the hands of those living in out-of-the-way

places a regular supply of foodstuffs. Finally,

let the poultry industry be recognised as an essen-

tial and important arm of agriculture.

Arm of Agriculture.—Most of our officials

are of the old "farming" type and cannot get it

into their heads that modern poultry husbandry

is remunerative. Thus the Government policy

is in part their own, and progress is retarded.

Were this not so, we should have our discharged

soldiers taught poultry-farming, but all efforts on

my part with this end in view have not borne

fruit. We sadly need large laying-houses and

wire-netting, but with no one to stand by us we

have to " go without." Throughout the country

there must be an immense stock of huts rotting

away, out of use. Why are not these brought

into use for laying stock? Give some of them

to our discharged soldiers, say I, and help food

production along. The poultry-keeper has many
grievances and wounds which time, I hope, will

heal. Meanwhile, do all you can t o push t he good

work along. The general Rationing Scheme is noiv

being planned. Will you sit down to-t'ay and

write a letter to your Member of Parliamert ai d

to the Ministry of Food, sending along your Cjjg

records and appealing for " our " fowls and " our "

home foultry industry ?

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Pnudl-Oireii. The Gaeden Poultry Expert,

trill be pleaseil to imsuer. free of charge, cmij questions dealing

tvilh pouUry-ieepitig. A stamped and addressed envelope

shovld be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed reply will be

posted promptly. Communications should be sent to Mr.

W. Pmcell-Oiten, care oj THE Garden, 20, Taiistock Street,

Strand, W.C. 2.
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WE see no reason why new varieties

of Potatoes should not be obtained

as sports, just as in so many other

plants, more especially those

subject to high cultivation ; but

as Mr. Cuthbertson points out on page 372, this

point is not yet established. The two records

preceding Mr. Cuthbertson's observations arrived

in this office on the same day. In one case a root

of red kidney-shaped tubers was discovered in a

row of Sharpe's Express, and this is not, we think,

the first time such an observation has been recorded.

In the other instance a root of decidedly purple

tubers turned up among British Queens. But,

still, there is not sufficient evidence to satisfy

raisers of new varieties that new forms of Potatoes

arise vegetatively.

Cucumbers in Winter.—The management of

Cucumbers in autumn is much the same as that

in early spring, with the important exception

that while in spruig light and warmth increase,

in autumn they gradually decrease, so that now we
got a gradual abatingof vitality, for which allowance

must be made. As one cannot say what sort

of weather the autumn will bring forth, it is not

safe to rely on one sowing of seed for the sole supply

of plants. Two sowings between early September

and November i should provide in various stages

all the plants that are required.

Autumn Cauliflowers.—Strong sunshine, follow-

ing upon dull, wet weather, has a tendency to cause

the protecting leaves of Autumn
Cauliflowers to droop just as the

heads are forming. To overcome this

disadvantage, gather aU the outer

leaves of the plants carefully around

the centres to a point and lightly tie

them together. Much better heads

will result from this simple practice,

and the season of use will be conse-

quently prolonged.

Clamping Midseason Potatoes.

—

Many plot holders who clamped their

second-early Potatoes last season, hop-

ing that they would keep in that way
for use in the early year, were dis-

appointed to find them a mass of

growth before February was in. The
mild winter doubtless encouraged early

sprouting, but it is distinctly unwise to

place any dependence upon these tubers

keeping reeilly satisfactorily much after

the tiurn of the year. If there is a sur-

plus it is safer to store them in cool, airy

cellars or in casks against a north wall

where they can be covered to throw off

rain and protected against early frosts.

Tomatoes.—On the approach of frost

cut all green Tomatoes and use them
at once for making chutney or for any
other useful purpose. Where the fruits

show signs of disease they should be

gathered in the green state and made
use of in a similar way. The stems

and foliage should be burned in the

garden fire so as to destroy the spores

Helping Allotment Holders.—.Although the

Food Production Department is anxious, wherever

possible, that would-be allotment holders should

make their own friendly arrangements with

owners of land, its representatives are always

ready to assist with advice in any case where

difficulties may arise as to the amount of rent to

be paid, or other matters. Recently, for instsince,

in Cheshire, a representative of the Department

succeeded in obtaining a reduction of rent from

£42 to £32 ros. for seven acres of land held by an

allotment society. The Department has also been

able to arrange ior the continuance of tenancy in

three instances where notice to quit had been

served.

Certificates for Food Production.—^The Horti-

cultural Division of the Food Production Depart-

ment is prepared to grant certificates to local

horticultural societies and allotment holders'

associations, such certificates to be awarded for

special skill in the cultivation of allotments and

gardens and for meritorious collections and single

dishes of fruits and vegetables. Secretaries of

local societies should apply to their district horti-

cultural committees for these certificates.

Horticultural Club.—The committee of this

club has made arrangements to continue the

joint tenancy of the Farmers' Club, 2, Whitehall

Court, Westminster, and will inaugirrate the winter

session by a members' lunch at i p.m. on Tuesday,

October 8, in the diuing-roora in the club building.

of fungi. SEPTEMBER BLOOMS OF ROSE ALISTER STELLA GRAY

Representatives of the committee will be present

to meet the members and to afford them oppor-

tunity of inspecting the club's new quarters.

Whitehall Court is situated at the back of the

War Office, Whitehall Place, Westminster.

Rose Alister Stella Gray.—This is one of the

pillar Roses that is in danger of neglect from the

considerable number of the more recent kinds

that claim attention. But many years of close

observation only tend to a fuller recognition of

its many merits. It is perhaps the most persistent

bloomer of all Roses, beginning in early summer

and flowering continuously into October. The

illustration shows a gathering of September

bloom. It is one of the best of Roses for indoor

use, for it makes lavish gift of its sweet scent.

A cut bunch will fully scent a room, and not,

as with most Roses, for two days only, but for a

good five days. The cream white of the fuU

bloom is a rich orange yellow in the opening bud

and half-developed bloom, which comes in large,

loose clusters. The foliage is a'so good, in appeair-

ance China, with a good dash of Tea, for it has the

small, neat size of the China with the darker green

and lustrous polish of a Tea. This charming

Rose should be one of the first to choose when a

selection of pillar Roses is in contemplation.

Convolvulus Cneorum.—This is an admirable

little shrub for the border or rock garden, thriving

in any sunny situation and free soil, and attaining

a height of i foot to 2 feet. The stem and foliage

are a glistening silvery grey. The flowers,

which are ij inches across, are pro-

duced in terminal clusters. In the bud

they are a soft rose pink, but when
fully expanded the corolla is a beautiful

creamy white of good texture, with a

bold yellow eye. Some forms retain a

little of the pinkish tint in the blossom ;

in others this is confined to the reverse

side. This species has none of the bad

habits of some of its trailing relations.

With us the first blooms opened this

year about the middle of May, and a

succession has been maintained during

the summer and will continue
throughout the greater part of the

autumn.

The Bee Outlook.—Interest in bee-

keeping is stated to be reviving rapidly.

This is due, no doubt, to the decreasing

viridence of the Isle of Wight disease.

This latter fact seems to be clearly

established by expert mspections of

apiaries in Gloucestershire, Nottingham-

shire, Herefordshu'e, Leicestershire,

Glamorganshire and other counties,

made recently. Bee - keepers wiU be

glad to hear that experiments made
during the past three years suggest the

possibility of the production at an

early date of a strain of bee in this

country practicailly immune against the

Isle of Wight disease. The importance

of the bee to the fruit-grower is more

widely recognised at the present time

than in the past.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(Til.- Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A REMARKABLE CROP OF POTATO
KING GEORGE V.

A^^E have a village Potato competition here this

year much on the lines of one mentioned

in The Garden last spring, from which I took the

idea. It may interest you to luiow that our

electrician has just dug i681b. of Potatoes from
his lib. of seed—twenty-five sets—and the variety

was King George V. I should think it must be

almost a record.

—

Heatley Noble, . Temple
Combe, Henley-on-Thames.

POTATO MAJESTIC.

T HAVE pleasure in recording my experience

of the above-named new Potato. I received

lib. of tubers, consisting of seven, which I planted

on May 4 and lifted at the end of August, the total

weight being 841b. 40Z. of good sound tubers.

The flavour is all that coidd be desired, and a

large number of tubers weighed over lib. each ; very

few were small. I obtained the seed from Messrs.

turned up splendidly, but I had to leave the major
part of the Express till after the usual time, and
only finished them on August 31. These, too,

turned up very well, but I had the surprise of a

lifetime in taking up one of the remaining roots,

which had haulm different from that of the others,

being very dense and bushlike. All the tubers at

this one root were quite red and of a long

kidney shape. Never having heard or read of

anything like this before, I am passing it on to

you to see if any of your readers have had a like

experience.—A Stourbridge Reader.

A COUPLE of years ago some of my British

Queen Potatoes produced small purple

tubers—sports ! From these I have grown quite

a .distinct breed of Potatoes, magenta-purple in

colour, late, a good keeper, distinct flavour, with

hauhn like that of the old Skerry, but retaining the

white flower of British Queen. All the tubers are

more or less elongated and of curious shapes. Are
these a strike back to the original Solanimi tubero-

sum ? If of interest I would send you a few tubers

and full particulars for The Garden.—G. W. S.

[We have submitted the foregoing enquiries to

Mr. W. Cuthbertson, who replies :
" We have

often heard of experiences similar to the above,

RUHLEBEN HORTICULTURAL SOClEXy, JULY, I918 NEW VARIETIES RAISED IN THE CAMP.

Dobbie and Co. of Edinburgh. This Potato fully

bears out all the flattering remarks made by Mr.

Cuthbertson in his Mansion House lecture on
Potato-growing.—J. Milburn (Park Keeper),

Mooragh Park, Ramsey, Isle of Man.

COURGES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS.

J SEE, owing, I fear, to my rather careless WTiting,

a misspell in my notes on page 344. I meant
to write Courges, or Courgettes, not " Courzes."
I think that these yellow-fleshed, long Courges
(like Marrows in shape) are so very much better

worth eating in a young state than Marrows that

the> really deserve a serious trial, in the South of

England at any rate.—E. H. W., Nice.

ALLEGED " SPORTS " IN POTATOES.
nPHE following will, I think, be of interest to

the readers of your excellent and helpful paper.

Owing to the necessity of growing as many vege-
tables as possible, I, like thousands of others,

have added to my garden (which is mucli better
than having to walk half a mile to an allotment) a
good slice off a small field adjoining my land.

Last year I grew Potato Arran Chief, which proved
a moderate crop ; but this year I planted earlies,

viz.. Eclipse and Sharpe's Express. The former

but there is always the elexnent of uncertainty
attached to them in this way. A wrong tuber
may have been accidentally mixed with the stock ;

a small set may have been left in the ground from
a previous crop ; a small set of another variety
may have been introduced with the manure.
' A Stourbridge Reader ' should find out if the
red kidney he has discovered is not a named
variety. It would be very interesting if it could
be established incontrovextibly that distinct new
forms arise vegetatively."

—

Ed.]

A SELECTION OF RAJIBLING ROSES.

J AM sure Mr. Molyneux will forgive me if I add
a few remarks to his excellent article in The

Garden (page 356). I have often wondered
whether such writers as Mr. Molyneux and Mr. E.
Beckett forget that there are numbers of readers
who have not palatial gardens nor very wealthy
employers, but, on the other hand, have to content
themselves with a very moderate strip of land, as
may be seen by those who travel through Suburbia
by road or rail. I maintain that to such as these
the climbing sports of many of our beautiful Hybrid
Teas and Teas are far more serviceable than many
ramblers. I would not for a moment decry the
beautiful Roses Mr. Mol>-neux mentions, for they

are all grand ; but how many can an ordinary villa

garden contain without smothering up other sub-
jects, whereas a few pillars anc^. fences covered with
such sorts as Climbing Paul Led^, Climbing Sun-
burst, Climbing Lady Ashtown, Climbing Richmond
Climbing Mme. Abel Chatenay, and even Hugh
Dickson, Florence H.Veitch, Zephyrine Drouhiu,&c.,
willgive far more pleasure from June to October than
can be obtained from the prodigiously vigorous
ramblers. I know it will be urged that these
ramblers may be severely thinned out annually,

but I have yet to find the amateur who takes
kindly to this task. If any reader possesses an acre
or two of garden, then by all means let him have

.
plenty of ramblers, and nothing will make a grander
show. I have a walk in my nursery, some 250
yards long, containing over 300 different varieties,

mainly ramblers, and a glorious walk it is through-
out the season ; but a nursery is different to a
private garden. I would strongly advise amateurs
with small gardens to plant more of the perpetual-
flowering climbers, for they will provide good
blooms for the house as well as beautiful button-
holes, and this is what the average City man
prefers. There are a few omissions in Mr. Moly-
neux's list which I am surprised to find. He
does not mention Alberic Barbier and Shower of

Gold, two of the finest ramblers, nor Leontine
Gervaise, a Rose everyone should grow for

its fragrance alone. Chatillon Rambler is far

better than Dorothy Perlcins or Lady Gay,
and Edgar Andriew, with its large individual

crimson flowers and iine truss, is a variety

that should not be overlooked. Then, again,

Miss Helyett and Dr. Van Fleet provide
one with really handsome blooms of large size

upon a vigorous growth and with most delightful

foliage ; and Sander's White is another superb
kind, in my opinion the best white rambler.—Walter Easlea, Danecroft Rosery, Eastwood,
Leigh-on-Sea.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

J
DO wish I coiild go to Aldenham and see Mr.

Beckett's Michaelmas Daisies there, but "it's

a long, long way " from Blackbird Bungalow. I

breathe benedictions on Mr. Beckett's name cverj^

time I go into my little bit of a garden, for the
modern Michaelmas Daisies, which we so largely owe
to him, have survived war-time neglect better than
any other flowers. I feel I could almost recant
all my unkind observations anent his obese Onions,
and sincerely wish he may have a two-poimder
on his plate every day!—Anne Amateur.

THE BLACKBERRY.
'J'HE encomium passed on this fruit (page 341)

is no more than it merits ; but too much
is claimed for the plant in describing it as growing
well in " almost every Idnd of soil and in almost
every place." There are wide districts in this

country where the Bramble cannot be naturalised.

Tweedside is one such district. Many years ago
a friend from Tweedside was covert-shooting in

the West with us and expressed surprise at the
luxuriant growth of Brambles in the woods.
He asked for some roots and we sent him sackfuls,

but they never became established, although the
soil at his residence, Ancrum, is good, namely,
alluvium over the red sandstone. Repeated
attempts met with persistent failure. It is re-

markable that no use seems to be made of Black-
berries in France. In such parts of that country
as are most closely cultivated, the Bramble is

pretty well extirpated, especially in the Vine-
growing districts. Nevertheless, I once came
upon a neglected corner in the very heart of the
M^doc filled with Brambles bearing such clusters

of shining fruit as I have never seen elsewhere.
Nobody paid any attention to them except myself.

—

Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.
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Gardening at Ruhleben

THE following letter has been received from

Leonard P. Roberts, dated July 31, 1918:
" At the present moment the camp is

looking very bright with its numerous flower-

beds in every available piece of ground that

SPARE-TIME CHRONICLES.—II

By C. N. MACDERMOTT.

RUHLEBEN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
JULY, I918. BARRACK I7 GARDEN.

can be cultivated. The increased activity

of the amateur gardeners has produced some
very charming results. The thousands of summer
bedding plants, which Mr. Ilughesdon described

in an earlier article, are now in full bloom, the

most noticeable being Antirrhinums, Stocks and
Lobelia, which have been exceptionally beautiful.

The weather has suited many of the plants, while

others have suffered considerably. May w'as

blazing hot and dry ; June wet and nearly suidcss,

besides being very cold ; and July has been even

wetter, but slightly warmer. In spite of this,

the greenhouses have produced a fine crop

of Melons and Tomatoes. The vegetab e

garden is very much more fortunate than

last year. All the ground was trenched and
manured last autumn, in consequence of which
an early start with everything was mad 1.

All crops have turned out excsUent with the

exception of the maincrop Peas. These failed

on account of .the dry May. Although the

district was visited by a late frost, our
Tomatoes escaped injury. There are 2,030
Tomato plants promising a good crop. The
Cabbages have been excellent, the caterpillar

pest having been conspicuous by its absence.

Vegetable Marrows are now bearing in

abundance. Lettuces have been extra good
this year. Dwarf and Runner Beans are now
ready for gathering, th're being an excellent

crop of these. All the ground has been

L cleared of the first crops and planted with

further crops to come off before the winter.

The whole scheme is in excellent working
order and promises better results than
ever. In spite of this we are all hoping
this will be the last season of Ruhleben
gardening."

A
FEW weeks ago I dug my Early Mid-

lothians on the allotment. They gave

a pretty good yield considering the

dry weather they had experienced and
that they were on newly broken land.

The average was iroz. a root, and the majority

of the tubers were of good size, but even the tiniest

I saved. Those of the size of a marble, and smaller,

were boiled and minced for t]ie fowls, .but those

a little larger were scraped and fried. This method
of saving little Potatoes does not seem to bs well

known here, but it is a favourite method in France.

Anyone who has tried them will find that the little

extra trouble involved in scraping a number of

small tubers is well repaid, and when they are

brought to table whole and fried a light brown,

with a slight sprinkling of salt, the very sight of

them is encouraging.

I think that one of the greatest pleasures of

gardening is digging Potatoes ; each root I attack

is expected to give a larger return than the last,

and when hopes are realised and the golden yellow

beauties show up through the soil, then I would

not change places with the most successful fre

quenter of Monte Carlo.

The bees are as busy as—bees. Mine is an

observation hive ; that is to say, it has a little

wooden shutter at the back, on opening which

the bees can be seen at work through two panes

of glass. Two panes are used in order to con-

serve the warmth of the hive, which the bees

endeavour to keep up to a temperature between
90° and 100° Fahr.

The comb is gradually growing and the bees

can be seen crawling over it and one another, some
carrying tiny pieces of wax, others pottering about

in an apparently aimless manner, all in a kind of

feverish haste. The main entrance is as busy

as a London railway terminus. Out come the

collectors, flying light, making off in a " bee line
"

for the particular spot they favour, others returning

heavily laden and, blundering on to the alighting

board, fold their wings and enter to take up
further activity. Some of the returning foragers

are bedaubed in brilliant orange or yellow pollen

to make bee bread, while other of their mates

stand at the entrance with firmly planted legs.

fanning fresh air into the hive with their

wings.

In the poultry-yard there were three old hens
;

I say "were" advisedly, because one of them is

now in the pot ! The- birds had gone off lay, so

their fate is settled. There is generally a great

dislike among amateurs to killing fowls, and, of

course, the job is not pleasant, especially if done
so unskilfully as to degenerate into a struggle

The method has been frequently described, but

there is one little point which I have never seen

mentioned, but which makes the business much
easier for both parties, and that is—to make sure

to hold the head only, at the same time bending
it well back. It is almost impossible to do the deed
satisfactorily if a handful of neck is grasped,

whereas the spinal cord can be stretched and broken

quite easily at its juncture with the head. Hold
the legs and the tips of the wings in the left hand
somewhere about waist-level, grasp the head only,

with the upper part in the palm of the right hand
so that the junction between the neck and the

head rests at the base of the thumb and first finger,

then bend the head back, bracing the hand against

the right thigh. A good pull will finish the matter

neatly and almost instantaneously, the cord

stretching and then breaking, as can be readily

felt. Have a piece of string handy, tie the feet

together, and hang the bird from a nail for a few
minutes, after which plucking should be commenced.
This should always be done while the bird is warm.
Owing to the shortage of grain we have tried

an experiment in feeding which has proved success-

ful. We make up a mash of scraps, well minced,

and dried off with middlings and bran. This

mixture is then put through the mincer again

in quite a dry, crimibly state, and comes out in

the form of pellets of a convenient size (a little

larger than an oat if the large cutter is used).

These are then put in an old tin and baked in the

oven till quite hard. They can then be used in the

same manner as grain.

The object is to provide something hard for the

fowl's gizzard to work on, which, of course, is found

in grain but not in soft mash. The substitute

seems to work quite satisfactorily and, moreover,

keeps in a tin for a considerable time.

RUHLEBEN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, JULY, I91S. PART OF ROCK GARDEN.
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The Pollination Question
By E. a. BUNYARD, F.L.S.

THE fertility of fruit trees is a question

which is of perennial interest, forming

as it does the keystone of the gardener's

efforts. The last few years have seen

a recrudescence in the interest in what

is known as the pollination question ; that is, how
far the fertility of our fruit trees is dependent

upon pollen from other varieties. A pretty

experiment suggested itself, and

quite naturally attracted many
workers, some of whom, unfortu-

nately, had already made up

their minds as to the. result

before starting, and their obser-

vations were to this extent

suspect. However, happily it

attracted some serious observers,

and from the John Innes Insti-

tute we now have a valuable

paper by Ida M. Sutton which

carries conviction. As this is, we

believe, the first ripe fruit, from

the gardener's point of view,

from Merton, we hope it may but

foreshadow many similar gather-

ings from the promised land to

which many eyes have for some

time been t\irned. This paper

will be found in the Journal of

Genetics, Vol. VII., No. 4, and

we hope means may be found

to introduce it to a wider circle

than is reached by this erudite

periodical. The investigations

were made upon Apples, Cherries

and Plums, and these are found

to be divisible into three classes :

Self-fertile—that is, those which

set fruit with their own pollen ;

partly self-fertile ; and self-

sterile—that is, requiring pollen

from another variety to form

fruit.

In many previous experiments

a loophole for the critic was

generally left in the fact that

no evidence was given that the

trees experimented upon were in

an ordinary good state of fruitful-

ness. This has been eliminated

at Merton by taking several

branches of the same tree and

crossing each with a distinct

variety. This is well shown in

the accompanying illustration,

which represents a tree of

Jefierson Plum, of which only

the branch which was crossed

with Pond's Seedling bore fruit.

The remaining branches were

crossed with Coe's Golden Drop,

and its bud sports with Coe's

Violet and Crimson Drop. The

last three named were found to

be not only self-sterile, but also incapable of

fertilising other varieties. This group, with the

addition of Jefierson, a possible descendant, were,

happily, found to be the only varieties which

were so characterised, and therefore the whole

theory of "mates"—that is, that each variety

has its special affinity which pollinates it most

successfully—falls to the ground. This is valuable

information for the gardener, as a readjustment of

his trees to provide for their mutual likings would

be a difficult and, in many cases, an impossible

task. In looking through the lists of self-fertile

varieties, we should expect to find them contain

all those which are known as -good and regular

croppers. If we were asked to name a few of

them, we should certainly expect to find them

in the Apples Lane's Prince Albert, Bramley's

Seedling and Baumann's Reinette ; but we find

on reference to the lists that only the last named

is self-fertile. Bramley's Seedling and Worcester

Pearmain are only partly self-fertile, and Lane's

Prince Albert is self-sterile ! In Cherries, also,

two excellent and regular croppers—Governor

Wood and Bigarreau Napoleon—are self-sterile.

seems to veto the experience of Merton, and the

case of Yellow Newton Wonder may also be cited.'

It is a common observation among fruit-growers

that a profuse blossom does not usually foretell

a large crop ;~-they generally prefer a medium
amount of blossom.

These, however, are questions for future investi-

gations. For the present we are grateful to Merton

for having taught us that with the exceptions

now named we can rely pretty safely on the fact

that, roughlj' speaking, any variety will serve to

pollinate another, and therefore no elaborate

arrangement of " affinities

"

need trouble the gardener. We
hope the Pears may before long

be similarly investigated'; the

case of Doyenne du Cornice in

parficular needs elucidation. In

more favourable times the

effect of phosphate upon fer-

tility should be the subject of

experiment.

PLUM JEFFERSON.

Pollinated with different varieties, only one variety ensuring a set 0/ fruit.

We are thus forced to the conclusion that polli-

nation does not in garden circumstances play an

all-important part in ensuring fertility, and much

yet remains to be done before we can consider

this all-important problem solved. Why is it

that an attack of aphis will often cause an abnormal

set of fruit, and even, if we may accept some

American experiments, cause a self-sterile variety

to become self-fertile ? Can we also be, sure that

the characters of self-fertility and the reverse are

the same under all conditions ? Here, again,

the behaviour of Black Tartarian Cherry in America

FRUIT TREES AND
BUSHES

Pruning Apple and Pear
Trees.—In the general absen(e

of fruit this season, the present

time affords a capital oppor-

tuiiity for going carefully

through the trees while the leaves

are on, shortening back all

summer growths, other than

leading shoots, to about five

eyes, and thoroughly thinning

out the whole tree by re-

moving branches where neces-

sary. Too frequently fruit trees

are merely headed over, and

are thus left with a dense mass

of growths on the top, a cramped

centre, and bare below ; whereas,

if properly pruned and thinned

they would most likely produce

fruit from the base to the top,

as one sees it on a cordon-

formed tree.

Pruning Currant Bushes.

—

Those having Currant bushes,

and who for any reason have

not been able to prune them
before this, should lose no time

in going through them now,

spurring them in and removing

auy branches that are crowding.

Often in cottage gardens the

Currant bushes are left far

too thick, with the result that

the quality of the fruit sufiers.

Pruning .;{Raspberries.—Go
carefully through these and
remove all old caues as well

as any surplus young growths,

and tie securely to stakes those

of the latter which are retained,

or wires if they are used for

supporting the growths. Always select the best

and strongest for this purpose. If the wood that

is removed is not burned with a view to return-

ing the ashes to the soil for manurial purposes,

the old canes may be tied up in bundles and stored

in a dry place, as they will be found useful for

staking things requiring light support next season.

1

si

*#* Readers tvho have not already done so are asked to

order The Garden to be delivered regularly by their neivs-

agent. The return of unsold copies is prohiMted, and in

consequence The Gabden is obtainable only if ordered

beforehand.
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A MODERN FRUIT GARDEN
By a. D. THOMPSON.

TO
sa,y that the site of this new fruit

garden ntos once an orcliard or fruit

plantation would be a serious deviation

from the truth, although the fact reniains

that it was intended to be such by the

former owner, who had evidently been to an auction

sale and had a "bargain" in fruit trees, for when
I first saw this particular corner of the estate

it resembled a miniature Australian Bush as much
as anything. Apologies for fruit trees there

were, it is true, but in nearly every case the stock

(mostly Crab) had been allowed to

shoot up from the base and smother

its more aristocratic dependent.

Another evil that always makes one

feel sad was that the grass had been

allowed to grow right up to the

stem of the trees, so that from the

first they had not a chance to

breathe, as it were.

The only thing to do was to

grub the whole plantation and

start again on proper lines. As a

considerable amount of planting

is being done in this country now,

the modus operandi may be inter-

esting to those who contemplate

making a fi'uit garden upon more

or less ornamental lines, and with

the possibility that " when the

war is over " it can be brightened

up with some herbaceous borders

or the like.

This garden is so designed, and

is part of a mucli larger scheme

which, for the time being, must

remain dormant. The aspect was
quite good, being open to the

south and south-west, but more

or less protected on the north by
high ground some distance away,

• but sufficient to be a protection

from the full blast of the tempest
;

and on the east a large plantation

of Elms formed an effective screen

from that dreaded enemy whose
" barrage " this year played such

havoc among the fruit plantations

of our coimtry. A small rivulet

trickled slowly on two of the

boundaries, the level of which was
about 2 feet to 3 feet below the

surface of the new fruit garden.

(This makes many mouths water.)

The soil was a little on the light

side, about a foot of decent loam,

with a gravelly subsoil. Here and
there a vein of chalk was struck

about 18 inches down, but on the

whole it only needed a really good dressing of

farmyard manure and, of coinrse, cleaning.

The labour question being what it is, it was

impossible to trench, or even bastard trench, the

whole of the ground as one would have liked, so

a simpler method had to be resorted to. It was
decided to leave the main paths (as shown on

plan) untouched, but to plough the other four

more or less square plots and side borders. We
all know that the ordinary plough does not go
sufiiciently deep, but if one plough goes half the

required depth, two ploughs must go the correct

distance, provided they work one behind the

other ; in other words, No. 2 breaks up the soil

at the bottom of the trench out of which No. i

has just tvirned a furrow. Two horses were used

for No. I, and one was sufficient for No. 2 ; and

despite the fact that the ground was a little un-

even, the men did it very well indeed. Before

the ploughing was started, the existing fruit trees,

if one could call them such, had been thoroughly

grubbed up, and really good farmyard manure

at the rate of 20 tons to the acre was spread over

the site.

The plan shows the two main paths planted on

either side with espalier and cordon fruit trees,

which are supported and trained upon wire fixed
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respect. Wild Blackberries were planted along

the extreme south end of the garden to cover the

wire-netting which was necessary to keep out

the rabbits. It pays to cultivate this weed. It

is astonishing the quality of the fruit ob-

tained by a little manure added to an existing

Bramble.

For the benefit of critics and enthusiasts I,

give the list of varieties of the fruits planted.

Some good sorts are not mentioned because it

was too late in the season to get those particular

trees, or in other cases there were already trees

on the estate which it was not deemed advisable

to duplicate. There is one Apple which I want

especially to bring to the notice of readers, and that

is Annie Elizabeth, on account of its qualities as

the most desirable variety for baking. It is fairly

large and slightly flushed with crimson, and when
cooked in the manner already referred to it has a

most distinct and much desired flavour which

can only be fully appreciated by an actual " test."

As nearly as one can say, the flavour is such as one

would expect to find if you were sufficiently hard-

hearted to bake a ripe Cox's Orange Pippin that

was as large as a cricket ball. " What ! Get the

Apple first," you say : perhaps that would be

difficult this year. But, putting all patter on one

side, if you like a really good_ baked Apple, try

Annie Elizabeth. There is a treat in store for

those who have not already done so. I should

also add that it is very sweet and needs only a

little sugar. Surely that is a point (or two) in

its favotu, especially at a time when the world

seems to have suddenly " lost its sweetness."

The walls, glass, &c., are not yet erected, but I

will deal with these at some futiue date.

LIST OF APPLES, PEARS AND PLUMS.

No. 1.—PTEiMiD Apples (on Pakadise), Three and
FouK Years, Eeoentlt Transplanted.

No. -Espalier Pears on Quince Stock, FotrR or
Five Tier.

2 ,\lUn!^on Pippin
2 Amile Elizabeth
1 Beauty of P.ath

2 Brainley's Seedling
4 Cox's Orange Pippin
2 Charles lloss

2 Langlcy Pippin
1 Newton Wonder
1 Honblon
2 Wealthy
2 PeJisgood's Nonsuch
2 Coronation

No. 2.—SiNOiE Cordon Apples <on Paradise).

2 Adam's Pearmain
2 Allington Pippin
2 Annie Elizabeth
2 Beauty of B.ath

2 Bow Hill Pippin
2 Court peudu Plat
4 Duchess of Gloucester
2 Early lUvers
4 Cox's Orange Pippin

2 James Grieve

4 Langley Pippin
2 Mother (.\meriean)
2 Peasgood's Nonsuch
2 Ribstou Pippin
2 Kivcrs' Early Peach
1 Koyal Snow
1 King of the Pippins
2 Charles lloss

4 Gravcnstein
4 Coronation

No. 3.. -Espalier Apples (on Paradisej.^if possiplb

Four-tier Trees.

2 Blenheim Orange
4 Annie Elizabeth

2 Beauty of Bath
1 Gascoyne's Scarlet

1 Paroquet
1 Edward VII.
1 Lady Sudeley
1 Gladstone

No. 4.

—

Pyramid Pears on Quince Stock, if possible

AT LEAST Four Year Old Fruiting Trees.

1 Nc^vton Wonder
1 Peasgood's Nonsuch
1 Ribston Pippin s
3 Cox's Orange Pippin
1 Brownlee's Russet
1 Worceater Pearmain
1 Charles Ross

2 Beurr6 Superfin
2 Pltm ston Duchess
2 Louise Bonne de Jersey
2 Marie Louise
3 Doyenne du Cornice
2 Conference

2 Marguerite Marillat
1 Clapp's EavoTuite
1 Souvenir du Congr^s
1 W'illiam's Bon Chr6tien
2 Santa Claus
2 President Roosevelt

No. 5.

—

Extra Large Single Cordon Pears on Quince
Stock.

4 Doycnnt du Cornice 2 Pitmaston Duchess
2 Eeurr^ Diel

No. 6.

—

Single Cordon Pears on Quince Stock.

2 Baronne de Mello
2 Beuir6 Baohelier
2 Beurr6 Bosc
2 Beurr6 d*.\manlis
4 Beurr6 Superliu
2 Brockworth I'ark
4 Charles Ernest
4 Conference

2 Conseilleur de la Cour
2 Doyenn6 d'Aleni^on
2 Doyenn6 du Cornice
2 DuTOndeau
2 Emile d'Heyst
2 Fortuity
4 Jlarguerite Marillat
2 Souvenir du Congres

1 Beurr6 d'Amanlis
1 Beurr^ Easter
2 Beurr6 Superfin
1 Conference
1 Conseilleur de la Cour
1 Directeur Hardy
1 DoycnnS d'Et6
1 Durondeau
1 General Todleben

1 Louise Bonne de Jersey
2 aiarie Louise
1 Pitmaston Duchess
1 Triomphe de Vienue
2 Souvenir du Congrds
1 Uvedale's St. Germain
1 Vicar of Winkfleld
1 William's Bon Chretien
2 Doyenn.; du Cornice

Pearmain. All the trees are bush grown, were
planted in 1905, and thoroughly sprayed both
before and after flowering. Strange to say,

this is the first year they have given such satis-

factory results. Edwin Beckett.

No. 8.

—

Pyramid Plums and Gages.

1 Bryanston Gage
1 Cox's Emperor
1 Grand Duke
1 Oullin's Superb
1 Jefferson
1 July Gage
1 Monarch

1 Oullin's Golden Gage
1 President
1 Primate
1 Rivers' Late Orange
1 The Czar
1 Wliite Magnum Bonum
2 Victoria

No. 9.- -SiNOLK Cordon Plums and Gaqes, Fruiting
Trees.

2 Kirke's
2 Coe'9 Golden Drop
4 Green Gage

2 Oullin's Golden Gage
2 President
4 Transparent Gage.

APPLES AT WISLEY
It was my good fortune a week or two since

to pay a visit to Wisley, and I was more than
rewarded by the many interesting subjects I

The Judas Tree in Fruit

The pretty pink bloom of the Judas Tree, coming
before the leaves, is one of the joys of May. This
year it has formed a quantity of seed-pods, wliich

turn a ruddy colour where they meet the sun, and
as they hang in bunches and each pod is about

3 inches long, they are conspicuous as coloured

objects from some distance. So many kinds of

flowers are produced from the axils of leaves or

from the points of shoots that it is always surprising

in the Judas Tree to find the flowers coming in

bunches out of the hard wood, and even pushing

out here and there from the bark of tlie main trunk.

The smooth, roundish leaves, heart-shaped at the

stalk end, are of a curiously even colour of a rather

dull, heavy quality, and so flat that they present

no eft'ects of light and shade. G. J.

FRUITS OF THE JUDAS TREE (CERCIS SILIQUASTRUM).

saw ; but the Apple crop alone was worth a
long journey to see. I have never before in my
experience seen anything in the way of Apple
culture more satisfactory, and in a season when
this crop is more or less a failure in most parts of

the country, the results are all the more surprising.

The- large number of trees under cultivation con-

sists of very many varieties, ^s might be expected.

Not one had failed to crop, and the great majority

were heavily laden with large, richly coloured

fruits -of superb quality. Among the best were
Worcester Pearmain, Lane's Prince Albert, Blue
Pearmain (very fine), Margil (grand), Summer
Golden Pippin, Lord Hindlip, Loddington, Ross'

Nonpareil, Ecklinville Seedling, Striped Beaufin,

Lord Burghley, Wealthy, Charles Ross (unusually

fine), Newton Wonder, Devonshire Quarrenden,
Duke of Devonshire, King of the Pippins, Potts'

Seedling, Yellow Ingestre, Foster's Seedling,

Livermere Favourite, Queen Caroline, Golden
Reinette, Old Nonpareil, Prince Edward, Glad-
stone, Langley Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Holland-
bury, Stirling Castle, Belle de Boskoop and Scarlet

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Keep the houses
freely ventilated night and day and go over the
trees, removing every shoot that is not absolutely
required, so that both air and light may reach
every part of theleav sand growth remaining. Take
great care not to damage either leaf or bud of the
fruiting shoots required for next season's crop
when thinning is being done. After the whole
of the trees have been thinned, give the heads an
occasional s>Tinging, especially if there is any
trace of red spider, and supply water to the root's

if the borders are in need of moisture. Do not
omit to include Peach Dymond should there be
room for one or two varieties. With me, both
indoors and outside, I have no better variety.

Melons.—Where late crops are ripening, fire-

heat is most essential now that the nights are
getting chilly ; otherwise the fruitswilllackflavour.
Do not overwater the roots ; rather keep them
on the dry side, regulating this according to the
depth of soil in which they are growing. Keep
the night temperature at 70° if possible, and close
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the house very early iu bright weather so that
the temperature may rise to 85'^.

Cucumbers.—Keep the foliage well thinned
and stop laterals at every three joints. Cut the
fruits when quite young ; otherwise the flesh and
flavour will be very unsatisfactory. Do not over-
water now that the season is near the end, as

much less fresh robust growth and roots will be
made from now onwards.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Harvesting Fruits.—The gathering of fruits,

both of Apples and Pears, will now claim every
attention. See that the store-room is perfectly
clean, sweet and well ventilated. Gather the
iruits when perfectly dry, being careful not to
bruise them. All fruits should part readily
from the trees when bending them in an upward
direction, and the kernels should have a brown
appearance. Gather at intervals as the fruits

become fit, but allow verylate varieties to hangtill
the last, and keep fallen, specked, and small fruits

separately for immediate consumption. Bramley's
Seedling, Newton Wonder and Chelmsford Wonder
are cropping very heavily here, but good dessert

kinds are very scarce.

Morello Cherries.—As soon as time will allow
we shall proceed with the pruning and regulating
of these and other fruit trees growing on a north
aspect, so that much of this may be done before
the cold weather sets in. Examine the ties, re-

moving and making good any which may be too
tight. Thin the branches where they are too thick,

and make secure plenty of young, healthy shoots
at intervals all over the trees, as it is from this

wood the Cherries are produced the following year.

After the trees have been finished, give a good
syringing with diluted soapsuds or some kind of

insecticide, and give the roots a dressing of lime
or a top-dressing with good loam and brick mortar,
first removing a portion of the old top soil.

The Kitchen Garden.

Endive.—Tie up the best -developed plants in

suflicient quantity to meet the demand. The
leaves should be perfectly dry. Guard against
early frost, the tender inner leaves being very
readily injured by a few degrees. Do not tie

them too tightly ; merely gather up the leaves
and secure them with bast. Good-sized plants
may be lifted carefully and transplanted in cold
frames or close to the foot of south walls, where,
with a little protection in frosty weather, they
will keep good for several weeks. The Batavian
is the most adaptable for this purpose.

Potatoes.—Continue with the lifting and storing
of all matured tubers. At present we find scarcely
a diseased Potato. King Edward on our soil

succeeds admirably for late use.

Celery.—Take advantage whenever the leaves
are dry to earth up, doing this at intervals tUl
finally banked up for the winter. Solid White,
Superb Pink, Aldenham Pink, A r, Leicester
Red and Major Clark are all good varieties.

Globe Artichokes.—Cut the latest heads and
lay them in a cool, damp position for use as re-

quired, and, if not done, cut down all old stalks,

remove most of the old lower leaves, and give a
good mulch of rotted manure, over which place
a more strawy material as a protection during the
coming winter.

Cabbage.—Run the hoe between the rows in
fine weather, also make up any deficiency before
too late. "H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park. Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—No time should now be lost in
lifting the remainder of the crop. If disease is

present in any measure, pick out all tubers seen to
be affected and use them as food for pigs or poultry.
As already directed, do not place soil on the ridge
of the pit until sweating has taken place. Sort
out the second size for seed, audstorein thin layers
in a cool, airy but frost-proof building.

Harvesting Roots.—Beet and Carrots shoiild be
carefully lifted, denuded of the foliage, and stored
in bulk in a sunken vegetable store, or in a pit
in the same way as Potatoes. Sunroofs (Jerusalem
Artichokes), Parsnips and Salsify are better lifted
as required.

Celery.—Give the main crop a final earthing-up
when the ground is in good working condition

;

bring the ridges to a sharp point, and make thesides
of them smooth with the back of the spade
so as to throw off the heavy rains.

Lettuce.—Summer varieties should furnish
supplies till the end of the month if protected
from sharp frost. Winter varieties are apt to be
attacked by slugs, and will be more secure if some
coal-ashes are scattered over the surface of the
ground among the crop.

Mustard and Cress nmst now be raised under
glass. The White Mustard is preferable to the
Brown, being rather more vigorous.

Manuring.—Advantage should be taken of dry
weather to wheel manure on to quarters which are
intended to be dug or trenched soon. Spread
the manure promptly.

The Flower Garden.

Montbretias should now be lifted and stored
for the winter. The general practice is to arrange
the cormsin boxes, either exposed or lightly covered
with sand or sandy, dry soil. Here, however,
with a heavy soil, we find the best results
are obtained by potting up the requisite number
of corms in 6-inch pots, four or five corms to a pot,
using a light, rich soil in a fairly rough state. The
pots are wintered in a cold frame protected from
frost, and no water supplied during the winter.
In April the clumps are planted out rS inches
apart

.

Annuals have now gone out of bloom, and should
be cleared away and the beds or borders freed of

weeds. A note should be made of those which
have given most satisfaction. Among tall half-

hardy of annuals we find the Stock-flowered
Larkspiu's and Lavatera Loveliness unequalled.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—Vines that ripened their fruit

in early summer wiU now have become defoliated

and should be pruned. Prune with a sharp knife
in preference to the handy secateurs ; cut back
till within two buds of the base.

Early Peach-House.—The trees should bi
pruned as soon as the foliage is shed ; early pruning
makes starting easier in the spring. Cut back the
shoots which have borne the fruits this seasoa, cut-
ting close to the succession shoot, and cut away the
point of each succession shoot, always cuttingback to
a point immediately in front of a wood-bud, easily
distingi ishable from the plump, roundish fruit-bud
being more elongated.

Strawberries.—See that the pots are finally
freed of weeds for the season. Little water will
be required in the meantime, but make sure that
the plants do not suffer from lack of it.

Plants Under Glass.

Potting Materials.—A stock of these should
be secured and got under cover without delay.
Loam is the chief item, and turves from an eld
pasture, cut from 2 in.hes to 3 inches thick, should
be secured, if possible ; these may be stacked so as
to throw off the rains. Leaf-mould is also valuable
for many purposes. Oak leaves are the best,
and Beech leaves second best. Horse and cow
manure are also valuable, and a supply of clean
sea. river or pit sand should always be at hand.

Saving Fuel.—The subject becomes more and
more urgent. Stocks of all readily propagated
plants should be reduced to a minimum, and the
remainder accommodated, so far as possible, in
fruit-houses, turning off the heat wherever possible.
Reduce the temperatures to the minimum and
water sparingly. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-X
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

CAMPANULAS and their kin are so

numerous and multiform that one

should be chary of commending any
species merely because of its novelty.

1 know neither how to distinguish the

genus Adenophora from Campanula, nor to what

country we owe thanks for sendmg us Adenophora
megalantha ; but the experience of four summers
enables me to pronounce that Bell-flower a treasure.

Flowering in July, it carries bells of clear blue in

racemes of four to six on st-ms 12 inches to

18 inches high, so stiff as to require no support.

It groups dmirably with the sulphur-coloured

Roscoea which Messrs. Bees send out under the

title of August Beauty. This Roscoea closely

resembles R. cautlioidcs, which flowers six weeks

earlier, but is a few inches taller.

I have been spending siiltry afternoon in ex-

amining the fructific tion df the common Foxglove,

which, unless kept in control, would soon take

exclusive possession of our borders, the soil being

naturally without lime. I took a fine stem of

the whit" variety 7 feet 5 inches high, ascer-

tained that it had borne r30 blossoms and that

there were about Soo seeds in each capsule, making

a total of, say, 104,000 seeds in the whole spike.

This is far short of 186,000—the number which

Darwin found in a single spike of Orchis mascula.

He calculated that if all of them germinated and
throve, three generations of the posterity of a

single spike would suffice to clothe the entire sur-

face of the globe with their verdure. The seeds

of Foxglove are extremely small, but they ret in

their vitality for an indefinite number of years, as

may be seen when a woodland is cleared and the

ground immediately becomes covered \vith hordes

of Foxglove.

The white variety aforesaid is no unworthy
companion to the choicest hardy exotics ; but the

typical red form should be kept severely in check

wthin the garden, because, fine though the effect

be from troops of it in the woods or scattered in

groups on a rough hillside, the dull crimson beUs

give the borders a weedy appearance. Some dis-

appointment has been the experience of those who
have tried to naturalise Foxgloves on chalk or

limestone, for which they have as strong repug-

nance as Rhododendrons.

The yellow Foxglove (Digitalis ambigua) is a

true perennial, not grown so often as it deserves.

Natural hybrids between that species and our

native biennial Foxglove spring up ia the borders

here and bear flowers of charmmg shades of

flushed apricot. These hybrids sometimes form
capsules of promising plumpness, but I have
never found fertile seed in them.

The August -flowering Allium descendens deserves

honourable mention in a genus containing

many species unworthy of a place among choice

plants. Slender, wiry stems, pliant, but stiff

enough to carry without flinching through storm

and shine the deep crimson flowers, rise to a height

of 3 feet. The foliage withers before the flowers

open, leaving-the bare stems like giant hatpins stuck

in the ground. Not an lUuring simile, perhaps,

but the plant is both quaint and ornamental,

greatly beloved by bumble-bees, which go to sleep

on the globes, gently waving in the breeze. I found

the plant many years ago in an old Scottish garden,

and liave never seen it elsewhere. Nor can I find

anything about it, either in the Kew Hand List or

any book on garden flowers. Will some reader

kindly enlighten me ?

I cannot detect any botanical distinction between

the two forms of Mountain Avens—Dryas octo-

petala and D. lanata—except that the latter carries

a few scattered red hairs among the white tomen-

tum on the back of the midribs ; but there is

considerable difference in their horticultural

merit. There are good plants of cich here, grow-

ing near each other on a retaining wall. D. octo-

petala opened its first bloom on May 4 and is
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long since out of flower ; whereas D. lanata,

beginning on May 28, is still (September 16)

attractive with scattered white, gold-centred

blossoms.

I do not happen to have seen elsewhere any use

made of the Swiss Wood Gentian (G. asclepiadea)

for naturalising in British woods. More's the pity,

for, beautiful as it is in the flower border, it is still

more so in the wild, where it may be grown" in

hundreds from seed scattered in any fairly moist

places. Effect is perhaps more quickly to be

secured by sowing the seed in lines in a border
;

but the plants must be moved before they have

time to send forth the prodigiously long and tough

roots with which they dive into Mother Earth,

md which make trinsplanting uncertain after the

second year s growth. This Gentian has the merit

of a long flowering season ; not that individual

plants remain specially long in bloom, but some

are much later than others. Thus, this year I ha\'e

the first flower noted on July 17, and there are still,

in mid-September, plenty of arching spires in the

woods, both blue and white. They associate there

delightfully with dift'erent varieties of Montbretia

and with Antholyza paniculata, ill of these being

distasteful to rabbits and well able to take care of

themselves.

In the good days before the war, hybrid Gladioli

were sedulously lifted and stored after flowering
;

but that practice, and many others, came to an end

when the drums sounded the point of war. The
bulbs, therefore (or should I call them corms ?),

have remained in the ground through the two

severest winters in the last quarter of a century
;

yet those that have escaped mice and voles have

sent up as fine spikes as ever they did when they

were deliberately coddled. This is somewhat

of a surprise, seeing that last winter we twice had

over twenty degrees of frost. They did not even

receive a top-dressing to protect them, to which

they are well entitled, for Gladioli are shallow-

rooting things. Of the species of Gladiolus,

G. tristis succumbed to cold, to our loss, for,

despite its specific name, it is a cheerful little

herb.

Only now are we becoming aware of some of the

lowlier plants that have disappeared owing to the

unusual cold. A very bright and favourite form

of Mimulus cardinalis, that used to sow itself pro-

fusely through the borders, has gone ; so have the

graceful Acantholimon venustum and the fine

purple Verbena venosa ; while of Anomatheca

omenta but a single brace of flower-spikes came to

mark the waning of summer. On the other hand,

autumn-flowering shrubs were never more profuse

of bloom—Fuchsia for crimson, shrubby Hypericum

for gold, Buddleia for purple (to the delight

of countless Red Admiral and Tortoiseshell

butterflies), and, as for w^hite, I am in the

aimual condition of hesitancy as to which is

the more perfect—Eucryphia pinnatifolia or E.

cordifolia.

Mr. T. Hay invites a note upon variable colour

in Meconopsis latif olia. We have good opportunity

of st.udying tliis fine Poppywort here, for self-sown

seedlings spring up in all sorts of places. None, as

yet, has shown any tendency to purple or slate

colour ; but a considerable number produce white

blooms and shades between white and sky-blue.

These I reckon less desirable than the type ; but

there is one variety in which the colouring is ex-

tremely delicate, the petals being white tinged with

blue, the filaments violet and the anthers golden.

M. puniceus flowered here this year. I was glad

to see it as a rarity, having no idea how it found

its way into our border ; but, truth to tell, fine as it

may appear among its native rocks, for sheer come-

liness it cannot compare with many forms of

Shirley Poppy, and its flame is almost dim beside

Papaver umbrosum.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Aster Robinson, V.C.—A Novi-Belgi form of

the Beauty of Colwall type, the flcrn'or-heads larger

and more fully double than it, and coloured an
intense violet with perhaps a suspicion of mauve.
From Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham.

Cattleya King Victor (C. Rhoda x c. Octave
Doin).—The sepals and petals are of rich reddish

purple and of wide expanse, the purplish crimson
lip being beautifully fringed. Shown by Messrs,

Flory and Black, Slough.

Apple James Lawson.—A new-comer among
midseason dessert Apples, destined, we believe,

to take high rank with the best, if not, indeed, to

occupy a pedestal of its o\vn in the not distant

future. Having been showTi before the fruit

committee in the gathered state and inspected as

growing by a special sub-committee, it has been
pronounced one of the best new varieties seen for

many years. The result of a cross between
Cellmi Pippin and Gravenstein, it embodies the

best attributes of both, though most richly en-

dowed, we think, with the latter's flavour. Of
medium size and highly colom-ed on the sunny side,

it is goodly to look upon, apart from the rich

aroma which renders it exceedingly tempting.

In fine, it is high class in every way. It was raised

by Mr, James Lawson, nianager of Messrs, Cannell

and Sons, Eynsford, by whom it was shown.

The-e were shown before the Royal Horticultural

Society on September 24.

The foregoing novelties, having been adjudi-
cated upon by a joint committee of the Royal
Horticultm-al Society and the National Dahlia
Society on September 24, carry the award of

merit of the former and the first-class certificate

of the latter.

NEW DAHLIAS.
Sussex Star,—A semi-double " Star " variety

with a leaning to the Cosmea-flowered set. A
feature of it is the great length of its wiry, rigid

stems. The colour is rose pink, with pale yellow

base to the florets. Shown by Messrs. J. Cheal

and Sons, Crawley.

Sydney Jones (Cactus).—The florets are long

and finely incurved, their colour mauve, with

yellow base.

Lodestar (Decorative).—A yellow self of a

particularly soft and pleasing tone. These were

from Messrs. J.- Stredwick and Sons, St. Leonards.

Sunray (Decorative).—Of salmon and yellow

colouring ; a very beautiful combination.

Hero (Decorative).—Maroon velvet self with

fine self-supporting stem.

Babrie (Collerette).-—^The florets are coloured

orange scarlet, the collar golden.

Lynae (Collerette).—Bright orange-shaded scarlet,

and bright yellow collar. These were from Mr.

J. T. West, Brentwood.

Aladdin (Decorative).—A variety of fine pre-

sence and of orange scarlet colour.

Dragoon (Decorative).—^A very handsome maroon
crimson self.

Medusa (Decorative).—Soft bufl with light

yellow base ; a very pretty combination.

White Tip (Single).—A shapely flower, the

florets crimson, heavily tipped with white.

Eclipse (Collerette).—This is of rich crimson,

bordered with gold, and golden-coloured collar.

These five novelties were shown by Messrs. Burrell

and Co., Cambridge.

Sonata (Semi-double Paony- flowered). — The
colour is deep old rose of a rather intense shade.

Star of Jersey (Collerette).—Old rose, shaded

scarlet, with scarlet and white collar.

Saxon (CoUerette).—A neatly formed variety,

the colour light orange scarlet over yellow, and

yellow collar. These were from Mr. J. A. Jarrett,

Anerley, S.E.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
SCAB ON POTATOES (H. B. H.).—'The scab on the

Potato i3 the common brown scab, a trouble that is

practically liarmless so far as the keeping, cooking and
cropping qualities of the Potato go. It may be checked
to some extent by steeping the Potatoes intended for seed,
before they sprout, for two hours in a solution of 1 part
of foi malin to 200 parts of water.

THE CHINESE YAM (£ourncmoiiC/().—This plant
(Bioscorea Batatas) grows quite well in the British Istes,

^but it cannot have any future as a vegetable here. It
requires very deep ground, and there are difficulties

attending its cuJtivation. Crops such as Potatoes.
Parsnips, Swedes, Carrots, &c., are infinitely superior.
The crossing and grafting with the Potato are impossible,
for not only do the Yam and Potato belong to different
Natural Orders, but one is a monocotyledon and the
other a dicotyledon.

SHALLOTS ROTTING OFF AND MARROWS REFUSING
TO GROW (Torguajf).—An attack of the Onion maggot
is tlie cause of the Shallots rotting off. The beds should
be watched, and as soon as a plant is found flagging and
in distress it should be pulled up, when a whole nest of
these pests will usually be found under it. These should
be destroyed to prevent their further spreading. The
reason why the young Marrows refuse to grow may be due
to several causes. If the plants are swelling and carrying
a heavy crop, they have not the strength to do more at
that time, therefore any young fruits which may form
will die from the want of support. A check to growth
from under or over watering will weaken the plants for

the time being and produce the same effect. When plants
are so weakened, the best thing to do is to cut off any
fruits there may be on the plants, in order to give the
latter a chance to improve in strength and to form new
shoots. These new shoots will produce more fruits in due
time.

FRUIT GARDEN.
GOOSEBERRIES DEFOLIATED BY SAWFLY CATER-

PILLAR (L. B.-W.).—We doubt very much whether
the treatment suggested would be of the least service.

Better spray next year with Katakilla or a soft soap
nicotine wash as soon as the caterpillars appear, whilg
they are still very small.

PRESERVING FRUITS OF JAPANESE QUINCE
(A. B. P.).—The fruits of Cydonia (Pjtus) japonica can
be made into jelly in the following manner : "Wipe the
fruits with a dry cloth, quarter them and remove the seeds.

Place the fruit in a preserving pan and cover with water.
Boil gently until the fruit is soft, then strain through a
hair sieve. To each pint of the strained liquid add a
pound of sugar, then boil until the jelly sets. Place in

containers in the ordinary way.

AN UNPRUNED FIG TREE (C. T. P.).—As soon as
the fruit is ripe and gathered, cut out to their base the
branches which have borne the fruit ; then select as many
shoots of this year's growth as will be necessary to furnish

the tree all over at. say, distances of 9 inches apart.
This will be quite close enough for the shoots of this

year's growth to be together. (These are the shoots
which wilt bear fruit next year.) Alt shoots in excess

of this should be cut back to their base. The shoots

to cut back should be the weakest.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ASTERS DISEASED {A. F.).—Your Asters are attacked

by what is often termed the " black leg disease." It

is of fungoid origin and exceedingly difficult to eradicate.

All that you can now do is to pull up the whole of the
plants that are attacked and burn them at once. The
fungus perpetuates itself by spores, which lie in the ground
during the winter and wake into acti\ity ^^ith the return

of spring. When the ground is cleared you should give

it a good dressing of quicklime, which must be dug in.

Finally, it will be too great a risk to plant Asters in the
same "ground next year. Should you see any signs of

the disease next season, directly the first plant is affected

it must be pulled up and burnt. Then the whole of the
plants should be sprayed with a solution of potassium
sulphide, known popularly as liver of sulphur. One ounce
of the potassium should be dissolved in a quart of hot
water, and then be made up to 2i gallons with cold water.

Well stirred, it is then ready to be applied.

FLOWER BORDER (M. S. D.-B.).—lt is not quite

clear from your letter whether you wish to transform the

present mixed or almost annual border into a perennial

one, or whether you wish to combine the two in the one
arrangement. To your Flag Iris enquiry we can only
say these plants are sun-lovers, not long to be contented
in shady places. They may do for a time, the length

of which would depend upon the density of the shade
and other things. A like answer also applies to the

Michaelmas Daisies, which in such a position would be
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almost sure to become clrawii and flower poorly. Generally,
the aiitumu-flowering liLTbaceoUs plants prefer open
places, and should have them to do them justice. For
the shaded end. provided room admits, a grouping of

Barabusa Metake, fronted by Kniphofia aloides, would
look well, and, again in their front, tlie Irises might do
fairly well. You do not say the width of the border or
what causes the shade, matters which would have assisted

us to a more useful reply. The roots of certain trees, e.g..

Elms, extend to a great distance laterally, aud, being
among the worst soil robbers, few plants succeed near
them. What would be suitable for tlic wall would, to

some extent, depend upon its height,

CULTURE OF AMARYLLIS BELLADONNA {M. K.).—
The time to replant bulbs of Amaryllis Belladonna is

in the summer as soon as they are quite dormant. The
soil must be well drained and of a good loamy natxure,

with the addition of some well-decayed manure. If the
soil is of a heavy character, a mixture of sand will be
an advantage. The ground should be thoroughly dug
two spits deep. In planting, the bulbs must be put at.

such a depth that there is 4 inches to 5 inches of soil above
the apex. In the case of lifting and replanting,

the bulbs sliould not be left out of the ground longer

than is absolutely necessary. If in good condition, a
number of living roots will be attached to each bulb,

and these should, if possible, be preserved from injury.

Such a position as that mentioned by you will be very
suitable for the Belladonna Lily, as it is greatly benefited

by the reflected heat experienced during the summer and.
indeed, at other times. One thing to remember is that,

like many other bulbous plants, this Amaryllis resents

being disturbed at the roots, so that as a rule it takes

two or tlu-ce seasons in order to become thoroughly
established. After this, if favourably situated, it will

improve year after year. When once the roots have
taken possession of the border, an occasional watering
with liquid manure will be beneficial.

SOCIETIES

TREES AND SHRUBS.
SELECTION OF TREES AND SHRUBS (TF. B.).—

The foIlo^\'illg ornamental trees and shrubs are likely to
suit your purpose : Trees.—Laburnum Watereriana,
lieight 15 £eet to 20 teet, spread up to 10 feet or 12 feet

;

' Pninus serrulata var. James H. Veitch, height 15 feet

to 20 teet, spread 15 feet ; Pyrus .\ria, height 20 feet to

30 feet, spread 15 feet to 20 feet ; Prunus Avium flore

pleno, height 30 feet, spread 20 feet ; Cratregus coccinoa,

height 15 feet, spread 12 feet ; and C. CarriSroi, about
the same as the last named. All these may grow taller

and wider, but can be kept within bounds by a little

pnming. Shrubs.—Forsythia suspensa, height 5 feet

to 8 feet, spread 3 feet to 4 feet ; Spir.-ea arguta. height

3 feet, spread 4 feet ; Eibes sanguineum var. splendens,

height 4 feft, spread 5 feet ; Cytisus albus, C. prsecox

and C. scoparius Andreanus, iieight 4 feet, spread 4 feet

to 5 feet ; Viburnum toraentosum var. plicatum, 5 feet

by 4 feet ; Dicrvilla Abel Carri^rc, 5 feet by 4 feet ; D.
Eva Eathke, 3 feet by 3 feet ; Cotoneaster rotundifolia,

3 feet by 4 feet ; Spirjea Anthony Watercr. 2 feet by
2 feet ; S. Aitchisonii, 6 feet by feet ; and Escallonia
philippiana, 3 feet by 3 feet. Two good climbers are

Jasmiuum nudiflorum and Wistaria chincnsis.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF PLANT.—IF. il/.—Solanum cornutum, a

native of Mexico.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—£. V. £.—The Apples were
all of a jumble, all labels mixed up and quite hopeless.

Kindly send again, and pack each fruit in paper in

a box. Ji. N.—Crab Apple John Downie. J , L.—
Crab ,\ppleB : 3. Victoria ; 8, Transcendent ; 10, John
Do^^^lie. TT. R. B.—Apples : 1, Smart's King Arthur ;

6, Gmvenstein. Ardtara.—1, Twenty Ounce; 2, Bis-

marck : 3, Potts' Seedling; 4, Five Crown Pippin.

N. 0. W.—Ribston Pippin. It is one of the finest dessert

varieties. In season from November to March.

Lieutenant C. Ralph Curtis, only son of Mr.

and Mrs. Charles H. Curtis, has been wounded in

the recent fighting. After being wounded he was

bhjwn some distance by the explosion of a shell,

and immediately afterwards buried under the soil

displaced by another shell. He is in hospital at

Brighton and making good progress.

Mr. Thomas Lewis.—We understand that Mr.

Thomas Lewis is terminating his long connection

with Messrs. Waterer of Bagshot, and starting

business on his own account as a landscape

gardener. We OTsh Mr. Lewis every success in

his new venttu'e. His address is : Ashburton

\'illa, Hanwell, London, W.

Potato Competition.—All amateur users of

Bordorite for spraying who have good specimens

of Potatoes are advised to send the three best

to the Judge Potato Competition, care of Messrs.

Walter Voss and Co., Limited, MiUwall, E.14,

during the week ending October 5. Coupons

should be enclosed from Bordorite packages,

or allotment holders need only get their secretary

to certify. The prizes amount to £50 (£25, £ro,

£5, and cash consolation prizes). All entries will,

after judging, be sent to war hospitals.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The fortnightly meeting held on September 24

was also the date set apart for the holding of the

annual show of vegetables, the twain being respon-

sible for an exhibition of the overflow order, in which

the vegetable productions of the garden held high

festival and were accorded the prominence they

deserved. In the circumstances we think it but

right to grant them a like prominence in our report

;

hence for the nonce we are giving a briefer account

than usual of the miscellaneous exhibits shown.

The best of these were the Roses, Dahlias and
hardy plants, of which last the Delphinitmis made
a particularly good display. Orchids were not

in strong force, one novelty gaining an award of

merit. Similar awards were granted to a new
Michaelmas Daisy and to the new dessert Apple

James Lawson. For a description of these see

" New and Rare Plants." Fifteen new Dahlias

also gained recognition.

Hardy Plants.

Prominent in this section was a table of Delphiniums
from Mr. W. Wells, jun., Merstham, the collection in-
cluding Mrs IT. Kaye, Itev. E. Lascelles, Capri, Alake and
others. Senecio pulcher and A.stcr Amellus King George
were also notable.

In Mr. G. Keuthe's group choice Nerines were noted,
also Kirengeshoma palmata. an interesting sub-slu-ub with
pendent, goideqfc yellow, tubular flowers of remarkable
substance. Khododendron iepidotum, the wliite Tricus-
pidaria depeudens, Geotiana sino-ornata and Colchicum
speciosura album were other things of note.
A vase of Polygonum campanulatum, with clear pink

tresses, was shown by air. C. Scrase-Dickins, Borsliam.
Messrs. J. Clical and Sons, Crawley, contributed freely

of all sections of Dahlias, sing'e, Collerette and Cactus
being particularly fine ; also cut shrubs showing eat-ly

leaf beauty.
Mr. L. K. llussell contributed a big collection of Tree

Ivies.

KOSES.

The exJiibit of these from Mr. Elislia J. Hicks, Twyford,
gained a silver-gilt Banksian medal, Mrs. Herbert Stevens,
Ophelia, lied Letter Day, Charles E. Shea, Princess Mary,
Lady Hillingdon and others being in perfection, greali
stands of each a yard high being shown.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton showed Pax, Moonlight and

Danae very well, the fine clusters demonstrating great
freedom.

Gkeenhouse Plants.

Of these the Ferns from Messrs. H. B. May and Sons,
Edmonton, played an important part, the plumose
Nephrolepis being very good. 2^. Scottii as a room Fern
is invaluable. Shrubijy Veronicas and Salvias were well
displayed.

In the Orchid group from Messrs. Armstrong aud Brown.
Tuubridge Wells, Cattleya Harrisoni^ Stanlcyi was of
chaste purity and beauty. C. Venus (of golden orange and
crimson colouring) aud Lselio-Cattleya Golden Wren were
others of note.

Messrs. Low's Orchid group was ricli in Cattleyas,
LEeiio-Cattleyas and Brasso-Cattleyas, the pretty Steuo-
glottis longifolia being also noted.

in that from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Ha>"ward*s
Heath, Cattleyas and Miltonias, both in much variety,
were chiefly shown, a good display resulting.

THE VEGETABLE SHOW.

A witness of the enterprifie and enthusiasm, plus the
high endeavour and determination on the -part of gar-

deners—amateur and professional alike—to show that
no effort of theirs in the production of the food products
of the earth at this time of national need shall be wanting,
was the annual exliibition of vegetables on September 24.

From every point of view—higii-class quality, keenness
and fulness in the competitive classes, and quantity'

—

the exliibition was a notable one—one, in the circum-
stances, which promoters and contributors alike might
view with justifiable pride, and the communityat large

with not a little satisfaction. Than such demonstrative
exhibitions as that now under review none are more
praiseworthy, though, while we tender our thanks to the
Royal Horticultural Society and its great following of

gardeners for what has been done, we could but wish
that the society—the great central hub of horticulture in

this country—would go a step further and, by inaugm-ating
like cxliibitions in some of the more important provincial

centres, so use its uudotibted iniluenee for the promotion
of increased vegetable supplies at this time that tlie whole
countryside would be moved in one united action for the
common good. That there is room and need for such
work and influence few will deny ; while if ever the time
was ripe for action, that time is now. Following are

some details of tlic show :

Competitive Exhjbits.

In Class 1, for which the first prize is the Sutton Challenge

Cup and £5 in cash, twelve distinct kinds of vegetables

were asked for, the joint awards going to W. H. Myers,
Esq., Swanmore Park, Hants (gardener, Jlr. 6. Ellwood),

for an admirable set, in which .\ilsa Craig Onions, Glad-
stone Peas, Sutton's Perfection Tomato. Superb Pink
Celery and Best of All Runner Beans were among the
chief dishes. Everything was high class, the staging
admirable. The Duke of Wellington, Mortimer, Beiiis
(gardener, Mr. E. Matthews), was a good second.

For nine distinct kinds (first prize the Gordon-Lennox
Challenge Cup and £4 in cash) Sirs. Jenner, Wenvoe
Castle, near Cardiff (gardener, Mr. H. Wheeler), took
first honours, lier best examples being Gladstone Peas,
Premier Onions (fine, shapely btllba). Exhibition Runner
Beans and Brussels Sprouts. E. Palmer, Esq., Sherfleld-
on-Loddon, near Basingstoke (gardener, Mr. H. E. Wallis),
was second, Gladstone Pers being particularly fine.

Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon. took the first prize for six

kinds, showing admirable Ailsa Craig Onions, Comet
Tom.atoes, The Factor Potatoes and St. Valerie
Carrot. Mr. J. S. Kelly, Claremont, was second, six
competing.
The Pot.ato classes, as befit tlie times, were finely

contested, the all but flawless exhibits demonstrating
judgment and discernment on the e.xliibitors' part. For
twelve distinct varieties, six tubers of each, G. Thorn, Esq.,
Willesborough, Kent (gardener. Mr. F. G. Hoad). was
first with a grand lot. Majestic, Prolific, Edinbm-gh Castle

White City, Tinwal Perfection, Great Scot and Up-to-Date
being some in a practically perfect lot. Mr. A. Thomas,
Kingsworth, Ashford, was a capital second.
For a collection of six varieties the above-named

leading winner was again first, staging even and perfect

examples throughout.
In the Onion class, six varieties, distinct, Mrs. Jemier,

Wenvoe Castle, near Cardiff (gardener, Mr. H. Wheeler),

showed grand Crimson Globe, Silver Globe, Premier,

Ailsa <>aig. Royal Keeper and Long Standing.
For salads, six lands, distinct, the Duke of Wellington,

Mortimer (gardener, Mr. E. Matthews), was first, W. H.
Myers, Esq., Bishop's Waltliam, being second. Beets,

Onions and Sutton's Perfection Tomatoes were staged

in each case.
Single-dish Classes.

For Runner Beans Mrs. Jenner was first in a close and
keen competition, staging Exliibition, the ample fleshy,

tender pods 13 inches to 14 inclies long ; second, W.
H. Myers, Esq., wlio had Best of All—if not quite so on
this occasion.
The Duke of Wellington, Mortimer, took first both

for French Climbing and Dwarf Beans, showing Tender
and True and Slasterpiece respectively.

For Globe Beets the Hon. Mrs. Greville, Dorking
(gardener, Mr. H. Prince), was first with Crimson Globe,

J. B. Fortescue, Esq., Maidenhead (gardener, Mr. C.

Page), being second.
For Long Beet Mrs. Jenner staged Black, taking first

easily. This exhibitor also took first for Brussels Sprouts

in both the " buttons " and " plants " classes.

In the following five classes for Cauliflowers, Celery

(White and Red), Cucumbers and Leeks, Mr. T. Jones,

Ruabon, took the lead tliroughout, demonstrating his

strength mostly, we thought, in the classes for Celery and
Leeks. For the latter the variety Champion was staged,

the exhibit the acme of perfection.

The Duke of Wellington led the way in the Parsnip

class, also in that for Vegetable Marrows, Mrs. Jenner,

Wenvoe Castle, near Cardiff (gardener. Mr. H. Wheeler),

occupying a like place of honour for Onions with splendid

specimens of Premier, and for both Long and Stump-
rooted Carrots with Scarlet Perfection and Matchless

respectively. In the latter class E. Palmer, Esq., was
second with Early Gem, and doubtless the majority of

judges—in normal times at least—would have favoured

these smaller .and much more perfect examples to those

to which the first prize was awarded. Weight of produce

was probably a deciding factor in the case. In the class

for culinary Peas the variety Gladstone was favoured,

the Duke of Wellmgton and E. Palmer, Esq., takuag

first and second respectively with it. Mrs. Jenner was
first for Tomatoes (red) witli Moneymaker, and the Duke
of Wellington first for Tomatoes (yellow) with (Jolden

Perfection.

GllOtrPS AND COLLECTIONS.—NoN-COMPETITIVE.

The outstanding feature of the meeting, and for which

a gold medal was awarded—we could have wished for

an even higher award in the case of an exhibit so entirely

unique—was the magnificent assortment of 104 dishe

from Eustace Palmer. Esq., Drayton House, Sherfield-

on-Loddon, Basingstoke (gardener, Mr. H. E. Wallis),

for which no amount of praise would be too great.

Wedded to the highest excellence were a flawlessness

and refinement we do not recall on any previous occasion ;

while these, in conjunction with the consistent uniformity

of the whole—high tribute to the discernment and intelli-

gence of the gardener-exhibitor—afforded a rare pict<ire

of combined utilitv and beauty. Obviously Mr. Wfllis

is a great vegetabie-growing expert.. We have no room

to give varieties, and where all was so good it would serve

no useful purpose. Suffice to say that everj-thing was high

class, the produce the product of, we believe, Messrs.

Sutton's seeds throughout.

Mr Herbert Chapman, Rye, contributed a group ot

new Vegetable Marrows, of the Custard class chiefly.

The Melon (a good and suggestive name for a buff-coloured

variety). Citron (of olive green tone) and Delicacy (green,

spotted and striped cream) being some of them.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, were awarded a

silver-gilt Banksian medal for some sixty dishes ot vege-

tables theproductof seeds sown on July 15 last. Includmg

all the most useful things, the exhibit constituted a»

object-lesson of some worth. ,,.,_, < „
For a collection of sixty-flve dishes of high-class produce

Messrs Webb and Sons. Stourbridge, received a sUver-

Eilt Knightian medal ; we thought it merited more than

this Coloss,al Leeks. Prizewinner and Standard Carrots,

long and stump-rooted respectively. Giant White Celery

and Autumn Giant Cauliflower were notable among many
Messrs W. Artindalcand Son, Sheflield, showed in groups

several leading varieties of Potatoes, with only great

size and coarseness, we thought, to commend them.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN

As
readers of my weekly notes are aware,

I have always strongly advocated the

systematic handling of poultry stock

V periodically. At times like these my
^original system of handling has even

more to recommend it than in pre-war. days.

To Judge Condition.—There are many who
suppose that the eye is the best judge of condition

;

but that is not so. A hen can be overfat internally

and yet deceive the eye until the animal falls ill

and succumbs. In like manner a bird may waste

gradually away until it is all skin and bone without

the-eye noticing anything wrong. In fact, the

eye, even though it is fully experienced, is more
often than not deceived until the invalid shows
symptoms of the last stages of the ailment, when
treatment cannot possibly be certain of effecting

a cure. The hand is always a safer guide to

condition than the eye, and every poultry-keeper

should fall in with my system of periodically

handling the' fowls. Of coturse, if hand and eye

go together all the time, such is wjiat I prefer.

When, however, I recommend my readers to

handle their fowls periodically, I dp not mean that

they should unduly disturb their fowls and dis-

organise the roost. Such wotild interfere with

egg-production !

Visit the Roost.—To handle a fowl there is

no need to chase the animal for half an hom:

and to place the proverbial pinch of salt on its

tail. Handling should be carried out quiftly at

night when the birds are on their perches. When
it is dark fowls readily allow themselves to be

taken up in the hands without struggling to break
loose. It does not necessarily call for a lot of

practice to judge by handling whether a bird is

thrivmg or otherwise. Where, however, the birds

have been regularly visited during the growing

stages or from the time of maturity, such experi-

ence will help the operator. There is something
" solid " in a bird that is doing well, whereas,

if anything is wTong, it soon begins to lose weight

and to " feel " light when lifted from the perch.

The breast-bone may also be taken into considera-

tion together with the quantity of flesh on either

side of the edge, and even on the latter itself.

The intestines, too, will have a tendency to

decrease in size and to take up a smaller area within

the ailing fowl. Thus one can, by feeling the

fulness or otherwise of the abdomen, help to judge

condition. •

The War Foods.—^With so much coarse rubbish

in the majority of poultry foods now available,

my plan of handling should be systematically

carried out. When digestion breaks down, death
(if it follows) is more often than not slow and
there is a general wasting away. The invalid

does not necessarily fall ill right away. Directly

the crop and gizzard go on strike and refuse to

give nourishment to the body, the bird calls upon
the surplus store of flesh and fat within the body.

This is gradually used up until the iitvalid is but

skin and bone. Then it falls sick and mopes about,

and the operator's eye picks up the bird and ear-

marks it as needing treatment. A cure then is

not often possible, for the symptoms should have
been noticed much earlier by handling. When a
person loses a number of fowls, all within the space

of twelve or twenty-four hours, he or she, if writing

to me for advice, often says that " the birds showed

no signs of ailing and must have been poisoned."

The querist is not aware that such birds may
have been really wasting away for weeks.

The Maturing Pullets.—Now is the time to

exaniine the maturing pullets and to see that all

are in a nice, reasonably heavy or " solid " con-

dition. Feed them up if many do not answer
the test, and continue the system of handling

once a month or even more regularly. I have
often handled birds whose breast-bones have been

quitejsharp enough to shave with, and on each

side of the edge there has been an absence of flesh.

Birds that have got to such a stage of emaciation

have been taken in hand promptly and gradually

pulled round. Where but half a dozen pullets

are concerned, my method of handling will mean
very little trouble, and one can with so small a lot

even memorise the rough weight of each bird

and ascertain thereby if " all is well " or otherwise.

As the hens come through the moult they, too,

can be handled, and the practice kept up regularly

throughout the winter.

Individual Invalids.—.\part from digestive

disorders there are other ailments to be looked

for, as, for instance, outbreaks of colds and roup.

The poultry-keeper who goes through his flocks

regularly while they are roosting at night will be

able to tell if any need isolation. He may not

have to wait long before a sneeze or cough reveals

the presence of a cold, and on locating the culprit

the watery eye proves the surmise to be true and
bids the owner to isolate the bird at once. An
unnoticed or neglected cold is usually the fore-

ruimer of extensive and serious outbreaks in the

poultry yard, so that my plan is a good safeguard.

It does not pay to wait for the " S.O.S." of the

invalid hen, as she may not send out this message

until it is too late to effect a cure. Rather is it

advisable to handle and examine the birds periodi-

cally and to locate and treat promptly any in-

dividual sufferer. A ring or circlet can be fixed

to the right leg of each individual needing treat-

ment if she is to remain with the flock, and she

can then be specially dieted and cared for until

well again.

Treatment Recommended.—^Where birds are

foimd to be out of condition through digestive

disorders, it is well to administer an aperient right

away through the medium of the drinking water.

They should be placed on my Glauber's salt coiffse

of treatment for a time, while feeding must be

revised. The mash should have boiled and mashed
potatoes as the basis, and coarse meals should

be withheld unless they can be passed through a

fine sieve, the finer meal only being used. IzeJ

Disinfectant Fluid should be given regularly in

the drinking water for a time. My' iron tonic

will also do good, say, just once a week. After

the birds have been fed up into condition, one can

revert to the general mash and plan of feeding

and keep a look-out for any further trouble in

this direction. The poultry-keeper cannot be

too observant just now, as when birds are allowed

to get run down in condition they are apt to go

under to all manner of ailments. The weaker

always go to the wall, so to speak.

Use ol Potatoes.—Right away the 1918

maturing and matured pullets should be fed up
into healthy laying condition. Where the poultry-

keeper has stocks of good foodstuffs available, as,

for instance, damaged Sussex groimd oats, biscuit-

meal, and the finer offals, it will not be a difficult

matter either to get birds over an outbreak of

digestive disorders or to feed them up into good
condition. The poultry-keeper, however, with

"rubbishy" and coarse meals must rely in part

upon potatoes. These should be thoroughly

washed prior to being boiled in their skins, and be

rinsed again before they are mashed up and added
to the soft food. The liquor is best thrown away.

I was never a keen advocate of boiled potatoes

for layers with better foods available, because

they tended to fatten the birds inwardly. Now
that the " war " foods are in the main far from

noiurishing, I recommend the addition of boiled

potatoes to the soft food to maintain condition

and to make the other ingredients appetising to

the birds. The owner must be the actual judge

of the quantity to use, as he will know what other

meals he has in stock. Birds that are out of sorts

can have an exclusive potato mash that has been

dried off with any finer meal.

Protection from Elements.—This autumn and
winter, too, the poultry-keeper must take every

step to protect the fowls from the bitter elements.

Such will considerably help matters, since good

housing and management must go hand in hand
with " war-time " food, bad as the latter is.

As the originator of the " controlment " system

in winter for the layers, readers of The Garden
will well know what I mean by protecting the

birds from the unfavourable elements. Exposure
by day or night puts a strain on a fowl's system

which in return calls for e.xtra food (and of a

nourishing kind) to replace the lost energy. With
foodstuffs short and for the most part lacking in

nourishment, such is far from desirable. Every
poultry-keeper should keep a keen eye on the

weathercock. Free range should be allowed on

fine days only, and in inclement weather the

layers should be confined, full use being then

made of roomy, dry, light, well-ventilated and
deeply littered structures. And every grain fed

should be scratched for, being well raked into the

litter.

Eye on Ventilation.—^With the changeable

weather we are experiencing the owner must be

careful to ward off autumn chills. The occasional

use of Izal in the drmking water or in the water

used for the mash will help matters. On cold

nights the shutters must be closed early, and the

ingoing and outgoing air should be carefully con-

trolled. The house must be neither too cold nor

too close and stuffy at night, while the birds

should not be out too early or too late for the wet

grass to affect them. The morning meal should

be given as early as possible, and the evening feed

should be ample to see the birds through the long

night. The poultry-keeper must do the " think-

ing " for Biddy all the time, and liis reward will

be in the nature of maximum egg yield. And
the latter, after all, is our objective, so that pro-

gressive methods are never wasted. There can

be no set plan for ventilation and controlment,

since the owner must study his individual environ-

ment. One poultry-keeper will have his birds by
necessity located on a very exposed site,

whereas the opposite will be the case with his

ueigbhoiu:.

ADVICE 01<! POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.z
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F|ROM
the result of the Sunflower Com-

petition, announced on page 387, it will

be seen that all the winning heads of

seed were grown South of the Thames.

There were, however, some very fine

seed-heads sent in from Ireland, Bedfordshire

and Nottingham, while others were received from

as far north as Northumberland. September was

not an ideal month for ripening the seed,

but, for all that, the results in Sunflower growing

are, speaking generally, very encouraging. We
would, however, hesitate to recommend extensive

planting of Sunflowers at the expense of other food

1 Tops, but there is in almost every garden, how-

ever small, a corner that might well be devoted to

the beautiful and profitable Sunflower.

Sunflowers in Russia.—We are informed that

the best variety grown in Russia is one named
Maslichni, but it is doubtful if the seed is in com-

merce in this country. Sunflower seed is grown

fur human food in Russia, and the method adopted

by the peasants for removing the seed from the

heads is interesting. A wooden disc fs made,

through which nails are hanunered in rows radi-

ating from the centre. The disc is attached to

a handle and the seed-head is held in contact with

the nails when the disc is turned, with the result

that the seed, which is collected ip sacks, is raked

out very quickly. The disc is so

arranged that one man can hold

the seed-head in position and at

the same time turn the handle to

extract the seeds.

County Marketing Develop-
ments.^Captain Barker, one of the

allotment inspectors of the Food

Production Department, recently

arranged with a firm of auctioneers

for sales of surplus produce at

Bedford, no county scheme for Bed-

fordshire having been set up. At

the first week's sale 54 lots of

garden produce were offered ; at

the fourth, 471 lots. This is an

interesting illustration of the fact

that even where local experts may
be of the opinion that no sm-pluses

exist, the establishment of market-

ing facilities, as a rule, brings to

light a certain amount of foodstuffs

that otherwise might be wasted or,

at any rate, not put to their most

effective use in the national
economy.

Food Production Exhibition at Soutliampton.

The Southampton Royal Horticultural Society

announce a grand Food Production Exhibition

on the Pier on October 15 and iC. There are

forty-seven classes open to cottagers and allotment

holders, besides open classes for fruit and vegetables.

Partly as a compliment to Mr. C. S. Fuidge, whose
connection with the society covers half a cent\u"y

—

four years as a member of the committee and forty-

six years as secretary—the Council of the Royal

Horticultural Society (London) have deputed the

following gentlemen to visit the show : Sir Daniel

Morris, K.C.M.G., V.M.H.; Sir Albert RoUit,

D.C.L., Litt.D., V.M.H., Mr. Arthur Sutton,

V.M.H., Mr. J. Hudson, V.M.H., and the Secretary

(the Rev. W. Wilks, M.A., V.M.H.).

Grease-Banding Apple, Pear and Plum Trees.

All Apple, Pear and Plum trees should now be

grease-banded, as the female winter moth begins

to ascend the trees early in October to deposit

her eggs. Each female lays on an average from 150

to 200 eggs, so that it is most important that as

many as possible of these pests should be caught

in order to reduce the caterpillar plague. The
bands should be removed from the trees at the

end of March and be burnt.

Veronica Teucrium Treliane.—This is a viry
charming little plant of creeping habit, and adapt-

able for any sujmy nook in the rock garden or

margin of the border. Like those of the type to

which it belongs, the fine racemes of flowers are a

bright gentian blue, but it possesses the distinction

of a rich golden yellow foliage. The effect of the

strong contrast in colour is very striking. This

Veronica is probably not quite hardy in all places,

but it came through the spring of I9r7 with us

quite unprotected.

Pea May Queen.—Descriptions of culinary

Peas are much of a muchness. It can scarcely

be otherwisej seeing how greatly alike they are

SAVOY CABBAGE EARLIEST OF
WALL AT CLAREMONT.

ALL UNDER A NORTH
{See page 384.)

in most respects ; but now and again a variety

stands out quite distinctly, and such a one is May
Queen. Its most remarkable featiu-e is that of

quickly matiuing. I do not know of any other

Pea that will pod so soon. It is a thoroughly
reliable very early variety. Grown this last

season with two other well-known and admittedly

early sorts. May Queen was an easy winner for

earliness. It can also honestly claim to be a free

cropper, possessing fine flavour, and is large-podded.

At the moment I forget whose introduction May
Queen was—Messrs. Sutton's, I think—but, of

course, it is now obtainable from several of our best
seedsmen. Connoisseurs of Peas should note
this variety if they have not already done so.—
C. Turner. [Pea May Queen was one of the
first of Messrs. Sutton and Sons' introductions of
early wTinkled types, being offered by them in 1893.
It has been highly commended by the Royal
Horticultural Society, and is still, our correspon-
dent wiU be pleased to hear, a very popular first

-

early variety.—Er>.]

Gardeners Killed in Action.—We regret to
learn of the death in action of Mr. Adam Thomson,
late gardener at Terraughtie, Kirkctidbrightshire',
who was serving with the Highland Light Infantry
in France. Another South-west of Scotland
gardener, Mr. James Strang, has also been killed
in France. Before enlisting, Mr. Strang was a
member of the stag of the garden of the late
Sir Emilius Laurie, Bart., Maxwellton House,
Dumfriesshire. He served his apprenticeship
with Messrs. T. Kennedy and Co., nurserymen,
Dumfries, and •was a nephew of Mr. John Croau'
nurseryman, of that town. The news of the death
of an Old Kewite, y^rnold Duley, while a prisoner
of war, has recently reached Kew. When war
broke out Mr. Duley occupied the important posi-
tion of head-gardener to His Serene Highness the
Grand Duke George of Russia, Haraks, near Jatta

in the Crimea. He came home in

1915 to join the Army, enlisting in
his county regiment, the Somerset
Light Infantry. The daily Press has
recorded some of the gallant deeds of
this regiment, in which Lance-Corporal
Duley, as he then was, took part,
being awarded the Military Medal.
He was taken prisoner in 1917, and
was for a time at Gefangenenlager,
Germany. In February of this year
Mr. Duley was sent to work in
Belgium. The War Office have re-
cently informed his father that he
died in hospital at Tournai, Belgium,
on March 14 last.

The Food of Certain Wild Birds.—
The current Joiunal of the Board of
Agricultiue and Fisheries (Vol. XXV.j
No. 6) contains a very valuable paper
entitled " Some Recent Observations
on the Food of Certain Wild Birds,"
by W. E. CoUinge, D.Sc, F.L.S.
Nine species of birds have been
examined, and post-mortem records,
together with the food of nest-

lings, where possible, are recorded. Of the
nine species examined, the writer states that
the house-sparrow and the wood-pigeon are dis-
tinctly injurious, while the rook and the sparrow-
hawk are injruious because too numerous. The
missel-thrush is also regarded as being injurious
where it is locally too numerous. The skylark,
green woodpecker, kestrel and the lapwing are
considered highly beneficial, and consequently
every protection should be given to them. It is

to be hoped that Dr. CoUinge will contiiuie the
investigation into the food habits of all wild birds.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspomlenls.)

IRIS DISEASE.
T DESIRE to thank your eminent correspondents

" F. J. C." and Mr. W. R. Dykes for their

interesting and helpful letters on page 362. I, of
course, accept all they say as to the causation of tte
two conditions rhizome rot and leaf-spot, and
assume these have been proved beyond doubt
to be two diseases separate and distinct, and require
different treatment. This, being so, it seems as if

my plants have been attacked by both diseases,

and I should like to relate my experience of the
attacks and the treatment adopted. Most of

my Irises were planted last September. The follow-

ing spring, when growing was in full blast, I noticed
that some of the young growths were looking
sick, of a nasty yellow colour at first, turning to

brown later on. On examination I found the
trouble began either at the base of the growths or

in the rhizomes, for these were also involved.

The growths were quite decayed, patches of, and
in some cases the entire rhizomes being reduced
to brown, rotten pulp. I consulted those from
whom I had the plants, and they expressed the
opinion that this was not Iris disease, but was due to

cold winds and spring frosts affecting a certain

strain of Irises, particularly those with pallida

blood, and I was advised to remove the parts

affected. I did this, but soon found the trouble

was rapidly spreading from plant to plant. Things
looked so serious that I felt I must do more. I

knew nothing at this time of superphosphate
of lime being a remedy for Iris disease, or

I should have tried it. What I did was this :

I drastically cut away the diseased portions

ol the rhizomes and well beyond,, and then
rubbed lime on to the healthy cut surface,

and dressed the other plants of the group and tlie

surrounding soil with lime. I took a considerable

time to get round so many groups—fresh plants

were cropping up daily ; but I think I am right

in saying there were no fresh cases among any of

the groups that had been attended to. Neverthe-

less, I lost several fine plants. To mention only a
few, eight out ot twelve pallida dalmatica ; six or

seven out of eighteen King ; four out of twelve

Black Prince rotted away. Still, matters gradually

improved, and there are no cases of rhizome rot

at the present time. In the early months there was
but little leaf-spot to be seen ; this came on much
later, when flowering was well advanced, or nearly

over ; it was very bad about the middle of June
and onwards. Two well-known Iris growers

Visited my garden and saw the plants, then in a

state of advanced leaf-spot disease ; they both
strongly advised applications of superphosphate.

Mr. Dykes, to whom I wrote, recommended the

same, but I may have caused confusion in his mind
by referring in my letter to the spring trouble,

and he probably thought he was advising on rhizome

rot. Anyhow, I used this remedy twice, and I

do not regret having done so. When I last wrote,

three weeks or so ago, I had just finished giving

the second dressing. At that time, and for several

weeks before, the Iris garden, instead of being

irleasing to look at, was a repulsive sight. Now
the worst seems to be over, the plants are throwing

up nice healthj growths, free from spot, and in

some instances quite robust. Now, I am anxious

to know what the spring trouble was if it was not

rhizome rot. Whatever it was, I am bound to say
that if the treatment employed did not arrest it,

there is no evidence that it made it worse. And
the same may be said of the treatment used for

leaf-spot. Theoretically, I suppose the remedies
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employed should have been reversed. I do not
attempt to offer an explanation, but merely to
give the facts. I may say, however, that this is

not the first time I have seen theoretical expecta-
tions at variance with practical results.

—

Cecil
A. P. OsBURNE, The Grove, Old Cation, Norwich.

RAISING PRIMULAS AND AQUILE-

GIAS FROM SEEDS.

J^EGARDING the germination of Primula and
Aquilegia seeds, referred to by Mr. C. Blair

in The Garden of September 28, I grow
large quantities of thesr: plants from seed, and
find that the seeds will sometimes lie a long
time in the ground before germinating. I have
had instances here of seeds of these genera germi-
nating very freely, after lying a whole year in the
ground dormant. But what I think may be of some
interest to your readers refers to the germination of

Primula japonica on its first introduction. In
1868 the seed of this Primula was sown in an
outdoor frjime in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at

Coombe Wood, and, as the seed did not germinate
after having been sown a few months, it was
examined, pronounced to be dead, and thrown
away. Between two and three years afterwards I

saw in the late Mr. William Bull's i ursery at

Chelsea an outdoor frame full of 48-sized pots,

which Mr. Bull pointed out to me with much
pride as containing seeds of the very handsome
new and hardy Primula japonica, which he had
received from Mr. Robert Fortune. Mr. Bull
remarked that the seed seemed to be very slow in

germinating, and he was most anxious ;.bout it.

I then related to him the risult of the*Coombe Wood
consignment, and advised liim to " wait and see "

(a phrase I borrowed from Dickens, not Asquith).

Mr. Bull waited, with the result that the seed
germinated freely, fiUing the pots w:th healthy,

sturdy plants, after having lain dormant for ten

months. Mr. Bull had a stock of tens of thousands
of this beautiful hardy species in a short time
from their first appearing in the store pots, and a

profit of over two thousand pounds was made
by the distribution of this plant and its varieties.

It is almost certain that had the Coombe Wood
seed been left a few weeks or months longer, it

would have germinated, and the prestige and profit

of introducing this fine hardy species of Primula
would have been lost to Mr. Wijliam Bull and have
gone to a firm that has introduced a marvellous

lot of magnificent plants, viz., Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons. — Joseph Godseff, Cherry

Grange, St. Albans.

LETTUCES AND BE/VNS.

T NOTICED in a back number of The Garden
a note from Mr. Chapman on the superior

fiavoiu- of the old Lettuce Bath Cos Black Seeded. I

had never before tried this Lettuce for summer use,

having always looked upon it as a winter variety

only ; but knowing that Mc. Chapman had a nice

appreciation of things edible as well as of things

beautiful, I determined to give Bath Cos a trial.

After the trial I fully endorse what the writer

said of it. The flavour is particularly " nutty "

and sweet, while the leaves are very crisp. The
only thing against it is that it requires tying up to

blanch the heart, as it makes no effort to turn in

as some Cos Lettuces do, as, for instance, Paris

White Cos. Nevertheless, to anyone who apprc-

.ciates flavour in Lettuces, I say by all means give

Bath Cos a trial for summer or autumn use. In

another article by the same writer he said, speaking

of the Dwarf Bfan Brown Dutch, which has been

distributed by the Royal Horticultural Society,

that the said Bean had done well, but what was
wanted was a climbing form of the same Bean in
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order to get a larger yield. Here I beg to differ

from Mr. Chapman, for, having just harvested
a fine crop, I noticed that every plant which had
" run " was quite green and unripe, while those
that had kept to their dwarf habit were ripe.

Now, as this Bean is grown for the sake of its

dried fruit and not for its green pctds, it is very
essential that the seed should ripen as early as
possible so that the crop may be harvested before
frost sets in. In warm districts and on w.irm soil the
runners might ripen in time, but in colder parts
of the country it is very important to work for early
ripening. I have not yet tried this Bean cooked,
but hope to do so as soon as the crop has been dried
and threshed.—J. Duncan Pearson, Lowdham,
Notts.

POTATO RUST.

^S crops seem to have suffered from this—malady
may we call it ?—over the kingdom more or

less during the season now closing and a similar

result may soon recur again, climatic conditions

being favourable to its development, I beg to draw
the attention of the readers of The Garden to the
result of my observations on a large field of Potatoes
near my own door. Several varieties have been
grown under the same conditions in this field, and
these have suffered from rust in varying degrees

;

but the outstanding facts are that, while the crop

of Great Scot has.been practically ruined, a consider-

able breadth of Colossal alongside it has escaped
almost unscathed, aitd as I write (September 27)
promises to yield a bumper crop.

—

Charles
Comfort.

BOLTING BEET.

RESPECTING this failing among wlobe Beet,

referred to by " Hortulanus," it is just-possible

that much of the seed sold this season hailed from
America. This type of Beet is largely grown in

the United States ; indeed, I have never found

"the Long Beet listed there. The leading seeds-

men quote at least a score of varieties.

Personally, I consider the type preferable to the

long, especially as some varieties are of splendid

colour and flavour. The sliortage of seed in

Europe probably induced the greater planting

of Beet for seed in the United States, and it is

even added that the stock seed sown was not

stock at all, but an ordinary commercial sample.

Good strains of roots can only be kept up by careful

selection, and the choice stock seed is never sold.

The enormously increased plantings perforce com-
pelled some of the Califomian growers to fall back

on commercial seed, which naturally would not

produce such an even stock of seed as the specially

selected stock seed. I might, however, just mention

that this season I grew Edmunds' Globe and
Egj'ptian Globe, both from a reliable American
firm, and from loz. of seed I had less than half a

dozen bolters.—T. A. W.

RAMBLING ROSE LADY GODIVA.

nPHE great popularity of the free-growing

Rambler Dorothy Perkins and its almost

invariable presence in all gardens has induced

an unpleasant feeling of over-satiety, and has shown

that on closer acquaintance the colouring, which

when it first appeared was hailed as a valuable .

break among these climbing Roses, haSj after all,

a rather rank quality that is not quite satisfactory

to an eye that is critical in the matter of colour.

This defect is removed in Lady Godiva, which

originated as a sport from Dorothy Perkins, for in

this pretty Rose the colouring is a creamy pink,

entire'y pleasing. When the Wichuraiana hybrids

of this class are in bloom, there comes, with the

flowering branches, a quantity of the sappy young

green leafy growths that often interfere wth and
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partly obscure the masses of flower. It is well to

cut these out, and it is all the more desirable as

these Roses always make much more growth

than is needed for the display of the following

year. The white sport, White Dorothy, is also

a pretty Rose, with all the freedom of the parent

plant.—G. J.

POTATO CULTURE : CHANGE OF
" SEED."

'M'OTHING in Potato culture is so substantially

bimeficial as a complete change of " seed."

Seed Potatoes from Scotland answer admirably

in nearly all parts of England ; but seed from
One county will often be foimd to grow well in

the ne.xt, particularly if there is a material differ-

ence in the nature of the soil, &c. The greater

the difference between the two

localities, the more beneficial the

change of seed will prove. It would

be difficult, indood, to over-estimate

the recuperative influence of a

change like this. By virtue of its

exuberant and rapid growth the

plant draws more heavily upon
the resources of the soil. Change of

soil, while in itself a very bene-

ficial factor, _w'ill not always answer

the purpose if not combined with a

change of seed from a district differ-

ing alike in ehmatic as well as in

physical conditions. On certain

kinds of soil and in some Northern

districts Potatoes may be grown

year after year upon the same soil

without showing finy marked trace

of degeneration or disease. In

others, again, a fresh plot must

be planted every season and a

wide rota! ion of cropping followed.

Acid fertilisers like sulphate of

ammonia and superphosphate are

generally more beneficial for a

Potato crop than basic manures

like slag or lime. Salt is rarely

beneficial. Lime conduces to scab.

—John Wight, Balthangie, Turrif,

A herdeen,

PICKLING CABBAGE : A
QUERY.

(^AN any readers of The Garden
tell me any way to use Red

Pickling Cabbage besides pickling

it ? Would it make good Sauer-

kraut ? (Good cookery has no

nationality, any more than good

hymns, and we sing " Now thank

we all our God.") I have an

enormous lot of seedlings of splendid

colour. I have given away
dozens , and now I want an excuse

to plant some more rows in my
kitchen garden for the sake of their beautiful

colour. The gaps in the rows of other kinds of

Cabbage are being made good, a process once

described by " ol' Jahn " (a former villager here)

as " taakin' of 'em from whar thar wam'l none

'n' puttin' of 'era whar thar was some,"

—

Anne
Amateur.

BUTTERFLIES.

VOUR correspondent " E. B." speaks of a scarcity

of butterflies, but in this district of Northants'

there has been a plenitude of the pretty Tortoise-

shell right through the season. The ordinary

Brimstone I have seen little of. I might, however,

say that the wretched Cabbage moth has been

busy, for the greens are greatly pestered by
caterpillar.—T. A. W.

ROSES AND PHLOXES AT GRASMERE
By WHITE LADY:

AF
FEW days spent at Grasmere in the

middle of August were sufficient to

show me the fallacy of two gener-

ally accepted ideas. The first, that

.August is not a good month for the

Lake District on account of the bad weather to

be expected, may, no doubt, often hold good
;

but this year the weather has been very kind

and visitors have been able to enjoy many days

of delightful sunshine and warmth, while the

villagers are boasting of a record hay crop gathered

in in unusually good condition. The second theory,

The flowers are creamy

pink.

that nursery gardens are almost necessarily devoid

of artistic beauty, is knocked on the head by a

visit to Mr. Hayes' gardens at Grasmere. In

the midst of the abundant natural beauty of this

village the radiant colours of these gardens shine

like jewels. Imagine a somewhat circular piece

of ground surrounded by a moderately low stone

wall, the wall itself covered with many flowering

plants. Along the edge of the narrow paths

the soft yellow of a rather dwarf Mullein makes

little spires of gold which lead one on tlirough

groups of pale blue and white Campanulas to the

glory of the garden—borders filled with Phloxes

of ahuost every hue, from purest white through

delicate lavender and lilac to " glowmg violet
"

and purple, again through pale pink, salmon and

orange to deep rose and crimson. The abundant

rains and soft, genial climate have brought these"

Phloxes to a great state of perfection, while the

clear atmosphere and bright sunshine they are

at present enjoying show off the vivid colours in

a delightful way.

The best part of the picture, however, is yet

to come. At the far west end of the nurseries

Mr. Hayes, with true perception of the fine prospect

to be gained thereby, has lowered the wall sur-

rounding his garden. Standing at this spot and
looking eastward across the rainbow hues of

Rose and Phlox we see the simple old village

church beloved of Wordsworth.

The soft cream colour of its solid

rough-cast tower stands out in the

evening 1 ght against the green

fields and the noble hills surrounding

it, and the whole scene gives an

almost magical sense of serenity

and peace.

'' 'tis the sense

Of majesty and beauty, and

repose,

A blended holiness of earth and

sky,

Something that makes this indi-

vidual spot.

This small abiding place of many
men,

A termination and a last retreat,

A centre, come from wheresoe'er

you will,

A whole without dependence or

defect,

Made for itself, and happy in itself.

Perfect Contentment, Unity

entire."

This garden of Mr. Hayes is qtiite

a feature of Grasmere. The morning

after our visit there we climbed up
Silver Howe, a hill on the west

side of the lake, from which there

Eire lovely views over Rydal Water

and Grasmere, across to Winder-

mere and Elter Water. Looking

down on the Grasmere side it was
interesting and curious to see amid
the green and silver of fell and

lake a bright patch of purest pink,

looking like some wonderful bit
, of

carpet bedding, but which we very

soon recognised as -the beds of

Phloxes we had admired the

previous evening.

But it is not only in the nursery

garden that the Phloxes of Grasmere

flourish, for all the gardens seem

full of them and of rambling Roses, and it

was the delightful blending of colour brought

about by grouping these Roses and Phloxes

that led me to put these few notes together.

The dwarf Hybrid Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals-

do not appear to grow particularly well at Grasmere ;

the soil, perhaps, is too light and porous for them.

The rock is soon reached, therefore making 3-foot-

deep beds for their benefit would be somewhat

laborious ; but the rambling Roses that will

grow and flourish in a much poorer soil flower

with wonderful profusion, and in combination

with the PUoxes give brilliant effects of rose,

pink and crimson.

The cottagers and residents in the small -inlla

gardens have not been slow to find out which are

the most effective of the Wichuraianas, and
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besides the ubiquitous and still unsurpassed

Dorothy Perkins they have planted in quantity

the creamy pink Lady Godiva and the crimson

Excelsa and Hiawatha. These two crimson climbers

come a very pure, bright colour in the tempered

sunshine of this district, and in the third week of

August were in full beauty. One garden we
jadmired had hedges of these four Roses enclosing

great groups of Phloxes. The deep red Baron

von Dedem, the soft rose Rijnstroom, the salmon

red General Van Heutsz and the almost scarlet G. A.

'Strohlein jyere planted with the crimson climbers
;

Vhile the pale pink Elizabeth Campbell, the china

rose Lumineux, and the bright pink Selma with

cherry red eye were associated with Dorothy

Perkins and Lady Godiva, the groups rtot being

divided, but running into one another here and

there. Dr. Konigshofer is a brilliant orange

scarlet, perhaps of almost too fiery a hue to blend

with crimson Roses ; but the deep crimson, late-

flowering Aegir should look well among tliem.

The purple and lilac Phloxes were also very

lovely, and were flowering profusely in the nursery

gardens. These shades would associate well

with the white or cream-coloured ramblers, such

as Sanders' White and Francois Guillot. The

most showy of the purples was Iris, with pyramidal

heads of blue-purple blossoms. Violet was another

good purple. Among the softer shades, Widar,

lilac with white eye ; Winares, pale lilac blue,

shaded white ; and the older Eugfene Danzan-

villiers were specially attractive.

A variety which does well with us in Middlesex,

but which I did not see in the North, is Crepuscule,

silver mauve with crimson lake centre. Europa,

white with rosy centre, has a well-shaped truss,

and each blossom is a perfect round. There are

so many white varieties, nearly all of which are

strong and free-flowering, that it is difficult to

choose from among them. Mrs. Jenkins is still

one of the best. Tapis Blanc is a very dwarf

white with huge fiower-lrusses ; it always strikes

me as being rather top-heavy, and I prefer

the tall, old-fashioned Avalanche. These white

Phloxes can be grouped effectively with crimson

Roses.

Were I designing a garden of Roses and Phloxes,

I should not plant them in the same beds, but

should have groups of beds, some planted entirely

with Phloxes and others with Roses. There might

also be borders of Phloxes interspersed here and

there with tall standards or pillars of vigorous-

growing Roses, the whole to be surrounded with

rambling Roses grown as pillars, weeping standards

or trained on fences.

To grow Phloxes well in the Southern Counties

or near London they must be given a deep, rich

soil, and if a dry season comes they should have

plenty of water and a mulch of manure. Granted

these conditions they enjoy the sunshine, though

they will do well in moderately shady places if

kept away from tree roots. The purples, lilacs

and whites look their best in partial shade.

Still, with all our efforts it is not possible (nor

perhaps altogether desirable) to bring about the

climatic conditions of Grasmere in the neighbour-

hood of London ; but having seen the effect of

these plants when grown to perfection, the vision

of their beauty is still with me, and will stimulate

me to take our own in hand and, knowing what

conditions they really enjoy, to provide them

with these as nearly as is possible in a Middlesex

garden.

Vegetables at Claremont

A'
there,

order

ONIONS AT CLAREMONT.

(From a photograph taken on September 12.)

FEW weeks ago, at the invitation of

Major Seymour, we paid a visit to the

spacious and historic gardens at Clare-

mont,' Esher, Surrey, with the express

pm-pose of seeing the vegetables grown

Verily, the kitchen garden is in splendid

and we doubt if Claremont has ever before

been so well supplied with vegetables in all its

history. The gardener, Mr. James S. Kelly, is a

careful Scotsman who works on somid lirles.

Exhibition Vegetables.—Some of the vegetables

are up to a high exhibition standard, and a collec-

tion " set up " for inspection is the subject of an

illustration on the next page. This collection gained

the Challenge Cup at Twickenham last month,

and the cup, having been awarded to Mr. Kelly

for the third time in succession, is now won outright.

This collection is noteworthy not so much for the

size of the vegetables as for their quality. It

comprises the following varieties : Leek Holborn

Market, Cauliflower Early Autunm Giant, Celery

Standard Bearer, Runner Bean Red Emperor,

Onion Ailsa Craig, Cairot Summer Favourite,

Potato Scottish Farmer, Tomato Sumise, and

Pea Gladstone. These vegetables were shown

in the premier class, but Mr. Kelly was equally

successful in Class 2 for six distinct varieties,

winning a challenge cup for the second time, so

that the Twickenham growers look like losing

another cup. It

is not oiff inten-

tion to refer in

detail to Mr.

Kelly's successes

at Twickenham

;

suffice it to say

that out of eleven

entries he secured

ten first prizes

and one second.

His successes in

this local show

were, followed by
minor ones at

Westminster, for

Mr. Kelly was

among the ex-

hibitors in the

great vegetable

show of the
Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and

he was second

to the redoubt-

able Mr. T.

Jones of Ruabon

A CANADIAN TOMATO GROWN ON A
WARM BORDER.

CELERY AT CLAREMONT.

in the well-contested class for six kinds of

vegetables.

Onions at Claremont.—But vegetables at

Claremont are not grown merely for exhibition

purposes. The kitchen garden is admirably

cropped with what might justly be termed useful

household vegetables. It is true the Onions are

a trifle large, but a finer area of Onions we never

wish to see. The illustration hardly does them

justice. In a very large bed they were laying on

their sides in rows to ripen off. Some of the

largest were laid upon a staging in a Melon-house

to complete their ripening. In view of the great

interest taken in Onion-growing, it may be inter-

esting to give a few details of the different ways

in which they were grown this year at Claremont,

About fifteen rods were either planted or sown

with Onions, and over rscwt. of bulbs have been

lifted. The varieties grown were Ailsa Craig and

Premier, and they were tried in the following three

ways : Seed was sown in boxes under glass in

January and (i) a number of seedlings were pricked

off into boxes, hardened off and planted out in

April
; (2) the remainder of the seedlmgs were

left in the boxes till April and were straightway

pricked off into the Onion-bed
; (3) others were

sown in the ground in March and thinned out

6 inches apart. Excellent results were obtained

from all three methods, as may be gathered from

the illustration. All the Onions were planted in one

large bed, but the heaviest returns were obtained

in the order of the experiment. Mr. KeUy attri-

butes much of his success to the frequent dusting

of the rows with soot and the, constant use of the

Dutch hoe among the plants.

A Canadian Tomato.—It was by way of an

experiment that a Canadian Tomato was tried

at Claremont this year. The seed was given to

a local allotment association, and the variety was

reputed to be something very wonderful. From

a quarter of an ounce of seed 1,000 plants were
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raised for allutment holders. At Clai'emont the

variety was tried in pots under glass and in an
open border. The crop was heavy, but the fruits

were very rough and too large. It is unsuitable

lor market purposes, and is not likely to be grown
again by those who have given it a trial. We
liave since heard, however, that this variety

should not be grown on a single stem, in the

English way, but that it should be allowed to

branch out, and that the branches should be
cropped.

Celery.—The Celery at Clareraont is quite as

good as the Onions. The varieties grown are

Carter's Standard Bearer, Ivory White, Sutton's

A I, and Solid Wliite. The seed was sown at the

end of March and the seedlings planted out on
June I. Only well-prepared and heavily-manured

trenches could possibly give such remarkably
good results. The Celery is grown in a double line

to each trench, as it is found easier to work two
lines than a single one. The plants received their

first earthing-up in August. To keep off the

Celery fly the plants are dusted with soot about

every ten days in the early morning when dew is

on the leaves.

Beetroot and Savoys.—An interesting little

trial of Beetroot is to be seen at Claremont, where
a few varieties are growing side by side. Some
varieties are irregular. One variety only is true

throughout, and that is Sutton's Blood Red, a
variety that Mr. Kelly will continue with until he
finds a better one. A useful border of Savoy
Cabbage Earliest of All forms the subject of an
illustration on the " Notes of the Week " page. This
crop was sovm. the last week in April, and planted
out at the end of June under a north wall.

At times such as these it is a matter of general

interest to show what is being done in the way. of

food production by the careful gardener who works
on sound lines. H. C.

The Tulip Order in 1918
GE.VERAL CONSIDERATIONS—EARLY
VARIETIES — RED DARWINS — COT

TAGERS FOR CUTTING.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

IN

making suggestions abouf buying Tulips
in 1918, one has to remember that very much
less fuel win be available for heating green-
houses than in previous years. Probably
a great many will have to do without any,

and they will become for once " cold houses."
The result of this will be that some owners will

have to be tulipless until about the beginning or
middle of March. Coupled with this consideration
there is another, viz., the big rise in the price of

,

single and double early flowering varieties. There
is no doubt but that these are the safe Tulips for
ordinary people to grow or force in pots. " Can
you tell me what is wrong with my Tulips ? They
are over 2 feet high and there is no sign of a bloom.
The leaves are going ycUow and there is no end
of green fly on them. Last year my Tulips were a
great success

; I cannot imagine what has happened
now. They have been grown in exactly the same
way." I was twice asked this question, or some-
thing very like it, this last spring. After a little

correspondence I found out that the questioners
had usually grown early flowering Tulips in pots,
and not wishing to be without any, and not realising
the difference between them and Darwin and
Cottage varieties in then: respective adaptabilities
for the usual pot culture, they had bought some
of these last named and treated them just as
they had always treated Tulips in pots.

THE COLLECTION
SILVER CUP I

It is more than likely that the modern custom
of asterisking or in some other way distinguishing

those varieties of Darwins, e.g., Sweet Lavender
(syn. William Copland), William Pitt, and Pride
of Haarlem, has contributed

to the mistake, inasmuch
as all Tulip buyers have
not the knowledge or ex-

perience to tell them that

it is one thing to have the

earlies, but quite another

thing to have the late-

flowering Darwin and
Cottage recommended for

growing in pots or fibre in

either a greenhouse or a

room. Darwin Tulips are

difficult to manage. Writers

in the gardening papers

have not made this as

plain as they might have
done. Forewarned is fore-

armed both in horticulture

and war. Had the spirit of

Germany from r87o to 1914
been better known, how
different the world would
have been in 1918 ! One
word in season : I have
never had the contents

of a pot of Tulips frozen

into a solid mass on the

stage of a cold house, so I am unable to
say what' the effect would be on the plants.

Frequently I have had frost in cold frames, but
as the pots there are always in some measure
protected, the after-results are no sure guide.
Will those mth practical experience tell us what
to expect ? The point is especially important
at the present, when there are certain to be many
unheated greenhouses up and down the country.

Early Varieties.—The traditional advice of

Mrs. Glasse with regard to the hare must be
followed with early flowering Tulips, The Pro-
hibition Order of 1916 caught all our growers
with small stocks. After two seasons of growtli
there is still a gi-eat shortage. A few lucky firms
which growtheir own are able to offer some in their
catalogues, but at a price. It is something like

this : The sum that would have bought a hundred
in 1913 will in 1918 buy a dozen. The exceptions
to this general rule are to be found, as a nile, in

the more expensive ones. Thus, the new De Wet,
which in my opinion is one of the very best, is

but ten sliillings a dozen, whereas the old, well-
tried Yellow Prince is three shillings and sixpence
or four shillings

—

the pre-war price of

a hundred. My
suggestion for six

is as follows:
Prince of Austria

(orange red). Ver-

m i 1 i n Brilliant

(scarlet), Thomas
Moore (terra-cotta).

Prince de I, i g n y
(yellow). Pink
Beauty (rose, edged
white), and Bnin-
hilde (white with

yellow flame). The
above take some
beating. To make
the six into eight I

would add De Wet
(fiery orange) and ^
Hector (dull orange

red, bordered
vellow).

Darwins.—I fully appre:iate the conservative
tendency of buyers. " I always put Farncombe
Sanders in that bed ; then in those four long beds
I always have my favourite mixture of rose, pink.

OF VEGETABLES THAT WON OUTRIGHT THE
N THE PREMIER CLASS AT TWICKENHAM.

lavender and pale purple." There is a good deal
in keeping to the same scheme year by year. The
display is never too long, and when the blooms
fade, our appetite, as it were, is not cloyed. We
want more. "Well, have more next year" is

my advice. So ends this tale.

Now for some selections. . In making them I

am fully conscious of the ninety and nine that
must be left in the wilderness ; and, as in the par-
able, there is no suggestion that there are not
quite as good ones among them as the ones picked
out. I caU readers' attention to some of them
that is all. Andromaque, my first, is a very distinct
shade of red. Catalogues call it garnet red, and
this is a good description. Allard Pierson is a
long-shaped bloom of a rich dark crimson—a tall

grower. With these I couple Millet, which in the
Royal Horticultural Society's Tulip Book is classed
under the same section as Allard Pierson—crimson
maroon. It is, however, in two ways very different :

(i) it flowers much later, and (2) it is not so tall.

I am going to make my present Darwin notes a
study in reds. Hence I would mention Jeffries,

which is not mentioned in the Royal Horticultural

LARGE ONIONS RIPENING OFF UNDER GLASS AT CLAREMONT.
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Society's Tulip Book. I had my stock originally

from R. van der Schoot and Son of HiUegom.

I wonder if there is any other name for it, for it

is so good and so distinct (a rich ruby red) that

it surely cannot have been discarded. It was

fine in pots this last spring. William Goldring

(syn. Tara) is another variety of a similar colour ; so,

too, is the before-mentioned Andromaque. The

section is officially labelled magenta, but the

varieties that are included under that head are

very different from the tone or shade popularly

associated with it. A low-priced Tulip with a

peculiarly elegant -shaped cup is Professor Francis

Darwin. It was more or less discovered at the

large Tulip Show and Conference in 191 6 at Vincent

Square. It belongs to the same colour section as

Farncombe Sanders, but is considerably darker,

and its petals have a clean-cut look at the top

which smartens the flower wonderfully.

Cottage Varieties.—Writing from my own
experience, Cottage Tulips are Tulips above their

fellows for ushig as cut flowers. Their pointed

petals and (in many of them) the long, elegant

shape of their blooms give them a decorative

value which the stiff, square-looking Darwins

lack. The following is a list of some of those

which should be grown where cut flowers are

wanted : Mrs. Moon (long yellow flower), Ellen

Willmott (long primrose), La Merveille (orange

rose, petals reflex), Picotee (white, edged rose),

retroflexa (pale yellow, reflexing petals), Mrs.

W. O. Wolseley (crimson), Zomerschoon (ivory

white, striped with salmon pink). Sir Harry

(lavender pink). The President (very beautiful

orange shade), elegans alba (white, with a wire

edge of rose), Marjoletti (cream, with rose blotches

at the bottom edges of the petals). In conclusion

I would name the following, for the simple reason

that they got what little admiration there was to

be had in my garden this spring : Gertrude (deep

primrose). The President (orange), Mrs. Kerrell

(pink). Moonlight (egg-shaped, canary), Cassandra

(rose). Beauty of Bath (very tall, pale lavender,

suffused pink, and edged canary), and the truly

magnificent Boadicea (immense flower, rich dark

orange red, edged more or less with deep orange).

They are all great favourites of my own.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—All GrajK-s intended to hang through
the winter should now be perfectly ripe, but if,

owing to no fire-h2at having been employed, such
is not the case, a little warmth in the pipes both
night and day should be applied tUl the berries

are perfectly ripe and also to assist the maturing
of the wood, so very essential for the next year's
crop. If the wood of Vines is not thoroughly
ripe, brown and hard before the dull, sunless
weather sets in, no after-management can make
up for the evU, and the results next year will not
prove satisfactory.

Melons.-—Late crops, if not ripe, should be
assisted with a little warmth in the pipes, and
every means employed to hasten the ripening
process. Closing the houses very early in bright
weather and keeping the atmosphere and the roots
drier should receive attention.

Tomatoes.—Plants which have borne heavy
crops dm'ing the summer months will now be past
ripening any more fruits satisfactorily, and may be
pulled up. AH green fruits left should be gathered
and placed in boxes or laid out on shelves under
glass to ripen. The houses may then be utilised

for other things that need protection during the
winter, such as Cauliflower plants in pots. Endive,
Lettuce almost fully grown, &c.

Figs.—Do not let the roots get too dry. Thin
out the soft, spongy growth and regulate the
short, sturdy shoots needed to fruit next year,
so that light and air may better reach the wood
and thus assist it to ripen more fully.

The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—Every few days look over those
turning in, and to protect the curds from frost

place a few leaves over them. Later on, others,

such as Autumn Giant, Self-protecting, &c., should
be lifted as soon as the heads are of reasonable size

and be taken and heeled in on a sheltered border
and si ghily protected in sharp weather. By
going over the beds at internals and heeling the
plants in as advised, the crop may be greatly

lengthened ; in fact, with care, good Cauliflowers
. may be had for many weeks during winter.

Beet.—Lift and store before the frost sets in.

I usually lay the roots in trenches and cover with
soil, extra protection being afforded in severe

weather, and the roots keep fresh till late in spring.

Carrots may be similarly treated, with excellent

resolts. The leaves should not be removed.
Simply dig up the roots, grade them, dig out a
trench slightly slanting, and place the Carrots
side by side, covering the crowns with 2 inches or

3 inches of soil.

lUanuring.—As fast as the land is cleared of

crops, lose no time in getting manure wheeled on,

leaving it in heaps (if digging or trenching cannot
be done at once), so that as much as possible of

this work is got on with before the ground gets

too soft with rain, &c.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Fruit Trees.—The planting of fruit trees is now
a matter for careful attention, and should not be
neglected till too late in the season. Make a list

of all the kinds required, selecting the very best

and most useful varieties for the different pur-

poses, and forward it without delay to the fruit

tree grower. Simply digging holes and cramming
in the roots is not planting. The stations should
be thoroughly prepared, drained, refilled with a
suitable compost, and made moderately firm.

If the drainage is naturally good and the soil

suitable, less preparation will be needed ; but
whatever is done as regards planting new trees, let

it be thorough, so that the heads may develop and
produce heavy crops for many years.

Black Currants.—These bushes should never
be overcrowded in the centres, otherwise the
fruits produced will be smaU and lack flavour.

The fruits being produced on the young wood, the
heads need thinning out annually, and the sooner
it is done after the crops have been cleared, the
better it will be for the following crop. Having
thinned the bushes, fork lightly between the rows,
and mulch the surface about the roots with good
farmyard manure.

Gooseberries.—These require similar treat-

ment as regards keeping the heads well open to

permit of both air and light reaching the interiors.

Do not shorten the leaders too severely ; in fact,

if the young growth is not too long, but of medium
length, strong and hard, no shortening will be
needed, as it is from this wood the best crops are

produced. Spur inner shoots back to a couple or

three eyes, also other shoots not required for

extension. H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Trenching and Digging.—This work should
now be prv)ceeded with as circumstances will

permit. Reduced staffs notwithstanding, an effort

should be made to trench or bastard-trench some
proportion of the ground. Both operations imply
the working of the soil at least two spades deep,
but the former means that the bottom spit is to
be brought to the surface, while the latter means
that the two spits are to be left in position. Where
simple digging is to be the rule, the spade should
be sent down perpendicularly to its full depth,
as nothing can compensate for lack of deep culti-

vation. Trenching or bastard-trenching is very,
necessary where Beet, Carrots, Parsnips andSalsif>'

are to be grown next season.

Hoeing.—Take advantage of a fine dry day
and run the Dutch hoe through the autumn-sown
Onions, Spinach, and the Spring Cabbages

;

also hoe and rake the pathways, after which weeds
will give no trouble until spring.

General Remarks.—Give attention to the
lifting and storing of root crops as advised last
week. If high winds have loosened plants of

the Brassica tribe, e.g.. Broccoli, &c., hold them
in position and firm the soil about the stem with
the foot. Pick all unripened Tomatoes and hang
them up, or place them on a wickerwork tray in a
vinery or in the kitchen where they will ripen off.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Strawberries.—Remove any runners which

have recently formed either on spring or autumn
planted crops, after which run the hoe through
the rows. Plantations which have a ready borne
a crop of fruit should have the soil between the
rows deeply stirred with the hoe, after which a
mulching of half-decayed manure should be
applied. On heavy soils it is advisable to fork
in a dressing of well-decayed manure; this will

assist in aerating the soil.

Gooseberries and Currants.—Cuttings of-these
may now be taken from clean stock. Take strong
shoots off with a heel, dress the base with a sharp
knife, remove all buds to a height of 9 inches from
the base, after which insert the cuttings about
6 inches deep in sandy soil in a partially shaded
spot, and firm them by the aid of the foot. Trim
away the immature points of the cuttings.

The Flower Garden.
Spring Bedding.—The summer bedders should

now be cleared away, the beds dug over, and the
planting of spring bedding plants proceeded with.
As bulbs are now scaixe and consequently expen-
sive, reliance must chiefly be placed upon Wall-
flowers, Forget-me-nots, Arabises, Polyanthuses,
Primroses, Aubrietias and Daisies. Wallflowers
give considerable variety of colour by using the
following: Vulcan, Fire King, Orange Bedder,
Golden Monarch, Eastern Queen and Ruby Gem.
Among "Forget-me-nots, Royal Blue is an easy
first. Large masses of one subject are the most
effective. Pi'omiscuous planting should be confined
to isolated beds.

Plants Under Glass.

Annuals.—Sweet Peas, Mignonette, Schizan-
thusesand CI arkias should all be kept near the glass,

and be carefully attended to as regards watering.
Mignonette should be pinched once, viz., when the
p'ants have made about 2 inches of growth.
Pinch Sweet Peas once, viz., when about 3 inches
high; the others should be pinched several
times, viz., when 3 inches of fresh growth has been
made. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Broomfield Gardens, Davidson' s Mains, Midlothian.

LILIUM PARKMANNI
THE original Lilium Parkmarmi has

disappeared from cultivation so long

that it has by some been regarded

almost as a myth. This hybrid between

L. aiiratum and L. speciosum was origin-

ally raised in the United States nearly fifty years

ago. The stock of it, which then consisted, I

believe, of four bxJbs only, was sold to the late

Mr. Anthony Watererof Knaphill, who showed
a flowering example at a meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society on August 24, 1880,

when a first-class certificate was awarded it.

After being seen occasionally for about ten years,

this beautiful Lily dropped out of cultivation.

It was therefore of great interest to learn last

year that the same cross had been effected by
Mr. P. S. Hayward, Pearls Farm, Great Clacton,

after so many people had failed in the attempt.

In the production of Hayward's variety that

grand form of L. auratum known as platyphyllum

was employed in conjunction with one of the

finest forms of L. speciosum. As mentioned in

The Garden for September 7, this was given an

award of merit by the Royal Horticultural Society on
August 27 last. An illustration of it was given in

The Garden, page 336. In this a good deal of the

influence of L. auratum macranthum can be traced.

Judging by the specimen shown, L. Parkmanni
Hayward's variety would appear to be of good

constitution, and all lovers of this beautiful class

of plants must hope that it will have a longer

stay in our gardens than fell to the lot of the

original L. Parkmanni. It is a matter for surprise

that hybrids are not more common. The most

generally distributed Lily of hybrid, or supposed

hybrid, origin is the charming L. testaccum, but

in its case the name of the raiser, when it was
raised, and where, seem to be unknown. It is

generally regarded as a cross between L. candidum

and L. chalcedonicum. H. P.
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THE SUNFLOWER
COMPETITION

THE competition for the largest head of

Sunflower seed, which closed on Septem-

ber 30, proved a greater success than we
at one time anticipated. ' A few days

before the competition closed, heads of

Sunflower seeds arrived fiom various parts of the

THE FIRST PRIZE HEAD OF SUNFLOWER SEED.
52 i inches in circumference.

British Isles. Each head of seed was measured

immediately on arrival. Some of the seed-heads had
been kept too long by the competitors, with the

result that they had depreciated in size. We could,

of course, only take the measurements of the heads

as received. There were 140 competitors, and

the prizes presented by Mr. H. M Faure, The Manor
House, Claygate, were awarded as follow :

First prize of £5 to Mr. J. Golding, Summer Hill,

Frensham, Surrey. The winner sent a magnificent

black-seeded head measuring 52 J inches in cir-

cumference, probably of the variety Russian Giant.

Not only was this Sunflower head of remarkable

size, but it was also well filled with large and sound

seeds. Little Miss Faure, the daughter of the donor

of the prizes, is seen in the illustration above

holding this enormous seed-head.

Prizes of £1 each were awarded to the five follow-

ing competitors :

Mrs. T. Pearce Ellis, Hartpiu'y, Gloucester, for

a very fine seed-head measuring on arrival 5oi inches.

It was, unfortunately, past its best, and was said to

have measured 52! inches when e.xhibited locally.

Mrs. Bayne, Brockhill, Broadclyst, Exeter,

47| inches.

Mrs. N. K. WoRTHiNGTON, Faringdon, Berks,

47i inches.

Mr. Mark Webster, gardener to E. J. Preston,

Jisq., The Rookery, Westcott, Dorking, 47} inches.

Mr. J. FoRDHAM, gardener to Mrs. B. Rowe,
Oakshade, Wolsey Park, Esher, 47 inches. •

Among those who sent heads of seed of 45 inches

or over in circumference were : Mr. C. A. Osborne,

Tlu-ee Suns Hotel, Dorking, 46^ inches ; Mr. Albert

Harrison, Biddenham, Bedfordshire, 46J inches
;

Mr. G. Ashton, Nottingham, 46 inches ; Mr. T. W.
Exter, Whitchmch, Oxon, 46 inches ; Mr. O.

Crouch, Maldon, Essex, 45! inches ; Mrs. C. Bishop,

Tetbury, 45 finches; Mr. J. Frogley, Claygate, 45 J
inches

;
Q.M.S. Wallace, R.A.M.C, Connaught

Hospital, Aldershot, 45J inches ; Miss Thynne,
Shatton, North Cornwall, 45 inches ; Hon. Lady
Bathurst, Lydney Park, Glos, 45 inches.

No fewer than twenty-one competitors sent in

seed-heads of over 40 inches and less than 45 inches

in circumference. The finest heads sent in for

competition were grown in Southern Counties.

There were many school-children amon? the

competitors, and one old gentleman ninety-three

years of age. .

THE LILY SEASON IN
SOUTHERN SCOTLAND

By the rev. DAVID R. WILLIAMSON.

I

LEARN from a recent and most interesting

contribution of Sir Herbert Maxwell to The
Garden that certain Lilies, such, for example,
as Liliura giganteum, have not Ijcen so

successful this season as formerly at Monreith,
where all Oriental and Occidental Lilies of any
ornamental value for the garden are assiduously

cultivated, even such varieties as Sargentia and
regale having been grown in that " earthly

paradise " of late years with great success. Neither

has the great Himalayan LUy been quite so much
in evidence during the past summer at Logan
House as on previous occasions, one reason being

(as Mr. Kenneth A. McDouall of Logan recently

informed me) that most of the fine specimens of

this noble Indian Lily luxuriating there in con-

genial soil had not attained to their full flowering

strength.

Mr. S. Cruden, the highly capable head-gardener
to the Earl of Stair at Lochinch, whom I recently

visited in that beautiful region, told me that at

least a score of splendid representatives of Lilium
giganteum had bloomed very effectively during

last July in the Castle Kennedy gardens, one of

them more than rivalling in the number and dimen-
sions of its great flowers (and almost in its massive-

ness and height) the uniquely endowed giganteum
which grew and flowered so magnificently in the

celebrated Wild Garden of the Countess of

Stair at Lochinch Castle some years ago. It was
13 feet high and had no less than seventeen immense
flowers, all of them being of perfect formation.

Its nearest rival in imposing majesty was one
that was grown many years ago in the gardens
of Mr. Oswald (of Auchencruivo) at Cavens in

Kirkbean.

When recently visiting the garden of Kirk-

maiden Manse, which for a long period I lovingly

cultivated, but which, through neglect, now re-

sembles an ancient and picturesque orchard, with
occasional touching reminiscences of its pristine

floral beauty, I was charmed to find Lilium
Szovitzianum and Lilium Washingtonianum,
which I planted there at least ten years ago,

flowering as serenely and almost as impressively

as in the olden days. In the absence of my suc-

cessor, the Rev. James Macmorland, B.D., at the

great war, this once gracious and beautiful garden
has suffered much. I can only trust that when
the Continental conflict of giants is over, its former
biauty may yet partially be restored. ' It is grati-

fying to record that Magnolia Watsoni still flowers

there with as much fragrance and floral impressive-

ness as in " the days that are no more." It was
presented to me by Sir Harry J. Veitch of Chelsea,

who I hope is enjoying his well-earned retirement

(atium cum dignilate) at East Burnham Lodge in

leafy Buckinghamshire.

One of the most unique and attractive in its

colour of Indian Lilies, Lilium nepalense, which

is very seldom cultivated, even in large con-

servatories, grows and flowers admirably in the

gardens of Logan House, in this sea-girt parish of

Kirkmaiden in Wigtownshire. The various Cali-

fomian hybrids of Lilium pardalinum, for the

most part created by Mr. Luther Burbank, have
been highly effective there this year. I could

wish, however, to see Lilium speciosum, one of

the loveliest and most fragrant of all Oriental

Lilies, more largely gro^vn in gardens where Lilium

auratum, and especially the grand variety entitled

platyphyllum virginale, has frequently attained to

an impressive height, with large, luminous flowers.

A Lily garden of great beauty is Mrs. Henry's,

which is situated on the shores of the Bay of Luce,

on the confines of the beautiful woodlands sur-

rotmding Ardwell House. This is a garden which is

interesting and attractive from April till November,
but especially at that period when the fair Madonna
Lily, environed by the loveliest of the Wichuraiana

Roses, with memorable artistic contrast, yet

marvellous floral harmony, appears upon the scene.

Such a precious horticultural gift as that of Mrs.

Henry makes Nature of her ,\rt.

SOME OF THE SEED-HEADS PHOTOGRAPHED ON ARRIVAL.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
VARIETY OF POTATO (IT. B.)-—f^^oltlen Wonder is

undoubtedly one of the best, if not the best, maincrop
variety now on the raarlcet. The tubers are distinctly

kidney shaped, and tliereforn we have no doubt your

.

brother-in-law has the advantage of you in possessing

the true variety.

CARROTS AND POTATOES FOR EXHIBITION
(G. D. R.).—Sutton's Early Gem Carrot lias of recent years

iDcen most successfully exhibited. It is one of the best

of the Horn section. For a later variety, of tlie long
section, we have nothing better than St. Valery. As
a round variety for exhibition, Potato British Queen is

hard to beat. It is good in all respects, and is a second-
early.

HEAVY-CROPPING VARIETIES OF POTATOES
<M. F. A/.).—Our correspondent writes ;

" 1 thought
it might interest you to hear that we have recently

lifted our Beauty of Hebron Potatoes, and find

that from 281b. of seed we have obtained a crop
of 9201b. The same weight of seed of Epicure, bought
from the same sovu-cc and planted at the same time, yielded

only 2801b." There is a difference in yield between the
two of 300 per cent, in favour of Beauty of Hebron
In these times of seriotis shortage of food, this is surely

a. point of great and national importance. May we suggest

that a selection given by our readers of the varieties

which have yielded them the heaviest crops would be
most useful to allotment holders and others before the
time comes round again for the purchase of seed, not,

of course, disregarding other important points, such as

cooking qualities and immunity from disease. If sucli

selections could be given in divisions of early, midseason

,

and late, the value of the information would be enhanced.

FRUIT GARDEN.
BISHOP'S THUMB PEAR.—Could you kindly give

me the proper name in " Answers to Correspondents
"

of the Bishop's Thumb Pear. It is a cooking winter Pear,

hard, but sweet.—H. O. BoaER. [This Pear was formerly

named Bishop's Tongue. It was known in 1690, and is

always considered by authorities as British.

—

Ed.]

ESPALIER APPLE TO NAME AND TO SUMMER
PRUNE [Lafage).—Regret we are unable to recognise your
Apple as a variety now in commerce or generally grown.

It is probably a local seedling. Your treatment of your tree

is quite riglit, both as to manuring and to the pruning of

the side shoots, first to five buds from their base, and after-

wards in winter to within two or three buds of their base
;

that is to say, the weakest of the shoots should be cut back
to within two buds of their base and the strongest to within

three buds. As long as your tree bears good crops, con-

tinue to apply the manures and slops as you have been

doing. The first or summir pruning should take place

the first week in August rather than later—we mean
the cutting of the side shoots back to within five buds of

their base.

APPLES FOR ENCLOSED GARDEN {E. B. .7.).—We
find that in tlie issue of TUE Garden of September 29,

1917. we gave you a list of sixteen dessert and sixteen

varieties of cooking Apples. You now say you are pro-

posing to plant thirty-six more trees this autumn, twelve

varieties, three of each—eight cooking varieties and four

dessert late sorts preferred. You also express a wish

to try a few of the newer introductions. We suggest

the following (the varieties with an asterisk are new or

comparatively new, and are all good) : Dessert.—*St.

Everard, ripe in September ; *Charles Uoss, October

and November ; *Sir John Thornycroft November
and December; and *May Queen. February to April.

Cooking.—*Arthur Turner, ripe in December and January ;

*CrawIey Beauty, December and January ; •King
Edward VII. January to April ; *Lord Stradbroke,

January to April ; Peasgood's Nonsuch : *Rival School-

master (the best of all cookers), December and January;

and *Encore. February to April.

DISEASED APPLE FOLIAGE (Tim).—Your tree is

suffering from a fungoid disease termed Micrococcus amylo-

vonis. After the disease has established itself on a tree its

eradication has proved most difficult. Y'our aim should

be directed to prevent the disease spreading to other trees.

This is to be done by burning all the leaves and all parts

of the tree affected, such as the prunings, &c. It is seldom

that healthy, vigorous trees contract such diseases, and
the more likely way of getting rid of this pest is by trying

to infuse more vigour into the gro^vth of the trees by lifting

and replanting in new soil if the trees are young, and, if

they are old, by generous top-dressings of good loam and
manure in autumn or early winter. Spray the tree with
Bordeaux mixture immediately after the leaves have fallen,

and again towards the end of February. Shrubs do not

do well, as a rule, wiieu grown in pots. The question of

careful watering is then all-important. Once an evergreen

shrub is allowed to become thoroughly dry at the roots,

it seldom comes round again to good health. On the other

hand, over-watering is equally inimical to its well-doing.

Yotir suggestion is sound ; try it at the end of October,

and with careful watering afterwards we hope your tree

may come round.

WALNUTS TO PRESERVE FOR WINTER USE
(A. C. C).—It must be admitted that many fail to preserve

Walnuts through the winter, and as far as we know there

is no specific which will always prove successful. Perhaps
some of our readers may know of such a way. If so,

it would be a real kindness and good service to Walnut
growers to let the same be known. There is no doubt
that the question of drying the Nuts thoroughly before

they are packed away has nmch to do with the success
of storing them. The best way of drying them we have
found is to lay them out in thin layers on the shelf

of a greenhouse or vinery where they can be well exposed
to plenty of light, air, and all the sunshine there may be,
frequently turning them over. The essence and quality
of the Nut is unimpaired when dried in this way, which,
we fear, is not always the case when dried in an oven or
stove. Our custom has been to store them in air-tight

barrels (the same being placed in a dry, cool cellar or out-
house), with alternate layers of dry sand between the layers
of Nuts, the sand having had a sliglit sprinkling of salt

added to it previously. There has always been a per-
centage of bad ones among the Nuts when preserved in

this way. but enough good ones and to spare remained
until spring.

APPLES FALLING THROUGH BEING WORMY
(E. S. M.).—The remedy you suggest is one of the best.

We fear there is no remedy quite effective. Ajiply now
and keep the bands moist by applying more grease before
they approach dryness. Winter spraying, if effectively

carried out. should greatly help to get rid of the pest.
The cracking of Green Gages, Golden Drop Plums
and Nectarines is usually caused by an attack o a
fungoid disease, this contracting and hardening the
skin and preventing its expansion as growth develops;
hence the cracking. Gleams of very hot sunshine
will occasionally have the same effect. The best remedy
in both cases is to do all it is possible to main-
tain the trees in robust health when the foliage is

well and healthily developed. It is seldom one hears
of troubles of this sort. Look to the roots of tlie trees
and see that they have the right soil to root into. Stone
fruit trees should not be allowed to become dry at
the root at any season of the year, even in the depth
of winter. Do not expose the fruit to too much light and
sunshine until it is fully gro^vn and about to ripen. It
will then swell better and remain in a healthier condition
under the partial shade and shelter of healthy foliage.

Once it shows signs of coming ripeness, then is the time
to expose it to the sun. Quinces should be gathered
as soon as the leaves of the trees begin to fall, say, early
in November. They are then fit to use, and will keep
till well on in spring. Store under the same conditions
as for Pears.

LATE APPLE (COOKING VARIETY) TO PLANT IN
A BLEAK SITUATION {Miss D.).—V,'e think the
best variety for you to plant- in such a position would be
Newton Wonder. It is a hardy, sturdy-growing sort, a
free bearer, and its cooking qualities are excellent—quite
equal to Wellington. It is a large, well -coloured, handsome
Apple, and will keep in good condition until April or
later. It will only be of medium size when grown in so
iiigh and exposed a position. The ground should be well
drained. If you are going to plant a number of trees,

the rows should be 12 feet apart, and the distance between
the trees in the row should be the same. The holes to
plant them in should be 7 feet in diameter, and the soil

should be taken out of the hole to the depth of 2^ feet,

the top best soil laid on one side of the hole, and the bottom
poor soil on the other. With the top soil mix the following
ingredients : A peck of lime, half a gallon of bone-meal,
and a gallon of wood-ashes, well nuxing them together.
To the bottom poor soil add half a barrow-load of well-
rotted farm or stable yard manure, mixing the two together.
Before returning the soil into the hole, breakupthe bottom
of the hole to a depth of 12 inches with a fork, but do not
turn it over. Keturn the bottom soil to the hole first,

then the top soil, treailing them down moderately firm . The
soil will now b(? ready for the trees to be planted. It

should be moderately dr>" at the time. Do not plant the
trees too deep. The top roots should not be more than
5 inches below th*^ surface. Tread down the soil firmly
after planting, and place a layer of decayed farm or stable
yard manure on the surface of the soil as a top-dressing
round each tree as far as the roots extend. Keep the
space of 7 feet always clear of weeds or grass, give the
trees a top-dressing "of manure (as above) each spring,
if possible, and they -will grow into useful trees in spite
of the position. It would also be weH to place a strong
stake to each tree to keep it steady in such a bleak
place until its roots have taken a good hold of the soil,

even though they are to be bush trees.

FLOWER GARDEN.
HEN AND CHICKENS DAISY (Miss B. P.).—The

Daisy is a well-known form oalkd the Hen and Chickens
Daisy. It comes true in many cases year after year,

but In others it may not be constant, only occasional
flower-heads showing the peculiarity, wliich arises from
the branching of the head at the top of the stem, each
branch producing another small head of flowers.

GOLDEN-LEAVED PLANTS FOR BORDER (Lynette).—
The limitations of your border do not permit of great
variety, thougli, if you obtain well-furnished biLshes not
exceeding 2 feet in height of those given below, you should
get the effect you require: Ketinispora obtusa aurea,

R. pisifera nana aurea, Juniperus japonicus aurea, J.

chinensis aurea, Taxus Standishii aurea and Thuya
Ellwangeriana aurea, which is perhaps the best of them
all, and is also compact growing. Diplopappus chryso-

phyllus (Cassinia fulvida) is also good, and may be kept
as small as you wish by pruning. It is in no sense ram-
pageous. It is easily propagated, too, and if pegged down
would make a good groundwork. Other plants suited

to the last-named purpose would be Golden Thyme
(Thymus citriodorus aureus) and Golden Euonymus
(E. japonicus latifolius aureus), pegged down. ElEeagnus
pimgens aureo-maculatus and Eurya latifolia variegata

may or may not be sufficiently hardy with you, though
quite worth trying on the wall of the aspect named.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM NOT FLOWERING ((?. A.F.).
— The flowers of Mesembryanthemum pomeridianum
are described as yellow, and the plant of annual duration.

This cannot, therefore, be the same as youjs. As the

members of the genus are so numerous and the nomen-
clature so involved, it is qiute impossible to state the name
of the one referred to. The non-production of flowers
is no doubt owing to the fact that your plants are growing
too vigorously. Being struck from cuttings last year,
they are not so likelj to bloom as freely as older specimens
would do. We advise you to keep the old plants in the
greenhouse, giving them as light a position as possible.

Enough water should be applied to keep the soil slightly
moist, but an excess must be avoided. Next sunmur
the plants may be plunged (not planted out) on the sunny
part of the roekwork. This restriction will lead to a less

vigorous growth, and quite possibly to the production of
flowers. Kept in pots altogether and stood in a sunny
greenhouse they are more likely to flower well than if

they are outdoors. TJnder glass a damp, cold summer
does not affect them to the same extent.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE HUGH DICKSON (T. W. i.).—We should say

the plants are exhausted. If they were severely pruned
and are healthy, they would have made growths of 5 feet
to 6 feet in length by now. Had this been the case, we
should have advised you to peg down such growths;
but we gather from your letter they have not grown well.
The next best red Rose in point of size and freedom of
flowering would be Lieutenant Chaure.

STRIKING ROSE CUTTINGS (TF. F. M. C.).—Beaut.^
de Lyon would be a difficult Rose to strike. It would
need bottom-heat. Make cuttings in March or April
from growths that have been forced the same spring,
put thim into pots of sandy soil, and plunge in fibre in a
propagating frame. We advise you not to attempt
to root Rose cuttings in a vase of water

i
it is rarely a

success.

THE GREENHOUSE.
BLIGHT ON FERN FRONDS (Mis. N. P.).—The Fern

fronds are badly attacked by thrips. Fumigate with one
or other of the approved greenhouse nicotine fumigants.
foilotting the directions pivcn •nWn it carefully and fully.

NERINES AND LILIUM CANDIDUM (P. M.).—li
Nerines need repotting, this should be done as soon as
possible after flowering. At the same time it must be
borne in mind that, in common with many other bulbous
plants. Nerines resent being disturbed at the roots, and
providing these last arc in good condition, they will go
for years without repotting. In some of the best-flowered
examples we have seen, the bulbs were simply pushing
each other out of the pots. As repotting is so seldom
required, it is, very essential that the compost be of a
lasting nature. Good fibrous loam, lightened by a mixture of
silver sand, is very suitable for the purpose. Another point
to bear in mind is that Nerines make their growth during
winter and spring, so that they must at that time be
given a good light position in the greenhouse. While
growing freely an occasional stimulant, such as liquid

manure and soot-water combined, will be beneficial.

Care must be taken not to give it too strong. In the
summer when dormant they must be kept quite dry and
fully exposed to the sim in order to ripen them thoroughly.
We advise you to leave the application of Clay*s
Fertilizer to your bed of Lilium candidum till early spring,

when it will assist the bulbs to grow away freely. A point
to remember is that two moderate applications of manure
are better than a single heavy one.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CHERRY LAUREL (G. I'.).—It woifld be unsafe to

use the fruits of the Cherry Laurel (Prunus Laurocerasus)

for food. The whole plant contains prussic acid.

LEAVES FOR IDENTIFICATION {E. .-1.).—We think
they are of Rhus Cotinus. This has leaves turning yellow
as they die, an d flowering and colouring are both best,

as also' in Rhus cotinoides, when the plants are in poor
soil.

FUNGUS ON CONIFERS (.4. B. J.).—Your conifers

appear to be attacked by the Botrytis form of Scierotinia

Douglasii. This fungus appears to be most prevalent
when the conditions surrounding the young plants are

dose : that is, when the ventilation and air circulation

are insufficient. All the diseased parts of tlie plants

should be cut away and burned, or badly infected trees

be completely removed. The trees remaining should

then be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture or with potassium
sulphide.

ALMONDS (M. E. S.).—Most of the Almond trees grown
for ornamental purposes bear fruits with sweet kernels,

which can be eaten in the same way as ordinary Almonds.
They, however, have thicker sheds and the kernels are

more difficult to extract than those from the Nuts
of the variety Dulcis, the one cultivated for the sake of

its sweet kernels. Simply collect the Nuts when ripe,

dry them well and use for dessert. If the kernels, however,
have a bitter taste, it would be inadvisable to use them.

INJURY TO LILAC SHOOTS (Mrs. il/.).—The Lilac

shoots received for examination have been carefully

examined, but there is nothing present to indicate the
reason for their withered condition. It is probable
that root trouble may be the source of injury. The
roots may be attacked by a fungus, or the plant may
have suffered seriously from drought. On the other

hand, the plant may have been grafted, and trouble have
arisen at the junction between stock and scion. -If all

the shoots are in a similar condition to those received,

we are afraid that the bush will have little chance of

recovery. If, however, the trouble is local, cut the branches

back well below the diseased parts.

WASPS AND THE PYRACANTHA (il/. C.).—We have
never found the Pyracantha to be especially favoured by
wasps. Still, if the berries are ripe, they may be an
attraction to them. You speak of the Idtchen being always
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ful! of wasps. On tliis jioint it should be borne in mind
that the sense of sniell is higlily developed in a wasp,
and any cookery in wliich fniit is employed is sure to
attract their attention. In our o\vn liousehold wo are.
generally speaking, rarely troubled with a wasp ; but
when fruit is being cooked, especially for jam-making,
wasps make their appearance in considerable numbers.
A little syrup put into bottles and hung in the Pyracantha
would no doubt catch a great many. As they arc so
numerous, it is quite possible that there is a nest or nests
in tlie immediate vicimty. They may be discovered by
following the wasps during their homeward flight in the
dajiime, marking the spot by a stick on which a piece
of white paper or rag is fastened, to enable the nest to be
found in the dark. The occupants may then be killed

by cyanide of potassium, but it is a somewhat dangerous
subject to use. A writer in TiiE Gakden of September 14,
page 342, advocates the use of bisulphide of carbon
and gives directions for carrying out this work. A simple
yet effectual way of destroying the occupants of a wasiie*?

nest is to pour in'about a pint of gas-tar when the occupants
have retired for the night.

PRUNING BUDDLEIAS {L. T.).—Buddjeia Gloire do
Lorraine should be pruned in February. B. globo?a
does not require au animal pruning. When, it is pruned,
however, the work may be done as soon as the flowers
fade. Spiraeas wliich bloom in spring must not be pruned
until the flowers are over ; then very little pruning is

necessary. Those that bloom during summer and
autumn, on the other hand, should be pruned fairly severely
in February. Spring or early summer flowering Ceano-
thuses must be pruned after flowering ; summer and
autumn flowering Ceanothuscs must be pruned in February.
You may fork bone-manure into your Rose-bed now, and
apply a dressing of well-rotted manure in spring.

THE ENGLISH OAK IN WASHINGTON.—The English
Oak (Quercus Kobur) is planted as an ornamental tree
along at least two streets iiv Wasliington. The trees are
not happy here, being mucli attacked by insects and
oppressed by the hot, dry wei.ther of our summers.
Americans of English ancestry, 1 imagine, feel about the
same concerning the simimer climate of Washington.
Some specimens of (iuercus Kobur in tiie grounds of the
United States Department of Agriculture, however,
seem in better heart. They have a better supply of

moisture, doubtless, and perhaps derive some benefit

from the cooling effects of greeasward and the proximity
of other trees. The trees are now (August 24) dropping
their Acorns quite freely, though these Acorns are still

green in colour. The seeds of most of our native Oaks,
none of which are yet ripe, have at least a touch of brown
when they fail. Do English Oaks at home drop green
Acorns, or are these falling prematurely ? Two which
fell about a fortnight ago have begun to sprout
in moist sand. Do the Acorns under natural conditions
sprout the same season ? Those of the American species,

Q. alba, closely related to Q. Kobur, sprout almost as
soon g,s they reach the ground—so soon, in fact, that
seeds gathereci at once and sent to ICurope are said to
lose their \'itality before they arrive there.— EonERT
Adams. Wa^hinqtoa, U.S.A. '[Acorns sometimes drop
green, but such is not usually the case. As a rule they
lie dormant among leaves, &e., for the autumn, but
if conditions are favomable they begin to fonu roots
soon after they fall. Moisture and warmth usually hasten
the formation of roots.

—

Ed.]

or ducks. White flies may be destroyed by the fumes of

hydrocyanic acid, but it is a dangerous material to use.

They may also be got rid of by vaporising, but several

applications at intervals of three or four days ar(; neces-
sary, as many of the eggs survive and quickly hatch out.

If the vaporising is done hi the evening, it will be found
on the following morning that large numbers are lying
on the ground. While many of these are dead, a con-
siderable proportion will be alive and ultimately recover
unless means are taken to prevent it. A good i)lan is

to apply boiling water through a rose, or paraffin eumlsion
may be used. Of course, it must not be applied where
it will affect the roots of any plants.

NAMES OF FRUIT.— ^n Interested S'/bscrU>er.—
Hambledon deux Ans. H. S.—Tower of Glamis.
L. E. B., Stonehaoen.^Nos. 1 and 2, Worcester Pearmain.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SWEET AND CULINARY PEAS {The Grange).—You

may save seeds of either if you wish, with every hope
that they will be fairly true to their kind. In each case
you would, of course, reject for seed-bearing any plants
which at flowering-time were of an inferior type. In
other words, mark the finer ones and save from these
alone.

CLEARING MOUSE-EAR CHICKWEED FROM LAWNS
(C. Jt. J.V.).—It is a difficult matter to eradicate tliis weed
from lawns once it is well established. The only knoNvn
method is by encouraging the grass to outgrow it. To
effect this, take a rake with stiff iron teeth and rake out
as much of the weed as possible, which must be gathered
up and taken away at once, otherwise small pieces will
form roots and create other patches. Then dress the
lawn well with good soil free from weed seeds, or with
well-decayed farmyard manure. A dressing of basic
slag applied to the lawu at once will also be attended
by good results. There does not appear to be any chemical
that will kill this weed without injuring the grass also.

SUGAR BEET SYRUP (TF€//&«r«).—Sugar Beet should
be used for syrup-maklng when of medium size, as it

^ the general opinion that it is less sweet if allowed
to grow coarse. Wash the Beet thoroughly in cold water
and then, after thinly peeling, wash it again and dry it

by means of a clean dry cloth. Cut up into small pieces
and weigh, and for each pound of Beet allow one pint of
coltl water. Boil slowly for three hours and remove any
scum that rises to the sm-face. Then add a brcakfastcupful
of cold water for each pound of Beet to help clarify the
syrup, and boil very slowly for a further five hours. Strain
through a fine hair sieve, pressing all the syrup out of the
pulp. It is then ready for use, and should measure about
a quarter of a pint of syrup from each pound of Beet.
It is an excellent sweetening medium for stewed fruit,
fruit tarts and puddings, porridge, cereal foods, coffee, &c.
TO DESTROY SNAILS AND WHITE FLY {W. F. M. C).

— In order to get rid of snails, perseverance is a most
important factor. They feed principally during the
night, and should therefore be sought for at that time
by the aid of a light. Bran is particularlv attractive
to them and also to slugs, and if a few small" heaps of it
are put down in close proximity to where they do the
mischief, these pests will after dark be found feeding on
them. The " V. T." Slug Trap, so useful for catching slugs,
will also entrap a good many snails. Lettuce leaves,
too, are much appreciated by these pests, and can also
be used as a bait. It may be mentioned that snails,
if their shells are smashed, form a valuable food for poultry

ALLOTMENTS & MANURES

THE increase in the number of allotments

duiing the last three years has been

remarkable, but there are holders who
are giving up owing to the scarcitj of

natural manures, and these require some
convincing that healthy crops can be produced

for some time on new land without natural manures
When told that a hundredweight of some com-

pound mamue has more real plant food than
a ton of ordinary farmyard manure, and that,

in many instances, the crops are healthier and
cleaner, they become sceptical. An idea passed

downwards for centuries is not so easily uprooted,

and something will have to be done by the officials

of all allotment organisations to replace the confi-

dence of these new soil tillers. I believe the

question of artificial manure, compound or other-

wise, is still waiting for great advancement, which

is sure to come.

Many are not aware that purchases of farmyard

manure from doubtful sources may introduce

into the soil a host of diseases and insect pests

hitherto undreamed of. It is known that farmers

with a limited foresight actually throw diseased

Potato tubers and haulm, Cabbage with club-root

and maggot, and other questionable refuse on to

the manure heap, to be returned and spread on

the land, in fields, gardens and allotments, through

ignorance or indifference. Birds and flying insects

can carry enough disease from plot to plot without

the wholesale introduction of it in the manure.

How often has it been provedthat a Potato farmer

had disease in his crop, and some of those who
bought manure from this source had the same
disease on their plots the next year—perhaps a

coincidence.

Advantages and Disadvanta.ges of Farmyard
Manure.—A judicious use of reliable farmyard

manure, with the help of an artificial such as

sulphate of ammonia, would produce a good crop

of most vegetables. Au unusual quantity of

.

stable manure as used by many holders last season

not only produced grossness of most loot crops,

ill-sliaped and over-flavoured, but also provided

a harbour for numerous insects which damaged
the crops, and field rodents also bored into the

surplus manure and left their teeth-marks on many
Carrots and Tiu-nips. Potato scurvy is found

more prominent on land heavily manured from the

manure-heap. Ashes wiU cause this corky skin

disfiguration, but the disease is intensified by
overdoses of acid farmyard manure. Some
Potato crops this season which only received a

compound raatmre produced perfectly clean roots

and tubers fit for table or exhibition, while this

could not be said for the somewhat heavier but more
diseased crops grown on farmyard mantu'e on
neighbouring plots. Apart from the extra labour

of wheeliing, spreading, and the consequent intro-

duction of many weeds and insects, there is also

the injurious fungus from wood dust often found
in stable manure.

Moisture and Sunshine.^Many will continue

to feed the roots of plants with manures, ignoring

tlie fact that only one out of every twenty parts

of essential plant food comes from the soil, and

that air, sunshine and atmospheric moisture

provide the other nineteen parts. Overcrowded
vegetables soon lose their healthy green foliage

and turn yellow—a warning to the cultivator to

allow space for full development of each, or his

crop will be n.ined and the soil impoverished in

consequence.

The past generation of agricultural farmers

—

many of whom could not explain why they did so,

only they knew they obtained better crops—left

behind their message to plough deep, break

up the soil thoroughly, and suppress weeds. Let

it be explained to new allotment holders that deep
digging, soil weU tilled, a judicious use of lime and
the various manures, organic and inorganic ; hoeing

to keep down weeds, to aerate the soil and conserve

soil moisture, to allow nutrients from the atmo-
sphere to enter and undesirable gases to escape,

and ample space for everything to develop freely,

are more important to produce good crops than

over-manuring and inattention afterwards.

Joseph 1-lovd (Allotments Secretary).

78, Bolton Road, Westhoughton, near Bolton-

A RAIN TREE

DR.
G. V. PEREZ of Teneriffe has sent

i to the Kew Bulletin the following

I abridged translation of an article

' contributed by him to the Spanish

paper Real Sociedad Espanola de los

Amigos del Arbol, No. 77, January, 1918, on how
trees in a forest where mists usually form precipi-

tate water to a very remarkable extent.

The famous Rain Tree in the Island of Ferro,

Canaries, Dr. Perez writes, grew " on a headland

where the mountain mists from the Trade winds

collected, and by means of water tanks under it

the poor inhabitants of that island, where there

are no springs, actually gathered enough water

for drinking purposes. The tree was undoubtedly

Oreodaphne foetens, Nees, because the old historians

said it was like a Laurel, but the fruit resembled

the acorn of an Oak."

The following is the abridged translation of the

article :

" How the mist collected over Table Mountain,

south of Cape Town, is compared by travellers

to a tablecloth ; these clouds form more in the

summer or rainless months when the south-east

winds blow harder.

" Dr. Marloth's experiments by means of two

rain gauges, one representing the forest, are quoted,

showing that from December, 1902, to February,

1903, nearly 80 inches (2 metres) of water was

collected in the rain gauge representing the forest,

and very little in the other.

" In the Canary Islands the Trade or north-

east winds bring about the formation of a similar

belt of clouds between, say, 2,000 feet and 5,000 feet

altitude, where the evergreen forest of the Atlantic

Islands grows best, and among them a Laurel

called Til, which was undoubtedly the famous

Garoe or Holy Tree of the Island of Ferro, which

actually supplied that fountainless island with

drinking water lor the inhabitants until a storm

blew it down.
" Anybody who has gone through a forest in

the Canaries covered with mist can bear witness

as to how much water is condensed by the foliage

where trees grow.
" What creditable historians relate about the

Holy Tree of Ferro is not a miracle, but a scientific

fact, which has been proved at a similar altitude

(Table Mountain) near Cape Town under similar

circumstances, and this fact should never be

forgotten by those who sustain a campaign in

favour of covering arid mountains by forests, and

thus utilising the mountain mists in suitable

localities."
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
THE Ministry of Food lias issued a state-

ment to the poultry public telling them
how to keep their poultry stocks alive

and in lay.

Utilise Waste. — " Poultry - keepers

must," says the statement, " adapt themselves to

war-time conditions and reduce, as far as possible,

the consumption of cereals, of which there is

a great scarcity. They should organise the collec-

tion of house scraps and agitate locally for the

municipal collection of household waste from
people who do not keep poultry. Local corpora-

tions should instruct individual householders to

save their household waste in two separate bins,

one for edible waste which would contain every
minute scrap of waste food, such as peelings, fish-

heads, fish-bones, egg-shells, banana skins and
every conceivable kmd of waste from food ; number
two for non-edible waste, such as ashes, floor-

sweepings, &c. Thousands of tons of edible

waste are burnt annually in corporation destructors,

and that waste if cleaned, classified and manufac-
tured as suggested would, besides combating the

existing shortage of other cerea s, feed millions of

poultry and produce millions of eggs."

Waking Poultry-Keepers Up.—" The present

food shortage," continues the official statement,
" if proper advantage is taken of it, should be the

means of waking up poultry-keepers, so that it

will prove a blessing in disguise and result in the

permanent utilisation of waste. This, in its tiurn,

would result in the production of eggs in abundance
at a cost so low as would have seemed quite

ridiculous in the days before the war." Now, an
official who can write such balderdash ought to

be ear-marked for an O.B.E., sure enough. By
all means utilise household waste and produce
eggs economically, but for the rest I leave the

official statement to my readers. I can tell the
Ministry of Food pla.nly that in its phantom
efforts to conserve human food it is compelling

livestock owi:ers to waste it. Everywhere one
goes one sees livestock being fed on Grade I.

human foodstuffs. Syrup, condensed milk, fresh

cow's milk, patent baby-foods, oatmeal, bread,

rice, .flour, and flaked human cereals are but a
few items I go out of my way to mention. That
is the result of officialdom's idiotic fight against

the smaller livestock in general and the hen in

particular. No lover of livestock will see them
go under for want of food that money can buy,
whether it be human quality or otherwise. The
sooner, therefore, foodstuffs are made available

the better.

Tlie Grain OfBcers.—My notes on the profiteer-

ing in poultry foodstuiTs on the part of the dealers

and retailers have done their little share in making
the Ministry of Food elect local " grain" officers.

The Ministry of Food recently sent for the poultry
editors and preached them a very fine fairy-tale,

which was afterwards issued as if it were a new
decision. The statement is a repetition of the
official Order issued last November, and then
fuUy dealt with by me in The Garden. Poultry
mixtures, the public are told, must consist of at

least three principal ingredierrts, of which at least

one must, by mechanical treatment, be bruised,

kibbled or split. The constituents are restricted

to grain, seed, pulse, locust beans and products
thereof. Dried meat, unfit for human food, may
also be included. A maximum price and a standard

quality are impossible, says the Ministry, because
of continual fluctuations in supplies and in prices

of ingredients. Threshings from different farms
vary, and imported ingredients are not controlled.

Maximum prices, we are told, of most of the per-
mitted ingredients are fixed, but it is impossible
to do so in the case of peas, vetches, pulse, dari,

millet, and many other ingredients which from
time to time become available.

Profits Allowed.—The Ministry of Food, there-

fore, works to " profits permitted." The manu-
facturer, for instance, makes is. 6d. per cwt.
profit on cost of ingredients ; the retailer is. per
cwt. on lots of 6cwt. or more, 3s. per cwt. on lots

of 3cwt. and less than 6cwt.
; 4s. per cwt. on lots

of Jcwt. and less than 3Cwt., and Jd. per lb. on
lots of less than icwt. on the manufacturer's
prices. These prices, continues the statement,
have been fixed where possible. Damaged wheat,
barley and rye unfit for human food may not be
sold except at 7s. per cwt. under the price of sound
grain. All damaged imported gi'ain, seeds (ex-

cept oil seeds), and pulse must not be sold at a
price below that of home-grown damaged
articles. Sea-damaged imported grain must be
sold at " dry " weight {the Ministry here ad-
mitting that earlier it was the practice to sell

in the "wet" state, and that it lost 40 per cent,

of its weight when kUn-dried). Then conies the
only new item, namely, that " grain " officers

have now been attached to the Local Food Com-
mittee, to whom cases of rubbishy grain, irregtilar

practices and the like should be reported, samples
and full partiiulars being also enclosed. That
may be the official view, but I am surprised at so

many "swallowing" it without protest of the
right kind. Sentiment, Mr. Clynes has told us,

secured food for the dog ; let us all fight for Biddy
on her utility merits.

Inspect the Books.—Officialdom then tells

the poultry-keeper to report cases of irregularity

to the " grain " officers. Do they think that

retailer Mr. Brown wiU supply further poultry

foodstuffs to the person lodging the complaint ?

No ; the onus should be on the Ministry of Food,
who is responsible for aU the profiteering, the
rubbishy foods, the astounding mortality among
our poultry and the threatened ruin of our noble

industry. By acknowledging as a new item that
" grain " officer has been attached to each Local
Food Committee, the Ministry of Food teUs us
plainly that since November last it has done
nothing to stop the profiteering. In the original

Order it compelled the manufacturer and the

dealer and the retailer to keep accurate records,

to be open at all times to inspection by duly
authorised persons. Why, then, have no prosecu-
tions been set up ? Officialdom can tell me that

damaged wheat, barley and rye may not be sold

except at 7s. per cwt. under the price of sound
grain, but I do not know any poultry-keeper who
can get these separate grains, even at any price.

Furtlier Orders.—Further Orders have recently

emanated from the Ministry of Food, and corn-

chandlers to-day seem to be misinformed on
almost all of the existing Orders. Some are

telling poultry-keepers that they cannot buy
offals without a priority ticket, and others that a

certificate is needed to buy damaged grain. Two
Orders recently issued are the result of the trouble.

The Cereals Restriction Order requires that anyone
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buying damaged wheat, rye, barley, or dredge
corn in lots exceeding locwt. must obtain a
certificate, but where it is bought and sold in

lots of locvvt. or less, the vendor must hold the
certificate, which is to the effect that the corn in

question is unfit for human consumption. Under
the second Order the millers have been instructed

to supply offals on priority certificates only, until

the holders of certificates should have been satisfied.

The "Super " Hens.—The Rationing Scheme
for " super " hens seems to be hanging fire. There
seems no prospect of owners of four-ounce-per-

hen-per-diem "supers" getting their supplies of

foodstuffs for a long time. Many of the leading

poultry-breeders are complaining bitterly that

they thought there was no need to keep stocks

of food handy as the Rationing Scheme " would
soon be in operation." They misjudged official-

dom ! Those of my readers who_ followed my
advice and got in a store of food without a thought
as to whether or not they would come eventually

within the "super" radius will be in a strong

position just now. A reader of The Garden
whom I advised to apply for 40Z. rations for his

Bantams wi-ites to say that " although Bantams
are not expressly included in the present Rationing

Scheme, his sub-committee are to decide his claim."

Such is the reply of the Ministry of Food, who
adds that " in any case Bantams will be kept in

mind in any further scheme." The delay in

getting the Rationing Scheme at work should be
an object-lesson for the officials, who should learn

thereby that official Orders should be plain and
straightforward. Then only those concerned would
take steps to carry out the instructions.

Those Foreign Eggs.—The Ministry of Food
has been busy distributing those " foreign" eggs,

concerning which I wTote in a recent issue of The
Garden. They represent large stocks of pickled

and imported eggs which the Government has
acquired in an endeavour to bring down the price

of home-produced new-laids. The prices in the

shops are to be fixed from time to time, starting

at 4jd. each. Selling agents, wholesale dealers

and retail traders are to distribute the eggs, the

profits being limited to gd. perlonghundred(i2o)for
selling agents, is. 6d. for wholesalers, and 5s. for

retailers. To think that after all the lessons the

great war has taught us of our pre-war neglect

of home production of foodstuffs we should have
the Government officially importing "foreign"
eggs-. It is, to say the least, shameful. The
eggs will be " cookers," I am thinking, and one
might have rectified matters by selling the English

new-laids by weight, with 4jd. for the " smaUs."

Home production could have been speeded up
by the importation of feeding-grain, and the pro-

ducers of the " big " eggs would have got the maxi-
mum prices as their reward.

Plenty of Grain.—Officialdom accuses the hen
of eating our daily bread, thereby wilfully mis-

representing her. Officialdom, too, says there is a
shortage of cereals, and persists season after season

in such a misstatement. As a professional con-

sultant my business takes me here, there and

everywhere. On all sides I see home-grown grain

in plenty that is, £md will be, quite useless for

milling purposes. Lot the British hen, then, have
her full share at a fair price !

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden
Poultry Expert, will be pleased to answer, free

of charge, any questions dealing with poultry-

keeping. A stamped and addressed envelope

should be enclosed, when a lengthy and detailed

reply will be posted promptly. Communications

should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-Owen, care of

The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street, Strand, W.C.i.
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IN

a season probably unparallek'd for its

scarcity of fruit, the high standard of the

Royal Horticultural Society's exhibition of

British-grown fruits came as a great surprise.

The exhibition, which is reported in this

issue, was evidence, if such were needed, that

British-grown fruit, even in an unfavourable

year, surpasses all else in the world for high ex-

cellence and flavour. It is necessary for the woU-

being of this ceuntry that the cultivation of fruit

should be greatly increased and then kept at its

maxmum. Fruit-growing is a most important

branch, of the food production of the country,

and it is the hope of every thinking man that

when the war is over, there will be no reversion

to the careless and slip-shod methods of fruit-

growing %vhich have been all too common in the

past. Of the many lessons the war has taught us,

that of growing better fruit and better vegetables

is not the least important.

Security of Tenure o£ Allotments.—At a

conference of agricultural and allotment societies

held at the Holborn Restaurant on Friday last, the

Right Hon. F. D. Acland, M.P., chairman of the

Agricultural Organisation Society's Allotments

Committee, said that the policy of the Agricultmal

Organisation Society as regards allot-

ment tenure was that land occupied by

allotment holders should not be diverted

to other purposes except after it had

been definitely proved to a Government

official that it was required immediately

for some other piu'pose of greater public

necessity.

Ripening Green Tomatoes.—Instead

of finishing the green fr\iits of outdoor

Tomatoes in a sunny window or green-

house, results will be more satisfactory

if they are placed in shallow boxes.

A single layer is best, the Tomatoes

being packed close together, and the

less air space left in the box the better.

The boxes containing the fruit should

be closed with tight-fitting lids, and put

in a warm room or on a shelf in the

kitchen. In a few days the Tomatoes

will have changed colour, and in tender^

ness of skin, fiavom" and juiciness they

will be far superior to those ripened in

the sun and equal to freshly cut fruit.

Potatoes Over Five Hundredfold.

—

Reference is made on page 392 to this year's

Potato contest held by the St. Barnabas,

Sutton and District Horticultural Society,

in which 5181b. of Potatoes were gi'own

from lib. of seed. Both the gardener.

Mr. A. G. Adams, and his employer.

Mr. R. L. Powell, are enthusiastic and

thorough-going. This remarkable relm-u

was secured on the border of Banstead

Downs, the ground being deeply dug,

well worked and manured in the autumn.

There were fourteen seed Potatoes to the

lib., and from them 133 sets were made,

but oidy no developed into useful plants.

They were planted the third week

in .\pril, and the crop lifted on September 21.

Two feet was allowed between the sets, and 3 feet

between the rows. The variety was .\iran Chief,

from Irish seed.

Potato British Queen.—^This well-tried variety

has so many excellent attributes that it is a pity

so many growers give it up on ac.:ount of its

reputation for being a " bad cooker." It is,

howeveir, a Potato of such fine flavour that it is

worth some trouble on the part of the cook. The

best way to treat it when a steamer is not used is

to boil it gently in an iron pan until half-cooked.

Then, before the tubers begin to break up, strain

off the water, put the lid fiimly on the pan at once,

and place the latter on a moderate heat. The

Potatoes will then finish by steaming, and turn out

white and flouiy.

A Striking Allotment Development.—.At a

recent conference of allotment holders arranged

by the Agricultural Organisation Society,

reference was made to a striking instance of

the development of the allotment spirit

afforded by the growth of the Brislington Allot-

ment Federation. This movement had its in-

ception in the Men's Adult School, and com-

menced with qj acres of land obtained tlirough
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the Bristol Corporation under the Small Holdings

and Allotment Act. From this small beginning

the association has grown to a membership of over

1,000 members, cultivating 75 acres of land. A
further step in co-operation has been taken by the

formation of a federation of the existing allotment

societies of Bristol, numbering some twenty societies

with 8,000 members. The whole of these associa-

tions constituting the federation are affiliated to

the Agricultural Organisation Society, Queen

Anne's Chambers, Tothill Street, London, STW.i,

an organisation which is always prepared to assist

bodies of small-holders and allotment-holders to

form themselves into well-organised and registered

societies.

A Noble Monkshood.—One of the boldest bits

of colour in the herbaceous border to-day is afforded

by the fine spikes of Aconitum Fischeri. Tliese

attain a height of some 3 feet ; the rich violet flowers,

which are of great size, are produced in succession

over a very long period ; the foliage is broad and

a. deep glossy green, and the stems are so rigid

that they have withstood the recent storms without

support of any kind.

The Oriental Thorn. — .Among the very

large family of Thorns, said to number
upwards of 1.000 species, the

Oriental Thorn, Cratjegus orierttalis, is

one of the most distinct and useful.

.As an ornamental specimen tree of

moderate size (up to 20 feet) stray

specimen trees may be seen in a few of

the London parks and gardens. The
deeply cut, dowmy leaves give the tree a

distinctly ornamental character. In

early June corymbs of white blo;som

precede the fruits, which are freely

borne in most seasons. This autumn *

is no exception, the trees being -heavily

laden with the comparatively large orange

red fruits.

Mr. George Dillistone.—Oiu- genial

roiTespondent Mr. George Dillistone

figures in the accompanying illustration.

\ ^, Mr. Dillistone is now a corporal in ths

ii^- British Aimy and is on his way to

;^' Mesopotamia. We hope before long

Mr. Dillistone will safely return to design

more gardens and to again work among
the hardy flowers he has so much at

heat.

Shrubby Veronicas in Woodland.

—

l'\ir some years we have liad a number of

the choicer shrubby Veronicas growing

beneath .deciduous trees, mainly Oaks.

Provided the latter are not too thick

and the lower branches are fairly high,

ihese very ornamental shrubs do re-

markably well, and the trees above

them often afford enough protection

to throw oS the injurious effects of

wliitc frosts. Such beautiful varieties

as Autumn Glory, Carmine Gem, Mme
Lleleaux and others ar: now (mid-

October) making a dclig i iil 1 eak of

colour in the autumn woodland.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE BLACKBERRY.

gIR HERBERT MAXWELL says :
" It is

remarkable that no use seems to be made of the

Blackberry in France." Many {i.e., thirty-four)

years ago I was staying at Dinan and was told

that the French exported from St. Male many tons

of Blackberries to England. The statement made
a great impression upon me at the time, as, although

but a boy, I thought it so strange that we should

not be able to supply ourselves. I happened

the other day to mention the matter to a gentleman

who was organising Blackberry collections in the

County of Herts for jam-making, and his comment

was :
" French people think Blackberries are

poisonous ; and if we feel inclined to blame their

ignorance, we must remember that in the matter

of the Toadstool family it is we who are ignorant

and they who are intelligent, for they eat many
excellent varieties that we think poisonous."

—

R. M., Hertford.

"[VT.'^Y I point out in reference to Sir Herbert

Maxwell's note in your issue of the 5th inst.,

page 372, that though the Tweed flows through

tliis parish and not many hundred yards before

my Manse, the Bramble flourishes by my garden

wall and we are making Bramble jelly this week.

—William McC.\llum, The Manse, Makerstoun,

Kelso.

RUBUS PULCHERRIMUS.

TJAVING paid special attention to the British

Rubi diuing the past twenty years, I was

glad to notice a good word spoken for that hand-

some Bramble Rubus pulcherrimus, one of our

most distinct and, at the same time, generally

distributed species, and often abundant where it

occurs. When well flowered it is very attractive

0.1 account of its clusters of bright pink flowers,

which make it a most desirable plant for the garden.

Moreover, the fruit is of excellent quality and quite

equal in flavour to that of the so-called American

Blackberry, Rubus laciniatus, the native origin of

which ii uncertain. It is probably allied to tlie

European R. Selmeri. Rubus pulcherrimus has

been recorded from seventy-nine English vice

counties, and is also found in Ireland. It is fre-

quently met with on the commons round London.

Moyle Rogers, in his paper on Rubi occurring

in the neighbourhood of London {Journal of

Botany, 1903, page gi), records it from Clapham,

Streatham, Tooting, Wandsworth, Barnes and

Sheen Commons, as well as from Putney, Hamp-
stead and Hounslow Heaths.—A. B. J.

THE CUT-LEAVED BRAMBLE.

r~\NE of the paragraphs in the third column on

page 351 of The Garden dated Sep-

tember 21 refers to this Bramble as grown as Kew.

While the wild form of the Cut-leaved Bramble

(Rubus laciniatus) may. be compared with other

species in the Kew collection, it must not be confused

with the plant cultivated in our gardens as the

American Cut-leaved Bramble. We might as

reasonably compare the wild RaspbeiTy (Rubus

Ida;us) with the popular variety Superlative. As

grown at Kew none of the species equals the

American Cut-leaved Bramble, which I cultivate

in my garden, though in the hands of the hybridist

they oiler undoubted possibilities. The species

R. pulcherrimus, to which attention is drawn, fruits

freely, but as the fruits only conmience to ripen

during the second half of September, in most

seasons they mature indifferently. My choice

among the species growing at Kew from the fruit-

grower's standpoint would be R. pubescens, of

which I should.say the so-called Himalayan Black-

ben y is a progeny.'—A. Osborn.

TREE OF HEAVEN DAMAGED. .

" T IGHTNING has severely damaged a tree,

introduced from China in 1751, and known
as 'the Tree of Heaven,' on the lawn of Burwood

House, Cobham." This absurd paragraph, I

find, has been going the rormd of the papers,

which conveys the idea that there is only one

Tree of Heaven in the country, and that is the one'

at Cobham ; whereas, in fact, they are fairly

common. There is a row of them growing in

Kennington Park in London, for instance. Per-

haps, therefore, you may think it worth while

to publish this note to disabuse the mind of the

public of the impression that this remarkable

tree can only be seen at Cobham, Kent.—M. F.

Cooper.

REMARKABLE CROPS OF POTATOES-

TV/TR. HEATLEY NOBLE (page 372), referring

to the production of i681b. of King George V.

Potatoes from ilb. of seed, says :
" I should think

it must be almost a record." It is, however, very

far from it. In 1916 one of the members of the

Sutton St. Barnabas Gardeners' Mutual Improve-

ment Society grew the prodigious total of 364jlb.

of produce from a single pound of seed, the variety

being the second-early Colleen, the seed supplied

direct from Ireland. This Surrey society had

at that tirfie been promoting Potato-growing

competitions for about a decade, with the result

that several of its members had become expert

growers. It will be seen that the crop produced

amounts practically to a pound of Potatoes for

every day in the year from a single pound of seed

—

a truly remarkable result. This notwithstanding,

the competitors were subjected to certain con-

ditions ; e.g., greenhouse treatment and cutting

propagation were not permitted, all tubers

having to be cut—where this method was favoured

—and planted in the presence of the secretary,

Mr. P. C. Jay, himself an expert grower. While

the above may probably approach to record-

making from what might be termed routine

methods of culture, it is as nothing compared to

the achievements of some growejs during the

Potato boom of 1903-4. During that short spell

one grower of my acquaintance, from 40Z. of seed

of Eldorado, grew and sold four hundred pounds'

worth of green plants, subsequently raising 2 J tons

of produce on his. own land. This extraordinary

result was the outcome of intensive cutting pro-

pagation, demonstrating most clearly a pro-

ductivity of the Potato that can only be described

as marvellous. The 40Z. of Eldorado seed-tubers

cost £40.—E. H. Jenkins.

[We are not sure of the record in Potato pro-

duction, but this year's contest held by the Sutton

St...Barnabas Horticultural Society in Surrey would,

we should imagine, establish a record. Each com-

petitor was given lib. of seed, comprising fourteen

tubers, and the name of the variety was not

disclosed. AU the seed was planted and the crops

lifted in the presence of at least two members of

the committee. The winner, Mr. A. &. Adams, lifted

5i81b. of tubers from the lib. of seed planted.

—

-Ed.]

'\X7ITH reference to a letter from Mr. Heatley

Noble, published in your issue of October 5,

on the subject of the quantity of Potatoes raised

from lib. of seed, perhaps the following from the

late Mr. Walter P. Wright's " Pictorial Practical

Vegetable Growing ". may be of interest. The

writer admits that he had his " doots " as to the

veracity of the story, but also states that he once

met a person who claimed to know all about the

matter. The winner of the competition, a Kentish

gardener, is recorded to have produced 6471b.

of Potatoes from lib. of seed. The method adopted

was to remove the eyes with a gouge and establish

them. The variety was Eureka, which Mr. Wright
describes as " a hideously coarse Potato lumbered

with eyes."—T. C. Thomasset, Acacia House,

Mortlake, S.W.

ALLEGED POTATO SPORTS.

'T'HERE is every reason for doubting the supposed

sports recorded on page 372. Sporting in

other plants, Roses and Chrysanthemums especi-

ally, is more or less common, but in every instance

the sport has appeared, not to the total extinction

of the parent plant, but merely as a portion, usually

one stem or branch, which in the first instance

developed from one eye or bud. Sporting, there-

fore, is obviously generated through some cause,

not at the root, but in the growth bud, without

affecting the remainder of the plant. Had your

correspondents found one or two coloured tubers

on a plant bearing otherwise white tubers, one could

at once have believed a real sport had occurred.

But in each instance, however, the entire root was
coloured. Anyone who has planted Potatoes

that have been greened knows it is more or less

easy to make a mistake ; or even dirty seed may
mislead one. This season, among our King

Edward, I noticed several purple-stemmed rogues,

and in due course they produced purple tubers.

There was no mystery, however, for we grow this

purple variety, and presumably by some chance

a few sets of the purple got mixed with King

Edward aijd were planted unnoticed. The only

variation one is likely to see in any variety is in

shape. One may plant kidneys and dig rounds

in plenty, but not plant whites and dig coloured.

—T. A. W.

TO PREVENT DISEASE FROM SPREAD-

ING IN THE POTATO STORE.

TN reading the article in the issue of The Garden
for September 28 on the lifting and storing of

Potatoes, I notice that no mention is made of any

means for preventing disease from spreading

in the store. But this can be done very effectually

by dusting powdered charcoal among the Potatoes.

I tried this with the remains of a very badly

infected crop, and they kept perfectly. I imagine

the charcoal absorbs the acidity.—Lucv H. Joshua.

[This is a very important point. We have

recently heard that coke will act in a similar way
if placed in a layer above the Potatoes. The
reason given is interesting, though we do not

vouch for its accuracy. It is stated that carbon

dioxide is given off from the coke, and this gas,

being heavier than air, falls down among the

tubers and so prevents the spread of the disease.

Incidentally, it is said also to prevent the sprouting

of the tubers in store.

—

Ed.1

"GREENSIDE" IN TOMATOES.

TX/TY experience in Tomato growing, which extends

over thirty years—during which period I

have grown very many varieties, both for private

use and commercially—convinces me that the

explanation given on page 302 is generally correct,

although I believe that plant pathologists will

disagree. I know that in a few instances they

say that their investigations show that potash

has nothing to do with it. This must not be

taken to mean that I hold an indifferent opinion

of the value of the " plant doctor "
; far from it.

He is often able to greatly assist the cultivator,

but his value would be immensely increased if

he were able to approach his problems from the

cultivator's point of view. To return to the
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" groeuside," I am of tlie decided opinion that

excess of water at the root is also a contributor)

I ause of the trouble, and- this explains why it is

more frequent immediately following spells of

very hot weather and particularly on pot-grown

plants. As Mr. C. Blair points out, " greenside
"

most frequently appears ai'ound the stem of the

fruit, and this is the pai't of the Tomato which

colours last. The Tomato has a passion for water,

and as imder oiu' restricted system of cultivation

its natural outlet is denied, too much water is

caiTied into the fruits at a time when, induced

by hot, sunny days, they are matiuring very

quickly. In the very limited soil in pots, over-

watering washes out most of the plant food,

a'ready often deficient in potash, consequently

these plants often bear "greenside" fruits which

are otherwise paler in colour and more transparent

than those on well-grown plants. I do not think

my varieties will be found to be generally immune,

lor I have seen bad examples on Sunrise and its

\ arious selections as well as on many other sorts.

The remedy is cultural, for it certainly is not a

disease, and, when it can be obtained, sulphate

of potash is excellent, though it can rarely be

purchased now ; but a splendid substitute is

fresh ashes from the garden bonfire. If the plants

are lightly top-di'essed with these, the water supply

veduced and the houses abundantly ventilated

c'.uring fine weather, "greenside" in Tomatoes
will soon disappear. Failing the ashes, top-

dressing with sulphate of ammonia, one part, to

ihrec parts of superphosphate, .spread over the

surface soil at the rate of 307.. to the square yard,

will eflect a great improvement, though not so

quickly as ashes from a garden fire.—A. C

Bartlett.

POLYGONUM CAMPANULATUM.
'T'HIS Polygonum does not seem to be well

known, but it is a plant worth growing,

for it can be kept in bounds, not having the iiTe-

prcssible and irresponsible habit of trespassing on

ts neighbours in the same way as some other

members of the family. In the earlier part of the

smnmer the foliage is very liandsome, the dark

green, ribbed leaves with lighter imder side lying

closer together, and the clusters of Heath-like bells,

pale pink in colour, are pleasing in effect during the

long period in summer and autunm that the plant

remains in bloom. I do not luiow that it has any
-special requirement in the matter of soil ; I have

grown it in ordinary ground free frjm lime, and also

in peat. Probably it would not show itself to

good advantage imder hot or dry conditions. At

any rate, the way in which the blooms stand wet

weather is remarkable. I should describe it as a

desirable though not a showy plant, and one tliat

will give pleasure in a quiet way.—C. ScRASE-

DlCKINS.

decorative flowers, which are increasing in favour

year by year. In his list of thirty varieties there

are several included which, I believe, are quite

miknown to the average grower, and on this

account alone ought to be helpful to many who
have no opportunities of seeing the varieties of

more recent introduction. It is astonishing how,
even in the selection of these beautiful climbers,

we seem to get into a rut, as we find the same dozen,
or a dozen and a half, varieties in evidence in nearly

every garden, as if the choice were limited to these

few, while really there are quite a large number
almost, if not quite, as good as those ordinarily

grown. In the list given by Mr. Molyneux there

are six included which are strangers to me, while

several are omitted which do exceptionally well in

Scotland, and in the hope that these may be found
useful I may be permitted to mention them.
Mrs. F. \V. Flight.—This is designated by some
" the Queen of Ramblers," and is undoubtedly a

very desirable variety, bearing huge trusses of

semi-double pink, white-eyed flowers in lavish

abundance, and a robust grower. Blush Rambler.
— .-K single-flowered variety, extra strong in growth.

Welwitschia mirabilis
By R. IRWIX lynch, .M.A., V.M.H.

ONE of the most remarkable plants

I on the face of the earth, and one of the

I most difficult to grow to an age of

very many years, is well known
botanically under the above name,

though, according to the law of priority, its generic
name should be Tumboa. It belongs to the
Natural Order Gnetacea;, to which also the genera
Ephedera and Gnetum belong, and it is native
of Southern Angola, South-East of Mossamedes,
and in Damara-land. This Order, with the
Cycads and the Conifers, include the whole
of the Gymnosperms, all those plants the
ovules of which are not enclosed in an ovary.
.Although the stem of Welwitschia is quite

exceptional in its nature, the most remarkable
feature, perhaps, is found in the leaves. Only
two are ever produced, and these grow at thfir

bases, so that the destruction and breakage and

WEI.WIT.SCHIA MIRABII.IS IN THF. CAMBRIDGE BOTANIC GARDEN.

THE PRONUNCIATION OF DAHIJA.
TT may be worth while to add to Mr. Harman

Payne's catena of extracts the reference by
Maund to the pronunciation of the name : he

speaks of " its similarity to Dalca, a genus already

established, after our countryman. Dale," and
adds: "It is very desirable that attention be

paid to the proper pronunciation of the word :

the A should have the open sound, as in father."

(Bot. Garden, II., 115 ; iS:;;.)

—

James Britten-.

RAMBLER ROSES.
T> E.\DERS of The Garden are from time to time

laid under a debt of gratitude to Mr. Molyneux
for the many interesting and helpful articles con-

tributed to its pages, in which he so lucidly gives
'

them the results of his mature and varied ex-

periences in matters horticultural. His recent

article on Rambler Roses will, I have no doubt,

be welcomed by many lovers of these exceedingly

producing largo pyramidal panicles of blush white
flowers resembling ."Vpple blossoms. This we
consider is in every respect supsrior to Evangeline,
which in these Nortliern latitudes is lacking in

character, being too milk and watery in tone. Eu-
phrosyne, known as the Pink Rambler, comes
early into bloom, consequently its large, erect

clusters of rose pink flowers are much appreciated,
and all the more so on accoimt of their sweet
perfume. Paul Transon.—This is a very choice
sort with bright, glossy leaves and large trusses

of deep* rosy carmine flowers, freely produced.
Shower of Gold is perhaps the best yellow rambler
we have

; the flower^re deep orange in the bud,
fading to pale yellow as the flowers expand.
Rubin somewliat resembles Crimson Rambler, but
is deeper in colour, and the individual blooms
are larger, while the young shoots and leaves

assume a deep red colour, which adds considerably
to its attractiveness. Flower of Fairfield is the
counterpart of Crimson Plambler in colour, but
is a continuous flowerer and not so rampant a

grower. It has flowered profusely this year.

—

W. L., Carnoustie.

decay of a long life is made good below, and living

effective leaf is, as it were, projected from the plant
during the period ef growth. The stem remains
dwarf, and it forms a flat top chiefly by growth on
two sides where the leaves are inserted. Its botani-
cal nature, however, has been exhaustively treated,

especially by the late Sir Joseph Hooker in the
Transactions of the Linnean Society, Vol. XXIV.,
and my object rather is to give some account of

experience in cultivation which may be of som^
use to those who may get the seeds. A specimen^
shown in the accompanying illustration^
raised from seeds more than eleven years ago
has been very successfully cultivated in tlio Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden. The seed, if alive,

germinates with great readiness, and the first

difficulty is due to the extraordinarily rapid, growth
of tJie root. If sown in a long drain tile, made use
of as a pot, it almost immediately reaches the
lowest depth.^ As drain tile cultivation docs not
succeed,,thc seedlings have been taken out, and only
with the greatest difiiculty has it been possible

to coil the root into an ordinary pot. It is so
e.xceedingly brittle that it breaks on the slightest
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provocation, and the loss of the seedling is thus

ensured. The best method, no doubt, is to sow

in an ordinary pot and watch the behaviour of its

root so that it does not get tlirough to the outside.

It can usually, perhaps, be guided and kept inside

liy turning over and lifting off the pot. At any

Tate, sowing a single seed in an ordinary 3-inch

pot has proved the most successful method of

raising. A very important point is with regard

to water. The plant is said to grow where not

a drop of rain ever falls, and the theorist at once

says :
" Don't give it any water, or, if you do,

give very little." I have found, however, that

water does no harm at any stage of the plant's

existence, and I should never feel comfortable

if I found the plant over-dry. I am quite sure that

the plant must have water, and I am equally sxire

that the plant does get it where it is said that not a

drop of rain ever falls. I have forgotten the source

of information, but I believe that the plant grows

where there are subterranean water-coiu'ses. If

this is so, the long root and the rapidity of its growth

is at once explained. It is too much to expert

long, respectively, and the width is about 3 inches

near the base. The stem is rather more than

I J inches high. This plant is growing in the

Tropical Orchid House, and the conditions

there are apparently very suitable in spite oi

atmospheric moisture, which must, one would

think, be in excess. The very excess, however,

may be of assistance by reducing the amount
required through the restricted root system.

GENTIANA ASCLEPIADEA
IN THE WILD

I

AM afraid that, generally speaking, the fears

of Sir Herbert Maxwell (page 378) that too

little use is made of this graceful plant in the

wild garden are well founded. Now and

again, however, one comes across an instance

where, its merits having been appreciated,

it is seen in its true home on a fairly worthy scale.

The most notable instance I recall was in the late

THE WILLOW GENTIAN (GENTIANA ASCLEPIADEA) NEAR A CiRASS PATH IN

MUNSTEAD WOOD.

that the plant now illustrated will last indefinitely,

especially in times like the present, when care

of the best kind is so difficult. It is, however,

doing very well, and let me shock those who believe

that we must go to the evidence of native conditions

for a guide to cultivation by saying that wiien

this dry-country plant dies it will be in consequence

of neglected watering. It has been said that

plants grow where they can and not where tliey are

best suited, but probably it would be safe at least

to .appeal to the nature of a plant's environment

if we could get the whole of the details and imitate

the conditions successfully. The conditions, how-

ever, are rarely known completely, and imitation

is often impossible. There is still further the factor

of the plant's peculiarities, and hence—due to these

three facts, it may be said—exists the art of

gardening. There is one botanical point which

is proved by the seedlings raised nere. The two

leaves arc strictly leaves and not cotyledons.

There are two cotyledons, and the Icngtli of time

they exist is not exceptional. The leaves of the

plant now illustrated are 21 inches and 18 inches

Mr, KingsmUl's garden at Harrow, where the plant

was in its hundreds, tiny seedlings onwards

to big. graceful examples giving the impression

that from a small beginning seeds had been collected

and strewn from the hand with a view to naturalis-

ing it and providing a toucfi of Nature in due course.

In the main the plants were within the woodland,

the soil of medium texture and rather stony.

In other parts of the garden, seedlings of varying

s zes occurred here and there fringing the sides

of paved walks and right away from larger plants,

affording proof of the method of gardening

favoured.

With regard to transplanting when yt)ung—a view

I held in common with many, and which for years

I looked upon as essential to this and some other

Gentians—recent experiences compel one to modify

it. A few years back the overhauling and re-

arranging of a rock garden necessitated the removal

of half a dozen yard-high specimens having a

root spread of 2 feet or more. They were then

probably a dozen or more years old. Realising

the risk of replanting them intact, they were freely

divided and replanted in a good depth of fattish

loam, leaf-soil and grit in cool quarters with wood-

land shade at hand. The work was done in October-

November—a good season for planting many
Gentians—and the plants, without looking back,

are now larger than the originals and require

thinning. I attribute the success to the time the

work was done and the conditions ,named ; and
probably drier woodland conditions and poorer

soil would not have answered anything like so well.

This compels one to add that, while the Willow

Gentian is not averse to ordinary woodland con-

ditions, its progress and fullest vigour and flower

freedom are best assured by soil conditions which

are cool as well as generous and deep. If I mistake

not, this Gentian is fairly well represented in the

woodland garden at Wisley. E. H. Jenkins.

[Yes ; the Willow Gentian has been success-

fully grown in the wild garden at Wisley for

many years, and is still quite at home there.

It is also in mid - September, a feattire of

Miss Jekyll's delightful garden at Munstead

Wood, Godalming. We give an illustration of

this Gentian, self-sown, near a narrow grass

path in the wild garden at Munstead Wood.
It is seen springing up through low bushes of

.\lpenrose. —Ed.]

Garden Work in October

OCTOBER brings the sere leaf and
L chilly air. Lift and plant in frames

I all tender plants needing protection.

Radishes and Mustard and Cress I

am sowing under glass now. Draw
earth up to the stems of Brussels Sprouts, Cauli-

flowers and other greens to support them.

Attend to the root-pruning of fruit trees and
bushes. You should choose mild weather for

the work. Root-pruning is often as useful as

branch-pruning.

You may commence to plant fruit trees and

bushes now if the weather is favoiuable. Moderately

rich soil does best. If too rich, the trees run to

leaf and wood. Raspberries and Black Currants

will, however, fruit well on the richest of soils.

.\ quantity of old lime mortar should be mixed

with the soil before planting fruit trees like Cherry,

Plum, Apricot and Peach.

Next week we shall proceed with pruning, where

necessary, among Currant and Gooseberry bushes.

We do not prune the bushes very severely,

only trim them into shape, thin out the over-

crowding branches, and snip off irregular or pro-

jecting twigs.

We are preparing ground for planting Roses,

and the soil will be liberally manured and trenched

2 feet deep. Well-rotted cow and pig manrure

does nicely on a light soil. In some gardens

stable maniure may be used if the soil is a stiff

clay. No maniure shoidd be nearer the surface

than c) inches, as the roots must not come in direct

contact with it. Plant when the soil is workably

dry, not wet.

With a view to admitting as much light as

possible we are now removing all shading from

glasshouses. Chrysanthemums are now taken

indoors, and care and attention given to them.

-\ damp atmosphere is harmful to these flowers,

so we must exercise great care in watering.

We are lifting and storing Carrots and other

roots at every favoiu"able opporttmity. Cabbages

planted a few weeks ago had a slight dressing of

soot, and the soil will be stirred around the plants

with a hoe. - Leaves should be collected ever>-

other day so as to keep the garden and roadways

tidy.

Balthangie, Turriff, Aberdeen. J. Wight.
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THE GOLGHIGUMS
Bv E. A. nOWl.ES, M.A., 1 J>.S., V.M.H.

The return of Stptciubcr

brings the Colchicunis, and

ever y season I start

afresh to examine and

rnmpare their flowers,
hoping some day to

satisfy myself as to the

names that should ap-

pear on their labels. It

seems an easy and plea-

sant task for a week or

more, while such as

agrippinum, Bornmiilleri and byzantinum are

the first to make a show. Later, when speciosum

and its many forms or nearly related species or

varieties are in flower, when half a dozen roots of,

say, cilicicum, bought from one good firm, show

at least three distinct forms, and those from

another expert are totally different from them,

I begin to believe the task hopeless. Still later,

when collected forms from Spain, Macedonia and

Italy join the gay throng and show characters

that connect them with species the books attach

to quite other countries than those I know mine

came from, I fall back on the good intention to

make careful notes of their leaves in spring, and

leave the question of their identity till that has

been done.

Somehow or other this never gets done, and

I still admire in ignorance certain members of

the family. One is the smallest of those in flower

now, being very little larger than the fairy-like

C. alpinum that is the first of the family to show

flower, and that generally in the commencement

of August. This September-flowering midget

was collected for me in Northern Spain, and of

all the figures I have looked up it comes nearest

to Reichenbach's of C. arenarium. I should like

.to believe it is this species, but Hungary and

Cephalonia are given as ifs home. If I can re-

member to compare the foliage next spring I

may be enlightened, for the three leaves of are-

narium are all narrow, whereas of those of alpinum

two are much broader than the third. Anyway,

both species are dainty enough to be welcome among

the choicest alpine plants, even in that royal

enclosure of the rock garden we now call the

moraine and kesp select for the most distinguished

of our fastidious plants. I have made a sketch

of this tiny Spanish species, which I hope will

convey some idea of its charms.

Quite unsuited to the moraine, but very wel-

come as edgings to shrubberies, in clumps in the

herbaceous beds, and excellent for rough grass,

are the many forms that surround the typical

C. speciosum. The true plant itself with Tulip-

shaped flowers is a splendid thing, and its warm
rosy mauve glows out in a wonderful way in

the evening sunlight. The deepest-coloured forms

that one meets with, as rubens or magnificum,

are almost purple, perhaps garnet-coloured,

when they have been open for two or three days ;

and the pure white is surely the finest of all

autumnal bulbous plants.

Then we have Bornmiilleri, which seems to me
i.o more than an early flowering form of speciosum,

with flowers which rush up in such a hurry that

they appear in the world before they have got

their colour fully developed, and are frequently

pied with large white blotches for their first few

days. Giganteum differs from typical speciosum

in having a green perianth tube instead of the

normal light purple one. Also the white of the

tlu'oat is arranged in a different pattern and

stretches higher up on the margins of the segment

than in the centre and has a clearly defined edge.

In speciosum plain and simple, the white fades

gradually into the pink, but has a well-marked

peak in the centre of the segment. A form I got

from Ne^vry as speciosum maximimi has very

little white in the throat ; in fact, it can only be

seen by forcibly opening the segments, and these

are larger and more rounded than in any other

form. There is a mysterious one grown as brachy-

phyllum, which again is evidently a member of

the speciosum clan. It has a pale, nearly white,

tube, much white in the throat, and a very fasci

nating slight twist in the segments that gives it the

general expression of a Lily rather than that of a

Tulip.

Something in the same way, but rather better,

being more solid and brighter in colow, we have

a good thing collected in Macedonia and sent out

by Barr as illyricum superbum. It is very slightly

ttssellatcd when seen in a strong light, and if its

-^
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COLCHICUM ARENARIUM.

{rvom a drawing by E. A. Bowles.)

leaves should show a decided twist I should

suspect that it has a dash of C. Sibthorpei in it.

This last I have had sent me from Salonika, and

if it will settle down and grow better than former

introductions have done, it will be one of our

greatest treasures, for it flowers later than the

other large forms and is very beautifully tessellated

with a rich shade of pink, almost crimson in parts,

on a soft pale rosy lilac ground. Also its shape

is particularly good. It is not out yet, but I

recall it as goblet-shaped with a pointed tip to each

segment. C. byzantinum I recognise by the deep

crimson tips of its stigmata and the sharp keels

on the segments of its nunu-rous flowers. It has,

I think, the largest corm of any and bears the

greatest number of flowers. They are of medium
size for a Colchicum and of a pretty light rosy

pink. Its leaves are very large, and at first strike

one as handsome, but towards the end of their

lives I have often called them coarse and been

annoyed at their size and the way they fall about

on choice neighbours. C. cilicicum seems to be a

large-flowered form of this last, and is very

variable. When one gets a good form of it it is

worth having, but some I have seen are too

starry to be effective. C. autumnale roseum of

the catalogues is only a form of byzantinum,

probably selected from cilicicum. Tenorei,

Bivona;, lusitanicum and laetum, as I have them,

are more altin to autiimnale, but as I have not

yet spent a spring day or two over the characters

of their foliage I caimot divide them off with

decision. Spring days offer so many more attrac-

tive jobs that I hope someone else will tackle the

Colchicums for me.

Some Hardy-Flower Table
Decorations

By 'ANNE AMATEUR."
The Editor suggested I should send some notes

on the above, so I have jotted down a few of

those I have had recently on my own little dinner-

tables. (I happen to be the present owntr of

two survivors of the several small, solid, polished

mahogany tables which stood in a row—so I have

been told—down the long dining-room of my
grandfather's house in a London square one

hundred years ago.) The old deep chestnut

brown makes a delightful ground for table decora-

tions in silver, or (my o^vn particular " wanity ")

Venetian glass vases.

A very dainty combination is Japan Knot-

weed, with its coarse Dock-like leaves removed,

and Thalictrum adiantifolium as foliage. (I

really must increase my roots of this ; it is in-

valuable.) I had this in pink glasses and sent

its photograph to The Garden, but the detail

was " too fine for reproduction," so it may be

guessed how light and lovely it was. Another

quaintly gay mixture, which looked like a fmall-

patterned, old-fashioned chintz, >was of that fine

little Nipple-wort Lapsana communis, with its

stiff, wire-like, dark green, branching stems and

tiny golden, starry flowers (this often takes the

place of Gysophila, of which I am a-wcary).

Sprays of crimson Flax and blue Linseed

are most delightful and last long in water, for

though the blue petals fall daily, fresh flowers

keep opening. With these were just a few

Tenerifte-lace-like heads of wild Carrot flowers,

and, as foliage—what do you think ? You will

jeer, I fear, when you hear of my latest discovery

in the way of weed foliage (of which I wrote long

ago in The Garden)—long sprays and trails of

Couch Grass.

This autumn I have also discovered (one is

always learning things in a garden) that the pink

Convolvulus (Calystegia pubeseens), if picked in

bud, opens in water and lasts some days in absolute

perfection ; whereas o»/-of doois it is only—what

our American cousins call it—a " Morning Glory."

Tliis I had with trails of its own foliage. Cobaea

scandens, with the deep crimson and purple black

foliage of wild Black Bryony made a weird effect,

not unpleasing as a change. Heliotrope, with

no stems nor foliage, floating in a bowl of skim-

milk blue Venetian glass, was channing, and

ahnost too fragrant. Another quaint colour

combination was Sweet Scabious, pinky mauve
ones predominating, with small, lightest and

finest leaves of pinky purple and grey green

Variegated Kale, in grey green china. The Cobaa

also looks well with these. Now that silver sugar-

bowls are distinctly de Imp for their own
original purpose, I use them a good deal for flowers,

often filling their glass basins with vivid green

Milk Spurge and standing a few flowers in among it.

The bright green Spurge loolis quite an aristocrat

when set in silver ; many folks, failing to recognise

it, enquire what it is.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION OF BRITISH-GROWN FRUITS

TH
E society's iweuly-srcund autumn

meeting for British-grown fruits, held in

the London Scottish Drill Hall, Bucking-

ham Gate, on October 8, was in th

'

nature of a surprise both as to quantity and

quality. Though not a great show compared to some

of the larger ones of the past, it was in all the circum-

stances well worth while, and remarkable in a season

probably unparalleled for the scarcity of hardy

fruits generally. Then in no uncertain way.

whether from the standpoints of competitive

keenness or merit of the exhibits as a whole, or the

crowd of visitors, amateur and professional alike,

that tluronged the exhibition hall during

the day, was there demonstrated enthu-

siasm for and interest in an industry,

essentially British, which is becoming

increasingly important with the years.

That British-grown fruit surpasses ail

else the world over for high excellence

and flavour is well known, and of the

best there is rarely enough—a fact

which should cause the owners of land

to turn many more, broad acres into fruit

farms in the near future, and tin-

possessors of worn-out orchards or plan-

tations of rarely enquired for or un-"

certain cropping varieties to think

seriously about, rejuvenating the same.

If ever the time was ripe for such

action, that time is now.

So far as the exhibition itself was

concerned, the season's shortage was

seen chiefly in t he Pear and Plum
classes, the last-named represented by a

ttw dishes only. Collections of fruit

were of quite pre-war excellence—high

tribute to the zeal of the cultivators

concerned. The larger Grape classes

were on a par with these, and, generally.

Grapes were well shown. It was, how-

< ver, the strength of tJie Apple classes

which made the show, and whether

from the larger trade exhibitors, the

market men or the private gardeners, a

rondition of excellence prevailed worthy

ot all praise. I-'ollowing are some details

nf the show :

DIVISION T.

—

Fruits Grown Under Glass.

For a collection of nine dishes of ripe

dcssf^rt fruit, six kinds at least, Mr. T.

Pateman, gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., Tin-

Node, Wclwyii, was an excellent first, thr
collection comprising Madresflcld Court and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Superlativt-

Melon (well coloured and fit for immediate
use). Sea Eagle and Late Adnural Peaches,
Duroudeau and J>oyenn6 du Cornice Pears,

and Cox's Orange Pippin and Kibston Pippin
Apples; virtuaUy a flawless lot. Second, the
Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, Worksop (gar-

dener, Mr. S. Barker), who staged good
Charles Koss and Cox's Orange Pippin Apples, Golden

Kagle and Princess of Wales Peaches, and Doyenn6
du Cornice Pears. The Grapes Muscat Hamburgh and
Muscat of Alexandria were of a lower standard of merit.

Mr. J. Lock, Oatlands Lodge Gardens, Weybridge, who
was third, showed the only Pineapple noted.

For a collection of six dishes of xipe dessert fruit, Lord
Hillingdon. Sevenoaks (gardener, Mr. J. Skelton), was
first, hiri Muscat of Alexandria Grapes exciting general

admiration, colour, size of berry and bunch, and finisli

being excellent. Lady Palmorstou Peaches were also

fine, richly coloured fruits. Cox's Orange Pippin and
lllval Apples and Beurr6 Superfin Peai-s were included.

The Duke of Wellington, K.G., Stratfieldsaye. Mortimer
(gardener, Mr. E. Matthews), was second. Brown Turkey
Figs, Peaches, and Appley Towers and Mrs. Peai-son

Grapes being the more noticeable items.

Four exhibitoi-s competed in the important class for

six distinct varieties of Grapes, two bunches of each,

the premier award deservedly going to G. fllillcr, Esq.,

Radlett, Herts (gardener, Mr. J. Kidd), for a capital lot,

Alnwick Seedling, Lady Hutt, Mrs. Pince, Muscat of

Alexandria, Madresfleld Court, and finely finished bunches
of Appley Towers constituting his set. The Duke of

Newcastle, Clumber (gardener, Mr. S. Barker), was second,

Gros Colmar, Muscat of Alexandria and Chasselas Napoleon
being the best ; third, C. A. Cain, Esq., Welwyn.
For four varieties of Grapes, two bunches of each,

Lord Hillingdon, Sevenoaks (gardener, Mr. J. Skelton).
led, having grand Muscat of Alexandria and very good
Madresfield Court, and Mrs. Pearson.

In the following Grape clas.?es two bunches of each wore
asked for:—Black Hamburgh: First, Lord Hillingdon,
with grandly finislied bunches ; second, the Duke of
Newcastle. In like order the noblemen named scored
in the Mrs. Pince class. Mr, W. Raphael, Engleficld
Green (gardener, Mr. H. H. Brown), led with handsome,
well-finished bunches in the Alicante class, the Duke of
Newcastle being a good second. For Madresfield Court
the Duke of Newcastle and Lord Hillingdon, Sevenoaks, ,

took first and second prizes in that order with medium-'
sized bunches of good fruits. In the class for Prince of
Wales, another exhibitor, W. H. Nockold-\ Esq.. Nntfteld
Court, Redhill (gardener, Mr. T. W. Herbert), gained thr

A LATE GOLDEN GRAPE MRS. PEARSON.

place of honour with excellent hiaterial, the Duke of
Newcastle following. For any otluT Black Grape tlie

last-named exhibitor and Lord Hillingdon took first

and second prizes respectively. In the class for Muscat
of Alexandria Mr, J. Lock, Oatlands Lodge, Weybridge.
was first, followed by the Duke of Newcastle and C. A,
Cain, Esq. ; while in that for any other white Grape
the Duke of Newcastk\ Clumber, Worksop (gardener,
Mr. S. Barker), led with good bunches of Mrs. Pearson,
Mr. W. Howe, gardener to Lady Tate, Streatham Common
following with capital bunches of Dr. Hogg.
For a collection of hardy fruits, thirty dishes, distinct,

grown entirely in the open, Mr. R. Staward, Panshanger,
Herts, arranged a notable exhibit of the finest Apples,
Pe^rs and Peaches, together with good dislics of Fig
Black Provence and the Hailshamberry, securing first

prize.

Division II.

—

Open to Ntjrseutmkn Only.
All frequenters of these hardy fruit exhibitions know

that it is the fruit-growing specialists of the trade who
virtually and practically are the makers of this show,
since it is they alone who are in a position to set up impos-
ing displays of the finest produce. This fact, well recog-
nised in the past, was in considerable measure continued
in the exhibition under re\iew.

In the largest class (30-foot run of 6-foot tabling) Messrs.
11. Cannell and Sons, Eynsford, Kent (manager, ftlr. J.
Lawson), easily secured first honours, well meriting the
gold medal awarded. Upwards of 130 dishes were staged,
the high-class produce throughout meriting the high
rneomiums made concerning it. AVorthy of this at any
time, it is doubly so to-day, the general quality and finisii

of the fruits reflecting the higlicst credit on the zeal and
industry of the management. We have no space to
enumerate a tithe of tlie good things staged, though we
may refer to the centre feature of the group, in which
prime produce was noted. Here Apples Emperor Alexan-
der, Gascoyne's Scarlet, Coronation, Charles Koss, James
Grieve, Norfolk Beauty, Peasgood's Nonsuch, with a
tray of forty fruits of Cox's Orange Pippin as fine as we
have ever seen, constituted a feast, handsome, flawless

-

specimens and colour beauty going hand in hand. King
of the Pippins, Allington Pippin, Wadhurst Pippin (very
distinct), Smart's Prince Arthur (grand) and the new
dessert Apple James Lawson (Cellini^ippin x Graven-
stein) were othei-s in a tndy rema'Wible lot. Messrs.
W. Seabrook and Sons, Limited, Chelmsford, were second,
showing many flne baskets,of which Apples Bismarck. Cox's
Orange Pippin, Bramley's Seedling, Allington Pippin,
Lord Derby and Blenheim Orange Pippin were among
till- best.

1.1 ilii- c'.ass confined to a 20-foot run of 6-foot tabling
Mr. H. Close^ Littlecroft Nursery, Orpington,
Kent (manager, Mr. A. Buckwell), was well
in the place of honour, a superb collection of
125 dishes of the most useful fruits being seen
in perfection-. Notable examples were Apples
Iving of the Pippins, Blenheim Orange, Cox's
Orangi- Pippin, -Allington Pippin, New Haw-
thornden, Duchess' Favourite (a great pile of
this ruddy crimson early dessert sort attract-
ing everybody). Cox's Pomona, Golden Noble,
Emperor Alexander, Wellington and Warner's
King. Messrs. S. Spooner and Sons, Houns-
low, were second, a basket of Royal Jubilee
being of exceptional merit.

Division III.

—

Market Growers Only.

^ In this important class twenty baskets of
cooking and dessert Apples were requested,
the usually perfect condition of the frnits,

wedded to the simplest staging methods, being
n>^li(insible for an imposing display. The
tir^-t prize, a gold medal, was awarded to
Colonel J. F. Houeyball, Crowborough Villa,

Lrynham, Kent (gardener, Mr. G. F. Pack-
man), for a particularly choice lot. Paroquet,
Ming's Seedling, Annie Elizabeth, Coronation,
Peasgood's Nonsuch, Rival and Cox's Orange
Pippin were among the best baskets. Second,
Liuutenant -Colonel H. Lumley Webb. Ham
Cxreen, Upchurch, Kent. We thought the
paper shavings (or wliatever the material
was) used between the fruits detracted from
the I general efi^ect of an otherwise good lot

;

certainly it did not assist.

Division IV.

—

Garheners and Amateurs
Only.

For twenty-four dishes of Apples, sixteen

cooking, eight dessert, Mr. J. Kiddell, Sherfield

Manor, Basingstoke (gardener, Mr. R. Lear-
month), was first, in whose exceptionally good
lot Royal Jubilee, James Grieve, Cox's
Pomona, Charles Ross, Brownlee's Russet and
Rev. W. Wilks were noted. Second, Mr. It.

Staward, Panshanger, Wealthy, Charles Ross,
W. Crump, and Blenheim being noted. Third,

C. A. Cain, Esq., W'ehvyn. The last-named
exhibitor also secured the first prizes for six

dishes of cooking Apples ; six of dessert., staging
Rival. Wealthy, Charles Ross and others ; and
for nine dishes of dessert Pears, in] which
Benrr6 Hardy, Conference, Pitmaston
Duchess and Marguerite Warillat were among
those shown. Mr. F. G. Garrish, Tring, took
first for thrcejdishes of Damsons, showing the
Prune, iLangleyj^Bullace, and the common
Damson.

\ DivisioN^V.—CorNTY^Classes.
" AA" in these stands for Apples ;

" BB "

for Pears. These classes were not as a whole
strongly contested. Six dishes of each were
required.

Surrey, Sussex and BatUs.—AA, first. Major
G. Henncssy, Winchfield, Ribston, Cox's and
Lane's Prince Albert being the best.

]yiUs, Dorset, Somerset, Devon and Gcrmvall.—AA,
first, John Copp, Esq., Teignmouth.

Open to Growers in the Six Northern Counties of England
and the Isle of Man.—AA, fii-st,WiUiam Orr, Esq., Woodwell
House, Silverdale. Carnforth. Allington Pippin, Encore,
James Grieve and Peasgood's Nonsuch being excellent

from so far North.

Essex, Norfolk, SvffoU; Cambridge, Hunts and Rutland.—
AA, first. Sir Montague Turner, Romford, the best
being Lane's Prince Albert, Cox's. James Grieve and
Bramley's Seedling. Second, H. Berners, Esq., Ipswich,
who had good dishes of Ribston Pippin and Winter Ribston,
BB, first, H. Berners. Esq, Woolverstone Park, Ipswich
(gardener, Mr. W. Messenger), who showed excellently

such Pears as Doyenne du Cornice, Beurr6 Hardy, Duron-
dean, Pitmasion Duchess and Souvenir du Congr6s.

Open to Growers in Scotland.—AA, first, Captain C. E.
Gordon, Castle Douglas, Kirkcudbright (gardener, Mr.
James Duff). Warner's King, British Queen, Worcester
Pearmain and The Queen were among good dishes.

Oj)cn to Qroivers in Ireland.—AA, first, the Earl of Bess-
borough, County Kilkenny (gardener, Mr. T. Tomalin),
who had good Loddington. Allington Pippin, Cox's Orange,
Newton Wonder and Hambling's Seedling.
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Ohucester, Oz'orfi, Bucks, Jierks, Beds, Ileih and MUid-'i'-

ser.—Sir Edward Pearson, Brickrudoiibury, HtTt>
(t:ardt'ner, Mr. W. Stt-pln-nsoii), whs a capital first both
in AA and BB, showing Ribstons, Cox's, Bramk-y's
Sri'dUng and Pea?goo(i*s in the first, and excellent Beuire
Hardy, Durondrau, Doyenn^ du Cornice, Conferonce,
I'irmastou Ducliess and INLirguerite Marillat in the second,
fii this county grouping Miss Musgrave, Hcrtiugfordbury,
was second in AA. J. B. Fortcscue, Esq., l)ropmorr.
Maidenhead (gardener, Mr. C. Page), being second in BB.
The Atfiliated Societies Challenge Cup, offered by the

Il^nal Horticultural Society for six dishes of cooking
Apples, six dessert ditto, and six dishes of dessert Pears,
all distinct varieties, was won by the Knebworth and
J>istrict Horticultural and Mutual* Improvement Society.
iri!estone Iload. Knebworth, for a representative collection
of the fruits named.

[Oiving tt} the cxigcnries of space, the repoti on the single-

dish classes is precluded.]

NEW DAHLIAS.

H.\LO (Decorative).—A pure single self-coloured variety
of outstanding merit and escellenec. Large-flowered
and shapely, the light mauve coloured flowers stand uji

well on long, wiry stems.

STANDARD (Decoratlve).—Of deep mauve tone with more
than a suspicion of rose. A large-flowered effective sort.

These were staged by Messrs. J. Strcdwick and Sons.
St. Leonards.

Mauvette (Decorative).—A distinct and beautiful
variety which catehe.s the eye at once. Coloured a delicate
shell pink in a slightly reflexing flower, the involute or
rtnted florets add character and distinction to a well-
marked novelty. Shown by 3Ir. J. A. Jarrctt, Anerley.

Avoca (Star).—In a comparative sense this is a Crawley
star selfed, and, as such, a variety much to be desired.
Semi-double, of rich rose pink colour, its flowers of medium
•-ize are singularly compact and produced with a freedom
which is bouud to render it popular. From iMr^ Charles
Turner, Slough.

ISA (Collerette).—A shapely and good variety coloured
crimson in the main, the florets being bordered with yellow.
The collar is of deep canary yellow.

Tendresse (p£eony-flowere4).—The flowers are only
moderately large for this section, the pink-flushed flowers
merging into pinkish white at the extremities of the
florets of exceptional beauty.

Gorgeous (Pseony-flowered).—A single-flowered variety
giant proportions, the flower-heads borne on 18-inch-

ong stems. Coloured scarlet, there is also seen an underlay
of subdued orange. Its name is well merited.

Trojan (Decorative).—This variety has fully double
-flower-heads ^f a most imposing character. 'A giant
in every way, it is virtually a self of deep maroon shade
with an intensified, almost blackish, maroon centre.

NORAH Bell (Decorative).—A brilliant and striking
novelty aflame with cerise and orange, the light golden
base adding fire and life to a telling variety. Semi-
double and remarkably free, the flowers on long, wiry stems
show to full advantage. These five were from Messrs.
Burrell and Co., Cambridge,

The foregoing Dahlias, having been adjudicated upon by
a joint committee of the Iloyal Horticultural Society and
the National Dahlia Society on October 8, carry theaward of
merit of the former and the flrst-class certificate of the
latter.

Grape Mrs. Pearson

THIS variety was admirably shown at

the Royal Hortiniltural Society's show
cjf British-grown fruit this year. It is

a white Grape, so-called. A visitor to
the show remarked upon iti " muddy "

c(jlour—a very apt expression, though not so
taking as the catalogue description of dull

opaque amber. It is a Grape of rich Muscat
flavour and firm flesh, though not equal to
the flavour of the true Muscat of Alexandria.
However, it possesses one good point over that
grand old Grape, in that it sets freely. The
bunch attains a good size and is symmetrical.
That shown in the illustration on the previous
page was grown by Mr. J. Kelly of The Gardens,
Claremont, Esher. Surrey.

Melon Earl's Favourite
Melons have their seasons. One year the well-
known Hero of Lockinge is the great favourite

;

another year the larger and more imposing variety
Eminence is seen in many gardens. This year
the variety Earl's Favourite is well to the fore.

It was admirably shown by the Duke of Welling-
t jn (gardener, Mr. E. Matthews) at the great fruit

show at Westminster. It is an excellent Melon,
green-fleslied, of delicious flavour and beautifully
netted.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOITIIEUN GARDENS.
Fruit Under Glass.

Peach and Nectarine Trees.—Any trans-
planting to be dune should be taken in hand and
the work completed with haste, this being the
best time to lilt and transplant good-sized trees
which have been specially grown and trained to
till the place of old, worn-out trees or inferior
varieties. " The borders should have perfect di"ain-

age, and the stations prepared in readiness for the
new trees, so that the roots are exposed as little-^

as possible. See that the new soil is of the best
quality, with ample old brick mortar added,
wood-ashes, and a little sweet decayed manure.
Lilt the trees very carefully, place the roots on
mats, and carry the trees straight to where they
are required. Trim the damaged roots with a
keen-edged knife, lay them out evenly, and cover
tliem to the depth of 6 inches or 8 inches, more
or less according to the bulk. Plant rather firmly,
and water at once to settle the soil well among
the roots. Tie the main branches to the trellises

sufficiently loose to allow the roots to sink with
the soil. Syringe overhead at intervals, and.
should the weather prove sunny, shade for a few
hours daily. With rareful attention these trees

MELON earl's FAVOURITE.

should produce s<mie nice fniit the following
season and make fine lieads.

Root Lifting and Pruning.—\ow is a good
time to lift the roots of trees that are growing too
strong to be fruitful. Open out the trench 4 feet
away from the stems and get well below the roots,
sever any that have taken a downward direction,
and bring them nearer the surface. The same
soil may be used if sweet, with the addition of a
little fresh soil to scatter among the roots when
relaying them.

The Flower Garden.

Autumn Planting.—Preparations should now
be made where planting is- to be done, and the
work pushed forward as much as possible while
the gi-ound is still warm to hasten the healing
of cut or damaged roots and the early formation
of others, so that the trees may start awav and
grow freely next spring. Choice trees and shrubs
should be very carefully lifted and replanted,
and neatly secured against rough winds, the soil

over the roots being well mulched with rough litter
as a protection from very severe frosts.

Wallflowers and other plants intended to flower
next spring may now be put out. Lift carefully
and plant moderately trrmly. The ground for
Wallflowers, &c., should be well dug and maimred,
more or less according to the richness of the soU.
The same remarks apply to Violas, Polyanthuses,
l-'orget-me-nots, and several other spring-flowering
subjects.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries.—Where new beds are to be made
and planted this autumn, prepare the ground at
once by trenching it thoroughly and adding ample
decayed manure as the work proceeds, keeping
the best soil near the top. The lower soil can be
enriched with the maimre and decayed vegetable
refuse. Heavy grovind will be miich improved
by adding a good portion of porous material,
such as old potting soil, decayed leaves, or sweet,
half-decayed manure. Raspberry plants are
essentially surface rooting, so that' the better the
fibrous roots are preserved and fed and the less
digging among them, the finer will be the fruits
and the heavier the crop. Good varieties are
Superlative, Norwich Wonder, Hornet and Baum-
forth's Seedling (late).

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus Beds.—Keep these clean and free
from weeds, so that light and air mav reach the
lower parts of the plants; this is most essential
for the completion of the crowns for next spring's
supply. Do not cut down the grass too early.

Seakale.—Go over the beds and remove some
of the lower leaves, weeds and rubbish, so that the
crowns may have a better chance to mature

;

and if new beds are to be formed and planted next
spring, trench deeply and work in plenty ofTrich
manure, always regulating the latter according
to the nature of the ground.

Potatoes.—Lift the remaining tubers without
delay and store them ; otherwise the disease
will spread. Grade them, and after the "ware"
have been stored a short time, turn them over and
remo\-e any which show the least sign of decay.
Endive and Lettuce.—Do not neglect to lift

and transplant these in their winter quarters
before they get damaged by frost. Keep the
plants together, according to their size, so that
the forwardest may be used first and the frames
cleared.

Spinach Beet.—Should the plants be making
too many lea\-es„ remove some of the largest with
the stalk intact and run the hoe between the
lines. Good beds of young, tender leaves will
prove very useful during the coming winter when
other vegetables are none too plentiful.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Barnct.

FOR NORTHERN GARDEN.S.
The Kitchen Garden.

Spinach.—If the sowing for the spring supplv has
grown freely, it will not harm it to take a few
dishes of leaves off it for present use. The leaves
should be picked singly for this purpose. Now that
summer vegetables are finished, supplies from
Seakale Beet or Spinach Beet should be acceptable
in the kitchen.

Cauliflowers.-—Sharp frosts may occur at anv
time n(jw, so all opened Cauliflowers must be
protected either by breaking the outerleaves over
the curds or by lifting the plants, root and all, and
suspending them head downwards in a cellar.
\i cut and stood in water with a little salt in
a shallow vessel in a cool place, they wiU keep
in good condition for ten days or more.

Parsley.—Means must be taken to protect a
portion of this useful crop from severe frosts.
A garden frame and mats give full protection,
but a few branches of evergreens and a mat will
generally be found suflicient.

Mint, like most other plants, has its own
peculiar disease, and the best preventive is to
keep the plants in a vigorous condition. To
ensure this the plants should be cut over close
to the ground now, applying a 2-mch top-dressing
of fresh loam or well-enri?hed old potting soil
to the bed.

Rhubarb.—Clear away the decayed leaves
and any weeds present, and give the ground a
good dressing of half-decayed farmyard manure.
Lift a few roots for early forcing and expose them
to the frost, after which they will force more easily.

The Flower Garden.

Dahlias.—As soon as the plants have been more
or less damaged by frost, lift and store the tubers
in a cool but frost-proof structure. Select a niie
dry day for the operation if possible. Cut the
stems 6 inches from the ground, lift carefully,
and tie the label firmly to the stem. Leave them
exposed to dry for a few hours before storing.

Gladioli.—Cut over any remaining flower-stems,
lift carefully and, except bedders grown in bulk,
tie the label firmly to the stem and store in a box
St em upwards, covering t he corms with a little sandy
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sfiil. Do not tut (A'cr the foliage while any
moisture remains in it.

Anchusa italica ran be propagated now by
root luttings. Lilt one or two old plants, cut
the strongest thongs into g-inch lengths, and anajigf
them longitudinally in shallow boxes half filled

with sandy soil, after which fill the boxes with
soil, aocomraodate them in a cool house, and keep
the soil in a moderately moist condition. In due
course rootlets and leaves will be evolved.

The Rock Garden.

Cleaning Up.—A general cleaning up ought now
to take place. All decayed flower-stems should
be cut over, and all weeds and dead leaves cleared

away, as they harbour slugs and snails and look
untidy.

Planting.—So many subjects here start early
in spring that autumn planting is to be recom-
mended. Such bulbous plants as Snowdrops,
Chionodoxas, Scillas, Sisyrinchiums and Erythro-
niums do much to enliven the rock, garden in

spring.

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—Disruntinue the use of

stimulants as soon as the blooms are half-opened,
fnish disbudding late varieties, and vaporise
if there is the least sign of aphis. Continue to
ventilate freely on all favourable occasions, still

leaving on a littleair overnight, unless frost occurs.

Cinerarias.—-If not already attended to, the
plants should receive their final shift withtait

delay. As a rule, y-hich pots are sufficient. I'se

a light, rich soil and beware of potting too firmly.

THE GARDEN.

With roots of medium size—those shown will

afford a general idea of it in this respect—it is

also of compact top growth, a matter of importance

to those possessing small gardens and which have
only room for the best. In fine, it is a variety

suited to all—^amateur, professional and allot-

ment holder

—

a veritable nnillum in parvo calcu-

lated to give general satisfaction.

E. H. Jenkins.

[October 19, igiS.

Ways of Using Green
Tomatoes

By GERTRUDE JEKYLL, V.M.H.

Fl
RST be it noted, as to all ways in which

Tomatoes are used cooked, that they

are nearly as good in' the green state

as when ripe. The following are good

genera.1 recipes in which green or ripe

Tomatoes can equally be used.

Tomatoes en Casserole.—Blanch the Tomatoes

and remove the skins, and cut in thick slices.

Meanwhile fry a sliced Onion in butter in an

earthen casserole till it begins to colour, but it

must not be at all burnt
; add the Tomatoes

VEITCH'S INTERMIiDI.\Ti; BEET.

an error which the plants resent. Keep a look '

out for aphis and the leaf-miner. Vaporise for
the former, and press the latter carefully between
tl'.e finger and thumb.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson^s Mains, Midlothian.

Veitch's Intermediate Beet
This excellent variety attracted my attention

considerably when recently shown by Messrs.

Robert Veitch and Sons of E.xeter in that city.

The name is suggestive, and appropriately so, of

a cross between a tap-rooted variety and a round
or Turnip-rooted sort, the resultant hybrid—if

it be so—exactly intermediate between the two,,

embodying the highest attributes of both and
also endowed with great refinement. As may
bo gathered from the accompanying illustration,

the root (bulb) is of oval-oblong form with almost

mouse-tail-like tap-root. The skin is singularly

smooth and refined, a matter which first attracted

my attention, and which renders the variety ideal

from an exhibition standpoint. The flesh is

coloured intense rich blood crimson, and when
cooked is of the highest refinement, i.e., entirely

free from grit, a quality much to be desired.

sugai- and one tcacupful of vinegar, add it tn ihe
rest, and cook slowly with the lid off till it is reduced
to the proper thickness. It is all the better if

it is cooked again for an hour the next dav. L"t
it cool, and bottle securely.

Tomato Sauce to Use Fresh.—Mince an o.iion,

two sprays of Parsley, Thyme, Bay leaf, a dust
of pepper and, if at hand, four or five Mushrooms.
I'ry all for a few minutes in butter, take out the
Thyme and Bay leaf, add the Tomatoes (blanched,
skinned and chopped) and a little stock. Sah and
whit- sugar should be added before finishing, astaste
nay direct. All Tomato cooking is the better
for a little sugar. This recipe and the preceding
one are the best accompaniments to Haricot
Beans or Macaroni, but as the Tomato sauce
for keeping is stronger flavoured and more con-
centrated, it should be diluted with stoci: or with
any vegetable puree.

Tomato Chutney.—l-our pounds of Tomatoes
(blanched and skinned), one pound of sharp .\pples
(with peel and core removed), six ounces of Raisir s

(stoned) ,six ounces of Sultanas, three-quarters
of a pound of brown sugar, six ounces of salt,

four ounces of green ginger (bruised), two ounces ( f

Garlic, three ounces of .Shallots, one stick of Hcrse-
radish (grated) and fotu- Bay leaves. Chop a'l but
the Bay leaves and ginger- (which are both removed
whenthe cooking is complete), and mix all together
with one pint of good brown vinegai. Cook veiy
gently till all is clear, and stir well together. If it

appears to be too thin, cook it again for an hour
a second day. This second cooking improves al
such preparations, including all kinds of jam.
Of i-ourse, anything in which vinegar is an ingre-
ilient should only be cooked in enamel or earthen-
ware—never in a coppft preserving pan ; and for

those of such recipes as require straining, a hair
sievi' only should be used.

with some finely t hopped herbs and breadcrumbs.

Cook in the oven for from twenty to thirty

minutes, addingsome more trcadcrumbs on the

top within the last ten minutes of finishing.

Tomates Provencales.—This is a favourite

way in the South of France. Cut the Tomatoes
in half horizontally, and press out the seeds and
pait of the juice. Dry in a cloth and season with

salt and pepper. Cook in very hot butter with

a little crushed Garlic and chopped Parsley

;

or Shallot may be substitilted for the Garlic.

Green Tomato Jam is more delicate than jam
made from the ripe fruit, and any usual recipe

may be followed.

Tomato Sauce for Keeping.—Green Tomatoes
four pounds, three large Onions, half an ounce

of Gai'lir, two tablespoon fuls of salt, three table-

spoonftUs of white sugar, one stick of Horseradish

(scraped), one d assert spoonful of gi'ound black

pepper, three-quarters of an ounce of Allspice,

and two teacupfuls of vinegar. Slice the Tomatoes
and Onions, chop the Garlic small, and roughly

pound the Allspice. Keep back the sugar and
one teacupful of the vinegar, and put all the

rest together in an enamelled saucepan. Simmer
slowly with the lid on for four hours ; strain

through a hair sieve. Then make a syrup of the

Observations on Garden
Allotments

THERE are two puinis in the manage-
ment of plots to which attention

has to be directed. One is the " lazy

bed " system of growing Potatoes, which
IS anything but high-class cultivation,

and only permissible where the land is wet or

boggy. This method ought to be prohibiten.

The other is the stripping off of the surface turf and
piling it alongside the plots, or, in some cases,

throwing it among the rubbish. It is difficult to

fathom the meaning of this procedure, but it is

a most fatuous idea and a stupid method of dealing

with the me)st valuable portion of the soil.

E.ideavours were made to stop tliis practice,

but nothing short of a prohibition clause in the

regulations will cure the foolish habit. There
is also the pernicious habit of working- the soil

when wet or when frozen or covered with snow.
All such is bad practice, which will ultimately

seriously aJfect the cropping value of the plots sn

treated.

One does not desire to make too many strictures,

but another bad habit is the untidiness around
some plots. Many plotholders very properly

complain of the indifference ajid carelessness of

those persons who litter the pathways with rubbish

from their plots, despite the fact that places in

the areas are established and indicated by notices

whereat all kinds of rubbish are to be deposited.

This carelessness, while bad at all times, may in

future lead to serious consequences, owing to the

outbreak jn several plots of the dreaded wart

disease of Potatoes. It is therefore imperative

that everyone should keep his plot clean ami

clear of all rubbish. Potato shaws ought not tn
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ho allowed to remain on the plots, l)Ut put at once
in a rubbish heap. Where the disease occurs,

tlie shaws, along with the infected Potatoes,

must be destroyed by burning. Ab there is a

penalty for non-observance of the Wart Disease

of Potatoes (Scotland) Order of 1913, dated

.\pril 28, 1913, it behoves every householder to

be on his guard and, wliile keeping his own plot

clean, to insist on liis neighbours doing likewise.

It is very unfortunate that the order and cleanli-

ness of the plot areas should be marred by the
'

indifference or laziness of such persons who, not

infrequently, when challenged, are anything but

polite in their replies.

Fortunately, the good sense and example of

the best plotholders are having a healthy influence

on the careless and indilYerent men, and there is

evidence of improvement towards general order.

Attention has also to be directed in regard to

a few plotholders who are neither cultivating their

allotments fully nor to the best advantage. When
there are so many people waiting for plots, it is

clearly a mistake to permit " crank " cultivators

to hold allotments wliich may be only half culti-

vated. These persons should, it they fail after

due warning to treat their plots satisfactorily,

be dispossessed and their plots given tp others.

These observations are not made in a spirit of

fault-finding, but with the desire, when reviewing
the general success of the scheme of garden allot-

ments with pleasure and satisfaction, to make the

success still greater by indicating points of weak-
ness which, if eliminated, would certainly improve
the whole.

The value of garden allotments as a means of

healthy recreation, apart from the profit in the

production of foodstuffs for the household, to

men ordinarily engaged in the confined area of

a workshop, warehouse or office in a busy city,

has long been recognised by the few who have
<lerived much pleasure and enjoyment in practising

the first of all trades. To the many it seems that

it required the hard necessities of a cruel war to

awaken them to the pleasures and possibilities

in the cultivation of such a small piece of land

'"s is contained in a garden plot. Even though
'he exigencies of the times have given an impetus

to the movement, it is to be hoped the effect

will be permanent. Towards that end it is to be

hoped that the Corporation will at no distant date

see its way to secure suitable areas within or near

the city whereon garden plots may be formed on
a more permanent basis, as it is obvious that the

plots under notice, which were brought into being

to meet a special emergency, cannot all continue

to be cultivated as such for a lengthened period.

[The foregoing is taken from the memorandum
on garden allotments in Glasgeiw by Mr. James
Whitton, VJI.H., Superintendent of Parks.—Ed.]

The Practice of Liming

IN'

the previous article on "The Chemistr3' of

Lime " it was stated that lime could be

applied in four forms • (i) quicklime (calcium

oxide)
; (2) slaked lime (calcium hydrate)

;

{^) ground limestone and chalk (calcium

carbonate) ; and (4) gypsum (calcium sulphate).

We will now consider the action of lime- on the

soil, the rate and time of application, and the

method of determining the soil requirements

with regard to lime.

Lime is not applied to the soil for the same reason

as that involved in the application of a chemical

fertiliser ; in other words, it is not wanted to

supply the plants with immediately available

foods ; but it is required because of its effect upon
the chemical composition and physical and bio-

logical condition of the soil. The most import.mt

etiect of lime is tliat it corrects acidity. Most

of our garden crops cannot succeed in a soil which

is acid, and the addition of lime neutralises the

acids and thus promotes vegetation. Lime is

also very effective in liberating plant food. Thus

by its application the soil water is increased in

solvent action and the insoluble corapotmds of

iron and aluminium phosphates are converted into

phosphate of lime, which is directly available

for the crop. Potash is also replaced from its

insoluble combination in the soil by the addition

of lime, and can be used by the plant. Decay and

decomposition of organic matter are also hastened

and the process of nitrification is promoted.

The mechanical condition of the soil is greatly

improved by the application of lime. Stifi clays

are rendered more friable, open and porous, and

less " sticky," for the lime causes the very fine

particles of which clay consists to coagulate and
aggregate into relatively large particles, and thus

tends to become more friable and more easily

cultivated. On light soils quicklime should

be used with discretion. When applied in the

carbonate^orm, such as chalk, it has the opposite

eftect to that exerted on clay soils, the soil

particles being held together and its capacity for

retaining moisture increased. The decomposition

of organic matter in the soil is brought about by
countless millions of microscopic bacteria, and
various organic acids are produced with the ulti-

mate formation of nitrogenous food compounds.
Without going into a detailed consideration of the

production of nitrates—a matter which is not

fully understood at present-—it need only be said

that these useful bacteria cannot flotu'ish in acid

surroundings, and that the presence of lime in

alkaline form will ensure in the soil a vigorous and
beneficial bacterial flora and, consequently, en-

hance the fertility,

Before deciding what quantity of these various

lime contents to be used, the nature of the soil,

object of application, and the form in which the

lime is to be applied must be taken into con-

sideration. The maximum dressing will be re-

quired on stiff clay lands in which it is desired to

effect an improvement in the physical condition,

or on peaty soils rich in decaying organic matter.

One to two tons of quicklime will be necessary as

an initial dressing on stiff clay soil, and this will

be sufficient for a number of years. On soil ricli

in organic matter a similar application will be

required, while on light soils, which are usually

deficient in organic matter, carbonate of lime

should' be used, and the soil will give profitable

results from an annual application of 5cwt. to the

acre. The secret of success in liming is to apply

a little at frequent intervals, and to supplement

it with dressings of phosphates and organic

manures. Lime is usually applied by hand in

the garden, and care should be taken to spread it

regularly over the soil surface. The most usual

time to apply it is in the autumn, or at least a

month or two before any seeds are sown. Both

quicklime and slaked lime interfere with the

germination of the seeds, and sufficient time

should be allowed for it to change into the car-

bonate form by contact with the soil, in which

itate it is harmless to vegetation. Chalk and

ground limestone can be applied at any time

without risk. With regard to gypsum, it improves

the mechanical condition of the soil and unlocks

insoluble potasb compounds, but it does not

correct acidity-. J. K. R.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FRUIT GARDEN.
CUTTINGS OF APPLE COX'S ORANGE PIPPIN

{G. B. K.).—Wo presume it is proposed to i)nine back
the Co-\'s Orange scions now grafted and growing on the
stock, and to root the cuttings so cut off. Tlif best time to
insert such cuttings would be at the end of this month
in light, sandy soil in a sheltered position facing north.
Tlie cuttings should be 7 inches long. Make a smal) trench
for the same 5 inches deep, leaving an inch of sand at the
bottom for tlie base of the cuttings to rest in. Denude
the cuttings of all their buds, excepting the two uppermost.
Plant the cuttings in the treneli to the depth of 4 inches,
treading the soil hard against them with the foot. The
greatest care must be taken in pruning the scions, as there
is danger of detaching the ^ame from the stocks.

GATHERING ALMONDS (Miss E. M. C. ff.).—The
Almond fruits can be gathered at once if the husks are
cracking. The nuts must be taken from the husks and
spread out thinly in a dry and airy place until they are
quite dry. Tliey can then be stored in a dry place until

required for use. Even after they have been stored they
ought to be looked over occasionally for fear any mould
appears. As the shells of the ordinary Almond grown
in gardens arc very thick, there is sometimes a difficulty

in opening them without breaking the kernels.* For
opening purposes a really good pair of nut-crackers is

necessary. The Almond grown for the sake of its sweet
kernels is a special variety of Prunus Aniygdalus called

dulcis. In this case the shells of the nut^ are tliin and
more easily opened than the nuts of ordinary P.
Araygdalus.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CAULIFLOWERS FAILING TO PRODUCE FLOWER-

HEADS {E. H. .1.1. —Your plants have been born
blind. That is the term use<l by gardeners to describe

their condition. The plants have never had any centres

or hearts, and ought not .to have been sold or planted.

Next year be careful to examine your young plants before
planting. There is no excuse for planting or for selling

blind plants, as they are easily recognisable by the fact

that their centre -nitl present the appearance of a blunt
stalk, and not that of an open centre of small leaves. The
complaint is general. The plants are of no use except
as pig or rabbit food. If you bought the plants you should
complain to the dealer.

FLOWER GARDEN.
THE CORNISH HEATH (E. 7.. Salop).—Tho- Heath

sent for determination is the Cornish Heath (Erica vagansl.

It may be pruned any time between the fading of the
flowers and the end of February. Simply cut the plants

over well below the flower-heads. Messrs. James Smith
and Sons, nurserymen, Darley Dale, Derbyshire, grow
large numbers of all kinds of hardy Heaths, and would
be pleased to supply the number you require. It is always
wise when old plants begin to deteriorate to pull them up
and begin again with young stock. In addition to the

type there are-two excellent varieties available—grandiflora,

with much finer inflorescences than the type, and rubra,

with red flowers. Both plants are well worth growing.

iBiijj ] a
MISCELLANEOUS.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—H. P.—Wellington, syn. Dumelow's
Seedling. ./. M.—Crab Apples : 1. John Downie

;

2. Transparent. G'. M. D.—Apples : 1, Ribston
Pippin ; 2, Tower of Glarais • 3, M6re du M(-nage ; 4.

The Houblou ; 5, Duchess of Oldenburg ; 6, Pear Bishop's

Thumb.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—P. C. K. D.— 1, Viburnunt
rliytidophyllum ; 2, Lespedeza bicolor ; 3, Zeuobia
speciosa ; 4, Daphne Cneoruni ; 5, Pieris formasa.

^, /f. (?.—r., Fuchsia Riccartoni ; II., F. macrostemma ;

ni., F. macrostemma gracilis. Torquau,—1, Cerato-

stigma plumbaginoides (Phunbago Larpenta?) ; 2, Spira-a

species—cannot name witlmut flowers. .4. D. M.— 1.

Eryngium planum ; 2, Phytcumacanescens ; 3, HelianthiLs

rigidus ; 4, H. giganteiis ; 5. H. nucranthus ; fi, H.
eolorftdensis.

—

— 4." £.— ], Adiantura fragrantLssimum ;

2, Ophiopogon japonicus var. variegatus ; 3, Begonia.

Suthcrlandi ; 4. Khoeo discoior ; 5, Anthericum sp.

OBITUARY

OARDHNINO AP PO I N T H B N T
llESSKS. DOBBIE AND CO.. Edinburqli. li.avn appointed

Jtr. IhiiTy Wright to be manager of tlioir Mark's Toy
establishmont. Mr. Wright was Mr. Ireland's cliicf

assistant, and has been in the service of the Arm for ovfi-

twenty-two years.

WILLIAM F. DREER.
Wis hear with regret of the death of Mr. WilUam

F. Dreer, the president of the well-known firm

of Henry A. Dreer, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Mr.

William F. Dreer was the son of Mr. Henry A.

Dreer, who started in the seed business at Phila-

delphia in 1838. In ability to make and hold

friends and to inspire confidence among his

associates, among the trade and in social circles,

Mr. William F. Dreer was particularly fortiniate,

and he will be greatly missed by relations and

friends.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN
ABOUT this time each season my post-

bag always contains many queries from
readers seeking guidance on the use and

k value of acorns for poultry. A few
^ notes on acorn-feeding, therefore, will

not be out of place.

Acorn- Feeding.—.-Vcorns need to be given to

poultry with gieat care. They contain tannin,

and a surfeit is apt to result- in poisoning, the

symptoms being a general wasting away of the

invalids, as in apple or fruit poisoning. Poultry

that are allowed to pick up the nuts from under
the trees give more trouble than those receiving

hand rations, no doubt due to the acorns being wet.

When so picked up, too, the yolks of the eggs are apt

to tm-n black when boiled. This discoloration of

the yolks is often serious, and few poultry-keepers

are acquainted with the cause. Where the fowls

have free range and access to fallen acorns, the

latter are best gathered up, as far as possible, for

the reason mentioned. Acorns, too, on account

of the taiuiin they contain, are binding, and while

they are being fed the fowls should have plenty

of greenery in their menu. The nuts should be

dried in the oven for preference, then shcl'ed, and
passed through a kibbling machine. The particles

can be used in the mash or be mixed daily with the

gi'ain rations, and prior to drying and kibbling

they can be boiled to remove the tannin, As an
alternative the dried nuts can be ground into a

meal and used in the mash.

Quantity to Give.—The kibbled imts will this

year be found very useful to eke out the grain

mixture, the small particles being added just before

the scratch feed is given. The thing to remember,
however, is that acorns must be introduced into

the dietary gradually. So long as one watches
for the discoloration of the yolk and the taste of the

egg and keeps an eye on the general health

of the birds, the owner can give the acorns without

fear as to quantity. It is well to start with but

5 per cent, (by weight) of acorns in the grain

cr mash, and to increase gradually. The nuts may
be stored for a considerable time by being placed

on the floor of a dry outhouse, a top covering

consisting of twigs, hedge trimmings, leaves and
the like. The nuts are best wiped dry with a cloth

prior to storing, to remove surface moisture.

Horse chestnuts can be treated and fed in the same
manner as acorns. Few there are who cannot
obtain a supply of acorns, and as an auxiliary

foodstuff the nuts are to be recommended.
Letter of Appreciation.—From the many letters

of appreciation recently to hand, I select one in

particular (for pxiblication of extracts) from an
influential Yorkshire reader. He says : "I read
with interest your article in The Garden, dated
September 28, dealing with the treatment of

poultry foods and the general topsy-turvy methods
adopted. You are quite right in the charges you
lay against the officials both knowingly and
willingly allowing merchants to foist all manner of

poisonous foodstuffs on the poultry-keeper. We
have no help but to buy what is offered. Com-
petition is useless, as one firm is just as bad as

another. There must be a tremendous lot of

damaged wheat in the North of England this year
;

in fact, on my own particxUar estate practically

the whole of the wheat crops have been down for

four or five weeks, and the grain is growing to

such an extent that it will be absolutely useless

for milling pm-poses. This could be easily con-
trolled and a reasonable proportion reserved as

poultry food. Your article o.n the heavy mortality
of young stock is not a bit over-stretched, and
there would have been thousands more cases to

record if people had not used large quantities for

feeding this class of stock. The most serious point
in the whole matter, as far as I can see, is that by
forcing poultry-keepers to buy these poisonous
food mixtures they are compelling many people
to use materials that should be wholly reserved
for human consumption."

The Laying Hen's Chance.—That letter sums
up in a nutshell the exact state of affairs. At the

moment the Ministry of Food's official reply is as

given in my last week's notes :

" The present food shortage, if proper advantage is
taken of it." says a recently issued statement from the
Jlinistry of Food to the poultry public, " sliouirt be
the means of waking up poultry-keepers, so that it will
be a blessing in disguise, and result in tlic permanent
utilisation of waste. This in its turn would result in
the production of eggs in abundance at a cost so low
as would have seemed quite ridiculous in the days before
the war."

That may be the official rendering of the whole
problem, but this is the actual translation from the
average poultry-keeper's point of view, the extiact

being from a cuiTent letter to hand :

We are losinj; our pullets at the rate of twenty per
week, and nothing can possibly prevent it. The only
thing is good food, and this we cannot get.

Kow, to lose twenty pullets a week at a time like

this, when they have reached maturity and eggs

can be expected from them daily, is monstrous.

It means that the officials will lose over 2,000

eggs from each twenty birds during the next
six months, and over loolb. of valuable table

flesh. The owner loses from £30 to £40 a week.
the value of the twenty matured pullets, another

£10 or £15 (or more) as the cost of reaiing. and
there is not a farthing by way of return even for

labom'.

Home-Grown Grain.—The present is a very
important h'^ur for the noble British hen. By
using all your influence with the officials, you,

dear reader, may balance the scales in her favour.

Every argument against the hen put up by the
Government's so-called experts now falls through.

The hen, we were told originally, ate our daily

bread and was not a converter of waste into

valuable food, despite the fact that the Ministry

of Food in the statement quoted last week said :

" Save the banana skins ; the hen will eat them."
Then we had to bring the American soldiers over.

And we had no room in our ships for grain, but only

for rotten Egyptian eggs. All the British hen
now asks for is her fair share of that home-grown
damaged gi'ain. In many counties I predict that

from 30 to 50 per cent, of the grain will be damaged
and unfit for human use. The time is ripe for the

Ministry of Food, the Board of Agriculture, and
the Food Production Department to show their

active sympathy towards the British hen. The
Ministry of Food will pardon me if I translate its

own dictum in poultry terms :

The present abundance of damaged home-grown
grain, if proper advantage is taken of it, should be the
means of waking up the Ministry of Food (and those
officials who are placed in power solely to speed up food
production of every possible kind—even outside the
realms of the " moo-cow '*), so that it will prove a blessing
in disguise to patient poultry-keepers and the noble
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initisii hen, and result in the Utilisation of waste. This,
in its turn, would result in the production of cgHs and
table flesh in abundance, and save the lives of our
poultry so that they can, after the war, test the Ministry
of Food's banana-skin and cgg-shoU diet.

Controlling the Grain Supplies.—A case has

come to my notice during the week where a poultry-

keeper was charged 56s. per cwt.~ by a local dealer

for poultry corn. Enquiring of a local farmer as

to his prices for the best grain available for human
food,, he gave the following : Barley, r6s. gd. per

;wt. ; Wheat, i6s. gd. per cwt. ; and Oats, 15s. gd.

per cwt. The very Government Department that is

supposed to control human foods and shoot Mr.

Profiteer at a glance is the same one responsible

for this gi'oss instance of profiteering. And thos;

in power argue that the poultry-keeper is profiteer-

ing over his new-laids, and therefore these must
be sold at controlled prices. A mere child in the

fourth standard would quickly put his finger on
what is wrong if you chalked these items on the

blackboard for his solution. The immense stocks

of damaged grain now made available by the

long spell of wet weather must be gathered in and
distributed in a fair and businesslike manner.

The farmer or producer should have first call, as

he is the one with a legal right to what he has

grown. The farmer must now, I see, sell his

damaged grain at a low price and buy it back for

his livestock from Mr. Profiiteer Dealer at a very

high figm-e. That is idiotic, and yet it is the .

ruling of those very officials in whose hands poor

Biddy is at the moment—^unfortunately. How
kind is officialdom to the middleman !

Poisonous Grains.—There is another grievance

I would like to see righted in regard to poultry

grains. Wherever one buys there is no guarantee

as to what category the grain belongs. Surely

at such high prices the vendor should have the legal

right to claim a guarantee as to the exact brand

of the purchased supply. At the moment we have

damaged grain of all sorts, and the poultry-keeper

is entirely in the hands of the dealer, who in most

cases says it is " home-gi"own," and often from

neigjjbour Mr. Brown's farm, whereas the sample

in question may have been for a long time at the

bottom of the ocean. There is a wide difference,

too, between " sea-damaged " brands. A little

chat with a diver who has helped to salve torpedoed

grain will soon acquaint you with the odd kind

of material it really is. Ofttimes it is too much for

the divers, who cannot fight the poison gas thrown

oft by the cargo of graiir as it lies on the bed of the

ocean. Before such gram can be given to fowls

it must be thoroughly washed, aerated and dried,

and, naturally, its value or otherwise depends upon

its treatment. Very many deaths from poisoning

have been traced by me in my post-mortem work

to the badly treated grain. It is not too much,

therefore, to ask the officials to ;ompel dealers to

classify their brands and to label them prominently.

Label the Brands.—It is shameful to see sound

grain mixed with torpedoed brands and so forth,

and novices cannot hope to tell the latter, even

though it is dark and smells somewhat. Let us

not forget that, after all, we are dealing with " live
"

stock and there is the human side to the question.

In case this heavy stock of home-grown damaged

grain should be eventually mishandled and get

into the hands of the profiteering dealers and be

mixed with "rubbishy" brands to help the bulk.

I offer this note of warning to the officials, and I

plead earnestly for the compulsory labelling of each

sample before it passes from vendor to purchaser.

With this in being, regular visits to corn-chandlers

and dealers by expert grain judges—the newly

appointed local grain officers, for instance, if they

really are experts—would see better conditions

for om' laying hens. The minimum penalty for

offence should be the loss of the fraudulent dealer's

licence to sell feeding-stufts.
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POTATO disease is playing liavoc. tliis

year among the tubers in store. Some
of the reports we have received form

depressing reading, for heavy crops are

being reduced to what . is described as

a deplorable condition. In many places good and

bad Potatoes are being sold together by green-

grocers, who frankly say that the buyer must

take his chance. Where possible, the Potatoes in

store should be turned over and dusted witli

powdered charcoal, flowers of sulphur, or lime,

at the same time removing all tubers showing signs

of disease. The storijig of vegetables is an all-

important subject, especially this season. Much
useful information is imparted in a booklet

entitled " Storing Vegetables and Fruits," which

will be published from this office next week.

Haricot Beans for Winter Use.—Several

kinds have been gixnvii, but the Brown Dutch is

found to be the most generally satisfactory. There

is also a good crop from Green Gem. To g^t a

well-ripened crop they should be sown, as early

as may be safe, in an open, sunny place, so that

the mature Beans can be harvested before the end.

of September. When the

plants are pulled up ripe,

most of the leaves will

have fallen off, but what

remain are removed and

a few roots are bunched

together ; the bunches are

then tied in pairs so that

they can be slung over a

strong rod in the upper

part of a shed. When quite

dry they are beaten or

shaken out in a bag and

stored, but it should be

ascertained that they are

quite dry before being

stored in bulk ; in fact, if

they hang in a quite dry

place it is just as well only

to shake out a small
quantity at a time.

Animals on Allotments.

The Food Production De-

partment directs the atten-

tion of allotment holders

and Local Authorities to the

fact that the Board of Agri-

culture has .lately issued the

Cultivation of Lands (Allotments) Order, igi8, to

supersede the Cultivation of Lands Order, 1917.

.Among the provisions of the new Order is one

which enables a Boroufh or Urban District Council,

or the London County Council, to enter on land,

including the buildings thereon, for the pm-pose

of using it for the keeping or breeding of poultry

or bees, or arranging for its use for this purpose.

A Council may so enter on land without any further

sanction of the Board of Agricultm-e. If a Council

desires, however, to enter on land for the purpose

of I sing it for the keeping or breeding of livestock,

such as pigs, the express sanction of the Board

nmst be obtained, and such sanction nmst also

be obtained if it is desired to use land already

entered upon for keeping livestock. Given this

sanction, a Council may aiTange for the use of land

for any of the purposes named by any person

either under a contract of tenancy or otherwise.

Security of tenure is provided until the expiration

of two years from the end of the war, " except

in those cases where it is shown to the satisfaction

of the Board that the land is required before that

date for building or other special purposes, or

where the compensation payable if the land is

retained would be greatly in excess of the value

to the nation of the food produced."

Economic Rents for Allotments.—The financial

side of the allotment movement has been rather

anomalous in many districts ; and in the official

view the time has now arrived when this matter

should receive attention. When the earliest of

the Cultivation of Lands Orders was made, it was
anticipated that the plots might have to be given

up within a year or so. As an adequate return

for the labour and expense necessarjr to culti-

vation could not in all cases be expected within

It* ill

DRYING HARICOT BEANS IN A LOFT.

that period,- the Board of Agriculture undertook

to pay any deficit on the allotments up to a

maximum of £2 per acre—under certain con-

ditions up to £3 per acre—incurred by. a Council

in providing or adapting land for cultivation.

Some Local Authorities have assumed that £2

per acre would be granted in all casts, and

have made no effort to put the allotments

on a paying basis. Mr. Prothero considers it

reasonable that economic rents should be

paid in future, and asks Local Authorities

to give .this matter their careful and early

consideration.

Hints on Storing Potatoes.—See that Potato

clamps and pits are well ventilated, especially

if there is any likelihood of heating. At the same
time see that the Potatoes are properly covered,

so as to keep them safe from frost. A good cover-

ing of earth should be placed over the clamp, and.

to prevent heating, a drain-pipe should be inserted

at eiich end of the'heap near the top. If frost is

expected, stuff a handful of straw into the pipe.

Let the projecting end of the pipe be turned down-
wards, so that rain will not be conveyed into the

Potato he&p. After the Potatoes are considered

to be unlikely to heat, the pipes may be with-

drawn, and the winter's full coating of soil laid on.

Along the ridge place a row of turves, green side

>ip. This will prevent the soil giving «ay
under the action of rain and frost and the

subsiding of the soil. From 12 inches to 18 inches

of earth may be required to exclude the hardest

frost.

Cool Greenhouse Plants.—The following is a

limited list of plants which in these days of scarce

fuel can be wintered successfully if frost is just

excluded—in fact, some of them would stand a

certain amount of frost

with impunity ; Deutzia-;.

Hydrangeas. Philadel-

phuses, Sparnianiiia afri-

cana, .\gapanthuses, Vallola

purpurea. Francoas, Traclie-

lium ca?ruleum, • Crassula

coccinea. Cinerarias (easily

injured by frost), her-
baceous Calceolarias, Schi-

zanthuses, M>Ttles, .Aloysi.i

citriodora. Eucalyptus

Globulus, Geraniums,

Fuchsias, Crinums a n d

others.

Free Gift Sale of Nur-

sery Stock.—Under t h e

auspices of the Border

Union Agricultural Society

a highly successful Free

Gift Sale was held in tlic

nursery of Messrs. Lairg

and Mather at Kelso the

other day. Messrs. Laing aid

Mather had kindly offered

the whole of the stock in the

nursery to the society, to be

sold for the benefit of three

war funds. These were the Edenhall Hostel for

Limbless Soldiers, the Newton Dou Red Cross

Hospital, and the fund for the K.O.S.B. soldiers who
are prisoners of war. The society accepted the

generous offer, and four auctioneering firms gave

their services,, while a large number of the public

attended the sale, Prior to the sale Sir George

Douglas, Bart., of ^pringwood Park, voiced tin'

thanks of the society to Messrs. Laing and Mather,

paying a high tribute to their patriotism and
generosity. Good prices were realised for most

of the lots, and upwards of £800 was obtained for

the stni k.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

POTATO EDINBURGH CASTLE.

TT may interest readers to kn('W-what a splendid

cropping Potato Edinburgh Castle is. A
gardener friend of mine got me 7lb. of seed from

Messrs. Sutton rather late in the season without

any sprouts on them. I set them up in a box in a

warm greenhouse and got them nicely started, then

well prepared a piece of ground for them, planted

them on May 4, well looked after them, -and lifted

them on August 28. From tlie 7lb. I lifted 2581b.

nf sound and splendidly shaped Potatoes—not

a bad crop ; and the cooking quality is good.

M. HoAD, Sprotlands.

A REMARKABLE CROP OF FICTION.

T TNDER the heading " Remarkable Crops of

Potatoes " Mr. T. C. Thomasset refers to

me as the tale Mr. Waltei^ P. Wright. Pure fiction !

I am in every sense of the term the early Mr. Walter

P. Wright. I get up early and I go to bed early.

I sprout my Potatoes early and I get them up

early. Late, indeed ! Why, only yesterday I

dug a rod of ground in fifty-nine minutes, and will

maintain against a world in arms that I dug it

well. At this moment I am prepared to " sign

articles " for a match on the good brown earth

(" on," understand, not beneath it) either against

Mr. Thomasset, who makes this aspersion on my
character, or the Editor, who aids and abets liini

in a negative sense by withholding the blue pencil

at a moment when it is sorely needed. Lest

anyone suppose that I contemplate emulating

the celebrated Mr. Jimmy Wilde, I would add

that I have nothing more than a spade in mind.

While writing, I may just mention tliat the hero

of the 6471b. was a Mr. Pink of Faversham, and

that a short time after his record was published

an .American grower claimed to have produced

1,0141b. from lib. of seed. I remember seeing

Eureka wfien a boy at Veitch's. It is forty odd

years ago, but there was an " intensity of ugliness,"

to use Victor Hugo's famous phrase, about it

which stamped it ineflaceably on my memory.

—

Walter P. Wright.

POTATO RUST.

yERY little is actually known concerning this

very prevalent complaint of Potatoes to

which Mr-. Charles Comfort refers on page 382.

He points out that one variety in a field was very

badly attacked. It would be interesting in all

cases to know whether the soil had received tlie

same treatment, was of the same quality, and if

all the cultural operations were carried out at the

same time wliere the healthy plants were growing

as where the rusted ones occmTcd. The soiu'ce and
treatment of the seed are also important to know-

in trying to arrive at the e.xact causes of the trouble.

It is, so far as can be seen, not due to any fungus

or insect attack, but in all probability to shortage

of water at a critical time. This might occur from,

actual bad conditions in the soil, to poor root

development, or to excesrive loss of water from
the leaves. Any accurate observations upon it

would be of value.—F. J. Chittenden.

POTATO CULTURE : CHANGE OF SEED.

TN two neighbouring counties I have grown
Potatoes under similar conditions to those

mentioned by IVIr. John Wight (page 383), helped

others to cultivate them, and made observations

on the practice of many others, because I have been

interested in the subject since I was able to handle

a spade. At that time wc did not think it necessary

to go to a neighbomring county to get a change of

seed, but considered it sufficient to get seed from

a farm with difierent soil from ours. We believed

in peat ashes with a small admixture of other

ingredients for Potatoes, and I always regarded

our crop with satisfaction, as compared with those

who used farmyard manure only, and perhaps

badly made manure at that.

—

Hortulanus.

THE GOLDEN-LEAVED RIBES.

TN your " Answers to Correspondents," issue

October 12, page 388, you supply a corre-

spondent with a list of golden-leaved plants for

borders. Will yau allow me to suggest one more

golden-leaved shrub to yout. admirable list

—

namely, tlie golden-leaved Ribes—a sport of R.

sanguineum, of recent introduction ? I take the

liberty to enclose a few leaves for your inspection

herewith.—^W.

[Our correspondent sends a few golden-coloured

leaves of this beautiful shrub. It is worthy of a

place in any list of golden-leaved plants.

—

Ed.1

IRIS DISEASES.

DEGARDING the discussion on Iris diseases

which Dr. Osburne's letter on page 342 has

evoked, my experience entirely agrees with that

expressed by " F. J. C." and especially that damp
and close conditions, though not the direct cause,

conduce to their spread. The ordinary herbaceous

border is not always the most suitable place for

them, and where Irises, especially the choicer

varieties, are grown in any quantity, it is worth

while to choose an open and very well drained

situation, and even to raise the borders if necfesary.

The leaf-blotch disease, Heterosporimn gracile,

can be controlled, though perhaps never entirely

eliminated, by a plentiful addition of lime to the

soil when planting, and repeated applications

afterwards. Where the soil is naturally deficient

in lime, it is my experience, not as a mere counsel

of perfection, but as an essential practice, that

the lime should be applied in three or four dressings

at intervals of three months or so, instead of one

iK-avy application in the winter or spring. Then
garden Irists must be well fed to keep them in

healthy and vigorous growth, and in particular

to enable them 'o resist the rhizome-rot disease,

Pseudomonas Iridis, and if they are not frequently

replanted they will need yearly top-dressings

with artificial fertilisers. Superphosphate applied

in May or June is recommended on account of ils

acid property, which is said on the best authorily

to tend to check the development of the bacteria.

But here wc are landed in somewhat of a dilemma,

for as " F. J. C." points out, the acidity of the super-

phosphate which may check the rhizome-rot will

encourage the liability to the leaf-blotch. My
first attempt to meet this dilemma (after a most
devastal'ing attack of leaf-blotch following an
application of superphospliate in May) was to

apply a good dressing of lime about the same time,

either just before or just after, with fairly satis-

factory results. But I have since found what
seems a better method of meeting the difficulty.

Basic slag is a slow-acting fertiliser, and when
applied in the late autumn or winter comes into

action about May and onwards. I have not

determined the exact best time to apply it, but

apparently there is little or no difference if applied

any time from the end of October to the middle of

January, and the results are altogether satisfactory.

I have varied the amount applied from lib. to 2lb.

to every five or six square yards, and recommend the

larger amount if no other fertiliser is used as well.

Basic slag is also an ideal fertiliser to add to the

soil when planting, and it is not unlikely .that the

iron it contains has also a beneficial effect. But
though lime and judicious feeding are essential.

I am convinced by a long experience and close

observation of field conditions, which I cannot
give in detail here, that the question of good
drainage and all that conduces to the drying and
sun-warming .of the soil and rhizomes is as least as

important, more especially so since these Bearded

June Irises thrive best in a stiff, tenacious soil.

With regard to the rhizome-rot disease, until we
have a more complete knowledge of the life-history

of the organism which causes it—how and where
this bacterium rests and carries over from one
attack to another, how it actually gains access

to the tissues of the plant, and what are its natural

enemies and the conditions which are adverse to

it and arrest or destroy it—we cannot hope to

prevent its attacks or get rid of it entirely. Perhaps
in the happier times we are looking forward to

we may hope that the necessary investigations

will be undertaken. When, however, the disease

has appeared in any plant, it can be cured, without'

taking up the plant, by cutting out thoroughly

the parts affected and dressing the cut surfaces

and the adjacent soil with lime and sulphur (one

part of sulphur to five or ten parts of lime). But
it can also be cured, and apparently more certainly

and permanently, by taldng up the plant any time

from June to August, cutting off the diseased

parts, allowing it to lie in the open for a week or

so, and then replanting. In a general way, how-
ever, the chief hope of eliminating these two Iris

diseases seems to be to raise resistant or immune
varieties. There are already many standard
varieties which, if not immune, are highly resistant,

and that this characteristic is inheritable is evident

from any fairly extensive collection of seedlings.

—A. J. Bliss.

PULPING FRUITS.

QNE is constantly told to " cut up, peel and core

Apples or Marrows, &c., cover with water

and cook till tender, strain and pass through a

sieve." This is a great waste of time, fuel, bulk

and flavoiu". The method adopted with success

here is to wash the fruits (fallen or otherwise) and
place in a covered jar as they are—skin, core and all

—cook in the oven till tender, and pass all through

a wire sieve, then measure the resulting pulp and
use as is desired. This year we added this pulp

to all kinds of fruits which were scarce, and no one
can detect the mixture, using one part sugar to

two parts glucose (and one rounded teaspoonful of

salt to every four pounds of fruit), tlu-ee-quarters of a

pound of the sweetening to the pound of fruit.

No water having been used in the reducing of tlic

fruit in the oven, about twenty to thirty minutes'

boiling was sufficient. Thus made last year, the

jam kept perfectly, and is excellent now.

—

Western Wight.

PICKLE MADE AFTER THE SYRUP HAS
BEEN EXTRACTED FROM SUGAR BEET;

TV/TETHOD : Boil one quart of vine'ar for about

ten minutes with one teaspoonful of ground
ginger, one teaspoonful of salt, one saltspoonful of

mixed ground spice, and two or three cliillies or

seven or eight peppercorns. Then strain through

muslin, and, when quite cold, pour the above over

three potmds of sugar beet cut in small pieces,

one pound- of onions or shallots cut in thin slices,

and a few radish pods which have been previously

piclded in vinegar (see recipe in " Home-made
Pickles "), these latter ingredients being well

mixed together. Tie down at once. This pickle

is ready for use two or three weeks after being made.
(N.B.—We have kept a sugar beet pickle for a year.

It was made with curry powder and vinegar last

autumn. We do not know if the above will also

keep, as it is a freshly invented recipe //iz's autumn.)

Anne Amateur.
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RED CABBAGES AND RED ROSES.

T WAS dining alone to-night and reading The
Garden of October 12, and happened to

be enjoying a dish of a small slice of roast

beef and a large lielping of Potatoes and

boiled Red Cabbage, when I read the enquiry

whether there was any use for Red Pickling

Cabbage besides pickling. 1 wonder whether

Madame " Anne Amateur" is joking. Boiled

Red Cabbage is excellent ; and, just as in the case

of Cauliflower, the stalk is the best part, so also in

Red Cabbage the thick fleshy base of th& ribs of

the leaves is very good eating. The thinner or

upper parts of the ribs are hard and wiry, but

the thick fleshy base is succulent and tender. I

grow my Red Cabbages among my red Roses,

where they look very well, and the frequent hoeing

,ind attention to the Roses makes the Cabbages

floiu'ish. Roses George and Hugh Dickson, Victor

Hugo, General McArthur, Hadley and H. E.

Richardson gave me very fine blooms this year

with the Red Cabbages beneath them.

—

Arthur
Hill, Babbacombe Cliff. Babbacombe, Torquay.

ONIONS CRIMSON GLOBE AND
SIL»VER GLOBE.

nPHE collection of six varieties of Onions from
Wenvoe Castle at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's Vegetable Show on the 24th ult.

came as near to absolute perfection as anything

in its way that I have yet seen. I wonder
if any of your readers have ever observed any-

thing to siurpass the bulbs of Crimson Globe

and Silver Globe for colour and symmetry

;

certainly the writer never has. And there was no

trace of coarseness or immoderate size in anything

in the exhibit. There certainly was immoderate

size in some of the items of certain other prize-

winning exhibits ; more is the pity. I have written

and argued against hugeness in vegetables for a

good many years now-, and the war has added
another weapon to my armoury, for folks should

remember that with the present severe shortage

of all fuel, the use of large specimens of vegetables

is njpst undesirable. The reason is obvious : they

'take very much longer to cook.—F. Herbert
Chapman.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES AND OBESE
ONIONS.

" 'pjISTANCE lends enchantment " runs the wise

old saw, but for once I am inclined to question

the statement, as I mentally endeavour to sum up

the mileage that stretches, apparently forbiddingly,

between " Blackbird Bungalow " and " Aldenham
Asters," for it would indeed give me keen pleasure

to be permitted to conduct " Anne Amateur " round

the Aster border here with its nearly half a

thousand plants in their six-score varieties. I

greatly appreciate your correspondent's kind

remarks (page 372 of the issue of October 5) anent

my small share in the improvement of the perennial

Aster, and am glad we are standing on the same
plane in our mutual admiration of these gems
of the flower world. Not only have they " survived

war-time neglect," but have even raised their proud

heads smilingly this week, when no less than 7°

of frost attempted to wreak havoc among them here.

It is many years now since the possibility dawned
on me of the then almost weed Starwort one saw
in many gardens, and the inspiration I then received

has resulted fruitfully when one considers the many
glorious flowers that have since been obtained

from the efforts of a few who, like myself, hoped

on, despite considerable adverse criticism. They
are now, without doubt, the autumn stars of our

hardy flower bordeis, and are without peers at this

period of the year. Though I know " .\nne

Amateur" does not agree with my sentiments

regarding large vegetables, I still confess to a weak-

ness for big Onions, for I remain of tlie opinion that

there is a place for these as well as for the lesser-sizeJ

members of the tribe ; but I must decry the two-

pounder idea, for enough is as good as a feast, even
though 'it makes a delicious and soothing .evening

meal throughout the winter months. Nevertheless,

I can appreciate " Anne Amateur's " criticism on
this and other matters. Each week I scan the.

columns of The Garden for the able work of her

pen on matters critical and otherwise, the reading

of which I keenly enjoy. — Edwin Beckett,
Aldenham.

ASTER CORY.MBOSUS.

nPHIS little Starwort has long been a favoiurite

in a West Surrey garden, especially as a

plant for massing on a lawn edge where there is

I foot or 2 feet of space between shrubs and grass and
some shallow bays between the shrubs. The stem
is nearly black, and, by the time it has subdivided

and reached the bloom, is so slender that the little

white stars of eight narrow petals seem to be
carried by stalks not much thicker than horse-

hair. The whole height is about 18 inches, but

the plant is encouraged to take a nearly prostrate

habit which brings the masses of bloom closer

together. The large-leaved form of Megasea

cordifolia is usually grouped with it, the solid,

roundish, leathery leaves forming a good contrast

to the light effect of the little Daisy bloom. But
all such refinements of gardening have had to be

neglected for the past three years ; the Megasea

trust they are right, but I (like many more) should

be pleased to read the evidence which led to this

'conclusion. As a bee-keeper I am quite aware
that bees do not habitually visit Potato blossoms,

but they do visit Charlock, and in some districts,

large quantities of Charlock honey are stored by
bees. This, together with {he fact that Charlock

is now systematically sprayed to destroy it, and
viewed from the point that this is done when the

weed is in full bloom, and also that several days

elapse between the operation of spraying and the

entire withering of the plants, there is the possi-

bility of a sensitive creature like the bee being

affected by the influence of these poisonous sprays.

I have no wish to reopen what some enlightened

folks worjd call a discredited scare, but I should

like to draw from interested observers their experi-

ences and theories concerning the matter. Bees

are usually regarded as being possessed of a very

high sense of intelligence, and might possibly

be able to discriminate between poisonous and non-

poisonous products ; but if they cannot discrimin-

ate, then there is certaiidy the danger of colonies

being poisoned by the honey or food which they

have collected and stored. Two essential points

seem to face one when considering the matter,

one being the fact that the so-called ible of Wight

disease seems to have started and to have attained

its most violenf effects in the districts of England

where chalk formations predominate (Charlock

is an ever-present weed in such distiicts) ; the

other is that the Isle of Wight disease has appeared

and assumed such alarming proportions at the

same period as the increase of sprayuig and use of

J
ASTER CORYMBOSUS BETWEEN SHRUBS AND LAWN.

has dwindled for want of being divided at the

proper time, and the little Aster has ramped
forward on to the grass at its own will and is now
the sole occupant of the space.— G. J.

BEES AND SPRAYING.
T^HE question opened up in The Garden (see

" Notes of the Week," September 28) in

reference to the suggested poisoning of bees by
sulphate of copper spraying of Potatoes is one

which I would like to see fully ventilated.

It is not enough that the officials of the Food
Production Department should state that " spray-

ing had nothing to do with the loss of bees." I

poisonous washes have extended over the land.

The question is of such vital import that it cannot

be readily dismissed. The more light that is

brought to bear upon it, the better it will be. The

allied question of grouse poisoning is profoundly

affected by the knowledge that can be attained

to in the matter. Of the lasting effects of these

poisons one has only to go back a few years and

remember the stir ui France among Grape-jrower^

and how the evidence of experts clearly showed that

the poisonous properties of the sprays remained

until the ripening of the Grapes, and that the

vintage itself was endangered by their use.—^^P. S.

Hayward, Pearls Farm, Great Clacton, Essex
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FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-XI
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

ONE of tlie handsomest plants in the

, September border here I have never

happened to meet with elsewhere'.

Visitors invariably admire it, ask its

name, and seem surprised when told

that it is a form—probably the wild form—of the

Globe Artichoke (Cynara Scolymus). The " globe
"

is armed with formidable spines, and, although it

probably contains a good enough "choke," it is

otherwse useless for cxdinary use. The silvery

foliage is ornamental all the summer ; the stems

rise to a height of 5 feet, and in autumn the globes

coruscate in a crown of florets of loveliest violet

blue. Painters in water-colour will take the point

when I say that this peculiar luminous hue may
be reproduced by laying cobalt over

rose madder. It is nearer blue than

purple.

Mr. Reginald Farrer has contributed

a notable charm to the autumnal border

by his discovery of the Gentian named
after himself (G. Farreri). It eclipses all

the other late-flowering Gentians, good

and free as some of them are, for none

of them rivals the clear Cambridge blue

of this wonderful flower. Moreover, it

is as easy as it is beautiful, asking only

to be protected from drought and

increasing fast in a mixture of loam,

peat and grit. A large patch of it in a

hollow of Professor Balfour's rock garden

in Edinburgh was " a sicht for sair

een," as we Scots say, in August—scores

no more than an alpine form of the other ; but,

in effect, A. Mooreanus is deciduous, began to

flower iu July, and now the foliage has tiu-ned clear

yellbw before disappearing ; whereas A. umbellatus

is evergreen (or would be if frost did not reduce the

leaves to pulp), began flowering in early September
and is in full bloom in mid October. Is there any
other instance of an evergreen and a deciduous plant

being classed together as a single species—that is,

evergreen and deciduous under identical conditions

of soil and climate ?

It has been borne in upon me that there are only

two satisfactory modes of treating the various

species of Colchicum, namely, as an edging or,

better still, natiu-alised in grass. Wlien grown in a

that aspect of shuddering chill which has earned
for them, in more languages than one, the title of

Naked Ladies. Note, that no species of Colchicum
should be planted in pasture or meadow, for all

kinds increase very fast and are very poisonous,

although a Gloucestershire shepherd assured me
that his sheep eat the leaves with impunity when
the grass runs short in times of drought.

September and early October have been about

the most trying in my recollection. Harvest was
well forward with lis by the end of August, when
the floods descended and the winds blew furiously,

and have done so ever since. Much of the corn

crop has been saved, but much is still in the fields,

and an ominous green hue is spreading over the

drenched stooks from the sprouting grain. The
situation brings to mind what I heard in youth of

an Ayrshire parish minister and his homely,

fervent prayer during evil weather in harvest :

" We beseech Thee, O Lord, to send us Thy refresh-

ing wind ; not a ratterin', tatterin',

tearin' wind, y;e ken ; but a huddery,

duddery, dryin' wind, for the corn."

Of winds we have had full share, but

they have been of the- "ratterin",

tatterin' " order

Mr E. A. Bowles' garden books are

such a refreshing source of information

and provide such a comprehensive

calendar of blossom that one is sur-

prised to find in his autumn volume no
mention of the beautiful family un-
beautifully named Bugbanes—Cimici-

fuga. ^ Perhaps his soilj is too hot for

them, as they relish coolness and
moisture. Mi;. Reginald Farrer notices

them among his " Alpines and Bog
Plants " (page 188), only to disparage the

GENTIANA SINO-ORNATA.
{Leaves linear, flowers deep and pure blue.)

of blossoms of the form of Gentianella, but of

neniophila blue. They have found in that paradise

of hardy plants that it may be propagated by
cuttings. Equally free, and in that respect a

notable improvement on the Himalayan G. ornata,

is the new Chinaman, G. sino-ornata, flowering at

the same time as Mr. Farrer's species, deep and

piu-e blue. The Gentianella (G. acaulis) has put

forth a few autumnal blooms as usual ; I have

flowers of the three species before me, and G. sino-

ornata is exactly intermediate in hue between

G. Farreri and G. acaulis. G. Lagodeshiana is as

free as any of them, but there is more purple in its

corolla than in those of the others.

Cordially as I deprecate the unnecessai'y multi-

plication of species, I cannot but think that

.\gapanthus Mooreanus is entitled to specific rank.

I have not compared it anatomically with A.

umbellatus, but in habit and season of flowering

the two plants aic very different. Possibly one is

AUTUMN FLOWERS AT W 1 S L E Y
NAKED LADIES UNDER APPLE TREES.

{Colchicum speciosum superbum.)

mixed border the mass of leaves which they send

up in spring is undoubtedly refreshing to the eye,

imtil it flags and fades under summer suns, when
it becomes very messy, and is prone to smother

desirable neighbours of lowlier growth. A garland

of alternate clumps of pink ajid white Saffron

(Colchicum autunmale) round a large circular bed

devoted to Chinese Rhododendrons has been a

cheerful object throughout the furious gales and
drenching rains which have afflicted us for weeks

after the equinox. We do not mind how wantonly

the leaves sprawl in early summer, for they cannot

hurt the shrubs. Still, to enjoy the fifll beauty of

these free-flowering bnlbs, especially the red and

white C. speciosum and the pale-faced C. Born-

miilleri, they should be set on some grassy slope

where the mowing-machine Cometh not, but where

a scythe may pass once after the leaves have

faded in June. The grass springs again in time to

afford just the setting to redeem the blossoms from

COLCHICUM DOUBLE WHITE.
(In the wild garden.)

lot, with a half-hearted exception in favour of

C. davurica, a species unknown. to me. In fact,

I am iU versed in the classification of the genus ;

but there is one which I should be grieved to miss

in the October border, namely, the Japanese C.

simplex, latest and best of all. The plumes, which

it can'ies to a height of 4 feet, have a spiu-ious

similitude to elongated spikes of Pyrola—spurious,

because there is no affinity between Ranunculaces
• and Ericaceae: The petals and protruding anthers,

both of snowy purity, are enriched by the roseate

sepals, and the stems are so firmly elastic as to

scorn support—^no trifling merit during equinoctial

gales.

Two species of Aconite or Wolfsbane deserve

favourable mention at this season, for they, with

the climbing A. Vilmorinianum, are the latest to

flower. We used to prize one of them, the North
American A. Fischeri, for its stately symmetry and

cUsplay of blue helmets. We prize it still, but must
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own that it lias suffered eclipse beside the Chinese

A. Wilsoni, whereof the spikes are more massive

and the blossoms a clearer, brighter blue. If only

one could get that colour infused into the slaty

tints of the climbing species, what a treasure it

would be. The flowers of A. Wilsoni match the

hue of Agapanthus umbellatus as nearly as no

matter, which renders the juxtaposition of the

two plants just under my window something short

of judicious.

Soaking September has defeated our piu'pose of

Sunflower seed for poultry food. Some hundreds

of plants were disposed in ranks on either side of

a path in the kitchen garden, and made a brave

show in August with their great brazen disks

carried aloft on 7-foot stems. But the incessant

wet has ruined the crop ; the seeds have never

tilled, and after the stubbles have been picked

bare, poultry-keepers will be hard put to it for

subsistence for their broods.

Colchicum speciosum superbum
Years ago I received this Meadow Saffron,

which was largely recommended by the late

Mr. John Wood of Kirkstall, and which was

frequently known then as " Mr. John Wood's
Variety." It has stood a severe stress of weather

of late, and, in common with the other varieties

of C. speciosum, has remained in wonderfully good

condition after undergoing a series of drenching

days and nights such as we seldom experience

here. This variety is even finer than C. speciosum

rubrum, which differs from the type in having

a crimson tube and in the other portion'^of the

segments being of the same hue. C. speciosum

superbum is much deeper in colotu:, and may be

described as of an intense ruby. It is a truly fine

Meadow Saffron, well worth securing by those who
have an opportunity of doing so.

Dumfries. S. Arnott.

TULIP NOTES
COMMENTS ON MR. DUNCAN PEARSON'S ARTICLE ON COTTAGE TULIPS.

By the Rev. Joseph Jacob.

In the second part of Mr.

Duncan Pearson's article

on Cottage Tulips my good

friend says I once belauded

Bronze Queen, and

that in consequence

he bought the
variety, and now,

having grown it, he

has found it wanting.
" Hardly a decent

bloom ever since I got it " is his verdict. I

have grown it for years. It first came to me
under the name of Biscuit from Sir F. W.
Moore, who grew a large bed of it every

year at Glasnevin, where, he told me, it was

always a great attraction to visitors. It

invariably does well here. It does well at

Scrooby with Mr. Mallender. It does well

with Mr. RoUo Meyer at Watton. In fact,

I never before heard of any place or "district

where it consistently failed. It is quite at the

top of the biscuit brown class, just as Goudvink

is of the large tortoiseshell browns, and

Prince Albert of the long-shaped, deep rich

yellowish browns, Whenever this last comes

into commerce it will have a great future,

unless I am much mistaken. But to retxirn

to Clio—I beg pardon. Bronze Queen"; I

cannot get out of using the old name. Give

it, my good friend, another trial in another

part of your ground.

Mr. Pearson says that W. T. Ware does not

increase with him. Now, my experience is the exact

reverse. I have grown it ever since it made its

dibut at 25s. a bulb, and the trouble has always

been its splitting up into innumerable offsets, so

much so that one seldom gets any first-size bulbs.

I wonder if we jumbled up our respective stocks

together and then planted them whether it would

mend matters for both of us.

A pious old lady once had a parrot that was,

I regret to say, much given to bad language, and

whenever he saw his mistress he always shouted out

" D the old lady." This made her very sad,

so, poor sotil, she went to her spiritual adviser for

advice. " It is a curious thing," he said, " but

I have a parrot that is always praying. Now,
suppose you bring your bird and let it live with

mine for a few months, perhaps they will influence

one another for the better." So the old lady

brought her parrot, and when the allotted time

was over, the parson sent her word to come and

fetch it as it was a reformed bird and had quite

given up his habit of swearing. Up she came and
went to the kitchen to get it. Directly, however.

I have another little bone to pick with Mr. Pearson.

My Louis XIV. are better behaved than his and

seldom rectify or break. He is far too sweeping

in his condemnation.) Boadicea I look upon
as one of the best of aU Cottage Tulips. I think

it would have to have a place in any dozen of the

very best. Its huge oval bloom is coloiu-ed

externally with beautiful shades of russet brown
and russet red, while inside the cup a streak of

yellow runs down the middle of the petals. It is

one of the last Tulips to bloom in its section.

Marksman is a sturdy, dwarf-growing plant with

orange scarlet flowers, very bright and attractive

in a garden. Grenadier I had when it was pro-

visionally named Mrs. Berkeley. It was a present

from my old friend Walter Ware, who was the first

to work up a little stock. I am sorry it took to

what we modern people call bad ways, for one

by one the flowers " broke " or became striped,

and some five or six years ago the last one joined

the " mixed "—the Tulip equivalent of the human
workhouse, that last refuge of the broken.

Perhaps Mr. Wallace will send a little note on

Grenadier's behaviour at Colchester, should these

lines meet his eye. It is a grand flower as a self,

almost rivalling Fosteriana in its scarlet magnifi-

cence.

Tulip Logan Rose.—The advent of a new Tulip

in these days merits a passing notice. Dobbies

of Edinburgh catalogue Logan Rose. It is de-

scribed as a brilliant rose-coloured Cottage variety

growing 20 inches high. I am anxious to see it,

as real rose-coloured varieties like Cassandra are

none too numerous. There is something very fresh-

looking in a good clear rose-coloured flower. T
hope Logan Rose will be an acquisition.

CONES OF PSEUDOLARIX K^MPFERI. {Fmm a drawmg by,E. A . Buwlcs.)

the parrot caught sight of her, the old refraui came,
" D the old lady," the only difference being

that the praying bird solemnly added, " Lord heai

our prayer." The history goes no further.

Wallace's Tulips.—Once upon a time Mr.

Wallace, the head of the firm of Messrs. R. W.
Wallace and Co.. Kilnfield Gardens, Colchester,

bought a little family or set of Tulips. I eageily

scan the firm's list every year to see how they

arc getting on. You may know them by their

names being printed in capitals. At one time or

another I have grown them all. Now I have only

three, but in ray opinion they are the best, viz.,
•

Beau Brummel, Boadicea and Marksman. Beau
Brummel is a brilliant scarlet of medium size and
with pointed petals. It is excellently named, for

no Tulip better suggests a well-groomed man than

Beau Brummel—just as the tall and stately

dark bronze and rich deep purple Louis XIV.

suggests to a "T" the Grajid Monarch. (By the way.

CONES OF PSEUDOLARIX
K^MPFERI

A FRUITING branch of this Larch was shown
by Mr. George Paul at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's meeting on September 10.

It was gathered by him from one of the specimens

introduced by Robert Fortune. The cones remind

one strongly of Globe Artichokes in shape and

colour. I brought away three to examine at

leisure, and as they lay on my table under the

lamp their contrasts of light and shade were so

pleasing that I made a pencil sketch of them. When
they become dry they fall to pieces very easily,

more like the cones of Cedars than of Larches. Two
winged seeds were neatly tucked away in the inner

surface of each of the large scales, and wheS bruised

gave out a pleasant scent of turpentine, but none of

them contained any embryo. E. •V. Bowles.
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Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Ripe Grapes.—Owing to the long spell of wet,
sunless weather, together with the fading leaves,
the berries will not keep without the aid of a little
warmth in the pipes. Watch very carefully for
decayed berries and remove them at once if

any are seen, especially where they are rather
crowded. Keep the borders thoroughly chy on
the surface, also the paths. Should the Vines
be rather closely planted and the laterals and
foliage crowded, prune back the ends of the shoots
to within one or two buds from the bunches, so
that air and light may better ru'culate among
them and keep the Grapes in a drier state.

Early Vinery.—As soon as the leaves have
fallen from the Vines, pruning and dressing may
be taken in hand. Prune back to a plump bud, end
see that every particle of the glass, woodwork and
ironwork is thoroughly washed with rather strong
soapsuds or soft soap and warm water sufficiently
strong to destroy any insects harbouring in the
crevices. If mealy bug has been trotiblesome,
give the rods a thorough dressing with nicotine
wash, following later on with a good painting of
tar and clay at the rate of one pint of tar to six pints
of clay (dry and powdered) mixed with sufficient
warm water to form a moderately thick paint,
taking care not to paint the eyes. Keep all

Vines that have been cleared of
their crops as cool as possible,

and do not neglect the roots.
When pruning, it is always advis-
able to save a few pieces of the
best varieties for propagating if

necessary.

The Hardy Ftuit Garden.
Planting Apple Trees.—Now

that the time for planting
has arrived, it may not be out of

place to remind the inexperienced
that whatever planting is to be
carried out. the main points to be
observed are good preparation of

the ground and the most suitable
kinds to grow. The'Iists of varie-

ties given in the fruit catalogues
are very mimerous and bewildering
to many, and to plant some of the
sorts enumerated would not only
be a waste of time and expense, but
end in permanent disappointment.
Those about to plant standards
would find any of the following
varieties very reliable: Dessert.—
Irish Peach, Worcester Pearmain,
Egremont Russet, Lady Sudeley,
James Grieve, King of the Pippins,
Cox's Orange, Allington Pippm.
Duke of Devonshire, Adam's
Pearmain and May Queen.
Culinary.-—Lord Derby, Stone's or

Loddington Seedling, Lord Gros-
venor, Stirling Castle. The Queen,
Warner's "^ing. Tower of Glamis,
Royal Jubilee, Bismarck, Byford
Wonder. Brantley's Seedling. Newton Wonder,
Lane's Prince Albert, Round Winter Nonsuch
and Annie Elizabeth. There are many others
good for the different purposes, and in certain
districts yield excellent crops of fine fruits.

Standards planted on grassland to be grazed by
sheep should have stems quite 6 feet to 8 feet high,

and a space should be allowed between the trees

of fully 2.t feet to 30 feet. In preparing the
stations, remove 6-foot squares of tmi where the
frees are to be planted, throw out the soil to a

depth of 2 feet, break up the subsoil, employ drainage
if needed, and refill with a good mixture of decayed
manure, loam (not too finely chopped), and plenty
of old mortar rubble.

Bush Trees.—These will yield very fine crops
of fruit if planted in good soil and given a reason-
able amount of attention. They should be grown
where there is not sufficient head-room for stan-
dards. By the side of the walk in the vegetable
garden is usually the site gi\'en. The trees should
not be planted too near each other ; a space of

quite 12 feet should be allowed, so that they may
develop into sturdy, fniitful trees. Good dessert

varieties to plant are Cox's Orange, Worcester
Pearmain, Ellison's Orange. Kerry Pippin, Margil,
Beauty of Bath, Irish Peach, Duke of Devonshire.
Warwick Pippin, King of the Pippins, Quarrenden,
Scarlet Nonpareil, Egremont Russet and May
Queen. Culinary.—Potts' Seedling, Warner's
King, EcklinviUe Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert,
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Rev. W. Wilks, Stirling Castle, Cellini, Gascdvne's
Scarlet, Bramley's Seedling, The Queen ' and
Newton Wonder.

The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—The plants should now be banked up
and put in order for the winter. Choose fine
weather for the work, and employ plenty of soot
and lime where slugs and other pests are
troublesome.

Cauliflower Plants in Frames.—Keep the
frames open day and night with the exception of
cold, chilly nights, when the lights mav be drawn
over them. Watch for slugs, and dust" the plants
freely at intervals with soot. Keep the soil
gently pricked up and free from weeds, so that
the plants may grow sturdily.

Lettuces.—These should now be in their winter
quarters and kept free from weeds, and if in frames
be given ventilation day and night, so that the
plants do not become weak and spindly.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Barnet.
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FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Sunroot (Jerusalem Artichoke).—The decaved
stems should now be cut o\er. and some loose
litter spread over a portion of the crop
so that the tubers may be accessible during spells
of frost. The alternative to this is to store a

work between now and the end of November.
The ground should be well manured and trenched
or deeply dug. Allow 6 feet between the rows,
and plant 5 feet apart in the row. Do not put
the plants deeper than they show to have been
previously planted. The bottoms of the pits
when finished should be concave. The following
varieties can be recommended : Early Sulphur,
Golden Lion, Langley Gage, Whitesm'ith, Green
Gascoigne, Langley Green, Red Warrington (for
jam) and Whinham's Industry.

Planting Currants.—The foregoing cultural
hints also apply to these. In purchasing stock
see that black varieties are clear of the mite
or big-bud. The following varieties can be
thoroughly recommended : Black.—Boskoop Giant
and Victoria. Red.-—Fertilitv and Fav's Prolific.

White.—White Dutch and Versaillaise'White.

Fruit Under Glass.

Orchard-House.—Sec that all fruit trees in
pots in the open are plunged—in coal-ashes for
preference-—or the roots will be injured and the pots
probably burst when frost occurs. Carry out any
necessary pruning, but if pinching has received
timely attention, little pruning should be required.

Late Grapes.—Go over the bunches, scissors
in hand, once a week, and remove any decaying
berries, or the evil mil spread. Maintain a dry,
buoyant atmosphere, applying just a little fire-

heat when necessary. According to latest infor-
mation, anthracite is not to be rationed.

Charlks Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Midlothian.

Conference of

Lecturers at Wisley

W'

MEMBERS OF THK WISLEY CONFERENCE IN CONNECTION WITH
THE FOOD PRODUCTION CAMPAIGN.

From left to right : E. W. Stedman, R. W. Pearson, G. Whitehornc, H. Burn,
J. G. Blakey, F. Jennings, J. C. Newsham, H. Ashfold, S. Pope, J. B.
Stevenson, R. W. Green, H. Cowley, F. J. Chittenden, A. E. Burgess,

A. D. Ground, H. Patience, A. Gibson, and A. C. Barilelt.

quantity of the tubers and reserve them for use
during frosty weather.

Celery.—If not already done, finish the process
of earthing-np, and have some Wheat straw or
Bracken at hand for protecting the cr'op when
severe weather threatens. If both white and red
varieties are grown, use the white first, as the red
and pink varieties stand the severity of winter
better.

Globe Artichokes.-—Fork over the soil between
the plants, cut .away the under leaves, and place
some di'y, loose litter round each plant, working
it close in to the crott-n, but leaving the crown
free. When severe frost threatens, the protecting
material should be overhauled, as the Artichoke
is a comparatively tender plant.

Asparagus.-—Cut over the stems, which prove
useful as prote"bting material, cle.ar the beds
of weeds, fork them over, and give a dressing of

half-decayed farmyard manure.

General Remarks.—Finish the storing of

root crops, including Swedes. Continue the
wheeling on of manure to vacant quarters during
dry weather or on frosty mornings, also the work
of trenching and digging, and look after late
Cauliflowers as advised last week.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Gooseberries.—Those intending to make

plantations should endeavour to carry
new

out the

ITH the object 01 stand-

ardising the information

imparted by lectiu'ers on
the panel of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and also for the

piu'pose of exchanging views on
matters relating to food produc-

tion, a conference was held at

Wisley from September 25 to

October 4. This is the second

conference mainly devoted to allot-

ment gardening held under the

auspices of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Food Production Scheme.

An illustration of a group of those

present at the conference last year

appeared in oiu: issue for Octo-

ber 13, 1917.

The leaders of the conference were

Mr. F. J. Chittenden, V.M.H., Head
of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Laboratory and School of Horti-

culture ; Mr. J. C. Newsham, F.L.S., Principal

of the Monmouthshire Farm School, Usk ; and Mr.

A. G. Burgess, Instructor in Horticulture to the

Surrey County Council. The following attended

the conference : Mr. F. Jennings, Chatsworth

Gardens ; Mr. R. W. Green, Wisbech ; Mr. H.

Burn, Leicester ; Mr. A. D. Ground, Welling-

borough ; Mr. J. G. Blakey, The Gardens, Holm-

wood, Redditch ; Mr. H. Patience, Wadden Lane,

Cheltenham ; Mr. H. Ashfold, The Gardens,

Aberbaiden, near Abergavenny ; Mr. A. Gibson,

Headington Hill Hall Gardens, Oxford ; Mr.

A. C. Bartlett, The Orchard, Hampton Hill
;

Mr, H. Cowley, The Garden ; Mr. J. B. Stevenson,

Chine Garden Cottage, Bournemouth ; Mr. G.

Whitehome, The Gardens, South Down Hall,

Polegate ; and Mr. E. W. Stedman, The Nurseries,

Crawley. Among the visitors to the conference

were Mr. Samuel Pope of the Ministry of Food,

Mr. G. P. Berry of the Board of Agriculture, and

stt(dents at Wisley. The object of the conference

was to ensure uniformity of advice on the various

gardening operations, and to make arrangements

for organisation in the ensuing session-
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IT

must be obvious to everyone connected with
" the gentle art " that horticulture does

not yet liold that position in public estimation

which its far-reaching activities merit. In

commercial horticulture the need for a central

body wherein all trade interests could be

gathered into a focussing point for the purpose

of stimulating or restraining Governmental action,

as necessary, has been very evident for some time

past. To meet this need the institution of a

Chamber of Horticulture was proposed a short

while ago, and the organising committee appointed

by the promoters of the scheme has advanced

so far with its work that the Chamber is practically

an accomplished fact. Rules and articles of

association have been drawn up, and Alderman

Moore, Master of the Fruiterers' Company, has

been appointed treasurer, and Mr. R. Wynne,
formerly Secretary of the Hop Control Committee,

has been appointed secretary. The moving

spirits have been Mr. George Monro, jun., and .Mr.

H. Morgan Veitch, in association with Messrs.

W, Poupart, W. .A.. Bilney, R. Robins, W. Sea

brook, J. Rochford, C. H.Curtis and others. Besides

legislative measures, the Chamber will deal with

railway matters, rating, compilation of statistics,

plant diseases, glass-house construction, mechanical

cultivation, &c., and there is a pro-

posal to secure a central building for

the offices of the Chamber, with

sufficient room for a library, and

offices for all the trade associations

needing a London address. A meet-

ing of the presidents and secretaries

of the various trade societies is to be

held shortly, and early in December a

mass meeting will be held in London
for the purpose of enlisting the help

and sympathy of the whole horti-

cultural trade and launching the

Chamber. Dr. Keeble and Mr. A. E.

Rogers, who were at the meeting

recently held at Donnington Hall.

Norfolk Street, Strand, have expressed

their entire agreement with the

formation of a Chamber, and pointed

out how greatly their work in con-

nection with food production and

Government Orders would have been

facilitated and simplified had there

been a Chamber of Horticulture

from wliich statistical and other,

information could have been obtained.

From a financial point of view the

Chamber will have an excellent

start, as the promises made by

many of the keenest business men
in the horticultural world have

assured an income of about £900 a

year for five years. The Chamber
will be constituted by means of

delegates appointed by associated

trade bodies and private members,

who will appoint a Council of thirty-

si.x and elect various special' trade ROSE
committees. The whole idea of a THE

Chamber of Horticulture is an ambitious one,

but it is so splendidly supported, financi.ally

and otherwise, that we feel the project is

certain to be successful and the means of bringing

horticulture into the position its national import-

ance deserves.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—This society

will hold its annual floral display at the London
Scottish Drill Hall, Westminster, on November 5,

in conjunction with the meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society. We are asked to state

that there is a misprint on the National Chry-

santhemum Society's members' passes, and

November 8 should read November 5.

The Allotment and Small-Holders' Supply
Association, Limited.—With the remarkable

increase in allotments in all parts of the country,

there has grown up a desire on the part of allot-

ment workers and small-holders for a sound

business firm to supply the wants of the workers.

It is to meet this need that the above association

has been formed. It is proposed that it will work
in association with Messrs. John Waterer, Sons and
Crisp, Limited, and it will, we feel sure, be welcomed
by allotment associations, which are now struggling

manfully to supply their members ttoough their

^ '
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CORRESPONDENCE
i(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

THE LANGLEY BULLACE.
npHE value of this variety has again asserted

itself this season, our tree having borne a

good crop of fine fruit after a very heavy yield last

season. It has never once failed us, and it is the

only variety among many that has been satis-

factory this year. Its free cropping and fin",

quality, which I consider second to none, render

that i' comes into use at a period when most
other Plums and Damsons are past.—E. Beckett.

[The fruits sent are large and oval like dark
purple Plums, fairly sweet and of Damson flavour.

From the branch sent it is evidently a heavy cropper

at Aldenham. The Langlcy Black Bullace was
raised by crossing Farleigh Damson and Early

Orleans Plum ; the fruits will remain in season

for another month.

—

Ed.]

POLLINATION OF FRUIT TREES.
'T'HE article on the pollination of fruit trees

(The Garden, page 374, October 5) in

which Mr. E. A. Bunyard favourably notices our

A FRUITFUL BRANCH OF THE LANGLEY BULLACE.

this a variety which should appear in every

garden. I am sending you a few fruits to enable

you to bear out what I say. No doubt many of

your readers will recall the controversy which
took place in the columns of The Garden last

year. Another chief merit of this fruit is the fact

work on this question, contains a slip whicli may
give rise to misapprehension. He speaks of our

experiments as demonstrating that Coe's Golden

Drop, Coe's Violet, and Crimson Drop are " not

only self-sterile, but also incapable of ferti-

lising other varieties." It shjuld, however, be

emphasised that these three varieties are perfectly

efiScient as fertilisers of Plums in general, though
self-sterile and incapable of fertilising each other.

Their mutual incompatibility is, as we conceive,

due to the fact that they are all in reality vegeta-

tively derived from the same individual plant.

Jefferson, as we have also proved,, is exactly like

the Coe group in its fertilising powers, being

equally self-sterile and also unable to fertilise the

other three members of this group. Whether
Jefferson is of similar origin appears to be unknown.
No other clear case of incompatibility in Plums was
met with in the coirrse of our work.

—

Ida Sutton,
The John Innes Horticultural In-titution.

POTATO BRITISH QUEEN.
TN reference to the note on this Potato in the

issue of The Garden for October 19, I

should like to endorse all that is said of it. We
always grow a large batch of it to follow Mid-
lothian Early for second-early use, and it has
never once failed to produce a good crop. A good
point in its favour is that it matures so quickly.

Last season I planted a long border with the two
varieties mentioned, at the same time, and British

Queen was ready for use about a fortnight after

Midlothian Early. It also keeps well, and we were
using it in March. As regards its cooking quali-

ties, I have found that it is better after being kept

a little while, but for baking it is splendid,

coming out very white and floury. We
generally grow it between the rows of Brussels

Sprouts planted 4 feet or 5 feet apart, taking out

shallow trenches with the spade and placing the

tubers about 18 inches apart. By the time the

Spfouts are getting tall the Potatoes are ready to

dig.—R. W. Thatcher, Carlton Park Gardens,

Market Harborough.

COMMENTS ON RED CABBAGE RECIPES,
ETC., IN " THE GARDEN," OCTOBER 26.

TV/fY best thanks to the numerous kind readers

of my query concerning Red Cabbage, for

the many recipes received per our Editor. Oidy
to think there are so many and I have not known
them.! But " never too late to learn," and I

intend to have rows of Red Cabbages, wherever
possible, to divide the other vegetables, and when
they are grown, try the recipes and report on
them. Meantime, grateful thanks to Mr. A.

Hill of Babbacombe (that place so beautiful and
beloved in days long ago) for his delightful sugges-

tion of Red Cabbages planted among red Roses
;

and oh ! joy ! to find Mr. Chapman among the

champions of small versus laige vegetables, which
is becoming quite an ancestral feud, is it not ? and
remiids me of the Big and Little Egg-Endians read

of in nursery days. The " Western Wight's " fruit

pulp sounds a most practical and valuable hint.

Then there is Mr. Bunyard's advertisement re

Pear foliage whose " poetic afHatus " betrays,

methinks, the influence of the soothing weed (I

wish I had learned to smoke !) ; and the Rev. J.

Jacob's parrot tale. Why do the " Cloth " always

tell the most shocking stories ? I have numbered
several as intimate friends, and sometimes have

e.xpected to see them vanish suddenly up the

chimney.

—

Anne Amateur.

IRIS DISEASES.

'T'HOUGH the suggestions made as to the treat-

ment of the soil with superphosphate in the

case of rhizome-rot, and with lime in the case of

leaf-spot, are in harmony with theoretical con-

siderations, they are also upheld by a great many
experiments. Even so, one does not like to be

dogmatic even in the face of many successful

experiments, for there is always a chance of some
factor having been left out of consideration in a
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special cas' and we are only on the threshold of

knowledge concerning plant diseases. One thing

at least is clear from Dr. Osburne's lucid account

of his Iris trouble on page 3S2, viz., that in spring

the plants suffered from rhizome-rot, and in summer
and autumn from leaf-spot. There is a great deal of

analogy between the diseases of plants and those

of animals, and when a science of plant pathology

is developed we shall find parallels between animal

and vegetable pathology in every direction. A
disease has its inception, its rise to a zenith, and
its decline. If a remedy be applied near its decline,

it may easily be taken to have cured the disease.

Now, the rhizome-rot is at its height in spring,

the leaf-spot in summer and autumn. Rarely

is the rhizome-rot serious in summer or the leaf-

spot evident in spring. The application of lime

in Dr. Osburne's case was followed by a decline in

the extent of rhizome-rot, but the natural course of

the disease woidd have been to decline then, and
thus it would be perhaps wise to suspend judg-

ment as to the effect of the lime. In nearly all

diseases produced by bacteria or fungi, some con-

dition in the plant's environment causes in the

first place a lowering of the powers of resistance

to attack which a plant naturally possesses.

The power of resistance seems more easily upset

in some varieties than in others ; it may, indeed, be

altogether absent in some varieties preserved for

some reason by the gardener, as in the non-immune
varieties of Potato, but where it exists unimpaired

there, even in the presence of the enemy, the plant

remains in health. The changing seasons appear

to exert an influence upon the powers of resistance

possessed by the plant, and this in a measure

will account for the seasonal appearance, rise

and decline of specific diseases. One other point

deserves mention, perhaps—the need for aseptic

surgery in plants as in animals ; for the removal

of diseased parts so as to expose new surfaces to

infection will do little to check the spread of disease.

This is too often overlooked. Dr. Osburne realised

it in his later attacks upon the rhizome-rot, and

this may well have had its efiect.—F. J. C.

ROSE ALISTER STELLA GRAY.

T WAS greatly pleased to see you call attention

to the above very useful and beautiful

garden Rose in your " Notes of the Week " of

October 5. The illustration therein gives a fair

idea of its character in a cut state ; but to see a

large bush or pillar of it and catch a whiff of its

beautifully sweet scent from the lovely cream buds

as one passes near is a delight never forgotten.

I have one now trained down as a hedge plant,

about 6 feet high, in full bloom and with a succession

of large trusses of buds, which with ordinary fine

weather will last up till Christmas. It has been

in bloom since June. When the bloom is over

in the winter I prune it hard back. In due season

it throws out strong shoots about 3 feet long,

with large clusters of bloom at the tips, which

continue blooming for a long time. When they have

done, if the dead trusses are pruned back to the

first eye, they will throw out side shoots and bloom

again. There is. of course, a number of small

pendulous side shoots from the plant, all produfcing

blooms which are very useful for buttonhole or

room decoration. This variety, with Turner's

Crimson Rambler, was recommended to me by

the late Mr. John Wright, V.M.H., over twenty

years ago when he was here, and I have never

regretted planting it. Crimson Rambler has now
nearly " gone West," being worn out ; but Alister

Stella Gray, close by. is still healthy and strong,

and a source of delight and attraction to many a

passer-by. I claim with you that it is worthy of a

fuller recognition of its many merits.—C. Orchard.

Harbour Mount. Bembridge, Isle of Wight.

ROSES OLD AND NEW
IT

is really time that a protest was made
against a phase in the modem development
of our national flower. If some of the

new Roses shown at the summer exhibition

of the National Rose Society held in the

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be taken

as a fair indication of what is expected of a new
Rose, it would appear that the essential points

are somewhat on these lines : Flowers of enormous
size, of great substance and without fragrance.

And this is not all, for the flowers are borne on
stout stems out of all proportion even to the

solid blooms, while the petals, having lost the

delicacy of the Rose, have taken on the leathery

texture of a kid glove. Such monstrons blooms

may look very tell-

ing when dressed for

show and staged in

boxes, but the Rose

is essentially a garden

flower, and Rose
societies should offer

greater encourage-

ment to that end.

The more one sees of

Rose shows, the more
is one convinced that

the only satisfactory

way to make awards

to new Roses is to

judge them as they

are seen gro%ving in

the open, and not

as they appear in the

show tent. It is

safe to say that not

one new Rose in a

hundred will find a

place in a repre-

sentative collection a

few years hence.

There is at the

present time a re-

vival in the interest

taken in old Roses,

and, after all, many
old Roses are still

unequalled for
garden effect, while

most of them
possess the precious

gift of fragrance and
have long been
favoured for the

making of pot-pourri.

What garden is com-
plete without Roses

such as these : the

lovely crimson
Cramoisie Superieure

(1834) and its climbing sport; Felicite et

Perpetue (1828), a good climber which flowers

well even in very exposed gardens ; Gloire

de Dijon (1850) and the unrivalled beauty
of Rosa sinica Anemone ? Austrian Copper
and Austrian Yellow were grown in England
in r596 by John Gerard, and yet no one will deny
that they are still two of the most beautiful

single Roses known to us at the present time.

The yellow reverse of the petal is one of the

great charms of Austrian Copper.

Of the new single Roses, there has been
nothing to equal Rosa Moyesii for many years,

perhaps centuries, for it is a distinct gain to the

genus Rosa. The Bowers are of a remarkable
brownish crimson, and gleam like jewels when the

sun is on them. It will attain a height of 10 feet,

making an excellent subject for planting on lawns.

It is a native species of Western China, introduced

. by Messrs. James Veitch and Sons nine years

ago, but it is only in the last few years that it

has been extensively shown, and it received the

coveted first-class certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society. It is a plant of exceptional

merit and weU worthy of the high award that

has been bestowed upon it. In addition to its

brilliant flowers, it is pretty in foliage and attractive

in fruit ; altogether it is a most desirable garden

Rose.

Pemet-Ducher's new group of Austrian Hybrids
contains early and brilliantly coloured flowers, of

FELICITE ET PERPETUE.

which Mme. Edouard Herriot is certainly one of the

best. Paul's Scarlet Climber, which created quite a

sensation at Chelsea in 1916, is certain to become
popular for pillars and pergolas, for it gives the

brightest bit of colouring of all the climbing Roses.

Semi-double Roses are becoming more popular,

and this is not surprising, for they include many
of the most beautiful garden Ro es. We need
only mention two : Lady Waterlow, mth its

fresh flowers- reminiscent of pink Apple blossom
;

and the Hybrid Briar Una, which in July is

smothered with pale cream flowers throughout

the whole length of its vigorous branches.

Many of the very old Roses, like Prince Charlie's,

Seven Sisters, the sweetly fragrant Maiden's

Blush, and York and Lancaster, are once more
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coming into favour. It is a pity that these pretty

old names have been so loosely applied to other

Rofes. Nine Rose growers out of, ten if asked

for Seven S.sters and York and Lancaster would

suppb' Felirite et Perpetue for one and Rosa

Mundi for the other. And yet the true Seven

Sisters is a pink Rose and bears no resemblance

to the vigorous Felicite et Perpetue, which has

many-flowered trusses of creamy white blossoms.

With York and Lancaster and Rosa IVIundi there

is some ground for confusion, since both may have

striped flowers. The former is a Damask Rose,

pink or white, very often with a pink petal in

a white flower, and sometimes one half the flower

pink and the other half white ; while Rosa Mundi

is a Gallica Rose—red, striped white—and is

common in gardens, whereas Ynrk and Lancaster

is now seldom seen. H. C.

AUTUMN ROSES
THOSE Rose gardens which consist for

the most part of Hybrid Teas have been

a great source of pleasure this autumn.

Seldom have we had such a satisfactory

season and such a continuous show of

bloom. Perhaps it would be of interest to other

amateurs if I gave a list of my most successful Roses

and also mentioned those that did not behave

nicely. I ought to remark here that, with a few

exceptions, my collection only contains those

varieties which are good both for exhibition and

garden, such as, for instance, Caroline Testout

and Frau Karl Druschkia. I have no room for

singles or Polyanthas.

Caroline Testout is probably the finest garden

Rose grown, giving dozens of blooms at the time of

writing. For free flowering Gustav Grunerwald runs

it very close ; hardly a day passes but one or two
blooms appear on the bush. The colour is rather

crude carmine pink with yellowish base.

Koenjgin Carola is not grown so often as it

deserves. The blooms are immense, and the

silvery pink colour is much more refined than

in Caroline Testout. Its great fault is its liability

to split centres, but I think this can be partly

prevented by not disbudding too liard.

Lyons Rose is, I suppose, in every garden now
;

this year it has sent up splendid growths from the

base bearing l>]ooms of very intense colour.

Earl of Warwick is always good with me. The
growth is ideal for bedding, and the vermilion

centre contrasting with the fawn outer petals is

very fascinating. I see that it has been thrown
out of the latest National Rose Society's Handbook
of Varieties ; I rannot think why.

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt never gives a mal-

formed bloom, and always does well, but the

flowers on each plant are rather few.

Lady Ashtown is fine for cutting ; rather subject

to mildew.

Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant can always be

depended on for one finding a bloom or two ; it is

most prolific, and if One can spare a post for it, he

should never think of growing the dwarf form,

as the climber gives better flowers.

Joseph Hill has been superb this season ; one

basal growth gave six highly coloured blooms of

perfect shape after disbudding. The foliage is the

handsomest of any Rose.

Mme. Melanie Soupert is, I think, my
favourite Rose, but it is such a fleeting bloom, here

in the morning and gone in the afternoon
;
growth

perfect.

George C. Waud is one of the very best, a good

grower and bloomer with me, and the rose red

colour is very bright. Others that were quite

satisfactory were Mme. Ravary, Richmond,

Hugh Dickson (peg.ged down), Mrs. Sharman-
Crawford, Mme. Maurice de Luze, and Lady Ursula.

Of the newer Roses I can thoroughly recommend
Margaret Dickson Hamil, a Rose resembling

Mme. Ravary at her deepest, and an ideal

bedder, carrying upright blooms-all over a compact

bush.

Gorgeous another good, compact grower, we 11,

de cribed by its name ; orange salmon shades.

Mrs. R. D. McCUire, \ery deep salmon pink ;

gOod solid bloom with a satiny sheen on the petal

;

Very thorny ;:row th.

Mrs. George Norwood, stumpy grower, but free

blooming anci scented.

Florence Forrester, superb blooms, but when
cut there seems no bush left ; very stumpy.

Mrs. George Shawyer, a most aristocratic-

looking Rose ; the blooms are carried on purple

stalks over a foot long, and the buds are among the

longest we have ; very fine.

.Among the rather older kinds are Lady Alice

Stanley, a perfect bedder, very large, handsome

blooms, rose with pearly flesh reverse ; Mme.
Segond-Weber, superb size and shape, brownish

salmon ; and Betty.

My Tea Roses have not been so good as usual this

year ; I think the severe winter upset them. The
only varieties that did well were:

Mrs. Foley HobtS, a good grower, with lovely

refined blooms, (icaray white and very full.

If the rain spoils the outer petals, peel them off,

and >'ou ha\e still a perfect Rose.

Mrs. Treseder, a very pretty lemon yellow

sport ii! .Anna Olivier, always does well with

me, but 1 am sorry to see that it seems to be disap-

pearing from the catalogues.

Molly Sharman-Crawford, Mme. Antoine Mari,

and Souvenir de Pierre Notting were up to

standard.

The failures this year included most of the

Hybrid Perpetual s and Teas ; also Edward Mawley,

too thin; Bessie "Brown, too lumpy; Mildred

Grant, one bloom per plant ; Dean Hole and

Jonckheer J. L. Mock, too tight to open properly
;

Joseph Lowe, too poor a grower.

To get the best results in the .autumn, the beds

should have been constantly hoed and all dead

blooms " pruned " off to a good eye throughout the

Slimmer.

Bedford House, Luton, Beds. R. E. Tomson.

THE PEASANT'S ROSE
Have I ever told you the story of how the

Marechal iNiel Rose received its name ?

All know the Marechal Niel Rose. It does not

often grow out of doors in our country (except

in a very warm aspect), but a great miny people

grow it in their greenhouses, and in spring and

early summer one will often see it in the flower

shops—a graceful yellow bloom. In the Franco-

Austrian War one of the greatest leaders was General

Niel. Once when the General was passing (after

a \ictory) through a small town, a peasant woman
of La Belle France presented him with a basket

of lovely yellow Roses. The General was gratified,

and when he reached Paris and discovered that

on one of the flowers there w.as still a portion of the

root, he had the piece planted in his garden. As

it happened, the Rose tree grew particularly well,

and by and by it blossomed again. Then the

General took it and offered it as a gift to the Empress

Eugenie. " What is its name ? " said the Empress,

when she had admired the lovely Rose. " It has

no name," replied the General. " Then I will

name it," she said. " I will call it the Marechal

Niel," and then she presented him with the

jewelled cmbkm which made him Marshal of

France. H. C. P.

A GARDEN OF ROSES

OF all the delightful spots on this

. earth, what can surpass a garden

I of Roses in the glorious June time

or the late September days ; and
it is possible, whether the area be

large or small, to make such a garden with

the material our Rose breeders have provided

for us .

I pity the individual who craves for a few of

many subjects if his garden is a small one. The
result is usually that nothing is done well. How
often do we find lovely Roses smothered with

encroaching perennials, or Rose-beds filled with

bedding plants, the garish Geraniums absolutely

killing the beauty of the Rose tints. The Rose

is the Queeo of Flowers and claims pre-eminence.

Of course, I do not say we must disparage all

other flowers for the Rose, but I am certain the

more Roses we can plant in our gardens, the more
charm we shall provide for ourselves and our

friends. .\ small garden may be rendered extremely

attractive by a wise disposal of pillar and standard

Roses, with isolated plants of bushes if the area

is not large enough for a bed of a sort ; but the

ideal Rose garden is where we can have beds of

one kind, with weeping Roses, pillar Roses,

standards, half-standards and low hedges effectively

disposed.

Arches of Roses are a glorious feature of our

modem gardens, but they are apt to be overdone

in small areas.

Roses to look well should not be overcrowded.

At the same time, plant close enough to allow of

severe pruning, so essential to a good autumnal

display. Standard Roses should be set well

apart, otherwise they become an eyesore with

their rigid stems. A bed of standard Roses

never appeals to me, but a fine big-headed

Frau Karl Druschki some yards from a

similar big-headed La France adds a wondrous

charm.

Pillars of perpetual-flowering Roses are decidedly

beautiful, and free- growing sorts of the Hugh Dick-

son and J. B. Clark type are never seen to better

advantage than as pillars.

Beds of Mme. Abel Chatenay and that type,

with smaller beds of Polyantha Roses, produce

a lovely effect, and a few really good weeping

Roses add much to the charm of a Rose garden.

If a large area can be utilised, a surrounding

hedge of Rugosa and Penzance Briars gives beauty

in June, and in autumn their showy fruits lend

colour to the scene.

Dividing lines of low hedges will enable us to

use such glorious Roses as Comtesse du Cayla,

Red-Letter Day, Chrissie MackeUar, Irish Fire-

flame, &c. ; while taller hedges can be formed with

Alister Stella Gray, Danae, Moonlight, Griiss an

Teplitz and ZephyTine Drouhin.

Isolated specimens of some of the beautiful

species, such as Moyesii, will never fail to please,

and large bushes of Juliet, Beaute de Lyon and

Louis Barbier will repay us by their quaint yet

wondrous colours.

Unnatural arts, such as training to um-
brella shapes, will not be tolerated by the

true Rose lover, and all obtrusive labelling will be

banished.

The closer we can keep to Nature with the

superb varieties at our disposal, the more pic-

turesque will be our Rose gardens, and most

varieties are nearly human in the manner they

teach us how best to grow them. It only needs

an observant eye and a total ignoring of all

set opinions, simply using one's own judgment

as the various problems present themselves

to us. Danecroft.
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A COTTAGE " AFTERNOON."-I
By SOMERS.

THOUGH my domicile in this Somer^ft

v.iUoy is but a cottage, and the grri'n

attached thereto only a cottage gaid'-n,

you would be surprised if you knew what

fine company assemble sometimes witliin

its modest area ; and it has occurred to me that

people who, like myself, read the Morning Post

and love good company, may be interested to hear

about some of those who were present at a recent

"At Home" held in my "Grounds"—"At
Home," " reception," call it what you will ; or

old church tower, which overhangs my garden and
is its chief ornrmrnt, was a dream of f hiaroscuro,

buttress and wrll ' surfcccs, where the sunlight

took them, showing slabs of fiery orange, these

again cut off abruptly by spaces of cavernous

black. As for oiir gargoyles, their diabolical masks
were lit up with fires too lurid for mere sunlight.

I cannot claim that my garden is always as neat

as it might be, but on this occasion it came as near

to the proverbial " apple pie " as it ever does.

Clirictnpher—that is the name of my garden boy

.".s it did this afternoon, was indeed to gild refined

gold. What with the Snapdragons below and tlie

gargoyles above, the contention was apparently

which should outvie the other in the luridly

grotesque. The Sweet Peas, too, which seem this

year to have outdone previous generations in

firmness of substance and delicacy of colour, were
all a-tiptoe, with wings outspread, meditating,

apparently, a flight with the fledgeling swifts,

which were wheeling noisily round the church
tower. In short, not to be too tedious, time, place

and weather combined to do their best for the

entertainer and the entertained.

To tell the truth, my company was a little mixed
(I like my company fairly well mixed), descending

from royalty through many gradations of rank and

A THATCHED COTTAGI; AND PLEASANT GARDEN IN SOMERSET.

let US say " Afternoon," as coming nearest the

actual thing. For it came off in the afternoon,

late afternoon, when the sun was already on the

downward slant, diffusing that rare topaz glow in

which glorious coloiu's are liquefied to a still greater

glory, when even magenta assumes the rich depth

of a royal purple. The weather was as perfect as

sublunary weather ever is. I confess I should have

liked a few clouds in the sky, for I love clouds.

But there was none, never a cloud. From the

zenith to the horizon was one serene arc of finely

graduated colour, running from liquid blue through

various shades of fawn and amber, and shading

insensibly into clirysoprase on the western verge,

that delicate leek green which one sees only in the

sky and in Old Worcester. In such a light the

and sole assistant—had perspired over the lawn

with more than usual effect, so that it looked, for

once in a way, if not like velvet, at least like plush,

and greener far than emerald. The walks were

swept and garnished to a leafless and weedless

purity, and the borders, by assiduous olying of the

" Buco " and secateurs, looked trim as boys'

heads fresh from the barber. In the rare light of

that afternoon, flowers of all kinds were at tlieir

best, better than their best if possible—super-

flowers as it were. The Shirley Poppies transmitted

tlie light like jewels, though no jewels ever had their

crapiness of texture. The Snapdragons have this

year, as never before, run through a marvelloiis

gamut of flamboyant colour, so that for the sun

to throw upon such radiance an added splendour.

eminence to those who were distinguished merely

by their beauty, or, it may be, only by the fact

tliat they happened to be the children of their

parents. Let me begin then, as seemliness and

loyalty require, with the King and Queen, who

both honoured me with their presence. No doubt

there were peers as well as commoners on the ground

who could lay claim to a larger and more imposing

presence than King George V., possibly even to a

more extended genealogy, but there was about His

Majesty a gracious warmth and sweetness which is

not the natural endowment of every King, or Kaiser

either. King George, who was handsoinely uni-

formed in crimson, wore upon his breast what

seemed to my eyes a gold medal, but no doubt

.was some order of distinction. As for Queen Mary,
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who shall adequately describe her exquisite

toilette ? The Queen of Sheba in her time, I dare

say, went wondrously attired ; but the splendid

wardrobe of that Eastern Queen could have

furnished forth no garment more lovely than the

gown Queen Mary wore to honour my modest
" Afternoon." Of what material it was made I

will not undertake to say. So much I know, it was

the tissue of a far-famed Irish loom—^not silk arid

not satin, nor yet velvet, but something thc.t

combined the softness and richness of all three.

In the mass this royal confection was yellow, tlie

yellow of the Primrose, paling to ivory where the

light caught the curves. Yellow in the main the

Queen's frock certainly was, but with elusive

colours lurking in the shadows, flamings and flush-

ings of I know not what warm tint—rose, carmine,

possibly crimson—I could not decide exactly wliat.

With the King and Queen came Princess Mary,

yoimg, sweet, ingenuous and open-

hearted, simply gowned in crimson, and

looking for all the world just like " a

red, red Rose that's newly sprung in

Jime." Of the royal party also was the

charming little Princesse de Sagan, in

crimson velvet, with purple lights and

reflections. This Princess, though now
getting on in years, retains all her

youthful charm and sweetness. With the

Princesse de Sagan was the young

Russian Princess Marie Sherbatoff, cos-

tumed stylishly in buff—not sorry, at

the moment, I dare say, to be out of

her own country. Duchesses and

Cotmtesses, home and foreign, formed an

appreciable part of the company. As for

Lady this and Madame that, they wen-

too ntmierous to particularise. Three

Duchesses—Sutherland, in rose pink,

seated between Portland, in a pale yellow

gown, and Wellington, in saffron-^made

the trio of an artist's dream. Among
the Countesses was a fair sprinkling of

French Grandes Dames (no Griiffinnen,

if you please—that goes without saying),

some of them with the bluest of blue

blood in their veins, some with a fluid

not so blue. The Comtesse du Cayla

attracted some attention, though her

family tree, I understand, reaches no

higher than Louis XVIIL, with whom,
if I rightly remember, an ancestress of

the house was a favourite. They do say

that the Comtesse has Mandarin blood

in her veins. As to that, let those

decide who know. For my part, I can

only say that this Frenchwoman is a lovely

creature : not one of your large, oppressivi-

beauties, you understand

—

petite rather
;

nor yet faultily faultless in feature, for,

to say the truth, there is a touch of

tip-tilt in the Countess's physiognomy,

a coming short of that perfect symmetry which

was the Greek ideal—the composite result of which

defects, however, is a je ne sais quoi of chic and

charming. The somewhat elderly Comtesse de

Nadaillac looked gay for her years in a peach

costume shot with apricot and copper, while the

Countesses of Derby, Clanwilliam and Shaftesbury

wore confections in various delicate shades of rose,

yellow, or silvery carmine, to the rare loveliness of

which only a Court milliner could do adequate

justice. Lady Alice Stanley, in a costume of

silver and pink, was a study of sweet grace and

delicacy, while that popular favourite. Lady Pirrie,

wore, needless to say with a distinction all her own,

a costume of the peculiar shade she affects, a pink,

of which it is difficult to say whether it mdines

most to fawn, salmon, or apricot, all touched with

the ruddy radiance of a new penny. A noticeable

thing about ihese^ beauliful dam^s was the fact

that each seemed to diffuse her characteristic

perfume, so that as you passed tlirough their

ranks you might imagine, at each step you took,

that Mr. R.'mmel had unstoppered one of h;s

precious essences.

There were twi lovely creatures, however, who
diffused no fragrance—none, at least, per-

ceptible to me—possibly on the principle that

" they smell best who smell least." Curiouslv

enough, they both labour, at the present moment,
under the suspicion of being German, and have in

consequence lost caste to some extent with the

unthinlcing. Of these ladies, the Baroness Roth-

schild is a very old and much valued friend of my
own, and I can vouch for it that the lady cannot

speak a word of German. As a matter of fact, she

is French. The other, I am quite sure, is as

harmkss as she ;s lovelv, tl'.ough I cannot vouch

THE RADIANT HENRIETTA.

lor her nationality as I can lor that if my dtzi"

friend the Baroness. She certainly once took the

name of a German called Druschki, but she now
calls herself by another name and has renounced

Germany and all her ways. However, questions

of nationality apart, you could not desire a prettier

picture than those two made as they stood side by
side, one in pink, the other in white—a pretty

picture indeed, and plenty of it, for they are both

of the massive type and more ' han a little inclined

to embonpoint, thoueh they c irry their somewhat
voluminous bulk with alert and youthful sprightli-

ness. That dark little beauty, Dora Tan Tets. has

also had to run the gauntlet of ignorant and envious

slander, for there are those who do not hesitate

to pronounce her Teuton. Nothing of the kind !

Mevrouw is a Dutchwoman of pure blood, and a

credit to her origin.

ROSES THAT HAVE
COME TO STAY

Hy GEORGE LAING PAUL.
1D0 not altogether share the view that has

been expressed that many of our newer Roses

are lacking in the number and substance of

their petals and suffer from a general thinness,

for I believe that in many cases such a defect

is due to indifferent culture or unsuitable soils

rather than to any quality inherent in the Rose

itself. But there can be little doubt that the

reversion of hybridists to Rosa indica for the sake

of contirmous blooming has tended to quantity

rather than to quality of flower. It would be

unreasonable to expect a plant which is producing

ten times the number of blooms as compared to

the Roses of twenty years ago to bring

its individual blooms to the size and
perfection of those earlier kinds, and it

is not yet sufficientlj- understood by
Rose growers that the modern Rose

cannot be, as a rule, so long-lived as its

predecessors, for it is very much more of

a herbaceous character and requires far

more assistance from artificial and other

manures than used to be the case. I am
a strong advocate of the profuse use of

nitrates moderately but frequently applied

to these ever-blooming Roses, and so

feeding each successive crop of bloom.

One of the most severe tests that can

be applied to a Rose is to grow it in the

standard form, for oiily those kinds which
have vigour and hardiness, really succeed

in this form; and it may be said that

a kind which really does well as a

standard is one which has come to stay.

Perhaps Lady Hillingdon is the latest

really fine addition to standards. Both
in size and colour its flowers are far

superior to those produced by the bush
plants, and even now it is beautifully in

flower and indicates, as do Frau Karl

Druschki and Caroline Testout, the value

of the Mme. de Tartas strain in this

direction.

If some of our new Hybrid Teas are

deficient in substance, this cannot be

said of H. V. Machin, of which I was last

week glad to find a bloom superb both
in size and colour, for it bears abundant
promise that the beautiful velvety texture

of the old red Hybrid Perpetuals has not

been lost sight of and can be successfully

brought into the Hybrid Teas without

destroying their perpetual character. The
blooni in question was reminiscent of the

old Hybrid Perpetual Louis van Houtte,

while the habit is not unlike that of

Ktieinie Levet. It is said that it does not bear the

knife well, and may not be altogether successful as a

cut-back, but it is undoubtedly a great advance.

Of another Newtownards introduction there

can be no question as to stamina, for in Red-Letter

Day we have a variety which possesses it in plenty.

I have had under observation for the past two
years a large bed of this variety, and it is one

I cannot sufSciently admire. A good grower,

it has the superlative merit, not always found

in a red Rose, that it scarcely ever blues, but retains

its rich red colour to the last. It is semi-single,

with large, bold petals, and with its deep red blooms
and inexhaustible crops of flowers is truly " a

thing of beauty and a joy for ever."

K. of K. is another good Rose in this way, but

one of which I know less ; and of other Roses, I

like Nellie Parker, Hoosier Beauty, a fine colour.
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but not of good habit, and Donald McDonald,

an orange carmine, ver)' free. In contrast to

these red Idnds Rayon d'Or is still beautiful.

What a lovely Rose it is, and what a pity that it

cannot bear pruning ! Even cutting the flowers

in summer seems to have a deleterious effect on

the plant, which develops a kind of black mildew

most fatal in its effects. It would seem to be

necessary to grow it—like a bedding plant—as an

annual, and not expect it to remain for any period

of years. It is fortunate that some of its successors

and possible derivatives are better in this respect.

Constance, from the same raisers, is a strong,

vigorous grower, and at its best is a truly beautiful

Rose, though occasionally the flowers are lacking

in their true colours. Better still, in my opinion,

is Mrs. Wemyss Quinn. This almost rivals Rayon
d'Or in brightness of colour, viz., a superb golden

yellow. It is vigorous and free flowering, and the

blooms are fairly full .and of good shape ; one of

the finest introductions of recent times. I cannot

close this little list without naming Margaret

Dickson Hamill, wliich is most noticeable for its

chaste refinement, and has the further merit of

growing well by the seaside. Among single Roses,

Irish Gem, a lemon yellow, is really good, although,

like so many of these singles,

it produces large crops of

hips, which, if the plant is

to continue blooming, must

be removed from time to

time. The weather of the

past few weeks has proved

a very thorough test to Rose

gardens, and those Roses

which have .come through

successfully are certainly not

without merit. It remains

to be seen how they will

come through the severe

winter which we are promised

by the weather prophets as

likely to follow upon the wet

autumn. Should it be such

a one as we had in 1895, or

like the even more severe one

of 1890, our modern Roses

will have to undergo a trial

such as they have not yet

experienced. The eight
weeks' frost of 1890 I can

still well remember. In a

bed of some thousand stand-

ards then, mostly Hybrid

Perpetuals, only one variety

was left uninjtu'ed—not a

Hybrid Perpetual, but the

Hybrid Tea La France.

What will happen, under

such circumstances, to our

present Hybrid Teas ?

Mention of La France renders it necessary to

record the death of M. Pierre Guillot of Lyons,

the news of which has only just reached me. M.
Guillot was a keen rosarian who worthily main-
tained the reputation of the firm which has not only

given us La France, but many of our best Tea
Roses. He will be much missed by a wide circle

of friends in this country.

but even the catalogue description of " fiery orange

crimson, developing to soft coral salmon, beauti-

fully shaded at the base with glowing orange,"

by no means flatters this exquisite seedling. It

is only by illumination and the use of a colotu:

screen that the fiery crimson flowers are made to

photograph as light as they appear in the illustra-

tion on the page opposite. The flowers are

fragrant and the foliage of dark bronzy green.

IRIS MELLITA VAR. RUBRO-
MARGINATA

Any Iris that will flower in mid-October in such

an autumn as the present is a treasure, and though

this little plant does not always give me flowers

at this time, it has done so on more than one

mellita grows on the liiUs near Philippopolis, and
is there apparently always purple, though
in Western Asia Minor, where the species also

occurs, both purple and yellow forms are found
growing together. In the variety rubro-marginata

the young leaves, and particularly the spathes,

are edged with red, but otherwise this form differs

in no way from typical examples of the species.

It was found originally by Barbey, a son-in-law

of Boissier, growing near Scutari, on the Asiatic

side of the Bosphorus, and I believe that my
specimens, which came to me from M. Correvon
a good many years ago now, are descendants

of Barbey's plants.

Charterhouse, Godalming. W. R. Dykes.

ROSE HENRIETTA
Those who are fond of that free-flowering Rose
Mme. Edouard Herriot are siure to form a very
high opinion of Heru-ietta, for the two Roses bear

some resemblance to one another. Herurietta is

introduced by Messrs. Merryweather of Southwell,

and it is beyond doubt one of the best Roses for

bedding or cutting purposes of recent introduction.

The colour of the flowers is not easy to define,

IRIS MELLITA VAR. RUBRO-MARGINATA.

occasion. At present each tuft of leaves either has

sent up or is about to send up its bud, and my
impression is that if the plants are replanted in

rather rich soil immediately after the normal

flowering season in May, a second crop of flowers

may be confidently expected in the autumn.

The flowers are of a curiously smoky shade of

purple, and the beard of closely set white hairs

tipped with violet stands out conspicuously on the

sharply reflexed fall.

Iris mellita is the Balkan representative of the

Austro- Hungarian Iris pimiila, from which it

differs chiefly in having a sharp, rigid keel to the

spathes. In I. pumila the spathes are ahnost

membranous, and so flimsy as to have no definite

shape, while those of mellita are quite firm and
rigid. As in I. pumila, the perianth tube of

I. mellita is always i inch or 2 inches in length,

while the stem is practicaUy non-existent. I.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.,
Fruit Under Glass.

Peach Trees.—As soon as all the leaves have
fallen from the trees, pruning and thinning of
the shoots, &c., may be taken in hand. After
the pruning is finished, gather up the remaining
shoots and tie them together rather loosely to

make room for washing the
glass roof and woodwork,
which should receive very
careful attention, especially
if, during the summer, the
leaves have been attacked
by red spider. When this
has been put right, loosen
the branches, spread them
out at equal distances, and
give the young shoots a
careful sponging with some
approved insecticide, taking
care not to use the \vash
too strong to injure the
buds. Then give the older
branches a good wash with
a stronger solution, brushing
it well into the crevices.
Train the main branches
straight and at equal dis-
tances to form an even
balanced head, and then
train in the younger wood
Top-dress with good loam
and old brick mortar after
removing a portion of the
top soil. See that the roots
are sufficiently moist before
laying on the new soil, so
that no more water will be
needed for some time.

Later Trees.—It is essen-
tial that the trees in autumn
be well supplied with mois-
ture ; otherwise bud-dropping
may follow in spring. On
the other hand, do not
sodden the borders. If the
soil is infested with worms,
a good watering with lime-
water will put matters
right.

The Flower Garden.
^ Roses.—Now is a good time for transplanting.

The beds should be thoroughly prepared; that is,

given good drainage and trenched quite 2 feet or

more deep, mi.xing plenty of grit with heavy soils,

and manure, more or less, according to the nature
of the ground. In some soils very little extra
preparation is necessary, while in others just the
reverse is the case. When planting, first trim
the ends of damaged thongs and spread out the
body of roots evenly. Plant rather firmly if the
ground is not too wet and sticky at the time,

and see that each bed is correctly labelled.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Root-Pruning Pears.—This important item
in' connection with fruit trees generally is not-

practised half as much as it should be. Frequently
one meets with fine trees that do not produce
scarcely any fruit and yearly grow nothing but
strong, coarse wood. These are the trees that

should at once be taken in hand and put right.

Take out a trench at a good distance from the
main stem and gradually work beneath the roots,
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taking care not to do any unnecessary damage to

them. Ptit the drainage right and replant the roots

evenly and at various depths. The immediate

eifect'will be a reduction of the supply of nourish-

ment, less development of the wood, and the for-

mation of sturdv, plump fruit -buds which will give

good crops of clean, finely flavoured fruits. Those

about to plant a few trees this autumn should

see that the stations are thoroughly prepared

and get the planting/:omplpted as early as possible.

Good dessert varieties will be found inthe follow-

ing: William's Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne de

Jersey, Conference, Beurre Bosc, Beurre Hardy,

Durondeau, Doyenne du Comice (the best of

Pears), Beurre Superfin, Pitmaston Duchess,

Marie Louise, Winter Nelis, Charles Ernest,

Nouvelle Fulvie, and Duchesse de Bordeaux

;

and for stewing, Verulam, Vicar of Winkfield and

Catillac.
The Kitchen Garden.

Cauliflowers.—Go over the late autumn varie-

ties twice ur thrice weekly and lift any which

have attained the size of a cricket ball, heeling

them in on a sheltered border. With constant

attention in this respect, good heads may be cut

for several weeks. H. M.\rkham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

OBITUARY

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Jlhubarb.—Although autumn planting is not

much practised, yet, when it is remembered that

the plants are generally well on the move before

the ground is in good working order, the advantage

of autumn planting should be evident, and, if

practised, should not be long delayed. Trench the

ground deeply and work in plenty of organic

manure. Plai'it about 4 feet apart, keeping the

crowns an inch or so below the level of the surface.

Early Albert for early, Victoria for maincrop,

and "Stott's Monarch for preserving, are excellent

varieties.

Broccoli.—Keep an eye on the crop if severe

weather sets in, as mice often peel the stems when
food becomes scarce. Trap or poison the pests

with Rodine.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting Loganberries.—These none too

popular fruits should receive more attention, and
now is the time to buy and plant. In addition

to the Loganberry, there are belonging to this

type the American Blackberry, the Lowberry,

the Phenomenal Berry and the Japanese Wine-
berry, all having their admirers. The habits of

all are a good deal alike, and they can be trained

on a wall, a single trellis, or a double trellis, the

last named being the most convenient and only

differing from the single trellis by the use of

15-inch crossbars, as seen on a telephone pole,

the wires being fastened by staples to the respec-

tive ends. Trellises should be from 6 feet to

8 feet high, and the plants should be put

about 8 feet apart, rather more than less.

Planting Crab Apples.—These are both orna-

mental and useful, whether planted in the fruit

garden proper or about the pleasure grounds. Crab
Apple jelly is of superior quality. John Downie
and Dartmouth (syn. Hyslop) are excellent

varieties.
The Rose Garden.

Climbers.—Ramblers and other vigorous clim-

bers should, in addition to some fresh loam, have
a larger proportion of manure wrought into the

soil than for other classes.

Modes of Training.—Climbing Roses are amen-
able to various modes of training, all of which
have their merits, and some of them their demerits.

There are the pergola, the arch, the festoon, the
pillar, the umbrella, the wall, the screen fence

trellis, and the hedge ; and here we have two rustia

octagonal vases, 5 feet across and 2 feet deep with
huge inverted balloons formed of three-eighths

of an inch iron rods, clothed with Dorothy Perkins.

The Pleasure Grounds.

Rhododendrons.—Old-established specimens
would be greatly benefited by receiving a top-

dressing of farmyard manure, but the times forbid

this, so leaf-mould will suffice for the present.

Ornamental Trees, such as coloured Thorns,
Laburnums, double Cherries and Prunus Pissardi,

that may be losing symmetry shoidd have the
offending branches lopped off with the tree pruner
or pruning saw. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian,

E. J. ALLARD.

THERE will be many in the gardening

world who will grieve to hear that

Mr. E. J. Allard, Superintendent of the

John Innes Horticultural Institution,

died on October 23rd from pneumonia

after influenza, in his' forty -second year.

He was in many ways an exceptional man,

and his services in organising the various lines of

work, scientific and practical, in progress at the

Institution were of very high value. He had

exactly the qualities needed for the conduct of

experiments, the results of which in many cases

can only be reached after a long period of years.

He was instinctively accurate, acquiring without

difficulty the habits of clean, precise manipulation

and recording which are essential to success in such

operations. As a young boy he was started in the

building trade, but even at that early age his tastes

were so clearly marked that he ran away and went

to work ia a garden unlmown to his parents. He was

a born gardener. Trained in the hard mill of

grower's work, he passed through several nurseries,

notably that of Messrs. Sander. He then went as

a yoimg gardener to Kew, serving in various depart-

ments, and thence to the Cambridge Univer-

sity Botaiuc Garden, where he- was Mr. Lynch's

right-hand man for several years. As he grew

older he turned more and more to the scientific

side of horticulture. He had a sotmd knowledge

of British plants and had given much spare time to

field botany, but his main interest was in the species

of plants mostly cultivated in botanic gardens.

THE LATE MR. E. J. ALLARD.

with which he had a very wide range of practical

acquaintance. Gifted with what may be called a

natural sympathy for plants, he became a most

skilful cultivator, and was successful with many
notoriously difficult subjects. His plants almost

always thrived. In an unusual degree he had

developed the faculty of being aware whether he

did or did not know a thing, one of the highest

manifestations of memory, which makes the

statement of such a man implicitly reliable. Apart

from the work that he did in carrying out the ideas

of others and maintaining their experiments in

good order, he did a great deal of plant-breeding

on his own account. .
Among' novelties which he

raised, a fine series of hybrid Calceolarias of ex-

traordinary beauty will long keep him in remem-

brance. Several of these were handed over to

Messrs. Sutton and were a feature of the Chelsea

Shew in I9r4, receiving a silver Banksian medal

and a certificate of appreciation. In the following;

year another Banksian n)edal was awarded to a

further and very remarkable series of forms raised

by crossing Calceolaria cana with certain garden

varieties. Besides the greenhouse series, .one

named Jolin Innes, derived from C. plantaginea

X polyrhiza, is remarkable as being perfectly

hardy, having survived the last three winters in

the open ground. A beautiful hybrid Passifiora and

also a Nepenthes, both of which he raised at Cam-

bridge, have also been described under his name.

At Merton he took great interest in the young men
and boys who came under him. Knowing the

difficulties of others as only those who have taught

themselves can do, he w_as an excellent teacher,

and perhaps enjoyed talking and demonstrating

to his young gardeners more than any other part

of his work.

As the conditions of the war became more severe

and his staff was depleted, his responsibilities

increased. Suffering already somewhat in health,

he would not relax his devotion to his work and

refused proper rest, though it was evident to his

friends that the strain was telling on him and his

powers of resistance impaired. Many felt the

charm of his personality, and he will be greatly

missed by various bodies, especially at the Scientific

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society and

at the Committee of the Kew Guild, of which he

was a diligent member. W. Bateson.

JAMES GARDNER.

The many friends of this well-known and promising

young gardener of Balsford Park Gardens will

deeply regret to hear of his death at the age of

thirty-three. Two years ago he joined the 9th

Battalion of the Devon Regiment, stationed of

late in Italy. He was killed in action early in the

present month. Son of Mr. John Gardner (for

upwards of forty years head-gardener to Sir John

Astley of Elsham Hall, North Lincolnshire), to whom
and to his mother and widow and two children the

sincerest sj-mpathy will be extended by all who

knew him, his short gardening career has been

a phenomenally successful one. Commencing under

Mr. Edwin Beckett of Aldenham, whom he served

for three years, he next entered the gardens of

Eaton Hall, Chester, under Mr. Barnes. His next

move was as foreman to, Mr. Mullins of Eastnor

Castle Gardens. From here he was appointed

head-gardener at Batsford Park, one of the most

important and beautiful of our gardens—all within

the short space of seven years from the time of

his starting on his gardening career. He was

twenty-four year? of age when appointed to Bats-

ford. This rapid advancement speaks well, not

only for his teachers, but also for their pupil.

Few young fellows ever entered the ranks of

horticulture with a greater determination to

succeed or with a greater love and zeal for the art

itself than did young Gardner. I Icnew him

from childhood and, basing my knowledge of him

on that fact, I am confident that few had a better

or more successful career before them than he had.

His transference to the Army made no difference

to his ardour for the work or to his love of garden-

ing, as his last letter from Italy testified. What

leisure he had was devoted to visiting many of the

most beautiful gardens in that delightful country,

among them the far-famed gardens of Mortola.

He was shot and instantly killed, and buried where

he fell. Owen Thomas.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

If the fortnightly meeting of this society held at

the London Scottish Drill Hall on October 22 was not

the largest we have seen at this season, it was
certainly representative and, in some respects,

of a distinctly educational character. For example,

the fifty odd dishes of distinct vegetables, the

product of sowings made on or after July 15 last,

as shown by Messrs, Sutton and Sons, though a

creation of the war, tended to demonstrate in no
uncertain way the greater productiveness of the

f arth, also as to what has been missed in the past

in the matter of continuous supplies of fresh,

youthful vegetables. In both directions the object-

lesson was well worth while. Of fruit, Mr, Close

sent up a remarkable collection from Orpington,

clean, handsome specimens, withal very tempting

in appearance. Of flowering plants, Nerines, of

Guernsey Lilies, were well to the fore. For

the rest. Ferns and Palms from Edmonton, cut

slirubs from Crawley, and Orchids and hardy

flowers from various sources contributed both to

the variety and interest. The society contributed

photographs, diagrams and other things illustrative

of food production and matters akin. Six novelties

received recognition.

Vegetables and Feott.

The educational side of the exhibition was centred
unmistakably in the remarkable display of vegetable
produce staged by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Beading, and
which, in conjunction with Mr. Arthur Suttou's afternoon
lecture, was responsible for not a little of the life and interest
of the meeting. It was not merely an exhibit of so many
dozen distinct varieties of vegetables—flfty-oue such were,
indeed, staged—so much as the clear demonstration that
in pre-war days all was not learnt of vegetable cultivation
that might have been, or that the productive capacity
of the eartli had approached its maximum. Kor, on tlie

other hand, was it an attempt to strain a poiut to suit
an occasion with produce of little utilitarian value. Eather
was it a serioxis endeavour witll produce of high excellence
and utility to prove beyond doubt that tlie limit of tlie

productive power of tlxe laud, when wedded to intelUgence
and skill, had not been reached. In this direction the
exliibit was an undoubted success. Foimerly the trans-
planting of all green vegetables was regarded essential.

It constituted, indeed, a part of the routine practised by
all kitchen gardeners. To-day it is proved that tender,
well-hearted Cabbages—all too rare in autumn, and which
by the old orthodox methods required six months to
develop—can be produced in half that time by dispensing
with the check of transplanting ; in other words, by
sowing the seeds where the plants are intended to heart.

'

Savoys and Kales were alike responsive to the treatment.
CauUflowcrs, by a like process, took fifteen weeks, the
variety First Crop being employed. It was, indeed,
witll these greenstuffs that the more important gains were
to be seen, though whether the system wiU be found equally
good in general practice may 'be a moot point. Suffice
to say, liowever, that in the cucumstances in which we
as a nation are now placed, the production of a second
crop of young, tender vegetables in double quick time
is early assiu^ed by the simple expedient named. For this,
Messrs. Sutton merit the thanks of aU. Incidentally,
the holding of an exhibition in times like these is once
again justified. The whole of the fifty-one sorts were sown
or planted on July 15 and later. Cabbages Tender and
True and Sutton's Earliest, and Savoy Earliest of All were
the varieties. Of Potatoes, Puritan, Carisbrookc Castle,
Epicure, May Queen, Field Ashleaf, Express, Early Kose,
Sutton's Gladiator and Edinburgh Castle were noted.
Scarlet Horn and Favourite Carrots were excellent, large
enough for all purposes.
A further important exhibit in this section was that of

Apples from Mr. H. Close, Littlecroft Nurseriefe, Orpington.
Sixty dishes of splendid fruits were arranged, a silver-gilt
Banksian medal being awarded. Some of the finer examples
included Blenheim Orange, Crimson Bramley, Cox's
Orange Pippin, King of Pippins, Ahington Pippin, Emperor
.Alexander, Lord Derby, Peasgood's Nonsuch. Charles
Koss. Golden Noble, Norfolk Beaufln, Aunie Elizabeth,
Bramley's Seedling and Wellington, These were virtuaUy
flawless examples, the clean, handsome produce demou-
strating good cultivation and meriting high praise. Cham-
pion Quince and Autuihn Bergamot Pears were very good
Boxes of Apples and Pears on market lines were shown

by Messrs. H. F. Fi-lton and Sons, Hanover Square, W.C.
These included Cox's Orange Pippin and Ahington Pippin
Apples and Doycnnfe du Cornice Pears, all magnificent
examples.

Nerines.
These, affording rich and pleasing colour groups at

intervals, were much admired. Two of the finest, without
doubt, were Rotherside and Sumptuous, brought by Mr.
Herbert Chapman, Rye, the first-named bearing about
the largest umbels of fiowers we have seen. It is in the
orange scarlet colour range, with waved segments, and is

highly ornamental and striking. The other is light
scarlet with glistening ruby velvet overlay—a really
wondrous, if not unique, bit of colouring.

Messrs. Ban- and Sons, Covent Garden, sliowed the new
.Mrs. H. J. Elwcs (see "New and Rare Plants"). Mav
CJut-en (more funnel-shaped than some), Uecia anil
Barcarolle.
The larger display came from Mr. F. Lilley, Guernsey,

who had quite an iuiiKising disjilav. The finer groups
comprised Delieutus. r.iilliaut, S:iliii..n Beauty, Bowdeui
(very fine), Futli.rgilli eliL;aii< (brilliant llame orange),
Purple King and coruscans, among others ; a really fine
lot.

.Mr. Keuthe showed N. rosea superba, SnowBake, corus-
cans major, excellens, and Ethel (salmon pink).

Hardy Floweiss.
Far away the best thing in this section was the new

Violet Mrs. David Lloyd George (see " New and hare
Plants "), of which Jlr. J. J. ICettle, Corfe Midlen, Dorset,
staged a most sumptuous lot. Its size, fragrance and
distinctness attracted everybody. Princess of Wales, La
France and Ascania were other single varieties noted,
some three dozen big vases of the whole constituting a
feast.

The more notable of hardy things from Mr, Reuthe were
Gentiana sino-ornatus, Oxalis lobata (rich butter yellow)
and Berberis Sargentije, with long, ivory-coloured spines.
Pentapterygium rugosum, a comparative rarity and
probably not hardy, was also noted.
Geum Borisi, Salvia uliginosa and Senecio pulcher were

shown by Mr. W. WeUs, jun, who also had Aster Brightest
and Best (see " New and Rare Plants ").

Aster Blue Gem (see " New and Rare Plants "), A.
Anita Ballard, and A. J. S. Baker (double wliitc), were
staged by Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton.
The Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Romford, showed his new

white Cluster Rose Prosperity and the gold medal Hybrid
Musk Pax, which flowers continuously from early June to
late October.

Greenhouse Plants.
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, alone exhibited

tiiese, tbegroup, for which a silver Flora medal was awarded,
comprising a pretty array of Cyclamen, together with the
finest of the plumose Nephrolepises, e.ti., Marshalli, M

.

eompacta, Whitmani. and the decorative N, Scotti, wliich
is very fine. The gem of the Fern tribe, however, was the
hardy Athyrium Filix-fa;mina plumosum superbum
Drueryi, whose elegance and grace are beyond a brief
word iiicture. Scolopendrium vulgare crispum maximum
was also good.

Shrubs—ArirMS Colour,
Messrs, J, Cheal and Sons, Crawley, were granted a silver

Flora medal for a flue assortment, the Acers being remark-
able. Of these, A. japouicum laciniatum, A. j. sanguineum
and A. palmatum purpureum were very good. Ribes
americana (purplish), Photinia variabilis (rich scarlet),

Pyrus longipes, Parrotia persica, Liquidambars, Cornus
florida and Rhus typliinus Looymansii were also shown,
Cotoneasters frigida, Francheti and amospa were in good
fruit,

ORCHIDS,
Of these, Messrs, Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge WeUs,

staged Lselia prsestans alba (purest white), LEelio-Cattlcya
Golden Wren, Odontioda Hector and Brasso-Lwlio-
Cattieya General French, lovely in palest mauve, pink and
gold,

Messrs, Charleswoi-thand Co,, Hayward's Heath, Sussex,
had some ehanning Odontiodas, Phalaenopsis Esmeralda,
and Miltonia spectabiiis MoreUiana, of purplish maroon
shade.
From Jlessrs. Flory and Black, Slough, came Cattleya

Sylvia (sulphur-coloured petals with crimson lip reticu-
lated with gold). Odontoglossum weltonensis Rex was
also good.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, contributed
Cattleyas, Sophro-Cattleya Doris, Stcnoglottis longifoiia
and Odontoglossum grande, among others.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
First-class Certificate.

IOpontoolossum eximeum La Pamllon (O. ardentis-
simum x O. crispum),—Quite one of the most handsome
hybrids we have seen, the shapely and large flowers a
great attraction.

Awards of Merit.
L«lio-Cattleva ILinda (L.-C. Arachne x C. aurea).—

The remarkable combination of mauve, salmon and bronze
constitutes a rare feature in this hybrid. The lip is crimson
purple with rich orange reticulations in the throat. These
were from Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge.

.4STER Blue Gem.—A Michaelmas Daisy of the Novi-
Belgu set witli a certain leaning to Beauty of Colwall.
It is, however, of an intenser violet blue, and as sucli of
outstanding merit among these flowers. From Messrs.
Bakers, Limited, Wolverhampton.
ASTEK Brightest and Best.—Also a Novi-Belgii form,

but with a character of its own. The colour is rosy red
and, of an enhanced beauty under artificial liglit, promises
to be as welcome to the florist and market -grower as to the
gardener. The solitary flower-heads arranged in a pyramidal
panicle make a most effective display. From Mr. W.
Wells, jun.. Merstham.
Violet Mrs. David Lloyd George (Cyclops x John

Raddenberg).—La France and Princess of Wales, the most
popular of the large single-flowered Violets known to-day,
will find a strong competitor for supremacy in tliis latest
arrival, whose great size is wedded to rich colour, pro-
nounced fragrance and fine form. Length of stem is also
a sterling attribute. In addition, the susijieion of doubling
evidenced in the miniature white, rose-tinted petals at
the centre—in some flower's almost rosette-like in character—endows it with all the greater charm. A most fascinating
novelty. Shown by Mr. J. J. Kettle, Corfe Mullen, lioi-set,

Nerine Mrs, H, J, Elwes,—A quite l)eautiful and
distinct variety with a handsome truss of fiowers. Of deep
salmon pink toui' ge)ieraUy, the rich ruby, colour embracing
the ovary lenders it the more attractive and distinct.
Shown by Jlessi-s, Barr and Sons, Covent Garden, W.C.2.

SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

AS if to make the jubilee year of the secretary something
quite out of the ordinary, the Food Production Show
on the Pier on the loth and 16th ult. marked a distinct
step in the progress of the Southampton Royal Horti-
cultural Society, It was by way of compliment to Mr.
I'Uldge that the Royal Horticultural Society, the parent
body, sent a special deputation to the exhibition with
power to award their coveted medals to very deserving
entries, and it speaks volumes for the general excellence
of tlio show that the number of such honours was unusually
large, ^^
The society's coveted gold medal was given to Messrs.

Toogood and Sons for a reallv remarkable display of their
produce, and Mr, W, H. Myers of Swanmorc ipark was
awarded two silver and two bronze medals for a collection
of fruit. Grapes, a collection of vegetables, and Onions
respectively. The Duke of Wellington was given a silver
medal for a collection of fruit (wliich also won the Victoria
Memorial Tiophy), and a silver-gilt medal for a display of
vegetables

; and to Ellen Lady Swaytliling a silver medal
was given for her collection of fruit.

There was an excellent show of non-competitive exhibits,
including a particularly instructive model allotment, as
well as a display of insect pests. A gold medal was awarded
to Messrs. Ladhams for a display of hardy shrubs, and a
silvcr-gilt medal was given to the Gas Company for tlieir
samples of bottled fruit and dried vegetables. Mr W C
Tomlins of Isitterne Park displayed the results of trial
cultivation of various varieties of Potatoes, and was given
an award of merit.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FRUIT G.\RDEN.
LARGE WALNUT NOT FRUITING PROPERLY

{M. W. B.)—It is its nature. This large variety is always
disappointing, and fails to set fruit more often than not.
PLUM LEAVES AND APHIS (A- B. C',).—The Plum

leaves have been attacked by the mealy Plum aphis, and
the whole of the injury exliibited by the Plum leaves is
due to that attack. The aphides in their turn have been
parasitised by a chalcid fiy, and the dead skins liave growing
upon them a fungus, thus giving the appearance of other
attacks upon the leaves.

LEGAL POINT.
RENEWAL OF TENANCY (Pj(nor).—Your tenancv

comes to an end in February next bv ejfiuxion of time';
that is your term will have expired. It would have been
courteous on your landlord's part to have intimated to
you that the tenancy would not be renewed : but the
landlord was not bound to give you any notice. You should
ask your landlord for your tenancy to be extended, and,
failing your succeeding in this, write to us again.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GREEN TOMATO JAM (E. M. H.).—Three-quarters of

a pound of sugar to one pound of Tomatoes. The Toma-
toes must be green and hard. Cut in quarters. Put them
in a ]ian with rnough cold water to cover them. WTien
they have boiled for ten minutes, add the sugar Boil
fairly fast for about six hours. They must be watched
and carefully skimmed.
NAMES OF PLANTS.—C. W. P.—CraUegus coccinea

and Pinus exeelsa (Bhotan Pine).

NAME OF FRUIT.—.1. R. 0. A'.—Apple Lane's Prince
Albert (a cooker).

PLANTING GOOSEBERRIES : A
CORRECTION.

T WOULD feel much obliged if you would
correct a very misleading error which

has somehow crept into my Calendar article of

Oclober 26. On page 406, referring to the planting

of Gooseberries, there occur the words :
" The

bottoms of the pits, when finished, should be

concave." This should read " should not be

concave."

—

Ch.^rles Comfort.

<
' H O M E - .M A D E PICKLES":

A DISCLAIMER.
T-I.\VING just received advance copies of the

above, may I say to my very kind friends in

The Garden that though the book is mine, the

illustration on the cover exhibits the taste of the

publisher and his artist, and I should like to

pickle them both alive by the Walnut piclde recipe

given in the book (though the publisher is neither

young nor green, and I do not loiow the artist

—

luckily for him!)—.An.ve Am.\teur.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B S.A.

JUDGING by recent letters to hand, there

will be many agam this winter who wiU

have a low egg yield to report. I refer

particularly to those who have been collect-

ing eggs daily from the adult I9r7-hatched

hens since August, instead of encouraging the birds

to moult.

Eggs Falling Off.—The following extract from a

reader's letter may be taken as a t>'pical query on

the pomts under discussion :

I have ten 1917-hatched hens which were laying well

nntil a few weeks ago. when the number of eggs beoan to

fall off. The birds seem to be moulting, judging by the

quantity of feathers in the house and run. Can you
tell me how to get the hens into lay again ?

In order to school my readers into the gentle art

of hen management, I will again deal with this

important matter, so that those who fail this

season can avoid the mistake next autumn. My
first slogan is that you cannot have autumn and

winter eggs from the same hen. When August

comes along the adult stock of layers must be

graded into two categories : (i) those needed for

winter laying from October to March, and (2)

those the owner intends to dispose of. The former,

directly August comes along, will immediately be

placed on short rations, so that laying will be

discouraged. Their mash wiU be of a non-egg-

producing kind. Two or three weeks of such

special handling will loosen the feathers and see

the moult well started. Meanwhile, of course, the

hens will be kept confined in inclement weather.

The owner will then increase the rations, which

will bring the new feathers through.

Adult Hens.—While the new feathers are on

-their way, the hens will be given aniple rations,

but not necessarily of an egg-producing nature,

^ntil a little later, when the owner wishes to bring

them into lay. Mid-September may be taken as

the approximate date when animal food can be

increased. Such birds will be over the moult and

in lay by October, and then represent profitable

winter layers. Those hens in category (2), however,

will be treated just the opposite, and from the end

of July the rations will be ample and of an egg-

producing kind. The owner's special object will

be to keep them in lay as long as possible and to

prevent the moult from setting in. Then, when
the final crop of eggs have been harvested, the .

birds will be disposed of as they stop laying and

commence to moult. Date of hatching has a say

in the matter, and that is why one should know the

exact ages of all stock kept. Late-hatched birds

will be late in commencing to lay, and will usually

be found in lay in August. They often moult

late, and this point should be allowed for.

Autumn Eggs.—The reason why beginners

do not follow my system of handling the layers is

because they think it is so nice to have autumn

(August and September) eggs. So it is if winter egg-

production is not interfered with, and this is one

of the points I wish to emphasise. If a bird is

allowed to produce eggs in August and September,

then the moult must foUow. And the later the

moult the longer will it last, for the very reason

that the bad weather sets in and checks are con-

stant. It is our variable climate that we must

study. In all such matters, then, the owner must

consider his individual plans. I insist on no set

policy for all poultry-keepers, but recommend each

to study his own special requirements. If autumn

eggs are needed, they can be procured in many ways.

There will be plenty of autumn eggs from the very

early hatched pullets (January or February of the

current year), from late-hatched stock of the

previous season, from hens that have been broody
or with chicks in the summer, and so on. Or one
may draw from the stock of eggs that were preserved

in the summer. The poultry-keeper himself must
be the judge. He can have autumn eggs and' go

without winter new-laids from these layers, or he

can go without autumn eggs and aim at winter

new-laids.

Winter Eggs.—^The person who owns stock of all

kinds and ages and has them under his watchful

eye can arrange matters to a nicety. The poultry-

keeper however, who has but one flock—all of

equal age-—-is at a great disadvantage. He is not

blessed with " reserves," so to speak. He of all

persons must guard against the mistakes I write

about. Supposing, for instance, that Mr. Brown
has but one flock of r9i7-hatched hens which
have been laying throughout August and Septem-
ber and which are now starting to moult. Such
birds will not lay again till December, if then, and
he will be minus eggs from October onwards.

In fact, his methods of management wiU be the

deciding factor as to the date of laying. In the

hands of the novice such late moulters may not

come into profit—^particularly if of the light,

non-sitting breeds—until well into the new year,

when the more open weather sets in. On the other

hand, if Mr. Brown has, in addition, a nice flock of

hatched-to-time igrS pullets which he can bring

on to lay by October, these will supply him with
the winter eggs. And if these pullets are in the

proportion of two to every one 1917-hatched hen,

he wiU be well placed. The hens can be well

handled during the moult and be used in the

breeding pens next spring.

The Backward Hens.—But there will be many
Mr. Browns with only a flock of late-moulting hens,

and these I will now deal with. One plan would be

to buy correctly hatched rgrS puUets and get them
into lay as quickly as possible. If this plan were

not acceptable, the hens could be helped along so

that they would finish their moult and come into

lay at the earliest possible moment. I propose

to show readers how they can best push along these

late moulters. First of all let the reader make
my two stock solutions : (i) 20Z. of sulphate of iron

dissolved in a gallon of hot water, and (2) 8oz. of

Glauber's salt dissolved in a guart of boiling water.

The dose in either case is a dessertspoonful of the

mixtiue added to each pint of drinking water, and
the iron tonic should be given in a non-metal

vessel. On the first, fourth, ninth, fourteenth

and twenty-first days give the Glauber's salt, and
on the third, seventh and eleventh days give the

iron tonic. No longer give the aperient, but once

a week until laying commences give the tonic.

Mash stimulates.—Now it is weU to remember
that warm wet mash is a stimulant, by the aid of

which aU backward stock can be helped along.

The backward hens, therefore, will three times a

w-eek receive warm wet mash for both breakfast

and tea. On Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays
they will receive 20z. per bird of wet mash for

breakfast and 30Z. (when prepared) of wet mash
for tea, with raw greenery, as usual, at midday.

In addition to the noon feed of greenery, each

bird can have, say, half an ounce of grain, well

raked into the litter. On other days the hens will

receive their usual ration of grain for breakfast,

greenery at midday, and warm wet mash for tea. In

the mash there wiU be 10 per cent, of fish-meal, by
weight, i.e., lib. of animal food to each rolb. of

dry ingredients, and this will not be increased until

the birds look ready for laying, when a little more -

fish-meal can be given to advantage. A nice

bulky evening mash will do much good, and each

bird can have 3J0Z. so long as plenty of boiled

and minced vegetables and greenstuff is included

therein.

Careful Management.—-The addition daily of

Karswood Spice to the mash will complete my
feeding menu for the backward hens. Containing

dried insects, this spice is a valuable ingredient of

the mash where maximum egg yield is desired,

and it is very economical, costijig less than one-

tenth of a farthing per bird per day. In addition

to this special course of dieting, these backward

hens must not be unduly exposed, or they will

" hang in the moult," as the poultry-fancier says.

My original controlment system is too well

known and too widely adopted for me to deal

thoroughly n-ith it here. I would just add that

on inclement days the moulters must be confined

so that they do not receive a check. The closer

one gets to free range the longer will be the period

of the moult, but, at the same time, the quarters

must not be dark or stuffy. The ideal structure is

one that is roomy, light, dry underfoot and over-

head, wcU ventilated and deeply bedded down.

During the day the shutters should be opened wide

to give the interior a thorough airing, and the

inmates should have occupation and " something

to do." One might systematicaUy let them out

late and shut them in early to prevent exposure

to wet dewy grass, and raw greenery should be

provided in flenty.

The Backward Pullets.—The backward pifllets

can be handled in much the same way. They can

be given mash for breakfast and tea thrice

weekly until eggs are forthcoming, and Karswood
Spice can be added to the mash. Although

hatching plays its all-important part in deciding

the date when pullets commence to lay, I must say

that management diu-ing the finishing-off stages

counts also for much. It often happens that

pallets remain cherry red and "in the pink" of

laying condition for a long time before contributing

their first eggs. Such delay is due, as a rule, to

unwise management. The owners get the pullets

just to the first-line " egg " trenches but fail in

not getting them " over the top " at the auspicious

moment. A little coaxing on the lines indicated

will do the needful in this direction. All poultry-

keepers should make a point of mastering the

management of pullets from the time maturity is

reached until the " first egg " is laid. If the pullets

are out of the same hatching and have been well

reared, the commencement of laying of one bird may
generally be taken as a sign that the rest will follow

almost immediately. Good housing is, however,

an essential if pullets are to commence production

to time.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden Poultry
Expert, will be pleased to answer, free of charge, any
questions dealing with poultry-keeping. A stamped
and addressed envelope should be enclosed, when a
lengthy and detailed reply will be posted promptly.
Communications should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-
Owen, care of The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C.2. Samples of foods (report thereon and
suggested use) is. 6d. ; post-mortems 2S. 6d each.

Send samples and dead fowls (latter by rail and letters

under separate cover) direct to W. Powell-Owen,
" Powell-Owen " Poultry Bureau, 47a, High Street,

Hampstead, iV.W.3.
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IT

is generally known that for a number of

years the Board of Agriculture has been con-

ducting tests of the varieties of Potatoes

classified as immune from wart disease, and
endeavouring to discover new immune varie-

ties. It is not tuUy realised, hbwever, outside

trade and official circles, on what an extensive

scale and in how thorough a manner the investiga-

tions of the Board have lately been carried out
;

still less is the general public aware of the im-

portant schemes which are in hand for

developing and systematising national re-

search into the diseases which affect the plants

of the farm, and. in particular, the Potato.

In opening the recent Potato Show at Ormskirk,

Lord Bledisloe said it was proposed to make
Ormskirk the permanent home for Potato trials

on a scale worthy of this country. The farm

would cost anything from £5,000 to £10,000

properly to equip, but his lordship was confident

that the sum required would be subscribed by
growers, raisers and merchants interested in the

encouragement of the cultivation of Potatoes

and cereals on up-to-date lines. He announced

that Mr. Poad of York had contributed £500

;

Mr. Gardiner of Perth, £100 ; and Mr. .Alfred

Birch of Liverpool, £50. Numerous other promises

<if support to the National Institute of .Agriculture

and Botany were subsequently made.

Spanish Chestnuts.—The prickly pods are falling

fast, making a loud noise as they strike the bed of

I'ewly fallen leaves. The pods are open, showing

the ttaee nuts, a good one in the middle flanked

by two that are thinner. The produce of the

various trees differs much in quality ; many of the

nuts are so small that they are not worth picking

up, but there are others well worth collecting.

Xone is so large as the average of the imported
I. hestnuts. though here and there may be one about

the size of the smallest of these. They can be

cooked in several ways besides being plainly

roasted. , A little cut is made through the shell,

and they are then boiled for forty-five minutes

or as may be required to soften them. They
should not be boiled to a mash, bjit so that

they will hold together in whole or half nuts

when they are shelled. The shelling is much
easier if it is done while they are still hot from

boiling—as hot as they can be handled. Thdy can

then be finished in several ways, and are excellent

both curried and braised ; but for braising, as this

means continued slow cooking, the preliminary

boiling should not be so long as for currying, when
they are heated up, but not necessarily cooked,

in tiie already prepared and cooked cuiTV mixture.

Home-Grown Almonds.—.Almonds are cropping

unusually well this year, and the nuts fiom some

trees are sweet and wholesome. We have been

somewhat surprised at the number of readers who
have asked if home-grown Almonds may be eaten.

Others find difficulty in cracking them, but most

schoolboys know that the nuts may be opened

by thrusting the blade of a penknife (a broken

one for preference) into the slit on one side of the

nut and giving it a sharp twist, when the two

halves of the shell separate.

Storing Beetroot Out-of-doors.—It requires

only a glance at the three illustrations below to

explain a very simple and old-iashioned method of

storing Beetroot. The roots are packed into a

hole deep enough to bury the roots and tops. The
roots are covered with old sacking, after

which the roots and leaves are covered with soil.

The object of using old sacking is so that it

may be pulled back and the roots taken as required

for use. By this means the roots are kept safe

from frost and in excellent condition until the

spring. Carrots may be stored in the same way.

Darwin Tulips in Pots.—From -letters that

reach us it is quite clear that certain people who
have to garden in these days (either the owners

themselves or the paid substitute for the gardener

who has *' joined up ") do not realise the difference

between the early flowering section of Tulips

which are pre-eminently suited for cultivation

in pots and which can be forced with comparative

ease, and the late or May-flowering Darwin section.

Both the Darwins and the few Cottage Tulips

that are adapted for pot culture must not be

brought into heat too soon. For those with little

or no experience, the end of February is quite

soon enough. If cold frames are vavailable, it

is better to start the bulbs in them rather than

under ashes. Protection may be given in very

cold weather. Pride of Haarlem, William Pitt,

Hanibeau, Rev. H. Ewbank, Sweet Lavender

and Valentin are reliable Darwins for pots ; Golden

Crown, Jaune d'CEuf, Gesneriana lutea and Lc

Reve are useful Cottage varieties for the same
piurpose. Cassandra, another Cottage, has also

been highly recommended in our pages.

Planting Raspberries.—^The present is an ideal

time for carrymg out this work. Although

shallow rooters, deep cultivation is to be recom-

mended for the purpose of aerating the soil,

facilitating drainage, and maintaining the soil

in a moist condition dming spells of drought.

The canes can be trained to poles or on a trellis.

In either case the rows should be about 6 feet

apart. If trained to poles, allow a distance of

5 feet apart in the row ; but if the trellis system

is adopted, do not plant more than 2 feet apart.

When the operation of planting is finished, cut

the canes down to a distance of about iS inches

from the ground, oi: very poor canes will be pro-

duced next season. Superlative is probably

the best 'varietv in cultivation.

UcciroQts packed in a deep hole. Roots covered with old sacking.

.\ cottager's WAV OF STORING BEETROOT.

Roots and leaves covered with soil
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

CABBAGE ALLAN'S INCOMPARABLE.

T GREW the above-mentioned variety for the

first time last season, and was so pleased

with it that I fully intended sending a line to

The Garden detailing my experience ; and

now that, as fully expected, some letters are

appearing on this important garden crop, I venture

to send these few notes. With several other varieties

I sowed the above on July 19, 1917, pn a border

facing due south, following early Potatoes, which

latter gave way to an old-established Strawberry

bed. The seed was sown broadcast on beds which

were marked out a yard wide, with alleys a foot

wide separating them, and simply formed by

treading down when the soil was, of course, in a

suitable condition. From this sowing, favoured

by weather conditions, tfie plants, grew away un-

checked—totally different to a later batch sown in

the early part of August, under similar con-

ditions, side by side. The plants in due course,

as soon as large enough to handle, were put out

in their permanent quarters, some on a south

border, and a large planting on the Onion bed,

which I am sorry to say was almost a failure

that year. Before planting, both sites were

dressed with manure, mainly composed of sea-

weed, grass mowings, &c., rotted down, and roughly

—very roughly—ploughed, then forked over.

For some unaccountable reason the Incomparable

Cabbage was largely planted, and, fortunately,

afterwards I had no regrets, though at one time

I doubted very much whether it was a wise pro-

ceeding. Last winter being fairly mild, the plants

continued to grow, more or less, all through it, and

I shared the opinion at one time with several

others that a large proportion would bolt. Of

the hundreds of plants put out, not a single one

bolted, which I could not truly say of the other

varieties, though not to any appreciable extent.

I could, if necessary, have cut very nice Cabbages

early in the New Year—in fact, I was made an|ofler

in March for the whole let—but I deferred cutting

until the first week in April, when they were grand

plants, and they rapidly disappeared. A more even

lot of plants, true to character, could not be wished

for. I have planted it again largely this seaso.i,

and should it behave as well as last I do net

wish for a better. Beyond an earthing-up to

the rows, the plaats received no further attention

during their growth and no manurial stimulant

of any kind. Locality and climatic conditions

play an important part, no doubt, but I quote

this as another instance where some of the cultural

conditions were directly opposed to those of your

first correspondent.—E. B., Fota.

REMARKABLE CROPS OF POTATOES.

TN or about the year 1879, if my memory serves

me aright, there was a competition for the

heaviest yield of Potatoes grown from lib. of

seed, and the prize went to a grower near Faver-

sham, Kent, for a total of 749lb. I have not my
file of the Journal of Horticulture here, but the

complete details were published therein. A few

years subsequently an American competition

on similar lines found the prize in a crop of 1,0451b.

from lib. of' seed. I was pleased to read

my old friend Mr. Jenkins' tribute (page 392)

to the consistently excellent encouragement of

Potato culture by the Sutton St. Barnabas

Horticultural Society for so many years. I have a

very vivid recollection of the keenness of Mr.

P. C. H. Jay and the members of the society in

Potato production—a keenness which this year's

splendid record proves to be maintained.

—

Horace J. Wright, Lidlington, Ampthill.

[An interesting account of the Sutton St.

Barnabas Potato-growing match by Mr. Jay will

be fcund on page 421.

—

Ed.]

POT.\TO RUST.

TN The Garden of October 26, page 402, Mr.

F. J. Chittenden very naturally suggests the

desirability of obtaining more definite information

than that supplied by me in a previous issue as

to the relative effects of rust upon different

varieties of Potatoes growing in close- juxta-

position in the same field on a farm near

here. My previous note was written as the result

of observation without any, or at least little,

loiowledge of the details now given, these being

obtained, from the farm overseer who had the

entire charge of the crop. I will refer to three

varieties growing side by side in the following

order : Eclipse, Colossal and Great Scot. Eclipse

suffered from rust to a limited extent ; Colossal

was practically uninjm-ed ; while Great Scot was

so badly damaged that the yield is so poor that

I fear it will not pay the expense of lifting, which

is being completed as I write (October 28). The
ground is practically of the same nature-—a fairly

heavy loam ; the treatment of the soil was the

same ; all the seed was sprouted and in good

condition ; and all the varieties were planted within

a day or two of each other. But now comes the

differences. The soil in which Eclipse and Colossal

grew received a dressing per acre of about 18 tons

of farmyard manure and 8cwt. of Potato manure,

purchased from a firm of repute. Great

Scot received no farmyard manure, but had

lojcwt. of the same Potato manure per acre.

The seed of Eclipse and Colossal was ordinary

seed size (seconds) ; that of Great Scot . fvas

uncut ware and seconds mixed. To my mind

it seems quite clear that the chief cause of the

severe attack upon the break of Great Scot was

the want of the farmyard manure, causing the

lack of humus to conserve moisture to carry the

plants through those weeks of drought we experi-

enced during early summer. But while this-is

so, the comparative effect upon Eclipse and Colossal

shows that a variety with a vigorous constitution

like Colossal or the better-known Golden Wonder

stands the best chance of attaining to complete

development in face of any untoward circum-

stances.

—

Charles Comfort, Broomfietd Gardens,

Davidson' s Mains, Midlothian.

THE BLACKBERRY IN FRANCE.

'T'HE statements of two correspondents that

" no use seems to be made of the Blackberry

in France," and that ' French people think Black-

berries are poisonous," are somewhat misleading.

It is a fact that the Blackberry is eaten much less

in France than in Britain, but let us not forget that

France has in proportion less waste land suitable

for Brambles, fewer hedges than we have, and a

much greater extent of high mountains where

Brambles do not grow. In Southern France very

few kinds of Rubus are found besides R. tomentosus,

a characteristic Bramble whose range extends from

Spain to Persia. Coste says (" Flore de la France,"

Vol. II., page 28, 1903) :
" Brambles (ronces),

very harmful to agriculture, are not, however,

without utility. The stems, split and deprived of

the pith, are used to make mats and to fasten

hoops. The leaves, a food for cattle, are astringent

and detersive and often used in gargles for sore-

throat. The fruit (mures), aromatic and refresh-

ing, are eatable and used to make jam ; they enter

into the composition of strop de mures, of frequent

use in medicine." In an earlier work on the French

Flora by Gillet and Magne we arc told of similar

properties and uses of Brambles and Blackberries,

and the point to emphasise is the use made of the

fruit in gargles for sore tliroat and diseases of the

mouth, and in the manufacture of one of the many
syrups one so often sees drunk in France. As
Mflre means Mulberry, the word Blackberry is

usually translated into French as Miire sauvage.

Mure de ronce, or Mure de haie. The word ronce

may be applied to a Bramble or a Brier, and,

figuratively, to a thorn or obstacle. About
thirty species of Rubus are recorded from the

neighbourhood of Paris in the excellent " Vade-

mecum du Botaniste dans le Region Parisienne,"

by Jeanpert (Paris, 1911), which little book has

small but good figures of 1,634 flowering plants

and Ferns. They are slightly reduced from those

in Coste's " Flore de la France." Both works

would be of great value to British botanists, and
both are remarkably cheap. The larger work has

4,354 plants described and figured, br more than

three times the number in Bentham's " Illustrated

Handbook of the British Flora."—H. S. Thompson.

WELWITSCHIA MIRABILIS.

TT was extremely interesting to read in your issue

of Octobei 19 that this extraordinary plant

had been successfully grown at the Cambridge

Botanic Garden. Some of your readers may have

access to Sir Joseph Hooker's monograph of the

plant in the Transactions of the Linnean Society,

but it can hardly fail to be of interest to many .

if a quotation is given of some informal correspond-

ence of Sir Joseph's that appears, in the recently

published " Life and Letters of Sir Joseph Dalton

Hooker," by Mr. Leonard Huxley. Writing to

Darwin (January g, 1862), Sir Joseph says :

" I brought my remarkable plant before Linn. Soc.

last Thursday with some effect—it was thought

quite as curious as I represented "
; and the follow-

ing day he writes to Huxley : " Then this blessed

Angola plant has proved even more wonderful

than I expected

—

figurez vous a Dicot.' embryo,

expanding like a dream into a huge broad woody
brown disc 8 years old and of a texture and surface

like an overdone loaf, 5 /eet diam. by i \ high above

-ground, and never growing higher, and whose t-wo

cotyledons become the two and only two leayes the

plant ever has, and these each a good fathom long.

From the edges of this disc, above the two leaves

rise branched annual panicles, bearin? cones

something like Pine cones, which contain either

all female flowers, or all hermaphrodite flowers ; the

hermaph. flowers consist of one naked ovule abso-

lutely the same as of Ephedra, in the organic axis

of the flower, surrounded by six stamens and a

four-leaved perigone. The female flower is quite

different ! Lastly, fancy my joy at discoveriui;

the key to the development of the hypertrophicnl

embryo taking to become a plant after the fashion

it does ; and at my being able to sh:)W that thouf:;h

neither Dicot, Monocot, nor Gymnosperm in flower

or Exogen or Endogen in structure of axis, wood or

bark (its cambium ring is facetious in the extreme),

it is still undoubtedly a member of the family

Gnetaccee amongst Gymnosperms, as the structure

of the ovule and development of the seed and

embryo clearly show. It is out of all question

the most wonderful plant ever brought to thi'^

country—and the very igliest."

I think the main of your readers will rejoice J
with me in these letters of almost triumphant

joyousness, in that they show that a botanist need

not be a dry man of science only, but may truly

have his heart in his work and may, moreover,

have a keen sense of beauty of form and structure

and a corresponding consciousness of ugliness.

But then—there is only one Sir Joseph Hooker !

—

G. J.
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SEEDLING MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

T NOW have flowering beds of over 2,000 seedlings,

and I do not think I am overstating the exact

position when I say there are not two plants alike

—

t)ie variety is infinite. From i foot to 8 feet high,

coarse, leathery, fine, leaves of every kind, flowers

of extraordinary variety in size, shape, substance,

and plants of different types of inflorescence, a

batch of hybrids, crosses of two distinct types

(which are supposed not to cross), have produced

such an extraordinary variety that did I not know

they were all descended from one original hybrid

I could not have believed it.

—

Ernest Ballard.
The Court, Colwa'.l, near Mulvern.

GR.\FTING TOMATO ON POTATO.

npHE science of grafting is always interesting,

but when one sees two birds, as it were, Idlled

by one stone, the interest grows into astonishment.

Mr. Joseph Semple, hcad-gardene;- to Mrs. Dunlop
of St. Helens, Holywood, County Down, has

grown very successfully the dual plant—

a

Tomato grafted on a Potato. These plants

belong to the Natural Order Solanaceae, and
one can note the resemblance there is between

the " plum," or seed berry, of the Potato

and the Tomato in its green state. The
stock Potato grown was British Queen, and

the Tomato was a seedling of Mr. Semple's

own raising, which he values very highly.

When taken out of the pot in which it was
grown, there were eleven tubers at the root

and still several Tomatoes on the stem.

During the season upwards of twenty Tomatoes
came on the stem. The stalk of the Potato

when grafted was about 6 inches long, and
the stem of the Tomato a similar length. The
scion and the stock were cut so as to tit

closely to each other, and were bound with raffia.

The junction was rapid and the growth satisfactory.

Mr. John Hamilton of this town informed me h3

tasted one of the Tomatoes when ripe, and that

it seemed sweeter than the ordinary Tomato. I

had the pleasure of seeing the plant with several

red Tomatoes on it, as well as the tubers showing

in the soil below. A photograph is sent herewith.
.—W.^LTER Smythe, Holywood, County Down.

[It is well known that the Tomato may be

grafted on the Potato. It is interesting, but we
doubt even if our correspondent would claim it to

be a profitable undertaking. Unfortunately, the

photograph is not suitable for reproduction.

—

Ed.]

BOLTING BEET.

T RE.\D with interest what " T. A. W." said

regarding bolting Beet of the Globe type

(page 382). His explanation about the shortage

of seed in Europe and the endeavour of the United

States to fill in the gap is plausible enough, and

may be the true explanation of so many individuals

in a row of Beet tlurowing up their flower-stems two
months or so after the time of seed-sowing. My
belief is that such individuals are not true biennials,

but rather annuals that have been thrown off by a

strain of mixed ancestry. Promiscuous and annual

roguing may do much to eliminate the one or more
Mendelian factors that determine such plants

to bo Annuals ; but present-day knowledge of

genetics should enable us to take a shorter cut

to get true biennial strains of Beet. That is already

being done in this country, and when we get all

the testing, plant breeding and original research

stations established, of which we have heard mucli

lately, we should be able to get true stocks of

vegetable seeds generally, whether commercial

samples or otherwise. When all the undesirable

factors are eliminated from a strain or variety

of any given plant, the seedlings should breed true,

provided they are grown and seeded at a sufftcient

distance from any other variety of the kind as to

prevent crossing. Insignificant as are the flowers

of Beet, they have their insect visitors ; and as

the)' are protandrous, self-pollination is excluded and
cross-pollination favoured. This is my reason for

saying that varieties of Beet should be grown some
distance apart for seed purposes.

—

Hortulanus.

LETTUCES AND BEANS.

J
AM glad to find that so good a judge as Mr.
Duncan Pearson is in agreement with me as to

the good flavour of the old black-seeded Bath Cos
Lettuce. He proceeds to differ from me as to the
advantage of a climbing form of the Brown Dutch
Haricot Bean, and menrions that he has been
unable to harvest the climbing forms that have
appeared with him among the type. The differ-

ence between iis is just one of climate. He lives

in the Midlands and I live in Sussex. Here I

notice that the climbing forms are a little later

than the true dwarf variety, but I have had no
trouble in harvesting them in our genial Sussex

COLCHICUM PARKINSONI (?).

climate. When Mr. Pearson has tried the Dutch
Brown Bean cooked, I am sanguine enough to

believe that he will find it to surpass all other
varieties as an esculent, especially if he ensures
the Beans being soaked overnight in hot water,

as we always do here. Treated thus, and cooked
steadily for an hour on the following day, they are

about as good as anything of this kind that I have
yet tasted.—F. Herbert Chapman, Rye.

PICKLING CABBAGE.
TN reply to the enquiry by "Anne Amateur"

on page 383 as to the use of Red Cabbage in

any way besides pickling, I am venturing to send
you a Swiss peasant recipe which I have adopted
for some years and can most thoroughly recommend.
" Anne Amateur's " notes are always such delight-

ful reading that it is a real pleasiure to me to make
any suggestion which may prove helpful to her.

The following is the recipe : Red Cabbage
Paysanne.—Boil the Cabbage until quite tender.

drain and cut up fine., Put into the saucepan ai.

good piece of dripping or fat bacon, cut into small'

pieces ; add the Cabbage with half a cupful of

vinegar and water, salt and pepper to taste.

Cook very slowly for forty-five minutes or more,

adding more water if necessary and stirring

constantly. In pre-war times a glass of white
wine was used instead of vinegar.

—

Mary S.

Tillett, 2, Claremont Road, Norwich,

THE VINE AT MELCHET COURT.

"J^HE big Vine at Melchet Court, the Hampshire
seat of Sir Alfred and Lady Mond, is most use-

ful, especially as Melchet Court is now an auxiliary-

hospital for wounded soldiers. This season it has
provided 220 bunches of Grapes, which have been
used principally for the benefit of the wounded.
This Black Hamburgh Vine is, I believe, one of the
largest in the United Kingdom, and is supposed
to be about 150 years old ; it has a length of

permanent rod measiu-ing 300 feet. The house
it occupies is 115 feet long, i6 feet wide, and
15 feet high, and is a three-quarter span vinery.

The Vine is planted outside, quite near the
front wall of the vinery, and trained through an
opening which has from time to time been
extended. The Vine has an unlimited root run,

and undoubtedly the roots travel far beyond the

border which was prepared for it years ago.

The berries, wliich are of the best Black Ham-
burgh flavour, are surprisingly large. During a

spell of hot weather, when the Grapes are

swelling, it is very necessary to administer

copious supplies of water to the roots, with a
little food added in the shape of liquid and
artificial manure. An American officer who

visited Melchet Court last August was taken to see

this Vine, and when entering the vinery he

exclaimed : " Gee-whiz ! I guess that is some
dandy Grape Tree."—F. C.

MORE COLCHICUMS
Mr. Bowles' article on page 395 does not appear to

mention the species of which a flower is represented

in the accompanying sketch. It was sent to me
from Constantinople shortly before the war, and now
flowers every year in September and October.

It came under the name of Parkinsoni, but whether
it is entitled to that distinction I have at present

no means of ascertaining. The flowers are con-

spicuously mottled or chequered, an effect which
is produced by alternate patches of red-purple

and creamy-white arranged in narrow parallel

lines running lengthwise up the petals. One
curious point about the flowers is that, once they

have unfolded, the petals remain open in a star-

shaped pattern until they fade. Each conn sends

up one or two flowers in succession, and the broad,

daik green foliage that sprawls on the ground only

appears in spring.

Another little Colchicum which deserves to

be better known than appears t:) be the case was
sent to me some years ago from the neighbourhood

of Zengg in Croatia. One point in its favour is

that the foliage is produced with the flowers ; an-

other is tjiat each corm produces as many as four

or five flowers, several of which are open at once
;

and, lastly, it flowers very early in the year—-in

January or February when outdoor flowers of any
sort are peculiarly precious. The flowers are white,

or, in rare cases, slightly tinged with pink, 2 inches

or 3 inches high, and about i J inches in diameter.

The foliage consists of about three dark green,

narrow, channelled leaves 3 inches or 4 inches in

length. The anthers are very dark, or even black,

and so stand out conspicuously against the white
of the petals.

Charterhouse, Godalming. W. R. Dykes.
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RIVIERA NOTES
By EDWARD H. WOODALL.

pR a few days in September, and during

the unusually prolonged heat of that

month up to its very last days, there^vere

quantities of the flowers of Sternbergia

luteain the Nice Flower Market, Prettil.y

toafiChed up with their own glossy leaves and set

bit artistically by sprays of that elegant grass

Pennisetum Ruppelianum, the effect was de-

lightfully cool and springlike, quite recalling

the Daffodils or Lenten Lilies o{ England.

But, on going again to replenish one's store,

I found there was not one flower left, so

very fleeting are they in this climate. I

should like to' know if they are more lasting

elsewhers ; they are so very delightful when

grown and shown in such quantities. They have

established themselves in old-fashioned gardens

where there is moisture from urrigation channels,

but are not seen in modern gardens, no doubt

because of their short period of bloom.

There is an entire absence of Potatoes in the

Nice Market, partly in consequence of the failure

of this year's crop, but more especially because

the cultivators refuse to sell at the prices settled

by the Municipality, It is all the more vexing

when one sees perfect mountains of Carnations

on every stall sold at prices that are quite nominal,

and cannot repay the growers because they are no

longer allowed to be exported.

Grapes and Figs, though dear, are abundant

and exceUent, but Pears are as scarce here as in

other places. Since the heavy rains set in with

a great drop in the temperature in the first days

of October, winter vegetables are growing fast

and promise exceedingly well ; but the AVibergines

and Courgettes of summer are passing, and winter

Peas will not be ready for weeks, so careful house-

keepers complain of the scarcity of things in the

market

.

There was a curious incident diu-ing a thunder-

storm and deluge of rain the other day, A Palm

tree in one of the public gardens of Nice was struck

by lightning, and as its old and dry leaves had

not been removed in these times of war and

scarcity of labour, it caught fire and blazed up

like a torch until all but the green heart had been

consumed. Those who saw it say the sight was

most curious with the lightning playing round the

blazing Palm during the heavy downpour of rijin.

To those who are lovers of uncommon or beauti-

ful trees this fine Alder should appeal, not only

for its beauty, but also because it can be grown

in somewhat cold and wet soil where many of our

finer foliage trees, such as the Cut-leaved Beech and

Sophora japonica, would fail to succeed ; in fact,

by the waterside it is questionable indeed if there

is so beautiful an object as the Cut-leaved Alder,

unless it be Salix ramulis aureus ; but that is

another subject. E. W. S.

A CHARMING ALDER
During a recent visit to the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens at Wisley with a number of friends

we were much interested in the graceful form and

appearance of the Cut-leaved Alder (Ahius glutinosa

var. laciniata, and sometimes called A. glutinosa

imperialis laciniata), which is growing so finely

in the lower part of the gardens. It is situated

on a small island in one of the Lily ponds, and

reaches to a height of some 35 feet. It has two

main stems, which are clothed with wide-spreading

branches down to the water's edge to a spread

of about 10 feet on either side ; these branches

are of about the same spread to a height of some

20 feet from the ground, when the tree tapers gradu-

ally to the apex. Thus the whole appearance of the

tree \va5 of a somewhat obtuse pyramid of fine dark

foliage, which is so finely cut as to be quite Fern-like.

To add to the general appearance and grace of the

picture, a fine tree of Silver Willow (apparently

Salix alba) is growing in the background to a height

of some 45 feet, upon which the sun was throw-

ing a flood of light, giving beauty to the whole

scene.

A COTTAGE " AFTERNOON."-II
Bv SOMERS."

BECAUSE a sense of propriety has led me
to give precedence to rank, no one, I

hope, will conclude that I am an in-

veterate tuft-hunter. On the contrary,

I assure you that commoners were well

and numerously represented. Not a Duchess or a

Marchioness among them do I love and esteem more

ALNUS GLUTINOSA VAR. LACINIATA BY THE
WATERSIDE AT WISLEY.

than I do Mrs, David McKee, To say nothmg

of her unquestionable personal attractions, she is

so sweet and obliging, and shows such a cheerful

face in circumstances which are sometimes the

reverse of cheering, that no one could help being

drawn to this charming creature. They say that

in appearance she resembles the Empress of

Gennany—Kaiserin Augusta Victoria—who is no

doubt a better wife and woman than the Kaiser

deserves. However that may be, If the Kaiserin

resembles Mrs. David McKee, there is at least one

handsome woman in Germany, Then there was
my old, old friend General Jacqueminot, with all

the wines of Burgundy mantling in his jolly old

visage, but looking a? young, I do assure you, as

he did when he won his first victory, and still

scenting himself with the peculiar bouquet he used
when he burst upon the world as a young dandy
ever so many years ago. And while I am on the

subject of perfiunes and generals, is it not extra-

ordinary that that dapper little beau, General

Mr.Arthur, should drench himself as he does with

such a deluge of sweets ? It is no exaggeration to

say that to a distance several feet round him he

perfumes the air like a Damascus Rose garden.

Now, if it were one of those brilliant and gaily-

costmned beauties who diffused herself thus upon
the air, it might be accepted as in the nature of

thiiigs ; but for an Army man, a General, to make
such a pot-pourri of himself is surely not a little

extraordinary. After all, however, this one fault

in General McArthur (if, indeed, it is a fault) we
may surely condone, in consideration of his many
virtues. On this particular afternoon, I was sorry

to see the General looking a little " off colour."

At least, I thought he looked paler than usual,

though it may have been that the near neighbour-

hood of Jacqueminot's rubicund countenance paled

to some extent the ruddy glow of General

McArthur's complexion.

I need hardly say that Dorothy Perkins was of

my party. Dear Dorothy is much in evidence at

all my " Afternoons "
; for though there are ill-

natured persons who sneer at Dorothy and sav

that she is too expansive, and that she is " lagging

superfluous on the stage " when she ought to make
way for younger and prettier rivals (in all of which

there may be the touch of truth there is in most
libels), still, for my part, I cannot find it in my
heart to hurt the poor creature's feelings by letting;

her perceive that she is less welcome than she was
years ago, when she first came out. And, of course,

the Dicksons were there—Margaret, Hugh, and

young George. I am very fond of George Dickson

—

a nice, sweet, cheery, big, burly fellow, if only he

were a little less bashful and could, hold up that

great ruddy head of his a little better, George

quite exasperates me by his incorrigible shyness.

Sometimes I say to him, more, however, in sorrow

than in anger :
" George, my son, if you hang your

head in that sheepish way. I shall really be obliged

to cut you. Look at your pretty Cousin Margaret

over there, and Cousin Hugh, how straight they

hold themselves. Take a leaf out of their book,

and try whether you cannot, like the Village

Blacksmith, look the whole world in the face."

It is all of no use. When you reprovr (.ni^;,

he blushes crimson, but George will be Gi^ir^r to

the end of the chapter ; and, after all, I am not

sure that I want him to be anything else.

I have not mentioned a third part of the interest-

ing personages who were assembled within n^y

cottage precincts on the afternoon in question,

but enough perhaps to servq. There were refresh-

ments, of course—tea for the most part, a lars''

proportion of those who were there being in<iri

or less what you might call " Tea " people. X"

set music was provided, that is, no brass or strings

;
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but the swifts wheeling round the churcli and a few

turtle-doves chortling in the Vicarage Elms kept

up throughout the afternoon a running musical

commentary on the proceedings. As for amuse-

ments, in strict veracity I cannot say that there

were any—certainly none of the strenuous kinds,

no croquet or tennis or even archery : for the plain

truth is that each individual seemed to find his

pleasure, if not his amusement, in being near his

charming neighbours ; and as for myself, it was
my delight to move among them all. The sole

amusement of a formal kind (if, indeed, that could

be railed formal which bad so little definite form,

being palpable rather " to feeling than to sight "),

was a series of—what shall I say ? Tableaux
vivants ? Not exactly that, a dream medley rather,

in which shadowy forms, you might almost say

phantoms, moved, or seemed to move, across the

stage of thought—mythology, tradition, literature

and art mingling together regardless of period,

country, or hemisphere. The Graces, for instance,

"Were there, two of them at least, Aglaia and Thalia,

twining their willowy arms in a Zephyr-dance.

Danae stood, drooping, by herself upon the lawn,

shaking from her tresses a shower of pale gold with
every pulse of wind. Upon a bank of Periwinlde

and Ivy reclined Cupid and Psyche, " pillowed

cheek to cheek," the little dears ! Lady Godiva
was there, exquisitely costumed in her own fair

flesh ; and so also was Una, but without her lion.

Shakespeare women made a goodly galaxy—Celia,

Sylvia, Cordelia, Desdemona, Imogen : Ophelia, also,

wearing no Rue, a carnation glow upon her damask
cheek, and no trace of the corroding worm. ^And

that voluptuous beauty, costumed with almost

barbaric splendour in vermilion, pearl and gold ?

The Serpent of Old Nile, I should have guessed.

No, not Cleopatra, but Juliet ! whom 1 had
pictured as a slender slip of a girl, stealing her way
to the Friar's cell through the shadowy arcades of

Verona. Neighbour-near to the Shakespeare
galaxy came a bevy of lovely phantoms, sprung
from the brain of the Scottish Shakespeare

—

There's Mary Beaton and Mary Seton

And Mary Carmichael and me

—

or, if there were no Maries, there were Anne ot

Geierstein, Catherine Seton, Flora Mclvor, Julia

Mannering, Amy Robsart and Jeanie Deans, looking,

in their simple loveliness and elastic freedom of

limb, as fresh as the Roses on an upland wilderness

of Heather and Sweet Briar. Even the New World
sent its quota. Evangeline, Hiawatha and Laughing
Water were all three charming, but whether they
were habited appropriately to their several roles I

cannot undertake to say, not having opened my
Longfellow this many a year.

When the sun had sunk and the shadows fallen,

and the swifts had gone in and the bats had come
out, my guests, with no formal leave-talfing,

slipped away into the darkness. Silent as ghosts
they had come, and like ghosts they departed,

leaving, however, as ghosts, I understand, some-
times do, a spiritually fine and subtle aura in witness
of their visit.

LITTLE WATER GARDENS
SOME of the prettiest little waterscapes I

have seen in my photograpliic wanderings
about the country were the moats of

quaint old farmsteads and manor houses. These
old waterways lend themselves to planting
for pictorial effects, and the wattle and dab
dwellings, as they often are, also of old red brick,

are pictures i.n themselves. Often only a single

group of the white Water Lily and a few simple
flowering plants and Ferns may be seen, but the
efiect is, nevertheless, charming. One strikingly

picturesque moated manor near the South Downs

is in my mind's eye at the moment and deserves a

few words by the way. Several groups of fine

Lilies breasted the water ; at the water's edge

were many fine plants and Ferns, with large groups

of herbaceous plants and Roses in a border close

by. A splendid picture of the old house and its

drawbridge. Rose and climber clad, was seen when
viewed from between a pair of fine Sweet Chestnuts,

There are other types of these water gardens,

no less beautiful, one sometimes happens on—

a

streamlet coursing through an estate, natural and
artificial pools, ugly in themselves, yet very pretty

when planted even in modest ways. The most

charming Lily pools I remember seeing are those

in Mr. Vorke's woodland ; they are perfect water

gardens in miniature. The illustration shows

the plan followed is to plant so that different

vistas are seen from various viewpoints. The
Lily groups are separated by intervening spaces

of clear water, which give relief, backgrounds so

planted that each separate group shows to its best

advantage, while the foreground of dwarf plants

like Primula rosea, which grows in abundance in

this garden, is broken into by single, tall-growing

subjects ; these do not obscure the view, but break

up the dwarf line in a very pleasant way. For
those who delight in water gardening there are

many ways and means often at hand. It is a lovely

feature of gardening and brings one into close

companionship with Nature in many of its

beautifnl aspects—flowering tree and shrub. Pine

and Oak, flowering and foliage plants, spring

bulbs of many kinds, and a host of annual friends

and foes. G. A. C.

THE SUTTON ST. BARNABAS POTATO-
GROWING MATCH

A TRIBUTE TO COLLEEN: A REASON FOR PLANTING EARLY.

WITH reference to the remarkable yield

of Potatoes recorded in our issue of

October 19, pages 391 and 392, Mr.

P. C. H. Jay, the Hon. Secretary of the Sutton St.

The loam is overlying a chalk subsoil, and it is as

sweet as a nut. To get a number of plants, each

eye on each tuber is given a good chance. There

were fourteen tubers, i.e., seed Potatoes, to the

THE LILV POOL IN MR. YORKE S WOODLAND GARDEN,
HEATH, BUCKS.

HILLBROOKE PLACE, IYER

Barnabas Horticultural Society, vvTites :T|" Yes
;

5iSlb. from ilb. of seed much surprised us. [In 1914
we had a yield of 364J lb., and this was our record

crop. We ha,d almost lost hope of ever beating it,

and Mr. W. A. G. Adams, the gardener, and his

employer, Mr. R. L. Powell, are both enthusiastic

and thorough-going members. The soil and
situation can hardly be beaten, and the former
has

,
been thoroughly well treated for some ten

years past. The situation is on the border ot the

Banstead Downs, and it gets all the sunshine

and fresh air that is to be had. When I say ' well

treated,' I mean with intelligence and generous

care, by no means overdone with manure, but deeply

dug and well worked. All the manm-e that is put

on the land is applied in the autumn and well

worked in with the soil, the ground being again

trenched in January and allowed to settle down.

.pound; the winner made 133 sets, but only no
developed into useful plants. They were planted
on April 3, and the crop raised on September 21.

Two feet was allowed between the sets and 3 feet

between the rows. The sets were planted from

3i inches to 4 inches deep and dibbled in. It is

thought Potatoes like a fairly firm soil. One
bushel of soot and one load of cow-manure were diig

in when the ground was double-trenched at the end
of October last year, after which the ground was
dressed with superphosphate of lime at the rate

of 4lb. to the square rod. The previous crop on
the ground was Cabbage. The seed Potatoes
had been kept in a tray in a tool-shed. The plants

were well earthed up, and were given two waterings
with liquid manure. The garden is several

acres in extent, and all the water used in the
garden has to be taken from a cesspool, into
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vvhirh the bath water and the drainage from

the house flow.

" We get our seed Potatoes from Ireland, as a

rule. Last year we had an equal quantity of seed

Potatoes from Ireland and from Scotland, but we

found that our preference for Irish-grown seed

was well founded, the crops from the Irish seed

being heavier thair those from the Scotch. We
then tried" the same variety, viz., Arran Chief.

The variety which has given the remarkable yield

this year of 5i8Ib. from lib, of seed is Colleen

—

not Arran Chief as mentioned in your issue

of October 19. We find Colleen an exceptionally

heavy cropper, and this variety has given good

returns in past years. It was introduced, I

believe, by Mr. J. F. Williamson of Mallow. Count y

Cork. We have had our seed Potatoes from him

for at least ten years. This was the variety that

gave us our two best crops,' i.e., 3651b. and

5i81b. Colleen cooks and resists disease well.

It is a second-early variety, closely related, I

think, to British Queen. Of course, giving each

plant such a good chance from the start, with

plenty of room above and under ground, the tubers

formed are not only numerous, but weighty and

large. The large tubers are thought by some to be a

fault, but others find them very valuable for baking

and frying, and the extra quantity makes up for

the lack of orthodox shape and size for table use.

We are inclined to think that the sooner the young

plants are in Mother Earth when they have once

started to move the better ; also that it is a mistake

to let the tubers waste vital energy growing in the

sprouting trays. In short, a seed Potato which

has sprouted for a long period is living on its

capital instead of on its earnings. Mr. Powell, the

winner of the competition, is inclined to believe

in early planting, and will next year, I think,

plant much earlier than usual. To witness the

raising of the 5i81b. there were, besides myself,

three other members of the society, the owner of the

garden and his two gardeners. The raising of the

crops in competition is always an exciting and
interesting sight. The planting was also carefully

witnessed."

November Work on the

Vegetable Plots

ArTUMN - SOWN crops of Onions,

Spinach, &c., will benefit from an

occasional stirring of the soil between

L the rows when it is dfy. Hoeing in a

" mud-puddle, so to speak, is worse than

useless. Look over Cabbages, Lettuces, &c., in

mild weather, and replace any worthless plants

with more promising specimens. Keep Parsley

free from decayed leaves. Provide suitable

shelter, with hurdles, &c., for all kinds of plants

needing protection from severe weather. Attend

to the cold frames. The weather of November is

often very treacherous-—now muggy and soft,

now cold and frosty. Give plants in frames

plenty of air in favourable weather. Cover with

mats, &c.,- when frost sets in. Dust with soot and
lime to kill slugs.

Where vegetables are newly cleared off the

various plots, wheel and spread manure, and dig,

ridge, or trench the ground as thought necessary.

A rough surface that will not readily get beaten

djwn flat and mud-caked by the rain is the sort

of spadework to aim at. The use of the rake

at this season, it need scarcely be said, would
only produce the sort of surface it is essential to

avoid.

The rough surface under the action of the

winter's rain and frost crumbles down to a

fine, friable, mellow tilth when it is dry in the

springtime. Compost manure is an excellent

material to dig into the vegetable plots in the

autumn. Any rubbish or remains of crops that can-

not be dug in should be burnt, and the ashes

scattered over the siurface before digging. Where
the land needs lime, this should be slaked in little

heaps and spread over -the surface after digging,

so that it may not come into close contact with

the manure. Lime, too, has a tendency to sink

into the soil and subsoil, and it is well to keep
it as near the surface as possible. Dig the top

soil in thin spits ; do not break them up. Deep-
rooting weeds must be forked out and burnt.

Annual weeds can be dug in. See that they are

turned well down and under, so that they will

speedily decay and so enrich the soH.

Balihangie, Turriff, Aberdeen. John Wight.

SPARE-TIME CHRONICLES.—Ill

By C. N. MACDERMOTT.

1HAVE already mentioned a method of cook-

ing small Potatoes, and I have recently

come across a way of producing them which

has a truly Arabian magic air about it,

being nothing more itor less than " new
Potatoes for old." The idea is set out in the

known. Take a pound and a half of Potatoes,

boil them in their jackets and peel them. Then
slice an Onion weighing about two ounces and
dip the slices in a fairly thin flour and water batter,

frying in any suitable fat to a light brown. Slice

the Potatoes and put them with the fried Onion in

NEW POTATOES FOR OLD GROWN IN A DARK CELLAR.

Scientific American, and, judging by the photo-

graph which accompanies the article, has been

successfully carried out. The method' seems as if

it has distinct utility, being simply a means of

using old tubers which have commenced to shrivel,

or even have become badly shrivelled, and almost

useless for cooking.

All that is required is a perfectly dark cupboard

or cellar which is also dry. A layer of dry soil

is then spread on shelves or the floor to the depth

of an inch or thereabpu s, and into this the old

Potatoes are pressed so that they are covered to

half their depth. It. is important that they should

not touch one another. Although an occasional

sprinkling with water is required, the soil should

never be really damp, or the Potatoes may turn

mouldy. During the summer little white spots

make their appearance, afterwards developing

into Potatoes of about the size of a Walnut.

It is further stated that, after gathering a crop,

more Potatoes will grow until nothing is left

but the skin of the old tuber. Darkness is essential,

any continuous light causing the production of

shoots instead of tubers. Apparently the method
consists of growing the Potatoes without the

haulms, but there is presumably no real increase

in foodstuff, only an exchange. In this con-

nection it would be interesting to have the weight

of the original tubers compared with that of the

crop. It is quite possible, of course, that the

latter may be the heavier, due to absorption of

moisture, &c. The photograph shows what are

apparently roots, and if this is the case, no doubt

something is absorbed from the soil.

Wliile I am writing about Potatoes I should

like to mention yet another recipe for cooking

them. It is one that is used in Trappist monas-

teries, and is called " Potatoes for Pilgrims."

We are all pilgrims to some extent, and as Potatoes

figure so largely in oiu: diet nowadays, I ee no

reason why this dish should not be more widely

layers in a casserole or other vessel in which the

dish is to be served. A small sprinkle of salt on
each layer of Potatoes, and of sugar on each layer

of Onions, is required. Pour a couple of table-

spoonfuls of milk over the whole and warm in

an oven or boiling water, serving thoroughly hot.

This makes an excellent breakfast dish, and I

may say that in my household we have it frequently,

using either old or new Potatoes as convenient.

The bees have dfine well. They have collected

from the Lime trees, of which there is an avenue

in the road in which I live. The honey thus

formed is almost white and, I understand, is

considered to be of the finest quality. Those

who think of starting bee-keeping should certainly

look out for such trees and plants which are suit-

able, as good foraging ground in the near neigh-

bourhood of the hives must make a considerable

difference in the work the insects have to perform.

Our flower borders are being arranged with a

special view to providing all a bee can desire,

and the vegetable crop is also being called into

service. Thus, my bees are supplied with nectar

from the Marrow flowers, which, in turn, are

fertilised for me by my own bees.

I have had a curious experience with Marrows
this year. Last season we threw on the rubbish

heap part of one which had decayed, along with

the seeds. I dug this in during the spring, with

the result that fine, sturdy little plants came up
all over the garden in most unexpected places*

Some of these I transplanted, while others were

allowed to remain, and they cropped very well

—

far more so than those sown in the orthodox

manner. '

For some reason which I have not been able to

discover, a niunber of Marrows (Moore's Cream)

which I sowed did not succeed, because the main

stem was apparently eaten nearly through,

the rest of it drying and becoming woody. But,

in spite of this, several of them continued to grow.
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although not so well as they should. I

searched in vain for the cause of the trouble, but
without success. Earthing - up the stems
proved beneficial, but the source of the trouble
has not become apparent, although I fancy wood-
lire, or perhaps ants, had something to do with
the mischief.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Figs.—Trees which have shed their leaves
should be thoroughly overhauled, cleansed, and put
in order for starting next spring. Although this
work can be done during the whiter when other
operations are practically at a standstill outside, it is

preferable to proceed with it whenever time will
allow, and as early as possible, more especially now
that labour is so sliort. If the trees have had their
shoots properly attended to during the past grow-
ing season, very little attention will now be re-
quired; but if, on the other hand, pruning, &c., has
been neglected, go carefully over the tree, removing
strong spongy wood and weak shoots not wanted.
.\lways preserve the medium, short-jointed shoots
for fruiting, and never overcrowd with useless
wood. Having finished the pruning, tie up the
main shoots in bundles, thoioughly cleanse the
glass and woodwork, and well limewash the back
walls. Wash all the shoots and wood with a solu-
tion of soft soap and warm water or any safe
effectual insecticide, spread out the main wood at
equal distances, and do not fill up too thickly with
the shoots retained for next year's crop. If not
done, remove a portion of the top soil and top-dress
with a suitable compost containing ample lime
and old brick mortar. All Fig trees that are
growing too strong to be fruitful should have
the roots pruned more or less. If carefuUv done,
the trees will quickly change and fruit instead of
producing coarse wood.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Borders.—New borders should
have perfect drainage and the soil be thoroughly
trenched and enriched with suitable manure.
Heavy ground may be greatly improved by adding
ample old potting soil, leaf-mould and grit. Many
of the plants will replant readily at this season,
and should not be neglected if it is possible to get
on with the work. Borders in which most of the
flowers are past and the plants dying down
may be overhauled, after which dig carefully
among the plants sufficiently deep to bury all small
weeds, &c., taking care not to damage the roots
of choice surface-rooting plants any more than can
really be helped. A good clean-up at this season
shouid be the aim. Beds that have been planted
with Beet and other vegetable crops should be
cleared, manured, and dug in readiness for other
crops next season. If dug up now, with the excep-
tion of a light forking over in spring little ornothing
more will be required for most crops.

Planting Shrubs.—Attend to this work and
hasten it as much as possible before the very cold
weather sets in. Planting at thi? season can be
got through much quicker than when left till late
in the year. Protect all plants from destruction
by rabbits and hare.5, if necessary.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Sweet Cherries.—These trees succeed well when
trained fan shape on a west wall. The borders
need extra attention as regards preparation. Good
sweet fibrous loam which has been stacked for more
than twelve months, not chopped up too finely,
together with plenty of lime rubble, burnt turf
and wood-ashes, well mixed together, will grow
good Cherries. See that the diainage is good.
The stations ihould be fully 2 J feet deep, the sub-
soil well broken up, and quite inches of old bricks,
broken up, placed at the bottom, and covered with
turf, grass side downwards, or some strawy mat-;rial
to prevent the drainage from becoming clogged
with the new soil. Select healthy young trees and
plant rather firmly. Good varieties to plant are
Rivers' Early, Bigarreau Napoleon, Kent Bigar-
reau. Black Tartarian, and Archduke.

The Kitchen Garden.

Asparagus Beds.—Tlie tops of the plants
should now be cut down, using a pair of garden
shears for the work. Clean the surface well,
removing weeds and dead rubbish. If the surface
is heavy, gently loosen the top, following on with
a good dressing of half-decayed manure. Mark
out the beds, trim up the alleys, placing the soil
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over the manure after making the sides of the beds
good, and leave all neat and tidv. New beds to
be made may be prepared at

' anv convenient
tune. Well trench tha soil, incorporating plenty
of manure with it as the work proceeds, and see
that the drainage is good. The plantmg of fresh
roots should be left till sprmg, just as the new-
growth commences. H. Markuam.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)
Wiotham Park, Barnet.
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The Kitchen Garden.

.Celery.— A portion of the crop is often
damaged by rotting, through excessive moisture,
as the season advances, eipeciallv on heavy soils.
To counteract the evil, sheets of' corrugated iron,
supported by stout wooden stakes and crossbars'
may be run along over part of the trenches, about
a foot above the ridge of the trench. This will
make the trench rainproof. Another plan is to
fix two broad boards on edge, and about 18 inches
apart, by driving in three stout stake . on the outer
side of each board. Then commence lifting part
of the crop with the soil adhering to the roots, and
work in soil—as dry as obtainable—among the
plants as they are set rather thickly in the growing
position between the boards. When the length
of the boards has been filled, bank up some soil
on either side and draw up the boards and stakes,
and so on as far as necessary. This leaves a
well-filled trench (?) of Celery entirely above the
ground level, ensuring perfect drainage. Pro-
tect with litter from frost.

Vegetable Mould.—It is to be feared that a good
deal of valuable vegetable matter is annually
wasted by unthinking cultivators. All vegetable
refuse unfit for animal food should be carefully
husbanded and returned to the soil. The best
time to do this is when it 13 in a semi-decomposed
condition, whether the decomposition has been
hastened by the addition of lime or by a purely
natural process. Better late than never, however';
and those who have allowed the mass to become
pure soil should spread it on the surface of vacant
quarters and dig it in, where it will be in a condition
for the plants to assimilate right away in the spring.
Weeds must be well mixed with quicklime for
some time before being thus utilised.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.
Morello Cherries.—These, like Peaches, bear

their fruits on the young wood of the previous
year's growth, so that the mode of pruning neces-
sary is much the same for both. Go over the trees,
removing any diseased parts, and thin out wherever
there is overcrowding. Then proceed to lay in
as much young wood as can be supplied with air
and light when in full foliage again. When nailing,
slacken and renail any branches that are being
held too tightly.

Figs can only be grown in the open in favoured
localities, and even there should receive protection
in severe weather. With this end in view, detach
the branches from the wall and tie them loosely
in bundles, so that protection by mats, sacking,
straw. Broom, or Bracken may be given moie
readily when severe weather threatens.

Plants Under Glass.

Carnations.— Perpetual-flowering Carnations, if

they have been well grown, will, with the aid of
very little fuel, during the next few months
furnish a lot of high-class blooms. These plants
resent coddling, a temperature of from 45'' to 50°
suiting them best. Keep on a little ventilation
night and day, except during frost or when the
weather is wet or foggy. Keep a sharp look-out
for aphis, and vaporise promptly if seen.

Chrysanthemums.—The Autumn Queen is now
at liei best. All feeding should now be stopped.
If blooms incline to damp off, warm the pipes
slightly during the day, giving a l.ittle ventilation;
this will produce a buoyant atmosphere and dispel
damp.
Sweet Violets.—Remove all decaying foliage,

I ut away all runners, and give ample ventilation
day and night, except in severe weather ; then
afford piotection.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Tulips.—Experience has proved that
Tulips planted now are less liable to " fire " than
those planted early in autumn. Plant about
4 inches deep, with the bulbs 6 inches to 9 inches
apait. Where the soil is heavy, each bulb should
be covered with a tiowelful of clean sand. Beware
of mice in hard weather.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomficld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN G.\RDEN.
HOW TO STORE CABBAGES (C.).-JIuch trouble isexpenencecl nj some districts where the climate 1^ sever!m getting Cabbages to withstand the winter's frost aniram. .4 good plan is to store the Cabbages in p°te andcover them with earth. Only the hard, compact headsshould be se eeted for thus storing. Trim Xthe halt-withered or broken outer leaves at the base and placethe Cabbages, liead, stem and root entire, in a trenchabout 18 inches deep and about the same in Vidth Packthe heads downwards, the roots upward, and cover "^dthearth to a sufTcient depth to exclude frost The rratsstanding upward must, of course, be carefulls coveredwith soil, as well as the heads buried in the trench WT^ena tabbap is required in course of the winter, all one hasto do IS to scrape off a littlebf the soil, seize hold of a rootor stem and pull the Cabbage out. Cover the pa?tdisturbed with a little fresh earth every time a Cabbage

IS removed. When taken out the Cabbage™ -in beSquite fresh (after one or two of the outer leaves are re-moved). Stored thus m Kovember, they wUl generaflvkeep sound until JIarcT. Cabbages can also be
°
tored

»°r,H 5r"h" '""'• "'*'
P"?' embedded in a mound of ^arthand the heads covered with straw thatch to keep out theram and frost. This method of storing answers well

w-ith some of the softer varieties, which do not keep 0^16so well when pitted as described above.

FLOWER GARDEN.
ALPINES IN A DRY MORAINE (D. C. M.).~lt was in

the nature of a fundamental error, perhaps, to construct
the moraine n-ithout arranging for a supply of water under
control, since the drainage, greativ accelerated bv thecomponent parts of the moraine, would but increase the
sufferings and probable failures of the plants. The moraine
in Nature is usually seen at the foot of a glacier.and mulched
by the debns and watered in summer by the melting of
the eternal snows provides conditions suitable to the
plant life possible. In the circumstances named a morame
constructed on strictly moraine principles is not likelv
to be a permanent success with you ; hence we would
advise a modification of the existuig conditions, an im-
portant Item being tlie reduction of the stone chips by at
least one-half, replacing these with loam and peat in about
equal parts. We take it that with no water provided the
bed was not made watertight. If tliat view is correct
the arrangement would be permanently benefited bv a
fresh start, removing the whole.of the materials and plants
and so puddling the bottom and sides w-ith clay that a
watertight condition to w-ithin a few inches of the plants'
roots was made to exist, the water to be supplied
periodically from a hose-pipe. Above the clay a 6-inch
thick layer of peat w-ould assist to retain moi,sture and its
upward moyement being then a matter of course the
sufferings of the plants would be reduced to a minimum
In any case, you should so arrange matters that in con-
junction with the puddled bottom a state of saturation
exists occasionally m the peat layer. Without some such
arrangement, the water supplied by hand so rapidly
passing away is doing harm r,ather than good If the
above suggestion is not now practicable, the alternative
is a soil and moraine mixture in equal parts, as first noted.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE CORNELIAN CHERRY (Ilchester).—T:he specunen

received for determination is the Cornelian Cherry (Cornus
Mas). Tlie fruits are sometimes eaten on the c'ontinent.
but they do not appear to iiave been used in this country.
Reports regarding their value as an article of food differ
widely: some say that they make palatable pies, tartsand
jellies, whereas others say that they ar.- decidedly dis-
agreeable. The raw fruits offer no attractions c-i-en to
children, and it would be wise to experiniiiit with them
on a very small scale before going to much expense or
wasting sugar upon them. It is probable that the best
use for them would be for jelly.

.MISCELLANEOUS.
PHYSALIS FRUITS (J. F).~-lt is not known that the

fruits of either Piiysalis Francheti or P. .\ikekcngi can
be used for food, although the fruits of P. peruviana are
edible and are made into jam. The last-named is. however,
a very different plant with sweetish fruits. Under the
circumstances it would be unwise to use the fruits, for,
although they may not be poisonous, thev may possess ,

properties deleterious to some constitutions. The fruits
of the common Barberry (Berheris vulgaris! are edible
and used for jelly. They have a sharp taste and misht
be suitable for the purpose you have in mind. Failing
that, it is probable that a chemist would be able to supplv
you with a suitable tincture. Physalis belongs to Sola-
nacea>. an Order including several plants with higlily
poisonous fruits. For this reason alone it is advisable to
exercise considerable care in introducin? the fruits of a
plant such as Phjsalis. about which little is knon-n, for food.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—H. M.—l. Primus species,
semi in flower: 2, Anindinaria Fortune! ('?). specunen too
scrappy for identification: 3, (iaultlieria nummularioides.

W.S.—1, Almond (Prunus Amygdalus) : 2. Cornus
capitatus: a, Helleborus corsicus. E. H. B.—Clematis
\'iticella var. rubra.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B.S.A.

I

N my postbag I find a letter from " Furness
"

taking me to task over the " calory " stunt.

I do not propose shirking my duty, and

therefore give here my views on the matter

raised in the reader's letter.

On Calories.—" One pound of average beef,

no hone," nritcs my correspondent, " has a calory

value of 1,219 ; eight 20z. eggs have a calory

value of 624 ; sixteen 2oz. eggs (calory value

1,248) cost 6s. 5d., and ilb. of average beef, no

bone, costs is. lod. Is it not better to keep

damaged corn for raising meat and bacon (ilb.

has calory value of 2,708 and costs 2s. 3d.) than

for food of such low value as an egg ? If the

above comparisons are incorrect, would you

inform me through The Garden ? " In the

first place, I do not consider as correct the calories

given to the various foods by our learned (?)

professors, whose posts at the beginning of the

war should have been taken by practical and

progressive livestock specialists who knew their

subject thoroughly. You cannot, in my opinion,

feed a C III. nation on the present calory system,

nor can you successfully ration the public if the

foundation is a false one. True, you can give each

civilian 2oz. of butter each' week and other foods

in like proportion, and all may for .the time be

satisfied. The latter is so because rationing is

more convenient than food queues.

Food Values.—The calory chart has ever been

the pet " mascot " of the Board of Agriculture,

the JMinistry of Food and the Food Production

Department. It rules the whole roost ! If \ou

visit the Ministry of Food, you will see on the wall

a huge calory chart in pretty colours. So large

is it that you cannot see the wall for the chart.

Every froblem is governed by that table of food

values, and the sums are worked out to a formula

on paper. Dripping has per pound a calory value

of 4,186, and it is difficult to get it even on the

chart without continuing it in the next column.

Home food production was in the early days,

when the calory professors were top-dog, decided

entirely by calories. The poultry-keeper has

bis charts of calorics for the foodstuffs given to

his layers. He also has his tables of food values.

But he has cancelled them long since, knowing

that they could not hold good in the case of " war "

foods. Who knows but that the terrible influenza

epidemic is not the result of trying to feed a C III.

nation on " calories "' ? To maintain health one

needs variety in foodstuffs, and that is not possible

where you are rationed by rule of thumb, unless

one has the money to bu\ on the unrationed

market.

Self -Supporting.— The Government's policy

from the start should have been " Grow your own
food." It should have been each person's war

duty to have made the family as far as possible

self-supporting. When war broke out our home
food-producing industries were tottering ; there

was panic everywhere. No lead came from the

officials for a long time, not until the producers

had been steadied by their specialist journals.

My help to the poullry industry "was in the form

of Press interviews. I wTote or 'phoned repre-

sentatives of every London newspaper, fixed up
interviews, and gave each a little story about the

British hen. These stories were typed out and

ready for each caller, and each had an " exclusive "

message to its readers. The provincials copied

(as I had guessed would happen) from the London
newspapers, and the propaganda was complete.

That w'as the move that steadied our home poultry

producers and started the boom in poultry

production. With Lord Selborne as head of the

Board of Agricultm-e, the poultry industry went
forward; but when this present regime came into

power, with it was antagonism to the smaller live-

stock. The result we see to-day in the dumping
in these isles of ; foreign bacon, meat- and eggs,

after all the lessons this terrible war has taught us.

Halfpenny Eggs.—This brings mc to the ques-

tion raised by " Furness," who has placed the

cost of sixteen eggs at 6s. 5d., or 5d. per egg.

He might have increased this amount to los.,

taking each egg at 7id. To argue on the present

price of eggs, however, is but to start with a false

foundation. Only the idiotic policy of the Govern-
ment officials has sent eggs soaring up to 7jd.

each. Poultry food profiteering was encouraged

merely to kill the hen, which in the eyes of the >

officials would appear to live solely on human
grade gi'ain. It may be of interest to " Furness "

to know that in pre-war days it was customsu^y

for poullry-keepers to produce eggs at the very

low cost of one halfpenny each. Supposing,

then, on my own policy of " grow your own food
"

it now co~ts but one penny per egg, that would
have been at the rate of is. 4d. per pound. The
Government policy all along should have been the

encouraging of small producers to " feed their

families " as far as possible, thus relieving the

call on imported foods. The economical egg

would have ranked foremost, because there are

few who cannot keep half a dozen laying hens
even in the smallest backyard. The lack of a

garden does not even seem to be a drawback,
judging by the innumerable poultry plants I

have visited on the roofs of houses and business

buildings in the heart of London. You can keep
a few hens where a pig would be out of place.

Bacon v. Eggs.—I do not wish in any way
to lower the flag of the Irishman's rent-payer

in my stand for the British hen. My standard
volume, • Pig-keeping on Money-making Lines,"

published in 1917, sets out clearly the war-time
claims of the pig. The following quotation there-

from may interest " Furness "
:

" Few animals
give a quicker return for food consumed, and no
animal is more prolific than the sow." And as

I was responsible for securing Government support

f..r the hutch rabbit, my correspondent will see

that I am not unduly favoming the hen. By all

means let us* have home-produced beef, but my
main interest lies in the rapid-producing smaller

livestock which can place foodstuffs quickly on
the market and continue with a never-ending
supply. The new-laid egg, though so small,

was the means of stopping many North Country
food riots early in the year. With the public

patriotic to the hilt and willing to do anything
asked of them, the Government missed a splendid

opportui)ity of nursing that spirit and turnuig

their services to full use. ."Wl the old-time preju-

dices disappeared, and we saw intensive poultry-

houses on the lawn and rabbit hutches in the

coach-house. The Government's plan should

surely have been to have gathered in and stored

stocks of foodstuffs for the nation's livestock, and
kept the supplies well on the heavy side.

Egg Prices Fixed.—While in the official mind
eggs are a nonentity, it takes a deal of explaining

the reason why the Government has imported
recently such large numbers of foreign preserved

eggs. And after letting the profiteering in poultry

foods go for so long unchecked, the Ministry of

Food has now decided to fix the prices of eggs

at 5d. and 5^d. each. Will it have cause to

be surprised when new-laids become extinct and
when the public, not knowing the pros and cons

of the case, become " noisy " in consequence ?

" Furness " can rest assured that I am not putting

the hen against the pig. The new rationing scheme
is fresh in my mind, and I know too well that the

pig has been shamefully handled. And what a

muddle the Ministry of Food has again made !

First it announced that all pigs would have to

be killed by Christmas. Then came a pause

and the announcement that pigs need not

be killed if . . . This Yes-No-Yes policy

of the Ministry is indeed irritating, and a lot of

school-children could do better. The officials

must surely be likened to weather-cocks ! Perhaps
their announcements are irritating or sympathetic

^according to how they feel after their breakfast

has digested.

Rations for Poultry.—The new general ration-

ing scheme referred to (particulars of which have
just been issued) provides for cattle, horses, and
pigs, but for fhe latter the Ministry of Food says

that foodstuffs cannot be guaranteed after the end
of the year. As regards poultry, we are told that

should supplies render it possible, arrangements will

be made to allow very limited quantities of bran and
middlings to those poultry-keepers who are not

included in the special rationing scheme. This

decision proves that my hard fight for the British

hen was in every way warranted. I mistrusted

the Government's sympathy, and declared all along

that the poultry rationing schemes were but two-

edged and piurposely made misleading. All along

I have urged my readers to buy in a six montns'
store of poultry foods while the same were avail-

able, and my advice has been sound. I hope one

and all have carried out my suggestion.

A Suggestion.—It will be remembered that

there \vere to be two schemes, one for " super "

hens, which would be guai'anteed 40Z. of food

per bird per diem, and the other for those ruled

out, which might get a certaui amount of food.

The officials spoke of loz. and sometimes 20Z.

for the latter class, evidently as a little " sop
"

to the poultry public. The "super" hens are

.'.till awaiting the Government's standard mixtures,

and they will have to wait and starve, I si|ppose.

Tne " sujier " scheme in Scotland has not even

been worked out, so that it will be ages before

Scottish owners get the Government rations.

That is the way the officials execute all then-

schem.es. "Muddle, muddle, muddle" is the

keynote ! All my readers are advised to buy in

a six months' store of poultry foodstuffs and to

maintain such a stock by periodical buyings.

Foods are now available, and the time to purchase

them is before the " super " scheme gets actually

started. The genera! rationing scheme is indefinite.

As I guessed, there is no actual ration or promise

of same for hens outside the 40Z. per diem " supers,"

but bran and middlings will be set aside for such

if supplies render it possible. .At the same time

Sir Daniel Hall tells us that food supplies ma\
be better in the spring or summer of 191Q. Let

us keep om- store cupboards full, feed our hens

with care and wisdom, and, above all, hold on to

all stocks. Let us. too, hope on and fight on

for the British hen !
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As we go to press on the morning of No\-ember 1 1 we hear the glad tidings that war is over. On this the day of
Victory we place on record our glad and grateful thanks to the Giver of All Good Things. Through more than four
grey years it has been our aim and resolute purpose to maintain the interest in horticulture in all its branches, and.
so far as lay in our power, to " make two blades of grass grow where one grew before." The horticultural world
has given her sons freely for the great cause, and can be justly proud of the good work it has performed since August,
1914- We could fill many paragraphs, not to say columns, of our journal by merely recounting the charitable side
of Its efforts. We prefer, however, to deal solely with the practical work wth the spade that has been done throughout
the length and breadth of " this dear, dear land " during the whole period of the war. Park lands were given over
to the plough

;
beautiful gardens which must have been very dear to their owners were turned into Potato patches

derehct land was claimed and converted into allotments, and the man with the spade proved himself a worthy supporter
of the man with the rifle. Truly the horticultural world has a right to lift up its voice in the general' rejoicings

The L9rd God pl.nnted a garden
In the first white days of the world,

And He set there an angel warden
In a garment of light enfurled.

So near to the peace of Heaven
The hawk might nest with the wren.

For there in the cool of the even
God walked with the first of men.

And I dream that these garden closes

With their glades and their sun-flecked sod

And their lilies and bowers of roses

Were laid by the hand of God.

The kiss of the sun for pardon,

The song of the birds for mirth,

One is nearer God's- Heart in a gafden
Than anywhere else on earth.

God's Garden," by Dorothy Frances Giirnev.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES AND
LOGANBERRIES.

nPHE name of an ancient host has become pro-

verbial in legendary history from his simple

manner of making his guests comfortable in bed.

He kept only one size of bedstead ; if his guest

was too short, he stretched him ; if too tall, he

lopped him to fit. It has often struck me that

the ways of ninety-nine out of every hundred

gardeners are similarly Procrustean. They fit

plants forcibly into a ready-made, cast-iron system,

instead of adapting their system to a plant's

natural needs. A plant may advertise its needs

hourly under their eyes and meet with no intelligent

response. What is commoner, for instance,

than a Strawberry ? There is a Strawberry

patch in almost every garden in the land. Yet

how very few think out the reason of a Straw-

berry's increase by " runners " or cultivate it in

accordance with the reason. Everyone knows
that it sends out runners to reproduce itself, but

that is not the only reason. A plant which, like

the Strawberry, multiplies by both seed and runners

is proclaiming aloud that fresh soil is vital to it, that

it must, by one means or the other, migrate from

its old ground. Now, the research of our best

agricultural chemists—as at Rothamsted—has

proved that the continued fertility of a soil

lies in the presence of elements which exist in

minute traces and are quickly absorbed by plants.

These cannot be restored, in our present knowledge,

by the application of nitrogenous, phosphatic or

potassic manures, natural or artificial, but only

by fallowing, i.e., by the slow action of sun, rain

and frost. The parent Strawberry has partly or

wholly exhausted these tiny elements and is sending

out its children into the bit of fallow between the

rows to find this necessary food. It follows that

the ordinary plan, of keeping a Strawberry-bed

unbroken for two, three, or even four years ij

unthoughtful. It is also wasteful, because the

manurf applied annually can be used elsewhere

to much greater advantage. It follows, too.

that the old " lazy-bed " plan of pegging dow-n

the best runners here and there between the old

plants had reason in it, though it was too untidy.

The right way, undoubtedly, is to grow the Straw-

berry as an annual, and, where the acreage is

enough to afford it, on the same ground only once

every five or six years. Enough maiden plants

—

this is essential—should be kept every year fo/

runners by pinching out all bloom, and the runners,

laid into small pots or on bits of fresh turf, should

be ready to plant out the last week in July. The
usual date-—well on in August or even September

—

is quite too late. Plant them a foot apart in

the rows, the second row a foot from the first,

and the plants in it triangled, i.e., opposite the

spaces in the first row. Leave 2 feet between

the second and tliird rows, and so on, to make a

series of narrow beds, almost solid with plants

and easily netted and Accessible. By this culti-

vation, which is really the least troublesome

when once the routine is started, a quality, a

solidity and a weight per yard of fruit are obtain-

able which must be seen to be believed. One of

the very best and possibly the most experienced

of our professional gardeners saw my bed one

September and asked how old the plants were.

When I answered that they were runners of the

same July, he looked at me long and curiously,

for he is a courteous man and would not accuse

me pf a mistake, much less of an untruth. I think

readers who will adopt this cultivation will be

similarly surprised. Objectors vjjU say that plenty

of fruit is obtainable from older plants ; my reply

is that it is inferior fruit and, in the long run,

more expensive. Whether the big market growers

could adopt this system I do not profess to say. I

do know that the average market Strawberry is a

poor, half-hollow thing for which I have no use. I

am not discussing varieties ; soil and taste must
determine these. But I would say that if anyone

who has a fairly strong soil and does not know
President will try it on this system, he will be well

contented with its quality and long succession of

fruit.

Much of the foregoing is applicable also to the

Raspberry. The roving nature of its increase

demonstrates its appetite for fresh soil, and that,

however convenient, it is irrational to confine it

to one stool for years on end. Far finer fruit

and a much greater strength of cane result from

letting it wander at will, and many gardens have

a half-shady, moist space where this can be

allowed without being an eyesore. I would point

out a way of making a new plantation which is per-

fectly successful and saves a whole year, yet seems

quite unknown. Here we set out the new ground

in April, digging the requisite number of holes

and watering them well. Then with a sharp spade

we lift the strongest of the young, outlying growths

about 6 inches high, with a square, compact clod

of soil, drop them quickly into the prepared holes,

and tread firmly. They grow right away without

flagging, and fruit the same summer without

any cutting down. This plan, of course, can be

carried out " on the premises " only ; the green

plants cannot be sent away. It is most necessary

to find a Raspberry to suit the soil. The much-
praised Superlative, for example, cannot be

induced to behave itself here on any terms. My
personal taste is for round fruits rather than long

;

I find them juicier and better flavoured.

About the Loganberry I have only one contri-

bution, but perhaps a useful one, to make. Why.
in every book and paper, is it said to be propagated

by bending down the cane and rooting its tip, a

method which gives just one plant per cane ?

Here we simply chop the ripe canes into lengths

and plant them just like Black Currant cuttings,

with a couple of eyes underground. They root

freely, and we have given away hundreds of plants.

It really looks as though some confederacy wished

to keep up the price ! I have tried every one of

the . new " berries " advertised, and pronounce

them, one and all, to be quite inferior to the original

Loganberry. Imperfect fertilisation is the trouble

with nearly all, and one or two are nothing

bt^t Blackberries.—G. H. Engleheart, Dinton,

Salisbury, Wilts.

THE WOODEN RAKE.

TJESIDES its chief purpose as a hay-rake, the

wooden rake is in constant use about a garden.

As with other local industries, when simple imple

ments were made in the places where they were to

be used, the wooden rake has sadly deteriorated.

I had to buy a new one in the simimer. The first

time it was used one of the end teeth " went,"

and I found that instead of being of a bit of touijh

wood with a straight-running grain, it was of

some rubbishy white wood, formed, I suppose by

the thousand, by some mechanical means. There

were saw-marks all round the tooth, looking as if

it had been punched out by some round-ended tool

with a saw edge. No wonder it could not stand, for

the grain of the wood ran diagonally across. An
old countryman would always expect the teeth of

his rake to be of Blackthorn. We had no Black-

thorn handy, so I put in a new tooth of a bit of

tough Ash. The first dental casualty was quickly

followed by another. It was not only the teeth that

were at fault in this badly made tool, for at the

place where the handle divides to go on towards

the head, where a strip of sheet metal is tacked
on to stop further splitting, this was so carekssK
adjusted and left with such rough, sharp, projecting

edges that a piece of leather had to be put over to

protect the hand. Formerly, when communica-
tion was unimpeded, I used to get my wooden rakes
from Kent, where they were well made and of a
better pattern than those sold in my district in

West Surrey. In the Kentish rake the two prongs
of the handle spring upwards from the head, giving

more space for what is gathered, and this form gives

a certain elasticity, a feeling of a lively spring in

using the tool. It is some time now since I had any
of these Kentish rakes, but I hope the good tradition

of their making may have been preserved.—G. J.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES AND CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS.

T^HE premature rumour of peace reached even
this secluded spot last night, November 7,

and surely the Millennium must be at hand when
Mr. Beckett and I, who have been friendly foes

for so long, have begun to be polite to each other

in The Garden. But I do really love his Michael-

mas Daisies, though I cannot think why Coombe-
fishacre is described as " flesh colour " in some
catalogues. All I can say is, if the flesh of anyone
in my household were such a hue I should at once

send for the doctor from the next village. (This

place is so healthy, doctors cannot live here. It is

one of the villages of which it is said :
" Folks

there don't die till they want to "
; and of the

neighbouring hamlet, the old folk-tale is told

—

which prevails also concerning Coombe Martin in

Devon—of the old man of seventy weeping because

his father—" ninety some odd, he don't rightly re-

member "—has thrashed the seventy year old

son " for throwing stones at his gran'feyther.")

I am glad I did not see the hairy horrors and

monstrosities in the way of Chrysanthemums at

the last Royal Horticultural Society^s show, of

which I read in the newspapers. Chrysanthe-

mums are flowers I dislike more and more every

year. They smell so unpleasant and look so

artificial that they are the most easy to copy

without detection (I made lots of paper ones

long ago). The only ones I like now are the single

Daisy-like ones in the garden. But the Michael-

mas Daisies beat them there because the latter

last so much better. What we seem to lack is a

yellow Michaelmas Daisy. Now, ye great growers,

give your minds to this and let me. see one before

I die. I pray you.

—

Anne -Amateur.

EMPEROR CABBAGE.
TS this a record ? I sowed some seed of

Webb's Emperor Cabbage on July i this year,

and cut some splendid Cabbages on October 22.

The ground was well manured, and after the

plants had established themselves I applied liquid

manure. I then gave them a top-dressing of chicken

manure, wliich was washed in by heavy rain.

—

J. Cowley, Court Street. Leamington.

GLOBE ARTICHOKES IN THE WILD
GARDEN.

TN his interesting notes " From a Western

Seaboard " Sir Herbert Maxwell mentions

Cynara Scolymus, a form of the Globe .Artichoke,

as a handsome plant in the border. It is really

worthy of a plaee there, and more especially is

it at home in the wild garden, where its tall stems

and interesting flowering gkibes are seen to perfec-

tion ; in fact, when planted in proximity to so<ne

of the tall-growing Bambobs and Pampas Grasses

it is quite Oriental in its effect. Writing of Pampas

Grasses reminds me of a very striking group seen

in the shrubbery this season. It was composed of

two varieties of Pampas Grass—the tall argenteuni

and the dwarf. Bertinni, alternated with clumps
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of Tritoraas and Hyacinthus candicans. It

makes one feel pleased that there is such a place

as the wild garden, where the want of labour,

at any rate, is not quite so much felt. Autumn

tints were not quite so much in evidence in the

wild garden this season, probably owing to the

want of that nip of frost in the mornings which

IS so conducive to nicely ripened wood and leaves.

Instead, we had pelting rains morning, noon and

night, and the marvel is that at last (at any rate

in our district) the crops are safely gathered in

ai>d are really not so bad as our at one time de-

spondent spirits would have us believe.—(Gunner)

J. McGran, The Gardens, Coodham, Kilmarnock.

\ FINE CROP OF ONION CRANSTON'S

EXCELSIOR.

U.WING been a constant reader of Thk Gar-

den for man\ years, I thought the enclosed

photograph of-Onions might be of interest to you.

The seed was that of Cranston's Excelsior. Out of a

2s. packet of seed wc pricked off 1,300 plants, and,

when lifted, the bulbs weighed 1,3051b. They

are all good and sound. The seed was sown on

January z on a very little bottom-heat and

planted out on May i, the bed being tvell trenched

and lined in the bottom with turf and cow-manure.

—

William \jVIiDDLETON (Gardener to J- Bell-Irving,

Esq., of Milkbank), Milkbanh Gardens, Lockerbie.

BOTTLED PEAS.

TN spite of the world-wide turmoil and trouble.

The Garden comes to greet me and is always

welcomed ; and as proof of the fact that my perusal

of it ii .thorough, an item under "Answers to

Correspondents " in yotu: issue of August 3 did

not escape my notice. I propose to take issue

with you regarding the answer given, in whicli

you say, " We cannot recommend preserving

Peas by bottling." If not, why not ? My wife

never bottled them when we lived in England,

but she does now. because jur Pea season in New
Jersey is so short, ending with July. For some
years past we ha\'e always had Peas on Christmas

Day, as well as on some other winter davs, and

if friends are present I am apt to proudly boast

that the Peas before them were grown in my garden

and gathered last June. Here is the method,

and it has never failed us yet : Use pint or quart

Mason jars, as preferred, glass-topped ones being

the best, and sterilise them before using. Put

the shelled Peas in the jars, adding a teaspoonful

of salt to each quart jar, and let cold water run

into the jars till it overflows. Put on the rubber

and glass top, but not too tightly, and stand the

jars of Peas in a large pot or boiler. Boil for

three consecutive hours on one day, or one hour

each day for three successive days. Either method
gives the same result. When boiling is completed,

tighten the tops to make the jars absolutely air-

tight, and store in a dry, cool place. We do Beans

in the same way with success, but we still practise

the old method of salting some down in crocks.

—

.\rthur Herrington, Madison, New Jersey.

[Our correspondent is indeed fortunate. In-

numerable complaints reach us that bottled Peas

and Beans will not keep. The experts by whom
we are advised " that bottling is not to be recom-

mended '* are of opinion that in 90 per cent,

of the cases where it is tried, failure results owing
to it being almost impossible by ordinary methods
to prevent fermentation taking place. There
are methods, by the use of fhemicals, that prevent

this, but we do not advocate these, as opinions

differ as to their advisability. We should like

more detailed particulars of Mr. Herrington's

process, especially as to whether the Peas and
Beans retain their flavour, and colour after three

hours' boiling.—Ed.]

DO POTATOES GIVE RISE TO NEW AND
DISTINCT VARIETIES BY BUD-VARIATION ?

Hv ARTHUR \V. SUTTON, J.P., F.L.S.

[The following notes arc taken from the paper read by Mr. Sutton al the recent Potato Exhibition
and Conference at Ormskirk. In view of the recent correspondence which has appeared in our pages,

this subject will be followed with special interest.—Ed.]

by bud-variation -is a fact we are all intimateh'

acquainted with. The variety, i.e., the individual
Potato plant, remains identically the same, but by
processes of which Nature to a great extent keeps
the secret some external modifications are pro-
duced, but even then there is no duly attested

instance in which such modification has affected

anything more than the colour of the skin of

the tubers. I know that this is just the point

upon which the whole question turns, but I

have no hesitation whatever in repeating that
no other kind of variation has ever been re-

corded where the claims made rest upon duly
attested evidence.

THE subject of this paper has probably
been selected in consequence partly of

recent correspondence in the horti-

cultural Press, in . which one or more
writers have claimed to possess new and

distinct varieties of Potatoes, which were supposed
to have arisen by bud-variation. But it was Mr.
Cuthbertson who first replied—and replied most
effectively—to the claims made, I merely endorsing
what he had said and adding further notes from
my own experience.

In the first place we have, of course, to be very
exact in regard to the terms used and the meaning
we attach to them, not forgetting that to others

A READER S CROP OF ONIOX CRANSTOX's K.XCELSIOR.

'he terms
^

may, from habit of custom, con\o\-
Somewhat different meanings.

This will be seen in the use of the word " varie-

ties." What do we actually mean by varieties

of Potatoes ? For all practical purposes and to

all practical growers a variety is a Potato whicli
is as distinct from all others in regard to its identity

as any one child may be when the parents are the
happy progenitors of a dozen or more children.

In such a family there may be, and there often

is, far more family resemblance between the
children than can be discovered between seedling

Potatoes raised from one Potato apple or berry,

even when this is the result of self-fertilisation

and not of any cross between two distinct parental
forms.

If we accept " new and distinct varieties of

Potatoes " to mean distinct varieties, or sorts,

in the sense above defined, then no one here
probably will for a moment imagine that there
is any but an absolutely negative reply that can
be given to the question we are considering. And,
really, to apply any other meaning to the term
" varieties " is a waste of time.

But that wliat might more correctly be termed
" variations "—rather than varieties—do occur

The change of colour may be either an addition
of more colour or a loss of colour, but generally
the latter. The following are among the instances
best known to us all :

Beauty of Hebron.—This gave a variation by
lo,is of the pink colour of the skin, and we then had
the well-known White Beauty of Hebron, identical
in every character with the original form except
in colour of the tuber. It was still Beauty of
Hebron

; it could never be anything else.

Fortyfold.—Tliis old favourite with its purple
and white skin also gave rise to a white form,
known as White Fortyfold.

Rector of Woodstock.—This is probably almost
or quite out of cultivation now. It was a wliite

round. Potato raised by the late Robert Fenn,
and introduced by me some forty-two years ago.
It gave rise to a mottled form, known for

distinction as Harlequin, but the variation
was still the same variety and nothing more or
less.

King Edward.—This more recently introduced
Potato occasionally givts tuberj where the pink
colour extends all over the surface and not only
in parts; and there arc other instances which wiil

occur to most of us.
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We must bear in mind that if bud-variation

is at work, it would affect not the whole but only

a portion of the plant, perhaps one stem, oi' more

probably one lateral shoot from one of the stems

of the plant, just as we may often see a side shoot

of a variegated Holly bush more or less coloured

than the other shoots, or similarly, in the case of

Roses, where a colour-sport has occurred, or in

Chrysanthemums, where the same frequently occurs.

But those who claim that new and distinct

varieties have arisen by bud-variation assert

that from^ the earliest stages of growth above

ground the so-called new varieties are wholly

and completely distinct from their neighbours

in the plot.

It is important to remember that if Nature

were actually developing a new and distinct Potato

by bud-variation at or from a single bud on some

portion of the plant, we could not possibly expect

to find all the tubers produced at the base of that

plant had been affected by this process ; the

probability would be that not more than one,

or possibly two tubers would differ from the original

form. The fact, however, that we have been

advised not to remove plants which we call

" vogues " from a crop of Potatoes, because they

may be new and distinct varieties which have

arisen by bud-variation, immediately gives the

lie to the Whole claim, as in every ins.tance where

it is said a new variety has so arisen, the whole of

the tubers at the base of the plant when lifted

differ entirely from the rest of the tubers in the

plot and, moreover, are all like one another.

But we must go back a step further to find the

source of true variation, i.e., variation that would

give rise to a fresh individual or a new and distinct

variety. Nature is one in all essential points,

and the only source from which any new fprm

can arise or (iocs arise is to be found in that process

of Nature which commences with the fertilisation

of the female organ and, followed by the embryonic

stage, gives rise to a new birth. By this means,

and this means alone, do we find that the innumer-

able forms around us have arisen. I am perfectly

safe in saying that in precisely the same manner

as we all recognise that no two human beings

are the same and no two varieties of Potatoes,

however much they resemble one another, are

the same, so have we no record of a single instance

where any individual, whether plant or animal,

has ever lost its identity, nor has its identity

been merged into that of another distinct individual

during the brief course of its existence.

.\nothcr interesting line of study is the com-

parison of the pollen grains of the wild types

of Solanum and the pollen grains of the cultivated

Potato. In every wild type of Solanum so far

examined the pollen grains are of one uniform

type, i.e., elliptical in shape, and the seedlings,

where it is possible to raise seedlings, all resemble

the parent form without any shadow or degree of

difference. They are as absolutely like the parent

plant as are Potatoes which are propagated by

planting " sets " or seed Potatoes. On the other

hand, the pollen grains of any and every cultivated

Potato are totally different and are irregular in

form, and, as we all know, no cultivated Potato

has ever given seedling Potatoes which exactly

reproduce the parental form, even though they

may to some degree present a family likeness,

and yet the seedlings invariably retain their

individuality when propagated by " sets."

If it is asked " Why, then, is it ever supposed

that plants which differ from others in a crop of

Potatoes have arisen by bud-variation ? " the

answer is that it is not sufficiently realised how
difficult it is to obtain any large quantity of seed

tubers absolutely true to name, and araateiirs,

planting the seed they have bought—too often

imperfectly " rogued " during growth and sold

without sufficient expert hand-picking of tlie

tubers—are surprised to find stray plants differing

entirely from the general crop, and the inference

they draw is that distinct varieties have arisen

by bud-variation. The introduction of stray

tubers of Potatoes in the manure applied to the

land is also a frequent source of " rogues " which

may appear in crops.

Drying Potatoes and Potato

Flour
Dried Potatoes.—Select the hard waxy Potatoes.

Wash and (ut them into sections suitable for

frying. Put them, into boiling water. Bring

them to boiling point, drain them at once, and

peel very fine. Spread them on a cloth to dry.

Place them on a baking sheet in a fairly cool oven

to get absolutely dry. When cool, place in bags

and hang them in the kitchen till required for use.

iiNlKANCt 10 IHli HOlANIC G.-^KDEN AT
OXFORD, AND MAGDALEN TOWER.

Another Method of Drying Potatoes.—Proceed
as above, using a floury Potato. These dried

Potatoes can be used for mashed Potatoes, scones,

Potato cake, bread, soup. Potatoes d la maitre

d'hotel, tossed in a frying pan with a little butter

or other fat. with pepper and salt. These
dried Potatoes are a most useful ai-ficJe, and if

properly dried and not burnt will keep a

considerable time if hung in paper bags in the

kitchen.

How to Prepare Potato Flour for Use in Bread-
making.—Scrub and clean thoroughly the Potatoes.

Steam or boil them in their jackets. Scrape

every particle of the Potato out of the skins and
remove any blemish or sign of decay. Then pass

the flour through a sieve or a colander. Next
put the flour on a dish and let it dry over the

plate-rack on the stove. By this method the

flour from the Potato is perfectly dry, and can
be used with Maize or Wheat flour for bread-

making and for thickening sauces and soups.

I send some hints as to the proper way to mix
Rice, Oatmeal or Potato flour with G.R. flour.

The quantity of the Rice, Oatmeal or Potato flour

(or of any mixture of these) should be from one

third to one half of the whole mixture. The
Potato flour is prepared by drying ; the Rice

unpolished and dried like Indian Rice for

curry ; the Oatmeal raw and perfectly dry and
clean. Marie de Joncourt.

OXFORD BOTANIC GARDEN
The view of the handsome gateway designed by
Inigo Jones in the Italian style, and bearing statues

of Charles I. and II., was taken from the garden
in November, 1915. Adjoining are the splendid

Library, Herbarium and Laboratory ; and behind
rises the elegant tower of Magdalen, of which
College Dr. S. H. Vines, F.R.S., is Fellow. And
he has held the Sherardian Professorship of Botany
since migrating from Cambridge in 1888, to the

loss of the sister University. The garden is open
to the public on week-days, and on Sunday after-

noons from May to the end of October. It

was founded in 1632 by the Earl of Danby
" with a view especially to the faculty of medicine,"

and it is the oldest of its kind in this country.

It is supposed that John Tradescant was the

first gardener here. Besides the range of con-

servatories (built' in 1893-4), including houses

for succulents. Palms and a fine collection o*

Water Lilies, the grounds contain a great number
of plants, the majority of which are arranged in

their families.
'

H. S. T.

ROSES AFTER RAIN
Bv WHITE LADY."

THERE can, perhaps, never be a better

opportunity than the present for noticing

wliich Roses are best able to withstand

autumnal rains and early frosts. I can

tell of a walk this morning round a drip-

ping garden where the Michaelmas Dairies and
Chrysanthemums, unless very securely staked,

were hanging their sheaves of blossom to the ground,

being top-heavy with the weight of moisture.

Ill the borders and beds of Roses there were

big patches quite bare of bloom. A group of

IWrs. Aaron Ward, which in June had been so bright

with its fresh yellow buds, I specially noticed had

not a single flower ; and the Pernetianas Rayon
d'Or and Arthur Goodwin had lost not only their

blooms, but a considerable amount of their foliage
;

this, no doubt, was owing to the depredations

of that evil disease black spot, to which thes

Roses are prone.

It is pleasanter, however, to write of the

varieties which, in spite of the recent heavy

and persistent rains, were still managing tu

push forth some quite respectable flowers, than

to tell of the havoc wrought among those that

have not proved .so reliable in adversity. The
first Roses that caught my eye were on a pillar

of Climbing Lady Ashtown, which, though it had

lost much of its foliage, was =till flowering with

considerable freedom. ^A group of Mme. Abel

Chatenay near by was covered with buds which,

if picked and allowed to open in water, will come

out into flowers almost as perfect as those of the

summer ; there are few better autumnals than

this miiversal favourite. Further down the border

some tall sprays of the beautiful and brilliant-

coloured Mrs. E. G. Hill were opening their gay
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pink blossoms, apparently wholly untroubled by

the moisture above and below them. Due Alex

de Luxembourg and Mrs. Waketield Christie-Miller,

both of somewhat similar colour to Mrs. E. G. Hill,

but neither so floriferous nor nearly so graceful,

were also among the Roses which were putting up

a good fight against atmospheric conditions.

Mme. Leon Pain, though covered with buds, had

decided that it was too much to be expected that

she should open them, only to have them drowned

by the mists and rains.

Among the red Roses, Red-Letter Day, with its

usually almost scarlet blossoms, now of a dusky-

crimson ; Hugh Dickson, Dora Van Tets and

Laurent Carle were among the best. General

McArthur and Mrs. Edward Powell had quite a

sprinkling of fiowers, but their bright crimson

has lost a good deal of its brilliancy. Corallina,

coral pink, as the name suggests, on the other

hand, is covered now with upstanding stems of

buds and blossoms of much brighter colouring

than those of the summer. Comtesse du Cayla,

usually so good in autumn, had only a bud here

and there of its inco.nparable and indescribable

shades of rose, orange and terra-cotta. This

may possibly be because last winter we moved
some big bushes, which were left practically un-

pruned, and they have resented this uprooting.

Mrs. Wemyss Quinn (Pernetiana) is almost the

only yellow Rose which appears able to resist the

autumn rains. All the yellow and golden Roses

love warmth and sunshine, and, even if they flower

at this time of year, their blooms are usually dull

and colourless ; but Mrs. Wemyss Quinn is still

producing buds and flowers of quite a deep yellow

shade, which withstand the rain successfully. The
little orange yellow Herzogin Marie Antoinette

also flowers quite late in the autumn and does not

deteriorate in colour. This little Rose, though

too small for bedding purposes, is a delightful

variety for buttonholes, and though it never makes
a great display at any one time, yet throughout

the summer and autumn there are almost always

some well-shaped, fine-coloured buds to be found

on the small group of this variety. The fragrant

and lovely Ophelia, though so tender and delicate

of hue, manages to bring many flowers to perfec-

tion even when the atmosphere is laden with

moisture.

.Among white Roses, the two which were

nialdng a brave show in the garden were Frau
Karl Druschki and the more elegant Mrs. Herbert

Stevens.

Some of the Polyantha Pompons seem imper-

vious to wet. The little cherry crimson Jessie is

never so good a colour in the heat of summer as

it is in the dull days of autumn, and I noticed

to-day that a small bed of Katharine Zeimet is

covered with fragrant white blossoms.

The Rev. J. H. Pemberton's Moonlight is a

splendid autumn bloomer, making at tliis seasor

huge sprays of dark foliage surmounted by clusters

of creamy white flowers. Irish Elegance is far

the best of the singles for autumn ; the buds open
a better colour out of doors at this time of year
than they do when the summer sun shines on them,
quickly turning their beautiful tints of terra-cotta,

apricot and rose to a washy pink. This is a
cliarming variety to arrange with the brilliantly

coloured autumn foliage of such* Roses as nitida

and some of the rugosas.

Mrs^A. E. Coxhead ought perhaps to have been
included in the group of red Roses which can be
recommended for a wet and dull season. It is

almost unique, I think, among Roses, from the fact

that in the summer, in spite of its fragrance and
excellent shape, the colour is of so dull a magenta
red as to be unpleasing, while in autumn it makes
quite a pleasant bright patch of light crimson
I lossoms.

Select Michaelmas Daisies

By E. H. JENKINS.

A P.ART from their high decorative value in

f\ the garden, the Starworts are particularly

/ % useful in the cut state. In a large

^~~"^ degree, however, the full-length panicles
' *of flowers cut from near the ground-

level can only be put to a restricted use ; hence

those who cultivate a collection may like to know
that the "stopping" or "pinching" of a certain

number of shoots on any clump will result in

a greater number of other shoots of smaller size,

which will prove invaluable for vase decoration,

while those unstopped may be relegated to more
important work or remain to make the garden

display more imposing still.

VARIETIES.

Omitting for the moment the Italian Starwort

(Aster Amellus) and its forms, which, as

something apart, are not usually referred to as

"Michaelmas" Daisies, we find in these latter

that wealth of variety which, in conjunction with

catalogue brevity and stereotyped descriptions.

rendering them distinct, also stamps them as

ideal amid a host of useful or pretty congeners.

The whites of these please me much, particularly

Delight, Desire (first favourite, perhaps) and

Perfection. These are but 3 feet high, or scarcely

so much, and therefore everybody's plants.

Chastity is taller, but very beautiful. Hon.

Edith Gibbs (4i feet) and King Edward Vll.

(5 feet) are coloured pale blue and mauve respec-

tively. Both are desirable and highly ornamental.

The Novi-Belgii Set, the most prodigal in

variety, have not a stay-at-home rootstock, but.

spreading by means of underground shoots (stolons)

and later forming mat-like masses, quickly

exhaust the soil about them. Hence, for the two

reasons given, more frequent replanting and soil

enriching are desirable to have them at their

best. Bewildering variety renders selection difti-

cult. Climax, of course, is supreme among blues,

the name fitting and appropriate, it would appear
—^whether studiously chosen or not—for its Jate

flowering and size of flower-head, since I hold the

view that no larger-flowered Michaelmas Daisy

is needed. But if Climax would give us a seedling

to open the Novi-Belgii season, we would welcome

A GARDEN OF ROSES. NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT FOR NEXT VEAK's EFFECTS.

puzzle not a few. Hence well-marked character-

istics of the types may assist those who prefer a

select few. For example :

The Cordifolius Set, of small, compact, stay-at-

home rootstock, are also chai'acterised by myriads

of small starry flowers which in the aggregate

afford informal clouds of blue, mauve, lilac or

white of an otherwise indescribable beauty and
charm. In this way a rootstock of 6 inches

diameter may develop a cloud of blossoms 3 feet

or more across. Moral : Give them headroom.
Albulus, white and mauve ; Diana, pale mauve,
long racemes ; ' elegans, soft lilac ; and Ideal,

pale mauve, are the best. They average 4 feet

high, but are of most graceful habit. It is these,

indeed, and the membeis of

The Ericoides Group which afford me the

gi'eatest pleasm'e, and while none surpasses these

twain in their wondrous flower freedom, none also

equals them in elegant grace or garden or decorative

utility. Smaller of rootstock than the first

named and developing a larger head-spread of

lavender or white flowers of common Daisy form
but only half so large, there is wedded to this

inimitable beauty the Heath-like habit which.

this " .\lpha " just as much. A siraong b'.ue

rich and good in colour', is Henry Adams ; it

is an indispensable, the fi.ne p>Taraids 4 feet high.

Among others are Charles Seymour, French grey,

golden-eyed ; Gladys Donnellan, silvery grey
;

Annetta Adams, deep mauve, 2.J feet ; Mrs.

Cecil Davies, soft rose ; Sirius, an indispensable,

ruddy of stem, 3^ feet, the best pink, its branching

habit the best I know, indescribably beautiful

in the garden or the house ; Mrs. J. K. Holnn-s,

deep rose
;
Queen, blush white ; and Mrs. F. J.

Green, mauve and pink. Chastity and White
Climax are good whites, and Beauty of Colwall

the best serai-double blue. The height of the

plants named is 4 feet or so, unless otherwise

stated. The only other gi'oup I ha\'e room to

refer to is that known as

Novae-Angliae.—These have hard woody root-

stocks which spread \'ery slowly, and longer and more
woolly inclined or hairy leaves, the best giving

great colour warmth through October, which in

the border is a great gain. Lil Fardell, Mrs.

J. F. Rayner and Ryecroft Pink are the best of

the " reds " ; Ryecroft Purple and Mrs. S. T.

Wright, rosy piu^ple. the best of other shades.
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APPLES AT WISLEY
By E. a. BUNYARD, F.L.S.

A FTER the short crops in Kent it was

/% refreshing to see the hilltop plantation

/ % at Wisley laden with fruit. Had thin-

^^"^ ning been possible, the quality would have

'

* * been better ; but even as it was, the trees

presented a sight welcome to the pomol^gist's

eye and show what can be done on the light sand

bv careful treatment. The bush trees are, as is

well known, planted in pairs, each variety having

one on Crab stock, the other on Paradise. Since

the days that they were started, our ideas upon

stocks have been clarified, and we now want to

know what land of Paradise, and if the Crab, is a

real Crab or merely a "free" or casual seedling

stock. It would be an experiment of great interest

if, when labour becomes more plentiful, root cuttings

could be taken of each and grown on so that the

stock of each could be identified. Some estimate

could then be formed of their relative value for

such soils as that at Wisley. Even as it is, the

.'\pple of that happy blend of red and russet

which always provokes a good opinion, it is a hardy

and reliable cropper, and the flesh is of Blenheim

style and good during the winter months. The
flavour is particularly attractiv« ; let us say a

slightly more acid Blenheim as an approximation.

I have seen large orchards of this variety in Holland,

and it is there considered resistant to -American

blight. As a standard it makes a nice spreading tree.

From afar the eye is caught by Blue Pcarmain,

an Apple whose heavy bloom on a dark red cheek

gives it that curious " Black Currant and cream "

look that is being developed in Carnations. This

is, however, not a recommendation, but long-

keeping qualities and good cropping powers make
one wonder if it should not be more grown, and not

kept, as it is now, as something to provide a

welcome headline for reporters of fruit shows.

An Apple always shown well at Wisley is

Praise d'Hoffiger, almost unknown to most collec-

APPLE CL.\YG.\TE TOARM.M-V IN THE WISLEY PLANTATION.

differences are often marked ; the greater vigour

of the " Crab " trees and less productivity are often

remarlcable. One notices a tendency to bolder

striping and less flush on the fruits of these in a few

cases, which suggests an interesting field for

research. .\ few of the less common varieties

catch the visitor's eye, and may, perhaps,

interest some readers.

Reinctte du Canada, a cankery and rather difficult

subject in many gardens, is here bearing a fine

crop and seems thoroughly at home. There are

few better .\pples in the later winter months,

provided the fruit is well finished and cirefully

stored. Failing these indispensable precautions, it

is dyspepsia incarnate. Perhaps one of the most

striking trees was that ,of Tamplin, a brilliant

scarlet fruit of quite an American appearance,

entirely covered as it is by its flush and broken

stripes, and in appearance rather like a roimder

King of Tompkins' County. Its flavour cannot

yet be mentioned, as it is not quite in season.

I was glad to see Belle de Boskoop in such

good . form, as I fancy this will be in every-

one's garden when it gets better known. An

tions, but most attractive in appearance. Barnack
Beauty, another most valuable fruit, seems to

like the Bagshot sand as well as it docs the thin

loams on 'chalk or greensand in Kent. For an
all-round winter .\pple in February and March
there is nothing more useful, and while the market-

grower discovered this long ago, the gardener,

in this case, will not be WTong in following his lead.

Claygate Pearmain waj bearing a good, well-

regulated crop ; and is there any Apple more
delicious in its season ? Upon this fruit a sermon

might be based dealing with the conservative

nature of the human race. Here is an Apple

for nearly a hundred years tested in our gardens

and proved to be of the finest quality, and yet

unknown to hundreds of gardens.

Having in my own garden an almshouse as well

as a foundling hospital for .Apples, I am always

glad to find the old and neglected varieties, and
many of these, though thrust aside in the press of

new-comers, are by no means inferior to their

usurpers. I therefore paused awhile by the old

.Minshall Crab, so Bramley-like as to give rise to the

thought that it may stand in loco parentis to the

most widely grown Apple of the day. York-
shire Greening, too, a very Lane's in growth,

seems too good to forget, and may have performed

a like service.

Interesting, too, was it to meet for the first

time Herefordshire Beefing, similar to its Norfolk

cousin, but yet distinct enough ; Endsleigh

Beauty, a fine fruit of Blenheim style ; and Surprise,

a fruit which instinct names Royal Jubilee, but

which reflection contradicts. Sure Crop, too,

fulfils its name this year, but is, I fancy, content

to leave quality to others.

In reply to enquiries I found that these interest-

ing trees have been resting for some few years,

and I fancy not much hope must be put upon their

productivity next season. It is remarkable that

in most cases this year where a crop is found
there was little or none last, save in the case of

early varieties. The lesson is plain that a drastic

thinning must be carried out where a regular crop

is desired, and of all the reasons given for faiiiu'e

of .\pples this year I am more and more inclined

to think that this is the fundamental cause. Frost,

caterpillars, and lack of bees fall upon the fruitful as

well as the fruitless, and the thinning of the blossom,

so often advocated in France, seems the best way
to ensure that we do not overtax our trees in any
one year to the detriment of future production.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN. GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Where new borders have to be made
in spring, now is a good time to collect sufficient

turf and Stack it so that the grass, &c., may partly
decay by the time it is required. If a good open
shed is available, so much the better; if not,
choose a snug spot as near to where the w'ork is

to be done as convenient. Stack the turves care-
fully, grass side downwards, and protect from
MVere weather, snow, &c., so that the bulk, when
i liiipped up in spring will be dry and more suit-
able for the purpose. Also collect sufficient material
tor drainage, &c., to be in readiness. An excellent
mixture for Grape Vines is made by ^dding to every
ten barrowloads of loam one barrow-load of old
plaster or lime rubble, one of charcoal, one of

wood-ashes, one of half-inch bones, and a fair

amount; of sweet decayed manure, mixing them
thoroughly together.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Plums.—.As is the case with other fruit trees, good
drainage is most essential, and those about to
plant new trees should carefully prepare the soil

in which they are to be planted. For walls, good
dessert varieties are Oullin's Golden Gage, Utility,

Transparent Gage, Green Gage, Early Apricot,
Jefferson Gage, Comte Althann's Gage, Coe's
Violet, Coe's Golden Drop and Washington.
Culinary : Victoria. Dessert or culinary : Czar,

Belle de Louvain, Pond's Seedling, Sultan, Monarch,
and Gisborne's, th" latter making most prolific

standards. The soil should contain plenty of lime
and old brick rubble and a little thoroughly decayed
niauiu-e, and when filling up the stations tread the
compost rather firmly.

Young Trees that have been planted for two
or three years and which incline to grow coarse
wood instead of medium-sized fruitful shoots should
have the roots lifted and be replanted, using the
same soil, with the addition of a little fresh soil to
scatter among the roots. Take care to trim any
damaged thongs, and relay them at different angles
nearer the surface.

Damsons.—These might be planted more freely

than they are. The trees when planted rather
closely make goofl screens for orchard trees, and
fruit freely. Good varieties are Farleigh Prolific,

Bradley's King, Merryweather, and Shropshire or

Cheshire.
The Kitchen Garden.

Trenching.—.-Vs fast as the land is cleared of

crops, double digging and trenching should be
performed. Deep cultivation is the main item in

connection with the production of heavy crops
of crisp vegetables, especially in dry seasons, and
.should be practised as much as possible annually.

Subsoil that is of a heavy texttire may be brought
up in reasonable proportions, to be afterwards
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amalgamated with the old soil; this will prove
very helpful. When trenching the land, do not
neglect to break up the bottom of the trench. This
I always do as roughly as circumstances will allow,

as this aids drainage and is also better for the
plants in dry weather, there being a greater depth
of broken-up soil.

Artichokes.—-These may be lifted, graded, and
stoied in sheds safe from frost, or they may have
the tops cut down level with the ground and covered
with long litter of sufficient thickness to prevent
frost reaching the tubers. As severe frosts may
occur at any time now, no time should be lost in

protecting all crops needing it.

Beetroots and Carrots we have laid in trenches,

and the only further attention required will be to

keep a careful watch for mice and afford some
protection in severe weather.

Turnips we treat similarly to Beetroot and
experience no loss, no matter how severe the
weather may be. H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—-Means must now be used to protect

the tubers from frost. Those stored in pits with
the ridges unfinished should, in addition to the
covering of soil, receive further protection by
means of loose litter, the ridges to be finished off,

but in doing so insert a small wisp of straw into the
ridge every 3 feet or 4 feet to prevent damage
from sweating. Circular damps should have
one such aerator on the apex. Tubers stored
in sheds and cellars should be well protected by a
loose covering of dry straw or Bracken.

Black Wart.—In storing, selling or buying seed
Potatoes, all tubeis grown on ground where this

disease has been should be rejected. The Board
of .-\griculture has scheduled and advertised
certain parts of Scotland as infected areas, and it is

an offence against the law to sell seed from these
districts to be utilised in immune areas.

Utility Sunflowers.—The report of the Claygate
Sunflower Competition, coupled with my own
experience and observation, leads me to caution
readers against any extensive attempt at the
Sunflower industry in Scotland.

Ridging.—When trenching or bastard-trenching
heavy soils, it is a good plan to leave the soil in

ridges much the same as a Potato drill when earthed
up ; by this means the soil gets the full advantage
of frost, and as a. result it breaks down and forms
a fine tilth at cropping-time in spring.

Leeks.—Spread a little litter between the lines

among part of the crop, so that a supply \vill be
available in frosty weather.

The Flower Garden.

Planting Roses.—This work should now be
carried through without delay. Before planting,
examine the roots and cut away any parts which
have been damaged in the process of lifting ; also

shorten any long, bare roots. Make the pits

wide enough for the roots to be spread out at full

length. See that the bottoms of the pits are level

and not concave—a common error. Plant so that
the point at which budding has taken place will

just be under the surface when all is finished.

Firm round the neck with the feet, then shorten
any extra vigorous shoots.

Protection.—Subjects of doubtful hardiness,
such as Torch Lilies, Crinums and Tigridias, should
have a covering of coal-ashes. Bracken, or the stems
of herbaceous plants ; the more porousthe material,
the more effectual it will be.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning Small Fruit Trees.—This can be done
with greater comfort now than during midwinter.
Black Currants bear on the young wood and should
not be " spurred." Cut away a portion of

the old wood and only cut away the points of any
young shoots outgrowing their proper bounds.
Red and White Currants should be " spurred,"
e.g., the young shoots should be pruned in to within
two or three buds of the base. Bushes of consider-
able age should, however, be rejuvenated by cutting
away a portion of the old main branches and
encouraging young shoots to. take their place.
Gooseberries.—The system of strict " spun-ing "

has mostly been superseded by that of thinning
out as recommended for Black Currants, then
simply cutting away the immature points of the
young shoots. Tomtit is largely responsible
or the change. Charles Comfort.

(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)
Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

.

The inclusion of the National Chrysanthemum
Society's annual exhibition with the ordinary

fortnightly meeting of the above-named society

on Nowniber 5 was responsible for a good all-

round gathering, the Chrysanthemums, well above

the average and quite surpassing all expecta-

tions, being particularly tine. For the rest

there were displays of Orchids, Ferns and hardy

plants, the Nerines in more than one instance

affording rich and diversified patches of colour.

Several novelties gained recognition.

Chrysanthemttms.
Two important exhibits of these came before the floral

committer, that from Sir. H. J. Jouea, Lewisham, for

whicfi a silver-gUt Flora medal was awarded, being of
special merit. Comprising the Irading varieties in all

sections, great stands of flowers foiled by sprays of Spanish
Chestnut were set up. the whole constituting an Imposing
array. Some of the finer things were Brilliant (rich

crimson, decorative), Mr. E. Dove (old rose) and Mrs.
Algernon Davis (clear pink). Stewart Smith (white)
Phyllis Cooper (rich butter yellow), Jessica (bronzy red)

and Mrs. W. Buckingham (pink) were the pick of the
singles. Alec Harvey (golden yellow Japanese), Mr, Lloyd
George (rich crimson), and W. H. Thorp (white incurved)
were among others in a notable lot.

Messrs. W. Wells and Son, Merstham, had a smaller
group, for which a silver Banksian medal was awarded.
Queen Mary (white), Cranfordia (richest yellow) and
Fred Green were among those shown. . . ,-<i_,_^_

Hardy Flowers and Nerines.

The only exhibit calling for special note among hardy
flowers was the splendid lot of single Vioiets Mrs. David
Lloyd George, La France and Princess of Wales from
Mr. J. J. Kettle, Corfe Mullen, Dorset. That first named
is a novelty and practically the last word in single Violets.

Some three dozen vases filled with flowers constituted a
feast. Their fragrance was remarkable.

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman, Rye, contributed a nice

assortment of Nerinre, Eventide, a shading of heliotrope
and mauve with slate-coloured underlay, being very
distinct. Silverlocks (white, suffused pink). Lille (rich

salmon) and Symposium (salmon, with ruby velvet over-

lay) were the gems of the lot.

Mr. Reuthe had many good examples of Nerine coruscans
major and N. flexuosa alba.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

AS already stated, a highly creditable display character-

iscd the annual exhibition of this societv. manj' fine flowers

being staged. Sir Albert Roliit, LL.D., D.C.L., V.M.H..
president, was present at the opening, and witli him was
His Excellency Viscount Chinda. the Cliinese Ambassador.
.The Challenge Trophy open to affiliated and horti-

cultural societies for twelve vases of flowers, five stems
each of Japanese, incurved, singles, and Anemones or
Pompons, was won by the Finchley Chrysanthemum
Society, who alone competed. A very representative
lot included Descartes (Anemone), W. D. Thorp (incurved)
and Jessica (crimson bronze single). Mme. EliSe Dordau
was a charming Pompon.

For twenty-four Japanese, distinct, Mr. A. Smith,
gardener to Mme. Thunder, Conveut Garden, Roehampton,
was first, showing very fine specimens of Queen Mary,
Edith Cavell (bronze), F. S. Vallis, Mr. G. Drabble and
Mme. Stuart: second, Mr. A. B. Hudd. whose R. C.
Pulling and Mrs. Gibson (pink) were very good..

For twelve Japanese Mr. H. Blakeway, gardener to

W. H. Alien, Esq., Bedford, took the lead, the finer

specimens being Thomas Lunt (crimson), Mrs. Algernon
Davis. Mrs. Pulling (yellow) and filrs. Tickle (mauve).
Mr. W. Woolman, Olton Lane, Shirley, was second. Seven
competed. ". -^r'

In the class for six Japanese Mr. E. Jones, gardener
to Captain 0. O. Liddell, Chepstow, led, Thorpe Beauty,
Mrs. E. A. Tickle and Edith Cavell (bronze) being good

;

second, Mi*. J. S, Kelly, Claremont Gardens, Esher, who
showed Daily Mail (yellow), R. C. Pulling and others.

For twenty-four incurved blooms (Holmes Memorial
Challenge Cup) Mr A. B. Hudd, gardener to Mrs. Chalmers,
Farrants. Bickley, was in the leading place, his finer

examples being J. Wynne (pink), Pantia Ralli (bronze),

Buttercup, Godfrey's Eclipse and Chrysanth^miste
Bruant. Mr. E, Dovp, Abbeyfield. Bickley, was
second. These two exhibitors occupied like places

in the class for twelve incurved, similar varieties

being staged, Mr. Hudd was also first for sL\ incurved,
Romance and Mrs. Ashworth (bronze) being the better
blooms.
For a display of singles (space allowed 8 feet by 3 feet)

Mr. J. S. Kelly, Claremont, was a capital first, Mcnsa,
Ceddie Mason, Flossie and Glorious being the best. Mr.
H. Runciman, Wanstead. was second. The last-named
exhibitor alone competed for six vases of Anemone singles,

six flowers in each vase. Ceres (yellow), Thora (pink)

Snow Queen and Cordelia were all finely shown.
Mr. A. B. Hudd was again in the place of honour for

six vases of large singles. Bertha Fairs (bronze) and
Phyllis Cooper (golden) being particularly good.

Mr. J. S. Kelly, Claremont, took first prizes in the classes

for single vases each of singles and large exhibition blooms,
using gold and bronze with silver Euonynms in the
first, and whites chiefiy in the second with sprays of

Taxodium distichum. ,_,

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
, First-class Certificates.

Odontoglossum Lady Veitch (Hylandianum x
Armstrongs),—A glorious hybrid of handsome proportions
and exceptional substance. Save for the narrow marpin
of white to the sepals and petals, the yellow feathered
crest and white lip. the whole flower is coloured a rich
brown, A fine raceme had many flowers developed

.

It is obviously a variety of vigAous constitution. Shown
by the raisers, Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbrldce
Wells.

Brasso-L-1!:lio-Catti.eta Antoinette Gatton Park
Variety (C. Portia cserulea x B.-L. Helen).— In every
way a remarkable hybrid, the rich ruby red tone with
deeper-coloured lij) being very fine. The rounded character
of the flower with almost depressed lip imparls Ut the new-
comer features of its own. From Sir Jeremiah Colman
Bart,. Gatton Park. Reigate (gardener. Mr. Collier). ^
Chrysanthemum Frampield Glory.—A Japanese

variety of the reflexing type. The colour is of the richest
golden orange. Of good stem carriage, the varietv is

somewhat soft-petalled. It is. however, of a glorious
colour shade. Shown by Mr, Norman Davis, Framfield.
First-class certificate from the National Chrysanthemum
Society.

Awards of Merit.
Cattleya Eleanora (C. Hardyana Warscewiczi^x

C. F. M. Bryndir).—Tills fine form has sepals and petals
of glistening white, the pronounced purplish lip having
a faint margin of white. From Mr. J. E. Shill The Dell
Engk-fleld Green. _ -

' Chrysanthemfm Elsie E. Gabriel.—a single-flowered
variety of reddish carmine tone. As shown it was of
exhibition size. From Mr. C. B. Gabriel. Chobham.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FLOWER GARDEN.
PROTECTING CORDYLINES (M. J'.).—The best method

of protecting Cordylines out of doors is to place coarse
cinders or small coke round the base of the plants, then
leave the plants uncovered until the appearance of frost.
Then wrap a hayband round each stem and tie the leaves up
in a mat, supporting it with stakes. When the frost breaks,
untie the heads and let them remain loose until severe
weather reappears. The stems can remain A\Tapped
throughout the winter.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
RIBES AUREUM (T. IF.).—There is nothing unusual

in the colour of the leaves of the specimen of Ribes aureum
sent for examination. The leaves of this shrub oftfn
colour well in autumn, although different plants, anti
even different branches on the same plant, may not alwa\ s
behave alike, the leaves of some colouring better than
others. We have, however, seen whole plants with leaves
coloured quite as prettily as the specimens sent, the
''olouring this year being generally very good. Thert-
does not appear to be any reason to suppose that your
specimen is worth retaining as a distinct form, although
it would not be much trouble to root a few cuttings from
the best-coloured part and watch the young plants for
the next two or three years, noting whether there is any
variation of autumn colour or whether the autumn colour
remains better than that of the leaves of other bushes in
the same garden.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOK ON TROPICAL GARDENING (./. .4.).—A suit-

able work for your purpose is " A Handbook of Tropical
Gardening and Planting." by H. F. Macmillan, F.L.S..
price 10s. 6d., published by Messrs. H. W. Cave and Co.,

Amen Comer. Colombo. Obtainable from Messrs. Dulau
and Co., London.

LEAVES AND ASHES (Turn;?).—Fallen leaves should
be collected dry and preserved for litter for fowls, &q.
If collected wet, the leaves can be turned to useful account.
51ix them among other fertilising materials, such as ditcli

scoiuings, collections of semi-decayed weeds, turves,

spent vegetation, road refuse, light loam, sand, and lime.

Liquid manure, rabbit and poultry manure. &c., can be
added to the heap, which should be turned and well mixed
once or twice in the course of the season. If left exposed
to the rain, much of the fertilising materials of a soluble
nature are likely to be washed out. If covered with turves

or a layer of earth, tlus loss of the fertiliser would be pre-

vented. If the soil to which this compost is to be applied

is of a light, sandy nature, a quantity of clay could with
advantage be incorporated in the heap or used to cover it.

Ashes from the kitchen grate, especially when peat and
wood are burned, should be forked into the compost heap
along with the ashes from the burning of hedge trimmings,
fruit tree prunings, &c.

NAMES OF PLANTS.—-^. B.—l, Adiantum cuneatum
var. ; 2, Cyperus esculentus. P. J. W.—Magnolia
species ; leaves and flowers should be sent for correct

determination. M. L M.—Cotoneaster frigida.

//. G. S.—Lapeyiousia cruenta.

NAMES OF FRUIT.—TFflma'/?.—Grange's Pcarmain.
Wooda.—4 and 11, this is a West Country Apple.

local name not known ; 8. Duke of Devonshire (note the

variegation wlien bark is peeled) : 14. Waltham Abbey,
not Annie Elizabeth Iti, Hollandbury, not Annie
Elizabeth. ]^ _, ^. &^.tia«, tj- * a^« - >* &£>&.«..
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B.S.A.

Jk GAIN I take up the question of rations

/\ for our poultry, realising that only by
/ % strong agitation can we move those

^^"^4 soulless officials who are " playing

"

^ ^with our smaller livestock. 1 call for

a clean sweep of the lot of them, as the nation

cannot afford at so critical a period as the present

to allow the vital problem of food production to

be in the hands of those who so quickly " get the

wind up."

Lack of Policy.—^The officials fail because they

have a policy that is no policy. A season or so

back they " got the wind up " over the poultry

question and shouted " Kill the hen." Then they

turned to the killing of our dogs, and now they

have read the burial service over the pig. The
hen lived on, and so did faithful Fido ! The excuse

in the latter case was that they had to study

sentiment, and were afraid that if they did not

grant rations in the form of dog biscuits the owners

would feed theii pets on human foodstufis. The
pig has to be sacrificed because Mr. Hoover,

the American Food Controller, has guaranteed

us all the bacon we need. Therefore the three

or four millions of British pigs can be sacrificed

to an idiotic whirry Now Mr. Clynes, the very

person who wiped out our herds of pigs with one

stroke of the pen, actually embodied the following

extract in an article from that same pen in a London
magazine for November :

" We must try to increase

'ur number of pigs by every means in our power."

What of Compensation ?—And you all remember
Mr. Farmer (" old " type) Prothero telling us to

" walk a pig "
! What I want to know is why

stock-keepers who follow the official ruling to keep

this and that, and then are told by the same master-

minds to kill off their stocks, cannot claim heavy
compensation ? Now the British hen is again

challenged to mortal combat by these playful
" wielders of the wand." The only thing to do

is to fight them out and out, and to agitate for all

we are worth. That is the only language these

frock-coated gentlemen who for the moment
rule the roast understand. The " super " hens

are to get a ration of 40Z. per diem, and we are

now told that the first supply of the Government
mixtures is ready for despatch ; and it is to be

good food, according to the officials. We have by
agitation now secured for each owner outside the
" super " rations 71b. of concentrated foodstuffs

psr week. A deputation from the National

Utility Poultry Society has paid a visit to the

Ministry of Food. Of course, Mr. Clynes was too

busy to see the callers-—I expect he was working

out a profit and loss account centred around the

American Meat Trust^but Mr. Renwick, the

Director of Feeding Stuffs, met them on the Food
Controller's behalf.

Unrationed Poultry.—Mr. Renwick said that

it was not possible at the moment to say what
were the prospects of obtaining foodstuffs for those

outside the " super " rations. Under a new
Order coming into force on November r7, however,

it would be possible, he went on, for poultry-

keepers to obtain from such stocks as existed

and without a certificate not more than 7lb.

of foodstuffs per week. Apparently from this

new statement the officials have been half aroused

by our agitation and my strong reminder that

small poultry-keepers are being forced to feed

human foods. That 71b. of food per week will

do very nicely for the backyarder with a few
fowls. It will give the small poultry-keeper

ri2oz. of food for the seven days, and, allowing

each hen 40Z. per diem, the ration will look after

four hens. By reducing the daily amount to

20Z. per bird, then eight hens can be kept in profit

by the use of scraps and vegetables. But it is

now for the backyarders and " eight-hen " owners
to agitate and force the Ministry of Food (i) to

see that the ingredients of the foodstuffs are of

sound feeding value
; (2) to arrange reasonable

prices ; and (3) to guarantee the supply and let

it be obtainable by coupon each week. Promises

are useless !

Feeding the Breeders.—What of the poultry-

keepers having medium flocks of layers, or even

those with large ones but outside the " super

"

rations ? There is the plan of giving that 71b.

of food to the best pen of breeders, but that will

not solve the problem. It is a concession to sectire

the backyarder's poultry ration, and we must
continue to show fight until we get all the food

possible for every class of fowl. If a man prefers

to keep crossbreds, he has every right to food for

his birds. It is " up to " the Government, Board of

Agriculture, Ministry of Food and Food Production

Department to attend to the propaganda side and
prove to poultry-producers which class of fowl

is the most profitable and what methods of manage-
ment yield the best returns. Their duties should

comprise two main sections : (1) propaganda of

a practical kind and (2) the gathering in and storage

of sufficient foodstuffs to meet the demands of

every producer, from backyarder to egg-farmer.

What possible right have they to say one moment
it is patriotic to keep fowls and at another it is

not ? The policy of producing more and more
eggs and better poultry should be a standing one,

handed down from party to party, and not

supported by one individual and shouted down by
another.

Unpopular Departments.—There is not a

livestock keeper to-day (or a specialist journal)

with a single kind word for these overlapping

Food-bungling Government Departments. Surely

that is a shameful state of affairs ! Heaven forbid

that these high-salaried officials be in charge

in the years following peace, or matters will take

but one course which I dread to think of. Let

them surrender unconditionally the moment peace

is declared. Would that they could fall out

of their nests to-morrow ! I write feelingly,

because we have in the poultry industry a home
pursuit worth £40,000,0^0 per annum. With
imports of eggs cut off, poultry-producers " carried

on," and have done so successfully ever since

despite the hundred and one obstacles placed

deliberately in the way and each heralded with a

different " stunt." Just as we are nearing peace-

day we find the officials with their hands round
the British lien's neck, the dirty work almost

completed. Foreign eggs are once more being

imported, and oiu: markets are swamped with

dead table poultry, many of which have been

starved to death before being forced on to the

market.

Imports or Exports ?—Do imports, I ask,

represent the official after-the-war programme ?

If so, then the country will be the poorer, and that

[November i6, igi8.

kind of reconstruction will end in om' downfall.

Four years of war ought to have taught us that

for years after the war the food policy should be
" Ladies and gentlemen, grow as much of your
own food as you can !

" Now is the time to make
preparations to shake off the grip of the American
Meat Trust ; now is the time to stop Government
trading of the kind which obtains Australian

mutton at 7d. per pound delivered here and sees

it retailed at is. 6d. and is. 8d. per pound. Let
us see that the officials get right busy on the poultry

food problem, preventing thereby the ruin of the

poultry industry, the gradual starvation of our

hens, and the extensive use of human foods for

our stocks. Let them find suitable rations at

once, and in addition gather in a store of chick

foods to see producers over next rearing season.

If the officials cannot do this, let poultry-producers

convene meetings and call for their immediate
departure. We poultry men did not put them in

charge, and we all know that influence (and

not brains or practical knowledge) governs such

posts.

Plenty of Food.—The officials say they cannot

bring American troops over and poultry foods

as well. Do we gather from this that the " Dough-
boys" make their trip in cargo boats? There

are 250,000 tons of damaged home-grown wheat
in this country, io,ooo,ooocwt. of damaged and

frosted wheat in Canada, a surplus of 4,ooo,oooqr.

of oats in Ireland, a surplus of 4,ooo,oooqr. of

small pulse in India (eggs in Central India cost

6d. per dozen, with good milling wheat at Sd.

recently and now is. 4d. for 141b.), large quantities

of seed and cake at Alexandria, 5,ooo,ooocwt. of

bran available if but 5 per cent, of potato be incor-

porated in om- bread, and plenty of uusaleaolc

Japanese and Chinese flour in this country. A
shipbroker states that " many* thousands of tons

of potential pig and poultry food, in the nature of

mixed grain sweepings thrown overboard or dumped
with rubbish into lighters from the large number
of steamers which have discharged in the United

Kingdom since the Government controlled giain

cargoes, have been lost to the country, because to

land this material entailed the delay of getting

Government permits, costing far more in time
'

than the worth of the sweepings." The officials

have been challenged on all these points without

reply. Are our fowls to starve under such circum-

stances ?

Home Truths.—My post-bag is heavy these

days, and some of the letters might well have

been posted to Mr. Prothero. A reader of my
notes complained to me recently that she had.

through ignorance, not registered her stock, althouph

trap-nesting is widely practised. Here is a case

where the Ministry of Food in wilfully rushing

through its Special Rationing Scheme and in

camouflaging the issue has robbed a poultry-

owner and her pedigree hens»of their dues. Afid

if you refer to my earlier notes, I predicted such

happening and hardship resulting. In reply

to my letter of advice this lady writes :
" Thanks

for your kind consideration of my feeding problem.

I am taking your advice and ordering all food-

stuffs I can. It does seem ini.quitous that all these

difficulties should be combined against the poultry-

keeper. The controlled price of tail oats work.;

out at 15s. gd. a cwt. ; the corn merchant throws

in a few handfuls of rice or beans, calls it mi.xed

grain, and sells it from 26s. to 48s. p3r cwt. What
is the use of a Board of Agriculture that permits

of such disgraceful flouting of the law ? Fortu-

nately a member of the said Board of Agriculture

is coming to see my farm. He wrote and asked

if he might because he u:anted to learn something

of modern poultry method',. [Italics are mine.

—

W. P. O.] I mean to point out a few truths, to

him when he doe> come."
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4 NOTHER stage in the progress towards

/% the establishment of a Chamber of

/ \ Horticulture was concluded at Donning-

/ % ton House, Strand, recently, on the

• " occasion of a meeting of presidents and

secretaries of trade societies. Although London

was best represented, several Midland and Northern

societies sent delegates. In his address of welcome

Mr. George Monro, jun., stated that the proposed

Chamber would in no sense be a Covent Garden

association, and private members, no matter how
liberally they contributed to the funds, could not

rule the Chamber. Every interest was safe-

guarded by the rules, and the desire of the pro-

moters was to make the scope of the Chamber as

wide as possible and its effectiveness thoroughly

worthy of the great and important national industry

of horticulture. In regard to finance, the original

aim was an income of £r,ooo a year—that was

already ensured for five years—and now an annual

income of £10,000 did not seem unrealisable.

Such an income would provide for the opening

up of an immense field of usefulness. Two points

were discussed at some length, and more time was
spent in considering the advisability or otherwise

>f allowing direct attachment to the Chamber by
societies already in affiliation with one or other of

the trade federations. In the end it was felt that

unless free action were permitted them, the more
progressive societies would take the matter

in their own hands, detach themselves from

the federations, and attach themselves

directly to the Chamber. The admission

of non-trading societies, such as the

national floricultural bodies and pro-

vincial horticultural societies, proved to be

-a much less contentious subject, and was

.agreed to on condition that traders'

interests should be safeguarded in any

necessary alteration of rules. This is

a most interesting point, and probably

one not yet wholly finished with, in

view of the general impression that

the basal idea of the Chamber had
foundation in tlie interests of commercial

liorticulture.

Testimonial to Mr. C. S. Fuidge.

—

.\t the end of the present year Mr. Fuidge

wiJ' liave completed fifty years of official

connection with the Southampton

Royal Horticultural Society, and it has

lieen decided to recognise his faithful

services during that long period by
presenting him with a testimonial at the

next annual meeting of the society in

January. As there may be a number

of former exhibitors at the South-

.ampton shows, and also at the horticul-

tural sections of the Royal Counties

Agricultural Shows superintended by

Mr. Fuidge, whose addresses have been

lost sight of, this notice is inserted ir

the hope that it will secure their

support and assistance. Contribu-

tions should be sent to Mr. J. T.

Robb.^J.P., Hon. Secretary, Testimonial

Fund, 54, Inkerman Road, Woolston, South-

ampton.

Storing Roots.—Carrots may be lifted and

stored in the open like Beetroot, after covering

with soil, or stored among sand in a cellar or

in boxes, but larger quantities can be clamped

like Potatoes and Turnips. Cut off the tops

neatly. Salsify and Scorzonera can be stored

in a similar way. Parsnips often keep well

when left in the ground where grown until

wi ited. To exclude hard frost, cover the

plot with some sort of light, strawy mulch

or twigs. If lifted, the Parsnips may be

stored among sand or damp peat -moss. Turnips

are best stored in little heaps of about a barrowload

or two, and covered with earth to a depth of

12 inches on top of the heap. Throw out any roots

having broken skin or showing any signs of disease,

as these will not keep well.

Parsley-leaved Vine.— The nanie Parsley-

leaved does not seem tp be well applied to this

pretty Vine, unless it is taken to suggest the small

size and general neatness of the foliage. The
name Fig-leaved would be more appropriate, for

it is probably very near to, or identical with, the

Asiatic Vitis ficifolia. Its merit is in its neat

habit and the clear-cut form of its small leaves.

It is shown growing over an arched doorway
of rough sandstone, but its moderate size and

THE PARSLEY-LEAVEU VINE.

general appearance of refinement would well befit

it for association with more careful architecture.

Kedlock Spills.—In these days of all-round

economy more than one lesson may be learned

from the ways of thrifty old cottagers. We
know a case where Kedlock has been always

gathered as soon as the stems were dead and dry,

and then regularly used in the cottage as spills.

Kedlock is the same thing as Keck, which is the

stem of an umbelliferous plant. " As dry as a

Keck" or " As hollow as a Keck" is a proverbial

saying in certain parts of England. The thin

stems of the ordinary Jerusalem Artichoke when
quite dead and dry may also be used for the same
purpose. We have tried Artichoke spills and

found them very handy, also cleaner to use than

those made of the orthodox paper, the burnt ends

of which are always rather a trouble.

Allotments on a Permanent Basis.^lt has

been brought to the notice of the Food Production

Department that a strong desire exists on the part

of many plotholders that, wherever possible, land

for allotments should be secured on lease for a

term of years, so that the plotholders may have

greater seciurity of tenure than is provided for under

the Corn Production (.Amendment) Act and the

Defence of the Realm (Acquisition of Land) Act.

rgie. " The large extension of the allotment

movement during the war, particularly in the urban

areas, has been a development of the

utmost value both to the nation and to

the plotholders themselves," says an

official circular to the Local Authorities,

" and the Board of Agriculture are

anxious that the movement should be

established on a permanent basis." It is

suggested, therefore, that the Local

.Authorities, wherever desirable and

possible, should negotiate with the owners

of land taken for allotments under the

Cultivation of Lands Order, with a view

to acquiring it on lease under the pro-

visions of the Small Holdings and Allot-

ments Act, igo8. It may not be possible

in all cases to secure a tenure for a definite

number of years ; but the President of

the Board (Mr. Prothero) feels sure that

many landowners will be willing to

consider favourably applications for a

lease. He advises that Local Authorities

should proceed on these lines alike as

regards land already in their possession

under the Order and any additional land

that may be requured. He hopes and

believes that there will be a considerable

further extension of the allotment move-

ment, with waich he and his Board are in

the most cordial sympathy. " It has been

of great benefit to the nation at a time

of serious crisis," testifies the Food Pro-

duction Department, " and has assisted

materially in relieving the anxieties of the

Government in the realms of shipping

and finance by making use of part-time

labour in the work of increasing produc

tion of food at home."
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CORRESPONDENCE
(The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

CREAM, OR NO CREAM?
A NOTABLE feature of the present Rose season,

in my ow-n garden at least, is the persistent

blooming of certain Wichusaiana Roses right into

November. To-day (November 14) there is an

appreciable sprinkling of blooms on Dorothy

Perkins (White and Pink), Minnehaha and Lady

Godiva, and very presentable blooms they are.

I have just brought an exquisite little cluster of

Lady Godiva into the house with the. view to

determining whether I can discover any cream

in the pink, for in your issue of October 12 I read,

to my siu-prise, no fewer than three several state-

ments that the colour of Lady Godiva is a " creamy

pink." A note on " The Rambling Rose Lady

Godiva," above initials which always command

respect on any subject connected with gardening,

asserts that " in this pretty Rose the colouring

is a creamy pink." Then on the opposite page

" White Lady," in a charming article on " Roses

and Phloxes at Grasmere," curiously enough

speaks of " the creamy pink Lady Godiva." Then

under the illustration of this Rose runs the legend

" Rose Lady Godiva. The flowers are creamy

pink," which I take to be the editorial judgment.

With " G. J.,"
" White Lady " and the Editor

all testifying to the cream, it is with humiliation

I have to confess that, after careful examination

of the lovely bloom just gathered, I can find no

trace in the pink of the yellowish suffusion which

I have hitherto considered necessary to entitle

any shade to be called " creamy," such a suffusion,

for instance, as we find in certain pink Sweet

Peas. My Rose is pink pure and simple, with no

suggestion of ochre, lighter here, darker there,

according to the incidence of the light, a shelly

pink, such as I have seen a thousand times within

the curved lip of a West Indian conch. So great

is the deference I pay to the opinion of the tlu-ee

several writers who assert in the same issue that

this Rose has cream in its pink that I begin to

doubt whether mine is the real Lady Godiva.

I love cream in any form, and should be sorry to

believe that I have had it all along in Lady Godiva

but have failed to detect it.

—

Somers.

[By a creamy pink is meant a pink that inclines

to a warm tone, to distinguish the colour from

pinks of a colder quality. It does not mean that

the pink is shaded with cream ; it may be cream

pink and yet of an even colour all over. Anyone

who has knowledge of the use of paints would at

once recognise the kind of colour indicated by

following in imagination this recipe : Take of

distemper paint a small quantity that matches

a Strawberry ice or Strawberry cream made of

the fresh fruit, and an equal quantity the colour

of cream. Mix the two together and you have

cream pink.

—

Ed.]

TWO UNDESIRABLE ROSES.

f>Y describing Lyons Rose and Juliet as two
' undesirable garden Roses, I expect I shall

call forth a storm of protest from rosar ans.

However, judging by their behaviour in my garden

during the past four years, I shall adhere to this

description of them, let others say what they

w.ll. I am aware that Lyons Rose has created a

greater stir in the Rose wor d than any o her,

with, perhaps, the exception of Mme. Edouard

Herriot. With its shape and colour I have no

fault to find, but it is so subject to mildew and black

spot as to be a positive danger to any oihir Roses

growing near it. Hard or moderate pruning

seems to have ,no effect on growth ; neither does

the stock upon which it is budded seem to improve

matters. I have it budded on both the Laxa

stock and the Briar, but on each it makes a poor,

miserable growth, and falls a victim to mildew,

and blark spot before any others which I grow.

Juliet is a cittiously coloured bloom, of bad form,

but has the compensating advantage of being

sweetly scented. I have tried this Rose in bush and

pillar formation, but can only class it as a highly un-

desirable Rose. As a bush it makes long whippy

growths, which only flower at the extreme point of

the shoot. The same applies to the pillar formation.

The first year I planted it I treated it to hard pruning,

with the result that I obtained about a yard of

new wood. The second season no pruning was

attempted, having seen that this variety should

be grown as a pillar. The result was not a success.

The rods commenced to grow where they ceased

the prev ous year, and only produced a cluster of

badly formed blooms at the apex of the shoots.

However, this is not the reason why I class it as an

undesirable. It is a perfect terror in its ability

to contract black spot. Not only have my
specimens been prone to this disease, but every

bush I have seen in other gardens has had it.

Spraying has absolutely no power to prevent

this Rose from fairly revelling in this infectious

d.sease, which affected a whole bed of Hybrid

Teas grown in close proximity to it. Apart

from the novelty of the double-coloured blooms,

there is no advantage in including this Rose

in a garden. Let Old Sol get a really good look

at the flowers for a morning, and the yellow colour

flies away, leaving a very ordinary pink bloom.

Owing to these faults I have grubbed up

every plant I possess of Lyons and Juliet, and hope

that I shall be able to keep my other Roses free

from these curses of the Rose garden. When I

burned the bushes I murmured this incantation :

"Out, damned spot !" — Clarence Ponting,

Great Missenden.

STORING VEGETABLES AND FRUITS.*

A LTHOUGH issued ostensibly as one of a series

of war-time booklets {Country Life Series),

this little work will be a useful guide for several

years to come to those who use earnest endeavour

to supply their own families with home-grown

fruits and vegetables ; and even when peaceful

times bring cheaper food, with a consequent

slackening of effort in home production, it will

still be a handy work of reference for those who
believe economy (in the form of preservation)

should go hand in hand with production. The

storing and preservation of vegetables, fruits and

herbs for winter use is a business well understood

by most professional gardeners ; but when war-

time conditions turned our land into a great garden,

many amateurs and artisans had but the dimmest

idea of how to preserve the crops they had spent

so much energy in producing. Some have learned

by bitter experience ; others have still to learn,

and may do so easily if they follow the instructions

set forth in simple and untechnical language by

the author. The storage of Potatoes and other

root crops occup-es a dozen or so pages, and is

followed by descriptions of measures to be taken

for the protection of Celery and Parsnips while

they remain in the soil. The storing of fruit is

disposed of rather too briefly, and here, as in some

othei; chapters, a few examples of makeshift

adaptations of cellars, sheds, attics and unused

bedrooms would have been helpful to the un-

initiated ; for instance, I have annually, for

many years, kept Apples thoroughly well until

April at one end of a coal cellar, on wide shelves

made of wood from packing-cases which in bygone

• •' Storing Vegetables and Fruits," by Herbert Cowley.
Published by Country Life, Limited, 20, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.2; price 9d. net.

years held Orchid or Rubber seeds. Most of us

have to improvise ; the fruit-room of a Beckett

is not for us, nor will our pied d terre admit of

clamping d la Molyneux. The chapter on " Drying

Haricots, Peas, Beans, &c.," is a capital one,

especially as the " &c." includes interesting recipes

for cooking the Beans and Peas after they have been

grown and dried; but inthelist of varieties of Dwarf

Haricots I miss my favourite White Rice Bean

(Comtesse de Chambord). However, the advice

given throughout the book is good ; in this case

it is cheap and good, and these two do not always

iynclironise. Out of his own experience the

author could add interesting minor points in a

new edition, such as the preservation of Cauli-

flowers for a short time by lifting them and hanging

them head downwards in a cool shed or cellar.

This point occurs to me now because I have seen

so many fine Cauliflowers wasted this season

owing to a lack of this simple bit of knowledge.

The book concludes with " Harvesting of Sun-

flower Seeds," and in this the poultry-keepers

are sure to be as deeply interested as the careful

housewife will in the useful directions for drying

fruits on wire trays in the oven wherein some heat

remains after the dinner (I had almost written the

joint !) has been cooked. My only grumble is

that the book comes so late in the year ; its earlier

issue would have meant a wider distribution and the

avoidance of mistakes in attempts to preserve

the kindly fruits of the earth.—C. H. Curtis.

THE PAGEANT OF THE FLOWERS.
(To a Garden-Lover.)

Happy he, who can enjoy.

In a garden, days to toy.

Passing pageant of the flowers

Watch, from their accustomed bowers.

In their yearly sequence peep

Springing from their winter sleep !

Christmas Rose, Anemone,

And the coloured Hellebores see,

Snowdrops, Primrose's surprise,

Crocus with its showy dyes ;

Daphnes paint their magic stems,

SciUa's floor of turquoise gems
;

Almonds, Cherries, deck the sky

With their fairy tracery
;

Dafiodils, with yellow snout

In battalions upsprout
;

Hyacinths and Hawthorn sweet

Sight and smell together greet
;

London Pride, Forget-me-not,

Tulips dazzling flashes hot
;

Lupines, Larkspur's cooler hue

Shaking screens of varied blue,

That the bumble-bees despoil

Till the night, with frenzied toil

;

Lilies of the purest white

Iris' many hued delight.

And the Honeysuckle twine

O'er the feathery Columbine.

Overhead and all around

See the Queenly Rose abound.

Reigning m.stress of the scene,

Clouds of pink, midst summer's green.

Then the autumn host, alas !

Warning that the pageant's pass.

All the nodding yellow race.

Sunflowers with stately face.

With the Asters' cooler note :

Admirals and Peacocks float.

Drones, unwitting of their fate

On the Sedums congregate !

Till December's dreary days,

Bringing sun of sickly rays,

Warn us that the play is o'er ;

Stay ! there springs the Holleb.orc !

Kenneth Rogers_
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TURNERS OAK (QUERCUS TURNERI).

npHIS tree is said to be one of those rare

examples of a hybrid proving fertile, the parents

being the common Oak and the Evergreen Oak
or Ilex. I am told that the tree, which was brought

into existence by a Mr. Turner of Hillsway in

Essex in 1780, bears leaves like those of the Oak,

but possesses the habit of the Ilex. These leaves

are shed in February (whether completely or par-

tially I do not know) and replaced by fresh

ones in June. The tree produces acorns,

which are quite fertile. I shall be glad to hear

of any reader's experiences with this curiosity.

—A. T. J.

[This Oak is supposed to be a hybrid between

Quercus Ilex and Q. pedunculata, although

its parentage has not been definitely established.

It originated in an Essex nursery nearly 150 years

ago, but is uncommon in gardens, and trees

found under that name diSer to some extent

in habit and size and shape of leafage.

This is doubtless due to plants being

raised from seed, for, as is the case

with other hybrids, trees cannot be

expected to come true to type in all

instances when grown from seed, '

although a few seedlings may nearly
[

approach or be identical with the ^
-

original hybrid. The tree is semi-ever-

green, the leaves falling during late
,

winter or early spring, the branches
.

being leafless for a period of three

or four months, according to the

weather conditions during late winter.

The tree is said to have been raised

by Mr. Turner of HoUoway Dovm,

Essex. It grows quite well in the

vicinity of London, but does not grow

very tall, usually developing with a

wide, dense head. The leaves are as

large as those of the common Oak, but

thicker in texture.

—

Ed.]

A HARDY MAIDENHAIR
FERN.

ALTHOUGH the British Maidenhair

(Adiantum CapiUus-veneris) sows

itself freely on the moist walls of

greenhouses, it always, so far as my
experience goes, prefers the shelter of the

interior, and does not attain any great

length of frond on the rocky coasts

of Cornwall. The other hardy species

(A. pedatum), from what I have seen

of it, is really hardy, for I had it under

my care in a hardy fernery in the early seventies

of last century, where the temperature in average

winters might sink to zero. I had a recent reminder

of its hardiness in the gardens of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society at Wisley, where a massive plant

of it on the roi kery is irom 2 feet to 2 J feet high and
as much in spread. This is the finest plant I

have seen outd^ois or under glass. Its hardiness

is remarkable, seeing that the leafy part of the

frond is almost transparent in its thinness. In

its native habitats it extends from North India

to Japan and round the globe to Canada, and
from thence southwards to Virginia and California,

so that its wide distribution in the Northern
Hemisphere may account for its hardiness.—J. F.

garden forty years ago. Then it never failed

to give a large crop, and here I find it showing the

same valuable characteristic. I planted a fan-

shaped tree on a west wall some fifteen years ago,

and another about seven years ago on a south wall.

Both have done splendidly, but the one with the

south exposure is decidedly the better, the fruits

being invariably larger and of finer flavour. This
is the only variety that really succeeds here,

although Marie Louise occasionally gives a fair

crop.—C. Blair. Preston House Gardens, Lin-

lilhgow.

RIPE PLUMS IN NOVEMBER.
A BNORMAL developments of fruit are not un-

common this year, and the accompanying
illustration depicts a dish of ripe fruits of Belle de
Louvain Plums which were on show among a

collection of other fruit in Warwick on November 5.

The fruit was gathered by myself on November 4.

It was of good quality, except that the colour

BELLE DE LOUVAIN PLUMS GATHERED ON NOVEMBER 4

PE.\R LOUISE BONNE OF JERSEY.
'TPHIS delicious Pear has been extra fine this year,

and planters in the colder districts would
be well advised to give it a trial, should they not

already cultivate it. I do not know its age or

history, but I well remember a large horizontal-

trained tree of it on a south wall in a Dumfriesshire

%vaS;not so fully developed and the individua'

fruits were somewhat smaller than those nor-

mally produced. The fruit was produced on
new growths of the current season.—H. C.

Elsdon, Assistant Horticultural Organiser, War-
wickshire County Council.

BEES AND SPRAYING.
T IKE your correspondent Mr. P. S. Hayward,

I have often wondered whether" the use of

poisonous sprays and washes is injurious to honey
bees. I have always been somewhat sceptical

as to the real value of these chemical sprays, all

things considered. It is so very difficult to ascer-

tain whether a given result is due to a certain

method of treatment or whether it arises in spite

of it. One thing is certain : a spray is non-
selective, i.e., it is apt to injure friend and foe

alike. Take the case of caterpillars parasitised

b\ ichneumon flies, and therefore of potential
" larvicidal " value. If it were not for these and
other fliej of similar habits, there would probably
be a scourge of certain sp3cies of caterpillars

yearly. Now, if the parasitised caterpillar is

(i) killed or (2) starved by either (i) coming in

contact with a poisonous chemical or (2) by being

unable to obtain non-poisoned food plants, it

presumably dies, and with it a number of beneficent

parasitic flies, which would otherwise in due coiirse

use as hosts other caterpillars. Then that is not

aU. Insectivorous birds may also pick up poisoned

larvae in nimibers and be killed thereby. I believe

that in the case of human beings the efifect of

copper poisoning is cumulative. It Inay be so

with birds. There is always the risk, too, that

continued spraying may produce some set of

conditions favourable to other objectionable and
" spray-proof " growths which were formerly

kept in check by the growth, insects or fungi it

was sought to remove. Sir Alexander Houston
has shown this to be the case with algee in reservoirs

;

and he would be a bold man who would assert

that this may not also occur in other directions

when interfering with the balance of Nature. I

know very little about honey bees, but

I notice that bees often appear 'to

drink. If this is so, any leaves or her-

bage—quite apart from flowers—which
have been sprayed and are covered

with dew are presumably capable of

causing injury to insects visiting them
for drinking purposes. It would be
interesting to hear what bee-keepers in

the neighbourhood of large fruit farms,

where spraying is regularly practised,

have to say about the matter. I fancy

the Arsenic Commission, appointed aboDt

the time of the " arsenic in beer " outcry,

examined fruit from trees which had
been sprayed, but I do not remember
the conclusions they arrived at. Was
the Isle of Wight disease known in this

country when, as I am told, it was
customary to destroy the bees when
taking the honey?—G. Bertram
Kershaw, 9, Victoria Street, S.W.^.

[Competent authorities have, I think,

conclusively proved that there is no
connection whatsoever between the so-

called Isle of Wight bee disease and
the spraying with poisonous washes of

fruit trees and other plants. The bee

disease is caused by a minute animal

parasite which goes by the nanie of

Nosema apis. This organism lives and
multiplies to an enormous extent in

the bee's stomach. The disease was
first noticed in this country in the Isle

of Wight—hence its name—in 1904.

where it soon became epidemic. The
true reason of this is not kno^vn, but it is possible

that the Nosema apis has always existed in the

bee's stomach, and that certain conditions favour-

able to the parasite and unfavourable to the bee

were the cause of this organism multiplying to

such an extent as to become pathenogenetic.

Many large fruit-growers who regularly spray

their trees with poisonous washes keep bees for

the sake of cross-pollination, and no ill-effects

have ever been traced to this spraying. The fruit

trees are not, of course, sprayed during the actual

blossoming period, when the bees would be working
on the flowers. It is inevitable that in certain

spraying operations the innocent must suffer

with the guilty ; but, unfortunately, the gardener's

insect friends are so much in the minority com-
pared with his insect enemies that at the present

time, from an economic point of view, spraying

is an absolute necessity. In most seasons our

Roses would have a very poor diance against the

attack of green fly, in spite of the larv£B of the lady-

bird which we occasionally find on the bushes.

—

L. Bigg-Wither, Birdwood, Wells, Somerset.]
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FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-XII
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

A
NOTABLE feature in the past season in

our garden has been the absence or

extreme scarcity of insect pests on

Roses. This is the more remarkable

' inasmuch as the bushes received ho

attention whatever, except spring pruning, owing

to shortage of labour. The beds have had no

manure in two successive seasons ; some of them

have not even been forked over, which was all

to the advantage of Iris anglica planted among
the Roses. I looked occasionally for green fly,

but only once did I find a colony, and ttat a very

weak one. As for caterpillars and leaf-rollers,

the foliage betrayed little sign of them, and we
had no time to htmt for them. Despite unavoid-

able cultural neglect, the bloom on our Roses

never was finer. I can hazard no guess at the

cause of our immunity. True, except that the

pied wagtail has hardly appeared on the lawns

this year, garden-haunting birds have been about

as numerous as usual in this district. Of a dozen

nesting boxes, eleven were occupied by tits

;

but that busy police has never been off duty in

former seasons when insect plagues tormented

us. Moreover, other forms of insect life were

more abundant than usual. Wasps were in great

force ; white butterflies appeared in squadrons
;

Buddleia and Sedum spectabile were spangled

with Red Admirals and Small Tortoise-shells

whenever the sun shone. What propitious influence

was it that imposed a check upon green fly ?

On the other hand, field-mice and voles were

all over the place, with a keen appetite for choice

Lily bulbs. They might have proved a far more

seriotis affliction but for the beneficent presence

of a pair of barn owls (Strix flammea), which

reared a family of four hungry youngsters in a

pigeon-cote fixed to a wall of the house, close to

the back door. The pigeons had all disappeared

except one, dissatisfied, I presume, with the

rigorous rationing which stopped the dole of

Indian Corn. Last year the lower storey of the

cote was appropriated by a pair of starlings
;

this year the owls commandeered the upper storey.

Nor have they been our only garden constables,

for the wood resounded at night with the hooting

of brown owls (Symium aluco), which must have

had their nest not far off.

It is to be feared that owls do not discriminate,

as cats and dogs do, between mice and shrews,

but swallow them indifferently. The corpses of

shrews which I find lying about the paths must,

therefore, be laid to the account of the kitchen

cat, for although cats and dogs kill these little

creatures mercilessly, they are deterred from
devouring them by a malodorous secretion from
certain glands. It ought to be more generally

understood than it is that shrews are not mice,

but belong to a totally different family, forming,

with the hedgehog and the mole, the British repre-

sentatives of the class insectivor.i or insect-eaters.

They deserve all encouragement by gardeners,

for they subsist uoon slugs, woodlice and other

obnoxious creeping things.

The furious winds that prevailed for three weeks
after the equinox despoiled our trees of what
promised to be exceptionally gorgeous autumnal
raiment. The upper branches were stripped long

before due time ; only in sheltered glens and here

and there on the lee side of a hill has there been
enough to show what a display calm weather
would have ensured for us. One is apt to group
flowering trees and shiubs only with regard to

their blossom ; but attention bestowed upon
autumnal colouring earns ample reward, and the

effect is infinitely enhanced by judicious waterside

planting. It so happens that otu: commonest
waterside tree, the Alder, sheds its leaves in-

gloriously. Most of them are brought down by
frost while still green, and those that remain only

turn to muddy brown. Willows are not much
better in that respect, though the varieties with

gaily coloured young growth show up bravely

in winter. There is plenty of good material

among our native and naturalised growths ; the

wild Cherry and Rowan for scarlet, the Beech
for orange and gold, the Oak for tawny, the Linden
tree and the Elm for vellow ; but it is well to note

ACANTHUS IN THE STONE-BUILT BED. I

the brilliant hues assumed by some e.xotics less

generally employed.

We have here some trees of Davidia involucrata

between 20 feet and 30 feet high. Hitherto we
have waited in vain for them to flower ; but they

atone for delay in that martter by the rich yellow

which clothes them at the fall, the effect being

enhanced through the leaves, which are exceed-

ingly abundant, hangin'? vertically on the branches.

That also is a characteristic of Clethra acuminata,

whereof the fragrant white flowers have scarcely

fallen before the foliage turns to a most satisfying

orange.

Among the latest trees to change colour is the

Fringe Tree (Chionanthus virginica), which now,

in mid-November, is a dome of cheerful yellow
;

but the latest of all is the Himalayan Pyrus

vestita, whereof the great leaves remain golden

long after the woodland has been stripped.

As for plants of humbler stature, anyone planting

for autumnal effect need not look for anything

richer than Azaleas and their hybrids. The
variety of tints ranges through scarlet, crmison.

yellow and puce, rivalling in brilliancy the display

of blossom they put forth in spring. Taking into

account the lavish adornment which these shrubs

provide in spring and autumn, the ease with which

they adapt themselves to any soil free from lime,

and the very moderate price for which they can be

obtained, it is surprising that comparatively little

use is made of them in the generality of gardens.

It is convenient still to speak of them as Azaleas,

though botanically they are now reckoned as

deciduous Rhododendrons. I fancy that any
nurseryman's books would show that, as compared
with the sales of Azaleas, those of evergreen

Rhododendrons are as fifty to one, leaving out of

account .Azaleas for indoor decoration.

I have incurred some disfavour from a friend

whom I had recommended to plant the Corsican

Pine (Pinus Laricio) instead of Scots Pine, assuring

him that rabbits would not eat it. He complains

that those he planted were immediately attacked

and the bark and needles gnawed off. His experi-

ence is at complete variance with mane, for here,

on the West Coast, we have, unfortunately,

abundance of rabbits, and although we have
planted tens of thousands of Corsican Pine, we
never think of protecting them with wire-netting,

which we have to provide for every other forest

tree except the Japanese Larch and the Sitka

Spruce ; the Larch, because by its extraordinary

rapidity of growth it outstrips the attack of ground

game ; the Spruce, because it protects itself by
the sharpness of its needles.

Howbeit, rabbits being rodents, if they were not

perpetually gnawing something their teeth would
grow out of their faces ; wherefore, if they can

find nothing else to gnaw, they will attack young
Corsicans, just as, I am inclined to believe, they

would set to work on those aloes of painted tin

which bedeck the terraces of hydropathics and
marine hotels.

In their great work on the " Trees of Great

Britain and Ireland " Messrs. Elwes and Henry
refuse to admit specific difference between the

Corsican and the Austrian Pines. It is not for

such as I to dispute their judgment, founded as

it is upon personal inspection of forests of both

these trees from Spain to the Black Sea. Never-

theless, it is hard to understand it, so distinct

are the two varieties from each other in habit of

growth, in foliage and in quality of timber. More-

over, when the two varieties (I was on the point

of writing species) are planted together, rabbits

and hares will despoil the Austrian of its last

needle, but will leave the Corsican severely alone.

This may be seen clearly on the range of sand

dunes near Holkham and Wells in Norfolk, which

the late Earl of Leicester spent fifty years in

planting. Here the Corsican not only displays

its great superiority over both Scots and Austrian

in severe maritime expostrre, but also has peopled

bare places with seedlings. The others ripen

plenty of seed, but though I have sought diligently

for their offspring, I could not find one. They
are all eaten as fast as they spring by the groimd

game which abounds in these sandhills.

By the by, anyone who cares to see what the

Sitka Spruce attains to in maturity should look

at the splendid photographs of forest scenes

exhibited in the British Columbian premises in

Waterloo Place.

THEN & NOW : ACANTHUS SPINOSUS
There is a raised, stone-built bed in connection

with some steps and a square tank near the houst.

where in older days, when one could gardcii

freely, there were well-grown Camias, Lilies and

Geraniums, and each year some new disposition

of handsome summer plants. When the dark days

of war came, and nearly all flower gardeuin? h:id

to be put aside, we were unwilling to ' the otone
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bed remain bare, and with a view to a few years'

permanence it was planted with groups of Acantlius.

It is not a bad expedient for the time, and has the

advantage of involving no labour beyond tliat of

giving water occasionally in a time of extreme
drought, such as we had in August. The
kind is Acanthus spinosus, the b^st for general

g.irden use, a rather more refined plant than the

broad-leaved A. mollis. Of this the better variety,

latifolius, is also a very handsome thing, but is

not so well suited in scale for the stone bed. One
misses the Lilies and bright flowers of the older

days and the general well-dressed and well-

cai-ed-for appearance, but the more ascetic treat-

ment is not a bad substitute. G. J.

RIVIERA NOTES
By EDWARD H. WOODALL.

There are several accounts

of the preparations at

Barcelona for the great

exhibition that is to be

held there shortly. From
the gardening point of

view the number of trees

and Rose gardens to be

planted in the exhibition

grounds is quite deserving

of attention. Among the

lists of Roses to be planted, special mention is made
of one called Catalunya, which will be a feature

,is a pillar Rose. Not having seen it I can

only say it is described as the most continuous

flowerer of any red Rose yet raised, and of great

vigour, being the result of across between Crimson
Rambler and the fragrant Griiss an Teplitz. If

it is half as good as it is described, it will indeed

be welcome on this coast, as none of the Wichuraiana
hybrids is really satisfactory here. In England
also it should be welcome as being so fragrant, so

free and continuous a bloomer, and so rich a crimson
red in colour. It will make a good companion
to Mme. Alfred Carriere, I am told.

i i

Double Gerbcras have now made their appear-

ance in the flower shops, and they are certainly

very brilliant and long lasting, so that when Peace is

restored and flowers can again be sent to England,

they should be most useful. The colours are even
more brilliant than those of the double Anemones,
and the stalks longer, so that they lend them-
selves to the fashionable arrangements of the day.

The pity is that they are not hardy like the Anem-
ones, and require glass and even a little heat if

they are to flower during the winter, so that they

can hardly be a market flower for the " million."

Last year at this season (November) autumn Roses
were particularly scarce^owing to drought. This
year heavy and warm rains fell in October after

severe drought throttghout the summer, so the

crop of autumn or winter Roses is extra good and
abundant ; but the very e.xcess of moisture and
warmth, while making the petals unusually large

and satin-like in texture, has made them thinner

in substance, so that they are very short-lived

and unsuitable for travell.ng. Let us hope the

Christmas Roses will benefit by cooler nights

and slower vegetation.

It is curious to observe that the autumn-flower-

ing Byzantine Snowdrops are unaffected by the

season. For the last three years I have noted
the first flowers on October 26 or 27. This year
they are again true to date, though the conditions

are entirely different from those ruling last year.

The Cilician Snowdrop is also curiously constant
to its date of December 20. For fully ten years
I have always had a few of its graceful bells for

Christmas Day ; but it does not increase and

multiply as does Galanthus byzantinus, which
also is so lasting and continuous in flower for

nearly three months of winter. I have not
found such increase in the case of Galanthus
cilicicus, but a few seedlings have appeared
from year to year. A feature in the wood-
land this season is the unusual size and
abundance of the Arbutus flower. Both the size

of the flower-bells and the length of the bunches
of flower are quite remarkable and rather puzzling.

I can only suppose that the heavy and warm
rains of this season, following severe drought and
summer heat very quickly, have " forced " the

growth, as it were. CertairUy the Arbutus trees

are far more beautiful just now than I have ever
before seen them, and there is a fair quantity of fruit

still hanging on the trees to add to their beauty.
The Japanese Medlars, or Loquats, are also in

remarkably profuse and well-developed bloom,
so I think the meteorological conditions must
have been especially favourable to them. Let
us hope the spring may bring us much fruit in

consequence. Erica multiflora is also most beau-
tiful just now on the hills it affects ; it is, to my
mind, the verj' best of all the Heathers native to

BOOKS
Home-Made Pickles anrt Preserves.*—WKi/«m

in panjo would be a suitable motto for the latest

addition to the Country Life booklets, and the
publishers are to be congratulated on their newest
number, as is also the authoress "Anne Amateur "

on her really unique and valuable collection of

recipes. There is no doubt but that Country Life
is rendering real service to the nation with this

series of handbooks dealing with various domestic
questions, whereon a concise small book is so
valuable for gleaning hints and to act as a refresher
to one's memory.

Readers of The Garden do not require an
introduction to " Anne Amateur," who contributes
matters both grave and gay to its columns, and
they will already have experienced the usefulness
of her hints on matters domestic. She certainly

adds to her laurels in setting out these recipes in

so businesslike a manner ; and what renders them
the more fascinating is the inclusion of so many
old and tried hints which, to cull her own phrase,

are " old family recipes handed down verbally
or in manuscript and never previously printed."

ARBUTUS UNEDO, NOW FLOWERING AT WOOD END, ASCOT.

this c.>dst, and especially attractive as a November
flowerer. The crimson sprays of Rlius Cotinus

(the Venetian Sumach), the Arbutus bells, and
the soft pinks and browns of Erica multiflora

make the hillsides very beautiful just now.

Arbutus Unedo (Strawberry Tree).—The .Arbu-

tuses, in this country, as if in sympathy with their

Continental friends referred to m the preceding

article, are flowering with unusual freedom, as

may be gathered from the accompanying illus-

tration prepared frofn a photograph taken in

Mr. J. B. Stevenson's garden at Wood End,
Ascot, a few days ago. A good specimen tree

is always pleasing to look upon by virtue of its

clean stem and pretty evergreen leaves. Its

white flowers are borne in drooping panicles from
October to December. The Strawberry-like fruits

—

which, by the way, are not bad for jam-making
when other fruits are scarce—ripen during the

autumn at a time when the tree is bearing its

succeeding crop of blossom. As a subject for

planting on a lawn, the Arbutus has few equals
;

Its picturesque and spreading branches afford

welcome shade in summer-time.

"Old friends are best friends" is a] well-known
phrase, and these friends of " Anne Amatetir "

now become ours.

The chapter which concludes this work is pro-
bably the most enticing of a collection of good
things, and makes one long for the piping times
to come, when one can master the mystery of

"Home-Brewed Wines"; for the authoress has
undoubtedly had an eye on the future, as she
mentions such ingredients as " three pounds of

sugar" and even " eight pounds of sugar," which
are, unfortunately, well outside the range of our
half-pound weekly coupons. _In another chapter
one sees note of eggs and cream, other pre-war
luxuries ; but withal the whole of the recipes are
economical, homely, well within the means of the
average housewife, and not one of the latter oft-

times sorely tried class, should miss the opportunity
of obtaining at so modest a price as gd. a copy of

this extremely useful handbook which deals so ably
with the making of pickles, chutneys, garnishings

and flavourings, preserves and fruit jellies, not to

forget the home-brewed wines. E. J. B.

• " Home-Made Pickles and Preserves," by " Anne
Amateur." Published bv Coun'ru Lite, Limited, 20, Tans-
tock Street, London ; price 9d. net.
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Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHEILV GARDENS.
Fruit Unier Glass.

Orchard Houses.—As soon as the leaves have

fallen from the trets, pruning and dressing should

at once be taken in hand, especially if the

weather is unfavourable for outdoor work. See

that the glass and woodwork is thoroughly washed

with soapsuds, and the walls and other parts well

limewashed. Dress the trees with some safe

insecticide, taking great care not to damage the

buds when sponging the young shoots, and be

careful not to use any insecticide too strong to

cause injury. Top-dress with suitable soil all

trees in good bearing, and lift and prune the roots

where the trees are growing too strong to be

fruitfvd. Keep a sharp look-out for birds, and

protect the buds to prevent damage should they

become troublesome. Do not allow the trees to

suffer from lack of moisture at the roots,

especially pot trees such as Peaches, Plums and

Cherries whose roots have become
cramped.

Potting Young Trees.—If this work

has been neglected, it may still be per-

formed, though the earliest pottmg, as

a rule, gives the best results. Do not

employ pots too large. See that the

drainage is good and the soil well

rammed down, and plunge the pots in

coal ashes if they are to remain ou -

doors for some time ; but the best

place for these is under glass, where

the soil can be better kept moderately

moist and free from frost.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning.—.\s much of this important

work should be got through as possible

before the very cold weather sets in.

Gooseberries.— These bushes should

never be left too crowded, neither

should thev be neglected at the roots

if large berries and heavy crops are to

be expected. Remove useless branches

and shorten to within a couple of buds

from the base side and inner shoots not

wanted for filling up. Leave the leaders

their full lengtji if the wood is short

and well matured ; but when long and
badly ripened, shorten them back to

within 12 inches of the base, and leave

plenty of young, firm shoots for propa-

gation, if desired.

Pear Trees growing against walls and
espaliers will be all the better for having

sonte of the old spurs removed where
they aie too thickly placed, and which
through age have grown a long distance

from the walls. These should be cut

back to within an inch of the main
stems, and the wounds carefully pared
over with a sharp-edged knife. By
thinning out a few of the spurs annually,

the trees will soon become clothed with
healthv. fruitful spurs, and the produc-

tion and quality of the fruits will greatly

improve. Cordons, with the exception of

the leaders whiih may not have reached
their limit, will need spurring back to

within two buds of the base. But the

pruner should be very careful not to cut

back any of the flowering shoots.

The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—The crowns should be kept free from
all del ayed leaves, and the beds cleaned and put
in order for the winter. Roots intended to be
forced early may be lifted and graded and heeled
in till reqiiired tq be placed in a little warmth.
Roots intended to be forced in the open should
be fully exposed for the present. Collect plenty
of dry leaves, to be in readiness for covering up
the beds, and have all pots or boxes put in order
for placing over the crowns.

Potatoes.—In bad weather go over all the tubers
and remove any which show signs of disease. See
that the "ware" are kept in total darkness and
free from frost, should the weather prove severe.

Manure Heaps.—When digging cannot be
done, the refuse heap may be thoroughly limed
and turned over. When well decayed, much
of this may be taken and spread over the gi'ound.

afterwards trenching it in. If the ground is of

a stubborn texture, this material wil greatly help

to improve matters.

Herb Borders.—Beds of herbs will need a
thorough dean up. Mint and Tarragon should
i:ceive a good dressing of leaf-soil or well-decayed
refuse as a help to the roots and also as protection
in severe weather.

Parsley.—Place garden frames over a portion
of the plants for protection in frosty and snowy
weather, first removing decayed leaves from the
plants, and give ample air in favourable weather.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN G.\RDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Rhubarb.—Those who wish for a few dishes early
in the New Year should place a few crowns in
some available glass structure, such as an early
vinery, or under the staging of a plant-house.
A high temperature is not desirable at the start;
and those who will not be able to have much of a
temperature even later on will be wise to take advan-
tage as .soon as possible of any warmth available.

:#

cut back to within two buds of the base. In
dealing with young stock, p>T-amids and standards,
cut away all cross growths and make provision
for the free admission of air and light, without
which neither buds, wood, nor fruit can develop
properly. The pruning and training of trees on
walls is comparatively simple when once the system
of training is fixed on. This leads me to say a
word on n

The Cordon System, which has at least two
advantages in its favour. First, it permits ol
greater variety within a given spaie, and, secondly,
the trees come more quicklv to the fruiting stage :

it is specially suitable for Pears. 1 may say here,
for the benefit of those with small gardens without
walls, that one of my earliest recollections is that
of seeing some very fine Apples at Clova House,
Aberdeenshire, growing on cordons trained along-
side a garden path, on wire stretched at a height
of about 2 feet from the ground.

The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Plants.—Except on the ground of
tidiness, it is better to defer the cutting over ol
these till spring, as the plants are being reinvigor-

ated from the stems as long as there is

a drop of sap in them, and then they
~' serve as a protection during severe

weather. Further still, the bro%vn stems
give a tone of warmth which is welcome

* to most people.

Digging.—Manure and trencher dig all

vacant ground, leaving it in a rough state
so that it may get the benefit of the"
action of frost. A dressing of leaf-mould
will be sufficient for the lighter annuals,
whereas quarters to be occupied by
Dahlias, Carnations, or Pentstemons
should, in addition, have the benefit
either of some well-rotted manure, bone-
meal, or basic slag,

p Chrvsanthemums.—Lift a portion of
the plan.s to furnish cuttings, and winter
ni a cold frame. Dust with soot to ward
off slugs and snails.

Plants Under Glass.

Calanthe Veitchii.— Cut over the
flower-stems and lay the pots on their
'.ides under the staging so that the pseudo-
inilbs may be completely rested until
spring.

Dendrobiums.—Keep the plants rather
drv, which will enable them to bear
a lower temperature with impunity. A
night temperature of 50° will be quite
sufficient for the present.

Primulas.—Expose all of these to the
fullest possible light ; afford the sinensis

section a little more warmth than the
others, and beware oi ov,=rwatering these,

Kewensis has somewhat overshadowed
its parents flnribunda and verticillata,

but they are both worthy of a place.

Primula nivalis, of purest white, should
also be in every conservatory.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W, H. Haig.)

Broonifield Gardens, Davidson's Mains^
Midlothian.

LEYCESTERIA FORMOSA.

Pea stakes.—Where nattu^al stakes are avail-

able, they should be secured as soon as possible
while the sap is down. Hazel, 11m and Spruce
all furnish excellent stakes. In cutting them to
length, account n ust be taken of the \arietits of
Pea to be sown. Those witlxgardens of limited size

should keep to varieties not exceeding 3^ feet in
height, of which there is plenty to pick and choose
from.

Runner Bean Stakes.—Worn Sweet Pea stakes
are often available for this purpose, as they do
not require to be twiggy like Pea stakes. Self-

sown saplings, stool shoots, and branches unsuit-
able for Pea stakes can all be drawn upon by those
who have access to woods. For the rest, a few
lines of lacing wire or twine stretched between
stou Stakes will be found to be most economical.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Pruning Apples and Pears.—This should not
be done during fri'Sty wealhi r ; the sooner, therefore,
it is got through, the better. All young shoots
shortened on fully developed trees should now be

Leycesteria formosa
There are some shrubs and floweis

vhat are not specially showy, but thai

one cann ot pass without ' pausing and feeling

distinctly interested. Such a one is Leycesteria

curious, graceful, quite unlike anything else.

The white flowers hang in drooping tassels

on the ends of the shoots and on side shoott

near the ends of the branches. They arc set

in conspicuous reddish bracts ; as the seasi ij

advances they turn into dark red berries, the

accompanying bracts deepen in colour, and the

tassels hang more heavily. The pointed leaves

are large and handsome, the hollow green stems

thick but not clumsy. The whole shrub is un

common and distinctly desirable. It is a native

of the Himalayas, but hardy in our southern

counties. It is ctu'ious that so good a inv.n

should be so little seen in gardens. It may bt

propagated either by seeds or by cuttings of the

young growths in spring.
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

KITCHEN GARDEN.
ASPARAGUS BEETLE (F. (?.).—The Asparagus has

apparently bcea attacked by the Asparagus beetle (Crio-
ceris asparasi). The attack is over for the present year,
but watch should be kept next season to see that the larvje

are poisoned as soon as the attack begins—probably about
the end of May. Paris green or lead arsenate will be tlie

best material "to use, and all parts of the plants should
be covered with the spray. Cuttmg should cease as soon
as spraying begins. ^ , ,

BRUSSELS SPROUTS NOT SPROUTING (W. H.J.).—
This trouble seems to be general this ye-ar. The
canse undoubtedly is that the plants in many cases have
p»-oduced immense stems and a huge crop of leaves instead
of an abundance of hard, useful sprouts. We do not know
whether the scarcity of true stocks of seeds has anything
to do with it or n )t.. It would be well to ask the firm in

question. To avoid a recurrence of the same trouble
next year, order what vegetable seeds you require as early

as possible before the scarcity makes itself felt. Sutton's
Market FaTourite is one of our best and most dependable
sorts.

RUST IN PARSNIPS.—May I be informed as to the
cause and possible method of prevention of rust in
Parsnips ? It is generally prevalent in this district on
the sandy hill lands of W^st Surrey. It begins as a
brown spot the size of a finger-tip on the shoulder of the
crown just below the soil, and then spreads downwards.
The soil is entirely devoid of lime. Does it require this ?

—

G. J. (Itecent investigations of the "rust" disease of
Parsnips tend to show that the trouble is not due to the
attack of any specific organism. It is occasioned in the
first place by cracking following rain after a period of
drought. The Parsnip cannot produce wound cork.
and varioKS pests find an easv entrance into the root
and often cause extensive damage. Anj'thing in the
cultiTatiOM which tends to secure uniformity of moisture
tends to preserve the roots from rust. Lime is

practically a necessary constituent of soils for Parsnips
if the kesfc results arc to be secured.

—

Ed.]

FRUIT GARDEN.
INJURY TO APPLES (Cliffe).—CaQ you please send

specimens next year V It is not possible from your
description to say whether the trouble was due partly
to winter ntoth and partly to Codlin moth or not, or
whether only one of these pests or neither, but the Apple
sawfly instead. Each requires special methods of treat-

ment, but the one clear thing is to collect and destroy,
either by fire or by feeding to pigs or poultry, all the
affected fruits as soon as seen.

APPLE LEAVES FOR INSPECTION (R. P. S.).—
The leaves of the Apples have been attacked by the
fungus Cladosporiura herbarum- This fungus causes
spotting and death of parts of Apple leaves which have
been weakened by some cause ; for example, cold winds,
poverty of soil, lack of phosphates or potash, and so on.
Some kinds, especially perhaps the better dessert
varieties, are more liable to damage than others ; but
good cultivation, protection from winds, and such
troubles as arise from water-logging of the soil will check
the disease better than any other treatment.

FIX)WER GARDEN.
LARGE-FLOWERED MICHAELMAS DAISIES.—With

reference to Mr. E. Beckett's article in the issue of
October 26 of The Garden, will he please give me through
the columns of your paper the names of any varieties
of Aste*" tliat are equal or similar to Climax in size of
flower ?—E. Hance. Norbunj Road. [We forwarded
this enquiry to Mr. Beckett, who replies as follows " It
is doubtful whether Climax yet has its equal in its own
class, though the following are all good, large-flowered
varieties The Queen, white ; Belgian Queen, dark
blue ; Bluebeard, blue ; King of the Blues, clear blue
President, blue ; Avalanche, white ; Kobinson V.C,
lavender ; Moonstone, pale mauve ; King of the Belgians

,

blue; and Brussels, lavender."

—

Ed.]

TREES AND SHRUBS.
ROSETTES ON WILLOW (Bom).—The growth on the

Willow is a " gall." It is called, from its resemblance
to a miniature Rose, the rose-gall of the Willow, and is

produced owing to irritation set up by a fly laying its

pggs in the terminal bud of the Willow shoot.

PRUNING POLYGONUM BALDSCHUANICUM (C. E.A.).—Polygonum balihchuadicum slinuid be pnin'-d in spring,
February or March bring a good time. The best results
are obtained from this plant by allowing it to grow freely
over a large bush or small tree in a sunny position, and
Iea%ing it practically unpruned or only "removing such
growth as appears to be too heavy for the support, or
bunches of dead shoots. Clematis montana ought to
blossom freely every year. Pruning should be carried
out as soon as the flowers fade, but it is not. as a rule,
advisable to prune very severely. The plant ought to
succeed quite well under the conditions you describe.
It was quite correct to give the ground about the roots
a dressing of lime. Clematises are lime-lovlng plants.

TRANSPLANTING SHRUBS (.-I. B. C.).—The Rhodo-
dendrons you mention can bo used to take the place of
the old Pines, and you can also use common Holly, Arbutus
Unedo. Gaultheria Shallon, Veronica speciosa. Hydrangea
Hortensia, any varieties of garden Rhododendrons, Tree

Ivies, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuya plicata, Cuprcssus
macrocarpa, Pinus insignis and P. Pinaster. Arbutus
Unedo, the two Pines and Cupressus macrocarpa are
rathiT difficult to transplant after they have attained
a heicrht of 1^ feet or 2 feet, therefore do not procure large
siK'cinii'ns. Dig the ground over before anything is

lilantrd. but keep the best soil near the surface and do
not plant deeply. Anything that is likely to be dis-
turbed by wind should be staked. Freshly fallen Pine
needles may be raked up and burnt with the Ivy taken
from the grotind beneath the trees. Decayed needles
may be dug in. If any decayed leaves of other trees
can be procured, they may be dug into the ground.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOK ON WILLOWS FOR BASKET-MAKING (4. B. C).—A cood work on the cultivation and preparation of

Willows for basket-making is published by the Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries It is entitled '* The Culti-
vation of Willows and Osiers," and can be obtained,
price twopence, from the Secretary, Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.I.

GREEN MANURING (P. T.).—It is too late in the
season to do much in the way of green manuring now.
Mustard should be sown on all land from which early
crops are removed, and the plants dug in before frost
destroys them or Rye sown by the middle of September
and dug in early in the New Year. Your best p an now
would be to let any weeds that appear on the ground
grow until spring, and then, with any garden refuse that
may be available, dig them in. All Cabbage leaves,
but not Cabbage stumps, and that sort of thing should
be dug in, and it is better to distribute available farmyard
manure over the whole ground rather than to give a
heavy dressing in one part only.

ACETYLENE GAS REFUSE (J. F.).—The refuse obtained
from burning acetylene gas consists principrlly of slaked
Hme, but in the fresh state it also contains many virulent
plant poisons, and therefore the refuse should be exposed
to the atmosphere for two or three months. It may
then be applied to the ground at the rate of from 281b.
to 36Ib. per square rod. If the Potatoes are attacked
by the scab caused by the bacterium Actinomyces,
your gardener may be correct in thinking that the refuse
has encouraged the disease, as the presence of lime in the
soil favours its development. To prevent the scab it

is advisable to use acid manures, such as superphosphate
and sulphate of ammonia, in conjunction with the refuse.
We do not think the use of the refuse could be respon-
sible for the death of your fruit bushes ; on the other
hand, we think it would have a beneficial rather
than a harmful effect. No doubt the trees are attacked
by a disease or pest, and we should be pleased to examine
any specimens you care to send us.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (E. M. C.).—As your Stocks
were only planted out a few weeks back, the ground would,
after the heavy rains we have experienced of late, be
very wet and cold. This would account for the plants
losing their leaves. If they were not thoroughly hardened
off before planting them, the trouble would be aggravated
thereby. We do not consider you can do anything to
improve matters now. If your Hydrangeas are planted
in the open ground, the best time to apply iron filings
is the present. They should be lightly forked in. If
the plants are in pots and it is intended to repot them
early in the New Year, the iron filings should be mixed
with the potting compost. A solution of alum will also
change Hydrangeas to a blue tint. Half an ounce dissolved
in a gallon of iiot water and applied when cold is eflfpctual
for this purpose. The soil must be moist when this solution
is applied. ' Thfre is also a preparation known as Azure
which will produce the required blue tint. Hollies may
be planted in the autumn, or. failing this, the month of
April is the best time to carry out the work. One draw-
back to this last, if the plants have to be cairied a
distance, is that the roots are liable to get dry if long
exposed, and consequently the plants suffer. The ground
prepared for tlie hedge should be well trenched and, if

possible, some niaimre mixed with the soil.

HORSE CHESTNUTS AS FOOD FOR STOCK (Svbscriber).—Horse Chestnuts may be profitably utilised as food for
farm stock. They are similar in composition to Acorns,
but are appreciably richer in carbohydrates. While some
classes of stock will eat them in the raw state, the bitter
principles and other ingredients which they contain cause
them, unless specially treated, to be refused by some
animals. In this fresh state they are poisonous to fowls,
ducks, and geese. In the fresh "condition, however, they
are well suited for sheep and goats, to which the bitter
principles referred to would appear to be actually beneficial.
To sheep they may be fed crushed in quantities of lib.
per head per tlay, well mixed with green food.
Ewes with lambs should not be given more than half a
pound per day. Cattle will also readily take the rrsh
Nuts, but they 7»«i'( be crushed; and as much as 201b.
per head per day has been fed to fattening cattle, although
121b. is more usual and a safer ration. Accounts differ
as to the use of fresh Horse Chestnuts for dairy cattle, but
they are on the whole not recommended. Horses, if they
can be induced to eat the Nuts in the fresh crushed state,
may take them up to 61b. per head per dav. In all cases
it is desirable to correct the binding tendency of the
Nuts by a liberal use of green fni.d or other laxative
material, such as roots or silage, to which the > uts have
proved a very satisfactory supplement'. The use of salt
also corrects their binding effect. Provided that this
effect be prevented, it is claimed that the Nuts exercise
a beneficial influence medicinally. They should also be of
value for feeding together witli oilcakes rich in protein.
Pigs will not eat fresh Horse Chestnuts, but will take
them in the form of meal mixed with other foods up to
l{lb. per head per day. '1 he Nuts should be allowed
to fall before being harvested. To prepare the meal tlie

Nuts should be dried by spreading out in a thin layer and
occasionally turning. The drying should be completed

(if possible, but not necessarily) in a Hop oast or similar
appliance in which the temperature can be raised to
100° Fahr. They should then be busked and roughly
crushed, soaked for twenty-four hours in one or two waters,
or in running water, and then boiled for about half an
hour. The water should then be drained off and the
residue dried and reduced to a meal, which in feeding
value will be roughly equivalent to Barley or Maize.
Wherever practicable, and especially where it is desired to
feed large quantities of the Nuts, it is desirable for aU
classes of stock that such a meal should be prepared.
Mouldy Ho'se Chestnuts, or meal made from ihem,
should, of course, never be fed.

THE MOLE : FOR AND AGAINST {W. J.).—It is a
moot point whether the mole is to be regarded as a friend
or a foe to the farmer and the gardener. There is certainly
something to be said both for and against the underground
insectivorous mammal. His food consists chiefly of the
earthworm, which, as we Ktiow, is a useful agent in aerating
the soil and producing fertility. He also destroys grubs,
slugs, insects and other crop pests, and his services in this
connection are sometimes not fully realised or appreciated.
The unsightly little mounds which the mole tlu-ows up
on the surface of the ground are unquestionably among
the most serious of his disadvantages to arable farming
or gardening. In a flower border or a vegetable plot
the mole's activities are generally very destructive to
seedlings, tunnelling under their tender roots or upheaving
heaps of soil to bury them. He may be actually clearing
the soil of destructive insects and grubs which, if left

to harbour in the soil, would cause a great deal of harm
to the crops: but viewing the all too apparent disturbance
of the surface soil, we are apt to overlook any good service
that this plague of the tidy gardener may perform. *In
the arable field, too, the accumulation of little round heaps
proves offensive, especially at the time of mowing and reap-
ing. In Turnip and Potato drills, when the plants are at a
tender stage of growth, the mole causes some damage to
the crop, especially during dry weather, in cutting his way
through the sap-seeking rootlets in his eager search for
worms and grubs. The meadow does not escape the mole's
attention. Even under roadways and buildings he will
carry on his work, digging deeper into the subsoil and
throwing up the excavated soil in little hills at wider
distances apart. Sometimes the mole pursues an old
tunnel leading from his hunting ground to his nest or to
the banks of a pond or stream, where he must regularly
repair to drink and to bathe. Thus it is difficult for the
novice to discover any of these old runs, for there are no
visible indications, no fresh mounds, and no soft soil that
abruptly sinks under the foot. Only by means of prodding
the ground with a sharp Iron rod can these deep galleries
be located. But the search is worth the making if the
moles can be trapped, for here, if you discover a run,
you may catch them in large numbers. One of the best
traps for a deep run is to dig a hole under it, place a large
pot or vessel (which is narrower at the mouth than at the
bottom) in the excavation, the mouth flush with the mole's
run. Insert a drain-pipe into the run and so connect it

with the trap. Replace the soil, and cover it over so as to
exclude light and air. This trap has the advantage of
having only to be examined or emptied at comparatively
long intervals, 'whereas an ordinary wooden or iron trap
may require attention once at least or several times a
day. Where the moles are numerous and where they use
a common highway to a brook or pond, they can be caught
in surprising numbers. The mole jealously guards its side
alleys which diverge from the highway to its own hunting
ground or nest. Woe to the intruder if he is unable to
defend himself. The mole is no vegetarian, but one of the
most insatiable of carnivora, though, of course, his food
is mainly insectivorous. He cannot endure hunger, and
will eat as much flesh w one day as will equal the weight
of his own body. Besides worms, slugs and insects, he
will catch and devour frogs, Bjice and water-rats. If
food otherwise fails him. he will attack and devour a weaker
member of his own species. It is said that he will die
if he fasts for twelve hours without having a morsel to eat.
This may be quite true. We have rarely caught a mole
alive in a trap when inspected ; but then, powerful and
muscular as he is, the mole is easily killed if caught
either in the jaws of an iron trap or hanked in the noose
of a wooden one.

NAMES OF VLAHrS.—Gentianella, Wells.— 1, Pink
Rose, Dorothy Pel kins; 2, blush Rose, Sweetheart;
3. small white Daisy, Aster vimineus : 4, mauve Daisy,
que-y, gone to seeil. W. M. Z>.— 1. Prunus Lauro-
cerasus (conmion Laurel) ; 2. Aucuba japonica; 3, Berber's
Aquifolium 4, Cassinia fub ida 5, Taxus baccata
(common Yew): 6. Cupressus Lawsoulana. 7, Begonia
species, cannot name without flowers; 8, Bigonia
metallica: P, Aloe varirgata. A. M. if.—Paiauus
acerifolia (London Plane).- G. A.—Staphylea pmnata.

Trial of Climting French Beans and Vegetable
Marrows at Wisley, 1918.—The following awards
have been made by the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society to Climbing French Beans
after trial at Wisley: First-class certificates

—

Bfurre Couronne d'Or and Soissons blanc frames,
sent by Messrs. Vilmorin ; and Tender and True,

sent by Messrs. Sutton. Awards of merit—Golden
Butter, sent by Messrs. Carter ; Mangetout de
St. Fiacre blanc, sent by Messrs. Vilmorin ; and
Veitch's Climbing French and Tender and True,

:.ent by Messrs. Barr. In the trial of Vegetable

Marrows at Wisley, Pen-y-Byd. sent by Messrs.

Sydenham, and Unique, sent by Messrs. Yates^

Evesham, received awards of merit.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B.S.A.

ONCE more I devote space to the

, rationing of poultry, because at the

I
moment that is the only thing that

' counts and is in the mind of every

poultry-keeper in this country.

Poultry-Keepers Meet.—On November 8 I

attended the annual meeting of the National

Utility Poultry Society, and among the speakers

was a Mr. Trewarthen representing the Ministry

of Food. Nov, you will remember in my last

week's notes the little story of a member of the

Board of Agriculture who was going to pay a visit

to a poultry farm to learn something of modern

poultry methods. Mr. Trewarthen opened his

speech with a similar admittance. He did not

know why he was at the meeting unless it was to

tell those present something about the Govern-

ment's Rationing Scheme, since he was responsible

in part for attending to same at the Ministry of

Food. He then went on to say how pleased he

was to have been present, for he had learned nmch

about poultry matters and, of coiurse, he was not

a poultry man. My point, anyway, is that he

pleaded ignorance of the subject, proof positive

that practical knowledge is a barrier when it comes

to officialdom. Sir Daniel Hall, the hero of the

hour at the Board of Agriculture, who said " The

Doughboys will cost you your hens' food," was to

have been present as Permanent Secretary of the

, Board of Agriculture to address the meeting, but

he did not attend- I expect he was helping

Mr. Clynes with that American Meat Trust profit

and loss account ; or was he visiting that poultry

farm, bent on learning the game ? Pity, as he

would have heard some nasty home truths !

Those Seven Pounds.—Mr. Trewarthen put

quite a different aspect on those 7lb. of foodstuffs

each poultry-keeper was to get weekly if outside

the "super" rations. He said that a person

could not get more than 7lb. weekly of those foods

(middlings and bran presumably) for which cattle

competed. The new Order came into force on

November 17, and should by now have been studied

by poultry-keepers. But why issue such mis-

leading notices ? As I see matters, the owners

whose fowls are approved under the "super"

Rationing Scheme will get their 40Z. of food per

diem guaranteed for each bird so approved
;

they cannot buy other foodstuffs for these birds,

but can buy on the open market for any other

hens in their possession not fully rationed. Other

poultry-keepers owning unrationed stock can buy

what they are able to procure of any foods, but

not more than 7lb. weekly of (presumably) offals,

i.e., bran and middlings.

Scottish Poultry-Keepers.—You will remember

when I orighially dealt with the " super " 40Z.

Rationing Scheme I mentioned that Scotland

was not included and that a separate scheme was

to be planned for Scottish poultry-keepers. I

hope my Scottish readers have followed my advice

of continually pestering the officials to know when

they were likely to hear anything of the scheme.

I am sorry for the powers that be if I have been

the means of making their daily past-bags bulky,

but if they will adopt " rushing " tactics they

must put up with it. On my return home from

the N.U.P.S. meeting I scanned the weekly poultry

papers of November 8, and was attracted by a

6-inch advertisement in two of them from the

Ministry of Food, Feeding Stuffs Section (Scotland).

The advertisement was missing in the third, no
doubt because it has by its persistent attacks hurt

the feelmgs of these haughty officials. Be that

as it may, this announcement concerned the

"super" Rationing Scheme for Scotland. Owners
of poultry coming within the conditions stipulated

had to apply at once for application forms to the

Secretary, Ministry of Food, Feeding Stuffs Depart-

ment (Poultry Section), 250, St. Vincent Street,

Glasgow Such application forms, concluded the

announcement, had to be filled up and returned

not later than November 9 to the secretary.

Ministry of Fools.—if you will work out this

conundrum you will agree that the Ministry

might qualify for the term " Fools " instead of

" Food." In a periodical dated November 8

you read the announcement mentioned. You
must get that form, fill it in, and return it not

later than November 9. Not only that, but you
must write on the application form the name and

address of the retailer from whom you desire to

purchase supplies. What a day's work ! As
a Pressman, too, I can say that many of those

papers did not get into the hands ofScottish poultry-

keepers before November 9. Picture a big breeder

reading that notice at breakfast-time I Pande-

monium reigns ! Off he goes on an empty stomach
in his car to the post office ; away goes a wire

(at his own expense) for one of those forms. The
roll call of employes is sounded, and with pencil

and " ledger' in hand he goes the round of his

150-acre poultry farm. He adds up his thousands

of mated birds and his thousands of chicks

to get all details ready for the awaited

form. No time for meals and no time to go and
see Mr. Smith, the foodstuffs merchant^ cour-

tesy is nothing; petrol, labour, wires and
other expenses are nothing where officialdom is

concerned. So Mr. Smith has his name put down
on the form whether he likes it or not.

Rushing Tactics.—I can continue the story

ad lib., for Jlr. Poultry Farmer gets no sleep that

night. He cannot take his mind off that ration

form which the postman is to bring in the morning.

And when the postman knocks, the very sound of

the knocker is like the crash of a bomb from one

of London's " Zeppites." All nerves, he fills in

the form, and for lack of space thereon he covers

sheets and sheets of foolscap methodically but

with a shaky hand. Away he goes in his car to

the post office and takes train to the secretary

of his area. Mrs. Poultry Farmer argues that
" to be retm'ned not later than the gth " means
" posted on the gth," but her husband will not

have it so. He delivers his filled-in form and
faints ! I could even take the other ttuning

and illustrate what happened when the form did

not arrive ; but I leave readers to imagine

it. The "super" Rationing Scheme for England

was rushed, but this one for Scotland is the limit.

Had I been in time, I should personally have

notified my Scottish querists by postcard, as I

did many of my English correspondents when
they were "rushed" with theirs. I am writing

these notes on November 9 (as The Garden, ever

up to date and to the fore, goes to press a week or

more in advance), so that I do not know if there

will be any postponement of dates. Oh yes,

officialdom can say it was a typist's error !

A Serious Note.—On the other hand, there is

a very serious side to all these " Harry Tate "

methods of food production as carried out by
our officials. When warriors come home from

the wars, they seek by natiure rest and food—at

least at the start, until they become settled to

their new surroundings. Defeated armies do this
;

the victorious one will do so more. Their liberty

will know no bounds ! And this has been the

war of wars. If, perchance, I had had charge of

the nation's food supply, I should have fixed upon

a certain day within sight of peace, and from then

onwards I should have boomed home production

of foodstuffs for all I was worth. And the smaller

livestock would have been made prominent because

of their rapidity of production. When the boys

came home they would have had their fill, as I

believe that the stomach governs most things in

humans. But what will be the case when om'

lads come home ? Met with a shortage of foods,

coupons here, there and everywhere, exceedingly

high prices for eatables and so on, will they not

look around for those responsible for such a state

of affairs ? What will happen to the officials who
tell these warriors that they will not have to wait

long for another cargo of Yankee bacon, provided

the boat does not hit a stray mine ?

Returning Home.—Our officials have recent

happenings to guide their course. The Austrians

retired home (defeated, but happy all was
over) only to find empty larders. Revolution

broke out in consequence. Russia experienced

the same troubles, and I may be pardoned for

asking " Shall we ? " Supposing that our farmers,

our poultry-keepers, and all our food producers

should hand in their notices when Mr. Prothero

tells them he wants more pigs and when one-man

Mr. Clynes says we need more and more eggs and

poultry. All would have just cause to do so

on past experiences of heavy losses due to following

the ever-changing Government stunts. What is

going to happen, too, when those hundreds of

thousand "Tomnties " come home to settle on the

land ? For years they have mapped out their

futiu'e plans on paper while in training, in the

trenches, and even in the hospitals. Some are

going to be sheep-farmers, others poultry-farmers

and so on (my " war " post-bags prove all this

to me) ; but what will they say when they find

there is 'no foodstuff available for livestock?

Many thousands of ex-officers and men have

already started on the land, and now find the

Ministry of Fools blocking their way and squander-

ing to the wind their invested capital. Pre-war

stock-keepers, too, will arrive home to find every-

thing in a state of chaos. The " missus " has had
to sell the pigs, the poultry were refused rations,

the goat did not count and had to be slaughtered,

and the youngsters' rabbits had to go on to the

table f'lr want of a little bran and oats.

Reconstruction Schemes.—When all these men
return they will think not of " What did you do

in the great war. Daddy ? " but of " Why did I

do it, and what has the Government done fir me ?
"

You can have all the demobilisation schemes you

like and all the reconstruction plans, but they

will not suffice. A man who comes home to find

living expensive will want to be a six-hen back-

yarder or to keep a goat or a few breeding rabbits

and so fo th. And if his dream has been of small

holding cr small farming, he will come home to

carry out his ideas. Does Mr. Clynes or Mr.

Prothero think the former man will be denied or

that the latter will go back to the pre-war office

stool ? Our food production officials have been

put to the test and failed. Who says that long-

sufl'ering England shall drift aimlessly with them

to ruination ? I look for an early mending of

their ways and I pray for it ; otherwise the day of

reckoning will come !
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THERE are many pitfalls for the un-

initiated, who conclude that because a

certain wash is good for a special pest on

one tree or one variety, it is equally

effective on all trees and for all varieties.

The subject of pest control in fruit trees is

an extremely complicated one, and the Board

of .Agriculture's new leaflet, No. 39, should

be widely read and its advice most discreetly

translated into action. A case in point is

the statement in this leaflet that, while most

Ciooseberries should be sprayed towards the end

of April with lime-sulphvir at summer strength

—

that is to say, three pints of lime-sulphur to ten gal-

lons of water—-Berry's Early, Freedom, Lanca-

shire Lad and Crown Bob are damaged by lime-

sulph\u at summer strength, and should be sprayed

with a mixture only half summer strength.

A'ellow Rough and Valentine Seedling cannot

safely be sprayed with lime-sulphur at all. In the

same way there are some varieties of Apple that can

be seriously damaged by spraying with Bordeaux

mixttire (for scab), among them such jine varieties

as Cox's Orange Pippin, Duchess' Favourite, Beauty

of Bath, Gladstone, Miller's Seedling, and Lady
Sudeley. Lime-sulphur at half summer strength

should be used for Cox's ; lime-sulphur at full

sununer strength can be utilised for the others just,

named.

Planting.—It is not too late to plant out more

Cabbages and Lettuce if there is ground availabh

for the pm'pose. It is advisable thus to utilise

all spare ground so far as possible, provided that

it will not interfere wth getting in next year's

crops. Spare vegetables will be valuable for.

feeding rabbits and pigs later on. Cabbages arf

specially useful as. feeding material if they are no.

required for culinary use, so that if there is

spare ground available, it can be particularly

useful on wliich tj grow Cabbages.

Sunroots or Jerusalem Artichokes.—For use

<iuring spells of frost a certain number of these

should be lifted now and stored in either sand or

ashes ; or they may be lifted and clamped similarly

to Potatoes. Treated in these ways Artichokes

will keep plump and sound and will be easier to

get at in the event of a long spell of severe frost.

There is no need to lift the bulk of this crop ; it

-will keep well in the position where grown. There

is no comparison between the purple variety and

the white ; and those who have not yet grown the

latter should do so in future. It is in every way
superior to the purple.

Leeks.—The late batch of this valuable winter

\'egetable should now have a slight dusting of sul-

phate of ammonia applied. Take care that the

fertiliser is only used in this way when the leafy

tops of the Leeks are dry. After applying this,

draw the soil well up round the plants to blanch.

Leeks are very hardy.

Onions.—It is necessary frequently to look over

stocks of Onions with a view to ascertaining if

any of them are showing signs of decay. .\ny bulb

that is thus deteriorating should be at once removed

!to prevent it contaminating the sound bulbs.

Those that are not damaged too badly can have the

decaying portion removed, and the remaining

part may still be found useful for culinary purposes,

such as flavoturing.

Produce of Crops.—-A.ccording to the pre-

liminary statement issued by the Board of- Agri-

culture the yield per acre of all the corn crops in

England and Wales this year is above the average,

and with the single exception of the small area

of Beans, the total production is also greater
;

while all are better, whether judged by the yield

from an acre or by total production, than in 191 7.

The yield of Wheat is estimated at 33 bushels

per acre (2 bushels above the average), and the

total production, upon the greatly increased

acreage, amounts to 10,534,000 quarters, which is

VALERIANA PHL', THE CRETAN S ,'; KE.V.VRD.

the largest quantity harvested since estimates

were first officially collected in 1885, and exceeds

last year's total by 3J million quarters. Special

reports received from the Board's Crop Reporters

indicate that a certain proportion of the Wheat

has been damaged, especially in the Northern

districts and in Wales, but the condition of the b'ulk

is satisfactory. The returns of the production

of Potatoes and roots are collected at a later date,

and will be issued subsequently.

The Cretan Spikenard.—-We came across this

plant in a convent garden, where it is still cherished

by the Community for its alleged healing virtues.

.\n ointment had been applied mth good results

0:1 an ulcerated leg. It is a time-honoured herb,

known better perhaps by its botanical name
Valeriana Phu. It is quite easily grown, and in

some parts of the country it grows wild as an estray

from gardens.

Stachys grandiflora.—^This old plant, once

called Betony, is not to be despised, for it often

sends up its rather majestic spikes of rosy flowers

far into late autumn. It is not a subject to put

among the choicest things of the rock garden,

but in an odd corner of the herbaceous border,

woodland or 'shrubbery it is showy and uiicom-

plaining. There is a good red southerner (S.

coccinea) from Mexico which is quite hardy.

With the exception of the last named, which

may have rather brighter quarters, all Betonies

will do in half shade.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

.\s' treasurer of this Institution for more than

thipty years, and therefore thoroughly acquainted

with its excellent work. Sir Harry J. Veitch, V.MH..

appeals for financial help in this time of great

stress when the need is so m'gent. A very warm
friend of the Institution who wishes to remain

anonymous has most generously offered £250

this year and to continue the amount annually

until one year after the cessation of the war, pro-

vided three other similar sums, or lesser amounts

amounting in the aggregate to £750, are obtained

;

or to give £500 on the same conditions if £1,500

is raised. Towards this the committee have

already received and gratefully acknowledged more

than £250. We hope that this deserving Institution

will be well supported in order that the committee

may take as full advantage as possible of this

very generous offer.

Training in Forestry at Edinburgh University.

.A satisfactory arrangement has been made
between the War Office authorities and Edinburgh

L'niversity, by means of which the woods and

nursery on Dreghorn Estate will be made avail-

able for training students taking the Forestry

Coiurse of the University. The scheme was

approved at a recent meeting of the Edinburgh

University Court.

Mr. A. W. Sutton, J.P., V.M.H.—At the

general meeting of tlic Linnean Society of London,

held on November 7, Mr. .^'thm' Warwick Sutton

was, upon the nomination of the Council, elected to

fill the vacancy on the Council caused by the death

of Professor George Plimmer, F.R.S.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A HARDY MAIDENHAIR FERN.
A PROPOS of the note by "

J. F." in The Gakden-

of November 23 (page 435), your corre-

spondent has not said a word too much in favour of

Adiantum pedatum. It is wonderfully hardy, even

in Scotland, and resists a considerable amount

of frost without injury. It suffers a good deal

in exposed positions from the effects of wind,

and intending planters should be careful to give

it a sheltered position. It is a very beautiful Fern,

and on coming across it for the first time it sur-

prises many who have not seen it before. A.

pedatum is also a gem for a cold house or even

one slightly heated.—S. Arnott.

PRUNUS PISSARDII.

nPHIS Prunus is botanically a coloured-leaved

variety of Prunus cerasifera. Popularly it is

known as the Cherry Plum, from its points in

common with both of these fruits. Another

name for it is the Myrobalan. The correct name

of Prunus Pissardii is now, therefore, Prunus

cerasifera atropurpurea. As a rule, it fruits but

sparingly in the neighbourhood of London. In

warmer districts, however, the typical kind is far

more prolific in fruits, and now, even after a lapse

of fifty years, I have very pleasant memories of a

fine tree growing on the south coast of Devon

which every year used to be a great attraction

to us schoolboys. The favotu-ites of one's youth

are often less acceptable in old age, but I still relish

the Cherry Plimi as we used to call it.—H. P.

CLIMBING ROSE DR. J. VAN FLEET.
A MONG desirable climbing Roses this American-
^ raised variety is still uncommon in gardens,

I regret to say. All who see it densely covered

here with its delicate pink, shapely blooms greatly

admire it and make a note of its virtues, which are

many. The blooms are exceptionally large for a

rambler, and retain their good form long after

they are fully developed. In the bud state it is

an enoh&nting Rose, half developed it increases

in its allurement, and, fully developed, the colour

is still that sweet pink all admire. In growth it

is vigorous, reaching to ro feet high and flowering

abundantly.—E. Molyneux, Swanmore.

ROSE VAUL'S SCARLET CLIMBER.
00 few pillar or rambling. Roses give a second

crop of hlooms that when we get one that

doSs it is indeed a boon. Apart from the magnifi-

cent colour of this variety in the open, as well as

the lasting power of its blooms and its freedom

of flowering, a second crop is produced,

making quite a bright spot in the garden

when Rose . blooms are none too plentiftil

in any section. , When the first flower crop is past,

the tree should be lightly pruned, cutting back

all flower-heads ; this will induce new growths

lo push, which will in time give a crop of welcome

flowers.—E. M.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.
T WAS greatly interested in the note from Mr.

George Bunyard as received by " Anne

Amateur." Mr. Bunyard speaks of Youell of

Yarmouth and his good work with Gladiolus

brenchleyensis. Possibly Mr. Bunyard may be

aware that Youell's son, Henry, migrated to the

United States many years since, where he died

only a few months ago. Less than a year ago he

was relating his reminiscences either in the United

States Press or in the Gladiolus Journal—I forget

which—and he referred to the development of

Gladiolus brenchleyensis by his father. Mr. Henry

V'ouell, by the way, was at the time of his death,

and since its inception, Secretary of the American

Gladiohis Society. Like his father, he was a keen

Gladiolus enthusiast, but he was also a general

florist. If I remember rightly, he was close upon

seventy at the time of his death.—T. A. W.

PLANTING STRAWBERRIES.
T ALWAYS read the communications from Mr.

Engleheart in your columns with great pleasure
;

they are admirable for their style, and especially

for the practical knowledge they impart. The

letter on Strawberries in your issue of the i6th inst.

is no exception, but I ventiu-e to differ slightly

from some of the opinions expressed. It is all

very well for Mr. Engleheart, who is not only a

practical but a working gardener, to advise the

planting of Strawberries in July, because he looks

after the newly planted beds and attends to their

needs ; but I fear it would be disastrous if the

general public were to follow his example—we

should have a sad outcry about plants having failed

and so on if the season happened to be dry. Of

course, in establishments where labour is available.

Strawberries are planted in July or very early

August, and if they can receive proper attention

in the way of watering when needed they succeed

grandly. It is only the amateur and the short-

of-labour gardener who I would warn not to plant

too early. I am fully in agreement with regard

to a change of soil being necessary, and have alwa>'S

advocated Strawberry beds being renewed every

second or, at longest, third year, and all the British

Queen family do best treated as annuals ; but here

again the question of labour comes in. I am
inclined to think that Strawberries may give off

some kind of toxin which is inimical to their own

well-being, hence the desire to run away and start

housekeeping in a fresh spot. Certain it is that

very few things will grow upon land where they

have been dug in, and when destroying an old bed

it is best to fork out the old plants and burn them.

I know there is a theory that plants which are not

allowed to fruit produce better runners than those

which have fruited ; but is there any evidence to

justify it ? Has anyone tried the two systems side

by side ? Our plants which are put out for stools

are generally planted after the bulk of the orders

are despatched (I shall not say how late
;

your

correspondent would be shocked). They fruit

freely the following summer—an ad%'antage in

some ways, as one can taste the fruit of new varieties,

see that all stocks are true, and can also be sure

that one is not propagating from " blind " plants.

We only layer the first runners and pinch off the

extensions, and the results are good. Nevertheless,

one is always open to do better, and if there is a

proved advantage in propagating from plants

which are not allowed to fruit. I shall be glad to do

sp. In any case, I will try the experiment next

season, all being well.—A. H. Pearson, Lmedham.

"CLUB" IN CABBAGE.
npHE correspondence re "Club in Brassicas"

interested me greatly, as well it may, seeing

that I have charge of seventeen acres of market

garden land, and if there is one rod of the

whole free from the scourge I have yet to find it.

So far I have found no radical cmre ; nevertheless,

on a one-acre trial plot treated with a prepa-

ration of coal tar there is certainly a distinct

improvement, and I am hoping another dressing

will rid that particular piece of land of the

nuisance. At the same time, it is just possible

another dose may so poison the land that nothing

whatever will grow there for at least a season.

I find that is what happens when too much is

used at one time ; stiU, one would not mind

sacrificing a year's crops if he was sure there

would be no recurrence of the trouble.

We are counselled to refrain for a time from

puUing infected land under crops that the

fungus it known to attack, for, say the scientists,

if there i» nothing for the fnngus to live on, it must

of necessity perish. I do not know how many-

years it would take to rid the soil of it in that way,

but from what I saw here last year it seems to-

me that a geological age would prove to be all

too short to effect that, as the following instance-

will show.

Last year we dug up an old hedge and used

the soil to fill up some hollows in different

parts of the ground. Where the hedge had stood

we planted Peas ; these did splendidly. Having,

cleared off the Peas, I thought it would be a clean

piece of land on which to raise some Cabbage

plants, to see if the fact of their being raised on-

clean ground would prove of lasting benefit.

The seedlings came up well, but they were no

sooner in rough leaf than they were attacked,

and by planting-out time not 5 per cent, of them

were any good. As a matter of fact, so few did

we find any good that I had the whole batch

scarified and burnt. That the above case is

capable of explanation I do not doubt. At the

same time, I must confess I am quite unable to

fathom it. Am I to believe the spores had lain

dormant under that hedge for centuries, and that

as soon as a medium congenial to the development

of the fungus came to hand it immediately seized

on it and, contrary to what one had a right to ex-

pect from its long inactivity, proved to be in a

most powerful and virulent state ? I am afraid the

above facts upset the theory propounded by Dr.

Potts that the fungus cannot exist at a greater

depth than 6 inches, as the hedge that we dug

up was 5 feet high and quite 14 feet wide at

the base.

It would be both interesting and instructive to

know for certain the manner in which the various

so-called remedies act—whether it is by destroying

the fungus or in a more indirect way, that is, by

Tendering the juices of the plant toxic to the fungus.

Personally, I think it is by the latter, for how

else can one account for the different effects pro-

duced on different soils by the application of the

same remedy ? It is obvious that if a preparation

destroyed the fungus on one soil, it would do the

same when applied to any other, unless some

soils contain something that is capable of rendering

the remedy inoperative.—W. Bickford, 50,

Federation Road, Lavia, Plymouth.

BRASSICAS BETWEEN POTATOES.

]\/r.\Y I criticise a statement on the above subjec'

by Mr. C. Pouting in the issue of August 24 ?

His remarks on this theme need qualifying, or

some enthusiastic beginners may get a -wrong

idea concerning this practice. First, planting

of Greens can be done most successfully between

rows of early Potatoes, because of the early matur-

ing of the haulm, which is usually of a dwarfer

habit than that of later sorts. Secondly, success

is assured by planting far enough apart. Put

the Potato ro-ws a yard apart and the Greens

wiU have a like space, usually ample. Thirdly,

where ground is limited, the advantage of so

planting is almost incalculable to the gardener

who carries on successive cropping, as the plants

are well established by the time the Potatoes

want digging. So managed there- need be no

fight for moisture, and certainly no early Potato

at a yard apart will smother Brassicas with luxuri-

ant hauLm, unless the plants are put in much

too soon. Where Greens are put between late

Potatoes they may eSperieuce rather a bad time,

but a little' forethought should enable one to

guard against so doing. Brassicas often started

between ro-ws of early Potatoes are early Brussels

Sprouts, Autumn Cauliflower and early Broccoli,

and these do not look amiss for being so treated.

—C. Turner.
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HABRANTHUS J'RATENSIS.

fkTR. OSGOOD MACKENVJE'S attractive paper

in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society (Vol, XLIII., Part I., pages 79-93),

describing a year in his garden in North-west Ross-

shire, furnishes us with much to think over and

to compare with the conditions existing in gardens

considerably further South but not enjoying the

same wonderful climate as that at Invcrewe. An
mtcresting note referring to Habranthus pratensis

leads one to say that this brilliant June-flowering

bulbous plant, which some of us have seen so

effectively exhibited at Chelsea, is quite a satis-

factory subject in certain other gardens on the

West Coast of Scotland but considerably further

South than Inverewe. At <ZuIzean, for example,

I have seen fine clumps established in the borders,

and in a few other gardens the showy scarlet

flowers have favoured us with a glimpse of the

brilliancy it possesses. Yet in gardens only a

ft w miles inland some difficultv has been

experienced with H. pratensis, and it has been lost

in winter, although every reasonable care was taken

for the first season—generally the worst one for

these tender bulbs. If I am not mistaken, it

seems to do better in Norfolk than in most other

places, and this may be due there, as well as further

North, to being grown in places not too far

from the sea. A little comparison of experience

among growers or would-be cultivators might

be useful in the case of Habranthus pratensis.

— S. .\rnott.

I'YRACANTHA

GIBBSII.

(I'rom a drawing

by E. A . Bcw'.es.)

A
LARGE branch of this fine shrub was brought up

from Wisley to the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on the 19th inst^, and received a first-class

certificate from, the floral committee. It received

' an award of merit in 1915, and no one seeing the

masses of brilliant berries crowded among its glistening deep

green leaves would grudge it the higher award. The first time

it was shown it bore the name of P. crenulata, and as such it

is to be found in " Plantse Wilsonianas." Mr. Bruce Jaclvson

examined it critically, and, after comparing it with the plant

of the true P. crenulata at Kew, described it as anew species

under the name P. Gibbsii in the - Gardeners' Chronicle of

December 30, 1916. P. crenulata is a native of the Temperate

Himalaya, but has not proved hardy enough for general

cultivation in England, and possibly the plant at Kew may
be the only one in the country.

This new species is absolutely hardy, and also differs from

the older one in being almost without spines and beai'ing

larger leaves, but, best of all, in the abu.ndance of bcrriis

that a strong plant carries on its ripened branchlets. They are

mailer than those of the commoner P. Laelandii, but so

clDsely packed and of so brilliant a scarlet that they have no

need 01 being enlarged. In Hupeh and Szechuan, where it

-grows wild, the leaves are much used for tea. Let us hope tliis

hint comes too late to tempt the careful housekeepcT to

plant a hedge of P. .Gibbsii to fill the teapot ; but, all the

same, everyone with room for one more good evergreen would

do well to try this for its beauty, though it may never be

needed to eke out the tea ration. E. A. Bowles.
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T'AO-YUAN-MING
By C. HARMAN PAYNE.

It would be really a

wonderful peep into the

future if we could by any
means foretell, with any

degree of certainty, how
many of our eminent

111 )riculturists who are held

in high repute to-day are

likely to be heard of by
the flower growers of the

year 3418 ; that is to say,

fifteen hundred years hence. And yet the man
about whom we propose to give a few details

in a gossipy sort of way to-day enjoys the

distinction of having his work read and of being

written about and talked about, both in the East

and in the West, after a lapse of rather more
than that very lengthy period.

T'ao-yiian-ming comes do'ivn to us modern
flower growers thrqugh the ages principally because

of his great success and fame as a cultivator of

fortunately able to do through the various modem
translations into English of Chinese poetry and

other works, we find that he occupied a somewhat

peculiar position. Cranmer-Byng in " A Lute

of Jade " tells us that " the third century a.d.

saw the birth of what was probably the first literary

club ever Icnown—the Seven Sages of the Bamboo
Grove. This little coterie of friends was com-

posed of seven famous men, who possessed many
talents in common, being poets and musicians,

alchemists, philosophers, and mostly hard drinkers

as well. Their poetry, however, is scarcely

memorable." Only one great name, that of the

subject of this article, stands between them and

the poets of the Tang dynasty.

The Tang dynasty began about the year 600 a.d.

or a few years lafer, and lasted for nearly three

htmdred years. It is generally considered to have

been the Augustan era of Chinese literature.

Chrysanthemums are referred to incidentally

by some of the great poets of that period, and

WHITE CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN TUBS PLACED IN THE, PLEASURE GROUNDS.

the Chrysanthemmn. To the literary man or

to the sinologue he appeals chiefly on account of

the place he occupies among the classic poets of

the Flowery. Land.

It is now close on thirty years since we first

made the great man's acquaintance through

correspondence with an old friend who has passed

a long life of service in missionary labours in that

country. Our friend simply whetted our literary

appetite, and ever since we first heard of this old

Chinaman, whose signal success in growing the

famous " golden flower " in far Cathay has been

so oft recorded, we have been, like Oliver Twist,

asking for more—more loiowledge about himself,

his doings, his florirultural work.

.\t first all we could glean was limited to a few

bare facts, devoid of all accessory of detail. We
were told that he was bom in 365 a.d. and died

in 427, that he was a scholar and dilettante, cele-

brated for his distaste of official cares, and that

versification, the pleasures of the wine cup (Ah !

how fond those old Chinese literary men were of

wine-bibbing !), and the harmony of his lute

occupied most of his days.

When we come to dive a little more deeply

into T'ao-yiian ming's life-story, which we are

again quoting from, Cranmer-Byng's work, we
may mention that Tu Fu (whose countrymen

called him the God of Verse), Po Chu-i and Ssu-

K'tmg T'u are among those Chinese poetical

celebrities whose verse contains allusions to the

popular autumn favourite.

In another book by Cranmer-BjTig, " A Feast

of Lanterns," we are told that T'ao-yiian-ming

has been comparatively neglected as yet by

Western scholars, adding that many of his poems
would be well worth translating. It is fortunate

that, since those lines were penned, we have been

favoured with the opportimity of becoming

familiar with several examples of this Chinese

writer's work. Charles Budd in a recently published

volume of translations into English entitled

" Chinese Poems " includes no fewer than five

translations of poems by T'ao-yiian-ming. Before

coming to them, however, we may well spend a

few moments in gathering together some of

the little scraps, picked up here and there,

relating more especially to the flower with

which T'ao-yiian-ming's name has so long been

associated.

He was followed by many imitators and admirers,

whose names are also recorded in the Chinese

annals of the flower. We are told that Liu-meng-
ts'iien published a list of no fewer than r63 varieties.

Fan-chih-leng, Shih-cheng-chi, Ma-peh-cheo and
Wang-tsin-ch'en all wrote works in which more
than a hundred varieties of the Chrysanthemum
were enumerated.

In later years Chou-tun-i, who lived from 1017
to 1073 A.D., says lovers of flowering plants and
shrubs we have had by the score, but T'ao-yiian-

ming alone devoted himself to the Chrysanthemum.
" In my opinion the Chrysanthemum," says he, " is

the flower of retirement and culture. Alas ! few have
lov..d the Chrysanthemum like T'ao-yiian-ming

and none the Water Lily like myself."

His renown as a Chrysanthemtmi grower, his

fame as a poet, and his reputation for his convivial

turn of mind are, it must be admitted, remarkable
wiien we remember the remote period in which
T'ao-yiian-ming lived. We find another of the

many references to him in the following lines by
an English translator. The extract is from an
arliclc on Chinese poetry which appeared in one
of the monthly magazines, by Sir Walter H.
M dluirst. The native poet, whose name is not
giv n. s supposed to be apostrophising a bed of

ChryGanthemums in full bloom, and exclaims :

" S-^e their slender shadows pictured

on the fence, whilst their delicate

perfume scents the garden walls.

Their tints now dark, now light,

flash one against the other.

Hungry, they feed on air

—

What with their coloiu"s can com-
pare ?

Talking of them, one might pity

their languor, as of that of an
invalid.

Delicate they open with constitu-

tions at best autumnal.

V>t say not that they bloom to no
purpose,

l'".>r did they not by their charms
inspire T'ao to poetry and
conviviality ?

"

Ch'eng-Fu-iao m his "Flower
Mirror " records the fact that in old

times T'ao-yiian-ming grew the Cliry-

santhemum in Tong-liu-hsien, hence
the city was afterwards called Chii-

hsien, i.e.. Chrysanthemum City. This

author, curiously enough, tells us in his

descriptive catalogue that the variety

known as Kiu-hwa-chii, or the Nine
Glories Chrysanthemum, wasT'ao's favourite flower

—a "-emarkable thing if that variety were still in

cultivation when Ch'eng-Fu-iao compiled liis

little book in 1783 a.d.

With regard to his ancestry, we read that T'ao

—

it is so nice to be able to cut his name short, just

as we can that of an old English chum whom
we are permitted in the intimacy of long years of

friendship to call Joe or Bert—was the great-

grandson of T'ao Kan. The front name T'ao

—

we had almost inadvertently said the Christian

name, for these ancient Chinamen could no more
have had a Christian name than a Jew—seems to

have run in the family. T'ao Kan was a very famous

man who lived from 259 to 334 a.d., and became
Governor of Kwang Chow and subsequently of

eight provinces.

.^las ! great rulers are not always followed by
sons or grandsons, or even, as in this case, by great-

grandsons,who can worthily maintain the reputation

of an illustrious ancestor with becoming dignity,

and so it came to pass that T'ao-yiian-ming w%s
as slack in the performance of his official duties

as his renowned great-grandfather had been keen

and rigid.

{To be continued.)
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Early White Chrysanthemums
for Late Districts

In many pans of the country some of the

'Chirysanthemums classert with the early varieties

are too late to be of much service. It is there-

foie desirable to pl.-nit those which generally

come in good time, so as to give a supply of

bloom before the frcst comes. White varieties

are always of great \alue, and the following have

proved satisfactory and usually bloom in Sep-

tember or earlier.

An excellent variety is Caledonia, about 2J feet

high, which produces an aDundant supply of flowers.

Cranford White is a little latei

but is not pure white, bein

;

slightly tinged with blush. Holmes'

White is about 2 feet high, and

gives a capital supply of flowers

for cutting. The old Mme. C.

Desgrange, one |Of the pioneers

of the early Chrysanthemums, is

usually in good time, and is still

appreciated by a number of

growers. Market White is well

known, though a little later than

some of the preceding. It is

about 2 feet high. Ralph Curtis

is of a creamy white and is a

favourite with many. Roi des

Blajic; is about 3 feet high, and

is perhaps the best of the early

white varieties ; it is excellent

in every way. Finally, I may
mention the nearly pure white

White Masse, which has all the

good qualities of the other Masses,

so well known to all Chrysanthe- t

mum-growers.

A Scottish Grow-er.

Herriot and Mme. Melanie Soupert ; the former bore

flowers as large as any in the summer-time. Mark
Twain once dt scribed the colour of a piece of old

china he had bought as of a " ramifying and soul-

subduing blue." The orange vermilion of these

late blooms of Mme. Edouard Herriot would
excuse extravagant language in trying to describe

their colour in bright sunlight. Mme. Melanie Sou-

pert was a great contrast, widely open like a Marliac

Water Lily, ivory wliite, flushed with faint rose.

These Roses may well be remembered, for, even
as their petals were falling, the nightmare passed

away and the spark of coming Peace appeared in

the darkened skv.

LATE AUTUMN
ROSES

IT

isNovcmber 16, and early this

morning I picked a bud pf

Rose Mme. Edouard Herriot
;

it was stiff with frost and a

fringe of hoar frost hung on its

leaves. It was carefully washed
in cold water, and in the

warm room has opened into a

glorious Rose, with a colour like

red-hot gold. I never remember to

have seen any of the precious metal

red-hot, and the cold article has

been w-ell-nigh invisible of late ; but

It seems to describe the colour.

The absence of sharp frost has

given us West Country folk a

good show of late autumn Roses.

During tlie very last days of

October I saw good blooms of

General Macarthur, darker in

colour than usual ; three grand

flowers of La France, as full and
fine as in June ; many blooms of La Tosca, Betty,

old Jules Margottin, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mme.
Ravaty, and one huge flower of Mrs. David McKee
that at a distance might have been mistaken for a

festiva maxima Pa'ony that had forgotten the

t ime of year. On the wall were quite a crop of Mme.
Bcrard's DijouTlike flowers, and three exquisite

buds of Mme. Falcot. Frau Karl Druschki had
several large snow white blooms. (I am following

the lead of our Lady Anne in keeping the old

name, if it is of German origin, but there seems a
spice of Russian about " Druschki.") But the
two outstanding beauties were Mme. Edouard

THE SIKKIM LARCH (lARIX GRlFFITHl) AT STRETE RALEIGH.

' Roses were shirking in Picardy, in the hush of

the silver dew," and now " along the white road by
the Poplars " crosses are standing in serried ranks,

rough wooden crosses to mark the rcoting-places

of those whose bravery and sacrifice have kept our
English Roses free from the polluted touch of

German carrion.

The time of Roses and Rose shows will

come again, and it would seem fitting that at

our next great National Show the gold medal
Rose should be blood crimson in colour, thorny of

stem, with a fragrance strong as incense, and be
named Marshal Foch. Blackthorn.

THE SIKKIM LARCH
THE beautiful Himalayan conifer Larix

Griifithi has just claims to be considered
one of the rarest trees in cultivation,

for the Imown specimens in this country
can certainly be counted on the fingers

of one hand. Even as a wild tree it has a very
local distribution, being only knovra to occur in

a rather narrow strip of country extending from
Eastern Nepal to Bhutan. It is essentially an alpine

species.being found in the Sikkim Valley at elevations

ranging from 8,000 feet to 12,000 feet. It grows
on dry rocky moraines and on grassy slopes where

the drainage is good. Sir Joseph
Hooker saw this Larch during his

expedition to Nepal in 1848, and
refers to it in his Himalayan
journals. Subsequently he named
it after Griffith, its discoverer, and
figured it in the " Illustrations of

Himalayan Plants," published in

1855 from drawings by Cathcart.

Elwes also observed this Larch
in the Lachoong Valley during his

journey to Tibet in r87o. It is a
most attractive tree on accoimt of

its pendulous branchlets and large,

glaucous green or purplish cones

with orange brown bracts. Unfor-

tunately, it has proved very
difficult to grow in this country
except in Devon and Cornwall,

where there are two or three good
specimens. Large numbers of seed-

lings raised and distributed from
Kew succumbed after a few years
to attacks of Coccus, and in other

places it has proved very difficult

to keep alive. The tree depicted

in the accompanying illustration

shows well the pendulous habit

of the species. It is growing at

Strete Raleigh, Devon, the seat of

Sir H. M. Imbert Terry. This speci-

men is one of th^ oldest in the

country, having been raised from
seed sent to England by Sir Joseph
Hooker in 1848. In 1903, accord-

ing to Elwes, it measured 40 feet

high and 4 feet in girth, but the

owner now tells me that when he
meastired the tree about four years

ago it was over 50 feet high and
8 feet in girth. Seedlings raised

some years ago and planted near

the mother tree are in a thriving

condition, being 12 feet to 15 feet

in height. At Coldrennick in Corn-

wall, where Mr. E. J. Trelawny,

an intimate friend of Shelley and
Byron, planted many interesting

conifers, there is a still larger tree

of Larix Griffithi, of which an
illustration appeared in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for March 3,

1907. It was then 57 feet high,

with a straight, tapering trunk, clear of branches

for 20 feet from the base, with a girth of

4 feet 7 inches at 5 feet from the ground.

It has very spreading branches, the width

from point to point of the lowermost branches

being 43 feet.

The Rev. F. E. Trelawny, the present owner
of Coldreimick, writes me that the tree was
78 feet high and 5 feet 2 inches in girth when
he measured ft the other day. There are three

other specimens of this Larch at Coldrennick, one

being 26 feet high and 14 inches in girth and the

others smaller. The large; of these is growing vwll.
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There is also a small tree of the Sikkim Larch

in Sir Edmund Loder's fine collection of conifers

at Leonardslee, Sussex. Sir Edmund tells me it

must be at least thirty-five years old. Its present

measurements are 23 feet 4 inches high, with

a stem i foot 8 inches in girth at 5 feet from

the ground.

An old and stunted tree of the Sikkim Larch

is to be found at Pencarrow, Cornwall. A tree

also appears to have formerly existed at The
Frythe, Welwyn, Herts, as flowering specimens

were sent to Dr. Masters from there in 1896.

This tree, however, could not be found when
searched for by Dr. Augustine Henry ten years

later. A. BRtjcE Jackson.

Tecoma radicans minor

WHEN this is well grown on a

warm wall the effect of the terminal

corymb of trumpet-shaped bloom

is surprisingly rich. The flowering

branches are thrown out from the

wall slightly drooping, as if weighted down by the

blossom, which is all within 3 inches of the tip.

There may be as many as eighteen flowers and

buds, with four or five of the fine red trumpets

expanded at a time. The ones that open first,

those furthest from the tip, are in pairs ; the end

ones in threes. Each gorgeous trumpet is 4 inches

long and ij inches wide across the mouth. The

inner part and the slightly recurved lip are of a

deep, rich rosy scarlet colour, the outside something

between orange and scarlet, with the colour intensi-

fied by the surface being rather deeply channelled.

The buds nearest expansion are of the same rich

colouring, the inner buds a warm, faint orange.

The leaves are pinnate, something like Ash leaves,

but sharply pointed and handsomely toothed,

bright green and polished. The main stems are

woody and cling to the wall with rootlets like Ivy.

There are two forms of this fine plant. In one the

flower is much wider at the lip, but the one illus-

trated and described, known as minor, has much
the finer colour. It is a native of North America.

The popular name is Trumpet Flower. The

writer of this note met with a grand specimen

on the south front of a cottage in Sussex, and,

asking its name, the mistress said they called it

the Flowering Ash. G. J.

Gardening of the Week

FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Ml Vines should be pruned fully six

weeks before starting them into growth, so that

as soon as the leaves have fallen and the Grapes
have been cut, forward this work as fast as time
and labour will allow. Prune back rather closely

to a plump bud pointing, if possible, in the direction

the coming season's shoot is required. See that

the houses are thoroughly cleansed and the Vines

put in good order and kept freely ventilated till

the time for starting them is at hand. Top-dress

freely with plenty of bone-meal and a mixture of

good sweet loam prepared for the occasion, and
do not omit to paint thoroughly the rods, if bug
has been troublesome, with a mixture of tar and
clay at the rate of one pint of tar~to six pints of

dried pulverised clay mixed with sufficient warm
water to make it the thickness of ordinary paint.

Omit the buds, but dress with a safe insecticide,

and be very careful to cleanse thoroughly round
and about the old snags. Vines whose roots are

outside should not be overlooked ; the borders

should be made clean and well covered with good
decayed manure, with plenty of strawy material

over'the top. Bind haybands round the stems if

the Vines are planted outside of the brick walls,

so that they are safe from very severe frosts and
not so liable to receive a check in spring after the

Vines have started.

The Flower Garden.

Shrubs.—Evergreens grow most luxuriantly and
with remarkable rapidity in some soils, and every
endeavour should be made to keep them in reason-
able shape and within bounds. Where choice
subjects are intermixed with common shrubs, the
latter must be pruned more or less to give the
former every chance to develop their true character,
it being no unusual thing to meet with conifers
and other plants completely smothered with
Laurels and other less choice shrubs, the result of
several years of neglect. When pruning and
thinning do not be too severe at one time, but keep
a watchful eye on the choicest subjects and regulate
the pruning accordingly.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Orchards.—Trees in orchards should be gone
over annually and some pruning done to keep the
heads from overcrowding with useless wood.
A good, even-balanced tree not too crowded, but
studded with plenty of bold, fruitful buds all over
the branches, should be the aim, and this can only
result by constant attention. Cut out all interlacing
branches where they are too thick, so that when
standing beneath the trees no overcrowding is

visible. Clean the main branches and trunk, well
lime-wash the bark, and do not neglect to feed
the roots.

V The Kitchen Garden.
Brussels Sprouts.—These have buttoned very

satisfactorily this year, and we find the best are

TECOMA RADICANS MINOR.

Dwarf Gem, ^Market Favourite, Wroxton, Paragon,
and Exhibition. When the plants are dry go
over the stock and remove all decayed and parth
decayed leaves. This will be better for the

Sprouts and also better for those having to gather
them in wet weather.

Cauliflowers.—Keep a watchful eye on all

plants turning in, and lift and heel them in on a

sinig border so as to preserve them from frost

and thus prolong the season.

Chicory.—Lift roots of this and plant several

in large pots to produce tender leaves for salads.

The pots may be stood in a cold frame for a time,

and enough to meet the demand taken to bleach

in a dark place, with sufficient warmth to stai't a

fresh growth at iitervals.

Frames.—Keep all young Cauliflower plants.

Lettuces, &c., well ventilated to encourage sturdy

plants, which will be so much better for standing

cold weather and also produce better plants to

form larger heads next year.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

if a temperature of from 55* to 6c° can be'afforded
A convenient mode of forcing is to plant in 1 arge
flower-pots partially filled with soil. Do not water
until growth is active.

Savoys.—These often suffer from rot towards
the end of the season on account of an excess of

moisture at the axils of the leaves, caused by the
melting of accumulations of snow and ice on the
crown of the plant. This can be greatly obviated
if at this time the soil round the sttmsol the plants
is slackened by means of a fork, after which the
plants should be heeled over considerably and the

soil again trodden firm.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peaches.—if not already attended to, the houses

should be thoroughly cleaned, the glass and wood-
work being washed with soft soap and warm water,

but avoiding the use of soda, which is injurious to the

glass. Wash down afterwards with clean wat^r,

limewash the walls, and carefully paint the trees

with a dressing of soft soap, sulphur and soot

thickened to the consistency of paint by the

addition of loam to theN^-ater used. Or Gishurst

Compound may form this winter dressing, used
according to the directions given withit. Next tie

the trees to the trellis, commencing with the main
branches. Remove from 2 inches to 3 inches of the

surface soil of the border, and lightly fork the

ground underneath, working in a light dressing of

Thomson's or other approved manure if the trees

are becoming exhausted. Give a surface-dressuig

of fresh loam, mixed with some old lime mortar

if available, failing which substitute a little ground
lime.

The Pleasure Grounds.

S Pruning.—Where gross-growing subjects, such

al Dogwood, Rhododendron ponticum and the

more vigorous Lilacs, have been allowed to get out

of bounds, they should he cut down to withm2 feet

or so of the ground, after which treatment they

will break awav freely next season. Burn all

prunings and 'place the ashes under cover before

thcv get washed by rain, asthey are rich in potash.

Planting.—Ornamental trees and shrubs mav
still be planted in open weather. Some of the

most desirable of the former are the Corstorphhie

Plane, Prunus Pissardi, double-flowerrog Cherries,

Crabs, and single and double crimson and pink

Thorns. Tie the newly planted trees to stout

stakes, protectmg the stem from damage by the

ligature with a piece of rubber tubing or strong

Plants Under Glass.

Chrysanthemums.—As soon as the earlier

varieties have finished floweruig, cut them over, and

expose to full light a sufficient number of each

varietv to furnish cuttings later on. Big blooms

are at a discount nowadays ; but those who wish to

produce them should propagate now as lar as

cuttings are available. If potted off promptly after

the cuttings are rooted, they succeed better

and require less attention when rooted m an

ordinary propagating-box than when rooted in

small pots. It is unnecessary to cover them with

glass.

Cleaning Palms, &c.—During bad weather

Palms Dracffuas, Aspidistras and other foliage

plants should be overhauled and sponged if at all

dirtv Use tepid water and soap, support

the 'part being dealt with by the palm of the

left hand, and syringe with clear water to

finish off.

General Directions.—Ventilate cool houses

daily when the weather permits, but shut themearly

in the afternoon. Water in the mornings, exercismg

great care, as many plants require very little w-ater

at this season, whereas growing subjects, such as

Cinerarias and Calceolarias, lequure a good deal.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfteld Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Seakale.—Remove all decayed leaves, cover the

crowns with a little loose soil, and add a little loose

litter preparatory to placing pots over the plarits.

A few strong crowns can now be lifted forSforcing

NEW AND RARE PLANTS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Pyracantha Gibbsii.—As P. crenulata this best

of modern introductions received an award of

merit. To-day, on the strength of fine fruiting

specimens sent from the Royal Horticultural

Society's gardens at Wisley and the information

that a 15-foot-high bush is aglow with orange-

coloured fruits, the higher aw^ard has been given

it by a unanimous vote. (See note and illus-

tration on page 443>)
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Sophro - Laelio - Cattleya warnhamensis
(S.-L.-C. insifrilis Olive x L.-C. George Wnod-
liousc).—Probably the finest colour aflvauce in

these trigeiveric hybrids yet seen. The sepals

and petals are of wine ruby tone, the intenser

velvet of the lip of great depth and richness.

Better-formed varieties will doubtless follow,

since in this direction the variety hardly reaches

perfection. From C. J. Lucas, Esq., Horsham.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Laelio-Cattleya St. George Illuminator.—

The sepals and petals are of rich wine red colour,

the lip of much deeper hue. An excellent novelty.

From Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath.

Chrysanthemum Lizzy Robertson.—.A. single-

il'iwereil variety of sterling merit.

Chrysanthemum Framlield Glory.—The variety

is of the reflexing decorative order, and in all

probability will be in demand by market growers.

The colour is golden, the base of the florets lit with

orange. These two were from Mr. Norman Davis,

Framfield.

These were shown before the Royal Horticul-

tural Society on the rgth inst.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

.

The fortnightly meeting held on November 19

was not lacking in interest, merit or diversity.

For example, the full-length table of bottled fruits

and vegetables to the number of 450, which in-

< luded home-dried fruits and vegetables—these

being shown for the first time—-by the Food
Troduction Department afforded much food for

thought, their perfect c'ondition an object-lesson

"t some worth. In another direction the Glyndc
College of Gardening. Sussex (Principal and sole

manageress, Miss Elsa More), demonstrated what
is possible of accomplishment by womenthroughout.

Further, the gold medal group of Chrysanthemums
from Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham, made clear what
untiring energy and devotion to the work makes
possible at a time like this. We considered it a

-reat effort, worthy of the high award secured.

Fur the rest, Orchids came to the front strongly

and well. No hardy flowers were shown. Two
tirst-class certificates and three awards of merit

were granted to novelties.

Chrysanthemums.

For a magnificent table of Chrysanthemums—magnificent
from the standpoints of quality and extent when the cir-

cumstances in which growers have now for a long time
been placed—Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham, S.E., was given
a gold medal. The group was full of good things and
many novelties, of which Marshal Haig (rich rose), President
Wilson (golden and bronze with reflexing petals), General
AUenby (a magnificent golden yellow of the largest size).

General Townshend (soft rose on cream ground), Marshal
Foch (lemon yellow, petals edged rose). Admiral Beatty (rosy
mauve and white). General P6tain (shell pink), and Sunset
(golden amber decorative sort, which is surpassingly beauti-
ful) were the best. Others were Brilhant, Mr Lloyd George
(grand crimson) and Miss Adams (a new crolden incurved).
Singles and others were seen galore, the great stands of
many sorts of all but pre-war excellence. To a mixed
stand of incurveds. gold, bronze and white, we gave the
palm for high cultural excellence ; better could not be
desired.

Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, had a superb
single Chrysanthemum in Bronze Molly, a sport from the
pinli-flowered Molly Godfrey. W. J. Godfrey, single pink,
was also full of promise.

FauiT AND Vegetables.

The most educational exhibit in this section was, as
already stated, that of bottled fruits and vegetables
from the Food Production Department, Mr. Banks, the
Department's exponent and expert, displaying all to
advantage. With 450 examples on view we refrain from
mentioning any, assured of the fact that it must have been
highly representative.

Brussels Sprouts were shown by fllr. R. Staward,
Thu Gardens, PanshAnger, the well-buttoned plants of
much merit. Solidity, The Darlington, Sutton's Dwarf
Gem (which holds high rank for llavour and cropping
combined), Dreadnought and St. Fort were the best.
From the Glyndc College of Gardening, Sussex (Miss

Elsa More, sole manager and Principal), came a distinctly

meritorious exhibit of fruit, flowers and vegetables,
a combination practically unique at these gulhriings,
its unconventional aspect in the nature of a new departure.
That it afforded pleasure to many as much by reason of its

combined excellence as by a clear demonstration of the
exhibitor's art we know full well. In both nothing was
left to be desired. As the work of women gardeners
throughout, the exliibits merited high praise. Of tlie

Apples shown, Cox's Orange Pippin and Allingtou Pippin
gave proof that the Sunny South and chalk soils suit
these sorts admirably. Nothing could be finer. Allen's
Everlasting, a sort good for keeping into April, we have
never before in November seen with such ruddy checks.
Bramley's Seedling, Newton Wonder, and Lord Derby were
others. Celery Solid White and Sulham Prize were
grandly shown—the heaviest sticks staged at these meet-
ings. Highly creditable to the ladies as a whole and
showing what in times of need is possible of accomplish-
ment, the tribute is all the greater inasmuch as aU had
been grown on good, high-class Unes without any thought -

of exhibiting.

Greenhouse Plants.

In an exhibit of Ferns and miscellaneous plants from
Messrs, H. B. May and Sons were seen some well-grown
winter-flowering Begonias, which included Optima (soft
orange), Eraita (self orange, large and very free), Exquisite
(salmony orange and very beautiful), Glory of Cincinnati
(a gtofifled Gloire de Lorraine) and Mrs. Heal (carmine,
one of the best of the high-coloured class).

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman Rye, showed the lovely new
Nerine Gorgeous, its glowing colour overspread with a
crimson scarlet pile rendering its very striking.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

Orchids.

Of these a superb assortment came from Messrs. Arm-
strong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells, the finer things
being Cattleya Saturn alba (unsurpassed for purity) and
Odontioda Henryi. than wh'ch it would bo difficult to
conceive anything more brilliant, Cymbidium Hanbury-
anum was of marked flower freedom. Choice seedling
Odoljtoglossums were also shown.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's Heath, con-
tributed a rich and varied lot. A seedling Odontioda
Marjorie (O. Alexandree x O. Jean) showed remarkable
size and rich blotching. Odontogtossum crispum
Lorraine, Laelio-Cattleya Britannia (vcr.v pure of sepal
and petal and with a very richly coloured lip and a wire
edge of white, the marked contrast being very striking),
Cattleya aurea in plenty, and Disa Italia were all notable.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Keigate (gardener, air
Collier),- showed Cattleya Drapsiana (jfolden Glory (yellow
throughout), Brasso-Lselio-Cattleya Antoinette, and
Cattleya Portia cserulea, for wliich a cultural commenda-
tion was given.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of the National Sweet Pea
Society, recently held at .35, Wellington Street, W.C,
was not largely attended, but this was only to be
expected in these strenuous times. However,
Mr. E. W. King presided over a very amicable gathering,
and. in proposing the adoption of the report, made tlie

very gratifying announcement that the society's stand
of Sweet Pea blooms at the Trafalgar Square Floral Ff-te
last June was the means of contributing over £180 to the
fimds of the British Ambulance Committee. This sum
of money was used to equip a motor ambulance which
bears the society's name and is in use on the Western
Front. The report records an unavoidable slight falling
off in membership, though many members have paid
their arrears of subscriptions, so there is a balance in
hand of nearly £S. Following a rule laid down in 1914,
the president, chairman of commUtee, secretary and
committee, so far as eligible, were re-elected, and Messrs.
G. Blundell, H. J. Damerum, Charles Fonnan, B. Payman
and John Ness were elected to the general committee.
It is hoped to hold a small show on July 1, 1919, at the
London Scottish Drill Hall, when competition will be
confined to the cup classes. The President's Cup having
been won outright, Mr. E. W. King kindly offered to
replace it, and this the meeting accepted with acclamation.

A Choice Exhibit of Sweet Peas.—Those
who were privileged to visit the annual flo\ver

show of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti-
cultural Society which was held in St. Andrews
Halls, Glasgow, on September 4, witnessed a
display of Sweet Peas which I am sure could not
be equalled. The Sweet Peas referred to \vere a
stand of eighteen vases, distinct varieties, open
to all, and exhibited by Mr. James Paul, Drumbeg,
Kilkarn, Stirlingshire. The exhibit easily carried,

off first prize for size, form and wonderful colouring.

The varieties were as follow : King Alfred,

King Manoel, Annie Bowness, White Perfection,

Hawlmark Gladys, Cherub, Rowena, General
Townshend, Glow, Felton's Cream, Valentine,

Mrs. C. P. Tomlin, Helen Chetroyd Stapylton,

R. F. Felton, Royal Purple, Private John Smellie,

Elsie Herbert and Barbara. I had the pleasure

of paying a visit to Drumbeg, The growth of

the Sweet Peas was marvellous; the stems and
foliage were more like those of Broad Beans.

—

S. J. McCall, Bridge-of-Allan, Stirlingshire.

FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUn AND OTHER QUESTIONS Utalian Sub-

scril:er).—Of the best dessert fruits as we know them in
England, the list sent is singularly deficient, the best
Cherries being Napoleon, Elton and Early Rivers ; the
best Apples, Belle dc Boskoop, Blenheim arid Gravcns'tein •

the best Pears, William's Bon Chretien, Beurr6 Giffard'
BeurrS Hardy and Duchesse d'Angouleme,a poor assortment
indeed compared with those grown in t his country. As soon
as possible you should place an order with a leading fruit-
grower in this country for some of the best in each group
The Hyacinth is occasionally responsible for the irritation of
which you complain, though only a small percentage of
people are aflected, however. The use of gloves when hand-
ling the bulbs will prevent it. Charles Lefebvre, General
Jacqueminot, Prince Camille de Rohan, Victor Hugo
Xavier Olibo and Laurent Carle are all richly coloured
Hoses that should suit your special needs. Marquise de
Sincty is only of moderate growth. The Penzance Briars
are of vigorous gro^vth and give of their best in June and
July, followed in many instances, when established, by a
large display of hips. Coronation is one of the best dark
red Wichuraiana Roses.

PLANTING A SMALL ORCHARD IFritit, Buihfi/).—
Seeing that your ground is so light, and consequently
hot in summer, it is necessary that varieties of free gro\vtli
and of robust constitution should be planted. The
success in the growth of fruit trees on such soils (after
they have been planted in added good soil, as you say
yours will bel will be best secured by well mulching the
surface soil over therootsof the trees,"both in summer and
winter, the first to be placed on immediateh- after planting
and the second at the end of April. The goodness of the
manure will by then have been washed out of it by winter
rains and mostly conserved in the soil for the benefit
of the roots. Fairly well rotted farm or stable yard
manure makes the best mulch ; this should be applied
in layers from « inches to 4 inches deep. Apples •

Dessert.— Irish Peach and Devonshire Quarrenden
ripe in August : W orcester Pearmain and James Grieve'
September and October ; lillison's Orange, Charles Ro.ss'
Mother and Allington, October and November; Co.v's
Orange Pippin (not strong growing, but may succeed
with good culture). Blenheim Orange, Clavgate Pearmain
and Baumann's lleinette, November and December

, Kounclway Magnum Eonum, The Houblon, Barnacle
Beauty and Norman Pippin, December and January
Brownlce's Russet. May Oueen. Delicious) American)
Allen's Everlasting and Sturmer Pippin, February to'
April. Apples

: Kitchen.—White T-ransjiarent, Early
\ ictoria and Ecklinville, ripe July, August and September •

ilrenadier. Rev. W- Wilte, Gaseoyne's Scarlet and Peas-
good's Nonsuch, October: Blenheim Orange, lord Derby
Mdre du Menage and Tower of Glamis, November and
December; Arthur Turner, Beauty of Kent Lane's
Prince Albert, Crawley Beauty and Edward VII., January
and February; NeBiou Wonder, Bramlev's Seedling
Altriston and Wagcner. Febniary and March Pears —
Biurri Giffard and Jargonelle, ripe July and August-
William's Bon Chretien. '1 riomphe de Vieniie and Souvenir
du Congr^s, September : Fondante d'Automne (the Honey
Pear). Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, Emile
d'Hcyst, Beiu-ri Hardy and Doyenne du Cornice (one of
our very best Pears), October and November; Santa
Claus, Vicar of \Vinkfleld (fine for stewing) and Le Lecticr
December and January ; Josephine de Malines, Marie'
Benoist, Chaumontel and Catillae (one of the best for
stewing), January and February. Plums : Dessert —
Coe's Golden Drop, ripe end of "September ; Comte de
Altbann's Gage (red), and Kiike's Bine. mid-Septembir
Dennis! en's Superb Gage and Early Transparent Gafe'
early August ; Green Gage (O'd) and Jefterson Ga.Se'
early September; Utility. mid-August ; Late Transpareni'
Gage, end of September. Plums : Cooking.—Czar
(early and fertile), ripe early August ; Rivers' Early
Prolific, end of July ; Belgian Purple, mid-August";
Cox's Emperor, September ; Diamond, Monarch and
Pond's Seedling, end of September; Victoria and Indis-
pensable, early September. A description of the above
will be found In any good fruit-growing firm's catalogue.

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE AIMEE VIBERT.—Can you tell me In The

Garden if there are two kinds of Rose Aim^e Vibert ?
In this garden, to which I came twelve years ago, there
are on an archway two plants of it, the bfooms and leaves
of which are alike. The plants differ in growth, as one is a
pillar Rose sending up stiff rods from 3 feet to 8 feet high
and always in bloom, while the other will cover the arch
in a season, but it only blooms once ; also this one retains
its leaves all the winter, while the pillar kind loses them
early. The scent of both sorts is alike. With fine weather
I should have blooms on the one up to Christmas—
T. W. [There are two distinct forms of this Rose known
respectively as Aim6e Vibert and Climbing Aimee Vibert
The ordinary kind may be grown as a bush or pillar,
and the climber in any of the many ways in which a
rambling Rose may be used—as an arch 'or covermg of
an arbour, as a trained pyramid or umbrella, or, best of
all, growing free up some supporting bush or tree It
is interesting to note the longer endurance of the bloom
in the clunbing form. This charming Rose lias only one
defect, namely, the faded petals do not fall, but hang on
shrivelled and discoloured.

—

Ed.]

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAMES OF. FRUIT.—£. (7.—Apple Lady Iknnikcr,

D. .McC.—Apples; 1. Hambledon deiix Ans ; 2
not recognised ; :5. Jennie Sinclair ; 4, Jock Trott. Pear
Bcurri' liardv.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B.S.A.

IN

the House of Commons our Food Controller,

Mr. Clynes, has recently heard some bitter

home truths. Taken to task by Mr. Cautley,

the lines followed were very much along

those I have set out from time to time in The
Garden.

Mr. Hoover Wins.—Mr. Cautley (the Govern-

ment's pig piopagandist until Mr. Clynes read the

burial service over the pig) contended that the Food
Controller had been guilty of illegality and had
adopted a system of gross inexpediency. As to

the pig, he had first pulled at its head and then at

its tail until it had practically disappeared. Thou-
sands were induced to keep pigs, and then, because

the American Food Controller, Mr. Hoover, came
over here and saw Mr. Clynes, the whole policy

was altered in a night. The argument was that we
could get food from the United States. Mr. Cautley

rather admired the United States for having such

an efficient negotiator and bargainer as their Food
Controller ; our own Food Controller was no match
for him. The result was that we were handed over

in respect of our food supplies to the greatest trtrst

in the world—the American Meat Packers' Trust.

Mr. Clynes had proved himself a profiteer of the

worst kind, levying a tax of lis. 4d. per cwt. on
every head of cattle slaughtered, taxes on
sheep and pigs making a total of nearly £5,000,000

per annum. Mr. Clynes was courteously told that

he might know a great deal about cotton but he

knew nothing about cotton cake, that he had taken

over the work of the Board of Agriculliu-e, and that

he had studied consumers only.

Food for Pigs.—Mr. Clynes announced that the

use of barley for feeding-stuffs had been sanctioned

tliat day by the Cabinet. Twenty per cent, of

each threshing of barley was to be released to

farmers, the remainder going towards munitions,

beer, and for stock-owners who did not grow barley.

This represented 3,000,000 quarters of food avail-

able for feeding stocks. The (Cabinet, too, had
sanctioned a reduction in the percentage of flom'

to be abstracted from wheat, which represents

the release of about 18,000 tons of offal weekly for

faimers. Steps were to be taken to see that in

the allocation of additional feeding-stuffs cottagers

and those who had joined pig clubs could procure

sufficient quantities of offals to enable them to

fatten their pigs. My " calory " correspondent
" Furness " will be pleased to hear this, unless he
has sold his pigs as the result of the Government's

up-and-down pig policy. The odd fact about this

discussion in the House was that but a score of

M. P.s remained to listen to or take part in it, and
most of them were farmers. If it had been a ques-

tion of " Should houses have four chimneys as a

minimum or maximum ? " there would have been
a full house. Then we were treated to Mr. Lloyd
George's speech wherein he said that " agriculture

was completely neglected by the State. Three
hundred million pounds' worth of products of the

soil were imported in 1913 from abroad which could

have been produced here. That is one of the prob-

lems, and he trusted that a good many of our

soldiers when they came back will be settled on the

soil."

Fingers in the Pie.—There are too many fingers

in the pie and, in addition, all are " buttered " and
unreliable. The Board of Agriculture should have
kept the reins, instead of which their officials have

been as slow as ditch water. They have been
bullied into submission by the Ministry of Food
and one-man Mr. Clynes until they have not a kick

in them. Then there have been overlapping depart-

ments, all helping in this " do-nothing " food policy

—Ministry of Food, Board of Agricultmre, and Food
Production Department. I suppose this over-

lapping plan enables all the leading lights to secure

fat salaries, but the results are what one can expect.

The loss of nearly £29,000 in the purchase of super-

phosphates on a transaction of £92,000 occurred

on resale as a result of one of the Food Production

Department's bungles. Mr. Prothero admits this

as if it were something to be proud of. In many
cases the change of policy in food production

has be'en the result of petty jealousies among high

officials in the various overlapping departments.

And we have the Ministry of Food now admitting

the dangers of the American Meat Trust and yet

placing our country in their grasp. Mr. Hoover.

I see, is again coming over to Europe, and I shall

look forward with interest to the next duel between
him and Mr. Clynes.

Egg Prices.—In the recent fixing of egg prices

we see Mi;. Clynes and his Ministry of Food following

the line he has adopted throughout. Late in August
the Ministry of Food notified the Poultry Advisoty
Committee of the Board of Agriculture that it

intended to fix the price of eggs. The practical

poultry men on the Advisory Committee advised

that nothing should be done in that direction, as

encouragement was needed by the poultry-keeper

to produce more and more eggs. The Ministry

turned down the recommendation and insisted

on controlled prices. Upon invitation the poultry

men submitted to the Ministry a schedule giving

the cost of producing eggs. These costings, were

not accepted, but the practical men were told that

the Ministry of Food had decided to accept the

costings made out by Us own officials. These

Ministry of Food costings were submitted to my
friend Mr. T. W. Toovey, Chairman of the Poultry

Advisory Committee, who explained how inaccurate

they were, and that they omitted the replacement

for old hens. Indeed, the Ministry of Food costings

showed a loss. The prices recommended by the

Advisory Committee were : October to January,

6d. each ; February to March, 1919, 5d. each
;

April to July 31, 4d. each ; and August to Sep-

tember, 1919, 5d. each. The Ministry of Food
has ignored this sound advice and has decided

upon a 5jd. egg. Mr. Clynes may endeavour to

represent the consumers, but his step clearly was
to have brought down the prices of feeding-stuffs

and seciu-ed his cheap egg that way. But no ! Like

all those officials who are ignorant of their subject-

matter, he evidently prefers to see the new-laid

priced low but unobtainable. A protest has been sent

in to him by poultry-producers, and I await the

result.

Government Rations.—.Almost every post brings

me a batch of letters from The GAI?DE^J readers

thanking me fi» my articles and guiding notes,

and saying that as a result they have been awarded
foodstuffs under the Ministry of Food's Rationing

Scheme. One lady writes :
" Following your

suggestion I applied for rations for my 200 head of

poultry, and have now been told that all have been

passed Grade I. and all will be allowed full rations

of 40Z. of food per diem. 1 did not know I had

[November 30, 1918.

such ' supers ' as you term these full-rationed

birds, and I am sure I should never have applied
had you not advised all your readers to apply and
let the local committees decide the point. I am
one of many who should be downright grateful to

you." This letter is typical of many, down to Mrs.
who secures full rations for twen.y-four out of

her twenty-nine birds. I sincerely hope all mv
readers have been successful with their applications.

There are a few hints I would like to give to my
students hearing on this scheme for " super " hens.

Good Food Promised.—I understand that the
first supply of rations is ready for those poultry-

keepers who have been informed that their fowls

have been passed as " supers." It is to be of good
quality, and prices are to be lower than those
now ruling. The food will contain no rubbish,
or potatoes, or torpedoed stuff, and (please

remember !) there will be no animal matter in the

meal, f^ish-meal or such animal food must there-

fore be added. Your first move, then, will be to see

that you have a supply of fish-meal in stock before

the rati<ms are delivered, and you will see also that

this ingredient does not run out. In introducing

the new food, my plan will be to give by weight

three-quarters ordinary food and one-quarter

Government meal for three days ; then half and
half for the next two days ; then three-quarters

Government meal and one-quarter own for next two
days ; and, finally, complete Government mash. I

shall also keep by me a little of the first delivery

of the official mash, assuming that the second

delivery will be slightly different to the former.

I shall then be able to change the birds over frcmi

No. I to No. 2 during the period of a week as per

plan outlined above, to prevent, a sudden change of

feeding. The last week (i.e., the one previous to

starting with the second lot of meal) I shall try

three-quarters first delivery and one-quarter

second for three days ; then half and half for next

, two days ; then three-quarters second and one-

quarter first for next two days ; and, finally, the

second complete.

Breeding Stock Only.—The main thing to re-

member is that if you have secured an allotment of

food it is for breeding and not laying stock, and for

pure-breds at that". You can run the hens or pullets

as layers in the winter, but directly the breeding

season comes round, all the " supers " should be

mated up, whether or not you intend to use or sell

sittings from them. I wish to bring this point out

prominently, in case some Government official

should come round next spring and find your

"supers" unmated and being kept as layers. I

prefer to read between the lines of the scheme, and
readers should buy cockerels now to have them in

readiness. In like manner keep the stock pure, and
do not mate a White Leghorn cockerel to your
' super " White Wyandotte hens as one Garden
reader suggested she intended to do to produce some
first crosses next spring. Ignorance of the scheme

was, of course, to blame. Readers have but to

send along their difficulties to me with stamped
envelope enclosed for my reply, and I will soon

put them right on these matters.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTERS.
Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden Poultry

Expert, will be pleased to answer, free of charge, any

questions dealing with poultry-keeping. A stamped

and addressed envelope should be enclosed, when a

lengthy and detailed reply will be posted promptly.

Communications should be sent to Mr. W. Powell-

Owen, care of The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C.2. Samples of foods (report thereon and

suggested use), is. 6d. ; post-mortems, 2s. 6d. each.

Sold samples and dead fowls (latter by rail and letters

under separate cover) direct to W. Powell-Owen,
" Powell-Owen " Poultry Bureau, 47A, High Street,

Hampstead, N.W.^-
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whatever part of the country one travels, one

cannot fail to notice the number of walls,

wooden fences, and similar erections and

positions that are not being made any

use of whatever. If every such wall, &c.,

carried fruit -bearing trees, a vast quantity more

fruit would be produced than at present. Even

north walls are valuable, as Morello Cherries,

Gooseberries, Ciurants, &c., do admirably in such

positions. Now is a good time to decide wliere

and what to plant, and then to get the planting

done, always bearing in mind that it pays to plant

good trees of the best varieties. But do not forget

that there is nothing gained by planting when the

soil is sticky and adheres to tools, &c. It is far

better to wait until the soil is in a good and workable

condition.

Cleaning Fruit Trees. — Owners of small

gardens or allotments may object to spraying

trees with caustic soda (rib. of caustic soda to

ten gallons of water), on the ground of cost or in-

convenience. They may care to try another

method, namely, on a still, damp morning dust

every part of their trees with fine quicklime.

By so doing they will kill most of the moss or

lichen. Although it will remain on the trees for

some weeks, it will eventually scale off and

leave the trees much cleaner.

Pieris floribunda.—^This, which is one of the

most satisfactory of its genus, is a handsome

little winter-flowering shrub bearing clusters of

white, urn-shaped, waxy bells, usually in great

abundance. The buds, which form in late summer,

often do not expand until early the following year
;

but this season it was in full bloom in October

and is now (December i) still fJowering. A half-

shaded position in well-drained but rather

cool vegetable soil suits this Pieris. But

it willido in any spot where Rhodo-

dendrons will thrive, even in ordinary

loam. It seldom appears to grow more

than a foot or 2 feet in height, and the

dark green, close-growing foliage affords

an admirable setting for the flowers. In

North Wales it has proved a much more

reliable bloomer than the taller P. japonica.

It is curious to note that a flowering shrub

like P. floribunda (often called Anchro-

meda), which responds so well to forcing,

should be quite indifferent to the worst

of wintry weather.

Two Handsome Zelkovas.—The

Japanese Zelkova crenata and acummata,

members, like the Elm, of the Nettle

family, have not been made much use

of by British planters. Both species

assume a rich orange livery before

shedding their leaves. They should b;

planted in moderate shelter in a deep,

moist, loamy ?oil.

Potentilla Vilmoriniana has done re

markably well this season and won a

great reputation as an autumn bloomer.

In many respects it is distinct from the

other shrubby Potentiilas, its foliage

being very silvery and the stems a warm

red tint. The flowers, often more than an inch

across, are a pleasing shade of soft yellow ; they

open wide and flat, and are produced in extra-

ordinary abundance. It is worthy of note also

that these blooms appear to be little affected by
wet and boisterous weather.

Wintering Lokelia cardinalis.—Though young
plants taken from cuttings and wintered in a frame

tisually give finer results, old clumps of this hand-

some plant will survive an average winter in

the open ground if covered with 2 inches or

3 inches of coal-ashes. Doubtless this would
be a more risky proceeding when the Lobelias

aie growing in wet land or bog, but ordinary

garden loam suits them quite well, and estab-

lished plants, protected as suggested, often do
satisfactorily for several years in the herbaceous

border.

The Golden-fruited Yew.—In the Yew collec-

tion near the Queen's Cottage grounds at Kew, the

Golden-fruited Yew, Taxus baccata var. fructu-

luteo, is prominent. Except that it is perhaps
rather more spreading, the trees do not differ in

habit from that of the common Yew, but the

golden yellow fruits are more showy than the red,

due to their greater contrast with the dark green

foliage.

Chrysanthemum Cottage Pink.—It may be

said that this good old kind is the Chrysanthemum
that may best be trusted for hardiness in November,
for it is only in seasons when there is a succession

of hard frosts and heavy rains coming alternately

that it fails to give an ample supply of its clear

pink flowers with deeper centres in perfection.

The wliole plant has a strong and wholesome
appearance, and the foliage often turns to a bronze

CHRYSANTHEMUM COTTAGE PINK.

crimson colour that goes well with the bloom.
It is so frequent in cottage gardens in the Home
Counties that we know it as Cottage Pink. It

wants no coddling or trouble of increasing by
cuttings ; it stands well for two years, and is then

quite content to be pulled to pieces and replanted

in April.

The Deciduous Holly.—The American Decidu-
ous Holly, Ilex (Prinos) verticiUata, is a conspicuous

feature in the Holly collection at Kew. Now that

the leaves have fallen, it brings into marked promi-

nence the quantities of shining scarlet berries.

Seeing the large spreading bushes as grown here,

6 feet or 7 feet high, one is able to understand why
so much praise is given to the " Winterberry "

in the American horticultural Press, where for

all phases of winter decoration it is in great

demand.

A Seasonable Vase Ornament.—An association

of Leycesleria formosa and the white-berried form
of Pernettya mucronata, ample sprays of each, has
provided both a beautiful and unusual ornament
in a bold vase during recent weeks.^:Of sharp
coloiu: contrast, the twain appear admirably
well suited for each other's company, the ample
leafage of the Leycesteria well supplying its own
wants, while supplementing the deficiency of the
Pernettya in this respect in no niggardly sort of

way. Both take water freely and long endure.
How ornamental the Leycesteria is in the garden
when well grown many will know, though the

use of its bunches of claret-coloured bracts and
crimson fruits associated with another good garden
ornament of the moment may still have remained
unproved. Both subjects are so hardy and desir-

able as to merit more than a passing thought.

Bulbs in Fibre.—Chief among the

errors which growers of | bulbous plants

in bowls of fibre commit, and which not

infrequently bring failure in their train,

are not unassociated with water, as often

too much as not enough being given. If

in gardening in this way there is need for

fineness of judgment—that something
which may not accurately be measured
or defined in words—it is surely the

watering of plants injbowls that, possess-

ing no outlet, have no facilities for

disposing of any surplus, should that

be necessary. Hyacinths and Daffodils

delight in free supplies of moisture

;

hence dryness is both abhorrent to them
and fatal to success. This does not

mean that constant saturation of the

medium should be maintained ; rather,

that a middle course should be adopted
whii'h precludes any approach to dryness.

Later, with growth in full swing, freer

supplies may be given with advantage.

Tulips require far less water at the

root than the others. Grow all mean-
while in some cool, dark cupboard
or like place, and thereby ensure a

steady, more natural [growth than con-

ditions of an opposite nature invariably

excite.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

AUTUMN-FRUITING RASPBERRIES,

npHE value of these has been fully demonstrated

this season. Owing to the great shortage of

many kinds of fruit, this crop has proved invaluable

to us, as we have been picking large quantities,

both for dessert and cooking purposes, nearly every

day all through October and up to the middle of

November. Tihough one would have' imagined,

owing to so much wet and dull weather, the

flavour would have been poor, yet, strange to

say, it is quite the contrary, as the fruits were

sweet and generally considered delicious ; and judg-

ing from a certain number made into jam, the latter

was superior in flavour to that made from the earlier

fruiting kinds. When better known I feel sure

the culture of this form will be greatly extended, as

there are few fruits that are more highly appreciated,

and their culture is very simple. The canes should

be cut clean to the ground in eai'ly spring and the

young shoots reasonably thinned, and when sufii-

ciently long they should be tied up in the usual

manner. We have grown several varieties here,

but among the best with us were Belle de Fontenay

(a fine large red of splendid flavour), October Red

(very prolific and of good quality), 'and October

Yellow, quite one of the best flavoured, splendid

both for dessert and cooking purposes.

—

E. Beckett; Aldenham.

THE FASTING MOLE.

yHE statement on page 439 that if a mole
" fasts for twelve hours without having a

morsel to eat it will die " is not true, according to

my experience. Having repeatedly taken moles

alive, I have for purposes of experiment and first-

hand knowledge confined them for a much longer

period than twelve hours with nothing more than

a few dozen wireworras to tempt their appetites,

and found that while these garden pests had not

been reduced by even one, the moles, after eighteen

hours' solitary confinement, had suffered nothing

apparently so far as vigour and vitality were

concerned. I wished to test the point whether

the wireworm was part of the mole's dietary, and

thought enforced hunger a possible means of proving

it. The result was a negative. To further prove

whether the captives were affected by their cap-

tivity and the alien nature of their surroundings,

fresh earthworms were caught and dropped in

for them. These were pounced upon immediately

and, having been systematically cleaned by the

moles, were devoured with avidity.—E. H. J.

A HANDY GARIJEN-PRODUCED SPILL,

"V/TENTION of " Kedlock spills " in the issue

of November 23, page 433, reminds

me that for a couple of years I have been using

the ripened stems of herbaceous Phloxes as spills,

and wish for nothing better, though certain

Michaelmas Daisies, e.g., Novaj-Angliae, ericoides

and cordifolius varieties more particularly, are not

bad substitutes. With matches quite rare and

often unobtainable, wood impossible, and paper

and cardboard most objectionable lor lighting

candle or lamp by reason of the abundant residue

of their tinder, the Phlox spills have stood one in

excellent stead. Of ideal thickness and requiring

no other preparation than breaking into g-inch

lengths and drying in an oven for a night or two, it is

surprising how well they answer and how long they

endure. They are cleanly, too, to use, and give a

steady, clear, full candle power flame which will

take some beating. Probably the stems of other

flowering plants, e.g., Larkspurs, may do equally

well, though I have not tried them. Meanwhile,

I can strongly recommend the Phlox for the

purpose. " Kedlock " is not the same thing as

" Keek'.' in all parts of the country. " Kedlock,"

" Kerlock " or " Ketlock " are names used to

indicate Charlock or other cruciferous plants,

whereas " Keck " or " Kecks " is employed to

indicate members of the Ombelliferie.—E. H.

Jenkins.

LATE AUTUMN ROSES.
(^NE of the loveliest Roses in bloom on Armistice

Day was Peace. One could not gaze upon

its exquisite wide-petalled blooms without a

feeling of deep thankfulness that peace had come

to this stricken land, and also to contemplate

how suitably this Rose had been named, owing to

its refined, almost white blooms, a perfect reminder

of the purity of our cause, and also of the stainless

record of our fallen and living heroes. I fvilly

concur in the remarks of " Blackthorn " that

we should have a glorious Rose to bear the name

of Marshal Foch—that great military genius to

whom we owe so much—and it should be a variety

likely to live, as Marcchal Niel has lived for so

many years. In his case it would not be the

same as in that of General Jacqueminot, of whom
the poetess writes :

" Who is there now knows aught of his story ?

What is left of him but a name.

Of him who shared in Napoleon's glory

And dreamed that his sword had won him his

fame.

"Ah, the fate of a m.-,n is past discerning
;

Little did Jacqueminot suppose

At Austcrlitz or at Moscow's burning

That his fame would rest in the heart of a

Rose."

Unfortunately, I think a French nurseryman has

already named a Dwarf Polyantha in honour of

Marshal Foch. Surely a Frenchman, above all

others, should have had higher aspirations for one

of liis country's most glorious sons !

—

Walter

Easlea, Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea.

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS.
TN " Notes of the Week " of September 28,

referring to Hibiscus syriacus, I notic.e the

following statement :
" This handsome S>Tian

shrub, also known in gardens as Althsa frutex,

is hardy anywhere south of London." Does this

mean that it is not perfectly hardy north of

London ? If so, this is most astounding, as it never

shows any sign of being killed in winter, even though

planted in exposed situations here. Last year we

experienced temperattu-es as low as 8° below

zero. As an instance of the extreme and

variable weather we have to put up with, I quote

the following from the Brooklyn Botanic Garden
" Record," Vol, VII., No. 3,^ page 83 :

" The

first four days of the year showed minimum

temperatures of—5, -|-2, o,—3 respectively, and on

January 12 the temperature was 50°. Worst

of all, on the latter day the velocity of the

wind was greater here than in any other place in

the coinitry, the record showing a maximum

velocity of 84 miles an hour from the south-east."

According to Bailey's " Cyclopedia of Horticulture,"

Hibiscus syriacus is hardy in Ontario. This should

dispose of any suggestion that it caimot withstand

low temperatures. If it is killed in winter in the

north of England, it must be due to something else

—

possibly poor ripening of wood due to lack of

sunshine.

—

Montague Free, Brooklyn Botanic

Garden, Brooklyn, N.Y.

[Any criticism or suggestion from a botanic

garden is welcome and of value. It would have

been better to have said that Hibiscus s\Tiacus is

hardy nearly throughout Britain, and anywhere

south of London flowers well in the open. We

read in Bean's " Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the

British Isles" : "It is perfectly hardy in most

parts of Britain, but owing to its late-flowering

habit it is often necessary in the North to treat it

as a wall plant in order that its flowers may develop

under more favourable conditions. In the South,

where the cold rains do not come so early, it can

be grown quite in the open."

—

Ed.]

ALNUS INCANA VAR. RAMULIS •

COCCINEIS.

T DREAM of the articles wTitten from a Western

Seaboard, but I was also rather disappointed

when the %\Titer merely made a passing remark

on the genus Alnus, Evidently he wanted to be

terse in his condemnation of its fault (if it be a

fault), and only awaits a convenient opportunity

of expressing himself on its virtues. On the

other hand, perhaps we can take the remark as

a beckoning, so I felt disposed to offer an opinion

that the casting of the leave; when green is for a

{nrrpose. I candidly say so in the case of A. incana

var. ramulis coccineis, a tree I esteem as the very

best ornamental deciduous tree at this period of

the yeai-. This is rather a bold statement, but as

I am continually in touch with almost any, I have

little fear of contradiction. I feel I must ask all

tree lovers to acquaint therbselves with this tree

if they have not already done so. It cannot be

rare, as it is not of recent origin. The tree I have

in mind is upwards of 12 feet high and fairly well

proportioned. I am at a loss to describe its full

merits, habit and beauty. It has a twiggy

growth, last season's of a reddish yellow colour,

the prominent winter buds encased with scales of

sealing-wax red colour ; but the chief attraction

is in the catkins, which at present are about 3 inches

long, deep red at the sunny side, shrimp to canary

yellow at the shaded portion, and chrysalis in form

and texture, which, naturally, will elongate later.

Under closer observation the colours on the catkins

are a speckled formation. The full beauty of this

trte is conspicuously enhanced when the sun-

beams have licked several degrees of frost from

the boughs. It was such a morning when I was

rapturously captivated by this lesser known of the

Alnuses. The small, cone-like fruit cases of last

year and this still remain on the tree ; whether

it would come true from seed or not is questionable.

Alnus incana, the type, found in north temperate

regions, cultivated in this country reaches the

height of the common one and has catkins of a

brown colour. In Kamtschatka the bark of this

species has been used in the prep^i-ation of a kind

of bread.—C.

PICKLING CABBAGE.

WAS half inclined to reply to " Anne Amateur "

on page 383 when she asked for information

concerning the use of Red Cabbage other than for

pickling, but refrained on the score that others

with more knowledge of cookery than myself

would give their experience. However, with the

Editor's consent I will now give some of my ancient

experience or knowledge of the subject. When

I was a boy, our people grew a few Red Cabbages,

but a much larger quantity of the white varieties,

especially Early York and Large York, still culti-

vated. The prejudice against colour existed

even then, but we waived that, and found that the

quality was excellent, and that colour could be

ignored. The Red Cabbage was boiled till tender,

with some bones and meat upon them, or bacon,

as the case might be. Some of the liquid was

removed if not sufficiently boiled do-ivn or concen-

trated, and a liberal quantity of cream added,

with salt and pepper to taste. The whole was

then mashed in much less time than cutting

or shredding was possible. This was a common

dish iii the country, whether pork, mutton or

I
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cliicken was added or not, A neighbouring

farmer, very old before I first laiew him, grew

a large quantity of Rod Cabbages in tlie field,

but no White Cabbages. This, I .believe, he did

on the score of hardiness, for lie stacked the

Cabbages on the approach of winter, and they

looked like a little haystack. The roots were

placed inwards, in a circle, and filled up with soil

as building proceeded, wliile the heads were out-

wards. His domestics cut the supply as wanted
.<11 the winter, even while the fields were deeply

covered with snow. This old farmer had no

prejudice against colour, yet he lived well and

long, with plenty of all dairy produce,
,
honey,

jam, &c.—H.

CABBAGE ELLAM'S EARLY DWARl' .

/~\N May 6 of this year I sowed seeds of the above

small early Cabbage, planted out some on

June 2 while yet quite small, and cut the first

lieart on August 9, or just ninety-five days from

the date of sowing. This, I think, beats the

record of Mr. J. Cowley (page 426), who sowed

Emperor Cabbage en July i and cut some on

October 22, or 113 days from the date of sowing,

the difference being eighteen days. I planted out

more from the same seed-bed on June 15, when
the plants were larger, but the small ones main-

tained a slight lead until the ditTcrence was un-

discernible. From the two plantings I have been

cutting weeldy ever since,, and still have some fine

Cabbages. The first I cut weighed 2lb. lioz.,

but since then they gradually mounted up to

from 31b. to 5lb. each, weighed without any green

h aves attached, wholly blanched, and very hard.

They cooked very tender, with the relish of Spring

Cabbages, and all the household admitted the

fact. The soil was fairly good, but sandy, and
only 8 inches deep, overlying gravel of unknown
depth. It was grassland, bastard-trenched in

.\pril, and only manured with road sweepings.—^

HORTULANUS.

A DISPLAY OF FRUITS AND VEGE-
TABLES BY LADY GARDENERS.

T SEND a photograph brought to me by a friend.

It speaks well for " Glorious Devon " and the

lady gardeners at Torquay. My friend also gave me
this list of the vegetables and fruits illustrated, all

of which, she said, were grown in " clean culture "

and entirely in the open air. Reading from left

to right :
" Wheat grown on one of our lawns,

which we dug up for that purpose. Size of ground,

<lose on 4 yards ; number of sheaves, about thirty
;

many of the ears 6 inches long. Curly Greens.

Pumpkins.—Weight of largest one, 421b,
;

girth,

S3 inches. Marrows.—Weight of largest one, 141b.

P irsley. Leeks, Potatoes, Beetroots, Onions, CelerY,

Sugar Beets, Turnips, Parsnips, Carrots, Kolil Rabi,

Swedes, Beans, Lettuce, Savoy, Rhubarb, Large
<ireen Marrow, Rhubarb, Cauliflower, Lettuce.

Culinary AppUs.-—(i) Tyler's Kernel, (2) Towjr
of Glamis, (3) Warner's King, (4) Hawthornden,

(5) Gloria Mundi, (6) Lane's Prince Albert. Dessert

.\pples.—(i) Adam's Pearmain, (2) Cox's Orange
I'lppin, (3) Worcester Pearmain. Tomatoes
Princess of Wales, dish of Pears Gloire 'Lyonnaise,

cluster of six Tomatoes on one stalk weighing

170Z., (4) Claygate Pearmain, (5) Ribston Pippin,

(6) Winter Quarrenden. Sunflower heads grown
for poultry food. Bottled Rhubarb, Apple jam.
Marrow jam, green Tomato jam, Rhubarb jam.
Crab Apple jam. All the fruits wore grown and
the jam made by ourselves." " Clean culture "

means no manure. All they used were some soot

and a little lime ; but then, they have good soil

and the climate of Torquay to play into their

nands.—H. C. Philbriok, The Cedars, Halstead,

Eisex.

The Displaying of an Apple

IN

these days when Apples are almost as scarce

and as costly as the auriferous variety raised

in the Garden of the Hesperides, it behoves us
(having first caught our Apple) to address our-

selves tD its prepairation for consumption from
economical and artistic points of view. We have
had recipes galore for cooking, preserving, pulping

and what not, but never a word as to how properly

to approach the gastronomic discussion of the

dessert Apple. Therefore I propose to confer

upon the world at large an inestimable boon by
disclosing my own particular method of peeling,

coring and dividing an Apple without touching
the flesh with one's fingers.

I can see Madam " A. A." toss her head and hear

the scornful " Teach your grand child to suck
eggs !

" Very well. Madam, pass it by, and when
you are in the orchard (the proper place, the

epicures say, to eat an Apple) and would commend
your latest raalx treasure to the consideration of

a friend, mind you have with you a knife and fork,

neatly have divided the Apple of Discord between

the three, thereby saving much subsequent in-^

convenience. But no great mind had then evolvedl

this momentous discovery, and the ages have left

it for the genius of its appointed Prophet to disclose.

Taking the plated penknife (small blade open,

please) in your rijht hand and the Apple in your

left (unless you happen to be left-handed, in which

case you are permitted to reverse the positions),

you first make a conical excavation at the top of

the Apple, removing the eye and adjacent skin ;;

' then, inserting the blade at the bottom of tin's

excavation, obliquely, at such an angle as just to

miss the core, you revolve the Apple and cut round
the top of the core to the depth of an inch or so,

according to size. Then peel the upper third or a
very little more of the Apple, and, passing the knife

round hririzontally at this point so that it meets-
the previous cut, you are able to impale andreJnove'
on the blade the top ring peeled and cored, \fhich

you bestow, not, as inclination suggests, upon
Arabella, but, as courtesy demands, upon Mamma.
Proceeding in precisely the same manner at the

GROWN BY LADY GARDENERS AT TORQUAY.

a plate, and a camp stool, or shall you find yourself
(liow undignified !) "up a tree " without you follow
my directions

; unless, indeed, you belong to that
select and make-believe body who profess to

appreciate an Apple only when munched in its

jacket. To such I do not address myself.

The only weapon necessary for my purpose is a
penknife, and of course the " common or garden"
fruit-lover will always carry one with plated blades
in his pocket. I say " his " advisedly, because the
fair sex are not prone either to penknives or

pockets (or perhaps I should say " were not ante
bellum "

; many of them have been receiving a
liberal education in such matters lately), but I

admit that my system is likely rather to appeal
to man, and perhaps to youthful man, who when
escorting Arabella and her Mamma on a rural

excursion or to a place of amusement may be glad
to be able to share an Apple with them neatly and
inoli'ensively. Think how invaluable this method
would have been to the unfortunate Paris, who,
instead of making implacable enemies of two fair

goddesses to gratify the vanity of a third, might

base of the Apple you obtain another ring for
the " enslaving little charmer," and have remaining
a sort of cart-wheel with the protruding ends of
the core forming the hub, and tyred by a band of
skin. The loiife is passed round the core, which
drops out, as will be seen (after a little practice !),

without any appreciable waste of good fruit.

Finally, do not cut through the tyre, but, passing
the blade under it, work round the ring imtil it is

wholly detached. Then, impaling the ring securely,
slip off the tjTe, and' by good luck you may have
a chance to consume this—not the worst piece of
the Apple—yourself : for Mamma will probably,
and Arabella may possibly, decline to deprive
you of it. If otherwise, however, of course you
must produce another Apple and repeat the process.
Now do not tell me, please, that my method is

not new; that some gastronomic celebrity has
described precisely the same process 150 years ago

;

or that it is to be found in some published work of
to-day. It will not at least be in the " pickle book,"
I hope, or my plight would be worse than that of
the luckless Paris. C. H. Cumberland.
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COLOUR AND PLANT LIFE
By H. H. WiVR^fER.

THE mention of the Botanic Garden at

Oxford and Professor Vines in The
Garden of November i6 recalls « most
interesting afternoon that I spent there

and in the Laboratory connected with

it. I have long wished to give some public

acknowledgment of the kindness and courtesy

which I flien received. When I sent my sug-

.gestions to The Garden, some few months

ago, on " An Aspect of Colour in Relation to Plant

Life," I was quite unaware that Professor S. H.

Vines, D.Sc, F.R.S., of the Botanic Garden,

Oxford, had been working at this very subject
;

but when I visited the Botanical Laboratory, one

-oi the first things to meet my eyes was a diagram,

-drawn to scale, showing the spectra of various

colouring matters extracted from plants. Mr.

Alfred A. Kempin, in charge of the Laboratory,

most kindly placed the fine spectroscope at my
disposal, and enabled me to see for myself the

spectra of various pigments in a state of solu-

tion which had been extracted from plants,

revealing just which of the sun's rays were

absorbed by them and which were thrown back to

the eye.

The wonderful substance which gives to plants

their green appearance is called chlorophyll.

very small proportion of the red, orange and yellow

rays are absorbed, the green rays are hardly

taken up at all, so we perceive why the leaves appear

gi'een. Although some of the red rays pass back
to the eye, it little affects our perception of colour, as

there is but a small visional response to the extreme

end of the red in the spectrum.

The uses of colour in plant life are but little

understood as yet, but it is clear that some of the

delicate and unstable chemical compositions would
be destroyed, were full sunlight to reach them.

The chlorophyll screen being very thin in young
leaves, some additional protective colour screen

is needed, and we find this added colouring matter

in young leaves, stems and petals, which

screens back light rays that would decompose

the travelling material needful to the growth of

the plant.

It appears that the innumerable shades of violet,

blue, piffple, mauve, magenta, and nearly all the

reds which appear in flowers, fruits, leaves and

stems are due to a substance named anthocyanin.

Professor Vines kindly lent me a book entitled

" The Anthocyanin Pigments of Plants," by
Miss M. Wheldale, published by the Cambridge

University Press in 1916. The author makes it

clear that the colours we perceive are due to

[December 7, 1918.

(or those which can be'spared to attract the eye of

some friendly insect by their beauty of colour),

while it absorbs to the full what it requires to

build up its tissues by the aid of this magic
fluid chlorophyll.

In the Botanical Laboratory at Oxford 1 was
shown some large double glass bottles that Professor

Vines had constructed to contain vaiious coloured

extracts for light to filter through, so that the

effect of'different colour screens could be seen on
the growth of a plant placed within. ^

The anthocyanin pigment in plants is supposed to

be due to two factors. If one factor is alone

present in a plant and one alone present in another

variety, both will bear white flowers, which are,

in fact, albinos ; but, by crossing them, both

factors may be present in the offspring and a
coloured flower will result. Miss Wheldale records

an experiment in her book, in which two white-

flowered strains of Sweet Peas were crossed, which

produced a plant bearing purple flowers. In

another case two white-flowered Antirrhinums

were crossed and produced the old magenta-

flowered type.

A fuller knowledge of the causes and uses

of colour in flowers may in the future save

an immense amount of time, trouble and disap-

pomtment to horticultiu'ists anxious to bring

out new varieties. Hitherto there has been much
of lave's labour lost through haphazard crossing,

due to our lack of knowledge.
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ReproJuced from Mr. Warner's drawing of the spectrum of green colouring matter extracted from chlorophyll.

When sunlight shines on the green parts of plants,

it is screened or strained, so that only some of the

coloured rays pass through it, and it is only by this

strained sunlight that the protoplasm of the plant

cells is stimulated. They are then able to take

upjcarbonic acid in the atmosphere, absorb the

carbon and liberate some of the oxygen. Part

of the carbon combines with the oxygen and

hydrogen (water), forming starch, and another

element, nitrogen, combines with the starch ; thus

the building up of a proteid substance is begun.

No protoplasm in an animal cell has this power of

absorbing these elements, and it is due to this

wonderful leaf-green substance named chlorophyll.

It can be dissolved out of a leaf by alcohol or

ether. Mr. Kempin drew my attention to a

test-tube containing some. It was quite clear, but

as dark in coloiu: as a Holly leaf. I was kindly

allowed to make a drawing of the spectrum it gave.

In this drawing' or diagram the range of vision

in the visible spectrum is divided into 310 milli-

metres. The shaded portions represent darkness,

and show the exact extent of the absorption of the

sun's rays by the chlorophyll of this density,

viz., 2omm. of red and 8mm. of orange wanted for

warmth ; lomm. of yellow wanted for light
;

16mm. of green, but no less than i66mm. of blue

arid violet, or practically all the chemical rays to be

converted into energy and growth. It will be noted

that while almost all the blue and violet and a

pigments in a state of solution in the cell sap. The
coloiu- is not due to the surface of the petals or to

the structure of the plant cells within them, as

they can be dried and ground to powder, while

the colour still remains and appears to have
crystallised. Of course, chemical action soon alters

the colour of the liquid extracted, as it does the

colour of the petals when they begin to decay ; but

in her book Miss Wheldale gives various ingenious

methods by which the colours may be preserved.

A tinctiue or coloured fluid can be made from the

dried petal powder. If this coloured fluid is

placed in a test-tube and looked through with the

spectroscope, the field of vision is dark where

ccrtam colour rays are absorbed by the fluid,

while bright bands of colour appear and reveal

just what rays the coloured fluid allows to pass

and send back to the eye.

Sunlight is the greatest hygienic force in the

world ; bacteria, microbes and germs are destroyed

by it. The heat of the red rays and the fierce

light of the yellow rays cannot be borne in con-

centrated form, but the violet rays can. The
principle of the Finsen Light Cure is to concentrate

these last-named violet rays on the germ-infested

area, animal tissue being unaffected or preserved,

while the germs are destroyed.

In adopting the Finsen Light Cure, then, we
are but following the teaching and example of the

plant, which screens out rays that are injurious

As no animal can obtain food from simple

chemical elements, but can only feed on proteids

built up for it by the chlorophyll of the plant,

this strange gieen substance must indeed be

regarded as the veritable elixir of life. Not only

is it the agent by which the organic world has been

evolved from the inorganic, but it gives us the

life-giving oxygen of the very air we breathe and
is, ever freeing us from the deadly carbonic acid

gas. It is the ever-ready protector of life and the

certain destroyer of bacteria, disease germs,

and those things which love dai'kness rather than

light.

A Beautiful Combination.—There is a long,

narrow border in the parterre at Tyninghame
which can only be described as simple, rich,

satisfying and unusual. The centre of the bed is

filled with the rich pruple Verbena venosa, closely

planted so as to form when in flower a dense mass

of bloom, while the wide edging is made of a good

form of dwarf Ageratum. That is all—just

the Verbena and the Ageratum ; but the effect

when seen from a little distance and looking down
the bed longways is so quiet, so rich and so unusual

that the most anti-bedding gardener would be

less than human if he could not give the tout

ensemble a . word of praise. We congratulate

Lady Binning on this bed of purple and mauve.

It is A I.
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Colchicum Sibthorpii
By E. a. Bowi.ics, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

THIS is the largtst and handsomest of the

so-called tessellated Colchicums. Another
point in its favour is its habit of com-
mencing to flower just as C. speciosum
and its varieties are going over and the

last of their large flowers

sprawl on the ground in the

characteristic way in which

Colchicum flowers show to the

world that their day is done. ^
Though not quite so large as

any of the speciosum varieties,

this species from Greece ranks

among tlie largist flowered at

present known. It produces

many blossoms from each

full-grown corm in a suc-

cession that gives it a long

flowering period and makes
it one of the most precious

things of the open border

throughout late October
and November. There is

a very fine figure of it in

Sibthorp's magnificent " Flora

Graeca," but under the name
of C. latifolium. He never saw
its leaves, and described them,

on the authority of Clusius,

as being very wide and like

those of Veratrum album in

shape and veining. Now, this

fine chequered Colchicum

happens to have rather
narrow, twisted leaves that

sprawl on the ground and are

so distinct in appearance that

they can easily be recognised

among those of any other

Colchicum I know. It is very
evident that Sibthorp was
describing the leaves of
another species— the well-

known C. byzantinum. Any-
one may be forgiven for so

doing in working at the Col-

chi'ums, for so few of them
produce flowers and leaves

toge-;' er, and this makes
them as diflicult a family to

name properly as any I have
met with.

Thus it arose that Baker was
obliged to give this speckled

beauty a new name, and it

is pleasant that he was able to

commemorate Sibthorp and
his beautiful figure in the one
chosen. When wTiting of Col-

chicums in a book describing

the inmates of this garden, I

had to lament the decease
and absence of this species

at that time. One of the very
few good things this dreadful

war has brought to me is a

kind friend at Salonika, who
has collected and sent me
plants of great value, among them a goodly
supply of C. Sibthorpii, and, to my joy, they
have so far proved much easier to grow than
any 1 had bought, loved and lost. For the third

year my patches of them are gay with blossoms.
I find they vary slightly in the depth of the tessel-

lated markings and the shape of the segments,
some flowers being starry, others almost as globular
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as a Tulip, but all are beautiful. Again, tlie

anthers in some are pure yellow, in others more or

less stained with red or purple, and I expect this

will prove a constant individual peculiarity, but I

know that the colour of anthers in Colchicums is

rather an uncertain affair. In many they change
colour with age. . When newly dehisced and
covered with dry pollen they may, in some lights,

look pure yellow, although before dehiscence they

/ .4
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{From a drawing by

E. A. Bowles.)
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it is exactly true to Nature. I wrote in the autumn
volume of my book rather fully about two closely

allied species that go under the names of varie-

gatum : agrippinum and Parkinsonii. So far as I

have got, I believe they are but two. One flowers

in September very freely, is a strong grower,
increasing fast, has a fairly long perianth tube, and
should be C. agrippinum. The other, though when
freshly imported it blooms early, after a few
years puts it ofl till the end of November or in
December, when the bad weather almost always
spoils its beauty. It is a miffy plant in most
gardens, generally dying out rather than increasing.
The perianth tube is so short and the flowers so
close to the ground that they are often attacked
by slugs. This is variegatum of Linnsus, of
which the name Parkinsonii is but a synonj-m.
Of course, as so often happens, the flowers of the
miffy species are far more beautiful than those of
the easy-going fellow, the contrast of the rich
purple squares on the almost white ground being
very striking. Other differences are that the filaments
of agrippinum are pink, with a rich orange spot on
the thickened base just above their junction
with the segments. In variegatum they are more

slender, purple at the base,

shading up to white, and
without any orange spot.

The segments of variega-
tum taper gradually to-
wards their bases ; in the
other they widen out con-
siderably, and at their other
ends have a tendency to
form hooks. These last two
characters I see well shown
in the sketch of Mr. Dykes'
specimen, and I feel fairly

certain his plant is agrip-

pinum. If in spring it sends
up pointed leaves with but
slightly waved margins that
stand up boldly, it is agrip-

piniuu. If, on the contrary,

the leaves lie on the grotmd
and have very markedly
waved margins, it is

variegatum.

An Old Rose
Note

were deep purple, and if the pollen is removed
they will again become purple. In dried specimens

it is difficult to tell what colour they have been.

No wonder, then, closely allied species and forms

provide such puzzles for the botanist.

The charming sketch accompanying Mr. Dykes'

note in the issue of November g is none too easy

to recognise with certainty, though I am convinced

Loudon's " Gardeners'

Magazine " is a storehouse

of aU kinds of little bits

of information of historical

interest. In the first volume,
published in 1826, we find

that some Enghshmen named
Calvert estabUshed a ntur-

sery near Rouen in order

to " cultivate plants which
succeed better in France
than in England, such as

Roses. ... A cargo of

Roses is in consequence

sent over every year from
Rouen and partly sold

wholesale to the niurserymen

and partly by retail. . . .

Next year we are promised about one htmdred
and twenty varieties of China Roses ; between
seventy and eighty varieties of Noisettes and
seven or eight varieties of Rosa odorata." As
the catalogue was said to contain hundreds of

names, the above, no doubt, represented the

novelties and rarities of ninety years ago. What
do our modern British growers say about not
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being able to grow as good Roses at home as

anywhere else ? The Calvert firm also grew

" Georginas," and was said to have had the finest

collection in France.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Peach and Nectarine Trees.—Continue with

the pruuing, dn-ssing and regulating of the branches

and shoots of later trees the leaves of which have
now fallen, and put all in good order in. readiness

for starting when the right time arrives. In

many gardens, owing to fuel restrictions, very

little or no forcing will be carried out, so that the

main point to be observed for the present is to

keep the houses well ventilated day and night,

except in severe weather. Attend to the roots,

giving sufficient moisture to keep the trees

in good condition.

Planting.—."^ny further planting mav
be taken in hand and completed forthwith

Although planting may be performed till

late in March, better results are, as a

rule, obtained when this work is done in

early autumn.

The Flower Garden.

Cleaning Up.—Now that most of the

leaves have fallen from the trees, there

should be a thorough clean up, the

lawns rolled in suitable weather, ai'd

all made neat and tidy for the winter.

The Hard.v Fruit Garden.

Cleansing Fruit Trees.—Trees badly
infested with moss and lichen will need a

thorough cleansing. If the trunk and
main stems are thickly coated with these

incrustations, first scrape off the thickest

with a small hoe or a piece of hoop iron,

taking care not to injure the bark. This
work is best done in damp weather. After
scraping is finished, give the trunks, &c.,

a thorough dressing with hot limewash,
which decomposes the vegetative growth
and destroys insects harbouring in the
crevices. The smaller wood and branches
may then be well dusted with lime,

syringed with a mixture of lime, soot

and soapsuds, or dressed with a solution

of caustic soda according to the direc-

tions given on the tin.

American Blight.—Trees infested with
this unsightly pest should be thoroughly
dressed with paraffin emulsion, brushing
it well into the parts affected. This

^,

blight is mostly found on cankered bran- ^^
ches. Do not miss a particle of the
branches, after which dress with a nrix-

ture of lime, soot and soft soap or

soapsuds well mi.xed to the thickness
of ordinary paint.

Grafting.'—Notes should be made of

unfruitful trees or inferior varieties, and
these should be grafted when the proper
time arrives for the work. In the mean-
time, .scions may be collected of the desired
sorts and heeled in, correctly labelled, in

readiness.
The Kitchen Garden.

Celery.—Care should be taken to protect Celery
from severe frost. Dry Bracken, if obtainable,
answers very well ; also long litter, but this
should be employed before the stalks get frozen
through, though it is better to remove it should
a spell of mild weather follow.

Horseradish.—An excellent plan is to lift a
good portion of Horseradish, grade the roots,
and lay those fit for use in rows on a snug border
in readiness, should a long spell of hard weather
set in. Roots not large enough for present use
should be carefully selected and tied up in small
bundles, ready for planting later on. In the mean-
time, ground for new beds should be thoroughlv
trenched and manured.

Rhubarb.—The roots of Rhubarb should be
gone over, cleaned, and covered with pots or
boxes, and a good bed of leaves and litter placed
over the pots to form a gentle waimth. Care
should always be taken not to have the fermenting
material too hot. Roots may also be lifted, if

desired, and placed in a dark place where there is
sufficient warmth to force the growth.

H. MARKU-iM.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrolham Park, Burnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Pathways.—Attend to any necessary repairs.

If the garden is entirely devoted to vegetables,

coal ashes with a good admixture of clinkers

form quite a serviceable pathway. The surface
tothe depth of 2 inchesshouldbefree from clinkers,

so that a smooth, firm surface may be maintained
by means of rolling, or to permit of the hoe and
rake being freely used. Of course, gravel walks
are the best, and the kind of gravel—unless money
is no object—must be determined by the geological

conditions of the district; but that of a binding
nature and which needs no attention save rolling

and sweeping is much to be preferred.

Edgings.—One naturally glides from the subject
of pathways to that of edgings, in the interests of

those laying out gardens or renewing edgings.

The most objectionable edgings are those artificial

creations of cement, f.reclay, and ferra-cotta;

their only redeeming quality is that they give no
quarter to vermin. Box is quite strvictable, and

be eased by means of a fork, replaced in position^
the soil again made firm, and each bush held in
position by means of a stout forked stake at an
angle of .(5°, with a piece of cloth in the fork.

The Flower Garden.

Bedding Plants.—Go over stocks of Geraniums
and other bedding plai\ts and remove all decayed
leaves. If Geraniums are rather overcrowded in

boxes, remove a few of the larger leaves so as to
admit more air and light among the plants.
Pentstemons, &c., in frames should be well
ventilated on all favourable occasions ; on the
other hand, suificient protection must be afforded
during spells of frost.

Protecting Roses.—in the colder districts.

Ros< s—especially Teas and Hybrid Teas-—should
receive some protection if severe weather sets in.

A little Wlieat straw or Bracken scattered loosely
araong the plants will generally prove sufficient,

and this may be allowed to remain till the winter
is past. Climbers can be protected by tying the
shoots loosely in bundles with a light cpvering of

straw round them.

Mulching Roses.—It is not advisable
to mulch Roses with cold, solid manure,
but, where it is available, it is a good
plan to mulch with old Mushroom-bed
or hotbed manure, or even leaf-mould of

last season's yield.

Plants Under Glass.

Pelargoniums.— Be i arefui not to
overwater the plants, keep a sharp look-
out for aphis—the Pelargonium's one
enemy—and promptly vaporise or dust
with tobatco ptiwder.

Cinerarias.—Apply a little liquid
manure once or twice weekly. Guano or
Clay's Fertilizer at the rate of 2oz. to
a gallon of water will be found suitable.

See that the plants are not o\ercrow'ded ;

if so, a weakly growth will be the result.

Schizanthus.—As soon as the plants
have filled the 3-inch pots with roots,

transfer them to those 5 inches in

diameter, using a rather richer compost
than that used at the previous potting.

Pinch w'hen 3 inches of fresh growth has.

been made but do not pot and pinch
within ten days of each other.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains,
Midlothian.

A Hybrid Clematis

A
i^

A SELF-MADE HYBKln CLlLMAIlb.

has a claim on the ground of seniority. Thrift,

London Pride and Daisies all make attractive
edgings ; but the most attractive of all are those
formed of stones, with the freer-growing kinds of

rock plants growing among them. Arabises,
Aubrletias, Alyssums, Saxifrages, Sedums and
Thymes are some of the subjects suitable for this
purpose.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Nailing Fruit Trees.— If pruning is finished,

the work of nailing should be proceeded with as

circumstances will permit. Renew all decayed
shreds, also those that have become tight on the
brancfi. Ahvays allow sufficient room for the
branch or shoot t o swell. In training leading shoot s

on partially developed trees, if the shoot is rather
weakly, incline it upwards somewhat ; on the
other hand, if it is inclined to be over-vigorous,
train it slightly downwards meanwhile ; these
measures will help to equalise the flow of sap.
Cast nails only should be used, as all old nails can
then be readily broken over without damaging
the mortar of the wall.

Gooseberries and Currants.—Where any of

these are out of the perpendicular through the in-

fluence of high winds or other causes, they should

FEW years ago a self-sown

seedling Clematis was seen in

a bank of Sweet Briars. It was

evidently a C. Vitalba, but

' there was something unusuaJ

in its appearance. The stems were stouter

and tinged with dark colour, the leaves

wider and stiffer, with something of the
* character of C. Davidiana, which is a

garden form of C. heraclc^foUa. Another

seedling Clematis of much the same

character appeared the same year in

another part of the garden, A natural hybrid was

suspected ; both plants were taken up in autumn

and placed where they could be well observed.

When they flowered it seemed quite evident that

they were self-made hybrids of C. Vitalba and

C. Davidiana. In one the flower is nearly white,,

but the other has a good tinge of the grey-blue

of Davidiana. The hybrid is a plant of strongs

rampant habit, making yearly growths of 12 feet

to 15 feet ; but though the way of growth is that

of Vitalba, it follows Davidiana in being absolutely-

herbaceous. The leaves, as in Vitalba, have

five leaflets (Davidiana has three) ; the buds are

long-shaped, though only half the length of those

of Davidiana ; in Vitalba they are nearly round.

The flowers, tubular in Davidiana and much like

single pips of Hyacinth, are partly tubular in the

half-open state ; the stamens project as in Vitalba,

but are not so widely spread ; in Davidiana they

remain down in the throat of the flower. The

arrangement of the bloom follows Vitalba, on
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stalks from the axils 2 inches to 3 inches long
;

in Davidiana they are crowded at the axils in

roundish bunches, except for a feu- stalked flowers

some way down the stem. The whole appearance

suggests three parts Vitalba to one part Davidiana.

It is a pretty plant, and seems quite happy

Ramping up into a Holly and through the top of

a very tall old Spanish Broom. G. J.

T'AO-YUAN-MING.-II
By C. HARMAN PAYNE.

In " .\ History of

Chinese Literature"

Professor Giles relates

that our hero, if we may
so call him, after a youth

of poverty, obtained an

appointment as magis-

trate. But he was unfitted

by nature for official life ;

all he wanted, to quote

his own prayer, was
" length of years and depth of wine."

His taste for horticulture or, it may be, for a

Life of indolence and self-indulgence was far

stronger than his reverence for his superiors.

He- soon wearied of the office, and the story goes

that after carrying out his duties for eighty-three

days—some say only eighty—he refused to kowtow
to a visiting mandarin, resigned his post, and gave

back his seals, saying that he could not crook the

hinges of his back for five measures of Rice a day

(such being the regulation pay of a magistrate)

svhen required to receive a superior official with the

usual ceremonial salute.

Such disrespectful behaviour is almost as repre-

hensible as if one of our parson floral enthusiasts

were to jib at the unexpected and unwelcome

visitation of his Bishop.

Some of our knowledge about otu- old friend

Is deiaved from Japanese sources. It was a long

time before we could feel confident that the

Japanese celebrity To yem mei was none other

than T'ao-yiian-ming, but so it ultimately proved

to be. As we have already intimated, the latter

name is the one he bore in his youth and in the days

of his poverty ; when he acquired a position in

the world and began to be known he changed his

name to T'ao Ch'ien or T'ao T'sien, and it is under

these two forms that the reader will meet with him

in the various English authorities from which we

have culled some of the details already given. Far

be it from us to chide the old *' Heathen Chinee
''

for altering his name under the changed circum-

stances of improved conditions
; people nowadays,

when they get on in the world and become famous,

do exactly the same kind of thing here in Christian

England in the twentieth centrury. But the reader

will easily see that such a proceeding does make
it extremely difficult for a himible English lover

of the Chrysanthemum to identify an old Chinese

friend who turns up in various places under so

many different aliases ; or, as he was a literary^ man,
ought we not to be more respectful and say so

many different noms dc plume ?

After his -exhibition of independent indifference

to the charms of office, T'ao, as we shall show the

reader later, joyfully retired into private life, for

which he was unquestionably much more fitted.

It is very interesting to add that, owing to some
recent translations of Chinese poetry into English,

—we mean those by Charles Budd, previously

alluded to—we are able to get a glimpse of T'ao's

mentality ; he is there referred to as T*ao T'sien.

Without laying Mr. Budd's interesting volume
tmder too heavy a contribution, we should like to

quote a few lines from one of T'ao's poems, showing

how little relish he apparently had for his new
appointment. Under the title of " Distaste for

Official Life " T'ao expresses his feelings thus :

" For thirty years I read, and mused, and v\Tu:e,

Or idly angled from my fishing boat,

Or wandered through the woods, or climbed tlie

hills.

Listening to songsters and to murmuring rills
;

Or sauntering in my garden talked with flowers,

As friend with friend, for many happy hours
;

Or working in my fields ablaze with golden grain.

.\nd herbs and fruits which keep life clean and

sane."

A little further on we find him complaining in

this manner;

" And now, alas ! I'm on this boat and bound
For far King-chow, with rank and office crowned

;

To village home and friends I've bid farewell,

.\nd of life's peace, I fear, I've tolled the knell."

How could anyone starting on a new career,

let alone official life, with such ideas running

through his head ever expect to become a success ?

A few more verses tell us that he cannot sleep, the

calls of office and cares of every kind oppress him,

that he fain would tune liis harp and ballads sing,

but he cannot do so for his hands are nerveless and
his tongue is tied. Then, joyfully, in the last verse

but one he comes to the decision that :

" My office I'll resign and homeward turn

To till my farm beside the rippling burn.

Where I in happy freedom may once more
The Muse? and the Book of Nature pore."

He did so and retired to a house before the gate

of which grew five Willows ; hence the new name
he adopted—the sage or teacher of the five Willows

He then gave himself up to wine bibbing, as so

many of his compeers did (Wang Chi of the seventh

century was known as the five-bottle scholar), to

poetry, music, and the cultivation of the Chry-

santhemum, with which his name has ever since

been inseparably associated. In the latter ptur-

suit, as Professor Giles tells us, he was seconded

by his wife, who worked in the back garden while

T'ao worked in the front.

Then, like the caged bird let loose, he breaks

forth, his soul rejoices in its new-found freedom,

and, as Professor Giles also informs us, his return

to the old independent existence, free from the

trammels of office, forms the subject of a piece of

the poetical prose class which, in point of style,

is considered to be one of the masterpieces of the

language. This is what T'ao says :

" Homewards I bend my steps ; my fields,

my gardens are choked mth weeds : Should I

not go ? My soul has led a bondsman's life

;

Why should I remain to pine ? But I will waste

no grief upoii the past ; I will devote my energies

to the futtire. I have not wandered far astray.

I feel that I am on the right track once again.

" Lightly, lightly speeds my boat along, my
garments fluttering to the gentle breeze. I

enquire my route as I go. I grudge the slowness

of the dawning day. From afar I descry my old

home and joyfully press onwards in my haste.

The servants rush forth to meet me ; my children

cluster at the gate, the place is a wilderness

;

but there is the old Pine tree and my Chrysanthe-

mtuns. I take the little ones by the hand and
pass in. Wine is brought in full jars and I pour

out in brimming cups. I gaze out at my favourite
'

brandies. I loll against the window in my

new-found freedom. I look at the sweet children

on my knee.

" .\nd now I take pleasure in my garden. There
is a gate but it is rarely opened. I lean on m\-
staff as I wander about or sit down to rest. I

raise my head and contemplate the lovely scene.

Clouds rise, unwilling, from the bottom of the hills ;

the weary bird seeks its nest again.' Shadows
vanish, but still X linger round my lonely Pine.

Home once more ! I'll have no friendships to

distract me hence. The times are out of joint

for me ; and what have I to seek from men ?

In the pure enjojTnent of the family circle I will

pass my days, cheering my idle hours with lute

and book.
" My husbandmen will tell me when Spring-

time is nigh, and when there will be work in the
furrowed fields. Thither I shall repair by cart

or by boat, through the deep gorge, over the dizzy-

cliff, trees bursting merrily into leaf, the streamlet

swelling from its tiny source. Glad is this renewal
of life in one season ; but for me I rejoice that

my journey is over. Ah ! how short a time it is

that we are here ! Why then not set our hearts

at rest, ceasing to trouble whether we remain or
go ? What boots it to wear out the soul with
anxious thoughts ? I want not wealth, I want
not power, heaven is beyond my hopes. Then let

me stroll through the bright hours as they pass,

in my garden among my flowers ; or .1 will mount
the hill and sing my song, or weave my verse

beside the limpid brook.

" Thus will I work out my allotted span, content

with the appointments of Fate, my spirit free from
care."

We have no pictures of the great man from
Chinese sources, but there are to be found in some
of the works on Japanese art quaint and curious

representations of T'ao in Kakemono, and on
swordguards, in which the Japanese craftsman

has exercised his genius with unstinted skill.

He is usually depicted as an old man, seated

among Chrysanthemimis under a Willow tree,

sometimes with a goblet in hand and a wine jar

by his side. His philosophy, as one writer tells

us, may be summed up in that of Horace :
" Carpe

diem."

It is worthy of note that another work by T'ao
has acquired a great repuation, i.e., " The Peach
Blossom Fountain," a well-known and charming
allegory, a form of literattu'e which Professor Giles

tells us is much cultivated by Chinese writers.

But there is always a fly in the ointment. There
is no pleasure without pain. In spite of T'ao's
joy in being able to retium home and live his ideal

life, the latter days of hife sixty odd years seem to

have been clouded with a little disappointment.

Otu- authority for arriving at this conclusion is

again Mr. Budd, who, in another of T'ao's trans-

lated poems entitled " The Five Sons," gives a

further instance of the epicturean taste of the

author. After recotmting the various short-

comings in which each of his five sons fails to come
up to the parental standard, T'ao, with plaintive

resignation, concludes :

" Alas, that Fate so dour

On me her vials should pom:

!

What can I do but dine,

And drown my woes in wine !

"

Trial of Brussels Sprouts at Wisley, 1918.

—

The following have been given awards of merit :

Dundee (Barr and Sons), and Favourite (Messrs.

Artingstall). Highly commended: Rosing (Bair

and Sons), Dalkeith (^arlett), and Holborn
Exhibition (Carter and Co.). Commended : Per-

fection (E. H. King), Darlington (Scarlett), Aig-

bmrth Giant (R. Veitch and Son), and King of the

Market (Barr and Sons).
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ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FRUIT GARDEN.
BLACK CURRANT BUSHES FORMING SUCKERS

TOO FREELY {T. P J.~lt is natural lor the Black Currant,
especially wlic-n deeply planted, as in this case, to form
suckers. These suckers answer no useful purpose and
are not to be encouraged. The best way to get rid of
them is to take off the surface soil deep enough to expose
the roots from which they spring, and cut them off close
to the surface of the roots. Sometimes such bushes are
propagated from suckers. It is a ready way of doing so.
but the bushes afterwards are more prone to suckers than
are those propagated from cuttings.

HOW TO MAKE A BUD BREAK ON A BARE SHOOT
{J. M.).—As the part of the slioot is near the stem and
possibly two or three years old, and. moreover, as there
appears to be two shoots already (in front of the space
without a shoot on it), we think it is hopeless to force a
shoot to grow there by pruning, which is the usual way
of forcing the gro^vth of shoots in dormant wood. Jf
you cared to cut oh the two shoots in front, no doubt a
shoot would then appear in the bare place. The best
thing for you will be to insert a bud in the position as soon
as the sap is running freely, say. towards the middle of
June. In this way you will no doubt secure the groMili
of a shoot. Be careful to insert a wood bud, not a fruit
or blossom bud. The scions should be cut before Christmas
when they are dormant, and should be so at the time of
grafting. Should the scion have started into growth at
the time of grafting, failure would follow.

FLOWER GARDEN.
IRIS FIMBRIATA NOT FLOWERING {Taunton).—

Your district sliould have favoured the better flowering
of a species which in the Home Counties—Kent, Surrey, Ax.
—rarely gets sufficient sun for the purpose, though the
plant grows like a weed. A great clump of it is in view as
we write, and in four years has not yielded a solitary spray
of flowers. Give it the hottest place you can command
with limited root run, quick summer growth with plenty
of water, and from the end of August onwards for the
winter protect it overhead with a light in order that iio

further moisture can reach it. In this way the combined
heat and imposed rest may give it what it needs. A limy
soil, which should also be made very firm about the roots
of the plant, may also assist to the same end. Plants
grown in pots or pans should be given but a modicum of
soil and root run, be encouraged to make an early
and quick growth, and finally be ensiu-ed a long and
definite rest by almost withholding water for many wci^ks
during autumn and winter. With the passing of February,
regular watering may be recommenced.

SEEDS FOR SOWING IN OLD STONE WALL {Francesca).
— If the wall is of any extent and rugged, as most stone
walls usually are, it would be well to crowii it, colony
fashion, with 'Red Valerian, *Snapdragons (white, yelloxv,

and crimson) and Wallflowers of the two last-named
shades of colour. At their feet, or in the first course
immediately below, *Zauschneria, *Thrift, and Aubrietias
would appear to advantage, arranging tlie first named so
that the scarlet colour would appear below the white or
yellow shades of the other flowers. Campanulas muralis,
isophylla alba, caospitosa, garganica in variety. Profusion,
pusilla in variety, Erinus of sorts, *Corydali6 lutea,
*Dianthu3 caesius, "D. alpiuus, D. deltoldes superbus,
Iberis, any of the Silvery Achilleas. *Linaria pilosa. Poly-
gonum vaccinifolium, *Ice!and Poppies, any of the
-Silvery Rockfoils (Saxifrages) and, above all, tlie Cobweb
Houseleeks, which, correctly placed, are unequalled of all.

Save for those marked by an asterisk, we should prefer
to insert small rooted plants, not only .is the best meaas
of spciiring an early result, but of obtaining decisive effect.

Aubrietias, for example, do not come true from seeds.
Campanulas aud Rockfoils are not reliable, yet these
are among the indispensables. With small rooted bits,

too, grouping on a decisive plan is e.«isy, while seed-sowing
jnay result in a heterogeneous mixture that would not
please. If, therefore, the wall is of any considerable extent,
it would be better to entrust it to a specialist. You
do not say whether the wall has been built for the purpose
or not. If not, and assuming that it has been constructed
with good mortar and is vertical, it will require careful
treatment at tlie start, otherwise it may give you nothing
but disappointment. Seeds should be very thinly mixed
with a little stitfish, moistened loam, and still more thinly
distributed through existing .crevices.' Behind these,
deep root runs should exist, or in hot weather the seedlings,
with but poor chance of securing moisture, may perish.
We are not sure of the plant for wliich you require a name.
Send a complete specimen with foliage, and we will do
our best to name it for you. Menyanthes trifoliata,

Ranunculus Lingua, Caltha palustris (several varieties),

Butomus unibellatus, Sagittarius sagittifolia, Spiraea
Ulmaria andS. venustaareallofabog-lovingnature. Many
much choicer flowering plants, notably Primulas and irises,

could be named, provided the position warranted their use.
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many ofcUhe leaves turning yellow. At that time less
water wiirbe required, but even then the bulbs must not
be so thoroughly dried off as is necessary for the Nerinc .

During the summer the Vallota may be kept in the greeu-
house, placed in a frame, or even outdoors. As the
flower-spiive makes its appearance, more water may be
given. It should be borne in mind that, oroviding the
roots are in good condition, Vallotas will remain tor years
without repotting ; indeed, the less thei' are disturbed
the better v.-ill the bulbs llowcr. If repotting is needed,
it should be done directly the blossoms are over. Care
must he taken not to use over-large pots, and thorough
drainage is. of course, essential. The compost should be
of a good lasting nature, mainly consisting of loam and
sand. If the loam is of too hi'avy a nature, a little leaf-
mould or jieat may be mixed with it.

MISCELLANEOUS.
FLORAL DECORATING AND OTHER WORK (Flora).—

If you possess a natural aptitude for Itoral work and con-
sider yourself in other ways fitted for it. the better way
would be to seek an interview with a high-class Court
florist like .Mr. Felton (Felton and Sons, Hanover Square),
and go into the matter. There are, of course, others in
Covent Garden and the West End to whom you could
apply. You should remember, however, that such work
would keep you much within doors, and you would virtually
be committed to a town life. \Vith your seven years'
gardening experience, landscape work and garden design
seem to offer the greater opportunities. If you are a
fairly good draughtswoman, you might take up landscape
gardening at some of the technical institutes, or land
measuring and surveying if the first is not taught. By
making these an evening course and becoming apprenticed
to a firm of landscape gardeners you might soon make
headway. Your better way would he to write to Messrs.
Milner, Son and White, Victoria Street, Westminster. .S.W.,
Messrs. J. Cheal and .Sons, Crawley, or Messrs. Wallace
of Colchester, to see if an opening exists, or to advertise
\our needs in The Garden. That there will be openings
and demands for such workers we arc well assured ; hence
there should be those equipped ready to meet them. .\ll

correspondence to The Gakue.n of the above nature is

treated as eonlidential.

NAME OF FRUITS—H. D. S.—Blenheim Orange.

THE GREENHOUSE.
TREATMENT OF VALLOTA PURPUREA (P. M.).—

like its ally the Nerinc. the Vallota, after flowering
continues to grow during the winter months. It sliould,

therefore, at that season be given a good light position
in the greenhouse, and watered when necessary. .\t the
same time, an excess of moi.sture must be guarded against.
As spring advances it will show signs of going to rest by

FOR THE CURIOUS
Plant Na.mes.—Perhaps you may admit this

communication to your " Column for the Curious,"
for the inducement to pen it arises from the inter-

esting question raised by the Rev. G. H. Engle-
heart regarding the origin of the use of the name
Jerusakm as applied to that useful vegetable the

Jerusalem Artichoke. I have often been puzzled
how the name Nasturtium came to be applied
as the popular appellation for the well-loiown

annuals Tropaeolums majus and minus. When
I vvas a boy in Scotland, now over threescore

years ago, these flowers were known only as the

Indian Cress, which was the name given, if my
memory serves me aright, in seedsmen's catalogues.

Nowadays these universally give the name Nastur-
tium, or, as I have seen, Nasturtion. Of course,

Nasturtium is the botanical name for the Cress,

and one can understand how the English name
ofjlndian Cress came to be applied to this Tropaolum,
as it is also a nose twister, and I suppose that some-
one with the proverbial little knowledge aired it

by calling the Indian Cress Nasturtium ; but that

does not explain how the error was spread. I

have found that people generally object to botanical

names and if told such a name in reply to a question
will say, " Hasn't it got an English name ?

"

But in this instance we have a botanical name
adopted erroneously as the popular one. It is

not, however, the only instance, for we also have
Syringa bestowed on the Philadelphus ; but I

fancy no explanation will be forthcoming in either

case. There are many instances of wrong English
names being bestowed, but there is nothing puzzling
about them. For example, our native Beeches
(Nothofagus species) are generally termed Birches,

and our lovely Ranunculus Lyallii is called the

Mountain Lily. The knowledge of genera is very
limited among the many, and an unknown plant

is ascribed to the genus to which it bears some
real ox fancied resemblance. Once when travelling

in a tramcar I had in my hand a flower which was
unknovTO to me, and the man sitting next me
asked what it was. As I was unable to enlighten

him, he said, " It's not a Rose, nor a Lily, nor a
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Violet
; I don't know what it can be." In Scot-

land the Paiony was invariably spoken of as tho
" Peeny Rose," and we call the Erythronium
the Dog-tooth Violet, so apparently the co. -

striction of the popular classification is tolerably
widespread. Oae curious Scottish name I ran
explain to my own satisfaction. In the locality -

where I was born—and I believe in oth^r parts as
well—the common Lilac was styled by the vulgar
the " L-ly-oak." Now the broad Scotch pro-
nunciation of Lilac is " Laylock," and I suppose
that when the tree was first introduced into Scot-
land it was so called

; but as it was a flowering tree
the "Laylock" was speedily converted into
" Lily-oak," to the popular mind a much more
suitable and descriptive name.—A. Bathgate,
Dunedin, New Zealand.

OBITUARY
JAiMES ROBERTSON.

By the sudden death of Mr. James Robertson .

of Dublin on November 6, Irish horticulture loses
one of its keenest supporters. He was for a long
time connected officially with the Royal Horti-
cultural Society of Ireland, and he spared neither
time nor trouble to further its interests. Latterly
ho had been, in conjunction with Sir Frederick
Moore, one of the Hon. Secretaries of the Irish

Branch of the Vegetable Products Committee.
His name will pass down to posterity as a pioneer
in bulb growing on a commercial scale in the
British Isles. In connection with his firm of

Hogg and Robertson of Mary Street, Dublin, he
in 1895 established a hardy bulb farm at Rush,
on the seacoast some few miles to the north of

Dublin, almost opposite Lambay Island. So
successful has this been that within the last four
years additional land has beeu acquired at Malahide
and more acres broi.ght under Daffodil culti-

vation. The loss of a man of such wide interests,

of such great energy, and of such an hospitable
and genial temperament, is great. His place in

Irish horticiilture is one which will be hard to

fi"-
J. J.

BOOKS
The Horse and the War.*—All lovers of

horses will appreciate this attracti\e book,
which tells the story of the part played in the
great war by our horses and mules. It is a graphic
and moving narrative, wTitten by an officer on the

Staff of the Remount Directorate. The volume is

freely and cleverly illustrated by Captain Lionel

Edwards, a Remount ofiicer who has been in-

timately associated with the splendid labours of

the Remount Service, as well as from interesting

and well-chosen official photographs. It contains a

note specially contributed by Field-Marshal Sir

Douglas Haig, and is dedicated to the Quarter-

master-General of the Forces, Lieutenant-General
Sir John Cowans. What more need be said in its

praise ? It is a work that anyone would be proud
to possess, and is very appropriate for presentation.

' The Horse and the War," bv Captain Sidney Galtrey,
Published by Vi.ni.try Lite, 20, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C. ; price 6s. net.

Publications Received.
" Musings of a Medico," by Kenneth Rogers, M.D.Lond.

Published by Erskine Macdonald, Limited. London,
W.C.I ; price Ss. tid. net. It is a small book of verse,
one or two pieces of which have appeared in The
Garden.

" A Calendar for the .Allotment Holder and Kitchen
Gardener." Mounted and stnmg, with panel picture
produced in three colotu-s. Published by F, Warue
and Co., Chandos House, London.

" Punch's Almanack for 1919 "
; price Is.
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YE.-VR
\s\ year, almcist without ex-

ception, recommendations are made by
gardening calendar waiters and others

to lift clumps of Christmas Roses and

place them in frames or slightly heated

structures in order to promote an earlier

flowering. Bad enough in its way, the

further recommendation to replant them in

the^ garden after the flowering is over is even

worse, since, usually, it embodies no instructions to

guide the uninitiated. By protecting the clumps

with spare handlights or cloches, or, where possible,

bringing a small garden frame into use, all the

protection necessary for the production of clean

flowers will be present, minus the risks that in-

variably follow the lifting of the plants. Christmas

Roses are usually regarded as impatient of root

distm'bance ; and they certainly resent disturbance

on the lines indicated above. A chief danger

arises from the subsequent replanting of the

clumps intact, the cut and mutilated roots

not infrequently dying gradually away to the

rootstock, and because of the nature of root

production in these plants, no others are

forthcoming to take their places. By protecting

the flowering clumps as suggested,

the gardener may have to wait

a few days longer for the

f-\panded flowers, though in so

doing he will have the supreme

^atisfaction that he is not sacri-

ficing precious material.

Late-Flowering Roses.—The

Rev. David R. Williamson wrote

us as follows on December z :

'" Up to the present period I

have had Roses in bloom. Con-

spicuous among these during the

last month have been such very

fine varieties as Hugh Dickson,

a variety that will not soon be

-uperseded ; General McArthur,

which is fragrant and floriferous
;

Mr. Arthur William P a u 1
' .^

exquisitely beautiful Prima
Donna; Constance, Rayon d'Or,

Raymond and Mile. Caristie

Martel, among the finest creations

of M. Pernct-Ducher, the great

rosarian of Lyons ; Mrs. Wemyss
Quinn, which flowers very late

and always effectively ; Fran

Karl Druschki, the highly
endowed Lady Pirrie, and Mrs.

C.eorge Norwood, an odorous Rose of refined

fi/rmation. My Waltham Cross namesake, which

I greatly prize, has also flowered very effectively

during the late autumnal months."

Gathering Medlars.—There is a good crop of

this fruit in many districts, and this is the usual

time for gathering. The date at which the Medlar

attains maturity, however, greatly varies. It

should never be pulled until the fruit-stem parts

readily from the branch. Dry weather is essential

lor this work, and the gathered fruits are best

--tored in a single layer, with their upper sides

downwards, on shelves in a warm, dry cupboard.

They are not ready to eat until "rotten" !

Reversion and Resistance to Big-Bud in

Black Currants.—.Mr. .A.. H. Lees, M.A., of the

.'\gricultiu"al and Horticultural Research Station,

Long Ashton, Bristol, has contributed a highly

interesting paper to " The Annals of .\pplied

Biology" (Vol. v., No. i) on "Reversion and

Resistance to Big-Bud in Black Currants." The

author is of the opinion that reversion may be

associated with aphis attack, but is generally

brought about by a check to the terminal growth

through the change of a terminal wood-bud into

(a) a big-bud, (b) a killed bud or blhid bud, (c) a

fruit-bud. He states that Seabrook's Black, a

'

well-known mite-resistant variety, is mite-proof,

because the mite kills the attacked growing point

and thus starves itself. We have a very high

opinion of Seabrook's Black. It is the only

variety to resist big-bud in some gardens, but we
would not go so far as to say that it is mite-proof.

Daphne petraea (syn. D. rupestris).—It is by

tlie latter name probably that this exquisitely

beautiful alpine shrub is best known, particularly

to that section of gardeners and flower-lovers

A BEAUTIFUL ALPINE SHRUB : DAPHNE PETR.«A

whose custom it was during the past decade or

so to visit the Temple and Chelsea Shows in May.

At most of these flower festivals—soon now we

hope to see revived-—one or more well-flowered

bushes were sure to be met with. Latterly,

however, they have been of more frequent occur-

ren:e : happily, too, in greater immbers, a fruitful

sign of growing popularity. This gem of rock

shrubs is native of the Southern Tyrol and forms

a bush, 3 inches to 5 inches high, of leafy twigs and

hard, glossy, leathery leaves, the branches ter-

minated by clusters of brilliant pink flowers so free

as to almost hide the foliage. Withal, they are

richly fragrant. Apart from the typical kind,

a variety, D. p. grandiflora, shown by Messrs.

Tucker and Sons, Oxford, in the spring of the

present year gained an award of merit. It is a

notable improvement both in vigour and size of the

flowers. The species succeeds quite well in half

loam, half peat, and a little broken rock.^ It

rejoices, too, in an addition of powdered calcined

bone, and rewards the grower with increased beauty

and vigour. A reveller in full sunlight, moisture

means much to it all the summer long.

Cypripedium insigne Sanderae.—^Those who
grow cool Orchids should not forget this very

beautiful Cypripedium, of yellow and white

colouring, an albino form of singular purity and

loveliness. There are other fine varieties of this

good old plant ; several of the break named

Chantini have large spots of deeper colouring,

but for pure beauty nothing comes near the albino.

The Cypripediums are all the more valuable

because they bloom in the weeks near Christmas

when flowers are at their scarcest. The blooms

when cut for indoor ornament have th? excellent

quality of lasting for several weeks in good condition.

Scots Pines for Sheltering

Tender Plants.—Where there is

woodland and some rather young

Scots Pines can be spared,

their branches are valuable for

sheltering tender plants on walls,

such as Myrtles, Loquats,

Fuchsias, Carpenteria and the

like. Small twigs of the same,

if stuck upright between plants

of the slightly tender Megasea

ligulata, not only protect the

foliage but also the very early

bloom, and improve the flower b\'

lengthening the stalk and loosen-

ing the head of pretty pink

blossom, so making it much mor;

available fir cutting.

Runner Beans.—^These are

being cleared off, the stakes

looked over and tied in bundles.

Some ripened pods of seed are

likely to be found, and should

be carefully dried, shucked, aivd

stored for seed. Much string

is often expended on tying the

uprigh stakes to the horizontal

one ; but where New Zealand

Flax is in the garden, a few

outer lea\es can well be spared for tying.

Torn into strips an eighth of an inch wide or

even less, they are stronger than any string and

more dm'able.

Salsify Chards.—K number of amateur growers

have had s<jmewhat indifferent results with Salsify,

the roots forking too much. But such roots, if left

in the ground, can still be made use of for the

production of chards in spring. These are the

flower-stems, which appear early and make a nice

dish served like .\sparagus. They should not be

allowed til exceed about fi imhi - i" 'vislit.
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

PLANTING STRAWBERRIES.

T CAN assure Mr. Pearson that the superiority

of runners from unfruited plants is not theoreti-

cal with me, but proved again and again by experi-

ence. This season, for example, we could not

get runners enough from unfruited plants by about

thirty to fill our new bed, so had to fall back on

runners from the plants cropped this summer,

and these are now strikingly inferior to the rest.

Plants averaging 15 inches across in 'November

(I have just measured mine), with a central bud

almost as thick as one's thumb, firm and red-

sheathed, can, in my experience, be obtained only

from unfruited stock. The Strawbeiry is a busy

creatirre Avith a large bump of philoprogenitiveness

(I hope the printer will get this word right), and

when baulked of flower and fruit it instantly gives

its whole energj' to the rearing of a family in another

way. From such plants runners can be rooted

a fortnight or three weeks earlier than from fruited

stock and are certainly much more vigorous.

It seems to me—and we have proved it here

before now—that Mr. Pearson's argument about

waiting for autumnal moistm-e would practically

defer his full-cropping plant to the second season.

Runners not put out until September have not

time to make anything like a full development

within the year. One thing we do here, which

I did not mention. We poiu: an abundance of

water into each station when planting, tread

firmly the next day, then keep the ground nicely

hoed until the leaves cover and shade the ground,

which they soon do when the plants are only a

foot apart. Little or no mulching is required.

Something must always be risked, but an experience

of many and diverse seasons assures me that the

risk of drought is preferable to the certainty,

in later planting, of a half-sized, half-ripened

plant. The Strawberry needs the August sun

to mature its bud quite as much as it needs

autumnal moisture at its root. Counsels of

perfection, after all, often give very little more

trouble, and always better results.—G. H.

Engleheart.

HENRY YOUELL.

\]\/ITH reference to the correspondence in the

issue of November 30, page 443, on the

origin of Gladiolus brenchleyensis, the following

is taken from page 151 of the Modern Ghdiolus

Grower for October, 1917 (a portrait also appears

on the same page) :
" The death of Henry Youell,

Secretary of the American Gladiolus Society,

occurred September 20, 1017. He was born in

Great Yarmouth, England, July 16, 1844, and

was thus seventy-three years of age at the time of

his death. His father, whose name was also Henry

Youell, was with the Royal Nurseries for many

years. These nursfries were started by the grand-

father, John Youell, ..X.I.S., and later turned over

to his three sons. The firm specialised in the

Gladiolus and accomplished much to make this

flower known and popular throughout England.

The firm was instrumental in disseminating that

jTrand old variety brenchleyensis, still a favourite

with many, and their collection of Gladioli became

the largest in En,';land. . . . Henry Youell came to

tliiscounlrvin 1872, making his home first in Boston,

where he was in charge of the grounds of the Boston

City Hospital, and later he came to Slyracuse,

where he has since resided. We know that the

many friends and associates of Henry Youell

tlu-oughout the United States will join us in sincere

appreciatio.i of his work and in extending sympathy

to his surviving relatives." Mr. Kundcrd of

(loshen. Indiana, named one of his seedling

ruffled varieties YoucU's Favourite.

—

Smil.-\x.

LEYCESTERIA FORMOSA.

IT was with interest and pleasure that I read

in The G.-^rpen of November 23, page 438,

the article with accompanying illustration on

this attractive deciduous slrrub. The writer,

referring to its native habitat—the Himalayas

—

adds " but hardy in our Southern Counties,"

meaning, I presume, the Southern Counties of

England. It may interest the writer and others

to know that thij shrub proves quite hardy here

in .Midlothian under less generous treatment than

its merits deserve. It is true we are on the shore

of the Firth of Forth, but the Leycesteria has come

safely through 28° of frost, so that it can claim

to be hardy. I think this fact is not generally

understood, for, although in the days of nursery-

men's lists—happily coming again—it almost

invariably appeared, 1 cannot remember having

come acioss it in Scotland more than once or

t^vice.

—

Charles Comfort, Tiroomfield Gardens,

Midlothian.

THE ILLYRIAN SEA DAFFODIL.
(Pancratium illyricum.)

00 many bulbous plants of high beauty are on

the border-liiie between hardiness and tender-

ness that numbers of flower-lovers, taught by bitter

experience, refrain from attempting certain good

flowers. They have lost so many plants through

trusting to catalogues and the experience of others

in more favoured gardens that the expression of

" once bitten, twice shy " is too weak to express

their feelings of scepticism regarding untried

subjects. No doubt there are many readers like

the wTiter who have been attracted by the

Pancr-atiuras, or Sea Daffodi's, and have ventured

to plant them in the open. The result has generally

been failure. This has been mainly due to the

fact that the species attempted have been the least

hardy. Take, for example, Pancratium mariti-

mum, frequently catalogued as hardy and really

the least tender of any of the better-known Sea

Daffodils. It is, however, not hardy enough for

the open, except in highly favoured spots in the

South, especially near the coast, and is absolutely

unsuited for inland and Northern gardens. In

Pancratium iH>-ricum we have the hardiest of

the race, and one which, with certain limitations,

can be planted with little fear in gardens in districts

mth a moderately mild climate. Even in the

North, in the milder areas—such as in the

garden of Sir Herbert Maxwell at Monreith

in Wigtownshire— P. illyricum is quite hardy if

planted in a rather dry and sunny position. There

it will give its charming creamy white flowers and

pleasing foliage. Planted 4 inches deep in early

spring it should succeed, and, when established,

prove quite an attractive and charming flower.

—

S. Arnott. .

" CLUB " IN CABBAGE.

T HAVE been interested in the correspondence

on this subject in The Garden, and for many

years in clubbing of Brassicas generally. In my
second charge, as a young man approaching thirty,

the kitchen garden was 6 acres in extent. The

garden was an old-established one, and, for

certain private reasons, the owner wished all winter

greens to be grown in one part of the garden.

The result was much trouble from club-root. I have

rarely seen greens grow more healthily than those

did during their early stages; then the plants

wUted in the sunshine, and one had to resort to

earthing-up to encourage roots to grow higher up

the stems to enable the plants to come to maturity

in some form that would prove remunerative.

I enquired of members of the stag if these con-

ditions had obtained in the past. " Oh ! yes,"

was the reply. So I decided that something

must be done, and as the soil was of medium
lightness, I thought salt would be helpful, also

lime, as much organic manure had been used in

previous years. As the quarters were cleared of

the greens dmring the winter, three pecks of lime

per rod were applied and the soil deeply dug,

the lime being mixed with the surface portion only.

A fortnight prior to planting, a peck of agri-

cultural salt per rod was applied. The first year

there was a perceptible lessening of the trouble ;

the following year the salt and lime treatment

was repeated, and again the third year, with the

result that very few plants suffered from club-root.

Afterwards salt and lime were applied in alter-

nate years, and for ten years I had no loss

or trouble from club. The plants were stronger,

did not suffer much in dry weather, and were very

green instead of being blue-green in colour. Farm-

yard manure was dug in as usual. I have advised

this treatment since in various parts of the country,

and good has come of it. Perhaps your correspon-

dent W. Bickford will be tempted to try it on pne

of his plots.

—

George Garner.

CHAMBER OF HORTICULTURE.

TT is to be hoped that growers joining the Chamber

will, in their own interests, make it the early

business of a committee to enquire into, and press

for legislation relating to, a minimum standard

quality for commercial chemical sprays bearing

world-known names like lime sulphur, arsenate of

lead, potassium sulphide (liver of sulphur) and so on.

We advocated such legislation in the Press some

years ago, and are now more strongly than ever

convinced of its necessity if growers are to be safe-

guarded ; and no firm having the right materials

to sell can, we feel, fail to give support. The

question of commercial copper fungoid sprays is on

another plane, as the percentage of copper gives

no real clue to their effectiveness, for reasons

well known to scientists and proved by the practical

experience of growers. It is also evident that

materials such as are offered by reputable firms

made to their own research formulae (and not

coming under general classification and nomen-

clature such as the examples given) could not

fairly be controlled. Growers will doubtless

watch developments with interest.

—

Walter Voss

and Co., Limited, London, E.

BEES AND SPRAYING.

fpHE thoughtful replies of Mr. G. B. Kershaw

and Mr. Bigg-Wither on the subject of •• Bees

and Spraying " are an aid to opening up the

questions involved, and, incidentally, throw further

light upon what is still comparati\'e'y obscure
;

but fiu-ther knowledge is desired before we can

definitely say that the matter is thoroughly

cleared up. I, like Mr. Kershaw, am still some-

what sceptical as to the amount of good in-

curred by spraying, and can assure the reader that

in 1917—a year in which I had to forgo spraying,

largely owing to other demands upon my time

—

the Rose beds , and plantings were freer from

aphis than . in several preceding years, the

reason being that ladybirds, unhindered by

poisonous washes, were able to fill their natural

vocation of aphis destroyers. To come back to

bees, " of which competent authorities have

proved that there is no connection between the

Isle of Wight disease and poisonous washes used in

spraying," may I suggest that the matter is not

exactly as clear as one would wish. The organism

to which is attributed the wholesale destruction

of innumerable colonies of bees must have had some

definite cause for its remarkable and deadly

progress during the past few years ;
but if Mr.

Bigg-'VVither's theory that " the organism may have

always existed in the stomach of the honey-bee"
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is cofrert, what are the altered conditions in the

I'onstitution or the habits of the bee which have
enabled tlie plague to spread with such appalling

rapidity ? Here again the possibility of an

irritant poison (like the arsenical and other washes

used in spraying) might easily react upon the

natural vigour of the honey-bee and render her an
easy prey for any lurking disease. The poison

may be taken into the system either in the bee-

food or honey collected and stored, or in the water

sipped from the leaves or flowers of plants, or even

taken up in the action of breathing. The latter

suggestion comes to mind as the result of my own
family, myself included, being rendered unwell

for a fortnight as the result of breathing the

fumes of poisoned Charlock arising from a large

adjoining field. These vaporous fumes have a

very potent ill-elifect, especially in the evening

w-hen the mists are rising in low-lying districts.

That my own bees escaped from the evil 1 attribute

simply to the fact that they were sheltered from

tlie rising poison fumes by being under the shelter

of the opposite side of the house, and also that

they were working in an opposite direction to the

sprayed fields at the time, observation tracing

their whole attention to the neighbourhood of

several acres of White Clover, then in profuse

blossom. The suggestion that fruit trees are not

sprayed when in blossom cairies little weight,

for the potency of some of these powerful sprays

1.7Sts longer than the few days elapsing between bud
and blossom, and may readily retain sufficient of the

poison to affect a delicately constructed insect like

the honey-bee. I am informed by those in toucii

with some of the large fruit-growers in Kent and
elsewhere that the loss of so many colonies of bees

is catK^ing much concern to fruit-growers generallv.

The complete absence of bees, in my opinion, would

prove a far worse state of affairs than the absence

of spranng, and it is to be hoped that garden-

lovers will do all they can to foster the bees.

Any personal observations that they may make
upon this or any allied questions would be readily

welcomed by all lovers of bees and gardens.

—

P. S. F[.\vw.\RD, Pearls Farm, Great Clac'oii, E^^cx.

THE WINTER AND SPRING CULTURE
AND FORGING OF SEAKALE

By OWEN THOMAS, V.M.H.

CROPS OF POTATOES MAJESTIC

AND KERR'S PINK.

Miss S. S. Steuart of St. Just, Cornwal!, sends a

photograph and the following particulars of crops

of Potatoes Majestic and Kerr's Pink grown b\

her this year :

"Majestic.—ailK of seed tubers were planted

on .Ma.y 17 on sloping ground facing south-

south-west
;

granite soil, very light and poor.

.•\rea tilled, 3J rods. Before trenching, 6olb of

limestone flour, 51b. of superphosphate of lime

and 7jlb. of wood-ashes (bui'nt garden refuse) per

square rod were applied. The ground was trenched

I foot deep, 3J feet apart, and a sprinkling of ferti-

liser was given before planting the tubers rj feet

apart in the trench rs. k month later a fm'ther

7ilb. of wood-ashes per square rod were added. We
twice sprayed the haulm with Bordeau.x mixture,

as late blight from an adjoining field had badly

attacked it. We lifted the crop on September 27

(only four and a quarter months after tilling). The
total weight was 8cwt. 5'ilb. (at the rate of r9-6 tons

per acre). The tubers of first quality table size

weighed 7cwt. lolb. and gained an award of merit

at the Daily Mirror Exhibitioii. The trop wa
remarkably free from disease (blight).

" Kerr's Pink.—From 241b. ot seed, sown in

3i rods Cultivated as above), T obtained 5cwt.

631b. of tubers, tlie quality of which was excellent.

This equals r6 tons per acre. Those of seed size

weighed i Jcwt. The seed-tubers of both sorts were

obtained from Mfssrs. Dobbic and Co., Edinburgh."

A LTHOUGH one of the hardiest and most
/% easily grown of all our vegetables (and

/ % withal one of the most valuable) the

/ % growth of Seakale has been tlie least

* understood by amateurs and beginners,

for the reason perhaps that the roots have to be
grown one year and are fruitful tlie next, if I may
use that term.

Root cuttings which were planted last March
will by now, under good culture, have produced
strong roots with well-developed crowns, and these

in due time will give excellent returns. There
are three ways in which such roots may be
treated in order that they may give us the best

results in succession.

First, by taking up the roots and forcing them
in pots, tubs, or bo.xes of soil, and placing the same

How to prepare the cuttings.—Cut the strougesi'

into pieces 6 inches long. The top part should
be cut through straight and the bottom slantingly,

in order to distinguish the top from the bottom,
otherwise they would sometimes be indistinguish-

able. Tie up the cuttings in bundles of twenty-five.

Place them close together in soil within half an inch
of their tops in a position facing north, and there

let them remain until wanted for planting per-

manently in March.

The roots which are left, which, of course, will

be smaller and cannot produce Seakale of the
same weight and quality as the best roots, will

give a serviceable return of useful Seakale when
forced.

An estimate should be made of the numtier of

roots required for forcing, in order that they may

POTATOES GROWN BY A LADY READER IN CORNWALL.

in glass-houses. Mushroom-houses, cellars, or

empty rooms where darkness and moderate heat

are available. The darkness should be dense, and
the temperature approximately the following

;

maximum, 58° Falrr. ; minimum, 48° Fahr.

Secondly, by forcing the roots into growth out

of doors ; and, thirdly, by bleaching them
out of doors at the time of its natural growth in

siiring.

How to dig up 'the roots and prepare them for

forcing.—The roots are ready for digging up as

soon as the leaves have decayed. In clearing

away the dead leaves, be careful not to injure the

crowns of the roots, which will then be exposed,

by treading on them, or by raking the leaves off.

Digging up the roots.—Start on each row as if

you were digging up Potatoes, using a four-

tined fork for the purpose.

Selecting, preparing and sorting the roots.—Collect

the strongest first, then cut off all the bottom
spreading roots which start from the base of the

rootstock. Save the strongest of these for the

purpose of planting as root cuttings at the end of

next iMarch.

be taken up and stored in soil (not covering their

crowns) ready for use when wanted. If the lifting

is deferred till a later time, frost may intervene

and prevent them being lifted.

Now is a good time to start forcing the roots into

growth under this method.

Plant the roots in pots or boxes within a couple of

inches of one another, pressing the soil tightly

between them. Water as soon as planting is finished

and occasionally afterwards before they become
dry. Then place the boxes, or whatever the

roots are in, in the dark and moderately warm
pisitions selected for them, and you may expect

to cut excellent Seakale in about si.x weeks. If a

succession is desired until spring, all you have to do
is to plant more roots and introduce them into heat

and darkness as before at intervals of a fortnight.

The roots in this case, after the Seakale has been
cut, are of no further use, except to be consigned to

the rubbish heap, where in due time, after the

process of decai,-, tliey will become useful as maniiie.

How to cut the Seakale when ready.—As soon as

the young leaves have attained a length of 7 inches

nr 8 inches they are ready to cut. The best
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\vay of cutting tht- Seakale is to cut a small portion

of the top of the root with the leaves. It then

comes off complete as one piece.

The second way of forcing the Seakale is to place

pots, tubs, or boxes over the roots in the rows

or beds in which they are growing out of doors.

The pots or bo.\Ps should be wide and deep enough

to permit of the growth of the Seakale. say,

15 inches deep and the same in width. The where.-

withal to force the roots into growth by this method

is provided by the application of fermenting

material and fresh leaves in equal quantities

between and over the pots or boxes, say, to the

depth of 7 inches or 8 inches. Let a thermometer

be placed inside one of the boxes, and if the tem-

perature, (as mentioned previously) is too low a

' week or ten days after the material has been

applied, then more must be added until the desired

temperature is secured. Should the temperature

be too high, reduce the depth of the manure. The

same roots in this case will grow and form new
irowns next year, and may again be forced when
the time comes. But it is not wise to attempt

forcing by this method until after Christmas is

past.

The Seakale as an outdoor crop.—The importance

of Seakale as a spring crop in the open garden is

not 50 well recognised as I think it should be.

The growth is much stronger and the weight of

produce heavier, and, moreover, we have no vege-

table then (April) comparable to it in quality.

Indeed, at that time the garden is often bare of

good vegetables, and the Seakale is highly prized.

The following is the way to {Iroduce it at that

time : Open a wide trench each side of the bed

(or, say, four rows), placing the soil taken out of

the trenches on the bed owr the tops of the crownis

to a depth of 16 inches. The Seakale foliage in

due time will work its way up through the soil

unharmed, and be beautifully blanched in tlu-

process.

How to find out when it is time to cut the Seakale.

—Observe closely the surface of the soil of the beds,

and in due time you will find cracks and crevices

in it, due to the upward pressure of the foliage cif

the Seakale. When these indications are well

pronounced, it is then time to turn down the soil

and to cut the Seakale. That which may not be

ready must again be covered over and remain

covered until it is ready. As soon as the crop has

been cut, let tht soil be levelled into the trenches,

and the plant will resume its growth and produce
- similar crop next year.

REGELIA IRISES
By W. R. dykes.

New Paths.—Any new paths to be made may
with advantage be caiTied out during th& winter

months when other work is not so pressing. A
gi'eater deptli of soil should be excavated and a

larger amount of hard material employed if for

vehicular traffic, and due regard should be carefully

paid to the levels, drainage and catchpits to cairy

away water, so that the walks when finished may
be dry at all times.

Early and Second-Early Potatoes.—These should

be gone through occasionally, and any tubers

that show signs of -disease or that are going bad
from any other cause should be removed and em-
ployed for the feeding of pigs and poultry. Failing

this, they should be destroyed by burning. Tubers
that have been selected for next year's seed should
now be arranged in shallow boxes, with the rose end
(that is, the end with the eyes) upwards. If the

boxes are a little deeper than required for the depth
of the tubers, they can be arranged one on top

of the other to the height required. Only one layer

of Potatoes should be placed in a box. Do not

forget to store the boxes of " seed " in an absolutely

frost.proof place.

THE name Regelia was given to a small

group of Asiatic Irises in honour of the

late Dr. Kegel of St. Petersburg, the

RusL-ian botanist to whom we owe
the introduction to our gardens of many

good plants from Central Asia.

The members of this group are not nearly as

common in our gardens as they deserve to be,

and this is probably due to the fact that they have
been classed with the Oncocyclus Irises, which

most gardeners have given up as hopeless in our

moist climate. The Regelia Irises are, however,

much more amenable to cultivation. The rhizomes

/
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IRIS KOROLKOWI X STOLONIFERA.

increase rapidly under suitable conditions and,

moreover, seedlings are easily raised.

There is one essential point in the cultivation

of these Irises and that is that the plants must
have a complete rest for two or three months in

the late summer. This can be obtained b}- putting

a temporary roof over their heads if they are

grown in a position that lends itself to this treat-

ment or by lifting the plants in July and not

replanting them until October. The latter method
is followed here, though I should prefer to leave

the plants undisturbed and cover the beds with

skeleton frames such as the late Sir Michael Foster

used with such success at Shelford.

In choosing a position for these Irises, it should

be remembered that they require all the sun that

our climate will give them and that a raised or

sharply sloping bed will ensure that the soil about

their rhizomes is at no time waterlogged. The
soil should be rich in humus and plentifully supplied

with lime.

The Regelia Irises are obviously closely allied

to the Oncocyclus group, for the seeds of both

groups are indistinguishable and yet quite unlike

those of any other group of Irises. They are

remarkable for the possession of a kind of cream-

coloured collar, which forms, as it were, the attach-

ment between the seed proper and the placenta

in the seed-vessel. The rhizomes of the two
groups are very similar and characteristic, and
the chief points of dilTerence are that the Regelia

species produce two or three flowers on each stem
in place of the solitary flower of the Oncocyclus

and that their beards are Imcar and do not

consist of a broad patch of irregularly scattered

hair, such as is found in the Oncocyclus

species.

The first Regelia Iris to be discovered was
Bunge's I. falcifolia, from the deserts east of the

Caspian. It is a small species with narrow, grass-

like leaves and has never apparently been in

cultivation. The next was the well-known I.

Korolkowi, which was sent to St. Petersburg from
Turkestan by General Korolkow. Of this Iris

there are many colour forms, but all are cliaracter-

ised by the conspicuous veining and by the dark
beards, which, however, project so little on to the

sharply refie.xed blade of the falls as to remain

practically hidden under the style branches.

In some specimens the ground is cream-coloured

and the veining either olive-green or 'brown-

purple. In others the ground is slightly suffused

with purple, while in the variety concclor the whole

flower is of a uniform red-purple colour with

darker veins.

I. Korolkowi has a much more compact rhizome

than that of I. stolonifera, of which the stolons are

often much longrr. Plants of this species are some-

times labelled Leichtlini or "\aga, but stolonifera

was the name first given and, moreover, accurately

describes the habit of the plant. The flowers, of

stolonifera are very beautiful in some of its colour

forms. The edges of the petals are always waved,

a character that has been transmitted to the

hybrid with Korolkowi. The circumference is

of some shade of brown-purple, while the centre

has veins of the same colour on a bluish ground,

and the effect of this colouring is very remarkable.

In some cases the veining is very dark and velvety,

and I have one imported plant, which came by
chance among a number of I. Hoogiana, of

which the colour is wholly a very rich dark blue-

purple. One curious point about I. stolonifera

is that the colour of its beard is apt to varv. In

some years it is yellow in front and blue behind.
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whili- in DthcTS, it is wholly blue. It is not yet

known to what this change is due, but it is a

plienomenon which does not seem to occur else-

where among Irises.

I. Korolkowi and I. stolonifera hybridise freely

with one another and Iiave given me some delight-

ful forms, one of which is illustrated on page 460.

It is distinguished by its conspicuous beard of

deep blue, in which the deep tone of the beard

of Korolkowi seems to have combined with the

colour of that of stolonifera. The flower is of a

curious and uncommon shade of red-purple.

There is also in cultivation here a hybrid whicli

Foster raised and called Korvag. It is similar

to the plant sketch?d, but the colouring is much
paler and the veining is accordingly much more
prominent.

I. darwasica or Suwarowi is perhaps no longer

in cultivation. It is a small plant, not unlike a

reduced stolonifera, but distinguished by having

all its p' 'als tapering gradually to a point.

There remains only I. Hoogiana, the latest

addition to the group and a truly magnificent

Iris. The stems grow to a height of more than

2 feet and produce large flowers of a uniform

shade of blue-purple with bright orange beards.

The shade of colour varies in different specimens

and may be as pale as that of the palest I. pallida

The beard is broad and very conspicuous

and tapers to a sharp point in front.

About the whole flower there is an extra-

ordinary appearance of refinement and
breeding, and I. Hoogiana is certainly the

most striking new species of Iris. It is

a vigorous grower, and although it is late in

beginning to grow in

the spring, it then

grows so fast that it

is at its best in May
with the other
members of the group.

There is some hope,

too, that its habit of

lying dormant till

winter is practically

over may enable us

to leave it undisturbed

in the ground. Now
that I have a large

number of plants, I

certainly mean to try

the experiment next

year.

The Regelia Irises,

and in particular I.

Korolkowi, have been

largely hybridised

with Oncocyclus
species to form the well-known Regelio-cyclus

hybrids. These possess the vigour of the Regelias

and something of the form and colouring oS the

elusive Oncocyclus species. Hybrids with Bearded
Irises are less common, but I have crosses of

Korolkowi both with a purple and with a yellow

Chamajiris. Both are interesting and quite distinct.

With I. stolonifera I ha\e so far failed to obtain

any pleasing hybrid. There are too many colour

elements present, and the struggle between them
results in a nondescript confusion and patchiness.

Hoogiana gives promise of better results, but it

is so beautiful in itself that it seems almost a

pity to spoil its beauty in order to satisfy our

< uriosity as to how far its influence would prevail

in a hvbrid.

SMALL EVERGREENS FOR
POOR SOILS

Bv GERTRUDE JEKVLL, V.M.H.

NOW that the summer-leafing trees and
shrubs are bare, one is all the more
thankful for those with good evergreen

foliage. There are people who deplore having

to garden in a poor, light soil, but it is just

the kind of ground that is most

f avourable to some of the best

1 evergreens—Holly among
\ those of larger growth. Arbutus

1 of medium size, but, above all,

S. I to some of the smaller shrubs

\

\
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that are so valuable in regions where garden
joins woodland or any other rougher ground,
besides their many other good uses. One
of

^ the best among these is Skimmia japonica

oblata, about 3 feet high, with bright green
leathery foliage. It should be remembered that

Skimmia is dioecious, so that at least one pollen-

bearing plant should be among a group of those

that will bear the bright red berries. Besides
its value as a handsome small shrub, a few twigs

without berries are good to use with cut flowers,

for they are fresh' looking, bright green and long

lasting. Those who have blooms of Stephanotis
will find some short cut twigs of Skimmia the best

possible accompaniment to the flowers arranged
in some shallow bowl. The handsome S. Fore-

mannii is a good deal larger than the type or the

broad-leaved S. japonica, both in leaf and berry

and general growth and, like its congener, is one
ol the indispensable

evergreens.

Nothing is better in

winter in poor sandv
soils than .'\ndromeda,

or, properly, Leucothoe
axillaris. As an in-

formal shrubbery

edging or at the sides

of a woodland path
it is always charm-*
ing. It is in some
kind of beauty the

whole year through,

only excepting three

or four summer weeks
when the new shoots

are forming. But it

is as a winter plant

that it is most enjoy-

able. It likes a cool

place in sHght shade,

but in light soils will

do almost anywhere
except on a dry
sunny bank. In winter

much of the foUage
is prettily spotted or

marbled with red

colouring, and here

and there some shoots

are entirely red.

The dwarf Rhodo-
dendron ferrugineum

(Alpenrose) is a

precious plant in poor
soils, and, though it

likes a bit of peat,

it is not at all fas-

tidious, and wiU even

thrive iti quite hea\-y

ground. Its very near

relative R. hirsutum

is a limestone plant,

and is therefore
precious in gardens

on the chalk, where
all other well-known Rhododendrons are for-

bidden. The very useful small shrub Imown
in nurseries as R. myrtifolium is no doubt
a hybrid. The leaves have the sweet Myrtle-like

scent when rubbed or crushed ; it is a good deal

larger than R. ferrugineum, whereas the true

piani is smaller.

Though scarcely a shrub, the plant commonlv
known as Ruscus racemosus (Alexandrian Laurel),

more properly named Dana;a Laurus, shoiJd be

mentioned among the lesser shrubs of good winter

greenery. Either indoors as cut branches or as

living fountains of graceful growth, it is alike

admirable. The tufts should be kept clean and
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perfect by the timely removal of the discoloured

fronds of the last year's growth. It does

fairly well on light soils, though it prefers something

of better quality, and it likes some degree^ of

shade. Conditions that suit Christmas Roses

suit Alexandrian Laurel, and nothing can be better

than a combination of the two in some place

devoted to outdoor winter flowers, especially if

they have an irregular front planting of Megasea

ci^rdifolia or of Asarum.

PEARS AND POTTERY
•" Insere Daphne, piros ; carpcnt tua potna rc-

poles."—" Virg. Buc. Eel.," IX., 50. Trans-

lation :
" Plant, O Daphne, thy Pear trees

;

thy descendants shall pluck thy fruit."

Through the kindness of that erudite scholar,

the Rev. T. H. Curling, M.A.Oxon, I am
able to give this delightful translation. The
photograph will give readers of The Garden
some idea of the beauty of the three Pears

staged on an old Wedgwood dish, and many will

recognise them as Pitraaston Duchess. We owe
a debt of gratitude to our friends and Allies of La
Belle France for giving us the parent, Duchesse

d'.-VngoulSme. These Pears grew on a wall, and
were duly " bagged " in muslin to save them from

Chrysanthemum Bronze Molly.—A distinct

and welcome sport from the single pink-flowered

Molly Godfrey, with all the latter's good attributes

and freedom of flowering. From Messrs. Godfrey

and Son, Exmouth.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. H. J. Jones.—A shapely

single-flowered sort, the broad florets flushed with

pink and white. From Messrs. H. J. Jones,

Lewisham, S.E.

Carnation Brilliant.—A perpetual-flowering

variety of rich scaiiet colour and sweet fragrance.

Shown by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield.

This variety also received an award of merit from

the British Carnation Society.

The foregoing novelties were shown before the

Royal Horticultiffal Society on December 3,

when the awards were made.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—Ripe Grapes still hanging on the Vines
ought to be given a temperature of 50°^, and there
should not be a single plant in the houses that
requires water. Keep all the decayed leaves
removed and the atmosphere as dry as possible.

In foggy weather it is well to keep the front venti-
lators closed, only allowing a little air on the top

THREE FINE FRUITS OF PEAR PITMASTON DUCHESS.

the ravagts of birds, wasps, &c. Their united

weight was 2lb. jjoz. Their flavour was delicious,

apart from the poetry of their fragrance when
cut. H. C. P.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

Cypripedium John Hartley.—A remarkable

hybrid, the nearly ovate dorsal sepal of which is

upwards of 3 inches broad and characterised by a

broad margin of pure white, copiously spotted

brown on a yellow-green ground. The short

-

framed, sturdy pouch is of brownish hue, demon-

strating great vigour. Shown by J. Hartley, Esq.,

The Knowle. Morley.

Brasso-Cattleya Gatton Lily (C. Triana; albens

X B.-C. Mendelii var. Fortunei).—A magnificent

and chaste hybrid of unusual merit. The lanceolate

sepals are of a creamy hue, the much broader petals

exceedingly chaste and pure ; lip heavily fringed

at the margin, the frontal lobe lightly touched

with purple, the base suffused with golden canary

colom". From Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton

Park (gardener, Mr. W. Collier).

AWARDS OF MERIT.

Laelio-Cattleya Linda Bryndir Variety.—

A

very distinct hybrid having old rose coloured sepals

and petals with richest crimson lip. Shown by

Dr. M. Lacroze, Roehamptoii.

during the early part of the day.' Keep a little

warmth in the pipes to expel moisture, the main
point to be observed being to prevent moisture
from condensing on the Grapes in bad weather.
Those who possess a good Grape-room will ex-
perience very little difficulty in keeping Grapes
for several weeks if rut and bottled in the usual
way. The bottles should contain a little charcoal,
and be kept filled with water so that the ends of

the wood ai'e always a few inches in the water.
.-V dry atmosphere and an even temperature with
a minimum of artificial warmth are what is most

,

required for keeping the berries plump and fresh
for a long time.

Figs in Pots.—Any of these which have been
placed outdoors and plunged in ashes may now,
if not already done, be overhauled and put in order
for starting. It will be well to thoroughly clean

the wood, top-dress the roots, re-stake the plants
and stand them under glass; and when the time
is at hand to start them, plunge the pots in leaves
and manure producing a gentle warmth.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Planting.—If this important work has been
unavoidably delayed and the ground is heavy and
in a sodden state, it will be well to defer the planting

till a more favourable time occurs. In the mean-
time, any staking of young standards may be
undertaken and completed, always being very
careful to use fastenings that will not injure the

bark. See that the stems in orchards are made
secure against injury by sheep, hares and rabbits,

protecting the stems with strips of wire-netting,

if obtainable.

Pruning.—Opinions vary as to pruning or non-
pruning young standard trees the first year after

planting. I have practised both methodsand find it

preferable to do a certain amount of pruning at
all times to build up an even-balanced, fruitful
specimen. Young trees whose shoots range from
18 inches to 24 inches long should be shortened
half their length to an outside bud pointing in the
direction the following growth is required; and,
in cases where the shoots are too numerous, some
may be removed entirely, pruning from three to
five of those best placed to form the future
head.

Vines Outdoors.—Advantage should be taken
of mild weather to carry out the necessary pruning,
cleansing, training and top-cU'essing of Vines
growing outdoors on walls and trellises. It

requires forethought and time to renovate old
Vines with elongated spurs. The new canes to
replace the old ones should originate as near the
base as possible and be carefully trained at least
one year before removing the old ones. It is mar-
vellous how quickly wall space can be refilled with
healthy young rods if the Vines are given careful
attention. When pruning aged Vines, cut back
the side laterals to within a couple of buds of the
base. If two or three laterals have grown from any
of the spurs, cut out the weakest anel those furthest
from the main stem, prune the strong lateral back
to a plump bud, and never overcrowd with useless
shoots.

Cleansing.—.\ftc-r pruning, cleanse the rods
with soapy water and sulphur, remove some of the
top soil, and thoroughly top-dress with good loam
and manure.

The Kitchen Garden.

Manure.—In frosty weather wheel out majmre
and other material, such as decomposed refuse,

to the ground intended to be deeply cultivated
;

and whenever the ground is in a suitable condition
proceed with the trenching, so that as much of this
important work may be done as possible during
the time othci work is not so pressing. Should
the weather prove unfavoin-able for outside work,
prepare stout labels, make Pea sticks ready,
tying these up in bundles of different sizes; see

to the surplus seeds, and test them before making
out the coming season's order.

H. Markham.
(Gare'ener to the Earl of Straftord.)

WroUmm Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Preparing for the Carrot Crop.—Great difficulty

is often experienced in llie eiUtivatiem of Carrots on
account of the Carrot fly ; this is especially the case

in old gardens. The risk of damage would be greatly

reduced were the soil judiciously treated prior

to sowing the crop. The quarter should be trenched

, (not bastard-trenched), and if seaweed is available,

a dressing of it should be placed at the botte>m of

the trench, and another, with the addition of

some soot, put between the top and bottom
spit. Failing seaweed, a dressing of basic slag

should he given. Leave the surface as rough as

possible in the meantime.

Foot-scrapers.—Every garden should be well

furnished with foot-scrapers, else pathways cannot
be kept in good condition. Useful and inexpensive

scrapers can be made as follows : For each seraper

procure an 18-inch length of bar iron i ineh by

I inch, and two 2-foot lengths of unpeeled hardwood
about 3 inches in diameter, point one end, and make
an incision i J inches deep with a saw on the trown
of the other end. Now fit in both ends of the bar

iron into the incisions, plare in position, and drive

in to the necessary depth with a wooden mallet.

If unpeeled wood of the correct size is unobtainable,

substitute square, dressed wood, tarred or painted

some inconspicuous shade.

General Remarks.—Look over Onions, remove
any decaying bulbs, and use up any which
are inclined to show growth. Examine Potatoes

and other root crops in stores to make sure, that

rats or mice are not working havoc among
them. See that the Celery crop and Potatoes m
pits or clamps are adequately protected from
severe frost.

Fruit Under Glass.

Early Vinery.—Those possessing several vineries

and wishing te> have ripe Grapes in June should now
start the early house, it beingunderstood that every-

thing is in readiness for this step. Slow, mild

forcing being much preferable to quick, hard

forcing, a start should be made with a night

temperatuje of 45° or slightly over, with a rise of

10° during the dav. No damping or spraying will

be necessary for the first fortnight or three weeks.

Strawberries.—^Where these are forced in quaii-

titv, a small hatch shoulel be started now to supply
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ripi- fruit towards the end of March. Lift tlie pots
out of the plunging materials and thoroughly wash
tlieni. Remove all decayed foliage and repair the
drainage in any pots where it lias got out of order ;

this can be detected by the appearance of the sur-

face of the soil or by the abnormal weight of the
pot. Prick the surface of the soil with a pointed
piece of stick and give a dressing of dry horse
manure, and the plants will be ready to be placed
in the structure where they are to be forced.

A shelf near the glass at the top of the early vinery
just being started ^vill suit their requirements.
Beware of indiscriminate watering, and wdien
applying water lift the leaves with one hand and
pour in the water with the other.

Plants Under Glass.

Starting Daffodils.—-A few pots of Golden
Spur—one of the earliest—may be placed in a little

warmth now. but with the present dearth of fuel

little forcing should be attempted until the solar

heat begins to increase again. The Daffodils,

however, can be accommodated in an early vinery
or Peach-house as they become available.

Potting Liliums.—Varieties of Lilium auratum
and L. lancifolium should be potted without delay.

I'se the size of pot in which it is intended to flower
the plants, and leave ample room for subsequent
top-dressing. A compost of fibrous loam, fibrous

peat, good flaky leaf-mould or spent Mushroom-
bed manure and sand in a rather rough state will be
found suitable. Only slightly cover the bulbs, and
withhold water until growth commences.

Pot Roses.—Prune the plants, examine the
drainage and repair if necessary, wash the pots,

remove some of the surface soil by means of a
pointed stick, and give a top-dressing of fibrous

loam and dry cow manure or spent Mushroom-bed
manure. Accommodate the plants in a cool house
meanwhile, and water sparingly.

Ch.\rles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

If the last meeting of the year was not character-

ised by great ftUness, there was certainly much to

admire in the various departments cn.braced.

Orchids, for example, have not been m'vre finely

shown for many a da^, the superb full-length

table of these flowers from Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown, Tunbridge \V>lls, demonstrating not only

the wealth and beauty of these plants in winter-

time, but equally the enthusiasm and enterprise

of tliis eminent firm of Orchid specialists. But

for this firm's remarkable display, and for which

a gold medal was deservedly awarded, the fort-

nightly display would have been meagre indeed.

For the rest, there were useful displays of Chry-

santhemums, Ferns and winter-flowering plants,

the display of Perpetual-flowering Carnations

from Enfield being in the nature of a treat after

their long absence. Several new plants received

recognition.

Orchids.

Of these, Messrs. Armstrong aud Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, staged a magnificent assortment, a full-length

table, for which a gold medal was drservt-dly awarded,
llich in variety, the many items afforded proof of high
cultural excellence, some seedling Odontoglossums, wliich

received a card of cultural commendation, bedng of excep-
tional merit. ^VeIl-flowe^ed examples of Oncidium
varicosum occupied the centre, while on all sides appeared
colonies of the choicer Cattleyas, among them good forms
of C. Hardyana, C. Peetersii. C, Octave Doin, C. Haggle
Raphael Brillianti^Jsima, C. M. R. Majestic and others.
Brasso-Caftleya Thornfonii, palest pink, with yellow
centre, was very fine. Lselio-Cattleya Thyone, with gold
sepals and petals ; L.-C. luminosa, bronzy orange sepals
and purple lip , and C'attlcya Venus, yellow-green sepals
and petaU with broad lip of eiimsou. were others of note.
Odoutoglc^sums and Odontiodas were in considerable
variety, many of rare beauty.

Messrs. Flory and Black showed Brasso-Cattleya Ruby
and B.-C. Nestor, among others.

Messrs. Charlesworth contributed Lpelio-Cattleya Marshal
Foch, Odontoglossums Charlesworthii and crispum
xantfiotes, with 0. "Wilckcanum and others.

CURVS-\NTHi:Sll'MS.

The finer things in this department were the single-

flowered varieties, these coming from divei-se sources.
For example. Mr. H. J. Jones, l.cwisham, showed Bronze
Beauty and Ideal, the last nanvd also of a bronzy shade

Black Prince, crimson ilecorative ; Princess Mary, big
exhibition yellow; and General Pflain, pink, were 'others
of merit,

Messrs, tiodfrcy and Son, Exmouth, showed Bronze
Molly (see •• New and Rire Plants "), also Captivation,
single, of rich crimson shade ; Dora, crimson and golil ;

and Audrey, large yellow, !ill singlc-ffowcred sorts.

„ Greenhousk Pl.inis.
Perhaps the mo.st welcome of these were the Perpetual-

flowering Carnations from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,
Enfield, the more welcome because of thi'ir rarity during
many weeks. Snowstorm, British Triumph, Eileen,
lied Ensign, Enchantress Supreme, \Vinter Glow and
Salmon King were amoni; those noted.

.Mr. F. Herbert Chapman, Rye, had a delightful lot
of Nerines, not. a few charming things among them ; for
example, N. J. T. Bennett-Poe, of rich pure rose colour ;

Confection, of clear silvery shell pink with deeper-coloured
base

; and Brocade, of carmine and rose, with a par-
ticularly good stem. A late-flowering counterpart of
Rothcrsidc, having flowers of a lustrous orange salmon,
was very beautiful. Not the least pleasing was a series
of unnamed seedlings, crosses of corusca, crispa and
flexuosa alba, their varying shades of colour rendi'ring
them most attractive.

Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, Edmonton, contributed
a variety of winter-flowering Begonias. Emita (self orange,
very free and dwarf). Optima (soft orange) and Exquisite
(salmony orarge) being noted among them. In addition,
liavallia tenuifolia, Nephrolepis Scottii and N. IJrui-ryi

—

modifications of N. exaltata, and from the decorative
standpoint decided improvements upon that well-known
kind—were also well sho\\*n.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'
ASSOCIATION.

' The Apple : Pruning and General Cultivatiu)i " was
the subject arranged for the discussion at the meeting
of the above association held in the Recreation Club
Room, .\bbey Hall, on December 2, Mr. H. C. Loader
presiding over a good attendance of members. The
chairman gave a most hearty welcome to .Air. J. T.
Tubb of Bear Wood Gardens, who was appointed to open
tbc discussion, on his first attendance to the meetings
after receiving his discharge from the Army. Mr. Tubb,
in introducing the subject, spgke of the grc'at value of the
Apple, and said that although largely grown in this count rv,
yet it was worthy of far greater cultivation than it e\'en
now receives. Ho clearly explained his mode of summer
and winter pruning of various types of tree, root-pruning
and general management, such as the thinning, protecting
and the picking of the fruit, watering, nmlching, ^vc.

A splendid and educative discussion followed, sustained
by Messrs. Loader, D. Dorc, Chislett, Slack, Martin,
Church, Taylor, Blackwell, F. Cox, E. Cox, .\lbury,
Townsend and Carter.
The lecturer staged a coUcction of seventeen dishes

of spfendid Apples, all in good condition and of ex-
cellent colour. Among the most noticeable were Cox's
Orange Pippin (the present market value of ons of the
dfshes being 21s.!, Golden Noble, Adam's Pearmain,
Saudringliam, Edward VII., Normandy Pippin and
G;iseoyne"s Scarli-t. A first-class certificate was awarded
to tliis exhibit. Mr. G. 'I'ovey of Leighton Park Gardens
exhibited three vases of cut blooms of Chrysanthemums
and six dishes of Apples.

los. per pound, or lesser quantities. Apply to
the Hon. Mrs. Corbet, Adderley, Market Drayton.

Military Honours for Gardeners.—Mr. James
S. Kelly. CIarcm<.nt Gardens, Eshcr, Surrey
writes as follows: •! am sending

,
you the

foUowmg notes on two old Claremont men
who have won honours on the field, namely
Lieutenant James Ward and Corporal William
Barltrop. Lieutenant Ward started in the gardens
here at the age of sixteen. After a stay of three
years he went to the late Mr. A. Hutton, Tongswoon
Hawkhurst, and from there to . Ashtead Park'
Epsom, from which place he joined the Colours'
.«ter a time in training in this country lie went to
France as a sergeant. In July, 1917, he was awarded
the D.C.M. and recommended by his Commanding
Officer for a commission. He returned to this
country and was sent to Fleet, Hants, from which
place he passed out, and is now in France. Corporal
Barltrop was outdoor foreman here for twelve
months, and on his second attempt to join the
Colours was accepted and attached to the rsth
Battalion K.R.R. After nine months' training
in this country he was sent to the Western Front
At Vpres he was awarded the Military Medal and
later on, when on the Somme, he received the
D.C.M. I am glad to say 'they are both well."

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL ASSOriATION.

TuE monthly nieetin<! ut the Scottish lloiticuUuial Associa-
tion was held ill the Hall. St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh,
on the eveniUL' of December 3. The president, Mr. 1! .

Fife, of Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. occupied the chair, and
there was a good attendance The -paner of the evening
was on the subject of " Vegetable Growing," and was given
by Mr. \V. P. Bell, gardener to the Earl of Home, Bothwell
Castle, Lanarkshire. Mr. Bell is a well-known expert in
Ills subject, and the paper was one of a high order, giving
much practical information and full details of the best
methods, Mr. Bell was thanked for hi« paper.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of this society was held in the
Wesley Halls. Dun.fries, on the evening of November ao.
The rei«irt submitted was geneiallv of a satisfacttiry nature,
and was adoptc-d. Tlie ultie. -bearers were appeilited, and
nieiiibeis added to the eoininitti e hi place of tliuse retiring
by rotation. Provost S, Arnott, .Maxwclltowu, was re-

elected president. The following were elected vice-presi-
dents : Mr. J. L. Armstrong, Mr A W. M'.\lister, Mr. John
firoall, .Mr. J. iMaxwell-Gray, and Mr William Hutchinson.
It was resolved to approach Mr. T. Domdas. Greeiibrae.
and ask him to accept the offices of secretarvaniltreasurer
The following members of comnuttee were appointed :

From the gardeners. Mr. .AI'Lcod, Dalawoodic, and Mr.
Brown, Portraek; from the trade, Mr. f'arson and .Mr.

Thomas Hunter, seedsmen: from the amateurs Mr. O.
Robertson and Mr. H. iil'Gill.

It was unanimously decided to hold a show during the
coming autumn on the same lines as before the war, and a
substantial sum of money is to he allocated in prizes. A
committee was apiiointed to draft the schednie.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE MILDEW (B., Omri, A" Z ) —The enmm.^„ n

mildew, Spha-rothcea pannosa attacks the^S?ns 'I
Hower-stalks as well as the leaves and in,l™H 'r™

*'"'

these that it passes the"'w!m:r'at"a' rult™%hVwKfruits are rarely produced in this country-whet her thiware m New Zealand we do not know-but the d sease nndoubt, starts in spring anew from the feft> of niyce'fum Sothe growths of the previous year, and doubtless rt isthe same with you. Something may be done in wim '?

TREATMENT OF MAIDEN ROSE PLANTS tR jp o^tU ft is not wise to plant the stocks for budL^'ins^too rich, or hey will grow too luxu-iantlv and"he bud'will not "take so eflectually. But it is' we 11 tn ., .

the land and in the winter or irring following the blSdin^enncfi the soil, ,f you would obtain the best maidei!biooms. (2) -rhe maiden plants cannot be so "ne inpoor sod as they would be in a well-nonrisi,ert%>,„?
<?),Ycs; it is well to feed the maidr'plam's-fl'r ^TnI-ebruary by digging m good farmyard manure and thenin May and June. Varieties likely to run to w-Aori ihJ,,m
not be fed much until the flower-buds ™e seen

^

FRUIT GARDEN.
..MOVING A NECTARINE TREE (l;. CamMcr,\~
A cs

;
It will be quite safe to mov,. your tree from a coldhouse to a sheltered position on a 'south wal outdoorsprovieled the tree has not started into growth Do notdisturb the roots more than you can help, and reolantin new fibrous loamy soil with a little bone-dnst m xSiwith It, say a pint o a bushel, well mixed together ^r/ssthe new soil flrmh to the roots when planting

BULLACE AND DAMSON «?. S. il/ )—Ihe R„no^»,-.
smaller and rounder fruit, generall^-'than th? DamsoifMd IS also later in ripcnuig. Used chiefly for eoS "

There are four good varieties : The Black- K,,nlT Ir
Langley Bullace, Shepherd Bullaee (t^'^^tof L'''
White BSuace.""

''"""' "'"" ^""^^ P'^t^esj^and th

Pot-Pourri.—.-Anyone wishing to help an Edith
Cavell Home of Rest for Nmses can do so by
purchasing pat-pourri, made from an old recipe,

from the' Raven House Edith Cavell Home
Rose Garden. Price, not including postage.

MISCELLANEOUS.
NAME OF PLANT AND OTHER QUESTION'S tr if ^

The name of th.- pl.mt of wim-h™" "end a 1 °i??s rn'J^'''""
ragusina, a hall-hardv prrein hi „ ftn ,1,

,,*^'"*''"'',™

past in many hedding'se In m '

1, al k m-.r'i,^T '", ^"l
or in isolation in carFiet l^dcline^'rilSem" ,?'%,.

X^
IS easily raised from seeds and responds well to coo g?e™house treatment. Seedlings in the smaU state suffer fromdamp, hence excess of moisture in wintt-r is a thii " to avoTHose Gromng Made Easy," bv E T Cook- ?i,rt " tk

'

Fruit Garden," by George Bunyard and Owen Thonws'should meet your requirements Bnth nv^- h
•».'

from our Publishing Department. ^ "' <>'''»"'>^1

NAME OF PLANT.- J. B. S. iscot ~ Hemr^.iSpruce (Tsuga canadensis). ' -*''™'- — Hemlock

NAME OF FRUIT.-7/, /^-The Apple is Lord Burghley
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B.S.A.

EVIDENCE is now coming to light in the

Ministry of Food itself of the muddling,

annoying mistakes that Department

has made during the war. Of course,

we food producers have known all along

what a lot of fools have been handling the nation's

" land and livestock " policies. But we do not

count ! Until recently the persoij responsible

for most things at the Ministry was a polished

elec'rical engineer, and I should say his experience

in that direction would be just what would fit

him for a Government post where cattle, pigs,

poultry and the like were concerned.

Egg-Eating Epidemic.—Please do not take

my notes too seriously, but I predict another

epidemic. Call it what you like, " eggu " or

"eggititis" or " yolkulism," it ought soon to be

noticeable. We have had bo'.uHsm, thanks to

foreign cheese and meat ; flubaconilis, thanks to

the Yankee bacon ; and now we must look out for

mummyitis, although meanwhile the Government

may think of a sweeter nomenclature, such as

spasmodic'croup. You see, the British public

are now to have those 77,000,000 Egyptian eggs

at 5ld. each—the same price as the English new-

laid. What a splendid electric stimt this will be

from our electrical engineer to Mrs. John Bull

!

As a poultry-keeper you will be saved the horrible

patriotic duty of eating either the present Govern-

ment foreign pickled eggs at 4jd. each or the

Government "mummies" at jjd. each. But 1

think in the interests of all your friends and ac-

quaintances—the innocent British consumer—

you ought to warn them not to touch these electric

sparks. These Egyptian eggs vary in size down

to that Qf a cherry, and not so long ago in their

native country were retailed at about eight or ten

a penny—[not a printer's error.—W. P. 0.]—and the

purchaser always bought on . the saving clause

that if fifty out of a hundred were rotten, she could

claim another hundred and try again.

Avoid Egyptian Eggs.— -If the Government

will insist on giving high salaries and placing

practical knowledge as a disqiialification, you

cannot prevent mistakes. Mr. Lloyd George's

schemes for our retiurning' heroes will be carried

out in the same way. Ihe person who knows

something about fishing will be head of the small-

holding section, the assumption being that because

he knows which little red worm will tempt a chub

he will know all about market -gardening. Or

oflicialdom may argue that an angler in knowing

the difference between a pike and a fresh-water

perch will be well acquainted with a rod, pole or

perch. All too true ! The only blessing I can

sec in these Egyptian eggs is that they will be here

for the General Election, andat 5 Jd. each they might

be worth a fling or two for that purpose. British

poultry-keepers have no need to boycott them,

as Mrs. John Bull and her returned and severely

wounded soldier-husband will attend to that,"

although the blame may be put by the consumer

upon poor British poultry-keepers for storing

eggs for so many years in order to profiteer. Apart

om electrical engineering, what schoolchild

could not tell you how to give the public cheap

milk, cheap meat and cheap eggs ?

Use of Shipping.—You can see exactly' how

these things are " wangled." Mr. Clynes says. " W.

must have cheap meat (or eggs) for the public."

He bids the electrical engineer fix the ma.ximum
prices Mrs. John Bull must pay. The electric

spark names a low figure and that settles it. The
producer is not consulted, but finds that the Order

has been issued whereby the retailer must not

charge beyond the maximum price. The retailer

gets his profit, as do all the A to Z people who
handle the projduce (be that what it may), and

when it comes to the producer, that poor hard-

working individual finds that there is no maximum
price for him, and he is beaten down by the middle-

man to a figure that with the high price of foodstuffs

does not even pay him. So that article never

appears on the market, and Mrs. John Bull says

" Shoot our profiteering farmers !
" Then comes

the time when Mr. Clynes is all over perspiration.

He has promised cheaper this and cheaper that,

and whatever can he do. for there are no supplies on

the market ? " Ah," says the firework " stunter,"

" we must import, and, my dear Clynes, we will buy

abroad at sixpence a pound, and sell at one-and-six

a pound profit." And nothing can stop these

idiotic transactions. Do you know that to get

those 77,000,000 eggs from Egypt, the dual com-

bination referred to brought over from Sweden

thousands and thousands of tons of wood-wool ?

This was reshipped to Egypt to act as a feather

bed to those " mummies." What have these long

years of war taught lis ? I understood that

shortage of ships made it impossible to import

foodstuffs for stock !

Foodstuffs More Plentiful.—To get cheap

pidduce you must pro\'ide raw material at a reason-

able price. That is the policy any schoolchild

would advise ; but the Ministry of Food has in all

things acted with the cart before the horse. Take

eggs, for instance ! Sound F^nglish oats for human
purposes cost about f16 los. a ton, while oat-husks

(the very packing material used in pre-war days

to bring over the imported eggs) cost £20 per ton.

The best sample of sound cooking rice costs £25

per ton, while damaged rice makes £52 if you wish

to use it for your poultry. It is enough to make

one be kind to animals and feed them on prime

human foodstuffs ! I am thankful we have a

Pi-ess and that I have been able to do my part in

representing the interests of the poultry producers.

We have the Ministry of I;ood now in a corner as

a result of our strong propaganda, and I think

it has only one or one and. a quarter kicks left.

A friend of mine was in this Department a few

days ago, and he brought me the welcome news

that the barometer read, " You have beaten us

up hill and down dale with your articles. You

have poisoned all producers against us. Now we

see and admit we have be?n fools—-won't you help

us to get out of the nmddle ? " As a consequence

things will probably be better for poultry-keepers

before long, with foodstuffs more plentiful.

Will Rationing Fall Through ?—The " super "

Rationing Scheme for poultry seems to be a wash-

out, absolutely. The Government ready-mixed

rations are, I understand, at the depots awaiting

distribution on the return of the last form. But

none has been delivered ! Then, the recent general

Feeding Stufls Rationing Scheme for 'all stock

has made matters worse. Millers have received

oiders to supply nofeeriingstuflsexcept on permits,

and knowing that thi-^ will mean the star\atir)ii

of thousands of animals owned by people who
hay? refused in lai'ge numbers to register ("being

t ired of registering), the millers have refused to obey.

Corn merchants and dealers all over the country

have refused to handle the " super " poultry

rations, and manufacturers of chicken food are

up in arms, refusing to handle the stuff in rgirj.

And even though the Ministry of Food has had
another "cut" at the British poultry industry and

our smaller livestock pursuits by refusing to allow

Ireland's surplus of oats—about 8,ooo,ooocwt.—

•

to be shipped to England, I think we have made
a win of our long fight against idiotic interference

and tyranny. Several readers of The Garden
have written me to say that they have been able

to get bran and middlings locally, and poultry-

keepers should watch matters just now very closely.

Mixed corn, too, seems to me to be improving in

quality.

Next Season's Hatching.— I can picture a

pleasing scene for next spring. In my fight in

The Garden for the British hen you will remember
my strong words on the chicken question. In

The Garden dated September 28 I wTOte :

Let the raiUing percentage be reduced in order to
give stock-feeders more otfals. Let a store of chicken
meals and seeds also be g.ithered in from now onwards
for use next spring and summer. The drv chick seeds

this past summer have contained much wild rubbish
that the chicks refused to eat, and an improvement can
be planned for next year.

"The mUling percentage has been reduced, and

now comes the good news about the chijk season.

I have it on the best authority (and there are few

secrets that do not come my way) that there will

be foodstuffs for millions of chickens next spring.

What a " spring offensive " we shall have I When
I penned my notes in September I had before me
the exact amount of chick food then in the country.

It would have kept only a few hundreds alive.

Now we have got the millions of bonny chicks

in sight, my other point remains in that quality

should be ensured.

Grit and Shell.—From my correspondence it is

quite clear that poultry-keepers are not maUing

full use of grit and shell . This is a great mistak;. In

normal times, withioodstuffs of good <iuality, these

two essentials were frequently omitted. Nowadays,

with so much coarse material in the foods, their

use is ev^n more necessary. Grit and shell should

be always kept before the birds in hoppers or re-

ceptacles hung up inside the house or scratching-

shed, a little off the ground. The birds can then

take just what they want and as they need it. If

grit or shell were expensive, I could understand

poultry-keepers omitting the items ; but such is

not the case. Grit acts as teeth to the hens,

pounding up tire coarse food within the gizzard

and keeping the walls of the latter organ firm and

woikable. Shell ensures a regular yield of eggs by

seeing that material is ready as each egg calls for

its outer coating. Thus promptly coated, there

is no delay in the progress of the next egK to be

laid.

ADMCE ON POULTRY MATTERS.

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden- Poultry

Expert, will be pleased to answer, free of charge, ai\y

questions dealing with pouUry-heeping. A stamped

and addressed envelope should be enclosed, when a

lengthy and detailed reply will be posted promptly.

Communications shoiild be sent to Mr. W. Powell-

Owen, care of The GARni-:N, 20, Tavistock Street.

Strand. W.C.2. Samples of foods {report thereon and

suggested use), is. 6d. ; post-mortems, 2S. 6d. each.

Send samples and dead fowls [latter by rail and letten

under separate cover) direct to W. Powell-Owen.

" Powell-Owen" Poultry Bureau, 47A, High Street.

Hampslccd. .V.W'.3.
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mANY hardy plants will now be divided.

It is work that should be done with

iutcUigeut consideration. To take up

a two or three year old tuft of a hardy
^ plant and chop it across twice with a

spade is one way of dividing, but it is not the way
of a good gardener. The plant, unless it is of a

kind whose crowns easily separate by pulling apart

with the hands, should be divided by searching

among the crowns and severing the points of

contact with a sharp knife. Some that seem to

hold together tightly are really separate, but

have the roots closely interlocked. This is the

case with St. Bruno's Lily. With such a plant

the tuft should be taken in both hands and the

hands worked opposite ways with a screwing

action, when the locked roots will come apart.

Dahlias are divided with a sharpened cold chisel

and strokes of the hanmier. When chopping

action seems desirable, as in breaking up old tufts

of Male Fern, a handy tool to use is a plasterer's

hammer. It has a hammer head on one side and

a narrow cutting blade on the other. Often it

will be found belter to chop from the rooty bottom

of the tuft, not among the crowns ; but where

a crown wants more careful handling, the chisel

will be the better tool. It is interesting to pass

from one kmd of root structure to

another, as from the yielding fleshy

roots of Poppy, Pseony or Eryngium

to the intensely resisting ones of Orobus

vernus, which are almost as tough as

wire.

A Beautiful Christmas Rose.—The

flowers illustrated on this page are

those of Helleborus niger altifolius,

sometimes erronepusly named H. n.

maximus. It i.s, we think, the most

beautiful of all the Christmas Roses,

the large flowers being produced on

stems a foot or sometimes more hi

height and usually from two to six

flowers on a stem. These are large,

glistening white, with a beautiful rose

pink blush on the more exposed parts,

and often open during November and

continue until well into January. The

green flower and leaf stems are beauti-

fully mottled dull crimson, and alto-

gether it is as handsome and useful a

hardy plant as one could wish for. Its

value for cutting during the winter

months is great, as the flowers last iii

good condition for quite three weeks

when placed in water.

The Yellow Jasmine.—Now, when

<.iutdoor flowers are so few, the bloom of

the Yellow Jasmine should be watched

and preserved. It has come on well

during the recent mild weather, and

though it would stand one night of

moderate frost were the weather dry,

it would be destroyed if the frost

persisted for two or three nights.

When this threatens, it is a good plan

to cut a quantity of bloom for house

decoration. If all is not wanted at once, it

wiU keep well in water in a cold green-

house or any place that is frostproof, and every

bud will open. When used in the house it

improves daily, and will last for a fortnight or

more.

Teucrium fruticans.—This pretty little siurub

is seldom out of bloom even in winter. Though

hardy enough for most districts, it often does best

against a wall, where it will attain a height of

several feet. Even when not in flower T. fruticans

is an attractive plant, for its graceful stems are

pure white, and though the upper surface of the

leaves is green, the under sides are clothed with a

white down, the contrast being distinct and

effective. The flowers are pale blue, with long,

upturned stamens like those of Honeysuckle.

Any good light soil will do, and there is no more

charming subject than this for filling a large pocket

or shelf in the rock garden. It increases readily

from cuttings.

The Potato Pen Failure.—So far as we can

ascertain, all experiments in growing Potatoes

in pens, both in this country and in the United

States, have proved a failure. The Potato pen,

or so-called barrel method, has been one of the

most widely advocated means of growing Potatoes

HELLEBORUS NIGEIv .\LT1F0LIUS, ONE OF THE
BEAUTIFUL OF ALL CHRISTMAS ROSES.

for the backyard in the United States. The
following report, typical of many others, is taken
from the Missouri Botanical Garden Bulletin:
" Last spring a piece of ground 2 feet square was
carefully fertilised, and 500 grammes of selected

pieces of Potatoes were planted 2 inches deep
in this space. A barrel, open at both ends and
with perforations at intervals on the sides, was
placed over the planted area. As the vines grew
the barrel was gradually filled with rich'' soil,

until finally the foliage extended over the top.

According to the claims made for this system.

Potatoes should form all along the vine to the

top of the barrel, producing a crop which far

exceeds one grown in the normal way. The
test at the Garden, however, does not warrant

such a conclusion, as the crop harvested weighed
but roo gi'ammes, or only one-fifth of the amount
planted. Another method advocated for those

who have not sufficient garden space to grow
Potatoes in the ground consists of using several

bins placed one upon the other. These are filled

with rich soil and planted in the ordinary manner
with pieces of Potatoes containing one or more
strong eyes. In the test at the Garden

5,000 grammes of Potatoes planted in this maimer
yielded but 470 grammes."

A Potato Pen at Reading.—In a caii

-

fully made Potato pen at Reading carried

out by Messrs. Sutton and Sons the size

of the pen was 8 feet by 6 feet by 8 feet
;

ciuantity of soil used in the pen, about

12 tons; quantity of seed used,
r J bushels, the variety being Arran Chief.

The seed was planted on May 3 in eight

layers, and while the foliage from the

top layer came through in the normal
way, as would only be expected, none
of those tubers which were planted in tLe

centre of the pen below the top layer

developed in any way, and in the case

of the tubers on the outside of the various

layers only a proportion developed

foliage through the spaces left for the

purpose. The crop was lifted on No-
vember 8, and the total weight was icwt.

I2lb., made up as follows : Seed and
" ware," 3qr, 241b. ;

" chats," 141b.
;

diseased, 2lb. It was obvious from the

first that had the crop developed and
produced largely, the tubers would only

have found room to expand by ejecting

soil from the pen ; consequently a large

wooden tray was fixed round the bottom
of the pen to catch such soil as was
pushed out. The quantity, however,

that fell uito the tray was only about

Jcwt. While the experiments proved a

failme, yet obviously research work,

even of this simple character, is useful

as a record of what is or is not possible,

and it proves, as might have been

supposed, that the tuber has no power
of sending out its foliage when sub-

jected to great pressure at some distance

from the light and air.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(TIic Editor is not responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

A USEFUL GARDEN TOOL.

pROBABLY every gardener lias felt the want
at one time or another of a light pick for

breaking heavy soil or for use when loosening the

bottom of a Celery or other trench. Light picks

are, I know, to be found in the tool-sneds of most
large gardens, but the small-holder or man who
possesses a small garden does not feel justified

in purchasing such a tool, especially at the present

war prices. The small gardener probably alreadv

possesses a half-worn digging fork, or^ if not,

will have one in due course. If he already has one,

let him buy a really good long prong and take

his present fork to the blacksmith, showing him
the accompanying illustration and asking him
to turn the tines and fit an Ash handle 4 feet in

length. He will then have a tool which will do
wonders in the garden. Hard clods of soil can
be reduced to a fine tilth very quickly by

"CLUB" IN CABBAGE.

T SHOULD like to say a few words relative to the

correspondence on this subject in The Garden.
I do not say I loiow of any certain cure, but I may
be allowed to make suggestions or comparisons,

as it is from these that a remedy is sometimes
found. One would naturally think that gardening,

being the oldest of professions, would be the most
advanced, scientifically and otherwise ; but is it

so, or why are there so many diseases which so far

have proved authoritatively incurable ? Mr.

Bickford will know that best air-slaked lime

worked into the soil at the rate of about two and a

half tons to the acre is a splendid fungicide ; he

will also know that soil conditions vary according

to locality and climate. He does not say whether
his soil is badly drained or not. My parents are

Cornish people, and tell me that the soil there

is of a very sandy nature, warm and well drained.

Your correspondent omits to mention the drainage,

which is so important when dealing with club-root.

Infected areas in this district, after being thoroughly

drained and limed, were practically free from the

disease. It has been known that plants from the

same seed-bed have been sent to different districts.

A TOOL WHICH WILL DO WONDERS IN THE GARDEN.

means of this pick, while for trench work it is

invaluable. The weight is about 41b., including
the handle, and one can imagine the force of a
blow delivered with an overhead swing of this

tool. The prongs enter the soil, and the bend
of the tines gives the necessary leverage to loosen
the subsoil. I tried it on a hard flint path, and
could loosen it with ease. As a rake after digging
Potatoes it is first-rate, the long tines entering the
soil and cultivating it deeper than any rake.
When used as a rake it is held almost flat with
the surface of the soil, and not as one would use
an ordinary rake. As a pick it is naturally used
pickwise. I had this tool made on the recom-
mendation of an old gardener in this village,

and am only sorry that I did not possess it sooner.
On my heavy soil it is a boon and a blessing.

The charge for the alteration was slight, being
2s. 6d. for turning and a 4-foot Ash pole, the pick
being rivete4 through the pole in the same
manner as a garden fork. The fork looks rather
large in the illustration, due to its being
near to the camera.

—

Clarence Ponting, Great
Missenden.

The disease on badly drained, stagnant soils has
destroyed the crop, but the soils in well-drained

localities produced good crops showing little or no
signs of the disease. When I instruct allotment

holders I try to find a specimen from the seed-

bed showing club in the early stages of attack.

If I fail to find one, I explain what it is like and tell

them not to plapt suc'h specimens in their soil,

as the majority of new allotment holders do not
realise the consequences. Lime which has lost its

burning properties, such as lime ashes, is not so
effective as air-slaked lime which has not been used
for any other purpose. Mr. Bickford's 17 acres

will stand a lot of experiments, and I know that

a real cure. will be worth something to him alone.

The fact that the hedgerow was infested is not
insolvable. There are several reasons to be put for-

ward 'as clues, such as rodents or grazing animals
carrying the spores to the site, or probably labourers

casting infected specimens into the hedge to decay,

in ignorance of the reproductive effects of the

disease, when, by burning all the diseased plants, it

might have caused some check on the spread. The
Board of Agriculture leaflet says : " When a crop

that it can attack is sown upon the ground, it

enters the fine roots, multiplies rapidly in .the
tissues, and induces malformation and decay." If

that is correct—and we have no reason to doubt
it—it remains to be proved whether one variety
of Cabbage will resist the contagion more than
another, so that remedies must be sought in soil

fungicides either as a cure or, failing this, a pre-
ventive. Mr. Bickford finds an improvement by
using coal-tar in the soil. I suggest he should
try a rod of land with gas water, to be obtained
from the same source. While his ground is vacant
he might start with a gallon for every two square
yards, with half the quantity a month later, and
after a season give us the results. I fancy the
gas water will be more effective than coal-tar

;

it is more penetrative and searching. As a further
experiment he could try another rod of land with
lime water in different strengths, another rod
with soot dug in, another with salt, another with
petroleum solution, and another with powdered
sulphur, forked well in. Surely these experiments
are worth a trial, for it is not safe to plant any
of the Crucifera; on anbury infected soil.

—

Joseph
Floyd, 78, Bolton Road. Westhoughton, near Bolton.

REINWARDTIA TRIGYNA.
VOUR correspondent in his article on " Some

Flowers of the Riviera," in a recent issue,

has made a decided slip with regard to the name
of this plant. Though now known by botanists
as above, it is more commonly known in British
gardens as Linum trigynum. It is quite an old
plant in this country, having, according to the
" Dictionary of Gardening," been introduced
in 1799. Owing to its winter-flowering qualities

it is justly valued for the embellishment of the
warm greenhouse at that season. It is of a free

branching habit of growth, and the comparatively
large single blossoms are pale yellow with an
orange throat. It is difficult to say what shrub
is referred to in your correspondent's note, but
I should say- it is most probably Spir^a prunifolia

flore plena, as the description seems to fit in there-

with. If so, it well merits the praise bestowed upon
it, as in this country it is one of the most delightful

of spring-flowering shrubs. It is a native of

China and Japan, and is quite hardv in Britain.

—H. P.

PEAR LOUISE BONNE OF JERSEY.

]YJR. C. BLAIR (page 435) does well to bring

this October Pear to the notice of readers of

The Garden. Hogg describes this Pear as being

raised about the year 1788 by M. Longueval, who
at first simply named it " Louise," but subse-

quently added " Bonne." It has six synonyms, but
is generally known as Louise Bonne. From ex-

perience I think this Pear succeeds in any form of

training. I remember, fifty years ago, in Yorkshire

a tall orchard-grown tree that bore heavy crop of

exceedingly fine fruit. After thirty-five years I

again saw the tree, looking little worse for the
period of cropping. As a dwarf bush, planted

5 feet apart, this Pear is a success ; as a cordon,

too, it flourishes in the open or against a wall.

—

E. M.

ALYSSUM SINUATUM.
pEW of the Madworts can be ranked among

the ilite of hardy flowers, and no one will. I

imagine, consider that Alyssum sinuatum should

have a higher position. It is, however, useful

in June and July, after A. saxatile has passed into

dulness, and it may be planted with good results

on large rockwork. It has large, flattish heads
of small, deep yellow flowers, deeper in tone than
those of the greater number of the forms of A.

saxatile. It is hardy, but in the course of years

becomes scraggy, and should be replaced by younger
plants.—S. Arnott, Dumfries.
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ROSE JIISS WILLMOTT.

O^i November 12 I cut blooms of this new

H\^ri<l Tea Rose, possessing form and,

what is more important to me, fragrance. In

summer this Rose is a soft sulphury cream with

a faint flush towards the edges ; now, it is almost

white, but really good in form. It this is a

perpetual-flowering variety, its ordinary good pro-

perties will be enhanced.—E. M.

CHRYSANTHEMUM RAYMOND DYER.

T VENTURE to send you a photograph of a

spray of a new single Chrysanthemum, Ray-

mond Dyer, which was awarded a commendation

by the floral committee of the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society at their meeting held on Novem-

ber 18. The seedling was raised by Mr. Sidney

Shorney, a Weston-super-Mare amateur grower

and exhibitor, and is the result of a cross between

F. W. Falls and Gladys Duckhara.

The photograph fails to do justice

to the striking colour of the flower,

which has been described as scarlet

chestnut, with a yellow zone round

the eye and a suspicion of gold at

the margin of the florets.-—R. Dyer.

[The photograph, unfortunately,

is not suitable for reproduction.

—Ed.]

A PRETTY' EVERGREEN
SHRUB.

npo the list of smaller evergreens

referred to on page 461 might

well be added Lonicera nitida. It

is a pretty shrub, and will floiu-ish

on the strongest as well as on the

poorest soils. The tiny deep green

leaves, arranged in opposite pairs

on twiggy shoots, are very deco-

rative. I. have not seen this shrub

produce flowers, and the general

appearance of the plant is as little

like a Honeysuckle as any plant 1

could be. I believe it would make

a good hedge plant, as it stands

cutting well.

—

Wavland.

SUCCESSFUL APPEALS IN 1918
By THE REV. JOSEPH JACOB.

THIS little article, to be a bit Irish, as

the phras2 is, was labelled " Spottings,

1918," before it A'as written or even

begun. The title was changed because

it was too subjective, and put the cart

before the horse. I want to chronicle the flowers

that have, for one reason or another, made a

successful appeal to me, or, to use a most expressive

phrase which I think comes from a theological

work (not horticultural, any more than Ruskin's

" Sheepfolds " was a manual for farmers) entitled

" The Kernel and the Husk," the flowers that

have "'found" me diuring 1918. Most garden-

lovers will know what I mean. Suddenly a plant

as old as the hills strikes us as something very

BAMBUSA METAKE
(Arundinaria japonica.)

It is very commonly supposed that

Bamboos require to be planted

near water, or at any rate in damp
soil. But this is not the case, for

of six kinds that we have on our

dry West Surrey hill, a good

150 feet above any natural water,

all are thriving. The illustration

shows where B. Metake, planted

on both sides of a path, has come >„

together above and forms a

complete ttmnel. It should be

noted that though this hand-

some and easily grown Bamboo
is usually known in gardens as B. Metake, its

proper botanical name is Arundinaria japonica.

In the further part of the tunnel where some

slender stems show, it is another allied kind,

Arundinaria anceps. It is different in appearance,

as the tops hang out in rich tassel form, and is

rather less hardy, for the leaves may be destroyed

by long-continued frost, though it recovers by the

next season. It grows and spreads even more

freely than Metake, and now we cut the rods

freely when something long, straight and strong

is wanted. G. J.

to " Spottings." In my case the plants are those

which have caught the eye of a general practitioner

rather than the eye of a specialist, but the odds

are that they are none the worse for that. And,

moreover, they are realities—not the impossibilities

raised by a traveller's or a dealer's description,

which alliuring descriptions, after all, cannot be

compared with the booming of the Borametz. That

was well done, if you like. Neither Barnum nor

Selfridge has ever done the thing better. Why,
even now in this twentieth century, writing quietly

at home, the account so strongly appeals to me
that I have a sneaking feeling that I wish I did

not know that the Scythian Lamb or Borametz

was not a mass of accretions founded on the peculiar

seed arrangement of the Cotton

Plant in India. I am thinking,

of course, of the old unmixed
original

:

" Such as those Borametz in Scy-

thia bred

Of slender seeds, and with green

fodder fed ;

."Uthough their bodies, noses,

mouths and eyes,

Of new-yeaned lambs have full

the form and guise.

And should be very lambs, save

that for foot

Within the ground they fix a

living root

Which at their navel grows, and

dies that day

That they have browsed the

neighbouring grass away."

—Sylvester's translation oj " Du
Bartas."

THE BAMBOO TUNNEL.

good. It may be better cultivated or better

placed, or the season may have been just right for

it, and it has put forth a beauty with which hereto-

fore we had never credited it. Or it may be that

some new triumph of cross fertilisation, hybridisa-

tion or selection is seen for the first time and we fall

victims to the lure t)f its lovelmess. Or, again,

it may be a plant collector's find in far-off China

or Tibet, or, perchance, a casual find in Cornwall

or Ireland greets us in its new home, looking as

jolly as a sandboy, and we are captivated by its

charms. This is why I prefer " Successful Appeals "

In the following 'ist I hope there

are no Borametzes. The living

plants themselves have made the

appeal, some in my o\vn garden,

some elsewhere.

Rose Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant.

It is growing on a south wall, and

off and on with but little inter-

mission it has been possible to

cut the nice long-stemmed, long-

shaped buds for many weeks, and

the deeper rose shad? of October

only stimulates the wish for more.

Decorative Pelargonium Volonte

Nationale.—.-^ plant with a double

use. It has pure white ^ flowers,

save that every now and again

there is one with a tiny spot of

rose hardly noticeable, and the

petals are of %vonderfuI substance,

and accordingly have that good

rich look which is always so satis-

fying. It makes a top-hole pot

plant, while for makers of funeral

wreaths and emblems it is just the

very thing. Two Gentians are down, which might

appropriately enough have been called O.xford

and Cambridge ; but Fate has ruled otherwise,

and they are labelled

(r) Gentiana sino-ornata (the Oxford one)

and 2 G. Farreri (the Cambridge one).

I suppose I saw the same plants as Sir

Herbert Maxwell did in the Edinburgh Botanic

Gardens, and it is a sort of feather in my
cap of discernment to know that their appeal

won the heart of one so au fail with all that

is best in our gai'dens. I believe both of these
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new-comers are easy to " do," and I sincerely

•hope experience will prove this suimise to be
correct, for they ought to be everybody's plants.

Gentians in plenty in late August and September
is something to look forward to ! And, as the

saying in Cheshire goes, I do not think " Billy

has found a pin." Another inhabitant of Edin-

burgh Botanic Gardens that appealed to me was
a bright warm pink Heath ; to give it what I

believe is its con-ect official title,

Erica vagans var. St. Keverne. Professor

Balfour told me that it was found by Mr. P. D.

"Williams as a wilding on the moorland near his

home at St. Keverne, Cornwall. It was a jolly

good find. The patch in the rock garden as I

saw it in mid-September was a little past its best,

but it was still very lovely, and the 'vigorous,

healthy look of the individual plants expressed

great contentment with their life in the Northern

City. Three pans of

Hardy Cyclamen have fairly surprised me
this autumn. They might have known that my
beloved Nerines were below par, owing, I fear,

to too rough-and-tumble war treatment diu-ing the

past twelve months, and have said to themselves,
" Come, let us give him a treat instead." Two
rose pink coloured ones came from Salonika,

brought by a R.A.M.C. captain home on sick

leave in 1917. They are delightfully sweet-

scented, and on the least provocation of warmth
smell just like Lily of the "Valley. The other, a

pure white, came from Mr. Elwes. It is in bloom
as I \vrite, for the third time of asking, and no one

who has seen it and been questioned has suggested

any impediment why these big-cormed and small-

flowered plants should not be grown in any cold

greenhouse or frame. Would some kind reader

whose experience is greater than mine tell me
through the pages of The Garden whether all

these autumn-flowering Cyclamens have scent ?

I think all three are Cyclamen neapolitanum.

Pentstemon George Home.—Two beds of

this at Tyninghame were delightfully bright on

the occasion of my pilgrimage there to see that

famous old veteran Mr. R. P. Brotherston, whose
name and writings must be familiar to all horti-

culturists. It is in size and general appearance

"betwixt and between" the Gem type and the

rather too fat ordinary ; while in colour it is a

sort of scarlet crimson relieved and brightened

by a rather prominent white throat. I have

often wondered if anyone has taken up the Pent-

stemon tribe with a view to cross-fertilisation.

There seem to be no end of species to start with.

It might be worth while my young friend Mr.

Eiic Marsden Jones ttu'ning his attention to the

potentialities which suitable and uncommon
matrimonial alliances would probably contain.

My last plant in this rambling list is one quite new
to me, and, as I can find no trace of it in two
encyclopaedias, must be " out of the way," whetln r

or not. I refer to

Oreocome Candollii. I always keep a sharp

look-out for hardy greenery ' for vase decoration

suitable for the case where " their own " foliage

rule has to be broken. This Oreocome caught my
eye in 'one of the borders at Colesborne as I was
hurrying to that small greenhouse wherem is

contained the choicest specimens of the most

brilliant and glorious of all autumn flowers—the

Nerines, or, as I would like to call them, the

Guernsey Lilies. It caught my eye and I spoke.
" That," said Mr. Elwes in reply, " is about the

best umbelliferous plant I know. Would you
like that small seedling to take home ? " I grate-

fully accepted the kind ofier, and now three small

youngsters are starting life among the Tulips and
Daffodils of Whitewell Rectory. This Oreocome
may be a sort of Parsley, or at any rate a near

relation, and it may have a suspicion of Can'ot
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in its foliage ; but be it either Parsley or Can'ot,

its handsome, much-divided leaves have un-
doubtedly quite a Maidenhair Fern look as well, so

much so that I am prepared to find that all such
leafy aspirants to Fern standard, even Thalictrum
adiantifolium, are "knocked into a cocked hat."

A FAREWELL
By WILLIAM ROBINSON.

FROM its birth to the present year it was
my happy lot to pilot Gardening Illus-

trated through fair-weather seas. Started

without noise in the Press and without

an advertisement, in a few weeks it was
a success, and so went on for many years, meeting

no enemies and m.any friends, until the Hun arose

in his might to devastate the world. With over

fifty volumes of the old Garden and forty of

Gardening Illustrated my journalistic work is now
given up and I turn to my books, much in need
of any aid I may give them in the coming years.

Among letters from old readers comes this from
Sir Herbert Maxwell

:

" It is grievous to hear that you are giving up
Gardening, the hebdomadal refreshment of

hundrtds of readers. But one must not grudge

you repose after the long years of work. Few
wTiters have tackled any subject with such sweeping
results as you have accomplished. .1 look back to

the early 'seventies when your precepts were first

taking effect, and I marvel at the change that has

come over British gardens. "You must surely

feel gratified that it is owing to your books and the

original Garden that for every amateur w-ho took

an intelligent interest in horticultiu'e fifty years

ago there are now hundreds. I often take down a

volume of The G.'Vrden, whether for instruction

or amusement.
.
Only a few days ago I turned to a

paper on Mutisia decirrrens to compare the coloured

plate with blossoms that are now breaking on a

6-foot spread of it among the branches of Cotoneas-

ter horizontalis, and how faithful I found it in form

and colour. Then the lost art of wood cutting,

how you persevered in maintaining it, and how-

refreshing it is to gaze upon the good black-and-

white instead of the murky process plates whereof

the eye soon wearies. Well, you are retiring

from journalism, but I doubt not your interest in

gardening will remain fresh and your friends

will always be glad to hear of you and from you.

Vive.' Vale!—Herbert Ma.xwell."

The mention of Henry Moon's work recalls an

able artist lost to us before his task was half

finished. Others who gave help or sympathy
and who have left their gardens for the Elysian

Fields were Henry dc "Vilmorin, the much loved and

able head of a great house ; Willie Gumbleton, of

odd ways, and who made known many good plants
;

Canon Ellacombe of Bitton ; Andrew Kingsmill,

an artist-gardener ; F. W. Burbidge, traveller and
gardener ; Peter Barr, who brought us the Daffodils

from Spain ; WoUey-Dod, scholar and lover of the

open-air garden ; C. M. Hovey of Boston ; Max
Leichtlin of Baden-Baden ; Lord Redesdale of

Batsford
;
James McNab of the Edinburgh Garden

;

Robert Marnock, the landscape gardener, a man
of fine taste ; George Maw, who sacrificed his life

in quest of the Crocuses in their wild homes
; M.

Latom'-Marliac, who in his modest garden at

Temple-sur-Lot raised the best flowers ever grown

in om" day for the open-air gardens of Europe
;

George Nicholson of Kew, a botanist and thorough

gardener ; Deah Hole, a delightful speaker
;

Maurice de Vilmorin, who made known to us many
precious trees and shrubs

; J. C. Niven of Hull, of

fine hardy plant lore
; James Bain, of the College

Gardens at Dublin, a clever cultivator ; Anthonv
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Waterer of Knaphill, the greatest of om- open-air
nurseries, of pleasant memory ; and now, alas !

Philippe de "Vilmorin is dead, while full of active
promise

; Edouard Andre, landscape gardener and
traveller

; J. Anderson Henry
; J, H. Archer Hind

of Newton Abbot ; A. F. Barron of Chiswick
;

Harpur Crewe
; James Backhouse of the "Vork

Nurseries, who knew the hills of Northern England
by heart ; Sir Newry Yorke, a picturesque gar-
dener if ever there was one ; David Moore of

Glasnevin, who made a garden of wide fame

;

Frank Mittes, a born gardener, who painted, too
;

and Maries, a bold traveller who found trees and
flowers in China and Japan.

Change being the law of life, it is for the young
to continue in the right way, never disheartened,
and alw-ays in the hope that intelligent beings -H-ill

never return to the Victorian way of degrading the
flower garden into rivzJry with carpets and even
bad carpets.

Set in wind-w-orn but iceless seas, our islands

afford better than any country in "Western Europe
a home for the most beautiful things of earth,

• from the Cedar of Lebanon to the noblest of the

Rhododendrons of thclHimalaya and China and the
jewel flowers of the Alps of Europe, and these for

our work and pleasure all the year. These are great

advantages, and our aim should be to live up to

them and lead the way in picturesque open-air

gjirdening. As to the design of such natural gifts

and conditions of climate, we are in no need of any
lessons from Versailles extravagance, and still less

of the cemetery effects of Potsdam or the ghastly
tree clippings of Schonbrunn.

DIPLACUS GLUTINOSUS
This shrubby Mimiflus has not yet been accorded

the attention it deserves as an outdoor plant,

though ample testimony has been given as to its

hai-diness and adaptability to any ordinary soil

and situation. One great feature of value in

D. glutinosus is its long season of flowering. My
own plants opened their first blooms early in

June, and were covered with blossom until the

autumn frosts came along. These shrubs have
grown about 3 feet high, and a beautiful sight they

made w-ith their golden-buff flowers, graceful, semi-

trailing habit, and glossy, aromatic foliage. Though
the above colour is characteristic of the species,

there are often both darker and lighter shades.

A very fine form w-hich I saw recently in a

neighbour's rock garden had blooms of a rich

crimson maroon with a yellow throat. This plant,

hanging over a large mat of Convolvulus mauri-

t aniens bearing some hundreds of its lavender

blue flowers, made a very effective combination.

Few plants are easier to strike from cuttings

than D. glutinosus, so that, even in districts

where the winter is severe, these shoots, rooted

in early September and wintered in a cold frame,

will carry on for the following summer. They
grow so fast that such cuttings may be relied upon
to bloom in their first summer. But in many
parts of the country this Mimulus may remain

outdoors all the winter. Most of my plants stood

20° of frost and the bitter winds early in 1917.

Though they get nipped, they readily break away
from the base like a Scotch Fuchsia. We always

cut them back to the ground in spring, whether

affected by frost or not.

A free loamy soil, well drained, suits the " Sticky

Monkey Flower," as it is sometimes called, and,

although it is a sun-lover, it dislikes being baked

in hot, very dry ground. With me the plants

which do best are always those which get partial

shade, and I find that unless the soil is good and

the root-run deep, it pays to work in a little old

manure before planting. A. T. Joh_nson.
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Planting Rhododendrons
on Banks

BANKS of Rhododendrons are always

interesting and beautiful when the

plants are well established. One very

frequently sees bushes which, owing

to bad planting, have failed to do

well on banks. On the other hand, I have seen

grand results from work well done.

Having lived amid forests of Rhododendrons

for more than twenty-five years, I have had plenty

of opportunity to note failures and successes,

md I know that if a cultivator can succeed in

i-stablishing the shrubs on banks, he will not fail

ill their cultivation on level ground. It is a mistake

to make a hole in a sloping bank for each Rhodo-

dendron. Usually the specimens so treated lose

basal leaves wholesale during a hot summer owmg
to the difficulty of keeping the soil around the

roots . in a regular state of moisture. There is

constant trouble with bushes so planted, and they

rarely present a satisfactory appearance owing

to the bare, straggling stems showing so promi-

nently. The face of th? bank should be terraced

the necessity for early lifting and replanting,

which would mean a severe check to growth and a

loss of basal leaves. There should be one row of

turves above the level of the soil on each terrace,

so that rain-water and water applied artificially

would have a chance to sink in and well moisten

the whole of the soil forming each terrace or step.

A sloping bank neatly terraced looks much more

attractive than a plain face, and in a very short

time the shrubs clothe it. A surface mulch applied

every year will prove most beneficial to the shrubs.

Where naturally light soils obtain, mulches of

fibrous loam and cow-manure must be put on. If

the soil is heavy, some leaf-soil may be mixed

with the manure. Cow-manure is the best of all

to use. Some cultivators are afraid to. apply it,

but I have seen the best possible results from its

use. Avon.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.
Cool Houses.—Figs and other fruit trees

gi'owiug iu up.heated houses will before this have
shed then- foliage, and should now be thoroughly

Strawberries.—Owing to the restriction of fuel,

very little forring will be the rule. Those who
have prepared a number of plants should take
care that the roots are not too sodden, or probably
many may die back, which will prove very detri-
mental to the coming crop.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Peach and Nectarine Trees.—The pruning
and training of these trees are, as a rule, deferred
till late, but where a large amount of wall space
is devoted to Peach culture, the work may be taken
iu hand from now onwards, with good results.
If careful attention were given the trees as regards
disbudding and summer thinning of the young,
tender growths, there should be very little to be
done at the present time. It is not necessary to
remove all the shoots and branches from the walls
annually if the trees are evenly balanced ; but a very
careful examination of all the old shreds and ties

should be made, removing them if they prove too
tight for the swelling of the bark another year.
See that ample young, well-placed growths are
carefully preserved at regular intervals all over the
trees, and avoid bverciowding. If the young
shoots are of medium strength and length, no
shortening will be advisable ; but should they be
long and badly ripened, cut them back to thcmore
fully matured wood. See that the branches are
well cleansed, especially if they are infested with
brown scale; give the trees a good syringing once
or twice in favourable weather with a safe in-
secticide to help to destroy any insect pf<ts

JUNE IN THE RHODODENDRON WALK AT WOOD END, ASCOT.

or " stepped," the top of each step being 4 feet

wide, and the front made secure by forming walls of

turves. If the soil is of a clayey nature, some leaf-

soil and a small quantity of peat may be mixed
with it ; but where the natural rooting medium
is composed of mellow, fibrous loam, no addition

need be made, as these plants will grow quite well

on such a soil. It is a great mistake to put in a large

quantity of light material, which would soon

become dust dry in a spell of hot, dry weather.

If the Rhododendrons are choice hybrids, the

young bushes should be planted at* least 6 feet

apart in the rows on the terraces of soil, as then

they would have ample space to grow without

overhauled, pruned, cleansed and put iu good order.

Brown Turkey and Osborn's Prolific are two good
reliable varieties, and if I were limited to one

variety, the former would be given the preference.

Do not overcrowd the trees with useless wood,
and if the growth annually is too coarse to be

fruitful, root prune without delay. Top-diess
fruitful tree.5 the roots of which are restricted,

and finally apply a good mulrh of well-decayed
farmyard manure or that from the cowsheds.

Cherries and Plums.—These will need annual
pruning and dressing. Be very careful with the

young wood of Cherries not to bruise the bark,

and when dressing with insecticides do not apply
the solution too strong to injure the buds. Top-
dress freely with a compost containing plenty of

lime, &.:., and mulch with suitable manure.

harbouring in the walls and bark of the trees ;

but be very careful not to apply it too strong,

especially later on when the buds are more forward.

The Kitchen Garden.

Jerusalem Artichokes (Sunroots).—These may
be taken up as required from the ground, and the

tubers will then be fresh and crisp ; or they may be

lifted, graded and stored in pits in the open or frost-

proof sheds. If to be left in the ground till spring,

some protection should be afforded in sc\ere

weather.

Potatoes.—In bad weather any Potatoes which

are stored ui sheds should be looked over, re-

moving bad tubers to prevent the disease spread-

ing. See that pits in the open are made frostproof.

Should there be a change to severe weather, this

important item should not be overlooked.
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Chicory.—Bleach the leaves of Chicory in batches
to meet the demand. Six or eight roots placed in

pots filled with leaf-soil, if stood in a dark Mush-
room-house or in any place where there is just
enough warmth to force, the roots, will quickly
de\'e](jp new leaves.

Endive.—Continue to blanch in succession to
give a regular supply of crisp hearts. The
Batavian ii a good variety for winter use, for which
purpose it should be plentifully grown.

Lettuces.—Give plenty of air to young plants
in cold frames and see that the glass is clean
to admit plenty of light, so essentialfor the develop-
ment of hard, stmrdy growth.

H. Markham.
(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnet.

FOR NORTHERN G.-VRDENS.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sowing Tomatoes.—.\ sowing of seed should now
be made for the early summer supply. A pot or pan
should be used in preference to a box, as it reduces
the risk of damping. Sow the seeds singly and
thinly in rather light soil, and place in a structure
where a minimum temperature of about 55*^ is

maintained. There is great choice of varieties,

but Sunrise and Recruit are both excellent in every
way.

Rhubarb.'—Those who find it impracticable
to force under glass, but who have available

conveniently picked if a permanent framework
6 feet high is erected. The sides can be protected
by wire-netting, and the top by ordinary fruit

netting, or the whole can be protected by either
material.

Indoor Work.
Flower Stakes.—Bamboo and other ready-made

stakes are scarce and dear,"but those ha\ing access
to woods can be self-supporting in this respect.
Stakes of various sizes, suitable both for outdoor
and indoor work, can be manipulated from Hazel,
Elm and Dogwood, and even from Lime, suitable
for a season. Coppice-wood and stool shoots
furnish the best supplies. The raw material can be
cut in dry periods and be manipulated indoors^
in wet and wintry weather.

Labels.—Ordinary pot labels can still be bought
cheaper than they can be made at home

;

but the larger labels for vegetable crops and certain
hardy flowers can be easily and economically made
at home during wintry weather.

Propagating Boxes.—These can sometimes be
purchased from fish-dealers and other traders.

Given, however, a supply of three-quarter inch
deals 6 inches to 8 inches wide, a ripping and
crosscut saws, hammer, square, foot rule and
nails, a handy man will turn out a good supply
of boxes in a day. Do not forget to make a few
holes in the bottoms for drainage.

Plants Under Glass.

Resting Plants.—-All resting plants, such as
Begonias, Gloxinias, Crinums and Cannas, should

A COLLECTION OF VEGETABLES GROWN BY DISCHARGED SOLDIERS.

fermentiag materials—either stable manure or

fresh leaves, or both—should now prepare for

forcing a portion of the crop, according to

the prospective demands. Old barrels, minus
top and bottom, or home-made sparred covers

can be placed over the stools, and the intervening

spaces filled with the fermenting materials,

a mixture of the two above mentioned being prefer-

able. Movable lids should be placed on the
covers, and the fermenting materials should be
brought up to cover the whole to a depth of about
6 inches.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberry Stakes.—All commercial growers
train their Raspjjerries on wires—a cheap and
expeditious system. Those, however, who adhere
to the older method of training to stakes should
see whether these require renewing or whether a

stock is required for a new plantation, and if so,

the necessary number should be secured and
prepared now. Those who have access to such
will find nothing equal to Larch thinnings from a
young plantation.

Protecting Small Fruits.—Where necessary,
preparations should now be made for the protec-

tion of small fruits from birds in summer. Stout
stakes about 4 feet high when driven in, with lacing

wire stretched on them both ways for supporting the
nets, are very suitable for protecting Strawberries.

The erection should only stand dining the fruit

season. Gooseberries and Currants can be most

be examined to see that they are not suffering from
decay or from the attacks of vermin ; if so, steps
must be taken to counter the evil. Fuchsias
should not be allowed to get dust dry. If necessary,
they should be watered ; one application will

keep them right for weeks.

Salvia splendens.—As the plants go out of

bloom they should be removed from the conserva-
tory ; a proportion of the plants should be cut
down, but not too severely, and placed in warmer
quarters to furnish cuttings.

Christmas Decorations.—After four grey,
gloomy Christmases we may surely be permitted
to do a little decoration in the home to mark the
amiiversary of the .A.dvent of the Prince of Peace.
The popular Roman Hyacinth is conspicuous
by its absence, but we have the Chrysanthemum,
the Christmas Rose, the Begonia, the Primulas and,
last but not least, the Carnation for bloom, and
for greenery the Holly, the Ivy, the Mahonia and
a few others. Harmony of colours, naturalness,
lightness and grace should be the guiding principles
in all decorations. The size and character of a
room must determine the kind and amount
of decoration, but it is better to err on the side of

underdoing than overdoing it.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

VEGETABLES GROWN BY
DISCHARGED SOLDIERS

I am sending a photograph of a collection of vege-

tables grown from seeds supplied by Messrs. Barr

and Sons, Covent Garden. I think you will be
interested to know that they were grown by dis-

charged soldiers who have had no experience

in land work. The men are here to have a twelve

months' training under my instruction, with the

idea of training them in market gardening. I should

also like to say that nearly all the vegetables were

grown on grass land which was not ploughed up
before the middle of April of this year ; 'and the

garden had not had a spade in it until the beginning

of April. The following are the weights, &c., of

vegetables : Onions, 140Z. each ; Carrots, 150Z.

each ; Runner Beans, about T4in. long. Tomatoes,

Celery and Parsnips were especially good, and,

taking into account that no seeds were sown until

the beginning of April, I think the results are

very good. Your opinion would much oblige.

—

G. A. TiLLV, The Cottage, Hurst Place, Bexley,

Kent.

[It is very pleasing to learn that many, of our

discharged soldiers are taking an interest in vege-

table growing and that they have been able to

achieve the results mentioned by Mr. Tilly.—Ed.}

Some American Apples

THE late autumn season brings with it

greater enjoyment of the Apple. The
more perishable fruits of the temperate

zones have now had their day, and have

mostly disappeared from the markets.

Even the summer and early autumn Apples were

in competition with the great variety of other

fruits, and for that reason alone were less enjoy-

able in their season. But, apart from that, it

seems to me that the late autumn and winter

Apples are richer in flavour than the earlier sorts.

There is something in the October air that imparts

a rich maturity and condensed flavour that we
do not get earlier in the season. This is especially

true when tl:e fruit is left on the tree until this

final stage of maturity is reached, and this I

consider of great importance. Much of o'ur winter

fruit is gathered too early, and the result is im-

maturity, lack of flavour, and premature decay.

This, is often occasioned by a desire to get the

work done, or perhaps hasten the Apples to market

to obtain the money ; but, in many cases, I fear

the grower does .not linow or fully realise the

importance of these late-maturing elements.

At this time (late November) my enjoyment

of some autumn -maturing winter Apples is so

pleasing that I want to ^peak of it to The Garde.n

readers. Just now it is Grimes' Golden which

is beginning to ripen in all its golden glory.

Whether this choice American Apple is known

or grown to any extent in England I know
not, though I suspect it is not. But were its

many excellent qualities fully understood there,

I am sure it would be planted, unless the region

is known to be unsuitable for its successful growth.

With me it has proved one of the finest winter

Apples on our lists. A tree in my garden,

now some six or seven years old, has borr.e regularly

since it was planted, and also grown vigorously.

This autumn it gave me about one barrel and a

half of most perfect fruits, large, smooth and fine,

and free from blemish of any kind. The little

tree has been a charming sight for months past,

and has attracted many visitors because of its

golden load of fruit of uniform size and shape.

I have kept the tree headed low so that nearly

all the fruit could be picked from the ground

without a ladder. 1 do not favour high, naked
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trunki in the orchard. During the blossoming

season it was sprayed to prtvent the attacks

of llie Codlin moth ; but for some reason this

insect was not troublesome here this season.

Now these .-Apples are just beginning to assume
their golden hue, which deepens as the winter

approaches, and I expect them to last until

next .\pril, if nM all eaten before that time.

This ."^pple originated on the farm of Thomas
Grimes in Brooke County, in what is now the

State of West Virginia, about the beginning of

the last century, and it was appropriately named
after him. And yet,- like most other of our best

.\pples, there is no record of the method of its

production. Nobody knows which were its parents

nor how it came into existence, so we must

put it in the list of the honoured " foundlings
"

from Dame Nature's garden. Fruit from the

original tree is said to have been sold to the New
Orleans traders in 1804. It was afterwards

disseminated to some extent in the South and

West, mainly for home use, because of its excellence

as a dessert Apple. It is also grown in scattered

sections of New York State, where many old trees

of it are still found in private orchards, and yet

it does not seem to be grown commercially to any

extent. The fact is that our general markets

require a red Apple, without much regard to

flavour or special quality.

The tree is vigorous and very hardy, upright

and spreading in habit, of fine shape, clean

growth and very productive, giving an annual

crop. The wood is dark, dull reddish brown
and often pubescent. Downing calls it Grimes'

Golden Pippin. Later it became known as

Grimes' Golden, and now it is listed simply

as Grimes under the radical abbreviation

plan adopted by the American Pomological Society

some years ago. Yet in this case I think the

name Grimes' Golden should have been retained.

It is a lovely yellow coloiu", deliciously suggestive

of its fine quality. Would that the appreciative

readers of The Garden' might have a whiff over

this aromatic barrel just no\v, and that I had enough

fruits to tickle all their palates ! The fruit is

roundish oblate and slightly conical. The skin is

somewhat rough and sprinkled with small grey

dots that are usually inconspicuous. The stalk

is rather short and slender, set in a deep cavity,

which is often slightly russeted. The calyx is

partially closed in a rather deep and abrupt bailn,

which is often fuirrowed. The flesh is yellow,

compact, crisp, tender, and only moderately

juicy. The flavour is rich, sprightly sub-acid,

with a peculiar spicy aroma differing materially

from that of any other Apple. The core is very

small, with many dark, plump seeds, and, apart

from the stem, there is practically nothing to reject.

It is in season from December to March, and
even later, being an excellent keeper when well

grown.

\Vhile I do not recall seeing any specimen of

your famous Cox's Orange Apple, I should judge

from the descriptions we have that it must in

many respects resemble this Grimes Apple,

except in its more brilliant colouring. I would

greatly enjoy a comparison. As to vigour and
productiveness, however, I imagine the American

.^pple is superior. If grown at all in England,

I should be very glad to hear of its success

there.

Another most valuable American Apple, maturing

in late summer and early autumn, is Maiden's

Blush, which may be more familiar to The G.irden
readers. It seems to have originated in New
Jersey some time prior to 1817; but, of course,

nobody knows just where or how it was first

produced. One Samuel Allinson of Burlington,

N.J., is credited with bringing this Apple into

notice ; but its precise origin is in that dense

cluud of obsiurity that envelops nearly all our
choicest Apples. I speak of it here because it

has served me so well for the past thirty-five years as

regards productiveness. Not' once in all that time
has it failed to give a good crop, having no " off year "

in its bearing schedule. It is also valuable because
of its successive ripening, the season extending
from August into October. It is not only a
beautiful Apple in form and appearance, but also

delicious in flavour, with white, juicy flesh, fine-

grained, tender, sprightly sub-acid, and excellent

either for dessert or culinary uses. The skin is

smooth, waxen yellow, often overlaid with crimson
blush, from which its appropriate name was
derived.

Kingston, N.Y. H. Hendricks.

The Chamber of Horticulture

THE dream of many an ardent horticul-

turist has been reahsed in the establish-

ment, on December 2, of a Chamber of

Horticulture. The idea of a central

body to act between the horticultural

trade and Government and other public bodies is

by no means a new one. War has taught many
lessons ; it has shown Government Departments
that horticultmre is practically an unorganised

industry, without anybody able to speak authorita-

tively on its behalf, and entirely without statistics

to indicate its strength or its usefulness ; it has

also taught commercial horticulture that if it

cannot answer satisfactorily those question^ which
national necessity asked, it can expect nothing but

scant courtesy from those who have to find an
answer. The lessons have been learnt, but it was
left—as so often happens in our land—for a few
enthusiasts to render them effective. These called

a meeting in London on July 17 last, at which the

formation of a Chamber of Horticulture was pro-

posed and an Organising Committee, including

Messrs. George Mom-o, jun., H^ Morgan Veitch,

.Alfred Watkins, J. T. Poupart, William Ponpart,

R. W. Wallace, Joseph Rochford, H. O. Larsen,

Charles H. <^urtis, H. Lobjoit and E. Evans, with

po\fer to add to their number, was appointed.

So rapidly and effectively has this committee worked
that on December 2 the Chamber was inaugurated

at Caxton Hall. The Right Hon. R. Prothero,

President of the Board of Agriculture, was present,

with Sir H. Rew and Mr. A. G. L. Rogers (also

Board of .A.griculture official^) and Dr. F. Keeble,

Controller of Horticulture, all of whom expressed

pleasure at the formation of the Chamber, regrets

that it was not in being when war broke out, and
hope that it would accomplish all its promoters

and the Board of Agriculture anticipated. The
aims of the Chamber were outlined by Mr. Monro,

who presided, and by Mr, F. Ridley ; and Mr. H.

Morgan Veitch epitomised the Memorandum and

Articles of Association (which occupy about twenty

eight printed pages of foolscap size). The great aim

of the Chamber is to weld all sectional and local

trade interests into a powerful instrument for the

use of horticulture as a whole. The scope of its

operations is as wide as the far-reaching interests

of the industry ; transport, imports, exports,

research, legislation, labour, mechanical cultiva-

tion and many other matters will come within its

purview. The Organising Committee will conduct

affairs until the first Council is elected (probably

in February ne.xt. Mr. R. Wynne, who did such

excellent work for the Hop Control Committee,

is the Secretary, with offices at Norfolk House,

Norfolk Street, Strand ; and as already an income

of over £r,200 a year has been assured for five

years, the prospects of success are so distinctly

encouraging that December 2, igiS, should become

an historic date in the annals of horticulture.

GINGERBREAD MADE WITH SUGAR
BEET SYRUP IX PLACE OF MILK

AND SUGAR
Ingredie.ntS': One pound of flour, one dessert-
spoonful of ground ginger, a quarter of a pound
of fat (margarine, lard or cocoa butter), one table-
spjonful of treacle or golden syrup, one and a half
teaspoonfuls of bicarbonate of soda, and rather
less than half a pint of Sugar Beet syrup. Method :

Rub fat into the flour, then stir in the ginger. Make
hole in centre and put treacle in. Stir bicarbonate
of soda into warm Sugar Beet syrup, pour this jn
the treacle in the middle of the bowl, and gradually
work the dry ingredients into this, stirring well
so as to blend tlieai all thorougUy. Have ready
a greased baking-tin, place the warm mixture
in it quickly, and put immediately in moderate
oven and bake for three-quarters of an hour.
The Sugar Beet syrup takes the place of sour milk
and eggs in the original recipe, and the ginger-
bread is both lighter and moister.—A.mne Amateur.
[We have sampled the above, and others would

be well advised to follow the recipe. The ginger-
bread is light and agreeably sweet.

—

Ed.]

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

FRUIT GARDEN.
FIG TREE WITH A CROP OF IMMATDRE FRUIT

(C. ./. i».).—J>'aturc has provided a way in which she deals
with this question, and tliat is to leave the fruit on until the
sap rises in spring and new gron-th is on the move. The
action of tins will cause tlic old, infertile fruit to fall. Some
advocate the plucking of the fruit in early autumn, urginn-
as a reason that its presence is robbing 'tlie tree more or
less of Its sustenance. Tills, we'think, is a mistake, as the
bleeding of the branches, caused by the pluckin" of the
fruit at that time, will do the tree more harm than
leaving the fruit on. Others prefer to leave the fruit
on until growth is dormaut in winter, and then pluck it
when no bleeding would take place. Our objection to
this IS that the plucking of the fruit would then leave the
position from which it had been plucked more
e.\posed to damage from frost. The Fig is an exotic plant
and IS frequently damaged by hard frost, consequently
our duty should be to protect it from such a contingency.

FRUIT-GROWING FOR AMATEURS (P. .S. C.I.—
Our correspondent writes to us from the Aimy in Belgium.
He says he wishes to go in for a fruit garden, and asks us
to recommend him a simple, inexpensive handbook for
an amateur which would help him. ^Ve think that• Fruit-Growing Made Easy," by the late Editor of The
Gakden, Mr. Harvey, would be the best help he could
liave at tliis stage. It may be had from The G-4RDen Office
Even witli the best help to be had from books, pomts will
occasionally arise which are not met. In such a case
write us, and we will gladly help you.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOOK ON FLOWERING TREES AND SHRUBS

(A'. G. a.).—" Trees and Shrubs Hardy in tlie British
Isles," by W. J. Beau, is a very reliable book, price £2 2s.
It contains descriptions of about 3,000 species. " Trees
and Shrubs for English Gardens," by E. T. Cook,
published by Country Life. Limited, is also worth
attention.

NAME OF PLANT.—H. ^V.—Cotoneaster frigida, native
of the Himalaya.

British Carnation Society.—The annual meeting
of what was formerly the Perpetual-flowering

Carnation Society was held on December 3 at

35, Wellington Street, Covent Garden. Mr, J, S.

Brunton presided over a disappointingly small
attendance. A decrease of membership was rt»

corded, but with a reduced expenditure, owing to

limited operations imposed' by war conditions, the
committee was able to show an increased balance

in hand, the amount carried forward being

£52 5S. lod. All the oflicers were re-elected

;

Messrs. Lay and Bunyard were appointed to fill

vacancies on the committee ; a conference was
arranged for January 28 next ; and the decision

was made to hold a show at the end of next .-Ipril.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B.S.A.

A
PAMPHLET issued by the Board of

Agriculture contains one truism that

will be endorsed by all British house-

wives who have purchased any of the

^Government's 4id. "pickled" or sJd.

mummies." The extract I single out reads :

"... while eggs should present an attractive

external appearance, their actual food value can

only be determined by an examination of their

contents."

When I originally read this I put it down to the

usual Board of Agriculture's gift for out-of-date

poultry teaching, for no man would be fool enough

to break each egg, examine the contents, and

then fasten the shell together with stamp-edging

before marketing it. Evidently the Board of

Agriculture was preparing the way for the Govern-

ment's rotten eggs !

Winter Laying-House.—In The G.\rden of

November 2 I published a photograph of the ideal

laying-house as used by Mr. C. E. de Trafford at

Hothorpe, Theddingworth, Rugby. Several people

wTOte me for fuller details, and Mr. de Trafford has

kindly sent me a few notes upon my request. The
size of the poultry-house as seen in the picture is

about 21 feet long and about i8 feet deep, with two

windows in the roof measuring 2 feet by 18 inches.

The front consists of wire-netting, with boards

2 feet up from the ground. The sides consist of

wire-netting for 10 feet, the remaining 8 feet being

boarded from top to bottom. The back wall is

brick and about 10 feet high, the roof sloping

to about 5 feet 6 inches in front. Thirty hens

are usually kept in this miniature " pala?e."

Readers interested in this house should refer to

my notes in The Garden for September 14 and

November 2 last.

Hen Lays 640 Eggs in Tliree Years.—in my
article entitled " Open Woodland Range for Grow-

ing and Laying Stock" in the September 14 issue

I referred to one of Mr. de Trafford's White Wyan-
dotte hens and her wonderful egg record. I have

been able to secure a later report, which credits

this hen with 640 eggs in the three years. As already

announced, this hen was hatched on March ro, 1915,

laid 264 eggs in her first (or pullet) year, igr in

her second season, and 185 in her third, making
a grand total of 640 eggs in her three seasons.

And Mr. de Trafford tells me that she is still laying,

and has been christened " Snow Queen." We
learn two lessons from her record, the one con-

cerning correct hatching, and the other, selective

breeding and trap-nesting. It will be noticed that

March lo is. within the period of my mid-March
hatching, which I have already advocated in The
Garden for heavy breeds, with mid-April for

light varieties. We have, too, an example of what
trap-nesting and selective breeding will do.

Wliy not Trap-Nest ?—Mr. C. E. de Trafford is

well known as a hobbyist in livestock, and no
matter what animal he keeps he always goes " all

out " for the best class of material. Thus, when
he took up poultry-keeping as a hobby I felt quite

confident that he would try to " beat the best
"

and " breed something each time to beat the rest."

Even to a hobbyist there is great pleasure in trying

each time to breed some specimen better than the

last. I have always advocated the free use of

the trap-nest, and but for my persistent activities

there would not now be so many trap-nested

flocks of laying fowls in the country. I have been

a keen fighter for the trap-nest, just as I have for

the intensive and semi-intensive system ; and both
have got home. -If you keep fowls, why not own
the best possible ? The inferior layer eats more
than the superior one, so why not stock that

material which responds to wise management
and feeding by maximum returns ? When you
trap-nest your flock you know exactly what value

to place upon each layer and upon her progeny.

Vou can use the males from the best laying

mothers and grandmothers and make sure progress.

The art lies in Imowing the " ins and outs

"

of every bird on the establishment, and the reward
is well worth all the labour and time involved.

THE WINTER LAYING SEASON. l-^

A splendid flock oj While Leghorn pullets photographed on Nea Farm, Ringwood, Hants, outside

their semi-intensive laying-house. The properly of Mrs. Walter Schwabe (on right), the highly

successful breeder of pedigree White Leghorns and Rhode Island Reds. On the left {with food

pail) is Miss Whitfield.

Wliite Legliorns as Layers.—A short time ago

Mrs. Walter Schwabe of Nea Farm, Ringwood,

Hants, sent me some interesting notes on the laying

of her White Leghorns. Her remark was :
" Taking

the first five birds on the record card in one of

my pens (and not the five best layers in the pen) there

is an average of 176 eggs for the nine months for

these five White Leghoins." This prompted me to

ask for a snapshot of some of her birds, and I

fproduce this week the photograph Mrs. Schwabe

has been kind enough to send me. Here is

another example to prove that trap-nesting and

selective breeding will win out. The White

Leghorn is one of the best laying breeds we have

and quite a "commercial" variety. With the

right material it is surprising how these busybody

White Leghorns will respond to kindly treatment

on modern lines. Most poultry-keepers fail

with Leghorns because they underfeed, not allow-

ing for the need for extra rations of ths right kind

when these birds are turning out eggs in clock-

work fashion. The Leghorn is a breed that needs

to be fully understood by the owner, who will

then never want for a full basket of large white-

shelled eggs.
I

To Stop Cock Crowing.— ' Why does a cock

crow w'leii it does—about two hours before

daylight ? " was one of the queries I had last

week from a Yorkshire reader of my notes. At

first I thought it was sent for my " Book of

Curios " (in which, by the way, it now rests), but

a stamped envelope was enclosed, thus telling nic

a postal reply was needed. Of course I told my
reader that his cock was doubtless challenged by

a neighbouring rooster, and congratulated him

on having so vigorous a male bird,/<\'hich was to

me a sure sign of fertile eggs and robust chicks in

igiy. Then I advised methods of curing the

" brute," in case such were what my querist was

desirous of knowing. The best way to stop a cock

from crowing is to take steps to prevent the rooster

from stretching his neck to the full. This can be

achieved by placing the male bird in a box or pen

with plenty of length and depth but little height,

and he can be favoured with a low perch and one

of his consorts as company for the night.

To Fatten Cockerels.—Another reader says

that he is fattening up two cockerels for Christmas,

but whereas everything was going well, the birds

have now " gone to pieces " and refuse to eat. From

the particulars he gives, it is not difficult for me to

point out his failings. In the first place he has

been trying to fatten the cockerels for too long a

period, instead of feeding them generously until

a week or two before " killing " time, when

fattening should have been commenced in earnest.

The art of putting flesh on poultry lies in keeping

them going gradually until the final stage, when

a short and rapid course of fattening will do the

needful. There has been also too much " same-

ness " of feeding, which invariably results in loss

of appetite, and matters have not been helped by

his keeping the males within sight of the hens.

A change of diet and the addition of Karswood

Spice to the mash will bring back lost appetites.

To Ward Off Ailments.—Miss B. Meadows asks

if 1 (an rccumnKiid a substitute for charcoal, which

she has been unable to obtain for a long time

and which she asserts has been the means of

warding off ailments from her fowls. She thanks

me for bringing charcoal to her notice when she

stai-ted keeping fowls. As a substitute Miss

Meadows will find Izal Disinfectant Fluid most

useful. A little can be added regularly to the

drinking water, and occasionally to the water

used to prepare the mash. It sweetens the internal

organs, piurifies the blood, and wards off very

many ills. Particularly is it beneficial in damp

and ever-changing weather, which is good for

neither man nor fowl.
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is not yet too late to make fresh plantings

of herbaceous Paeonies, or overhaul and divide,

where this latter is necessary, these best and

noblest of summer-flowering plants. To defer

the work till spring, when so many inches

of new growth have been made, is as fatal to success

as anything we know. The Pjeony, in any case,

is slow to re-establish itself following disturbance,

the tendency being increased a hundredfold by

doing the work at a wTong time. Accepting

October as without doubt the best planting month
of the year, the nearer the planter gets thereto

the better for the subject generally, and particularly

so when the earliest return to a representative

dowering is a chief consideration. Established

plants of the Pseony root deeply—often 3 feet

deep where the soil admits—hence the cultivator

will never err in preparing the ground to its greatest

depth and enriching it on a generous scale.

PcBonies should never be transplanted in big

clumps intact. It is as fatal to success as spring

planting. Plants having three to five plump

crowns of finger thickness are large enough for

all purposes, and, taking at once to the soil, soon

make headway.

Solomon's Seal.—When useful plants for the

greenhouse or conservatory are considered, it is

surprising that a much freer use than now obtains

is not made of the graceful-habited subject noted

above. For association with groups of flowering

plants it is virtually unique, whether in the tint

of green assumed by the foliage, its tubular,

drooping blossoms, or these in conjunction with

much elegance of growth. Where good stocks

of it abound, a portion may
now be lifted and potted,

selecting the stronger

rhizomes and replanting the

remainder. Wliile not lending

itself to hard or even early

forcing, it comes away fairly

well in a greenhouse tem-

perature after having pre-

viously put in a period of

preparation in a cold frame.

Brought along thus gradually

in the first season, the plants

are decidedly better in the

second year and respond to

earlier treatment, particularly

if generously treated mean-

while.

Pyracantha coccinea.—By
t his or its more popular name
C'ratasgus PjTacantha probably

every reader of The Garden
is acquainted with the hand-

some evergreen shrub now
adorning many a house front

or wall with its clusters of

brilliant scarlet fruits. In

almost every instance it impels

admiration by reason of high

ornament and beauty, few fruit-

ing shrubs being so abundantly

endowed and none surpassing

it in this respect. Not all who garden, however,

know that this brilliant subject does almost equally

well in bush form on the lawn or elsewhere, and

in such a position is calculated to create quite a

new feature. Less graceful habited than the

Holly, when this fine evergreen is spared the

mutilation by shears or knife, the Pyracantha is

of higher ornament when in fruit, and of such a

distinctive nature that comparisons need not be

drawn between the two. When established, the

subject of our note will attain a dozen or

more feet high and acquire a like spread of

branches. Established pot plants may be put out

now.

Violet Princess of Wales.—No garden should

be without this precious variety, which, apart from

its large size, great length of stem and delightful

fragrance, is one of the most popular with the

florists aW market men. The qualification is

necessary because of the existence of La France,

a variety whicli, while of richer dark blue and with

more rounded petals, is probably the best all-round

winter-flowering sort. That above named, how-

ever, has pushed its way into public favour probably

as much by reason of its great length of stem as for

its other good attributes, that quality alone

being much esteemed by those having work of a

decorative character to do. Though rather late

for the work, good clumps of it well set with bloom,

lifted with a ball of earth and transferred to a frame

in a sunny position, would speedily recover and

flower for some weeks to come.

Carnation Enchantress Supreme.—Of all the

Carnations of the Perpetual-flowering class, those
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CORRESPONDENCE
{The Editor is jwt responsible for the opinions

expressed by correspondents.)

POTATOES MAJESTIC AND KERR'S
PINK.

T^HE cropping qualities of the above two Pota-

toes in the cultures of Miss S. S. Steuart

(page 459) interested me, because they reversed

the order of weights per acre in my case.

Majestic is, relatively, a dwarf-growing Potato

considering its propensities for heavy cropping,

the haulm with me being from i8 inches to

21 inches high, while that of Kerr's . Pink was

from 2 feet to 2 J feet high, very strong in proportion

and perfectly upright. My cultures were in ancient

grass land, and I have no evidence that it had

previously been under cultivation for the last 141

years. It varied from 4 inches to 8 inches in depth,

overlying solid, open ground. I bastard-trenched

it from 16 inches to 18 inches deep and applied two

loads of road sweepings in the way of manure ; and

the Potatoes got nothing else. The part where the

The old Greek writer Theophrastus described the

berries as poisonous, especially to sheep, and he

named the plant Euonymus after Euonyme, the

Mother of the Furies in classic mythology. They

may be poisonous, but the branching sprays of

fruits are very beautiful. As the botanist Dumont

elegantly observes, " they spread, by their numerous

pendent capsules of a bright red colour or pure

white, and their white and orange coloured seeds,

some rays of brilliance over the departing season,

and recall the remembrance of the fine days of

summer."

—

Wayland.

KEDLOCKS.
TN the Midlands Kedlock is synonymous with

Charlock, but my wife (who was a Kentish

maid) says that in the South the name is given to

the Umbellifer which our country folk call " Keck."

The origin of the latter name is, I believe, Anglo-

Saxon and arises from the hollow stem. The same

high authority quoted above says that in some parts

of Germany a child may be heard to say " Keck

Mutter, keck" ("Look Mother, look"), and the

name indicates that one can look through the stem.

To go to another subject—is not the picture on

PRIESTS CAPS : THE BERRIES OF THE SPINDLE TREE.

above Potatoes were planted was not trenched till

late in April, and planting was done almost immedi-

ately. There was a severe drought in May and

onwards till July 9. The above varieties were

planted in the deepest soil. The crop of Majestic

was equal to 14 tons iScwt. 631b. per acre, while

Kerr's Pink equalled 29 tons I9cwt. 671b. per

acre. I did not dig them till October when the

foliage had mostly died away.

—

Hortulanus.

PRICKWOOD OR SPINDLE TREE.

T^HE sight of a group of schoolboys on Guild-

ford Station recently, each carrying a branch

of the bright berries of the native Spindle Tree,

recalls to mind one of the most beautiful objects

of our countryside in the winter months. Whatever

its uses may be—and I believe the wood is still in

great demand for skewers by cooks and butchers

—

the Spindle Tree will always be treasured as one of

the most interesting of our native plants. Its

brilliant fruits hang in long clusters in our hedge-

rows and keep company with theTraveller's Joy.

But the Spindle Trees are none too common ;

hence the joy of seeing clusters of their fruits

where. Nature planted them. I have heard these

fruit i called Priests' Caps from their peculiar form

—

quite unlike that of any other native plant—and

jUggestive of the biretta worn by the priesthood.'

your first page, issue Dec. 7, of the old Chrysan-

themum Pink Christine, which I knew as a boy ?

Its great fault when gro%vn under glass was a weak
neck.-—C. E. Pearson, F.L.S., Lowdham, Notts.

.
[Chrysanthemum Cottage Pink is quite distinct

from Pink Christine. The colour is a clearer,

purer pink, and the habit of the plant stouter and
more vigorous. We believe it was formerly grown
in the greenhouse under the name of Emperor
of China, but its true place is out in the hardy

garden as a November flower. It is indeed a

very old variety ; it has been in cultivation for

probably more than a century. Wlien the photo-

graph in question was being taken a few weeks
ago, an old man—at least seventy years old

—

remarked that he remembered this variety in

his father's garden. We know it only under tlie

name of Cottage Pink, but so good a garden plant

may have other names.

—

Ed.1

APPLE PEASGOOD'S NONSUCH.
'\\7'HILE staying at Worthing recently I had the

pleasure of meeting the raiser of this handsome
and valuable Apple. I have often thought it was
probably a chance seedling, and my surmise has

proved to be correct. Apple Peasgood's Nonsuch
originated in this wise : When quite a small child,

in 1858, Mrs, Peasgood was given a very large

Apple and told its name was Catshead. Child-

like, after enjoying the Apple she planted the

five pips in a flower-pot. They all germinated, but

one grew far in advance of the others and was
duly planted out in her father's garden on the

outskirts of Grantham. She carefully tended it,

and in course of time the tree was removed to

Stamford ; but no blossoms appeared until 1872.

In that year the tree bore seventy-one Apples,

seven of which were taken to a flower show held

at Biurghley House. Needless to say, they created a

sensation, and old Mr. Gilbert, the gardener there,

expressed the opinion that as regards the Apples
it was a one-man show. The same fruits were
exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society

in October of that year, and unanimously received

a first-class certificate. It was sent out by Messrs.

Brown of Stamford, and it is rather interesting to

note their modest description : " The fruit is like

a very large Nonsuch ; it is a large, handsome
variety of the Blenheim Orange type, yellow with

red spots, and beautifully streaked with deep
crimson on the sunny side. The eye is very large

and open, set ,in a deep round and even basin, and
with short depauperated segments ; stalk short,

deeply inserted ; flesh yellowish, tender, very
juicy with a sweet and sprightly flavour, and
pleasant aroma. The weight of the fruits is from
10 oz. to 12 oz." When first exhibited it was
thought to be a type of Apple Blenheim Orange,

and it was only after it had been propagated that

its true value became known. It is the largest

Apple now in commerce, and many will remember
the fine specimen exhibited by Mr. Honeyball in

1914, which weighed no less than 30 oz. Peasgood's

Nonsuch is an Apple that should be grown by all

amateurs, being of first-rate quality for culinary

purposes and a regular though not a great bearer
;

but the size of the fruits makes up for any deficiency

in numbers. It does best on the Paradise stock.

The original tree is still flourishing in a garden
at Stamford.

—

Courtney Page.

DECEMBER PRIMROSES.

A LTHOUGH Primroses are not infrequently

seen in December in the South-West of

England, I have never in winter seen so many
as recently on the Somerset side of the River

Avon. On December 13 part of a damp Oak
wood, where I was working, was lit up with theur

beautiful blossoms. One clump had no fewer than
twenty blooms defying the driving drizzle on that

dismal day, with the help of their well-developed,

handsome leaves. There are few more capti-

vating sights in winter than a colony of Primroses

amid the scarlet cups of Peziza coccinea, which
the present mild, damp weathef- also seems to suit.

—H. S. Thompson.

W^
PANSY HISTORY.

^HILE I hesitate at this late date to reopen

discussion o.i the topic of Thompson or

Thomson of Iver, it seems hardly fair not to caU
attention to the following reference, which suggests

new pcjssibilities. In the Gardeners' Chronicle,

Vol. XXV., pages 787 and 788 (June 19, 1886) is a

reprint of Thomson's early account of the Hearts-

ease, identical with that supposed to be extracted

from the " Flower Gardeners' Library " in the

FloricuUural Cabinet, i84r, pages 222 to 224. The
cultural directions which followed the latter are

omitted, and the article concludes with the following

paragraph: "I have before me plates of Iver
Beauty and Royal Crimson, and after a lapse of

fifty years they are pretty and very interesting to

me, recalling pleasant associations of my early

days." It is signed " North Norfolk." I find that

the two varieties here mentioned were figured in

the Floricultural Cabinet of May r, 1835, on a plate

drawn by Miss Hogg, with an explanation on
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page up, from which it is to be inferred that Iver

Beauty, at least, was at that time quite new.

Who was "^North Norfolk " ? Owing to the method
of indexing, one cannot tell, without scanning

practically every page, whether other articles

appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle over the same
pseudonym, and ray own rather desultory examina-

tijn of a few volumes failed to reveal any; but

someone may have definite information on this

point. Thomson is said to have lived until the

sixties ; but does anyone know that he did not

live until a much later date ? He must, of course,

have reached a ripe age of ninety or so if he was

personally responsible for the paper in the

Gardeners' Chronicle ; otherwise the latter must

have been a mere " fake," though such a clever

and convincing one as to deceive the most cautious

of editors and readers.—M. F. \V.

Ambidexterity in the

Garden

COURAGE, " gentle reader " (vide the

old novels), this is not a new disease

which attacks your Onions, Celery or

Carrots ; it is only the art or knack

of using either hand equally well, the

lung word being derived from two Latin words,

umbo—both, and dcxler—the right hand. I

want to impress upon all garden workers, especially

the young ones, the desirability of acquiring the

knack of making either hand the right or leading

hand at will.

Both-right-handedness is to be encouraged more

in two-handed work, such as hoeing, raking,

digging and chopping, than in single-handed work,

such as pruning—first, because the necessity

is greater ; and, secondly, because it is almost

too much to ask of anyone to learn to use a pruning-

knife in either hand.

Nearly everyone who handles a tool which

requires both hands will show a pref«rence as to

which hand shall hold the top end of the handle

and which the bottom end, even though he

has never handled the tool before. Having once

made a start with, let us say, the left hand nearest

the business end of the tool, the odds are greatly

against a change, unless he finds out the advantage

of changing from left to right. I will endeavour

to shew the advantages of change. Let us take

the best example I know of—hoeing with a draw

hoe. In this work—which, by the way, is under

certain circimistances about as hard labour as

is met with in the garden—the bottom hand

—

the one nearest the ground—must take by far

the greater share of the work, for it has to give

all the driving force necessary ^o make the blade

of the hoe enter the soil. Unless the operator be

an old hand at the work, he will soon find that

the muscles of the arm doing this driving action

will ache to distraction, while the fingers become

so numbed that they will hardly retain their grip

of the shaft. Now, of course, he will take a rest

and admire his crops or the beauty of the day,

and then fall to again, we will hope, with renewed

vigour. But after a while another trouble arises.

Otu: beginner will feel a pain in his right or left

ribs, and will soon need a rest on that score !

Now, if the hoer were able to change about and

put the right hand at the bottom for a few minutes

and then the left, he would find great relief, his

rests would become less frequent, and the work

would proceed more briskly. Exactly the same
applies to the use of the Dutch or " push " hoe.

With this tool the work is not nearly so hard,

but, nevertheless, it will be found that the top

hand—which in this case gives most of the driving

power—will in time need a rest, and the ribs will

suffer too, though in a less degree than when
using the draw hoe.

It .is really quite easy to accustom oneself to

working with either hand. At first it will appear
very awkward, but after a time, if one sticks to

it, one will hardly have a preference, and I am
convinced from personal experience that the work
goes more pleasantly and quickly. ' Hedge " brush-

ing," i.e., trimming a hedge with a hedge slash,

is another! task where both-right-handedness is an
advantage, the change from one hand to the

other giving great rest to the arms and body,

also enabling one to get into corners and make
certain cuts which would be very difficult to the

rigidly one-handed man. Chopping with an axe
is another instance of the advantage of ambi-
dexterity. A good many years ago—it makes
me feel very old to recall how many— I had a

year in the Great North-West (Manitoba) on a

prairie farm. We had nothing to burn but what
we chopped out of the Bush during the winter

months, mostly from sections belonging to the

Hudson Bay Company or some other corporate

body ; never from our own sections ! Here was a

chance to leam to swing an axe, and as I had lo

learn all from the beginning, I thought it well

to learn to use either hand. This proved a useful

knack, and often saved time and trouble when
felling trees.

When we turn to digging and raking, I must
confess that I am as one-handed as anyone. All

the same, I am certain that anyone who takes

the trouble to use a spade or rake with either

hand at the bottom of the shaft will be amply
rewarded. I knew an old nursery hand who
could dig one row right-handed and the next

left-handed without the least appearance of

awkwardness.

Of one-handed work in the garden 1 can only

think of one tool that can be readily used with

either hand, and that is a pair of secateurs. One
might perhaps wonder what advantage there would
be in working a pair of secateurs with the left

hand. It comes in very usefully when one is

perched on the top of steps or a ladder. Being

able to use both hands will enable the pruner
to do much more without moving the steps or

ladder than he would be able to do were he a

right-handed worker only.

Now, young gardener, professional or amateur,

make up your mind to become a both-right-

handed man, and I trust you will live to bless the

writer.

Lowdham, Nolls. J. Dun'can-Pearson.

SOME LESS FREQUENTLY GROWN
SALAD PLANTS

OF late years the wholesomeness

1 and health value of salads have be-

I
come better known, but even now
they could with great advantage be

more largely used in our dietary. On
the whole, salads are not expensive, unless out

of season, and they are easily grown. To give

variety, some readers may like to try their skill

with the following, plants not quite so often met
with as, say. Lettuce.

American Land Cress much resembles ordinary

Watercress in flavour, and can be sown outdoors

in spring and summer. Choose a cool site as the

season advances in warmth. Chervil can be used

in a young state to cut up in a salad, also for

seasoning soups ; it is very easy to grow. Chives

is a plant grown for its leaves, which are good
substitutes for early Onions. Frequeiit cutting

encourages tender leaves. The plant is a hardy

perennial and the roots can be divided to increase

the stock. Corn Salad or Lamb's Lettuce can

be so\vn in spring and summer, outdoors in

the latter case, but in a warm frame for the earliest

use. It makes an excellent equivalent for Lettuce

and Endive. The leaves may be used alone or

in a mi.xed salad, or boiled like Spinach. Purslane

is an annual plant with succulent leaves, and
makes another addition for the salad bowl. Water-

cress is mostly grown where a supply of running

water can be arranged, but it can be grown, and

with a good measure of success, in a garden.

. Sow the seed in a shady place ; if pioist, so much
the better, but if not, keep the bed well watered.

Witloof is a variety of Chicory and is sown in

summer. The roots are lifted in autumn, shortened,

and put upright in a trench. Small blanched

Lettuce-like heads are obtained by covering with

strawy stable litter.

Ampthill. C. T.

PIERRE BLANCARD

WE are in the middle of the Chry-

santhemum season, and my mind

goes back to the days of thirty

years or more ago when the

popular " golden flower " from

the Far East was making its triumphal march

throughout our land.

The eighties and nineties of the last century

were busy times for those of us who were engaged

either in practical or literary work, and I can

well remember the late Shirley Hibberd giving

me a commission to produce a special double

number of the Gardeners' Magazine solely devoted

to the Chrysanthemum. This issue was to celebrate

the hundredth anniversary of the introduction

of the flower into Europe, and was so great a

success that the experiment was repeated the

following year. Both these numbers of our defunct

.contemporary are absolutely imobtainable, and

the collector of Chrysanthemum literatiure in the

future will have great difficulty in adding them

to his collection. Not long since a Parisian

collector paid a London bookseller £i for a copy

of the two numbers, the original published price

being only tenpence. The dates of these two

issues are October 26, rSSg, and November i, 1890.

It was whUe I was engaged in making researches

into the history of the flower that I discovered

there were discrepancies both in English and in

French authorities as to the real name of the person

who first introduced the large-flowering Chry-

santhemum. Some writers called him Blanchard,

others Blancard. It is immaterial to explain

how the correct name was established. Blancard

is undoubtedly the name, and Marseilles was the

port through which this protean flower from the

East was introduced into the' gardens of Europe

in 1789.

At the time of the preparation of the first of

the two special Clirysanthemum double numbers

• of the Gardeners' Magazine I was desirous of

obtaining portraits of all the old celebrities in

connection with the flower. The first of these

numbers shows how completely successful I was

in the main, but Blancard's portrait was imobtain-

able. I wrote to the Horticultural Society at

Marseilles, and the secretary replied that the

family had disappeared ; hence my history of

the flower was wanting in what would have been

a very important addition to the pictorial embellish-

ment of it. But how extraordinary are some of

the occurrences of life ! Seventeen years after-

wards I was at Caen in Normandy. The secretary of

the French Chrysanthemum Society, which was then

holding its annual Congress in that town, told me

that the granddaughters of Pierre' Blancard had

been living for forty years in England, that they
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were in needy circumstances, and that a sub-

scription list was to be opened on their behalf.

French and English growers combined, and a

useful sum was raised to help these two poor old

Frenchwomen, the inheritors of an illustripus

name in horticulture. Through them I was able,

after so many years, to get a photograph from an

oil portrait of their grandfather, Pierre Blancard.

Particulars of the introduction of the Chry-

santhemum into Europe are very meagre. The

first mention I can trace is three years after the

actual date. Ramatuelle in the Journal d'Histoire

Nalurelle is, I believe, the iirst writer to say any-

thing about it. He names the introducer as

Blancard. Pierre Blancard himself, although an

author and a member of the Marseilles Academy

of Science, makes no claim to having introduced

the flower. Why should he ? At that time the

nOT-comer was merely an out-of-the-

way sort of thing he came across

in a Chinese port, to which he took

a fancy and brought home, as sailors

no doubt frequently did to please

their friends who had a taste for

gardening.

As the result of my request the

secretary of the Marseilles Horticultural

Society caused enquiries to be made,

and it is through him that some of

the facts concerning Blancard are

established. Others have been furnished

to me by Mile. Augusta Blancard, one

of the ladies already referred to. For

full details concerning Blancard I

refer the enquiring reader to Michaud's
" Biographie Universelle," in which a

substantial account of his life and

•activities is given.

Briefly, it may be said that he

was born at Marseilles on April 21,

1741. He embraced a seafaring life,

and after going to America on ten

voyages he went to India and China

in 1771. His second ,
journey to the

East was two years later ; his third

was from 1776 to 1778, and his fourth

from 1783 to 1785. But it was evi-

dently on the occasion of his fifth

voyage that he became possessed of

the plant that was to become so

great a factor in European flori-

culture. The record of that voyage

coincides with the details of the

flower's introduction as given by the

various authorities.

Local records show that Blancard

once more left Marseilles for the East

in 1786. On July 25, 1787, he anchored

at Macao. Bad weather kept him at the

Cape in November, 1788 ; hence he

could not have got back to Marseilles

till 1789, the date when it is generally

conceded that the Chrysanthemum was introduced

into Europe.

History relates that the flower was much prized

on account of its valuable autumn-flowering

proclivities. It soon spread throughout the fair

land of Provence. It was introduced into the

Jardin du Roi in Paris, and later it was, it is said,

sent by M. Cels, the famous French nurseryman,

to Kew. So far as our records go, it appears to

have bloomed for the first time in England in

1795 at Colvill's nursery, Chelsea, and is figured

in the Botanical Magazine, plate 327, although it

would be interesting to know if it had not pre-

viously done so before plants had been sent out

from Kew.
Pierre Blancard retired from the sea in 1796. He

did some literary work, compiling the " Manuel

du Commerce " in his leisure. He belonged to

several important associations, not the least

being the Academic des Sciences of Marseilles.

Finally, he settled down at Aubagne, and died

on March 16, 1826, at the age of eighty-five

years. C. Harman Payne.

Allium sphaerocephalum
By F.. A. Bowles, M.A., F.L.S., V.M.H.

wTHEN tidying up in the rock

garden to-day and clearing away

the dry' seed-heads of some

Garlics, I was reminded of a

query about one of them in the

issue of The Garden of October 5. Sir Herbert

Then Linnaeus in the first edition of the " Species

Plantarum " divided them, doubtless in deference

to Haller's former opinion. Haller adhered to his

second thoughts, though, and in his " Historia

Plantarum Helvetiae " gave them as one, remark-

ing that Linnzeus, who was at first right, had

done wrong in separating them. Finally, Linnaeus

in his " Systema Vegetabilium " upheld sphaero-

cephalum and dropped descendens.

Kegel in his monograph gives descendens as

var. B, describing it as umbella ovata and

quoting Lin. Spec. 427, and Redoute's mag-

nificent plate in the seventh volimie of his

" Liliac^es." I have just looked at this and find

it represents a Brobdingnagian form, evidently

the result of much good feeding and little or no

competition. He remarks in the text that wild

specimens are not so fine and large, and I have

no doubt that Regel is correct in quoting

Redoute's sphaerocephalum as his var. B.

It does very well here and in-

creases fast, but unless replanted now
vr and then the heads are not very

large. It is well worth planting, as it

gives a fine bit of colour at a time

when such bulbous plants are none

too much in evidence, and, even

if it were not so handsome, it pleases

the bees so mightily that it is good

to give them sucli a treat at so small

a cost. I must take this opportunity

of thanking Sir 'Herbert for the

pleasure his " Notes from a Western

Seaboard " have given me and to say

I hope, like the clocks of Continental

railway stations, they will number

twenty-four and not twelve only.

Also I must thank him for one of

the most delicately implied compli-

ments I have ever received. He
recently wrote that he noticed I had

omitted any mention of Cimicifugas

in my books, and very rightly divined

flie reason. This suggestion that he

has once looked, at any rate, and

perhaps will again, into my books

to see what I have said of a plant

so flatters my vanity that I feel I

ought to ptuT. I cannot, but at least

I can, and do, thank him. Yes ; it

is too true. I have planted many
Bugbanes, but my dry climate pre-

vents their becoming the lovely

snowy-plumed beauties of moister

gardens. One I grow under the name
of C. dahurica does the best, but even

that has a scorched look about its

leaves after a spell of dry weather.

ROSE ADELAILL Ij uKLi-^I.b uX A PERGOLA ARC:

MYDDELTON 'HOUSE.

Maxwell asked for information about that fine

crimson-flowered species that the bees love so greatly

in August and which he and many others name

A. descendens. He is puzzled in failing to find it

in nurserymen's lists and the Kew Hand List.

It seems we should reckon that name as belonging

to a variety of A. spharocephaliun with ovate,

instead of round, heads. As such he will find it

in many lists, and, I rejoice to say, pleasantly

inexpensive. T. 251 of the Botanical Magazine is

a beautiful portrait of it. T. 1764 shows the

round-headed type form, and the following text

tells the tale of changes in fortune of its names.

Haller in his monograph on Allium made two

species of them. Linnaeus in his " Flora Suecica
"

united them. Haller at first expressed his surprise

at this union, but in his second edition adopted it.

I AT Rose Adelaide d'Orleans and Its

History. —The accompanymg illus-

tration, from a photograph taken in

the gardens of Myddelton House, shows the

true character of this delightful old Rose, with

its fine mass of blush-coloured flowers and deeper-

coloured buds almost hiding the foliage. It makes

long and pleasantly slender growths, which may
be trained anyway or anyivhere. Mr. E. A. Bowles

gives its history in his delightful book " My Garden

in Summer." It is one of a set of seedlings raised

by M. Jacques when head-gardener at ChSteau

Neuilly to the Duo d'Orleans, who afterwards

became King Louis Philippe. Rosa sempervirens

was the species used as the seed parent, and the

best known of his creations is Felicite et Perpetue.

Adelaide d'Orleans was raised in 1826, two years

before Felicite et Perpetue, and it is hard to explain

how it is that one should be grown in almost every

garden while the other is rarely seen.
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To the Great Sea-Thorn of the

East Coast
sturdy grey Thorn upon the sandy dunes,

Whose burnished berries shimmer in the sun.

Let us each imitate thy fortitude.

Keeping a cheery heart and fearing none.

Should skies be fair, thy leaves reflect the blue,

Changing to silver when 'tis dark o'erhead
;

Even when frost sets Bramble-WTeaths aflame,

Long is it ere thy grey-green robe is shed.

Now War's blasts blow again about our isle,

Turning to strife our careless, peaceful ways,

Calmly thou bidest on the shifting sands.

As once in bluff King Harry's martial days.

Tho' fire drops from above, and, o'er the sea.

Destruction from an alien cruiser strikes.

Thou still wilt guard our shores, bestride the dunes.

And keep thy faithful watch o'er fenland dykes.

Joy Bunting, in Country Life, October 21, 1916.

FROM A WESTERN SEABOARD.-XIII
By sir HERBERT MAXWELL, BART., F.R.S., V.M.H.

THE SEA BUCKTHORN
(HiPPOPHAE RhAMNOIDEs).

Berried plants are still in evidence and asserting

themselves more and more to our observation as

WILL someone who has travelled and
made notes in the Antipodes kindly

enlighten me on a subject which

perplexes me, namely, to what
extent do trees, shrubs and herbs

from the Southern Hemisphere adjust their growth

to the Northern calendar ? For instance, the

Torch Lilies (Kniphofias) that illumine our borders

in autumn, are they flowers of the South African

spring ? And to mention examples in shrubs-
do Eucryphia and Berberidopsis, autumn bloomers

in our Northern Hemisphere, blossom in the South

American spring ? Is Berberis Darwinii a spring

flowerer in Chile as it is with us ? Then what about

two other Chilian plants, both climbers—Mutisia

decurrens, which displays its fine orange banners

in the British midsummer, and Lardizabala

biternata, which hangs out its curious racemes of

male flowers in midmnter, vinegar scented and

each blossom resembling in colour a miniature

prune-shape with whipped cream in the middle.

Do these plants when transported to northern

•A WELL-BERRIED SPRAY OF SEA BUCKTHORN.

flowers in the open are daily becoming scarcer.

This fact was forcibly brought home to me a day

or two ago by the gift of a large bunch of well-

berried sprays of the Sea Buckthorn which had

been culled on the sand dunes ("links" we call

them in Scotland) by the shores of the Firth of

Tay^ Here the shrub grows in large quanti-

ties and setms to tlurive particularly well.

The glossy, golden amber coloured berries were

literally packed in hundreds among the spiny

branches, and these, with the narrow, hoary leaves

- tipping the shoots, make a charmingly attractive

vase. " Whiskey berries" is the local name by which

they are linown in this district ; this, no doubt,

on account of the pungent smell given off by the

berries. The male and female flowers of the

Sea Buckthorn are borne on separate plants, so

that it is absolutely necessary when planting to

place both kinds side by side, otherwise failure, as

far as berrj' production is concerned, would result.

Carnoustie. W. Little.

latitudes mark time, so to speak, so as to adjust

their behaviour to a reversed order of seasons ?

Bulbous plants, one should imagine, may adapt

themselves to the transposition of seasons more
readily than fibrous-rooted plants. Probably there

is no universal rule' in this matter, and there must

.be many persons well acquainted with the facts
;

but they do not seem to have explained them in

any work on exotics hardy in this country. I

shall be grateful for information on the subject.

How, for instance, does Colchicum autumnale or

Crocus speciosus behave when grown in New
Zealand ?

Having asked all these questions at the risk of

being denounced a bore, I may as well earn the

character thoroughly by propounding yet another.

In the course of these desultory notes raethinks

I have made favom'able mention of a plant which

came here under the name of Geum Borisii. It is

indeed a treasure. Opening its first bloom on

May 9 (the hue was aptly described as " red lead
"

by a lady to whom I sent a sample), it is still gaily

in flower on this fourth day of December. It is

so bright and free and, unlike several others of the

genus, of such neat habit that I would fain have
more of it ready-made, propagation being more or

less a slow process. It was shown at an exhibition

of the Royal Horticultural Society in 1916 or 1917,

when I secured a plant, but I cannot remember
from whom, and it does not appear in any catalogue

received of late. I shall be glad to hear of any
nurseryman who has it in stock.

The extraordinary warmth of November has
prolonged the flowering of many plants which have
usually gone to sleep before now. Scabiosa caucasica

still carries plenty of its grey-blue blossoms on
those long wiry stems that fit so well into a vase.

Complaint is sometimes heard that this, *y far

the best of its genus, is difiicult to establish
;

indeed, we never succeeded well with it here till

we got a packet of seed from a well-known firm in

Ipswich. Now we have scores of large clumps.

Roses lasted well into December, the best late

blooms coming from Lady Pirrie, Hugh Dickson,

Fran Karl Druschki and the inimitable, inexhaus-

tible, indispensable Zepherine Drouhin ; but now
all these must go into eclipse, for the long procession

of Rhododendrons has begun, to last till August,

1919, R. Nobleanum being richly set with crimson

globes. If frost does not come soon, R. Thomson!
and its hybrids will be in jeopardy, for their

flower-buds have already reached a dangerous

degree of obesity. Hamamclis mollis opened its

first bloom on December 3 (last year it did not

begin till December 28), the Winter Honeysuckle,

Lonicera Standishi, followed on December 4,

Berberis japonica on December 6.

There is surely some error in the note on Pieris

floribunda (page 449), which states that this shrub
' seldom appears to grow more than a foot or

2 feet in height." Here we have only a suigle speei-

inen, for we grudge it room that may be given to

the infinitely more beautiful and equally free

flowering P. japonica ; but that single bush is

4' feet 9 inches high and 27 feet in circumference.

Nor are these dimensions at all unusual ; far

larger bushes are not infrequent elsewhere. At
Park House on the Aberdeenshire Dee. for instance,

the somewhat forlorn grounds contained several

of the largest I have seen anywhere.

The two species above named were included of

old in the single genus Andromeda, which is now
split up into eight sepai'ate genera. When that

change was determined, it showed little respect for

Greek legendary lore that the title Andromeda
should have beerr restricted to a single species,

the British A. polifolia, which happens to be an
inveterate bog lover ; whereas when Perseus rescued

the heroine of the legend, he found her chained to

a rock. In our peat mosses, where this pretty

little plant abounds, I have never seen it in flower

except in summer ; but when transplanted to a

garden border it not only increases considerably

in stature, but there is not a day in the year

that it does not hang out its delicate, flesh-tinted

bells.

In view of the immense and constantly increasing

number of new species which the enterprise of

nmserymen and the diligence of collectors has
brought and continues to bring into this country,

there is more urgent need than ever for discrimina-

tion by gardeners and amateurs. Many of the

newly imported species are only of botanical in-

terest, and merely cumber the ground in private

collections. These should be ruthlessly discarded,

and among some notes on the subject which I

have jotted down for my own (.-uidance I find
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Pieris floribunda in the black—or at least the grey

—

list. Possibly it may be of some interest if I quote

from these notes.

Superior.

Gentiana septemfida

Gentiana asclepiadea

Gentiana sino-ornata

Spirsea bracteata

Senecio Grayi

Aster Fremonti

Aster subcaeruleus

Aster diplostephioides

Inferior.

Gentiana cruciata

Gentiana Fetisowi

Gentiana tibetica

Spiraea x Van Houttei

Senecio laxifolia

Aster salsuginosus

• Aster alpinus

Tricuspidaria lanceolata Tricuspidaria dependens

Berberis piiinata Berberis Aquifolium

Erinus alpinus var. I ^ .

I Ermus alpmus
carmmeusJ "^

Escallonia x langleyensis Escallonia rubra

Hypericum reptans

Saxifraga sancta

Dryas lanata

Escallonia philipplana

Roscoea capitata

Roscoea cautlioides

Osmanthus Delavayi

Hamamelis mollis

Hypericum repens

Saxifraga juniperina

Dryas octopetala

Escallonia x exoniensis

Roscoea purpurea

Viburnum Carlesi

Osrnanthus ilicifolius

Hamamelis arborea

j Viburnum rhytidophyl-

l lum
Adenophora megalantha Adenophora Lamarck's

Pieris japonica Pieris floribunda

I need not continue the list. Nobody can grow

everything, and notes of this kind render it easier

to choose none but the better species in everj

genus.

Winter Heliotrope.—In shrubbery borders

and on the outskirts of the garden proper the in-

florescences of this ever-welcome ' winter flower

(Petasites fragrans) are now appearing. Those

who value such things and appreciate its unusual

fragrance may enjoy it in greater measure by
lifting the flowering crowns so soon as these are

well clear of the soil, putting several together in

pots of convenient size, framing them for the time

being, and later, when more fully developed, bringing

them into a cold greenhouse or sitting-room. Even
a solitary potful in either of these places will soon

betray its presence, so all-pervading is the perfume

emitted by the rather peculiar-looking flowers.

HARDY AZALEAS
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL, V.M.H.

NOW that the planting season is at hand
it may be well to remind readers of

some of the hardy Azaleas that will do

well in any light soil under fairly favourable

Azaleas have a character so much their own that

it is well worth while to give them a separate

place of their own, some place for preference

between garden and woodland where they can have

THE HARDY GHENT AZALEA DAVIESII.

conditions. Rather moist peat suits them best,

but they will thrive in sandy soil with leaf-

mould slightly enriched with thoroughly

matured manure. Among seedlings of the Ghent

Azaleas there are so many beautiful plants

unnamed that it is best to visit a nursery at bloom-

ing time (the -first week of June) and to mark the

desired plants ; but, failing this, a reminder of

some good kinds may be of use. The hardy

m^'M.

W>^

^^

rief^^^'
-.-fTii.:.

THE WAY UP TO THE .\ZALEAS.

plenty of space. Although they do well quite in

the open, providing that the roots are never dried

up, yet, in places where natural moisture at the root

is not present, it is well that there should be some
passing shade during a part of the day, a condition

that also prolongs the duration of the bloom.

Such a place is provided by an opening in woodland,

where they also look their best. The garden

Azaleas have one great advantage over their near

relations the Rhododendrons, in that there are no
colourings that absolutely clash. From pure white

to deepest red there is none that is unpleasantly

inharmonious, though a careful arrangement for

colour is an undoubted advantage. Such an

arrangement has been made in the garden in which

these notes are written. The subject of the picture

is the beautiful Azalea Daviesii, a white flowe»

slightly toned with yellow. It is a starting po'nt

for others of tender colouring, on the one side 1 .'ad-

ing to pink and red, and on the other to yellow.

Of these the first is the pale yellow double Narcissi-

flora, then another well-known kind named Nancy
Waterer, a large flower of a full soft yellow ; then

comes Ellen Cuthbert, of much the same colouring,

but with the flowers backed with bronze. This is

followed by Princeps, deep yellow with red tube,

leading to the glorious deep orange Gloria Mundi.

The lighter coloured of this yellow group are backed

by bushes of the sweet old yellow Pontica.

Starting again from the white Daviesii and

going the other way, we come to a pale pink called

Incana and a series of tender pinks chosen from

among a batch of Azalea rustica plena in Messrs.

Anthony Waterer's nursery. Among these, a

beautiful named kind is Bijou de Gendbrugge, and

another good pink, Marie Ardente. These lead

to the splendid old Fama, a full rosy pink, always

smothered with bloom, A little way beyond

should be ^ glowing mass of reds, composed of
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Charles Bowman, Grandeur Triomphant, Antoi-

nette and Sang de Gendbrugge.

The other pictures with a foreground of the

same dwarf Rhododendron, that is at the back of a

stone seat, show the way from the house to the

Azaleas, the one looking up to them, the other down
to the house.

seeds on paper in a

them to remain for

Raising Anemone
Hepatica from Seed

By S. ARNOTT.

The time to save seeds

of Hepaticas is just when
the capsules are opening.

If gathered then, the

percentage of germination

will be larger than if

gathered too soon. If

left too long, the hard

seeds become scattered

and few self-sowr seed-

lings will appear. Lay the

sunny window, allowing

week or two. They
may then be sown in boxes or pans, well

drained, and filled to within an inch of the

top with a compost of loam, leaf-soil and some
sand, putting the rougher material at the bottom.

It is desirable to nail two strips of wood along the

bottom of the boxes to keep them off the ground
and prevent the access of worms. It is- a good

plan to lay pieces of slate on the top, press them
gently down, lift again, and sow the seeds within

about an eighth of an inch of the edges of

the slates; then to replace the latter with

just a sprinlding of soil between them and the

seeds. Water well, and set the' boxes at the base

of a north wall, where they may remain until next

spring, when a proportion of the seeds will germi-

nate. See that the slates are not displaced by
frost in winter. When some of the seedlings

have made their second leaves, remove the slates

and put a little fine soil on the surface, but do not

otherwise disturb the seedlings. When the leaves

have withered, about a quarter of an inch of fine

soil may be added all over. None of the seedlings

should be removed until they fiower, which will

generally be about the third year from sowing,

but a little top-dressing should be given annually.

The first flowers are not so fine as those of the second

and third years, and frequently the last to germinate

will give the best blooms.

This may all seem a very tedious process, but

there is an ample recompense in the Hepaticas

which will reward the labour. If the seeds are

saved from a varied collection, there is every chance

of obtaining some of the fine shades among these

flowers which are practically unobtainable at the

present time A number of years ago Hepaticas

of all shades, ffom white, through grey, and pink

,to bright red, could be procured, as well as light

and dark blties and purples. Now the range of

colours in commerce is limited. The seedling-

raiser has not only the chance of securing these

fine varieties, but also new doubles or a more
vigorous double white one than at present baffles

so many groovers to retain.

The time of waiting may be wearisome, but

if seed-sowing is performed annually, then, after

the first exercise of patience, new plants will

make their appearance yearly to rejoice the hearts

of their cultivators and ensure the improvement
of these lovely old-fashioned flowers.

THE GARDEN DIARY
By clarence PONTING.

IF
you are a gardener and pride yourself upon

the results of yjur labours, you will bote or

entertain your friends in the train during

the daily rtm to business with remarks upon
what you have sown or the results of your

croppings—according to the time of the year.

And yet, if one of those bored people were to ask

you what date you sowed, say, your early Peas
in 1916 or 1917, what date they were cropped and
the resultant yield, did they do well or ill, and what
weather conditions prevailed for the season of the

year, you probably would not be able to tell

him, because you do not keep a garden diary.

.And yet all these particulars are of vital import-

ance and most useful as a, guide and help when
planning out the crops for the following year.

\

A diary of the times of sowing, state of

the weather, height and condition of the

crops recorded day by day until fihal fruition

is reached, forms a valuable and most inter-

esting book. If this is read during some
winter's evening when the fire throws out its

genial glow while the rain slants down outside

on the sodden earth, it will help to recall the for-

gotten glories to memory. You will forget that

winter conditions prevail. With the seed lists upon
your knee while you snuggle down into the

thereby. Practice wiU prove him to be wrong.
Memory is a treacherous thing, and if one relies

upon it for the dates of previous years' sowings,

failure or half crops may result. A busy man
cannot be expected to remember these details,

details which cannot be accurately obtained from
a gardening manual, because situation, climatic

conditions and one's soil all have to be taken inti>

consideration.

If a certain crop does well when sown at

a given time in that locality, one can reason-

ably expect a similar success if seeds are put

into the ground somewhere about the same time

the next season. If such is the case, record it in

the diary. Should they fail, also make a note of

it with the object of remedying the fault next

season.

It is with the so-called autumn sowings that the

diary proves most valuable. The garden at this

time is in a flourishing condition, and sowings are

apt to be delayed unless the diary is consulted.

Take a case in point. Turnips, the gard^ing
manual tells me, can be sown through July and
August. Lucky compiler of the manual ! He
could not do it here. I have a note in my diary of

1917 under the date of August i :
" Sowed Golden

Ball Turnip." In red ink interlined, dated

November 30, I find the remarks, " Crop poor

—

bulbs very small." Naturally, when I meet this

in the diary in 1918, I make a note to sow Golden
Ball Ttirnip in July.

THE PATH FROM THE AZALEAS TO THE HOUSE.

*#* Readers tvho have not already done so are asked to
order The Gaeden to be delivered regularly by their news-
agent. The return of unsold copies is prohibited, and in
conseguence The G.uiden is obtainable only if ordered
beforehand.

comfortable depths of your favourite armchair, you
picture the garden as you will make it next year.

The great joy of the gardener is anticipation.

.Anticipation enables him to see long rows "of the

lar:;est Green Peas he ever saw, the longest Runner
Beans that ever"grew, the biggest Vegetable Marrow
on record, those monster Carrots, stich Onions !

One need not elaborate. He sees them all.

.Anticipation enables him to do so.

Unfortunately, anticipation often proves in-

finitely superior to realisation, but that, to my
mind, is the pleasure of gaidening. One is always

striving to better last year's produce, and if one's

anticipations are not realised, well, they will be

next season.

Probably the critic will say that there is no need

to keep a diary, and that no useful purpose is served

The interest in such a diary will be enhanced if

kept day by day and year by year, the results of

such sowings being recorded by interlining in red

ink or keeping a special page for such notes at the

end of each book.

Memory, I have stated, is a treacherous thing.

Walking through the garden you turn to your

wife and remark that " everything is very back-

ward tliis season." On looking up the diary it is

found that the crops are every bit as forward as

they were the previous season ; that is if the

pages have been kept correctly. Instead of being

disheartened you feel elated, the knowledge im-

parted by the diary being responsible for this.

I have kept a series of such diaries for years, and

they prove most useful for comparison. Suppose

you are contemplating a holiday. Jam has
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to be made. What date did you commence the

picking of your Strawberries ? The diary will

show it, and you'"can make your arrangements

accordingly.

To get the full enjoyment from the book, the

notes should commence with the seed sowings,

followed by the seedlings' first appearance above
ground, the height at different periods, time of

cropping, and finally the yield in pounds or

bushels.

If fond of experimenting, notes can be made of

the time these experiments were conducted, and
the results.

Potatoes have always had a fascination for me,

long before they became the subject of conversation

owing to the war. I have raised them from seed,

tubers, eyes and cuttings, the results and con-

ditions of each variation being duly noted in the

diary and improved upon where necessary.

I remember one year in particular, when I

wished to secure a maximum yield from a given

row. The diary notes tell me that I dug out a

trench 3 feet deep, which was filled with decayed

leaves freely sprinkled with sulphate of ammonia.
On this the tubers were planted. Whenever I read

the daily record of that row in the diary, my memory
recalls the intense pleasure I got froni watching

that row grow, and the fine condition of The plants

until a period of wet set in and dashed my hopes..

Although repeated y sprayed they finally went

down with disease. It is all recorded, and served

its purpose. I have never planted Potatoes on

such a trench since. Probably in a dry season

those tubers would have realised my anticipations,

as they would have fed upon those leaves and
flourished. The wet spell did the very opposite,

the leaves retaining more moisture than was good

for the plants.

Recording the weather is another interesting

thing. One will be surprised to find that seasons

continually repeat themselves. The ground may
be of iron and the heavens of brass, but the diary

for several years past givts almost identical con-

ditions for that period. One can almost tell when
the welcome rain will fall. It prevents one from

becoming despondent when the diary recalls the

fact that the crops of previous years did splendidly

under similar conditions. One does forget, you
know.

Christmastide at Kew

THE Gardens at Kew are closed on

Christmas Day, the only day in the year

when they are not open to the publir.

An advertisement in the District Railway

caiTiages brings to the public notice

the "dry paths for pleasant walks in Kew Gardens."

Visitors during the week will find much to interest

them both outside and in the greenhouses. In

autumn there appeared to be good prospects of

a plentiful supply of Holly berries, but, where

bird life is abundant, as at Kew, very few berries

now remain.

It is noticeable that a tree of the yellow-

berried Holly remains untouched ; apparently

these fruits are not so palatable. At present the

best fruiting Cotoneaster is C. rotundifolia. Now
partially devoid of leaves, this has brought the

red fruits into greater prominence, a large bed being

particularly attractive and " lively " in colom'.

Celastrus articulatus, a climber allied to the

Spindle Trees (Euonymuses), is very conspicuous

with yellow fruits, which are fast opening and

displaying the red-coated seeds. Several of

the newer Chinese Berberises are fruiting freely,

the best being B, aggregata and the variety

Prattii, both with coral red fruits ; B. Beaniana,

purple black • fruits ; and the evergi'een B.

Gagnepainii, with plum purple fruits. The
majority of the Rose fruits have disappeared, the
most remarkable of those remaining being on the
new large-flowered single variety Cupid. In
point of size they rival the fruits of the Japanese
Rosa rugosa. Among the fruiting Viburnums,
clusters of red fruits are prominent and showy
on the new Chinese species, V. betulifolium.

The Pyracanthas may justly claim a paragraph.

P. coccinea and the variety Lelandii are well-

known evergreen bushes or climbers with red
fruits. P. Gibbsii was recently illustrated in these

pages. P. Rogersiana, with red fruits, and Var.

fructu luteo, yellow fruits, a new species from
China introduced by Mr. G. Forrest, are attractive

evergreen bushes. They are not so vigorously

robust as the common Fire Thorn, have smaller

leaves and are ^beautiful in flower and fruit. P.

crenulata var. yunnanense, another new Chinese

shrub, is distinct in only now ripening its smaller

red fruits. On a wall P. angustifolia is also

showy.

Shrubs in Flower.—The mild weather is

responsible for the December-flowering shrubs
blooming better than last year. Jasminum
nudiflorum easily heads the list, both on a wall

and trained to rough spurred Oak posts. A second

yellow-flowered shrub, Hamamclis mollis, is the

best of this family ; H. arborea and the paler

yellow variety, H. Zuccariniana, are also good.

Rhododendron dauricum and R. raucronulatum

have a few rosy purple flowers open. Perhaps
tlie most remarkable hardy tree in flower is Prunus
subhirtella var. autumnalis (syns. Miqueliana and
microlepis). Trees outside at either end of the

large Temperate House produce their white

blossoms in midwinter. Lonicera fragrantissima,

L. Standishii and var. lancifolia all have de-

liciously fragrant creamy white .flowers. Arbutuses
grow and are flowering abundantly, but do not

mature fruits freely at Kew. Viburnum Tinus,

the e\-ergreen Laurustinus, is another winter-

flowering shrub which does well in the light sandy
soil.

The stems of some trees and shrubs are an im-

portant consideration in the pleasure grounds

to-day. The White Birch, the red and golden-

stemmed Willows, the red-twigged Cornus Spathii,

and the white-stemmed Rubuses, R. Giraldii,

R. tibetanus, R. biflorus and the variety quinque-

florus are the most conspicuous.

Iris unguirularis (syn. stylosa), light lavender

blue, and the white variety alba are nicely in

flower at the foot of a sheltered south wall. The
Christmas Roses are opening their flowers in the

hardy Fern borders.

The Greenhouses.—The Conservatory (House

No. 4) is gay with a variety of flowering plants.

The Veitchian hybrid winter-flowering Begonias

are the featiu'e of the house, Exquisite, Fascination

and Emita being " top-hole," to borrow an
American term. Three beautiful Acacia?£ for

December flowering are A. alata A. Baileyana

and A. platyphylla. Jacobinia chiysostephana

is an indispensable cool greenhouse plant with

large heads of golden yellow blossoms.

In the T Range the Indian Peristrope speciosa

provides a rich patch of rosy prurple colour.

Calaiithes and Cypripediums are conspicuous in

the Orchid Houses.

The popular attractions in the great Palm House
are a large bunch of Bananas and two Coffee trees

promising a heavy crop of berries. The Oranges
in the North Octagon of the Temperate House are

fruiting freely, and one tree in particular is full of

blossom. In the Mexican section of the house
a plant of the hybrid Strelitzia kewensis

is a bold and striking feature, with a rich

creamy yellow flower some 8 feet to 9 feet

high A. O.

Gardening of the Week
FOR SOUTHERN GARDENS.

Fruit Under Glass.

Vines.—^All Vines intended to be started in
January should have been pruned, dressed, and put
in good order in readiness for the time set to close
the vineries. If tlie borders are outside, see that
they are properly protected from heavv rains,
snow and frost, and get together ample' leaves,
manure, &c., to place over the borders, so as to
giv. a gentle warmth to the roots and thus heip
tiip Vines to break more readily.

Pot Vines.^These are mostly grown for the
production of early fruits and to give a longer
period of rest to permanent Vines, which is much
better for them. Strong, well-matured, short

-

jointed canes are the best for early starting, and
should be plunged, if convenient, in a gentle warmth
of leaves and litter, keeping a very careful watch
on the fermenting material to see that the heat is

not too rapid or high. When starting pot Vines,
give a temperature of 50° by night with a gentle
jise during the day, and see that the house is

kept sufficiently moist, regulating the s\Tinging
of the rods according to the weather and the
elevation of the structure.

Strawberries.—A number of plants that have
been plunged in coal ashes outdoors or in cold
frames may be taken in and placed on shelves as
near the light as possible. See that the soil is

free from worms, remove a little of the old foliage
if decayed, wash the pots, and, when the soil is

sufficiently dry, top-dress with a little sweet
compost not too wet.

Plants Under Glass.

Camellias.—These and other subjects which
have filled the pots or tubs with roots must not
be overlooked. Water freely at intervals when
needed in preference to daily driblets, also give
an occasional supply of liquid stimulants and,
after cleaning the surface soil, a top-dressing of

sweet loam containing ample fibre, rough peat
and grit. See that the foliage is perfectly clean
and free from thrips and other insect pests. The
same remarks apply to all plants under glass

;

in fact, now is a good time to thoroughly overhaul
all plants under glass, giving the glass roof and
woodwork a good cleansing so that as much light

as possible may reach the 'interiors during these
dark days.

Roses.—These fnay be thinned of useless
growths and pruned forthwith, also top-dressed
with good loam and manure. If the roots are
restricted and in a dry state, give the borders a
thorough soaking prior to top-dressing.

Violets.—Although hardy, with care and
attention as regards protection of the cold frames
excellent crops of Violets may be had for many
weeks, at a time, too, when flowers are greatly
appreciated. By placing a few dozen plants in
pots, standing them on shelves near the glass roof
and giving them a slight warmth, very fine blooms
may be obtained. The plants should never be
overwatered, and ample air must be given on all

favourable occasions.

The Flower Garden.
Roses.—These plants being so very scarce ard

some varieties not to be had, it might be advisable
to make some attempt to propagate from cuttings
without delay. Select firm, well-matured pieces
with a heel attached and about 6 inches long,

remove a few of the lower eyes, and insert the
cuttings in a sweet sandy compost, pressed firmly,

on a snug border, or, much better, under a hand-
light or in a frame, keeping the lights closed and
protected from -severe frost. With careful atten-
tion a good number should strike root and pro\e
exceptionally useful.

The Hardy Fruit Garden. .

Plums.—When pruning trees trained on walls,

spur back all the side and front growth to within
a couple of eyes of the base, excepting a few young
shoots at intervals all over the trees if there is

room, and these should be preserved and trained
to the wires or tacked by shreds to the walls, as

it is from these shoots that very fine crops of large

Plums are usually produced the second year.

Take care w'hen drawing the branches and shoots
into the desured positions not to injure the bark.

Use cloth or some other material behind the string

to prevent cutting during the coining season.

After the trees have been pruned, if infested with
small white scale, scrape the bark and thoroughly
scrub (using a hard scrubbing-brush) the affected

parts with soapsuds and paraffin, or dress, with
caustic soda. H. Markham.

(Gardener to the Earl of Strafford.)

Wrotham Park, Barnel.
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FOR NORTHERN GARDENS.
The Kitchen Garden.

Pea Trenches.—The sowing of Peas, especially

maincrop varieties, in trenches has several advan-
tages over sowing on the flat, and it is well to pre-

pare the trenches now, so that at sowing-time
only a forking over will be necessary. The
distance apart must be determined by the variety

to be sown, and a good rule is to have both
equal, allowing a little more between the rows
for the dwaffer varieties. Excavate the trench a

good spade deep, then dig in a good heavy dress-

ing of organic manure, and finish by returning about
one-third of the surface soil to the trench.

^
The

space between the trenches should be lightly

manured and deeply dug, as the roots will ramify
for a considerable distance beyond the trench.

Sunroots(JerusaIem Artichokes).—As the Kibers

begin to move early in the spring, the crop had
better be lifted now and stored either in a cellar

or in the open. Work in a little sand or light soil

among the tubers to keep them from shrivelling.

As this plant requires a long season of growth, it

should be planted early, and if not already done, the
ground for the ensuing season's crop should be
manured and trenched or deeply dug.

Seed Lists.—Readers should keep in mind that

the Paper Order is still in force, and that

application has to be made to seedsmen to send
their seed lists, which ought to be obtainable next

week.
The Flower Garden.

Herbaceous Plants.—Give the beds or borders

a top-dressing. This may consist of old hotbed
manure, leaf-mould, or soil in which Melons or

Tomatoes have been growing, something fresh

and yet not too stimulating, on which the plants

can lay hold when dug in later and growth com-
mences.

Top-Dressing.—^Those who have beds of such
subjects as Auriculas, Primroses, Scillas or Ery-
throniums would do well to give them a top-dressing

of fresh loam, failing which, any of the materials
recommended for herbaceous plants may be given.

Sweet Pea Stakes.—See that there is a sufficient

supply of these. Natural stakes are most desirable,

and. of those, Elm or Beech branches are preferable.

As they have to be of considerable height, it is often
difficult to g"t them furnii^hed with twigs the entire

length. To meet this difliculty procure so many
dwarf twiggy stakes to carry the plants up the first

few feet.

Fruit Under Glass."

Late Vines.—The fruit being cut, pruning should
take place as soon as possible. Cut back to two
buds, using a sharp pruning-knife in preference
to the more convenient secateurs, which can never
make such a clean job as the knife.

Rejuvenating Old Vines.—Old Vines with long
gnarled spurs—the result of many annual prunings—cannot push with the same vigour as younger
rods. Given a well-constructed border, however,
coupled with judicious top-dressing and manuring,
it is unnecessary to discard the Vines in order to
improve the crop. At the winter pruning one of

the lowest laterals on every alternate rod should
be only partially cut back, and from this lateral

a shoot should be trained up midway between the
two old rods and subsequently treated as if it were
a young Vine. At the next winter pruning cut
out the parent or old rod ; at the second winter
pruning d5 the other half of the Vines; and
within four years you will have a stock of vigorous
Vines with very little loss of fruit during the
transition period.

Plants Under Glass.

Daffodils.—A good batch should now be intro-
duced to a mildly heated structure, where, with the
turn of the day, they will respond to a little assist-
ance much more readily than those introduced
earlier in the season.

Tulips.^Some of the Cottage class, such as
Golden Crown, if placed in mild heat now, will
turn in by March. Darwins can be introduced a
little later. When being forced. Tulips should be
kept darkened until the flower-stems develop a
little, otherwise short stems will be the result.

Forcing Shrubs.

—

.\ few Deutzias, Philadel-
phuses and Azaleas should now be placed in an
early vinery or Peach-house.

Charles Comfort.
(Gardener to Mrs. W. H. Haig.)

Broomfield Gardens, Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

ANSWERS
TO CORRESPONDENTS

ROSE GARDEN.
ROSE QUERIES (GiMons).—The majority of the

Tea and Hybrid Tea Roses will root readily from
cuttings inserted in sandy soil during July and
August, but greater success is obtained if tliey are inserted
in pots of sandy compost and placed in a frame during
the months stated. The rooted plants are then transferred
to their permanent positions during April of the following
year. In course of time tiiey make equally as good plants
as those budded. A true climbins Rose makes vigorous
annual growths, but most Roses will run up a good height
if encouraged to do so and very sparingly pruned. For
instance, Irish Elegance will ran up to a height of " feet
or 8 feet if planted near a wall or fence. Tlie'stock has no
influence upon the Rose climbing. Scotch Roses should be
left unpruned. They can be increased from suckers
which spring up all around the plants. Hybrid China
Roses require similar soil to other Roses. As regards
Tree Lupines, they may be praned if they have grown
ungainly. The best time is now.

FRUIT GARDEN.
GRAFTING AN OLD PEAR TREE (Giiion').—Yes

;

you can graft an old Pear tree. The best time is March.
Before this time arrives cut back all the growths to be
grafted. It is best to select those about tlie thickness
of a broom handle. You should engage some gardener
to do the work for you.

APPLE ROOTS ATTACKED {F. H.).—The Apple roots
are attacked by the bacterium known as Bacterium
tumefaciens, which produces crown gall. This disease
is fairly frequent upon the roots of Apple and other trees,
and is said to cause considerable damage in America

;

but so far as our own observations upon it in England go,
trees affected appear to behave as well as those which
have none of the galls upon their roots. In transplanting
affected trees it might, however, be as well to cut off the
parts bearing the galls and to burn them.
ESPALIER GROWN APPLE TREES AND VINES

{Vinery).— .411 the branches growing out of the main shoots
of the espaliers (that is to say, the young shoots of this
year's growth) should be cut ' back, the strong ones to
within three buds of their base, and the moderate and
weak shoots to within two buds of their base. The short
spurs on the lower branches, which are probably fruit
buds, should be left intact. Seeing that the upper shoots
are so strong, you will do well to let some of the branches
grow long enough next summer to form a higher layer
of branches, in order to give the trees a ciiance of larger
development. This would ease the tendency to such strong
growth, and most likely increase the fertility of the trees.

Should such strong growth continue afterwards, root
pruning would be the alterniitive. Seeing that the trees
are growing so strongly, an application of manure is not
necessary—certainly not green cow-manure. Evidently
the Vines have been allowed to practically run wild. Cut
back all the shoots of this year's growth, the strong
t~t within two buds of their base (close to tfie stem), and
the weak ones to within one bud of their base. When
the buds start into growth in spring, one bud only should
be allowed to grow on the strong shoots as well ,as on the
weaker ones, choosing that to remain which promises
to produce the best bunch (this will by then be apparent).
Clear the border of any weeds there may be on it, and then
give the surface a dressing of Thomson's Vine Manure,
forking the same into the surface of the border 4 inches
deep. A pint to a square yard is a good dressing to give,
repeating the dose, say, towards the end of May. Cover
the border with leaves to the depth of 5 inches,
adding a covering of straw to prevent the leaves blowing
about.

to fruit in pots should again be shifted Into 6-inch"or
"-inch pots, according to the strength of the plants, and
grown In a cool, airy greenhouse or cold frame, bring kept
there until the fruit is well developed and coloured. The
plants also succeed very well when planted in cold frames
about the end of May, as they also do if planted at the
same time at the foot of a warm south wall. The soil in
which they are planted should be deeply dug and of a
light, loamy nature for preference, with a liberal sprinkling
of leaf mould and decayed manure added. If well looked
after tliey will succeed very well in any ordinary garden
soil.

FLOWER GARDEN.
HYBRID CLEMATIS {Miss C.).—The hybrid referred

to recently in The Gaepen is not yet In commerce, and
some time might elapse before it is to be had. Good blues
are not common among Clematises,the nearest thereto being
Beauty of Worcester, Tllue Gem and Ascotensis. If
obtainable, the lovely hybrid C. Durandii, of dark violet
blue colour, is the nearest approach to that enquired about.
It is a vigorous-habited plant, too. Write to Messrs.
Jackman and Sons, Woking. As specialists of the
Clematis they might possibly assist you further.

•«• The Yearly Subscription to THE Gakden is : Inland,
IDs. lOd. ; Foreign, 13s.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
AOBERGINES OR EGG PLANTS (0. E. P.).—These are

not commonly growu or greatly cared for in this country,
although when well grown the fruits of the plants are most
attractive, besides being useful to eat as well. Forty
years ago the jilant used to be grown in pots in cold frames
for the decoration of the conservatory, the egg -like fraits
in colours of purple, chocolate and white, and of a size

r.ather larger than a hen's egg, being appreciated for this
purpose. It is seldom we have seen the fruit so large
as that mentioned by you. The Aubergine is most
easily grown. Sow the seeds in small pots towards the
end of February, and place on the shelf of a warm green-
house. Pot singly into small pots as soon as the seedlings
are an inch high, and place on a shelf on the warm side of
the greenhouse near the glass ; give air freely in warm
weather and attend carefully to the watering of the plants.
About the middle of .\pril the plants must be shifted into
larger pots, but still be grown in the greenhouse, or they
may be placed in a cold frame, but protection from frost
must be afforded. At the^end of May those plants intended

MISCELLANEOUS.
DUTCH BROWN BEANS (GiWoiis).—These have a

very high food value. We think you could grow them
on the farm, providing they were well looked after as
regards hoeing and earthing-up.

MOLES IN LAWNS {B. F.).—We regret to say that
wo know of no poison that can be used to kill moles. If
there is a professional mole-catcher in the neighbourhood,
it would be wise to place the matter in his hands and
allow him to clear your lawns. Otherwise we know of no
other means than trapping.

BEST BOOKS ON FRUIT AND VEGETABLE GROWING
(Pyrleston).—For the purpose of frait growing there is

nothing better or more up to date than " The Fruit
Garden." by George Bunyard, V.M.H., and Owen Thomas,
V.M.H.. price 13s., from this office. " Frait Farming for
Profit." price 2s. 9d., and Udale's " Handy Book on
Pruning," price Is. 9d., post free, from Messrs. Bufiyard,
Maidstone, are also good. The best book on the culture
of vegetables from seeds and roots is that of Messrs. Sutton
and Sons of Reading, price 5s. It treats of flowers also.

ENQUIRY. \

FRIAR'S BALSAM.—I send a query to The'Gakden
concerning Friar's Balsam (gum benzoin). I suppose
it to be a vegetable gum, and would like to know what
plant it comes from. My chief reason for sending the
note is that I yearn to impart to my friends in THE Garden
my nurse's beautiful Malapropism. I had a touch of
bronchitis recently, and she went through the list of the
doctor's orders one day. T\'inding up nitti :

" The doctor
has ordered your ' anniliilafion," Miss Anne, at nine o'clock
this evening."

—

Anne AMAtefr.

GARDENERS' BENEFIT SOCIETY.
THE monthly meeting of the United Horticultural Benefit
and Provident Society was held in the Royal Horticultural
Society's Hall on Monday. December 0, Mr. Charles H
Curtis presiding. Two new members were elected One'member was allowed to withdraw £2 10s. lOd., beine
double the amount of Interest ; two members over the ace
of seventy years withdrew £55 ]8s. from their deposit
accounts

;
and one member withdrew £22 19s lOd from

his lapsed account. The Armv Forms were received
of the late Privates W. C. Croxford, E. Wiffen, E. Evesham
J. Gardner and R. W. Lane, the sum of £1^ 68. Id beinc
passed for payment to their respective ncnjiners 5 he
death certificate was received of an old and respected
member who had received over £240 in sick pay and still
had a balance of nearly £100, which was passed for pa\»
raent to his nominee. The sick pay for the month
amounted on the ordinary side to £93 13s. lid. ; on the
State side to £38 6s. Sd., and maternity claims to £4 10s
The trustees were empowered to invest a further £500 in
War Bonds. Mr. W H. Divers was co-opted a member
of the committee fn the place of the late Mr. E. J. Allard.

OBITUARY
THOMAS W. PRITCHARD.

We have to record the death of Mr. Thomas W.
Pritchard, who was until lately gardener to Mr.
Hyslop Maxwell, The Grove, Kirkcudbrightshire.
Mr. Pritchard was the son of the late Mr. Pritchard,
gardener at Maxweilton House, Dumfriesshire,
the birthplace of Annie Laurie. He served his
time under his father, and afterwards had
experience at Drumlanrig Castle and other good
gardens. Prior to going to The Grove, he was
gardener to the late Mr. J. H. M'Gowan, Elian-
gowan, Dumfries. Mr. Pritchard was a good
gardener and to^k a keen interest in his calling,
and was for some time an active member of the
Dumfries and District Horticultural Society and
the Dumfries and Galloway Gardeners' Associa-
tion, to the tetter of which he read a paper a year
or two ago. He was much interested in fruit

cultivation, and took special pride in the orchard-
house fruits at The Grove. Mr. Pritchard, who
is survived by Mrs. Pritchard and three young
children, had been in bad health for some time
and underwent treatment in a sanatorium without
benefit, and returned to his home in Kirkmichae),
Dumfries, where he died. His remains were
interred in Irongray Churchyard on December 12.
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For the Poultry-Keeper
CONDUCTED BY

W. POWELL-OWEN, F.B.S.A.

THESE notes will be read by several

grades of poultry-keepers. There will

be the person who is getting eggs in

abundance from his fowls. Then there

wfll be the poultry-keeper who is getting

a nice lot of eggs but not enough to give entire

satisfaction. Finally, there will be the producer

who is unfortunate enough to be with empty

egg-baskets. Some, therefore, will be all smiles

and others—all frowns !

Pullets Not Laying.—As my postbag tells

me very many poultry-keepers are at a loss to

know why their pullets have not commenced to

lay or why they have only just got to business.

There are many reasons for pullets starting to

lay late, and late hatching is, perhaps, the greatest

sinner. But there are plenty of poultry-keepers

who have failed to secure full egg-baskets early

from birds that weie hatched to time. Every-

thing has been done to help the pullets along

without success, and usually I find the cause is

put down to inferior foodstuffs or low-grade stock,

although one querist has informed me that " local

opinion declares in favour of an epidemic in the

air which has captivated all the pullets in the

district and prevented them from laying." The

reason why many pullets of correct hatching and

good growth have failed to start egg-laying early

is that these birds have undergone a false moult,

which alone has postponed the date of laying.

Moulting of Pullets.—I have always warned

my students against their allowing pullets to

have a false moult in August or September, because

the dropping of feathers then means a late start

in egg-laying. Wlien a pullet of the current year's

hatching sheds her feathers in August or September,

it is not a real moult such as is undergone by adult

hens at the same time. My steps to guard against

such happening have included (i) liberal feeding

as the pullets are maturing and coming into lay
;

{2) the keeping of pullets away from adults that

are moulting ; {3) the removal at once of any loose

feathers ; (4) the removal from the flock of any

pullet that starts to drop her feathers ; and (5) the

regular handling of the maturing pullets to see

what condition they are in as regards feathering.

While many poultry-keepers have had no returns

from puUets of correct hatching through running

pullets with moulting hens (the former having

taken the habit and gone into a false moult),

others have failed in the matter of feeding.

Pullets Out of Condition.—A few months ago

when the pullets were coming along nicely, food-

stuffs were faulty, and in consequence the matur-

ing females failed to get " over the top." On

account of low feeding and inferior foodstuffs

they fell away in condition and commenced to

drop their feathers. In some cases the mishap

took place at a time when the poultry-keeper's

food store was low. We must therefore learn the

lesson, so that in subsequent seasons we can guard

against a similar mishap. Low feeding, as is well

known, represents my incentive to start adult

hens moulting. It loosens the skin and the

feathers drop out ! That is exactly what has

happened with so many flocks of pullets, whether

owned by novices or professionals. It teaches us,

therefore, that even after getting pullets of correct

hatching, great importance must be attached to

the final stages. We must feed them well in

August and September, and gradually " feed them
into lay " from mid-September so that eggs are

forthcoming in October. The mash must then

be bulky and ample, and the animal food must

be gradually increased until laying is in full swing.

Mash for breakfast and tea twice or thrice

weekly will do the needful in keeping up the

condition of the pullets.

Early Hatching Essential.—The foiegoing ex-

planation is necessaiy if only to show that the

final steps govern the date of laying in conjunction

with time of hatching. My system, where winter

eggs are desired, is to hatch out the majority

of heavy-breed pullets about mid-March and of

light-breed pullets about mid-April. These ai-e

the ones which, if well handled, come into lay in

October. Other hatches can be carried out so

long as they are in the minority. The very early

broods will furnish the owner with some forward

vigorous cockerels for breeding—say, February

in heavy breeds and March in light varieties

—

and the pullets from same can be held back for

October laying. The late broods will furnish

pullets that will follow on in relays. It is not a

difficult matter for even a novice to keep the

February pullets out of lay until October, the

reader bearing in mind that if eggs are forthcoming

in September, the layers will probably go into a

false moult after a short period of laying and not

come on to lay again till Christmas or thereabouts.

Free range and grain-feeding will keep too forward

birds in check. The novice will find it more

difficult to push backward pullets forward ; hence

the importance of correct hatching.

Mating Up the Breeders.—The average poultr\-

keeper is too late in mating up his breeding pens.

Already the professional poultry-breeder has got

most of his pens mated up, and that is as it should

be if an early start is to be made. March hatching

means February incubation, and since the birds

should be mated up a month at least before fertile

eggs are needed for use, that means January mating.

If February chicks are to be aimed at, then Decem-

ber mating would be advisable. There should

be no delay, therefore, in getting the breeders

together. With the difficult times we have gone

through as regards foodstuffs, we must be very

careful in our choice of breeders. For many
seasons to come our matings must be made with

a view to vigour. The call for my haichablc

egg and rearable chick is more pressing than ever

before. The best mating will be an early 191S

cockerel to the best 1917 hens—those that started

to lay early as pullets and which, moiUting late,

have just come into laying condition again. That

is why it is well to record the date of laying against

each pullet and to refer to the statistics when the

moult comes along at the end of the season of

laying. Broody periods and ailments should

likewise be noted, so that the best material can

be used for breeding pmposes.

Pullets as Breeders.—My maxim of pullets

for eggt and hens for chicks will be familiar to

you ; but this does not mean that I rule the pullet

out as a breeder. If you use pullets in the breeding

pen, mate to them either an adult cock whose

breeding powers are known to be sound, 01; a

vigorous cockerel a little older than the females.

The latter should, too, be forward and o( correct

hatching—not in any way stunted. There are

many degrees of breeding, some poultry-keepers

adopting methods of inbreeding or " close
"

mating which warrant the use of hens with cockerels.

The average poultry-keeper can, however, use

pullets in his breeding pens so long as he does not

always do so. Let him use hens as the general

rule, and pullets as the occasional exception.

Select the inmates with care, correcting the faults

of one sex with the good points of another. If

you have plenty of females and males, see that

the best possible birds are chosen. Haphazard

methods are wasteful. Remember that on the

parent stock falls the responsibility for all next

season's youngsters.

Importance of Incubators.—We will dismiss

right away the old problem of "hen versus incubator

hatched chicks," because I go a rung lower and

rely on the parent stock for my hatchable egg and

rearable chick. Where the matings are good, so

will be the hatching and rearing results. Now,
if I had my own way, every poultry-keeper would

possess an incubator, if only because its use

ensures early hatching and early work. It often

happens that Mrs. Brown or Mrs. Jones makes

up her mind to have earlier chicks, and thereby

blots out the mistakes of the previous season when
late hatching robbed her of the maximum returns.

Everything goes well as regards mating and

fertility, but when it comes to the question of

incubation no broody hen is available. This necessi-

tates a period of waiting, and when a broody is

available Mrs. Brown finds that she is again

troubled with late-hatched chicks. Now, with

an incubator you can carry out my " automatic "

systems. The machine is ready at any time,

and all you have to do is to be early with your

matings and get the hens to • " deliver the

goods " by the approved date when the machine

is started.

Broodies Unreliable.-—Where one relies for

early work upon broody hens, it is a question of

fighting against odds. If the season is bitter

and against the hen, then broodies are scarce.

Again, broodiness usually follows a long spell of

laying, and if your birds have started to lay late,

they may go broody late. If you have not

a broody hen, your neighbours are generally

similarly placed. In most seasons early broodies

will fetch any price,- so that I prefer to rely upon

incubators for the early broods. The professional

breeder would be quite " at sea " if he relied upon

broody hens, and even the small poultry-keeper

can take a leaf out of his book. There is no need

to buy a lai"ge machine, as a small one will answer

the purpose quite well in most cases. A foster-

mother will be needed in which to rear the

chicks, unless the latter are transferred to

broodies (if any are then available) or placed

in a home-made indoor brooder. The latter can

be heated by means of hot-water bottles, or a

hurricane lamp can be placed inside.

ADVICE ON POULTRY MATTEKS.
I

Mr. W. Powell-Owen, The Garden Poultry

Expert, will be pleased to answer, free of charge, any

questions dealing with poullry-keeping. A stamped

and addressed envelope should be enclosed, when a

lengthy and detailed reply will be posted promptly.

Communications should be .sent to Mr. W. Powell-

Owen, care of The Garden, 20, Tavistock Street,

Strand, W.C.z. Samples of foods {report thereon and

suggested use), is. 6d. ; post-mortems, 2S. bd. each.

Send samples and dead fowls (latter by rail and letters

under separate cover) direct to W. Powell-Owen,

" Powell-Owen " Poultry Bureau, 47A, High Street,

Hampstead, N.W.'^,.
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